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GENERAL COLLECTION

or

VOYAGES AND TRAVELS.

•i.^

A TOUR IN IRELAND

;

. X WITH

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE PRESENT STATE OF THAT KINGDOM:

MADE IN

Theycari 1776, 1777, and 1778, and brought down to the end of J779. By Arthur Youho,
Eiq. F. R. S. Honorary member of the Sociotics of Dublin, York, and Manchester: the CEcono-

mical Society of Berne ; the Palatine Academy of AgHculture at Manhelm i
and the Phyticul

Society at Zurich.* ; .

JUNE nineteenth, 1776, arrived at Holyhead, after an instructive journey through

a part of England and Wales I had not seen before, found the packet, the Claremont,

captain Taylor, would sail very soon. AAer a tedious passa^ of twenty-two hours,

landed on the twentieth, in the morning, at Dunlary, four miles from Dublin, a city

which much exceeded my expectation ; the public buildings are magnificent, very

many of the streets regularly laid out, and exceedingly well built. The front of thie

parliament-house is grand, thoiigh not so light as a more open finishing of the roof

would have made it. r^he apartments are spacious, elegant, and convenient, much
beyond that heap of confusion at Westminster, so inferior to the magnificence to be

looked for in the seat of empire. I was so fortunate as to arrive just in time to see

lord Harcourt, mth the usual ceremonies, prorogue the parliament. Trinity college is

a beautiful building, and {i numerous socie^ ; the library is a very fine room, and well

filled. The new exchange will be another edifice to do honour to Ireland ; it is elegant,

cost forty thoviiuid pouiras, but deserves a better situation. From evety thing I saw,

I was struck withsul those appearances of wealth which the capital of a thriving com-
munity may be supposed to exhibit Happy if I find through the country in diffused

prosperity the light source ofthis splendour! The common computation of inhabitants

200,000, but I flilould supposeextuKcrated : others guessed the number 140 or 150,000.

June 21. Introduced b^ colonel Burton to the lord lieutenant, who was pleased to

enter into convpESfttioo yntll me on my intended journey, made many remarks on the

viniculture ofseVen^^lruh- counties, and showed himselfto be an excellent fiirmer, par-

ticularly in draining. Viewed the duke of Leinster's house, which is a very large stone

edifice, the Iront sim|>le but elegant, the pediment light, there are seyeral good rooms;

VOL IV.

<* The Agricultural details are omitted.
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f)ut n rircMinistnncc unrivalled is the court, which is spacious and m!ip;nific{nt, the open-

infj; behind the hoiinc iHalsolKautiful. in the evening; to the Hotunda.u eireuhuruum,
ninety leet diameter, an imitation of Haiula^h, provided with a band of musi(!.

The barracks area vast buildinf^, raised in a |)lnin htile, of many divisions, the prin-

ciiMil front is of an immense lenj^th : they contain every convenience for ten regiments.

June 2 3. I.ord CharlemontN house in Dublin is e(|ually elegiuit and convenient, the

apartments lar(i;e, handsome, and well disposed, containing Nome good pictures, parti-

cularly one by Keinbrandt, of Judas throwing the monev on the floor, with a strong

I. Dression of guilt and remorse; the whole grouiK' line. In thcfuuncnx)m is a portrait

of Cicsar Horgia, by Titian. The library is a most elegimt apartment of about forty by
thirty, and of such a height as to form a pleasing proportion, the light is well managed,
(oniing in from the cove of the ceiling, and has an exceeding gotxle (Feet; atone end is

a |)n tty anti-room, wiih a fine copy of the Venus de Medicis, and at the oUier two
hniiill rooms, one a cabinet of pictures and antiquities, the other medals. In the col-

lection also of Robert Fitzgerald, esq. in Merion-squarc, are several pieces which very

y\\'l\ dc erve a traveller^ attention ; it was the best I saw in Dublin. Before I quit that

cit} I observe, on the houses in gcnenil, that wh \t they call their two-roomed ones are

good and convenient. Mr. Latouchc's, in Stephen's Green, I was shewn as a model
of this soit, and I found it well contrived, and fmished elegantly. Drove to lord

Charlemont's villa at Ahirino, near the city, where his lordship has formed u pleasing

lawn, margined in the highei part by a well-planted thriving shrubbery, and on a rising

ground a banquetting-room, vhich ranks very high among the most beautiful edifices I

have any where seen ; it has much elegance, lightness, and cflTect, and commands a fine

prospect ; the rising ground on which it stands sloi^s oft' to an agreeable accompany-
ment of wood, beyond which on one side is Dublin harbour, which here has the upi)ear-

nnce of a noble river crowded with ships moving to and from the capital. On the other

bide is a shore spotted with white buildings, and beyond it the hills of Wicklow, pre-

senting an outline extremely various. Tne other port of the view (it would be more
perfect if the city was planted out) is varied, in some places nothing but wood, in others

breaks of prospect. The lawn, which is extensive, is new grass, and appears to be ex-

celkntly laid down, the herbage a fine crop of white clover (trifolium repens) trefoil,

rib-grass (plantage lanceolata) and other good plants. Returned to Dublin, and made
infjuiries into other points, the prices of provisions, &c. (for which sec the tables at the

end of the book. ) The expences of a family in pro^iorticn to those of London are, as

five to eight.

Having the year following lived more than two months in Dublin, I am able to speak

to a few points, which as a mere traveller I could not have done. The information I

before received of the prices of living is correct. Fish and poultry are plentiful and

ver}' cheap. Good lodgings almost as dear as they are in London ; though we were

well accommodated (dirt excepted) for two guineas and pn half a week. All the lower

ranks in this city h, c no idea of English cleanliness, cither in apartments, j^rsons, or

cookcrj'. There is a very good society in Dublin in a parliament winter : a great round

of dinners and parties ; and balls and suppers every night in the week, some of which

are very elegant ; but you almost every where meet a company much too numerous
for the size of the apartmefits. They have two assemblies on the plan of those o'Lon-

don, in Fishamble-street, and at the Rotunda; and two gentlemen's clubs, ' -ihry's

. and Daly's, very well regulated : I heard some anecdotes of deep play at uk h'ttcr,

though never to the excess common at London. . An ill judged and uuijueecsjirul at-

tempt was made to establish the Italian opera, which existed but with scarce'/ . r y life

for tliis one winter ; of course they co'ald rise no higher than a comic one. i^a Buona
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as

FiKliiioln, hi Fnwcatarui, and il CkIono in (iiutiito, were ri|K'.t«<lly pciiutnud, orratliir

murcliTtd, cxa |>» the parts ol' Scstini. '1'Ik: Iioiihc- was (^cianilly empty, and misi-rahly

cold. So nuitli knowlfdf^i- ol" tlu- state of a (ountry is j^tiiiud hy luariiifi^ the debates

of a |uii'liaimiit, that I often trefpieiited the ^allirv of the house of eoiiiinoiiH. Since

Mr. I lomlhaslwen sileneed with tlie vice- trtasurershipol" Inland, Mr. Daly, Mr.Oratt;in,

Sir William ()slM>rn, and the prime serjeant Hiir^;h, are reckoned hiu;h anioim the Irish

orators. I heard many very ehxiuent speeches, hut I eanr<;,i say tliey htriieK me like

the exertion of the ubiliticH of Irislunen in the Kn^lish house of eomnions, owin^ ih''

haps to the reflection both on the K|Kuker and auditor, that the uttorney-^neril of l'<n^*

hmd, with a dash of his pen, can reverse, alter, or entirely do away the matured result

of all the clo<|uence, and all the abiliti s of this whole assembly. Before I conclude

with Dublin 1 shall only remark, that w.tlhinfi^ inthestn*ets there, from the narrownesit

and po|)ulousness of the princlixd thon uj'jhfures, as well as from the dirt and wretched-

ness oi the canaille, is a most uneasy and disj^ustin)^ exercise.

June 24, left Dublin and paw.-ed throuRh the I'hocnix park, a very pleasing ground,

at the bottom of which, to the left, the Liffey forms a variety of landscapes : this is the

most beautiful environ oi Dublin. Take the road to Luttrell's-town throuf^h a various

scenery on the banks of the river. That domain is a considenible one in extent, beinji^

above four hundred acres within the wall, Irish measure ; in the Iront of the house is a

fine lawn bounded by rich wo<kIs, throuf^h which are many vidinj^s, four miles in ex-

tent. From the road towards the house they lead through a very fine glen, by the side

of a stream falling over a. rocky bed, tlirough the dark wowls, with gieat variety on

the sides of steep sloiHs, at the bottom of which the LiH'ey is either heard or seen in

distinctly ; these woods arc of great extent, and so near the capital, form a retirement

exceedingly beautiful. Lord Irnham and colonel Luttrel have brought in the assist-

ance of agriculture to add to tfie lx:auties of the place, they have kept a part of the

lands in cultivation in order to lay them down the better to grass ; one hundred and fifty

acres have been done, and above two hundred acres most efl'cctuully drained in the

covered manner filled with stones. These works are well executed. The dmins are

aiso made under the roads in all wet places, with latend short ones to take ofi' the >vatcr

instciid of leaving it, as is common, to soak against the causeway, which is an excellent

method. Great use has been made of lime-stone gravel in the improvements, the eflect

of which is so considerable, that in several sjiots where it was laid on ten years ago, tbc

superiority of the grass is now similar to what one would expect from a fresh dunging.

Leaving Luttrell's-town I went to St. Wolstan's, which lord Harcourt had been so

obliging as to desire 1 would make my quarters, from ^vhencc to view to the right or

left.

June 25, to Mr. Clement's, at Killadoon, who has lately built an excellent house,

and planted much about it, with the satisfaction of finding that all his trees thrive well

;

I remarked the beech and larch seemed to get beyond the rest. He is also a good
farmer.

June 2G, breakfasted with colonel Marlay, at Ccllbridge, found he had practised

husbandry with much success, and given great attention to it from the ])cace of 1763,
which put a period to a gallant scene of service in Germany ; walked through his

grounds, which 1 found in general very well cultivated ; his fences excellent ; hb ditches

five by six, and seven by six ; the banks well made, and planted with ouicks ; the bor-

ders dug away, covered with lime till perfectly slacked, tixen mixed with dung and car-

ried into the fields ; a practice which Mr. Marlay lias found of very great benefit.

Viewed Lucun, the Siiat of Agmondisham Vcsey, esq. on the banks of the Liffey ; the

house is rebuilding, but the wood on the river, with walks through it, is exceedingly

. A 2
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hcaiitiriil. The charactc of the place is that of a sequestered shade. Distant views arc

tvcty where shut out, and the ot^cts all correspond perfectly with the impression they
were (Usigned to raise : it is a walk on the banks of the river, chiefly under a variety of
fine wood, which rises on varied slopes, in some parts gentle, in others steep ; spreading

here and tlicre into cool meadows, on the opposite shore, rich banks of wood or shrubl)y

ground. The walk is perfectly sequestered, and has that melancholy gloom which
should ever dwell in such a place. The river is of a character perfectly suited to the

rest of the sccncr}', in some places breaking over rocks, in other silent, under the thick

shade of spreading wood. Leaving Lucan, the next pkcc is Leixlip, a fine one, on the

river, with a fall, which in a wet season is considerable. Then St. Wolstan's, belonging
to the Dean of Dcrry, a beautiful villa, which is also on the river ; the grounds gay
and open, though not without the advantage ofmuch wood, disposed with judgment. A
winding shrubbery quits the river, and is made to lead through some dressed ground
that is pretty and cheerful.

Mr. Conolly's, at Castle-town, to which all travellers resort, is the finest house in

Ireland, and not exceeded by many in England ; it is a large handsome edifice, situated

in the middle of an extensive lawn, which is quite surrounded with fine plantations dis-

posed to the best advantage : to the north these unite into very large woods, through
\vhich many winding walks lead, with the convenience of several ornamented seats,

rooms, &c. On the other side of the house, upon the river, is a cottage, with a shrub-
bery, prettily laid out ; the house commands an extensive view, bounded by the Wick-
low mountains. It consists ofseveral noble apartments. On the first floor b a beautiful

galiery, eighty feet long, elegantly fitted up.

Ju.e 27, left lord narcourt's, and having received an invitation from the duke of
Leinster, passed through Mr. Conolly's grounds to his grace's seat at Cartown ; the

Kark ranks among the finest in Ireland. It is a vast lawn, which waves over gentle

ills, surrounded by plantations of great extent, and which break and divide in places

so as to give much variety. A large but gende vale winds through the whole, m the

bottom ofwhich a small stream has been enlarged into a fine river, which throws a cheer-

fulness through most of the scenes : over it a handsome stone-bridge. There is a great

variety on the banks of this vale ; part of it consists of mild and gentle slopes, part

steep banks of thick wood ; in another place they are formed into a large shrub-

bery, very elegantly laid out, and dressed in the highest order, with a cottage, the scene-

ry about which is uncommonly pleasing : and farther on this vale takes a stronger cha-

racter, having a rocky bank on one side, and steep slopes scattered irregularly, with

wood on the other. On one of the most rising grounds in the park is a tower, from

the top of which the whole scenery is beheld ; the park spreads on every side in fine

sheets of lawn, kept in the highest order by eleven hundred sheep, scattered over with

rich plantations, and bounded by a large mar^n ofwood, through which is a riding.

From hence took the road to Summerhill, the seat of the right hon. H. L. Rowley

:

the country is cheerful and rich ; and if the Irish aibins continue like what I have hi-

therto seen, I shall not hesitate to pronounce their inhabitants as well off* as most English

cottagcn:> They are built of mud walls eighteen inches or two feet thick, and well

thatched, which are far warmer than the thin clay walls in England. Here are few cot-

tars whhout a cow, and some of them two. A belly full invariably of potatoes, and

generally turf for fuel from a bog. It is true they have not always chimneys to their

cabins, the door serving for that and window too : if their eyes are not affected with the

smoke, it may be an advantage in warmth. Every cottage swarms with poultry, and

most ofthem have pigs.

Went in the evening to lord Momington's at Dangan, who is making many improve*

nients, which he shewed me : his plantations are extensive^ and he has formed a large
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water, liuving five or six islands much varied, and promontories of high land shoot

i>o far into it as to form almost distant lakes ; the effect pleasing. There are above a

hundred acres under water, and his lordship has planned a considerable addition to it.

Returned to Summerhill.

June 29th, left it, tiiking the road to Slainc, the country very pleasant all the way

;

much of it on the banks of the Boyne, variegated with some woods, planted hedge-

rows, and gentle hills : the cabins continue much the same, the same plenty of poul-

try, pigs, and cows. The cattle in the road have their fore legs all tied together witlj

straw to keep them from breaking into the fields ; even sheep, and pigs, and goats arc-

all in the same bondage.

Lord Conyngham's seat, Slaine Castle, on tlie Boyne, is one of the most iKautiful

places I have seen ; the grounds are very- bold and various, arising around the castle

m noble hills or beautiful inequalities of surface, with an outline of flourishing plan-

tations. Under the castle flows the Boyne, in a reach broken by islands, with a verj-

fine shore of rock on one side, and wood on the other. Through the lou'cr planta

tions are ridings, which look upon several beautiful scenes formed by die river, and take-

in the distant country, exhibiting the noblest views of waving Cultinald hills, with the

castle finely situated in the midst of the planted domain, through which the Bo)'ne

winds its beautiful course.

Under Mr. Lambert's house, on the same river, is a most romantic and beautiful spot

:

rocks on the side, rising in peculiar forms very boldly ; the other steep wood, the

river bending short between tliem like a land-locked basin.

Lord Conyngham's keeping up Slaine Castle, and spending great sums, though he

rarely resides there, is an mstance of magnificence not often met with ; while it is so

common for absentees to drain the kingdom of every shilling they can, so contrary a

conduct ought to be held in the estimation which it justly deserves.

June 30th, rode out to view the country and some improvements in the neighbour-

hood : the principal of which are those of lord chief baron Foster, which I saw from

Glaston-hill, in the road from Slaine to Dundalk.
In conversation with lord Longford I made many inquuies concerning the state of

the lower classes, and found that in some respects diey were in good circumstances, in

others indifferent ; they have, generally speaking, such plenty of potatoes as always to

command a belly full ; they have flax enough for all their linen, most of them have a.

COW) and some two, and spin wool enough for their clothes ; all a pig, and numbers
of poultry, and in general die complete family ofcows, calves, hogs, poultry, and chil-

dren pig together in the cabin ; fuel they have in the utmost plen^ ; great numbers
of families are also supported by the neighbouring lakes, which abound prodigiousl}

with fish : a child with a packthread and a crooked fin will catch perch enough in an
hour for the family to live on the whole day, and his lordship has seen five hundred
children fishing at the same time, there being no tenaciousness in the proprietmB of the

lands about a right to the fish ; besides percn, there is pike upwards of five feet long,

bream, tench, trout of ten pounds, and as red as salmon, and fine eels; all these are

favourable cirrumstances, and are very conspicuous m the numerous and healthy m.
milies among them.

Reverse the medal : they are ill clothed, and make a wretched appearance, and what
is worse are much oppressed by many who make them pay too dear for keeping a cow,
horse, &c. They have a practice also of keeping accounts with the laboiuers, contriv-

hifi; by that means to let the poor wretches have very litde cash for their year's work.
This is a great oppression, farmers and gentlemen keeping accounts with tbe poor is a
cruel abuse : so many days work for a cabin ; so manyJera pc^toe garden ; so many
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for keeping a horse, and so many for a cow, are clear accounts which a poor man can

understand well, but farther it ought never to go; and when he has worked out what

he has of this sort, the rest of his work ought punctually to be paid him every Satur-

day night. Another circumstance mentioned was the excessive practice they have in

genenu of pilfering. They steal cvciy thing they can lay their hands on, and I should

remark, that this is an account which has been very generally given me : all sorts of

iron hinges, chains, locks, keys, Sec. gates will be cut in pieces, and conveyed away
in many places as fast as built ; trees as big as a man's body, and that would require

ten men to move, gone in a night. Lord Longford has had the new wheels of a car

stolen as soon as made. Good stones out of a wall will be taken for a fire-hearth, &c.

though a breach is made to get at them. In short, every thing, and even such as arc

apparently of no use to them ; nor is it easy to catch them, for they never carr}' their

stolen goods home, but to some bog-hole. Turnips are stolen by car loads, and two
acres ofwheat pluckt oiF in a night. In short, their pilfering and stealing is a perfect

nuisance ! How far it is owing to the oppression of laws aimed solely at tne reli^on of

these people, how far to the conduct of the gentlemen and farmers, and how far to

the mischievous disposition of tlie people themselves, it is impossible for a passing tra-

veller to ascertain. I am apt to believe that a better system of law and management
would have good effects. They are much worse treated than the poor in £ngland, are

talked to in more opprobrious terms, and other^vise ver}' much oppressed.

Left Packenham-hall.

Two or three miles from lord Longford's in the way to MuUingar the road leads up
a mountain, and commands an exceeding fine view of Loch Derrevaragh, a noble water

eight miles long, and from two miles to half a mile over ; a vast reach of it, like a
magnificent river, opens as you rise the hill. Afterwards I passed under the principal

mountain, which rises abruptly from the lake into the boldest outline imaginable ; the

water there is very beautiful, filling up the steep vale formed by this and the oppo-

site hills.

Reached Mullingar.

It was one of the fair days. I saw many cows and beasts, and more horses, with

some wool : the cattle were of the same breed that I had generally seen in coming throu^
the country.

July 5, left Mullingar, which is a dirty ugly town, and taking the road to Tullamore,

stopped at lord Belvidere's, with which place I was as much struck as with any I had
ever seen. The house is perched on tlie crown of a very beautiful little hill, half sur-

rounded with others, variegated and melting into one another. It is one of the most
singular places that is any where to be seen, and spreading to the eye a beautiful lawn of
undulating ground margined with wood. Single trees are scattered in some places, and
clumps in others; the general effect so pleasing that were there nothing further, the place

would be beautiful, but the canvas is admirably filled. Lake Ennel, many miles in

length, and two or three broad, flows beneath the windows. It is spotted with islets, a
promontory of rock fringed with trees shoots into it, and the whole is bounded by distant

hills. Greater and more magnificent scenes are often met with, but no where a more
beautiful or a more singular one.

From Mullingar to TuUespace I found rents in general at twenty shillings an acr&,

with much relet at thirty shillings, yet all ^'je crops except here were very bad, and full

of weeds. About the latter named place the farms are generally from one hundred to

three hundred acres; and their course, 1. Fallow. 2.Bere. 3. Oats. 4. Oats. Si

Oats. Great quantities of potatoes all the way, crops from forty to eighty barrels.

The road before it comes to Tullamore leads through a part of the bog of Allen,
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which seems here extensive, and would make a noble tnict of mcado\\ . I'lic way the

road was made over it ^vas simply to cut a drain on each side, and then lay on the gravel,

which, as fast 'as it was laid and spread, bore the cars: along the edges is fine white

clover.

In conversation upon the subject of a union with Great BriUiin, I was informed that

nothing was so unpopular in Ireland as such an idea ; and that the great objection to it

was increasing the number of absentees. When it was in agitation, twenty peers and
sixty commoners were talked of to sit \i\ the British parliament, which would be the resi-

dent of eighty of the best estates in Ireland. Going every year to England would, by
degrees, make tliem residents ; they would educate their children therc, and in time

become mere absentees : becoming so they would be unpopuliu", otiiers would be elect-

ed, who, treading m the same steps, would yield the place still to oUiers ; and thus, bv
degrees, a vast portion of the kingdom now resident would be made absentees ; which
would, they think, be so great a drain to Ireland, that a free trade would not repay it.

I think the idea is erroneous, were it only for one circumstance, the kingdom would
lose, according to this reasoning, an idle race of country gentlemen, and m exchange
their ports would fill with ships and commerce, and all the consequences of commerce;
an exchange that never yet proved disadvantageous to any country.

Viewed Mount Juliet, lord Carrick's s'jat, which is beautifully situated on a fine

declivity on the banks of the Nore, commanding some extensive plantations that spread

over the hills, which rise in a various manner on the other side of the river : a knole

of lawn rises among them with artificial ruins upon it, but the situation is not in uni<

son with the idea ofa ruin, very rarely placed to effect, unless in retired and melancholy

SlK)t8.

The river is a very fine one, and has a good accompaniment of well gro^vn wood.
From the cottage a more varied scene is viewed, cheering and pleasing ; and from the

tent in the farther plantation a yet gayer one, which looks down on several bends of the

river.

July 11, left Kilfaine : Mr. Bushe accompanied me to Woodstock, the seat of Sir

W. Fownes. From Thomastown hither is the finest ride I have yet had in Ireland.

The road leaving Thomastown leads on the east side ofthe river, through some beautiful

copse woods, which before they were cut must have had a most noble effect, with the

river Nore winding at the bottom ; the country then opens somewhat, and you pass

most of the way for six or seven miles to Innisteague, on a declivity shelving down
to the river, which takes a varied winding course, sometimes lively, breaking over a

rocky bottom, at others still and deep under the gloom of some fine woods, which hang
down the sides ofsteep hills. Narrow slips of meadow of a beautiful verdure in some
places form the shore, and unite wiUi culdvated fields that ^spread over the adjoining

hills, reaching almost the mounttdn tops : these are large and bold, and give in general

to the scenes features of great magnificence. Passed Sir John Hasler's on the opposite

side of the river, finely situated, and Mr. Nicholson's farm on this side, who has very

extensive copses which line tile river. Coming in sight of Sir W. Fownes's, the scene-

ry is striking, the road mounts the side of the hill, and commands the river at the bottom
of the declivity, with groupes of trees prettily scattered about, and the little borough of

Innesteague in a most picturesque situation, the whole bounded by mountains. Cross

the bridge, and going through the town, take a path that leads to a small building in

the woods, called Mount Sandford ; it is at the top of a rocky declivity almost perpen-

dicular, but with brush-wood growing firom the rocks. At the bottom is the river,

which comes fix>m the ri^t from^iehind a very bold hanging wood, that seems to

unite with the hill on the opposite shore : at tms pass the river fills the vale, but if
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widens by degrees, and presents various reaches, intermixed with little tufts of trees,

the bridge we passed over is half hid. Innisteague is mixed with them, and its build-

ings backed by a laiger wood, give variety to the scene. Opposite to the point of view
there are some pretty inclosures, fringed with wood, and a Ime of cultivated mountain
sides, with their bare tops limit the whole.

Taking my leave of Mr. Bushe, I followed the road to Ross. Passed Woodstock, of

which there is a veiy fine view from the top of one of the hills, the house in the centre

of a sloping wood of five hundred English acres, and hannng in one noble shade to

the river, which flows at the bottom of a winding glen. From the same hill in front

it is seen in a winding course for many miles through a great extent of inclosures,

bounded by mountains. As I advanced the views of the river Nore were very fine,

till I came to Ross, where from the hill before you go down to the ferry is a noble

scene of the Barrow, a vast river flowing tlirough bold shores, in some places tree^ on
the bank halfobscure it, in others it opens in lai^ reaches, the effect equally grand and
beautiful. Ships sailing up to the to^vn, which is built on the side of a mil to the

water's edge, enliven the scene not a little. The water is very deep and the navigation

secure, so that ships of seven hundred tons may come up to the town ; but these noble

harbours on the coast of Ireland are only melancholy capabilities of commerce : it is

languid and trifling. There are only four or five bngs and sloops that belong to the

place.

Having now passed through a considerable extent of country, in which the white

boys were common, and committed many outrages, I shall here review the intelligence

I received concerning them throughout the county of Kilkenny. I made many in-

quiries into the ori^n of those disturbances, and found that no such thing as a leveller

or white boy was heard of till 1760, which was long after the landing of Thurot, or

the intended expedition of M. Conflans. That no foreign coin was ever seen among
them, though reports to the contrary were circulated ; and in all the evidence that was
taken during ten or or twelve years, in which time there appeared a variety of inform-

ers, none was ever taken, whose testimony could be relied on, that ever proved aiiy

foreign interposition. Those ver}' few who attempted to favour it, were of the most
infamous and perjured characters. All the rest whose interest it was to make the

discovery, ifthey luid known it, and who concealed nothing else, pretended to no such
knowledge. No foreign money appeared, no arms of foreign construction, no pre-

sumptive proof whatever of such a connection. They began in Tipperary, and were
owing to some inclosures of commons, which they threw down, levelling the ditches,

and were first known by the name of levellers. After that, they begun with the tythe-

proctors (who are men that hire tythes ofthe rectors) and these proctors either screwed
the cottars up to the utmost shilling, or re-let the tythes to such as did it. It was a
common practice with them to go in parties about the country, swearing many to be
true to them, and forcing them to join by menaces, which they very often carried into

execution. At last, they set up to be general redressers of grievances, punished all ob-

noxious persons who advanced the value of lands, or hired farms over their heads

;

and, having taken the administration of justice into their hands, were not very exact in

the distribution of it. Forced masters to release their apprentices, carried off" Uie daugh-
ters of rich farmers, ravished them into marriages, of which four instances happened in

a fortnight. They levied sums ofmoney on the middling and lower farmers in order to

support their cause, by payingattomies, &c. in defending prosecutions against them ; and
many ofthem subsisted for some years without work, supported by these contributions.

Sometimes they committed several considerable robberies, breaking into houses and tak-

ing the money, under pretence ofredressing grievances. In the course of these outrages

^,r.yf'
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they bumf severftl houses, and desh>oycd the whole substance ofmen obnoxious to them.

The barbarities they committed were shocking. One of their usual punishments (and

by no means the most severe) was taking people out of their beds, carrying them naked

in winter on horse-back for some distance, and burying them up to their chin in a

hole filled with briars, not forgetting to cut off* their ears. In this manner the evil

existed for eight or ten years, during which time the gentlemen of the country took

some measures to quell them. Many of the magistrates were active in apprehendmg

them ; but the want of evidence prevented punishments for many of those who even

suffered by them had no spirit to prosecute. The gentlemen of the country had fre-

quent expeditions to discover them in arms ; but their intelligence was so uncommonly
good by their influence over the common people, that not one party that ever went out

m quest of them was successful. Government offered large rewards for informations,

which brought a few every year to the galluws, without any radical cure for the evil.

The reason why it was not more eflfective was the necessity of any person that gave.-

evidence against them quitting their houses and country, or remaining exposed to meir
resentment. At last their violence arose to a height which brought on their suppres-

sion. The popish inhabitants of Ballyragget, six miles from Kilkenny, were the first

of the lower people who dared openly to associate against them ; they threatened de.

struction to tne town, gave notice that they would attack it, were as good as their

word, came two hundred strong, drew up before a house in which were fifteen armed
men, and fired in at the windows ; the fifteen men handled their arms so well, that in

a few rounds they killed forty or fifty. They fled immediately, and ever after left Bal.

lyragget in peace ; indeed tbey have never been resisted at all without shewing a great

want of both spirit and discipline. It should however be observed, that they had but
very few arms, those in bad order, and no cartridges. Soon after this they attacked

the house of Mr. Power in Tipperary, the histoiy of which is well known. His
murder spirited up the gentlemen to exert themselves in suppressing the evil, especially

in raising subscriptions to give private rewards to whoever would give evidence or infor*

mation concerning them. The private distribution had much more effect than lai^
sums which required a public declaration ; and government giving rewards to those

who resisted them, without having previously promised it, h^ likewise some effect.

Laws were passed for punishing all who assembled, and (what may have a great effect)

for recompensing, at the «xpence of the county or barony, all persons \^o suffered

by their outrages. In consequence of this genotd exertion, above twenty were capi-

tally convicted, and most of them executed ; and the jails of thb and the three neigli-

bouring counties, Carlow, Tipperary, and Queen's-county, have many in them whose
trials are put off till next assizes, and against whom sufficien^ evidence for conviction,

it is supposed, will appear. Since this all has been quiet, and no outrages have been
committed : but before I quit the subject, it is proper to remark ^t wdiat coincided
very much to abate the evil, was the fall in the price of lands, which has taken place

lately. Thb is consuderahle, and has much lessened the evil of hirii^ farms ovq( the
heads of one another ; perhaps also the tythe-proctors have not been quite so severe in

dieir extortions : but tiiis observation is by no means general ; for in many places

tvthes yet continue to be levied, with all those circumstances which originally raised

tneeviL
July ISth, leaving Courtown, took the Arklow road; passed a finely wooded pail

of Mt. Rams, and a various country vrith some good com in it Fl^ lands by the
coast letvoy h^h, and fountain at six shillings or seven shillings an acre, and some at

eight shiUingS) or tetf diiUingsi Passed to Wicklo#, prettily situated on the sea, and
VOL. ^v. «
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from Newrybridge walked to sec Mr. Tye's, which is a neat farm well wooded, with t
river running through the fields.

Reached in the evening Mount Kennedy, the scat of general Cunninghamc, who
fortunately proved to me an instructor as assiduous ns he is able. He is in the midst of
a country almost his own, for he has 10,000 Irish acres here. His domain, and the

grounds about it, are very beautiful, not a level can be seen ; every spot is tossed about
m a variety of hill and dale. In the middle of the lawn is one of the greatest natural

curiosities ia the kingdom ; an immense arbutus tree unfortunately blown down, but
jrct vegetating, one branch, which parts from the body near the ground, and afterwards

mto many large branches, is six feet two inches in circumference. The general buried

part of the stem as it laid, and it is from several branches throwing out fine young
cihoots : it is a most venerable remnant. Killarney, the region of the arbutus, boasts of

no such tree as this.

July 16th, rode in the xr.oming to Drum ; a large extent of mountains and wood,
on the general's estate, it is a very noble scenery ; a vast rocky glen ; one side bare

rocks to an immense height, hanging in a thousand whimsic<il, yet frightful forms, with

vast fra^ents tumbled from them, and lying in romantic confusion ; the other a fine

mountain side covered with shrubby wood. This wild pass leads to the bottom of an

amphitheatre of mountain, which exhibits a very noble scenery. To the right is an
immense sweep of mountain completely wooded ; taken as a single object it is a most
magnificent one, but its forms are picturesque in the highest degree ; great projections

of hill, with glens behind all wooded, have a noble efiect. Every feature ofthe whole
view b great, and unites to form a scene of natural magnificence. From hence a riding

is cut tm-ough the hanging wood, which rises to a central spot, where the general has
cleared away the rubbish from under the wood, and made a beautiful waving lawn with

many oaks and hollies scattered about it ; here he has built a cottage, a pretty whimsical

•val room, from the windows of which are three views, one of distant rich lands open-

ing to the sdi, one upon a great mountain, and a third upon a part of the lawn. It is

well placed, and forms upon the whole a most agreeable retreat.

July 17th. Took my leave of general Cunninghame, and went through the glen of
the downs in my way to Powerscourt. The glen is a pass between two vast ridges of

mountains covered with wood, which have a very noble effect, the vale is no wider tlian

to admit the road, z small gurgling river almost by its side, and narrow slips of rocky
and shrubby ground which parts them : in the front all escape seems denied by an im-
mense conical mountain which rises out ofthe glen, and seems to fill it up. The scenery

is of a most magnificent character. On the top of the ridge to the right Mr. La Touche
has a banqueting room. Passing from this sublime scene, the road leads through cheerful

grounds all under com, rising and falling to the eye, and then to a vale of charming ver-

ure broken into inclosures, and bounded by two rocky mountains, distant darker moun-
tains filling up the scene in front : this whole ride is interesting, for within a mile and a

half of Tinnyhinch (the inn to which I was directed) you come to a deliciousr view on
the right, a small vale opening to the sea, bounded by mountains, whose dark shade

forms a perfect contrast to the extreme b«iuty and lively verdure of the lower scene,

consisting of gently swelling lawns rising from each other with groups of trees between,

and the whole so prettily scattered with whit© farms, as to add every idea of cheerful-

ness. Kept on towards Powerscourt, which presently came in view firom the edge of a

declivity. You look full upon the house, which appears to be in the most beautiful

situation in the world, on the side of a mountain, half way between its bare top, and an

irriguous vale, at its foot. In front and spreading among woods On either sidie, b a
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lawn whose suri'ucc is beautifully varied in ^ntlc declivities, hanging tu a winding

river.

Lowering the hill the scenery is yet more agreeable, the near inclosures are margined

with trees, through whose ojx:n branches arc seen whole fields of the most lively ver-

dure. The trees gather into groups, and the lawn swells into gentle inequalities, while

the river winding beneath renders the whole truly pleasing.

Breakfasted at the inn at Tinnyhinch, and then drove to the pari' to see the water-lull.

The park itself is fine; you enter it between two vast masses of mountain, covered with

wood, forming a vale scattered with trees, through which flows a river on a broken

rocky channel : you follow Uiis vale till it is lost in a most uncommon manner, the

ridges of mountain closing, form one great amphitheatre of wood, from the top of

which, at the height of many hundred feet, bursts the water from a rock, and tumbling

down the side of a very large one, forms a scene singularly beautiful. At the bottom
is a spot of velvet turf, from which rises a clump of oaks, and through their stems,

branches and leaves, the falling water is seen as a background, with an effect more pic-

turesque than can be well imagined ; these few trees^ and this little lawn, give the finish,

ing to the scene. The water falls behind some large fragments ofrock, and turns to the

left, down a stony chaimel, under the shade of a wo<xl.

Returning to Tinnyhinch, I went to Inniskerry, and gained by this detour in my re-

turn to go to the Dargle, a beautiful view which I should otherwise have lost ; the road

runs on the edee of a declivity, from whence there is a most pleasing prospect of the

river's course through the vale, and the wood of Powerscourt, which here appear in

large masses of dark shade, the whole bounded by mountains. Turn to the left into the

private road that leads to the Dargle, and presently gives a specimen of what is to be
expected by a romantic glen of wwxl, where the high lands almost lock into each other,

and leave scarce a passage for the river at bottom, which rages, as if with difficulty forc<

Ing its \vay. It is topped by a high mountain, and in front you catch a beautiful plat of

inclosures bounded by the sea. Enter the Dargle, which is the name of a glen near a

mile long. Come presendy to on* of the finest ranges of wood I have any where seen

:

it is a narrow glen or vale formed by the sides of two opposite mountains ; the whole
thickly spread with oak wood, at the bottom (and the depth is immense) it is narrowed
to the mere chaimel of the river, which rather tumbles from rock to rock than runs.

The extent of wood that hangs to the eye in every direction is great, the depth of the

S>recipice on which you stand immense, which with the roar of the water at bottom
brms a scene truly interesting. In less than a quarter of a mile, the road passing

through the wood leads to another point of view to the right. It is the crown of a vast

projecting rock, from which you look down a precipice absolutely peqiendicular, an4

many hundred feet deep upon the torrent at the bottom, which finds its noisy way oyer

large fragments of rock. The point of v'ew is a great projection of the mountain on
thi^ side, answered by a concave of the opposite, so that you command the glen both
to the right and left : it exhibits on both, immense sheets of forest, which have a most
magnificent appearance. Beyond the wood, to the right, are some inclosures hanging
on the side ofa hill, crowned by a mountain. I knew not how to leave so interesting a

spot, the.iinpressions raised by it are strong. The solemnity of such an extent of wood
unbroken by any intervening objects, and Uie whole hanging over declivities is alone

great ; but to this the addition of a constant roar of falling water, either quite hid, or so

ttu* below as to be seen but obscurely united to make those impressions stronger. No
ponti^ctory emotions are raised ; no ill judged temples appear to enliven a scene that

is gloomy rather than gay. Falling or moving water is a lively object ; but this being

B 2
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obscure the noise operates dificrently. Following the roud a little further, there is so.

other buld rocky projection I'rom which also there is u double view to the right and
left. Ill front so immense a sweep of hanging wood, that a nobler scene can hardly be
imagined : the river us before, at the l)ottom of the precipice, which is ho steep and the

depm so great, as to be quite fearful to look down. This horrid pa'cipice, the pointed

bleak mountains in view, with tlie roar of the water, all conspire to raise one great emo-
tion of the sublime. You advance scarcely twenty yards before a pretty scene opens to

the left, a distant landscape of inclosurcs, with a river winding between the hills to the

sea. Passing to the right, fresh scenes of wood appear ; half way to the bottom, one

different from the preceding is seen ; you are almost inclosed in wood, and look to the

right through some low oaks on the oppoutc bonk of wood, with an edging of trees

through which the sky is seen, which added to an uncommon elegance in the out-line

of the hill, has a most pleasing ciTect. Winding down to a thatahed bench on a rocky

point, you look upon an uncon ion scene. Immediately beneath is a vast chasm in the

rock, which seems torn asunder, to let the torrent through that comes tumbling over a

focky bed far sunk into a channel embosomed in wood. Above is a range of gloomy
obscure woods, which half over-shadow it, and rising to a vast height, exclude every ob-

ject. To the left the water rolls away over broken rocks: a scene truly romantic.

Followed the path t it led me to the water's edge, at the bottom of the glen, where is a
new scene, in which not a single circumstance hurts the principal character. In a hol-

low formed of rock :>nd wood (every object excluded but those and water) the torrent

kreaks forth from fragments of rock, and tumbles through the chasm, rocks bulging

over it, as if ready to &11 into the channel, and stop thjC impetuous water. The shade

is so thick as to exclude the heavens, all is retired and gloomy, a brown horror breath-

ing over the whole. It is a spot for melancholy to muse in.

lietum to the carriage, and quit the Dargle, which upon the whole is a very singular

(lace, different from all I have seen in England, and I think preferable to most. Cross

» murmuring stream clear as chrystal, and rising a hill, look iMck on a pleasing landscape

of inclosures, which waving over hills, end in mountains of a very noble character.

Reach Dublin.

July 20. To Drogheda, a well built town, active in trade, the Boyne bringing ships

to it. It was market day, and I found the quantity of com, &c. and the number ot

people assembled very great ; few country markets in England more thronged. The
Kev. Mr. Nesbeit, to whom recommended, absent, which was a great loss to me, as I

had several inquiries which remained unsatisfied.

To the field of battle on the Boyne. The view of the scene from a rising ground
which looks down upon it is exceedingly beautiful, being one of the completest land-

scapes 1 have seen. It is a vale, loosing itself in fix)nt between bold declivities, above
which are some thick woods, and distant country. Through the vale the river winds
and forms an island, the point of which b tufted with trees in the prettiest manner im-
aginably ; on the other side a rich scenery of wood, among wluch is Doctor Norris's

house. To the right on a rising ground on the banks of the river b the obelisk, backed
by a vary bold declivity ; pursued the road till near it, quitted my chaise, and walked
to the foot of it. It is founded on a rock which rises boldly from the river. It is a
noble pillar and admirably placed. I seated myself on the opposite rock, and indulged

the emotions which with a melancholy not unpleasing filled my bosom, while I reflected

on the consequences that had sprung fix>m the victory here, obtained. Liberty was then

triivnphant. May the virtues of our posteri^ secure that prize whichrthe bravery of
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their anccators won ! Peace to the memory of the prince to whom, whatever migtit be
his failing'j we owed that day memoruble in the Hrinuh of K*iro|)e !

Returned part of the way, and took the road to Cullen, where the lord chief baron
Fonttr received me in the mont obliffinr manner, and f^ve me a variety of informa-

tion uncommonly valuable. He has made the gjeate&t improvements I have any where
met with. The whole countrv twenty-two years ago was a waste sheep walW, covered

chiefly with heath, with some uwarf furze and fern. The cabins and people as miserable

aa can be conceived ; not a protestant in the country, nor a road passable for a car-

riage. In a word, perfectly resembling other mountainous tracts, and the whole yield-

ing a rent of not more than from three shillings to four shillings an acre. Mr. Forster

could not bear so barren a property, and determinrd to attempt the improvement of an
estate of five thousand acres till then deemed irreclaimable. lie encouraged the tenants

by every species of persuasion and expence, but they had so ill an opinion of the land

that he was forced to begin with two or three thousand acres in his own hands ; he did not,

however, turn out the pieople, but kept them in to see the effects of his operations

To Dundalk, the view down on this town also very beautiful, swelling hills of a fine

verdure, with many rich inclosures backed by a bold outline of mountain that is re-

markable. Laid ut the Clanbrassil Arms, and found it a very good inn. The place,

like most of the Irish towns I have been in, full ofnew buildings, with eveiy mark of in-

creasing wealth and prosperity. A cambrick manufacture was established here by par-

liament, but failed ; it was, however, the origin of that more to the north.

July 22. Left Dundalk, took the road uvough Ravensdale to Mr. Fortesque, td

whom I had a letter, but unfortunately he was in the South of Ireland. Here I saw
many good stone and slate houses, and some bleach greens ; and I was much pleased

to see the inclosures creeping high up the sides of the mountains stony as they are.

Mr. Fortescue's situation is very romantic on the side of a mountain, with fine wood
hanging on every side, with the lawn beautifully scattered with trees spreading into

them, and a pretty river winding through the vale, beautiful in itself, but trebly so on
information, that before he fixed there, it was all a wild waste. Rents in Ravensdale
ten shillings, mountain land two shillings and six pence to five shillings. Also large

tracts rented by villagi^, the cottars dividing it among themselves, and making the

mountain common for their cattle.

Breakfasted at Newry, the Globe, another good inn. This town appears exceedingly

flourishing, and is very well built ; yet fortr years ago, I was told that there were no-

thing but mud cabins in it : this great rise has been much owing to the canal to Loch-
Neani. I crossed it twice, it is indeed a noble woric. I was amazed to see ships of one
himdred and fifty tons and more lying in it, like barges in an English canal. Here is

a considerable trade.

Reached Ardmagh in the evening, and waited on the primate.

July 23. His grace rode out with me to Ardmagh, and shewed me some of the

noble and spirited works by which he has perfectly clianged the face ofthe neighbour-

hood. The buildings he luis erected in seven yevs, one would suppose widiout pre-

vious mformation, to be the work of an active life. A list of them will justify this

observation.

He has erected a very el^;ant palace, ninety feet by sixty, tuid forty high, in which an
unadorned simplicity reigns. It is light and pleasing, without the addition of wings or

lesser parts, v hich too frequently wanting a suflicient uniformit} with the body of the

edifice, are unconnected with h in effect, and divide the attention. Large and ample

ofllces are conveniently placed behind a plantation at a small distance : around the

,1

I
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pnlacc is a large lawn, which spreads on every side over the hills, and skirted by young
phiiitutiuns, ill one (if which iH a terrace, which commands a moHt beautiful view of cul-

tivated hill and dale. The view from the palace is much improved by the barracks, the

school, and a new church at a distance, all which arc so placed as to be exceedingly

ornamental to the whole country.

The barracks were erected under his grace's directions, and form a large and hand-

some edifice. The school is o building of considerable extent, and admirably adapted

for the purpose : a more convenient or a better contrived one, is no where to be seen.

There are apurtments for a master, a school-room fifty- six feet by twenty-eight, a large

dining room, and sixicious airy dormitories, with every other necessiiry, and a spacious

play-ground walled in ; the whole forming a handsome front : and attention being paid

to the residence of the master (the siilary is four hundred pounds a year) the scnool

flourishes, and must prove one of the greatest advantages to the country of any thing

that could have been established. This edifice cntinrly at the primate's expence. The
church is erected of white stone, and iiaving a tall spire makes u very agreeable object,

in a country where churches and spires do not abound, at least such as are worth look-

ing at. Three other churches the pnmatu has also built, and done considerable repa-

rations to the cathedral.

He has been the means also of erecting a public bfirmary, which was built by sub*

scription, contributing amply to it himself.

A public library he has erected at his own expence, given a large collection of books,

and endowed it. The room is excellenUy adapted, forty-five feet by twenty-five, and
twenty high, with a gallery, and apartments for a librarian.

He lias further ornamented the city witn a market-house and shambles, and been the

direct means, by giving leases upon that condition, of almost new building the whole
place. He tbund it a nest of mud cabins, and he will leave it u well built city ofstone

and slate. I heard it asserted in common conversation, that hb grace, in these noble

undertakings, had not expended less than thirty thousand pounds besides what he had
been the means of doing, though not directly at his own expence.

In the evening reached Mr. Brownlow's at Lurgan, to whom I am indebted for some
valuable information. This gentleman has made very great improvements in his do-
main : he has a hike at the bottom of a slight vale, and around are three walks, at a
distance from each other ; the center one is the principal, and extends two miles. It

is well conducted for leading to the most agreeable parts of the grounds, iind for com-
manding views of Loch-Neagh, and the distant country ; there are several buildings, a
temple, green-house, &c. The most beautiful scene is from a bench on a gently swell-

ing hill, which rises almost on every side from the water. The wood, the water, and
the green slopes ; here unite to form a very pleasing landscape. Let me observe one
thing much to his honour.; he advances his tenants money for all the lime they choose,

and takes payment in eight years with rent.

Upon inquiring concerning the emigrations, I found that in 1772 and 1773, they

were at the height; that some went from this neighbourhood with property, but not

many. They were in general poor and unemployed. They find here, that when pro-

visions are very cheap, the poor spend much of their time in whisky -houses. All the.

drapers wish tliat oatmeal was never under one penny a pound. Though fanns are ex-
ceedingly divided, yet few of the people raise oatmeal enough to feed themselves ; all

go to market for some. The weavers earn by coarse linen one shilling a day, by fine

one shilling and four pence, and it is the same with the spimiers, the finer the yam the

more tlicy earn ; but in common a woman earns about three-pence. For coarse linenH
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th^y do not irckon the flax hurt by standing for mcd. Their own flax is mud^ iKttcr

than the imported.

This coiintn' is in i^ncral iKmitifiil, but particularly soal)out the strcights that kad
into Strangford Loch. From Mr. Savage's door the view has great variety. To the

left are tracts ol hilly gitiunds, between which the sea apnears, and the vast chain of
mountains in the Isle ot' Man distinctly seen. In front the Iiills ribc in a iK'autil'ul out*

line, and p round hill projects like a promontory into the strcight, and under it the town
amidst groups of trees ; the scene is cheerful of itself, but renden-d doubly so by the

ships and herring-boats sailing in and out. To the right the view is crowned by the

mountains of Moume, which, wherever seen, are of a character peculiarly bold, and
even terrific. The shores of the loch behind Mr. Savage's arc bold ground, abounding
with numerous pleasing landscapes; the opposite coast, consisting ofthc woods and im-
provements of Castle-Ward, is a fine scenery.

Called at lord Bangor's at Castle-Ward, to deliver a letter of recommendation, but
unfortunately he was on a sailing party to England ; walked through the woods, 8(c.

The house was built by the present lord. It is a very handsome edifice with two prin>

cipal fronts, but not of the same architecture, for the one is Gothic, and the other Gre-

cian. From the temple is a fine wooded scene; you look down on a glen ofwood, with

a winding hill quite covered with it, and which breaks the view of a Targe bay : over it

appears the peninsula of Strangford, which consists of inclosurcs and wood. To the

nght, the bay is bounded by a fine grove, which projects into it. A ship at anchor ad-

ded much. The house well situated above several rising woods, the whole sceneaflno

one. I remarked in lord Bangor's domains, a fine field of turnips, but unhocd.

There were some cabbages also.

Belfast, is a very well ouilt town of brick, they having no stone (juiury in the neigh-

bourhood. The streets are broad and straight, and the inhabitants, amounting to about

fifteen thousand, make it appear lively and busy. The put>Iic buildings are not nu-

merous or very striking, but over the exchange lord Donnegal is building an assembly
room, sixty feet long, b^ thirty broad, and twenty-four high ; a very elegant room. A
card room adjoining, thirty by twenty-two, and twenty-two high ; a tea room of the

same size. His lordship is also building a new church, which is one of the lightest and
most pleasing I have any where seen : it b seventy-four by fifly-four, and thirty high to

the cornice ; the aisles separated by u double row of columns ; nothing can be lighter

or more pleasing. The town belongs entirely to his lordship. Rent of it 20001. a
ycRT. His estate extends from Drumbrid^, near Lisbume to Lame, twenty miles in

tt right line, ^.d h tfn broad. His royalties are great, containing the whole of Loch-
Nv^agh, which is I suppose the greatest of any suoject in Europe. His eel fishery at

Tome, and Port-New, on the river Ban, lets for 5001. a year ; and all the fishenci are his

to the leap at Colraine. The estate is supposed to be 3 1 ,0001. a year, the greatest at pre-

sent in Ireland. Innishocn in Donnegal is his, and is 11,0001. of it. In Antrim, lo.'ti

Antrim's is the most extensive property, being four baronies, and one hundred and se-

venty-three thousand acres. The rent 80001. a year, but re-let for 64,0001. a year, by
tenants that have perpetuities, perhaps the crudest instance in the world of carelessness

for the interests of posterity. The present lord's father granted those leases.

I was informed tliat Mr. Isaac, near Belfast, had four acres, Irish measure, of strong

clay land not broken up for many years, which being amply manured with Ume rub-

bish and sea shells, and fallowed, was sown with wheat, and yielded 871. 9s. at 9s. to 12s.

per cwt. Also that Mr. Whitley, of Ballindenr, near Lisbume, a tenant of lord Hert-

Sord''» has rarely any wheat that does not yield him eighteen pounds an acre. The til-

lage ofthe neighbourhood for ten miles round is doubled in a few years. Shall export
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one thmiflfuml tons ofcom this year from Belfast, most of it to the West Indies, particu-

larly (>Ut!i.

August I, to Arthur Buntin'ii, esq. nenr Drlfust ; the soil <* ttiflfclay ; lets at old rents

10s. new one IBs. the town parks of thiit plucc 30s. to 70s. ten miles round it 10s.

to 308. average 13s. A gnut dcul of flux sown, every countrynuin Saving a little,

always on potutoc land, and one ploughing : tluy usuully sow eoch family a uushcl of

»c(d. Those who have no land pay the fitfmers 20s. rent for the land a bushel of seed

sows, and alwavn on potatoe land. Thry plant many more potatoes thiin they eat, to

supply the tuurkct ut Belfast ; manure for tncm with all their dung, and some of them
mix dung, earth, and lime, and this is found to do better. There is much alabaster

near the town, which is used for stucco plaister ; sells from II. Is. to 25s. a ton.

In my way to Antrim, viewed the bleach>grccn of Mr. Thomas Sincloir ; it is the

complctest I liad scc-n here. I under»t(X)d that the bleaching season lasted nine months,

tnd tnut watering on the gross was quite left off. Mr. Sinclair himself was not at home,

or I should probably have gained some intelligence that might luve been useful.

Crossed the mountains by tlu: new road to Antrim, and iound them to the summits
to consist of exceeding good loam, and such as would improve into good meadow. It

is ail thrown to the little adjoining forms, with very little or any rent paid for it. Thev
make no other use of it than tummg their cows on. Pity they do not improve ; a work
more profitable than any Uiey could undertake. All the way to Antrim lands let at an

average at Ss. The linen manufocture spreads over the whole country, consequently

the farms arc very small, being nothing but patches for the convenience of weavers.

From Antrim to Shane's Castle the rood runs at the end of Loch-Neagh, command*
ing a noble view of it ; of such an extent that the eve can see no land over it It ap<

pears like a perfect sea, and the shore is broken sand-banks, which look so much like it,

that one can hardly believe the water to be fresh. Upon my arrival at the castle, I was
most agreeably saluted with ^bur men hoeing u field of turnips round it« .«*» a prepara-

tion for grass. These were the first tumip-hoers I have seen in Ireland, and I was mors
pleased uiun if I had seen four emperors.

The castle is beautifully situated on the lake, the windows commanding a very noble

view of it ; and this has the finer effect, as the woods arc considerable, and form a fine

accompaniment to this noble inland sea.

Rode from Mr. Lesly's to view the Giant's Causeway. It is certainly a very great

curiosity, as an object for speculation upon the manner of its formation ; whether it

owes its origin to fire, and is a species of lava, or to crvstollization, or to whatever cause,

is a point that has employed the attention of men much more able to decide upon it than

I am ; and has been so often treated, that nothing I could say could be new. When
two bits of these basaltes are rubbed together quick, they emit a considerable scent

like burnt leather. The scenery of the Causeway, nor of the adyacent mountains, is

very maznificent, though the cliffs are bold ; but for a considerable distance there is a

strong disposition in the rocks to run into pentagonal cylinders, and even at

bridge, by Mr. Lesly's, is a rock i.i which the same disposition is plainly visible. I be*

lieve the Causeway would have struck me more if I had not feen the prints of St^ffa.

Returned to Lesly>hiU ; and August 5th departed for Ccderaine. There the right

lion. Mr. Jackson assisted me with the greatest politeness in procuring the intelligence

I wished about the salmon-fishery, which is the greatest in the kingdom, and viewed both
fisheries above and below the town, very pleasantly situated on the river Ban. The
salmon spawn in all the rivers that run into the Ban about the beginning of August, and
as soon as they have done swim to the sea, where tlief May till January, vdien ttey begui
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tn return to lltr Tn'Mh watrr, uiul (-oiitiiiiic fhiiitg it till Auguit, in wine!) voyn^* tlicy arc

tukcn ( tlu: latH urc mt in thr niiddli- of January, but bv uct oi' {Kirliumtnt no m tn nor

Hctm I'un Ik* krpt down alur the I'ith uf AuuuKt. All the ii.iluricH on the rive lUn
L-t ut (>(KM)1. u yciir. From titc heu to titc rock ubovr CoUminc, where the weirit ua
built, (Klongk to the London eohi|m<iiciii the ^reutent |Kirt of the rest to lord DonnC'
trttl. The eel fKilHrieM let ut 1(XK)1. u year, and the nuhnon flMherieH at Coleraine 1(X)0I.

Tlte edit make periodical voyagen, aa die H.thnon, but in<>teud f spawning in die frejih

water, tiury go to the nea to xpawn, and the } oung fry ntuni agiuuHt tin* Htn.utn ; to

citable dicin to do which with greater cane at tlic icap, Mtraw ropc<t arc hung in the

water for them ; when they return to bea tliey arc taken : many of thi m \veigh nine or

ten poundit. The young italinoii arc called gruwU, and u;row at u rate which I nhould

•up|K)Ke ttcurce any fiiUi commonly known ecpiolM ; I'or within the year ttome of them will

come to bixteeii and eighteen poundii, but in general ten or twelve noundtt : such as

CHcapc the firitt yeur^M tiitlierv are bulinon ; and at two yearv old will generullv weigh
twenty to twciUy-tivc poundtt. This year's fishery liu« proved the gnatest tnitt ever

was known, and they had tlu.' largest hawl, taking 1452 salmon ut one drag of one net.

In die year 1758 they had 882, \v))ich was the next greatest huwi. I had the pleasure

of seeing 370 drawn in at once. They luivc thin year taken four hundred tons of fish

;

two hundred sold fresh ut u ^leiiny and three-halfpcnce u pound, uiid two hundred wUtcd,

At 181. and 201. per ton, which are sent to London, Spain, and Italy. Tiic fishery cm-
ploys eighty men, and thecxpcnces in general calculated to ecpml the rent.

Tlic uiicn manulacture is very general about Colcruine, coarse ten hundred linen.

It is earned to Dublin in curs, one hundred and ten miles, at 5s. i)cr cwt. in summer,
and 7s. od. m winter.

From Limmuvuddy to Deny there is very little uncultivated land. Within four miles

of Uic latter, rents ore from 12&. to 20s. mountains paid for but in the gross. Reached
Deny at night, and waited two hours in the dark before the ferry-boat came over for

inc.

August 7, in the morning, wont to tlte bishop's palace to leave my letters of rccom-
.^cndution ; for I was informed of my misfortune in his being out of me kingdom. He
was upon a voyage to StafTu, and had sent home some of the stones of which it consists ;

they appeared perfectly to resemble in sliape, colour, and smell, those of the Giant's

Causeway.
Au^st 8, letl Deny, and took the road by Raphoe to the Rev. Mr. Qolding's, at

Clonleigh, who favoured me with much valuable information. The view of Derry, ate

the distunbe of a mile or two, is the most picturesque of any place I have seen ; it seems
to be built on an island of bold land rising from the river, which spreads into a fine

basin at the foot of the town; the adjacent country hilly ; the scene wants nothing but
wood to make it a perfect land»cupe.

Auffust 11, left Mount Charles, and passing through Donnegal, took the road to

Bailyshannon ; came presently to several beautiful landscapes, swelling hills, cultivated,

with the bay flowing up among them : they want nothing but more Vvood, and are

beautiful without it. AflerM^uds likewise to the left they nse in various outlines, and

,
.die away insensibly into'one another. When tlie road leads to a full view of the bay qf
Donnegal, these smiling spots, above which the proud rflountains rear their heads, are

iiumerous, the hillocks cf almost regular circular forms ; they are very pleasing, from
/orm, verdure, and the water breaking in their vales.

,
Befiore 1 got to Bailyshannon, remarked a bleach-green, which indicates weaving in

,
the neighbourhood. Viewed die ^tvon-^eap at Bdlyshannon, wjtiich is let for 4001.

VOL. IV. c
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a year. The scenery of it is vcrv beautiful ; it is a fine fall, and the coast of the river

very bold, consisting of perpendicular rocks, with grass of a beautiful verdure to the

very edge : it projects in little promontories, which grow lonfjer as they approach the

sea, and open to give a fine view of the ocean. Before the fall in the middle of the river

is a rocky island, on which is a curing house, instead of the turret of a ruined castle,

for which it seems formed. The to^vn prettily situated on the rising ground on each

side of the river. To Sir James Caldwell's ; crossing the bridge,'stopjicd for a view of

the river, which is a very fine one, and was delighted to see the salmon jump, to me an

unusual sight : the water was perfectly alive with them. Rising the hill, look back on
the town ; the situation beautiful ; the river presents a noble view. Come to Belleek,

a little village, with one of the finest water-falls I remember any where to have seen

;

viewed it from the bridge. The river in a very broad sheet comes from behind some
wood, and breaks over a bed of rocks, not peqiendicular, but shelving in various direc-

tions, and foams away under the arches ; after which it grows more silent, and gives a

beautifid bend under a rock, crown(.'d by a line bank of wood. Reached Castle Cald-

well at night, where Sir James Caldwell received me with a politeness and cordiality

that will make me long remember it with pleasure.

August 15, to Belleisle, the charming seat of the earl of Ross. It is an island 'n

Loch-Earne, of two hundred Irish acres, every part of it hill, dale, and gentle declivi-

ties : it has a great deal of wood, much of which is old, and forms botli deep shades
and open cheerful groves. The trees hang on the slopes, and consequently shew them-
selves to the best advantage. All this is exceedingly pretty, but it is rendered, u^bly so
by the situation : a reach of the lake passes before the house, which is situated near the

banks among some fine woods, which give both beauty and shelter. This sheet of water,

which is three miles over, is bounded in front by an island of thick wood, imd by a bold
circular hill, which is his lordship's deer park ; this hill is backed by a considerable

mountain. To the right are four or five fine clumps of dark wood ; so many islands

which rise boldly from the lake, the water breaks in straits between them, and forms a
scene extremely picturesque. On the other side the lake stretches behind wood, in a
strcight which forms Belleisle. Lord Ross has made walks round the island, from
which there is a considerable variety of prospect. A temple is built on a gentle hill,

commanding the view of tlie wooded islands above-mentioned ; but the most pleasing

prospect of them is coming out from the grotto : they appear in an uncommon beauty ;

two seem to join, and the water which flows between tiikes the appeitfance of a fine

bay, projecting deep into a dark wood : nothing can be more beautiful. Th^ park hill

rises above them, and the whole is backed with mountains. The home scene at your
I'cet also is pretty ; a lawn scattered with trees that forms the margin of the lake, closing

gradually in a thick wood of tall trees, above the tops of which is a distiuit view of
Cultiegh mountain, which is there seen in its proudest solemnity.

They plough all* with horses three or four in a plough, and all abreast. Here let it

be remarked, that they very commonly plough and harrow with their horses drawing by
the tail : it is done every season. Nothing can put them beside this ; and they insist

that take a horse tired in traces, and put him to work by the tail, he will draw better

:

quite fresh again. Indignant reader ! this is no jest of mine, but cruel, stubborn, bar-

barous truth. It is so all over Cavan.

At Clonells, near Castle-rea, lives O'Conner, the direct descendant of Roderick
O'Conner, who was king of Connaught six or seven hundred years ago ; there is a
monument of him in Roscommon church, with his sceptre, &c. I was told as a cer-

tainty^ that this family were here long before the coming of the Milesians. The pos-
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sessions, formerly so great, arc reduced to three or four hundred pounds a year, tlic

familv having fared in the revolutions of so many ages, nuich worse than the O'Nitl's

and O'Brien 'h. The common jx^ople jmy him the greatest respect, and send him pre-

sents of cattle, &c. upon various oeeasioiis. They consider hiiu as the prince of a peo-

ple involved in one common ruin.

Another great family in Connaught is Macdcrmot, who calls himself prince of Coo-
lavin ; he lives at Coolavin, in Sligo, and though he has not above one hundred pounds
a year, will not admit his children to sit down in his presence. This was certainly the

case with his father, and some assured me even with the present chief. Lord Kingsbo-

rough, Mr. Ponsonby, Mr. O'Hara, Mr. Sondford, &c. came to sec hii.i, and his ad-

dress was curious :
" O'Hara ! you are welcome ; Sundford, I am glad to sec your lo-

ther's son (his mother was an O'Brien:) as to the rest of ye, come in as ye can."

Mr. O'Hara, ofNymphsfield, is in possession of a considerable estate in Sligo, which is

the remains of great possessions they had in diat country : he is one of the few descen-

dants of the Milesian race.

To lord Kingston's, to whom I had a letter, but imfortunately for me he was at

Spaw. Walked down to Longford Hill, to view the lake ; it is one of the most deli-

cious scenes I ever beheld, a lake of five miles by four, which fills die bottom of a gen-

tle valley almost of a circular form, bounded very boldly by the mountains. Those to

the left rise in a noble slope ; they lower rather in front, and let hi a view of Strand

mountain, near Sligo, above twenty miles off. To the right, you look over a small part

of a bog to a large extent of eultivated hill, with the blue mountains Ijeyond. Were
this little piece of bog planted, the view would be more complete ; the hill on which
you stand has a foli >ge of well-grown trees, whit'.i form the southern shore. You look

down on six islands, all wooded, and on a fine promontory to the left, which shoots far

into the lake. Nothing can be more pleasing tlian their imcommon variety ; the first is

small (Rock island) tufted with trees, under the shade of which is an ancient building,

once the residence of Macdermot. The next a mixture of lawn and wood ; the third,

which appears to join this, is of a diurker shade, yet not so thick but you ». .1 see the

bright lawn under the trees. House island is one fine thick wood, which admits not a

gleam of light, a "ontrasttothe silver bosom of the lake. Church island is at a greater

ciisttince ; this is also a clump, and rises boldly Rook island is of wood ; it opens in

the centre, and shews a lawn with a building on it. It is impossible to imagine a more
pleasing and cheerful scene. Passed the cl^pel to Smithfield Hill, which isa fitie rising

ground, quite surrounded with plantations ; from lience the view is clianged ; here the

prtimontory appears very bold, and over its neck you see another wooded island, in a

most picturesque situation. Nothing can be more picturesque than Rock island, its ruin

overhung with ivy. The other islands assume firesh and varied outlines, and form upon
die whole one of the most luxuriant scenes I have met with.

The views ofthe lake and environs are very fine as you go to Boyle ; the woods unite

into a lai^ mass, and contrast the bright sheet of water with their dark shades.

The lands about Kingston are very fine, a rich, dry, yellow, sandy loam, the finest

soil that I have seen in Ireland, all grass, and covered with very fine bullocks, cows, and

sheep. The farms rise to five hundred acres, and are generally in divisions, ported by
stone walls, for oxen, cows, young'cattle, and sheep separate. Some of the lands will

carry an ox and a wetiier per acre ; rents 15s, to 20s.

Dined at Boyle, and took the road to Ballymoat ; crossed an immense mountainy bog,

whece 1 stopped and made inquiries ; found that it was ten miles long, and three and a

l>alf over, containing thirty.five square miles ; that iime-stone quarries were around

c 2
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and in it, and lime-stone gravel in many places to be found, and used in the lands that

join it : in addition to this I may add, that there is a mat road crossing it ; thirty-five

miles are twenty-two thousand for hundred acres. What an immense field of improve*
mcnt ! nothing would be easier than to drain it, vast tracts of land have such a fall, that

not a drop of water could remain. These hilly bogs are extremely difierent from any
I have seen in England. In the moors in the north, the hills and mountains are all

covered with heath, like the Irish bogs, but they are of various soils, gravel, shii^le,

moor, Sec. and boggy only in spots ; but the Irish bog hills are all pure bog to a great

depth, without the least variation of soil ; and the bog being of a hilly form, is a proof

that it is a growing vegetable mass, and not owing merely to stagnant water. Sir Lau-
rence Dundass is the principal proprietor of this.

Reached Ballymoat in the evening, the residence ofthehon. Mr. Fitzmaurice, where
I expected great pleasure in viewing a manufactory, of which I heard much since I

came to Ireland. He was so kind as to give me die following account of it, in thfc

most liberal manner

:

" I'wenty years ago the late lord Shelbume came to Ballymoat, a wild uncultivated

region, without industry or civility, and the people all Roman Catholics, without an

atom of manufacture, not even spinning. In order to change this state of tilings, his

lordship contracted with people in the north to bring protestant weavers, and establish

a manufactory, as the only means of making the change he wished ; this was done, bat
falling into the hands of rascals, he lost 50001. by the business, with only seventeen pro-

testant iamilies, and twenty-six or twenty-seven looms established for it. Upon his

death, lady Shelbume wished to carry his scheme into execution, and to do it, ga^
much encouragement to Mr. Wakefield, the great Irish factor in London, by granting

ad\aintageous leases, under the contract of building and colonizing, by weavers from the

north, and carrying on the manufactory. He ibund about twenty looms, working
upon their own account, and made a considerable progress in this for five years, raising

several buildings, cottages for the weavers, and was going on as well as the variety of
his business would admit, employing sixty looms. He then died, when a stand was
made to all the works for a year, in which every thing went much to ruin. Lady Shel*

bume then employed a new manager to curry on the munutacture upon his own account,

giving him veiy profitable grants of lands', to encourage him to do it with spirit. He
continued for five years, employing sixty looms also ; but his circumstances failing, a

fresh stop was put to the work.
"Then it ^vasthat Mr. Fitzmaurice, in the year 1774, determined to exert himself

in pushing on a manufactor}', which promised to be of such essential service to the

whole country. To do this with effect, he saw tliat it was necessary to take it entirely

into his own hands. He could lend money to the manager to enable him to go on, but

that would be at best hazardous, and could never do it in the complete manner in which
he wished to establish it. In this period of consideration, Mr. Fitzmaurice was advised

by his friends never to engage in so complex a business as a manulacture, in which he

must of necessity become a merchant ; also engage in all the hazard, irksomeness, &c.
of commerce, so totally different from his birth, education, ideas, and pursuits; but
tired with the inactivity of common life, he detennitied not only to turn manufacturer,

'but'to ,carry on the business in the most spirited and vigorous manner that was possible.

In the first place, he took every means of-making himselfa complete master of the bu-
siness ; he went through various mainifuctures, inquired into the minutiae, and took

every measure to know it to the bottom. This he did so rejx;atedly, and with such

htt^iuion in the whole progress, from spinning to bleaching, and seliing,<that he become

m
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s thorough a masto* of if as an experienced manager ; he has wove linen, and done
every part of the business with his own handa. As he determined to have the works
complete, he took Mr. Stansfield the engineer, so well known for his improved saw-

mills, into his pay : he sent him over to Ballymoat, in the winter of 1774, in order to

erect the machmery of a bleach-mill, upon the very best construction ; he went to al!

the great mills in the north of Ireland to inspect them, to remark their deficiencies, that

they might be impnwed in the mills he intended to erect. This knowledge being gain*

ed, the work was begun, and as water was necessary, a great basin was formed by a

dam across a valley, by which means thirtv>four acres were floated, to serve as a reser>

voir for dry seasons to secure plenty at all times."

August 30, rode to Rosshill, four miles off, a headland that projects into the bay

of Newport, from which there is a most beautiful view of the bay on b&^h sides ; I

counted thirty islands very distinctly, all of them cultivated under com and potatoes, or

pastured by cattle. At a distance Clara rises in a very bold and picturesque style ; on
the left Crow Patrick, and to the right other mountains. It is a view tliat wants no-

thing but wood.
September 5, to Drumoland, tihc seat of Sir Lucius O'Brien, in tlie county of Clare,

a gentleman who had been repeatedly assiduous to procure me every sort of informa-

tion. I should remark, as I luive now left Galway, that that county, from entering it

in the road to Tuam till leaving at to-day, has been, upon the whole, inferior to most
of the parts I have travelled in Ireland in point of beauty : there are not mountains of

a magnitude to make the view s* .4king. It is perfectly free from woods, and even trees,

except about gentlemen'* houses, nor has it a variety in its face. I do not, however,

speak without exception ; I passed some tracts which are cheerful. Drumoland has

a pleasing variety of grounds about the house ; it stands on a hill gently rising from a

lake of twenty-lour acres, in the middle of a noble wood of oak, ash, poplar, &c.

three beautiful hills rise above, over which the plantations spread in a varied manner

;

and these hills command very line views of the great rivers Fergus and Sliannon at their

junction, being each of them a league wide.

There is a view ofthe Shannon from Limerick to Foynes Island, which is thuty miles,

with all its bays, bends, islands, and fertile shores. It is from one to three miles broad,

a most noble river, deserving regal navies for its omct^ent, or, what are better, fleets

of merchantmen, thdcheeriul signs ol far extended ccmrnerce, instead of a few mise-

rable iishiiig-boats, the only canvas that swelled upon the scene : but the want of com>
mcrce in herports is the misfortune not the fault of Ireland. Thanks for the deficiency

to that illiberal spirit of trading jealousy, which has at times actuated and disgraced so

many nations. I'he prospect has a noble outline in the bold mountains of Tipperary,

Cork, Limerick, and Kerr)'. The whole view magnificent.

^ At the loot of this hill is the castle of Bunratty, a very large edifice, the seat of the

O'Briens, princes of Thomond; it stands on the bank of a river, which falls into the

Shannon ne«r it. About this castle and that of Rosmunagher, the land is the best in the

county of Clare ; it is worth 11. 13s. an acre, and fats a bullock per acre m summer,
besides winter feed.

To Limerick, through a cheerful country, on the banks of the river, in a vale sur-

rounded by distant mountains. Tliat city is very finely situated, partly on an island

formed by the Shannon. The new part, ca'led Newtown Pery, from Mr. Pery the

speaker, who owns a considerable part of the city, and represents it in parliament, is

well built. The houses are new ones, of brick, large and in right lines. There is a

communication with the rest of the town by a handsome bridge of diree large arches*
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erected at Mr. Pery's expcncc. Here are docks, quays, and a custom-house, which is

a good building, faces the river, and on the opposite banks is a large qu;\drangular one,

the house of industry. This part of Limerick is very cheerful and agreeable, and car-

ries all the marks of a flourishing place.
.

The exports of this port are beef, pork, butter, hides, and rape-seed. The imports

are rum, sugar, timber, tobacco, wines, coals, bark, salt, &c. The customs and ex-

cise, about sixteen years ago, amounted to 16,0001. at present 32,0001. and rather more

four or five years ago.

Whole revenue . 1751- >f 16,000
"

;.

1775 51,000 ;

Revenue of the Port qf Limerick, Year ending

March 25, 1759 . . >C 20,494

^1

1760
1761
1762
1763
1764
1765

29,197

20,727
20,650
20,525

32,635

31,099

i'--^']

'I 1

, .jt^Vt'l'.;-' 'H

• <fl:i .

Com. Jour. vol. xiv. p. 71.

Price o/ Provisions. ,,

Teal, lOd. a couple, t- . v '«

'- Plover, 6d. a couple. - • •' " -^'•

Widgeon, lOd. ditto. tv

Hares, Is. each, commonly sold all the r

year round. ':•

Woodcocks, 20d. to 2s. 2d. a brace.

Oysters, 4d. to Is. a 100. . * »;

Lobsters, Is. to Is. 6d. if good, v ^-l**

Wheat, Is. Id. a stone.

Barley and oats, 5^d. to 6d.

Scotch coa!«?, 18s. Whitehaven, 20s.

A boat load of turf, 20 tons, 45s.

Salmon, three halfpence.

Trout, 2d. very fine, per lb.

£els, 2d. a pound.

liabbits, 8d. a couple.

Wiia ducks, 20d. to 2s. a couple. .
-^-. ...

Land sells at twenty years' purchase. Rents were at die highest in 1765, fell since, but

in four years have fallen 8s. to 10s. an acre about Limerick. They are at a stand at

present, owing to the high price of provisions from pasture. The number of people

In Limerick are computed at thirty-two thousand ; it is exceedingly populous for the

size, the chief street quite crowded ; many sedan chairs in town, and some hackney

chaises. Assemblies the year round, m a new assembly-house built for the purpose, and

plavs and concerts common.
Upon the whole. Limerick must be a very gay place, but when the usual number of

troops are in to^vn much more so. To shew die general expences of living, I was told

of a person's keeping a carriage, four horses, three men, three maids, a good table, a

wife, three children, and a nurse, and all for 5001. a year

:

£. s. d.

A footman - - - 4 4 to

A professed woman-cook - - -

A house maid - - - '

A kitchen-maid - .
- -

Abutter - - -
, .. 10 to

£.
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A barrel of beef or pork, 2001b. weight. Vessels of 400 tons can coinc up with spring

tides, which rise fourteen feet.

September 9, to Castle Oliver ; various countr)', not so rich to appcardnee as the

corcasses, being fed bare : much hilly sheep-walk, and for a considerable way a full

third of it potatoes and corn : no sign of depopulation. Just before I got to the hills

a field of raij'wort (senesio jacoboca) buried the cows. The first hill of Castle Olivef

interesting. After rising a moimtain so high that no one could think of any house, you
come in vie^v of a vale, quite filled \vith fine woods, fields niaigined with trees, and
hedge phintations climbing up the mountains. Having engaged myself to Mr. Oliver,

to return from Killaniev by his house, as he was confined to Limerick by the assizes, I

shall omit saying any thing of it at present.

September 16, to Cove by water, from Mr. Trent's quay. The view of LotJi is

charming ; a fine rising lawn from the water, with noble spreading woods reaching on
each side ; the house a very pleasing front, with lawn shooting into the woods. The
river forms a creek between two hills, one Lota, the oUier opening to another hill of

inclosurcs well wooded. As the boat leaves the shore nothing can be finer than the

view behind us ; the back woods of Lota, the house and lawn, and the high bold in-

closures towards Cork, form the finest shore imaginable, leading to Cork, the city ap-

pearing in full view, Dunkettle wooded inclosun s, a fine sweep of hill, joining Mr.
Hoare's at Factory-hill, whose woods have a beautiful eifect. Dunkettle-house almost

lost in a wood. As we advance, the woods of Lota and Dunkettle unite in one fine mass.

The sheet of water, the rising lawns, the house in the most beautiful situation imaginable,

with more woods above it than lawns below it, the west shore of Loch-Mahon, a very

fine rising hill cut into inclosures, but widiout wood, land-locked on every side with

high lands, scattered with inclosures, woods, seats, &c. with every cheerful circumstance

of lively commerce, has altogether a great effect. Advancing to Passage the shores are

various, and the scenery enlivened by fourscore sail of large ships ; the little port of
Passage at the water's edge, with the hills rising boldly above it. The channel nar-

rows between the great island and the hills of Passage. The shores bold, and the

ships scattered about them, with the inclosures hanging behind the masts and yards,

picturesque. Passing the streights a new basin of the harbour opens, surrounded with

high lands. Monk's-town-casUe on the hill to the right, and the grounds of Bally-

bricken, a beautiful intermixed scene of wood and lawn. The high shore of the har-

bour's mouth oi)ens gradually. The whole scene is land-locked. The first view of
Hawl-bowling-island and Spike-island, high rocky lands, with the channel opening to

Cove, where are a fleet of ships at anchor, and Rostellan, lord Inchiquin's house,

backed with hills, ascener}' that wants nothing but the accompaniment ol wood. The
view of Ballybricken changes ; it now appears to be unfortunately cut into right lines.

Arrived at the ship at Cove, in the evening returned, leaving Mr. JeiTerys and family

on board for a vo)age to Havre, in their way to Paris.

Dunkettle is one of the most beautilul places 1 have seen in Ireland. It is a hill of
some hundred acres broken into a great variety of ground by gentle declivities, with
every where an undulating outline, and the whole varied by a considerable quantity of
wood, which in some places is thick enough to take the appearance ol close groves, in

others spreads into scattered thickets and a variety of single groups. Thii hih, or rather

cluster ol hiiis, is surromided on one side by a reach of Cork hiirbour, over which it

looks in the most advantageous manner; and on the other by an irriguous vale, through
which flows the river Gianinire ; the opposite shore of that river lias every variety that

can unite to lorm pleasing landscapes lur the views from Dunkettle grounds ; in some
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Elnces narrow glens, the bottoms of which are quite filled with water, and the steep

unks cuvca-d with thick woods that spread a deep shade ; in others the vale opens to

form the scitc of a pretty checriul village, overhung by hill and wocxl : here the shore

rises gradually into large inclosurcs, which spread over the hills, stretching beyond each

otl)( r ; and there the vale melts again into a milder \ .ricty of fields. A hill thus situ*

ated, and consisting in itself of so much variety of surface, must necessarily command
many pleasing views ; to enjoy these to the better advantage, Mr. Trent (than whom
no one has a Ix-tter taste, both to discover and describe the beauties of natural scenes)

is making a walk around the whole, which is to bend to the inequalities of the ground,

so as to take the principal points in view. The whole is so beautiful, that if I was to

make the regular detour, the description might be too mmute ; but there are some
points which gave me so much pleasure that I know not how to avoid recommending
to ethers that travel this way to taste the same satisfaction : from the upper part of the

orchard you look down a part of the river, where it opens into a regular basin, one
comer stretching up to Cork, lost behind the hill of Lota, the lawn of which breaks on
the swelling hills amoiig the woods ; the house obscured, and therefore seeming a part

of your home scene ; the losing the river behind the beautiful projection of Lota, is

more pleasing than can be expressed. The other reach, leading to the harbour's

mouth, is half hidden by the trees, which margin the foot of the hill on which you
stand i in front a noble range of cultivated hills, the inclosures broken by slight spots

«f wood, and prettily varied with houses, without being so crowded as to take off the

rural effect. The scen<: is not only beautiful in tliose common circumstances which
form a landscape, but is alive with the cheerfulness of ships and boats perpetually

moving. Upon the wbiole, it is one of the most luxuriant prospects I have any where
seen. Leaving the orchard, pass on the brow of a hill which forms the bank of the

'river of Glanmire, commanding the opposite woods of Lota in all their lieauty. Rise to

the top of the high hill whichjoms the deer-park, and exhibits a scene equally extensive

and beautiful ; you look down on a vale which winds almost around at your feet, finish>

ing to the left in Cork river, which here takes the appearance of a lake, bounded by
wood and hills, and sunk in the botto^n of a vale, in a style which painting cannot

imitate ; the opposite h Us of Lota, wood, and lawn, seem formed as objects for this

point of view : at your feet a hill rises out of the vale, with higher ones around it,

the mai^is scattered wood; to the right towards Riverstown, a vale; the whole
backed by cultivated hills to Kallahan's field. Milder scenes follow : a bird's-eye

view of a small vale sunk at your feet, through which the river flows; a bridge of se-

veral arches unites two parts of a beautiful vilktge, the meadow grounds of which rise

gently, a varied surface of wood and lawn, to the hills of Riverstown, the whole sur-

rounded by delicious sweeps of cultivated hills. To the left a wooded glen risingfrom
the vole to the horizon, the scenery sequestered, but pleasing ; the oak wood which
hangs on the deer-park hill, an addition. Down to the brow of the hill, where it hangs
over the river, a picturesque interesting spot. The inclosures of tlie opposite bank
hang beautifully to the eye, and the wooded glen winds up the hill. Returning to the

house I was conducted to the hill, where th£ grounds slope ofi'to the river of Cork,

which opens to view in noble reaches of a magnitude that fills the eye and the imagina-

tion : a whole country of a character truly magnificent, and behind the winding vale

which leads between a series of hills to Glanmire.
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Pictures at Dunketth.

A St. Mich.icl, &c. the subject confustd, by Michael Anp^elo, A St. Francis on

wood, a lar}^' orif^inal of Guido. A St. Cecilia, original of Romanelli. An assump-
tion of the Virgin, by L. Caracci. A cjuaker's meeting, of aljovc fifty figures, by
Egbert Hemskirk. A sea view and rock |)iccc, l)y Vernet. A small flaggellation, by
Sebastian del Piombo. A Madonna and Child, small, by Rubens. The crucifixion,

many figures in miniature, excellent, though the mast r is unknown. An excellent

copy of the famous Danae of Titian, at Monte Cavallo, near Naples, by Ciofli of Na-
ples. Another of the Venus of Titian, at the Tribuna in Florence. Another of Venus
blinding Cu|)id, by Titian, at the Palazzo Borghese in Rome. Another of great merit

of the Madonna Delia Sediaof Raphael, at the Palazzo Pitti in Florence, by Stirn, a

German, lately at Rome. Another of an holy family, from Raphael, of which there

are said to be three originals, one at the king's palace in Naples, one in the palais royal

in Paris, and the third in the collection of lord Exeter, lately purchased at Rome. A
portrait of Sir Patrick Trent, by Sir P. Leiy. An excellent portrait of u person un-

known, by Dahl.

September 17, to Castlemartyr, the seat of the earl of Shannon, one of the most
distinguished improvers in Ireland; in whom I found the most earnest desire to give mc
ever} species of mformation, with a knowledge and ability which enabled him to do it

most eiltctuaiiy. Passed through Middleton, a well built place, which belongs to the noble

lord to whom it gives title. Castlemartyr is an old house, but much added to by the

present carl ; he has built, besides other rooms, a dining one thirty-two feet long by
twenty-two broad, and a drawing one, the best rooms I have seen ni Ireland, a double

cube of twenty-five feet, being fifty long, twenty-five broad, and twenty-five high.

The grounds about the house are very well laid out ; much wood well grown, consider-

able lawns, u river made to wind through them in a beautiful manner, an old castle so

perteetly covered with ivy as to be a picturesque object. A winding walk leads for

a considerable distance along the banks of this river, and presents several pleasing

landscapes.

From Rostellan to Lota, the seat of Frederick Rogers, esq. I had before seen it in

the highest perlection itom. the water going from Dunkettle to Cove, and from the

groimds of Dunkettle. Mrs. Rogers was so oljliging as to shew mc the back grounds,

which are admirably wooded, and of a fine varied surface.

Got to Corke in the evening, and waited on the dean, who received me with the most
flattering attention. Corke is one of the most populous places I have ever been in ; it

was market-day, and I could scarce drive through the streets, they were so amazingly

thronged : on the other da}s the number is very great. I should suppose it must re-

semble a Dutch town, for there are many canals in the streets, with (juays before the

houses. The best built part is Morrison's Island, which promises well ; the old part of

the town is very close and dirty. As to its commerce, the following particulars 1 owe
to Robert Gordon, esq. the surveyor general

:

Average of nineteen Years'* Export^ ending March 24, 1773.

hides, at 11. each £ 64,000

Bay and woollen yam 294,000

Carrj- forward >C 358,000

VOL. IV.
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Brought over

Butter, at 30s. per cwt. from 5(^s. to 72s.

Beef, at 20s. a barrel , . .

Camblets, serges, &c. . •

Candles ...»
Soap . . . . •

Tiillow ........
Herrings, 18 to 35,0001. all their own ....
Glue, 20 to 25,000 . . . . ' . •

Jr orK « . • * • • •

Wool to England ......
Small exports, Gottenburgh herrings, horns, hoofs, See. featlier-beds,

palliasses, feathers, &c. .....

L 358,000
180,000

291,970
40,000
34,220

20,000
20,000

21,000
92,000

64,000

14,000

35,000

jC 1,100,190

Average prices of the nineteen years on the custom books. All exports on those books

are rated at the value of the reign of Charles II ; but the imports have always 10 per

cent on the sworn price added to them. Seventy to eighty ami of ships belong to

Corkc. Average of ships that entered that port in those nineteen years, eight hundred

and seventy-two per annum. The number of people at Corke mustered by the clcrcy

by hearth-money, and by the number of houses, payments to minister, average of the

three, sixty-seven thousand souls, if taken before the first of September, after that twenty

thousand mcreased. There are seven hundred coopers in the town. Bdrrels all of

oak or beech, all from America : the latter for herrings, now from Gottenburgh and
Norway. The excise of Corke now no more than m Charles the Second's reign.

Ridiculous

!

Cork old duties, in 1751, produced
Now the same

1^ 62,000
140,000

Bullocks, 16,000 head, 32,0OO barrels; 41,000 ho^s; 20,000 barrels. Butter,

22,000 firkins of hnlf a hundred weight each, both increase this year, the whole
being

^

240,000 firkins of butter, ,

120,000 barrels beef.
. . : u

Export of woollen yam from Corke, 300,0001. a year in the Irish market. No wool
sinuggled, or at least very little. The wool comes to Corke, &c. and is delivered

out to combers, who maJce it into balls. These balls arc bought up by the French
agents at a vast price, and exported ; but even this does not amount to 40,0001. a year.

Prices. .; j\

Beef, 21s. per cwt. never so high by 2s. 6d. ; Pork 30s. never higher than 18s. 6d.

owing to the army demand. Slaughter dung, 8d. for a horse load. Country labourer,

6d. about town lOd. Milk, seven pints a penny. Coals, 3s. 8d. to 5s. a barrel, six

of which make a ton. Eggs, four a penny.
Corke labourers. Celhu- ones, twenty thousand ; have Is. Id. a day, and as much

bread, beef, and beer as they can eat and drink, and seven pounds of ofials a week

.> .*« .; ~ .«» -,;,i**iJl, .
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much
I week

for their families. Rent for tlieir house, 4()s. Mason and cariKnicr^' labourers lOd.

a day. Sailors now 31. u month and provisions: Ik tore the Anurican war 28s. Vor-

ters and eoal-luavers paid by the great. Stale of the poor peo|)le in p;t.nt ral iiicompa-

rably better oflthan they were twenty years a^;o. There are iniported eighteen thou-

sand barrels annually oi Seotch herrinj^s, at 18s. a barrel, 'i'he salt lor the iKef tr.ide

comes frojn Lisbon, St. Ube's, &c. The salt lor the lish trade from Kochelle : lor but.

ter Knj^lish and Irish.

Particulars of the woollen fabrics of the county of Cork received from a manufac
tiirer. The woollen trade, serges and camblets, ratteens, frizes, tlruj^nets, and narrow

cloths, the last they make to lOs. and 12s. a yard ; if they mi};ht export to 8s. they art-

very clear that they could get a great trade for the woollen manufactures of Corke ; the

wool comes from Galway and Roscommon, combed here by combers, who earn 8s. to

lOs. a week, into balls of twenty-four ounces, which is spun into worsteds t)f twelve

skeins to die ball, and exported to Yannouth for Norwich ; the export price, 301. a

pack, to 331. never before so high ; average of them 261. to 301. Some tluy work up
at home into serges, stuffs, and camblets ; the serges at lid. a yard, thirty-four inches

wide ; the stuRs sixteen inches, at i8d. the camljlets at 9^d. to 13d. the spinners at

9d. a ball, one in a week ; or a ball and lialf 12d. a week, and attend the family besides

;

this is done most in VVatcrford andKerrj', particularly near Killarney ; the weavers earn

Is. a day on an average. Full three-fourths of the wool is exported in yarn, and only

one-fourth worth worked up. Half tlw wool oi Ireland is combed in the county ol'

Corke.

A very great manufacture of ratteens at Carric-on-sure, the bay worsted is for serges,

shalloons, &c. Woollen yam for coarse cloths, which latter have been lost for some
years, owing to the high price of wool. The bay export lias declined since 1770, which
declension is owing to the high price of wool.

No wool smuggled, not even from Kerry, not a sloop's cargo^ in t\venty years, the

price too high ; die declension has licen considerable. For every eighty-six packs that

are exported, a licence from the lord lieutenant, for which 201. is paid.

From the act of the last sessions of Great Britain for exporting woollen goods for

the troops in the pay of Ireland, Mr. Abraham Lane, of Corke, established a new ma-
nufacture of army clothing for that purpose, which is the first at Corke, and pays 401.

a week in labour only. Upon the whole there has been no increase of woollen'manu-
facture within twenty years. Is clearly of opinion that many fabrics might be worked
up here much cheaper than in France, of cloths that the French have beat the English
out of; these are, particularly, broad-cloths of one yard and hdf-yard wide, from 3s.

to 6s. 6d. a yard for the Levant trade. Frizes which are now supplied from Carcas-

sone in Languedoc. Frizes, of twenty-four to twenty-seven inches, at lOd. to 13d. a

yard. Flannels, twenty-seven to thirty-six, from 7d. to 14d. Serges of twenty-seven

to thirty-six inches, at 7d. to 12d. a yard ; these would work up the coarse wool.

At Ballynasloe fair, in July, 200,0001. a year bought in vvool. There is a manufactory

of knit-stocking by the common women about Cork, for eight or ten miles around

;

the yam from 12d. to ISd. a pair, and the worsted, from 16d. to 20d. and earn from
12d. to 18d. a week. Besides their own consumption, great quantities are sent to the

north of Irekmd.

All the weavers in the country are confined to towns, have no land, but small gar-

dens. Handle or narrow linen, for home consumption, is made in the western part of

the county. Generally speaking, the circumstances of all the manufacturing poor are

better than they were twenty years ago. The manufactures have not declined, though
D 2
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the exportation has, owing to the increased home consumptions. Bandon was once the

scat of the NtufT, cumhict, und shug munufactuix*, but has m seven years declined u)M>ve

tha'C-fuurthH. Have changed it for the muiuifucturc of coiirse green lineiiH, tor the

Londot) murlcct, from 6d. to 9d. a yard, twenty-seven inches wide ; but the number of
mnmifucturcrs in general much lessoned.

H(xle to the mouth of Cork harbour ; the grounds about it are all fine, liold, and
varied, but so bare of trees, that there is not u single view but what pains one in the

want oi wood. Rents of the tract south of the river Caragoline, from 5s. to 30s. ave<

ragi', 10s. Not one man in five hus a cow, but generallv from one to four acres, upon
which they have potatoes, and five or six sheep, which they milk, and spin their wool.

Labour 5d. in wmter, 6d. in summer ; many of them for tluxe months m the year live

on potatoes and %vater, the rest of it they have a good deal of fish. But it is remarked,

at Kinsnie, that when sprats are most plentiful, diseases arc most common. Rent for a

mere cabin 10s. Much |)aring and bunting ; paring twcnty-cignt men u d;iy, sow wheat

on it and then potatoes ; get great crops. The soil a sharp stony land ; no lime-stone

south of the above river. Manure for potatoes, with sea weed for 26s. which gives good
crops, but lasts only one year. Sea sand much used, no shells iii it. FiU'ms rise to

two or three hundred acres, but are hired in partnership.

Before I quit the environs of Cork, I must remark, that the country on the harbour,

I think preferable, in many respects for a residence, to any thing I have seen in Ireland.

First, it is the most southerly part of the kingdom. Second, there are very great beau*

ties of prospect. Third, by much the most animated, busy scene of sliipping in all Ire-

land, and consequently; fourth, a ready prite for every product. Fifth, great plenty of

excellent fish and wild fowl. Sixth, the neighbourhood of a great city for objcv'its of
convenience.

September 25. Took the road to Ncdeen, through the wildest region of mountains

that 1 remember to have seen ; it is a dreary, but an interesting road. The various

horrid, grotesque, and unusual forms in which the mount^iins rise, and the ru^ks bulge;

the immense height of some distant heads, which rear above all the nearer scenos, the

torrents roaring in the vales, and breaking down the mountain sides, with here and ihcre

a wretched cabin, and a spot of culture yielding surprise to find human beings the inha-

bitants of stich a scene of wildness, altogether keep the traveller's mind in an agitation

and suspence. These rocks and mountains are many of them no otherwise improveabie

than by planting, for which, however, they are exceedingly well adapted.

Sir John Colthurst was so obliging as to send halt a dozen labourers with me, to help

my chaise up a mountain side, of which he gave a formidable account : in tru* h u deserv-

ed it. The road leads directly against a mountain ridge, and those who made it were so

incredibly stupid, that they kept the straight line up the hill, instead of turning aside to the

right, to wind around a projection of it. The path of the road is worn by torrents into a

cliannel, which is blocked up in places by huge fragments, so that it would be a horrid

road on a level ; but on a hill so steep, that the best path would be dilHcult to ascend, it

may be supposed terrible : the labourers, two passing strangers, and my servant, couid
with difficulty get the chaise up. It is much to be regretted that the direction of tlie

road is not changed, as all the rest from Cork to Nedcen is good enough. For a f'fv

miles towards the latter pbce the country is flat on the river Kenmare, much of it ' i,

and under grass or corn. Passed Mr. Orpine's at Ardtiliy , and another of the same ine

at Killowen.

Nedeen is a little town, very well situated, on the noble river Kenmare, wht. . ihips

of one hundred and fifty tons may come up : there are but three or four good houses.
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Lord Shclbii.iC, to whom the place belongs, has built one for his aj^cnt. There is a

vule of {^uod land, vvhieh is here from a mile and a half to a mile broad ; and to the

north and south, j^re.it ridges of mountain siiid to be full of mines.

At Nedetn, lord Shclbunie had taken care to havj me uell informed by his people

in that country, which belongs for the greatest part to himself, he has above one lum-

dred and li' y thousand Irish acres in Kerry ; the greatest part of the liarony of Glan-

rought belo.igs to him, most of Dunkerron and Ivragh. The country is all a region of

mountains, inclosed by a vale of H^t land on the river ; the mountains to the south come
to the water's edge, with but few variations, the principal ol which is Ardee, a farm of

lord Shelburne'i. : to the north of the river, the flat land is one-half to three (juaiters

of a mile broad. The mountains to the south reach to Bear-ha\'en, and those to the

north to Dingle-bay ; the soil is extremely various ; to the south of the* river all are

sand stones, and the hills loam, stone, gnivel, and bog. To the north th -e is a slip of

lime-stone land, irora Kilgarvon to Cabbina-cush, that is six miles eabi v/. Nedeen, and
three to the west, but is not more than a quarter of a mile broad, the res. including the

mountains all s;md stone. As to its rents, it is very difficult to tell what they arc ; for

land is let by the plough land and gineve, twelve gineves to the plough land ; but the

latter dciiomination is not of any particular quantity : for no two plough lands are the

Siime. The size of liunns is various, from Ibrty acres to one thousand, less quantities

go with cabins, and some farms are taken by labourers in partnership.

S<jon entered the wildest and most romantic country I had any where s^;en ; a region

of steep rocks and mountains, which continued for nine or ten miles, till I came in view

ol Mucrass. There is something magnificently wild in this stupendous scenery, formed
to impress the mind with a certain species of terror. All this tract has a rude and savage

air, but parts ot it are strikingly interesting ; the mountains are bare and rocky, and
of a great magnitude ; the vlIss are rocky glens, where a mountain-strcam tumbles along

the roaghest bed imaginable, and receives many torrents, pouring from clefts, half over-

huiig with shrubby wood ; some of these streams are seen, and tTie roar of others heard,

but hid by vast masses of rock. Immense fragments, torn from the precipices by storms

and tonxnts, are tumbled in the wildest confusion, and seem to hang rather than rest upon
projecting i,recipi';es. Upon some of these fragments of rock, perlectly detached from
the soil, except by the side on which they lie, are beds of black turf, with luxuriant crops

ol heath, &.e. which appeared very curious to me, having no ^here seen the like ; and I

observed yerj high hi the mountains, much higlier than any culiivation is at present, on
the 1 ighi hand, flat and cleared spaces of g' /od grass among the ridges of rock, which had
probably been cultivated, and proved that tliese mountains were not incapable from cli-

mh^c ot being applied to useful purposes.

Fiom one of these heights, 1 looked forward to the lake of Killamey at a considerable

distance, and backward to the river Kenmare ; came in view of a smdl part of the up-

per lake, spotted with several islands, and surrounded by the most tremendous moun-
tains that can be imagined, of an aspect savage and dreadful. From this scene of wild

magnificence, I broke at once upon all he glories of Killarney ; from an elevated

point of view I looked down on a considerable part of the lake, which g-avc me a speci-

men of what I might expect. The water you command (which, however, is only a

part of the lake) appears a basin of two or three miles round ; to the left it is inclosed

by the mounuiins ^pu have passed, particularly by t!ie Turk, whose outline is uncom-
monly noble, and joins a range of others, that form the most magnificent shore in the

world : on the other side is a rising scenery of cultivated hills, and lord Kenm.ire's

park and woods ; the end of the lake at your feet is formed by the root of Miuigcrton,

1
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V.

on w hose side the road leads. From hence I looked Ctown on a pretty range of inclo-

siircs on the lake, and the woods and l{iwns of Mueniss, forming a large promontory of

thiek A\ ood, shooting far into the lake. The most active fancy can sketch nothing in

addition. Islands of wood beyond seem to join it, and reaches of the lake, breaking

partly between, givr the most lively intennixture of water : six or seven isles and
islets lorni an accompaniment, some arc rocky, but with a slight vegetation, others

I ontain groups of trees, and the whole thrown into forms, which would funiish new
ideas to a painter. Farther is a chain of wooded islands, which also apj.ear to join the

I'.iiiin land, \\'\i\\ an offspring of lesser ones scattered around.

y\ni\cd at Mr. Herbert's at Mueruss, to whose friendly attention I owed my suc-

i'lediiig pleasme. There have been so many descriptions of Killamey written by gen-

j Ion en who have resided some time there, and seen it at every season, that for a passing

iraM Her to attempt the like, would be in vain ; for this reason I shall give the mere
joiniial oftheremaiks I made on the spot, in the order I viewed the lake.

September 27, walked into Mr. Hcrl:)crt's beautiful grounds, to Oroch's hill, in the

l;iwn that he has cleared from that profusion of stones which lie under the woJl •, th'

bceiie which this point commands is truly delicious; the house is on the edge >
*-•

la\Mi, Ijy a wood which covers the whole peninsula, fringes the slope at your feet, ana
lonns a beautiful shore to the lake. Tomys and Glena are vast mountainous masses of

incrediljle magnificence, the oiuline soft and easy in its swells, whereas those above the

F.agle's Nest are of so broken and abrupt an outline, that nothing can be imagined

more age, an aspect horrid and sublime, that gives all the impressions to be wish-

ed to astonish rather than please the mind. The Turk exhibits noble features, and
Mangerton-s huge body rises above the whole. The cultivated tracts towards Killar-

nc}-, form a shore in contrast to the terrific scenes I have just mentioned ; the distant

Ijonndary of the lake, a vast ridge of distant blue moun'^ains towards Dingle. From
hence entered the garden, and viewed Mueruss abbey, one of the mo3t interesting

scenes I ever saw; it is the ruin of a considerable abbey, built in Henry the Sixth's

time, and so entire, that if it were more so, though the building would be more perfect

the ruin would be less pleasing ; it is half obscured in the shade of ome venerable ash

trees ; ivy has given the picturesque circumstance, which that plant alone can confer,

A\ hile the broken walls and ruined tuirets throw over it

The last mournful graces of decay i
t'

heaps of sculls and bones scattered about, with nettles, briars, aiid weeds sprouting in

tufts from the loose stones, all unite to raise those melancholy impressions, which are the

merit of such scenes, and which can scarcely any where be felt more completely. The
cloisters Ibnn a dismal area, in the center of which grows the most prodigious yew tree

I ever beheld, in one great stem, ttvo feet diameter, and fourteen feet high, from whence
a vast hcacfof branches spreads on every side, so as to perform a perfect canopy to the

who' space ; I looked for its fit inhabitant, it is a spot where

The moping owl doth to the moon complain.
/^if

This ruin is in tl>e true stile in which all such buildings should appear ; there is not an
intruding circumstance, the hand of dress has not touched it, melancholy is the impres-

sion which such scenes should kindle, and it h here raised most powerliilly.

From the abbey we passed to the terrace, a natural one of i^rass, on t/ie very shore of
the lake ; it is irregular and winding; a wall of rocks broken into fantaatic farms by the

waves: on the other side a wood, consisting of all sorts of plants, wliich the climate

. i- -n.
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can nrotcct, ami through xvliich a variety of Wiilksarc tracid. The view l\o,n ihis u ir u i-

consists ofmany parts of various chanictcrs, but iii their different stiles complete ; the laU'

opens a spreading sheet of water; spotted by roeks aiu' islands, ail but one or two wood-
ed, the outlines of them are sharp and distinct; nothing can be more smiling than this

scene, soft and mild, a perfect contrast of beauty to tiie sublimity of the mountain^

which form the shore : these rise in an outline, so varied, and at the same time so mag-
nificent, that nothing greater can be imagined ; Tomys and Glena exhibit an immensit}

in point of magnitude, but from a large hanging wood oi) the slojie, and from the

smoothness of the general surface, it has nothing savage, whereas the mountains above

and near the Eagle's Nest are of the most broken outlines ; the declivities are bulging

rocks, of immense size, which seem to impend in horrid forms over the lake, and where

ail opening among them is caught, others of the same rude character rear their threat-

ening heads. Jt'rom different parts of the terrace these scenes are viewed in numberless

varieties.

Returned to breakfast, and pursued Mr. Herbert's new road, which he has traced

through the peninsula to Dyniss island, three miles in length ; and it is carried in so ju-

dicious a manner through a great variety of ground, rocky woods, lawns, &c. that no-

thing can be more pleasing ; it passes through n remarkable scene of rocks, ^vhich arc

covered with woods ; from thence to the marble quarry, which Mr. Herbert is working;

and where he gains variety of marbles, green, red, white, ^nd brown, prettily veined

;

the quarry is a shore oi rocks, which surround a bay of the lake, and forms a scene,

consisting of but few parts, but those strongly marked ; the rocks are bold, and broken

into slight caverns • they are fringed with scattered tre«s, and from many parts of them

wood shoots in that romantic maimer, so common at Killamey. Full in front, Turk
mountain rises with the proudest outline, in that abrupt magnificence which fills up the

whole space before one, and closes the scene.

The road leads by a place where copper- mines were worked ; many shafts appear

;

as much ore was raised as sold for twenty-five thousand pounds, but the works were laid

aside, more from ignorance in the workmen, than any delects in the mine.

Came to the opening on the great lake, which appears to advantage here, the town of

Killamey on the north.east shore. Look full on tHe mountain Glena, which rises in

very bold manner, the hanging woods spread half way , and are of great extent, and un-

commonly beautiful. Two very pleasing scenes succeed, that to the left is a small bay,

hemmed in by a neck of land in front ; the immediate s-ure rocks, which are in a pic-

turesque stile, and crowned entirely with arbutus, and otiier wood ; a pretty retired

scene, where a variety of objects give no fatigue to the eye. The other is an admirable

mixture of the beauiifui and sublime : a bare rock, of an almost regular figure, projects

from a headland into the lake, which, with much wood and highiandy forms one side of

the scene, the other is wood from a rising ground only ; the lake open between, in a

sheet of no great extent, but in ti:x)nt in the hanging wood of Glena, which appears in

full glory.

Mr. Herbert has built a handsome Gothic bridge, to unite the peninsula to the island

of Brickeen, tk'cugh the arch ol which the waters of the north and south lake flow. It

is a span of twenty-seven liett, and seventeen high, and over it the road leads to that island.

From thence to Brickeen nearly finished, and it is to be thrown across a bottom into

Dyniss.

3 Returned by the northern path through a thick wood for some distance, and caught

a very agreeable view of Ash Island, seen through an opening, inclosed on both sides

with wood. Pursued the way irom these grounds to Keeibeg, and viewed the bay of

TfS-,
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the Devil's Island, which is a beautiful oik;, inclosed by a shore, to the right of very

noble rocks in Ledges and other forms, crowned in a striking manner with wood ; u little

rocky islet rises in front ; to the left the water opens, and Turk mountain rises with that

proud superiority which attends him in all these scenes.

The view of the promontory of Dindog, near this place, closes this part of the lake,

and is indeed singularly beautiful. It is a large rock, which shoots far into the ^vater,

of a height sufficient to be interesting, in full relief, fringed with a scanty vegei ition

;

the shore on which you stand bending to the right, as if to meet that rock, pre*, ents a

circular shade of dark wood : Turk still the back ground, in a character of great sub-

limity, and Mangerton's loftier summit, but less interesting outline, a part of the see-

nery. These views, with others of less moment, are connected by a succession of

lawns bieitking among the wood, pleasing the eye with lively verdure, and relieving it

from tlie fatigue of the stupe" '\ous mountain scenes.

September 28. Took boatw • 1 'ke, from the promontory of Dindog before men-
tioncu. I had been under a miii>. apprehensions that I snould see no more of KiU
lamey ; for it blew a furious storm .Ji night, and in the morning the bosom of the lake

heaved with agitation, exhibiting few marks but those of anger. After breakfast it

cleared up, the clouds dispersed by degrees, the waves subsided, the sun shone out in

all its splendor ; ever}' scene was gay, and no ideas but pleasure possessed the breast.

V/ith those emotions sallied forth, nor did they disappoint us.

Rowed under the rocky shore of Dindog, which is romantic to a great degree. The
base, by the beating of the waves, is worn into caverns, so that the heads of the rocks

project considerably beyond the base, and hang over in a manner which makes every

part of it interesting. Following the coast, open marble quarry bay, the shore great

fragments of rock tumbled about in the wildest manner.

The island of rocks against the copper-mine shore, a remarkable group. The shore

near Casemilan is of a different nature ; it is wood in some places, in unbroken masses
down to the water's edge, in others divided from it by smaller tracts Oi rock. Come
to a beautiful land-locked bay, surrounded by a woody shore, which, opening in places,

shews other woods more retired. Tomys is here viewed in a unity of form, wliich

gives it an air of great magnificence. Turk was obscured by the sun shining imme-
diately above him, and casting a stream of burning light on the water, displayed an ef-

fect, to describe which the pencil of a Claude alone would be equal. Turn out of the bay,

and gain a full view of the Eagle's Nest, the mountains above it, and Glena, they form
a perl'ect contrast, the first are ru^ed, but Glena mild. Here the shore is a continued

wood.
Pa&s the bridge, and cross to Dyniss, an island Mr. Herbert has improved in the most

agreeable manner, by cutting walks through it, tliat commmid a variety of views. One
of these paths on the banks of the channel to the upper lake, is sketched with great taste ;

it is on one side walled with natural rocks, from the clefts of which shoot u thousand fine

arbutus's, that hang in a rich foliage of flowers and scarlet berries ; a turf bench in a

delicious spot ; the scene close and sequestered, just enough to give every pleasing idea

annexed to retirement.

Passing the bridge, by a rapid stream, came presently to the Eagle's Nest : having
viewed this rock from places where it appears only a part oi an object much greater

than itself, I had conceived an idea that it did not deserve the applause given it, but upon
coming near I was much surprised ; the approach is wondeiiuUy fine, the river leads

directly to its foot, and does not give the turn till immediately under, by which means
tlie view is much more grand than it could otherivtue be ; it is nearly perpendicular.
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and rises in such full majesty, with so bold an outline, and such projecting masses in its

centre, 'hat the magnificence of the object is comiilcte. The lower part is covered

with wood, and scattered trees climb almost to the top, which (if trees am be amiss in

Ireland) rather weaken the impression raised by this noble rock ; this part is a hangin[r

wood, or an ' bject whose character is perfect beauty ; but the upper scene, the broken

outline, rugged sides, and bulging masses, all arc sublime, and so powerful, the subli.

mity is the general impression of the whole, by overpowering the idea of beauty raised

by the wood. This immense height of the n)ountuins of Rillamey may be estimated

by this rock ; from any distant place that commands it, it appears the lowest crag of a

vast chain, and of no account ; but on a close approach it' is found to command a very

different respect.

Pass between the mountains called the Great Range, towards the upper lake. Hen;
Turk, which has so long appeared with a figure perfectly interesting, is become, from

a different position, an unmeaning lump. The rest of tlie mountains, as you pass, as-

sume a varied appearance, and are of a prodigious magnitude. The scenery in this

channel b great and wild in all its features ; wood is very scarce ; vast rocks seem
tossed in confusion through the narrow vale, which is opened among tho mountains for

the river to pass. Its banks are rocks in an hundred forms ; the mountain sides are

every where scattered with them. There is not a circumstance but is in unison with the

wild grandeur of the scene.

Coleman's Eye, a narrow pasp, opens a different scenery. Came to a region in which
the beautiful ara the great are mixed without offence. The islands are mobt of them
thickly wooded ; Oak isle in particular rises on a pretty base, and is a most beautiful

object : Mac Gilly Cuddy's Reeks, with their broken points ; Baum, with his perfect

cone ; the Purple mountain, with hw broad and more regular head ; and Turk, having

assumed a new and more interesting aspect, unite with the opposite hills, part ofwhich
have sQme wood left on them, to form a scene uncommonly striking. Here you look

back on a very peculiar spot; it is a parcel of rocks which cross the lake, and form a

gap that opens to distant water, the whole backed by Turk, in a stile of the highest

grandeur.

Come to Deny Currily, which is a great sweep of mountain, covered partly with

wood, hanging in a very noble manner, but part cut down, much of it mangled, and
the fest inhabited by coopers, boat-builders, carpenters, and turners, a sacrilegious tribe,

who have turned the Dijades from their ancient habitations.
^
The cascade here is a

fine one ; but passed quickly from hence to scenes unmixed with pun.
Row to the cluster of the Seven Islands, a little archipelago ; they rise very boldly

from the water upon rocky bases, and are crowned in the most beautiiul manner wiu
wood, among which are a number of arbutus's ; the channels among them opening to

new scenes, and the great amphitheatre of rock and mountain that surround them, unite

to form a noble view.

Into the river, at the very end of the lake, which .winds towards Mac Gilly Cuddy's
Reeks in fanciful mewders.
Betumed by a course somewhat different, throu^the Seven Islands, andbackitathe

Eagle's Nest, viewing the scenes akeady mentioned in new positions. At that noUe
rook fired three cannon fw the echo, which indeed is pro^^oua; the report does not

Gonust of :^Ureqt reverber^Uons iirom one rock toanother with a pause between, but has
an exact resemblance to a peal of thunder rattling behind the rock, as if travelling the

whole.scenerjr wejhad viewed i^lost in the immensity ofM^ Gilly Guddy's JReeks.
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Returning through the bridge, turn to the left round Dyniss isiund, under the woods
of Glena ; open on the cultivated country beyond the town of Killamey, and come
gradually in sight of Innisfallcn and Ross Island.

Pass near to the wood of Glcna, which here takes the appearance of one immense
sweep hanging in the most beautiful manner imaginable, on the side of a vast mountain

to a point, siiooting into the great lake. A more glorious scene is not to be imagined.

It is one deep mass of wood, composed of the richest shades perfectly dipping m the

wuter, without rock or strand appearing, not a break in the whole. The eye passing

upon the sheet of liquid silver some distance, to meet so entire a sweep ofevery tint that

can compose one vast mass of green, hanging to such an extent as to fill not only the

eye but the imagination, unites in the whole to form the most noble scene that is any

where to be beheld.

) Turn under the north shore of Mucruss ; the lake here is one great expanse of wa-
ter, bounded bv the woods described, the islands of Innisfallen, Ross, Sec. and the pen-

insula. The shore of Mucruss has a great variety ; it is in some places rocky, huge
masses tumbled from their base lie beneath, as in a chaos of ruin. Great caverns worn
under them in a variety of strange forms ; or else covered with woods of a variety of

shades. Meet the point of Ardnagluggen (in English where the water dashes on the

rocks) and come under Omescope, a rocky headland of a most bold projection hanging

many vards over itt- base, with an old weather-beaten yew growing from a little bracket

of rock, from which the spot is called Omescope, or yew broom.
Mucruss gardens presently open among the woods, and relieve the eye, almost fa-

tigued with ttie immense objects upon which it has so long c;azed ; these softer scenes of

lawn gently swelling among the shrubs and trees, finished the second day.

September 29, rode after breakfast to Mangerton Cascade and Drumaruurk Hill,

from which the view of Mucruss is uncommonly pleasing.

Pass the other hill, the view of which I described the 27th, and went to colonel

Hussy's monument, from whence the scene is different from the rest ; the fore ground
is a gentle hill, intersected by hedges, forming several small lawns. There are some
scattered trees and houses, with Mucruss abbey half obscured by wood, the whole
cheerful and backed by Turk. T^^ lake is of a triangular form, Ross island and
Innisfallen its limits, the woods of Muc.-uss and the islands take a new position.

Returning, took a boat again towards Ross isle, and as Mucruss retires from us,

nothing can be more beautiful than the spots of lawn in the terrace opening in the wood

;

above it the green hills with clumps, and the whole finishing in the noble group ofwood
about the abbey which here appears a deep shade, and so fine a finishing one, that not

a tree should be touched. Rowed to the east point of Ross, which is well wooded,

turn to the south coast. Dubling the point, the most beautiful shore of that island

appears ; it is the well wooded environs of a bay, except a small opening to the castle';

the woods are in deep shades, and rise on the re^lar slopes of a nigh range of rocky

.coast. Tlie part hi hx)nt of Filekilly point rises in the middle, and sinks towards each

end. The woods of Tom} s here appear uncommonly fine. Open Innisfallen, which
is composed at this distance of the most various shades, within a broken outline, enti/ely

different i'rom the other islands, groups of different masses rising in irregular tufts, and
joined by lower trees. No pencil could mix a liappier assemblage. Land near a mise**

ifible room, where travellers dine. Of the isle of Innisfallen, it is paying no great com*
pliment, to say, it is the most beuutilul in the king'sdominions, and perhaps in £urope.

It contains twenty acres of land, and has every variety that the range a[ bea{|ty|. un*"
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mixed with the sublime, can give. The fj^ncnil fcaturt; is that of wood ; the surface

undulates into swelling hills, and sinks into little valts ; the slopes are in every direction,

the declivities die gently away, forming those slight imqualities which arc the greatest

beauty of dressed grounds. The little vullies let in views of the surrounding lake be-

tween the hills, while the swells break the reguhu" outline of the water, and give toUie

whole an agreeable confusion. The wood has all the variety into which nature has

tlirown the surface ; in some jxirts it is so thick as to appear im|K-netrable, and secludes

all farther view ; in others, it breaks into tufts of tall timber, under which catUe feed.

Here they open, as if to offer to the specuitor the view of the naked lav\ n ; in otliers

close, as if purposely to forbid a more prying examination. Trees of large size, and
commanding figure, form in some places natural arches; the ivy mixing with the

branches, and hanging across in festoons of foliage, while on one side the lake glitters

among the trees, and on the other a thick gloom dwells iu the recesses of the wood.
The ngurc of the island renders one part a beautiful object to another : for the coast

being broken and indented, forms bays surrounded either with rock or wood : slight

promontories shoot into the lake, whose rocky edges are crowned with wood. These
are the great features of Innisfallen ; the slighter touches arc full of beauties easily ima-

gined by the reader. Every circumstance of the wood, the water, the rocks, and lawn,

are characteristic, and have a beauty in the assemblage from mere disposition. I vaust

however observe, that this delicious retreat is not kept as one could wish.

Scenes that are great and commanding, from magnitude or wildness, should never be

dressed ; the rugged, and even the horrible, may add to the effect upon the mind : but

in such as Innisfallen, a degree ofdress, that is, cleanliness, is even necessary to beauty.

I have spoken of lawn, but I should observe, that expression indicates what it ought to

be, rather than what it is. It is very rich grass, poached by oxen and cows, the only

inhabitants of the island. No spectator of taste but will regret the oi^n grounds not

being drained with hollow cuts ; the ruggedness of the surface levelled, and the grass

kept close shaven by many sheep instead of beasts. The bushes and briars, where they

have encroached on what ought to be lawn, cleared away ; some pai'ts of the isle more
opened ; in a word, no ornaments given, for the scene wants them not, but obstructions

cleared, ruggedness smoothed, and the whole cleaned. This is what ought to be done;

as to wliat might be made of the island, if its noble proprietor (lord Kenmare) had an
inclination, it admits of being converted into a terrestrial paradise, lawning with the in-

termixture of other shrubs and wood, and a little dress, would make it an example of
what ornamented grounds might be, but which not one in a thousand is. Take the

island, however, as it is, with its few imperfections, and where are we to find such
another ? What a delicious retreat ! an emperor could not bestow such an one as Innis-

fallen ; Mdth a cottage, a few cows, and aswarm of poultry, is it possible that happiness

should refuse to be a guest here ?

Row to Ross Castle, in order to coast that island ; there is nothing peculiarly striking

in it ; return the same way around Innisfallen : in tiiis little voyage the shore of Ross h
one of the most beautiful of the wooded ones in the lake ; it seems to unite with Innis>

fallen, and projects into the water in thick woods one beyond another. In the middle
of the channel a large rock, and from the other shore a little promontory of a few scat-

tered trees ; the whole scene pleasing.

The shore of Innis&llen has much yarie^, but in general it is woody, and of the

beautiful character which predominates in that island ; one bay, at taking leave of it, is

exceedingly {)retty, it is a semicircular one, and in the center diere is a projecting knole
of wood within a bay ; this is uncommon, and has an agreeable effect. , . / >
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The near approach to Tomys exhibits a sweep of wood, so ureat in extent, and so

rich in foliage that no person can see without admiring it. The mountainous port

above is soon excluded bv the approach ; wood alone in seen, and that in such a noble

range, as to be greatly striking ; it just hollows into a bay, and in the centre of it is a

chasm in the wood ; this is a bed of a considerable stream, which forms O'Sullivan's

cascade, to which all strangers are conducted, as one of the principal beauties of Killar-

ney. Landed to the right of it, and walked under the thick shade of the wood, over a

rocky declivity, close to the torrent stream, which breaks impetuously from rock to rock,

with a roar that kindles expectation. The picture in your fancy will not exceed the

reality ; a great stream bursts from the deep bosom of a wooded glen, hollowed into a
retired recess of rocks and trees, itself a most pleasing and romantic spot, were there

not a drop of water : the first fall is many feet perpencUcularly over a rock, to the eye
it immediately makes another, the basin into which it pours being concealed ; fh>m
this basin it forces itself impetuously between two rocks : thb second fall is also of a

considerable height ; but the lower one, the third, is the most considerable, it iisuefe in

Ihe same manner from a basin hid from the point of view. These basins being large,

there appears a space of several yards between each fall, which adds much to the pic-

turesque scenery ; the whole b within an arch of wood, that hangs over it ; the quantity

of water is soconsidorable as to make an almost deafening noise, and uniting M^hthe
torrent below, where the fragments of rock are laive and numerous, throw an air of

grandeur over the whole. It is about seventy feet high. Coast from hence the woody
shores of Tomys and Glena, they are upon the whole much the most beautiful ones I

have any where seen ; Glena woods luiving more oak, and some arbutus's, are the

finer andi deeper shades ; Tomys has a great quantity of birch, whose foliage is not so

luxuriant. The reader may figure to himself what *hese wood are, Wh^n he is in-

formed that they fill an unbroken extent of six miles in length, and from halfa mile to

a mile and a halfin breadth, all hanging on the sides oftwo vast mountains, and coming
down with a full robe of rich luxuriance to the verj water's edge. The acclivity of

these hills is such, that every tree appears full to the eye. The Variety of the ground
is great ; in some places great swells in the mountain side, with corresponding hollows,

present concave and convex masses ; in others, considerable ridges of land and rock

rise from the sweep, and oiFer to the astonished eye yet other varieties of shade. Smaller

mountains rise regularly from the immense bosom of the larger, and hold forth their

sylvan heads, backed by yet higher woods. To give all the varieties of this immense
seencr}- of forest is impossible. Above the whole is a prodigious mass of mountain,

of a gently swelling outline and soil appearance, varying a& the sun or clOttds change

their position^ but never becoming ru^;ed or threatening to the eye.

The variations are best seen by rowing near tlie shore, when every stroke Of the oar

g^ves a new outline, and fresh tints to please the eye : but for one great impresMOA) row
«bout two miles from the shore of Glena ; at that distance the inequalities in the imrface

•re no longer seen-, but the eye is filled with so immense A range 6f Wood, drowned
with a mountain in perfect unison with itself, that objects, Whose character is tihut of
beauty, are here, from theur magnitude, truly magnificent, and a^iuted Whh a most
Ibrcil^ expression. Returned to Mucruss.

September 30. This morning I had dedicated to the IMbentttf AfengertoA, but his

head was so ehiihrouded in clouds, and the weather so bed,JvMfiWfiis fbrced to give up
llie scheme : Mr. Herbert has measured him with very ^attSni!^ iUsthlihetfts, tM Whi<Hi

lie has a great eoUection^ and found lus height eight huiilfieid 4hdthirty-tve yaMi iA>ove

the level of the sea. The Devii^s Puaeh-bo^fi^Mi tlte de^jptlor^ I ted itff% must
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inmh above its value ; owinjf to this the i)<M>r an- depreMctl ; they live upon potiUots

and sour milk, and the poorcHt of them only !>alt and water to them, with now and then

a Ik rrinpf. Their milk in bought ; for very few keep eows, scarce any pigH, l)\it a few

poultry. TIk ir circumstances are incomparably worse tlian they were twenty ) c.irsi ago,

tor the}- had all cons, but then they wore no linen : all now have a little flux. To thcM,'

evils have been owing emigrations, which have l)een considerable.

To the ^^ est of Tralee are the Mahagree islands, famous for their com products ; they

are rock and sand, stocked with rabbits ; neiur them u sandy tract, twelve miles

long, and one mile broiid, to the north, with Uie mountains to the south, famous for the

best wheat in Ke^ry : all under the plough. . . • • *
Arriving at Ardfert, lord Crosby, whose politeness I have every reason to remember,

was so obliging us to carry me by one of the fmest strands I ever rode upon, to view

the mouth of the Sliatinon at Uallcngury, the scite of an old fort : it is a vast rock,

separated from the country by u chasm of prodigious depth, through which the wttves

drive. The rocks of the coast here ore in the boldest stile, and hollowed by the furious

Atlantic waves into caverns in which they roar. It was a dead calm, yet liic swell was
so heavy, that the great wuxqh rolled in and bntkc; upon the rocks with such violence

a:i to raise an immense foam, and give one an idea of wliata storm would be, but fancy

niiely falls short in her pictures. The view of the Shannon is exceedingly noble ; it is

eight miles over, the mouth formed by two headlands of very high und bold cliffs, and
the reach of the river in view very extensive : it is an immense sccncr)' : perhaps the

noblest mouth of a river in Kuroiie.
''

Ardfert is very near the sea, so near it that single trees or rows are cut in pieces

^\ ith the wind, vet ubout lord Glendour's house there arc extensive plantations ex-

ceedingly flourishing, many fine ash and beech ; about " beautiful Cistercian abbey, and
a silver fir of forty-eight years growth, of an immense height and size.

OctolKT 3, lei't Ardfert, accompanying lord Crosby to Listowel. Colled in the way
to view Lixnaw, tlie ancient seat of the earls of Kerry, but deserted for ten years post,

and now presents so melancholy a scene of desolation, that it shocked me to see it.

Every thing around lies in ruin, and the house itself is going fust off by thieving depra-

dations of the neighbourhood. I was told a curious anecdote of this estate, which
shews wonderfully the improvement of Irehuid : the present earl of Kerry's grand-
father, Thomas, agreed to lease the whole estate for 1 5001. a year to a Mr. CoUis for

ever, but the bargain went oft^ upon a dispute whether the money should be paid at Cork
or Dublin. Those very lands are now let at 20,0001. a year. There is yet a good deal

of wood, particularly a fine ash grove, planted by the present earl of Shelbume's
father.

Proceeded to Woodford, Robert Fitzgerald's, esq. passmg Listowel bridge, the vale

leading to it is very fine, the river is broad, the land!s high, and one side a very extensive
hanging wood, opening on those of Woodford in a pleasing stile. n;

Woodford is an agreeable scene ; close to the house is a fine winding river under a
bank of thick wood, with the view of an old castle hanging over it.

In 1765, Mr. Fitzgerald was travelling from Constantinople to Warsaw, and a wag-
gon with his baggiige heavily laden overset ; the country people harnessed two buffaloes

i)y the horns, in order to draw it over, which they did with ease. In some very instruc-

tive com'en>'dtion I hud with this gentleman on the subject of his travels, this circum-
stance particularly struck me. fy,

October 4, from Woodford to Tarbat, the seat of Edward Leslie, esq. through a
country rather drear)', till it came upon Tarbat, which is so much the contrary tl»t it

-'-r.-rw
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appeared to tlu- highest advantage ; the house is on the cd(^ of a Ixruutiriil lawn, with

a thick nuirgin of iiill p^own w(kkI, hanging on a steep bunk to the Shannon, so thai

the river is seen from the honse over the tops of this wood, u hich l)eing of a hroki n ir-

regidur outline has un efl'cct very striking und uncommon; the river is two or three

miles broud here, und the opposite coast forms a promontory which has from 'rarl)ut ex-

actly the up|x.-uruncc of u large island. To the east, the river swells into a triangular

lake, with a reach opening at the distant comer of it to Limerick : the in)ir)n of wood,

water, and lawn forms upon the whole a verj' fine scene ; the river is very magnifi-

cent. From the hill on the coust above the island, the lawn and wood apneur ulso

to great advantage. But the finest point of view is from the higher hill on the other

side of the house, which looking down on nil these scenes, they apiKar as a beautiful

ornament to the Sliunnon, which spreads forth its proud course from two to nine miles

wide, surrounded by highlands ; a scenery truly magnificent.

The state of the poor is something better than it was twenty years ago, particular!}*

their clothing, cattle, and cabins. They live upon potuttKs and milk ; all iiave cows,

and when thev dry them, buy others. They also have butter, and most of them keep

pigs, killing tnem for their own use. They have also herrings. They are in general in

the cottar system, of paying for lal)Our by assigning some land to each cubm. The
country is greatly more populous than twenty years ago, and is now increasing ; and if

ever so many cabins were built by a gradual increase, tenants would be found for them.

A cabin and five acres of land will let for 41. a year. The industrious cottar, with two,

three, or four acres, would be exceedingly glad to have his time to himself, and have

such an annual uddidon of land as he was able to manage, paying a fair renc for it

;

none would decline it but the idle and wonhless.

Tythes are all annually valued by the proctors, and charged very high. There arc

on the Shannon about one hundred boats employed in bringing turf to Limerick from

the coast of Kerry and Clare, and in fishing ; tne former carry from twenty to twenty-five

tons, the latter from five to ten, and are navigated each by two men und a boy.

October 5, passed through a very unentertaining country (except for a few miles on
the bank of the Shannon) to Altavilla, but Mr. Bateman bemg from home, I was disap-

pointed in g^etting an account of the palatines settled in his neighbourhood. Kept the

road to Adair, where Mrs. Quin, with a politeness equalled only by her understanding,

procured me every intelligence I wished lor.

Palatuies were sctded here by the late lord Southwell about seventy years ago.

They preserve some of their German customs : sleep between two beds. I'hey ap-

point a burgomaster, to whom :hey appeal in case of all disputes : and they yet pa-serve

their language, but that is declining. They are very industrious, and in consequence

are much happier and better led, clothed, and lodged than the Irish peasants. We
must not, however, conclude from hence that all is owing to this, their being inde-

pendent farmers, and having leases, are circumstances which will create industry.

Their crops are much better than those of their neighbours. There are three villages

of them, about seventy fan)ilies in all. For some time after they settled they fed upon
sour crout, but by degrees left it off, and took to potatoes ; but now subsist upon them
and butter and milk, but with a great deal of oat bread, and some of wheat, some
meat and lowls, of which they raise many. They liuve all offices to their houses, that

is,* stables and cow-houses, and a lodge for their ploughs, &e. They keep their cows
in the house in winter, feeding them upon hay and oat straw. They are remarkable

for the goodness and cleanliness of their houses. The women are very indusu*ious,

refip the com, plough the ground sometimes, and do whatever work may be going on

;
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they ulso spin, und mukf their chiUlrcn do the same. Their wheat \h much better than

any in the country, insomuch that they ^ t a better price tluin any hotly cl«c. 'Hicir

industry ^(K's so far, that jocular reports of itn cxcchh are itprcad : in u very pinchinff

M. ason, one of them yoked \\\n wife uin.inHt a hor»c, and went in that manner to work,

and liiiished a journey at ploudi. llie indubtry of the women is a perfect contrast

to tlie Irinh ludicN in the cabms, who ciuuiot In: |K-rhuadcd, on any conttidcration,

( \ en to make hay ; it not being the cuHtoni of the country ; yet they bind com,
and do other works more laborious. Mrs. Quin, who is ever attentive to intro-

duce whatever can contribute to their welfiirc and happiness, oflered many premiiuns

to induce tliem to make liay, of hats, clouks, stockin|{8, ficc. he. but all would not

do.

Few places luve so much wood about them as Adair : Mr. Quin has above one

thou Si ad acres in his uands, in which a lar|<e proportion is under wood. The deer nark

of foui Inuidred acres is almost full of old oak and very fine thorns, of a great size:

and aboui the house, the pKuitations are very extensive, of elm and other wood, but
that thri> es better than any other sort. I have no wtiere seen finer than vast numbers
hea*. There is a fine river runs under tlie house, and within view are no less than three

ruins of Franciscan friaries, two of tlicm remarkably beautiful, and one lias mout
the parts perfect, except the roof.

In Mr. Quin's house, there arc some very good pictures, particularly an annuaciat
,

by Dominicino, which is a beautiful piece. It was brou^ lately from Italy by Mr.
Quin, junior. The colours are rich and mellow, and the hairs of the heads inimitabhr

pleasing ; die group of angels at the top, to the left of the piece, are ver^ natural. It

IS a piece of great merit. The comiwiaion is a Magdalen ; Uic expression of melan*

choly, or rather misery', remarkably strong. There is a gloom in the whok in full unison

. with the subject. There are, besides tliese, some otliers inferior, yet of merit, and two
very good portraits of lord Dartry (Mrs. Quin!s brother) and of Mr. Quin, junior, by
Pompcio Battoni. A piece in an uncommon sule, done on oak, of Esther and Aha-
suerus : the colours tawdry, but the grouping attitudes and effect pleasing.

CasUe Oliver is a place almost entirely of Mr. Oliver's creation ; irum a house, sur-

rounded with cabins and rubbish, he has fixed it in a fine lawn, surrounded by good
wood. The park he has very much improved on an excellent plan ; by meansofseven
feet hurdles he fences off port of it tliat wants to be cleaned or improved, these be culti-

vates, and leaves for grass, and then takes another spot, which is by much the best way
of doing it. In the park is a glen, an English mile loiu^, winding in a pleanng manner,

with much wood hanging on the banks. Mr. Oliver has conducted a stream thvough
this vale, and formed many litde water-falls in an exceedingly good taste, ciuefly over-

hung with wood, but in some places open with several litde rills, trickling over stones

down the slopes. A path wmds through a large wood and along the brow of the

glen i this paui leads to an hemutage, a cave of rock, in a good taste, and to some
benches, from which the views of the water and wood are in ttie sequestered stile Uiey

ought to be. One of these little views, which catches several falls under the arch of

the bridge, is (me of the prettiest touches of the kind I have seen. The vole )beneath

the house, when viewed from the higher grounds, is pleasing ; it is veiy well wooded,
there being many inclosures, suirounded by june trees, and a thick fine mass of wood
rises from them up the mountain side, makes a very good figure, andwould 'be >better,

had not Mr. Oliver's father out it into vistas for shooting. IJpon the M^iok, Ae f4aoc
.

is highly improved, and when diemountnnsare planted, miihich 'Mr. Oliverb miikMig

a considerable progress, it will bemagnificent, f utr vri^. ii0is'{^:^iM:4i .4r,o^t«t&>K4?3MU<ii(a^vf
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In the houM air several fine pictures, jMirticiiIarly fi\c pieces by Scb. Hicci, Vcntis

and Jl'.ncuHi A|M)lloun(l Pun; Vrnns utul AcIuIIcm ; mul PyrrliUH uiul Andromnchc,

by Lazzrrini ; nnd the nipc of the Lapithi by the citituiirn ; the last is t)y much the

finevt, and is a very cupitul piece ; the expression is strong, the figures arc in bold relief,

and the colouring good. Vciuis and Achilles is a pleasing picture ; tlic continence of

Scipio is well grouiK-d, but Scipio, as in every picture I ever siiw of him, has no cx«

pression. Indeed clustity is in the countenance no passive a virtue as not to be at all

suited to the genius of painting ; the idea is rather that of insipidity, and accordingly Sci<

pio's expreosion is generally insipid enough. Two fine pieces, by Lucca Jordano, Her-

cules and Anteus ; Sumpaon killing the lion : both dark and horrid, buv they are iiighly

finished, and striking. Six heads of old men, by N;igori, excellent; a.^d four young
women, in the<cbmicter of the seasons.

October 9, leu Castle Oliver. Had I followed my inclination, my sUiy would hav*:

been much longer, for I found it coually the residence of entertainment and instruc-

tion. Passed through Kilfrnnan ana Ountreleague, in my way to Tip|K'nijr}'. The
rood leads every wher* <~ri the sides of the hills, so as to give u very distinct view of the

lower grounds ; the toil all the way ' h tlie same sort ofsandy a>ddish loam I have idrcady

described, incomparable land for ti >age ; as I advanced it grew something lighter, and
in many places free from gravel. Bullocks the stock all the way. Towards Tipperary

I saw vast numbers of sheep, and many bullocks. All this line ofcountry is part ofthe

famous golden vale. To Thomas-town, where I was so unfortunate as not to find Mr.
Matthew at home ; the domain is one thousand five hundred English acres, so well

planted, that 1 could hardly believe myself in Ireland. There is a hill in the park from
which the view of it, the country and the Gultics, are striking.

October 12, to lord de Montalt's, at Dundrum, a place which his lordship has

ornamented in the modem style of improvement : the house was situated in the midst
of all the re^lar exertions of the last age. Parterres, parapet»of earth, straight ^valks,

knots and clipped hedges, all which he has thrown down, witlion infinite number ofhedges
and ditches, nlled up ponds, &c. and opened one very noble lawn around him, scattered

negligently over with trees, and cleared the course ojf a choaked up river, so that it tiovn

at present in a winding course through the grounds.

Octolxr 13, leaving Dundrum, passed through Cashel, where is a rock and ruin

on it, called the rock of Cashel, supposed to be of the remotest antiquity. Towards
Clonmell, the whole way throu^ the same rich vein of red sandy loam I have so often

mentioned : I examined it in several fields, and found it to be of an extraordinary fer-

tility, and as fine turnip land as ever I saw. It is much under sheep ; but towards
Clonmell there is a great deal of tillage.

The first view ofthat town, backed by a high ridge of mountains, with a beautiful

space near it of inclosures, fringed with a scattering of trees, was very pleasing. It is

the best situated place in the county of Tipperary, on the Sure, which brings up boats

of ten tons burthen. It appears to be a busy populous place, yet I was told that the

manu&oture of woollens is not considerable. It b noted for being the birth-place of the

inimitable Sterne.

To Sir William Osborne's, three miles the other side Clonmell. From a character so

remai4LaUe for inteliigcnce and precision, I could not fiiil of meeting information of the

most valuable kind. -Trhis gentleman has made a mountain improvement which de-

mands particular attention, being upon a principle very diflerent from common ones.

tT Twelve years ago-he met with a hearer looking fellow of for^', followed by a wife and
^chUidreain rags, wfao bulged. SirWiUiamquestionedhim upon the scandal ofa man
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iq full health and /igour, supporting himself in such a manner : the man said he could
get no work :

" Come along with mc, I will shew you a spot ofland uiion which I will

build a cabin for you, and ii you like it you shall fix there." The fellow followed

Sir William, who was as good as his word : he built him a cabin, gave him five acres

of a heathy mountain, lent him four pounds to stock with, and gave him, when he had
prepared bis ground, as much lime as he would come for. The fellow flourished ; he

wentori gntdually ; rejiaid the four pounds, and presently became a happy litde cottar:

he has at present twelve acres under cultivation, and a stock in trade worth at least 801.

bis name is John Conory.

The success which attended this man in two or three years, brought others who ap*

plied for Isnd, and Sir William gave them as they applied. Tiie mountain v/as un-

der lease to a tenant, who valued it so little, that upon being reproacbeu with not cuK
tivating, or doing something with it, he assured Sir William, tl.at it was utterly imprac-

ticable to do any thing with it, and offered it to him without any deduction of rent.

Upon this mountain he fixed them ; gave them terms as they came determinable with

the lease of the farm, so that every one that came in succession had shorter and shorter

tenures; yet an; they so desirous of settling, that tl^y come at present, though only two
years remain for a term.

In this marner Sir William has fixed twenty-two families, who are all upon the im-
proving hand, the meanest growing richer ; and find themselves so well off, that no con-

sideration will induce them to work for others, not even in harvest : their industry has

no bounds ; nor is the day long enough for the revolution of their incessant labour.

Some of them bring turf to Clonmell, and S'. William has seen Conory returning loaded

with soap ashes.

He fou nd it difficult to persuade them to make a road to their village, but when they

had once done it, he found none in getting^ cross roads to it, they found such benefit in

the first. Sir William has continued to give whatever lime they come for; and they

have desii-ed one thousand barrels among them for the year 1766, which their landlorcl

has accordingly contracted for with his lime-burner, at lid. a barrel. Their houses
have all been bulit at his expence, and done by contract at 61. each, after which Uiey

raise what little offices they want for themselves.

October 15, left New Town, and keeping on the banks of the Sure, passed through

Carrick to Curra^hmore, the seat of the earl of Tyrt ne. This line of country, in

point of soil, inferior to what I have of late gone through : so that I consider the rich

country to end at Clonmell.

Emigrations from this part of Ireland principally to Newfoundland ; for a season

they have 181. or 201. for their pay, and tre maintained, but they do not bring home
more than 71. to 111. Some of them stay and settle ; three years ago there was an
emigration of indented servants to North Carolina of three hundred, but they were
stopped by contrary wind^. Sec. There had been something ofthis constantly, but not
to that amount. The oppression which the poor people have most to complain of, is

the not having any tenures in their lands, by which means they are entirely subject to

their employers.

Manufactures here are only woollens. Carrick is one of the greatest manufacturing
towns in Ireland. Principally for ratteens, but of late they have got into broad-cloths, all

for home consumption ; the manufacture increases, and is very flourishing. There are be-

jtween thn-e and four hrindred people employed by it, in Carrick and its neighbourhood.
^v: Curraghmore is one of the finest places in Ireland, or indeed that I have any where
seen. The house, which is large, is situated upon a rising groiuid, in a vale surrounded
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by very bold hills, which rise in a variety of forms and oflRr to the tyc, in risin}^

through the grounds, very noble and striking scenes. These hills arc exceedingly va-

ried, so that the detour of the place is very pleasing. In order to sec it to advantage,

I would advise a traveller to take the ride which lord Tjrone carried mc. Passed

through the deer-park wood of old oaks, spread over the side of a bold hill, and of such

an extent, chat the scene is a truly forest one, without any other boundary in view than

what the stems of trees offer from mere extent, retiring one behind another till they

thicken so much to the eye, under the shade of their spreading tops, as to form a distant

wall of wood. This is a sort of scene not common in Ireland, it is a great extent alone

that will give it. From this hill enter an ever-grcen plantation, a scene which -tvinds up
the deer-park hill, find opens on to the brov of it, which commands a most noble \\c\v

indeed. The lawns round the house appear at one's feet, at the bottom of a great decli-

vity of wood, almost every where surroimded by plantations. The hills on the opposite

side of the vale against the house, consist of a large lawn in the center ofthe two woods,
tluit to the right of an immense extent, which waves over a mountain side in the finest

manner imaginable, and lead the eye to the scenery on the left, which is a beautiful vale

of rich inclosures, of several miles extent, with the Sure making one great reach tlirough

it, and a'bold bend just before it enters a gap in the hills towards VVaterford, and winds

behind them ; to the right you look over a large plain backed by the great Cummeragh
mountauis. For a distinct extent of view, the parts of which are oil of a commanding
magnitude, and a variety equal to the number, very few prospects are f.ner than this.

From hence the boundary plantation extends some miles to the w?st and north-west of

tlie doniain, forming a margin to the whole of different gromhs, having been planted,

by degrees, from three to sixteen years. It is in general we'.l grown, and the trees

thriven exceedii.gly, particularly the oak, Ijcech, larcli, and firs. It is very well sketch-

ed, with much vtriety given to it.

Pass by the garden across the river which murmurs over a rocky bed, and follow the

riding up a steep hill, covered with wood from some breaks, in which the house appears

perfectly buried in a deep wood, and come out, after a considerable extent of ride, into

the higher lawn, which commands a view of the scenery about the house ; and from the

brow of the hill the %vater which is made to imitate a nver, has a good effect, andtlirows

a great air of cheerfulnesc over the scene, for from hence the declivity below it is hid

;

but the view which is the most pleasing fh)m hence, the finest at Curraghmoor, and in-

deed one ofthe most striking that is any where to be seen, is that ofthe hanging wood to

the right of the house, rising in so noble a sweep as perfectly to fill the eye, and leave

the fancy scarce any tUng to wish : at the bottom is a small semicircular lawn around
which flows the river, under the immediate shade of very noble oaks ; the whole wood
rises bold'y from the bottom, tree aaove tree, to a vast height, of large oak, the masses
of shade are but tints of one colour, it is not chequered with a variety, there is a nif.-

jestic simplicity, a unity in the whole, which is attended with an uncommon impression,

and such as none but the most magnificent scenes can raise.

Descending from henct through the roads, the riding crosses the river, passes through
the rtieadow, which has such an effect in the preceding scene, from which also the view
is very fine, and leads home through a continued and an extensive range of ^e oak,

. partly on a declivity, at the bottom of which the river murmurs its broken course.
"

, Besides this noble riding, there is a' very agreeable walk nms immediately on the

banks of the river, which is perfect in its stile ; it is a sequestered line of wood, so high
on the declivities in some places, and so thick on the very edge in others, overspreading

the river, that the character of the scene b gloom and melancholy, heightened by the

rn-Tf"
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noise of the water falling from stone to stone ; there is a considerable variety in the

banks of it, and in the figures and growth of the wood, but none that hurts the im-

pression, which is well preserved throughout.

October 17, accompanied lord Tyrone to Waterford ; made some inquiries into the

state of their (crade, but found it diflicult, from the method in which the custom-house

books are kept, to get the details I wished ; but in the year following having the plea-

sure of u long visit at Ballycanvan, the seat of Cornelius Bolton, esq. his son, the member
for the city, procured me every inlbrmation I could wish, and that in so liberal and po-

lite a manner, that it would not be easy to express the obligations I am under to both.

In general, I was informed, that the trade of the place had increased considerably in

ten years, both the exports and imports. The exports of the products of pasturage,

full one-third in twelve years. That the staple trade of the place is the Newfoundland
trade ; this is very much increased ; there is more of it here than any where. The
number of people who go passengers in the Newfoundland ships is amazmg : from sixty

to eighty ships, and from three thoiuand to fi /e thousand annually. They come from
most parts of Ireland, from Corke, Kerry, Sec. Experienced men will get 181. to 251.

for the season, from March to Novembo' ; a man who never went will have five to

seven pounds, and his passage, and others rise to 5201. the passage out they get, but pay
home two pounds. An industrious man in a year will brmg home twelve to sixteen

pounds with him, and some more. A great pomt for them is to be able to carry out

all their slops, for every thing there is exceedingly dear, one or two hundred per cent,

dearer than they can get them at home. They are not allowed to take out any woollen

goods but for their own use. The ships go loaded with pork, beef, batter, and some
salt ; and bring home passengers, or get freights where they can : sometimes rum. The
Waterford pwk comes principally from the barony of Iverk in Kilkenny, where they

fatten great numbers of large hogs ; for many weeks together they kill here three to

four thousand a week, the price fifty shillings to four pounds each ; goes chiefly to New«
foundland. One was killed in Mr. Penrose's cellar mat weighed five hundred weight
and a qua«ter, and measured from the nose to the end of the tail, nine feet four inches.

There is a foundery at Waterford for pots, kettles, weights and all common utensils

;

and a manufactory by Mcsseurs King and Tegent,ofAnvils to anchors, twenty hundred
weight, 8cc. which employs forty hands. Smiths earn firom 6s. to 24s. a week. Nai-

lers from 10s. to 12s. And another less considerable. There are two sugar-houses,

and many salt-houses. The salt is boiled over lime-kilns.

There is a fishery upon the coast of Waterford, for a great varie^ of fish, herrings

particularly in the mouth of Watertbrd hurbour, and two years ago in such quanti<

ties there, that the tides left the ditches full of them. There are some premium
boats both here and at Dungarvon, but the quantity of herrings barrelled is not consi-

derabte.

4 ^ The butter trade of Waterford has increased greatly for seven years past ; it comes
from Wateribrd principally, but much fiY)m Cariow ; for it comes from twen^ miles

beyond Cariow, for sixpence per hundred. From the first of January 1774 to the first

Of January 1775, there were exported fii^-nine thousand eight hundred and fifty-six

casks of butter, each, on an average, one hundred weight, at die mean price of 50s.

Revenue of Waterfonl, in 1751, 17,0001. ; in 1776, 52,0001. Thesbughter trade has

increased, but not so much as the butter. Price of butter now at Waterford 58s.;

twenty years' average, 42s. Beef now to 256. average, twenty yesffs, 10s. to 18s.

Pork now f js. average, twenty years, 16Sii to ^2s. £ighty sail of ships now bdong*^
ing to the port, twenty years ago not thirty. Th,y pay to the captains pf ship' oi two

i^-*»-
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hundred tons 51. a month ; the mate 31. lOs. Ten men at 40s. five yeivn ago only

87s. Building^ ships, 101. a ton. Wear and tear of such a ship 201. a month. Ship
provisions 20s. a month.

The new church in this city is a very beautiful one ; the body of it is in the same stile

exacdy as that of Belfast already described : the tot;il length one hundred and seventy

fcet, the breadth fifty-eight. The length of the body of the church ninety-two, the

height forty ; breadth between the pillars twenty-six. The aisle (which I do not re-

member at Belfast) is fifty-eight by forty-five. A room on one side the steeple, space

!br the bishop's court, twenty-four by eighteen ; on the other side, a room of the same
size for the vestry ; and twenty-eight feet s(j[uare left for a steeple when their funds will

permit. The whole is light and beautiful : it was built by subscription, and there is a
nne organ bespoke at London. But the finest object in this city is the quay, which is

unrivalled by any I have seen ; it is an English mile long ; the buildings on it are only
common houses, but the river is near a mile over, flows up to the town in one noble
reach, and the opposite shore a bold hill, which rise» immediately from the water to a

hei^t that renders the whole magnificent. This is scattered with some wood, and di-

vided into pastures ofa beautiful verdure, by hedges. I crossed the water, in order to

walk up the rocks on the tc^ of this hill ; in one place over against Bilberry quarry, you
look immediately down on the river, which flows in noble reaches from Granny castle

on the right past Cromwell's rock, the shores on both sides quite steep, especially

tiie rock of BUberry. You look over the whole town, which here appears in a triangu-

lar form ; besides we city the Cummeragh mountains, Slein-a-man, &c. come in view.

Kilmacow river fiills into the Sure, after flowing through a large extent of well

planted country ; this is the finest view about the city.

From Waterford to Passage, and got my chaise and horses on board the Countess
of Tyrone packet, in full expectation ul sailing immediately, as the wind was fair, but I

soon found the d^erence of th< se private vessels and the post-office packets at Holyhead
and Dublin. When the wind as fair the tide was foul ; and when the tide Yfos with

'

them the wind would not do; in Knglish, there was not a compcment of passengers,

and so Ihadtheagreeablenessof waiting vith my horses in tUe hold, by way of rest,

after a journey of above one thousand hvc hundred mil' s.

October 18, after a beastly night passed o. . ship boai , and finding no signs of de-

parture, walked to Ballycanvan, the seat of Ccuiielius Bolron, Esq. rode with Mr.
Bolton, jun. to Faithlegmll, which commands one oi the fii. st views I have seen in

Ireland. There is a rock on the top of a hill, which has a very bold view on every

side down on a great extent of country, much of \ivaich is grass inclosures of a good
vodure. This hill is the center of a circle of about ten miles diameter, beyond which
higher lands rise, which, after spreading to a great extei have on eveiy side a back
ground of mountain: in a northerly direction mount ! .ister, between Wexford and
Wicklow, twenty-six miles ofi", rises in several heads above the clouds. A little to

the ri^t of this, Sliakeiltha (i. e. the woody mountain) at a less distance, is a fine object.

To the left, Tory hill, only five miles, in a regular form varies the outline. To the east,

there is the long mountain, eu^htee' . .niles distant, and several lesser Wexford hills. To
•the south-east, tlie Saltees. To the south, the ocean, and the colines about the bay of

.Tramore. To the west, MwiavoUagh rises two thousand one hundred and sixty feet

>abf)ve the level of the ssa* eighteen miles off*, being part of the great range of the

. Cummarag^ mountains ; and to the north-west Slinaman, at the distance of twenty-four

^ miles f .Id .that the outline is every where bold and disunct, though distant. These
. «ife i.U e.

'
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circumstunces would alone form a great view, but the water part of it, which fills up the

canvas, is in a much superior stilc. The great river Sure takes a winding course from

the city of Watcrford, through a rich country, hanging on the sides of hills to its banks,

and dividing into adoitble channel, forms the lesser island, both of which courses you
comnuind distinctly ; united, it makes a bold reach under the hill on which you stand,

and tJK'rc receives the noble tribute of the united waters of the barrow and Nore, in

two great channels, which form the larger island ; enlarged by such an accession of wa-
ter, it winds roiuid the hill in a bending course, of the freest and most graceful outline,

»\try whea- from one to three miles across, with bold shores, tliatgive a sharp oudine

to its course to the ocean ; twentj* sail of ships at Passage gave animation to the scene ;

upon the whole, ihe boldness of the mountain ouUine, the variety of the grounds,

the vast extent of river, with the declivity to it from the point of view, altogether form

so unrivalled a scenery, every object so commanding, that the general want of wood is

nlmost forgotten.

Two yt ars after this account was written I again visited this enchanting hill, and
walkctl to it, day after day, from Ball) can\ an, and with increasing pleasure. Mr. Bolton,

jun. has, since I was there before, inclosed forty acres on the top and steep slope to the

water, and began to plant them. This will be a prodigious addition ; for the slope

forming the bold shore for a considerable space, and having projections from which the

"Muod will all be seen in the gentle hollows of the hill, the effect will be amazingly fine.

Walks and a riding arc tracing out, which will command fresh beauties at every
step ; the spots from which a vanety of beautiful views are seen are numerous. All tlie

way from Ballycanvan to Faithleg, the whole to the amount of one thousand two hun-
fired acres, is the property of Mr. Bolton.

Farms about Ballycanvan, Waterford, &c. are generally small, from twenty and
thirty to five hundred acres, ^ncrally about two hundred and fifty, all above two hun-
dred acres are in general dairies ; some of the dairy ones rise very high. The soil is a
rt^ddish stony, or slaty gravel, dry, except low lands, which are clay or turf. Rents
\ ary much, about the town very high, from 51. 5s, to 91. but at he distance of a few
miles towards Passage, &c. they are from 20s. to 40s. and some higher, but the coun-
try in general does not rise so high, usually 10s. to 20s. for dairying land.

The poor ijeople spin their own flax, but not more, and a few of them wool for

themselves. Their food is potatoes and milk ; but they have a considerable assistance

from fish, particuhu*ly herrings ; part of the j < ar thi y liave also barley, oaten, and rye

bi-ead. '^i hey are incomparably better off in every resi>ect than twenUr years ago. Their
increase about Ballycanvan is very great, and tillage all over this neighbourhood is in-

creased. The rent of a cabin 10s. an acre with it, 20s. The grass of a eow a few
yeiirs ago, 20s. now 25s. or 30s.

An exceeding good practice here in making their fences is, they pUint the quick on
the side of the bank in the common manner, and then, instead of the dead hedge we
use in England on the top of the bank, they plant a row of old thorns, two or three

feet high, which reiidily grow, and form a' once a most excellent fence. Their way
also of taking in sand-banks from the river deserves notice : thv.y stake down a.row of
furzes at low water, laying stones on them to the height of one or two feet ; these re-

tain the mud, which every tide brings in, so as to fill up all witliin the furze as high as

their tops. I rennarkcd on the strand, that a few boat loads ofstones laid carelessly hadhad
this eflect, for within them I measured twelve inches deep oi rich blue mud left behind
them, the same as they use in manuring, full of shells and effervesced strongly with
vinegar.
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Among the poor people, the fislicrincii arc in much the I)cs,t circumsiiinccs; the

fishery is considerable ; Waterlbrd and its luirbour have fifty houts each, horn ei{»hl to

twelve tor.j, six men on an average to each, but to one of six tons, five men go. A
boat of eight tons costs 401. one of twelve, 601. To each boat there is a train of nets

of six pair, which costs from 41. 4s. to 61. 6s. tan them with burk. Tiieir only ni t

fishery is that of herrings, which is commonly carried on by shares. The division of

the fish is, first, one-fourth for the boat ; and then the men and nets divide the rest, the

latter reckoned as three men. They reckon ten maze of herrings an indiflercnt night's

work ; when there is a good Uike, forty maze have been taken, twenty a good night

;

the price per maze from Is. to 7s. average 5s. Their take in 1775, the greatest they

have known, when they had more than they could dispose of, and the whole town and
country stunk of them, they retailed them thirty-two for a penny ; 1773 and 1774
good years. They barrelled many ; but in general there is an import of Swedish.

Besides the common articles I have registered, tlie following are, pigeons, Is. a couple;

a hare, Is. partridges, 9d. turbots, fine ones, 4s. to 10s. soals a puir, large. Is. 6d. to Is.

lobsters, 8d. each ; oysters, 6s. per hundre''. , rabbits, Is. to Is. 4d. a couple ; cod, Is.

each, large ; salmon, l^d. to 2d.

A very extraordinary circumstance I was told, tliat within five or six years there has

been much hay carried from Waterford to Norway, in the Norway ships tfiat bring

deals ; as hay is dear here, it proves a most backward state of husbandr)' in tliat nor-

therly region, since the neighbourhood of sea-ports to which tliis hay can alone go, is

generally the best improved in all countries.

October 19, the wind being fair, took my leave of Mr. Bolton, and went back to the

.

ship ; met with a fresh scene of provoking delays, so that it was the next morning,
October 20, at eight o'clock, before we sailed, and then it was not wind, but a cargo of

passengers that spread our sails. Twelve or fourteen hours are not an uncomAion pas-

sage ; but such was our luck, that after being in sight of the lights on the Smalls, we
were by contrary winds blown opposite to Arklow sands : a violent gale arose, which
presently blew a storm that lasted thirty-six hours, in wluch, under a reefed mainsail,

the ship drifted up and down wearing, in order to keep clear of the coasts.

No wonder this appeared to me, a fresh-water sailor, as a storm, when the oldest men
on board reckoned it a violent one ; the wind blew in furious g^sts ; the waves ran very

hig^ ; the cabin windows burst open, and the sea pouring in set every thing afloat, and
among the rest a poor lady, who had spread her bed on the floor. We had however
the satisfaction to find, by trying the pumps every nratch, that the ship made little water.

I had more time to attend these circumstances than the rest of the passengers, being the

only one in seven who escaped u ithout being sick. It pleased God to preserve us, but

we did not cast anchor in Milford Haven till Tuesday morning the 22d, at one o'clock.

It is much to be wished th^at there were some means of being secure of packets sailing

regularly, instead of waiting till there is such a number of passengers as satisfies the

owner and captain ; with the post-oflice packets there is this satisfaction, and a great

one it is ; the contrary conduct is so perfectly detestable, that I should suppose the

scheme of Waterford ones can never succeed. .
.

.

,^

Two years after, having been assured this conveyance was put on a new footing, I

ventured to try it again ; but was mortified to find that the Tyrone, the only one that

could take a chaise or horses (the Countess being laid up) was repairing, but would
sail in five days ; I waited, and received assurance sater assurance that she would be ready

on such a day, and then on another ; in a word, I waited twenty-four days before I

sailed; muderatdy speaking, I could by Dublin have reached Tiu-in or Milan as soon

!.'-^:i,'ii"
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as 1 did Milford in this convt)'ancc. All this time tlic papers had constint advertise,

mtnls ol" the Tj rone siiiling regularly, instead of letting the public know that she was

under a repair. Htr owner seems to be a fair and worthy man, he will therefore pro-

bably give lip the scheme entirely, unless assisted by the corporation with at least four

.ships rnorc, to sail regularly with or without passengers; at present it is a general disap-

pointmcnt : I was fortunate in Mr. Bolton's accjuaintance, pascing my time veir agree,

ably at his hospitable mansion ; but those who, m > uch a cast:, should find a Waterford

inn il'<*ir resource, would curse the Tyrone, and set oft' for Dublin. Theexpences of

this passage aa* higher than those from Dublin to Holyhead : I paid,

A four-wheel cliaisc

Three horses

Self ......
Two servants

Custom-house at Waterford, hay, oats, &c.

Ditto at Pembroke and HubberstoQ

Sailors, boats, and sundry small charges

C
3

3

1

1

2
3

a,

3

3

1

1

1

1 15

</.

7

5
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1777. Upon a second journey to Ireland this year, I took the opportunity of going

from Dublin to Mitchelstown, by a rout through the central part of the kingdom which
1 had not before sufliciently viewed.

Left Dublin the 24th of September, and taking the road to Naas, I was agun struck

widi the great population of the country, the cabins being so much poorer in the vicinity

of the capital than in the more distant parts of the kingdom.

To Kildare, crossing the Curragh, so famous for its turf. It is a sheep walk ofabove

four thousand English acres, forming a more beautiful lawn than the hand of art ever

made. Nothing can exceed the extreme soilness of the turf, which is of a verdure that

charms the eye, and highly set off'by the gentle inequality of surface. The soil is a fine

dry loam on a stony bottom ; it is fed by many large flocks, turned on it by the occu-

piers of the adjacent farms, who alone have the rigliit, and pay very great rents on that

uecount. It is the only considerable common in the kingdom. The sheep yield very

Utile wool, not more than 31b. per fleece, but of a very fine quality.

.From Fumess to Shaen Castle, in the Queen's county, Dean Coote's ; but as the

husbandry, &c. of this neighbourhood is already registered, I have only to observe, that

Mr. Coote was so kind as to shew me the improved grounds of Dawson's Couvt, the

•jcat of lord Carlow, which I had not seen before. The principal beauties of the place

are tlie well grown and extensive plantations, which form a shade not often met with in

Ireland. There is in the back grounds a lake well accompanied with wood, broken by
several islands that are covered with underwood, and an ornamented walk passing on
the bunks which leads from the house. Tliis lake is in the season perfectly alive

with wild-fowl ; near it is a very beautiful spot, which commandsa view of both woods
and water, a situation either for a house or a temple. Mr. Dawson is adding to the
plantations, an employment of all odiers the most meritorious in Ireland. Another
wori(, scarcely less so, was the erecting a large handscHne inn, whereui the 8ame|pitlei.w
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man intencis establishing a person who shall be able to supply travellers, post, >vilh ci-

ther chaises or horses.

From Shacn Castle to Glostcr, in the King's Cdiintj , the seat of John Lloyd, esq.

member for that county, to whose attention I owe the follo\\ ing particulars, in which he

took every means to have me well and accurately informed. But first let mc observe,

that I was much pleased to remark, all the way from Naas quite to Rosserea, that the

country was amongst the finest I had seen in Ireland, and consequently that I was for-

tunate in having an opportunity of seeing it after the involuntary omission of last year.

The cabins, though many of them arc vcr}- bad, yet arc better than in sjme other coun-

ties, and chimneys generally a jwrt of them. The people too have nc very misenible

appearance ; the breed of cattle and sheep good, and the hogs much the best I have any

where seen in Ireland. Turf is every where at hand, and in plenty ; yet arc the bogs

not so general as to affect the beauty of the country, which is very great in many tracts,

with a scattering of wood, which makes it pleasing. Shacn Castle stands in the midst

of a very fine tract. From Mountrath to Gloster, Mr. Lloyd's, I could have imagined

. mvsclf in a very pleasing part of England ; the country breaks into a vitfiety of inequa-

lities of hill and dale : it is all well i iclosed with fine hedges ; there is a plenty of wood,
not so monopolised as in many part& of the kingdom by here and there a solitary scat,

but spread over the wliole face of tlie prospect : look which way you will, it is cuitivat.

ed and c^^f-erful.

The Shannon adds not a little to the convenience and agreeablencss of a residence

so near it. Besides affording these sorts of wildfowl, the quantity and size of its fish arc

amazing : pikes swarin in it, and rise in weight to fifty pounds. In the little flat spaces

on its banks are small but deep locks, which are covered in winter and in floods ; when
the river withdraws, it leaves plenty of fish in them, which are caught to put into stews.

Mr. Holmes has a small one before his door at Johnstown, with a little stream which
feeds it ; a trowling-rod here gets vou a bite in a moment, of a pike from twenty to forty

pounds. I eat of one oftwenty-seven pounds so taken ; I had also the pleasure of see-

ing a fisherman bring three trouts, v/eighing fourteen pounds, and sell them for sixpence-

halfbennv a piece. A couple of boats lying at anchor, with lines extended from one

to theoUier, and hooks in plenty from them, have been known t") catch an incredible

quanti^ oftrout. Colonel Prittie, in one morning, caught four sto. e odd pounds, thirty.

two trouts : in general they rise from three to nine pounds. Perch swarm ; they ap-

peared in die Shannon for the first time about ten years ,ago, in such plenty that the

poor lived on them ; bream of six pounds ; eels very plentiful. There are many gilla-

roos in the river, one of twelve pounds weight was sent to Mr. Jenkinson. Upon the

whole, these circumstances, with the pleasure of shooting and boating on the river,

added to the glonous view it yields, and which is enough at any time to cheer the mind,

render this neighbourhood one of the most enviable situations to live in that I have

seen in Ireland. The face of the country gives every circumstance of beauty. From
Killodeeman hill, behind the new housebuilding by Mr. Holmes, the whole is seen to

great advantage. The spreading part of the Shannon, called Loch Derg, is commanded
distinctly for many miles ; it is in two grand divisions of great variety : that to the north

is a reach of five miles leading to Portumna. The whole hither shone a scenery of

hills, checkered by inclosures and litde woods, and retiring from the eye into a rich

distant prospect. The woods of Doras, belonging to lord Clanrickard, form a part of

the opposite shore, and the river itselfpresents an island of one hundred and twenty acres.

Inclining to the left, a vale of rough ground, with an old castle in it, is backed by a bold

hill, which intercepts the river tliere, and then the great reach of fifteen miles, the hpy
VOL. IV. G
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si ,

of Sheriff*, spreads to the eye, with a magnificence not a little added to by the lioundary,

a shurp outhnc of the county of Clare mountains, between which and the Duharrow hills

the Shannon finds its way. These hills lead the eye still more to the left, till the Keeper
meets it, presenting a very beautiful outline that sinks into other ranges of hill, unitmg
with the Devil's Bit. Tine home scenery of the grounds, woods, hills, and lake of
Johnstown, is beautiful.

Dancing is very general among the jwor people, almost universal in every cabin.

Dancing- masters ol' their own rank travel through the country from cabin to cabin,

with a piper or blind fidler, and the pay is sixpence a quarter. It is an absolute system

of education. Weddings are ahvays celebrated with much dancing ; and a Sunday
rarely passes without a dance ; there are very few among them who will not, afler a
hard day's work, gladly walk seven miles to have a dance. John is not so lively, but
then a hard day's work with him is certainly a different affair from what it is with Paddy.
Other branches of education are likewise much attended to, every child of the poorest

family learning to read, write, and cast accounts.

There is a very ancient custom here, for a number of country neighbours among the

poor people, to fix upon some young woman that ought, as they think, to be married ;

they also agree upon a young fellow as a proper husband for her ; this determined, they

send to the fair one's cabin to mform her that on the Sunday following '* she is to be hors-

ed," that is, carried on men's backs. She must tlien provide whisky and cyder for a
treat, as all will pay her a visit after mass for a hurling match. As soon as she is horsed,

the hurling begins, in which the young fellow appointed for her husband has the eves of

all the company fixed on him : if he comes off conqueror, he is certainly married to

the girl ; but if anodier is victorious, he as certainly loses her, for she is the prize of

the victor. These trials are not always finished in one Sunday, they take sometimes
two or three, and the common expression when they are over is, that '* such a girl was
goal'd." Sometimes one barony hurls against another, but a marriageable girl is always

die prize. Hurling is a sort of cricket, but instead of throwing the ball in order to

knock down a wicket, the aim is to pass it through a bent stick, the ends stuck in the

ground. In these matches they perform such feats of activity, as ought to evidence the

food they live on to be far from deficient in nourishment.

In the hills above Deny are some very fine slate quarries, that employ sixty men.
The quarrymen are paid 3s. a thousand for the slates, and the labourers 5d. a day.

They are very fine, and sent by the Shannon to distant parts of the kingdom ; the price

at the quarry 6s. a thousuid, and al the shore 6s. 8d. Four hundred thousand slates

are raised to pay the rent only, from which some estimate may be made of the quantity.

Mr. Head has a practice in his fences which deserves universal imitation ; it is plant-

ing trees for gate-posts. Stone piers are expensive, and always tumbling down ; trees

are beautiful, and never want repairing. Within fifteen years this gentleman has im>
proved Deny so much, that those who had only seen it before would find it almost a
new creation. He has built a handsome stune house, on the slope of a hill rising from
the Shannon, and backed by some fine woods, which unite with many old hedges well

planted to form a woodland scene, beautiful m the contrast to the bright expanse of the

noble river below : the declivity on which these woods are, finishes in a mountain,

"which rises above tlie whole. The Shannon gives a bend around the adjoining lands,

so as to be seen from the house both to the west and north, the lawn falling gradually

to a margin of wood on the shore, which varies the outline. The river is two miles

broad, and on the opposite shore cultivated inclosures rise in some places almost to the^

•mountain top, which is very bold. ,. >' '.

/ •
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It is a very singular tkmesnc ; a stripe of very beautilul j^ouncl, :e.icl»iii}^ two miles

along the bankH of the river, whieh forms his fence on one side, with a wall on the

other. There is so much wowl as to render it very pleasinji^, adding to c\cr)*duy bv
planting all the fences made or repaired. Krom several little hills, which rise in dit-

ferent parts of it, extensive views of the river are commanded tiuite to Portiimna ; but

these are much eclipsed by that from the top of the hill above the slate quarry. From
thence you sec the river for at least forty miles, from Portumna to twenty miles be

yond Limerick. It has the appearance of u line basin, two miles over, into which
three great rivers lead, being the north and south course and the bay of Skcriff. The
reaches of it one beyond another to Porttimnu arc line. At the foot of the mountain Mr.
Head's demesne extends in a shore of rich woodland.

October 7th, took my leave of Mr. Head, after passing four diiys very agreeably.

Through Killaloe, over the Shannon, a very long bridge of many arches ; went out of

the road to see a fall of that river at Castle Connel, where there is such an accompani-
ment of wood as to form a very pleasing scenery ; the river takes a very rapid rocky

course around a projecting rock, on which a gentleman has built a summer-house, and
formed a terrace : it is a striking spot. To Limerick. Laid at Bennis's, the first inn

we had slept in from Dublin. God preserve us this journey from imother!

It is not uncommon, especially in mountainous countries, to find objects that much
deserve the attention of travellers entirely neglected by them. There are a few in-

stiinces of this upon lord Kingsborough's estate, in the neighbourhood ofMitchelstown

;

the first I shall mention is a cave at Skehecnrinky, on the road between Cahir and that

place : the opening to it is a cleft of rock in a lime-stone hill, so narrow as to be difH-

cult to get into it. I descended by a ladder of about twenty steps, and then found my-
self in a vault ofa hundred feet long, and fifty or sixty high : a small hole on the left

leads from this a winding course of I believe not less than half an Irish mile, exhibiting

a variety that struck me much. In some places the cavity in the rock is so large, tliat

when well lighted up with candles (not flambeaux, lord Kingsborough once shewed it me
with them, and we found their smoke troublesome) it takes the appearance ofa vaulted

cathedral, supported by massy columns. The walls, cieling, floor, and pillars, are by
turns composed of every fantastic fonn ; and often of very beautiful incrustations of
spar, some of which glitters so much, that it seems powdered with diamonds ; and in

others the cieling is formed of that sort which has so near a resemblance to a cauli-

flower. The spar formed into columns by the dropping of water has taken some very
regular forms ; but others arie difterent, folded in plates of light drapery, which hang
from their support in a very pleasing manner. The angles of the walls seem fringed

with icicles. One very long branch of the cave, which turns to the north, is in some
places so narrow and low, that one crawls into it, when it suddenly breaks into large

vaulted spaces, in a thousand forms. The -spar in all this cave is very biilliant, and
almost equal to Bristol stone. For several hundred yards in the larger branch, there is

a deep water at the bottom of the declivity to the right, which the common jieople

call the river. A part of the way is over a sort of potter's clay, which moulds into any
form, and is of a brown colour ; a very diflferent soil from any in the neighbouring
country. I have seen the famous cave in the Peak, but think it very much inferior to

this ; and lord Kingsborou^, who has viewed the Grot d'Aucel in Burgundy, says
that it is not to be compared with it. / - , , /f
But the commanding region ofthe Galties deserves more attention. Those who are!

fond of scenes in which nature reigns in all her wild magnificence, should visit this stu.^

pendous chain. It consists of many vast mount«uns, thrown together in an assemblage
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of the most interestinsf features, from boldness and hcipfht of the declivities, freedom

of outline, and variety of parts, Hllin^j; u spaee of about six miles by three or fcwir.

Galtymorc is the highest point, and rises like the lo«l and father of the surmundinf^

progeny. From the top you look down upon a great extent of mountiiin, which shclvcii

away from him to the south, east, and west ; but to the north the ridge is almost a per-

pendicular declivity. On that side the famous golden vale of l<imerick and Tippcrury

spreads a rich level to the eye, bounded by the mountains of Clare, King's and Queen's
counties, with the course of the Shannon, for many miles Ixlow Limerick. To the

•outh you look over alternate ridgi's of mountains, which rise one lx;yond another, till

m a clear day the eye meets the ocean near Dungarvon. The mountains of Waterlbrd

and Knockmaldown fill up the space to the south-cast. The western is the most cx^

tensive view ; for nothing stops the eye till Mangerton and Mac Gilly Cuddy's Reeks
point out the spot where KilliTiiey's lake calls for a farther excursion. The prospect

extends into eight countie", Cork, Kerry, Watcrford, Limerick, Clare, Queen's, Tip-
perary. King's.

A little to the west of this proud summit, below it in a very extraordinary hollow, is

a circular lake of two acres, reported to be unfathomable. The descriptions which I

have read of the craters of exhausted volcanoes, leave very little doubt of t*'*n being
one ; and the conical regularity of the summit of Galtymorc speaks the same k jiguage.

Ka&t of this respectable hill, to use Sir William Hamilton's language^ is a declivity of

about one (luartcr of a mile, and there Galtybeg rises in a yet more regular cone, and
between the two hills is another lake, which from position seems to have been once the

crater which threw up Galtybeg, as the first mentioned was the origin of Galtymorc.
Beyond the former hill is a third lake, and east of that another hill ; I was told of a
fourth, with another corresponding mountain. It is only the mere summit of these moun>
tains which rise above the lakes. Speaking of them below, they may be said to be on the

tops of the hills : they arc all of them at the bottom of an almost regularly circular hol-

low. On the side next the mountain top are walls of perpendicular rocks, in regular

strata, and some of them piled on each other, with an appearance of art rather than

nature. In these rocks the eagles, which are seen in numbers on the Galties, have
their nests. Supposing the mountains to be of volcanic origin, and these lakes the era*

ters, of which I have not a doubt ; they are objects of the greatest curiosity, for there

is an unusual regularity in every considerable summit, having its corresponding crater

;

but without this circumstance the scenery is interesting in a very great degree. The
mountain summits, which ore often wrapped in the clouds, at other times exhibit the

freest outline ; the immense scooped hollows which sink at your feet, declivities of so

vast a depth as to give one terror to look down ; with the unusual forms of the lower

region of hills, particularly Ball hill, and Round hill, each a mile over, yet lising out
of circular vales, w ith the reguhvity of semi-globes, unite upon the whole to exhibit a

scenery to the eye, in which the parts are of a magnitude so commanding ; a character

so interesting, and a variety so striking, that they well deserve to be examined by every

curious traveller.

Nor are these immense outlines the whole of v/hat is to be seen in this great range of
mountains. Every glen has its beauties ; there is a considerable mountain river, or

railier torrent, in every one of them ; but the greatest are the Puncheon, between Sc^

fang and Galtymorc ; the Limestone river, between Galtymore and Round hill, and
the Grouse river, between Coolegarranroe, and Mr. O'Callaghan's mountain ; these

present to the eye, fo^a tract of about three miles, every variety that rock, water, and
mountain can give, thrown into all the; fantastic forms which art may attempt in orna»
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inentcd gruuiul.H, but alvvayH fails in. Nothin^^cuii exceed the beutity of the water, when
not disculoun-d hy niiii, itii hu'id trunspureiicy shewM, at conMidenible depths, every

|K.'bble i)« bi^(>^-r than a pin, every rocky iMuiin alive with trout and eeh, that play and

dush amon^ the roclcH, as il' endowed with that native vij^our which unimateN, in a !iu|)e*

ri( dep;ree, every inhal)itant of the niountainH, from the bounding red deer, and the

souring; ciikIc, down e\'en to the fiiiheH of the brook. Kvery five niinutCM you luive a

waterl'all in these ^icns, which in any other region, would stop every traveller to admire

it. Sometimes the vale Uikes a (gentle declivity, and nresents to the eye at one stroke,

twenty or thirty falls, which render the scenery all alive with motion ; the rocks ore

tosHed about in tlie wildest confusion, and the torrent bursts by turns from above,

beneath, and under them ; while the back groimd is always filled up with the moun-
tains which stretch around.

In the western Glen is the finest cascade in all the Galties ; there are two falls, with

a basin in the rock between, but from some points of view they appear one ; the rock

over which the water tumbles is about sixty feet high. A good line in which to view

these objects is either to take the Killarney and Mallow road, to Mitchelstown, and

from thence by lord Kingsborough's new one, to Skcheenrinkv, there to take one of

the Glend, to Galtybcg, and Gtutymore, and return to Mitchelstown by the Wolfs
track, Temple hill, and tlie Waterfall : or, if the Cork road is travelling, to make
Dobbin^s inn, at Ballyporecn, the head quarters, and view them from thence.

.^> « »

or

Having heard much of the beauties of a part of tlic Queen's County, I luid not be-

fore seen, I took that line of country in my way on a journey to Dublin.

From Mitchelstown to Cashel, the road leads as far as Galbally in the route already

travelled from CuUen ; towards Cushel the country is various. The only object de-

serving attention, are the plantations of Thomastown, the seat of Francis Mathcw, esq.

they consist chiefly of hedge>row trees in double and treble rows, are well grown,

and of such extent as to form an uncommon woodland scene in Ireland. Found the

widow Holland's inn, at Cashel, clean and very civil. Take the road to Urlingford.

The rich slieep pastures, part of tlic famous golden vale, reach between three luid four

miles from Cashel to the great bog by Botany Hill, noted for producing a greater va»

ricty of plants than common. That bog is separated by only small tracts of land, from

the string of bogs which extend tltfough the Queen's County, from the great bog of

Allen { it is here cf considerable extent, and exceedingly improveable. Then enter a

low marshy bad country, which grows worse after passing the sixty-sixth mile stone,

and successive bogs in it. Breakfast at Johnstown, a regular village on a slight emi-

nence, built by Mr. Hayley ; it is near the spaw of Ballyspellin. Rows of trees are

planted ; but their heads all cut ofl^, I suppose irom their not thriving, being planted too

old. Immedrately on leaving these planted avenues, enter a row of eight or ten new
cabins, at a distance from each other, which appear to be a new undertaking, the land

about them all pared and burnt, and the ashes in heaps.

Enter a fine planted country, with much com and good thriving quick hedges for

many miles. The road leads through a large wood, which joins lord Aslibrook's pUm*
tations, whose house is situated in the midst of more wood than almost any one I have

seen in Ireland. Pass Durrow ; the country for two or three miles continues all in>

closed with fine quick hedges, is beautiful, and has some resemblance to the best parts

•f Essex. Sir Kobert Staple's improvements join this fine tract -, they are completed
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in n most perfect manner, the hed^'s wcll-pfrown, cut, and in such excellent order,

tlut I cun »( urcely Ixlicvc myttcll' tu Ik* in Irclund. 11 is ^.iteH arc ull of iron. TIk;«c

aylvun scenes continue throu^^h other scuts tx:uutifidly situated, amidst gentle declivities

of the finest verdure, full f^own woods, excellent hedges, und a pretty river winding
hy the Iioumc. The whole environs of several would be admired in the t)est ports of

Mnu^land.

Cross u great bog, within sight of lord dc Vescey's nluittutions. The road leads

over it, iK'ing draiiied for tluit puq)ose by dee|> cuts on eitlier side. I should apprehend
this bog to be uniongthe most improvcuble in the country.

Slept ut Uallyroun, at an inn kept by three animals, who call themselves women ; met
wid) more impertinence than at any other in Ireland. It is on execrable hole. In three

or four milcH pass Sir John Pamers, prettily situated in a neatly dressed lawn, with

much wood about it, and u lake ouite alive with wild fowl.

Puss Monstercven, und cross directly a large bog, drained and partly improved ; but
all of it iK'uring fijnsH, and seems m a state that miglu easily be reduced to rich meadow,
with only a dressing of lime. Here I got again into thr road I hud travelled before.

I must in general remark, tliat from near Urlingford to Dawson Court, near Mon«
stcrcvcn, which is completely across tlic Queen's County, is a line of above thirty Eng.
lish miles, and is for that extent by much the most improved of any I have seen in Ire-

land. It is generally well planted, lias many woods, and not consisting of patches of

plautatipn just by gentlemen's houses, but spreading over the whole face of the country,

so as tu give it the richness of an English woodland scene. What a country would
Ireland be, hod the inhabitants of the rest of it improved the whole like this I

»
, , i ,

"""i""" V. .'i'-i«v '»« ,/,^«^•^• »J'
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PART II.

SECTION 1 SOIL, FACE OF THE COUNTRY, AND CLIMATE

TO judge of Ireland by the conversotion one sometimes hears in England, it woiitd

be supposed that one half of it was covered with bogs, and the other with mountains

filled with Irish ready to fly at the sight ofa civilized being. There are people who will

smile when they hear that, in proportion to the size of the two countries, Ireland is

more cultivated than England, having much less waste land of all sorts. Of unculti-

vated mountains there are no such tracts as are found in our four northern counties, and
the North Riding of Yorkshire, with the eastern line of Lancaster, nearly down to the

Peak of Derby, which form an extent of above a hundred miles of waste. The most
considerable of this sort in Ireland are in Kerry, Galway, and Mayo, and some in Sligo

and Donnegal. But all these together will not make the quantity we have in the four

northern counties ; the vallies in the Irish mountains are also more inhabited, I think,

than those of England, except where there are mines, and consequently some sort of

cultivation creepmg up the sides. Natural fertility, acre for acre over the two king-

doms, is certainly in favour of Ireland ; of this I believe there can scarcely be a doubt
entertained, when it is considered that some of the more beautiful, and even best culti-

vated counties in England, owe almost every thing to the capital art and industry ofthe

inhabitants.

The circumstance which strikes me as the greatest singularity ofIreland, h the rocki-

ness of the soil, which should seem at Tirst sight against mat degree of feitility ; but the
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contrary is ihc fact. 8t< ne is m fi^nrrul, that I havt* (^ut reason to believe the whole

iidaiid is oric vast rock of diflfcrcnt stnitu and kinds risin^i^ out of the sea. I have rarely

heard of any |^*at depths lK*inf|; sunk without meeting with it. In ^'neral it ap(K-ani

on the surface in every nurt tl the kingdom, the flattest and most fertile parts, as Li-

merick, Tipperary, an<l Nlcath, have' it at no wetat depth, almost as much as the more
burren ones. May wc not recognize in this the nond of bounteous Providence, which has

given, nerluips the most stony soil in Kurope to the moistcst climate in it? If as much
rain tell u|)on the clays of Kngland (a soil very rarely met with in Ireland, and never

without much stone) as fulls upon the nx*ks of her sister island, those lands could not

be cultivated. But the rocks arc here clothed with verdure ; those of lime-stone with

only a thin covering of mould, have the softest and most beautiful turf imaginable.

Of the great advantages resulting from the general plenty of lime-stone and lime*

atone gravel, and the nature of the bogs, 1 shtul have occasion to speak more particu-

larly hereafter.

The rockiness of the soil in Ireland is so universal, that it predominates in every sort.

One cannot use with propriety the terms clay, loam, sand, tuc. it must be a stony clay, a

atony loam, a gravelly sand. Clay, especially the yellow, is much talked of in Ireland,

but It is for want of proper discrimination. I have once or twice seen almost a pure clay

upon tine surface, but it is extremely rare. The true yellow clay is usually found in

a thin atratum under the surface mould, and over a rock ; harsh, tenacious, stony, strong

looms, difficult to work, are not uncommon; but they are quite different from Knglinh
clays.

Friable sandy loams, dry but f.rtile, are very common, and they form the best soils

in the kingdom for tillage and shcap. Tipperary and Roscommon abound par<

ticularly in ihcm. The most fertile of all, are the bullock pastures of Limerick, and
the banks of the Shannon in Clare, called the Corcasscs. These arc a mellow, putrid,

friable loam.

Sand which is so common in England, and yet more common through Spain, France,

Germany, and Poland, quite from Gibraltar to Pctersburgh, is no vvnere met with in

Ireland, except for narrow slips of hillocks, upon the seu coast. Nor did I ever meet
with, or hear of a chalky soil.

The bogs, of which fortigners have heard so much, are very extensive in Ireland ;

that of Allen extends eighty miles, and is computed to contain three hundred thousand
acres. There are others iilso, very extensive, and smaller ones scattered over the whole
kbgdom ; but these are not in general more than are wanted for fuel. When I come
to speak of the improvement of waste lands, I shall describe them particularly.

Besides the great fertility of the soil, there are other circumstances which come
within my sphere to mention. Few countries can be better watered, by large and beau-

tiful rivers ; and it is remarkable, that by much the finest parts of the kingdom are

on the banks of these rivers. Witness the Sure, Blackwater, the Liflfy, the Boyne, the

Nore, the Barrow, and part of the Shannon, they wash a scenery that can hardly be ex>

ceeded. From the rockiness of the country, however, there are few of them that have

not obstructions, which ore great impediments to inland navigation.

The mountains of Ireland give to travelling that interesting variety, which a flat

country can never abound with it. And at tlie same time, they are not in such number
as to confer the usual character of poverty, which attends them. I was either upon or

very near the most considerable in the kingdom. Mangerton, and the Reeks, in K&rry

;

the Galties in Corke ; those of Moumc inDown ; Crow Patrick, and Nephin in Mayo,
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these arc the principal in Ireland, and they are of a character, in height and sublimity^

which should render them the objects of every traveller's attention.

Relative to the climate of Inuand, a short residence cannot enable a man to speak

much from his own experience ; the observations I have made myself confirm the idea

of its being vastly wetter than England ; from the 20th of June to the 20th of October,

I kept a register, and there were, in one hundred and twenty-two days, seventy-five of

ruin, and very many of them incessant and heavy. I have examined similar registers I

kopt in England, andean find no year that even approaches to such a moisture as' this.

But there is-a register ofan accurate diary published, which compares London and Corke.

The result is, that the quantity at the latter place was double to that at London. Sec

Smith's Hist, of Corke. v- j ius -f.v

From the infonnation I received, I have reason to believe, that the ii<ait\y seasicnt s^t^m
UHUiilly about the first of July, and continues very wet till September Or October, when
there is usually a dry fine season of a month or six weeks. I resided ia the county of

Corke, &c. from October till March, and found the winter much more soft and mild,

than ever I experienced one in England. I was also a whole summer there ( 17<78y and
it is tuir to mention, that it was as fine a one as ever I knew in England, thou|^ by no
means so hot. I think hardly so wet as very many I have known in England. The^tops

of the Galty mountains exhibited the only snow we saw ; and as to frosts, they were so
slight and rare that I believe myrtles, and yet tenderer plants, would have ^rviVed
without any covering. But when I say that the wmter was not remarkable- fes bein^
wet, I do not mean that we had a dry atmosphere. The inches of rain which fell in

the winter I speak of, would not mark the moisture of the climate. - As many indies

will fall in a single tropical shower, as in a whole year in Englmd. See Mitchel's Pre-

sent State of Great Britain and North America. But if the clouds presently disperse,

and a bright sun shines, the air may soon be dry. The worst eircumstanoe c^tbe cli-

mate of Ireland, is the constant moisture without rain. Wet a piece of leadier, andfe^y

it in aroom where there is neither sun nor fire^ and it will not in summer evenbe<lryin a
month. I have known gentlemen in Ireland den]f their climate being mcMster tlian

England, but if they have eyes let them open them, and see the verdure that clothes

their rocko, .aid compare it with ours in England where rocky soils are of a russet

brown however sweet the food for sheep. Does not their island lie more exposed to

the great Atlantic ; and does not the west wind blow three fourths of a year ? If there

was another island yet more westward, would not the climate of Ireland be improved.

Such persons speak, equfdly s^;ainst fact, reason, and i^osophy. That the mdsture
of a climate does not depend en the quantity of ram that falls, but on die powc^rs of
aerial evaporation. Dr. Dobson has clearly proved. Phil. Trans, vol. Ixvii. part L p.

244.
, _. . .._.,.... .., ,

•'f^. *.ri ivr

OPPRESSION. // -. n _; vv 1*4 w#vm|(*^'^ - '.'•'V

BEFORE I conclude this article of the ccmimon labouring poor in Ireland,.! must
observe, that their happiness depends not merely upon the payment of their labour,

their clothes, or their food; the subordination of the<loM/«r classes,. degeoeratiagjnto

oppression, is not to be overlooked. The poor in all countit*ies, and under all ^vem-
ments, are both paid and fed, yet there is an infinite difference between'them' m«Ufic-
rent'^ones. This inquiry will by no means turn out so favourable as the fMCecedmg
iuticles. It must be very apparent to every traveller through that country, that the

labouring poor are treated with harshness, and are in all respects so little considered.
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that their want of importance seems a perfect contrast to tlicir situation in England, of

which country, comparatively speaking, thty reign tht ovcreigns. The age has im-
proved so much in humanity, that even the poor Irish have experienced its influenccj and
are every day treated better and better ; but still the remnant of the old manners, the

abominable distinction of religion, united whh the oppressive conduct of the little

country gentlemen, or rather vermin of the kingdom, who never were out of it, alto-

gether bear still very heavy on the poor people, and subject them to situations more
mortifying than we ever behold in Lngland. The landlord of an Irish estate, inhabited

by Roman Catholics, is a sort of despot who yields obedience, in whatever concerns the

poor, to no law but that of his will. To discover what the liberty of the people is, we
must live among them, and not look for it in the statutes of the realm : the language

of written law may be that of liberty, but the situation of the poor may speak no lan-

guage but that of slavery ; there is too much of this contradiction in Ireland ; a long

series of oppressions, aided by many very ill-judged laws, have brought landlords into

a habit of exerting a very lofty superiority, and their vassals into that of an almost

unlimited submission ; speaking a language that is despised, professing a religion that

is abhorred, and being disarmed, the poor find themselves in many cases slaves even in

the bosom of written liberty. Landlords that have resided much abroad are usually

humane in their ideas, but the habit of tyranny natunilly contracts the mind, so that

even in this polished age there are instances ofa severe carriage towards the poor, which
is quite unknown in England. ^
A landlord in Ireland can scarcely invent an order which a servant, labourer, or cottar

dares to refuse to execute. Nothing satisfies him but an unlimited submission. Dis-

respect, or any thing tending towards sausiness, he may punish with his cane or his horse-

whip with the most perfect security, a poor man would have his bones broke, if he
oflfered to lift his hands in his own defence. Knocking down is spoken of in the country

in a manner that makes an Englishman stare. Landlords of consequence have assured

me that many of their cottars would think themselves honoured by having their wives

and daughters sent for to the bed of their master ; a mark of slavery that proves the op-

pression under which such people must live. Nay, I have heard anecdotes of the lives

of people being made free with without any apprehension of thejustice ofa jury. But let

it not be imagined that this is common ; formerly it happened every day, but law gains

^und. It must strike the most careless traveller to see whole string of cars whipt
into a ditch by a gentleman's footman to make \ra;jr for his carriage ; if they are over-

turned or broken in pieces, no matter, it is taken m patience ; were they to complain

they would perhaps be horse-whipped. The execution of the laws lies very much in

the hands of justices of the peace, many of whom are drawn fix)m the most illiberal

class in the kmgdom. If a poor man lodges a comjrfaint against a gentleman, or any
animal that chooses to call itself a gentleman, and the justice issues out a summon); ftn'

his appearance, it is a fix^d affiront, and he will infallibly be called out. Where man-
ners are in conspiracy against law, to whom are the oppressed people to have recourse ?

It is a fiict, that a poor man having a contest with a gentleman must—but I am talking

nonsense, ihey know their situation too well to think of it ; they can have no defence

but by means of protection ih>m one gentleman against another, who probably protects'

his vassal as he would the sheep he intends to cat.

. Tht colours of diis picture are not charged. To assert that all these cases are com-
mon, would be an exaggeration, but to say tliat an unfeeling landlord will do all this

wi^ impunity is to keep strictly to truth : and what is liberty but ti farce and a jest, if
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hs blessings are received as the favour of kindness and humanity, instead of bebg tlie

inheritance of Right ?

Consequences have flowed from these oppressions which ought long ago to have put

a stop to them. In England we have heard much of White>boys, Steel-boys, Ouk-boys,

Peep-of-day-boys, &c. But these v arious insurgents are not to be confounded, for they

are very different. The proper distinction in the discontents of the people is into Pro*

testant and Catholic. All but the White-boys were among the manufacturing Protes-

tants in the north. The White-boys Catholic labourers in the south : from the best

intelligence I could gain, the riots of the manufacturers had no other foundation

but such variations in the manufacture as all fabrics experience, and which they had
themselves known and submitted to before. The case, however, was different with

the White-boys ; who being labouring Catholics met with all those oppressions I have

described, and would probably have continued in full submission had not very severe

treatment in respect of tythes, united with a great speculative rise ofrent about the same
time, blown up the flame of resistance ; the atrocious acts they were guilty of made
them the object of general indignation, acts were passed for their punishment which
seemed calculated for the meridian of Barbary ; this arose to such a height that by one
they were to be hanged under circumstances without the common formalities ofa trial,

which though repealed the following session, marks the spirit of punishment ; while

others remain yet the law of the land, that would if executed tend more to raise than

quell an insurrection. From all which it is manifest that the gentlemen of Ireland

never thought of a radical cure from overlooking the real cause of the disease, which
in fact lay in themselves, and not in the wretches they doomed to the gallows. Let
them change their own conduct entirely, and the poor will not long riot. Treat them
like men M'ho ought to be as free as yourselves : put an end to that system of religious

persecution which for seventy years has divided the kingdom against itself; in these two
circumstances lies the cure of insurrection, perform them completely, and you will

have an affectionate poor, instead of oppressed and discontented vassals.

A better treatment of the poor in Ireland is a very material point of the welfare of

the whole British Empire. Events may happen which may convince us fatally of this

truth ; if not, oppression must have broken all the spirit and resentment of men. By
what policy the government of England can for so many years have permitted such an
absurd system to be matured in Ireland, is beyond the power of plain sense to discover.

:'|'.'.-l„:.: - :. . . .. . emigrations. \^{---. ,-/'/','--;.£

BEFORE the American war broke out, the Irish and Scotch emigrations were a con-
stant subject of conversation in England, and occasioned much discourse even in parlia-

ment. The common observationwas, that ifthey were not stopped, those countries would
be ruined, and they were generally attributed to a great rise of rents. Upon going over to
Ireland I determined to omit no opportunities of discovering the cause and extent of
this emigration, and my information as may be seen in the minutes of the journey,
was very regular. I have only a few general remarks to make on it here.

The spirit of emigrating in Ireland appeared to be confined to two circumstances, the
presbyteriun religion, and the Imen manufacture. I heard of very few emigrants except
amon^ manufacturers of that persuasion. The Catholics never went, they seem not
only tied to the country but almost to the parish in which their ancestors lived. As to
the emigration in the north it was an error in England to suppose it a novelty which

'>i
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arose with the increase in rents. The contrary was the fact, it had subsisted perhaps

forty years, insomuch that at the ports of Belfast, Derry, &c. the passengtr trade, as

they called it, had long been a regular branch of conmicrce, which employed several

ships, and consisted in carrying people to America. The increasing population of the

country made it an increasing trade, but when the linen trade was low, the passenger

trade was always high. At the time of lord Donnegall's letting his estate in the north

the linen business suffered a temporary decline, which sent great numbers to America,

and gave rise to the error that it was oc asioned by the increase of his rents : the fact,

however, was otherwise, for great numljers of those who went from his lands actually

sold those leases for considerable sums, the hardship of which was supposed to have

driven them to America. Some emigration, therefore, always existed, and its increase

depended on the fluctuations of linen ; but as to the ciTcct there was as much error in the

conclusions drawn in £ngland as before in die cause.

It is the misfortune of all manufactures worked for a foreign market to be upon an

insecure footing, periods of declension will come, and when in consequence of them
great numbers of people are out of employment, the best circumstance is their enlisting

in the army or navy ; and it is the common result; but unfortunately the manufacture

in Ireland (of which I shall have occasion to speak more hereafter) is not confined as it

ought to be to towns, but spreads into all cabins of the country. Being half farmers,

half manufacturers, they have too much property in cattle. Sec. to enlist when idle ; if

they convert it into cash it will enable them to pay their passage to America, an alterna-

tive always chosen in preference to the milit^uy life. The consequence is, that they must
live without work till their substance is quite consumed before they will enlist. Men who
are in such a situation that from various causes they cannot work, and won't enlist,

should emigrate, if they stay at home they must remain a burthen upon the community

;

emigration should not, therefore, be condemned in states so ill governed as to possess

many people willing to work, but without employment.

' ' "
'

SECTION II.. ..ROADS....CARS.

FOR a country, so very far behind us as Ireland, to have got suddenly so much the

start of us in the article of roads, is a spectacle that cannot fail to strike the English
traveller exceedingly. But from this commendation the turnpikes in general must be
excluded, they are as bad as the bye-roads are admirable. It is a common complaint,

that the tolls of the turnpikes ar: so many jobs, and the roads left in a state that disgrace

the kingdom.
The following is the system on which the cross-roads are made. Any person, wishing

to make c mend a road, has it measured by two persons, who swear to the measure-
ment before a justice of the peace. It is described as leading from one market-town
to another (it matters not in what direction) that it will be a public good, ai^d that it will

require such a sum per perch of twenty-one feet, to make or repair the same ; a certi-

iicate to this purpose (of which printed forms are sold) with the blanks filled up, is

signed by the measurers, and also by two persons called overseers, one of whom is

•usually the person applying for the road, the other the labourer he intends to employ as

an overseer of the work, which overseer swears also before the justice the truth of tiie

valuation. The certificate thus prepared, is given by any person to some one of the
>grandjury, at either of the assizes, but usually in the spring. When all the common
.ibusiness of trials b over, the jury meets on that of roads; the chairman r^^ads the
certificates, and they are all put to the vote, whether to be granted or not. If re-

h9
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jected, they are torn in pieces and no further notice taken ; if granted, they are put on
the file.

Thi"> voteof approbation, without any farther form, enables the {lerson v/ho applied

for the presentment immediately to construct or repair the road in question, which he

must do at his own expence ; he must finish it by the following assizes, v^hen he is to

send a certificate of his having expended the money pursuant to the application ; this

certificate is signed by the foreman, who also signs an order on the trtasurer of

the county to pay him, which is done immediately. In like manner are bridges, houses

ofcorrection, jails, &c. See. built and repaired. If a bridge over a river which parts

two counties, half is done by one and the other half by the oUier county.

The expence of these works is nused by a tax on the lands, paid by the tenant ; in

some counties it is acreable, but in others it is on the plough land, and as no two plough

lands are of the same size is a very unequal tax. In the county of Meath it b acreable,

and amounts to one shilling per acre, being the highest in Ireland ; but in general it is

from three-pence to six-pence per acre, and amounts of late years through the whole
kingdom to one hundred and forty thousand pounds a year.

The juries will very rarely grant a presentment for a road which amounts to above
fifty pounds, Oi for more than six or seven shillings a perch, so that if a person

wants more to be made than such a sum will do, he divides it into two or three different

measurements or presentments. By the act of parliament all presentment-roads must
be twenty-one feet wide at least from 'ence to fence, an<^. fourteen feet ofit formed with

stone or gravel.

As the power of the grand jury extends in this manner to the cutting new roads

where none ever were before, as well as to the repairing and widening old ones, ex-

clusive, however, of parks, gardens, &c. it was necessary to put a restriction against

the wanton expence of it. Any presentment may be traversed that is opposed, by de-

nying the allegations of the Certificate ; this is sure of delaying it until another assizes,

and in the mean time persons are appointed to viewthe line ofroad demanded, and report

on the necessity or hardship of the case. The payment of the money may also be tra-

versed after the certificate of its being laid out ; for if any person views and finds it a

manifest imposition and job, he has that power to delay payment until the cause is cleared

up and proved. But this traverse is not common. Any persons are eligible for asking

presentments ; but it is usually done only by resident gentlemen, agents, clergy, or

respectable tenantry. It follows necessarily, that every person is desirous of making
die roads leading to his own house, and that private interest alone is considered in it,

which I have heard objected to the measure ; but this I must own appears to me the

great merit of it. Whenever individuals act for the public alone, the public is very

badly served ; but when the pursuit of their own interest is the way to benefit the public,

then is the public good sure to be promoted ; such is the case ofpresentment of roads :

for a few years the good roads were ail found leading from houses like rays from a center,

with a surrounding space, without any communication ; but every year brought the

remedy, until a short time, those rays pointing from so many centers met, and then

the communication was complete. The origii^ act passed but seventeen years ago,

and the effect of it in all parts of the kingdom b so great, that I found it perfectly prac-

ticable to travel upon wheels by a map ; I will go here ; I will go there ; I could trace

a route upon paper as wild as fancy could dictate, and eveiy where I found beautiful roads

without break or hindrance^, toenable me to realize my desig^. What a figure would a
person make in England, who should attempt to move in that manner, where the roads,

as D^. Bum has well observed, are almost in as bad a state as in the time of Philip and

Ij.:.., ^-^
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Mary. In a few years there will not be a piece of bad road except turnpikes in all Ii-e-

land. The money raised for tliis first and most important of all national purposes, is

expcnc" d amongthe people who pay it, employs themselves and their teams, encourages

their agriculture, and facilitates so greatly the improvement of waste lands, that it ought

always to be considered as the first step to any undertaking of that sort.

At first, roads, in common with bridges, were paid out of the general treasure of the

county, but by a subsequent act the road tax is now on baronies ; each barony pays

for its o^vn roads. By another act juries were enabled to grant presentments of narrow

mountain roads, at two shillings and sixpence a perch. By another, they were em-
powered to grant presentments of tbotpaths, by the side ofroads, to one shilling a perch.

By a very late act, they are also enabled to contract at three halfpence per perch per

annum from the first making of a road, for keeping it in repair, which before could not

be done without a fresh presentment. Arthur King, escj. ofMoniva, whose agriculture

is described in the preceding minutes, and who at that time represented the county of

Galway, was the worthy citizen who first brought this excellent measure into parliament

:

Ireland, and every traveller that ever visits it ought, to the latest time, to revere the

memory of such a distinguished benefiictor to the public. Before that time the roads,

like those of England, remained impassable, under the miserable police ofthe six days'

labour. Similar good effects would here flow from adopting the measure, which would
ease the kingdom of a great burthen in its public effect absolutely contemptible ; and
the tax here, as in Ireland, ought to be so laid, as to be borne by the tenant, whose
business it is at present to repair.

Upon the imperfections of the Irish system I have only to remark, that juries should,

in some cases, be more ready than they are to grant these presentments. In general,

they are extremely liberal, but sometimes they take silly freaks ofgiving none, or very
few. Experience having proved, from the general goodness of the roads, that abuses
cannot be very great, they should go on with spirit to perfect the great work through
out the kingdom ; and as a check upon those who lay out the money, it might perhaps
be adviseable to print county maps of the presentment roads, with corresponding lists

and tables of the names ot all persons who have obtained presentments, the sums
they received, and for what roads. These should be given freely by the juiymen, to all

their acquaintance, that every man might know, to whose carelessness or jobbing the

public was indebted for bad roads, when they had paid for good ones. Such a practice

would certainly deter many.
At eleven million forty-two thousand six hundred and forty-two acres in the king-

dom, 140,0001. a year amounts to just three-pence an acre for the whole territory : a
very trifling tax ftM* such an improvement, and which almost ranks in public ease and
benefit with that of the post-office.

*,''?•
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be better than they are found ; and none but have virtues which deserve attention, at least

us much us tlicir failings ; for these reasons this section would not have found a place in

inv observations, had not some persons, of much more flippancy than wisdom, eiven

very j^ross misrepresentations of the Irish nation. It is witn pleasure, therefore, that 1

take up the pen on the present occasion ; as a much lona;er residence there enables me
to exhibit a very different picture ; in doing this, I shall be free to remark, wherein 1

think the conduct of certain classes may have given rise to general and consequently

injurious condemnation.

'I'lierc are three races of people in Ireland, so distinct, as to strike the least attentive

traveller : these are the Spanish which are found in Kerry, and a part of Limerick and
C'orke, tall and thm, but well made, a long visage, dark eyes, and long black lank

hair. The time is not remote when the Spaniards had a kind of settlement on the coast

of Kerry, which seemed to be overlooked by government. There were many of

them in queen Elizabeth's reign, nor were they entirely driven out till the time of
Crun^well. There is an island of Valentia on that coast, with various other names,
ecrtainb Spanish. The Scotch race is in the north whereare to be found the features which
arc supposed to mark that people, their accent and many of their customs. In a dis-

trict near Dublin, but more {lurticularly in the baonies of Bargie and Forth in the

county of Wexford, the Saxon tongue is spoken without any mixture of the Irish, and
the people have a variety ofcustoms mentioned in the minutes, which distinguish them
from their neighbours. The rest of the kingdom is made up of mongrels. The Mi-
lesian race of Irish, which may be called native^ are scattered over the kingdom, but
chiefly found in Connaught and Munster ; a few considerable families, whose genealogy

is undoubted, remain, but none of them with considerable possessions except the

O'Briens and Mr. O'Neil ; the former have near twenty thousand pounds a year in the

family, the latter half as much, the remnant of a property once his ancestors, which
now forms six or seven of the greatest estates in the kingdom. O'Hara and M'Dermot
arc great names in Connaught, and O'Donnohue a considerable one in Kerry ; but I

heard of a family of O'Drischai's in Corke, who claim an origin prior in Ireland to any

of the Milesian race.

The only divisions which a traveller, who passed through the kingdom without mak-
ing any residence could make, would be into people of considerable fortune and mob.
The intermediate division of the scale, so numerous and respectable in England, would
hardly attract the least notice in Ireland. A residence in the kingdom convinces one,

however, tliat there is another class in general of small fortune—country gentlemen and
renters of land. The manners, habits, and customs of people of considerable fortune are

much the same every where, at least there is very little difference between Engird and
Ireland, it is among the common people one must look for those traits by which we dis-

criminate a national character. The circumstances which struck me most in the common
Irish were, vivacity and a great and eloquent volubility of speech : one would think they

could take snuff and talk without tiring till doomsday. They are infinitely more cheer-

. ful and lively thfin any thyig we commonly see in England, having nothing of tliat in-

civility of sulku silence with which so many Englishmen seem to wrap themselves up,

as if retiring within their own importance. Lazy to an excess at work, but so spiritedly

active at play, that at hurling, which is the cricket of savages, they shew the greatest

feats of agility. Their love of society is as remarkable as their curiosity is insatiable ; and
their hospitality to all comers, be their own poveily ever so pinching, has too much me*
rit to be forgotten. Pleased to enjoyment with a joke, or witty rei>artee, tliey will repeat

It with such expression, that the laugh will be universal. Warm friends apd revengeful

|<8
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pnctnles j they are inviolable in their secrecy, and inevitable in their resentment ; with

such a notion of honour, that neither threat nor reward would induce them to betray

the secret or person of a man, though an oppressor, whose property thev would plunder

without ceremony. Hiu'd drinkers and quiurt'.lsome : great liars, but civil, submissive,

and obedient. Dancing is so universui among them, that there are every where itinerant

dancing-musters, to whom the cottars pay sixpence a quarter lor teaching their families.

Besides the Irish jig, which they can dance with a most luxuriant expression, minuets

and country-dances arc taught ; and I even heard some talk of cotillions coming in.

Some degree of education is also general, hedge schools, as they are called (they

might as well be termed ditch ones, for I have seen many a ditch full of scholars) are

every where to be met with where reading and writing are taught ; schools are also com*
mon for men ; I have seen a dozen great fellows at school and was told they were educa-

ting with an intention of being priests. Many strokes in their cliaracter are evidently to

be ascribed to the extreme oppression under which they live. If they are as great thieves

and liars as they are reported, it is certainly owing to this cause.

If from the lowest class we rise to the highest, all there is gaiety, pleasure, luxury,

and extravagance ; the town life at Dublin is formed on the model of that of London.
Every night in the winter there is a ball or a party, where the polite circle meet, not to

enjoy but to sweat each other ; a great crowd crammed into twenty feet square gives a

rest to the agrements of small talk and whist. There are four or five nouses large

enough to receive a company commodiously, but the rest are so small as to make par-

ties detestable. There is however an agreeable society in Dublin, in which a man of

large fortune will not find his time heavy. The stile of living may be guessed from the

fortunes of the resident nobility and great commoners ; there are about thirty that pos-

sess incomes fiY>m seven to twenty thousand pounds a year. The court has nothing

remarkable or splendid in it, but varies very much, according to the private fortune or

liberality of disposition in the lord lieutenant.

In the country their life has some circumstances which are not commonly seen in

Egland. Large tracts of land are kept in hand by every body to supplyihe deficiencies

of markets ; this ^ves such a plenty, that, united with the lowness of taxes and prices,

one would suppose it difficult for them to spend their incomes, if Dublin in the winter

did not lend assistance. Let it be considered that the prices of meat are much lower

than in England ; poultry only a fourth of the price ; wild fowl and fish in vastly greater

plenty ; rum and brandy not half the price ; cofl^e, tea, and wines far cheaper ; labour

not above a third ; servants' wages upon an average thirty per cent, cheaper. That
taxes are inconsiderable, for there is no land-tax, no poor-rates, no window-tax, no can*

die or soap-tax, only half a wheel-tax, no servants-tax, and a variety of other articles

heavily burthened in England, but not in Ireland. Considering all this, one would think

they could not spend their incomes ; they do contrive it however. In this business

they are assisted by two customs that have an admirable tendency to it, great numbers
of horses and servants.

In England such extensive demesnes would be parks around the seats for beauty as

much as use, but it is not so in Ireland ; the words deer-park and demesne are to be
distinguished ; there are great demesnes without any parks, but a want of taste, too

common in Ireland, b having a deer-park at a distance from the house ; the residence

surrounded by walls, or hedges, or cabins ; and the lawn inclosure scattered with ani-

mals of various sorts, perhaps three miles off. The small quantity ofcom proportioned

to the total acres, shews how little tillage is attended to even by those who are the best

able to carry it on ; and the column of turnips proves in tlie clearest manner, what
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iIjc progress of Improvement is in tliut kin^tlDni. Tlic number of horses may almo«t
l)C cslccniLcl u satire upon common nenst: ; werr thoy well fed enough to be useful, th<ry

would not be so numerous, but I have found u goo<l hack for u conmion ride scarce in

u house where tiiere were a hundi'ed. Upon an average, the horses in gentlemen's
stables throughout the kingdom are not fed half so well as they are in England by men
nfcciual fortune

;
yet the number makes die expence of them very heavy.

Another circumstance to be remarked in the country life is the miscrableness of many
of their houses ; there arc men of five thousand a year in Ireland, who live in habitations

ihat a man of seven hundred a year in England would disdain ; an air of neatness, order,

dress, and propretc, is vanting to a surprising degree around the mansion ; even new
and excellent nouses have often nothing of this about them. But the badness of the

houses is remedying every hour tlm>ughout the whole kingdom, for the number of new
ones just built, or building, is prodigiously great. I should suppose there were not ten

dwelhngs in the kingdom thirty years ago that were fit for an English pig to live in.

(hardens were equally txid, but now they are running into the contrary extreme, and wall

ill live, six, ten, and even twenty Irish acres for a garden, but generally double or treble

n hat is necessary.

The tables of people of fortune arc very plentifully spread ; many elegantly, differing

in nothing from those of England. I think I remarked that venison wants the flavour

it has wim us, probably for the same reason, that the produce of rich perks is never

equal to tliat of poor ones ; the moisture of the climate, and the richness of the soil,

give fat but not flavour. Another reason is the smallncss of the parks, a man who has

three or four thousand acres in his liands, has not perhaps above three or four hundred
ill his deer-park, and range is a great point for good venison. Nor do I think that

garden vegetables have the flavour found in those of England, certainly owing to the
climate ; green peas I found every where perfecUy insipid, and lettuce, 8cc. not good.

Claret is the common wine of all tables, and so much inferior to what b drank in Eng'
liuid, that it does not appear to be the same wine ; but their port is incomparable, so

much better tlian the English, as to prove, if proof was wanting, the abomuiwle adulte-

rations it must undergo with us. Drinking and duelling are two chai^;es which have
long been alledged against the gentlemen of Ireland, but the change of manners which
h:is taken place in that kuigdom is not generally known in England. Drunkenness
ought no longer to be a reproach, for at every table I was at in Ireland I saw a perfect

freedom rci^, every person drank just as little as they pleased, nor have I ever beai
asked to dnnk a single glass more than I had an inclination for ; I ma^ go farther and
assert that hard drinking is very rare among people of fortune ; yet it is certain that

they sit much longer at table than in England. I was much surprised at first goings over

to find no summons to cofiee, the company often sitting till eight, nine, or ten o'clock

before they went to the ladies. If a gentleman likes tea or coflfee, he retires without

saying any thing ; a stranger of rank may propose it to the master oi the house, who
from custom contrary to that of England, will not stir till he receives such a hint, as

they think it would imply a desiie to save their wine. If the gentlemen were generally

desirous of tea, I take it for granted they would have it, but their slighting is one incono

venience to such as desire it, not knowing when it is provided, conversation may cany
them beyond the time, and then if they do trifle over the co&e it will certainly be cold.

There is a want of attention in this, which the ladies should remedyv if th^ wiU not

break tlie old custom and send to the gentlemen, which is what they ought to do, tfa^

certainly shouki have » salver fre^. 1 must however remark, that at the politest taUe8>-

whidi are those of pec^>le whohave resided much out of Ireland, this point is conducted*

exactly as it is in England.

'aU«^
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Duelling wtui once carried to an excess, which was u real reproach and scandal to

the kingdom ; it of course proceeded from excessive drinlcing ; as the cause has disap-

peared, the effect has nearly followed ; not however entirely, for it is yet far more com-

mon among people of fashion than in England. Of all practices a man who felt for

the honour of his country, would wish soonest to banish this, for there is not one favour*

able conclusion to be drawn from it : as to courage nobody can question that of a po-

lite and enlightened nation, entitled to a share of the reputation of the age ; but it im-

plies uncivilized manners, an ignorance of those forms which govern polite societies, or

else a brutal drunkenness ; the latter is no longer the cause or the pretence. As to

the former, they would place the national character so back\vard, would take from it

so much of hs pretence to civilization, elegance and politeness of manners, that no true

Irishman would be pleased with the imputation. Certain it is, that none arc so captious

as those who think tnemselves neglected or despised ; and none arc so ready to believe

themselves either one or the other, as persons unused to good company. Captious people,

therefore, who are ready to take an ottiront, must inevitably have oeen accustomed to ill

company, unless there should be something uncommonly crooked in their natural dis-

positions, which is not to be supposed. Let every man that fights his one, two, three,

or half a dozen duels, receive it an a maxim, that every one he adds to the number is

but an additional proof of his bein^ ill educated, and having vitiated his manners by the.

contagion of bad company ; who is it that can reckon the most numerous rencontres ?

who but the bucks, bloods, landjobbers, and little drunken country gentlemen ? Ought
not people of fashion to blush at a practice which will very soon be the distinction only

of the most contemjitible of the people ? the point of honour will and must remain for

the decision of certain aifronts, but it will rarely be had recourse to in polite, sensible,

and well-bred company. The practice among real gentlemen in Ireland every day de-

clining is a strong proof that a knowledge of the world corrects the old manners, and
consequently its having ever been prevalent was owing to the causes to which I have at*

tributed it.

There is another point of manners somewhat connected with the present subject,

which partly induced me to place a motto at the head of this section. It is the conduct

of juiies ; the criminal law of Ireland is the same as that of England, but in the execu-

tion it is so different, as scarcely to be known. I believe it is a fact, at least I have been
assured so, that no man was ever hanged in Ireland for killing another in a duel : the

security is such that nobody ever thought ofremoving out ofthe way ofjustice, yet there

have been deaths of that sort, which had no more to do with honour than stabbing in

the daiic. I believe Ireland is the only country in Europe, I am sure it is the only

part of the British dominions where associations among men of fortune are necessary for

apprehending ravishers. It is scarcely credible how many young women have even of

late years been ravished, and carried off in order (as they generally have fortunes) to

gun to appearance a voluntary marriage. These actions, it is true, are not committed

by the class I am conudering at present ; but they are tried by them, and acquitted. I

think there has been only one man executed for that crime, which is so common as to

occasion the associations I mentioned ; it is to this supine execution of die law that such

enormities are owing. Another circumstance which has the effect of screening all sorts

of offenders, is men of fortune protecting them, and making interest for their acquittal,

which is attended with a variety of evil consequences. I heard it boasted in the county

of Fennannagh, that there had not been a roan hanged in it for two and twenty years

;

all I concluded fh)m this was, that there had been many a jury who deserved it richly.

VOL. IV. ,1 ,*•
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Let mc, ho\^evcr, conclude what I have to observe on the conduct of the principal

people residing in Ireland, that there are great numbers among them who are as liberal

in all their ideas as any ficople in Europe ; that tht'y have seen the errors which have

given an ill character to the manners of their country, ,ind done every thing that cxum-
pie could effect to produce a change : that that happy change has been partly effected, and

IS effecting every hour, insomuch that a man may go into a vast variety of fai.tilieB

which he will find actuated by no other principles than those of the most cultivated po«

litciicKS, and the most liberal urbiuiity.

But I must now come to another class of people, to whose conduct it is almost en<

tirely owing, that the character of the nation has not that lustre abroad, which I dare

assert it will soon very generally merit: this is the class of little country gentlemen ;*

tenants, who drink their claret by means of profit rents ; jobbers in farms ; bucks

;

your fellows with round hats, edged with gold, who hunt in the day, get drunk in the

evening, and fight the next mormng. I shall not dwell on a subject ho perfectly disa*

greeable, but rtnuvk that these are tlie men among whom drinking, wrangling, quar-

relling, fighting, ravishing, 8cc. Sec. &c. are found as in their native soil ; once to a de-

gree that made them the nest of society ; they are gro\' better, but even now, one or

two of them got by accident (where they have no business) into better company are

sufficient very much to derange the pleasures that result from a liberal conversation. A
new spirit ; new fashions ; new modes of politeness exhibited by the hi(^er ranks are

imitated by the lower, which will, it is to be hoped, put an end to this race of beings

;

and either drive their sons and cousins into the army or navy, or sink them into plain

iarmers like those we have in England, where it is common to see men with much greater

property without pretending to be gentlemen. I repeat it from the intelligence I re>

ceived, that even this class are very different from what they were twenty years ago, and
improve so fast that the time will soon come when the national character will not be
degraded by any set.

That character is upon the whole respectable : it would be unfair to attribute to the

nation at large the vices and follies of only one class of indivkluals. Those persons from
whom it is candid to take a ^neral estimate do credit to their country. That they are

a people learned, lively, and ingenious, the admirable authors they have produced will

be an eternal monum«?nt ; witness their Swift, Sterne, Congreve, Boyle, Berkeley, Steele,

Farquhar, Southeme, and Goldsmith. Their talent for eloquence is felt, and acknow-
ledged in the parliaments of both tlie kingdoms. Our own service both by sea and
land, as well as that (unfortunately for us) of the principal monarchies of Europe speak

their steady and determined courage. Every unprejudiced traveller who visits tnem
will be as much pleased with their cheerfulness, as obliged by their hospitality ; and
will find them a brave, polite, and liberal people. , . r u.

* This expression is not to be ttiken in a general sense. God forbid I should give this character

of all country gentlemen of smull fortunes in Ireland : I have myself been acquainted with excep-
tions—I mean only that in general they are not the most liberal people in th« kmgdom.

~
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LETTERS

CONCERNING THE NATURAL HISTORY OF 1

Of THE

i

TH£|IK ppAST OF THE COUNTY OF ANTRIM

;

AN ACCOUNT OP ITS ANTIQUITIES, MANNERS, AND CUSTOMS.

BY TmStBV. WILLIAM HAAtj^TQJ^, jl.M. F.T. CD.

LETTER L
DEAR SIR, .;:> Portrush, Julj/ 20, 1784,

MY natural cultiQiiity, aiod'the inish I had to trace the whole extent of the Basaltes

(jf this countnr, induced nw to make a short voyage, some days ago, to the island of

Raghery,* wmcih lies six «r seven miles oflf the north coast of Antrim, opposite to

Ballycastle bay.

I enjoyed a gooddeallia|'.4)JeaBure in examining that little spot, which to me was al-

most a new kirtgdqnv; at^ iranaccount of it can at all contribute to amuse an idle hour
of yours, I shalu mc^thiRit^^ble myoH^ gratification.

Though th{e<i;j||||j|^ t]ie^;M remote, yet its situation, so much exposed to the

northern ocean, aitid the^<tippu^iace of its irr6^ular tides, have thrown such difficulties

in the way of Inndsn^en, ^yi|jfew have visited it but from necessity ; and some curious

arrangements of the coluv^nai' basaltes, with which it abounds, have never been noticed,

except by the inhaJbitantsj.

The chalky f c|[i|pii£)|jfllii^ry, crowned by a venerable covering of brown rock, form
a very beautiful at^i^ict«(t;4giie appearance as one sails towards them ; and if the tur-

bulence of thj sea w ildit|»strain th| eyes and fanc^ from expatiating around, such a
striking similitu^ apj|^£8l|H|etween this and the opposite coast, as readily suggests an idea

that the island mifl^t (ffipl have JTormed a part of the adjoining country, from whence it

has been disujiiteaby>_JMip|!^^ nature.

You, to whi0>0)Jll||||^M^ familiar, will naturally wonder to see two shores,

seven or eight
' ilPfeMl mtj^Cri «0 ^Expeditiously connected by such a slender and I'anciful

middle term asl|p|)ai«iatil^>f|fipu^^ undyetthe likeness is so strong, and attended with
such peculiar cifytima(^SlMie|» t^ not entirely despair of prevailing even on you to

acknowledge fof ii^p^i^i^'ii^ ifitdbkble one.

It does not i^f^ i|p^Bi(|CMiiible to conclude, that if two pieces of land, separated

from each otherlby a dfnai^ be csomposed of the same kind of materials, similarly ar-

ranged at equal <i^vatioii% Mj^ different lands might have been originally connected,

and the chasm be only ap<||hEh^' For let us conceive the materials to be deposited

by any of the elements oftp^ a||r, earth, or water, or by any cause whatever, and it is

not likely that this cause, qf^^|$firise general, should in all its operations regular)}' stop

short at the chasm. ;

* Ruchlin, Hibhrin.

^r

iS

^t^^

t White limestone.
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The materials ol" which the island of Raghery is composed, are accurately the same
as those of the opposite shore, and the arrangement answers so closely, as almost to de-

monstrate at first V lew their former luiion. But to explain this more clearly, it will be

necessary to give you a general sketch of thi? .hole line of coast.

The northern coast of Antrim seems to ha > been originally a compact body of lime-

stone rock, considerably higher than the present level of the sea ; over which, at some
later period, extensive bodies of 'itrifiable stone have been superinduced in a state of

softness. The original calcarious stratum appears to be very much deranged and inter-

rupted by these incumbent masses. In some places it is depressed greatly below its an-

cient level—shortly alter it is borne down to the water's edge, and can be traced under

its surface—by and by it dips entirely, and seems irretrievably lost under the superior

mass—in a short space, however, it begins to emerge, and after a similar variation re-

covers its original height.

In this manner, luid with such repeated vicissitudes of elevation and depression, it.

pursues a course of forty miles along the coast, from Lough Foyle to Lough Larne.

It natunilly becomes an object of curiosity to inquire what the substance is from
which the lime-stone seems thus to liave shrunk, burying itself (as it were in terror)

under the covering of the ocean : and on examination it appears to be tlie columnar
basaltes, under which the lime-stone stratum is never found, nor indeed does it ever

approach nearer to it without evident signs of derangement.

Thus for example : The chalky cliffs may be discovered a little eastward from Port-

rush ; after a short course, they are suddenly depressed to the water's edge under Dun-
luce castle, and soon after lost entirely in passing near the basalt hill ofDunluce, whose
craigs near the sea are all columnar. At the nver Bush the lime-stone recovers, and
skims for a moment along the level of the sea, but immediately vanishes on approaching

toward the great basalt promontory of Bengore, under which it is completely lost for

the space of more than three miles.

Eastward from thence, beyond Dunseverick castle, it again emerges, and rising to a

considerable height, forms a beautiful barrierto White Park bay and the Ballintoy shore.

After this it suffers a temporary depression near the basalt hill of Knocksoghy, and then

ranges along the coast as far as Ballycastle bay.

Fairheiv/s, standing with magnificence on its massy columns of basaltes, again exter-

minates it ; and once again it rises to the eastward, and pursues its devious course,

forming, on the Glenarm shores, a line of coast tlie most fantastically beautiful that

can be imagined.

Ifthis tedious expedition has not entirely worn out your patience, let us now take a

view of the coast of Raghery itself, from the lofty summit of Fairhead, which overlooks

it. Westward, we see its white cliffs risuig abrupdy from the ocean, corresponding

accurately in materials and elevation with those of the opposite shore, and like them
crowned with a venerable load of the same vitrifiable rock. Eastward, we behold ildip

to the level of the sea, and soon give place to many beautiful arrangements of basalt

pillars, which form the eastern end of the island, and lie opposite to the basaltes of Fair-

head, affording in every part a reasonable presumption that the two coasts were formerly

connected, and that each was created and deranged by the same causes extensively

operating over both.

But it is net in these larger features alone that the similitude may be traced ; the

more minute and accidental circumstances serve equally well to ascertain it.

Thus an heterogenous mass of freestone, coals, iron ore, &c. which forms the east

side of Ballycastle bay, and appears quite different firom the common fossils of the coun-

r-v;
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try, may be trdced also directly opposite, running into Raghery, with circumstances

which almost demonstrably ascertain it to be the same vein.

What I would iufcr from hence is, that this whole coast has unrlergone considerable

changes in the course of successive ages ; that those abrupt promontories, which now
run wildly into the ocean, in proud defiance of its boisterous waves, have been rendered

broken and irregular by some violent convulsion of nature ; and that the island of Rag-
hery, standing as it were in the midst between this and the Scottish coast, may be the

surviving fragment of a large tract of country which at some period of time has been
l>uried in the deep.

But I shall wave this tedious subject for the present, and endeavour to compensate
for the dryness of this letter by some account of the state and singularities of this lit-

Ue island.

In the mean time, I must intreat you will be so candid as to give me timely notice

whenever my letters become dull and unentertaining—I shall otherwise lose my labour

to very bad purpose, as tlie chief object of them is to amuse you.

I am, dear Sir, with the greatest respect, your affectionate, &c.

LETTER II.

DEAR SIS, Portrush, July 27.

THE remarkable haziness which has prevailed in our atmosphere, during the whole
of this summer, both by sea and land, has been very unfavourable to views along the

coast, and even in the short trip I made to Raghery, gave me reason to be apprehensive

of missing our course, as the rapidity of the tide soon carries a vessel clear of the island.

However, v/ith the assistance of a gleam from the meridian sun, we got safely across the

channel in the space of two or three hours.

Raghery is near five miles in leng^, and about three quarters of a mile in breadth

;

toward the middle it is bent in an angle opposite to Ballvcastle, and forms a tolerable

bay, affording good anchorage, in deep ^vater with a stiff clay bottom ; but a westerly

wind raises such a heavy swell all along this coast, that few vessels can ride out a gale

firom that quarter.

Its tides are very remarkable. Here it is that the great body of water which
flows from the ocean during the flood tide, to supply the north part of the Irish channel,

is first confined and broken in its course ; and a large portion of it is returned near the

west end of the island, in a counter tide, which supplies all the loughs and bays for the

space of thirty miles, running toward the west, along the counties of Antrim, Deny,
and Donegall ; while in the mean time the true tide of flood runs toward the east, at

the distance of a few miles from the coast, parallel to the former.

From such eddies as this, many singular irregularities arise, and in several places the

tide from the westward (or the flood tide, as they denominate it) appears to flow nine

hours, while the ebb continues only three.

Seameu, who are accustomed to luvigate along this coast, know well how to use these

different streams to good purpose. For example : a ship leaving Dublin with the flood

tide (which comes into the Irish channel from the southward) may with a leading wind
reach the county of Down ; there the vessel will fall in with the northern tide of ebb,

just then beginning to return to the ocean. With the assistance of this current, and the

same leading breeze, the ship may fetch the isle of R^hery ; wliere a judicious pilot,

instead of opposing the returning tide of flood, may drop into a northern eddy, which
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will caff}' him as far as Lough Swilly ; where the true tide of ebb will again receive

him, and bear his ship out of the western ocean.

Thus by prudent management may he enjoy the advantage of four different succes-

sive tidt s, all favourable to his voyage.

The western winds (which prevail here during far the greater part of the year) sweep-

ing with an uninterrupted blast over the Atlantic Ocean, roll a most formidable wave along

this coast, of which I had some experience in crossing to the island. The day was un-
commonly still, not a breath of wind to ruffle the water, and yet a heavy majestic swell,

ever heaving forward seemed to threaten ruin to our boat, and frequenUy hid from xuw
even the lofty promontory of Fairhead. From this unruffled surface, however, there

was not the slightest danger to be apprehended, and our vessel rose and descended on
the glassy wave with entire security. How changed was this scene in the course of a
few hours ! The moment that the ebb began to return to the ocean, rushing in opposi-

tion to this western swell, all was confusion and tumult. The long wave which had just
before rolled forward in silent majesty, was now fretted and broken into a tempestuous
be;), which the stoutest boats dare not encounter, and even the best ships wish to avoid.

This alternate scene of peace and war takes place twice every day, and it is by attention

to tills circumst:ince that the passage is made with tolerable security.

The little skiffin which I navigated was built of very slight materials, and did not

seem to me well calculated to buffet these stormy seas. I observed that we had received

a good deal of water into it ; and on my expressing my uneasiness that there was no
visible means of throwing it out, one of the men instantly took off his brogue, with
which he soon cleared the vessel of water, and put it on his foot again without seeming
to feel the slightest inconvenience from the wetness of it ; leaving me quite at ease on
the subject of pumping the vessel.

Rarivery contains about twelve hundred inhabitants, and is rather over peopled, as

no considerable manufacture which might give employment to any superfluous

^
Cv-

Itivated land is kindly enough, and produces excellent barley. In a plentiful

yearsixlliundred pounds worth of this grain has been exported from it. The craggy
pastl^t } fattens a small, but delicious breed of sheep. Even its inhospitable rocks sup.

^y !|^ 1 1 ; hand of industry a rich source of wealth, in the sea-weed it affords for the

mai^ai ; ure of kelp, which, under an indulgent landlord, often goes near to pay the

!!^h(fte r : it of the island.t

^
. . .

* Vl'oi I acensus since held by the priest ofthe island, in order to lay a tax of one shilling on each person
ubore'th ; uge of sixteen years, for the purpose of erecting a mass-house, it appears that the numbers
amount 1 3 eleven hundred ; thr:re are one hundred and forty families, which almost average at the rate

of oighKi'^rsons to each family. The census has produced a great deal of uneasiness m the islioMi,

fron^iiffopinion that one person will die during the year in each family so numbered.
f^This year an hundred tons of kelp have been exported f^'om Raghery, which was bought by the

linen bleachers of tlie north of Ireland, ut 51. d«. per ton, the whole amounting to more than 5251. The
aiuuial rent of the island is but 6001. This entire manufactum (» car-led on by women and children,
while the men are employed in more hazardoiiH services. At low water the sea-weed is cut from the
rocks, and spread out before the sun to dry ; at night it is made up in little parcels, which are opened
und shaken out again whenever the weather permits; this process is continued till the weed becomeft
dry enough to be burnt. A hole is then made in the ground, und a little temporary kiln erected, of
louse stones, in which the weed is cautiously and gradually burned During this process the vege-
table salt, and every tl.ii.g not capable of being easily dissipated by the fire, melts, and coalesces
in one mass at the bottom of the kiln. In tliis state it is exported, no nieniis having been yet estab-
lished here, or in any part of the adjoining coast, to purify the alkaline suit from the various mixtures
of marine salt, iKc. with which it abounds.
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The horses, as well as the sheep, are small in kind, but extremely serviceable, anil

sure footed beyond conception. Of this I had a strong proof in u little expedition

which I made through tlie island with Mr. Gage, the hospitable proprietor of it. You
must know it was but the other day the people of Raglicrv recollected that a road might

be some convenience to them, so that in our excursion we were obliged to follow the

old custom of riding over precipices, which would not appear contemptible, even to a

man that enjoyed the full use of his legs.

It seems my horse, though fifteen or sixteen years old, had never before felt a bridle

in his mouth, and after many attempts to shake it off, in a very critical situation, on
the top of a very nigged precipice, he refused to proceed one step further, while this

incumbrance impeded him. Having no other resource I was obliged to comply, and
was carried over an exceeding dangerous heap of rocks, with a degree of caution which
amazed me in the midst of my terrors.

It is somewhat singular that this island should not contain any native quadruped, except

those universal travellers the rats,* and the little shrew mouse which is sometimes

found. But the various tribes of foxes, hares, rabbits, badgers, Sec. for which it might
aiford excellent shelter, and which abound on the opposite shore, are here unknown.
A few brace of hares indeed were lately introduced by the proprietor, which bid fair

to produce a large increase.

A good many years ago, lord Antrim gave orders to his huntsman to transport a.

couple of foxes into the island, for the purpose of propagating tliat precious breed of

animals. But the inhabitants assembled in consternation, and having subscribed each a

hank of yarn, prevailed on the huntsman to disobey orders. However he was sharp

enough to take the hint, and for some years paid his annual visit to Raghery, for the

purpose of raising a ngular tribute, to save the poor islanders from those desolating

uivaders.

The inhabitants arc a simple, laborious and honest race of people, and possess a

degree of affection for their ii»lMnd which may very much surprise a stranger. In con-

versation they always talk of Ireland as a foreign kingdom, and really have scarcely any
intercoursewith it except in the way of their little trade. A common and heavy curse

among them is
—" May Ireland be your hinder end."

From this amor patriae arises their great population, notwithstanding the perils which
attend tijeir turbulent coast, as they never entertain a thought oi' trying to better their

fortune, by settling in any of the neighbouring towns of Antrim.

The tedious processes of civil law are little known in Raghery ; and indeed the af-

fection which they bear to their landlord, whom they always speak of by the endearing
name of master, together with their own simplicity of manners, renders the interference

of tbe civil magistrate ver}' unnecessary. The seizure of a cow or a horse, for a few
days, to bring the detaulter to a sense of duty ; or a copious draught of salt-water from
t^ surrounding ocean in criminal cases, forms the greater part of the sanctions and
uunishments of the island. If the oifeuder be wicked beyond hope, banishment to Ire-

land is the dernier resort, and soon frc cs the coinnumity from this pestilential member.
In a semiestered island like this, one would expect to find bigoted suj)erstition flourish

successfully under tlie auspices ol the Romish Church ; but the simplicity of the islanders

does not foster Miy \)^^))aritable tenets, and contrary to one's expeclution, they arc

* thnil some hope that the native tlitck tat of thiskin|{(lom,might have secured a retreat in thlii se-

qwcstered island, but in vain, their powerlul nortlunn enemies, vvuh the cruelty of the old Uaiics, but
with more success, liavc utterly cxlcrmuiuted the nutives, and the rat of Norway has completely ex-

tended his vcasteful domii\ion over Ragheiy.

„ I
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neither grossly superstitious, nor rank bi|rots, but have been known to hold the unchris*

tian doctrines of their late Spanish priest ii great contempt ; nay, in cases of necessity

they do not scruple to apply for assistance to the Protestant minister. Oftheir good will

to the cstablisiicd church, they give an annual proof which one rarely finds in any other

part of Ireland : the minister's tythe amounts to about 1001. per annum, and when the

islanders have got in their own harvest, they give the parsoiTa day wiUi their horses and
cars, and bring the entire tythe home to his farm yard.

The chief desideratum of the islanders is a physician, the want of whom they seem to

consider as their greatest misfortune, though their master appears to be of a very diffe-

rent sentiment ; and indeed the remarkable population of Raghery makes much in fa-

vour of his opinion.

Small as this spot is, one can nevertheless trace two different characters among it3 inha-

bitants. The Kenramer, or western end, is craggy and mountmnous, the land in the

vallies is rich and well cultivated, but the coast destitute of harbours. A single native

is here known to fix his rope to a stake driven into the summit ofa precipice, and from
thence, alone, and unassisted, to swing down the face of a rock in quest of the nests

of sea fowl. From hence activity, bodily strength, and seif-dependence, are eminent

among the Kenramer men. Want of intercourse with strangers has preserved many pe-

culiarities, and their native Irish seems to be the universal language.

The Ushet end, on the contrary, is barren in its soil, but more open and well sup-

plied with little harbours ; hence its inhabitants are become fishermen, are accustomed
to make short voyages, and to barter. Intercourse with strangers has rubbed off many
of their peculiarities, and the English language is well understood and generally spoken
among them.

This distinction I fear may seem foolishly speculative, considering the diminudve ob-

ject of it, and yet I assure you it is a matter of fact ; and the inhabitants themselves

are so well aware of it, that in perilous situations different offices and stations are ap-

pointed to each, according as he is an Ushet or Kenramer man.
Raghery has formerly been as it were a stepping-stone between the Irish and Scottish

coasts, which the natives of each country alternately used in their various expeditions,

and for which they frequently fought.

A number of small tumuli were lately opened in a little plain about the middle of

the island, probably the mom'ments of so many heroes who in former ages had fellcn

honourably in this very field of battle. The chief himself lay in a stone coffin, and
beside hini an earthen vessel stood, which, by the residuum still visible, seemed for-

merly to have contained an offering of blood, or some perishable animal substance. With-
in the tumuli lay a considerable number of human bones, the remains of more ignoble

men, who might have fallen by the like fate of war.
, ,

Brazen swords, and sj^ar heads of the same metaJ , found in this jplain, bear strong

evidence of the bloody scenes which have been tnasacted here in remote ages. A
large silver fibula was found in one of the tunr. uli, which is deposited in the musuem
ot I'rinity ccUege, Dublin ; the workmanship is good, and aigues considerable skill in

the artist.

The traditions of the country do not g<> beyond the obscure period of Scottish and
Danish incursions, which have alternately ravaged and dejwpulated the island. The
memory of a cruel massacre, peiiH.tniteil by a Scottish clan ^l think the Campbtlls)

remains so strongly impressed on the minds of the present inhauitants, that no person ol'

that name is allowed to settle in the island.

m
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During the disturbances in Scotland, wliich succeeded the appointnKnt of Buliol to

the crown of that kingdom, Robert Bruce was driven out and obliged to take shelter,

with a friend of hh, in the isle of Raghcry.* However his enemies pursued him even

to this remote spot and forced him to embark in a little skifl", and seek refuge on the

ocean. The resTiains of a fortress are yet visible on the northern angle of the island,

celebrated for the defence which thia hero made in it, and still known by the name oH

Robert Bruce's t^sde. The anti(|uity of this building is therefore not much less than

five hundred year , , it may indeed be considerably older, as the time which Bruce spent

in Raghery was scarcely sufficient for the purpose of erecting it.

One thmg concerning this castle is worth remarking, diat the lime of which it is built

has been burned with sea coal, the cinders of which are still visible in it, and bear so

strong a resemblance to the cinder of the Ballyeastle coal, as makers it extremely probable

that our informati<>i\ concerning the collieries of that place were far from being an ori-

ginal discovery. Irsdeed there is reason to believe that they were both well known, and
extensively wroug'.i at a period of tin\e when few people imagine the civilization or

finances of the ki .v:dom were equal to so expensive an undertaking.!

But this is a curious subject, and 1 shall take some other opportunity of giving you
more information iviien you may not lie fatigued with so large, and I tear so tedious a

letter.

LETTER in.

oEARSiR, "
Fortnish, July 30.

IN my return from Ragher)', I spent a few days at Ballyeastle, a town pretty con-

siderable in this jKut of the world, which has been almost entirely the creation of one

man, a Mr. Boyd, uho died some years ago.

According to tl.c Persian system of moriU duties,! it is likely Ireland cannot boast of

an individual who has more fully discharged his trust than old Mr. Boyd ;—not possessed

of any considerable fortune, not supported by powerful natunil connex-ions, nor en-

dowed with any very superior talents, this man opened public roads, formed a harbour,

built a town, established manufactures, and lived to see a wild and lawless country be-

come populous, cultivated, and civilized. In the most literal sense his soul seems to have

animated this little colony ; in him it enjoyed life and strength, and with him all vigour

and animuiion perished. By an ill-judged distribution of his fortune, and various un-

toward and unforeseen accidents, the manufactures of glass were neglected, the breweries

and tanneries were mismanaged, the harbour became choaked \\ith sand, and even the

collieries (from particular circumstances) are not wrought with such spirit as the present

* " Rex ipse cum uno plcrumque cotnite, interim solus, per loca maxime inciilta pcrerrabat, et

cum ne sic quidem sibi tutus a civium perfidiu et hostium crudclitatc videretur, in jEbudas, ad vetc-

rem quendam amicum trunsmisit." It is probable this was the time when Bruce came to Raghery.

Bucbrmnan's Hist. Scot.

Fordun, Barbour, &c. specially mention his residence in Rachlin. J. P.

+ It may perhaps be imagined that the coals have been brought from Britain ; but a little reflection

will shew that to be extremely improbable, even so late as the time of Robert Bruce. It was but just

then that the English themselves had discovered the use of sea-coal as a fuel; and we find in the time

of Edward I, that, after being tried in London, they were immediately prohibited on a hasty opinion,

that the vapour was noxious to the health of the inhabitants. It b not therefore to be readily believed,

that at this early period England could have had any extensive export trade in coals : or, if so, it must
have been to some populous and civilized country, to some safe harbour, to a great and commercial

town ; but, at the time we speak of, the British charts do not lay down a single village in all this linr

of coast.

\ " Faire un enfant, ct labourer un champ." Vide Montesquieu's Persian Letters.
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proprietor would wish to exert. In short, this gentleman constructed a most excellent

machine, but unfortunately left it without any permanent principle of motion.

The eastern side of Ballycastle terminates in the bold promontory of Fairhead. Be-

tween this and the town lies the collieries, in an abrupt bank which overhangs the sea.

Ships, however, cannot derive much advantage from this circumstance, ns the unshel-

tered situatio. r • '' place, and the prevailing western winds, make a delay on the coast

cxtremelv dai . and renders it difficult to embark the coals.

The differei iis which generally lie above the coal, are till, or slate-coal, iron ore,

and freestone.*

It unfortunately happens that these beds (like most of the fossils of this kingdom
which are formed in layers) dip, or underlie, to the southward ; hence it follows, that

when an horizontal adit, or level, has been pushed forward to the bed of coal, from the

steep bank which faces towiirds the north, the men, in following the mine, are obliged

to work downward, and have no means of carrying off the water j whereas if the dip

of the beds were in the contrary direction (that is, towards the north) the work must be
all up hill, by \^ hich the loaded waggons would have an easy descent outward, and all

the wiitcr must constantly flow oft' toward the sea.

In my last letter I mentioned some reasons which might induce one to think that these

collieries were wrought at a very remote period of time ; but an accidental discovery

has lately nut that matter beyond doubt, and has laid open a very curious circumstance

in the ancient history of this countty.

About twelve years ago the workmen, in pushing forward a new adit toward the

coal, unexpectedly broke through the rock f into a cavern. I'he hole which they

opened was not large, and two young lads were made to creep in with candles, to ex-

plore this new region. They accordingly went forward, and entered an extensive laby-

rinth branching off into numerous apartments, in the mazes and windings of which
they were at last completely lost. After various vain attempts to return, their lights

were extinguished, and they sat down together in utter despair of an escape from this

dreary dungeon. In the mean time, the people without in the drift were alarmed for

their safety ; fresh hands were employed, a passage vs as at last made for the workmen,
and the two unfortunate adventurers extricated after a whole night's imprisonment.

On examining this subterranean wonder, it was found to be a complete gallery

which had been driven forward many hundred yards to the bed of coal ;—that^it branch-

ed off into various chambers where the miners had carried on their different works ;

—

that pillars were left at proper intervals, to support the roof; in short it was found to be
an extensive mine, wrought by a set of people, at least as expert in the business as the

present generation. Some remains of the tools, and even the baskets used in the works,
were discovered, but in such a state, that on being touched they immediately fell to

powder,

* I was very much pleased with the discovery of a natural process among the fossils, not very un-
like our artificial one for making crystals of artificial vitriol. You know that martial or green vitriol

is a salt formed from the calx of iron united to the vitriolic acid, and that the component parts of sul-
phur are^ phlogistion, or the principle of inflammability, united to the vitriolic acid. It so happens
that a thin layer of iron ore lies immediately over a bed of coal ; in the places where this is exposed
to the air and weather, the sulphur of the coal becomes decomposed, losing its phlogistion, while its

oi^^er principle, namely the vitriolic acid, uniting with the calx of the iron, forms crystals of green
vitriql, which lie in considerable quantity between the two layers.

^
t The adit is carried along the side of a course of hard rock, which cuts all the layers of coal, run-

ning north and south in a direction perpendicular to the horizon. It is called here aGaur or March,
and I apprehend i» the same as what the Cornish miners call a Cross Gossan.

*»•*«* VdSlttdH
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The antiquity of this work is pretty evident from ht ncc, thut tlicre docs not rcm.iiii

the most remote tradition uf it in the country ; but it is still more strongly demonstni-

ble from a nuturai nrocess which has taken place since its formation, for (.tiilactitc pllhus

hud been gcnerateu, reaching from the roof ofthe pit to the floor ; and the sides and suj)-

ports were found covered with sparry incrustations, which the present workmen do not

observe to be deposited iti any definite portion of time.

The people of this place attribute these works to the Danes; but a very sliglit con-

sideration of the matter must siitisfy any one that this opinion is ill founded. The
Danes were never peaceable possessors of Ireland, but always engaged in bloody wars

with the natives, in which they were aUernately victors and vanquished. Like the east-

ern descendants of Ishmael, they stood at perpetual bay with all the world, their hand
against every man, and every man's hand against them.

It is not surely to the tumultuary and barbarous armir of the ninth and tuntji cen-

turies, whose harvest of wealth and power could only be expected from tl>c rapid and
hazardous ravages of war, that we arc to attribute the slow and toilsome oi)crations of

peace which are carried on only where population, civilization, and trade flourish in an
extreme degree.

While Ireland lay yet prostrate and gasping under the fatal wounds received in ti

bloody struggle of two hundred years, against those northern invaders, tiw English,

under Heniy II, made their successful inroad, and easily established thcn)selvcs in a
feeble and distracted country ; from which time, till the beginning of the present cen-

tury, this island presents nothing to our view but a wasteful scene of misery aiid deso-

lation. That these collieries could have been wrought during this period seems ex-

tremely improbable. We are all along execrated by the English writers as a nation of
barbarians, and our country cursed vs u wildcniet^s of forests imil bogs. It is not then to

be supposed that a savage people should riiii'< k )t ijii lumrlu of the earth for coal, while

their woods and bogs anordcd such abundant iiii.j to lU<kmiu\.
Upon the whole, during the dreary interval of titAt a thousand yeois, from the

eighth to the eighteenth century, it is in vain to look for the laboured works of indus-

try and peace, in a kingdom where war wtin UlR only tiiul<;, and where all propcity

turned on the g^c of the |word>''^

•r.'j'.it'.jj >' I'. ;((<

0£AR SIR,

;i,

I f LE'JTtW 1V(
01

I'll Portrushf Augu&i 3.

IN riding fi-om Ballycastle to Pai>rush, I went ii ttfiort way off the beaten road, to

see a whimsical little fishing rock, conne( |< d io iht niuin land by a very extraordinary

flying bridge; it is called Carrieka-rede (or \U{ |i)( k in the road) and lies somewhat
eastward from Ballintoy, on a most romantic sfioii 1 was quite delighted with the

picturesque appearance of this little fan* ifnl fishery, of which I must beg leave to give

you a short account ; however, as 1 am a great advocate in favour of Mr. Locke's sys

tern of a dictionary of pictures, in preference to a dictionary of tedious descriptions, I

»>hall enclose you a drawing of Canick a rede, from a sketch which my draftsman made
on the spot.

At a particular season of the year the salmon fish come along the coast in quest of the

different rivers in which they annually cast their spawn; In this expedition the fisJi ge-
'W

* Some extraneouft rerftarks on Irish untiquitlies are omitted.
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ncrully swim pretty cIokc to the tthort*, that they may not miss their port ; and the fisher-

men, w'^oarc well aware of this coasting; voj a^r of the salmon, take care to project their

nets at such places as may be most convenient for intercepting them in their course.

It so happens that Carrick-a>rcde is the only place on this abnipt coast which is suited

for tlic purpose. Here then, or no where, must be the fishery ; but how to get at the

rock is the question. A chasm full .sixty feet in breadth, and of a depth frightful to

look at, separates it from the adjacent land, in the bottom of which the sea breaks with

an uninterrupted roar over the rocks ; the island itself is inaccessible on every side ex*
cept one spot, where under the shelter of an impending rock, a luxuriant herbage

flourishes ; but the wildncss of the coast, and the turbulence of the sea, make it very

difficult to land here.

In thispeq)lexity there is really no resource, except in attempting to throw a bridge

of ro|)es from the main land to the island, ^vhich accordingly the fisnermen every year

accomplish* in a very singular manner : two strong cables arc extended across the gulf

by an expert climber, and fastened firmly into iron rings mortised into the rock on both

sides ; bet>veen these ropes a number of boards, about a foot in breadth, are laid in

succession, supported at intervals by cross cords ; and thus the pathway is formed,

which, though broad enough to bear a man's foot with tolerable convenience, does by
no means hide from view the pointed rocks, and raging sea beneath, which in this si-

tuation exhibit the fatal effects of a fall, in very strong colouring : while the swingings

and undulations of the bridge itself, and of the hand rope, which no degree of tension

can prevent in so great a length, suggest no very comfortable feelings to persons of weak
nerves. Upon the whole, it is a beautiful bridge in the scenery of a landscape, but a

frightful one in real life.

The mode of fishing on this coast is different from any I have seen, perhaps k may
f-jc new to you : j wit*

The net is projected directly outward from the shore, with a slight bend, forming a
bosom in that direction in which tlie salmon come : from the remote extremity a rope

is brought obliquely to another part of the shore, by which the net may be swqjt round

at pleasure, and drawn to the land ; a heap of small stones is then prepared for each

])erson : all things being ready, soon as the watchman perceives the fish advancing to

the net, he gives the watch-word :t immediately some of the fishermen seize the oblique

rope, by wliich the net is bent round to inclose the salmon, while the rest keep up an

incessant cannonade with their ammunition of stones, to prevent the retreat of the fish

till the net has been completely pulled round them ; after which they all join forces,

and drag the net and fish quietly to the rocks.

The salmon fisheries on the sea-coast, and in the rivers of the north of Ireland, have

sometimes been very productive, affording a valuable cargo for the It;ilian markets

during the time of Lent : the abundance of fish may in some measure be inferred from
hence, that fourteen hundred salmon (as I am informed) have been takeu in the river

Bann at once hauling the net ; and what is almost equally remarkable, near one thou-

sand were caught at the succeeding haul. At present, however, the fisheries are but

sauity, and it is the prevailing opinion, that too great success of the river fisheries has

imdone them, by destroying the mother salmon, wliich should be allowed free passage

through the rivers to cast their spa>vn.

m

* This bridge is only throvoi across during the time of the salmon fishery, which is canied. on ih

the summer months.

\ At Portrush the word is xAJtaYiNoV
Uth
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Now that I am \]^)t upon the subject of fishing^, let me tell you of .w» amusing insfanre

of luigacity which I hud un opportunity of iircirip; n short timeu^), in a wati-r-ilo^ ol this

couutrv, who Imd iKcoinc a mont excellent fislu i :

In riding from Portrush to the (riunt's Can»*>\vay with some company, wc hod occa*

ion tofonl the river B^l^h, near the sea; and uh the liHhcrnten were (foingto haul their

net, wc 8top|)ed to see their siDCce^s : As s(wn as the dog |)ert;eived the men to n»o\ c,

he instanUy ran down the river of his own accord, and took |)ost in the middle of it, on
some shallows where he could occasionally run or swim, and in thii ptmition he placed him*
self, with all the eagerness and attention so strongly obstrvabic in a pointer dog, who
iietit his game : VVe were for some* time at a loss to apprehend his scheme, but the event
satisfied us, and amply justified the prudence of the animid ; for the fish, when they
feel the net, always endeavour to make directly out to sea. Accordingly one of the

9alnu)n, escaping from the net, rushed dowt\ the stream with great veUx^ity, toward the

ford, where the dog stood to receive him at an adviuitagc. A very diverting chase now
commenced, in which, from the shallowness of the water, we could discern the whole
track of the fish, with all its rapid turnings and windings. After a smart purauit the

dog found himself left considerably behind, in ronsecpience of the water deepening, by
which he had been reduced to the necessity of swimming. But instead of following

this desperate game any longer, he readily gave it over, and run with all his speed di-

rectly down the river, till he was sure of being again sea-ward of the salmon, where he
took post as before in his pointer's attitude. Here the fish a second time met him, and
• frcw pursuit ensued, in which, after various attempts the salmon at last made its way
out to tne sea, not^vithstnndingaJl the ingenious and vigorous exertioi).«» of its pursuer.

Though the dog did not succeed at tliistime, yet I was informed that it was no un-

usual thing for him ^o run dovm his game ; and the fisherm'.n assured me that he was
of very great adva. 4:^ to them, by turning fhe siilmon toward the net ; in which point

oi view his eff<)rts u ome mat^utr corresponded with the cannonade of stones which I

ipoitioned at Currick urede.

During the whole of the chase this sagacious animal seemed plainly to have two ob-

jects in view ; unt to seize his gain*-, if possible, and the other, to drive it toward the

net when the former failed ; each of which he managed with a degree of address and
ii^nuity extremely interesting and amaziuir

It is somewhat unaccountable that miuikitd should look with so much horror and dis-

gust on any remote similitude, whichsome ot the brute creation bear to the human per-

son and features, and yet dweii with {pleasure on much nearer approaches toward their

prerogative &culty of reason. At least thus much I am certain of, that we saw the

exertions of diis creature with infinite delight, and our regard for him seemed to increase

in pro- 'on as our idea oi his excellence increased. Perhaps it may be, that a con-

sciou .t' <£ decided superiority in the latter caee, makes us obser^ e the igenuity of

lower IT i' Us, without the allay of any uneasiness |h)m an apprehentu ^ of rivalship.

LETTER V.

OEivR sia.

/ 11^ , I

Portrush, August 6.

YOU would hardly believe how little remains of Irish histoiy, language, or ''ustoms,

are to be traced in this part of the country : the revolutions which it has under^ )ne, in

consequence of forfeitures to the English, and the encroachments of the Scots, li^vc

overturned every remnant of its original state.

\
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l)iirin|]^ the time tlint the Kiif^l'iHh wrrr ciuloavoiirin^ to extend tlRir pair, in ever)-

dinctioM irom the nu*trotM)liH of the kinfi^lom, over a dcnperutc but diMMiiicd enemy,
the Scottish clan of Mac OotLilds, who hy un intermarria((e had \^(M footinij; in Inliuui,

iKfrau their raVaj(c» on the northern coiwt of Antrim ; and hy the powerlul support

\\U\r\\ they received from Cuniire, and the wcsttni inieH of Scotland, ehtahhMhed thrir

doniinirii\ «)ver a traet ofeotintry nearly forty nnUsin length.

Asihc ix'ople of those days p;enenilly follouedthc ff)rtin»e of their chief, the preatcr

part of the native Irish who survived these hlixKly scenes, transplanted thcmsetveH else-

whcir, while the Scots rtnuiined [jcuceahle poshessors of the field: hence the old tradi-

lions and customs of the country were entirely lost; and the few who »ixak the Celtic

lan^rua^e ut all use u kind of mixed dialect, called here Scotch Irish, which is but im-

perlcitly understood hy ihe natives of either country.

The present nossessorn arc in ffcnvral an industrious thrifty race of people. They
have a ji;reat deal of suhstantial civility, without much courtesy to relieve it, and set it on
to the best advanta^'. Tltc bold ideas of rights and privileges, which seem inseiKirable

from their Presbyterian church, renders them apt to be ungracious and litigious in their

dealings. On the whole, the middling and lower ranks of people in this ({uarter of the

kingdom, arc a valuable part of the community : but one muHt estimate tlicir worth as

a nuner does his ore, rather by its weight than its splendor.

There are three or four old castles along the coast, situated in places extremely diffi-

cult of access, but their early histories are for the greater p;irt lost. The most remark-

able of these is the castle of Dunlucc, which is at present in the possession of the Antrim
family. It is Hituuted in a singular manner on an isolated abrupt rock, which projects

into the sea, and seems as it were split oif from the terra firma. Over the intermediate

chasm lies the only approach to the castle, along a narrow wall, which has been built

somewhat like a bridge, from the rock to the adjoining land ; and this circumstance

must have rendered it almost impregnable before the invention of artillery. It appears,

however, that there was originally another narrow wall, which ran ucroas die chasm,

parallel to the former, and that by laying boards over Uiese, an easy passage might oc-

casionally be made for the benefit of the garrison.

The walls of this castle are built of columnar basaltes, many joints of which are

placed in such a manner as to shew their polygon sections ; and in one of the windows
oi the north side, the architect has contrived to splay off the wall neatly enough, by
making use of the joints of a pillar whose angle was sufficiently obtuse to suit his purpose.

The original lord of this castle and its territories, was an Irish chief, called Mac Quillan,

of whom little is known, except that, like most of his countrymen, he was hospitable,

brave, and improvident ; unwarily allowing the Scots to grow in strength, until they

contrived to beat him out of all his possessions. <• t "• .:;« * <. '. u ,.»4«u»^^«wfVii» <i»

In the course of my expeditions through this country, I met with an old manuscript

account of the settlen\ent of the Scotch here, of which I shall give you a short extract.

It will serve in a good measure to shew the barbarous state of the inhabitanis in the six-

teenth century, and the manner in which property was so readily transferred from one
master to another.

The manuscript is in the hands of the Mac Donalds, and therefore most likely speaks

rather in their favour. •» ; t .> >j ,

i-
^

'(

" About the year 1580, col. Mac Donald came with a parcel of men firom Canr-

tire to Ireland, to assist Tyrconael against great O'Neal, with whom he was then at

war. »
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<( In passing through the Root * of the county of Antrim, he was civilly received

and hospitably entertained by Mac Quillan, who was then lord and master of the

Root.
" At that time there w^s a war between Mac Quillan and the men beyond the river

Bann ; for the custom of this people was to rob I'rom every one, and the strongest par-

ty carried it, be it right or wrong.
•• On the day when col. Mac Donald was taking his departure to proceed on his

jouniey to Tyrconnell, Mac Quillan, who was not equal in war to his savage neigh-

bours, called together his militia, or gallogloghs, to revenge his affronts over the Bann

;

and Mac Donald, thinking it uncivil not to offer his service that day to Mac Quillan,

after having been so kindly treated, sent one of his gentlemen with an offer of his ser-

vice in the field.

" Mac Quillan was right well pleased with the offer, and declared it to be a perpetual

obligation to him and his posterity. So Mac Quillan and the Highlanders went against

the enemy, and where there was a cow taken from Mac Quillan's {leople before, there

were two restored back : after which Mac Quillan and col. Mac Donald returned back
with a great prey, and without the loss of a man.

" Winter then drawing nigh, Mac Quillan gave col. Mac Donald an invitation to

stay with him at his castle, advising him to settle himself until the spring, and quarter

his men up and down the Root. This col. Mac Donald gladly accepted ; and in the

mean time seduced Mac Quillan's daughter, and privately married her; on which ground
the Scots afterward founded their claim to Mac Quillan's territories.

** The men were quartered two and two through the Root ; that is to say, one ofMac
Quillan's gallogloghs and a Highlander in every tenant's house.

" It so happened that the galloglogh, according to custom, besides his ordinary, was
entitled to a meather f of milk as a privilege : this the Higlilanders esteemed to be a

great afiront ; and at last one of them asked his landlord, * Why do you not give me
mUk as you give to the other?' rhe galloglc^h immediately made answer, ' Would
you, a Highland beggpr as you are, compare yourself to me, or any of Mac Quillan's

gallogloghs ?'

" The poor honest tenant (who was heartily tired of them both) said ' Pray, gentle-

men, I'll open the two doors, and you may go and fight it out in the fair fields, and he
that has the victory let him take milk and all to himself.'

'* The combat ended in tlie death of the galloglogh ; after which (as my manuscript
says) the Highlander came in again and dined heartily.

" Mac Quillan's gallogloghs immediately assembled to demand satisfaction ; and in a
council which was held, where the conduct of tlie Scots was debated, their great and
dangerous power, and the disgrace arising from the seduction of Mac Quillan's daugh-
ter, it was agreed that each galloglogh should kill his comrade Highlander by night, and
their lord and master with them ; but col. Mac Donald's wife discovered the plot, and
told it to her husband. So the Highlanders Hed in the night time, and escaped to the

island of Ragliery.
" From this beginnings the Mac Donalds and Mac Quillans entered on a war, and

continued to worry each other for hall' a century, till the English power became so su-

perior in Ireland, that both parties made an apjieal to James I, who had just then as-

cended the throne of England. . *! .> •> ' ...;.•

f

• A term by which this north-west part of the county of Antrim is always denominated,
t A vessel commonly used by the old Irish| formed out of one solid piece of wood, and most cciKa-

monly of a triangular shape.
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" James had a predilectioii for his Scotch countr}'man, ihe Mac Donald, to whom
he made over by patent four great baronies, including, along with other lands, all poor
Mac Quillan's possessions. However, to save some appearance of justice, he gave to

Mat Quillan a grant '^f the great barony of Enishowen, the old territory of O'Dogher*
ty, and sent to him an account of the whole decision by Sir John Chichester.

'* Mac Quillan was extremely mortified at his ill success, and very disconsolate at the

difliculties which attended the transporting his poor people over the river Bann, and the

Lough Foyle, \\ hich luy between him and his new territory. The crafty Englishman,
taking advantage of his situation, by an oifer of some lands which lay nearer his old do-
minions, persuaded him to cede his title to the barony of Enishowen. And thus the

Chichesters, who afterwards obtained the title of earls of Donegall, became possessed of
this great estate ; and honest Mac Quillan settled himself in one far inferior to Eni-
showen.

" One storj more (says the manuscript) of Mac Quillan. The estate he got in ex.
change for the baronj' of Enishowen was called Clanreaghurkie,* which was far inade«

quatc to support the old hospitality of the Mac Quillans. Bury Oge Mac Quillan sold

Uiis land to one of Chichester's relations, and having got his new-granted estate into one

bu'i^, was very generous and hospitable as long as the bag lasted. And so (continues

the manuscript) was the worthy Mac Quillan soon extinguished."

I should not have obtruded the account of the downfall of this Irish chief, but that

it affords so good a reason for the utter obliteration of every ancient record and monu-
ment in this part of the country ; and will plead my excuse for not adding somewhat
to our collection of Irish antiquities.

LETTER VI.
- 'J'.ri ,

fiEAR SIR, Portrushf jiugust 13.

A FEW days ago, as I rode across the head-land of Bengore, a sudden shower ofrain

falling ver}' heavily, compelled me to take shelter in a little cabin, which stands on a wild

spot m the middle of that promontory, on a piece of land called in the Irish language

Aird, from the loftiness of lU situation. A well-looking young woman sat by the fire-

side spinning at her wheel, wkh a parcel of children playing round her ; but, notwith-

standing her industrious employment, the house bore evident marks of poverty and
distress about it.

As the rain still continued, I had an opportunity of asking several questions concern-

ing the fortunes of this poor family, the history of which forms such a simple, melan-

choly tale, that I cannot help repeating it to you, though methinks you willaccuse^me

of having brought it forward very mal a-propos.

The original adventurer who settled in this solitary spot was called Adam Morning, a

name whicTi he got from some accidental circumstance, and is described by the peasants

of the neighbouring hamlet as a clever fellow, and an honest man. He held his little

farm, which had never before been cuhivated, at the small rent of five pounds per annum,
hoping soon to make it a valuable tenure by the probable effects of his industry ; and

on this he built the cottage which I have just mentioned, suited to his infant powers, but

so contrived as to admit of an addition, whenever his success in improving this barren

soil should entitle him to encrease his comforts.

* It is iq another place called Claneaghguikic.

•(l! ,S:\j,i h *

••. -t' n !.. 1 (T-:
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By hard- labour he soon rcdaimcd so much of the land as cnublcd him to sow a mo-
derate quantity of grain ; but when the toils of the year were almost over, and a j/Icn-

tiful harvest promised to reward his industry, a violent storm, which was severely felt

over the whole kingdom, blasted his golden hopes, and the entire produce of his firm

was only sixteen barrels of oats, out of twenty- tour which he had sowed.

This was a severe blow to our enterprising farmer, but his resolution was not thus

hastily to be vanquished ; means were found to pay his rent, a second crop was sowed
the ensuing year, and liis land again presented the cheering prospect of approaching

plenty. Once more an inclement season, bearing heavily on the unsheltered situation

of his new fields, mocked his expectation, and the entire reward of the year's labour

amounted only to a small increase of grain, little exceeding what he had sowed.

Few men in this lowly sphere of life would have borne up against such rude and
repeated shocks of adverse fortune ; but the spirit of our humble adienturer disdained

to yield to misfortunes which were merely casual, and which no degree of prudence

could have guarded against. His perseverance was still unshaken, his health continued

vigorous, and the land yet promised to repay him, would Providence but smile on his

endeavours. New ways were therefore devised to save his sinking credit ; every nerve

was exerted to pay his rent, and try the fortune of another year.

There is a small bay in the promontory of Bengorc, called Port na Spania,* from
the wreck of one of the celebrated Spanish armada, ^rhich was here dashed to pieces.

It is entirely surrounded by a monstrous precipice between three and four hundred feet

high, and is accessible only by one narrow approach, which is far the most frightful of

all the hazardous paths on Uiis whole coast.

By the tenure of tliis farm the possessor was entitled to a quarter of this little ba}',

amounting to about twenty or thirty square yards of wild inhospitable rock.

f

Here Adam and his family, struggling against their distresses, laboured hard to sup*

ply their wants by cutting the sea-weed from the rocks, and manufacturing it into kelp,

which the Rnen bleachers of the country bought up at a good price ; while in the mean
time the farm was rising fast, and Ceres began again to smile propitious.

One morning, as Adam and his wife were descending down the dangerous path, to

pursue their daily toil, while they were talking of their growing hopes, even while the

cheerful prospect was smiling in their view, a sudden slip tumbled him headlong from
the precipice, and dashed him to pieces on the rocks below.|

His son David, the heir of his humble fortunes, had just then returned from the

West Indies, still crippled under a wound which he received in the service of his coun-

tr) , on board of a man of war, but prepared to assist the distresses of his father with

the litde prize-money which had fallen to his share during his voyages.

The tar had married a pretty young woman before he went to sea (the same whom
I saw busied in spinning) but instead of returning to a (}uiet happy family, he found
nothing at home but misery and distress, and saw himself almost entirely adrift in the

World, with a mother, a wife and children to maintaui. The death of his father had
bcoughtaU the hungry creditors forward, so that he became heir only to the poor cot-

n ^>~'

* The iNrth ofdescent to Port naSpania lies in the land of a peasant who is not entitled to any part

ofthe Bea coast, but he receives, as a toll, on his high way, every third hundred of kelp manufactured
below ; and this path, dangerous as it is, yet being the only one, makes it necessary to comply with
the demand.

t The whole bay generally produces about four tons of kelp, which is sold at the rate of from five

t6 six pounds per ton.

} This melancholy accident happened in the summer of 1783, when I was in this^ neighbourhood.

VOL. IV. L
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tagc itself, and tlic naked land which surrounded it. However, it was his inheritance,

and as such he would not part with it.

The prize-money which he liad got on tiis cruize was, for the convenience of car-

riage (as his wife told me) mostly converted into plate, that is, he returned home with

a silver watch, a large pair of silver knee and shoe-buckles, and such other little matters

of ornament, as the vanity of a sailor, who pays a visit to his old friends after a long ab-

sence, commonly delights to exhibit. With these David set out for the first fair that

happened in the neighbourhood, to buy a horse, which was absolutely necessary for the

cultivation of his farm ; but he was not in his own element : a jockey soon fell in with

him, and the tar gave his si'.ver watch, the chief fortune of the family, for a jad. d horse,

which he afterwaind found, on inquir}', old enough to have seen the days of lord Hawke
and Conflans, being upwards of twenty years of age.

Our young farmer, alarmed at the marks of debility which too manifestly shewed
themselves in his new horse, and terrified lest he might hastily give him the slip, onu
die in his hands, set out with all expedition to try his fortune at market once more ;

where, with the assistance of another piece of plate, he soon bartered his antiquated

steed, and, under tlic influence of his late misfortune, purcliased a colt, almost as un-

serviceable from his youth, as the former had been from extreme old age. .

."'

These calamities of the son were little less ruinous than those of the father, but \v\i)\

this difference, that the misfortunes of the latter being such as no human foresight could
have prevented, he was universally esteemed and pitied by the neighbourhood ; while

every body laughed at the simplicity which involved poor David in his distresses.

However, some peasants of the next village, pitying his situation, admitted him into

what is here called a neighbour dealing, that is, he was flowed to join his colt in the team
with three of their horses, and the plough was alternately employed in each man's farm

;

by this means David has been enabled to till his inheritance, and this year a harvest of

rich hope seems to promise a reward; whether it shall or not, rests with Providence.

Such is the simple unadorned hbtory of this poor family, affording an artless affect-

ing picture of the accidents and distresses of humble life, which I am sure will, interest

your feelings, and make you forget the tediousness of this digression from my main
subject.

LETTER VII.
U'-r. I

;; :>f: 'H- "0/-, cry/iiyjtli

BEAR SIR, " ' "
; ' '

'"'"
Portrushf uiugust SO.

IT is a pleasing, as well as an interesting pursuit, to observe the gradual advancement
of mankind in any particular object of inquiry ; to trace the wild shoot of infant' phi-

losophy, from the natural soil in which it Las grown, rank and uncultivated, to th^ gar-

den of science, where it blooms in all the improved beauty and vigour which the hand
of art and industry can add to it. In this point of view, a little history of the opiriions

which have prevailed concerning tlie curious combination of pillars in this Ijieignbo^r-

hood, called the Giani's Causeway, may perhaps afford you some amusement; afidnit

does not bring with it much solid information concerning the operations ofnature, yet

it may be pleasant enough to see the various attempts which men have made to explain

them.

..,> The native inhabitants of the coast, as the]|r were the earliest observers of dus Ivbnder,

so were they the first to account for its production ; and however rude and simple their

theory may be^ yet a little consideration will satisfy us that it does not deserve t|]ib igoo-
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miniouft appellation of being grossly barbarous and absurd. The Causeway was ob-

served Ijy the fishermen whose daily necessities led them thither for subsistence, to be

a regular mole, projecting into the sea, which answered for several convenient puqioses;

on closer insjKction, it was discovered to be built with an appearance of art and regu-

larity somewhat resembling the works of men, but at the same time exceeding ever}'

thing ofthe like kind which had been seen : and it wis found that human ingenuity and

perseverance, if supported by sufficient power, might be abundantly adequate to its

production.

The chief defect in this simple analogy seems to have been the want of strength equal

to the effect; but this was soon supplied in the traditions of ;i fanciful people, and Fin

ma Cool,* the celebrated hero ofancient Ireland, became the giant under whose form-

ing hand this curious structure was erected.

It was afterward discovered, that a pile of similar pillars was placed somewhere on

the opnosite coast of Scotland, and as the business of latitudes and longitudes was not

atthat time very accurately ascertained, a general confused notion prevailed, that this mole

was once continued across the sea, and connected the Irish and Scottish coasts together.

Near the end of the last century, when this kingdom began to revive from its misfor-

tunes under the regulations of William III, the spirit of inquiry, which the Royal Society

of London had just then called forth, began to busy itself about this singular and origi-

nal wonder. At this period we find, amon^ the papers of the Society, a letter from
Sir Richard Buckly to Dr. Lyster, on this subject, dated in the year 1693, of tlic merits

of which you may judge by the following extract

:

" Concerning the Giant's Causeway :—Prolixity in a philosophical description I am
sure you will psurdon, for I was very exact in getting it from a person that was rei compos,
perhapsi peritus; a scholar, a master ofarts in Cambridge, and a traveller, who^vent on
purpose with the bishop ofDeny to see it, &c.

" This whole Causeway (says the scholar) consists of pillars of perpendicular cylin-

ders. The pillars do not consist of Joints, as you were informed, but each cylinder is

one solid piece, only indeed in breakmg, it breaks crosswise, and not lengthwise, which
we commonly call splitting ; and all the stones that rise up on the strand are all cylin-

ders, though of never so many different angles, for there arc also four-squared upon the

sameshore.t That the cylinders do not consist of joints is evident from hence, that

thepieces so broken off* have their bottom as often convex or concave, as flat or even."

Thus has this intelligent traveller demonstrated that these pillars have no joints, from
the very circumstance which of all others renders their articulation most curious and
surprismg.

In consequence of the infon^^tion \«^ch this gentleman gave of the want of joints,

pieople began to compare these pillars with the regular fossils then best known, the eu-

trocni^ asterise, anduie rock crystal, which, on a diminutive scale, seemed to bear re-

sepnblance with the larger masses in the Giant's Causeway ; and to this end a number of

queries were drawn up by Sir Richard Bulkley, which, with their answers by Doctor
^amuel Foley, are published in the Philosophical Transactions of that period.

Such are these following

:

'^ Are any of the pillars 1pillars hexagons, or squares ? or be they pentagons only ? •

I 'f)'* Mr.lfaQ Pherson'smore moderaFing;a).
''

:. it '^ft^.al) due deference to this Cambridge master of arts, who so scientifically describes these

^
(Qi^C-s^uared cylii^dcrs, he must have made some very unaccountable mistake, or else matters have

'ikitin Mrang^ety alteired since ^his time, for there is not now « sineie pillar to be found in the, whole
Causeway which is not clearly separable into very many distinct jomt?.

1.2
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" Have the tops of the pillars any gravings or striate lines on them ?

" Is the superficies caniculate or otherwise grooved?" fee. &c.

All which queries, though truly enough answered, yet produced very little useful in

formation ; l)eing entirely directed to the mere exterior appearance of t)»e Causeway
itself, without paying any attention to the general features of the coast, to the attendant

fossil substances, or even to the nature and chemical properties of the stone itself, which
is utterly different from those fossils with which it was then compared. However, the

British philosophers seem to have pursued tlie analogy of this species of crystallization

with very great confidence ; so that the authors of the late appendix to their £ncyclo.

peedia, have endeavoured to give it an air of probability, by delineating many of the

basalt pillars as terminating in pyramids, like the common rock crystal, and some spe-

cies of salts.*

To these answers a sketch was added, of which an engraving is published in the Phi.

losophical Transactions, entitled " A Draught of the Giant^s Causeway, which lies near

Bengore Head, in the county of Antrim, by Christopher Cole, A. D. 1694." Of this

drawing and its imperfections, the account which Doctor Foley himself gives will be the

best description :
" He tells me he has not drtiwn the Giant's Causeway as a prospect,

nor yet as a survey or platform, for this hq thought would not answer his design ; and
that he has no name for it but a draught, which he took after this sort. He supposed
the hills and Causeway to be epitomised to the same height and bigness the draught
shews them, and this he fancied the most intelligible way to express it."

Doctor Thomas Molleneux was the first person who took any very considerable pains

to procure information concerning the Giant's Causeway, and we have reason to lament

that the necessary attendance of his profession prevented him from making his observa-

tions in person, for which he seems to have been well qualified : however, his intelli-

gence was the best that had yet been collected. It was found that this species of stone

was not confined to the Giant's Causeway alone, but might be discovered in the moun-
tain of Dunmull ; nay, that it was certainly of the same species with the lapis misneus,

or basaltes of Stolphen, in Saxony, of which a slight description had been given by
Agricola, in his History of Fossils.

By the influence of this gentleman in the Dublin Society, that body employed a

painter of some eminence to make a general sketch of the coast near the Causeway

;

but neither the talents nor fidelity of the artist seem to be at all suited to the purpose df

a philosophical landscape. i

An engraving of this is published under the following title

:

•'" ::*:
" A true Prospect of the Giant's Causeway, near Bengore Head, taken from the

north-west, by Edward Sandvs, A. D. 1696, at the expence of the Dublin Society.
" Right hon. Sir Cecil Week, knt. President.

" Rev. Dr. Ashe, bishop of Cloyne, Wm. Molleneux, esq. vice presidents." '|

In this true prospect, the painter has very much indulged his own imagination, at tlie

expence of his employers, insomuch that several tall piUars in the steep banks of this

fanciful scene appear loaded with luxuriant branches, skirting the wild rocky bay of

Port Noffer f with the gay exhibition of stately forest trees. In the back ground he

•

* This representation of the pillars has probably been taken from a drawing of the baRaltes of S»x-

ony, sent many years ago to Gesner, together with a description of that species of stone by Kentman.
This drawing contains many errors, and among the rest exhibits pillars of basaltes with conical ter-

minations.

t This biy lies immediately eastward from the Causeway. I have here written the nune nearly nfi

it is pronounced by the natives, who have scarce any knowledge of the Irish l^;>nguage i but the pro-

per mode of writing it should be Port oa Bfathacb, which signifies the GiantVs Port.
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discovered a parcel of rude niid useless niatcriuls, which his mi\\(n', jKiuil soon tnius-

formed into comfortable d\veilinj^-hoiis<!S, and for chimnies he hiis happily introduced

some detached pillars ofbasiiUes, which, from their peculiar situation, and the name
given to them by the peasimts of the country, naturally excited the attention of this ex>

traordinary artist. And thus were concluded the labours of the last century, concern-

ing this curious work of nature.

From that period the basalt pillars of this kingdom passed almost unnoticed for half

a century, and seem to have been viewed cautiously, and as it were at a distance, by
men of science, who ap|K*ared slow to engiige with an object which had hitherto entirely

baffled the attempts of every theorist.

In the year 1740, Mrs. Susannah Drury made two very beautiful and correct paint-

ings of the Giant's Causeway, which obtained the premium appointed for the encou-
ragement of arts in Ireland ; and these drawings being soon after engraved bv the hand
of an eminent artist, and published, the attention of the world was once agam directed

toward this antiquated subject.

Shortly after this, Doctor Pocoke, a gentleman of considerable industry in philoso-

phical pursuits, made a tour through the county of Antrim, and was the only person

who appears to have taken a generai view of the coast, of which he has given a cursory

description. But not content with a plain histoiy of matters of fact, the learned doctor

ventured to stait a new theory of his own, whicn I fear will not stand the test of a cri-

tical examination : to say the truth, it is little else than the doctrine of the atoms of

Epicurus in a modem dress. *^

He conceives that the basaltes might once have been suspended in a watery medium,
either in solution, or as a kind of mud : that at certain times, accidental fits of precipi-

tation took place, in such a manner as to form a range of short cylinders, whose upper
ends should chiefly be convex : that as these joints became somewhat solid, a second fit

of precipitation took place, forming a second range of incumbent joints, which must
generally be concave, adapted to the convexity of the lower order, and thus, by succes-

sive fits of precipitation, he supposes a set of erect cylinders might be generated in con-

tact with each other. Now a set of cylinders can touch only in right lines, and there-

fore must leave empty spaces between them ; but tlie pillars being yet soft, and yielding

to the increasing pressure from above, should, he imagines, dilate, and spread themselves

out so as to fill up the vacuities. And thus he conceives may the polygon articulated

pillars, ofthe Giant's Causeway, be generated.

I shall not delay you by any commentary on tills unhappy theory, only to observe,

diat a more accurate inquiry would have discovered horizontal and even curved pillars,

for the production of which this cause is utterly inadequate.!

Such is the histoiy of the Giant's Causeway, and such have been the labours of the

learned, and their various opinions concerning its structure, in which, whatever may
have h&ai already accomplished, much cenainly remains to be done, towards a judicious

;> •

* ** lUe censet, in infinito inani, in quo nihil nee summum, nee infimum, nee medium, nee ultimum,
necextremum sit: ita ferri ut, coneuritionibus inter sc eohereseant: ex quo eilieiuntur, eu quae sint,

quaeque cemuntur omnia."

t Mr. D'AeoBtu, who has published tliis account of Doctor Pocoke's in his History of Fossils,

Mrartg^iy ranges th<' basaltes among the class of marbles, or stones allied to marbles, with which it has
not any one common feature of resemblance, except that it will receive a polish ; so that he might
irith equal propriety have classed it with any other hard substance in nature. In truth he seems to be
very ill informed on the subject, imagining this to be the only stone of the kind ever discovered, and
te'in aanaM to t^k hew iar it may extend into the sea.
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Hrrangcmcnt of a sufficient numl)cr of materials, whereon to build any general theory

to satisfy n rcuHonabIc mind with respect to its formation.

Ill my last letter I mentioned that the extent of country contiguous to the Causeway,
through which all the varieties of this s|)eciesof stone prevailed, was much .creater than

had Ix'en imagined: and within these few years it has been discovea>d abroad, that the

busaltes is a common fossil through every part of the world, there being few kingdoms
where it may not Ik> foiuul under one shape or another. Hence it has como to pass that

the observations of men of science in distant places have been united on this subject

;

dilferent theories have been compiired together; and more general analogies suggested,

on which to build some rational conjectures, concerning the cause that migiit liave

produced these wonderful pillars.

It is somewhat singular, however, that dining these inquiries abroad, all appeals

which have been made to the Giant's Causeway, in favour of any particular system,

have always proved fallacious ; and still more extraordinary, when otic considers that

these errors should have principally arisen from the extreme pains employed in describ-

ing it, particularly from those two accumte and beautiful drawings executed by Mrs.
Drury, which have really been a stumbling block to most of the foreign writers on this

subject. Thus Mons. Demarest, the ingenious father of the volcanic theory of basaltes,

strangely imagines that the Causeway has been a currant of lava, erupted from the side

of a conical mountain, diough there is iiot a mountain of any sort in its vicinity, nor

one of that particular shape within u great manv miles of it. The truth is, that gentle-

man saw these much celebrated drawings, and has mistaken the segment of a shelving

cape, at whose base the pillars Liand, for a portion of a conical hill cut down in the di-

rection of its axis : and this error h;is been confirmed by tho»prevailing custom of put-

ting those pictures together in the same frame ; so that the two segments, standing

back to back, exhibit the api)earance of an entire conical mountiiin, such as Mr. De-
marest describes.*

It was also observed by foreigners, that in every drawing and description ofthe Giant's

Causeway, particular attention was ])aid to the circumstance of its projecting into the

sea; hence a crude and indefinite opinion was adopted by many writers, that the pillars

of basultes were produced b^ the reli'igeration of a liquid body of lava, in consequence
of being suddenly plunged into water. Such is the theory of a Mr. Raspe, who has

published an account oi the valley of Hesse Cassel, in Germany, and such are the senti-

ments advanced by Mons. de Luc, in his excellent Letters addressed to the queen of

lilngland, in which he gives as his opinion, that the ancient voicanos were formed in Uie

i)cean, where the sudden cooling ol the melted mass (not to count on the presence of

the marine salt) might have determined a regularity of figure in the cooling body.f
Though this opinion does with much ingenuity assign a reason why the basaltic pil-

lars are not produced at this day, as they were formerly, yet a litde consideration will

shew that it ought not hastily to be adopted, since general experience teaches us that all

* " Jc tirai de ccttc confonnite i*cconnu uri consequence que la force de I'analogie m'uutoriBoit a
tircr : cctte consequence ine fit voir, dunti la Chuusee de Geans, et dans toutc le masses prismatiques
(|uc sc inonU'ent sur lu bord escurpes du la mere cii Ireland, et un mot dans le sommet tronques, q'on

- y'uppcrcoit, I'ouvrages dcs eruptions, d'un ou de plusieui* volcans qui se eont eteint, comme ceuxdes
Auvergne." See Mons. Uemarest's Memoir on the Basaltes of Auvergne, in the volume ofthe French
Academy for 1771.

t '' Or, on voit une cause dc plus, dans les volcans ancients, que dans les moderncs, pour produife
cet eifet ; c'est de s'etre formes duns la mcr, ou, suns compter la prescens du sel, I'attouchment aebl
de I'eau, en pro<luisani im condensation plus subite, a pu ctre un circonstance dcterminante.* De
Luc Lettres a la Kcinc de Gi'andc Bretag^e. ............ ...».
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tumultuary causcHarc only adapted to produce tumultuary cft'ccts ; rvtry fl|>ccics of re-

gular fiffurc produced by crysUllization, or any m«xlc whatever analo^^ous to it, being

'••.vaysmorc |Krfect, iu nro|)ortioi» as length of time and rest have allowed the (liflTcrent

particles to unite gradually ; indeed u moment's rcHection must satisfy uny one, tli.it the

lurious encounter of a river of liquid fire with the waters of the ocean, so fur from Ix ing

suited to form the neat and elegant arrangement of our pillars of basaltes, can only tend

to introduce confusion and irregularity. But in truth, any arguments derived from the

particular situation of the Giant's Causeway will be found extremely erroneous, because

the circumstance of its standing in the sea is purely accidental ; similar pillars being often

discoverable on the summit of the highest grounds in its neighbourhc^, many hundred
feet above the level of the beach.

I shall no longer weary your patience by a more minute account of the opinions to

which this celebrated Causeway has given birth, but shall hasten to a general view ofthe

bold volcanic theories that have been advanced to explain the production of the pillars

of basaltes.

LETTER VIII.

ox A R SIR, Portruahf August 24.

THE vicinity of the little fishing village of Portrush to the Giant's Causeway, has

afforded me, during my stay here, ample opportunity to visit that curious work of na-

ture, and to examine, with a good deal of attention, the features of the adjoining coun-

try, which has hitherto been very imperfectly known.
The Causeway itself is generally described as a mole or quay, projecting from the base

of a steep promontory, some hundred feet into the sea, and is formed of peri>endicular

pillars of basaltes, which stand in contact with each other exhibiting an appearance not

much unlike a solid honeycomb. The pillars are irregular prisms, of vanous denond-
nations, from four to eight sides ;* but the hexagonal columns are as numerous as all

the others together.

On a minute inspection, each pillar is found to be separable into several joints, whose
articulation is neat and compact beyond expression, the convex terminationof one joint

always meeting a concave socket in the next ; besides which, the angles of one fre-

quently shoot over those of the other, so that they are completely locked together, and
con rarely be separated without a fracture of some of their parts.

The sides of each column are unequal among themselves, but the contiguous sides

of adjoining columns are always of equal dimensions so as to touch in all their parts.

Though the angles be of various magnitudes, yet the sum of the contiguous angles

of adjoining pillars, always makes up lor right ones. Hence there are no void spaces

among the basaltes, the surface of the Causeway e hibiting to view a regular and com-
pact pavement of polygon stones.

The outside covering is soft, and of a brown colour, being the earthy parts of this

stone nearly deprived of its metallic principle by the action oi the air, and of the marine
acid which it receives from the sea.

t

,. , .

* Monueur Fauju de St. Fond took much pains to search for pillars of nine sides among the ba-

-saltes of Vivaruris, in consequence of the account which Mr. MoUencux and Monsieur de Lisle gave,

that such were to be found ; but there is little doubt that Iwth these gentlemen were mistaken, as none
of that denomination are to be discovered at theGi^mt's Causeway, or its neighbourhood. Indeed oc-

tagonal pillars are very rarely to be met with.

t This coating contains iron which has lost its phlogistion« and is nearly reduced to a state of calx

;

Cbr with a very moderate heat it becomes a bright red ochre colour, the attendant of an iron earth.
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'I'hisc na* the obvious cxttriial chnractcni of this extraordinary piU: of hasultrs, ob.

hcrvtti and discrilKtl u ith wonder liy every one who has seen it. Hut it is not here that

our adniinition should etase ; whatever the process was, by which natnn prcKluced that

iK'autiful and curiuun arranf^ement of pillars so conspicuous about the (jianl's Causeway,

the cause, far from biing limited to tnat spot alone, ap|Kani to have extended through a

large tract of country, in every direction, insomueh that many of the comn)on fjuurrica

for several miles round, seem to be only abortive attempts towards the production of a

Giant's Causeway.
I'Vom want ot^ attention to this circumstance, a vast dcul of time and labour have

been idly spent in minute examinations of the Causeway itself; in tracing its course

under the ocean, pursuing its columns into the ground, determining its length and
breadth, and the number of its pillars, with numerous wild conjectures concerning its

original ; all . f which cease to be of any importance, when this siH)t is considered only

as u small corner of an inmiensc busult quarry, extending widely over oil tlic neigh-

bouring land.

The leading features of this whole coast are the two great promontories of Bengore
and Kairhead, which stand at tlu: distance of eight miles from each other ; both tormed
on a great and extensive scale ; both abrupt toward the sea, and abundantly exposed to

observation, and each in its kind exhibiting noble amingemcnts of the dift'ea-nt species of

columnar busaltes.

The former of these lies about seven miles west of Bailycastle, and is generally

described by seamen, who see it at a dii^tunce, and in prolile, as on extensive headland,

running out from the coast to a considerable length into the seu; but, strictly speaking,

it is made up of a number of lesser cuj)es and bays, each with its own proper name,
the tout ensemble ol which forms wlutt tne seamen denominate the headland of Bengore.

These caiKs ait: composed of u varie'y of different ranges of pillars, and a great

number, of strata ; \\hich, Irom die abruptness ot the coast, are extremely conspicuous,

and form an unrivalled pile oi natural architecture, in which all the neat regularity aiul

elegance of art is united to the wild magniiicence of nature.

The most pirlect ot these capes is called Pleaskin, of which I shall attempt a de-

scription, and along with it hope to send a drawing which my draftsman has taken from the

beach below, at the risk ot his neck ; for the approach from these promontories down
to the seu, is frightlul beyond description, and requires not only a strong head, but
verj- considerable bodily activity to accomplish it.

The sunnuit of Pleaskin is covered witli u thin grassy sod, under which lies the na-

tural rock, having generally an uniform hard surface, somewhat cracked and shivered.

At the depth ot ten or twelve feet trom the summit, this rock begins to assume a co-

lumnar tendency, and forms u range ot massy pilliirs of basultes, which stand perpen-

dicular to the horizon, presenting, in ifie shaqilace ol the promontory, the appearance

of a magnificent gallery or colonade, upward of sixty teet in height.

H'his colonade is supported on a solid baseoi coarse, black, irregular rock, near sixty

feet thick, aboundinju; in blebs and air holes, but though comparatively irregular, it

niay bu evidentl}' observed to affect a peculiiir figure, tending in many places to run into

regular forms, resembling the shooling oi sails and. many other substances during a
hasty crystallization.

Under this great bed of stone stands a second range of pillars, between forty and
fifty feet in height, less gross, and more sliarply defined than tiiose of tlie upper story,

many of them, on a close view, emulating even tlie neatness of the columns m the

•i>ii •>-. * J.Ai", t! 1 " ''^yt UKrlO .'' * .1 '
•'* »<>»•»><••• •*'T'* >••: i<.*T^V'^ »?»."N'--.V

L
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Giant's Causeway. This lower niiij^- is l)oriic on a liyvr ftf ivd (kIui stom-, wh'icU

bcrvisiis a nlitf to sluwit to j^iat ii(Ivant.-i|(v.*

'I'hcsc two adminiljlc nuiiiral j^alliritH, tof^thcr with thi- intcrja.ont masn of irrcjj^tilar

rock lorm a |k rpcndiciilur luifjjht of one hiindrtd iind seventy feet ; Ironi the I) ise «)l

which, the promontory, covered witl* rock and j-^rass, Hlo|)es down to the sea for the

Sparc ol two hinidnd fert more, n»:ikin|jf in all a ni.iss ol" mar four hundred (eet in

height, which in Inauty and variety ol" i»sf(»loiirin>,% inelegance and novelty olarranm-
mcnt, and in the extraordinary magnitude of its ohjectai, cannot readily be rivalled l)y

any tiling of the kind at present known,
t"

Thoiinh there arc hut two complete rani^es of pillars which appear in any of the pro

montories, yet it in not improhahle that there may he many n\ore in succession, at various

depths under ground ; and this opinion is conlirmed hy columnar marks whi( h may
be traced in several rocks tliat lie in the sea. 'I'! ( Causeway itself, which is situated at the

bust" of one of those pn)montorics, on the Kv I )f the beach is one of those columnar
beds that has Ikch accidentally stripped and u ashed by length of time and storms.

The pillars of this whole headland appear naturally toaH'ectn peq)endicular situation,

and in the k w places wh( re they lie in an inclined |)oslua', it seems to be the cRt ct of

some external cause, which has deranged them from their original disposition. Indeed

where the lorms of crystallization are iniiH-rfcct, they may be seen to shoot iu various

directions, oud sonictiuKs iu irregidar curves, but in most of these instances the co-

lumnar uudine is viry rude and unfinished.

It is worth remarking, that the raufres of pillars aiv more perfect in proportion as

they lie deeper uiuUr ground ; the seccmd range in ^'Icaskin is evidently better finished

than the upper one, and contains much ftwer irregularities in the gram of its stone;

while the nill.irs of the Causeway, which runs inio the sea itself, liave still u greater

sharpness in tlieir figure, and are more close and uniform in tlitir texture.

Such is the general outline of Uiis great headland, w liich aHords objects extremely

interesting to every one who may wish to study Nature in her bold and uncommon
works.

At the distance of eight miles from hence (as I mentioned before) the promontory

of Fairhead X raises its lofty summit more than four hundred feet above the sea, form-

ing the eastern termination of Ballycastle bay. «t jvresents to view a vast compact mass
6f rude columnar stones, the forms of which are extremely gross, many of them being

near one hundred and fifty feet in length, and the texture so coarse,^ as to resemble

black schorle stone, rather than the close fine grain of the (iiant's Causeway basaltes.

At the base of these gigiiUtic columns, lies a wild waste of natural ruins, of an enormous
size, ;vhich in the course of successive ages have been tumbled down from their founda-

tion by storms, or some more powerful operations of nature. These massive bodies

have sometimes withstood the shock of their fall, and often lie in groups and clumps

• The only instances of different nmgcs of husallcs Unit luivc hitherto been discovered, occur in the

valuable works of Mons. Fuujas dc St. Fond, on the vulcaiios of Vivururis, S(c. I>ut the urraiigenient

which appears there, even witli the neatness that always attends an cn|j;ravin(!;, is greatly inferior to

that of Pleuskin.

t Mr. Pennant ia much mistaken in his opinion that the little island of Staffa, whose greatest height

js but one hundred and twenty-eight feet, contains any object equal to the bold promontories of Ben-
gore. Neither are the best specimens of pillars at St.iffa at all comparable to those of the Giant's

Causevay, in neatness of form, or singularity of articulation.

\ This is the Rhodogium Proniontoriuni of Ptolemy the geographer.

$ These pillars do not, at first view^ appear to have any marks of articulation; but, on observing

such as have fallen down from the top if Fairhead, they are found to be often separated into pretty

regular joints by the force of the fall.

vol,. IV. M
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of pillars, resembling many of the var'.ties of artificial ruins, and forming a very novel

and striking landscape.

A savage wUdness characterizes this great promontory, at the foot of which the ocean

rages with uncommon fury. Scarce a single mark of vcgctition has yet crept over the

Imd rock to diversify its colouring, but one uniform grayness clothes the scene all

around. Upon the whole, it makes a fine contrast with the beautiful capes of Bengore,

where the varied brown shades of the pillars, enlivened by the red and green tints of

ochre and grass, cast a degree of life and cheerfulness over the different objects.

Though I have particularly described the basalt pillars of these two magnificent pro-

montories, yet there are many other similar arrangements through this country, wluch,

though less worthy of admiration as great objects, yet become extremely interesting

when one wishes to search minutely into the natural causes which might have produced
these extraordinary pillars.

The mountain of Dunmull, lying between Colerain and the river Bush, abounds in

this species of stone, particularly at the craigs of Islamore, where two different ranges

of columns may be discovered ; and at most of the quarries which have occasionally

been opened round the mountain. They may be seen also at Dunluce-hill, near the castle

of Dunluce : in the bed of the river Bush, near the bridge of Bushmills : on the sum-
mit of the mountain of Croaghmore : in many parts of the high land over Ballintoy :

in the island of Rughery, and various otlicr places, tlirougli an extent of coast about
fifteen miles in length, and two in breadth.* j wh-vT

I shall not at present delay you with a minute description of each of these, but may,
in the course oi my letters, take an opportunity to mention the general character of the

face of this coun:.y, and any singularities worthy of notice, in the forms and situation

of its basaltes. Yours, &c. :. .' If,,. ' - '

LETTER IX. \

DEAR SIR, Portrush, August 13.

IN my last letter I described the external character of the Giant's Causeway pillars,

which will abundantly serve to discriminate the columnar basaltes from any other fossil

of a different species at present known. But as this stone does not always appear in

its prismatical form, it will be convenient to take notice of some other properties, not

immediately derived from its figure, by which we shall be enabled to distinguish it in

those instances where it may be disposed in more rude and irregular masses.

The basaltes of the Giant's Causewayf is a black, ponderous, close-grained stone,

which does not effervesce in any of the mineral acids.

Its specific gravity b to that of water, nearly in the proportion of 2.90 to 1.00, and
to that of the finest marble, as 2.90 to 2.70.

Though its texture be compact, it is not absolutely homogeneous ; for if ground
to a smooth surface, its bright jet-black polish is disfigured by several small pores, rl:

' * Beyond this tract, which abounds in perfect pillars, an attentive observer will be able to trace

the same species of fossils in very distant parts of the country, as ta,r as the northern shore of Lough
Neagh, and the mountains of the county of Derry ; in many places of which imperfect columnar forms
may be observed, so that the great cause which generated this species of stone, has been exerted
through a space of more than forty miles in length and twenty in breadth ; that is, through '^dMve
eight hundred square mile;s.

I I have intentionally confined this account to the stone of the Giant's Causeway, because it seems
as perfect in its kind as any hitherto discovered, and may in some measure serve for a standard,wHh
which to compare other stone of the same species.

-,N-..iW*«**.^-^.J-M.^^.jA:<.^ —fcX#W*MlM*;(l*t^*^^MJ»/yw*^ . f.^*».5*
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It strikes fire imperfectly with a steel.

When exposed to a moderate heat in u common fire it assumes a reddish colour,

which is more vivid on its natural outside covering, and loses about one iiflieth part

of its weight.*

In a mure intense heat it readily melts, and is, as the chemists express it, fusible

per se.

With the assistance of an alkali flux it may be vitrified, and forms an opaque glass of

a black or bluish colour.

Its principal component parts are iron in a metirllic state, combined chiefly with sili*

ceous and argillaceous earths.

Its metallic principle may be demonstrated by a very simple experiment : let a small

fragment of ba^altes, in its natural state, be brought into contact, or very near to a good
magnetical needle, and it may be made to detain the needle at a considerable distance

iVom Its meridian. Let this fragment be touched by a magnet and it will acquire

pretty strong polarity, capable of attracting or refuelling the needle, at the distance ofan

mch or more. From hence it is proved to contain iron in a metallic state, because the

calx of that metal is incapable of producing any magnetical phaenomena whatever. >

'"v'To determine the quantity and quality of eacn constituent part, requires a very slow
and laborious operation, which would be almost equally tedious in the description. I

shall therefore just mention the results from the experiments of that able chemist, Sir

Torbem Bergman, whose authority you will not readily question

:

*
' Basaltes 100 parts. - '

Contains siliceous earth .... 50 parts.

Argillaceous earth - . - 15

Calcareous earth ... 8 '

Magnesia 2
Iron 25

U
.fl'iitr

100
,. >

Ffotii these elements we shall easily be enabled to account for several of its pro-

perties.

Hence it comes to pass that its specific gravity is so considerable, exceeding that of
many stones, which, when polished, appear much more compact, the quantity of phlo>

^sticated iron easily making compensation.
We see also why it answers so well for a touchstone, tlie hardnesr> of its iron particles

easily rubbing and fretting off* the parts of any softer metal which may be applied to it,

and hs black ground serving to display these to greater advantage.

Hence too arises its fusibility without addition ; for though flint, clay, and calcareous

earth;, ^ire separately refractory, in any degree of artificial heat, yet when mixed together

they are readily fusible, and still more ei^<>ily when united with phlogisticated iron, c'

From the metallic stale of its iron element we are enabled to infer, a priori, that the

t:olumns of the Giant's Causeway are all natural magnets, whose lower extremity is their

north pole, and the upper extremity their south pole. For having stood during mdny
ages in a perpendicular position, thevmust have acquired that polarity which is peculiar

to all iron substances in a similar situation ; and uL& natural magnets, every fragment,

<^- * Tlihi loss prc^My arises from water expelled bf the heat. For in the course of twenty-four^

hours after, it will nearly hare recorered its former weight, particularly if it be moistened.

M 2 .)

»-*.»Jl-fcWt^...->»^ >a
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when broken, will have its north and south pole. And this I have found true by ex-

perience; each pillar of the Giant's Causeway, and each fragment of a pillar, which I

applied near to the needle, having its attractive and repelling point. '

Hence likewise it follows that the great capes in the neighbourhood of the Causeway,
must possess a similar property ; and, accordingly in the semi-circular bays ofBengore-

head, I have often found the compass very much deranged from its meridian.

The magnetism of these capes may perhaps bean object ofsome curiosity; it might
be well worth inquiring, how far such masses of phlogisticated iron withm the earth

may produce those sudden and unaccountable deflexions of the needle, which are al-

ways inconvenient, sometimes so dangerous to seamen ; and whether that still more
mysterious and inexplicable phaenomcnon of the annual variation, may notarise from
the gain or loss of the principle of metalliety, which in the slow and regular course of
nature, may possibly take place by the various action of heat and moisture.

We have proof sufficient on a diminutive scale, that iron may by a variety of arttfici^

means lose or epin that principle on which alone its magnetical property depends ; and
the decomposition of the basaltes enables us to affirm, with reasonable certamty, that

such changes do actually take place in nature, and that the magnetical phasnomena of

the promontory of Bengore, for instance, must now be different from wlut it was som«
ages ago, or from what it will be some ages hence ; it may, therefore, deserve consider^

ation, how far this analogy could be pursued with respect to the whole mass of the earth,

particularly as we have evidence ofthe existence of a natural agent abundantly adequate

to this effect, [ mean subterranean fire, whose extensive dominion is indisputably proved

by those numerous volcanos that have been discovered in so many distant parts of the

world, and whose sources must lie at very considerable depths below the surface of the
earth, if we may argue from the vast quantity of different substances which they have
vomited forth in their various eruptions.

From a knowledge ofthese elementary parts of the basaltes, we are furnished with an

analogy tending to throw some light on the regularity of its form. One of its principles

is found to be silicious earth, and we have very numerous proofs that this substance

does, in other instances which come within our observation, frequently affect a regular

figure, variable however under various circumstances. Thus rock crystal, which is a

ver}' pure flinty earth, is commonly disposed in the form of hexagonal prisms, the de-

nomination of sides which chiefly prevails among our basaltic pillars. Thus variety of

crystallizations are found to take place in jthe ^letal of glass-houses, where the furnace

has been suffered to cool gradually.

Iron is another of the principles which enter into the basaltes ; and this metal is found
to crystallize in regular figures, when all fit circumstances concur to permit the due ar-

rangement of its parts. 'I'his i^ sometimes discoverable in the ores of that metal, and
may be observed to take place imperfectly even in our founderies, in what is commonly
called the grain of cast iron, generally presenting to view a striated appearance : but,

in cases where the pains and ingenuity of the chemist has been exerted to exhibit

this phaenomenon more decisively, very regular cubical figures have been produced,

clearly ascertaining the existence of tliis tendency toward a peculiar disposition of its

parts. • '..•"..';- v>- ->.'.
^:''.-v\? J -'m

In truth, the particles of every substance in nature aprtear to'^dssess private laws find

affinities, whereby they proceed to unite, and to arrange themselves in reg^ular forms,

when all things necessary combine to assist this tendency ; that is, when by any means
whatever, the particles are removed to a sufficient distance, and afterwards su&red to

approach slowly and regularly according to their various laws of actioiii. > ; ^ -
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Thus it appears to be in the case of saline substances, which have been held in solii<

tion in a watery medium ; for if by the uniform evaporation of the fluid, or any other

slow and regular cause whatever, time stfid space be allowed in which the dissolved

particles may exert, without disturbance/ their private laws of aflinity, these particles

will be found to affect an arrangement peculiar to that species of body to which they

belong. Thus again, all bodies which have been dissolved by the medium of heat,

when suflfered to cool equably, and without the rapid afflux of fresh portions of air,

do universally exhibit a peculiar disposition of parts, of which instances enough occur

in every species of metal, in sulphurs, in glass, and, in short, in all substances ca-

pable of a perfect fusion.

Since therefore we have sufficient evidence, in such instances as come within the

reach of human powers and observation, that the elementary parts of the basaltes do
aflfect a siiecific form of crystallization, and that this form is always more and more per-

fect, in proportion as our experiments are made with greater regularity, and on a larger

scale, it may not appear unreasonable to pursue the same analogy in the extensive opera-

tions of nature, where those laws, which are but imperfectly exerted in our diminutive

experiments, may act with full and undisturbed vigour, capable of producing the beau-

tiful symmeUy and arrangement of a Giant's Causeway. And though crystals have pro-*

bably never been produced from any simple substan<^e, precisely answering to the arti-

culated basalt pillars, yet no very important objection can be derived from hence, since

it is well known that elements which separately form s])ecific crystals, may, when united,

constitute by their compound laws, bodies different from either figure. Thus melted

glass, through which scoriae of iron had been accidentally mixed, was found to affect

a columnar shape.*

These are the chiefmatters worthy notice, which have come under my own imme-
diate observation with respect to the perfect stone of the Giant's Causeway. I shall

next mention some of the leading varieties of its diflferent species.

First. With respect to form and magnitude : the pillars of the Causeway are small,

not very much exceeding one foot in breadth, and thirty in length, sharply defined,

neat in their articulation, with convex or concave terminations to each joint. In many
of the capes and hills they are of a larger size, more imperfect and uregular in their

figure and articulation, having often flat terminations to their joints : at Fairhead they

are of §ngantic magnitude, sometimes exceeding five feet in breadth, and an huudre.d

in length ; oftentimes apparently destitute of joints altogether. Through many parts

of the countn' this species of stone is entirely rude and unformed, separating in loose

blocks, in which state it resembles the stone known in Sweden by the name of Trappe.
Secondly. With respect to situation : the pillars at the Giant's Causeway stand on

the level of the beach, from whence they may be traced through all degrees of eleva-

tion, to the summit of the highest grounds in the neighbourhood, as at the old fort of
DunmuU, and on the top of Croaghmore, six hundred feet at least above the level of
the sea.

Thirdly. With respect to disposition and arrangement : At the Causeway, and in

most other places, they stand perpendicular to the horizon ; in some of the caiics, and
eirticularly near Ushet harbour in the isle of Raghery, they lie in an oblique position ; at

oon Point, iu the same island, and along the Ballintoy shore, they form a variety of
regular curves.

The little point ofDoon is indeed extremely curious, containmg at once perpendicu-

lar, hwizontal, and bending pillars. Its base resembles a mole composed of erect co-

* Vide Ker'sObsenratiomon the crystallization of glass. Phil. Trans, vol. Ixr.
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lumns like those of the Giant's Causeway ; over the extremity of this mass others ap-

pear in a bending form, as if they had Klid over in a state of soilness, capable (A' uccom-

modating themselves to the course of their descent, and thus assuming the lignre of va-

rious curves, in consequence Of the action of ^tevity ; over iill, several pillars are disposed

in an horizontal position, such as would accord with an hypothesis of their having just

reached the brink of the descent where they were suddenly arrested^ and become ri^d,

lying along with their extremities pointing out toward the sea.

Fourthly. With respect to colour and grain ; the Giant's Causeway stone is black,

close, and uniform ; its varieties of colour are blue, reddish, gray ; and of grain, all

that can be supposed from extreme fineness, to the coarse granulated appearance of a
stone which resembles imperfect granite, abounding in crystalsofschorle, chiefly black,

though sometimes of various colours.

Fifthly. With respect to texture : we must observe, that though the Giant*s Cause-

way stone be in general compact and homogeneous, yet it is remarkable that the uppei'

joint of each pillar, where it can with certainty be ascertained, is always rudely formed
and cellular;* the gross pillars also, in the capes and mountains, frequently abound
in these air holes through all their parts, which sometimes contain fine clay and other

apparently foreign bodies : and the irregular basaltes, beginning where the pillars cease,

or lying over them, is in general extremely honey-combed, containing in its cells crystals

of zeolyte, little morsels of brown clay, sometimes very pure steatite, and in a few in-

stances bits of agate. j
«<'3«- -«»' • ;vM « " '"* 4*'**

The fossils attendant on the basaltes are. First. Extensive layers of red ochre, vaoy-

ing in all degrees from a dull ferruginous colour, to a bright red, answering well for

coarse paint.

Secondly. Veins of iron ore sometimes very rich, commonly of a brown or reddish

cast, at other times of a changeable blue colour.

Thirdly. Steatites, generally of a greenish soapy appearance, m(n« rarely of
lite ; it raises an imperfect saponaceous froth when agitated with water. ''•'*'' -'white

a pure

Fourthly. Zeolyte, ofa bright and purest white colour; in masses varying in wcu^t
from a grain to a pound ; generally disposed in cavities of the cellular basaltes ; often

affecting a crystallization, in which the fibres radiate out from one center, in some in-

stances resembling a beautiful spangled appearance of thistle down. The most remark-
able property of this fossil is that it forms a gelatinous mixture in the course of a few
hours with any of the mineral acids, most readily with spirit of nitre.f

Fifthly. Peperino stone, a friable matrix of indurated clay and iron, studded with
little morsels of zeolyte, and other substances. It is often of a reddish burnt colour,

correspondii^ accurately with the peperino stone of Iceland.

Sixthly. Pumice-stone, ofa deep black colour, containing iron not entirely dephlo-

gisticated, but still capable of acting on the needle ; sometimes found on the shore a^
the island of Kaghery. .. . »' -vi - ....».-.....* i-.-.... - .- - ^. i;a- ji-'j- ^ o,ci;. y.

" * Vide pillars at the museum ofTrin. Coll. Dublin.

t Zeolyte is said by the chemists to be composed of argillaceous, siliceous, and calcarious earths,

united in certain portions to water (vide Kirwan's Mineralogy, page 65.) Now, that these elements
Hiuy possibly be found in it, I do not deny, but that its singular properties Can be accounted for frotil

this union ulone, seems not likely. In truth, chemical tests depending only on affinities already known,
cannot alwuyy discover the presence of that element on which tiie chief phaenomena ofbodies mujr often
depend. A chemical analysis can then only be esteemed perfectly decisive when it is supported by a
fair synthetical proof, demonstrating that the component parts discovered by the analysis may. be s*

united as to form a substance possessed of all the properties of the original.'

*I»<W»»\"*«-«»*'?*»!»«
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The followin)^ fossils seem to have existed in their present form, independent of,

and perhaps antecedent to the busaltcs.

First. Chalky Limestone : the whole countrj* appears to have been originally formed

of this substance, to the height of several hundred feet above the |)resent level of the

sea. It lies in beds nearly parallel to the horizon, and contains some scarce |)etrifac*

tions, particularly belemnites, more rarely asteriae.

Secondly. Flints : these arc disposed in great abundance, and in various shapes,

through the chalky limestone ; sometimes, however, they are found loose through the

KToui^ ; at other times they may be discovered amon^ the basaltes:* but in all these

instances the limestone appears to l)e their proper matrix, from whence they have been
only accidentally dispersed ; for the vegetable mold (in which they are never found, ex*

cept near the limestone) most commonly abounds in calcarious earth, as if it had been
principally formed by the decomposition of that substance, while the harder texture of

the fiints, suffering little change, were scattered in their original state irregularly through

it. As for the basaltes, it only contains them at or very near to the place of contact

with the inferior mass of calcarious stone, bits of which still continue to adhere to the

flints in many parts. The substance of the flints too seem to have undergone some
change in this situation, their transparency, hardness, and colour being often consider.

«bly altered.

rjTbirdly. Sandstone : a great mass of this forms the eastern side of Ballycastle bay,

and in one part the basalt pillars of Fairhead rest on it.

Fourthly. Pit-coal : it lies in beds between the layers of sandstone at Ballycastle,

and appears to continue under the sea to the island of Raghery.

Fifthly. Martial Vitriol : this is formed among the coal-pits, by the union of the

sulphureous acid of the coals with a stratum of iron.

Sixthly. A very singular range of calcarious phosphoric rocks ; these lie on the shore

of^e island of Raghery, nearly where the vein of the Ballycastle coals might be sup-
posed to reach. Close to the shore it resembles a hard white limestone, of a bluish

cast; a little further inland it becomes softer, and whiter ; by and by it assumes the ap-

pearance (^ a calcarious sandstone ; in each ofwhich states it produces a vivid yellowish

u^t when sprinkled on coals, or a hot iron. It does not emit a sulphureous smell in

b^|ii|ng, nor does it discolour vitriolic acid in solution, f

, i have here given you a summary of the principle varieties of the basaltes and its at^

tendant fossils ; perhapsyou will say that my brevity does not help to make me intelligible,

but to this I must answer first, that if fossils cannot be ascertained by a few general

chi^cteristics, a more laboured description of minute circumstances will do little else

than perplex any person who is not a very good mineralogist, in whi'jhcase we have no
resource but in actual observation. And, secondly, that such circumstances as I have
here mentioned, will probably afford a foundation broad enough on which to build any
analogical reasoning that may be derived immediately from the nature of the substances
themselves.

As I should be sorry to have given you the trouble of reading this letter only for the
unprofitable labour of learning uncommon names, which would certainly be the case
did this account terminate the subject ; I shall, in my next letter, candidly apply such ar-

guments as can be derived from the nature and properties of these fossils, to explain

*
"J-

• jV * " >,. .;..... i ' . • J: , !• , . . -,...'_ >

' * For instance) under Ouhluce Castlei

t Specimens of ull these fossils may be se^n in the museum of T. C. D. under the description of
IHsh fossils, county of Antrim.

^^,^,^ .^^

}
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the volcanic theory of t) production of the basaltes ; at the same time, however, I

hope to be nbic to state, with equal honesty, such objections as seem most substantially

to militate agtiinst this favourite hypothesis ; leavin^r it to your own excellent judgment
to decide on a subject, where, as Sir Roger de Covcrly would observe, ;• much might
be said on both sides."

LETTER X. - ' '"

DEAA SIR, T^ortrush, August 31.

THERE are few things that can affect a contemplative mind with more surprise,

than the numerous and sigi^^al chan^^cs which appear to have taken place in the form
atid arrangement of our earth, at some very distant age. It is a subject which has at all

times engaged the attention of munkirJ, and certainly constitutes the most interesting

department of natural history.

From the frequent and unequivocal vestiges of marine productions, which are found
in the midst of our most extensive continents, and on the summit of ( >veral of the lofti-

est mountains, some philosophers have been induced to attribute the formation of the

present habitable world, to the violent and tumultuary fury ol the oceen, agitated by
some uncommon cause:* Whilst othersf have thought, that the gradual but unceas-

ing efforts of its heaving billows were abundantly adequate to account for these appearan-

ces on more common principles.

But variety of natural phaenomena occur to an attentive observer, which are deemed
incapable of being reasonably explained by these hypothesis ; whether we regard the

general features and elevation of many of our continents, or the nature and situation of
the fossils which they contain.

Hence it has come to pass, that a new and more powerful principle, esteemed entirely

equal to those effects, has been adopted, and niuny of the most surprising phaenomena
ofnature an. held to be explicable by the potent agency of subterranean fire.

To this latter cause the formation of our pillars of basaltes has been attributed with
some appearance of probability ; and though much has been said on this subject with
vagueness and indecision, concerning the manner of their producdon, yet the principal

facts that have been adduced in favour of the general opinion are woithy of attendon,

and open to view a very novel and important object of innuiry.

The first person who took a decided part in favour of the volcanic theory of the ba-

&)ltes was M. Desmarest, a French genUemaii, whose Memoire on that subject may be
seen in the publication of the Royal Academy of Sciences for the year 1771. Mr.
])esmarest made a tour through the county of Auvei^e, one ofthe southern provinces

of France in the neighbourhood of the Rhone, where he discovered many piles of ba-

siiltes, with more variations of magnitude, figure, and arrangement, than was at that

time known about the Giant's Causeway in Ireland. By his means a geogr&phical sur-

vey was made of this part' of France, and a map delineated in which the direction of the

moimtains, and the situation of its basaltes, were supposed to be accurately projected. ;^

Fiom this map, and his own personal observations of the nature of the soil, and tK6

general species of its fossils, he conceived that this country had once been ravaged by sub-

terranean fire, of whose wasteful dominion undeniable vestiges still remained ; and that

the bold inequaliues of its surface, its hills and vallies, where formed by vast heaps of

Burnet, Whiston, Woodward, &c. t Buflbn, tec.
'ri H-.-lX
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scoric, and diflerent melted substances,' which had isituedfrom it8 volcanic mountams,
spreading^ ihemselves in every direction from these flaming centers.

He imagined also, that many of these melted torrents might be traced througli their

• whole extent, from the side of the great volcano which gav c them birth in the moiin-

tains of D*or, to their remotest extremities where they terminated in banks of prisniati-

cal basaltcs. From all these circumstances he concluded, that the basaltic columns were
formed by the gradual refrigeration of a mass of fluid lava, during iti? slow progress

over the subjacent soil, and that most of its varieties of shaiie and situation might na-

turally be attributed to the diflPerent interruptions of its course, or to the alterations in*

!roduced by the successive ravages of volcanic fire.*

Afler Mr. Desmarest many writers both foreign and domestic pursued this interest*

big subject with great ardor. Among the £nglish authors we arc principally indebted to

the labours of Sir William Hamilton, whose valuable collection of facts relating to

those places which are at this day the seat of living volcanos, afford the surest rules of
judgment concerning such countries as do yet bear strong marks of a volcanized ap-

pearance without any direct evidence of the existence of subterranean fire.

" But the person to whom we owe the most ample compilation of materials immediate-
ly relating to the basaltes, is Mons. Faujas de St. Fond, who has lately published a vo-

luminous work on the extinct volcanos of Vivararis and Velay, counties adjoining to

AuYcrgne, which had before been described by Mr. Desmarest. In this work the au-
thor has given a particular memcnr on the basaltes, to which he lias annexed descriptions,

and engravings of the most remarkable banks and mountains of basaltic cdumns in

these two countries. But what renders his work still more valuable, are the minute
and accurate accounts which it contains of the attendant fossils, particulariy zeolvte

schorl, and puzzolane earth ; because we are from thence enabled to decide whether
these substances be universally connected with the basaltes, or are only the accidental

ainendants of it in a few particular counties ; and where such fossils are found together,

we have it in our power to estimate fairly the force of those arguments derived from
dieir nature and connection in any one co'>ntry, by considering candidly, how far they

should weigh with us in those instances wiiich come immediately under our own pur-

ticular observation. m«a:*^:ii«, tsiAi »i i ^
In my last letter I enumerated the chief varieties of the basaltes and its attendant

fossils, as they occur in the northern parts of Ireland ; and I shall now briefly state to

you such arguments as may be derived from them, in proof of the ancient existence

of subterranean fire in their neighbourhood.

First. The basaltes itself is esteemed to be nothing else than lavd ; and its varieties are

attributed entirely to accidental circumstances attaiding its course, or the manner of

its cooling. In support of which opinion it is affirmed that the l)asaltes agrees mostac-

• :,
. , «

- '1^

' * <* A mesure qu'on parcourt ces Cantons, en foisant la recherche 8c Tenumeration des masses
prismatiques, qu'on etudie les couranu, sur tout vers leur extremies, qu'on suit Icur marche depuis

le centre des eruptions, leur echainment k, leur distribution a la superficie des piuines hautes qui

separent les valions, qu'on examine les differentes especes des pierres dont ils sont composes, on re-

connoiit a chaque pas que ce sont det hors d' oeuvres etablis .sur le sol naturel. On distingues les

ph>duits du feu des substances intactes fc Ton apprecie dii meme temps les transports immenses des

matierps fondues, dont les prismea sont toujour partie. Desmarest sur I'origine fc la Mature du 9a-

sah.^ S^ Memcira of the French Academy for the year, 1 1'f I •

VOL. IV.
h-
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cuimtely with the iRva in its elementary principlcM,*

foreign bodies whjch it inciudcs,t and all the diver
t* in its g|nun, in the species of the

foreign bodies whjch it inciudcs,t and all the diversities of its texture.^

SMondly. 1'he iron of the basaltes is found to be in a metallic state capable of acting

on the magnr.tical needle. The same is true of the iron contained in the compact lava.

Thirdly. The basaltes possesses the remarkable property of being fusible per se } this

property is also common to the lava and most volcanic substances.

FouTihly. The basaltes is a foreign substance, superinduced on the original limestone

soil ci the country, in a state of softness capable of allowing the flints to penetrate con*

sidcrably within its lower surface. It is hardlv necessary to add, that the lava is an ex-

traneous mass, overspreading the adjoining soil in a fluid state ; that it u often bom on
a limestone base, or that flints and other hard matters do frequently penetrate into its

substance. In short, the circumstances of agreement are so numerous, and so dear, m
to create a very reasonable presumption that they are one and the same species of sub*

stance.

But the evidence derived from the ^iiture and properties of the attendant fotsilft

seems also to contribute largely in support of this opinion.^ u, ^u:t,u r:u.\u^'My rx/Mi

Those extensive beds of red ochre, which abound amongour basaltes, are supposed to

be an iron earth reduced to this state of a calx by the powerful action ofheat i forsuoh

a change may be produced on iron in our common furnaces, provided there bo a suffi-

cient idBux of fresh air ; and tho basaltes itself in such circumstances is easily reduce-

able to an impure ochre, exactly similar to that found at Bengore. This phaenomenon is

also observed to take blace mor^ or less in the present living volcanos, paiticularly Mathin

their craters, aiKl is therefore held to afibrd a presumptive argument of the action of fire

HI the neiriibourhood of the basaltes. . ,. ..^

I remedied to you the frequent bits of zeolyte which abound in the county <^.An-
trim, and these, though not the immediate product (as far as I know) of aiiy living

volcano, are yet thought to countenance the general system, because zeolyte is lound in

countries where subterraneous fire is still visible, and where there is great reason to

apprehend that the whole soil has been rava^d by that principle. Thus it abounds in

loelandy where the flames of Hecla yet continue to blaze ;} and in the isle of Bourbon,
which is said to bear undeniable mari^s of a volcanic character

;|i this substance is

therefore supposed to arise from the decompoution of the volcanic products, in places

]whoa$t.ficea have been long unce extinct. . ... ,, .

,
* Tliit will appear pretty evident, from stating the product* of e»ch substance accordiag to, the

im\jm of t)Mt iole chemist. Sir Torbcm Bprfj;^^ ?

*
*i .' 1 Basaltes 100 parts.

riiMVii) lii'^liteotts earth

^Tjl titiui ^Argillaceous do.

tU. .ijl^ii nil Calcarious do.

Magnesia
as

:«.

'>/>i4*'*'.<.''t 'lM.,Jl'parts

SO '*>^i4^.^^k-k(i
',' .i,.T-:..-.ll/!-'f.i vf-n.-- '7J-1

i
rttvtj ij

Lava 100 parts.
>J«tJh..yMV.

ConttOns paru"''- '
''

' 'P *^«

Siliceous earth 49 » ' i<iUut«>3 ii^

ArgilUceous do. 3»^i! b(U'. ,^tHi:J

Calcari9ua
,
d^- . ,,*cmi;<( x.-. bm.

Iron It

t Bits of limestone, Bints, schorl crystals of various c6l6urs, moriSels'of^un&'clajr, (ce. are cbt|-

mon to the basaltes, and to la^a.
^

I All the varieties of texture which take place 1a kva, from the cottitipcte|OM grained kiad ts the

spongy lava, may also be traced among tne basaltes. ^— - •-y*'^^-'*--*^ ^ ".•.;*•- ^ 'p

S vide Von Tioil's Letters on Icel^d. '"'*'' ^ ',*[' "^" ^''*'"* *' '' - '

'
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Vide Messrs. Desmai^st, Faujas de St. Fond, Raspe, kc. ^ M '?" '^ ' "*" '«J''" J/* »" ^' '^'-
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Crystals of scorl appear in grcut plenty among many kinds of our baaaites, and these,

though not ubsoUiteiy limited to volcanic countries, yet being found in great abundance

among the Italian* lavas, in cirrumstunces exactly concHponding to ours, arc thought

to supply a good probable argument in the present instance.

The substance which I nrientiohed under the name of peperino stone, is believed to be
the undoubted offspring of fire ; it has frequently the burnt appearance and spongy
texture of many of tlie volcanic products, and agrees accurately with the pepenno (^'

Iceland and Bourbon islands, which still contain burning mountains. •'

Puzzolane earth is not immediately found in that state in Ireland, but it is discovered

among the boaaltcs of France, and there is very little doubt that our basaltes, if pul*

verised, would agree with it in every respect ; that i», it would produce a fine sharp

powder, containing the same elementary parts, and most probably answering all its va>

luable uses as a cement.f Puzzolane earth is found in the Canary islands, which are

esteemed to have other cluiractcristics of the effects of fire ; it is me^ in abundance
through all the volcanized parts of Italy ; it is never discovered except in places which
have other strong marks of the ravages of fire. nt > h;

The discovery of this earth is therefore thought to add great \vci{^t to the many olher

proofs which have been mentioned in fiivour of the general system.

Pumice<stone is a substance so generally acknowledged to be the product of fire, that

I need not beat any trouble to enforce it; indeed it t^ars the character of a cinder so

obviously in its external appeanuice, that one must be convinced at first view of its ori-

ginal. This fossil is sometimes found on the shore of the island of Raghery, among the

rounded stones on the beach ofthe sea,| and being supposed an unequivocal test of the

action of fire, is imagined to complete all that could be desired in this kind of reasoning.

Such are the internal arguments in support of the volcanic origin of the basaltes, im<
mediately derived from tbe nature and properties of that substance and its attendant

fossils compared with other substances which are the certain products of fire ; and it

must be confessed, there appears throughout such a remarkable coincidence of circum*
stances, as raises a strong presumption in favour of the opinion that they have been
produced by similar causes ; but there still remains other external proofs, which when
added to the former are supposed to form a demonstration almost as perfect as the na-

ture ofBuch malogicai reasoning wiH allow.

In the beginning of this letter I mentioned that Messrs. Desmarest and Faujus de
St. Fond liad described the basaltic provinces of France, its containing mountains, whose
exterior appearance was such, that tliey readily pronounced them to be extinct volcanos.

One of these, on the banks of the river Ardesche, called the MoQtagne de la Coupe,
seems to exhibit the proofs of its origin in characters peculiarly clear md distinct. It is

of conical form, exactly corresponding in shape with the present living volcanic moun-
tains, and like them it contains a large crater nine hundred and fifty feet in diameter,

and six hundred feet in depth. | The substances that hwi been discovered through all

• Vide Ferber't Letter, on Italy. "l' " '*' ^

t A few experimenta on this subiect might perhaps be worth the attention of the gentlemen con-
cerned in the inlUQd navigation of Ireland ; and there is more reason for hcpe of success in this in-

quiry, as the Swedes have already applied their pulverized trappe (mush resembling our course ba-

salte*) M.a good substitute for the puxzoluie, formerly brought at great expence from Italy and the
Canary islahas.

>.^^.P^igiff,-fK^ne occurs .so rarely, that I have been often induced to doubt whether It imigl^t npt b^ a
Ibreigh subatahcelacciaentalty driven here by the waves from Iceland, or some othei'v6lcaliic'tbuntry.

However^ on trial, it is found too heavy to have floated thither, its iiipn not being entirely dep>hlogiMi-

cated,as is evident from its deep black colour^^d a sinaU. degree o£ma|;neUsm which it stil) pos-
sesses.

'. ^ J ,>'• .-•»'.-. .,- ,,.,_...»., , ., .., ..-,,....

$ Vide Mons.Paujas de St. Fond, surles Volcans, Sec,
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it« parts, particularly in a dccn ravine formed on one side by torrents, bear a strons re-

semblance to many of the Vesuvian products. In fine, the volcanic fcutures of this

mountain arc so stmngly ntarked, that an accurate arcmint of it would afford no very-

unsuitable (Irscription of Vesuvius itselfduring the ir.cervnls of its cniptioiiN. Nuwthie
Montagne de la Coupe contains at its base abundun«je of bosahic pillars, which have
been exposed to view on one side by the impetuous torrents of this mountainous coun-
try, particularly of the river Ardeschc, whose banks arc formed of columnar basaltes.

And thus are two characters of a basaltic and volcanic mountain esteemed to be (feci*

sively united in the Montague de la Coupe.* »•' <*»<»' n»i»m*j afUWaiiH ij«Jw: i* Hfc* u

There are three living volcanos at present known, within whose neighbourhoods the

basaltes, and most species of its usual attendant fossils, have been observed. The first is

situated in the island of Bourbon, otf the southern coast of Africa ;t the second is i£tna(
in the island of Sicily, and the third is Hecla in the island of Iceland.^ To which it may
be added, that the basaltes is found in the volcanized parts of Italy, as at B<)lzena,|| and
other places ; though not (as far as I have been informed) any where immediately con-

ti^ious to Vesuvius. Thus (say the naturalists) do the argument derived from the aitu.

ation of this species of fossil, with respect to mountains which yet continue to bum,
coincide with those other clear and satisfactory proofs, which were drawn immediately
from its nature and properties, in proofof its volcanic origin.

In addition to what has been here stated I shall mention another plausible argument
in support of the opinion, deduced in some measure a priori. - *

It 18 well ascertained b}^ experience, that there arc vast beds of pyrites disperseJ
through the interior parts of the earth at all depths ; and it is a certain fact, that this

compound substance may, by the accidental aifusion ofa due quantity of water, become
hot, and at length bum with great fury. This, therefore, is one principle to which we
may, with the strongest prnt<ability, attribute the origin of subterranean fire, more es-

pecially as the present living volcanos do actually pour forth in abundance all the com*
ponent parts of the pyrites, the chief of which are sulphur, iron, and clay. Now among
the superinduced substances of (he county of Antrim (and I believe the same may be

said of every other balsatic country) it is certain that the quantity of irwi and clay, dtf*'

fused through almost every species of fossil, amounts to more than one half of the whole
materials, so that two of the principal elements of the pyrites are still found here, re-

duced in many instances to a state of flag or scoriae ; and the third principle, namely the

sulphur, cannot in the nature of things be expected to remain, because sulphur does in

a great measure perish during the act of inflammation ; and what might perchance es-

cape or be sublimed, would no doubt have long since perished by decomposition, in

consequence of being exposed to the air.

Thus in fact every part of the pyrites which could reasonably be expected to survive,

does at this day actually exist in form extremely similar to the products of iCtna, Ve-
suvius, and Hecla, the three most celebrated volcanos of Europe. . • - * ^

..»* I luive been more particular in mentioning thii mountain, because my information cooceming it

hrs been confirmed by the account of my intelligent friend Doctor Percival,of Dublin, whose accu-'

rate observations ana excellent judgment can only be exceeded lv the uncommon candour of biS'

mind.' .
' i;-

it Vide Meaar*. Desmarest, Faujas de St. Fond, Raape, fcc.

i The island of Cast^l-a-mere, near Catana* off the coast of Sicily, is •ntircJy bas^tic. . Vid* %![
Wm. Hamilton's Campi,PhIegrzi. > v .., •

, ,.* ,

,
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'
• ^ >M

(Vide Von Troil's Letters on Iceland. ..

[| Vide Sir William Hamilton's Caropi PhlegrKi, FWrber's Letters, kc. '*' •« <M '
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LETTER XI. .»' •

UBAR SIR, Pnrtrtish, September a.

NOTWITHSTANDING die numerous and spcciouH arguniciitii which urc urged

in defence of thbi volcanic theory of the butiultcs, yet many diificulticH and objcctionn

have been raised aguin&t it by men of excellent underHtanding ; dome of thcHc arc of

conoidenibie force, and aa I do not wish to dictate any opinion to you, but rather mo<
destly to offer what inforniation has come in my way on the subject, I shall candidly state

thoae obiections, together with the most reasonable answers. It is said, that tliih theory

does nunly attribute some of the most regular and beautiful phaenomena of miture to

one of the most tumultuary and irregular causes that can be imagined ; ascribing the

exquisite arrangement ofa Giant's Causeway, which almost emulates the laboured worka
of design, to tlM blind fury of a burning volcano.

This objection, which is pretty strong in itself, haa certainly received very consider*

ableaupport from the various unsuccessful attempts that have been made to explain tho

mannerm which the pillars of basaltea were produced : one person* wildly attributing

their formation to the refrigeration of a current of lava, suddenly plunged into the ocean :

another obscurely hinting that some occult quality in the sea salt might have had its

share in the business : a thirdf supposing, contrary to experience, that the melted mass
oi lava might in its liquid state have been capable of a considerable diffusion or solution

in water, by which means the particles had an opportunity of arranging themselves in

regular crystallizations : a fourth X conceiving that the basaltes was originally a bed of

iron and other substances, gradually moistened, and sol^ened in the streams of water

heated by subterranean fire and afterwards assuming its regular figure during the time
ofdrying and hardening. r.

It IS pretty plain, that none of these indefinite explanations can at all satisfy a thinking

mind, luid as an unfortunate argument geiK-rally tends to encreasc the apparent weak«
ness of a cause, in defence of which it is brought Ibrward, it has iKnce come to |)as8,

that many persons of good sense have held the whole volcanic system to be extremely

fallacious.

In truth, there seems to be but one operation of nature, which affords any rational

principle of analogy, by which we can attempt to explain the formation of the basaltic

pillars. It is certain tint the particles of most bodies, when removed Irom each other to

a proper distance, and suffered to approach gradually, assume a |x:culiar form of arrange.

ment, as if the p;«rts of each species of matter did, independent of their general proper-

ties of coheoion and gravity, possess also private laws and affinities tending to ptroduce

these specific ibrms. However, let the cause be what it may, the fact at least is suffi*

ciently certiun : and it does not appear to be a matter of any importance by what me-
dium the particles are disunited, provided only, that a suffiicient separation, and a grat

dual approximation, be allowed to take place. r ^

Thus, whether bodies be dissolved by fire, or by a watery medium, the phaenomena
of ar}'staUisation is equally observable when proper art has been applied to render its

cftu-ds visible.

'« I mentioned, m a former letter, diat the basaltes was capable of a very perfect fusion,

and that, two of its elementary parts were such, as, by experience, w« know to possess

Ac proi>erCy of crystallization by fusion, both in their separate and combined states.

• Mr. lUspe. ^^ ^i«»j -i t M'' Kirwao. j^,*:*-, .„,« » Bergmap. ^j^, ;
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Since there rnrc the ImiinlteH, and its attendant foMils, bean atrong marks of the effccta

of fire, it docft not ncem unlikely that its pilbun may hiuve been formed by a proceM ex-

uctly annlo(i^iiH to what in commonly denominated ctystallization by funinn.

The only un|Miri-nt s(x;cific difference between the boaaltic cryataln, and those which
are produced in our diminutive elabomtories, seems to be in the comflete dinunion of

the pillurn, und in the articulated form which they sometimes exhibit. But thh will not

appear to l)c a matter of any importance, when we reflect, that in natural operaticis of

ttte name kind, but differing in magnitude, the name proportions are commonly observed

()ctween the different parts : thus, the same ratio which the diameter of a basaltic pillar

bears to the diameter of one ofour diminutive crystallizatifms, will the interval lietween

the pillars of basaltes bear to the interval between the parts of our crystal ; and who-
ever will take tlic trouble to calculate this distance will find it so very small, as easily

to admit the different surfaces within the limits of cohesion ; so that no separabilifv of

ciysuun into joints can possibly take place, from their smallncss, though they oi\en bear

marks which might lead one to imagine tliem capable ofdisunion.

If this reasoning be allowed to hiivc weight, the objection derived from the irreguhuri-^

ty and confukion of a volcanic cause will not appear unanswerable. For though, du-i

nng the moments of an eruption, nothing but a wasteful scene of tumult and aisorder

be presented to our view, yet, wtien the fury of those flames, which have been strugglingf

for a passage, has abated, every thing then returns to its original state of rest, and tnoscf

various melted substances, which but just before were in the wildest state of chaos, wilf

now subside, and cool with a degree of regularity utterly unattainable in our dabofii^

tories, and such as may easily be conceived capable of producing all the beauty and 8ym>
nietry of a Giant's Causeway. ifur-'^^n"** .!»«. i/k'.«;«i.>* t<'n^vv»<»'.»i'-' •>».*>* •. «»^/il

A second objection arises from henc€, that the etirrent^ oT fani which have Msfie^l

from iEtna and Vesuvius, within the memory of man, have never been known to exhi-

bit this regularity of arrangement. It is therefore said that experience does abundantly

prove the fallacy of the volcanic hypothesis. *

In reply to this we are told, that it is not in the emoted torrents of these volcanos we
an to look for the pha:nomena of crystallization, but m the interior parts of the moim'
tains themselves, and under the surface of the earth, where the metallic particles of thi^

lava have not been dephlogisticated by the access of firesh air, and where perfect rest;

the most gradual diminution of temperature, have permitted the parts of the melted maaH
to exert their proper laws of arrangement, so as to assume the form of columnar lava :'

that we must wait, until those volcanic mountains which at present bum with so much
fury, shall have completed the period of their existence ; until the immense vaults^'

which now lie within their bowels, no longer able to support the incumbent weight;'

shall fall in, and disclose to view the wonders of the subterranean world : and then ma^
we expect to behold all the varieties ofcrystallisation, such as needs tdcCplace in these

elaboratories of Nature } then may we Kope to see banks and causeways of basahett;

and uU the bold and uncommon beauties which the abrupt promontories of Antrim nqf¥^

exhibittl^J^ ^ fpj ,|<M(j'»f»;i»)j ^jnioiii jn** |InM»> A a Afu'* > i~i -«> ^tc^^jumi'i^/. i^iit K«r/) i

It is stated as a Ihh^ objection, thai, aeeoidiiig to this hypothesis^ the>babilltfs*ittuif

liave been reduced to a perfect state d[ fluidity, in order to permit the phaenomena tit

ctystallization to take pUoe, but, that diere is no reason for bdievingit ever could hav<^

been subjected to any intense action of fire, soas td be reduced to a state of thhi fusioh,^

because it docs not contain air holes, like the lava, nor possess thtoae marks of vitrificai*

lion, which attend a very raoderato heat in our Jabgratories.

;'*
'.I ->v'i.iiiUWi***»>w"ifliii*'.i*-P^'*»VMto. .m'^'i^sAm'i ;J>i^«V..Qf'.i»>..ii
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iThiu Brut |)urt of thU objection is ill rouiulcil, though advanced 1)) W'litlrriiiN, uml

other eminent mineniloviMti. All the liMMiltoi, which 1 hitvc ever mccii, ducN, in one

part or another of itii MibMance, ulwayn exhibit uir holnt; and it iH rcntarkubic tluit even

the pillun of our Giunt'tt CuuKCWuy, which un- >iin^;liurly coniiNict, have their ii|>ixr

joint* constantly more or 1cm excavated, ik) tluit thin |Mirt of the arguincnt doe* rather

pJeitd in dctencc of the volcanic origin of the baitaltcM.

With res|)ect to the want of all marks of vitrification, we arc to connidcr that Kub*

tancct in fusion are very differently affected, in |)ro|)orti<>n an they arc more or lesH ex<

poacd to the acccu of fresh air, the urcitence of this clement l)cing abHolutely necessary

in order to deprive a bod) of its phiogisa>n.

Thus, metals which may be readily vitrified by expoiurc to heat, and the free afflux

of air, will yet bear the most intense action of fire in close vessels, witltout iK'ing deprived

of that principle on which their mctallicty depends, and ore therefore in this situation

incapabK of being vitrified. The basaltes may therefore have l)cen subjected to a very

great degree of heat, within the bowels of the earth, and yet shew no marks whatever

of vitrification, and hence it may be explained, how it comes to puss that the iron princi.

pie of tlte basaltes still retains its phlogiston, acting so sensibly on the magnetic lucdle,

A fourth objection is derived from hence, thiit in many of the countries where the

basaltes most abounds, there are no traces whatever of those bold and decisive features

which constitute tlic distinguishing characteristic of a volcanic mountain ; its lofy point-

ed form, its unfathomable crater, and many other circumstances that strike the cnses

very forcibly at JEttukund Vesuvius. The basaltes, therefore, is affirmed to be a fossil

e.4;tensively spread over the suriace of the earth, and where it is found in the neighbour*

hood of volcanic mountains, it is said we should suppose these to be accidentally raiKd

•n a basaltic soil, rather than to liave crcat<:d it.

It must be confcsaed that volcanic mountains are not always found to attend the ba-

aaUcs, at least there do not appear any direct vestiges of them in the neighbourhood
•f the Giant's Causeway in Ireland.

, But the advocates of the system are not much embarrassed with this difficulty ; ac-

cording to them, the basaltes has been formed under the earth itself, and within the

bowflsof those very mountains, where it could never have been exposed to view, until

by length of time, or some violent shock of nature, the incumbertt mass must have

undergone a very considerable alteration, such as sliould go near to destroy every exte*

rioc volcanic feature. In support of this it may be observed that the promontories of

Antrim do yet bear very evident marks of »ome violent convulsion which has left them
standing in their present abrupt situation ; and that the iskind of Rughery, and some of

tlie western isles of Scotland, do really appear like the surviving fragments of a country,

great part of which might have been buried in the ocean. It is further added, that

tnoufj^ the exterior volcanic character be in a great measure lost in the basalric coun>

tries, yict this negative evidence can be of little avail since the few iiMtances where the

featurct have been preserved afford a sufficient answer to this objection.

Thus the Montagne de la Coupe in France still rears its pointed top to the Heavens,

KtiUMils deep crater, and bears every characteristic of its volcanic or'if^n ; and this

nountainit observed to stand on a base of basaltic pillars, not disposed in the tumul-

tuvy »map into wtiich they must have been thrown by the furious Action of a volcanic

eni|)itionlfi»ipgup,the,n«turBl soil of the country, but arranged in all the regularity of

aGifuit's Causeway, such v might be supposed to result from the crystalliaation of a
bed of melted lava, where rest, and a gradual refrigention, contributed to render, the

phenomenon as perfect as possible. .^ v>
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Fifthly. It is observed by Monsieur Faujas de St. Fond, th&t at the foot of the moun-
tain of Meziiic, ill the province of Velay, a ranee of basaltic pillars stands supported

on a bed of fossil coal, with a very thin stratum of clay not more than a few inches thick

interposed ; now, that this inflammable body of coal could have r mained uninflaraed

under a mass of melted lava, thirty feet thick, seems highly improbable, and therefore

it in evident, say the adversaries of the system, that the basaltes could not have derived

its origin from fire.

In answer to this plain and weighty objection, it is affirmed, that no substance in

nature can be consunied by fire without the access of atmospheric air ; that fire may be
passed through iniitammable air itself, without exciting actual inflammation, unless the

atmosphere lend it.i assistance. Hence it cannot appear strange that a bed of coal might
have survived in the neighbourhood of a volcano, and even under a mass of fluid lava,

which, by resting on it, would prevent every possible approach of fresh air, so abso-

lutely necessary to its being inflamed. It is certain that coal may be ex}x>sed to the vio-

lent action of Are, in a close vessel, without being consumed, or even suffering any
material alteration, and therefore it is believed that this particular instance ought not to

be held of weight sufficient to overturn a system, in support of which so many reasonable

and almost certain proofs concur.

Such are tlie ditficulties which arc thought to embarrass the volcanic theory of theha-
saltes. In your excellent judgment 1 am certain they will bear their just vaJue. found-

ed on an extensive knowledge of nature and her operations. But among the gene-

rality of mankind their weight will be exceedingly various. In reasonings concerning

natural phaenomena, the standard of truth is extremely vague and equivocal. CHmate
bears here a more powertui influence than can well be imagined ; so that it is not un-

common to find an opinion universally adopted by the inhabitants of one countr}', while

tliose of the neighbouring kingdom shall join as universally to reprobate it.

Thus the Neopolitans, accustomed from their in&ncy to the wild scenes Of horror

and desolation which abound in a soil ravaged by volcanic fire, and to see as it were a
new world suddenly raised on the ruins of their country, have their warm ima^nations

filled with the giguniic idea of this poweri'ul principle, which to them appears adequate

to tlie production of every thing that is great and stupendous in nature. How diffe-

rent are the sensations and opinions which prevail in the native of our temperate island t

To him the sound ol thunder is uncommon, un earthquake is almost a prodigy, and the

fury of the subterraneuu fire is utterly unknown. He beholds nature pursue her calm and
steady course with an unitbnnity almost uninterrupted ; he views the same objects un-

changed for a long series of years ; the same rivers to water his grounds, the same moun-
tains supply food tor his flocks, the same varied line ofcoast continues through many suc-

cessive ages to bound his country, and to set the foaming ocean at defiance : hence he

naturally proceeds to extend his ideas of regularity and stability over the whole world,

aiid stands utterly uninfluenced by those arguments of change in the earth, which to the

inhabitant of a warmer climate appear absolutely decisive.

In this miumer are the jwevailing opinions, even among the philosophers <rf most
countries, generally founded on partial analogies ; and it requires a vigorous mind, as

well as an extensive and clear understanding, to prevent our bemg misled by the specious

arguments and dangerous conclusions which have been derived from such deceitful sour-

ces, many of them plainly tending to multiply false opinions, and to subvert the only txoe

prineiples of religion and morality. .;• -^^s^-^. - ,-^ ,.. j». .*», *,;- **.**»4.y ^,,,f.^,ii«^iij,«jj <^iHfc|5a
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Portrus/i, September 10.

IF the volcanic theory of the basaltes be well founded, and no doubt many of the

arguments in favour of it are extremely plausible, a scene of horror is presented to our

view, which must surely fill us with astonishment ; since on this system it will be found,

that there is hardly a country on the face of our globe which has not at some time or

other been wasted by the fury of subterranean fire.

If, again, those apparent vestiges of marine productions, which are observed indiscri-

minately scattered thix)ugh the earth, at all depths below the surface, and on the sum-
mits of its highest mountains, be esteemed sufficient proofs of the presence of the ocean

in those places, a scene, no less wild and uncommon than the former, rises befoij^ our
imagination ; in which the products of the equator and the poles appear to be jumbled
together in a manner incapable of being explained by any of the known analogies of na-

ture.

. From observations such as these, where in truth every thing is inexplicable, many of

the modem philosophers, chiefly indeed of the French nation, have become warm ad-

mirers of the old brute atoms of Epicurus, or the mysterious plastic principle of tlie

Stoics, forming to themselves systems of nature, in which an intelligent cause seems to

be of all others the least necessary ; systems in which blind destiny alone is the active

spring of life and motion.

Thus are the sources of religion and morality eflect^olly cut off* at one blow, and
mankind deprived of those present blessings, and that most delightful hope of future

happiness, which they fondly imagined to be rightly founded on their natural instincts,

and supported by the lairest deductions of reason.

It is the business of natural history to collect, as extensively as possible, all the pb'*.

nomena of nature, to compare such of them as bear any reasonable similitude, and from
their general analogies to derive conclusions which may benefit our tellow-creatures,

cither as discoveries useful in common life, or as speculative truths suited to improve
and enlarge the understanding. In this point oi view it is a science which merits the

honourali>b praise of mankind, and is certainly inferior to none in the copious sources of
delight and improvement which it may afford to a rational mind.

Surely it is most unaccountable, that a study, which in this character appears so lovely

a«Mi engi^ing, should nevertheless have been pursued upon such perverse principles,

and with such misguided views, as to lead to consequences equally false in their own na-

ture, and ruinous to the welfare ofany society where they may become universally pre-

ViJent.

r I have been accidentally led to make a few reflections on this subject, by the perusal

<rf some foreign writers on natural history, who have untcxtunately applied the proofs

of those inexplicable changes which may possibly have taken place in the earth, and in-

deed ail their negative knowledge of nature, for the purpose of dispn)ving the existence

of its admirable author ; as if arguments derived from the depths of human ignorance,

could, with any reason, be esteemed capable ot overturning such positive trudis hs the

fiu:uities of mankind are entirely adequate to apprehend.

>When men choose to build their opinions on things which they do not rightly under-

stand, rather than on truths which come clearly withm their comprehension, it can hardly

happen that they will not run into very gross mistakes ; because, as the number of er-

rors on any subject is plainly without limits, the chance is little less than infinite, that such
rrasoners will tail into the unfadiomable abyss of falsehood.

VOL. IV.
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' Such has been the fate of the author of a French work, Sur la Nature, and indeed

of every follower of that pernicious school of modem philosophy, which, rejecting all

consideration of final causes, and despising those simple and obvious analogies that lead

to the most useful and satisfactory truths, has chosen rather to pursue others, which nei-

ther its disciples, nor the rest of mankind, are in any respect suited to investigate.*

Perhaps an example may serve to render me more intelligible, and to point out the

general fallacy of this unhappy species of reasoning. >

There can be no doubt that the telescope, with all its present improvements, is the

result of a most happy application of uncommon skill and ingenuity, contriving and
combining all the various parts and movements of that curious machine, for the excel-

lent purpose of assisting vision.

In proi)ortion as these movements were gradually invented and applied to use, during

a long series of years : when each successive discovery was brought to the utmost ex-

tent of its perfection, mankind then observed that the human eye, in a very superior

manner, enjoyed that particular advantage which they had sought for with so mudh
art and industry, exhibiting to view a periect achromatic instrument of vision, adapting

itself with surprising facility to the different brightness of its objects, and to a vast va-

riety of distances.
^

•'';

At the last, a defect was discovered in the telescopes, arising from the spherical figure

of the glasses ; in consequence of which the focus of those rays which fall near the limb

of the glass, and of such as pass near to its center, do not coincide. This defect,

after various fruitless attempts to obviate it, has for many years been given up by the

most ingenious as irremediable.f But though men have, in this instance, found that

there are bounds placed to their utmost skill and ingenuity, yet have they learned this

useful truth, that there are no discoverable limits set to the powers of Uiat admirable

Cause which formed the human ejre ; this error being there entirely corrected, in the

curious construction of the crystallme humour, the princi;ial refracting lens of the oi^n
of vision ; which gradually increasing in density from the limb toward the middle, does

by th'is wonderful variation of its refractive power in one respect, counteract the errons

which would have arisen from the other consideration.

This happy union of different parts and movements, as well in the naturial as in the

iirtificial machine, each attaining its own p?>rticular end, and all together without con-

fusion or inteference, completing one gres er and more excellent effect, this, I say,

reasonable men denominate a work of design j and as they affirm that the telescope

is an instrument formed to assist vision, in consequence of various means duly cdh-

nected, by an invisible cause : (for it is plain that there is some moving principle in man,
which is neither eyes, ears, hands, or head, neither the tout ensemble of all these, nor
in any respect the object of our senses :) so do they believe that the human eye is an
instrument made for the use of man, by an exceeding apt combination of intermediate

causes, wonderfully and ihost unaccountably connected together, by one great, wise,

and good cause ; who is neither the eye itself nor any part of its mechanism, not at all

* '< II ett au dessous lie Dieu d'agir pour une fin." Vide Dcs Cartes Philosoph. Maupertuis Essd
de Cosmologie. Bufi'on Theoric de la Terre. Robinet Sur la Nature, &s. &c.

t The most probable means discovered of late years, for correcting these spherical errors has been
offered to the public by that excellent British artist Mr. Ramsden, who conceive»them capable of be-

ing in great measure removed in the eye-glasses of telescopes (whcrie they &re most sensibly felt) by
such an adjustment of the instrument as that the image formed by the object glass shall fall at n0ar
as possible to ibe eye-glass. See Phil. Trans, of the Royal Society of Londoor A. D. 1 782. '
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the object of our senses, but only visible to us through the beauty and wisdom of the

works of creation, in the same manner as thought and intelligence in man arc known to

us through those motions and effects daily produced before us, which wc do always sup-

pose to result, originally, from a principle in some sort resembling our own minds.

From hence, and a thousand other similar analogies, for apprehending which our fa-

culties are admirably suited, mankind have reasonably inferred the existence of one su-

perior intelligent, good Being, who is every where present ; whom we see, and feel, and
hear, every moment of our lives, in the visible works of nature, as we do in particular

circumstances hear and feel, and see other beings whom we denominate men.
To this reasoning, which does not in any respect appear uncandid or delusive, the

author oi the treatise Sur la Nature warmly objects. Vvhat ! the eyes made for vision,

which in many instances fail and become blind ? The teeth andjaws made to grind

food, which .so often lose, and refuse to perform their office ? The earth formed to

support its inhabitants, while it contains volcanos which may have destroyed them by
fire r Or an ocean, which hjis overwhelmed them under its waters ?

These are some of the objections of that extraordinary writer, and this the general

mode of argument, unhappily adopted on the continent by too many of those who have
obtained the honourable title of philosophers : a false species of reasoning, in which the

positive parts of human knowledge are most sophistically supplanted by what is purely

negative : in which a man is required to judge of the truth ol what he knows, by those

other parts of nature where he is avowedfly ignorant.

From principles such as these the Christian religion has been hastily rejected ; be-

cause the population of America, and the accidental qualities of its inhabitants, could

not immediately be explained by speculative men, who hud no other data whereon to

reason except the imaginaiy extent of their own genius, together with an entire igno-

rance ofthe situation of that continent, and the qualities of its inhabitants.*

From the same deceitful source of reasoning this beautiful world, so aptly formed,

so wisely moved, so bountifully and yet so variously adapted to maintain its different

inhabitants, that the native of every country from the equator to the poles, finds cause to

bless his situation, and to boast of comforts unknown in other climates. This curious

structure, the delight and wonder ofthe best and wisest men in every age, has been con.

demned by a few presumptuous sophists, as the work of blii a destiny, acting through
the present elements of nature, because there are many of its principles and movements
of whose use they are ignorant ; because there appear to be vchtiges of the ravages of

fire, or the inundations ofthe ocean, which they are not able to explain. ; 'jM ,.; <; ti

It is most certain, that the laws of motion which now exist, could have produced
this world in the beginning, neither are they ciipable of continuing it for ever in its

present state.

The interior structure of.the earth, whereby its various fossil substances, though dif<

fering exceedingly from each other in specific gravity, thon'^h not arranged acconung to

; ^lly^f^|g|l^L^,|^]yof0itvia(^c»i,4oyetcqnstituteaworld self-balanced, a sphei-c whose centerof

^'i-> J TJ.il

,,
• The.prqximltjrof America to the continent ofAsia is nowperfectly ascertained by the British na-

vigators. The confident assertion ofmodem philosophers, tliat its inhabitants were beardless, is from

[xpsKi quarters proved to be false ; and there is every reason for believing that their copper colour,

and.o^er peculiarities, are altogether the effects of the soil and climate, since the progeny of the Eu-
.rowans has been found to lufiTervery considerable changes l.aall these circumstances, even during

the course ofthose few generations which have passed smce tlicir first establishment there. So that

in these iiistanccs revealed religion, so far from apprehending danger from the discovery of truth and
the improvement of human knowledge, has only suffered from the ignorance or misinformation of

philosophers.
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t

E&vity coincides with its centre of magnitude (without which all its motions must
ve been in an extreme degree irregular) evidently demands a first cause, which nei-

ther acts blindly, nurof necessity. A blind principle is not wont to labour in defia.ice of

all chance ; neither do mechanical causes usually produce their effects in contempt of

the established laws of matter and motion. ; * m' • .i'- ..^
^'

;.' '

>.

The gradual ascent of our continents from the shores of the ocean, toward their me-
diterranean parts, so necessary for collecting the rains of heaven, and giving birth and

course to those rivers which beautify and fertilize the earth : this exterior form, without

which the vapours of the sea would have ascended to the clouds in vain, plainly rei.

quires the interference of some principle superior to any of the known elements of na>

ture. Whatever the followers of Epicurus may think of these elements, no reasonable

man will believe that the waves of the ocean could have created a country whose soil

lies-far above the level of its waters ; or that the fury of volcanic eruptions could have

produced an effect, so general, that we are rather led to infer the casual existence of for>

mcr volcanoes in particular places, because of some apparent universal interruption to

this regularity of form.

The projectile force by which the earth was in the beginning made to move round the

centre of light and heat ; its diurnal rotation, duly diffusing this light and he&t over the

surface ; the inclination of its axis to the plane of the ecliptic, whereby the tropical

climates receive fewer of the sun's rays, while the inhabitant of the polar circle enjoys

a much larger share x* all these effects, far surpassing the pfesent powers of nature,

most aptly cc ubined together, working in concert without interference or disorder, fbr

the attainment of one great, and good, and excellent end, clearly prove that this world

has been produced by one powerful, intelligent, and benevolent principle, utterly unlike

to any mechanical cause which now does exist, or that can be conceived to exist.

Mechanical causes, such as we are acquainted with, evidently tend to destroy the

present form of the world ; and thereby afford the strongest proof that it is not by
its constitution immortal.

Sir Isaac Newton has demonstrated, that the perturbing forces which take place in

the solar system, must in due time destroy the planetary motions, unless the first mover
of all things shall nhoose to interfere. And it is sufficiently evident, that the slow but

certain operations of heat and cold, together with the continued action of the air and
storms, are capable of breaking and changing the most firm bodies, even the hardest

rocks ; while the numerous rivers on the earth's surface, and the waves which wash its

shores, perpetually labour to bear all these substances into the bottom of the ocean,

and thereby to reduce all things to a level situation.

Since then the earth yet continues to circulate with regularity round the sun, not-

withstanding the perturbing forces of the planets : since all the countries on its surface

still retain their elevated form, in opposition to those boasted mechanical causes, that

labour incessantly to destroy it ; since its impetuous rivers which pursue their course to^

ward the ocean, have not yetsmoothed those abrupt and precipiceous cataracts, over

which they rush with such unbridled fury, it is plain, either that the world, as we now
see it, is but ofa short duration ; or else, that some saving hand has interfered to retard

the progress of causes which in sufficient length of time mtist needs produce their effects.

If we cast our eyes over the annals of the world, we shall find in die history oif the

human race a clear and decisive evidence in favour of those general truths whkk bur
religion teaches, concerning the duration of the earth and its inhabitants. The evident

• Vide Keil'a Phya. Essays.
'iOi
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marks of novelty in uU those arts and sciences that ore the offspring of experience : the

wonder und terror with which the earlier philosophers (though in other respects well

informed men) were wont to behold many of those natural uppcurances, which longer

observation has shewn to be neither uncommon nor dangerous : the general defect of

all histories and traditions antecedent to a certain period at which the Jewish writings

affirm the world to have been destroyed by water : these cogent circumstances afford

the plainest proof that the human race has not existed here for many ages.

'1 here is not now a nation on the earth, neither has there been one for these two
thousand years past, whose remote traditions extend, with any degree of probability,

bey ,.id that memorable period of the universal deluge, which is recorded in the sacred

writings ; so that whatever Mons. Voltaire and others may assert concerning the eter-

nity of the world, its motions, or its inhabitants, they will find but few rational men to

fulopt his wild system of astronomy, or who can be persuaded to believe that the sun
cVer rose in the west, or that the Babylonians made observations on that luminary some
millions of years ago, when it was at the north pole.*

Perhaps you will say, that such language as this is silly and childish, beneath the name
of philosophical, and unworthy of any answer—yet I can assure you it is the general lan-

guage of that miserable school of modem philosophy, which searches for the most un-

known notions in nature, to explain those that are best known ; which breaks frag-

ments from the sun by chance, and then mysteriously forms them into habitable worlds;

—which makes the ocean to act where it is not;t—which quotes the fables of Ovid,

or the tales of the Egyptians, as its best authority in natural history;!—which utterly

rejects the delightful and profitable pursuit of final causes;}—and holds the most pre-

cious moments of life to be well employed in endeavours to discover the thoughts and
amusements of trees and stones.{|

If this be wisdom, we, my friend, have reason to boast that we are not wise : if these

be the vaunted fruits of freedom of thought, we have good cause indeed to rejoice that

we are not free ; that we still retain^our dependance on a wise and bountiful Providence;

and have not yet fallen into that universal anarchy of opinion, where each individual

labours to enthrone and to adore every wild phantom of his own wandering imagination,

just as folly or caprice may chance to direct his choice.

,,; * Mons. Voltaire, and after him the Abbe Reynall, believes that the earth has an unknown motion
round one of its equatorial diameters, in such sort that its axis performs an entire revolution in the
apace of four millions of years. Voltaire's proofs of this motion ure founded onan observation of the
obliquity of the equator and ecliptic, said to have >>een made by Pythais about two thousand years ago

;

on the general accounts to be met ^ith in Ovid's Metamorphoses of strange revolutions having form-
«rly taken place on the earth's surface ; and on a wild fable of the Egyptians, affirming that the sun
rove twice in the west within the memory of their nation. Nay, this extraordinary philosopher seems
to imagine it not very improbable that the poles themselves may travel over different parts ofthe earth's

surface : and it seems but a slight objection to this belief, that the oldest monuments in the world, the
|iyr<unids of Egypt, are accurately situated to face the cardinal points of the compass, the stability of
.which cardinal points entirely depends on the continuance of the poles of the earth in the same precise

;q>ot of the surface. •.,>,' ,.-...,;-.-. • ,-....• -.,. •-,.- ^ '^

t Vide Buifon's Theorie de la Terre. * ;.. .r,. -r, '
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A JOURNEY TO PARIS IN THE YEAR 1698.
I

. , /

BY DR. MARTIN LISTER.

DEDICATION. '

i

i\[pr oiTo his excellency, John lord Somers, baron of Evesham, lord high chancell^

England, and one of the lords-justices of England.

MY LORD, /

WISDOM is the foundation of justice and equity, and it seems not to be perfect,

without it comprehends also philosophy and natural learning, and whatever is of good
relish in arts. It is certain, my lord, for the honour of your high station, that

the greatest philosopher of this age, was one of your predecessors ; nor is your lord-

ship in any thing behind him ; as though nothing inspired i)coplc with more equity than

a true value for useful learning and arts. This hath given me the boldness to offer your
lordship this short account, of the magnificent and noble city ol' Paris, and the court of

that great king, who liuth given Eurojie so long and vehement disquiet, and cost Eng-
land m particular so much blood and treasure. It is possible, my lord, you may find a
leisure hour to read over these few pa|K*rs for your diversion, whcrtin I promise my-
self, you will meet with nothing offensive, but ciean nuittcr of fact, and some short notes

of an unprejudiced observer. But that I may no longer importune you, perpetually

busied in so laborious and useful an employment, I beg leave to subscribe myself,

My lord, your lordship's most humble and most obedient servant,

. .
, .

MARTIN LISTER.

A JOURNEY TO PAI^IS, &i

INTRODUCTION.

1
> I

THIS tract was written chiefly to jatisfy my own curiosity, and to delight myself with
the memory of what I had seen. I busied myself in a place where I had little to do,

but to walk up and dovm ; well knowing, that the character of a stranger gave me free

admittance to men and things. The French nation value themselves upon civility, and
build and dress mostly for figure . this humour makes the curiosity of strangers Very

easy and welcome to them.

But why do you trouble us with a journey to Paris, a place so well known to every

body here ? For very good reason, to spare the often telling my tale at my return.

But s know already all you can say, or can read it in the Present State of France, and
D( >; "iption of Paris ;' two boolcs to be had in every shop in London. It b right, so

you 'I. y ; and I advise you not to neglect them, if you have a mind to judge well ofthe

grandeur of the court of France, and the immense greatpess of the city of Paris.

These were spectacles I did indeed put on, but I foimd they did not fit my sight, I had
a mind to see without them ; and in matters of this nature, as vast cities and vast pa-

laces, I did not care much to use microscopes or magnifying glasses.

But to cor.(ent you, reader, I promise you not to trouble you with ceremonies either

of state or church, or politics ; for I entered willingly into neither of them, but only,

t- .i'li.j. i\S ,i\i. I )U:.. , inUu.J I J . >l,i .<' ,<:4!rjii^'.n<j jiJi U' ,<;.!'.i,-^Kvlw.Uu iO '.jd
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where they would make a part of the conversation, or my walk \vm ordered me. You
will easily find by my observations, that I incline rather to nature thun dominion ; and

*

tliat I took more pleasure to see Monsieur Breman in his white uuistcoat digging in

the royal physic garden, and sowing his couches, than Monsieur de Saintot making
room for an ambassador; and I found myself better disposed, and more apt to learn the

names and physiognomy of a hundred plants, than of five or six princes. After all,

I had much rather have walked a hundred paces undor the meanest hedge in Langue-
doc, than any the finest valley at Vcrs;iillcs or St. Cloud, so much I prefer fair nature

and a warm sun, before the most ex()uisite peribrmances of hit in a cold and barren

climate.

Another reason, that I give you little or no trouble in telling you court matters, is,

that I was no more concerned in the embassy, than in the sailing of the ship which car-

ried me over : it is enough for me, with the rest of the people of England, to feel the

good effects of it, and pass away this life in peace and quietness. It is a happy turn

tot us, when kings are made friends again. This was the end of this embassy, and I

hope it will last our days. My lord ambassador was infinitely caressed by the king, his

ministers, and all the princes. It is certain the French are the most polite nation in

the world, and can praise and court with a better air than the rest of mankind. How*
ever the generality of the kingdom were through great necessity well disjiosed to re-

ceive the peace : the bigots and some disbanded officers might be heard at our first

going to grumble, but those also gave over, and we heard no more of them when we
came away. But to the business.

I happily arrived at Paris after a tedious journey in verv bad weather ; for we set out

of London the tenth of December, and I did not reach f^aris till the first of January

;

for I fell sick upon the road, and staid five days at Bologne, behind the company, till

my fever abated ; yet notwithstanding so rude a journey, I recovered, and was per-

fectly cured of my cough in ten days ; which was the chiefest reason of my leaving

London at that time of the year, and never had the least return of it all the winter,

though it was as fierce there as I ever felt it in England. This great benefit of the

French air 1 had experienced three several times before, and had therefore longed for

a passiige many years ; but the continuance of the war was an insuperable obstacle to

my desires. Therefore the first opportunity which offered itself I readily embraced,

which was my lord Portland's acceptance of my attendance of him in his extraordinary

embassy ; who ordered me to go btibre with one of my good friends, who was sent to

prepare matters against his arrival.

, Now that I might not wholly trust my memory, in what I saw at Paris, I set down
my thoughts under certain heads.

;

•,xi

.rr
I....OF PARIS IN GENERAL. .-4 I

THOUGH I had much spare time the six months I staid in diat city, yet the rude-

ness of the winter season kept me in for some time. Again, I believe I did not sec

the tithe of what deserves to be seen, and well considered ; because for many things I

wanted a relish, particularly for painting and building ; however I viewed the city in

all its parts, and made the round of it ; took several prospects of it at a distance when
well thought on, I must needs confess it to be one of the most-beautiful and magni-
ficent in Europe, and in which a traveller might find novelties enough for six months
for daily entertainment, at least in and about this noble city. To give therefore

a strict and general idea of it, and not to enter far into the vain disputes of the num-
ber of inhabitants, or its bigness, compared to London; sure I am, the standmg
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croud was so great, when my lord umbaasador made his entry, that our people were

'startled at it, and were rcadv the next day to give up the question, kid they not well

considered the great curiosity of the Parisians, who ore much more delighted in fine

shews than the people of London, and so were well near all got into the way of the

cavalcade. One thing was an evident argument of this humour, that there were some
hundreds of coaches of persons of the best quality, even some bishops and lords which

I saw, who had placed themselves in a file to line the streets, and hud had the [xitience

to have so remained for some hours.

It is also almost certain, that for the quantity of ground possessed by the common peo-

ple, this city is much more populous than any part of London ; hca* are from four to

five and to ten mcnagcs, or distinct families in many houses ; but this is only to be uii«

dcrstood of certain places of trade. This difference betwixt the two cities also is true,

that here the palaces and convents have eat up the people*s dwellings, and croudcd
them excessively together, and possessed themselves of^ far the greatest part of the

ground ; whereas in I^ondon the contrary may be observed, that the people have de»

stroycd the palaces, and placed themselves upon the foundations of them, and forced

the nobility to live in squares or streets in a sort of community : but this they have

done very honestly, having fairly purchased them. •

The views also which it gives upon the river are admirable : that of the Pont-neuf
downwiu'ds to the Tuillerics, or upwards from the Font-Royal ; and some other places,

as from Pont St. Bernard, the Greeve, &c. The river Seine, which passes through

the midst of the city, is all nobly banked or keyed with large free- stone ; and incloses

ill the heart of the city two islands, which causes many fine bridges to be built to pass

over them.

The houses are built of hewn stone entirely, or whited over with plaister : some in-

deed in the beginning of this age are of brick with free-stone, as the Place-Roya],

Pluce-Dauphin, &c. but tliat is wholly left off now ; and the white plaster is in some
few places only coloured after the fashion of brick, as part of the abbey of St. Germain.
The houses every where are high and stately ; the churches numerous, but not very

big ; the towers and steeples are but few in propoition to the churches, yet that noble

way of steeple, the domes or cupolas, have a marvellous effect in prospect ; though
they are not many, as that of Val dc Grace, des Invalides, College Mazarin, de TAs-
sumption, the Grand Jesuits, la Sarbonne, and some few others.

All the houses of persons r' distinction are built with porte-cocheres, that is, wide .

gates to drive in a coach, and consequently have courts within ; and mostly remises to

set them up. There are reckoned above 700 of these great gates ; and very many of

these are alter the most noble patterns of ancient architecture.
,

The lower windows of all nouses are grated with strong bara of iron ; which must
,

be a vast expence.
^^

As the houses are magnificent without, so the finishing withinside and furniture an-

swer in riches and neatness: as hangings of rich tapestry, raised with gold and silver,.

thix^ads, crimson damusk and velvet beds or of gold and silver tissue. Cabinets and
bureaus ot ivory inlaid with tortoise-shell, and gold and silver plates in 100 difTerent

.

manners: branches and candlesticks of crystal : but above all most rare pictures. The,
gildings, carvings and paintings of the roots are admirable.

These things are in this city and the country about, to such a variety and excess, .

that you can come into no private house of any man of substiiixe, but you see some-,,

thing ofthem; and they are observed frequently to ruin thvmselves in these expences.
Every one, that has any thing to spare, covets to have some good picture or sculp*.,

tureof the best artist ; the like in the ornaments of Uieir gardens, so that itisincredi-'
'

I
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must

;xcess,.

sculp*

edi-

ble what pleasure that vast quantity of fine things p;ivc the curious stranger. Here as

soon as ever a man gets any thing by lorlunc or inheritance, he lays it out iii some such

way as now named.
Vet, after all, many utensils and c( nveniencies of life are wanting here, which we

in England have. This mukci nu; remember what Monsieur Justell, a Parisian for-

merly, told me here, that he hud made a catalogue of near threescore tilings of tliis

nature which they wanted in Paris.

The pavements of the streets is uU of square stone, of about eight or ten inches

thick ; that is, as deep in the fi^ouiid as they arc broad at top ; the gutters shalIo^v, and
laid round without edges, which makes the coaches glide easily over them.

However, it must needs be siiid, the streets are very narrow, and the passengers

a>foot no ways secured from the hurr) and danger of coaches, which always ixissing

the streets with an air of haste, and a full trot upon broad flat stones, betwixt high and
large resounding houses, makes a sort of music which should seem very agreeable to

the Parisians.

The royal palaces arc surprisingly stately ; as the Louvre and Tuillerics, Palais

Luxembourg, Palais Royal.

The convents are great, and numerous, and well built ; as \'al de Grace, St. Ger
mains, St. Victor, St. Genevieve, die Grai\d Jesuits, he.
The squares are few in Paris, but very Ixiautiful ; as the Place Royal, Place Vir-

tior, Place Dauphine, none of the largest, except the Places Vendosme, not yet linished.

The gardens within the walls, open to the public, arc vasti)' great, and verj- beauti-

ful ; as the Tuillerics, Palais Royal, Luxembourg, the Royal Physic Garden, of the

arsenal, and many belonging to convents, the Carthusians, Celestins, St. Victor, St.

Genevieve, &c.
But that which makes the dwelling in this city very diverting for people of qualit},

is the facility of going out with their coaches into the fields on ever}' side ; it lying

round, and the avenues to it so well paved ; and the places of airing so clean, open,

or shady-, as you please, or the season of the year and time of the day require : as the

Cour de Sa Reyne, Bois dc Bologne, Bois de Vincennes, les Sables de Vaugerarde, &c.
But to descend to a more particular review of this great city, I think it not amiss to

speak first of the streets and public places, and what may be seen in them ; next of the

houses of note ; and wliat curiosities of natun; or art, also of men and libraries, I met
with: next of their diet and recreations; next of the gardens, and their fuir.iture and
ornaments ; and of the air and health. We shall conclude the whole with the present

state of physic and pharmacy here.

To be^n with the coaches, which are very numerous here and very fine in gilding

:

but there are but few, and those only of the great nobility, which are large, and
have two seats or funds. But what they want in the largeness, beauty, and neat<

ness of ours in London, they have infinitely in the easiness of carriage, and the ready

turning in the narrowest streets. For this purpose, they are all crane-necked, and the

wheels before very low ; not above two feet and a half diameter ; which makes them
easy to get into, and brings down the coach-box low, that you have a much better

prospect out ofdie forem.ost glass, our high seated coachmen being ever in the point of
view. Again, they are most, even fiacres or hackneys, hing with double springs at

the four comers, which insensibly breaks all jolts. This I never was so sensible of,

as after having practised the Paris coaches for four months, I once rid in die easiest

chariot of my lord's, which came from England ; but not a jolt but what affected a
man : so as to be tired more in one hour in that, than in six in these. . ,

vol. IV. , p
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BesidcH the great numl)cr of coachc!tofthc (j^entry, here are also coaches de Remise,

by the month, which urc very well gilt, neat harness, and good horses : und these all

Ktrangers hire by the day or month, at about three crowns English a day. 'Tis this sort

that spoils the hackneys und chairs, which here ore the most nusty and miserable voiture

than can be ; und yet neur us dcur again as in London, und but very lew ofthem neither.

Yet there is one more in this city which I was willing to omit, as thinking it at first

sight scandalous, and u very jest ; it being u wretched business in so mugnificent a city

:

und that is the Vinegrette, a coach on two wheels, drugged by a man, and pushed be-

Tiind by a woman or boy, or both.

Besides those, for quick travelling there are u great number of post-chaises for a single

person : and Roullions for two persons ; these arc on two wheels only, and have each

their double springs to make them very easy ; they run very swiftly ; both the horses

pull ; but one only is in the thilles. The coachman mounts the RouUion ; but for

the chaise, he only mounts the side horse. I think neither of these are in use in Eng-
land ; but might be introduced to good purpose.

As for their recreutions and walks, there are no people more fond of coming together

to seq and to be seen. This conversation without doubt takes up a grout port of their

time : and for this puqiose, the Cour de la Reyne is frenuented by all people of quality.

It is tt treble walk of trees of a greut length, near the river side, the middle walk

having ubove double the breadth to the two side ones ; and will hold eight files of

coaches, and in the middle a greut open circle to turn, with fine gates at both ends.

I'hose tliat would have better und freer air, go further, and drive into the Bois de
Bologne, other out of other parts of the town to Bois de Vincenncs, scarce any side

amiss. In like manner these {ktsous light and w"alk in the Tuillcries, Luxemljourg,
and other gardens, belonging to the crown and princes (all which ore very spucious)

and ore made convenient, with many scuts for the entertainment of all people ; the

lucquies und mob excepted. But of this more hereufter.

No sort of people make u better figure in the town thun the bishops, who have verv

splendid equipages, and variety of fine liveries, being most of them men of great fami-

lies, and preferred as such, learning not being so necessary a qualification for those dig-

nities as with us ; though there are some of them very deserving and learned men.
I say, they are most noblemen, or the younger sons of the best families. This indeed

is for the honour of the church ; but whether it be for the good of learning and piety

is doubtful. They may be patrons, but there are but few examples of erudition among
them. 'Tis to be wished that they exceeded others in merit, as they do in birth.

The abbots here are numerous from ull purts of the kingdom. They make a con-

siderable figure, as being a genteel sort of clergy, and the most learned ; Jit least were

so from the time of curdinul Richelieu, who preferred men of the greatest learning and
parts to these posts ; and that very frankly, and without their knowing it befonj-hand,

much less soliciting him for it. He took a sure way, peculiar to himself to inquire

out privately men of desert, and took his own time to prefer them. This filkd the

kingdom of France with learned men, and gave great encouragement to study ; where-

«f France has yet some feeling.

'Tis pretty to observe, how the king disciplines this great city, by small instances of obe-
dience. He caused them to take down all their signs at once, and not to advance
them above a foot or two from the wall, nor to exceed such a small measure of squure

;

which was readily done : so that the signs obscure not die streets at all, and make little

ttr no figure, as though there \vere none ; being placed very high and little.

There are great number of hostels in Pans, by which word is meant public inns,

w here lodgings arc let ; and also the noblemen and gentlemen's houses are so called,
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mofstly with titles over the ^itc in IcttcTHof ^okl on u hluck miuhlo. ThithCcmH ns it

were, to tUnotc that they canu* at first to Paris an stran^Ts oiil^-, and inntcl ptihlirly ;

but at Icnf^th buih them inns or houHes of their own. It is certani, a ^:r^rtt and wcaUhy

city cannot he without peo|)le of <|uality ; nor such a court as that of Fra ue withntit llic

daily inspection of wlwt such |H<)i)le <lo. Hut whether the country can spare them or

not, I (luestion. The i)eople of Kn^land seem to have less mannern and less ri lijifion,

where tne gentry have lett them wholly to theniseh es ; and the taxes are raised with mon-

difficulty, incquaUty, and injustice, than when the landlords live upon the desmaincH.

It may very well be, that Paris is in a manner a new city within this forty years.

It is certain since this kin)< came to the crown, it is so much altered for the better,

that it is quite another thin(^ ; and if it be true w hat the workmen told mc, thiit .<

common house, built of rough stone and plaistered over, would not last above twenty.

five years, the {greatest part of the city has been lately re-built. In this a|j;e oertainlj

most of the grcat hostels are built, or re-edified ; in like maimer the convents, the bridges

and churches, the gates of the city ; add the great alteration of the staets, the keys upoti

the river, the pavements ; all these have had great iulditions, or arc quite new.

In the river amongst the bridges, both above and below, are a vast number of boatb,

of wood, hay, charcoal, corn, and w ine, and other commodities. But when a sudden
thaw comes, they are often in danger of lx.-ing split and crushed to pieces upon thr

bridges ; which also are sometimes damaged by them. There have been great losses to

the owners of such boi\ts and goods.

It lias been proposed to dig near the city a large basin for a winter harbour

,

but this has not had the face of profit to the government ; so they are still lef\ to

execute their own project. There arc no laws or project so effectual here, as

what bring profit to the government. Farming is admirably well understood here.

Amongst the living objects to be seen in the streets of Paris, the counsellors and
chief officers of the courts of justice make a great figure ; they and their wives have
their trains carried up ; so there ore abundance to be seen walking about the streets in

this manner. It is for this that places of that nature sell so well. A man that has a

right to qualify a wife with this honour, shall command a fortune ; and the carrying

a great velvet cushion to church is such another business. The place of a lawyer is va-

lued a third part dearer for this.

Here arc also doily to be seen in the streets great variety of monks, in strange un-

usual habits to us Englishmen ; these make an odd figure, and furnish well a picture.

I cannot but pity the mistaken zeal of these poor men ; that put themselves into religion,

as they call it, and renounce the world, and submit themselves to most severe rules of
living and diet ; some of the orders are decently enough clothed, as the Jesuits, the

fathers ofthe orator}', &c. but most are very particidar and obsolete in their dress, as being
the rustic habit of old times, without linen, or ornaments of the present age.

As to their meagre diet, it is much agiiinst nature, and the improved diet of man-
kind. The Mosaic law provided much better for Jews, a chosen people { that was
instituted for cleanliness and health. Now for the Christian law, though it commands
humility and patience under sufferings, and mortification and abstinence from sinful

lusts and pleasures ; yet by no means a distinct food, but liberty to eat any thing what-
soever, much less nastiness ; and the papists themselves in other things are of this mind

;

for their churches are clean, pompously adorned and perfumed. It is enough, if we
chance to suffer persecution, to endure it with patience, and all the miserable circum.
stances that attend it ; but wantonly to persecute oursleves, is to do violence to Christi-

anity, and to put ourselves in a worse state than the Jews were ; for to choose the worst
of food, whicli is sour herbs and fish, and such like trash, and to lie worse, always

p 2 ^
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rough, ill course and nasty woollen frocks upon iKMirds ; to go barefoot in a cold

country, to dcnv theniHclvcs the comforts of tnin life, nnd the conversation of men ;

this, I say, is to huzurd our healths, to renounce the greatest blessings of this life, und in

u manner to destroy ourselves. These men, I suy, cannot but be in thu main chagrin,

nnd therefore as they arc out of humour with the world, so they must in time be weary

of such slavish and fruitless devotion, which is not attended with an active life.

The great multitude of poor wretches in all parts of this city is such, that a man
in a coach, a-foot, in the shop, is not able to do any business for the numtiers and im-

portunities of beggars ; and to hear their miseries is very lamentable ; and if you give

to one, you immediately bring a u hole swarm u|)on you. These, I say, are true monks,
if you will, of God Almighty's making, offering you their prayers for a farthing, thut

find the evil ofthe day sufficient for the d;iy, and Uiat the miseries of this life arc not to

(>c courted, or made u mock of. I'ltcse worship, much against their will, all rich men,
and make saints of the rest of mankind for a morsel of bread.

But let these men alone with their mistaken zeal ; it is certainly God's good Provi-

dence which orders oil things in this world. And the flesh.eutcrs will ever defend them-
selves, if not beat the Lenten men

; good and wholesome food, and plenty of it, gives

men naturally great courage. Again, a nation will sooner be peopled by the free mar-

riage of all sorts of i)cople, than by the additional stealth of a few starved monks, sup-

posing them ut any time to break their vow. This limiting of marriage to a certain peo-

ple only is a deduction and abatement of mankind, not less in a papist country than a

constant wiu*. Again, this lessens also the number of God's worshippers, instead of nmlti-

plv ing them us the stars in the firmament, or the sand upon the sea shore ; these men
wrilfully cut oft" their posterity, and reduce God's congregation for the future.

There is very little noise in this city of public cries of things tu be sold, or any dis-

turbanec from pamphlets and hawkers. One thmg I wondered ut, that I heard of nothing

lost, nor any public advertisement, till 1 was shewed printed papers upon the corners

of streets, wherein were in great letters, Uii, Deux, Cinq, Dix jusq ; a Cinquante

Louis u gagner, that is, from one to fifly louis to be frot ; und then underneath an uc

eount of what was lost. This sure is a good iuid quiet way ; for by this means with-

out noise you often find your goods again ; every body that has found them repairing

in a day or two to such places. The gazettes come out b;:t once a week, and but few
people buy them.

It is difficult and dangerous to vend a libel here. WhlJc wc were in town, a certain •

|)en>on gave a bundle of them to a. blind man, a beggar of the hospital of the Quin-
zevint, telling hin» he might get five pence for every penny ; he went to Nostredanie,

and cried them up in tlie service time ; La Vie 8c Miracles de I'Evesq ; de Kheims.
This was a trick tliut was played the archbishop, as it was thought, by the Jesuits,

with whom he has had a great contest about Molinas, the Spanish J. doctrines. The
libel went off at any rate, when the first buyers had read the title further, and found

they were against the present archbishop, duke, and first peer of France.

The streets arc lighted alike all the winter long, as well when the moon shines, as

at other times of the month ; which I remember uie rather, because of the impertinent

usage of our ]K>ople at London, to take away the lights for half of the month, as though
the moon was certain to shine and light the streets, and that there could be no cloudy

weather in winter. The lanthorns here liang down in the very middle of all the streets,

aljout twenty paces distance, and twenty foot high. They are made of a square of
glass about two feet deep, covered with a broad plate of iron ; and the rope that lets

them down, b secured and locked up iu an iron funnel and little trunk fastened into

u \i. .*."(Mn .vvi *
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the wall of the houst. Tlunc lanthnnw have candlcst of I'uur in tlic pound in thcni,

which luNt hiimiiifi; till n(\rr midnif^ht.

Am to these lightH, if any iniin hrcak them, he in forthwith sent to the (ndlies ; and

thcrt were three young (^'ntlcmcn of f5«)od ianiilicN, who were in privMJ for havinjjj done

k in a frolic, und could not Ik.* rcleuned thence in some months, and that not without

the diligent application of good friendn at court.

The lights at Paris for five months in the year only, cost near 50,0001. sterling. Thin

way of lighting the streets is in use also in some other cities in France. The king is

said to have raised a large tax hy it. In the preface to the tax it is said, " tlut consi-

dering the great danger nis subjects were in, in walking the streets in the dark, from

thieves, and the breaking their necks by falls, he for such a simi of money did grant

this privilege, that they might hung out lunthornsin this manner."

I nave said, that the avenues to the city, and all the streets, are paved with a very

hard sand stone, about eight inches snuarc ; so they have a great care to keep them
clean ; in winter, for example, upon the melting oi the ice, Ly a heavy drag with a

horse, which makes a quick riddance and cleaning the gutters ; so that in a d;iy*s time

all parts of the town arc to admiration clean and neat again to walk on.

I could heartily wish their summer cleanliness was as great ; it is certainly as necessary

to keep so populous a city sweet ; but I know no macnine sufficient, but what would
empty it of the people too ; all the threats and inscriptions upon walls arc to little

purpose. The dust in London in summer is oftentimes, if a wind blow, very trouble-

some, if not intolerable ; in Paris there is much less of it, and the reason is, the flat

stones require little sundtoset them fast, whereas our small pebbles, not coming toge.

ther, require a vast quantity to lay them fust in paving.

But firom the people in the streets*, to the dead ornaments there. There are an infi.

nite number of bustos of the gmnd monarch every where put up by the common peo-

ple; but the noble statues are but few, considering the obsequious humour and capacity

of the people to jK-rform.

That in the Place- Victoire is a foot in brass, all over gilt, with Victoirc, that is u

vast winged woman close behind his back, holding forth a laurel crown over the king's

head, with one foot upon a globe. There are great exceptions taken at the gilding by
artists ; and indeed the shinmg seems to spoil the features, and give I know not what
confusion ; it had better have been all of gold brassed over ; which would luive given

its true lights and shadows, and suffered the eye to judge of the proportions. But that

which I like not in this, is the great woman perpetually at the king's t>ack ; which is a

sort of embarras, and instead of giving victory, seems to tire him with her company.
The Roman victory was a little puppet in the emperor's hand, which he could dispose

oi' at pleasure. This woman is enough to give a man a surfeit.

The other are statues ofthree of the last kings of France, in brass on horseback. '

'

That on the Pont-neuf is of Henry the Fourth in his armour bare-headed, and habited

as the mode of that time was.

The other of Lewis tlie Thirteenth in the Palace-Royal, armed also after the mode of

the age, and his plume of feathers on his head-piece.
'" ''

The third is of this present king Louis the Fonrteeutli, and designed for the Place

Vendosme. This colossus of brass is yet in the very place, where it was cast ; it is sur-

prisingly great, being 22 feet high, the feet of the king 26 inches in length, and all the

proportions of him and the horse suitable. There was 100,000 piound weight of metal

melted, but it took not up above 80,000 pounds ; it was all cast at once, horse and man.
Monsieur Girardon told me, he wrought diligently, and with almost daily applicatloii

at the model eight years, and there were two years more spent in the moulding, and

U^
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nirnaccs, at)tl castin;^ of it. The king is in the habit of a Roman emperor, without

Hlirrups or saddle, and on his head a French large periwig a-la-mode. Whence this

great llhcrty of sculpture arises, I am much to seek.

It is true, that in building precisely to follow the ancient manner and simplicity is very

commendable, because all those orders were founded upon good principles in mathema-
tics: but the clothing of an emperor was no more than the weak fancy of the people.

For Louis le Grand to be thus dressed up at the head of his army now a-days would be
very comical. What need other emblems, when truth may be had ; as though the pre-

sent age need be ashamed of their modes, or that the Statua Equestris of Henry IV,
or Louis XIII, were the less to be valued for being done in the true dress of their times.

It seems to me to be the eflect of mistaken flattery; but if regarded only as a piece of

mere art, it is methinks very unbecoming, and has no graceful air with it.

I remember I was at the levee of king Charles II, when three models were brought
him to choose one of, in ord r to make his statue for the court at Windsor ; he chose
the Roman emperor's dress, and caused it also to be executed in that other erected

for him in the old Exchange in London. The like is of king James in Whitehall, and
at Chelsea college, our invalids. Now I appeal to all mankind, whether in representing

a living prince now-a-days, these naked arms and legs are decent, and whether there is

not a barbarity very displeasing in it. The father of these two kings, Charles I, was
the prince of this age of the best relish, and of a sound judgment, particularly in

painting, sculpture, architecture by sea and land, witness the vast sums of money he

bestowed upon Rubens and his disciple Vandyke. Also the great esteem he had for the

incomparable Inigo Jones, who was the first Englishman in this age that understood

building. I heard M. Auzout say, when he had viewed the banquetting-house at White-
hall, that it was preferable to all the buildings on this side the Alps ; and I ou^t to be-

lieve hiivi, he having studied Vetruvius more than forty years together, and much upo::

the place at Rome. Also the ship the Sovereign, which was truly the noblest floating

castle that ever swam the sea. Yet after all this, that king had a Statua Equestris of

himselferected, now at Charing-cross, cast in the full habit of his o>vn time, and whicli

I think may compare with the best of that sort at Paris.

I should beg leave in the next place to visit the palaces and men of letters and con.

versation ; but I must take notice first of the vast expences that are here in iron balus-

trades, as in the Place-Royal, which square is compassed about with one often feet high.

Of this sort and better there are infinite every where in Paris ; which gives indeed a, fiill

view of the beauty of their gardens and courts.

First, therefore, I saw the Palais Mazarin, in which are many good pictures, but the

low gallery is furnished with a great collection of ancient Greek and Roman statues,

and is what I most took notice of. They were most brought from Rome by the car-

dinal. Those which are togatae and clothed, are as they were found; but such as were

made nudse or naked, are miserably disguised by the fond humour of the duke de Ma-
zarin, who in r.i hot fit ofdevotion caused them to be castrated and mangled, and then

frocked them by a sad hand with I know what plaister of Pari^, which makes them
very ridiculous. Cicero somewhere tells us, that some ofthe {)*icient wise men thought

there was nothing naturally obscene, but that every thing might be called by its own
name; but our {^elsus is of another mind, and begs pardon, being a Roman, that he

wrote of these things in his own tongue. It is certain upon our subject, the duke should

pot have furnished his cabinet and gallery with naked pictures, but with the togais

only ; or if it had once pleased him to do otherwise, he should not have clothed them

;

whijch was at best but a vain ostentation of his chastity, and betrayed his ignorance and
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dislike of good tilings ; that is, spoils and hides the noble art of the sculpture, for which

only tlicy are valuable.

But why should nudity be so offensive, since a very great part of the world yet defies

clothes, and ever did so ; and the parts they do most affect to cover, is from a certain

necessity only.

It is plain by ,icse and many other elegant statues I saw at Versailles, most of which
were taken out hence, that the Roman clothing was the most simple thing imaginable

;

and that a Roman was as soon undrcssijd, as I can put off my gloves and shoes. The
men and women went dressed much alike. As for the fashion of the Roman habit,

it is evident by these ancient statues (which Oct. Ferrarius has well and reasonably fol-

loWed in explicating the several garments of the ancients) that the tunica or shirt was
without a collar or sleeves, and girt high up under the breasts ; also, that the toga or

gown was a wide and long garment open at both ends, and let down over ! „ ad, and
supported by the left hand thrust under the skirts of it, whilst the top of it rested upon
the left shoulder. The right hand and arm was naked, and above the gown, so that

the gown was ungirt and always loose. Now for the purpose, when a Roman made
himself naked for a bath (as he daily did just before eating) he had nothing to do but

draw up his left hand, and the gown fell down at his feet ; and at the same time to loose

the girdle of the tunica, and to draw up both his arms from under the tunica, and that al-

so fell at his feet.

In the first ages of the commonwealth they wore a toga or gown only, afterwards they

put on next the skin a tunica or shirt, and never added more in the very splendour and

luxury of the empire ; all other matters of clothing, of whatever nature soever, have been

invented since.

I much admired,, that in the gre'^t number of ancient statues to be seen in and about

Paris, I could never meet any om^ but what was clothed with a toga pura, and no repre-

sentation of a bullated one.

This toga and tunica both were made of fine white wool or flannel : they had not a

rag of linen about them. This flannel, I say, was very fine ; for their folds are small,

and it flills into them easily ; and seems to be very light, by the handling of it, to raise it

by the finger and thumb only, as is the air of some of the statues, and the whole garment

to be suspended by the left shoulder. Upon the least straining of it, the breasts and
nipples are visible through it ; also the proportions of the thighs.

This wearing all woollen in a hot country brought on the use and necessity of fre-

quent bathing : otherwise they could never have kept themselves sweet and clean ; and
the necessity of bathing kept them to this sort of loose garment ; and much bathing

brought in oils, and oils perfumes infused in them.

But in my mind a fair linen shirt every day is as great a preservative to neatness and

cleanness of the skin and health, as daily bathing was to the Romans. It is certain, had

they not used either simple oils of olives, sometimes unripe and old, for the astringency

,

and sometimes ripe and perfumed, the warm water must have much decayed nature,

and made the skin intolerably tender and wrinkled. The naked indians and blacks secure

their skins by oils at this day from all the injuries ofthe weather, both fron; heat and cold.

But the best rule of health and long life is to do little to ourselves. People are not

aware what inconveniences they bring upon themselves by rustom, how they will plead

for things long used, and mak 3 that pleasant, which is very destructive to their healths

;

as in the case of clothing, tobacco, strong waters, steel remedies, the drinking mineral

waters, buthing, tea, coffee, chocolate, &c.

One little statue I took more particular notice of, for the elegance of the sculpture,

m
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;

nnd the humour of the dress ; it stood upon a table ; it >vas the figure of a sybil. The
face of tlie old woman was cut very deep into the stone, within the quoifure, like a hood

pulled o\'er the forehead, a very emblem of an oracle, which is hid, dark and ambiguous,

as the woman herself, who would have neither her face seen, nor her saying easily under-

stood—tliat is, she is as it were, ashamed of her cheat.

What was the fancy ofthe men of the first ages to make old women prophetesses, to

utttr oracles, and to interpret the will of the gods by the eating of animals ; to make
them Saga; and Vcnjficas is reasonable enough ; for old age makes all people spiteful, but

more the weaker sex. To poison and bewitch are the secret revenges ofimpotent people.

I'lie Jews were impatient of the company of women in their religious rites, lest they

should contaminate and spoil all their devotion. The Romans on the contrary thou^t
religion Ijccame u omen better than men, for besides the general parts they had in com-
mon with the men in adoration of their gods, they had also peculiar ones, where the men
were not concerned. TuUy bids his wife supplicate the gods for him ; for he tells her,

he thought they would be kinder to her than him. Upon some such principle, probably,

their prophetesses ^^•cre in esteem.

I saw the apartment of Monsieur Viviers in the arsenal ; it consists in seven or eight

groimd rooms looking into the great garden ; these rooms are small, but most curiously

i'urnished, aiid have in them the greatest variety and best sorted china ware I ever saw,

besides pagods and China pictures: also elegant and rich bureaus, book-cases, and some
paintings of the best masters.

That which 'eased me most, amongst the paintings, were the pieces of Rembrant's,

that incomparable Dutch painter.

A girl ^\-ith a cage in one hand, and looking up after the bird that had got out, and
was flying aM ay over her head : she had fright, amazement, and sorrow, in her looks.

The other is an unlucky lad leaning upon a table, and looking wit^ mischief in his eyes,

or that he watched to do some unhappy turn. The third is a young gentleman m a
fur cap, en disliabille, after his wonted manner. The two first are Uie most natural

thoughts and dress that can be ; but notliing certainly ever came near his colouring

for flesh and garments. This part he stuoicd passionately all his life, ar ^ was ever

trying experiments about it ; and with what success, these and many other pieces shew.

These three pictures of Rembrant are all of young people, and are finished with all

the ar. uxid perfection of colouring, as smooth as any limning ; which makes the judg-

ment of Philibien of him appear not just : for he fitted his paint according to the age

and nature of the subjects he wrought. I had the pleasure ofseeing them again and again.

Monsieur le Nostre's cabinet, or rooms, wherein he keeps his fine things, the controller

of t'te king's gardens, at the side of the Tuilleries, was worth seeing. He is a very

ingenious old gentleman, and the ordinance and design of most of the royal and great

gardens in and about Paris are of his invention, and he has lived to see them in per-

fection. Th*'^ gentleman is 89 years old and quick and lively. He entertained me very

civilly. There were in the three apartments, into which it is divided (the uppermost of
which is an octagon room with a dome) a great collection of choice pictures, porcellans,

some of which were jars of a most extraordinary size : some old Roman heads and
bustos, and entire statues ; a great collection of stamps very richly bound up in books

;

but he had lately made a draught of his best pictures to the value of 50,000 crowns, and
had presented them to the king at Versailles. There w as not any thing ofnatural history

in all his cabinet. .!, ,i,'*

I was several times with him, and once he carried me into an upper closet, wti^n:- he
had a great collection of medals in four cabinets, most modern ; amongst them there

i
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were four large drawers, three of which were the medals of king William, near 300

as he told me. The fourth drawer was of king William's ancestors and family; he had

been fortv' years in making this collection, and had purch.. cd many of tlieni at vast

rates. He litis certainly the best furniture for an Historia Mctallica, that I c\er saw.

The French king has a particular kindness for him, and has greatly enriched him, and

no man talks with more freedom to him; he is much delighted with his humour, and

will sit to see his medals, and when he comes at any medal, that makes against him, he

will say, Sire, voyla une, qu' est bien contre nous! as though the matter pleased him,

and he was glad to find it to shew it to the king. Monsieur le Nostre spoke much of the

good humour of his master; he affirmed to me he was never seen in passion, and gave

iiie many instances of occasions, that would have caused most men to have raged ; which
yet he put by with all the temper imaginable.

In tWs cabinet I saw many very rare old china vessels, and amongst them a small

Roman glass urn, very thick made, and ponderous, of a blue sea colour; the two ears

were feet divided into four claws, but the very bottom of this vessel was smooth, and

very little umblicate; and for this reason I cannot tell whether it might not be cast, and
not blown

«

The Palace of Luxembourg is the naost finished of all the royal buildings ; it is very

magnificent, well designed, were it not for the trifling intersections or round .and deep
jointings of the columns, which looks like a cheesemonger's shop, and which is below the

grandeur of the orders ; so hard a matter it is to have a true relish of the ancient sim<

plicity, and not to add impertinent ornaments. And to say the truth, there are not

many things in Paris where this chastity is strictly preser\ed; among those, where little

is to be blamed, are the south east front of the Louvre, the facade of St. Gervais, anr^

the whole building of Valde Grace. And this wantonness in additional ornaments may
perhaps be one reason, why the Doric is more practised there at this day, die modil-

lions naturally admitting greater variety, and according to the intended use of the

buUding.

In this palace is that &mous gallery, where the history of Maria of Medicis is painted

by Rubens. Though this was done 70 years ago, it is as fresh as at the first ; so great

a master he was in colouring. His flesh is admirable, and Ms scarlet, for which, if he

had not a secret, not now understood, he had less avarice, and more honour, than most
of our modem painters. It is certain the goodness of colours was one of the great cares

and studies ofthe late famous painters; and that which seems mosc to have obliged them
to it, was the necessity they put themselves upon, to paint all their own designs, and
more particularly the present dresses. And though Rubens in his history is too much
a libertine in this respect, yet there is in this very place, which we now describe, much
truth in the habit of his principal figures, as of king Henry the Fourth, the queen, her

son, the three daughters and the cmtlinal ; though bdeed the allegoric assistants in ^1
tlie tableaux are very airy and fancifully set out. ' His scholar St. Ant. Vandyke did in-

troduce this novelty too much in England, where the persons would bear it ; as the female

sex wk z very willing to do, who seem in his time to have beenmighty fond of being

painted in dishabille. It was this that cutout of business the best English painter of his

time, Cornelius Johnson, and shortened his life by grief. It is certain with a little pa-

tience all dress becomes dishabille ; but I appeal, whether it is not better and much more
pleasing to see the old fashion of a dead friend, or relation, or of a man of distinction,

painted as he was, than a foppish night-gown, and odd quoifure, which never belonged
to the person painted.
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But that which led me into this reflection was, th?vt the modern painters have thereby

an opportunity to be idle and to have others to work under them ; it is suflicient to finish

the face, and to send it out to be dressed at the block ; whereas were they obliged in

honour to paint the whole dresses, this would make them accurate hi colouring,

throi'gh the great variety which would daily occur, and that noble art be in far greater

esteem.

A good artist might easily reduce it, and command the purses of those he paints, to

pay well for his labour and time, for it is the lot but of very few men to excel in this

noble art.

In the anti-chamber of the queen's apartment there are other paintings of Rubens, as,

in three distinct tableaux, at the upper end of the room the ceremonies of the marriages

of her three daughters, to Savoy, Spain, and England. Also in another historical tableaux,

on the side of the same room, he has painted his own picture, in a very free and easy

posture, next the eye, up in the very " r looking out, as unconcerned in his own
tableaux, upon the three ladies. He has dc ' wife in some of the tableaux, in the great

gallery; but in the last, where the queen us counting up to Heaven, she is drawn up
after her; but whether it be her full and heavy body, or her mind, she is painted in a

very unwilling posture, bending back. It seems her husband liked her company too

well to part with her easily, or she with him.

Several of the rooms of this apartment were wainscotted Avith cedar, ^vrought in flow-

ers, as her dressing-room and oratory ; which is rare in Paris. The floors were made of

small pieces of wood put together in figures ; the inward knots were inlaid with threads

of silver, which have a marvellous effiect; but the firmness, duration, and entireness of

these floors, after so long laying, I most admired : whereas with us in London, and else-

where in Paris, they prove so noisy to tread on, and faulty, that they are in a few years

intolerable.

It is pity the king has so great an aversion to the Louvre, which if finished (which

he might easily do in two or three years) would be the most magnificent palace, ; Tliaps,

that ever was upon the face of the earth ; and, indeed, except tliat be done, Paris will

never arrive at its full beauty.

There are two stones in the fronton of the south east facade of the Louvre, which are

shewed to all strangers, covering tiie very top of it, as slates do, and meet in an angle.

These are very big, viz. 54 feet longa-piece, eight feet broad, and but 14 inches thick.

The rising so high these two vast and tender stones was looked upon as a master-piece

of art, equalling any thing of the ancients of that nature. They were taken out of the

quarries of Meudon, where Monsieur the dauphin dwells.

I savv in the galleries of the Louvre some of the battles of Alexander by Le Brun

;

which are by the French the most admired pieces of painting, that have been (say they)

done by any man on this side the Alps ; and of which they are not a little proud.

Also a large piece of Paulo Veronese, presented by the Senate of Venice to the king.

I cannot pass by unnientioned the vast number of great cases in one of the galleries,

wherein are the play things or puppets of the dauphin, when a child : they represent a

camp in all its parts, and cost 50,000 crowns.

But, indeed, that which most surprised me in the Louvre was the Attellier or work-
liouse of Monsieur Gerradon ; he that made Cardinal Richelieu's tomb, and the Statua

Equestris designed for the Place de Vendosme ; he told me he had been almost ten years

in making the model and moulding and other things as I said before, with assiduity and
daily application.

, f'i.
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He hath in the Louvre also two rooms, in one of which are many ancient marble sta-

tues, and in the other are brass statues and vasa, and a hundred other thinjjs relatiiiji to

antiquity. There is nothing in Paris deserves more to be seen.

In this last, I saw a sort of Egyptian Janus, with Silenus on one side, and a Bacchus

on the other ; with many other Egyptian figures well designed ; all ofthem ^vith a hole

in the crown of the head.

Also a lion of Egypt very large of brass ; but the design rude, and more like an In-

diau,Pagod. This also had a large square hole in the back, near the neck. The Siamites,

that came in an embassy to Pans, were ^vell pleased to see this figure, and said it was noi

unlike one of theirs ; and that tliat hole served to put the incense in, that the smoak
might come out of the body and nostrils of the lion. I doubt not but that also was the usi-

ofthe open crowns of the rest of the Egyptian figures, which I had seen elsewhere, as well

as here ; and their heads served for perfuming pots for themselves : and hence also

might arise, that other ornament of radiated heads ; in imitation of a bright flame kin-

dled within, and casting rays out of and round the head.

There was also a small image of a lean man, cast bent, in a sitting posture, with a roll

of parchment spread open upon his knees, and he looking down upon it, reading it.

This was of solid brass, die head and all : this was found inclosed in a mummy. He
seemed to have a thin linen garment on, perhaps such as the Egyptian priests used to

wear.

Also he shewed us the mummy of a woman entire. The scent ofthe hand was to me
not unpleasant ; but I could not liken it to any perfume now in use with us ; though I

make no question, b .t naphtha was the great ingredient ; which indeed is so unusual a

smell, that the mineral waters of Hogsden near London (wherein the true naphtha is

substantially, and of which I have some ounces by me, gathered oiF those waters) have

imposed upon the ignorant in natural history ; who would make them come from a

chance turpentine effusion, or the miscarriage of a chemical experiment. .

,

'Here were also great variety of urns and funeral vasa of all materials and fashions.

Also an ancient writing pen coiled up, with two ends erected both alike, represent*

ingthe head of a snake.

The ancient heads and bustos in brass are numerous and of great value. This gen-

tleman is exceeding courteous to all strangers ; especially to such as have the least good
relish of things of this nature, to whom he shews them gladly. It cannot be otherwise,

that a man educated in that noble art of sculpture, who shall daily study so great a va-

riety of originals of the best masters, but must far excel the rest of mankind, who
practice without good example, and by fancy mostly.

I was to see Monsieur Boudelot, whose friendship I highly value : I received great

civilities from him. He is well known by his books about the utility of voyages : he has

a very choice and large collection of books of Greek and Roman learning. I made
)iim several visits^ and had the pleasure of perusing his cabinets of coins, and small

images of copper, which are many and of good value : as Egyptian, Phrygian, Grecian,

! and Roman.
' Amongst his Egyptian, the most curious was a Deus Crepitus of admirable work-
manship, with a radiated crown: it was an Ethiopian, and therefore bespoke its great

'antiquity ; for they very usually represented their kings under the figures oftheir gods,

c There was also the skeleton of a woman of solid copper, found in the body of a mum-
t my, in a sitting posture ; not wilike that other mentioned above in Monsieur Girar.

don's closet.

An Apis or a heifer in copper.

^2
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A Phrygian Priapus of elegant workmanship : the Phrygian Cap pointed and hanging

down heiiind, as our caps in dishabille are now worn.

Of all which, and many more, this learned antiquary intends to write.

In his cabinet of medals I could not And one of Pulnivnt, for which I carefully in-

quired ; for I was willing to add what could be found in h runcc upon this subject.

He has also many marbles from Greece ; most ofwhich have been published by Spon

;

save one, and that is the most ancient and most curious of all ; concerning which he is rea-

dy to publish a dissertation. It is a catalogue in three columns, of the names of the prin-

cipal persons of Erectheis, one of the chiefest tribes of Attica, that were killed in one

and the same year in five several places, where the Athenians fought under two ge-

nerals, as in Cyprus, in £gypt, in Phoenicia, in Egina, in Halies. Here are 177

names in the three columns.

The Mantis closes the column, who died in Egypt, that is, the physician. Magic
and physic went together in those days : nay, the very comedians and poets, those ne-

cessary men of wit, fought ; for none were exempt from being enrolled that were bom
in the kingdom or republic of Attica.

The antiquity of this marble, besides the known history and names which justify the

time of those men : the figure of the letters are an undoubted argument ; for there are

no double letters here ; no », no *, but all graved e, o , also the letters, l, p, n, R, s,

are very Roman. So that it is also an evidence, that the Romans boiTowed their letters

from die ancient Greek alphabet.

The invention and borrowiug of letters was a great happiness to mankind. The em-
barras in which writing is in China, is owing to the misfortune ofwanting an alphabet

;

so that the Chinese are forced to express every sentence and thought by a different cha-

racter, which has multiplied their writing to 120,000 characters ; of which yet they

have less need, than we in Europe, who perform all with 24 letters (whereof five add
life to the other 19, saith Hippocrates, whicii is an argument of the age he wrote in :

the knowledge of grammar, i. e. reading and writing, depends upon seven figures, de
Die .1.) The Chinese know much less than we ; they have no other morals, liiey

have less philosophy, less mathematics, fewer arts, and yet much narrower knowledge

of natural history, because they can have the knowledge only of that part of nature

which they have at home : in what therefore should they employ this multitude of

characters ; it is, I say, their misfortune not u have thought of an alphabet : their

common language is as easily learned, and consequently might as easily be writ as any
in Europe.
But to return to Monsieur Boudelot's stores. In this cabinet I also saw some basso-

relieves : one of Praxiteles well designed; one of Musos the comedian : amongst the

rest of the marbles there is a basso-relief, very extant, and finely finished, of a cupid

asleep, leaning his head upon his lefl arm ; in his hand he holds two poppy heads. It is

probable the poppies were emblematic from the power they have in Icve-anairs. Indeed
most poisons affect those parts chiefly, being the great sluice of the habit of the body,

or circle of the blood ; and no people use poppy more, and stand more in need of it,

than the men who delight in polygamy, the Mahometans, or understand it better ; as

Olearius testifies.

He had an antic busto of Zenobia in marble, with a thick radiated crown ; of which
he very obligingly gave me a copy, well designed from the original : this was brought
out of Asia by Monsieur Thevenoi.
He shewed me a dissertation he had written out fair for the press, about a certain an-

cient Intaglia of Madames, of Ptolomaeus Auletes, or the player upon the flute : Jn
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this the thin mufler is the most remarkable thing, which covers the mouth and nose.

This head is engraved upon an amethyst.

I enjoyed this gentleman's company very often ; and had miuh discourse with him
about his books of the utility of voyages ; and in one conversation took the freedom
to dissent from him about the inteqiretation of that coin in Monsieur Seguin, which \v:

calls Britannic.

Monsieur Boudelot reads it thus, Jovi Victori Suturnali lo ! or Jovi Victoria Sat. lo

!

I had rather read it thus, lo ! Sat. Victoriae lo ! upon the occasion of his returning with

the soldiers, filling their head-pieces with the shells they had gathered off the sea-shore ;

and the little use of his new invented letter the digamma, which he instituted or borrowed
from the i^olique to express V consonant.

The shells were a triumph much like this small addition to the alphabet ; whicii

lasted no longer than his time : that is victory enough : (for so stupid a prince a.*>

Claudius) let us return with the spoils of the ocean, and adorn his new invented letter

with a palm branch: the reverse of this coin being a laurel crown : both the signs of

victory.

About the Boustrophedon way of writing, mentioned by Suidas and Pausanias, or

turning again as the ox ploughs, or the racers about the meta in the cirque, in my opini-

on it could be nothing else, but the serpentine manner of writing found in Swedeland
in runique letters.

He shewed me also a stone taken lately out of the body of a horse at Paris, which was
his death ; and dying strangely, they dissected him, that is, certain ignorant people; in

the lower part of the body (probably the bladder) was found this stone : it weighs, as

I guess, two pound ; it is as round as a cannon ball; it is laminated like an onion ; for

the first couche was broke up in some places, of a dark hair colour, and transparent

;

or like some cloudy agats which i have seen : it was very ponderous. Such like trans*

parent stones I Iiad a patient voided often in Yorkshire. I saw another transparent one,

which was cut out of the buttock of an alderman at Doncaster ; he was twice cut in

the same place, at some years distance. Another I had in some measure transparent,

voided by a patient, which was of the^ very colour of a coffee beiry when burnt ; but
of this horse stone Monsieur Boudelot wrote me a letter before I loft Piiris, which I

design to publish.

I was by invitation from Monsieur Cassini at the Observatoire Royal, built on a rising

ground just without the city walls. This building is very line, and great art is used in

the vaulted cut roofs and winding staircases. The stones are laid inside, outside, with

the most regularity I ever saw in any modem building. In all this building there is

neither iron nor wood, but all firmly covered with stone, vault upon vault. The plat-

form a-top is very spacious, and ^ives a large and fair view of all Paris, and the country

about it : it is paved with black flmt in small squares, which I make no doubt are set in

cement or tarras, that is, the Pulvis Puteolanus.

We were shewed a room well furnished with models of all sorts of machines ; and a

very large burning glass, about three feet diameter, which at that time of the ye^,
viz. in uie beginning of February, did fire wood into a flame, in the very moment it

came into and passed through the focus.

I ivas indisposed, and so could not accept ofthe favour which was offered me of seeing

the moon in their telescu^s : and to go down into the vault, which was contrived for

seeing the stars at noon-tide, but without success. I was told by Monsieur Roman
afterwards, that he saw there a rock formed in the cave by the ^pping of a spring of

petrifying water ; of which nature are all the wells in Paris.

/• 'Jii 1
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In the floor of one of the octagon towers they have designed with great accurateness

and neatness with ink an universiil map in a vast circle. The north pole is in the centre.

This is a correction of other maps upon the latest and best observations.

His nephew Monsieur Moraldi was with him; as for his only son, he was in Lon-
don at tluit time : I afterwards was with him at his father's, a very hopeful young gen*

tlcman, and well instructed by his father in the mathematics, and all other useful

learning.

The triumphal arch out of the gate of St. Antoine is well worth seeing ; for in this the

French pretend not only to have imitated the ancients, but to have out-done them.

'I'hey ha\e indeed, used the greatest blocks of stone that could be got, and have laid

them \\itliout mortar, and the least side outward, after the manner of the ancients; but

I am afraid their materials are very short of the Roman, and their stone is ill chose, though
\ ustly great.

Indeed the design is most magnificent ; it is finished in plaister, that is, the model of

it, in its full beauty and proportions.

I suppose it was intended for a gate of entrance into the city : for it fronts the great

street ut tlie suburbs, and has a vast walk planted with trees leading from it towards Bois

de Vincennes.

There is nothing more built but the four parts of the foundation of the true building^,

raised only to the ieet of the pedestals; the foundation is laid twenty-two feet deep.

Amongst the vast blocks ol' stone, which take up a great compass before the building,

I found several sorts, all brought from the quarries not far from Paris; all of them are

of a kind of coarse grit, which will not bum into lime. They distinguish these stones

Mito four sorts; 1. Pierre d'arcueil, for the first two or three couches or lays above the

foundation. This is the best, and hardest of all. 2. That of St. Clou, which is good,

and the next best. I did not find by the blocks designed either for the walls of the

building ; or the rounds of the pillars ; that the beds of stone of St. Clou are above two
ieet thick. 3. That of S. Lieu ; this is but indifferent, but vet much better than that stone,

which is taken up out of the stone pits in and about Pans, which makes the fourth sort

of stone. If it be wrought up into walls, as it is taken out of the pits, it is very apt to

be flawed by the frost : but if it be laid in the air, and kept under cover for two years,

then it becomes dry and more durable.

I saw but one piece in Paris of the ruins of an old Roman building; it was in La Rue
de la Harpe. The vaults are ver)' high and large. The manner of building is near the

same I formerly caused exactly to be figured and described at York, and which is pub-

lished in the Philosophic Transactions : that is, the inside and outside of the walls are

composed of six rows of small square stones, and then four rows of flat, thin and broad

Roman bricks, and so alternately from the top to the bottom. Which makes it pro-

bable it was built after Severus's time : for this was the African manner of building, as

Vitruvius tells us ; and tlierefore might well be, what tradition here says of it, viz. part of
Julian the emperor's palace or thermae.

St. Innocent's church-yard, the public burying-place of the city of Paris for a 1000
years, when entire (as I once saw it) and built round with double galleries full of skulls

and bones, was an awful and venerable sight : but now I found it in ruins, and the

greatest of the galleries pulled down, and a row of houses built in their room, and the

bones removed i know not whither: the rest of the church-yard in the most neglected

and nastiest pickle I ever saw any con^crated place. It is all one, when men, eventhe
Roman catholics have a mind, or it is their interest, to unhallow things or places, they

can do it with a good stomach ; and leave the tombs of chancellors and other great.

'W^..: 1
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men without company or cart. VVIwt nobody ff:tn by, nobody m concerned to r»

pair: but it is Htrjngc amongst so many millions of dead men, not one wonder-work
mg saint should start up to prcstrvc itself and neighbours from contenipt and scandal.

That so much holy earth, brought, as it is said, so far off, should never produce one saint,

but rather s|x:w up all its inhabitants, to be thus shuffled and dissipated.

Amongst the many cabinets of Paris their is nothing flner thim the collection of Mon
sieur Buco, Garde- Uolles du Parlcmcnt. You pass through a long gallery, the one side

of which is a well furnished library, and also well disposed m wired cases. This gallery

leads into two rooms very finely adorned with pictures, vasa's, statues and figures in

brass, also with china, and the famous enamel vessels, formerly made in Poitu, which
are not now to be had ; a thousand other curious things.

I very particularly examined his large nuantity of shells, consisting in near sixty

drawers. There were indeed very many ot a sort, and but few but \vhat I had seen

before, and figured. He very obligingly lent me those I had not seen, to have the

designs of them done. He had many very perfect and large ones of land and fresh-

water buccina ; but yet a great number were wanting of those very tribes which I have
published in my Synopsis Conchyliorum.

Here were also two or three very fair ones of that sort of comprcst snail, which have

their tail on the same side with their mouth ; and the vulgar name, by which those

rnen of cabinets distinguish them, is not amiss, viz. des lampes.

He shewed me a bivalve, which is not uncommon (a large blood red spondille) for

which the late duke of Orleans gave 900 livrcs, which is above 501. sterhng ; and he
also assured me, that the same person offered a Parisian for thirty-two shells 1 1000 li vres.

Which sum was refused ; but the duke replied, tliat he knew not who was the greater

fool, he that bid the price, or the man that refused it.

I also saw in this collection an hippocampus about four inches long, the tail square

thick bellied and breast like a miller thumb, winged not unlike a sort of flying fish, but
the fins were spoiled ; the membranes being tore from the bones of the wings, the head
long and square like the tail, with a sort of tufted mussel. This fish I took to be of

the hippocampus kind ; and (as he told me) it was given him by my lady Portsmouth,
possibly out of king Charles's collection, who had many curious presents made him :

(as one of the shells from the States of Holland, many of which I have seen in other

hands) but he suffered them all to be dissipated and lost.

Here also was a Vesix:tum Canadense of a most elegant figure, and admirable con-

trivance ; of which 1 have a drawing. This is entire in all its parts ; it is as big as a
middle-sized melon, pear-fashion, with an edge running round, where it is thickest,

fh)m which edge it suddenly declines and lessens into a point ; at the very end of the

point, on one side, is a little hole, with pulvinated or smooth edges inclined inward

;

otherwise it is whole, and wrought upon the twig of a tree, of a very smooth sattin-like

skin.

Also the striated skin of an African ass, supple and well cured, which I had never

seen before. It is certainly a most beautiful animal ; and, I admire, afler so many
ages that it has been known to the people of Europe, it could never be tamed, and
made of common use, as the rest of the horse kind. This was only of two colours,

viz. broad lists of white and bay or chesnut colour drawn fix)m the back down the sides

to the belly, which >vas all white : th lists were parted at the back by a vtry narrow

ridge of sn<xt hair ; which lists also we at round the legs like garters. The hair colour-

ed stripes of the African ass were, near the back, three or four fingers broad, also the list

down the back was very broad.
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AnotluT skill of acapass I oAcrwardn miw ut Dr. Toumffort's ; and the Htri|x>s ucrc

thehumc, hut much hroudcr and darker coloured; it nmy Ix; I'roin the difllrciu ages.

Thibsoit of htripin^^ scxnis to Ik* peculiar to the asn; lor the most rommun to l)e seen

H'ith us have all a black list down the back ; and two more, that itt, on each bide one, run-

ning; down the bhouideni.

I saw Monsieur Tourntfort's collection of shells, which arc well chosen, and not

above one or two of a sort ; but very |)<;rfect and beautiful, and in good order, consisting

of alK)ut 20 drawers.

There was amongst them a very large land shell, the same which I have figured

from the museum at Oxford, having its turn from the right hand to the left. Also

many very excellent and large patterns of other land snails ; also a frctih- water mussel

from Brazil, u'.iieh I had never seen before; u pair of them he gave me; and many
species of fresh- water buccina from the Canibee islands. Also an uuris marina spisse

cchinnta ; which w as new to me.
Among the shells the thin oyster, w hich shines within like mother of pearl, and

has in the uppermost end of the flat valve, near the hinge, a hole. These he brought

with him, and took them up alive from the rocks in Spain ; he said they were very

offensively bitter to the taste. These being jXTfect, I had the opportunity of seeing

that hole shut with a pcculiiu* and third shell, of the fashion of a iiouch or shepherd's

purse.

I shall say nothing of his vast collection of seeds and fruits, and dried plants which

alone amount to 8000, and in this he emials, if not excels, all the most curious herbarists

in Europe. His herbarisations about raris he gave me to carry for England, just then

printed off; also he shewed me the designs of about 100 European non descript plants,

m octavo, which he intends next to publish.

He also shewed me ten or twelve single sheets of vellum, on each of which were

painted in water colours very lively, one single plant, mostly in flower, by the best

artist in Paris, at the king's charge. Those are sent to Versailles, when the doctor has

put the names to them, and there kept: in this manner the king has above 2000 r:ire

plants, and they work daily upon others. The limner has two louis's for ever}' plant he

paints.

I saw there also the Vespetum Canadense Maximum, about 12 Inches long, and six

in diameter ; of a pear fasnion ; it hangs b^ a long and broad loop to the twig of a

tree : the broad or lower end is a little pointed, and rising in the middle ; the out-

ward skin is as smooth as vellum, and of a whitish gray, next to the pearl colour.

The button at the bigger end in this bein^ broken, and the outward skin pilled off,

I could see a hole of about lialf an inch diameter in the very middle, into which the

wasps go in and out. The cells are sexangular, but of a very small size, not much big-

ger than a duck quill, or very small goose quill ; and consequently appear very thick set

and numerous.

He shewed me also a very great julus from Brazil, at least six inches long, and two
about, round like a cord, very smooth andshinmg, of a kind of copper or brazen co-

lour : the feet infinite, like a double fringe on each side : this he had from F. Plumier,

who afterwards gave me a design of it drawn bv the life, and in its proper colours.

Dr. Toumefort shewed me a present which was made him by his countryman of

Provence, Monsieur Boyeur d'Aguilles, of a large book in folio in curious stamps. This
is only the first part ofhis cabinet, all graved at the author's charge ; and he is said to be
another Peiresk, which would be happy for mankind, and a great honour to that country

to have produced two Maecenass in one age.

' Ik...,
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I wu to ace Monsieur Vemey at hiii aiuirtmciit at the u|>|ier end oi the royal phy
ic garden -. but miasine my vibit, went up with u yoiuig gcntlcmiin of my Hon! uinl)U»>

aador's retinue, to ace Mr. Ik-nnin, who wiis in the diHtiecting room, working by him-
self upon u dead body, with its breast open and l)clly gutted • there were very odd
things to b<.> seen in the room. My comiMuion, it lK*ing morning, and \\\h si-naea very

quick and vigorous, was strangely Nurprined "'tcl oflfended; and retired down the stairs

much faster tnan he came up. And iiidced, n private anatomy room is to one not

accustomed to this kind of munufucture, very irksome, if not frightful; here a basket

of dissecting instruments, us knives, s;)ws, Sec. And thcnru form with a thigh and leg

stayed, and the muscles parted asunder: on another form un arm served after the

same maimer. Here a tray full of bits of flesh, for the more minute discovery of thi

veins and nerves ; and every where such discouraging objects. So, as if reason and
the good of mankind did not put men upon this study, it could not be endured

:

for instinct and nature most ccrtanily abhors the employment,
I saw Monsieur Merrie, a most painful and accurate anatomist, and free and com-

municative person, at his house Rue dc la Princesse. His cabinet consisted of two
chambers : in the outward were great variety of skeletons ; also entire preparations of

the nerves ; in two of which he snewed me the mistake of Willis, and from thence

gathered, that he was not much used to dissect with his own hand. The pia mater
coating the spinal nerves but lialf way down the back where it ends : the dura mater
coating the lowermost twenty pair. Which, Willis (as he staid) has otherwise re-

ported.

But that which much delighted my curiosity, was the demonstration of a blown and
dried heart of a foetus ; also the heart of a tortoise.

In the heart of a fcetus, he shewed it ouite open, and he would have it that there

was no valve to the foramen ovale ; which seemed equally open from the leA ventri-

cle to the right, as the contrary : that its diameter well near equalled that of the

aorta : that the two arteries which ascend up into the two lobes of the lungs (and are

the ramifications of tbe pulmonic artery, aher it has }>arted witli the canal of com-
munication, which Foes betwixt the pulmonic artery, and tlie lower or descending

branch of the aorta) both put together, far exceed, if not double, the diameter of

the aorta itself.

He therefore, not without good reason, affirms, that of all the blood which the vena

cava pours into the right ventricle of the heart, and is thence in a foetus forced up into

the pulmonic artery, a great part b carried by the canal of communication into the de-

scending trunk of the aorta, and is so circulated about the body, the lungs (as to that

port) being wholly slighted; also that o'^ the two remaining thirds of tlie blood, which is

earned about the lungs, when it come t down the pulmonic vein, that wliich cannot be

received by the aorta (and all cannot, because the aorta is much less than the two
branches of the pulmonic artery put together) is therefore discharged back through

the foramen ovale into the right ventricle of the heart, and so thrown up again with

the rest of the blood, coming from the vena cava. So that one part of the two re-

maining parts of the blood is carried about the body, as in an adult foetus, and a

third part only circulates in the lungs, passing by the body or grand circulation.

That all thu is done to abbreviate and reduce the circulation to a lesser compass, is

certain ; and so for the same reason and end, tliat other lesser circulation of the liver

is sll|;hted by the blood, which returns from the placenta, by a canal of communication
betwixt the porta and the vena cava. ,. .,, •» » , ,j».»»
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The rriRon he f^ves of this, I mnnot «t till nllow of, on iK-ing very ill grouuded ; and

tliertforr 1 Hhiill not trouble mviclf to conrute, or »o much as name it.

A% for tht* hcnrt of the land tortniftc, it wan preserved in spirit of wiiM*, and all the

three ventricles thereof slit and o|x*nrd ; so that I had not all the satisfaction I could

have wished : but the left ventricle in this animal Imd no arter}' belonsring to it, but did

receive onlv the blood, which descended from the lungs, and convey it by the foramen

ovale into the right ventricle : that the third or middle ventricle was only an appendix

to the right, and luid the pulmonic artery issuing from it. So that the blood in a tortoise

was in a manner circulated like that in u foetus, through the body, the lungs as it were,

or in goo<l |>nrt, slighted.

This thought of Monsieur Merrie's lias made a great breach betwixt Monsieur Ver«

ncy -ond himself; for which reason I had not that freedom of conversation as I could

have wished w ith both of them ; but it is to Im: ho|)ed there may come good from an

honest emulation.

Two Knglish gentlemen o«mc to visit me, Mr. Bennis and Mr. Probie. They were
lodged n( ar the royal garden, where Monsieur Vcmcv dwells, and makes his anatomies,

who in three months time shewed all the ])arts of the body to them. He had for this

purpose ut least twenty human bodies, from the gallows, the chatelct (where those are

exposed who are found murdered in tlie streets, which is u very common business at

Paris) and from the hospitals.

They told me. Monsieur Vemey pretended to shew them a valve, which did hinder

blood Irom falling back into the right ventricle by the foramen ovale. This valve they

said he compared to the papillae in the kidneys, musculous and fleshy : that if wind was
blown into the vena pulnionalis, it did not pass through the for.'...ien ovale, but slop

there, by reason of the valve : that he did believe contrary to Mr. Merrie, that no blood
did circulate through the lun^ in an embryo.

Again, in anoUier conversation with Monsieur Merrie, he shewed me the blown heart

of an embr}'o, and that of a girl of seven years old. I saw clearly, that the skin of the

supposed valve of the foramen ovale, was as it were suspended whh two ligttments:

and that in the girl's, the two sides of the foramen ovale were dra\vn one over the other,

and so closed die hole ; but were easily to be scixirated again by a bristle thrust

lx:twixt them.

Also it seemed to me, that this membrane in an embryo might cover the foramen
ovale, like the mcmbrona nictans in a bird's eye, that is, be drawn over it, and so
hinder the ingress of the blood from the vena cava, as often as the right auricle beats :

but the dilating itself might ^ive way to the descending blood of the vena pulmonalis

;

and possibly, the embryo living as it were the life of an insect, can by this artifice com-
mand the heart.

I remember in discourse that day with him, he told me, that Monsieur Vemey had
an old cat, and a young killing just born, put into the air-pump liefore the Academic
Royalle de Sciences : that the cat died after sixteen pumps, but the kitling survived five

hundred pumps ; which favours in some measure the command young animals have of
their hearts.

At another visit Monsieur Merrie obligingly procured for me the heart of a human
cmbr}'o, with the lungs entire. He tried before me the experiment upon blowing,

and also syringing water into the aorta, both which filled the auricles and ventricles,

and freely came out at the vena cava only. Then he opened the right auricle and
ventricle, where the foramen ovale was open only at one comer, not the tenth part

.
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nnil of its brcudth ; uiul a mcinhnuK: drawn over tM rciit, which mcnihraiic was fuatcncd to

the ttidcH (juitc round, 'rhcn he o|)cncd in the minu- inuniicr the MX ventricle and uuri-

cle, and there it wuh evident, that that membrane which closed the hole, had two imr-

row fttmp.H or muscles by which it was i'astcncd to the opposite sides, ui'tcr the miuuicr

of home of the valves oi' the heart.

I told him that it must follow from this, thiit the ibnunen ovale was shut and opened

more or less, at the pleusure of the embryo, according to the necessities of nature, and
the quantity of blucxl that was to pass ; tfuit it was |)robable, that all insects had a com-
mund of their hearts (of which I had given large instiuices * elsewhere) by some
Kuch passage, which they could shut altogether, or in great part, as they had u mind,

ill winter, or fear, or fasting for want of food : that the shutting up of the passage i»

adult animals was therefore done in an instant, by druwiitg the curtain fully, which

could never be again drawn back and opened, because of the great torrent )f blo<xl,

which now cntenrl the right auricle, and stopped it in that posture, which in time

would altogether stiflfen and lose its motion of relaxation. As a hen, when she sleeps,

draws over the membrana nictans ; and likewise when she dies, the simie membrane co*

%'cr8 all the eve.

Mr. Beimis procuicd me the heart of a human fcutus, which had but just breathed

;

the which I examined with Monsieur Litre of Casta's in Languedoc, another very un-
derstanding and dexterous anatomist, av who leaches scholars of all nations the prac-

tice of anatomy. The experiments here were repeated as formerly described ; both

wind and water passed the foramen ovale, both from the venu pulmonum, and from the

aorta. That which I observed in this heart more particuUu-ly, was, that the membrane
or valve on the left side of the foramen ovale was flat, and extended lUmost over the

hole, without any limbus round its edges, because it was nothing but the very sub-

stance of the auricula sinistra continued, or a process thereof; but on the right side

the vena cava being joiiKd to the .nuricle, it had a rising edge round that part of it,

whence it proceeded ; that is, that the two faces had contnu-y openings, and being
drawn as it were one over the other, they shut the hole ; but not so firmly, but the

hole might be more or less o|ien all a man's life. For those two oval processes stick-

ing close together in a blown and dried heart, tlvit is not to be much heeded : for I

have seen them dry with the hole open ; but it has been like as betwixt unglued paper,

or as the urethers descend betwixt the skins of the bladder, or as the same happens to

the ductus bilaris in its insertion into the guts.

The same i^crson brought me the heart of a man forty years old, in which the fora-

men ovale was as much open as in a foetus new born ; and the ligaments very conspi*

cuoua, which tack the sides of the valve to the auricle, and go over to the other side

of the border.

I was not better pleased with any visit I made, than with that of F. Plumier, whom
I found in his cell in the convent of the Minimes. He came home in the sieur Ponti's

squadron, and brought with him several books in folio, of designs and paintings of
}>lants, birds, fishes, and hisects of the West Indies; all done by himself very accurate-

y. He is a veiy understanding man in several parts of natural history, but especially

in Botanique. He had been formerly in America, at his return printed at the king's

chui^ a book of American plants in folio. This book was so well approved of, that ne
was sent again thither at the king's charge, and returned after several years wandering

»l!M|,i»m*>!* :>»» •'*«•'« >K«w' > • Exercitat. AnatoniJcft, 1. , r;;-.,i
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about the isiuids with this cargo. He'was more than once shipwificked, and loit his

specimens of all things, but preserved his ptqiers, as having fortv.nately lodged them
in other vessels ; so mat the things themselves I did not see. He had designed and

dissected a crocodile ; one of the sea tortoises ; a viper, and well described tlie dis-

sections. ;iu;;!i," , '1 "f'J r;li «ttt i-»irtu« .Itai'

Hib birds also were well understood, and very well painted in their proper colours.

I took notice of three sorts of owls, one with horns, all distinct snecies from cur
£uropean. Several cf the hawk kind and falcons of very beautiful plumage ; and
one c^ those, which was coal black as a raven. Also (which I longed to see) there

was ous species of the swallow kind, very distinct from the frur species we have
in Europe.

Amongst the fish there were two new species of American trouts, ;vell known by the

fleshy fin near the tail.

^
Amongst the insects there was a scolopendra of a foot and an ha'f long, and propor-

tionably broad ; also the julus very elegantly painted, which I had seen before in Dr.
Touraefort's collection. r.. i/'.in-.ir^'itii u>'t»jtfrMit

Also a very large wood.-frog, with the extremity of the toes webbed.
Also a blood-red polypus, with very long legs, two of which I could discerh by

the draught were thick acetabulated. This, ne told me, was so venomous, that upon
the least touch, it would cause an insupportable burning pain, which would last several

hours. .:.- ,..;zii.is.,..i.- ..J'

There were also some few species of the serpent and lizard kind. . / :'-f

There were but few shells ; but amongst them there -yas a niurex, which dies pur-

ple, with the fish as it exerts it3«lf in the sea. Also the' land buccinum, which lays eggs
with hard shells, and for bigness, and shape, and colour, scarce to be disting^shed from
the sparrow eggs. And because the murex and this buccinum was drawn with the ani-

mal creeping out, I desired a copy of them, which he freely and in a most obliging

manner D;rnn*^d me. He designed the buccinum terrestre in die bland of St. Domingo,
where he found it.

Amongst the vast collection of plants, I observed the torch kind and ferns were of all

others the most numerous ; of each of which there were an incredible number of species.

There were two or three species of gooseberries and currants ; and r^ome species of

wild grapes ; all which F. Plumier told me were good to eat.

He told me these drawings would make ten books, as big as those he had pub-
lished ; and two books of animals. He had been often at Versailles to get them into

the king's Imprimerie, but as yet unsuccessfully ; bui' hoped ere long to begin the

printing of them. Note, that the booksellers &* Varis are very unwilling, or not

able, to print natural history ; but all is done at the king's charge, and in his

presses.

I visited Monsieur Dacier and his ladyj two very obliging persons, and both of gnsAt
worth, and very learned. ^ .^i .(.*n i^h iU. -i/.^K^^r/r^W; ?v^r*f. I

I think our profession is much beholden to him, for his late elegant translation cf
Hippocrates into French, with learned notes upon him. I wish he may live to finish

wluit he hath so happily begun. I read over the two volumes he has printed with gppeat

He seems to favour the opinion of those who think, the ckcukticm of the blood was
known to him ; in which he errs undoubtedly. It is manifest his anatomy was rude,

dark, and of little extent ; but it is also as manifest, that he knew very well the effect

of the circulation. As for example, 2 de Diaeta. c. 12. " All the body (says he) is
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purged by respiration and transpiration, and what humour thickens, is subtilized and

thrmvn (nit by the skin, and is called sweat."

Again 3 de Diaeta. c. 5. speaking of a sort of foul and impure bodies, he says {

" More is by labour melted out of die flesh, than the circular motion (of the blood)

hath purged off. There are a great number of instances of this nature." In conversa-

tion I put this to him, which lie avowed was all he thought.

He told me he had two more volumes ready for the press, and did intend not to give

it over till he had gone through all the works of Hippocrates. In which volumes will

be these treatises : Of Dreams : ofRegimen in acute Diseases : the Prognosticks ; tile

Prorrhetiques : the Aphorisms : the Coaqucs.

On that aphorism he seemed to me to have a very happy thought, cocta non, sed

cruda purganda sunt ; which makes it of the same sense with that other, si quid moven-
dum est, move in principio.

I must needs say this for Madame Dacier, his mfe, though I knew her by her writ-

ings before I saw her, the most learned woman in Europe, and the true daughter and
disciple of Tanaquil Faber ; yet her great learning did not alter her genteel air in con-

versation, or in the least appear in her discourse, which was easy, modest, and nothing

aSccttd.

;r>i iriuted Monsieur Morin, one of the Academic de Sciences, a man very curious

m minerals; of which he shewed me some firom Siam, as jaspers, onyxes, agates.

Loadstones, &c. He shewed me also excellent tin ore from Alsace. Also from
France, a great block of a sort of amethyst, of two or three hundred weight,

^ome' piurts of it (for he had several plates sawed and polished) were very fine,

and had lai^ spots ar.d veins of a deep coloured violet. It w«s designed for a

pavement in marchettei.'e, of which he shewed me a Cartob drawn in the natural

colours. ' 'Vit.tiw^^nih'mMf i-'itit'-: tjw:f- «'?<?<:« illj.^ ':?'--4i!^'?<» •.nit'^M'.K.nt^i pr-j^ ..r/|yv^!'•^>w.';<;jf<;v^^

This puts me in mind of a vast amethyst I had seen at London, brought from New
Spain j fflid exposed to sale; it weighed, as I remember, eleven pound odd ounces;

and was most perfectly figured both point and sides, after the manner of a Bristol

diamond, or common rock crystal ; but this block here was rude, and without any
shape.

I cannot say much of the meeting of these gentlemen of the Acad. Royal de Sciences,

there are but few of them, about twelve or sixteen members ; all pensioned by the king

in some manner cm: other.

They endeavoured in the war time to have printed Monthly Transactions or Memoirs
after the manner of ours in London ; but could not carry them on above two volumes
or years, for without great correspondenc*^ this can hardly be done. And ours is cer-

tainly one of the best registet^ that ever was thought on, to preserve a vast number of

scattered observations in natural history, which otherwise would run the hazard to be

lost, besides the account of learning in printed books.

I heard Mr. Oldenburgh say, who began this noble register, that he held correspon-

dence with seventy odd persons in all parts of the world, and those be sure with others

:

I asked him, what method he used to answer so great variety of subjects, and such a

quantity of letters as he must receive weekly ; for 1 knew he never failed, because I had
the honour of his correspondence for ten or twelve years. He told me he made one

letter answer another, and that to be always fresh, he never read a letter before he had
pen, ink, and paper ready to answer it fortliwith, so that the multitude of his letters cloy-

ed him not, or ever lay upon his handSJ''*^'^!'^-'-''^ ' " '
'••*:'

'
>^^' " '^ ^'; «* "*'
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The Mcr.tuly Register, or Philosophic Transactions, is one of the best copies which
hath been printed in this age ; it is now sold for 131. sterling, and not many remaining

to Ije had of them neither.

The abbot Bignon is president ; nephew to Monsieur Pontchartrain. I was infomi-

cd by some of them, that they have this great advantage to encourage them in the pur-

suit of natural philosophy, that if any of the members shall give in a bill of chains
of any experiment which he shall have made, or shall desire the impression of any
book, and bring in the charges of engraving required for auch book, the president

alloAving it and signing it, the money is forthwith reimbursed by the king. As
it was done in Dr. Toumefort's Elements de Botanique, the cuts of that book cost

the king 12000 livres. And the cuts intended, and now engraving for another

book of new plants found in his voyages into Portugal and Spain, will cost 1001.

sterling.

Also, if Monsieur Merric for example, shall require live tortoises for the making good
the experiments about the heart, they shall be brought him, as many as he pleases, at

the king's charge. * >»' j^j,-! i^ .'. 3 : .inayih

These, besides tlieir pensions, I say, were some of the advantages they have enjoyed;

but the war, for this reason, has lain heavy upon the philosophers too.

Mr. Butterfield is a right hearty honest Englishman, who has resided in France thirty,

five years ; is a very excellent artist in making all sorts of mathematical instruments,

and works for the king and all the princes of the blood, and his work is sought after by
all the nations of Europe and Asia.

He more than once shewed me (which is his great diversion) a mighty collection qf
loadstones, to the value of several hundred pounds sterling.

Some he had as hard almost as steel, and others soft and friable ; yet of these he had
those which were of as great virtue as any of the hard ; that of the equally hard there

were very great difference. s '^v'^*f«».* n iv w Jtz-i^^ittr a^ \'.'*!*iix?«»itJSter

He had one which weighed naked not above a drachm, and would naked take iip a
drachm and an hrlf ; but shod would take up 144 drachms of iron, if rightly ap-

plied, that is, if the iron to be taken up did firmly and in a plain touch alike both the

feet. ;?:; • 1.1 ..i^'i .o.r/; .- ; -.•' j.t^'uit.}

The best shod were these that follow:

1. A slate loadstone, which I noted not so much for its strength, but because of its

])eculiar make, being fairly and distinctly laminous throughout, weighing one ounce and
an lialf, draws up one pound.

2. A smooth loadstone, weighing one drachm, two scruples, fourteen grains, draws
up eighteen ounces, that is, ei^ty-two times its weight.

3. Another smooth loadstone, weighing sixty-five grains, draws up fourteen ounces,

that is, one hundred and forty-four times its weight.

It is surprising to see a loadstone no bigger Uian a hazel nut, take up a huge bunch
of keys.

We have a very large slate loadstone in the repository at Gresham college, at least six

inches over ; this also is but weak : whether the laminas do spoil the virtue, as though
they were so many distinct stones packed together. And yet a loadstone which takes

up, ex. gr. 6 pound weight, cut by the axis in two halves, and both halves shod again,

will lake up eight jiound. •

It is plain, that experiments are better made with a terrella, or spherical loadstone^

than a square one ; p ^d his way of capping tiie terrella is very well contrived.

^ai^

I

I
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' A square loadstone made into a terrella, will near take up as much weight as it did

before, though a great deal of the stone is lost in the rounding, by virtue of the dil'-

ferent shoeing.

He entertanied us full two hours with experiments neatly contri\ ed about the cfTccts

of the loadstone.

The experiment of approaching a loadstone to the spring of a watch is very fine ; it

causes the balance to move very swift, and brought yet nearer, to stop quite and cease-

moving.
Another experiment was an inch broad plate of iron, turned into a ring of about four

inches diameter, which had evidendy two north and two south poles, which he said he

had seen in a loadstone, and had contrived this in imitation of nature. The working

of them with filings of steel, drigged upon a plate, set upon the ring, did clearly ma-
nifest the double polarity.

Also the suspending of a needle in the air, and a ball of steel upon the point of it,

by a tliread, which a weight kept down, that it could not ascend higher than such a

distance within the sphere of the activity of the loadstone.

Agun, the free working of the needle in water, through brass, gold, atone, wood,
or any thing but iron. He told us, he had a stone, which would work through a

stone wall cf eighteen inches.

Lastly, he demonstrated by many experiments, how the effluvia of the loadstone

work in a circle, that is, what flows from the north pole comes round, and enters the

south pole ; on the contrary, what flows from the south pole, enters the north, and in

its way puts in order all such alings of steel it meets with ; that is, according to the

disposition of its own whirling, and the circular lines it keeps in its flying about the

loadstone Indeed, it is pleasant to see, how the steel filmgs are disposed ; and in their

arrangement, one clearly sees a perfect image of the road, which the whirling invisible

matter takes in coming forth, and re-entering the poles of the loadstone. t^

He shewed us a loadstone sawed o it piece of the iron bar, which held the stones

tc^ther at the very top of the steeple < Churtres. This was a tlii k crust of rust,

"

part of which was turned into a strong loadstone, and had all the pro|)erties of a stone

dugout of the mine. Monsieur de la Hire has printed a memoir of it ; also Monsieur
de Vallemont a treatise. The very outward rust had no magnetu virtue, but the inward
had a strong one, as to take up a third part more tlian its weight unshod. This iron

had the very grain ofa solid magnet, and the brittleness of a stone.

These genUemen, who have writ of this, have in my opinion missed their purpose,

when they inquire, how it comes to pass to be tlius tumid ; for it is certain, all iron

will in time go back into its mineral nature again, notwirhstiinding the artifice of melt-

ing and hammering. I have seen of those hammered Spanish ca< ion, which had lain

many years buried in the ground, under the old fort at Hull i>
" orkshire, which were

thoroughly turned into brittle iron stone, or mine again ; and uould not own the load-,

stone, no more than the rest of our English iron mine, till it was calcined, and then

shewed itself to be good iron again. Also I have seen and had by me, a piece ofwood
taken out of Lough Nea^h in Ireland, whlc.h was not onlv good iron mine, but a load-

stone too ; so that it is evident nature, in this sort of mme, goes backwards and for-

wards» is generated and regenerated ; and therefore Monsieur de la Hire hus well used
the term of vegetation in this afiair, which I had done many years before him, in my
book " De Fontibus Medicis Anglise," that is, out of iron mine will grow ; and out
of mine, a loadstone ; as in the petrified wood.

. w- . -»»tl_
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I do not relate these things as though they were new discoveries ; the world has long

since known them by the great industry of our most learned countryman, Gilbert of

Colchester, to whom little has been added after near 100 years, though very many men
have written on this subject, and formed divers hypotheses to solve these phaenomena.

A Dutchman, Mr. Hartsockcr, one of the Academic de Sciencee, has published a trea«

tise of the principles of natural philosophy, and has accounted for these and many more
experiments of this nature, which he hud shewn him by Mr. Butterfield, whom !»•; men-
tions very honourably.

And yet after all, the nature of these effluvia are little known, and what is said by
Des Cartes of screw- fashioned particles, and the invisible channels and pores and pr,je8

of the load-stonc, are oi" mere fancies without any foundation in nature. It is well

called by some a certain magnetic matter, but what properties it hath b little under-

.st(X)d.

It is very strange to mc that a little load- stone of that prodi^ous force, should have so

short a sphere of activity, and not sensibly to aifect iron from above an inch or two ; and
the biggest and strongest not above a foot or two. We see the vortices in water, haw
wide they work round about them, vastly increasing the circles ; and what tittle re-

sistance the air can make to a body of that subtility, as the effluvia of the load-stone,

which can with ease [KMietrate all bodies whatsoever, marie, flints, glass, copper, gold,

witliout any sensible diminution of its virtue. Again, we see the flame of a laiap in

oil, or tallow, or wax, how short it is ; and how long and tapering itis ini^intof wine.

If therefore the magnetic matter was darted out of mfinite small pipes, and was of the

nature of a more subtile and invisible flame, why does it not continue its course in a

direct line to a great length, but return so suddenly ? We see the perspiration of our

skins to rise into the air, and continue to mount, wnich yet has but a weak impulse from
the heart, being interrupted and broke off* when it comes out of the rood of the blood

into the ductus excretorii. But the circle of the magnetic matter is without any im-

pulse, that we know of, from the stone ; and moves in a double circle, and with a

double and contrary stream in the same pipes, contrary to the -laws of the circulation

of the blood in animals ; which has naturally bul one current, and one road round

;

for the whole mass of vessels in which the circulation of the blood is concerned, is but

one continued pipe.

Until the nature of the effluvia is better known, no vsry satisfactory account can be

^ven of the most common phaenomena of the load-stone, e . gr. why it does not draw
to it all bodies aUke ? Why a great load-stone, though weak, extends its virtue much
farther than a smxl one, though strong ? Why a load-stone communicates its virtue to

iron, as soon as it touches it, nay even at some distance, and gives it the properties of a

load-stone. ;
•"

; .;j^ c

The truth is, the earth's being a great magnet seems to me a mere vision and fable

;

for this reason, because it is not iron. It is true, iron mine is the most common of all

minerals, and fotmd almost in all places ; but it holds not any proportion with the rest

of the fossils of the earth ; and is not, at a guess as a million to other fossils. This

seems evident to any one, who has well considereu the chalky mountaii and clifls, the

high rag-stone mountains and lime-stone cliffs, the several quarries ana pics sunk into

the bowels of the earth for coal and lead, &c. how little iron there is to be found in

comparison of other matters. Add to this, that very little of that very iron mine,

which is so found any where, is magnetic, or capable of obedience to the magnet, till

it is calcined. Whence therefore should all those magnetic effluvia, arise, which are

" AV..
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supposed every where plentifully to encompass the earth ? and why should they be sup-

posed to be every where wandering in the air, since it is evident, they make haste to

return to the stc.ie, that emitted them, and arc as afraid to leave it, as Uic child the

mother before it can go ?

Towards the discovery of the nature of the effluvia of the loadstone, such pailiculars

as these, in my opinion, ought chiefly to be considered, and prosecuted with all industry.

The loadstone is very good, if not the best iron mine. The sole fusion of the load-

stone turns into iron. The fire destroys its very virtue, and so does vitrification iron.

Fire will make iron mine own the loadstone, and turn to a magnet. Rust (into which
all iron will naturally turn) and the reduction of iron again to its mine, will take away
all the magnetic capacity of iron. A loadstone cannot be made to alter its polos, but

iron may ; nor be destroyed, but by the fire. A great and long bar of iron is naturally

« loadstone, if held up perpendicularly, and it changes its poles at the pleasure of him
tliat holds ii : a strong loadstone loses much of its virtue by touching iron, but after u

few days recovers it again. A small and weak loadstone cannot touch to give its vir-

tue to a great lump of iron. A loadstone expos'"! to the air is spoiled in time. The
deeper the >^in of iron mine is, where loadstone is found, the better the stone, and how
far this holds true, is to be considered : for I do not doubt, but a very hard stone may
be found near the day, as well as deeper. A ruler or long plate of steel is much better

touched with the virtue of the loadstone, than a plate of mere iron of the same fif ure;

but on the contrary a plate of iron sticks much faster to the loadstone than a plate of steel

;

so as ifa loadstone draws up a plate of steel of three ounces, it will draw up a plate of

iron of four ounces and more. Why iron fastened to the \kAcs of a magnet does so

vastly improve its strength, as to be 150 times stronger than when naked.

Since tnerefore a loadstone is nothing else but good iron mine, and may be turned

into iron ; and iron most easily and of itself into loiidstone, the way to find out the na-

ture of those magnetic effluvia, seems to be to inquire strictly into the nature of iron

mine, and iron itself; and not to run giddily into hypotheses, before we are well stock-

ed with the natural history of the loadstone, and a larger quantity of experiments and
observations relating to iron and its mine, with all the differences and species of them

;

which I think has hitherto been little heeded. For nature will be her own interpreter,

in this, as well as in all other matters of natural philosophy.

Mr. Butterfield, in another conversation, told me he had observed loadstones, which
were strong without arming ; and being armed, had not that great advantage by it, as

one could nave expected : and that on the contrary, there were others, which had a more
incredible virtue when armed, than they did promise.

That it seldom happens, that a laidstone has as much virtue in one of its poles, as in

the other ; and that a bit of iron is touched equally well at either of the poles of one and
the same loadstone.

That there are loadstones which take up much, and which notwithst& iding are inca-

pable of well touching iron : so that a stone armed, which takes up sevtn pound, yet

cannot communicate to a ruler of iron the virtue of taking up a very small rreedle.

That a loadstone of ten ounces, being reduced to the weight of six ounces or there-

abouts, did almost the same effect as before.

I caused Mr. Butterfield to make the slate loadstone into a terrella, and when shod,

^t was indeed but of litUe force ; but I observed its poles to lie level with the laminae,

of which it was composed.
N. B. A strong loadstone ought to have large irons, and a weak one but thin irons

;

so that a stone may be over-shod.

VOL. IV. s
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:

I waited upon the abbot Droine to visit Monsieur Guanicres, at his lodgines in the

Hostel de Guise. This gentleman is courtesy itself, and one of the most cunous and
industrious persons in Paris, his memoirs, manuscripts, paintings, and stamps are infi.

nite, but the method in which he disposes them, is very particular and useful. He
shewed his portefeuilles in folio, of red Spanish leather finely adorned. In one, for ex*

ample, he had the general maps of England : then the particular maps of the counties

:

then the maps of London, and views about it : then the stamps of all the particular

places and buildings of note about it : and so of all the cities in England, and places

and houses of ;:?ote of the counties.

In other book-cases, he has the stamps of the statesmen of England, nobility of both

sexes, soldiers, lawyers, divines, physicians, and men of distinction. And in this

method he has all Europe by themselves.

His rooms are filled «vith the heads of a vast number of men of note in oil paintings

and miniatures or water-colours. Among the rest, an original of king John, who was
prisoner in England, which he ^atly values. !

!>' ^

He shewed us the habits in limning from the originals, done by the best masters, o^"

all the kings and queens and princes of France, for many ages backwards. 'Also the tur-

naments and justings at large ; and a thousand such things of monuments.
He was so curious, that he told me, he seldom went into the country without an Ama-

nuensis, and a couple of men well skilled in designing and painting.

He shewed us amongst other curious manuscripts, a capitulare of Charles V, also the

gospel of St. Matthew wrote in golden letters upon purple vellum. This seemed to me
to be hter than that manuscript 1 saw at the abbey of St. Germains ; that is, the letters

less and more crooked, though indeed, the letters of the title page are exactly square.

One toy I took notice of, which was a collection of playing cords for 300 years.

The oldest were three times bigger than what are now used, extremely well limjied and
illuminated with gilt borders, and the pasteboard thick and firm ; but there was not a

complete set of them.

Among the persons of distinction and fame, I was desirous to see Mademoiselle de
Scuderie, now 91 years of age. Her mind is yet vigorous, though her body is in ruins.

I confess, this visit was a perfect mortification, to see the sad decays of nature in a wo-
man once so famous. To hear her talk, with her lips hanging about a toothless mouth,

and no\' to be able to command her words from Hying abroad at random, puts me in

mind of the Sybil's uttering oracles. Old women were employed on this errand, and
the infant world thought nothing so wise as decayed nature, or nature quite out of order,

and prefcrr,°d dreams before reasonable and waking thoughts.

She shewed me the skeletons of two cameleons, which she had kept near four years

alive. In winter she lodged them in cotton ; and in the fiercest weather she put them
under a ball of copper full of hot water.

In her closet she shewed me an original of Madame Maintennon, her old fiiend and
acquaintance, which she affirmed was very like her : and, indeed she was then very

beautiful.
*

The marquis d'Hopital, one of the Academic de Sciences, whom I found not at

home, returned my visit very obli^ngly. I had a long conversation with him about

philosophy and learning ; and I perceived the wars had made them alt<^ther strangers

to what had been doing in England. Nothing was more pleasing to him than to hear

of Mr. Isaac Newton's preferment, and that there were hopes tmt they might expect

something more from him : he expressed a great desire to have the whole set ofthe Philo-

sophic Transactions brought over, and many other books, which he named^ but had not

*a-..
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yet seen. He told me, it was not possiljlc for them to continue the Monthly McmoirN.

us they had done for two years only, bt-cause they were but very few in number of

that society, and had very little correspondence. Indeed I did inquire onct of some of

tliat body, why they did not take in more, since there were very many deserving men
in the city, as I instanced in F. Plumier. They owned he would be an honour to thr

body : but they avoided to make a precedent for the admission of any regulars whatso

ever.

I repaid the marquis his visit : he lives in a fine house, well furnished : the garden

p»«tty, with neat trelliage, wrought with arches and other ornaments.

He expressed a great desire to see England, and converse with our math(.matician8,

whose works he coveted above all things, and had ordered all to be brought h.m over.

His lady also is very well studied in the mathematics, and makes one of the learned

ladies in Paris ; of which number are Mad. Dacier, the duchess of Main, Mad. Scude-
rie, Mad. de Vicubourg, Mad. d'Espemon tlie daughter, Mad. Pres. de Ferrand, and
others, whose names I have forgot.

I bought the works of Pcre Pezaron, a Bemardin, now abbot de Charmoyse near
Rheims. This is a very learned and disintorested author, and by his free way of writing

has got Um enemies amongst the regular clergy. The books I bought were his *' Anti-

quities or Account of Time ;" " The Defence of it against Two Monks ;" " An Essay
or Commentary upon the Prophets ;" " The History of the Gospel."

He is now upon giving us the " Ori^n of Nations," where he will shew, that Greek
and Latin too came from the Celtique or Bas>breton ; of which country he is. He told

me he had eight hundred Greek words pf.'rfect Celtique. I settled a correspondence be-

twixt him and Mr. Ed. Floid ; which ht most readily granted, and which he said he had
long coveted.

Monsieur Spanheim, now envoy extraordinary from the duke of Brandenburg at

Paris, told me, that the kine of France's collection of medals is far the best in Europe,
or that ever was made. Having the opportunity of discoursing him often, his sick lady

being my patient, I inquired more particularly of him, what he had seen of Palmyra, of
Zenobia, Oedenatus, Vabalathus. He desired a memoir of me, which I gave him, of
what I would have him search for in the king's cabinet, and promised me all the satb&c-
tion he could give me in that afl^r.

I told him fhad met with nothing yet, but a fair busto in white marbAti of Zenobia,
in the cabinet of M. Boudelot ; which was part of Mons. Thevenot's collection of mar-
bles from the East.

I was to wait on Mons. Vtullant at his apartment in the Arsenal. I found only his

son at home, who very civilly entertained me ; and shewed me a book in quarto of his

fathers ofGreek Medals, near printed off; but without cuts. Thetidoiwas "Nummi
Graeci Imperatorum ;" he goes down no lower than to Claudius Gothicus. He has
added a large appendix, wim references to all the most remarkable heads about the cities

and the people.

I left a memoir with his son ; and in a second visit, I found the old gentleman at

home, very busy in his flower garden ; of which J shall speak hereafter.

He told me, aa^to the memoir I had left, he had never seen any coins of Oedenatus

;

yet he had Very lately parted with one of Zenobia to the duke of Maine. As for Va-
balathus, he mid seen some of him in brass; and one he had in silver, which he very

obligingl^ made msa j»esent of; and that thb was the only silver coin he had evermct
withofhim,-?- v-;i^ -s.j-;v., ;,,•..• .-.•.:. ':;;:: .-. :: v,

, ,... ,
' :i-\ .i
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Tljis is his reading of it. . .
'»,.»..*• n .« / -. / . .

VABALATHUS. V. G. R. IMP. R.

, • Vices gcrens Imperii Rotnani. > • ..

Les autrcs y lisent mal. YCRIMOR. '
"

He gave mc also the stamps of the heads of Zenobia and Vabalathus, done from the

king's mcdiUs. These were designed for a short history of all the emperors and em-
presses, which he has by him written in French, but not published. Nothing could be

more civil and frank tlian this gentleman, whom I believe to be the best medalist in Eu-
rope : he told me he had made twelve voyages all over Europe and Asia Minor on pur-

pose. That he had seen and described the contents of more cabinets, than any num
ever did before him ; and it is evident by his works, that he has made good use of Uiem.

I had a visit from Mr. Cunningham, tutor to my lord Lome, a verv learned and cu-

rious man in books. I asked him (knowing him to have been lately at Rome) very

particularly about the papers of Monsieur d'Azout. He told me that he saw him not

above half a year before he died, and was very intimately acquainted with him, and saw
him for a twelvemonth very often. That he told him that he had about eighty difficult

passages in Vitruvius, which he liad commented and explained ; and the correction of a
great number of errata in the text. Also that upon Julius Frontinus (though that was a
much less book) he liad much more to say, than he had upon Vetruvius. What is be-

come of his papers I could not learn from him, nor any in Paris. ..,.,. m .-u.u,tt»^.

Monsieur d'Azout was very curious and understanding in architecture ; for which

tmrposc he was seventeen years in Italy by times ; I do remember, when he was in Eng.
and about fourteen years ago, he shewed me the desitni of several of our buildinKS drawn
by himself; but of that of the banquetting-house at Whitehall, he expressed himself in

very extraordinary terms, telling me, it was the most regular and most finished piece of

modem workmanship he had seen on this side the Alps, that he could not enough praise

it : that Inigo Jones, the architect, had a true relish of what was noble in that art.

It is now time to leave the private houses, and to visit the public libraries ; and with

them such persons, as are more particularly concemed in the history of learning.

Monsieur I'Abbe Drouine came to visit me at my lodgings. I returned the vbit tlie

next day at his apartment in the College de Boncourt. He had four or five little rooms
well furnished with books ; in the bi^;est he had a collection of catalogues of books,

and of all such, who had wrote tlie accounts of authors ; above 3000 in all languages.

He told me, he had studied the History of Books with the utmost application eighteen

years, and had brought his memoirs into a good method ; that he had tlioughts of print-

ing the first tome this year, which would be of tlie most ancient authors, Greek and
Latin ; that he intended to continue them throughout all tlie succeeding ages downio
our times ; which he said he had perlcrnied in good part. > < •'

He shewed me the Catalogue of authors in ibur very thick folios ; alphabetically dis-

posed by family names, under some such title as this :
" Index alphabeticus omnium

Scriptorum, cujuscunque facultatis, temporis & linguae." Those came to about 150,000.

. He also sliewed me his alphabetic memoirs in sheets of the authors and books thev

had wrote, and in great forwardness. And lastly, the Chronological Qktalogue, in which

form he intends to print the whole.

]^e is a very civ)l and well tempered person, veiy learned and curious, and of a midr

die ^e, fit to continue and finish such a laborious work. I was infinitely obliged to

him for his frequent visits. ,^ ,.,. ),..= .. .. ? <in; >< .^>^ ,^yttv^ v« "> ^^*^m »#w* -k**.'
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1 was to wait on Monsieur Gumier, one of the heirs of Monsieur Thcvcnot, to see

the remains of that famous man's library. There are a great nunilK-r of Oriental M8S.
yet unsold.

He shewed me the MS. of Abulfeda, with its Latin version, done by Monsieur The-
venot ; and the matrises and forms of Arabic letters, which he had, at his own charge,

caused to be cut for the printing of certain proper names in it.

He went or designed to go into England and Holland to get it printed, but was called

back by Monsieur Louvois's order to print it in France at the king's charge ; but the

late wars coming on, it was set aside, and is like to be so ; for he was turned out of his

place of library•keeper to the king, and died in disgrace.

.Those great number of Oriental books he had most from his nephew, whom he sent

abroad for that purpose, and who died m his travels.

This man was, as it were, the founder of the Academic des Sciences, and was in his

own nature very libeml, and gave pensions to many scholars.

Amongst other things I saw there a large dictionary or grammar of the Algonquin
tongue, one of the nations of the West Indies. The fugitive Jesuit, who wrote it,

dwelled among them twenty years. Here I also saw a history, with large and accurate

descriptions of the quadrupeds of that part of the West Indies by the same author.

As for the papers of Swammerdam, which indeed were the things I most coveted to

•ec, they were much beneath my expectation, not answering the printed catalogue of

Thevenot, p. 239. There were indeed some corrections of the figures of his general

History of Insects, and some additions, as though he intended another edition of that

book.
Also towards a particular history, there were some small treatises, or rather some

figures only of the tadpole. Again, figures relating to the natural history of a certain

day butterfly; oftheasilus; ofthe scuttle fish ; ofthe Scarabseus Nasicomis; and some
considerable number of snails, as well naked, as fluviatil, and sea dissected ; at least

figured with their bodies exerted, andsome of their bowels extracted ; and which seem-
ed to me to be well understood and delineated. There were two or three stitched books
in Dutch of four or five sheets a-piece, belonging to those plates or figures. But the

gentlenum would not part with any of them, because, he said, they had been secured by
we abbot Bignon, for the king's use. However, all these I judge were worth printing,

when it shall please that society to do it.

Lastly, I saw in his custody a foir MS. of Michael Servctus, with a treatise at the end
of it, which, as he said, was never published ; being a comparison of the Jewish and
Christian law, its justice and charity.

Mons. I'Abbe de Brillac, almoner to the prince of Conti, very obligingly offered to

carry me to the king's library ; but I civilly declined it, for I had been told, it was bet-

ter to make visits by one's self: for no stranger but was very welcome at uU times ; not

only on the days it was publicly open, as it is upon Tuesdays and Fridays.

Mons. Clement, the deputy library keeper, made us welcome, and invited us to come
ggain, and spend a whole day with him. He made me in particular a very great com-
pliment, as a considerable benefactor to that place, shewing me most of the books, and

the nunes of the rest, I had published in Latin ; and shewed a great satisfaction, that he

had got the Synopsis C(mchyliorum, which he had caused to be boimd very elegantly.

I told him that I was very sorry to see it there, and wondered how he came by it ; for

it was, I assured him, but a very imperfect trial of the plates, which I had disposed of

to some few friends only, till I should be able to close and finish die design ; which I

iM>w bad done to my power, and would redeem that bode with a better copy at my re-
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turn into England : the name promiite I renewed to the abbe LouvoIh, the library keeper,

at his own instance, when I had the honour to dine with him. The reader will pardon

ine the vanity, if I tell him, that this book was no inconsidcrdble present, even for so

great a prince, as the king of France ; for that U-sidcs the time that it took me up ften

years at least) at leisure hours, to dispose, methodise and figure this part of natural nit<

tory, it could not have been performed by any person else for less than 20001. sterling

;

of which sum yet a great share it stood me in, out of my private fiurse. This young
gentleman is brother to Monsieur Barbesicux, intendant of the affairs of war ; he taken

great care to apply himself to his studies, and for that purpose has two of the Sorbone

constantly witn him to instruct him. He Tucs gr(*at, and has a house, which joins upon
the king's library, of which he is keeper. VVc were entertained by him with all the

civility imaginable, and freedom of conversation.

This library is now placed in a private house, and taken out of the Louvre, but it is in-

tended to be removed to the Place de Vendosme, where one side of that magnificent

sfjuare is designed for it. In the mean ''Unc it is here most commodiously disposed into

twenty-two rooms ; fourteen above '^luirs, and eight below and above. Those below

are philosophy and physic, and the shelves are wired, to secure* them. Above are the

books of philosophy and human learning ; and it is in those rooms only the promiscuous
crowd are admitted twice a week. In the middle rooms, which makes the gre*at body
of the library, are, for example, catalogues of books ; histories in one of England anf

Holland; in another the histories of France and Germany; in another the histories ol

Italy, Spain, Sec. in another bibles of all sorts, and the interpretations ; in another Greek
MSS. m another Latin MSS. in another the civil and municipal laws of all nations

;

in another the original papers of the state ; in another stamps, where, by the bye, the

king had the collection of Mons. Marolles to divert him, in one of his sicknesses, oought
in at a vast sum. The catalogue alone of these stamps, no bigger than two small alma-

nacks, cost me fourteen livres ; so much strangers are imposed upon by the crafty

booksellers of Rue St. Jacques ; but it is not in France alone where people are made to

pay for their humour.
They have two indexes of this librar}' ; one relating to the matter and contents of

books : and another index of authors, wherein are all the works they have of them,
and the titles of all likewise that they know of, that are wanting, with an asterism to

such in the margin; which is well done, that they may know what they have to buy
in. It is indeed a vast collection, and worthy so great a prince. This library consists

at least of fifty thousand volumes of printed books ; and fifteen thousand MSS. in all

languages.

'They work daily ai}d hard at the catalogue, which they intend to print ; I saw ten

thick folios of it, fairly transcribed for the press. It is disposed according to the subject

matter of the books, as the bibles and expositors, historians, philosophers, &c. Iney
purpose to put it into the press this year, and to finish it within a twelvemonth.

In the king's library I was shewn an ancient Greek MS. of Dioscorides, wrote in a
sort of thin or narrow capitals, with the plants painted in water-colours ; but the first

book was wholly wanting, and therefore the animals not there, which yet was what I

most desired to see ; for there are some things reflating to them, which we are at this

day in great doubt of; and it would have been some satisfaction to have seen by the

pictures, what the middle ages, at least, had thought of them.
In the same room also we were shevm the episUes ; which was one part of the same

MS. which we have at Cambridge, which is the gospels only. Beza was possessed of
ours, from whom we had it. It is written in square capitals, and very short lines, and

.. A .-
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much worn out in many places. This comes much short oftlie Alcxaiidriun MS. at St.

James's for beauty and anti(|uity.

Then: was another MS. of the gospel of St. Matthew, which was but of late discover-

ed ; a very fair volume in a hr\^ folio. This was cut to pieccn in the back, and liud

been shuffled and bound up again ; and another book overwritten in a small modem
Greek hand, about 150 years ago. The first writing was turned so pale that they took

no pains to rub it out. One of the library keeiKTs ob^rving this, hath reduced it again

by paging it a-new ; and with a little heeding it is yet very legible. The letter is as fair

a square capital as any I have seen. There are some interpolations very notorious, as

about the descent of the sick man into the pool of Bethesda ; which I suppose will be

accounted for by the industrious and learned collator.

I observed the China manuscripts which father Beauvois brought this year as a present

to the king. They are about forty-four packs of small books, of a long quarto fashion,

put up in loose covers of a purple satin glued on paste>board ; of natural history, of dic«

tionanes relating to the exposition of their characters, &C.

The king had a set mucn of the same before in white satin, with their titles.

Here also I saw the third decad of Livy, a large nuarto in vellum, without distinc-

tion of words in fair large capitals. It is supposed by Monsieur Baluze to be 1100 years

old.

Yet the manuscript of Prudentius Hymnes, which was also shewed us, is a much
fairer letter, and therefore thought to be older by one centur)' at least.

Here also I saw a famous Latin roll or volume, written on iEg^ptian paper, er^'uled,

Chorta Plenariie Securitatis, takeo the S8th year of Justian ; it is fairlv en^vtU and
interpreted letter by letter upon copper by Monsieur Thevenot. I saw the print thereof:

it is wrote long-ways the roll and not cross, in three columns : the column in the

middle is three times as long as the two end columns. The roll is not above a foot

broad. .«

They shewed us also in this house the apartment of Monsieur Huygens, which was
very noble, and well for air, upon the garden : but here he fell melancholy, and died

of it in Holland. He shewed the first tokens of it by pla} ing with a tame sparrow, and
neglecting his mathematic schemes. It is certain, life and health of body and mind are

not to be preserved, but by the relaxation and unbending the mind by innocent diver-

sions. For sleep is nothing else that I know of, but the giving up the reins, and letting

nature to act alone, and to put her in full possession of the body. We have a convincing

instance of this, in being in bed awake. No man con lie still scarce three minute:^

without turning ; and if it come not presently upon us, we must (urn again and again,

and at length we become so intolerably weary, that our bed is a very rack to us.

Whereas, if we chance to fall asleep, though we lie in one and the same posture seven

hours, we shall wake fresh and without puin, as though the body did not weigh at all

upon itself in sleep. It is certain, the nerves and muscles are in little or no tension in

sleep ; but when we are awake, are always stretched and compressed, whence weari-

ness : which, if upon our feet or sitting, we are not sensible of, because we remove
quick and with ease, and of course ; but laid, we soon find ourselves very uneasy, till

we chan^ the posture.

But this is not all in the king's library : there are other things to be seen, viz. a con-

siderable number of ancient Roman and Egyptian antiquities ; as lamps, pateras, and
other vessels belonging to the sacrifices ; a sistrum or Egyptian rattle with three loose

and running wires cross it.

i
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Amongiit the great variety of K^^ptian idols, there wan one betwixt two nnd three

feet long of black touch-sitone, with hieroglynhicN cngruven down before. I took par-

ticular notice of the grain of thin Htone; and at my return, having hud the honour of

a p.t|)cr from Mr. Molyncux from Dublin, giving an accoinit of the vant and 8tu|)en«

dons natural pillarn to Ik: seen in Inland, Home of them of fifty feet high, and thick in

proportion, and that the Mtoiten or jointst, which constitute these pillars, are ot the Lapis

LydiuK, or Basaltes kind, having seen one of the joints at Gn-sham college, I easily agree

with him ; but nuich admire that the {K-bble kind should nnxiuce such regular figures (

which is certainly the very hardest stone to be found in rlurope, and which no tool ol'

ours will cut.

This also is another instance (the carved obelisks l)eing one) of the different make
nnd gTKxlness of the Egyptian chitiels, of which, and of the retrieving the ancient temper
of steel, I have published a discourse in the Ph. Transactions some years ago. '

<^.

I should have had more satisfaction in this kind, had I met with what I earnestly sou^t
for, the Kgyptian tombs, which were a long time in the garden of Monsieur Valentine

ut Paris ; but were unluckily sent a^vay to hi*i 'lOUse at Tours, not long before our
coming to Paris. One of these tombs is si>id to be of black touch-stone, to have been
brought out of the higher Kgypt, imd to be full of hieroglyphics. Of this in particular

Kircher has written.

There is in this collection a large piece of tin ore from England, very curious ; it has

on one side of it u great number of fair and large opaque crystals of tin, shining like po-

lished steel. The planes of those crystals I could not easily reckon ; but sure I am,
having with care examined all the stone crystals I could meet with, both precious and
more common, and also the crystals of all fossil salts, I never before observed that figure

in any of them, but believe them of a |x:culiur nature, proi)er to tin oar. 1 call them
cr}'stals, though opaque, because angular and of one constant figure.

I was at the college of Clermont with Pere Hardouin : he shewsd me the library with

great civility ; it consists of two long galleries ; the galleries are well furnished with

books, having lights only on one side, and the windows are not over large ; with tables

under each light, very commodiously placed for writing and reading. A^o certain

closets for manuscripts, and others for forbidden books. In this he shewed me a great

collection of Jansenius's original letters. In the other a Greek manuscript of the pro-

phets, of Eusebius's own hand writing ; it was in capitals, but of a different character

from any I hud seen : the letters very erect, but something thinner, and not so square.

Also a vulgar Latin in capitals, very ancient.' ^v, :
•"

I told him 1 was w^ll pleased with his Pliny in usum Dclphini ; and that it was to tlhe

honour of the French nation to have laboured more particularly upon that author ; Dule-

champius first, then Salinasius's Exercitationes Plinianae ; and lastly, this his most ele-

gant edition.

The books are well disposed under ^It titles, as Medici in folio, and over against them,
where the windows will permit, the Medici in quarto : in the other gallery runs a balus-

trade, within which are placed the octavos and twelves.

At one end of the upper gallery is a very lai^ tableaux, an original of Nicolo, of the

massacre of Ag'umemnon ; in it there is this commendable, that in such a horrid fury,

and such variety of murders in half naked figures, no one indecent posture is to be
seen.

Pere Hardouin seemed to doubt of the Inscription of Palmyra put out by M. Spbn

;

that the Greek was faulty, and the Syriac very questionable. I told him we had had it

1\ »'.**.i *^i>., -*^.^-.
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lately copied, carefully and truly by one ut Rome : wluch took uway his otjjcction of

the n\ultipUcitv of Icttcni.

Both he and Valiant upfrccd, that they hud never atcn any medal of Oedcnatus. He
very oblijfinglv answered n, memoir uhout Pahnyra, /niohia, and Vulwlatluw, with u

tnuiacript of all the coins he iuid seen, imd hud in hi.s [K>ssession : which followit

:

* Nummi Zenobiic.

CEnTIMIA ZHNOBIA CEti. R. Spcs. est apud Seguinum, p. 62.

Oedenati nullum vidi, nini apud Occonem, nullum Pulmyrcnum.
Vubalnthi apud Com. Foucalt, rci teraria; ac judiciurix rriefcctum in Neuntriu inferiors.

A. K A. a6m. AtphaianoC. CEB. capite lauaato. Sub ipsum Aureliani mcntuni

literu L. absque anni numero.

R. AtT. EPMIAC OtABAaA«OC AeHNOr. capite mdiato.

AVT. K. a. a. AtPHaIANOC CEB. capite laureate. L. A.
R. AVT. EPMIAC. OTABAAAeOC. A»H. capite diadcmate L. A.

AVT. K. A. A. AtPHaIANOC CEB. capite laureato. L. B.

R. AVr. EPMIAC. OrABAAAeOC. A«HNOt. capite diadcmate. L. E.
IMP. C. AURELIANVS AVG. capite radiato.

R. VABALATHVS VCRIMPR. alii male VCRIMOR. tic olim interpreUtuk sum.
Vice CKsaris, rector imperii Romani.

IMP. C. VHABALATHVS AVG. capite radiate.

R. VICTORIA AVG. victoria gestat polntum 8c coronam.

The library of the Grand Jesuits, near the gate St. Antoine, is a very fair gallery of

great lenfrth and breadth, and well furnished with books, on the very top of the hou?e.

They find, that books keep much drier and sweeter there, than in lower rooms, besides

the advantage of a clear sky-light.

P. Daniel is library keeper, and was very civil to me; he shewed me a letter, whicli

he had just then received from Monsieur Huetius, the learned bishop of d'Auranches
near Mont St Michael's in Normandy ; wherein he told him, that having lately received

the catalogues of books printed in Holland and England during the war; he found, that

learning was much alike at a kind of stand in Holland and France; but, that it had yet

life and vigour in England, which he rejoiced at.

And, indeed, I had had the same thought from more of the French before. Even the

Jesuits themselves will be little considered, if learning fall into neglect and disgrace.

Oratoiy ceased with the commonwealth of Rome ; and so will all sorts of learning with>

out emulation and rewards. | •

He shewed me P.de ly Chaise's cabinet of medals.

Also a vestal ofcopper found at Dee in the country of le Forest.

Also a very entire loaf or Roman ten pound weight of red copper, on which was in-

scribed Deae. Sec. P. X.
Also a square stone urn, or small tombj well carved and inscribed
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church at Lyons ; both plain table:]. Mons. I'abbe de Villicrs, who has an apartment

in the convent, a learned man, went with me, and to the library also ; which is two
large galleries well furnished ; at the end of one of them is a large closet of manuscripts

;

also another armoir in the ^at library, where the most ancient manuscripts are kept,

yet with more care. In this J saw the psalter, as it is believed, of St. Germain, who
lived in the sixth century ; it is certainly very ancient ; being a large quaito of fine pur-

ple vellum, and on it are wrote the ]7salms in large capital letters, with commas or points.

The letters seem to have been of silver ; and the great initial capitals of gold.

They shewed also a psalter in the short notes of Tyro, Tullius's Libertus ; with a

discourse concerning the use of such short hand in the beginning of the manuscript ; it

was wrote very fair on vellum, witli red ink, as I remember.

The codicils or waxen tabic books of the ancients ; which were thin cedar boards

about fourteen inches long, and five biuad, six or eight of them glued together by
shreds of parchment : the rims were a little raised, with a flat and broad border, the

better to preserve the black wax, which was spread over them. I saw more of these aS-

terwards in the king's library ; and by the letter it is manifest, they were in use much
later than I could have imagined. This was in Latin, and I could read here and there

a word, for the groimd was much torn up, as Pro duobus Falconibus, &c. The style

or steel pen had cut through in many places ; so that with a good eye-glass I could see

the board bare. I take this paste to be nothing else, but what the etchers in copper use

at this day to cover their plates v.'ith, to defend from the aqua-fortis ; which is a com-
position of bitumen and bee's wax.

Here also I saw a manuscript of three or four leaves written upon true Egyptian pa-

per, in which with an eye-glass it was easy to discern, how the flags were dispo%d,

lengthn'ays and across one over another. The letters which remained, which were but
few, were large and fair square capitals. This fragment I take to be the most ancient

writing they have.

I visited in this convent, at his chamber Pere Mabillon, who has so well deserved of

the commonwealth of learning by his writings, and particularly that excellent book De
Re Diplomatica ; he seemed to me to be a very good natured and free-hearted man ; and
was very well pleascJ to hear, that our catalogue of English manuscripts was so forward

in the press at Oxford. He thankfully owned the favour ofthe Cotton library ; and was
very sorry to hear of Dr. Bernard's death, of whom he spoke very kindly ; but he ex-

pressed a wonderful esteem for Dr. Gale, the dean of York.

In another conversation I had with P. Mabillon (for he was my neighbour, and I was
often with him) telling him tlie account we had brought us of Palmyra, and the. t^cts

that were written of it, and that more was intended to be published about it : he was
n;iuch concerned, that those accounts, which were pure matters of learning in general,

. were written in English ; and he told me, he was afraid it might be with us,,as it was
with them, since they cultivated their own language so much, they began to neglect the

ancient tortgues, the Greek and Latin.

He shewed me certain figures not ill taken with red chalk, of some very ancient

monuments observed by some of the fathers of their order ; one of which was present

in the chamber, upon die mountain of Framond near Salme, which lies in the mid-

dle of that tract of the mountain, called la Vague, betwixt Alsace rnd Lorraine. There
were great remains of an ancient city. These figures, which die fathers shewed me,
were about twelve in all ; but five or six of them were of Mercury ; a cock at his foot

;

a chlamys knotted upon the right shoulder, hanging at his back ; his hau: laid in

curls about his face, and tied with a ribband, v^hose two ends might be seen on the
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lop of his head, like horns ; a caduceus in his hand, which ^vas very diftcrcntly repre-

sented in all the figures of him ; sometimes held up, '^ther times the point resting;

at his feet ; sometimes the snakes were twisted about u stick ; and again in others

without one, or the designer had taken no notice of it ; sometimes the tail of the ser-

pent spread and flying about, and again in others close twisted with many braids ; a

girdle came round the bottom of his belly, and which had in the middle of it two
rings, one fastened to the other, and hanging betwixt his legs. These many statues

of Mercury in a French country are a confirmation of what Caeiar says of the religion

of the Gauls, in his sixth book, Deum maxime Mcrcunum jolunt ; hujus sunt plu-

rima simulacra.

There were some few Roman letters on some of them, which were so imperfect,

that I could make nothing of them.

The library of St. Genevieve is a very large and fair gallery, upon the very top of

the house, well stored with books on both sides up to the top, and kept in cases wired

with brass ; which is a good security, and hinders not the books from being seen.

Also it is adorned witli fair bustos of the ancient men of learning.

The museum is a little closet on the side of this gallery ; cf which there is a book
lately published : 1 saw in it very little of natural histoiy, that was remarkable. They
keep half a dozen joints of a large comu ammonis, which they shew as a rarity. But
it is well stored with ancient idols, and sacrificing vessels, lacrymatoirs, pateras, strigils

;

also ancient weights and measures ; coins, and particularly the As, and its first and lat-

ter divisions.

There we saw an ancient As, with Etruscan letters of a kind of red copper ; the let-

ters seem to be a kin to the old Greek cliaracters. These are the capital letters about
the coin going round, and bringing every letter before you.

As quasi Ms : this is very reasonable ; for before the Greeks had invented double
letters, the Romans were skilled in their writing. So Vitruvius^ tells us .^rugo was in

the Etruscan tongue called Eruca. Whence undoubtedly by translation the common
caterpillar had its name, from its blueness ; which also is an evidence, that the Tuscan

\
writing was in the old Greek character.

' But nothing pleased me more than to have seen the remains of the cabinet of the

noble Pieresc. the greatest and heartiest Maecenas, to his power, of learned men of any
of this age.

Amongst the first and very old brass Roman coins there was a sextans, with a cadu-
ceus of Mercury on one side, and a scallop shell on the other

; probably, because they
^ might have at first had the use of shell money, as some parts of botli the Indies and
Africa have at this day, till Mercury, whose emblem diat staff is, taught them the

use of metallic money.
Also in this cabinet are wet measures, as the ancient congius, ofwhich they have an

- old one, and an exact copy of that of the capitol ; also a sextarius, and a quartarius.

Now the con^us contidning 120 ounces; the sextarius 20 ounces; the hemina ten

ounces; the quartarius five ounces. I doubt not, but the cyathus, by reason of the
-' aforesaid division, held two ounces and an half ; which is the measure, so frequently to

he met with in old physic authors, and of so great concern in doses.

In that Etruscan as before mentioned, one cap coifs or covers the double head, of
« Janus. I saw an ancient statue of Mercury in the garden belonging to the king's li-

brary in Paris, where Mercury has upon his head a long cap doubled, or kud double

^U iX0:fly;M yd *^»a?ft« tl>rJ» De Architect. 1* 7. c. 2, E4. Barbwi. .» .;
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upon his head, sh though there were some affinity betwixt those two inventors of trade,

arts and learning.

Here also we saw the steel dyes of tlie Paduan brothers, by which they stamped and

falsified the best ancient medals so well, that they are not be distinguished but by put-

ting them into those moulds ; which makes them very valuable, there being 100 and

more of them, and are prized at 10,000 crowns. They stamped upon old medals

whereby the cheat was die greater ; for by this means they were of the ancient metal,

had the green coat, and the same rag^d edges.

I saw a picture here of about six inches over, finely painted in Mosaic, the very little

squares were scarcely visible to the naked eye, but the whole appeared like the finest

liatchings in stamps ; yet by the application of a good eye-glass, I could readily dis-

tinguish the squares of all colours, as in other Mosaics. This sort of painting has a

very admirable efiect, besides the duraticn.

Here was also the leg of a mummy well preserved, the toes only bare, black and
shining as pitch : the bandage was very curious, and was disposed m oblique circles,

decussated; but the filleting very narrow. I told the father, that it was still flesh; and
that mummy therefore in Venice treacle did break lent, if given at that time : Ik an-

swered, he did not believe it : I told him how he should be convinced, viz. if that leg

was kept a good while in a damp cellar, it would yield and stink like very carrion, though
it was at least 3000 years old ; wluch thing happened to one in London, so carelesdy

laid by.

There was one thing very curious, and that was an ancient writing instrument of

thick and strong silver-wire, wound up like a hollow, bottom or screw ; whh both the

ends pointing one way, and at a distance ; so that a man might easily put his fore-finger

betwixt the two points, and the screw fills the ball of his hand. One of the pokits was
the point of a bodkin, which was to write on waxed tables : the other point was made
veiy artificially, like the head and upper beak of a cock, and the point <yvided in twoy

just like our steel pens ; from whence undoubtedly the modems had their patterns

;

which are now made also of fine ulver and gold, or princes metal ; all which yet want

a spring, and are therefore not so useful as of steel, or a quill : but a quill soon spoils.

Steel is undoubtedly the best, and if you use China ink, the most lasting of all inks,

it never rusts the pen, but rather preserves it with a kind of vami^ which dries upon
it, though you take no care in wiping of it.

I saw the library of the late Monsieur Cdbert, that great patron of learning. The
gallery, wherein the printed books ure kept, is a ground-room, with windows on one

side only, along a fine garden. It is the neatest Ubnuy in Paris, very large and ex-

ceedingly well furnished. At the upper end is a fair room, wherein the papers erf*

state are kept ; particularly those of the administration of Cardinal Mazarine, and his

own accounts, when he was in employment. These make up many hundred folios,

finely bound in red maroquin and gilt.

The manuscript library is above stairs, in three rooms, and is the choice^ of that

kind in Paris : It contains 6610 volumes. The catalogue of them Monsieur Beinzt
shewed me; which he said was designed shortly ftM* the press. >«> 'i^vt t- '.>t

He shewed me many rare books, Carolus Calvus's bible, a vast fdio in vellum, and
lus prayer book or hours, all writ in gold letters.

Also the Missa Beati Rhenani, whereof all the copies were burnt but four. Tltt^

original deed of the agreement ci the Greek and Reman church at Florence, the Re-
galia agreed upon at Lyons, and many others, which I have forgot

I saw neither Greek nor Latin manuscript, but what had me marks of the Goths
upon them : that is, the letters maimed, and consequently not very ancient.
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and

He shewed us Servieto's book, for which he was burnt at Geneva ; which cost

Monsieur Colbert at on auction in England twenty- five crowns. The title is, De
Trinitatis £rroribus Libri 7. per Michaelem Servieto alias Kevos ab Aragonia Hispanum
1531. I had forgot the particular place where the circulation of the blood through the

lungs is mentioned ; but he told me very civilly, I should have it transcribed at any time.

We told him, we came to see him as well as the library : he replied, it was his hap
to have nu)re reputation than merit. He was a little old man, but very cheerful, and
of a quick wit.

He complained much of the refusal of the emperor's people concerning the manu>
scripts of Vienna, in order to the publication of the capitulaires : for he said, letters

were never at war : that for his part he had most willingly given leave for at least twen-

ty-four manuscripts to be collated for Dr. Mill's edition of the New Testament.

The library of the Sorbonne is a very long and large gallery, reasonably well stored

with books; no catalogue printed.

Amongst the manuscripts, they shew, Titus Livy in French, upon vellum, in a very

lai^ folio, bound in two books : the first is almost throughout illuminated with very

fine miniatures. The book is dedicated to king John, by Peter Berchorius : and in

the title page is a very curious design of that king receiving the present from the author

of the translation.

Amongst the illumL.ations and ornamental pictures in the mai^n, I could not but take

notice of a brass cannon fired, well painted, with two large arms or gudgeon3 one on
each side near the touch-hole ; which evinces cannon to have been in use at that time.

This manuscript ccmfirms the loss of Titus Livy, and that it was deficient in that

age, as to what is now wanting, there being nothing more in this than what is in tlK

printed copy. This was the ^ft of cardinal Richelieu to the library; who in a man-
ner rebuilt the whole college, and beautified it as it is. His tomb is in the middle of
the choir, before the great aitar, in white marble ; and is for pl^nness and exquisite

performance, the best thing of that kind I ever saw.

I saw the library of St. Victor : this most ancient convent is the best seated of any
in Paris ; has >'ei7 large gardens, with shady walks, well kept. The library is a fair

and large gallery; it is open three days a week, and has a range of double desks quite

through the middle of it, with seats and convemences of writing for forty or fifty peq>le.

The catalogue was not finished, nor intended to be printed ; which yet I think is

always necessary in all corporations, for check of loss of books, for. the use of stran-

gers, for benefactions.

In a part c^ it, at the upper end, are kept the manuscripts; they are said to be 3000 ;

which, though not very ancient, have yet been found very useful for the most correct

editions of niany authors. This is one of the pleasantest rooms that can be seen, for

the beauty <tf its prospect, and the quiet and iireedom fix)m noise in the middle of so
great a city.

In this convent is very prettily lodged, in an outward court. Monsieur Morin, ano-
ther physician of that name. In his apartment, he hath a large and excellent collec-

tion of physic books and natural history. He saluted me with the neatest kindriess

imaginable ; and at first word, asked me, if there was any more of Sir Francis Wil-
loughby's works printed besides his history of fishes, and that other of birds ; both
whrch he, hdd. He had in another room a wel) sttH^d museum of natural history, of
all sorts, and of comparative anatomies : a cabinet c^ shells, another of seeds, amoi^
which were some from China: variety of skeletonf, &c. • ?""". ^
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I,

(

I saw the Celestins. The library is an upper gallery, very pleasant, and plentiftilly

furnished with books. This is a very fine convent ; with the noblest Dortoire, hav-

ing open galleries round : also, very large gardens, with alleys and shady groves ; and
divers kitchc.i-gardens, well cuUivated. Also a vineyard of white-wine grapes, well

kept ; which is the only thing uf that kind witiiin the \valls of Paris.

Here I also saw the closet or cell of P. Hochcrcau ; who had a very choice collec-

tion of original paintings, of very many of the best masters : amongst the rest, I took

notice of the originals of Rcmbrant, excellent pieces. St. Peter and the cock : the

nativity of our Saviour : and the massacre of the innocents. His colouring is not to

be imitated : his invention great and natural, and the design most correct.

I was to visit Pere Mallebranche of the fathers of the oratory : they live very neatly

together in a kind of community, but under no rule : he was very handsomely lodg-

ed, in a room well furnished : he is a very tall, lean man, of a ready wit and cheer-

ful conversation.

After an hour's discourse, he carried me into the public library of the house : a fair

gallery well lighted, and well furnished with books ; with an apartment at the upper

end lor manuscripts, where were many Greek and Hebrew. Amongst the rest, the

library-keeper shewec us the Samaritan Pentateuch, of which Morin made use. It

seemed to me to be much later than that of Sir John Cotton's library with us, because

it was of a much smaller letter, and more broken in the writing, which was all lam
capable to judge by. '

»

,

They were busy in reforming the disposition of the libr^ ; and making a gtood Ca-

talogue, according to the method of the late archbishop of Rhcims ; and which I liked

well of, they had drawn out some hundreds of books, and exposed thera in the middle

of the library, upon a long table, for sale, as being duplicates ; and from the sale of

them to furnish themselves with what they wanted.

The books which were written by protestants, I observed, they were locked up in

wire cases, not to be come at without particular leave.

The freedom and nature of this order puts me in mind of what I heard of a certain

rich and learned man, Monsieur Pinet, of the law ; who put himself at length into

religion, as they say, amongst the fathers; but first persuaded his cook to do so too;

for he was resolved not to quit his good soups, and such dishes as he liked, whatever

became of his penance and retirement. This compliment the elegant and learned

Monsieur Peletier, in Monsieur Colbert's place, comptroller genend of the finances

made his guests at his country house near Choisy, having voluntarily quitted all his

employments at court : he said, he reserved his cook, though he retrenched the rest

of his retmue ^ they might therefore expect a slender philosoplier's dinner, though well

drest.

It is wonderful to consider how most of the rest of the orders abuse themselves for

God's sake, as they call it. Hunger and ill diet not only destroys a man's health, but

maugre all his devotion, put him out of humour^ and makes him repine and envy the

rest of mankind : and well if it do not make him also curse in his heart his Maker

;

Job is not every man's roll to act. The origin and rise of natural philosophy and
physic was to invent a more wholesome and better food, than the beasts have, and to

eat bread and flesh instead of herbs and com ; to drink wine instead of water ; those

and a thousand other things were the blessings of physic, and still the good manage-
ment of these things, both in health and sickness, are under the directions of the plr^-

sicians. Now for a sort of melancholy and wilful men, to renounce these comforts,

V-
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and destroy their healths, and aU this upon a pretended principle of religion and devo-

tion, seems to me, I confess, (rreat ingratitude to God the author of it.

Indeed I heartily pitied F. P. an industrious honest man, after his return from the

Indies, Wi;0 was nothing but skin and bone ; and yet by the rules of his order he could

not cat any thing that was wholesome and proper for his cure ; nothing but a little slimy

nasty fish and herbs : and though he took, as he told me, hypocochoana five times, it

had no effect upon him. It is true, I never heard him complain ; but what will not

blind prejudice do against all the reason of mankind

!

I know some of these men have been useful to mankind b^ their studies ; but the

very same men would have been much more, had they staid with their neighbours, and
taught the world by their conversation and example; wisdom, and justic::, and inno-

cence, and temperance, which they highly pretend to, are not things to be hid in corners,

but to be brought forth to instruct and adorn the age we live in : to abandon the world,

and all the conveniences of life and health, is (let them say what they please) the height

of chagrin, and not religion.

There were some other public libraries I saw, as that ofthe Grand Augustins, College

Mazarin, College Navarre, and a great many more I did not see for want of an oppor-

tunity ; but there is nothing particular I remember about them.

There is such a passion of setting up for libraries, that books are come to most un-

reasonable rates.

I paid to Anisson thirty-six livres for Nizoleus ; twenty livres for the two small

quartos of the memoirs of the Academic de Sciences, that is, as I may say, for two
years philosophic transaction ; for they began those monthly memoirs in imitation of
ours, out of the registers of the academy, but did not think fit to continue them above
two years.

As to stamps, I had a mind to have bought a complete set of Melans, that in.

comparable master ; but I was asked 200 livres, and twelve excepted, which might
amount to as much more ; for some of his gravings in octavo done at Rome, they
asked me a pistole a-piece ; and for the head of Jusdnianus a louis ; which yet is his mas-
ter-piece.

; I was at an auction of books in the Rue St. Jaques, where were about forty or fifty

people, most abbots and monks. The books were sold with a great deal of trifling

and delay as with us, and very dear ; for Hispania illustrata Aud. Sciotti, of the Frank-
fort edition, from twenty livres, at which it was set, they bid up by little and little to

thirty-six livres ; at which it was sold. The next was a catalogue of French books
in thin fol. in an old parchment cover by De la Croix de Maine, eight livres. And so

I left them to shift it amongst themselves.

After having said so much of the public libraries, I cannot but congratulate their

happiness, to have them so well secured from fire ; it being one of the perfections of

this city to be so built and furnished, as not to have suffered by it these many ages ;

and, indeed, I cannot see how malice itself could destroy them, for the houses here arc

all built of stone, walls, floors, staircases and all, some few rooms excepted ; no wain-

scot ; woollen or silk hangings, which cannot be fired without giving notice by the intol-

erable stench, and the supply of much fuel. It is well for us in London, that there arc

veiy few public libraries, and those small and inconsiderable, and that the great number
of books are distributed into a thousand hands (no country in Europe can compare to

us for private libraries) for if they were together in such vast quantities as 'u\ Paris, learn-

ing would run the hazard, of daily suffering. Here with us, methinks, every man
th^ goes to bed, when asleep, lies like a dead Rtunan upon a funeral pile, dreading
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some unexpected apotheosis ; for all is combustible about him, and the paint of the deal

boards may serve for incense, the quicker to bum them to ashes.

In the next place I will account for what I saw, that seemed to me singular and new
in the improvement of arts, or wanting in our country.

I saw the pottery of St. Cloud, with which I was marvellously well pleased, for I

confess I could not distinguish betwixt the pots made there, and the finest China ware
I ever saw. It will, I know, be easily granted me, that the paintings may be better

designed and finished (as indeed it was) because our men are far better masters in that

art than the Chinese ; but the glazing came not in the least behind theirs, not for v/hite-

ness, nor the smoothness of running without bubbles ; agiiin, the inward substance

and matter of the pots was to me tlie very same, hard and firm as marble., and the

self same grain, on this side vitrification. Farther, the transpsurency of the pots the very

same.

I saw them also in the mould, undried, and before the painting and glazing was ap-

plied, they were as white as chalk, and melted upon the tongue like raw tobacco-pipe

clay, and ielt betwixt the teeth soft like that, and very little gritty ; so that I doubt not

but they are made of that very clay.

As to the temper of the clay, the man freely owned to me, it was three or four times

well beaten and wet, before it was put to work on tlie wheel ; but I believe it must first

be melted in fair water, and carefully drawn ofi^ that the heaviest part may first sink

;

which also may be proper for coarser works.

That it required two, and sometimes three or four fires to bake it, to that height we
saw it in the most finished pots ; nay some of them had had 11 fires.

I did not expect to have found it in this perfection, but imagined this might have ar-

rived at the Gomron ware ; which is indeed little else but a total vitrification ; but I

found it far otherwise, and very surprising, and which I account part of the feUcity of
the age to equal, if not surpass, the Chinese in their finest art. '«;

As for the red ware oi China, that has been, and is done in England, to a far greator

perfection than in China, we having as good materials, viz. the soft haematites, and
far better artists in pottery. But in this particular we are behdden to two Dutchmen,
brothers, who wrought in Staffordshire (as I have been told) and were not long since at

Hammersmith.
They sold these pots at St. Cloud at excessive rates; and for their ^Mrdmary chocolate

cups asked crowns apiece. They had arrived at the burning on gold in neat chequet*

works. He had sold some furnitures of tea tables at 400 livres a set.

There was no moulding or model of China ware, which they had not imitated ; and
had added many fancies of their own, which had their good effects, and appeared very

beautiful. '

Monsieur Morin in conversation told me, that they kept their sand as a secret to

themselves ; but this could not be for other purposes than colouring ; also he said they

used salt of kelp in the composition, and made a thing not unlike irit for glass, to be
wrought*up with white clay ; neither could thb be, for I did not taste it m the raw
pots.

The ingenious master told me, he had been twenty-five years about the experiment,

but had not attained it fully till within these three years. I and other gentlemen brobght
over d* these pots with us. •

I'i r, ;;

*
.,ji'

The glass-house out of the gate of St Antome well deserves si&eing^ but I did laifl^t

the foundery was no longer there, but removed to Cherbome in Normandy for cheap-

ness of fuel. It is certainly a most comudemble additiqnto the glass-making. Fori,

».*»,. . ^^^iftff h ii.
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saw here one looking-gluss foiled and finished, eip;hty-cight inches long, and forty-eight

brood, and yet but one quarter ofon inch thick. This I think could never be effected

by the blast of any man ; but I sup])osc to lie run or cast upon sand, as lead is ; which

yet, I confess, the toughness of glass metal makes very much against.

There they are polished : which empiu^a daily six hundred men, and they hope in

a little time to employ one thousand in several galleries. In the lower they grind the

coarse glass with a sand- stone, the very same they pave the streets in Paris ; of which

broken they have great heaps in the courts of the work-houses : this stone is beat to

powder, and sifted through a fine tamis. In the upper gallery, where they polish and

give the last hand, they work in three rows, and two men at a plate, with ruddle or

powdered haenutites in water.

The glasses are set fast in white putty, upon flat tables of stone, sawed thin for that

purpose. The grinding of the edges and borders is very troublesome, and odious for

the horrid grating noise it makes, and which cannot be endured to one that is not used

to it; and yet by long custom these fellows are so easy with it, diatthcy discourse

together as though nothing were. Thb is done below, and out of the >vay of the

rest.

It is very diverting to seethe joint labour of so many men upon one subject. This
has made glass fcM* coaches very cheap and common ; so that even many of the fiacres

or hackneys, and all the remises have one large glass before.

Amongst the bioux made at Paris, a great quantity of artificial pearl is to be had,

of divers sorts ; but the best are those which are made of the scales of bleaks. These
bleaks they fidi in the river Seine at Paris, and sell them to the peari-nuikers for that

puqpose.

Monsieur Favi, at the Pearl d'Ang^terre, told me, that he paid for the fish only of
the litUe river Yierof VilleNeuve St. George, four leagues off of Paris, by the year

110 pistoles. This fish in French b called de la Bellette ; sometimes in winter he has

had thirty hampers of the i*sh brought him, for the scales only, which he uses in pearl-

making. He sells some strings for a pistole ; and they have formeriy been sold much
dearer. This sort is very neat and lasting.. iji.i«>ir. .i^^u^s Mis«j>si-7>juw,t v^ •> ik^tx "«• '« ler

Inquiring of a goldsmith, a great dealer in pearl, about those which were made of
the srales of fishes, he told me that it was so ; that the scales were beat to powder, and
thftt made into a liquid paste with bing-glass, and cast into the hollow glass beads, and
80 gave the colour oy way of foil from the inside.

Tasked him if he had any fresh-water and muscle peari ; and he forthwith shewed ine

one of twenty•three erains, of a bluish colour or faint carnation, perfectly globular ; he
told me, he valued it at 4001. for that it would mix or match better with the oriental

sea pearl, than the bluish ones. Further, he assured me, he had seen pearl of sixty

odd grains of fresh-water muscles ; and some pear-fashioned. That in Lorrain, and at

Sedan, they fished many pearls in the rivers thereabout.

^, The formerly so famous a work-house, the Goblins, is miserably fallen to decay

;

perhaps becauaie the king, having furnished all his palaces, has little more to do for

,»lIeRi I saw theiQakiog marble tables, inlaid with all sorts of coloured stones. :">?

: Also the AtteUers or work-houses of two of the &mous sculptors Tuby ; in which
was a Laco<ni copied in white marble admirably ; also that other of Quoisivox, m which
ymsy^amongst jdtaer nure,pieces, Castor and PoUux, in wUle poarble, exceedingly beau'
t|M an4 ^aiigej a copy al^ oC the antique. ^;^i^,i* ?;n<;*aw;^a» ^?( ^^
V VOL. IV, .iK'im<>iA m if'i^u>i't».^ i'liiir m tMti}fi!i:>di i^ - y •••• .»•«, V

,^ jii(U.^i^k.^^(^.^xv^'^ •,..'.*•,'•'•<-*•--:, >
•
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At Hubin'tt, the eycmaker, I saw drawers full of all sorts of eves, admirable for the

contrivance, to match with great exactness any Iris whatsoever ; this being a case where
mis-matching is intolerable.

He himself also formerly wrought in false pearl, and affirmed, that the glass pearU
were painted within with a paste made of the scales of the bleak only ; which he said

was a good trade here to the fishermen, who sold the scales for so much the ounce.
These necklaces were formerly sold at great prices, two or three pistols a-piecc.

I saw the platrerie, or plaster quarries near Montmartre, and the nianner of burning
of it. It is burnt with open fire set up against it ; the hardest stone is burnt enough in

two or three hours* time.

The top band or bed is very hard like a free-stone : they distinguish the beds by
several names, i. e. 1. Mutton, 2. Lane, 3. Buzier, 4. Clikar, 5. Grosban, 6. PilUer-

noir, &c.

That which thev call Lane is like Talk, or Selenites transparent, and splits in thin

flakes ; but there is but little of it, and the beds are small ; this seems to be but «
fluor to the greater beds of gray-stone. This rock is covered with a kind of gray sand
to a great depth ; which is not of the nature of plaster.

Though this plaster burnt is never used (that I could learn) to fertilize either com*
ground or pasture, as our lime-stone is ; yet I see no reason why it may not, it being
Alii of nitre, if it has lain long in damp caves.

This is not peculiar to Paris only : for I have seen quarries of it near Cliff<wd-Mo<)i!(

in Yorkshire ; where it is called hall-plaster. ,fi <«) <. » . . w? *.'^iu ij, <«

I cannot omit the mill-stones, which they grind their wheat with at Paris, as upon
the river of the Gobelins, out of the gate St. Bernard, where it falls into the Seme,
and all throughout Picardy down to Calais, where I have seen great numbcra of

them. ^

X These mill-stones are very useful, and so sweet, that not the least grit is ever found
in their bread : they are mostly made up of pieces, two, three, or more set together

by a cement, and hooped round with iron to keep the pieces fast together. They are

made of a kind of honey-comb stone, wrought by the petrifaction of water, or stalac-

tites. The very self-same stone I have seen rocks of on tlie river banks at Knaresbo-

rough, at the dropping-well in Yorkshire ; theref t: I advise my countrymen to put

these excellent stones in pnctice ; for certainly no place stands in more need of it ; for

the bread in the north ofEngbnd is intolerably gritty, by reason of those sand or moor
stones with which they grind their com.

These stones are sold at 500 livres a pair ; whence they come I forgot to be in-

formed.

^ In the next place, we will see how the Parisians eat, drink, and divert themselves.

' ' t)F THE FOOD OF THE PARISIANS, i 'i wJ^iWU fortlir«^f|'-f«{

• The diet of the Parisians consists chiefty of bread and herbs ; it is here as witfa us^

finer and coarser. But the common bread, or pain de ^nesse, which is brought twice

u week into Paris from a village so calledj is purely white, and firm, and light, and made
altogether with leaven ; mostly in three pound loaves, and 3d. a pound. That H^ch is

leaked in Paris is coarser and much worse.

As ioc the fine manchet, or French bread, as we call it, I caonotmuch commend it

;

it is of kte, since the quantity of beer that is brewed in Paris, often so bitter, that it b
not to be eaten, and we far exceed them now in this particolMT in London. - • r^ , • ^'
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The gray wit of France (which there at table is ahogether in every thlnff made tise

of) is incornpitniblv better and more wholeHome, than our white salt. This I the rather

mention, because it seems not yet to enter fully into the consideration and knowledge

of our people ; who are nice in this particular to a fault. But I must take leave to tell

them, that our salt spoils every thing that is ituciidcd to l)e preserved by it, be it fish ov

flesh. For whether boild from the inland s;ilt-i)its, or the sea water, it is little less

than fluieklimc, and bums and reeses all it touches ; so that it is pity to see so much
good nsh, as is caught upon the northern lii>e of coast, particularly the cod and ling,

and herring, now of little value, which were formerly the most esteemed commodities

of England. It is certain, there is no making good salt by fierce and vehement boiling,

as is usual ; but it must be kerned either by the heat of the sun, as in I<'rance ; or by

a ftill and over-weighty brine, as at Milthrope in the Washes of Lancashire ; for in no
other place in England I ever saw it right mude ; but yet that is not there understood to

purpose ; for they also boil the brine, which possibly by some slight artifice might be

Drought to give its salt without stress of fire.

In lent the common people feed much on whitu kidney beans, and white or pale len-

tils, of which there are great provisions made in all the markets, and to be had ready

boiled. 1 was well pleased with this lentil ; which is a sort of pulse we have none of in

England. There are two sorts of white lentils sold here, one small one from Bur-

gundy, by the cut of Briare ; and another bigger, as broad again, from Chartres ; a
nurd also much larger, is sometimes to be had from Languedoc. Those excepted, our
seed shops far exceed theirs, and consequently our gardens, in the pulse-kind for va-

ries ; both pea and bean.

The roots differ much from ours. There are here no round turnips, but all long

ones and small ; but excellently well tasted, and are of a much greater use, being proper

for soups also ; for which purpose ours are too strong : we have indeed of lategot them
into England ; but our gardeners understand not the managing of them. They sow
them here late after midsummer ; and at martinmas or sooner, before the frost begin,

they dig them up, cut o^ the tops, and put them into sand in their cellars, where mcy
will keep good till after Easter, nay till Whitsuntide ; whereas, if the fix>st take them,
they are quite spoiled ; and that piece of ill husbandry makes them to be despised here

;

having lost their taste, and they soon grow sticky in the ground. The sandy plains of
Vaugerard near Paris are famous for this sort of most excellent root. After die same
manner Uiey keep their carrots.

After we had been two or three days' journey in France, we found no other turnips,

but the navet ; and still the nearer Paris the better. These as I said, are small long tur-

nips, not bigger than a knife-haft, and most excellent in soups, and with boiled and
stewed mutt<m. I think it very strange that the seed should so much improve in Eng-
land, as to produce roots of the same kind six or ten times as big as there ; for I make
no question but the long turnips, of late only in our markets, are the same.

The potatoe is scarce to be found in their markets, which arc so great a relief to the

people of^England, and very nourishing and wholesome roots ; but there are stores of
Jerusalem artichokes.

< They delight not so much in cabbage as I expected, at least at the season, while we
were there, from December to Midsummer. I never saw in all the markets once sprouts,

that is, the tender shoots of cabbages ; nor in their public gardens any reserves 9S.9\d
staUcs. The red cabbage is esteemed here, and the savoy. . f-irmViir «>«<ii -^^viot ^A
1 Butto make amends for this, they abound in vast quantities of Urg^ red onions and
garlick. . And' Ike long and sweet white anaoa of Languedoc are to be had also here.

Also leeks, rockhamboy, and shallots are here in great use.

' V 2
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It lias been observed, that the nortlK-rn people of Europe much delight in cabbage,

as the Russcs, Poles, GtTuians, inc. It is certain, the cabbage thrives best in cold coun.

tries, and is natunilly a northern plant, and the keel is to be i'uund wild upon the muri-

time rocks, as I have seen it at Whitby, and the cold ripens it, and makes it more ten«

dcr and pulatublc.

The southern ))cnple are pleased with the onion kind, for lltc same reason, for that

the great heats meliorate thcni, but give a rankness to Uie cabbage. The leekn are here

much smaller than with us ; but to recommence this, they are blanched here with more
care and art, and arc three times as long m the white [Mut, which is by sinking them
early so deep in mellow earth. There is no plant of the onion kind so luuxly as this, and
so proper for the cold mountains, witness the use the Welsh have made of them from
all ages ; and indeed it is excellent against spitting of blood, and all diseases of the throat

and Ixings.

Though the lettuce be the great and universal sallad, yet I did not find they came
near our people, for the largeness and hardness of them ; indeed, about a week before

Ave left Paris, the long Roman lettuce filled their markets, which was incomparable, and
I think beyond our Silesian.

April and May the markets were served with vast quantities of hite beets, an herb

rarely used with us, and never that I know of, in that nuuiner io .oups. The leaves

grow long and large, and are tied up, as we do our Silesian or Ronuin lettuce to blanch)

and then cut by the root. The stalks are very broad and tender, and they only are used»

stripped ofthe green leaves. They cook those stalks in diflSsrent manners, kim^ ^fvn i

The asparagus here are in great plenty, but for the first month they were very bitter

and unpleasant ; from wiience tliat proceeded I cannot guess ; afterwards 1 did not much
[lerceivc it.

They are so great lovers of sorrel, that I have seen whole acres of it planted in tlie

fields; and they are to be commended for it; for nothing is more wholesome, and it is

good to supply the place of lemons, against the scurvy, or any ill habit of the body.

But after all, the French delight in nothing so much as mushrooms, of which they

luive daily, and all the winter long, store of fresh and new g- diered in tlie markets. This
surprised me ; nor could I guess, where they liad them, till I found they ruined them on
hot beds in tlieir wardens.

Of forced mushrooms they have many crops in a ^ear; but for the monUis of Au-
gust, September, October, when they naturally grow in tlie fields, they prepare no arti.

hcial beds.

They make in the fields and gardens out of the bar of Vaugerard (which I saw) long

narrow trenches, and fill those trenches with horse dung two or three feet thick, on
which they throw up the common earth of the place, and cover the dung with it, like the

ridge of a house, high pitched ; and over all they put long straw or long horse litter. Out
of Uiis earth springs the champignons, after rain ; and if rain comes not, they water the

beds every day, even in winter.

They are six days after tlicir springing or first appearance, before they pul| them up
for the market.

On some beds they have plenty, on others but fe*.v, which demonstrate they come of

seed in the ground ; for ail the bM^d?> are alike.

A gardener told me, be had the other yenr near an acre of ground ordered in this

manner, but he lost a hundred crowns by it} but mostly they tura to as good profit as

uny thing they can {)lant«

^b^yd^stinoy .their oldb^ds in summer, ^d dung their grounds with them.
Hi
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They prepare their new beds the latter end of Aufj^ist, and have plentiful crops of

mushroomii towards Christmas, and all the spring;, till after March.

I Buw in the markets the beginning of April, fresh gathered moriglios, the first of that

kind of mushroom, that I remember ever to have seen : though fornicrly I had been

very curious and inquisitive about this kind of plant, and had distinguished and described

thirty N|K>cies of them growing in England; yet I do not remember ever to have found

this species with us; it is blackish, and becomes much blacker when boiled, whence
probably it had its name ; but there are some few of them that are yellow. They are

always of a round pyramidal figure, upon a short thick foot stalk. The foot-stalk is

smooth, but the outside of the mushroom is all deenly plated and wrinkled like the in-

side of a beast's maw. The moriglio split in two from top to bottom is all hollow and
smooth, foot, stalk, and all. In this hollowness is sometimes contained dangerous in-

sects. The taste raw, is not ungrateful, and very tender. This mushroom seems to mc
to be produced of the tree kind.

This sort of mushroom is much esteemed in France, and is mostly gathered in woods
at the foot of the oaks. There were some of them as big as turkey eggs. They are

found in great quantities in the woods in Champagne, about Rheims, and Nostre Dame
de Liesse.

They string them, and dry them; and they seem tome to have a far better relish than

the champignons.

The French say, there are no bad moriglios ; but there are bad mushrooms. At first

I was veiT shy of eating them ; but by degrees, and that there wi\s scarce any ragouts

without tnem, I became pleased with thrm, and found them very innocent. I am per-

suaded the harm that comes from eating them, is from the noxious insects and vermin

that feed upon them, and creep into them, I have often found them full of such ani-

mals. Possibly the garden or forced mushrooms, being that is done in winter, and in

the spring, may be much freer of this nmchief, at what time insects are dead, or not

much stirring, than the wild mushrooms of August.

The city is well served with carp, of which there is an incredible quantity spent in the

lent. TYiey are not large, and I think are the better for it, but they are very clean of

mud, and well tasted.

They liave a particular viray of bringing fresh oysters to town, which I never saw
with us ; to put them up in straw baskets of a i)eck, suppose, cut from the shell, arnl

without the liquor. They are thus verj' good for stewing, and all other manner of

dressing.

There is such plenty ofmacreuse, a sort of sea ducks, in the markets all lent, that I

admire, where they got so many ; but these are reckoned and esteemed as fish, and there-

fore they take them with great industry. They have a rank fishy taste, yet for want of

other flesh were very welcome. I remember we had at our treat ut the king's charge

ut Versiiillcs, a macreuse pie near two feet diameter, for it was in lent ; which being high

seasoned, did go down very well with rare burgundy. There is a better argument m
L^wenhoeke for bhtis participating something ofthe nature of fish, though tticir blood

is hot, than any the council of Trent could think of, and that is, that the globuli of the

blood of birds are oval, as those of fishes are; but this will take in all the bird kind:

which also in time those gentlemen may think fit to grant.

As for their flesh, mutton, and beef, if they are good in their kind, they come little

shortof ours, I cannot say they exceed them. But their veal is not to be compared
with ours, being red and course ; and I believe no country in Europe understands the

management of that sort of food like the EngKsh. This was orice proper to Essejk;

n
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hut now it h well known, thnt nothing contributes more to the whitenesn and tendemesM

vf thf flesh f>f cnlvtH, than often hiecauig them, and Riving them much food of milk and

nicul, iH-NidcHHUc king the dam. By much bleeding the red cake of the blood is ex-

hausted, and liecomtH all white iiertim or chyle. The same effect cramming hath upon
poultry, so as die blood is \\vl\ near all chyle ; and the livers of geese, so fed by force,

will become for thesiunc reason, vastly great and white and delicious.

I cannot hut take notice here of a great prejudice the French lie under, in relation to

our fl( sh. It is gcncmlly said amonj^st them, tlmt our meat in Kngland will not make so

strong broth as the French by a third |)art. If they say not so salt and savouiy, and
strong tasted, I agree with them ; and yet the French meat is never the better. For first

their meat is mostly leaner and more dry, and (which is all in all in this matter of soups)

is long kept before it be spent, which gives it a higher and salter tostc ; for as meat rots,

it becomes more urinous and salt. Now our people, by custom, covet the freshest

meat, and cannot endure the least tendency to putrefaction ; and wc had good reason to

do so, l)ecause our air is twice as moist as theirs, which does often cause in the keeping

of meat a mustiness, which is intolerable to all mankind. Whereas the air of France

being ho much drier, keeping of meat, not only makes it tender, but improves the taste.

So that could Ave secure our meat, in keeping it from that unsavoury quality, it would
far outdo the French meat, because much more juicy. m -. .

I do not remember I eat of above two sorts of flesh, but what we have as good or

lietter in England, and that was of the wild pigs, and the red legged partridge. Of
these last 1 eat at St. Cloud, taken thereabout; as to bigness, they are much degene-

rated from those in Languedoc, and less ; but far excel the gray partridge in taste.

As for their fruits, our journey was in the worst time of the yrar, from December to

Midsummer, so that we had little save winter fruits ; some few bon chritens we tasted,

not much better than ours, but something freer of stones. The Virguleus pears were
admirable, but to our sorrow they did not last long after our arrival.

The Kentish pippin, as we call it, was here excellent ; but two other sorts of apples

stock the markets. The winter calvil or queening, which though a tender and soft ap.

pie, yet continued good till after Easter. Also the Pome d'Apis, which is served here

lor shew, more than use ; being a small flat apple, very beautiful, very red on one side,

and pale or white on the other, and may serve the French ladies at their toilets for a pat-

tern to paint by. However this tender apple ^vas not contemptible after Whitsuntide

;

and which is its property, it never smells ill, though the ladies keep it (as sometimes
they do) about them.

I never met with any thing peculiar in their sweetmeats but a marmalade of orange

flowers ; which indeed was admirable. It was made with those flowers, the juice of

lemons, and fine sugar.

'',' THE WINES FOLLOW, AND WATER TO DRINK. »l'.i;M

The wines about Paris ore very small, yet good in their kind ; those de Surene are

excellent some years ; but in all the taverns tliey have a way to make them into the

fashion of Champagne and Burgundy.
The tax upon wines is now so great, that whereas before the war they drank them at

retail at five-pence the quart, they now sell them at Is. 3d. the quart, and dearer, which
hasenhaiiced the rates ofall commodities, and workmen's wages ; and also has caused

many thousand private families to lay in wines in their cellars at tjie cheapest liand). which

used to have none before.
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The wines of Burgundy and Cham|Mtffne arc mont valued, and indeed not without

reason ; for they arc hght and easy upon the stomach, and give little disturbance to tlic

brain, if drawn from iIk* hugsheiul, or loosic bottled iiftcr their fashion.

The mo«t esteemed are Vin de Bonne of Bitrgundy, u red wine ; which is dolcc pi-

quante in some measure, to me it seemed the very best of wine I met with.

Volne, a iiale Cham|)agne, but exceedingly brisk u|)on the palate. This is said to

grow upon tnc very borders of Burgundy, and to {Kirticipate of the excellency of both

counties.

There is another sort of wine, called Vin de Rheims, this is also a pale or gray wine

;

Uialiarsh, as all Champagne wines an:.

, . The white wines of value are tliose of Mascon in Burgundy.
,

Mulso in Champagne, a small and not unpleasant white wine.

, Chabri is a quick and sharp white wine, well esteemed.

In March 1 tasted the white wines called Condrieu, and d'Arbois, but found them
both in the must, thick and white as our wines use to be, when they first come from tlie

Canaries; very sweet, and yet not without a grateful flavour; they clear towards sum.
mer, and abate much of the flavour aitd uweet taste. Those wines thus in the must are

called in the prints Vin des Liqueurs.

There is a preparation or rather stifling of the whit; wine in the must, used in Bur-
gundy and elsewhere, which they call Vm Bouru ; it gives a sweet taste, and it is foul

to the eye ; those also are called Vin des Liqueurs. This is only drunk a glass in a

morning, as an equivalent to brandy.

Vin de Turene en Anjou of two years dd, was one of the best white wines I drank in

f*aris.

Gannetin from Dauphine : this is a very pale and thin white wine, very like the

Verde of Florence, sweet, and of a very pleasant flavour, especially while it is Des Li-

queurs.

The red wines of Burgundy, Des quatres feuilles, as they say, or of four years old,

are rare; but they are esteemed much more wholesome, and are permitted to the sick,

in some cases to drink of; they are fine, and have a rough but sound taste ; not pricked,

as I expected. The term Des quatrc feuilles is used also to Folnc, or any other sort of
wine, which is kept any time.

, There are also in esteem stronger wines at Paris, as Camp de Perdris. -<

Coste Bruslee, boUi red wines from Dauphine, of very good taste, and hot upon the

stomach.

. De THermitage upon the Rosne. . . ...

,

/

But the most excellent wines for strength and flavour are the red and white St. Lau-

:

rence, a town betwixt Toulon and Nice in Provence. This is a most delicious Muscat.
These are of those sorts of wines, which the Romans called Vinum Passuni, that were
made of ludf sun dried grapes : for the grapes (especially the white Muscadine grapes)

being usually sooner ripe than the common grapes of the country, culled Esperan, viz.

the latter end of August (as I have seen them in the vintage at Vic, Mirabel, and Fron>

tiniac, three towns near the sea in Languedoc, where this sort of wine is made) they

twist the bunches of grapes, so breaking the stalks of them, that they receive no longer

any nourishment from the vine, but hang down and dry in the then violently hot sun,

and are in few days almost turned into raisins of tlie sun ; hence, Srom this insolation,

tlfeB jSavour of the grape b exceedingly heightened, and the strength and oiliness, and
thick body of the wine is mightily improved. I thuik the red St. Laurin was the most
delicious wine I ever tasted in my life.

' 1
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Besides these, here are also the white wines of Orleans, Bourdcaux, Claret, and
those excellent wines from Cahors : also Cabreton, white and red, from about Bayone,

strong and delicious wines : and all sorts of Spanish wines, as sack, paiuie, mountainr,

malaga, red and white, sherries, and indeed the French are, of late, very desirous to dririk

of the strongest wines.

Besides wines, there is no feasting without the drinking at the desert all sorts of

strong waters, particularly ratafia's ; which is a sort of cherry brandy made with peach

and apricot stones, highly piquant, and of a most agreeable flavour.

The pungent and acrimonious quality of these and such like kernels was not unknown
to the ancients, and very poisonous to some animals. Dioscorides tells us, ». paste made
of the kernels of bitter almonds will throw hens into convulsions, and immediately kill

them. Birds have but little brain, and so are the stronglier uffected with this volatile

venom. Not unlike effects it is possible ratafia may have in some tender and more de*

licate coristitutions, and weak and feeble brains, and may be one cause of so many sudden
deaths, as have been observed of late.

Vattee is a sort of perfumied strong water from Provence, made (as it is pretended)

of muscat wine distilled with citron pills and orange flowers.

Fenoulliet de I'lsle de Ree is valued much, it is much like our anniseed water. I5 itrj

These and many more sorts of strong waters, and strong wines, both of France and
Italy and Spain, are wont to be brought in at the latter end of the desert in all great

feasts, and they drink freely of them. Which custom is new : when I was fonnerly in

France, I remember nothing of it. But it is the long war that has introduced them ;

the nobility and gentry suiFering much in those tedious campaigns, applied themselves

to these liquors to support the difSculties and fatigues of weather and watchings ; and at

their return to Paris, introduced them ' their tables. Sure I am, the Parisians, both

men and women, are strangely altered in their constitutions and habit of body ; from
lean and slender, they are become fat and corpulent, the women especially : which, in

my opinion, can proceed from nothing so much as the daily drinking strong liquors.

Add to these ^nks the daily use of coffee with sugar, tea, and chocolate, wnich now
is as much in use in private houses in Paris, as with us in London : and these sugared

liquors also add considerably to their corpulency.

I must not forget, that amongsit the drinks that are in uie in Paris, cyder from Ncmt-

mandy is one. The best I drank of that kmd, was of the colour of claret, reddish or

brown ; the apple that it was made of vas raited Frequins, which is round and yellcJw,

but so bitter that it is not to be eaiej> , and yet the cyder that is made of it, is as sweet

as any new wine. It keeps many years good, and mends of its colour and taste. I

drank it often at a private house of a Norman gentleman, of whose growth it was ; other-

wise if I had not been assured to the contrary, T could not have believed, but that it had
been mixed with sugar.

There are also very many public coffee-houses, where tea also and chocolate may be
had, and all die strong waters and wine above-mentioned, and innumerable ale-hou^s.

I wonder at the great change of this sober nation in this particular;' but luxury lUie a
whirlpool draws into it the extravagances of other people. 7*= >>.p:mnjr<-'j'^ii:-; - rm; j

It was necessity, and the want of wine (eitlier naturally, as in a great part o^ Persia and
.* the Indies ; or from their religion, as in Turkey) that put men upon the invention of

those liquors of coffee and tea : chocolate, indeed, was found out by the poor starred

Indians, as ale was with us': But what else but a wanton luxury could dispose these peor

pie, who abound in excellent wines, the mmt cordial and generous of ai) drinks, to «pt
the necessity of others.

TO... ^^
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Mighty things indeed are said of these drinks, according to the humour and fancy of

the drmkers. I rather believe they are permitted by God's providence for the lessening

the numbi-r of mankind by shortening life, as a sort of silent plague. Those that plead

for chocolate, say, it gives them a good stomach, if taken two hours before dinner.

Uight ! who doubts it ? you say, you are much more hungry having drank chocolate,

than you had been if you hud drunk none ; that is, your stomach is faint, craving, and

feels hollow and empty, and you cannot stay long for your dinner. Things that pass

thus soon out of the stomach, I susjiect, are little welcome there, and nature makes*

haste to get shut of them. There arc many thi.igs of this sort which impose upon us

by procuring a false hunger.

The wild Indians, and some of our people, no doubt digest it ; but our pampered bO'

dies can make little of it, a"^ it proves to most tender constitutions perfect physic, at

least to the stomach,, by cleai>..ii)g that into the guts ; but that wears it out, and decays

nature.

It is very remarkable with what greediness the Spaniards drink it, and how often in a

day, five times, says Gage, at least. The women drank it in the churches, and the

disorder could scarce be remedied. This shows how little it nourishes.

The old Romans did better with their luxury ; they took their tea and chocolate

afler a full meal, and every man was his own cook in that case. Caesar resolved to be
free, and eat and drink heartily, that is, to excess, with Tully ; and for this purpose

Cicero tells his friend Atticus, tliat before he lay down to table, £meticen agebat, which
I construe, he prepared for himself his chocolate and tea; something to make a quick
riddance of what they eat and drank, some way or other.

There are two sorts of water which they drink at Paris ; water of the river Seine,

which runs through the town ; and the water brought in by the aqueduct of Arcueil,

which, by the by, is one of the most magnificent buildings in and about Paris, and
worth going to see. This noble canal of hewn stone conveys the water fifteen mile»to
Paris.

•

V. The river water is very pernicious to all strangers, not the French excepted, that

come from any distance , ijut not to the natives of Paris, causing looseness, and some-
times dis^nteries. I am apt to think the many ponds and lakes that are let into it to

supply the sluices upon the canal De Briare, are in part the cause of it. But those who
iire careful of themselves purify it by filling their cisterns with sand, and letting it sink
tiirough it ; which way clears it, and makes it very cool and palatable.

As for the spring water from the Maisondes Eaux, it is wholesome in this respect,

and keeps the body firm ; but it is very apt to give the stone, which the people of this

town are infinitely subject to. An instance of this I had by chance, when coming from
seeing the aqueduct of Arcueil, in the very road near the wall of the aqueduct, a great
number of earthen pipes which had served to convey that water to some house, weie
cast to mend the highways. I observed, that of four inches diameter the hollow of the
pipes were all stopped up to the breadth of a shilling, with a firm stone petrified ; so that

tliey were forced to break up the pipes being altogether useless. Now what petrifies

in the water-pipes is apt in some weak constitutions to petrify also in the kidneys and
bladder. I think I have put this beyond dispute in my treatise De Calculo HumanOj
and elsewhere.

In the next place we will see how the Parisians divert themselves ; which consists
chiefly in plays^ gaming, and walking, or coaching.

V The plays here are divided into two houses : one for the operas, and the other for the
corned? ts.

VOL. IV. «
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I did not see many operas, not being so good a Frenchman as to understand them
when sung. The openi, called I'Europe Gallante, I was at several times, and it is

looked upon as one of the very best. It is extremely fine, and the music and singing

admirable : the stage large and magnificent, and well ^\ed with actors ; the scenes weU
suited to the thing, and as quick in the removal of Iv.tn as can be thought : the danc-

ing exquisite, as being performed by the best masters of that profession in town : the

clothing rich, proper, and with great variety.

It is to be wondered, that these operas are so frequented- There are great numbers
of the nobility that come daily to them, and some that can sing them all. And it was
one thing, thiat was troublesome to us strangers, to disturb the box by these voluntary

songs of some parts of the opera or other ; that the spectators may be said to be here

as much actors, as those employed upon the very stage.

The comedies have another house in another part of the town ; for the operas arc

under the roof of Monsieur, and it is part of the Palais Royal.

The disposition of the theatre is much the same ; but something less. And here

the stage itself is to be let ; where for strangers, the places are most commodious to

hear and see.

I heard many tragedies, but without gust for want of language: but after them,
the little plays were very diverting to me, particularly those of Moliere, Vendange de
Suresne, Pourcegnau, Crispin Medicin, le Medecin malgre luy, le Malade Imagi-
naire, &c.

In this all agree, that though Moliere's plays have less of intrigue in them
; yet his

characters of persons are incomparable, so ti'ue and just, that nothing can be more.
And for this reason, so many of thera are only of two or three acts ; for without an
intrigue well laid, the characters would have failed him, in which was his excellency.

However, this is now so much become a custom on the French stage ; that you ever

have one of these little pieces tacked to the tragedy, tliat you may please yourself ac-

cording to your appetite. ,<

'

;

It is said Moliere died suddenly in acting the Malade Imaginaire : which is a good
instance of his well personating the play he made, and how he could really put himself

into any passion he had in his head. Also of the great danger strong and vehement
passions may caus^ inweak constitutions, such as joy and fear; which history tells us,

have killed many very suddenly. He is reported to have said, going off the stage,

Messieurs, J 'ay joue le Malade Imaginaire ; maisje suis veritablement fort Malade ; and
he died within two hours after. This account of Moliere Is not in his life by Perault,

but it is true : and he yet has blamed him for his folly, in persecuting the art of physic,

not the men, in divers of his plays,

Moliere sent for Dr. M , a physician in Paris of great esteem and worth, and
now in London, a refugee. Dr. M sent him word, he would come to him, upon
two conditions ; tlie one, that he should answer him only to such questions as he should

ask him, and not otherwise discourse him ; the other that he should oblige himself to

take the medicines he should prescribe for him. But Moliere finding the doctor too

liardforhim, and not easily to be duped, refused them. His business, it seems, was to

make a comical scene in cx]X)sing one of the most learned men of the profession,

as he had done the quacks. If this was his intention, as m all probability it was,

Moliere had as mucn ir^alice as wit ; which is only to be used to correct the vicious-

ness and folly of men pretending to knowledge, and not the arts themselves.

This I must needs say, that obscenity and immorality are not at all upon the French
stage, no more than in die civil conversation of people of fashion and good breeding.
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One aflemoon in Lent, I vvas to hear a sermon at La Cliaritc, preached by an abbot,

a very young man. His text was about the angel's descent into the pool of Bcthesda,

and troubling the waters. I am not so good a Frenchman as to understand all he said,

but he had many good arguments about the necessity of grace, and the means to at-

tain it. I was stmngely surprised at the vehemency of his action, which to me appear-

ed altogether comical, and like the actors upon the stage, which I had seen a few days

before : besides, his expressions seemed to be in too familiar a style. I always took a

sermon to the people to require a grave and ornate kind of eloquence, and not verba

quotidiana, with a certain dignity of action ; but it is possible this way here best suits

with the customs and manners of the people ; who are all motion, even when they say

the easiest and most intelligible things.

Gaming is a perpetual diversion here, if not one of the debauches of the town : but
games of mere hazard are strictly forbid upon severe fines to the master of the house,

as well private as public, where such playing shall be discovered. This was done upon
the account of the officers in the army ; who, during the winter used to lose the money,
which was given them to make their recruits, and renew their equipages in the spring.

And indeed, such quick games, as baffet, hazard, &c. where fortune in a manner is

all in all, are great temptations to ruin, by the sudden passions they are apt to raise in

the players. Whereas games, where skill, and cunning, and much thought are em-
ployed, as well as luck, give a man time to cool, and recover his wits, if at any time
great loss shall have dismounted his reason : for he must quickly come to himself

again, or forfeit his skill and reputation in r!onducting the game, as well as husbanding
his money.
We were in Paris at the time of the fair of St. Germain. It lasts six weeks at least

;

the place where it is kept well bespeaks its antiquity ; for it is a very pit or hole, in

the mliddle of the Faubourg, and belongs to the great abbey of that name. You de-
scend into it on all sides, and in some places above twelve steps ; so that the city is

raised above it six or eight foot.

The building is a very bam, or frame of wood, tiled over ; consisting of many long
allies, crossing one another, the floor of the allies unpaved, and of earth, and as un-
even PS may be : which makes it very uneasy to walk m, were it not the vast croud of
people which keep you up. But all this bespeaks its antiquity, and the rudeness of the

first ages of Paris, which is a foil to its politeness in all things else now.
The fair consists of most toy-shops, and Bartholomew-fair ware ; also fiance and

pictures, joiner's work, linen and woollen manufactures ; many of the great ribband
shops remove out of the Palais hither ; no books ; many shops of confectioners, where
the ladies are commodiously treated.

The great rendezvous is at night, after the play and opera are done ; and raffling

for all things vendible is the great diverson ; no shop wanting two or three raflling

boards. Monsieur, the dauphin, and other princes of the blood come, at least once
m the fair-time to grace it.

Here are also coffee-shops, where that and all sorts of strong liquors above-mentioned
are sold.

Knavery here is in perfection as with us ; as dexterous cut-purses and pick-pockets,

A pick-pocket came into the fair at night, extremely well clad, with four lacqueys

with good liveries attending him : he was caught in the fact, and more swords were
drawn in his defence than against him ; but ;^et he was taken, and delivered into the

hands of justice, which is here sudden and no jest. '^
"
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I was surprised ut the impudence or a booth, which put out tlie pictures of some In-

dian beasts with hard names ; and of four that were painted, I found but two, and those

very ordinary ones, viz. a leopard, and a rackoon. I asked the fdlow, why he deceived

the people, and whether he did not fear cudgelling in the end : he answered with a sin-

gular confidence, that it was the painter's fault ; that he had given the rackoon to paint to

two masters, but both had mistaken the beast ; but however (he said) though the pic-

tures were not well designed, they did nevertheless serve to grace the booth and bring

him custom.

I saw here a female elephant betwixt eight and nine foot high, very lean and ill kept.

Nothing could be more docile, than this poor creature. I observed, she bent the joints

of her legs very nimbly in making her salutes to the company ; also that the nails of her

fore-toes were large, and almost five inches long. This was from the continent, having

the ears entire. I had seen one about thirteen years ago in London much less, from the

island of Ceylon, of another species with scullopt ears, and the tail with two rows of

large, thick, and stiff black hairs.

Coaching in visits is the great and daily business of people of quality : but in the

evenings, the Cours de la Re}'ne is much frequented, and a great rendezvous of people

of the best fashion. The place indeed is very commodious and pleasant, being three

alleys set with high trees of a great length, all along the bank of the river Seine, in*

closed at each end with noble gates ; and in the middle a veiy large circle to turn in.

The middle alley holds four lines of coaches at least, and each side alley two a>piece :

these eight lines of coaches may, when full, supposing them to contain near eighty

coaches a-piece, amount to about six or seven hundred. On the field side, joining

close to the alleys of the coaches, there are several acres of meadow planted with trees,

well grown, into narrow alleys in quincunx order, to walk in the grass, if any have a

mind to light ; and this must needs be very agreeable in the heats ofsummer, which we
staid not to enjoy.

One thing this Cours is short of ours in Hyde- Park, for if full, you cannot in an hour

see the company twice you have a mind to see, and you are confined to your line ; and
oftentimes, the princes of the blood coming in, and driving at pleasure, make a strange

stop and emharras.

Besides, ifthe weather has been rainy, there is no driving in it, it is so miry and ill

gravelled.

Those, who have a mind to drive further out of town for the air, have woods, one to

the west, and another to the east, most convenient. I mean, the Bois de Bologne, and
the Bois de Vincennes ; this last is very opaque and pleasant. There are some ancient

Roman statues in the first court of this house. rt%

But for the castle in the Bois de Bologne, called Madrid, it was built by Francis the

First, and it is altogether moresque, in imitation of one in Spain : with at least two rows
of covered galleries running quite round, on the outside the four faces of the house ;

which sure in a very hot country are greatly refreshing and delig^ful : and this is said

to be built on purpose for a defence against a much hotter tiimalc, than where it stands

;

which that king had no mind to visit a scconil time.

But let us return to Paris. Towards eight or nine o'clock in June most of them
return from the Cours, and land at the garden gate of the Tuilleties, where they walk in

the cool of the evening. This garden is of the best utxlinanc^, and now in its full

beauty, so that Mons. Le Nostrc has seen it in its infancy, for it is all of his invention,

and he enjoys his labours in
i
crfection. Certainly the moving f\inuture of it at idiis
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time of the evening, is one of the noblest sights, that can be seen. The night I came
away from Paris, a lady of quality. Madam M when I took my leave of her, asked

me, what I had seen in Paris that most pleased me ; I answered her civilly, as I ought to

do ; but she would not take my compliment, but urged me for answer : I told her (since

she would have it so) that I just then cume from seemg what pleased me best ; that was,

the middle walk of tlie Tuilleries in June, betwixt eight and nine at night. I did not

think that there was in the world a more agreeable place, than that alley at that hour, and
that time of the year.

And now we are got into the gardens of Paris I shall give you a short taste of all of

them of note, at least of such as 1 saw.

This of the Tuilleries is vastly great, has shaded terraces on two sides, one along the

river Seine, planted with trees, very diverting, with great parterres in the middle, and
large fountains of water, which constantly play ; one end is the front of that magnificent

palace the Louvre ; the other is low, and for prospects, open to the fields. The rest is

disposed into alleys, and grass-plots, and copses of wood ; with a great number of seats

up and down in all parts, for the accommodation of the weary.

In the Tuilleries there is one thing, which I mucli liked, and that was an amphitheatre

of cut hedges, with the stage, pits, and seats, and the scenes leading into the stage very

pretty ; from all sides close alleys lesKling into it.

Nothing can be more pleasant, than this garden, where in the groves of wood the

letter end of March, black-birds and throttiles, and nightingales sing most sweetly all

the morning, and that as it were within the city ; for no birdmg is su&red here near this

city, and the fields rotmd the town, are all, every where, full ofpartridges, and hares, and
other game.
The garden of the palace of Luxembourg is also vastly great, and has something of

dumpotre in it, like St James's-;iark ; it is al^o filled with people daily of good qua-
lity ; but because the hard winters have destroyed many of the walks, by killing the pole

hedges, it is not so frequented, as formcrl} ; yet it hath its fountains and parterres, and
some well shaded alleys ; and lor air, 1 prefer it before the Tuilleries, because it is seat-

ed upon a high ground next the fields, in the Fauxboui^ of St. Gernuins.

As to the king's physic garden, it is a very great piece of ground, well furnished

trkh plants, and open also to walk in, to all people of note. There is great variety of

eround in it, as wc>ods, ponds, meadows, mounts, besides a vast level, by which it is

fitted for the reception and growth ofmost sorts of plants.

I first saw it in March with Dr. Toumefort, and Mr. Breman, a very understanding

and painful gardener. The green-houses well stored with tender exotics, and the par-

terres with samples ; though but few of them then to be seen : yet by the trees and
shrubs, and some plants, which did not lose their heads, I could well judge of the

fumitone.

Br. Toumefort told me, that he shewed a hundred plants every lesson, and he
had in the summer thirty lessons, which made three thousand plants ; besides the very

early and late plants, which he reckoned could not be less than a thousand morq, '

' >'

I took particular notice of these plants in the green-houses at that time :

Jasmimim AsoricumflcH^ alboviridarii Regis Lusitanici. ' t.*.

Marum Cortusit, which had been potted rairty years, • >

Caryophyllus Creticus arborescens. -n' -• > ...

Smilax fructu nigro. i .
;

'

Iris bulboia fiore lut(30. "!i> n' >;:-?- ; . •

i-r
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Svitiphytum minus Boraginis florc.
,

Fraxmus Amrncami florida. • '.

,

Staechas folio scirato Bauhini.
' This garden is endowed by the king and duke of Orleans, and has 20001. a year

sterling rents belonging to it, whereof 5001. is given to the chiei physician who over-

looks all, and the rest to the botanic reader, Dr. Toumefort, and under-gardeners,

with lodgings for all.

Mr. Breman told me, he had the beginning of April made an end of sowing his hot-

beds, and had put into the g;round two thousand species of seed.

From the mount in the king's garden, on the other side of the river, upon the decli-

vity of a high ridge of hills, I had a fair view ol the palace or country-house of father

la Chaise, the king's confessor ; it is very 6nely seated against the south sun, and well

wooded on both sides. A fit seat for a contemplative person.

The garden of the Palais Royal, considering it is in the middle of the town, is very'

large, has two or three great basins with their iet d'eaux, but not well kept; nor hath any

thing elegant in it, but the good order and disposition of its shady walks and parterreSt

It is ever full of good company.
The garden of the arsenal is much larger, and finer kept; has the prospects of

the fields, and lies open to the ramparts. It is also much frequented for the beauty of

its walks.

There are also divers convents, which have spacious and well kept gardens, which

are always open and public to people of any note ; as the Carthusians, which is vast

and champestre. The Celestians, very fine and large ; that of St. Genevieve, which

is great, and very well kept; and the terrace for length and breadth is incomparable;

extremely well planted with horse chesnuts ; having also on the south side upon the

(er* see, three or four square copses of the same trees ; which have a marvellous efiect

'I-

T.fo^ oidode in summer.
These private gardens I saw in Paris.

D'Aumont. Its green house opened into the dining room : the orange trees

sfemed to have suffered, and had their leaves withered ; for the room was too broad by
half.

The treillage, at the upper end of the gan^en, was very well adorned with gildings

and had in the middle a pavilion, in which was an old Roman statue of a young man,
very well preserved. The fashion of the toga here was so evident, that it might well

pass for a conviction to those, who have thought it to be a plaid, or a garment open be-

fore like a cloak.

This treillage is performed with that variety ofornaments, that it resembles file ^een
work, and is large. The painting of these works in green is not well performed m all

places alike; it is either too yellow, or of a sad dirty green, or sea green ; few have hli

the right grass green colour. To do it well, it is to be primed in yellow, and then to

be covered with Vert de Montagne or Lapis Armeniacus; of which last colour wc have
plenty in England, about Malham in Craven, in Yorkshire.

This is the great benefit of treillage in cities, that besides the beauty of it to the eye,

it takes away and hides the ill prospect of the neighbouring houses.

Here are ver}' many fig trees well grown in squaix boxes ; and parterres well stocked

with flowers; each sort by themselves ; as tulips a-part ; junkills apart; ancnionies

a-part : ranunculuses a-part : daitiidils a-part.

Puissart. This garden is very neat, and open at the end to the TulUerles. The treil-

lage walk or arbour at the upper end is very fine, seventy paces long, ana eight
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broad, hath three pavilions all op^n at the top. It is all of iron painted green, and cost

fifteen thousand livrcs.

The gardener was an artist ; and had some plants in cases in good order, not to be

seen elsewhere, as large rosemary bushes, jucobaea maritima, marum syriacum, &c.

The walls were well covered with fruit trees ; he had not cut his peaches ; Avhen I

asked him the reason, he told me, it was his way, not to cut them till after flowering,

which he found by experience to improve the fruit ; whereas he said, the early cutting

stocked them, and impaired the fruit.

The orangery here was the most beautiful room, for the bigness, I had seen, paved
with marble, and neatly wainscotted with oak, from the top to the bottom, after our
English manner, 1 make no doubt it served to eat in in summer, when cleared of trees.

Bouvillier. I found not any thing more remarkable here, than the treillage at the

end.

Cormartin. The treillage in this garden was most admirable in the fashion of

a triumphal arch; half of it was an aviaiy, with a fountain in it, well stored with

birds.

V Here were large iron vasas upon pedestals, the first I had seen of the kind, painted

over of a copper colour.

Les Diguicres. This is the only house in Paris, I saw kept, in all the parts of it,

with the most exact cleanliness and neatness, gardens and all.

In the garden there were several pieces of treillage ; that at the upper end was very

noble, and cost ten thousand livix^s ; another piece of it cost six thousand. And I saw
a small one of iron leaves painted green, the only one of the kind. Here also were
great vasas of treillage upon pedestals.

The fountains in this garden were very curious, though small, with proper orna-

ments, which had a marvellous effect, when the spouts played off*.

The first court was set about with ca&b^s ofextraordinary large laurus tinus, and in the

gardens there were some cut into square pyramids. ,„,. ^ ;

;

A person of quality came into the garden to me, who with great civility conducted
me up to the apartments.

In the apartment of the duchess, which was all of her own contrivance, and had an
air of state and agreeablencss beyond any thing I had seen, I observed hanging down in

the middle of the bed-chamber the finest chrystal candlestick in France : the pieces

were all bought single by her, and the contrivance luid setting them togetlier was her
own : it cost twelve thousand crowns.

But before I left the garden, in an obscure parterre I saw the tomb of a cat, viz. a
black cat couchant upon a white marble cushion, fringed with gold, and gold tassels

hanging at the corners upon a square black marble pedestal. On one of the sides of
that marble is writ in letters of gold

:

„ ,., „

,. , Cy gist Menine la plus amiable & la

Plus aimee de toutes les chattes. ,

'VV;,

On the other side.

Cy gist une chatte jolie ;

Sa maistresse, qui n'aimoit rien,

L'aime jusques a la folie

Pour quoy dire ! on le voit bien.
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. This is not the first instance of this kind of folly ; I have seen something of it in Eng.
land, and have read much more in history.

If you blame me for transcribing this epitaph, I will submit ; but I could never have
forgiven myself, if I had transcribed the many fine inscriptions I met with at Paris,

though in most elegant and truly Roman worck ; others in pure court French. You
may read them in the Description of Paris.

De Lorge. V^^'e had the good fortune here to find the marshal himself walking in

his garden ; who incd us with great civility, viz. th^ dean of Winchester and
myself. This gun not finished, and the house itself was but buildings but it is

one of the finest in jl . t;>, and has the advantage of a most free and extended prospect

of the fields and Montmartre : at the end of the garden rises a terrace equal with thtf

rampart.

Tliat which was in this house and garden very commodious and noble, was that

betwixt the two courts the coaches drive through a stately hall upon pillars, and might
land on either side, up a step or two, which lead to the stoircasesand other apartments

;

and then in the furthest court, which is only divided from the R;arden by high paliaa*

does of iron, they turn, and take up the company again ; so that no weather o£[ends

them. Which is much wanting here ; and more wiui us at London, where wo most
need it.

This hall is open upon arches to the garden, and the staircase itself is so cootknv^^

that you enjoy a full prospect of the garden and Montmartre in descending.

The marshal very obligingly shewed us his own q>artment; for all the nestof thr
house was full of workmen ; and in his bed-chamber his little red damask fiekUbed»'

which he lay in now, and which also served him, when he commanded upon; the
Rhine.

'

, ., ,.„ ..;y /. v^s .^-^PIm'

He shewed us his great sash windows;, how easilv they might be liflsdl tipamwwnv
and stood at any heignt ; which contrivance of puUies he said he had out of England,

by a small model brought on purpose from thence : there being nothing of this'^oise

in windows in France before.

He also had us into a set of small closets or rooms, after the English fashion, very
prettily furnished, neatly kept, and retired, with hb English keys to them, as he told

us ; and from thence we descended a back pair of stairs. We did all we could to hin-

der him from seeing us take coach : he sent his page after us, to invite us some day to

eat with him.

Hostel Pelletier. The garden h^re was very neat, with a treiUage at the end, after

the manner of a triumphal arch, but not very high, nor well painted ; yet its beauty
and finishings differ much from any I had seen before. In the two niches were placed

great iron vasas or flower pots, right before the middle of a basin of water, which was'

set a playing for our entertainment, which is a compliment the French are wiUmg to

oblige strangers with.

In the orangery were very large trees, and two pair of myrtles in cases, cut globe-

wise, the best and biggest I had seen : large bushes in pots of Marum Syriacum. Great
store of tulips, anemonies, ranunculuses, and other flowers in beds, in the partei^e, each
by themselves.

Also anemonies and ranunculuses in little earthen pots, as with us ; but in very
light mould. Great and very fair laurus tinuses in cases. And,, which was singular,

along one of the garden walls were planted Abel treesj whose tops were disposed

and spread by an iron treiUage into arches at equal distances, which had a very good
effect.
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The garden of the HosteUsuUic had nothing remarkable in it.

The best piece of trcillagc of iron bars luid wood intermixed, is that in the fjardcii

of feu Mons. Louvois. And this is one of the neatest gardens in Paris. The whole upper

end is adorned with a noble treillagc after the manner of a triumphal arch ; it cost a great

sum of money. There are four statues disposed on pedestals under it, which have a

good effect ; these are antique, rarely good. One of the first empresaes, a Diana, an

Apollo, &c. Here the walks are hard gravel, but not rolled. On one side of the trc-

illagc is a large aviiu'y well stored with birds.

The walls of the green-house are matted ; and large pans of iron hang down in the

middle of the house, at equal distances, to every ^\ indow one ; they have puUics to let

them down, or run them up to what height they please. This way may very well cor-

rect the moistness of the air, which the breath of the plants cause, and sufficiently warm
them. Hot beds puff up plants ; yet a warm air over t lir heads may be as useful to

refresh and nourish them in winter.

The last private garden I saw was that of Mr. Furnier, a few days before ^^ e left the

town, nothing could be prettier. At the upper end a noble trcillagc, two great vasaj*

of iron, printed of a brass colour, and gilt.

Here I saw an apple-tree potted, as the figs and oranges used to be ; it was the

white queenen (or calvil d'este) the stem of the bigness only of my thumb, full of

fruit the first of June.

Many pots of Sedum Pyramidale, now a most elegant ornament. But nothing is

here so pompous as double red and striped sto(ks ; which they multiply with care, ;md
their pains are justly rewarded ; with ^ thousand other things, which my sliort turn in

the garden would not give me leave to remember.
There are great numbers of these piivnfr giirrlcns in Paris, which deserve seeing ; btit

the season of the year not much favouring oiM < iilbsity, we did not much inquire after

them.
^ 1 '

i
Hitherto I have given a short account of what i MW HUiMh in Paris, as to the people,

abroad and at home ; the country round about il. \h full of populcjus and neat towns,

and many palaces of the king and princes of ijif j»)f»ritl, ivliinh are not to be equalled

with any thing we have in England. But I »IMI (llMt'))llnjf to lead you any further,

it being much out of my w«u and jijinjour to go (/< / (ilin ; out because it was my for-

tune to be at Versailles, 8t, Cjoi'd, Uatl'li Hllfl M^M^OIIj f
>y||} venture to say ^some-

thing of each. . .

j

These four royal palaces and tlitli i^uftni'! \m'^> ' '"^' ' lijily country, as

big as most counties in England; two Ol tlu nj, fl ..j I ,i (.i,,(id, have the pros-

pect of Paris under tliem ; but the former (latli U infM.I/ move open and fuliy than the

latter.
^

. . '
"

^
This district may be said to be les BerceaU urw nit} s, or fne nursery of kings

, for

die chief of the blood royal are lodged here, via l|ii; jfiiig, Monseigneur tiie dauphia,

and the three grandsons, tlie duk»:b of Burgundy, tl'Anjou, and Berry, Monsieur or

the king's brother, and his son tlie duke of Chaltres, and Mademoiselle his daughicr.

All these are, or will be (as it is easy to guesH by the growth and proportions of tlie

youngest) very large and well shaped beuutilul people. The other branclj ofthe bloovi

royal, of the house of Bourbon, at tl»e prince of Conde, the duke of Bourbon, and
the princesses his daughters, the pnnce of Conti, arc all of less stature, but very vveii

shaped and handsome.
The duke du Maine and the conte i< Toulouse I did not see ; but the princess dow-

ager of Conti often, who is without dispute one of the most graceful and handsomest
VOL. JV. Y
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women in France, and mcthinka cxcccdinp;ly like the king her father, as I remember
him in his full beauty, when I first luiw him in the year 65.

These four palaces arc all entirely built and furnished in this king's time, and all the

gardens, and what belongs to them.

St. Cloud is the nearest Paris, and the castle is very magnificent, and most commo.
dious. The great saloon and the gallery are extremely well painted.

The gardens are of a vast extent, twelve or fifteen miles in comi)ass.

The natural woods on the south-west side of the house, are well husbanded, and cut

into smaller and bigger alleys to save the trees ; which they have liad so y.'^eai a care

of, they have kept them standing not only in the alleys, but in the very stcpi of stone

which are made to descend into the alleys.

In the other parts of the garden the alleys arc mostly treble, and well shaded, run

out in vast lengths of several miles, every where basins and jets d'eau ; bi;t there is

a cascade, which I saw several times play, and is si\id to be the most beautiful and best

furnished with water of any in France. In the middle of the 'arge basin a^a'tngst the

woods, I saw a jet d'eau, which threw up a spout of water ninety feet hiph, and did

discharge itself with that force, that it made a mist and coolness in the air a great com-
pass round about, and gave now and then cracks like the going off of a p2r»ti)l ; such
force the vent of wind in the pipes had.

The pipes which convey the water are composed of iron cylinders three feet

long, sonie ten, some twenty inches diameter, till they divide ; and then they are of

lead.

I was once kindly invited to St. Cloud by Madame's physician, Monsieur Arlof, who
sent his coach for me to Paris, and nobly treated me ; before dinner he carried me in

his coach (for this privilege is granted him) into all ports, and round the gardens

;

which were well furnished with alleys and walks, adorned with cypress, pines, and firs,

cut into pyramids ; and water-works every where playing in abundance, particularly the

gerbes d'eau were very fine, that is, great and thick, seeming streams of water thrown

up into the air. This is done to Iiusband the water by a great number of small pipes

like a sheaf, to represent a solid pillar of water.

Monsieur has added, and taken into this vast garden, a new acquisition of a moun-
tainous plain, which overlooks all the country round ; and will no doubt, when it is

inodciled by that admirable contriver Mons. le Nostre, make one of the most delight-

ful places in the world.

From tht' balustrade in the upper garden, the river Seine, and a vast plain bounded
by Paris, is to be seen, and makes a most delightful prospect.

These vast riding gardens are unknown to us in England, and se promencr a che-

> al, ou en carrosse, is not English. We cannot aflbrd to lose so much country as

those gardens take up. I saw in some of the quarters not only partridges and hares

plentifully, but, which I wondered at, five bichcs or female red-deer feeding.

The orangerj belonging to this garden is very large and magnificent, paved
with marble, and was filled witl« vast trees in cases, not to be brought in or out

^rithout proper engines, but in it there was nothing but those orange trees, olean-

ders, and laurus tiiiuses. He goes out of the end of his apartment, tliat is, the

noble painted gallery, is continued upon a level with the orangery, which leads direct-

ly into an ascending walk of a vast length ; and also fronts or flanks all along the par-

teire or flower garden, where they are disposed of in summer. At this treat I eat of

a preserve or wet swcatmeat, made of orange flowers, incomparable : and the lady

obliged me with the manner of making it.

Iv^
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che-

Though there utre high and propiT walls lor fr»iit in many part^ oi the garden, ycl

nothing of that nature \vu» to be found, only ordinary and infructifcrous greens werr

fitstencd to the treillage, which arc tfic linings of most walls here. In the ganU-n are

many arbours of treillagc, pavilions, &c. of iron mixed with wowl, painted green,

with honey.suckles runnnignp them. These gardens hjvc alwveone hundred and fif.

ty |)coplc always cmployetl to keep tUcm in ortkr ; whieh stands in 4(),0(K) livresi u

year.

Another time I dined with the captain of the castle, who shewed me all the apart-

ments at leisure. I ate hereof the red-legged partridge tiken lure upon hese hills ; they

are much less here thiui in Langucdoc, but yet far iKittcr tasted than the grav partridges

taken in the same place. This was the Ik ginning of Aptil, and we drank our wine in

ice, which I was not aware of, till I lound the Ixid cfl'ect of it in n\y throat ; and the

next day much more; but it went oflf again without any ga-at trouble. There is no
animal that abuses itself in meat and drinic as man docs ; we daily drink excessive hot

and excessive cold; in other creatures it is instinct that guides them, but as for us we
neither act by instinct nor reason ; but betwixt both loosely, and therefore ultcner ore

catched to our own destruction.

At the end of the apartments of Monsieur, are a fine set of closets : the first you
enter is furnished with great variety of rock crystals, cups, a/^ates upon small stands,

and tlie sides of the rooms are lined with large panes of looking-glass from top to

the bottom, with japan varnish and paintings of equal breadth intermixt ; which had

a marvellous pretty effect. The other room had m it a vast quantity of bijou, and
many of very great price ; but tlie Siaui pagods, and other things trom thence, were
very odd.

There was also one ver) small Roman statue of white- marble, not ten inches high,

which cost 2<),0C>() crowns ; one leg of it was a little injured. It seemed a piece of ad-

mirable workma^'^^ip. It was a boy, who )md in the skirt ot his tunic a litter of puppies,

and the bitch lyiu^ it his feet and looking up.

I cannot say muci. of Meudon, because 1 was not within the house or park ; it will

require yet some tim< to bring it to that perk :tion which is designed; for that Mon-
sicgneur has been but lately posj>t >sed of it. The road from Paris to it is yet unpaved

;

but the situation is admirable; and the esplanade before the house is like a vast bastion,

and commands the full view of all the champagne, and Paris under it. The gardens

are very great, but I only coasted them an*' the house.

As to the palace of Versailles (which j> yet some miles further within the moun.
tmnous country, not unlike Blackheath or Tunbridgt) it is without dispute the most
magnificent of any in Europe. Yet what of it was first built, and much admired thirty

years, is now no longer relished. However this king intends to rebuild it where it is

faulty. It is, as I said, placed in a very ungrateful soil, without earth proper for herbs,

or wptvj- hut he hath brought that to it in abundance, and made the ground too to be
fruitful.

Th ' e books ^vrit to describe this famous palace in every part to which I refer

the reau. The way to it is new, and in some places the mountains ai v cut down forty

feet, so that now you enjoy it a mile in prospect before you come to J* . it opens and
closes in three courts, the more remotest, narro^ver and narrower ; whi h is a fault

;

and is, as I was told, designed to be putied down, and made into one nobk large square

court, of the same order of building as that magnificent front is which lookfi upon the

gardens. The gilded tiles and roof have a marvellous effect in prospect. The t ^lanadc

towards the prdens and parterres are the noblest things that can be seen, vastly great,

Y 2

i
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with a very larf^e \ianm of water in the middle, low wulled round with white marble, on

which ore placed a great numt)er of incom[)ural)le brazen vuima, and large braMii Agiires

couchant, of the best masters in sculpture ; it were endless to tell all the furniture of

these giirdiUH, of marble stiitucs, and vasas of brass and marble, the multitude of foun*

tains, and those wide canul:i like seas running in u straight line from the bottom of the

gardens, as far as the eye can reach.

In a word, these gardens are a country laid out into alleys and walks, pjoves of trcca,

canals and fountains, and every where adorned with ancient and modem statues and

irusuit innumerable.

May the 17th, the waters were ordered to plav for the diversion of the English gen •

tiemen. The playing of the spouts of water, thrown up into the air, is here diversi-

fied after a thouiOind fashions. The theatre des eaux, and the triumphal arch are the

most famous pieces. But in the groves of the left hand, you have Alsop's fables, in <

so many pieces of water-works, here and there in winding alleys. This might be said

to be done in usum delphini. It is pretty to see the owl washed by all the birds ; the

monkey hugging her young one, till it spouts out water with a full throat, and open
mouth, 8cc.

The orangery, or winter conservatory for tubs of winter greens, is what corresponds '

to the greatness of the rest. It is a stupendous half square of under>ground vaults,

like the naves of so many churches put together, of exquisite workmanship in hewn
stone, well lighted and open to the south sun. It contains three thousand casas of

greens ; whereof near two thousand are orange trees, and many hundreds of them are

as big us generally they naturally grow in the earth. Hence amongst ihem are some,
which are said to be in cases from the time of Francis the First.

They did not think fitting to put them out this year till the latter end of May ; and
indeed their oleanders, laurels, lenticuses, and most other greens, had suffered mise>

rably.

In the pottagcrie (which is part of these gardens, and hath its magnificence also)

there are seven hundred cases of fi^, besides wall fruit of all other kinds. By all the

'

gardens in and about Paris, I perceived they are very fond of this fruit. »

I observed in small fiance or painted pots a vast number of the narrow leaved Lau-
rus Alexandrina ; also Thlapsi flore albo, Leucoii folio, latifulium ; also the Sedum
Pyramidale. These are not yet ornaments in our gardens, that I know of, nor a great

many other plants, which I observed in flower there ; and at my return gave a catalogue

of them to Mr. London tliat he might send for them, if he pleased. The plants 1 ob- "

served were vivace or perennial. ' •
' '*'" > . • ! < "s a, ^iVUko*-

The 15th of May my lord ambassador went to Marli, where the waters played fof

his diversion.

I must needs say it is one of the plcasantest places I ever saw, or, I believe, is

in Europe ; it is seated in the bosom or upper end of a high valley, in the midst

of and surrounded with woody hills. The valley is closed at the upper end, and
gently descends forwards by degrees, and opens wider and wider, and gives you the

prospect of a vast plain country, and the river Seine running through it. ^M
Marli is a square house raised upon steps, and terraced on all sides : the four fronts

all alike; and the doors opening into the garden all the same. In the middle an

octagon-hall, running up domewise, In which all the side rooms meet ; which are all

rooms of state. Above are twelve lodgings, with a narrow gallery leading to them* i

In the lower rooms at Marli, particularly in the octagon.saloon, are extraordinary large^'

(six feet at least) marble, or rather agate tables ; to the best of which they may be^

.y y ». .;:..i» ,

. .1 ^ ,tm^yjj,i^«^^n; .^jrff:itkj9ifiî t,i^^ ^
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compared. They are veined like wood, and of an amber colour : these are the admi-

rable effect of petrifaction. Of this very stone I have seen great blocks in the banks of

the dropping well tt Knaresborough in Yorkshire. I forgot to ask here whence they

had them.

In one of the ground rooms was a semicircular gilt bar or rail, which took off and
inclosed the upper end of the room : within the bar was disposed several rows of por-

cellain or fine china on gilt shelves. Here at the comers, within the bar, opened two
small doors, whence the ambassador and his retinue were plentifully served with cho-

colate, tea, and coffee, in a most obliging manner. Many of the nobility and gentlemen

of France were ordered to attend him there.

The two side fronts of the house have in prospect great alleys cut through the woods,

and paved for the more commodious coming down to the house ; which is descending

all the way.
On each side the valley, close under the woods, run along in a line, six square

pavillions or smaller palaces of the ver)' same figure and beauty with the Mother House

;

at equal, but large distances, as five hundred paces. The six on the right hand the

garden are for the men ; the other six on the left are for the women of quality whom
the king weekly appoints, upon a list given, to attend him, and enjoy the pleasure of

this retirement, as I may say, fcom court. Before those pavillions, and betwixt them,

are the finest alleys and walks ima^nable, with fountains, and all the decorations of treill-

age and flowers. Such a shew of not ordinary tulips in broad beds, of one thousand pa-

ces long, every where, all this vast garden over, in their full beauty, was a most surpri-

sing sight. I could not forbear to say to the duke de Villeroy, who was pleased much
to accompany me in thb walk, that sure all the gardens in France had contributed to this

profusion of flowers ; which he took so well, that the Marishal his father, afterwards

detached himself to single me out, and very obligingly embraced me, and saluted me .

with a kiss, and followed it with very kind and familiar discourse.

The cascade coming down from the brow of the hill, on that front of the house which
respects and stands near it, was new and singular, and of the king's own invention, as in-

deed, all the garden besides. From the house it appeared a broad river, quietly gliding

down the hill ; but when I went near it, I found it composed of fifty-two large square

and shallow basins of water, disposed at right angles, and not declining, but falling over

one into another.

In the garden were many fountains, nobly adorned, and had variety of water pipes

playing up into the air in them. Here are some gerbes of a singular fashion, with a cir-

cle of a great number of large pipes, within at least two feet diameter ; which made
the appearance of a vast pillar of water. There was one jet d'eau in the bottom of the

garden, which we were told threw up water 120 feet high ; for of 50 and more
fountains, we saw but those on the side alleys to play ; most of the great basins in the

middle were mending and dry. To furnish all this water, there is a most stupendous

machine, which was invented by two Liegois. This machine forces the water up 560
feet, firom the river Seine, to the top of the tower or aqueduct. It throws up 5700
inches of water by almost continued nictations or quick pulses. It is wrought by 14

wheels of32 feet diameter each, set in the river, and carried about night and day by its

stream.

This invention is the same with what is practised in the deep coal-pits about Leeds in

Lower-Germany ; so that to see the engines, and a great number of iron cylinders or

vrater-pipes, lying bare above ground, and running up a vast mountain, is to imagine a

deep coal-mine turned wrongside outward.

..,-j<«^fS*/rJ«t'fa'«..'3*v,,ujiiii*ijiii«iiliw«,»4„,.^.,
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The tree most in use here, was the small-leaved home-beam ; which serves for ar-

cades, berceaiis ; and also standards with globular heads : at the foot of which the^ have

planted little sprigs of the same of a foot and half high ; and also in some places m like

manner, whole areas full of them ; which cut smooth and level make the finest green

hedges I ever saw ; some of these low hedges were twelve feet broad, and in a barren

and dry climate supply very artificially the use of grass-plots.

It is certainly very commendublc in the king, who pleases himself in planting and
pruning the trees with his own hand, to make use of no other trees but what the neigh-

bouring woods afford ; so that it is admirable to see whole alleys of pole 'aedges of great

height, and long rows of goodly standard globes of eighteen months growth only.

Ifthis great king, as he grows older, should take a fancy to place himself in a warmer
climate (and he has a good one of his own, as any under the sun, in Languedoc) as

he does his winter greens in proper houses ; (and methinks, this instance alone should

be sufficient, to convince him of the necessity there is to cherish decaying nature, and

hat a naturally warm air is a better defence than clothes or fire) what wonders would not

his purse and passion for planting do there.

The next woods in Languedoc would afford laurel, and myrtles for pole hedges ; len-

tiscus's and phylarea's in as great abundance, as hazel or thorn with us. Also jasmins

for arbors and treillage ; cistus's and rosemary, and a hundred other sweet smelling woody
shrubs grow every where in the fields, to furnish the pots and vasa.

There the tall cypress's grow of themselves^ to 60 and 100 feet high, like so many^

towers ; :md also tonsil at pleasure, for the most beautiful pole hedges imaginable. The
very fields are most excellent, and well furnished parterres of flowers, and are naturally

pottageries, or kitchen gardens. The vineyards ai-e very orchards ; and all the most
tender fruits with us are there standards ; as figs, and grapes of all sorts, apricots,

peaches, nectarines, jujubs, &c. The delicious and large cherries ; and whatever has

been said to the contrary, pippins and pears there are in far greater perfection than with

us, or in any parts of France else, besides that happy climate.

What was it for so great a king to make a walk from Marli to Montpellier, or (if I

might choose) to Pescenas, seated in the bosom of a well watered valley, inclosed with

perfumed hills. It is not half so far as betwixt Lalior and Agria, two seats the Mogul
has thus joined. This would eternise his name, above any palace he has yet built, and
bring to himself much health in his old age. The gardens of the Hesperides, and the

labyrinths of Cande, so famous in history, would be nothing to such wonderful per-

formances, as his abilities and happy genius is capable of. For besides the natural pro-

duct of the country, die climate also is capable of producing, and nourishing with smalt

art andexpence, whatever plants both the Indies can afibrd. Whereas, at this end of
the world, we drudge in vain ; and force a pleasure which is dead and gone before we
can well enjoy it : we have indeed a kind of shew of the summer delights, but all on a
sudden we drop into a long and tedious winter again. But we love the places we are

used to, or bom in. Man, to say the truth, is a very animal, as any quadruped of them
all ; and most of his actions are resolvable into instinct, notwithstanding the principles

which custom and education liave superinduced.

The pleasure of seeing is scarce to be tired ; but yet after two or three hours walk
in so fine and great a gaMen, I was forced to make a halt behind the company, and glad

to retire to the gilt bureau in the palace again, to refresh myself, where I found some
of the king's officers waiting, and some other gentlemen of the household, who had
made several campaigns in Flanders. I had now more a mind to a glass of cool Bur.
gundy, than the insignificant Indian liquors ; which though I knev/ was against the

-^jfiifcUaisV'aaj^f-
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sanctity of the place, yet nothing was denied me a stranger. Here being alone, Ave fell

into discourse of the English, and of their king. They willingly allowed the English

to be trulv brave ; and now in peace they found also, that they were as civil, and well

bred, as brave ; that no nation had given the king and his court that satisfaction that the

English had done ; being curious and inquisitive after all good things : they did see u

great difference between them and other nations ; they did not stare, and carelessly run
about, or hold up their heads, and despise what they saw ; but had a true relish of every

good thing, and made a goocl judgment of what was commendable ; and therefore the

king took pleasure to have them shewed every thing. This discourse of the English they

concluded with a great encomium of king William.

As for their own king tliev were much in the praise of him, as one may easily ima-

gine ; that his retirement hither was mostly for his health ; that he left Versailles every

Tuesday ni^ht, and came hither with a select company of lords and ladies ; that he re-

turned not till Saturday night, and sometimes intermitted ten or fourteen days ; so that

he spent half of his time here in repose ; that he was the most affable prince in the world,

and never out of humour, of a pleasant and open conversation where it pleased him

;

easy of access, and never sent any one away discontented ; the most bountiful master in

the world, of which there were ten thousand instances ; nothing of merit in any kind,

but he most readily and cheerfully rewarded, ever, of late years at least, preferring the

virtuous ; so on the other hand, he never spared the rebellious and obstinate ; that the

government of his people could not be carried on with less severity and strictness ; nor
nie taxes which were necessary to support it, raised ; that he delighted not in blood or

persecution ; but that the art of government had different niles, according to the climate

and nature of the people, where ai^d upon whom it was to be put in practice. His great

wisdom appeared in nothing more, than in preserving himself amidst his troops, his

converts, his court and numerous family, all in a manner fit for the throne. The great-

ness of his mind, and magnificence in his buildings. This was the sum of the discourse
these gendemen were pleased to entertain me with.

At my return to Paris I was to see the pipinerie, or royal nursery of plants, in the

Fauxbourg of St. Honorie ; where I met the master or comptroller of it, Monsieur
Morley, one of the ushers of the bed-chamber to the king.

He, like the rest of the French nation, was civil to me ; and shewed me a written

almanac of flowering plants for the whole year, which he said was an original; it might
indeed, be so in French, but we have had almanacs for fruit and flowers, for every month
in the year, printed divers times, for above this 30 years, thanks to Mr. Evelyn.

This ground inclosed with high walls is vastly big, as it ought to be, to supply the

king's gardens ; here are several acres of young pines, cypresses, vues, &c. also vast beds
of stock July flowers, of all sorts of buibes, as tulips, daffodills, crocus's, &c. and there-

fore I could easily believe him when he told me, he had sent from hence to Marli alone,

in four years time, eighteen millions of tulips and other bulbous flowers, for which he
offered to shew me his memoirs.
He further told me, that the furnishing the Trianon (a peculiar house of pleasure

with its parterres at the end of the gardens at Versailles) with flower pots in season,

evei?y fourteen days in the summer, took up no less than ninety-two thousand pots from
hence.

; Also from hence he could plant and furnish in fourteen days time, any new garden the

king should cause to be made. at

Here besides the plants common to us and them, I saw a multitude of pots well con-
ditioned of staechas citrina folio lat^usculo.

W:

!^*?j^«ft"''^i^^^''?^^i^s^'i^'f^*t*i!^'^?^
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Also a sort of cotiln, which bore large sun flowers or marigolds, propagated by slips,

called by him Amaroutre.

In this ground are several houses to lodge the tender winter greens ; iimongst the rest

there is one very large, which I may call the infirmary of sick orange trees; which
coming from Genoa by sea, are here deposited in a peculiar green house ; and there

were in it, and then actually carrying out into the air (it was the 22d of May our style)

300 trees in cases as thick as a man's thigh ; but after ten, and some after seventeen

years cherishing, had not yet got heads decent enough to be removed, and to appear

at court, they being often forced to lop both tops and root, that they might recover

them.
After all, it must be siiid, that this magnificence, and the number of these palaces and

gardens, are the best and most commendable effect of arbitrary government. If these ex-

pences were not in time of peace, what would be this king's riches, and the extreme
poverty of the people? for it is said, that every three years, some say much oftener, he has

all the wealth of the nation in his coffers ; so that there is a necessity he should have as

extravagant and incredible ways of expending it, that it may have its due circulation

amongst the people.

But when this vast wealth and power is turned to the disturbance and destruction of

mankind, it is terrible ; and yet it hath its use too ; we and all Europe have been taught,

by the industry of this great king, mighty improvements in war ; so that Europe has beeli

these twelve years an over-match for the Turk ; and we for France by the continuation

of the war. The forty millions sterling which the late war hath, and will cost England,

before all is paid, was well bestowed, if it had been for no other end, than to teach us

the full nse and practice of war ; and in that point to equal us with our neighbours.

It was observed by Polybius of the Romans, that wherever they met with an enemy,
that had better weapons than themselves, they changed with them ; this docility gained

them the empire of the world. On the contrary, those late eastern tyrants have despised

learning, and consequently must submit to the more refined valour of Europe. I say,

the effects of arbitrary government, both in war and peace, are stupendous.

The Roman emperors, because absolute lords of the people, far out did the common-
wealth in magnificent buildings, both public and private. Augustus left Rome a mar-

ble city, which he found of brick only. Nero burnt it and rebuilt it, and a golden pa-

lace for himself, like a city. Vespasian and Titus built amphitheatres and baths far

surpassing any buildings now^npon the face of the earth ; in one of which 120,000 per-

sons might see and hear, and be seated with more convenience than upon our stages.

Adrian visited most parts of the world, on purpose to build cities. Trajan had hisname
on every wall, which he either restored or built. His pillar, and bridge over the Danube
are stupendous monuments of his expences.

The Egyptian kings built them monuments, wherein they slaved their whole nation,

and which are the wonders of the world to this day, the obelisks I mean, and pyramids.

The Asiatic emperors of China and Japan have outdone the Europeans in this kind

of immense buildings, as the wall in China, the cut rivers, and sluices, and bridges

there. In Japan the buildings are no less incredibly great. ^ t-.i*'4^.*H'!*^fi^ri^'^iA,

Of this absolute dominion we have examples in those two American empires, of

Mexico and Peru. In this last, mere nature forced impossibilities without art, tools, or

science. The Cusco fortress was a master piece, where stones were laid upon stones,

which no engine of ours could carry, or raise up; or tools better polish,- and fit toge-

ther ; where a country near as big as all Europe, was turned into a garden, and culti-

vated better than Versailles, and water works brought to play and overspread some
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thousands of miles, where it never rains. This was the only arbilrary government well

applied to the good of mankind, I ever met with in history ; where roads and store-

houses of food and raiment were the guides, and numbered the miles for the travellers,

and the whole empire turned into an useful and intelligible map.
As for the turks, Persians, and Mogul, the whole empire is intended solely for the

pleasure of one man ; and here even tyranny itself is foully abused.

Yet I should be loth to see them in any kind exemplified in England. In our happy
island we see such palaces and gardens, as are for the health and ease of man only ; and
what they want in magnificence, they have in neatness. There is not such a thing as u
gravel walk in or about Parisi, nor a roller of any sort ; when it ra>ns the Tuilleries are

shut up, and one walks in dirt some days after. The crass plots, or, as they call them
bowling greens, are as ill kept, they clip them and beat them with flat beaters as they do
their w^ks. This puts me m mind of what 1 saw in the garden of the prince of Condc
in Paris ; where there was a grassy circle of about four feet wide, round one of the

fountains in the middle of the garden ; to keep this down, and make it of a finer turf,

the gardener had tethered two black lambs, and two white kids, at equal distances,

which fed upon it. Whatever the effect was, I thought it looked pretty enough ; and
the little animals were as ornamental as the grass.

All the paintings and prints made of late years of the king make him look very old

;

which in my mind is not so ; for he is plump in the face, and is well coloured, and seems
healthy, and eats and drinks heartily, whicn I saw him do ; this is certainly an injury

to him, and possibly in complaisance to the dauphin, or worse. This is the meanest
compliment I have known the French guilty of towards their prince ; for there ore every

where expressions ofanother nature all over Paris. See the Description of Paris, where
they are collected and at lar^:. The Romans under Augustus (the first absolute mas-
ter of that people, as this kmg is of the French) had upon this subject from the people

amuch finer thought, and wisih, De nostris annis tibi Jupiter augeat annos.

However it be, the king seems not to like Versailles so well as he did ; and has an
opinion, that the air b not so {;ood, as elsewhere ; he leaves it (as I said) every week on
Tuesday nig^t, and goes mosdy to Marli, or Meudon, and sometimes to the Trianon,

which is but at the end of the gardens, and returns not to Versailles till Saturday night

:

besides his extraordinary removes to Fontainbleau. I wonder nobody puts him in mind
of that parfldise of France, Languedoc, where he may be with ease in four days, at

the rate that kings use to travel. I had this discourse at table with one of the introduc-

teurs to the aml»ssador at Versailles ; but he could not bare it, it being against the in.

terest of tdl setded -courts to remove, though it were never so good for m^it prince's

health. I remember but of one instance in history, and that was Aurenstbe the Great
Mogul, who in his middle age fell desperately sick, and long languished at Lahor ; but
took advice of somebody about him, and went in his own kingdom a progress of one

. thousand miles toCaumire, a very mild and temperate climate, where Ik recovered and
lived to above a hundred yeanixM, and is yet alive for ought J know.
The kingnow seldom or nc;ver plays, but contents himself sometimes with looking

oh ; blithe hath formeriy been engt^;ed, and has lost great sums. Monsieur S. rooked
him of near a million of livres at basset, by putting false cards upon him ; but was im-

'^ prisoned and banished for it some years.

Before I give over die business of gardens and country, I will add soihe remarks,

wldch seemed particularand new to me. ^
. .

- >>) In- the kitchen gardens at and nesur Fms, are a great number of apricot standards;
' lut kept low ; very full of bloefioms, and good bearers. _ ^_ ;; „ . . . ,..';i :,. „>. w
•^"^ vol. IV. z- .;f>r.' -r^.V''^."

:•.'"".'-• '"^T
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They make a conserve of the fruit ; which I like above any of their wet sweetmeat«

;

it was made by cutting them into thin slices, and throwing awa^ the stone ; which our

people spare sometimes, and leave in the flesh entire, and spoils the sweetmeat, and

sets it a fretting.

They employ the stones in brandy, and distil them in spirits.
*'

"**'

In tne beginning of April we hud a store of asparagus, but they were often so bitter,

to me at least, that there was little pleasure in eating them. It is certain they were

much worse, than ours in England in that particular. Which puts me in mind of the

wild asparagus, which grows plentifully witn us on the sea coast in Lincolnshire. This
is very ftur to the eve ; yet no cukure of our gardens, by often transplanting, could

make it eatable. I fancy the asparagus recovers something of its natural force in a

warmer climate ; for the sweet taste is as it were a mark of degeneration. If they would
have them good here, they must renew the seed from England or Holland.

The wild asparagus of Languedoc is another plant called Corruda. ,'*

I procured out of Languedoc a sort of Prsecox vine, about fifty plants, by the Clei^-

mont carrier ; the which I save to Mr. London, our king's gardener, for my lord am-
bassador. This grape is wnite, very thin skinned, and clear as a drop of water ; it is

usually ripe at St. Jonn's-mass in July at Montpellier, where it is called Des Unies.

There are also in this town Praecox grapes, as Dr. Toumefort told me in the physic

garden ; but whether the same with the Uni^ I know not.

I have said they delight much in figs in pots or cases ; but here is another way of

preserving the fig trees set in the ground, which is much practised ; and that is to lap,

and tie them up in long straw, from top to bottom ; for which they are placed at a
litde distance from the walls. This also is practised to such trees as stand in the mid-
dle of the parterre ; they did not open them till mid-May. ;

••>" ^^
The exotic trees, which the Parisians most delight in, for their garden walks, and for

the shade in their courts, are the Maroniers, or horse chesnuts, of which they have in-

numerable ; for the fruit ripens very well here, and comes up of itself. Also the Acacia
Rovini, which is very common, and makes pretty alleys, and which they lop and turn

to pollards, with good eifect ; but of these last the leaves are late in putting forth, it

being the 15ih of May our style, when these trees were scarce green.

May 25. When I took my leave of Monsieur Valliant, I found him in his flower gar-

den ; he shewed me a parcel of ranunculuses, in full flower, which he had received but
two years before from Constantinople ; they were very beautiful and rare, at least such
as I had never seen ; as pure white, white and green, white and striped with carnation,

pure carnation or rose-colour, striiied carnation, &c. >•' ", "^ y-' ^. fv
Of these he had sold some a pistole a root, and hoped in a year or two to be mote

plentifully stocked with them, that he might afford them cheaper. I did see afterwards

A few of them in the royal pipinerie, and also in the seedsman's garden. Monsieur Le
Febre : but both came from him.
' I also took notice of his iron craves or hoops over his beds, which were removable,

and to be made higher and lower, according to the height and nature of the flowers they

were designed tp cover. This, me thouehtt was fiir beyond all the inventions ofwood-
en covers, and might with sail-cloths and mats well serve for a sort Of portable green

house, to the less tender plants.

J saw Le Febre's flower-garden, May 9« The tulips were in their prime ; indeed,

he had a very large and plentiful collection. The penache or striped tulips were
many, and c^ great variety. He observed to me, tliat from his large and numerous
%ed8 of ^lf-||)9\^i^ tulips, that i% oi one colour^^s red, yelfofw, 8cc. they expected

"56-
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yearly some striped ones, which if perfect, that is, striped in all the six leaves, would
but doubtfullv continue, and i)crlaps return to their former state the next year ; but if

they laboured, or did not finish the stripings of all the six leaves the first year, there

were better hopes of their continuing in that state.

Though I had no mind to descend into the stone-pita, which are like our mines, well-

fashion, and the stones wound up with grcat wheels, to husband the soil over them

:

yet I went to Vanre, three miles from the town, which is a ridge of hills that runs along

to the observatory. Here the quarries are open on the side of the hill, as with us. In

those I observed two or three layers of stone, two or three foot thick, mostly made up
of shells, or stones in the fashion of shells. Amongst these shell-stones the most re-

markable for bigness was a certain smooth and long buccinum, tapering with ver\

many spires. I measured one whose first spire was eight inches diameter, the full

length I could not so well come at ; yet holding proportion with those of the kind

which lay flat, and which we could see in their full length, it must have been a foot

long at least. There is no buccinum in any of our seas a quarter so big. Here arc-

many of this species. Also other large turbinated stones, which come near some of

the West India kinds of music shells, of which genus yet there are none in the £uro-
pean seas.

These layers of stone mixed with shell-figured bodies, are at certain distances in the

rock, and other rocks void of shells interposed.

Fanciful men may think what they please of this matter ; sure I am, until the history

of nature, and more particularly that of minerals and fossils is better looked into, and

more accurately distinguished, all reasoning is in vain. It is to be observed where men
are most in the dark, tnere impudence reigns most, as upon this subject : they are not

content fairly to dissent, but to insult every body else. In like manner upon the sub-

ject of mineral waters i how many scribblers have there been without any knovi ledge of

fossils?

I know not whether it be worth the noting, but it shews the humour of the French,

that I saw in some country towns near Pans, the church wall near the top had a two
feet broad mourning list, which compassed the whole church like a girdle, and on tlus

was at certain distances, painted the arms of the lord of the manor, who was dead.

. I diall conclude what I haye to say further, with the ^ of Paris, and the state cf

health and physic there. „nrf /vn» i :^c<':,.'\h%b'.^ii'J\i.r^''i'vf^->i*:*^a\^^i'^^)L'',

The air of Paris is drier than that of England, notwithstanding the greatest part of

the city is placed in a dirty miry level ; the muddy banks of the river Seine witness

thb ; also the old Latin name of Paris, Lutetia ; but some of them are unwilling to de-

rive it from Lutum, though there are several other towns in France, formeriy morp
considerable than it, of that very name ; but from the Greek original, as Tolon, Tolousa,

which in that language signify black dirt. We have an undoubted experiment of the

different temper of tlv: air in our Philosophic Transactions; where it is dlemon3trated

thut there falls twice as much rain in England, as at Paris ; registers of both having

carefully been kept, for so nuiQ^ years, both here and in France.

From this quantity of rain with us, our fielda are much greener ; and it was a pleasing

surprise to me at my return, sailing up the river Thames, to see our green fields and

pastures on every ^de ; but we pay dearly for it, in ag^es and coughs, and jrheuniatic

distempers.

. . The. winter was vary rude and fierce, as vras ever known in the memory of vaam
|he cpl4 w,in^ yeiypieirpii^gj and thq common people walk the streets all in^mu^ataod

z 2
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multitudes liad little brass kettles of small-coal kindled, hanging on their arms ; and yet

you should scarce hear any one cough.

I never saw a mist at Paris in the six months I staid there, but one ; though a ver)*

broad river runs tlirough the middle of the city, nor any ver}' strong winds ; but this

may be accidental, and the temper of some one year by cnance.

We were very sensible by the 20th of February our style, though the nights were
cold, and tlie white frosts great in the niurnuigs, that the sun at noon had a much stron«

ger force and heat, than with us, at tliat time of the year. y-m -. t,st,'. n.

Another argument of the dryness of the uir at Paris, we had from the alteration of

health ; such us were thick breathed, and coughed and spit much, soon recovered ; and
the insensible perspiration of the skin was so dear and free, that the kidneys hod little to

do i so that it was observed by most, that though we drank pretty freely of the thin .

wines of Champagne and Burgundy, yet they never broke our sleep to get shut of them

;

and that very little passed that way in the morning.

Lastly, a sign of the dryness and g[reat goodness of the air of Paris is, the vast num-
ber of iron bars all over the city ; which yet arc mostly entire, and the least decayed with .

rust, I ever saw in any place ; whereas ours in London are all in a few years all over

rusty, and miserably eaten.

We were sufficiently alarmed at our first coming to Paris, with the unwholesomeness

of the river water, and cautioned against drinking it ; fmd yet it was almost impoisible

to avoid the bad effects (fit ; for within the month two thirds of the family fell into fluxes, '

some into dysenteries, and some very ill of it. The French that come out of other re-*
'

mote countries suffer as well as the strangers. We were told boiling it was a good re-

medy to prevent its griping quality ; but that is a mere notion, for we know mineral

waters boiled have a stronger effect, and this quality can proceed from nothing less.

The well waters here are much worse than the river waters, because more mineral.

But our safety was in the water brought from the Maison des £aux, where the aqueduct *

of Arcucil empties itself to serve tlie great palaces and city fountains.

The disease of the dysentery being one of the most common in Paris, the most cele-

brated drug for its cure is now tlie ipecacuanha; though I never once made use of it tu

any ofour people, but cured them all as soon, and as well with our usual remedies. In«

deed they have great need of it here, for the poorer sort of people, through ill diet, this

water, and herbs, arc very subject to it ; this root is said to cure it with as much cer.

tainty, and as readily, as the Jesuits powder an ague ; of this most of the physicians and
apomecaries agreed. They give it in powder from ten grains to forty, which is the

largest dose. It most commonly vomits, and sometimes purges, but bmli gently. It is v

sold here from twenty to fifty crowns a pound. They divide it into four sorts, accord-

ing to its goodness.
^ •Uf/i'i '•

Another popular disease here is the stone ; and there arc men well practisea in the ri

cutting for it. There are also two hospitals, where great numbers are cut yearly, as ,1

LaCharite, and Hostel-Dieu, in both of these there are wired chests full of stones cut
|

from human bodies ; and in the chest of La Charite is one, which exceeds all belief; it

was cyt firom a monk, who died in the veiy operation ; it is as big as a child's head. It
^

is but the model or pattern of the stone which is kept in the chesty which has this in-

scrintiononit: '-.sj^;^ '•^ -V/ ^jO^,
'

. ; . . .^,^:4^,,^..

Figure 8c grosseui* ae la jpienre, pesant 51 ounces, qui font trois livres trois ounces,,,
,^

2ui e este tiree dans tx% Hospital au mob de Juin 1690^ & qi)c; ll^p, qpnaiefiyi^ dp»^Jic,^,

.'»atbrt<>*tfmMi'^-WM«C«fcfaiir> ^^
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But that which I hhall here moat insitit upon in the new wa)*, prnctiaed by Pcre Jaqueti,

a monk. About the 20th of April he cut in the Hostel- Hit u ten in less than an hour's

time : the third day after, uil were hearty and without pain but one.

He cuts both by the grand and little appareil ; in both he boldly thrusts in a bnMid

lancet or stiletto into the middle ol the muscle of the thigh near the anus, till he joins

the catheter or staiT, or the stone betwixt his fingers ; then he widens the incision of the

bladder in proportion to the stone with a silver oval hoop ; U' that will not do, he thrusts

in his four fingers and tears it wider ; then with die duck's bill he draws it out. '
' '

I saw him cut a second time in the Hostel Oieu ; and he performed it upon nine per-

sons in three quarters of an hour, very dexterously. He seemed to venture at all ; and
put me into some disorder with the cruelty ofthe operation ; and a stouter Eiiglishmiui

than myself. However I visited them all in their beds, and found them more amazed
than in oain.

Pere Jaques cut also his way in the other hospital La Charite, much about the same
time, eleven at twice. Here Monsieur Marshal, the best of the surgeons for this opera-

tion now in Paris, harangued against him before the governors, who coldly answered,

they would be determined by the event, which way was best.

Atque hac ratione Fasminis Calculi omnium facillime exciduntur ; nempc scalpello

intra vaginam uteri in vesicam aoacto.

Of thoie cut in La Charite one died ; and being dissected, it ^vas found he had his

bladder pierced in four or five places ; also the musculus psous sadly mangled ; also the

left vesicuiae seminales cut.

Notwithstanding this, if this method was well executed by a skilful hand, it might
be of ^[ood use to mankind.

This way of cutting for the stone, puts me in mind of what I formerly wrote and
published m the Phil. Transactions, about cutting above the os pubis, in the fund of
the bladder.

Also of that experiment of cutting for the stone of an alderman at Doncaster in the'

gluteus major, he was twice cut in me same place, and out- lived both. I saw the first

stone, which was very large, and in some measure transparent, crystal like. This ex-

perimentis printed in Dr. Willes's Scarborough Spaw, fourteen years ago at '
..., and

IS a fiur hint for this new method.

Since my return I had a letter firom Mr. Probie, a very learned and industrious young
gentlemen, who was with me to see the operation, that part relating to this matter I shaU
here transcribe. Indeed, I mightily longed, for an account of this mutter, the success of
which I came away too soon,to karn any thing for certain.

' ....,r«i.,.:c.,.'-r' V|i.«vi'f.-..,(':uf.. ,,^^^^_,^^,^
"

" PERE JAQUES' reputation mightily slackens, out of forty-five that he cut at the

Hostel-Dieu, but sixteen of them survive ; and of nineteen in the Charite, but eleven.

He has practised at the hospital at Lyons, but, it is suidi widi worse success than at.

Paris. I am sensible he has (^t abundance of enemies, which makes me ver}' often

miestioh; what I may hear said of him. Dr. Fagon, the king's physician, told Dr. ^^

Toumefort, wheA he went to present his book to him, that he had cut seven s^t Ver.
saUks, and that ux of them are alive; and as well as if never cut. The person that

died was so distempered, that he was not expected to live, and it was thought, if he
had not been cut, he held not lived so long : the sprgeons have a great mmd to ciy.j,

dowm the msAt thotigh they (nactise hb method. For Marshal l;ias since cut aftor,':>

Pere Jacques' mamier,only with this diflference, that Marshal's cathether was cannulated.

Le Rue, the second surge<»i of the Charity hospital cut aAer the old manner, at die

.-ii».*v^«.m»v«-t..j.-Ut.'. ir tjy.^:.^itf,ue/tlft(iiilMf>^y-.<:p;^^ •. i-'rif'-

'
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snnie time when Marshal cut Prrc Jnques* way, but had not so good success as Marshal

lutd ; for all that Marshal cut arc alive and very well, whereas the other lost one or two
of his nunit)cr ; l)csides, those that lived were not so soon cured, no, not by • month or

six weeks." Thus far Mr. I*robie.

The pox here is the great business of the town ; a disease which in some measure
hath contributed to the ruin of physic here, as in London. This secret service hath in-

troduced little contemptible animals of all sorts into business, and hath given them occa-

sion to insult families, after they had once the knowledge of these misfortunes. And It

is for this reason the quacks here, as with us, do thrive vastly into great riches beyond
any >f the physicians, by treating privately these calamities.

It was a pleasant diversion to me to read upon the walls every where about the town,
but more particularly in the Fauxbourgh of St. Germain, the quacks' bills printed in

inrat uncial letters.

,v..„..» X' .-../..> . Dcparl'oiJreduRoy. ' *' • ^r- vi -.«;

Rcmede infallible 8c commode pour la gerison des maladies secretes sans garder la

cliamb' J.
,

« r ,.

Another, » ; ,^^ ' '^ ' " '

Par permission de Roy. .. t . ^

Manniere tres aisee 8c tres sure pour guerir sans incommodite, 6c sans que persone en
appercoive, les maladies vencriennes, &c.

^,^
' ? aw' '/Vili

Another, •

''••

i Vi trs.'-A
|V,'„.-^i.;,-,Uf^ei»t .u;,i..

Par privilege du Roy. ' '/ ^''— l^

L'Ahtivenerien de medlcln Indien, pour toutes les maladies veneriennes, telles quelles

puissent estre, sans aucun retour, 8c sans garder la chambre. II est tres commode 8c^

le pluj agreable de monde.
Another, ,

'..

Remede assure de Sieur de la Brune privilege du Roy, See. aans qu*on soit contraint de
nrdcr la chambre, 8cc.

By these bills it is evident, there is vet a certain modesty and decorum left in the

concealing this disease, even amongst the French : they would be cured secredy, and
as though nothing were doing ; which those wretches highly promise. But this is tliat

handle which gives those mean people an occauon to insult their reputation, and injure

them in their health for ever.

Every body here puts their helping hand, and meddles with the cure of this disease,

as apothecaries, barbers, women, and monks : yet I did not find by all the inquiry I

could make, that they had other remedies than we. Nay, there is something practised

in the cure of this distemper in England, which they at Paris know nothing of; but
this old verse forbids me to say any thing further : ^,„ ^ ,^{^ ,miil\W-biik^-i'-'^f*m(e,

>li r 1 rr'"*'-!'': 'i.*?rif > Artem pudere proloqui, quam fifMJtitei. •^'».'5 1'*"*.* 'M 'J^'ti" i*'nwi'»r.'

llie apothecaries' aops are neat enough* if they were but as well stored with medi>
cines ; and some are very finely adorned, and have an air of greatness, w that of Moa*
sieur Geofferie, who luis been provost des merchands, in the Rue fiurtebur, whe|ie

the entry to the Basse Cour is. a port-cochier, with vasas of popper in the niches of the

windows ; within are rooms adorned mth huge vasas imd.mor^ of bra;^ m vtV for

sight, as for use. The drugs and compositions are kept in cabinets disposeil n. c^ :\ the

room. Also laboratories backwards in great perfection an4,Aeatne«s. I mu<ii vt'da

commend thb gentleman fot his civility to^varcls me ; and for his ^are in eiiur^im;;^ his
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8on, who came nver with count Tallurd, a most hopeful and learned younp; man ; whom
our itocicty ut Grcsham-collcgc, ut my rc(|uc:tt, honoured with admitting liim fellow, ac.

cording to his dcicrts.

I had the opportunity of conversing with many of the physicinns in thi:; city ; h!i3

all agree in the low condition and disestcem it was in, from the boundless confidence

and mtruding of quacks, women, and motikti. Monsicui' d'Achin, the lute chief phy«

sician, has been ill thought on for tukinu^ monoy, and giving protection to these r'"*

of cattle : but the chief imysician now. Monsieur Fugon, is a man of great honour and

learning, and very desirous to promote the art.

It is here as with us, seme practise out of mere vanity, others to make a penny any

way to get bread. The cause of all this is, I think, the great confidence people have

of their own skill, an arrogance without thinking. To pass a judgment upon cures,

and the good and evil practice of Physic, without doubt is one ol the nicest things,

even to men of the faculty ; but u jury, that is, the very ordinary men in England,

arc suffered now to undertake the question ; when I may truly say, that I have ever

found, no disparagement to them, the most learned men of the nation, the most mis-

tidien in these matters ; anC can it be otherwise in so conjectural an art, when we
ourselves scarce know, when we have done ill or well.

Another cause of the low esteem of physic here, arc the sorry fees that aregJven to

physicians : which makes that science not worth the application and study. Tnc king

ihdeed is very liberal, as in all things else, it) his pensions to his chief physician, and

gives his children good preferments.

Also Mr. DurdcTot, who is also well pensioned, and lodged at Versailles, physician

to the duchess of Burgundy, a learned man ; he is perfectly well skilled in the history

of physic ; and we may shortly (as he told me) expect from him, another supplement

to Vauder Linden, of many thousand volumes, which have et^cuped that catalogue,

and are not accounted for.

Monsieur, and the dauphin, and uU the princes of the blood, liuve their domestio

physicians ; some of whom I knew, as Monsieur Arlot, Monsieur Minot, to the

Ennce of Conti, of my acquaintance formerly at Montpellier. The two Morins very

»med ihon ; also Monsieur Grimode*; i^c.

Others have the practice of nunneries and convents, which gives them bread;

otliers have polishes; and some such shifts thev make; but «ill is wrong with them,,

and very little encouragement given to the faculty.

April 14. The prince of Conti sent his gentleman and coach at midnieht to fetch

me to his son, and to bring with me the late king Charles's drops to give him. This
was a very hasty call. I told the messenger, I was the prince's very humble servant

;

but for any drops or other medicines I had brought nothing at ail with me, and had
used only such as I found in their shops, for all the ocaisions I had to use any. I de-

'

sired he would tell him, that I was ready to consult with his physicians upon his son's

sickness, if he pleased to command mc, but for coming upon any other account I dC'

,

sired to be excused ; but I heard no more of the matter, and the young prince died.

By this it is evident, there is as false a notion of physic in this country, as with us

;

and that it is here also thought a knack, more than a science or method ; and little

,

chemical toys, the bijous of quacks, are mightily in request. This heresy hath pos-

.

sessed the most thinking, as well as the ignorant part of mankind ; and lor this we arc.

behotdeh to the late vain exposhorji of nature, who have mightily inveighed against

and undervalued the ancient Greek physicians in whose works only this art is to be
lettnt, unless single penons could hve tiiyer as many a^ies, as those wise mea did

nu.",
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Men are apt to prescribe to their physician, before he can possibly tell what he shall

in his judgment think fitting to give ; it is well if this was in negatives only ; but they

arc prejudiced by the impertinence of the age, and our men, who ought to converse with

the patient and his relations with prognostics only, which are the honour of physic ; and
not play the philosopher by fanciful and precarious interpretations of the natures of dis.

eases and medicines, to gain a sort of credit with the ignorant : and such certainly are all

those that have not studied physic thoroughlv, and in earnest.

Those drops were desiad of me by other persons of quality, as the princess d'Espi-

noy, the duchess of BouUon, Monsieur Sesac, &c. and having bethought myself how
my master, the late king Charles, had communicated them to me, and shewed me
verv obligingly the process himself, by carrying me alone with him into his elaboratoiy

at Whitehall, while it was distilling : also Mr. Chevins another time shewed me the

materials for the drops in his apartment newly brought in, in great quantity, that is,

raw silk : I caused the drops to be made here. Also I put Dr. Toumefort upon
making of them ; which he did in perfection, by distilling the finest raw silk he could
get. For niy part I was surprised at the experiment often repeated, having never tried

it before. One pound of r^w silk yielded an incredible quantity of volatile salt, and in

proportion the finest spirit I ever tasted ; and that which recommends it is, that it is

when rectified, of a far more pleasant smell, than that which comes from sal ammoniac
or hartshorne ; and the salt refined and cohobated with any well scented chemical oil,

makes the king's salt, as it is used to be called. This my lord ambassador gave me
leave to present in his name ; and the doctor now supplies those which want. Silk,

indeed «s nothing else, but a dry jelly from the insect kind, and therefore very cordial

and stomachic no doubt. The Arabians were wise, and knowing in the materia medica,

to have put it in their Alkermes.

This must be said for the honour of this king, that he has ever given great encou-
ragements for useful discoveries in all kinds, and particularly in physic. It is well

known he bought the secret of the Jesuit's powder, and made it public ; as he lately did

that of the hypococana.

To conclude, it was my good fortune here to have a bundle of original papers of
Sir Theodore Mayeme, and his friends, who corresponded with him, presented me
by the Reverend Dr. Wickar, Dean of Winchester, who marrying his kinswoman
found them amongst otlier writings of law matters. I have not yet had the leisure to

peruse them, but those who know the worth of that great man, will desire they may
be made public ; which if they are, they shall come forth entire, and not disguised, as

some of his other papers have been, to the great detriment of physic ; and 1 mink it is

the first example of this nature, that posthumous papers were ever abbreviated, and
made what they never were before, an entire and full publication.

.^^lify ?,<..- : i;K=; ;.--I'' ':; . -.i?r|^if'-

:ii ..
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TRAVELS DURING THE YEARS 1787, 1788, AND

VNDEnTAREN*

MORE PARTICULARLY WITH A VIEW OF ASCERTAINING THE CULTIV^A^tQy, ^
WEALTH, RESOURCES, AND NATIONAL PROSPERITY OF THE KINGDOM OF
FRANCE. BY ARTHUR YOUNG, ESQ. F. R. S.

PREFACE.

IT is a question whether modem history has any thing more curious to offer to the

attention of the politician, tlian the progress and rivalship of the French and English
empires, from the ministry of Colbert to the revolution in France. In the course of

those 130 years, both have figured with a degree of splendour that has attracted the ad-

miration of mankind.

In proportion to the power, the wealth, and the resources of these nations, is the in-

terest which the world in general takes in the maxims of political oeconomy by which
they have been governed. To examine how far the system of that ceconomy has in-

fluenced agriculture, manufactures, commerce, and public felicity, is certainly an in-

auiry of no sli^t importance ; and so many books have been composed on the theory ol

lese that the public can hardly think that time misemployed which attempts to give

thepractice.

The survey which I made, some years past, of the agriculture of England and Ire
land (the minutes of which I published under the title of Tours) was such a step to-

wards understanding the state of our husbandry as I shall not presume to characterise

;

there are but few of the European nations that do not read these Tours in their own
language ; and notwithstanding all their faults and deficiencies, it has been often regret-

ted, that no similar description of France could be resorted to either by the fanner or
politician. Indeed it could not hut be lamented, that this vast kingdom, which has so

much figured in history, were like to remain another century unknown, with respect to

those circumstances that are the objects of my inquiries. An hundred and thirty years

have passed, including one of the most active and conspicuous reigns upon record, in

which the French power and resources, though much overstrained, were formidable to

Europe. How far were that power and those resources founded on the permanent basis

of an enlightened agriculture ? how far on the more insecure support of manufactures

and commerce ? how far have wealth and power and exterior splendour, from whatever
cause they may have arisen, reflected back upon the people the prosperity they implied ?

very curious mquiries ; yet resolved insufficiently by those whose political reveries are

spun by their fire-sides, or caught flying as they are whirled through Europe in post-

chaises. A man who is no!^ practically acquainted with agriculture, knows not how to

make those inquiries ; he scarcely knows how to discriminate the circumstances produc
tive of misery, from those which generate the felicity of a people ; an assertion that will

not appear paradoxical, to those whohave attended closely to these subjects. At the same
time, the mere agriculturist, who makes such journies, sees little or nothing of the con-

nection between the practice in the fields, and the resources of the empire ; of combi-
nations that take place between operations apparently unimportant, and the general in-

terest of the state ; combinations so curious, as to convert, in some cases, well culti-

vated fields into scenes of misery, and accuracy ofhusbandry into the parent of national

, weakness. These are subjects that never will be understood from the speculations of
VOL. IV. A a
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the mere farmer, or the mere politician ; they demand a mixture of both ; and the in-

vestigation of a mind free from prejudice, particularly national prejudice ; from the love

of system, and of the vain theories that are to be found in the closets of speculators

alone. God forbid that I should be guilty of the vanity of supposing myself thus en-

dowed ! I know too well the contrary ; and have no other pretension to undertake so

arduous a work, than that of having reported the agriculture of England with some
little success. Twenty year's experience since that attempt, may make me hope to be

not less qualified for similar exertions at present.

The clouds that for four or five years past, have indicated a change in the political

sky of the French hemisphere, and which have since gathered to so singular a storm,

have rendered it more interesting to know what France was previously to any change. It

would indeed have been matter of astonishment, if monarchy had risen, and had set in

that region, without the kingdom having had any examination professedly agricultural.

The candid reader will not expect, from the registers of a traveller, that minute analy-

sis ofcommon practice, which a man is enabled to give, who resides some months, or

years, confined to one to spot ; twenty men, employed during twenty years, would not

effect it ; and supposing it done, not one thousandth part of their labours would be

worth a perusal. Some singularly enlightened districts merit such attention : but the

number of them, in any country, is inconsiderable; and the practices that deserve

such a study, perhaps, still fewer : to know that unlightened practices exist, and want
improvement, is the chief knowledge that is of use to convey ; and this rather for the

statesman than the farmer. No reader, if he knows any thing of my situation, will ex-

pect, in this work, what the advantages of rank and fortune are necessary to produce-~-

of such I had none to exert, and could combat difficulties with no other arms than un-

remitted attention, and unabating industry. Had my aims been seconded by that suc-

cess in life, which gives energy to effort, and vigour to pursuit, the worK would have
been more worthy of the public eye ; but such success must, in this kingdom, be
sooner looked for in any other path than that of the plough ; non ullus aratro dignus

honos, was not more applicable to a period of confusion and bloodshed at Rome, than

to one of peace and luxury in England.

One circumstance I may be allowed to mention, because it will shew, that whatever
faults the ensuing pages contain, they do not flow from any presumptive expectation of

success ; a feeling that belongs to writers only, much more popular than myself: when
the publisher agreed to run the hazard of printing these papers, and some progress

being made in the journal, the whole MS. was put into the compositor's hand to be ex-

amined, if there were a sufficiency for a volume of 60 sheets ; he found enough prepared

for the press to fill 140 : and I assure the reader, that the successive employment of
striking out and mutilating more than the half of what I had written, was executed
with more indifference than regret, even though it obliged me to exclude several chap-

ters upon which I had taken considerable pains. The publisher would have printed the

;n'hole ; but whatever fauhs may be found with the author, he ought at least to be ex-
empted from the imputation of an undue confidence in the public ravour ; since to ex-

punge was undertaken as readily as to compose. So much depended in the second
part of the work on accurate figures, that I did not care to trust myself, but employed
a schoolmaster, who has the reputation of bf'ng a good arithmetician, forexamimngthe
calculations, and I hope he has not let any materitU errors escape him.

The revolution in France was a hazardous and critical subject, but too important to

be neglected ; the details I have given, and the reflections I tiave ventured will, I trust,

be received with candour by those who consider how many authors, of no inconsiderable

ability and reputation, have failed on that difficult theme : the course I have steered is so
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removed from extremes, that I can hardly hope for the approbation of more than a few

;

and I may apply to myself, in this instance, the words of Swift :
" I have the ambition,

common with other reasoners, to wish at least that both parties may think me in the

right ; but if that is not to be hoped for, my next wish should be, that both might think

me in the wrong; which I would understand as an ample justification of myself, and a

sure ground to believe that I have proceeded at least with impartiality, and perhaps with

truth."

REDUCTION OF LIVRES, AT TEN-PENCE HALFPENNY EACH.

-ST



TRAVELS, &c.

THERE are two methods of writing travels ; to register the journey itself, or the

rc&nlt of it. In the former case it is a diary, under which head are to be classed all

those books of travels written in the form of letters. The latter usually falls into the

shape of essays on distinct subjects. Of the former method of composing, almost every

book of modem travels is an example. Of the latter, the admirable essays of my va-

luable friend Mr. professor Symonds, upon Italian agriculture, are the most perfect

specimens.

It is of very little importance what form is adopted by a man of real genius ; he will

make any form useful, and any information interesting. But for persons of more mo-
derate talents, it is of consequence to consider the circumstances for and against

both these modes.
The journal form hath the advantage of carrying with it a greater degree of credi-

bility ; and, of course, more weight. A traveller who thus registers his observations

is detected the moment he writes of things he has not seen. He is precluded from giv-

ing studied or elaborate remarks upon insufficient foundations : if he sees little he must
register little : if he has few good opportunities of being well informed, the reader is

enabled to observe it, and will be induced to give no more credit to his relations than

the sources of them appear to deserve : if he passes so rapidly through a country as

necessarily to be no judge of what he sees, the reader knows it : if he dwelb long in

places of little or no moment with private views or for private busmess, the circumstance

is seen ; and thus the reader has the satisfaction of being as safe from imposition either

designed or involuntary, as the nature of the case will admit : all which advantages are

wanted in the other method.
But to balance them, there are on the other hand some weighty inconveniences

;

among these the principal is, tiiS prolixity to which a diary generally leads ; the very
mode of writing almost making it inevitable. It necessarily causes repetitions of the

same subjects and the same ideas ; and that surely must be deemed no inconsiderable

fault, when one employs many words to say what might be better said in a few. Another
capital objection is, that subjects of importance, instead of being treated de suite for

illustration or comparison, are given by scraps as received, without order, and without

connection ; a mode which lessens the effect of writing, and destroys much of its

Utility.

In favour of composing essays on the principal objects that have been observed, that

is, giving the result of travels and not the travels themseWes, there is this obvious and
great advantage, that the subjects thus treated are in as complete a state of combination

and illustration as the abilities of the author can make them ; the matter comes with full

force and effect. Another admirable circumstance is brevity ; for by the rejection of
all useless details, the reader has nothing before him but what tends to the fuU explana-

tion of the subject : of the disadvantages I need not speak ; they are sufficiently noted
by shewing the benefits of the diary form ; for prop<»tionably to the benefits of the one,

will clearly be the disadvantages of the other.
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After weighing the pour mid the centre, I think tluititis not impracticable in my pe-

culiar case to rctani the benefits of both these plans.

With one leading and predominant object in view, namely agriculture, I have con-

ceived that I might throw each subject of it into distinct chapters, retaining all the ad-

vantages which arise from composing the result only of my travels.

At the same time, that the reader may have whatever satisfaction flows from the diary

form, the observations which I made upon the face of the countries through which I

passed ; and upon the manners, customs, amusements, towns, roads, seats, &c. may,
without injury, be given in a journal, and thus satisfy the reader in all those points, with

which he ought in candour to be made acquainted, for the reasons above intimated.

It is upon this idea that I have reviewed my notes, and executed the work I now offer

to the public.

. But travelling upon paper, as well as moving amongst rocks and rivers, hath its dif-

ficulties. When I had traced my plan, and begun to work upon it, I rejected, without

mercy, a variety of litde circumstances relating to myself oiUy, and of conversations

with various persons which I had thrown upon paper for the amusement of my family

and intimate friends. For this I was remonstrated with by a person, of whosejudgment
I think highly, as having absolutely spoiled my diary, by expunging the very passages

that woula best please line mass of common readers ; in a word, that I must give up
the journal plan entirely, or let it go as it was written. To treat the public like a friend,

let them see all, and trust to their candour for forgiving trifles. He reasoned thus :
" De-

pend on it, Youn^, that those notes you wrote at the moment, are more likely to please

than what you will now produce coolly, with the idea of reputation in your head :

whatever you strike out will be what is most interesting, for you will be guided by the

importance of the subject ; and believe me, it is not this consideration that pleases bO

much as a careless and easy mode of thinking and writing, which every man exercises

most when he does not compose for the press. That I am right in this opinion you
yourself afford a proof. Your tour of Ireland (he was pleased to say) is one of the best

accounts of a country I have read, yet it had no great success. Why ? because the

chief part of it is a farming diary, which, however valuable it may be to consult, nobody
will read. If, therefore, you print your journal at all, print it so as to be read ; or reject

the method entirely, and confine yourself to set dissertations. Remember the travels of
Dr.—— and Mrs. ——, from which it would be difficult to gather one single impor-
tant idea, yet they were received with applause ; nay, the bagatelles of Baretti, amongst
the Spanish muleteers were read with avidity."

The high opinion I have of the judgment of my friend, induced me to follow his ad-

vice ; in consequence of which, I venture to offer my itinerary to the public, just as it

was written on me spot : requesting my reader, if much should be found of a trifling

nature to pardon it, from a reflection, that the chiefobject ofmy travels is to be found in

another part of the work, to which he may at once have recourse, if he wish to attend only

to sublets of a more important character.

•> ,
•* .
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i

JOURNAL....MAy 15, 1787.

THE streight that separates England, so fortunately for her, from all the rest of the

world, must Ije crossed many times before a traveller ceases to be surprised at the sudden
and universal change that surrounds him on landing at Calais. The scene, the people,

the language, every object is new ; and in those circumstances in which there is most re-

semblance, a discriminating eye finds little difficulty in discovering marks of distinction.

The noble improvement of a salt marsh, worked by Mons. Mouron of this to^vn, oc-

casioned my ac([uaintancc some time ago with that gentleman ; and I had found him too

well informed, upon various important objects, not to renew it with pleasure I spent an
agreeable aad instructive evcnin;^ at his house. 165 miles.

The 17th. Nine hours rolPng at anchor had so fatigued my mare, that I thought it

necessary for her to rest one day ; but this morning I left Calais. For a few miles the

country resembles parts ofNorfolk and Suffolk ; gentle hills, with some inclosures around
the houses in the vales, and a distant range of wood. The country is the same to

Boulogne. Towards that town, I was pleased to find many seats belonging to people

w ho reside there. How often are false ideas conceived from reading and report ! I

imagined that nobody but farmers and labourers in France lived in the country ; and the

first ride I take in that country shews me many coimiry seats. The road excellent.

Boulogne is not an ugly town ; and from the ramparts of the upper part the view is

b^utiful, though low water in the river would not let me see it to advantage. It is v/ell

known that this place has long been the resort of ^reat numbers of persons from Eng>
land, whose misfortunes in trade, or extravagance m life, have made a residence abroad
more agreeable than at home. It is easy to suppose that they here find a level of society

that tempts them to herd in the same place. Certainly it is not cheapness, for it is rather

dear The mixture of French and English women makes an odd appearance in the

streets ; the latter are dressed in Uieir own fashion; but the French heads are all without

hats, with close caps, and the body covered with a long cloak that reaches to the feet.

The town has the appearance of being flourishing : the buildings good, and in repair, with
some modem ones; perhaps as sure a test of prosperity as any other. They are raising

also a new church, on a large and expensive scale. The place on the whole is cheerful,

the environs pleasing, and the sea-shore is a flat strand of firm sand as far as the tide

reaches. The high land adjoining is worth viewing by those who have not already seen

the petrification of clay ; it is found in the stony and argillaceous state, just as I described

at Harwich. (Annalsof Apiculture, vol. vi. p. 218.) 24 miles.

The 18th. The view of Boulogne from the other side, at the distance of a mile is a
pleasing landscape; the river meanders in the vale, and spreads in a fine reach under the

town, just before it falls into the sea, which opens between two high lands, one of which
backs the town. The view wants only wood ; for if the hills had more, fancy could
scarcely paint a more agreeable scene. The country improves, more inclosed, and some
parts strongly resembling England. Some fine meadows about Bonbrie, and several

chateaus. I am not professedly in this diary on husbandry, but must just observe, that

it is to the full as bad as the country is good; corn miserable, and yellow with weeds,

yet all summer fallowed with lost attention. On the hills, which are at no great dis-

tance from the sea, the trees turn their heads from it, shorn of their foliage : it is not

therefore to the S. W. alone that we should attribute this effect. If the French have

not husbandr}' to shew us, they have roads; nothing can be more beautiful, or kept in
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moregiu'den order, if I may use the expression, than that which passes through a fine

wood ol" Mons. Nciivillicr's ; and indeed for the whole way from Samcr it is wondt r-

fully formed : a vast causeway, with hills cut to level vales ; which would fill me witli

admiration, if I had known nothing of the abominable corvees, that make me commise-

rate the oppressed farmers, from whose extorted labour this magnificence has been

wrung. Women gathering grass luid weeds by hand in the woods for their cows is a

trait of poverty.

Pass turberries, nearMontreuil, like those at Newbury. The walk round the ram-

parts of that town is pretty : the little gardens in the bastions below are singular. The
place has many English ; for what puq)ose not easy to conceive, for it is unenlivened by

those circumstances that render towns pleasant. In a short conversation with an English

family returning home, the lady, who is young, and I conjecture agreeable, assured me I

should find the court of Versailles amazingly splendid. Oh ! how she loved France !

and should regret going to I'^ngland if she did not expect soon to return. As she had
crossed the kingdom of France, I asked her what part of it pleased her best : the answer
was, such as a pair of pretty iips would be sure to utter, •• Oh ! Paris and Versailles."

Her husband, who is not s<^ young, said " Touraine." It is probable, that a farmer

is much more likely to agree with the sentiments of the husband than of the lady, not«

withstanding her charms. 24 miles.

The 19tb. Dined, or rather starved at Bemay, where for the first time I met with

that wine of whose ill fame I had heard so much in England, that of being worse than

small beer. No scattered farm-house in this part of Picardy, all being collected in vil-

lages, which is as unfortunate for the beauty of a country, as it is inconvenient to its cul-

tivation. To Abbeville, unpleasant, nearly flat ; and though there are many and great

woods, yet they are uninteresting. Pass the new chalk chateau of Mons. St. Maritan,

who, hud he been in England, would not have built a house in that situation, nor have
projected his walls like those of an alms-house.

Abbeville is said to contain 22,0^^0 souls ; it is old, and disagreeably built ; many of
the houses of wood, with a greater air of antiquity than I remember to have seen ; their

brethren in England have been long ago demolished. Viewed the manufacture of Van
Robais, which was established by Louis XIV, and of which Voltaire and others have
spoken so much. I had many inquiries concerning wool and woollens to make here

;

and, in conversation with the manufacturers, found them great politicians, condenming
with violence the new commercial treaty with England. 30 miles.

The 21st. It is the same flat and unpleasing country to Flixcourt. 15 miles.

The 22d. Poverty and poor crops to Amiens ; women are now ploughing with a
pair of horses to sow barley. The difference of the customs of the two nations is in

nothing more striking than in the labours of the sex ; in England, it is very little that

they will do in the fields except to glean and to make hay ; the first is a party of pilfer-

ing, and the second of pleasure : in France, they plough and fill the dung cart. Lom-
bardy poplars seem to have been introduced here about the same time as in England.

Picquigny has been the scene of a remarkable transaction^ that does great honour to

the tolerating spirit of die French nation. Mons. Colmar, a Jew, bought the seignory

and estate, including the viscounty of Amiens, of the duke of Chaulnes, by virtue of
which he appoints the canons of the cathedral of Amiens. The bishop resisted his no-

mination, and it was carried by appeal to the parliament of Paris, whose decree was in

favour of Mons. Colmar. The immediate seignory of Picquigny, but without its de-

pendancies, is resold to the count d'Artois.
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At Amiens, view the cathedral, sjiid to be built by tiic English ; it is very kwff^, and
lieuutifullv lijjjiu and decorated. Tliey are fitting it up in black drapery, ami a ^it.ii ca-

nopy, with ilhiminations for the burial of the prince de Tingry, colonel ol the regiment

of cavalry, whose station is here. To view this was an object among the people, and
cro'jds were at each door. I was refused entrance, but some officers being admitted,

gave orders that an English gentleman without should be let in, and I was called back
from some distance and desired very politely to enter, as they did not know at first

that I was an Englishman. These are but trifles, but they shew liberality, and it is i'air

to report them. Ifan Englishman receives attention in France, because he is an English*

man, what return ought to be made to a Frenchman in England, is sufficiently obvious.

The chateau d'eau, or machine for supplying Amiens with water, is worth viewing

;

but plates only could give an idea of it. The town abounds with woollen manufactures.

I conversed with several masters, who united entirely with those of Abbeville in con-

demning the treaty of commerce 15 miles.

The 23d. To Bretuil the country is diversified, woods every where in sight the whole
journey. 21 miles.

The 24th. A flat and uninteresting chalky country continues almost to Clermont

;

where it improves ; is hilly and has wood. The view of the town, as soon as the dale

is seen, with the duke of Fitzjumes's plantations, is pretty. 24 miles.

The 25th. The environs of Clermont are picturesque. The hills about Llancourt

are pretty ; and spreat' with a sort of cultivation I had never seen before, a mixture of

vineyard (for here the vines first appear) garden and com. A piece of wheat ; a scrap

of lucerne ; a patch of clover or vetches ; a bit of vines ; with cherry, and other fruit-

trees scattered among all, and the whole cultivated with the spade : it makes a prett}-

appearance, but must form a poor system of trifling.

Chantilly !—magnificence is its reigning character ; it is never lost. There is not

taste or beauty enough to soften it into milder featuies : all but the chateau is great

;

and there is something imposing in that ; except the gallery of the Great Conde's bat.

de, and the cabinet of natural history which is rich in very fine specimens, most ad-

vantageously arranged, it contains nothing that demands particular notice ; nor is

there one room which in England would be called large. The stable is truly great,

and exceeds very much indeed any thing of the kind I had ever seen. It is five hun-

dred and eighty feet long, and forty broad, and is sometimes filled with two hundred
and forty English horses. I had been so accustomed to the imitadon in water, of the

waving and irregular lines of nature, that I came to Chantilly prepossessed against the

idea of a canal ; but the view of one here is striking, and had the effisct which mag-
nificent scenes impress. It arises from extent, and from the right lines of the water

uniting with the regularity of the objects in view. It is lord Kaimes, I think, who
says, that the part of the garden contiguous to the house should partake of the regu-

larity of the building ; with much magnificence about a place, this is almost unavoida-

ble. The effect here, however, is lessened by the parterre before the castle, in which
the divisions and the diminutive jets-d'eau are not of a size to correspond with the

magnificence of the canal. The menagerie is very pretty, and exhibits a prodigious

variety of domestic poultry, from all parts of the world ; one of the best objects to

which a menagerie can be applied ; these, and the Corsican stag, had all my attention.

The hame^u contains an imitation of an English garden ; the taste is butjust introdu-

ced into France, so that it will not stand a critical examination. The most English

idea I saw is the lawn in front of the stables ; it is large, of a good verdure, and well,
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kept ;
proving cicnrly that they may hnve as fine Inwns in the north of France as in Eng-

land. The labyrinth is the only complete* one I have seen, and I have no inclination to

sec another : it is in gardening what a rebns is in p(Ktry. In the Sylvae arc many very

fine and scarce plants. I wish those persons who view Chantilly, smd are fond of fine trees,

would not forget to ask for the great beech ; this is the iinest I ever saw ; straight as an

arrow, and, as I guess, not less than eighty or ninety feet high ; forty feet to the first

branch ; and twelve feet diameter at five from the ground. It is in all respects one of the finest

trees that can any where l)e met with. Two others arc near it, but not equal to this

superb one. 1 he forest around Chantilly, belonging to the prince of Condc, is im-

mense, spreading far and wide ; the Paris road crosses it for ten miles, which is its

least extent. They say the capitainerie, or |wiramountship, is above one hundred miles

in circumference. That is to siiy, all the inhabitants for that extent are pestered with

game, without permission to destroy it, in order to give one man di\ ersion. Ought
not these capitaineries tolx: extirpated ?

At Luzarch, I found that my mare, from illness, would travel no further ; French
stables, which are covered dung-hills, and the carelessness of garijons d'ccurits, an exe-

crable set of vermin, had given her cold. I therefore left her to send for from Paris,

and went thither post ; by which experiment I found that posting in France is much
worse, and even, upon the whole, dearer than in England. Being in a post-chaise I

travelled to Paris, as other travellers in post-chaises do, that is to say, knowing little or

nothing. The last ten miles I was eagerly on the watch fiar that throng of carriages

which near London impede the traveller. I watched in vain ; for the road, quite to

city to cross, and passed it by narrow, ugly, and crouded streets.

At the hotel de la Rochefoucald I found the duke of Liancourt and his sons the
count de la Rouchefoucald, and the count Alexander, with my excellent friend Mon-
sieur de Lazowski, all of whom I had the pleasure of knowing in Suffolk. Thev in.

troduced me to the duchess D'Estissac, mother of the duke of Liancourt, and to the
duchess of Liancourt. The agreeable reception and friendly attentions I met with
from all this liberal family were well calculated to give me the most favourable impres-
sion »*»*. 42 miles.

The 26th. So short a time had I passed before in France, that the scene is totally

new to me. Till we have been accustomed to travelling we have a propensity to
stare and admire every thing—and to be on search for novelty, even in circumstances
in which it is ridiculous to look for it. I have l)een upon the full silly gape to find out
things that I had not found before, as if a street in Paris could be composed of
any thing but houses, or houses formed of any thing but brick or stone—or that
the people in them, not being English, would be walking on their heads. I shall

diake off this folly as fest as I can, and bend my attention to mark the character and
disposition of the nation. Such views naturally lead us to catch the little circum-
stances which sometimes express them ; not an easy task, brit subject to many errors.

_
I have onljr one day to pass at Paris, and that is takei. up with buying necessa-

meant to avoid ; |
diligence ; so I sent

found at Paris, and
its contents are to be bought again before lean leave this city on our journey fothe
Pyrenees. I believe it may be received as a maxim, that a traveller should always

VOL. IV. B b
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trust his 1>«RK"K^' ^" l^'^' common voiturtB of the countr)', without any extraordinary pre-

cautions.

Ai\cr a rapid excursion, with my friend Lazouski, to sec many things, but too
hastily to form any correct idea, spent the evening at his hrt)ther'», where I had the

pleasure of meeting Mons. de Broussonct, secretary to the royal society of agriculture,

and Mons. Desmaret, boUi of the academy of sciences. As Monsieur Lazowskt in

well informed in the manufactures of France, in the police of which he enjoys a post

of consideration, and as the other gentlemen have i)aid much attention to agriculture,

the conversation was in no slight degree instructive, and I regretted that a very
early departure from Paris would not let me promise myself a further enjoyment so

congenial with my feelings, as the company of men, whose conversation shewed a

marked attention to oljjects of national importance. On the breaking up of the party,

went with count Alexander de la Rouchefoueald post to Versailles, to be present at the

fete of the day following (Whitsunday.) Slept at the duke dc Liancourt's hotel.

The 27th. Breakfasted with him at his apiulments in the palace, which are annexed
to his office of grand master of the wardrobe, one of the j)rineipal in the court of France.

Here I found the duke surrounded by a circle of noblemen, among whom was the

duke de la Rouchefoueald, well known for his attention to natural history ; I was intro-

ced tohim, as he is (^oiii^to Bagnere de Luchon in the Pyrenees, where I am to have

the honour of being m his party.

The ceremony of the day was, Uie king's investing the duke of Berri, son of the

count D'Artois, with the cordon blue. The queen's band was in the chapel where tlie

ceremony was iKirformed, but the musical effect was thin and weak. During the ser-

vice the king was seated between his two brothers, and seemed by his carriage and iiuit-

tentionto wish himself a hunting. He would certainly have been as well employed as

in hearing afterwards from his throne a feudal oath of chivalry, I suppose, or some such

nonsense, administered to a boy of ten years old. Seeing so much pompous folly I

imagined it was the dauphin, and asked a lady of fashion near me ; at which she laugh-

ed in my face, as if I had been guilty of the most egregious idiotism : nothing could

be done in a worse manner; for the stifling of her expression only marked it the more.

I applied to Mons. de la Rouchefoueald to learn what gross absurdity I had been guilty

of so unwitdngly ; when, forsooth, it was because dauphin, as all the world knows in

France, has the cordon blue put around him as soon as he bom. So unpardonable was

it for a foreigner to be ignorant of such an iihportant part of French history, as that of

giving a babe a blue slobbering bib instead of a white one

!

After this ceremony was finished, the king and the knights walked in a sort of pro-

cession to a small apartment in which he dined, saluting the queen as they passed.

There appeared to be more ease and familiarity than form in this part of the ceremony

;

her majesty, who, by the way, is the most beautiful woman I saw to-day, received

them with a variety of expression. On some she smiled ; to others she talked ; a few

seemed to have the honour of being more in her intimacy. Her return to some was

formal, and to others distant. To the g-allant ^^uffrein it was respectful and benign.

The ceremony of the king's dining in public is more odd than splendid. The queen

sat by him with a cover before her, but ate nothing ; conversing with the duke of

Orleans, and the duke of Liancourt, who stood behind her chair. To me it would

have been a most uncomfortable meal, and were I a sovereign, I would sweep away

three-fourths of these stupid forms ; if kin^ do not dine like other people, they lose

much of the pleasure of life; their station is very well calculated to deprive them of

much, and they submit to nonsensical customs, the sole tendency of which is to lessen
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vers for the people whom they like; traveihTs tell ws that thin wah the mode of the

late king of Prussia, who knew the value of life too well to sai riliee it to empty forms

on one hand, or to u monastic, reserve on the other.

The palace of Versailles, one ofthcoiMeets of which report had given tnc the great-

eHt expectation, is not in the Icu'^t striking: ! view it without emotion ; the impression

il makes is nothing. What can compensate the want of imily ? From whatever point

viewed, it appears an assemblage of buildings; a splendid quiu*ter of a town, but not a

fine edifice; an olnection from which the garden front is not free, though by far the

most beautiful. The great gallery is the finest room I ha\c seen; tfic other apartments

are nothing ; but the pictures and statues arc well known to be a capitid collection.

The whole palace, except the chapel, seems to be open to all the world ; we pushed

through an amazing croud of all sorts of people to see the procession, many of them

not very well dressed, whence it apjpears that no questions iire asked. But the officers

at the door of the apartment in which the king dined, made a distinction, and would not

permit all to enter promiscuously.

Travellers speak much, even very late ones, of the remarkable interest the French

take in all that personally concerns their king, shewing by the eagerness of their attention

not curiosity only, but love. Where, how, and in whom those gentlemen discovered

this I know not. It is either misrepresentation, or the (xroplc arc changed in a few years

more than is credible. Dine at Paris, and in the evening the duchess of Liancourt, who
seems to be one of the liest of women, carried me to the oi)eni at St. Cloud, where also

we viewed the palace which the queen is building ; it is large, but there is much in tlic

front that does not please me. 20 miles.

' The 28th. Finding my mare sufficiently recovered for a journey, a point of impor-

tance to a traveller so weak in cavolrv as myself, I left Paris, accompanying the count

de la Rouchefouculd and my friend Lazowski, and commencing a journey that is to

cross the whole kingdom to the Pyrenees. The road to Orleans is one of the greatest

that leads from Paris ; I expected, therefore, to have my former impression of the little

traffic near that city removed ; but on the contrary it was confirmed ; it is a desert com-
pared with those around London. In ten miles we met not one stage or diligence; only

two messageries, and very few chaises; not a tenth of what would have been met had
we been leaving London at the same hour. Knowing how ga-at, rich, and im])ortant

a city Pa^ns is. this circumstance peqilexes me much. Should it afterwards be con-

firm«:d, conclusions in abundance are to be dmwn.
For a few miles the scene is every where scattered with the sliafts of quarries, the stone

drawn up by lanthorn wheels of a great diameter. The country diversified; and its

greatest want to please the eye is a river; woods generally in view ; the proportion of

the French territory covered by this production for want of coals, must be prodigious,

for it has been the same all the way from Calais. At Aq)ajon, the Marechal duke de
Mouchy has a small house, which has nothing to recommend it. 20 miles.

The 29th. To Estamps is partly through a flat country, the beginning of the famous
Pays de Beauce. To Toury, flat and disagreeable, only two or three gendemen's seats

in sight. 31 miles.

The 30th. One universal flat, uninclosed, uninteresting, and even tedious, though
small towns and villages are every where in sight ; the features that might compound
a landscape are not brought together. The Pays de Beauce contains, by reputation,

the cream of French husbandly; the soil excellent; but the management all fallow.

Bb2

J
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Pans throngli paii of tlu* forvst of Orleans Ix-Ionpf'mpf to the diikc of that name ; it \s

one of the l«r(i^st in Frat\ce.

From the Hteiplcof th»calludra! at Orleans, the prospect h very fine. The town
large, and its suburbs, of single streets, extend near a league. The vast nuigc of
countr}', that spriads on e\ery side, is an unboundrd plain, through whieh tlie mag-
nificent Loire bends his stately way, in sight for fourteen leagues ; the whole scattered

with rich meadows, vineyards, gardens, and forests. The population must he very
great ; for. Inside tlie eit^', which contains tuar forty thousand |)eoplc, the number
of smaller towns and villages stri'wcd thickly over the plain is such as to render the

whole scene animated. The cathedral, from which we had this noble pro9|)ect, is a

fine building, the choir raised by Ilenr)' IV. The new church is u pleasing edifice

;

the bridge a noble stn^ture of stone, and the first cxjieriment of the flat arch made In

France, where it is now so fashionable. It contains nine, and is four hundred and ten

feet long, and forty-five wide. To hear some l\nglishmen talk, one would suppose
there was not a fine bridge in nil France ; not the first, nor the last error I hope tliat

travelling w ill remove. There are many bargc's and boats at the quay, built U|K)n the

river in tne Hourbonnois, &c. loaded with wood, brandy, wine, and other goods j on
iirriving at Nantes, the vessels an broken uu and sold with the cargo. Great numbem
built with spruce fir. A boat goes from hence to that city, when demanded bv six

passengers, each paying a louis d'or : they lie on shore every night, and reach Nantes

in four days and an half. The principal street leading to the bridge is a fine one all

busy and alive, for the trade is brisk here. Admire the fine acacias scattered about the

town. 20 miles.

The 31st. On leaving it, enter soon the miserable province of Sologne, which the

French writers call the tristc Sologpie. Through all this country they have had severe

spring frosts, fur the leaves of the walnuts are black and cut off. I should not have ex-

Cxtcd this unequivocal mark of a bad climate after passing the Loire. To L« Fertc

owendahl, a dead flat of hungry sand gravel, with much heath. The poor people,

who cultivate the soil here, are metayers, that is, men who hire the land without

ability to stock it ; the proprietor is forced to provide cattle and seed, and he and his

tenant divide the produce ; a miserable system, that perpetuates poverty and excluiilh

instruction. At La Ferte is a handsome chateau ofthe marquis de Coix, with several

canals, and a great command of water. To Nonant-lc-Fuzelier, a strange mixture Of

sand and water. Much inclosed, and the houses and cottages of wood filled between

the studs with clay or bricks, and covered not with slate but tile, with some bams
boarded like those in SuflTolk. Rows of pollards in some of the hedges ; an excellent

road of sand; the general features of a woodland country ; and all combined to give a

strong resemblance to many parts of Flngland ; but the husbandry is so little like that

of England, tliat the least attention to it destroyed every notion of similarity. 27
miles. ^* ' ''1' ^J'''«'fjf»9

June 1, The same wretched country continues to La Loge ; the fields are scenes

of pitiable management, as the houses are of misery. Yet all this country highly im-

proveable, if they knew what to do with it : the property, perhaps, of some of these

glittering beings, who figured in the procession the other day at Versailles. Heaven
grant me patience while 1 see a country thus neglected ; and forgive me the oaths I

swear at the absence and ignorance of the possessors. Enter the genendity of Bourge*, and

soon after a forest of oak belonging to the count d'Artois ; the trees are dying at top,

before they attain any size. There the miserable Sologne ends ; the first view of Ver-

/
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aon and iu vicinity in tine. A tiuItU' vulc nnrttulH ut votir fret, through which the river

Chetn- IfiuU, Htcn in sevtral places to tht- (liHtam r ot vmif lt-u){ut s ; a bright huh liiir-

iii!tl-<eii the water, like a Ntrin(( ol'lakc-s uinid.Ht the nhade uf a vaitt wixKlhiiut. Sec Boiir>

fgvn t(i thr Ici't. IH inilcH.

The id. \\\%s the rivern Cheerc and Lave \ the brid^en well built ; the ntreain Tutc,

and witli the w(mkI, buildinirx, buiits, and adjoining hilU, form an animated vene.
Several new houstcH, and buiUlin^v oI'k(hkI stone in Vemoii , the niace appears thriviuf^,

and doubtless owes mueh to the navigation. VVc are now in Uerri, a {vrovincc go*
vemcd by a provincial assembly, consecpicntly the roads (I^xkI, and miule without cor-

vee*. Vatan is a little town that subsists chiefly by si)it\ninf(. We drank there excel*

lent Siuicerc wine, of a deep colour, rich flavour, ancl good body, 2()s. the bottle ; but
in the country ten. An extensive prospect iKfore we arrived ut Chutcauroux where we
viewed the munufucturcs. 40 milca.

1 The 3d. Within about three miles of Argcnton come upon a fine scene, l)eautirul,

yet with bold fcututx's ; a narrow vulc bounded on every side with hills, covered with

wood, uli ol* which arc immediately under the eye, without a level acre, except the bot-

tom of the vale, through which a river flows, by an old castle picturesquely situated to

the right ; and to the leA a tower rising out of u wood.
At Argenton, walk up a rock that hangs almost over the town. It is a delicious

scene. A natural ledge of |K;q)endJcular rock pushes forward abruptly over the vale,

which is half a mile broad, and two or three long : ut one end closed by hills, attd at

the otlvsr filled by the town with vineyards rising above it : the surrounding scene that

hems in the vale is high enough for relief; vineyards, rocks or hills covered widi

wood. The vale cut into inclosurcs of a lovely verdure, and a fine river winds
through it, with an outline that leaves nothing to wish. The venerable fragments

of a castle's ruins, near the point of view, iur well adapted to awaken reflections on the

triumph of the arts of peace over the barbtu-ous ravages of the feudal ages, when every

class of society was involved in commotion, imd the lower ranks were worse slaves

than at present.

The general face of the country, from Verson to Argenton, is an uninteresting flat

with many heaths of ling. No ap]x:arance of [lopulation, and even towns are thin.

The husbttndry poor and miserable. By the circumstances to which I could give at-

tention I conceive them to be honest and industrious ; diey seem clean ; arc civil, and
have good countenances. They apjK'ar to me as if they would improve their country,

if thry formed the [)art of a system, the principles of which tended to national prosperity.

18 miles.

The 4th. Pass an inclosed country, which would have a better appearance if the onks
had not lost their foliage by insects, whose webs hang over the buds. They are but
now coming into leaf again. Cross a stream which separates Berri from La Marche

;

chesnuts appear at the same time ; they are spread over all the fields, and yield the food

of the poor. A variety of hill and dale, with fine woods, but little signs of population.

Lizards fur the first time also. There seems a connection relative to climate between
the chesnuts and these harmless animals. They are very numerous, and some of them
near a foot long. Sleep at La Ville au Brun. 24 miles.

The 5th. The country improves in beauty greatly ; pass a vale, where a causeway
stops the watek of a small rivulet and swells it into a lake, that forms one feature of a

dekcious scene. The indented outlines and the swells margined with wood are beauti-

fy ; the lulls on every side in unison ; one now covered mm ling the prophetic eye of

i;
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I

taste may imagine lawn. Nothing is ^vanted to render the scene a garden, but to clear

away rubbish.

The general face of the country, for 16 miles, by far the most beautiful I have seen

in France ; it is thickly inclosed, and full of wood ; the umbrageous foliage of the ches-

nuts gives the same beautiful verdure to die hills, as watered meadows (se'jn for the first

time to day) to the vales. Distant mountainous ridges form the back ground, and
make the whole inteasting. The declivity of country, as we go down to Bassies, offers

a beautiful view ; and the approach to the town presents a landscape fancifully grouped
of rock, and wood, and water. To Limoge, pass another artificial lake between culti-

vated hills ; beyond are wilder heights, but mixed with pleasant vales ; still another lake

more beautiful than the former, with a fine accompaniment of wood ; across a moun-
tain of chesnut copse, which commands a scene of a character different from any I have
viewed either in France or England, a great range of hill and dale all covered with forest,

and bounded by distant mountains. Not a vestige of any human residence ; no village

;

no house or hut, no smoke to raise the idea of a peopled country ; an American scene ;

wild enough for the tomohawk of the savage. Stop at an execrable auberge, called

Maison Rouge, where we intended to sleep; but, on examination, fbund every appear-

ance so forbidding, and so beggarly un account of a larder, that we passed on to Limoge.
The roads through all this country are truly noble, far beyond any thing I have seen in

France or elsewhere. 44 miles.

The 6th. View Limoge, and examine its manufactures. It >vas certainly a Roman
station, and some traces of its antiquity are still remaining. It is ill built, with narrow
and crooked streets, the houses high and disagreeable. They are raised of granite, or
wood with lath and plaster, which saves lime, an expensive article here, being brought
from a distance of twelve leagues ; the roofs are of pantiles, with projecting eaves, and
almost flat ; a sure proof we have quitted the region of heavy snows. The best of their

public works is a noble fountain, the water conducted three quarters of a league by an
arched aqueduct, brought under the bed of a rock 60 feet deep to the highest spot in the

town, where it falls into a basin fifteen feet diameter, cut out of one piece of granite ;

thence the water is let into reservoirs, closed by sluices, which are opened for watering

the streets, or in case of fires.

The cathedral is ancient, and the roof of stone ; there are some arabesque ornaments

cut in stone, as light, airy, and elegant as any modem house can boast, whose decora-

tions are in the same taste.

The present bishop has erected a large and handsome palace, and his garden is the

finest object to be seen at Limoge, for it commands a landscape hardly to be equalled

for beauty : it would be idle to give any other description than just enough to induce

travellers to view it. A river winds through a a ale, surrounded by hills that present the

gayest and most animated assemblage of villas, farms, vines, hanging meadows, and ches-

nuts blended so fortunately as to compose a scene truly smiling. This bishop is a friend

of the count de la Rouchefbucald's family ; he invited us to dine, and gave us a very

handsome entertainment. Lord Macartney, when a prisoner in France, after the Gre-
nades were taken, spent some time with him ; there was an instance of French politeness

shewn to his lordship, that marks the urbanity of this people. The order came from
court to sing Te Deum on the very day that lord Macart.iey was to arrive. Conceiving
that the public demonstrations of joy for a victory that brought his noble guest a pri-

soner, might be personally unpleasant to him, the bishop proposed to the intendant to

postpone the ceremony for a few days, in order that he might not meet it so abruptly

;

'»• )

)
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this was instantly acceded to, and conducted in such a manner afterwards as to mark
as much attention to lord Macartney's feelings as to their own. The bishop told

me that lord Macartney spoke French better than he could have conceived possi-

ble for a foreigner, had he not heard him ; better than many well educated French-

men.
The post of intendant here was rendered celebrated by being filled by that friend of

mankind, Turgot, whose well earned reputation in this province placed him at the head
of the French finances, as may he very agreeably learned, in that production nf equal

truth and elegance, his life by the marquis of Condorcet. The character which Turgot

left here is considerable. The noble roads we have passed, so much exceeding any
other I have seen in France, were amongst his good works ; an epithet due to them be-

cause not made by corvees. There is here a society of agriculture, which owes its ori-

gin to the same distinguished patriot : but in that most unlucky path of French exertion

he was able to do nothing ; evils too radically fixed were in the way of the attempt.

This society does like other societies, they meet, converse, ofTer premiums, and publish

nonsense. This is not of much consequence, for the people, instead of reading their

memoirs, are not able to read at all. They can however see ; and if a farm was esta-

blished in that good cultivation which they ought to copy, something would be presented

from which they might learn. I asked particularly if the members of this society had
land in their own hands, from which it might be judged if they knew any thing of the

matter themselves : I was assured that they had ; but the conversation presently explained

it : they had metayers around their country ..cats, and this was considered as farming

their own lands, so that they assume something of a merit from the identical circum-

stance, which is the curse and ruin of the whole country. In the agricultural conver-

sations we had on the journey fi-om Orleans, I have not found one person who seemed
sensible of the mischief of tins system.

The 7th. No chesnuts for a league before we reach Biere Buffiere, the) say because
the basb of the country is a hard granite ; and they assert also at Limoge, that in this

granite there grow neither vines, wheat, nor chesnuts, but that on the softer granites

these plants thrive well : it is true, tFiat chesnuts and this granite appeared together

when we entered Limosin. The road has been incom])arably fine, and much more
like the well kept alleys of a garden tlian a common high way. See for the fiiit time
old towers, that appear numerous in this country. 33 miles.

I'he 8th. Pass an extraordinary spectacle for English eyes, of many houses too good
to be called cottages without any glass windows. Some milei to the right is Pompadour,
where the king has a stud ; there are all kinds of horses, but chiefly Arabian, Turkish,
and English. Three years ago four Arabians were imported, which had been procured
at the expence of 72,000 livres (31491.) the price of covering a mare is % only three,

livrcs to the groom ; the owners are permitted to sell their colts as they please, but if

these come up to the standard height, the king's officers have the preference, provided
they give the price offered by others. These horses are not saddled till six years old.

They pasture all day, but at night are confined on account of wolves, which are so com-
mon as to be a great plague to the people. A horse of six years old, a little more than

four feet six inches high, is sold for 701. ; and 151. has been offered for a colt ofone year
old. Pass Uzarch ; cQne at Douzenac y between which place and Brive meet the first

maize, or Indian com.
fp. ,« ,>• , .^ ,/, ,

. ,< ,

The beauty of the counby, through the thirty-four miles from St. George to Brive,

is so various, and in every respect so striking and interesting, that I shall attempt no par-

ticular description, but observe in general, that I am much in doubt, whether there be
any thing comparable to it either in England or Ireland. I^ is not that a fine view breaks
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now and then upon the eye to comjjensate the traveller for the dullness of a much
longer district ; but a quick succession of landscapes, many of which would be rendered

famous in England, by the resort of travellers to view them. The countn^ is all hill

or valley ; the hills are very high, and would l>e called with us mountains, if waste and

covered with heuth ; but being cultivated to the very tops, their magnitude is lessened

to the eye. Their forms are various : they swell in beautiful semi-globes : they project

in abrupt masses, which inclose deep glens : they expand into amphitheatres of cultiva-

tion that rise in gradation to the eye : m some places tossed into a thousand inequalities

ofsurface ; in others the eye reposes on scenes of the softest verdure. Add to this the

rich robe, with which nature's bounteous hand has dressed the slopes, with hanging

woods of chesnut. And whether the vales open their verdant bosoms, and admit the

sun to illuminate the rivers in their comparative repose ; or whether they be closed in

deep glens, that afford a passage with difficulty to the water roUijig over their rocky

beds, and dazzling the eye with the lustre of cascades ; in every case the features are

interesting and characteristic ofthe scenery. Some views of singular beauty rivetted us

to the spots ; that of the town of Uzarch, covering a conical hill, rising in the hollow

of an amphitheatre of wood, and surrounded at its feet by a noble river, is unique.

Dcrry in Ireland has something of its form, but wants some of its richest features. The
water-scenes from the town itself, and immediately after passing it, are delicious. The
immense view from the descent to Douzenach is equally magnificent. To all this is

added the finest road in the world, every where formed in the perfect manner, and kept

in the highest preservation, like the well ordered alley of a garden, without dust, sand,

stones, or inequality, firm and level, of pounded granite, and traced with such a perpet-

ual command of prospect, that had the engineer no other object in view, he could not have,

executed it with a more finished taste.

The view of Brive, from the hill, is so fine, that it gives the exjpectation of a beautiful

little town, and the gaiety- ofthe environs encourages the idea; but, on entering, such a
contrast is found as disgusts completely. Close, ill built, crooked, dirty, stinking streets,

exclude the sun, and almost the air, from every habitation, except a few tolerable ones

on the promenade. 34 miles.

The 9th. Enter a different country, with the new province ofQuercy, which is a part

of Guienne ; not near so beautiful tt Limosin, but, to make amends, it is far better cul-

tivated. Thanks to maize, which does wonders ! Pass Noailles, on the summit of a
high hill, the chateau of the marslial duke of that name. Enter a calcareous country,

and lose chesnuts at the same time.

In going down to Souillac, there is a prospect that must universally please : it is a
biid's-eye view ofa delicious little valley, sunk deep amongst some very bold hills that in-

close it ; a margin of wild mountain contrasts the extreme beauty of the level surface

below, a scene of cultivation scattered with fine walnut trees ; nothing can apparendy
exceed the exuberant fertility of this spot.

Souillac is a little town in a thriving state, having some rich merchants. They receive

staves from the mountains of Auvergne by their river Dordonne, which is navigable

eight months in the year ; these they export to Bourdeaux and Liboum ; also wine,

com, and catde, and import salt in great quantities. It is not in the power of an English
imagination to. figure the animals that waited ujxm us here, at the Chapeau Rouge.
Some things that called themselves by the courtesy of Souillac women, but in reali^

walking dunghills. But a neatly dressed clean wutmg ^rl at an inn will be looked for

in vain in France. 34 miles.

The 10th. Cross the Dordonne by a ferry ; the boat well contrived for driving in

ut one end and out at the other, without the abominable operation, common in Eng-
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land, of beating horses till they leap into them ; the price is as great u contrast as the

excellence; we paid for an English whisky, a French cabriolet, one saddle-horse, and

SIX persons, no more than 50s. (2s. Id.) I have paid half-a-crown a wheel in England

for execrable ferries, passed over at the hazard of the horse's liml)s. This river runs

in a very deep valley between two ridges of high hills: extensive views, all scattered

with villages and single houses ; an appearance of great population. Chesnuts on a

calcareous soil, contrary to the Limosin maxim.
Pass Peyrac, and meet many beggars, which we had not done before. All the

country girls and women arc without shoes or stockings ; and the ploughmen at their

work have neither sabots nor feet to their stockings. This is a poverty that strikes at

the root of national prosperity ; a large consumption among the poor being of more
consequence than among the rich : the wealth of a nation lies in iis circulation and

consumption ; and the case of poor people abstaining from the use of manufactures of

leather and wool ought to be considered as an evil of the first magnitude. It reminded

me of the miseiy of Ireland. Pass Pont-de-Rodez, and come to high land, whence
an immense and singular prospect of ridges, hills, vales, and gentle slopes, rising one

beyond another in every direction, with few masses of wood, but many scattered trees.

At least forty miles ai"e tolerably distinct to the eye, and without a level acre ; the sun
on the point of setting, illuminated part of it, and displayed a vast number of villages

and scattered farm^. The mountains of Auvergne, at the distance of a hundred miles,

added to the view. Pass by several cottages, exceedingly well built, of stone and
slate, or tiles, yet without my glass to the windows ; can a country be like to thrive

where the great object is to spare manufactures ? Women picking weeds into their

aprons for their cows, another sign of poverty I observed, during the whole way from
/:alais. 30 miles. ;.,,*^-^*;V :>*'F--'^.' .>:*?:;'-

The 11th. See for the first time the Pyrenees, at the distance of one hundred and
fifty miles. To me, who had never seen any object farther than sixty or seventy, I

mean the Wicklow mountains, as I was going out of Holyhead, this was interesting.

Wherever the eye wandered in search of new objects it was sure to re^t there. Their
magnitude, their snowy height, the line of separation between two great kingdoms,
and the end of our travels altogether accounts for this effect. Towards Cahors the

country changes, and has something of a sava^^ aspect ; yet houses are seen every

where, and one-third of it under vines.

That town is bad ; the streets neither wide nor stitiight, but the new road is an im-
provement. The chief object of its trade and resource are vines and brandies. The
true Vin de Cahors, which has a great reputation, is the produce of a range of vine-

yards, very rocky, on a ridge of hills full to the south, and is called Vin de Grave,
because growing on a gravelly soil. In plentiful years, the price of good wine here

does not exceed that of the cask ; last year it was sold at 10s. 6d. a barique, or 8d. a
dozen. We drank it at the Trois Rois from three to ten years old, the latter at 30s.

(1. 3d.) tlie bottle; both excellent, full bodied, great spirit, without being fiery,

and to my palate much better than our ports. I liked it so well, that I established a
correspondence with Mons. Andonry, the inn-keeper.* The heat of this country
is equal to the production of strong wine. This was the most burning day we had ex-
perienced.

On leaving Cahors, the mountain of .ock rises so immediately, that it seems as if

it would tumble into the town. The leaves of walnuts are now black with frosts that

* I since had a barique of him ; but whether he ^ent bad wine, which I am not willing to believe,
or that it came through bad hands, I know not. It is however so bad, as to be item for folly.

VOL. IV. c C
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Iiappencd within a fortnight. On in(iuiry, I found they are subject to these frosts all

through the spring months ; and though rye is sometimes killed by them, the mildew
in wheat is hardly known ; a flict sufficiently destructive of the theory of frosts being

the cause of that distemper. It is very rare that any snow ^Ms here. Sleep at Ven-
tillac. 22 miles.

The 12th. The shape and colour of the peasants' liouscs here add a beauty to the

country ; they are square, white, and «ith rather flat roofs, but few windows. The
peasants are for the most part land proprietors. Immense view of the Pyrenees before

us, of an extent and height truly sublime : near Pergcs, a rich vale, that seems to

reach uninterruptedly to those mountains, is a glorious scenery: one vast sheet of cul-

tivation : every where chequered with those well built white houses ; the eye losing

itself in the vapour, which ends only with that stupendous ridge, whose snow-capped
heads are broken into the boldest outline. T«hc road to Caussade leads through a very

fine avenue of six roAvs of trees, two of them mulberries, which are the first we have

seen. Thus we have travelled almost to the Pyrenees before we met with an article of

culture which some want to introduce into England. The vale here is all on a dead
level ; the road finely made, and mended wiUi gravel. Montauban is old but not

ill built. There are many good houses without forming handsome streets. It is said

to be very populous, and the eye confirms the intelligence. The cathedral is modem,
and pretty well built, but too heavy. The public college, the seminarj-, the bishop's

palaro, and the house of the first president of the court of aids are good buildings ; the

last large, with a most showy entrance. The promenade is finely situated ; built on
the highest part of the rampart, and commanding that noble vale, or rather plain,

one of the richest in Europe, which extends on one side to the sea, and in the front

to the Pyrenees ; whose towering masses, heaped one upon another, in a stupendous

manner, and covered with snow, ofitr a variety of lights and shades from indented forms,

and the immensity of their projections. This prospect, which contains a semicircle of

an hundred miles diameter, has an oceanic vastness, in which the eye loses itself; an

almost boundless scene of cultivation ; an animated, but confused mass of infinitely va-

ried parts : melting gradually into the distant obscure, from which emerges the amazing
frame of the Pyrenees, rearing their silvered heads far above the clouds. At Montauban,

I met captain Plampin, of the ro}al navy ; he was with major Crew, who has a house

and family here, to which he politely carried us ; it is sweetly situated on the skirts of

the town, commanding a fine view ; they were so obliging as to resolve my inquiries

upon some points, of which a residence made them complete judges. Living is reckon-

ed cheap here ; a family was named to us, whose income was supposed to be about fif-

teen hundred louis a year, and who lived as handsomely as in England on 50001. The
comparative dearness and cheapness of difi'erent countries is a subject of considerable

importance, but difficult to analize. As I conceive the English to have made far greater

advances in the useful arts, and in manufiictures than the French have done, England
ought to be the cheaper country. What we meet with in France, is a cheap mode of liv-

ing, which is quite another consideration. 30 miles.

The 13th. Pass Grisolles, where are well built cottages without glass, and some
with no other light than the door. Dine at Pompinion, at the Grand Soleil, an un-
commonly good inn, where captain Planipin, who accompanied us thus far, took
his leave. Here we had a violent storm of thunder and lightning, with rain much hea-

vier I thought than I had known in England ; but, when we set out for Toulouze, I

was immediately convinced that such a violent shower had never fallen in that king-
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dom ; for the destruction it had poured on the noble scene of cultivation, which but a

moment before was smiling with exuljerance, was terrible to behold. All now one

scene of distress 1 the finest crops of wheat beaten so flat to the ground, that I question

whether they can ever rise again ; other fields so inundated, that we were actually in

doubt whether we were looking on what was latelj- land, or always water. The ditches

had been filled rapidly with mud, had overflowed the road, and swept dirt and gravel

over the crops.

Cross one of the finest plains of wheat that is any where to be seen ; the storm there-

fore, was fortunately partial. Pass St. Jorry ; a noble road, but not better than in Li-

mosin. It is a desert to the very gates of Toulouze ; meet not more persons than if it

were a hundred miles from any town. 3 1 miles.

The 14th. View the city, which is very ancient and very large, but not peopled in

proportion to its size : the buildings are a mixture of brick and wood, and have eonse

quently a melancholy appearance. This place has always prided itself on its taste for

hterature and the fine arts. It has had a university since 1215 : and it pretends that its

famous academy of Jeus Floraux is as old as 1323. It has also a royal academy of

sciences, another of painting, sculpture, and architecture. The church of the Cordel-

Hers has vaults, into which we descended, that have the property of preserving dead

bodies from corruption ; we saw many that they assert to be five hundred years old. If

I had a vault well lighted, that would preserve the countenance and physiognomy as

well as the flesh and bones, I should like to have it peopled with all my ancestors ; and
this desire would, I suppose be proportioned to their merit and celebrity ; but to one
like this, that preserves cadaverous deformity, and gives perpetuity to death, the voracity

of a common grave is preferable. But Toulouze is not without objects more interest-

ing than academies ; these are the new quay, the corn mills, and the canal de Brien. The
quay is of a great length, and in all resjiects a noble work : the houses intended to be
built will be regular like those already erected, in a stile aukward and inelegant. The
canal de Brien, so called from the archbishop of Toulouze, afterwards prime minister

and cardinal, was planned and executed in order to join the Gaionne here with the canal

of Languedoc, which is united at two miles from the town with the same river. The
necessity of such a junction arises from the navigation of the river in the town being
absolutely impeded by the wear which is made across it in favour of the corn mills. It

passes arched under the quay to the river, and one sluice levels the water with that of
the Languedoc canal. It is broad enough for several barges to pass a- breast. Thes
undertakings have been well planned, and their execution is truly magnificent : there

,

however more magnificence vnan trade ; for while the Languedoc canal is alive wt..
commerce, that of Brien is a desert. // Q:^
Among other things we viewed at Toulouze, was the house of Mons. duyfiaiie^

brother of the husband of the celebrated countess. By some transactions,
" •^Jui^e^'

to anecdote, which enabled him to draw her from obscurity, and afterward^(46^arn;^/
her to his brother, he contrived to make a pretty considerable fortune. (Ari -mr firat

floor is one principal and complete apartment, containing seven or eight rPQ^n*, fitted:^'^

up and furnished with such profusion of expence, that if a fond lover, atWhe head ^'
a kingdom's finances, were decorating for his mistress, he could hardly gm: in large

jny thing that isnotjiere to be seen on a moderate scale. To those who at^
gilding here is enough to satiate ; so much that to an English eye it has too ^itwjr-an
appearance. But the glasses are large and numerous. The drawing-room very ele-

gant (gilding always excepted). Here I remarked a contrivance which has a pleasing

effect ; tliat of a looking-glass before the chimnies, instead of those various screens

c c 2
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used in England : it slides backwards and forwards in the middle of the room. There
is a portrait of Madame du Barre, which is said to be very like ; if it really is, one
would pardon a king some follies committed at the shrine of so much beauty. As to

Che garden, it is beneath all contempt, except as an object to make a man stare at the

efforts to which folly can arrive : in the space of an icre, there are hills of genuine
earth, mountains of paste-buard, rocks of canvas : abbces, cows, sheep, and shep-

herdesses in lead ; monkeys and peasants, asses and altars, in stone. Fine ladies and
blacksmiths, parrots and lovers in wood. Windmills and cottages, shops and villages,

nothing excluded except nature.

The 15th. Meet Highlanders, who put me in mind of those of Scotland ; saw
them first at Montauban ; they have round flat caps, and loose breeches :

** pipers,

blue bonnets, and oat- meal, are found," says Sir James Stuart, "in Catalonia, Au-
vergi:e, and Swabia, as well as in Lochabar." Many of the women here are without

stockings. Meet them coming from the market, with their shoes in their baskets. The
Pyrenees, at sixty miles distance, appear now so distinct, that one would guess it

not more thaii fifteen ; the lights and shades of the snow are seen clearly. 30
miles.

The 16th. A ridge of hills on the other side of the Garonne, which began at Tou*
louze, became more and more regular yesterday ; and is undoubtedly the most distant

ramification of the Pyrenees, reaching into this vast vale quite to Toulouze, but no
farther. Approach the moimtains ; the lower ones are all cultivated, but the higher

seem covered with wood : the road now is bad all the way. Meet many waggons,
each loaded with two casks of wine, quite backwsird in the carriage, and as the hind

Avheels are much higher than the fore ones, it shews that these mountaineers have more
sense than John Bull. The wheels of these waggons are all shod with wood instead of

iron. Here, for the first time, see rows of maples, with vines, trained in festoons, from
tree to tree ; they are conducted by a rope of bramble, vine cutting, or willow. They
give many grapes, but bad wine. Pass St. Martino, and then a large village of well

l)uilt houses, without a single glass window. 30 miles.

The 17th. St. Gaudens is an improving town, with many new houses, something

more than comfortable. An uncommon view of St. Betrand ; you break at once upon
a vale sunk deep enough beneath the point of view to command every hedge and tree,

with that town clustered round its large cathedral, on a rising ground ; if it had been
built purposely to add a feature to a singular pros|)ect, it could not have been better

placed. The mountains rise proudly around, and give their rough frame to this ex-

quisite little picture.

Cross the Garonne, by a new bridge of one fine arch, built of hard blue lime-stone.

Medlars, plums, cherries, maples in every hedge, with vines trained. Stop at Lau-
resse ; after which the mountains almost close, and leave only a narrow vale, the Ga-
ronne and the road occupying some portion of it. Immense quantities of poultry in all

this country ; most of it the people salt and keep in grease. We tasted a soup made of

the leg of a goose thus kept, and it was not nearly so bad as I expected.

Every crop here is backward, and betrays a want of sun ; no wonder, for we have

been long travelling on the banks of a rapid river, and nmst now be very high, though
still apparently in vales. The mountains, in passing on, grow more interesting. Their

beauty, to northern eyes, is very singular; the black and dreary prospects which our
mountains offer are known to everv one ; but here the climate clothes them with ver-

dure, and the highest summits in sight arc covered with wood ; there is snow on still

higher ridges.
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Quit the Garonne some leaj^ues before Siqjc, where the river Neste falls into it.

The road to Bufjncre is along this river, in u very narrow valley, at one end of which

is built the town of Luchon, the termination of our journey ; which to me has been

one of the most agreeable I ever undertook ; the good humour and good sense of my
companions aR- well calculated for travelling; one renders a journey pleasing, and the

other instructive. Having now crossed the kingdom, and been in many French inns,

I shiill in general observe, that they are on an average better in two respects, and worse

in all the rest, than those in England. We have hv ;d better in point of eating and
drinking beyond a question, than we should have done in going Irom London to the

Highlands of Scotland, at double the expence. But if in Lngland the best of every

thing is ordered, without any attention to the expence, we should for double the money
have lived better than we have done in France ; the common cookery of the French
gives great advantage. It is true, they roast every thing to a chip, if they arc not

cautioned ; but they give such a number and variety of dishes, that if you do not like

some, there are others to please your palate. The desert at a French inn has no rival

at an English one ; nor are the liquors to be despised. We sometimes have met with

bad wine, but upon the whole, far better than such port as English inns give. Beds
are better in France ; in England they are good only at good inns ; and we have none
of that torment, which is so peqilexing in iilngland, to have the sheets aired ; for we
never trouble our heads about them, doubtless on account of the climate. After these

two points, all is a blank. You have no parlour to eat in ; only a room with two, three,

or four beds. Apartments badly fitted up ; the v/alls white-washed, or paper of dif-

ferent sorts in the same room ; or tapestry so old as to be a fit nidus for moths and
spiders ; and the furniture such, that an English innkeeper would light his fire with it.

For a table, you have every where a board laid on cross bars, which are so conveniently

contrived, as to leave room for your legs only at the end. Oak chairs with rush bot-

toms, and the back universally a direct perpendicuhu", that defies all idea of rest alter

fatigue. Doors give music iis well as entrance ; the wind whistles through their chinks
;

and hinges grate discord. Windows admit rain as well as light ; when shut they are

not easy to open ; and when open not easy to shut. Mops, brooms, and scrubbing,

brushes are not in the catalogue of the necessaries of a French inn. Bells there are

none ; the fiUe must always be bawled for ; and when she appears is neither neat, well

dressed, nor handsome. The kitchen is black with smoke ; the master commonly the

cook, and the less you sec of the cooking, the more likely you are to have a stomach to

your dinner; but this is not peculiar to France. Copper utensils always in great plenty,

but not always well tinned. The mistress rarely classes civility or attention to her
guests among the requisites of her trade. 30 miles.

The 28th. Having been now ten days fixed in our lodgings, which the count dc
la Rouchefoucald's friends had provided for us, it is time to minute a few particulars

of our life here. Monsieur Lazowski and myself have two good rooms on a ground
floor, with beds in them, and a servant's room, for four livres (3s. 6d.) a-day. We
are so unaccustomed in England to live in our bed-chambers, that it is at first aukward
in France to find that people live no where else. At all the inns 1 have been in, it has

been always in bed-rooms ; and here I find, tliat every body, let his rank be what it

may, lives in his bed-chamber. This is novel ; our English custom is far more con-

venient, as well as more pleasing. But this habit I class with the oeeonomy of the

French. The day after we came, I was introduced to the la Rouchefouculd party,

with whom we have lived ; it consists of the duke and duchess de la Rouchefoucald,

daughter of the duke de Chabot ; her brother, the prince de Laon and his princess,
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tlic daughter of the diikc de Montmorenci ; the count de Chubot, another l)rother of the

(Uichcssdc lu Houchefouculd ; the marquis d'Auboiirvul, with my two fellow-travellers

and myself, make a party of nine at dinner and supper. A traiteur serves our table at

fourlivres a head for the two meals, two courses and a good desert for dinner: for sup-

jxr one course and a desert; the whole very well served, with every thing good m
season; the wine separate, at six sous (3d.) a bottle. With difficulty the count's groom
found a stable. Hay is little short of 51. English per ton ; oats much the same price as

in England, but not so good ; straw dear, and so scarce, that very often there is no litter

at all.

'J'he states ofLanguedoc are building a large and handsome bathing-house, to contain

various separate cells, with baths, and a large common room, with two arcades to walk
in, free from sun and rain. The present baths are horrible holes, the patients He up to

their chins in hot sulphureous water, which, with the beastly dens they are placed in,

(me would think sufficient to cause as many distempers as they cure. They are resorted

to for cutaneous eruptions. The life led here has v« ry little variety. Those who bathe,

or drink the waters, do it at lialf after five or six in the morning; but my friend and myself
are early in the mountains, which are here stu|)cndous ; we wander among them to ad-

mire the wild and beautiful scenes which are to be met with hi almost every direction.

The whole region of the Pyrenees is ofa nature and aspect so totally different from every
thing that I had been accustomed to, that these excursions were productive of much
amusement. Cuhivation is here carried to a considerable perfection in several articles,

especially in the irrigation of meadows: we seek out the most intelligent peasants, and
have many and long conversations with those who understand French, which however is

not the case with all, for the language of the country is a mixture of Catalan, Provencal,

and French. This, with examining the minerals (an article for which the duke de la

Rouchefoucald likes to accompany us, as he possesses a considerable knowledge in that

branch of natural history) and with noting the plants with which we are acquainted,

serves well to keep our time employed sufficiently to our taste. The ramble of the

morning finished, we return in time to dress for dinner, at half alter twelve or one ; then

adjourn to the drawing room ofMadame de la Rouchefoucald, or the countess ofGrand-
VfU altematelv, the only ladies who have apartments large enough to contain the whole
company. Kone are excluded, as the first thing done by every person who arrives, is

to pay a morning visit to each p;uty already in the place; the visit is returned, and then

every body is of course acc^uainted at these assemblies, which last till the evening is cool

enough for walking. There is nothing in them but cards, trick-track, chess, and some-
times music ; but the great feature is cards ; I need not add, that I absented myself often

from these parties, which are ever mortally insipid to me in England, and not less so

in France. In the evening, the company splits into different parties, for their promenade,

which lasts till half an hour after eight ; supper is served at nine ; there is after it an
hour's conversation in the chamber of one of our ladies ; and this is the best part of the

day, for the chat is free, lively, and unaffected: and uninterrupted, unless on a post day,

when the duke has such packets ofpapers and pamphlets, that they make us all politicians.

All the world are in bed by eleven.

In this arrangement of the day, no circumstance is so objectionable as that of dining

at noon, the consequence of eating no breakfast; for as the ceremony of dressing is

kept up, you must be at home irom any morning's excursion by twelve o'clock. This

single circumstance, if adhered to, would be sufficient to destroy any pursuits, except

tlie most frivolous. Dividing the day exactly in halves, destroys it for any expedition,
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inquiry, or buslneHS that ck-maiuls seven or eight hours attention, uninterrupted by any

calls to thi- Uibic or the toilette ; calls which, alter fatigue or exertion, arc obeyed with

refreshment and with pleasurc. We dress for dinner in England with propriety, as th<:

rest of the day is dedicated to ease, to converse, and relaxation ; but by doing it at

noon, too much time is lost. What is a man good for after his silk breeches and
stockings are on, his hat luuler his arm, and his head bien poudrc ? Can he botanize

in u watercd meadow ? Can he clamlKT the rocks to mineralize ? Can he farm with

the peasant and the ploughman ? He is in order for the conversation of the ladies, which
to be surc is in every country, Ijut particularly in France, where the women are highly

cultivated, an excellent employment ; but it is an employment tliat never relishes Let-

ter than after a day spent in active toil or animated pursuit ; in something that has eu'

larged the sphere of our conceptions, or added to the stores of our knowledge. I am
induced to make this observation, because the noon dinners are customary all over

France , except with persons of considerable fashion at Paris. They cannot be treated

with too much ridicule or severity, for they are absolutely hostile to every view ofscience,

to every spirited exertion, and to every useful pursuit in life.

Living in this way, however, ivith several persons of the fu^t fashion in the kingdom,
is an object to a foreigner solicitous to remark the manners and character of the nation.

I have every reason to be pleased with the experiment, as it affords me a constant op-

portunity to enjoy the advantages of an unaffected and polished society, in which an
invariable sweetness of disposition, mildness of cliaracter, and what in Lnglish we em-
phatically call good temper, eminently prevail : seeming to arise, at least I con-

jecture It, from a thousand little nameless and peculiar circumstances not resulting

entirely from the personal character of the individuals, but apparently holding of the

national one. Besides the persons I ha^e named, there are among others at our as-

semblies, the marquis and marchioness de Hautfort : the duke and duchess de Ville

(this duchess is among the good order of beings;) the chevalier de Peyrac ; Monsieur
I'Abbe Bastard ; Baron de Serres ; Viscountess Ouhamel ; the bishops of Croire and
Montauban ; Monsieur de la Murchc ; the baron de Montagu, a chess player ; the

chevalier de Cheyron ; and Monsieur de Bcllecomb, who commanded in Pondicherry,

iuid was taken by the English. There are also about lialf a dozen young oi'iicers, and
three orfourabbees.

If I may hazard a remark on the conversation of French assemblies, from wliat I have
known here, I should praise them for equanimity, but condemn them for insipidity.

All vigour of thought seems so excluded from cxprcssion, tliat characters of ability and
of inanity meet nearly on a par : tame juid elegant, uninteresting and polite, the mingled
mass of communicated ideas has powers neither to offend nor instruct ; where there is

much polish of character, there is litUe argument ; and if you neither argue nor discuss,

what is conversation ? Good temper, and habitual case, are the first ingredients in pri-

vate society ; but wit, knowledge, or originality, must break their even surface into some
inequality of feeling, or conversation is like a journey on an endless flat.

Of die rural beauties we have to contemplate, the valley of Larbousse, in a nook of
which the town of Louchon is situated, is the principal, with its surrounding accompa-
niment of mountain. The range that bounds it to the north is bare of wood, but co-
vered with cultivation ; and a large village, about Uiree parts of its he?<?ht, is perched
on a steep, that almost makes the unaccustomed eye tremble with apprehension, that

the village, church, and people will come tumbling into the valley. Villages thus
perched, like eagles' nests on rocks, are a general circumstance in the Pyrenees, which
appear to be wonderfully peopled. The mountain that forms the western wall of the

ii
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valley, is of n prmligioiis mnpfnitudc. VVntcrcd meadow and cultivation rise more than
om-third tlic- hcij^lit. A forest of oak and IktcIi forms a noble belt above it ; higher
siill is angion ollinp ; and above all snow. From whatever point viewed, this moiin<
tain is commanding from its magnitude, and iKautiful from its luxuriant foliage. The
range which closes in the valley to the east is of u cluiracter diflcrent from the others;

it has more variety, more cultivation, villages, forests, glens, and cascades. That
of Gouzat, which turns a mill as soon as it falls from the mountain, is romantic,

with every accompaniment necess;iry to give a high degree of picturcs(|uc beauty.

There are featuas in that of Moiitauban, which Claude Loraine would not have failed

transfusing on his canvas ; and the view of the vale from the chesnut rock is gay and
animated. The termination of our valley to the south is striking ; the rivtr Neste pour»
in inccsKiUit cascades over rocks that seem an eternal resistance. The eminence m the

centre of a small vale, on which is an old tower, is a wild and romantic spot ; the roar

of the waters beneath unites in effect with the mountains, whose towering forests, finish-

ing in snow, give an awful grandeur, a gloomy greatness to th': scene ; and seem to

raise a barrier of separation between two kingdoms, too formidable -ven for armies
to pass. But what are rocks, and mountains, and snow, when opi)osed to human am-
bition '? In the recesses of the pendent woods, the bears find their habitation, and on
the rocks above, the eagles ha\ e their nests. All lyound is great ; the sublime of na^

ture, with imposing majesty, impresses awe upon the mind ; attention is rivetted to the

spot ; and imagination, with all its excursive powers, seeks not to wunder beyond the

scene.

Deepens the murmurs of the falling floods.

And breatlics a browner horror o'er the woods. I

To view these scenes tolerably, is a business of some days ; and such is the climate

here, or at least has been since I was at Bagnerc de Luchon, that not more than one
day in three is to be dejjended on for fine weather. The heights of the mountains is

such, that the clouds, perpetually broken, pour down quantities ofrain. From June 26th

to July 2d, we had one heavy shower, which lasted without intermission for sixty

hours. The mountains, though so near, were hidden' to their bases in the clouds.

They do not only arrest the fleeting ones which are passing in the atmosphere, but seem
to have a generative power ; for you see small ones at first, like thin vapour rising out

of glens, forming on the sides of the hills, and increasing by degrees, till they become
clouds heavy enough to rest on the tops, or else rise into the atmosphere, and pass away
with others.

Among the original tenants of this immense range of mountains, the first in point of
dignity, from the importance of the mischief they do, ore the bears. There are both

sorts, carnivorous and vegetable-eaters; the latter are more mischievous than their

more terrible brethren, coming down in the night and eating the com, particularly

buck-wheat and maize ; and they are so nice in choosing the sweetest ears of the latter,

that they trample and spoil infinitely more than they eat. The carnivorous bears wage
war against the cattle and sheep, so that no stock can be left in the fields at night.

Flocks must be watched by shepherds, who have fire-arms, and the assistance of many
stout and fierce dogs : and cattle are shut up in stables every night in the year. Some-
times, by accident, they wander from their keepers, and if left abroad, they run a

considerable risque of being devoured. The bears attack these animals by leaping on
their back, force the head to the groundf and thrust their paws into the body in the
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violence of a dreadful hug. There nrcmany hunting duyn even )f«r for dcMrovin^'

ihcm ; several parishes joining for that purpose. (Ireat nunilx.'rs of n»en and hoys form

M cordon, and drive the wood where tlie iKurs are known or sus|)ected to he. The)
arc the fattest in winter, whtna good one is worth three loiiis. A bear never ventures

to attack u wolf; but several wolves together, when hungry, will attack a Ixur, and

kill and eat him. Wolves aa- here only ni winter. In sununer, they arc in the ler)

remotest parts of the Pyrenees ; the most distant from human habitations : they ure

here, as ever)- where else in France, dreadful to slut p.

A jMirt of our original plan ol travclhng to the l*vrenecs, was ait excursion into

Spain. Our landlord at Luchon luid before procured mules and guides for persons

travelling on business to Sarugossa and Burc( lona, and at our re(|uest wrote to VielU,

tlie first S|)unisli town across the mountains, for three mules and a conductor, who
speaks French ; and being arrived according to appointment, we set out on our expe
dition.

July 10. My friend and myself are mounted on the two Ik-hI mules, which are.

however, but small ; his servant, with our baggage, is on a third, and die owner of tlu-

mules, our conductor, marches on foot, boasting that his legs are good for fifteen leagues

a day ; this is his business ; but we are not a little disappointed to find his Frencli is

STtty much Uiat of a Sptmish cow, if I may use u common Frenoh expression. From
agncre to Luchon, we ascended incessantly, and in our way, viewed the pastures

in the French mountains, which the Spanish flock-masters hire for Uieir sheep m sum*
mcr ; which in emigrating, make thirteen days march ever)' year from the lower parts

of Catalonia. The management of these flocks is an object which must be explained

elsewhere. Having satisfied ourselves with the examination, we returned to the direct

road for V^ielle, which ()uits die river Neste, about a league from Bugncrc ; it enters

soon al'tcr one of the most wooded regions of the Pyrenees, and, at the same time, the

most romantic. The way so bad, that no horses but those of the mountains could pass

it ; but our mules trod securelv amidst rolling stones on the edges of preci|)iccs of n

tremendous depth ; but though sure footed, they arc not free from stumbling ; and,
when they happen in those situations to trip a little, they electrify- their riders in a maimer
not altogethef so pleasandy as Mr. Walker. Pass the frontier line which divides Fiance
from Spain, and still rising on Uie mountains, we see the Spanish valley of Aran, witli

the river Garonne winding through it in a beautiful manner. The town of Bostose and
the Spanish custom-house ure at the foot of the mountains. . This valley of Aran is

richly cultivated ; nothing scarcely can be finer than the view of it from heights so great
as to render the common objects interesting ; the road leads under trees, wnose natural

arches present, at ever)' ten paces, new landscapes. The thick woods give fine mosses
of shade ; the rocks large, and every outline bold ; and the verdant vale, tliat is spread
far below at your feet, has all the features of beauty, in contrast to the sublimity of the
surrounding mountains. Descend into this vale, and halt at our first Spanish inn. No
hay, no corn, no meat, ao gloss in the windows ; but cheap eggs and bread, and some
small trout, 15s. (T^d. English.)

^
Folbw hence the Garonne, which is already a fine river, but very rapid ; the inha-

bitants of the mountains float trees to their saw-mills, which are at work cutting boards.
The whole valley of Aran is well cultivated and highly i^opled ; it is a journey of eight
hours, or about forty English miles in length, and hais thirty-two villages, or nilher
little towns, which have a pretty appearance, the walls being well built, and the roofs
well sUted ; but on entering, the spectacle changes at once, for we Ibund them the abodes
of poverty and wretchedness ; not one window of glass to be seen in a whole town

;
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scarcely uny tliimiiirH ; the rooniN of both floors vomiting tt)<: Hmokc out of the win-

clows.

Arrive at Vicllc, the cupitul of thix valley, und the piiswif|;c from tlic purt of Fruiicr

we had IcA, to Barcelona ; a circumstHiice which has given it some trilling restxirccs.

We were here infornu-d, ttuit wc could not go into S\mi\ without a ptihsport : wc waited,

therefore, on the conunandant, lieutenant-colonel and knight of Culutrava, who presideii

over the whole valley, and its thirty-two towns ; his house was the only one we had seen

in this part that luid glass windows. In his anti-r(K)ni, tnidcr a canopy of state, hung
the king's picture. \Ve were received with the Spanish formality, und assured, that a

few months ago there was an order to sind every foreigner, found without a passport,

to the troops, which shews well enough the niunl)er of foreigners here. On each side

of his excellency's l)ed was a hrace ol pistols, and a crucifix in the middle; we did not

ask in which he puts tlie most contidence.

At Bagnere we were told lluit the imi at Viellc was good. Wc found the lower floor

n stable, from which wc mounted to a black kitchen, und, through that, to t* !)aking

room, w ilh a large batch of loaves for an oven, which was heating to receive them. In

this room utre two beds for all the travellers who might happen to come ; if too nu-

merous, straw is spread on the floor, and you may rest as you can. No glass to the

windows, and a large hole in the ceiling to clamber into the garret above it, wlK'rc tlie

windows were without shutters to keep out cither rain or wind. One of the beds was
occupied, so that my companion luid on a table. The house, however, afforded ei^gs

for anomlct, good bread, thick wine, brandy, and fowls killed alter wc arrived. The
|Kop'v very dirtv, but civil. 26 miles.

1 he 1 1th. Left V^iellc, and took that route to Barcelona, which is by the porte (pas-

sage across the mountains) of Piass ; another somewhat shorter being represented as

exceedingly steep and difticult, und the country to that city worse. Pass several of '''c

Uiirty-two villages of the valley of Ar i, that croud on each other, so that the popula-

tion must be very gnat. It results here, from the division of property und from the

plenty of cattle and luel yielded by the mountains belonging to cvtry parish.

Pass Artcas and Jasa ; cross the river that falls into the Garonne ; there is a fine view

of the mountains over the former of these places, of wood, rock, and snow. The trees

floating down the Garonne strike their ends against vhe rocks in it, und make a most
singular noise, very much like thunder. Pass ^aiit)'Jeau and Tradoze, which is the

lust village of the valley, and near it the source of 'he river Garonne to the left ; but a

stream to the right, which we passed, seems nuiser larger. All ihe villages we have seen

appear equally wretched ; chimnies too great a luxiuy to look for in any ofthem. Vast

rocks of granite are rolled j)romiscuously from the mountains, and innumerable springs

pour down their sides. Wc then mounted to the very top of the Pyrenees, much above

some of the remaining snow, and from the summit have a tremendous view of ridges

of mountains, one beyond another, in Catalonia, many of them with snowy tops, to the

distance of fifty or sixty miles. It took us four hours and three ouarters to get to the

top of the highest ridge ; yet when we began to ascend, we niust have been, if we may
judge from the rapidity of the Garonne for several hundred miles from hence to Bour-

deaux on some of the highest land in Europe. No wood at the top, but pasturage,

amongst rocks of micaceous schistus, for great herds of cows and oxen, that breathe

thepure air of this elevated region.

The springs we now meet with flow towards the Mediterranean; pass a church that

stands by itself in the descent, and a beautiful cascade oi five or six different falls, which

pour down a torrent not less than five hundred feet amongst wood ; a vast rock above
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It; the wholi' a pprnt hut nuviif^ view. The tn-fs heir (pincit) Jirc finer !t>nii on the

Frvnch hills; tluy arc all cut Inr the Toulou-sc market, heinj; carritd oxr the nioun<

tuitiH, und floated down the (Jaronne ; Iron) which \vc may draw concluhions on the

com|)anitive demand of the two kingdomn.

PusiH a si)<)t where an earth<|uake threw down part of a mountain, stopped tt stream,

und fornietl u larj^c pond : it must have been u dreiidliil eonvul.<ii()n, for the spot is now

u waste r)f immense fragments of roek, lar^e as eotta^res, that are tuinhled ahout in such

ruinous confusion as tu Ik truly horrible to view, 'i'he tradition is, that four men and
their mules wen* buried under them. Come to the valley of Kstere(hino, where whcnt

and rye are cut. Kvcry scran on the descent is cultivated ; it contmands an extensive

tuivuge view of mountains, with iKitehes of culture scattered about the declivities. The
prosiKct down the vale iKuutiful.

Cross an arch at the junction of two rivers, on which rafters aa* now formed of plank

and trees, and floated down. Heach Scullow; the inn so bad, that our i^uide would
not permit us to enter it ; we therefore went to the house of the cure. A scene followed

so new to Knelish eyes, thiU we could not refrain from luuf^hing very heartily. As our
reverend host nad u :;himney in his kitchen, v^e did not ((uanvl with the want of glass

in his windows : he run to the river to catch trout ; u num brought some chickens, that

were put to death on the spot. Fqr light, they kindled splinters of pine, and two merry
wenches and three or four men collected to stare at us, as well as wc at them, were pre-

sently busy to satisfy our hunger. They gave us red wine, so dreadfully putrid of the

boraccio, tlwt I could not touch it ; and brandy, poisoned with anniseed. What then

were we to do? seeing our disia-ss, they brought out a bottle of rich, excellent white

wine, resembling Mountain ; all Uien was well : but w hen we came to examine the beds,

there was but one to l«c 'ound. My friend would again do the honours, and insisted

on my taking it : he made his on a table> and what with bugs, fleas, rats, and mice,

slept not. I was not attacked ; and though the bed and a pavement miglit be tun'- cd
in the same class of softness—fatigue converted it lo down. This town and its inhabi-

tants appeared equally wretched ; the smoke holes, instead of chimnies, the total want
of glass windows, the cheeriuiness of which, to the eye, is known only by the want

;

the dress ofthe women ail black, with cloth of the same colour about their heads, and
lianging hall down their bucks, no shoes, no stockings : the effect, ui>on the whole, as dis-

mal and savage as their rocks and mountains. 32 miles.

The 12th. The hills on each aide are now almost close, and just admit the river, the

road, and a scrap of meadow. The rocks lameiluted schistus, some micacious. La-
vender, for the first time, spontaneous. Pass Briasca, a village perched on a mountain
like an eagle's nest. Come to Laboursel, where is an iron work, steel and iron made
at the same time, and the furnace blown by the full of water simply, without bellows.

The water falls about ten feet, and, by its motion, drives the air into a sort of tunnel,

which points to the centre of the furnace ; the bottom of the muss of melted metal is

stcei ; il^ middle ol it soft, and the upper part hard iron. They burn charcoal made
of pine wood. Pass Rudasb on the top of a rocky niuiuitain, and come presently to vines

and fruit trees, yet snow in sight. As we descend to thevi;!', every spot is cuhivated

that is capable of it. Cross the river lo Rcalp, a long town with many shops, in which
hemp fabrics seem a principal article. Hedges oi pomegranates in blossom. Dine at a

dreadful auberge, which, instead ol satisfyuig, oftended all the senses we were masters of.

Hitherto in Catalonia, we have seen nothing to conlirm the character ^iven of that

province ; for scarcely any thing has a tolerable appearance ; the towns and the country

appear equally poor and miserable.
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Come to Jarc, nhosc environs wear a better countenance, on account of an immense
salt work belonging to the king. Here first meet with olives, and going up the mountain,

which is all of pudding stone, find it cut into terraces, supported by walls, and planted

with vines, mulberries, and olives.

The road then led through a pass in the mountains, which presented, I think, without
exception, the most striking scene that I had ever beheld. I remember the impression

that the ocean made on me the first time I saw it, and believe it to have been weaker than

this ; I shall not spend many words in attempting to describe what the ]x;ncil itself in the

hands of a master would fail to convey an adequate idea. The pass is above a mile

long ; the rocks seem rent asunder to make way for the river, which entirely fills the

bottom of the chasm. The road was cut out of the rock, and was wrought witii gun-
powder, a work of prodigious labour and expence. It passes on heights that vary the

scene, and that give a der*.h below the eye enough to be interesting. The mountains of

stone, \\ hich rise on either side, are the most tremendous in their height, mitgnitude,

and pendant form, that imagination can conceive. Were all the rocks of England piled

on one another, they would form but pigmy heaps, compared with these gigantic and
stupendous masses. Rocks are commonly, even in their most bold apjjearances, de-

tached parts of mountains ; and, however great in themselves, have masses above them,
which lessen their effect. It is otherwise here: if we suppose the skeletons of mountains

laid bare to the eye, it will be but a vague idea. Vastness of size, perpendicularity of

form—pendant—and protruding—every circumstance that can give a power to inani-

mate nature, to command and arrest attention, is spread forth with an imposing magni-

ficence through every feature ofthis sublime scenery.

Pass Coolagase, the features of the country now begin to relax ; the mountainr arc

lot so high, and the vales are wider. Arri\'e at La Pobla, after a fatiguing journey of

thirty-six English miles, more than half of which, as in general, we made on foot.

Here we fared sumptuously, for report made the inn so bad, that we took refuge with a

shopkeeper. It seems an extraordinary circumstance, that in these parts of Spain you
ride to the door of a private house, desire lodging and food, and pay of course what they

demand. However, it murA always be taken into the account of our fare, that the wine of

all the country is so poisoned with the boraccio, that water is the best beverage, unless

anniseed brandy should be to your taste. Sallads also, a principal dish with them, are

not eatable by reason of the oil of the country being strong and rancid ; a quality which
the inhabitants seem to think essential to good oil, for they every where gave it the high-

est praises. This town has some good houses witii glass windows ; and we saw a well

dressed young lady, attended in a ^lant manner by two monks. 36 miles.

The isth. Leave La Pobla, and cross the river, which is sixty yards wide; it com-
pensates, by the use made of its waters in irrigation, the mischief it does in floods, for we
passed two large tracts destroyed by it. The mountains around of bold and interesting

features; the country in general a mixture of cultivation and vt^ste, for some space pleas-

ing enough to the eye ; but they have no meadows, so thft our mules have met with

nothing like hay ; straw and barley are their food; and t\ey tell us, that all over Spaiu

it is the same thing, with some exceptions in watered lands for lucerne. Much com
threshing ^'very where.

The road leads by Monte Esquieu, the whole of which consists of a white stone and
iu-gillaceo'js marie. Look back over a great prospect, but destitute of wood. Ourcaso
a pocn* place : there, as every where else, the first floor is a stable, which is cleaned

out not more than once or twice a year, when the land is ready to receive the dung.
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The delicious effluvia given to the rest ofthe house, in so hot a climate, may be conjec-

tured: rising into the kitchen and the chambers it there meets with such a variety of other

unsavory essences, as to form compounds sufficient to puzzle the most dexterous of the

aerial philosophers to analize. All their white wine ht;re is boiled. Descend mountains

terraced for olives, which pjrow well on rocks, but add no beauty to them ; insomuch

that c! thing a country with the most ugly of all trees adds nothinf^r to the pleasure of the

eye.

Pass in sight of St. Roma, and cross a district of shells, and a large waste entirely co-

vered with lavender.

Pass up a hill which commands a vast prospect of distant mountains, W. S. W. they

are in Arragon ; very high ; and seen one beyond another to a great distance ; also the

snowy ones of the Pyrenees which we have left. Following the road we see it opening

to an immense view of what at first appears to be a plain, a great rs ..^ f country towards

the sea, but it is all broken in motmtamous ridges, which seem low, riercly on compari-

son with the greater heights from which we view. The Pyrenees in ons great chain to

the left, and the mountains of Tortosa tc^ the right. Descend to Fulca, where we stop

for the night, at an inn kept by a considerable farmer, and meet, for Spain, with tolerable

accommodation. We had here, in the evening, a most tremendous tempest. The light-

ning which I have seen in England has been a mere glimmering, rompared with the

dreadful corruscations of this ardent and electric atmosphere. A ranj^'e of the Pyrenees

was in sight for one hundred miles in a line ; the forked flashes of the lightning darted

in streams of fire to the length of half that extent, and much of it from an immense
height. The colour was of the brightest whiteness ; the scene was great, awful and
sublime. 28 miles.

The 14th. In the moming the hemisphere was all heavy with clouds, and some rain

fell; we expressed appi'ehensions of being wet, but our landlord said we should have a

very fine day ; we had confidence, and it proved a clear burning one.

Here I may observe, that in above one hundred miles in Catalonia, we have seen but
two houses that appeared decidedly to be gentlemen's, one the governor's at Viellc, and
the other in the town of La Pobla; and in the same line of country not more than one
acre probably In two hundred is cultivated. Thus far, therefore, we have experienced an
entire disappointment in the expectation of finding this province a garden.

Pass the side of a mountain covered with rosemary, box, and brambles, and descend
into a rich vale to the town of Pons. Cross the river Seg-i-e by a most commodious ferry

boat, much better executed and contrived for carriages and horses, than any I have seen
in England. I have crossed the Thames, the Severn, and the Trent, but never saw any
in which the horses were not forced to leap through a narrow cut in the side of the boat to

the imminent danger of being lamed : and I have,known both cows, oxen, and horses

killed in the operation. A carriage may be driven in and out of this ferry boat without
taking off a horse, or a person moving from his seat. The boat crosses the river by a
gfeat rope passing over a lanthom wheel. The care and attention given to irrigation here

cannot be exceeded. Much silk winding.

They thresh their com by driving mules in the oriental method on a circular floor of
earth in the open air; a girl drives, three or four mep turn the straw, move it away, and
supply the floor.

Pass a waste of marie, with strata of talc in sorae places clear and and transparent, shin-

ing, and breaking into thin flakes. Deserts for several miles. Pass Ribelles, a vil-

"Viib ."^ •" • ''',-•; :;• ; ' ^'.' • - • ,-.,;••'•, ^ ;•; ;
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luge whose white ehiirch and houses, on the pinnacle of a rocky hill, have a singular

cil'cct in the midst of an uncultivated dreary tract. Dine at Senavia ; the day exces-

sively hot, and the flies so innumerable, as to be a perfect plague. They have a good
contrivance for keeping thcni off the table you eat at, which is a moveable and very

light i'mmc of canvas, suspended from the cieling by two pivots, and a girl keeps pulling

It backwards and forwards while you are at table ; the motion it gives the air drives off

the flics. Where this invention is not adopted, she uses a hand-flapper for the same
purpose, fanning in a droll manner, and far from disagreeable, when the girl is pretty.

Pass many watered grounds, with peaches, apples, and ripe pears. Pomegranates in the

hedges as large now as walnuts in the shell. To Biosca mostly desert hills, but with

some broad vaks. No where any wood to be seen, except olives, and evergreen oaks,

xvhich are almost as sad as olives. Towards Tora the country is more cultivated, and
has some scattered houses, which I note as a new circumstance. Pass Castle F'ollit. The
trountry im])ro\es to Calaf, where we arrived after a burning journey of forty Englisii

miles, having been fourteen hours on our mules. 40 miles.

The 15th. Sunday. To mass at four in the morning: the church almost fu'l of

muleteers ; it w as e\ ident that we were in Spain, from the fervency of devotion a h

which they bent their breasts at some of the responses in the service. How far tias

\ iolent attention to religion is connected with the waste state of their province, 1 shall

leave to others to determine. One thing, which surprised me a good deal, was seeing

great numbers of men going out of town with reap hooks to cut their com, just as on
any oth^r day ; this must be with the leave oftheir priests ; and to give such permission,

speaks more liberality than I had been taught to expect.

Cross a great waste, and mount a hill, from whence an extensive view over a naked
countr}- ; and, for the flrst time, we see Montserrat, the outline of which is interesting.

Dine at Camprat, in the midst of a rocky country, of a sc vage aspect, with so many
wastes, that not one acre in an hundred is cultivated. Arrivf; at the foot of Montserrat,

which, from the description given of it by Mr. Thickness, was one object of our

journey.

It is a remarkably isolated mountain, but of an immense basis. An admirable wind-

ing road is made, by whi'^.h we mounted to the convent ; to make this way was a great

'ftVtrt in a country where so few good roads are to be found. Much of this is hewn out

of the live rock. In other respects, it is one of the most singular in the world. On the

right hand is a wall of mountam fringed with wood, at the top of which are those stu>

pendous rocks, which render it famous : to the left a precipice horrible for depth, but all

covered with plants, which in England are sought with anxiety and expence for adorning

shrubberies and gardens; and vegetation here has the luxuriance which may be ex-

pcctcd in one of the finest climates m the world. The road so level, and these beautiful

pbnts so thick, that they altogether resemble the alley of a decorated ground. The
seen.. / on which you look is every where uncommon ; such a confusion of shades »ad
masses ; such a tumult of forms, that the eye wanders with a kind of amazement from part

to part, without being able to repose jn the quiet command of uny distinct object.

\Vi: arrived at the convent in time for the evening hymns and music. The church is

splendid, some of the pictures fine, and the multitude of offerings of diamonds, rubies,

and all oth<^r precious stones, with the quantity of gold and silver lamps, vases, &c. are

the last objects for me to dwell on, since they never raise any other emotion in my
bosom than of disgust. I liate the folly that gives ; and if the monks are honest, I hate

the folly tliat receives.

9
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On our arrival we were conducted to a neat, plain apartment in the convent, of two
rooms furnished with mere nccessaiies, and we were supplied by the servants with such

food and wine as we requested, at a very moderate expenee. To this useful species of

hospitality, we were obliged for a comfortable night's rest. 27 miles.

The 16th. The principal object which had induced us to take Montserrat in our
way, was the amazing prospect commanded from the top of the mountain, and from
the various hermitages described by Mr. Thickness. This morning we walked up the

hill, but the weather proved so perverse to our views, both in mounting and descend-

ing, that we v/ere the whole time in the clouds. I should most willingly have staid

two or three days here, and waited for a better time ; but my friend was in such a

hurry to return to Bagnere to the count de la Rouchefoucald, that we must have sepa-

rated, had I done it. In such tours as these it is always best to take a superfluity of

time ; a thing very difficult to do when one travels in company ; ^nd that of Mons. L.

was much too valuable and interesting to me to allow such a question for a moment.
All we could do in our elevated situation, was to mortify ourselves with imagining

the prodigious prospect before us, without a possibility of seeing five hundred yards,

for the clouds were beneath as well as around us. We stopped at one of the her-

mitages, the inhabitant of which, a Maltese of a gentleman -like deportment and man-
ners, received us hospitably and politely, setting out bread, wine, and fruit. He la-

mented our ill luck, telling us that the island of Majorca was distinctly to be seen

from his little garden, which we viewed with pleasure, but should have been better

pleased to have seen Majorca. But though the distant prospect was thus excluded, we
had the opportunity to examine and admire the uncommon and striking form of

the rocks, of which this most interesting mountain is composed : the whole seems one
vast mass of pudding stone.

Leave the convent, and take the road for Barcelona, which, in richness of vegetable

accompaniment, is inferior to that by which we came ; we were several miles descend-

ing. Pass Orevoteau, where is a hedge of aloes four feet high : here we are in a high
road, for we meet for the first time a cabriolet. Pass a wretched stony desert, which
yields only aromatic plants, scattered with dismal evergreen oaks. Esparagara is the

first manufacturing town we met with ; woollen oloths, stuffs, and laces : the town is

near a mile long. Near Martorell, see the triumphal arch, said to be built by Annibal

;

it has been lately repaired. In that town every one is employed in lace making ; they

have, however, another occupation not quite so agreeable to the eye, that of picking

vermin out of each other's heads, in which numbers of them were employed ; nor can

any thing be more stinking or filthy than their persons, or more dirty than their houses;

to view either, is enough to impress tlie idea, tliat cleanliness is one of the first of the

virtues, and doubly so in such a hot climate. No new houses in any of these towns.

The country is disagreeable, and rendered worse by many beds of torrents, without a

drop of water ; arid and hurtful to the eye. Apricots, plumbs, melons, &c. ripe, and
sold in the streets.

Come to a noble road, which they are making at the expence of the king ; fifty

or sixty feet wide, and wailed on the side to support the earth, of which it is formed.

The country now is far more populous and better built, many vines, and much culti-

vation.

It will probably be- found, that the great reputation of this province has arisen from
the improvements in the lower, flat, and irrigiited parts ; if so, it ought to be discri-

minated ; for by far the larger part of it is mountainous, not less m proportion, I

should conceive, than seven-eighths. Pass a large paper mill : and continuing on the
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same fine road, join another equally great and well made, that leads to Villa Franca.

Turn to the left for Barcelona, and cross a brid;;e of red granite, a solid, dunble,

and noble work, four hundred and forty paces long; but, though built only eight

years ago, is in a bad and inelegant style. Now meet a great number of carts and
carriages, drawn by very fine mules, and mark every appeanince of approaching a

great city. Within two or three miles of it, there are many villas and good buildings

of all sorts, spreading to the right and left, and seen all over the country. I Iiave

l)een at no city since we left Paris, whose approach carries such a face of animation

and eheerfulnessi ; and considering Paris as the capital of a great kingdom, and Barce-

lona as that of a province only, the latter is more striking beyond all comparison.

This noble roiid does honour to the present king of Spain ; it is carried in an even line

over all narrow vales, so that you have none of the inconveniences which otherwise

are the cficct of hills and decliv \ . A few palm trees add to the novelty of the pros-

jKct to northern eyes. The firs of the town is ver}- fine, and the situation truly

beautiful. The last half mile we : in great haste to be in time for the gates, as

they are shut at nine o'clock. We iiad had a burning ride of forty miles, and were
u good deal fatigued, yet forced to unde go a ridiculous search, as every thing pays
an entree to government on going into the town ; and we had stili two miles I believe

to pass, first to the French crown, which inn was full, and then to La Fonde, where
we found good quarters.

My friend thought this the most fatiguing day he had ever experienced : the exces.

sive heat oppressed him much ; and, inideed, travellers in general are much more pru-

dent than to ride during the whole day in the middle of July, choosing rather to ex-
pose themselves to fatigue here in the morning and evening only. But after a succes-

sion of dog holes, with perpetual starving and mortification in the mountains, the

contrast of this inn %vas great. It is a very good one, with many waiters, active and
alert as in Engknd. A good supper, with some excellent Mediterranean fish ; ripe

peaches ; good wine ; the most delicious lemonade in the world ; and ),jod beds, all

tended to revive us ; but Mons. Lazowski was too much fatigued for enjoying them.

40 miles.

The 17th. View the town, which is large, and to the eye, in every street, remark-

ably populous : many of them are narrow, which may be expected in an old town

;

but there are also many others broader, with good houses ; yet one cannot on the

whole consider it as well built, except as to public edifices, which are erected in a
magnificent style. There are some considerable openings, which, tliough not regular

squares, are ornamental, and have a good efiect in setting off the new buildings to the

best advantage. One quarter of the r;ity, called Barcelonetta, is entirely new, and
perfectly regular ; the streets cutting each other at right angles ; but the houses are

uU small and low, being meant for the residence of sailors, little shopkeepers, and arti>

zans : one front of this new town faces the quay. The streets are lighted, but the dust

so deep in some of diem, especially the broader ones, that I know not whethei- they are

all paved. The govcmor'a house and the new fountain are on a scale, and in a style,

which shews that there are no mean ideas of embellishment here. The royal foundery

for cannon is very great. The building spacious, and every thing seems executed in a

manner that proves no expence was spared. The guns cast are chiefly brass : they

are solid ; and some twenty-four pounders boring ; ])eriiaps in all mechanics the most
curious oper<U'OQ,uu,4 which can never be viewed without paying some Iramage to the

genius that first .invented it. In time of war three hundred men are employed here

;

but at present the number is not considerable. • •
,.,>..
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But the object iit Barcelona which is tlic most striking, and which, according to my
knowledge at least, luis no wh«.rc a rival, is the (jiiay. The design and execution arc

equally good. I guess it about half a niilc long. A low platform of stone is built but

a few feet above tne water, close to w hich the shii)s arc moored ; this is of breadth

sufficient *br goods and packages of all sorts in loading and unloading the vessels.

A row ol arched warehouses open on to this platform, and over those is the upper part

of the quay on a level with the street ; and for the convenience of going up or down
from one to the other, there are gently sloping ways for carriages, and also stair-cases.

The whole is most solidly erected in hewn stone, and fmished in a manner that disco-

vers a true spirit of magnificence in this most useful sort of public works. The road by
which wc travelled for several miles, the bridge by which we passed the ri\'er, and
this quay, are works that will do lasting honour to the present king of Spain.

There are now about 140 ships in the harbour ; but the number sometimes much
larger.

It is impossible to view such admirable works as the quay of Barcelona, without re-

gretting the enormous sums wasted in war and bloodshed. No quarrel happens between
two nations, but it costs twenty such quays ; a thousand miles of magnificent road ; aii

hundrc*d bridges ; the pavement, lights, founUiins, palaces, and public ornaments of
fifty cities. To tell a prince or a parliament (the latter wants this lesson to the full as

much as the former) that a war is as absurd as it is cruel, for it will cost so much
money in figures, makes not the least impression ; they never see the money, and the

expence is J* something ideal ; but to tell the king of Spain that it would cost the £s-
curial, St. Ildefonso, his palace at Madrid, and all the roads in his kingdom, and he
M'ould think very seriously before he engaged in it. To reason with a British parlia-

ment, when her noisy factious orators are bawling for the honour of the British lion,

for the rights of commerce, and freedom of navigation ; that is, for a war—that such
a war will cost an hundred millions sterling, and they are deaf to you. But let it cost
them those roads on which they roll so luxuriously, the public bridges, and the great
edifices that decorate the capital, and our other cities, if the members were willing at

such a price to hazard a war, the people would probably pull down their houses.
Yet the cases are precisely the same ; for if you spend the money that would form
and build such things, you in effect spend the things themselves. A very little calcu-
lation would shew, that the expence of our three last wars, which had no other effect

whatever but to spill blood and fill gazettes, would have made the whole island of
Great Britain a garden ; her whole coast a quay ; and have converted aii the houses in

her towns into palaces, and her cottages into houses. But to return.

The manufactories at Barcelona arc considerable. There is every appearance as
you walk the streets of great and active industry; you move no where without hearing
the creak of stocking engines. Silk is wrought into handkerchiefs, though not on so
great a scale as at Valencia ; stockings, laces, and various stuffs. They have also some
woollen fabrics, but not considerable. The chief business of the place is that of com-
mission ; the amount of the trade transacted is considerable, though not many ships
belong to the port.

The industiy and trade, however, which have taken root, and prospered in this city,

have withstood the continued system of the court to deal severely with the whole pro-
vhice of Catalonia. The famous efforts which the Catalans made to place a prince of
the house of Austria on the throne of Spain, were not soon forgotten by the princes of
the house of Bourbon, to their dishonour. Heavy taxes H ive bet .i laid on the people

;

and the whole province continues to this day disarmed ; so that a nobleman cannot
VOL. IV. £ e
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^ wear a sword, unless privileged to do it by ^cc or office ; and this goes so far, thai

in order to be able to shew this mark of distinction, they arc known to get themselves

enrolled as familiars of the inquisition, an office which carries with it that licence. I

note this correctly according to the information given me ; but I hope the person who
gave it was mistaken. For the nobility to stoop to such a meanness, and the court to

drive men to such unworthy means of distinction, fourscore years after their offence,

which nwas fidelity to the prince whom they esteemed their lawful sovereign, such an

act reflects equal dishonour upon the nobility and the crown. The mention of the in-

quisition made us inquire into the present state of that holy office, and we were inform-

ed, that it was now formidable only to persons of very notorious ill fame ; and that

whenever it does act against offenders, an inquisitor comes from Madrid to conduct

the process. From the expressions, however, which were used, and the instances given,

it appeared that they take cognizance of cases not at all connected with faith in reli-

gion ; and that if men or women are guilty of vices, which render them offensive,

this was the power that interposed ; an account, in my opinion, by no means favoura-

ble for the circumstance, which was supposed most to limit their power, was the explicit

nature of the offence, viz. being against the Catholic laith, and by no means against

public morals, to secure which is an object for very different judicatures in every

country.

The markets here are now full of ripe figs, peaches, melons, and the more common
fruits in great profusion. I bought three large peaches for a penny, and our laquais

de place said, that I gave too much, and paid like a foreigner ; but they have not the

flavour of the same fruit in England. In the giudens there are noble orange trees loaded

with fruit, and all sorts of garden vegetables in the greatest plenty. The climate

here in winter may be conjectured I'rom their having green peas every month in the

year.

View the very pretty fort to the south of the town, which is on the summit of a hill

that commands a vast prospect by sea and land. It is exceedingly well built and well

kept. Notwithstanding this fort to the south, and a citadel to the north of the

town, corsairs in time of war have cut fishing vessels out of the road, and very netur

the shore.

In the evening to the play ; the theatre I. very large, and the seats on the t\vo sides

of the pit (for the centre is at a lower price) extremely commodious ; each seat is se-

parate, so that you sit as in an elbow chair. A Spanish comedy was represented, and

an Italian opera after it. We were surprised to find clergymen in every part of the house

;

a circumstance never seen in France. Twice a week they have an Italian opera, and

plays the other evenings. In the centre of the pit on benches the common people seat

themselves. I saw a blacksmith, hot from the anvil, with his shirt sleeves tucked above

his elbows, who enjoyed the entertainment equally with the best company in the boxes,

and probably much more. Every well dressed person was in the French fashion ; but

there were many who still retained the Spanish mode of wearing their hair without pow-
der, in a thick black net which hangs down the back ; nothing can have a worse effect, or

appear more offensive in so hot a climate.

The 18th. On leaving the town we were searched again, which seems both useless

;md burthensome. Enter immediately an extraordinary scene of watered cultivation,

so fine that I suppose it has given the general reputation to the whole province. The
Indian fig, called here figua de Maura, grows six or seven feet high, very branching

and crooked; the arms at bottom as thick as the thigh of a common man; these and

many aloes in the hedges. At Ballalo, two hours from Barcelona, meet with the
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IFrst vintyards; but the hills here, for the most part, coitk* down to the sea; and where

they do not, the vale is not more than half a mile wide. Lycium in the hedges;

oranges in the gardens ; a few palm trees with vines around them. All here enclosed,

and the men mending gaps in their hedges. The appearance of industry on this coast

is as great as possible. Numbers of fishing boats and nets, with rows of good white

houses on the sea side; and while the men are active in their fisheries, the women arc

equally busy in making lace. Dine at Grcmah ; many large villages and scattered

houses all the way. Wherever there is an opening in the mountains, more distant and

still higher ones arc seen; a circumstance which unites with the vast view from Mont
semit, and shews that all behind is mountainous, and that the vales are no where large.

Pass a valley, part highly cultivated, but the rest for a quarter of a mile of breadth totalh

ruined by a torrent. Reach Martaro, a large town of white and clean well built houses,

the streets crossing each other at right angles. The inhabitants appear exceedingly in-

dustrious ; there are some stocking engines and lace makers at every corner. Every
house has one large door, which serves both for door and window to that room ; an un»

doubted proof of the warmth of the climate. I am sorry to add, that here also the indus-

try of catching vermin in each other's heads is very active.

Pass Areny's, a large town, where ship-building seems a business of some consc-

quence : making thread lace universal here; the thread comes from France Canet,

another large town, employed in ship building, fishing, and making lace. Ail these

towns are well built, with an equal appearance of generid industry, and its inseparable

companion, private comfort. Every scrap of flat land well cultivated, and the lulls co-

vered with vines.

At Callella, a large town like the former, full of industry, but the inn no better than

in the mountains, a stinking, dirty, dreadful hole, without any thing to eat or drink but

for muletecis; yet we are now in the high road from Paris to Madrid. 36 miles.

The 19th. Leave Callella, and in less than a league come to Pineda, another large

town, and pass Malgrat, which is not so well built as the preceding, but much lace made
in it.

The road here turns from the sea into an enclosed woodland. Pomegranates make
very fine thick hedges. There are old castles on the hills to defend the coast against the

Africans. Houses scattered every where, a I'eature essential to a fine country, and an
agreeable landscape. Poplars planted in some fields, and vines trained from one to an-

other. From reading accounts of this husbandry, I had formed an idea that it must be

singularly beautiful to see festoons of vines hanging from tree to tree ; but there is nothing

either pleasing or striking in it. The Pyrenees are now in Iront, with very high moun-
tains to the left, with their heads in the clouds.

Pass for several miles a country much mixed with wastes; and come to a very large

one, spreading over several extensive hills lor many miles, that presents an extraordinary

spectacle to northern eyes. It is a thicket of aromatic plants, and beautiful flower-,

ing shrubs, with but a small mixture ot plants common in England. Large spreading

myrtles three or four feet high, jessamines, honey suckles, lavender, rosemary, bay,

lentiscus, tamarisc, cassia, 8ic. &c. but all nuisances here even worse than heath with us,

for we see neither sheep nor goats. Pass Goronota, and many wastes for some miles

on gentle slopes, and come again to a thick woodland enclosed country, like some parts

of England. Many hedges of the yellow blossomed prickly acacia, which answers well
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for that purpose. Reach Girona, an old town walled and fortified with some redoubts,,

and u fort on the hill above it ; but not kept up, nor indeed would it stop an army
lialf an hour. Here is a cathedral and a bishop, who j^ave us his blessing as we passed

him, drawn in his coach by six mules. His revenue is 24,000 French livres ; there are

curees, who have from 1200 to 3000 livres. They tithe no live stock. They have

no manufactures of any consequence, and no resource but that of agriculture
; yet,

what is extraordinary, Castilian and French workmen come hither for employment.
36 miles.

Snow is on the Pyrcenes as well as at Bagnere de Luchon.
July 21. Leave Junquerras, where the countenances and manners of the people

would make one believe all the inhabitants were smugglers. Come to a most noble

road, which the king of Spain is makinj^; it begins at the pillars that mark the boun-

daries of the two monarchies, joining with the French road ; it is admirably executed.

Here take leave of Spain and re-enter France : the contrast is striking. When one

crosses the sea from Dover to Calais, the preparation and circumstance of a naval

passage lead the mind by some gradation to a change ; but here, without going
through a town, a barrier, or even wall, you enter a new world. From the natural

and miserable roads of Catalonia, you tread at once on a noble causeway, made with

all the solidity and magnificence that distinguish the highways of France. Instead of

beds of torrents you have well built bridges ; and from a country wild, desert, and
poor, we found ourselves in the midst of cultivation and improvement. Every other

circumstance spoke the same language, and told us by signs not to be mistitken, that

some great and operating cause worked an effect too clear to be misunderstood. The
more one sees, the more 1 believe we shall be led to think, that there is but one

all-powerful cause that instigates mankind, and that is government ! Others form

exceptions, and give shades of difference and distinction, but this acts with perma-

nent and universal force. The present instance is remarkable ; for Roussillon is in

fact a part of Spain ; the inhabit;ints are Spaniards in b'lguagc and in customs ; but

they are under a French government.

Great range of the Pyrenees at a distance. Meet shepherds that speak the Ca-

talan. The cabriolets we meet are Spanish. The farmers thresh their corn like the

Spaniards. The inns and the houses are the same. Reach Perpignan ; there I parted

with Mons. Lazowski. He returned to Bagnere de Luchon, but I had planned a

tour in Languedoc, to fill up the time to spare. 15 miles.

The 22d. The duke de la Rouchefoucald had given me a letter to Monsieur Barri

de Lasseuses, major of a regiment at PeriJignan, and who, he said, understood agri-

culture and would be glad to converse with me on the subject. I siillied out in the morn-

ing to find him, but being Sunday, he was at his country seat at Pia, about a league from

the town. I had a roasting walk thither, over a dry stony country under vines.

Monsieur, Madame, and Mademoiselle de Lasseuses, received me with great politeness.

I explained the motives of my coming to France, which were not to run idly through

the kingdom with the common herd of travellers, but to make my self a master of their

agriculture ; that if I found any thing good and applicable to England, I might copy it.

He commended the design greatly ; said it was 'ravelling with a truly laudable mo-
tive ; but expressed much astonishment, as it was so uncommon ; and was very sure

there was not a single Frenchman in all England on such an errand. He desired

1 would spend the day with him. I found the vineyard the chief part of his husbandry,

but he had some arable land, managed in the singular manner of that province. He

i
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pointed lo a villapre which he sjiiil was Rivisaha, w hich produced some of the most fa-

mous wine in France ; at dinner I loiuul that it UKrittd its riputatirni. In the eveniuf^

returned to Perpi^rnan, after a day fertile in useful information. H niilen.

Tlie 2M\. Take the roiid to Narhonne. I*ass KivesaUa. Under the mountain then*

is the hirjjjest sprinjr I ever saw. Otters- Pool and Holywell are huhhies to it. It rises

at the foot of the roek, and is able to turn immediately many mills ; beirifr at once rather

a river than a sprin{if. Pass an luiinterrupted Hat waste, without a siujiifle tree, house, or

village lor a eonsideral)le distance : by much the ugliest country I have seen in France.

Great (juantities of corn ever}' where treading out with mules as in Spain. Dine at

Sejean, at the Soleil, a good new inn, where 1 accidentally met with the marquis de
Tressan. He told me, that I must be a singular person to travel so far with no other

object than agriculture ; he never knew nor heard of the like ; but approved much of

the plan, and wished he could do the sixmc.

The roads here are stupendous works. I passed a hill, cut through to ease a descent,

thiit was all in the solid rock, and cost 90,000 livres (3,9371.) yet it extends but a few
hundred yards. Three leagues and an half from Sejean to Narbonne cost 1,800,000
livres (78,7501.) These ways are superb even to a lolly. Enormous sums have l)een

spent to level even gentle slopes. The causeways are raised and walled on eacii side,

forming one solid mass of artilicial road, carried across die vallies to the height of six,

seven, or eight feet, and never less than fifty wide. There is a bridge of a single arch,

and a causeway to it, truly magnificent ; we have not an idea of what such a road is in

England. The traffic of the way, however, demands no such exertions ; one-third of
the breadth is beaten, one-third rough, and one-third coverd with weeds. In thirty-six

miles, I have met one cabriolet, half a dozen carts, and some old women with asses.

For what all this waste of treasure ? In Languedoc, it is true, these works are not done
by corvees; but there is an injustice in levying the amount not far short of them. The
money is raised by tailles, and, in making the assessment, lands held by a noble tenure

arc so much eased, and others by a base one so burthened, that one hundred and twen-
ty arpents in this neighl)ourhood, held by the former, pay 90 livres and four hundred
possessed by a plebeian right, which ought proportionally to pay 300 livres, is, instead

of that, assessed at 1400 livres. At Narbonne, the canal which joins that of Lan-
gtiedoc deserves attention ; it is a very fine work, and will, they say, be finished next
month. 36 miles.

The 24th. Women without stockings, and many without shoes ; but if their feet are

poorly clad, they have a superb consolation in walking upon magnificent causeways

:

the new road is fifty feet vvide, and fifty more digged away or destroyed to make it.

The vintiige itself can hiirdly be such a scene of activity and animation as this universal

one of treading out the corn, with which all the towns and villages in Languedoc are

now alive. The com is all roughly stacked around a dry firm spot, where great num.
bers of mules and horses are driven on a trot round a centre, a woman holding the reins,

and another, or a girl or two, with whips drive : the men supply and clear the floor

;

other parties are dnrssing, by throwing the corn into the air for the wind to blow away
the chaft. Every soul is employed, and with such an air of cheerfulness, that the people

seem aa well pleased with their labour, as the farmer himself with his great heaps of wheat.

The scene is uncommonly mimated and joyous. I stopped and alighted often to see

their method ; I was always very civilly treated, and my wishes for a good price for

the farmer, and not too good a one for the poor, well received. This method, which
entirely saves bams, depends absolutely on climate : from my leaving Bagnere dc Lu-
chon to this moment, aU hrough Catalonia, Roussillon, and this part of Languedoc,
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there has 1)ron nothinp; like ra'm ; btit owe iinvaryinR clear bright nVy and litiniing sun,

\et not at all Mirt«)(Mtiiig, or to nic even un|)leus;ii)t. I nskcd whether they were not

.sonu times caught in the rain? they s;ii(l, very rarely indeed; but if rain did come, it in

Heldoni more than a heavy shower, which a hot sun (piickly succeeds and dri( s every

thin^j; speedily.

Tlie canal of LaiiRuedoc is the capital feature of all this country. The mountain
thronfrh which it i)itr(es is insulated, in the midst of an extended valley, and only half

a mile Iron) the road. It is a noble and stu|K'iulous work, goes through the hill about
the breadth of three toises, and was digged without shafts.

Leave the roati, and crossing the canal, follow it to Beziers ; nine sluicc-gsitcs let the

\vatcr down the hill to join the river at the town. A noble work ! The port is broad
( nough for four large vessels to lie abreast ; the greatest of them carries from ninety to

one hundred tons. Many of them were at the tpiav, some in motion, and every sign

of an animated business. This is the l)cst sight I have seen in France. Here Louis
XIV, thou art truly great ! Here whh a generous and benignant hand, though dis|KM)sest

tase and wealth to thy people ! Si sic omnia, thy name would indeed have been revered!

To cfilct this noble work, of uniting the two seas, less money was expended than to be-

siege Turin, or to seize Strasbourg like a robber. Such an cmploymtnt of the revenucH

of a great kingdom is the only laudable way of a monarch's acquiring immortality ; all

other nteans make their names survive with those only of the incendiaries, robbers, and
violaters of mankind. The canal passes through the river for about half a league, se-

parated from it by walls which arc covered in floods ; and then turns off for Cette.

Dine at Beziers. Knowing that Mons. I'Abbe Rozier, the celebrated editor of the

Journal Physique, and who is now publishing a dictionary of husbandry, which in France

has much reputation, lived and farmed near Beziers, I inquired at the inn the way to

his house. They told mc that he had left Beziers two years, but that the house was to

be seen from the street, and accordingly they shewed it me from something of a scpiarc

open on one side to the country ; adding, that it belonged now to a Mons. dc Rieuse,

who had purchased the estate of the Abbe. To view the farm of a man celebrated for

his writings, was an object, as it would at least enable me, in reading his book, to un-

derstand better the allusions he might make to the soil, situation, and other circum-

stances. I was sorr}' to heiu* at the table d'hote, much ridicule thrown on die Abbe
Rozier's husbandry, that it had bcaucoup de fantasie mais rien solide ; in particular,

they treated his paving his vineyards as a ridiculous circumstance. Such an experi>

ment seemed remarkable, and I was glad to hear of it, that I might desire to see these

paved vineyards. The Abbe here, as a farmer, has just that character which every man
will be sure to have who departs from the methods of his neighbours ; for it is not in

the nature of countrymen, that any body should come among them who can presume
with impunity to think for himself. I asked why he left the countrv ? and they gave

me a curious anecdote of the bishop of Beziers cutting a road through the Abbe's farm,

at the expence of the province, to lead to the house of his (the bishop's mistress) which
occasioned such a quarrel, that Mons. Rozier could stay no longer in the country.

This is a pretty feature of a government : that a man is to be forced to sell his estate,

and driven out of a country, because bishops make love I suppose to their neighbours'

wives, as no other love is fashionable in France. Which of my neighbours' wives will

tempt the bi'jhop of Norwich to make a road through my farm, and drive me to sellBrad-

lield ? I give my authority for this anecdote, the chat of a table d'hote : it is as likely to

be false as true ; but Lunguedocian bishops are certainly not English ones. Monsieur de
Rieuse received me politely, and satisfied as many of my inquiries as he could ; for he
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knew liulc more of the AI)ljLMuisl)aiulry tlwrn common rrport, iiiul what tlu- I'irm itself

told him. As to jmivi d vineyards, ihcrc wan no nuch thinj? : the report must have taken

n^»c• from a vineyard ofHurf^imdy nra|Ks, which the Al)l)c planted in a new manner:

he set them in aVurved form, in a foss, covering; them only with Hints instead of earth .

this succeeded well. I walked ovt r the farm, which is beaut ilullv situated, on the sIoik:

and top of a hill, which commands Ikziers, its rich vale, its luivijjation, arui a fincuc

companyment of mountains.

Bezicrs has a fine promenade ; and is iKcomin^, they s;iy, a favourite residence ifh

the Knulish, prcferrinj^ the air to thi»t of MontiKllier. Take the road to Pezcnas. It

leads up a hill, which commands, for some time, a view of the Mediterranean. Through

all this country, but particularly in the olive grounds, the cricket (cicala) makes accm-

st:.nt, sharp, monotonous noise ; a more (Klious companion on the road can hardly be

imaginid. Pezenas oikhs on a very fine country, a vale of six or ei^ht leu|j;ues extent

all cultivated ; a beautiful mixture of vines, mulberries, olives, towns and scattered

houses, with a great deal of fine lucerne ; the whole bounded by gentle hills, cultivated

to their tops. At sup|XT, at the Uible d'h<jie, we were waited on by a female without

shoes or stt>ckings, ex(|uisitely ugly, and diftusing odours not of roses : there were, how-

ever, a croix de St. I^ouis, and two or three mercantile- looking people, who prated

with her very familiarly : at an ordinary of farmers, at the iwoast and remotest market

village in England, such an animal would not be alluvved by the landlord to enter his

house ; or by the guests their room. 32 miles.

The 25lh. The road, in crossing a valley to and from a bridge, is a magnificent

walled causeway, more than a mile long, ten yards wide, and from eight to twelve feet

high ; with stone posts on each side at every six yards, a prodigious work. I know
nothing more striking to a traveller than the roads of Languedoc : we have not in Kng-
land a conception of such exertions; they are splendid and superb ; and if I could free

my mind of the recollection of the unjust taxation which pays them, I should travel with

admiration at the magnificence displayed by the states of this province. The police

of these roads is however execrable, for 1 scarcely meet a cart but the driver is asleep

in it.

Taking the road to Montpellier, pass through a pleasing country ; and by another

immense walled causeway, twelve yards broiid and three high, leading close to the sea.

To Gigcan, near Frontignan and Montbasin, famous for the muscat wines. Approach
Montpellier ; the em irons, for near u league, are delicious, and more highly ornamented
than any thing I have seen in France, v'illaswell built, clean, and comfortable, with

every appearance of wealthy owners, arc spread thickly through the country. They are,

in general, pretty squiire builiings; some very large. Montpellier, with the air rather

ofa great capit;U than of a provincial town, covers u hill that swells proudly to the view.

But on entering it, you experience a disapi>ointment from narrow, ill-built, crooked
streets, but full of people, and apparently alive with business

;
yet there is no consi-

derable manufacture in the place ; the principal arc verdigrease, silk handkerchiefs,

blankets, perfumes, and liqueurs. The great object for a stranger to view is the pro-

menade, or square, for it partakes of both, called the Perou. There is a magnificent

aqueduct on three tiers of arches for supplying the city with water, from a hill at a
considerable distance ; a very noble work ; a chateau d'eau receives the "'ater in a cir-

cular basin, from which it falls into an external reservoir, to supply the city, and
the jets d'eau that cool the air of a garden below, the whole in a fine square consi.

derably elevated above the surrounding ground, walled in with a biUlustrade, and
other mural decorations, and in the centre a good equestrian statue of I ouis XIV.
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'nuTt' is nil ulr of rral f^niiult nr ;iiul mHj^nirn'tnrr it> this uhcTiiI work, ili 'ruck mc
mure than till) tiling; at \ i r<i;(illc's. Tlu view is .ilsd siii^iiluil) l;« .ititiliil. '1 o tin mxiiIi,

the t'Vi' \\ anclt r» with diTif>;ht over a ri<h vale, spieutl with villus, .uid t«rniiiiutcd In the

scu. To the north, a strns of cultivated hills. Onone sidi , thi vast laiine of the l*y

reiiees trend auav till lost in reniotem ss. On the other, ihe ittrn.il snows of the Alps
j»i«ree the clouds. 'I'hi whole vitw oni ol the most stupeiKlous tu be seen, when u

ekarsky unproxiniateH these distant objects. 32 niileH.

The i2('»tJi. The fair ol' Beaiieaiie fills the whole country with btisincss and motion ;

nidi many carts louclcd ; and nine dilifj;t nces goiiifi; or coniinji;. Ycstinlay mid to-day

the hottest 1 evtr experienced; we had none likr tliem in Spain—the Hies much
woisethan tlu- heat. 30 miles.

The 27lli. 'I'lie amphitluatre of Ni .nies is u |)rodifi;iou!i work, which shews how
well the Hoinans had adapted these edifices to tlu abominable uses to which they wea*
erected. Thi' eoiiveiiienee of a theatre that could hold seventeen thousiind speetutorH

without confusion ; the magnitude ; the massive and substantial manner in which it is

built without inoitiir, that has withstoml the attacks of the weather, and the worse- de>

pre (lat ions ol the burbariaiis in tiic various revolutions uf sixteen centuries, all strike the

attention loniblv.

I viewed the liaison Quarre last nij»;ht ; again this morning, and twice more in th*

<\i\\ ; it is be\ond all comparison the most light, elegant, and pleasing building I #

belie Id. \\ ithoiit any nuigniiude torer.der it imposing ; without any extniordinary n

niliceiice to surprise, it rivets attention. 'I'here is a magic harmony in the proportions

that charm the eye. One can fix on no paiticulur of pre-eminent beauty ; it is one
pel led whole ol s^metry and grace. VVhat an infatuation in modem architects, that

can overlook the chaste und elegant simplicity of taste, manifest in such a work, and
vet rear such i)iles ol laboured foppery and heaviness as are to be met with in France t

^'he temple of Diana, as it is called, and the ancient baths, with their modern resto.

ration, and the promenade, form port ot the same scene, and are magnificent decora-

tions of the city. 1 was, in relation to the baths, in illluck, for the water was all drawn
oH", in order to clean them and the canals. The Roman pavemenlsare singularly beau,

tilul, and in liigh preservation. My quarters at Nismes were at the Louvre, a large,

commodious, and excellent inn—tlie house wasalmost as much a fair from morning to

night as Heuucaire itsell could be. I dined and supped at the tabic d'hote ; the cheap-

ness of these tables suits my finances, and one sees something of the manners of the

people ; we sat down from twenty to forty at every meal, most motley companies of

French, Italians, Spaniards, and Germans, with a Greek and Arminian ; and 1 was in-

formed, that there is hardly a nation in Euroi)c or Asia, that has not merchants at this

gieat lair, chiefly for raw silk, of which many millions in value are sold in four days:

all die other commcdities of the world are to be found there.

One circumstance 1 must remark on this numerous table d'hote, because it has struck

me repeatedly, which is the tacituniity of the French. I came to the kingdom expect-

ing to have my ears constantly fatigued with the infinite volubility and spirits of the

people, of w hich so many persons have written, sitting, I suppose, by their English fire-

sides. At Montpellier, though fifteen persons and some ot them ladies were present,

I ioundit impossible to make them break dieir inflexible silence with more than a mo-
nosyllable, and the whole company sat more like an assembly of tongue-tied quakers, than

the mixed company of a people famous lor loquacity. Here also, at Nismes, withadif.

ferent party at every meal it is the same ; not a Frenchman will open his lips. To-day
at dinner, hopeless of that nation, and fearing to lose the use of an organ they had so
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little inclitintiun to cmnluy, I fixed ntyscii' by a Spatiiiird, atul haviti^:^ hctii ao lately in

luH couiitr}', I fotincl liiin ready to converse, and loUralily eoniniunirative ; and in

deed we tuid mure conv^^rniuigii tlutn thirty otlicr persons niaintuincd among them
selves.

The 28th. Karly in the mominpf to tlie Pont dn Oard, lhronj;h a plain rover-

ed with vasit plantations of olives to the left, bnt nnuh uaste roeky land. At the

first view of that celebrated acniednet, I uas rather disappointed, luivin)^ ex|H.'etcd

something of greater nuimiitude ; but soon found the error : I was, on examining it

more nearly, convinced tfiat it possessed every <piality that ought to nmke a strong

impres!iion. It itt u stupendous work ; the magnitude, and the massive solidity of the

architecturc, which may probably endure two or three Uionsiuid years m(»re, united

with the undoubted utility of the undertaking, to givi! us a high idea of the spirit of

exertion which executed it for the supply of a provincial town : the surprise, however,

may ccusc, wlien we consider die nations enslaved that were the workmen. Returning

to ^lismes, meet many mcrdiants returning from die fair; each widi a child's dmm
tied to his cloak-bag : "; own little girl was too much in my head not to love ihcm
for diis mark of attention to their children ; but why a drum ? Have they not had
cnougli of the military in the kingdom, where d\ey are excluded from all the honours,

respect, and emolument, duit m flow from the sword ? I like Nismes much ; and
if the inhabitants be at all <.u a par with the appearance of their city, I should pre-

fer it for a residence to most, if not all the towns I have seen in France. The theatre

however, is a capital point, in that Montpellier is said to exceed it. 24 miles.

The 29th. Pass six leagues of disagreeable country to Sanve. Vines and olives.

The chateau of Mons. Sabbatier strikes in this wild countr}- ; he has inclosed much
with dry walls, planted many mulberries and oli\es, which arc yoimjj, thriving, and
well inclosed, yet the soil is so stony, that no earth is visible ; some of his walls are four

feet thick, and one of them twelve Uiick and five high, whence it seems, he thinks

moving the stones a necessary improvement, which I nxuch (question. He has built

three or four new farm houses ; I suppose he resides on this estate for improving

it. I hope he does not serve ; that no moon-shine pursuit may divert him from a con-

duct honourable to himself, and beneficial to his country. Leaving Sauve, I was
much struck widi a large tract of land, seemingly nothing but huge rocks ; yet most of
it inclosed and planted with the most industrious attention. Every man has an olive,

a mulberry, an almond, or a peach-tree, and vines scattered among them ; so that the

whole ground is covered widi the oddest mixture of these plants and bulging rocks,

that can be conceived. The inhabitants of this village deserve encouragement for their

industry ; and if I were a French minister, they should have it. They would soon
turn all the deserts around them into gardens. Such a knot of active husbandmen, who
turn their rocks into scenes of fertility, because I suppose their own, would do the same
by the W"dstes, if animated by the same omnipotent principle. Dine at St. Hyppolite,

with eig^t protestant merchants returning home to Rouverge, from the fair of Beau-
caire ; as we parted at the same time, we travelled together ; and from their con-
versation, I learned some circumstances of which I wanted to be informed ; they told

me also, that mulberries extend beyond Vigim, but then, and es|x:cially about Mil-
hand, almonds take their place, and are in very great quantities.

My Rouvergt; friends pressed me to pass with them to Milhaud and Rodez, assuring

me, that the cheapness of their province was so great, that it would tempt me to live

some time amongst them. Tliat I might have u house at Milhaud, of four tolerable

rooms on a floor furnished, for twelve louis a- year ; and live in the utmost plenty
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with all my family, ii" I would bring them over, for a hundr J louis a year : that there

were many families of noblesse, who subsisted on fifty, and even on tweqty-five a year.

Such anecdotes -^f cheapness are only curious when considered in a political light, as

contributing on one hand to the welfare of individuals ; and on the other, as contributing

to the prosperity, wealth, and power of the kingdom ; if I should meet with many such
instances, and also uith others directly contrary, it will be necpssjiry to consider them
more at I irsc. 30 miles.

The 30tn. Going out ofGauge, I was surprised to find by far the greatest exertion

in irrigation which I had yet seen in France ; i>nd then pass by i$ome steep mountains,

highly cultivated in terraces. Much watering at St. Laurei^ce. The scenery very in-

teresting to a farn er. From Gange, to the mountain of rough Gn"ound which I crossed,

the ride has been the most interesting which I have taken ;n France ; the efforts

of industry the most vigorous; the animation the most liv.ly. An activity has been
here, that has swept away all difficulties before it, and has clothed the very rocks

with verdure. It would be a disgrace to common sense to ask the cause : the enjoy-

ment of property must have done it. Give a man the secure possession of a bleak rock,

and he will turn k into a garden
;
give him a nine year's lease of a garden, and he will

convert it into a desert. To Montadier over a rough mountain covered with box
and lavender ; it is a beggarly village, with an auberge that made me almost shrink. Some
cur-throat figures were eating black bread, whose visages had so much of the gallies that

1 thought I heard their chains rattle. I looked At their legs, and could not but imagine

they had no business to be free. There is a species )f coiuitenance so horribly bad, that

it is impossible to be mistaken in one's readin;^. I was quite alone, and absolutely

without arms. Till this moment, I had not dreamt of carrying pistols : I should now
have been better satisfied, if I had had them. The master of the auberge, who seemed
fiirst cousin to liis guests, procured for me some wretched bread with difficulty, but it

iviic "ot black. No meat, no eggs, no legumes, and execrable wine : no com for my
mule ; no hay ; no straw ; no grass : the loaf fortunately was large ; I took a piece, and
sliced the rest for my four-footed Spanish friend, who ate it thankfully, but the auber-

giste growled. Descend by a winding and excellent road to Maudieres, where a vast

arch is thrown across the torrent. Pass St. Maurice, and cross a ruined forest amongst
fragments of trees. Descend three hours, by a most noble road hewn out of the moun-
tain side to Lodeve, a dirty, ugly, ill built town, with crooked close streets, but popu-
lous, and very industrious. Here I drank excellent light and pleasing white wine, at

5s. a bottle. 36 miles.

The 31st. Cross a mountain by a miserable road, and reach Beg de Ricux, which
shares with Carcassone, the fabric of Londiins, for the Levant trade. Cross much
waste to Beziers. I met to-day with an instance of ignorance in a well dressed French
merchant, that surprised me. He had plagued me with abundance of tiresome foolish

questions, and then asked for the third or fourth time what country I was of. I told him
I was a Chinese. How far off is that country ? I replied two hundred leagues. Deux
cents lieux ! Diable ! c'est un grand chemin ! The other day a Frenchman asked me,
after telling him I was an Englishman, if we had trees in England? I replied,

that we had a few. Had we any rivers ? Oh, none at all. Ah ma foi c'est bien

triste ! This incredible ignorance, when compared with the knowledge so universally

disseminated in England, is to be attributed, like every thing else, to government.

40 miles.

August 1. Leave Beziers, in order to go to Capestan by the pierced mountain.

Cross the canal of Languedoc several times; and over many wastes to Pleraville.
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The Pyrenees now full to the left, and their roots but a few leagues oft". At Carcassonne

they carried me to a fountain of muddy water, and to a gate of the barracks ; but I was

better pleased to see several large good houses of manufacturers, that shew wealth. 40
mile«.

The 2d. Pass a considerable convent, with a long line of front, and rise to Fanjour.

16 miles.

The 3d. At Mirepoix they are building a most magnificent bridge of seven flat

arches, each of sixty-four feet span, which will cost 1,800,000 livres (78,7501.) it has

been twelve years erecting, and will be finished in two more. The weather for several

days has been as fine as possible, but very hot; to day the heat was so disagreeable, that

I rested from twelve to three at Mirepoix ; and found it so burning, that it was an effort

to go half a quarter of a mile to view the bridge. The myriads of flies were ready to

devour me, and I could hiirdly support any light in the room. Riding fatigued mc,
and I inquired for a carriage of some sort to carry me, while these great heats should

continue ; I had done die same at Carcassonne ; but nothing like a cabriolet of any sort

was to be had. When it is recollected that that place is one of the most considerable

manufacturing towns in France, containing fifteen thousand people, and thiit Mirepoix is

far from being a mean place, and yet not a voiture of any kind to be had, how will an

Englishman bless himself for the universal conveniences that are spread through his own
country, in which I believe there is not a town of fifteen hundred people in the kingdom
where post chaises and able horses are not to be had at a moment's warning ! What a

contrast ! This confirms the fact deducible from the little traffic on the roads even
around Paris itielf. Circulation is stagnant in France. The heat was so great that I

left Mirepoix di&ordered with it : this was by far the hottest day that I ever felt. The
hemisphere seemel almost in a flame with burning rays that rendered it impossible to

turn one's eyes within many degrees of the radiant orb that now blazed in the heavens.

Cross another fine new bridge of three arches ; and come to a woodland, the first I hud seen

for a great distance. Many vines about Pamiers, which is situated in a beautiful vale,

upon a fine river. The place itself is ugly, stinking, and ill built ; with an inn ! Adieu,

Mons. Gascit ; if fate send me to such another house as thine—be it in expiation for my
sins ! 28 miles.

The 4th. Upon leaving Amons, there is the extraordinary spectacle of a river

issuing out of a cavern in a mountain of rock ; on crossing the hill you see where it en-

ters by another cavern. It pierces the moimtain. Most countries, however, have

instances of rivers passing under ground. At St. Gerond's go to the Croix Blanche,

the most execrable receptacle if filth, vermin, impudence, and imposition that ever

exercised the pr.tience, or wounded the feelings of a traveller. A withered hag, the

daemon of beasdiaess, presides there. I laid, not rested, in a chamber over a stable,

whose effluviae through the broken floor were the least offensive of the perfumes afford-

ed by this hideous place. It could give me nothing but two stale eggs, for which I

paid, exclusive of all other charges, 20s. Spain brought nothing to my eyes that

equalled this sink, from which an English hog would turn with disgust. But the inns

all the way from Nismcs a^e wretched, except at Lodeve, Gange, Carcassonne, and
Mirepoix. St. Garond's must have, from its appearance, four or five thousand peo-

ple. Pamiers near twice that number. What can be the circulating connection be-

tween such masses of people and other towns and countries, that cscH be held together

and supported by such inns ? There have been writers who look upon such observa-

tions as arising merely from the petulance of travellers, but it shews their extreme ig-
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norancc. Such circumstances arc political data. Wc cannot demand all the books ot

France to be opened in order to explain the amount of circulation in that kingdom ; a
politician must therefore collect it from such circumstances as he can ascertain ; and
among these, tralHc on the great roads, and the convenience of the houses prcpared for

the reception of travellers, tell us both the number and the condition of those travellers;

by which term I chiefly allude to the natives, who move on business or pleasure from place

to place ; for if they be not eonsiderablr enough to cause good inns, those who come
from a distance will not, which is evident from the bad accommodations even in the high

road from Calais to Rome. On the contrar}', go in England to towns th it contain fifteen

hundred, two thousand, or three thousand people, in situations absolutely cut off from all

<lependance, or almost the expectation of what are properly called travellers, yet you will

meet with neat inns, well dressed and clean people keeping them, good furniture, and a
refreshing civility ; }our senses may not be gratified, but they will not be offended ; and
if you demand a post chaise and a pair of horses, the cost of which b not less than 801. in

spite of a heavy tax, it will be ready to carry you whither you please. Are no political

conclusions to be drawn from this amazing contrast? It proves that such a population in

England have connections with other places to the amount of supporting such houses.

The friendly clubs of the inhabitants, the visits of friends and relations, the parties of plea-

sure, the resort of farmers, the intercourse with the capital and with other to^vns, form the

support of good inns; and in a country where they are not to be found, it is a proof that

there is not the same quantity of motion; or that it moves by means of less wealth, less

consumption, and less enjoyment. In this journey through Languedoc, I have passed an

incredible number of splendid bridges, and many superb causeways. But this only

proves the absurdity and oppression of government. Bridges that cost 70 or 80,0001.

and immense causeways to connect towns, that h&ve no better inns than such as I have

described, appear to be gross absurdities. They cannot be made for the mere use of the

inhabitants, because one-fourth of the expence would answer the purpose of real utility.

They are therefore objects of public magnificence, and consequently for the eye of tra-

vellers. But what traveller, with his person surrounded by the beggarly filth of an inn,

and with all his senses ofiended, will not condemn such inconsistencies, and will not ^vish

for more comfort and less appearance of splendour? 30 miles.

The 5th. To St. Martory is an almost uninterrupted range of well inclosed and well

cultivated country. For an hundred miles past, the women generally without shoes,

even in the towns ; and in the countrj' many men also. The heat }esterday and to-day

as intense as it was before : there is no bearing any light in the rooms; all must be shut

close, or none are tolerably cool : in going out of a light room into a dark one, though

both to the north, there is a very sensible coolness ; anr* out of a dark one into a roofed

balcony, is like going into an oven. I have been advised every day not to stir till four

o'clock. From ten in the morning till five in the afternoon, the heat makes all exercise

most uncomfortable ; and the flies are a curse of Egypt. Give me the cold and fogs of

England, rather than such a heat, should it be lasting. The natives, however, assert, that

this intensity has now continued as long as it commonly does, namely, four or five days

;

and that the greatest part even of the hottest months is much cooler than the weather is

at present. In two hundred and fifty miles distant, I have met on the road two cabriolets

only, and three miserable things like old English one horse chaises ; not one gentleman

;

though many merchants as they call themselves, each with two or tliree cloak bags be-

hind him : a scarcity of travellers that is amazing. 28 miles.
f. •'
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The 6th. To Bagnerc dc Luchon, rejoining my friends, and not displeased to ha\f

a little rest in the cool niuuntains, after so burning a ride. 28 miles.

The 10th. Finding our party not yet ready to set out on their retiu'n to Paris, I

determined to make use of the time there was yet to spare, ten or eleven dajs, in a

tour toBagncre de Bigorre, to Bayonnc, and to meet them on the way to Bourdeaux,

at Auch. This being settled, I mounted my English mare, and took my last leave ol"

Luchon. 28 miles.

The 1 1th. Pass a convent of Bernardine monks, who have a revenue of 30,000 livres.

It is situated in a vale, watered by a charming crystal stream, and some hills, cover-

ed with oak, shelter it behind. Arrive at Bagnerc, which contains little worthy of

notice, but it is much frequented by company on account of its waters. To the val-

ley of Campan, of which I had heard great things, and which yet much surpassed my
expectation. It is quite different from all the other vales I have seen in the Pyrenees

or m Catalonia. The features and the arrangement novel. In general the richly cul-

tivated slopes of those mountains are thickly enclosed; this, on the contrary, is open.

The vale itself is a flat range of cultivation and watered meadow, spread thickly witli

villages and scattered houses. The eastern boundary is a rough, steep, and rocky

mountain, and affords pasturage to goats and sheep ; a contrast to the western, which
forms the singular feature of the scene. It is one noble sheet of corn and grass unen-

closed, and intersected only by lines that mark the division of properties, or the chan-

nels that conduct water from the higher regions for irrigating the lower ones ; the

whole is one matchless slope of the richest and most luxuriant vegetation. Here and
there are scattered some small masses of wood, which chance has grouped with wonder-
Ihl happiness for giving variety to the scene. The season of the year, by mixing the

rich yellow of ripe com with the green of the watered meadows, added greatly to the

colouring of the landscape which is upon tiie whole the most exquisite for form and
colour that my eye has e\ xen regaled with. Take the road to Lourde, where is a

castle on a rock, garrisoned i tht mere purpose of kcepiiir ate prisoners, sent hither

by lettres de cachet. Seven or eight ire known to be In u present; thirty h. ve been

here at a time ; and many for life—turn by the relentless hand of jealous tyranny from
the bosom of domestic comfort ; from \ ivcs, child en, friends, and hurried lor crimes

unknown to themselves—more probably for virtues, to languish in this detested abode of

misery, and die of despair. Oh, liberty ! liberty ! and et this is the mildest govern-

ment of any considerable country in Europe, Oi - own exeepted. The dispensations of

Providence seem to have permitted the human ice to exist only as the prey of tyrants,

as it has made pigeons for the prey ofhawks. 35 miles.

The 12th. Pau is a considerable town, that has a parliament and a linen manufacture ;

but it is more famous for being the birth-place of H .y IV. I viewed the castle, and
was shewn, as all travellers are, the room in whici .at amiable prince was born, and the

cradle, the shell of a tortoise, in which he was nursed. What an eflfect on posterity have

great and distinguished talents! This is a considerable town, but I question whether

any thing would ever carry a . jranger to it but its possessing the cradle of a favourite

character.

Take the road to Moneng, and come presently to a scene which was so new to me
in France,' that I could hardly believe my own eyes. A succession of many well-built,

tight, and comfortable farming cottages, built of stone, and covered with tiles ; each

having its little garden, enclosed by dipt thorn edges, with plenty of peach and other

fruit trees, some fine oaks scattered in the hedges, and young trees nursed up with so

much care, that nothing but the fostering attention of the owner could effect any thing

! 1
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like it. To every house belongs a farm, perfectly well enclosed, with grass borders

mown and neatly kept around the corn fields, with gates to pass from one enclosure to

another. The men are all dressed with red caps, like the Highlanders of Scotland.

There are some parts of England (where small yeomen still remain) that resemble this

country of Bcarne ; but we have very little that is efjual to what I have seen in this ride of
twelve miles from Pau to Moneng. It is all in the hands of little propric»nrs, without the

farms being so small as to occasion a vicious and miserable population, /^x airof neat-

ness, warmth, and comfort breathes over the whole. It is visible in their new-built

houses and stables ; in their little gardens ; in their hedges ; in the courts before their

doors ; even in the coops for their poultry, and the sties for their hogs. A peasant does

not think of rendering his pig comfortable, if his own happiness hang by the thread of a

nine years lease. We are now in Bcarne, within a few miles of the cradle of Henry IV.
Do they inherit these blessings from that good prince ? The benignant genius of that

good monarch seems to reign still over the country ; each peasant has the fowl in the pot.

.'^4 miles.

The 12th. The agreeable scene of yesterday continues ; many small properties, and
every appearance of rural happiness. Navareen is a small walled and fortified town,

consisting of three principal streets, which cross at right angles, with a small square.

From the ramparts there is the view of a fine country. The linen fabric spreads through

it. To St. Palais the country is mostly enclosed, and much of it with thorn hedges, ad-

mirably trained, and kept neatly clip|)ed. 25 miles.

The 14th. Left St. Palais, and took a guide to conduct me four leagues to Anspan.
Fair day, and the place crouded with farmers ; I saw the soup prepared for what we
should call the farmer's ordinary. There .A'as a mountain of sliced bread, the coloured

which was not inviting ; ample provision of cabbage, grease, and water, and about as

much meat for some scores of people, as half a dozen English fanners would have eaten,

and grumbled at their host for short commons. 26 miles.

The 15th. Bayonne is by much the prettiest town I have seen in France; the houses

are not only well built of stone, but the streets are wide, and thcie are many openings

which, though not regular squares, have a good effect. The river is broad, and many
of the houses being fronted to it, the view of them from the bridge is fine. The pro-

menade is charming ; it has many rows of trees, whose heads join and form a shade de-

licious in this hot climate. In the evening, it was thronged with well dresaed people of

both sexes ; and the women, through all the comitry , ure the handsomest I have seen in

France. Jn coming hither from Pau, I saw what is very rare in that kingdom, clean and
pretty country girls ; in most of the provinces hard labour destroys both person and
complexion. The bloom of health on the cheeks of a well dressed country girl is not

the worst feature in any landscape. I hired a chaloup for viewing the embankment at

the mouth of the river. By the water spreading itself too much, the harbour was injured

;

and government to contract it has built a wall on the north bank a mile long, and an-

other on the south shore of half in length. It is from ten to twenty feet wide, and about

twelve high, from the top of the base of rough stone, which exteiK^s twelve or fifteen feet

more. Towards the mouth of the harbour, it is twenty feet wide, and the stones on
both sides crampt together with irons. They are now driving piles of pine sixteen feet

deep, for the foundation. It is on the whole a work of great expcuce, magnificence and
utility.

The 16th. To Dax is not the best way to Auch, but I had a mind to seethe famous
wayte called Les Landes de Bourdeaux, of which I had long heard and read so much.

I was intbrmed, that by this route, I should pass through more than twelve leagues of
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)rders them. They reach almost to the gates of Bayonnc ; but broken by cuhivatctl spots

for a league or two. These lands arc siuidy tracts covered with pine trees, cut regu-

larly fo- resin. Historians report, that when the Moors were expelled from Spain, they

applied to the court of France for leave to settle on and cultivate these lands ; and that

the court was much condemned for refusing them. It seems to have been tJiken for

granted, that they could not be peopled with French ; and therefore ought rather to

be given to Moors, than to be left waste. At Dax, there is a remarkably hot spring

in the middle of the town. It is a very fine one, bubbling powerfully out of the

ground in a hirge basin, walled in ; it is boiling hot ; it tastes like common water, and
I was told that it was not impregnated with any mineral. The only use to which it is

applied is for washing linen. It is at all seasons of the same heat, and in the same quan-

tity. 27 miles.

The 17th. Pass a district of sand as white as snow, and so loose as to blow ; yet

it has oaks two feet in diameter, by reason ofa bottom of white adhesive earth like marl.

Pass three rivers, the waters of which might be applied in irrigation, yet no use made
of them. The duke de Bouillon has vast possessions in these lands. A grand seigneur

will at any time, and in any country, ex^ilain the reason of improveable land being left

waste. 29 miles.

The 18th. As deamess is, in my opinion, the general feature of all money exchanges

in France, it is but candid to note instances to the contrary. At Aire, tney gave me,

at the Croix d'Or, soup, eels, sweet-bread, and green-peas, a pigeon, u chicken, and
veal cutlets, with a desert of biscuits, peaches, nectiu'ines, plums, and a glass of li-

queur, with a bottle of good wine, all for 40s. (20d.) oats for my mare 20s. and hay

10s. At the same price at St. Severe, I had a supper last night not inferior to it.

Every thing at Aire seemed good and clean ; and what is very uncommon, I had a

parlour to eat my dinner in, and was attended by a neat well dressed girl. The last

two hours to Aire it rained so violently, that my silk surtout was an insufficient de-

fence ; and the old landlady was in no haste to give me fire enough to be dried. 35
miles.

The 19th. Pass Beek, which seems a flourishing little place, if we may judge by the

building of new houses. The Clefd'Or is a large, new, and good inn.

In the two hundred and seventy miles from Bagnerc de Luchon to Auch, a general

observation I may make is, that the whole, with very few exceptions, is inclosed ; and
that the farm-houses are every where scattered, instead of being, as in many parts of

France, collected in towns. I have seen scarcely any gentlemen's country-seats that

seem at all modem ; and in general, they are thin to a surprising degree. I have not

met with one country equipage, nor any thing like a gentleman riding to see a neigh-

bour. Scarcely a gentleman at all. At Auch, met by appointment my friends, on their

return to Paris. 1 ^p lewn is almost without manufactures or commerce, and is sup-

ported chiefly by the rents of the country. But they have many of the noblesse in the

province, too poor to live here ; some indeed so poor that they plough their own fields

;

and these may possibly be much more estimable members of society than the fools and
knaves who laugh at them. 31 miles.

The 20th. Pass Fleuran, which contains many good houses, and go through a

populous country to Leitour, a bishopric, the diocesan of which we left at Bag-
nere de Luchon. The situation is beautiful on the point of a ridge of hills. 20
miles.

The 22d. By L'^yrac, through a fine country, to the Garonne, which we cross by
a ferry. This river is here a quarter of a mile broad, with every appearance of com-

1
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mcrcc. A large barge passed loaded with cages of poultry ; of such consequence
throughout the extent of this navigation is the consumption ofthe great city of Bout-
deaux ! The rich vule continues to Agen, and is very highly cuhivated; but has not

the lieauty of the environs of Leitour. If new buildings be a criterion of the flourish,

ing state of a place, Agen prospers. The bishop has raised a magnificent palace, the

centre of which is in a good taste ; but the junction with the wings not equally happy.

23 miles.

The 23d. Pass a rich and highly cultivated t^ale to Augillon ; much hemp, and
ever) womoa in the country employed on it. Many neat, well-built farm-houses on
small properties, and all the country very populous. View the chateau of the due
d'Aguillon, which, being in the town, is badly situated, according to all rural ideas

;

but a town is ever an accompaniment of a chateau in France, as it was formerly in

most parts of Europe ; it seems to have resulted from a feudal arrangement, that the

Grand Seigneur might keep his slaves the nearer to his call, as a man builds his stables

near his house. This edifice is a considerable one, built by the present duke ; begun
about twenty years ago, when he was exiled here during eight years. And, thanks to

that banishment, the building went on nobly ; the body of the house done, and the

detached wings almost finished. But as soon as the sentence was reversed, the duke
went to Paris, and has not been here since, consequently all now stands still. It is thus

that banishment alone will force the French nobility to execute what the English do
for pleasure—reside upon and adorn their estates. There is one magnificent circum-
stance, namely, an elegant and spacious theatre ; it fills one of the wings. The orchestra

is for twenty-four musicians, the number kept, fed, and paid, by the duke when here.

This elegimt and agreeable luxury, which fails within the compass of a very large for-

tune, is known in every country in Europe except England ; the possessors of great

estates here preferring horses and dogs very much before any entertainment a theatre

can yield. To Tonnance. 25 miles.

The 24th. Many new and good country seats of gentlemen, well built, and set off

with gardens, plantations, &c. These are the effects of the wealth of Bordeaux.
These people, like other Frenchmen, eat little meat ; in the town, of Leyrac, five oxen
only are killed in a year ; whereas an English town, with the same population, woidd
consume two or thrco oxen a week. A noble view towards Bordeaux for many
leagues, the river apjx'aring in four or five places. Reach Langon, and drink of its

excellent white wine. 32 miles.

The 25th. Pass through Barsac, famous also for its wines. They are now plough-

ing with oxen between the rows of the vines, the operation which gave Tull the

idv-ia of horse-hoeing com. Great population, and country seats all the way. At Castres

the countr}' changes to an uninteresting flat. Arrive at Bourdeaux, through a continued

^ ilhige. 30 miles.

The 26th. Much as I had read and heard of the commerce, wealth, and magnificence
t/i" this city, they greatly surpassed my expectations. Paris did not answer at all, for

it is not to be compared to London ; but we must not name Liverpool in competition

with Bourdeaux. The gi'and feature here, of which I had heard most, answers the

least ; I mean the quay, which is respectable only for length, and its quantity of busi-

ness, neither ol which, to the eye of a stranger, is of much consequence, if devoid of

beauty. The row of houses is regular, but without either magnificence or beauty. It

is a dirty, sloping, nuiddy shore ; parts without pavement, incumbered with filth and
stones ; barges lie here lor loading and unloading the ships, which cannot itpproach to

what should be a quay. Here is all the dirt and disagreeable circumstances of trade,
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witliout the order, arrangement, and magnificence of a quay. Barcelona is unique iti

this respect. When I presumed to find fault with the buildings on the river, it must
not be supposed that I inchide the whole ; the crescent which is in the same line is tiet-

ter. The place royale, with the statue of Louis XV, in the middle, is a fine opening, and
the buildings which form it regular and htmdsome. But the quarter of the chapeau
rouge is truly magnificent, consisting of noble houses, built, like the rest of the city,

of white hewn stone. It joins the chateau tromixtte, which occupies near half a mile

of the shore. This fort is bought of the king, by a company of speculators, who arc

now pulling it down with an intention of building a fine square and many new streets,

to the amount of 18(X) houses. I have seen a design of the square and the streets, and
it would, if executed, be one of the most splendid additions to i city that is to be seen

in Europe. This great work stands still at present through a fear of resumptions. Thi.

theatre, built about ten or twelve years ago, is by far the most magnificent in France.

I have seen nothing that approaches it. The building is insulateil, and fills up a space

of three hundred and six feet by one hundred and sixty-five, one end being the principal

front, containing a portico the whole length of it, of twelve very large Corinthian

columns. The entrance from this portico is by a noble vestibule, which leads not

only to die different parts ctf the tlieatre, but also to an elegant oval concert-room,

and saloons for \yalking and refreshments. The theatre itself is of a vast size ; in shaiK-

tlie segment of an oval. Tiie establishment of actors, actresses, singers, dancers, or.

c^rstra, &c. speaks the wealth and luxury of the place. I have been assured, that

from thirty to fifty louis -.t night have been paid to a favourite actress from Paris.

Larrive, the first tragic a<:tor of that capital, is now here, at 500 livres (211. 12». 6d.)

H night, with two benefits. Dauberval, the dancer, and his wife (the Mademoiselle
Theodore of London) are retained as principal ballet.master and first female dancer, at

a salary of 28,000 livres (12251.) Pieces are performed every night, Sundays not ex-
cepted, as every where in France. The mode of living that takes place here among
merchants is highly luxuttous. Their houses and establishments are on expensive
scales. Great entertainments, and many served on plate : high play is a much worse
thing ; and the scandalous chronicle s{)eaks of merchants keeping the dancing and
sin^mg girls of the theatre at salaries which ought to import no good to their credit.

This theatre, which does so much honour to the pleasure 5 of Bourdeaux, was raised

at the expence of the town, and cost 270,0001. The new dde corn mill, erected by a
company, is very well worth viewing. A lai^ canal is tligg'ed and formed in masonry
of hewn stone, the walls four feet thick, leading under the building for the tide

coming in, to turn the water wheels. It is then conducted in other equ^ly well form-,

ed canals to a reservoir ; and when the tide returns it gives motion to the wheels again.

Three of these canals pass under the building for containing twenty-four pair of stones.

Kvcry part of the work is on a scale of solidity and duration, admirably executed.

The estimate of the expence is 8,000,000 livres (350,0001.) but I know not how to

credit such a sum. How far the erection of steam engines to do the sanie business'

would have been found a cheaper method, I shall not inquire ; but I should apprehend
that the common water-mills on the Garonne, which start without such enormous ex-
pences for their power, must in the common course of events ruin this company. The
new houses that are builcUng in all quarters of the town, mark, too clearly to be
misunderstood, the prosperity of the place. The skirts are every where composed of
new streets ; with still newer ones marked out, and partly built. These.houses are in

genenil small, or on a middling scale, for mferior tradesmen. They^are all of white
stone, and add, as they are fimshed, much to the beauty of the city. I inquired into
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the date of these new streets, and found that four or five years were in general the pe-

riod : that is to say, since the peace ; and from the colour of the stone of those streets

next in age, it is plain that the spirit of building was at a stop during the wvn: Since

the peace they have gone on witn great activity. \Vliat a siitire on tne government ol

the two kingdoms, to permit in one the prejudices of manufacturers and merchants, and
in the other the insidious policy of an ambitious court, to hurry tlic two nations into

wars that check beneficial works, and spread ruin where private exertion was busied in

deeds of prosperity ! The rent of houses luid lodgings rises every day ; they complain

that the expences of living have incrcased in ten years full thirty per cent. There can

hardly be a clearer proof ofan advance in prosperity.

The commercial treaty with England being a subject too interesting not to demand at-

tention, we made the necessary inriuiries. Here it is considered as a wise measure, that

tends equally to the benefit of both coinitries.

We went twice to see Larrive [jcrform his two capital parts of the black prince in

Mons. du Belloy's Piere le Cruel, and Philoctete, which gave me a very high idea ofthe

French theatre. The inns at this city are excellent ; the hotel d'Angleterre and the

prince of Asturias ; at the latter we found every accommodation to be wished, but with

an inconsistence that cannot Ix: too much condemned : we had very elegant apartments,

and were served on plate, yet the necessary<house the same temple of abomination that is

to be met in a dirty village.

The 28th. Leave Bourdeaux ; cross the river by a ferry, which employs twenty-nine

men and fifteen boats, and lets at 18,000 livres (7871. ) a year. The view of Uie Garonne
is very fine, appearing twice as broad as the Thames at London ; and the number of

large ships lying in it, makes it, I suppose, the richest water view that France has to boast.

Hence to the Dordonne, a noble river, though much inferior to the Garonne ; the ferry

lets at 6000 livres. Reach Cavignac. 20 miles.

The 29th. To Barbesieux, situated in a beautiful country, finely diversified and
wooded ; the marquisate, of which, with the chateau, belongs to the duke de la Rouche-
foucald, whom we met here ; he inherits this estate from the famous Louvois, the mi-

nister of Louis XIV. In these thirty-seven miles of country, lying between the great

rivers Garonne, Dordonne, and Charente, and consequently m one of the best parts of

France for markets, the quantity of waste land is surprising ; it is indeed the predomi-

nant feature. Much of these wastes belonged to the prince de Soubise, who would not

sell any part of them. Thus it is whenever you stumble on a grand seigneur, even one

who was worth millions, you are sure to find his property a desert. The duke of Bouil-

lon's and this prince's are two of the greatest properties in France ; and all the signs I

have yet seen of their greatness, are wastes, landes, deserts, fern, ling. Go to their re-

sidence, wherever it may be, and you would probably find them in the midst of a forest,

very well peopled with deer, wild boars, and wolves. Oh I if I were the legislator of

France for a day, I would make such great lords skip!* We supped with the duke
de la Rouchefoucald : the provincial assembly of Saintonge is soon to meet, and this

nobleman, being the president, is waiting for their assembling. . .

The 30th. Through a chalk country, well wooded, though without inclosures, to

Angouleme ; the approach to that town is fine ; the country around being beautiful

with the fine river Charente, here navigable, flowing through it. 25 miles.

The 31st. Quitting Angouleme, pass tiirough a country almost covered with vines,

and across a noble wood belonging to the duchess d'Anville, mother of the duke de la

* lean assure the reader that these sentiments were those of the moment ; the events that have ta-

ken place almost induced me to strike many such passag;es out, h\if, it is Surer to all parties to leave

i;hem.
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Rouclici'uiirald to Vcrtcul, a chateau of the same lady, bi:ilc in 1459, where wc found

every thing that tnivcllcrs could wish in a hospitable mansion. The cmix;ror Charles V,

was cntertiined here by Ann de Poliguac, widow of Fnuicis II, count av la Rouchefou

cald, and that prince said aloud *' n'avoir jamais etc en maison qui sentit raicux sa grandc

vcrtu honnetete 8c scigneuric que celle la." It is excellently kept ; in thorough repair,

fully furnished, and all in order, which merits praise, consiclering that the family rarely

are nere for more than a few cUiys in the year, having many other and more considerable

seats in different parts of the kingdom. If this just attention to the interi'sts of posterity

were more general, we should not see the melancholy spectacle of ruined chateaus in so

many parts of France. In the gallery is a range of portraits from the tenth century ; by

one of which it appears, that tnis estate came by a Mademoiselle la Rouchefouculd, in

1470. The park, woods, and river Charentc here are fine : the last abounds greatly in

caqi, teiich, and perch. It is at any time easy to get from fifty to one hundred brace of

fish that weigh from three to ten pounds each ; we had a brace of caq) for supper, the

sweetest without exception, I ever tasted. If I pitched my tent in France, I should

choose it to be by a river that gave such fish. Nothing provokes one so much in a

country residence as a lake, a river, or the sea within view of the windows, and a dinno*

cvery day without fish, which is so common in England. 27 miles.

September 1st. Pass Caudec, Ruflec, Maisons-Blanches, and Chaunay. At the first

of these places view a very fine flour mill, built by the late count de Broglio, brother of

the marechal de Broglio, one of the ablest and most active oflicers in the i rench service.

In his private capacity, his undertakings were ofa national kind ; this mill, an iron forge,

and the project of a navigation, proved that he had a disposition for every exertion that

could, according to the prevalent ideas of the times, benefit his country ; that is to say,

in every way except the one in which it would have been eft'ective—practical agriculture.

This day's journey has been, with some exceptions, through apoor, dull, and disagree-

able country. 35 miles.

The 2d. Poitou, firom what I see of it, is an unimproved, poor, and ugly country.

It seems to want communication, demand, and activity of all kinds ; nor does it, on an

average, yield the half of what it mi^ht. The lower part of the province is much richer

and better. Arrive at Poitiers, which is one of the worst built towns I have seen in

France ; very large and irregular, and containing scarcely any thing worthy of notice,

except the cathedral, which is well built, and very well kept. The finest thin^ by far in

the town is the promenade, which is the most extensive I have seen ; it occupies a con-

siderable space of ground, with gravelled walks, &c. excellently kept. 12 miles,

The 3d. A white chalky country to Chateaurault, open, and thinly peopled, though
not without country seats. That town has some animation, by reason of its navigable

river, which falls into the Loire. There is a considerable cutlery manu&cture : we
were no sooner arrived than our apartments were full of the wives and daughters of ma-
nufacturers, each with her box of knives, scissors, toys, &cc. and with so much civil soli-

citude to have something bought, that had we wanted nothing it would have been impos-

sible to let so much urgency prove vain. It is remarkable, as the fabrics made here are

cheap, that there is scarcely any division of labour in this manufacture ; it is in the hands

of distinct and unconnected workmen, who go through every branch on their own ac-

count, and without assistance, except from their families. 25 miles.

The 4th. Pass a better country, with many chateaus, to Lcs Ormes, where we stopt

to see the seat built by the late count de Voyer d'Argenson. This chateau is a large

handsome edifice of stone, with two very considerable wings for offices and strangers'

apartments : the entrance is into a neat vestibule, at the end of which is the saloon, a
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circular mnrhic room, c xtrcmcly ck'i^nt imd well ftirnishcd : in the drawing room ari

IMiintings of the four French victorien of tiie war of 1744 : in ever} apirtment there i% a

stroiifi^ disposition to Knglish furniture and UKxles. This pleasing residence Ixlongs at

present to the count d'Argcnson. Thi late count who built it formed with the present

duke of Cir.»fton, in England, the scheme of a very ugreeubic piirty. 'I'he duke was to

go over with his horses and pack of fox hounds, and live here for some months, with a

number of friends. It originated in the proposal to hunt French wolves with Knglish fox

dogs. Nothing could be better planned than the scheme, for Les Ormes is large

enough to liavc contained a numerous party ; but the count's death destroyed the plan.

This is a sort of intercourse between the nobility of two kingdoms, which I am sur-

prised docs not take place sometimes; it would vary the common scenes of life very

agreeably, and be productive of some of die advantages of travelling in the most eligible

way. 23 miles.

The 5th. Through a dead '.at and unpleasant country, but on the finest road I have

seen in France; nor does li seem possible that any should be finer; not arising from

gRat exertions, as in Languedoc, but from Ixing laid flat with admirable materials.

Chateaus are scattered every where in this part of Touraine ; but farm houses and cot-

tages diin, till }ou come in sight of the Loire, the banks of which seem one cc vtinued

village. The vale through which that river flows, may be three miles over ; a dt, i level

of burnt russet meadow.
The entrance of Tours is truly magnificent, by a new street of large houses, built of

hewn white stone, with regular fronts. This fine street, which is wide, and with foot

pavements on each side, is cut in a straight line Uiroup^h the whole city to the new bridge,

of filteen flat arches, each of seventy-five leet span. It is altogether a noble exertion for the

decoration of a provincial town. Some houses re*main yet to be built, the fronts of which
arc done ; some reverend fathers are satisfied with their old Iwbitations, and do not'

choose the cxpcnce of filling up the eleg-ant design of the Tours projectors; they ought,

however, to be unroosted if they will not comply, for fronts without houses behind th»_m

have a ridiculous appearance. From the tower of the cathedral there is an extensive

view of die adjacent country ; but the Loire, for so considerable a river, and for being

boasted as the most beautiful in Europe, exhibits such a breadth of shoals and sands as

to be almost subversive of beauty. In the chapel of the old palace of Louis XI, Les
Plessis les Tours, arc tliree pictures which deserve the traveller's notice ; a holy family,

St. Catharine, and the daughter of Herod ; they seem to be ol" the best age of Italian iirt.

There is a very fine promenade here; long and admirably shaded by four rows of noble

and lofty elms, which for shelter against a burning sun can have no superior ; parallel

with it is another on the rampart of the old walls, which looks down on the adjacent gar-

dens ; but these walks, of which the inhabitants have long boasted, are at present objects

of melancholy ; the corporation has offered die treses to sale, and I was assured they

would be cut down the ensuing winter. One would not wonder at an English corpo-

ration sacrificing the ladies' walk for plenty oi turtle, venison, and madeira ; but that a

French one should have so litde gallantry is inexcusable.

The 9th. The count de la Rouchefoucald having a feverish complaint when he ar-

rived here, which prevented our proceeding on the journey, it became tl^-e second day a

confirmed fever ; the best physician of the place was called in, whose conduct I liked

much, for he had recourse to very little physic, but much attention to keep his apartment

cool and airy ; and seemed to have great confidence in leaving nature to throw off the

malady that oppressed her. Who is it tliat says there is a great difference between a

good physician and a bad one ; yet \ ory little between a good one and none at all ?
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Amoti(af other txciirslons I t(M)k u ride on the banks ol iIk* L<iirc towards Saiiinur,

iitid fouiul the country the sjuuf as near ToiiPt ; but the chatiaiis n(Jl so nnnurr)nH or

jjfood. Where the chalk hills advance perpendicularly towards the ri\er, tluy present a

niO!»t sinf;nlur spectacle ol' uncommon habitations ; lor a )^txat nnnilK r ol' honst s are < nt

out of the white rock, I'ronted with niasonr), and holes cut above for <;hinn\ies, so that

you sometimes know not where- the house in from which you see the smoke issuinpf.

These cavern houses are in some places in tiers one above unothi r. Some with litth-

scraps of gardens have a pretty enecl. In general the proprietors occu|)y them ; but

many are let at 10, 12, and 15 livresa yeiu". I'lie people I talked with scenjccl well sjitis-

ficd with their habitations, us (];ood and comfortable : u pr<Kjfof the dryness of the climate.

In Kngland the rheumatism would be the chief inhal)ilant. WidkeJ to the Benedictim

conventofMiUTnoutier, of which the cardinal de Rohan, at present here, is abbot.

The 10th. Nature, or the Tours doctor, having recovered the count, we set Ibrward

on ourjourney. The road to Chanteloup is made on an embankment that secures a large-

level tract from floods. The country more uninteresting than I could have thought it

possible in the vicinity of a great river. View Chanteloup, the magnificent scat of the

late duke de Choiseul. It is situated on u rising ground, at some distance from the

Loire, which in winter, o** uAer great floods, is u flne object, but at present is scarcely

Seen. The ground floor in front consists of seven rooms : the dining room of about

thirty by twenty, and the drawing room thirty by thirty-three : the library is seventy-two

by twenty, fitted up bv the present possessor, the duke de Penthievre, with very beauti-

ful tapestry from the 6obelms. In the pleasure ground, on a hillco ^nmndinga very

extensive prospect, is a Chinese pagoda, one hundred and twenty feet high, built by the

duke, in commemoration of the persons who visited him in his exile. On the «valls of

the first room in it their names are ei^graven on marble tablets. The number and rank.

of the persons do honour to the duke and to themselves. The idea was a happy one.

The forest you look down on from this building is vefv extensive ; they say eleven leagues

across: ridmgs are cut pointing to the pagoda; and when the duke w;is alive,thQse glades

had the mischievous animation of a vast hunt, supported so liberally as to ruin the master

of it, and transferred the projierty of this noble estate and residence from his family to

the last hands I should wish to see it in, a prince of the blood. Great h)rds love too much
an environ of forests, boars, and huntsmen, insteadof marking their residence by the ac
companiment of neat and well cultivated farms, clean cottages, and huppy peasants. In

such a method of shewing their magnificence, rearing forests, gilding domes, or bidding

aspiring columns rise, nught be wanted ; but they would have, instead of them, erec-

tionsof comfort, establishments of ease, and plantations of felicity: and their harvest, in-

stead of the flesh of hours, would be in the voice of cheerful gratitude ; they would see

public prosperity flourish on its best basis of private happiness. As a farmer, there is

one feature which shews the duke de Choiseul had some merit : he built a noble cow<
house ; a platform leads along uie middle between two rows of mangers, with stalls for

seyenty-two, and another apartment, not so large, for others, and for calves. He imported

one hundred and twenty very fine Swiss cows, and visited them with his company every

day, as they were kept constantly tied up. To this I may add the best built sheep house

I have seen in France : and I thought I saw from the pagoda part of the farm better laid

out and ploughed than common in the country, so that he probably imported some
ploughmen. This has merit in it; but it was aJJ the merit of banishment, Chanteloup

would neither have been built, nor decorated, nor furnished, if the duke had not been
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rxilcd. It uaH the Hnmc with the duke d'Ar^i^iiilloti. These ministers would have

alximinuted the eountry, instead of reariuf; Much edifices, or forming sueh esitabUslu

inents, if the) had not l)oth bein sent from VersaiillcH. View the muiiufacturc of steel

ut Amboise, establihlud by the duke de Choiscul. Vineyards the chief feuturc of ugri

rultuir. .17 mill*!.

The 11th. To Hlois, an old town |)rettilv situated on die Loire, with a good
btone bridge of tlt\en arches. We viewed th«; eastle, for the historical monuiuent
it aiiord.i that has rendered it so famous. They shew the room where the council as-

sembled, and the < himney in it U'lori' which tlu duke of Guise was standing when the

kiu^ij's pajTc ean\e to demand his presence in the royal closet ; the door he was entering

when stabbid: tlir tapestry he was in the act of turning aside ; the tower where his

brother the cardinal suH'ered; with a hole in the floor into die dungeon of Louis XI,

of which the guide tells many horrible stories, in the same tone, from liuving told

them so often, in which the fellow in Westminster Abbey gives his monotonous his*

lory of the Kjmbs. The best circumstance attending the view of the spots, or the walls

within which great, daring, or important actions have been {XTformcd, is the impres-

sion they make on the mind, or rather on the heart of the spectator, for it is an emo-
tion of feeling, rather than an elVort of reflection. The murders, or |)olitical execu-

tions periKtrated in this custle, though not uninteresting, were inflicted on, and caused bv
men w ho comnuind neither our love, nor our vcnemtion. The character of the period,

and of the men that figured in it, were alike disgusting. Bigotrv and ambition, equally

dark, insidious, and blomly, allow no feelings of regret. Quit the Loire, and pass to

Chumbord. The (piantity of vines is great ; they have them very flourishing on a flat

poor blowing sund. How well satisfied would my friend Le Blanc be if his poorest sands

ut Cavenhum gave him a hunda'd dozen of good wine per acre per annum ! See at one

coup d'oeil two thoub;ind acres of them. View die royal chateau at Chambord, built by

that magnificent prince Fnuicis I, and inhabited by the late marechal dc Saxe. I liad heard

much of,this castle, and it more than answered my expectation. It gives a great idea of

the splendour of that prince. Comparing the centuries and the revenues of Louis XIV,
and Francis I, I prefer Chambord infinitely toVcrsailltt. The apartments arc large, nume-
rous, and well contrived. I admired the stone staircase in the centre of the house, which,

being in a double spiral line, contains two distinct staircases, one above another, by which
means people arc going up and down at the same time, without seeing each other. The
i'our apiu-tmcnts in the attic, with arched stone roofs, were in no mean taste. One of

these count Saxe turned into a neat well contrived theatre. We were shewn the apart-

ment which that great soldier occupied, and the room in which he died. Whether in

his bed or not is yet a problem for anecdote hunters to solve. A report not uncommon
in France was, that lie was run through the heart in a duel with the prince of Conti, who
came to Chambord for that puqiose ; and great care was taken to conceal it from the king

(Louis XV) who hiid such a friendship for the miircchal, diat he would certiiinly

liave driven the prince out of the kingdom. There are several ajiartments modernised,

either for the marechal or for the governors that have resided here since. In one there

is a fine picture of Louis XIV, on horseback. Near the castle arc the barracks for

the regiment of fifteen hundred horse, formed by marechal de Saxe, and which Louiu

XV, gave him, by appointing them to garrison Chamljord while dieir colonel made it

his residence. He lived here in great splendour, and highly respected by his sovereign,

and the whole kingdom. The situation of the castle is bad; it is low, and without

J lie least prospect that is interesting; indeed the whole country is so flat that a high
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pfrotuul is hardly to be foiiiul in it. From the battlements \\v vtw ihc cuvliuns, ol

uhich the purk or forest forms three- fotirths; it cotitiiins within a wall uboiit tueiUv

thuuhuiul urpeiits, aiul uboiituls with till sorts of ^-.une to a ciegtec of protiisioii. (iriai

trucks of this park are waste «)r uiuler heath, he. or at least a \ery imperfect eiillivu-

tion ; I could not help tliinkin|j^, that if the kinp; of France ever formed the iiUu ot

cstablishinff one com|«!ete and perfect farm under the turnip culture of Kn)>;land, Ikic

is the place for it. l^ei him assign the chateau for the residence of the director and all

his attcndanttt ; mid the bamicks, which are nou applied to no use whate\ er, for stalls

for cattle, and the profits of the Avood would be sutReient to stock and supjiort the

whole undertaking. What comparison between the utility of such an establishment,

and that of a much greater expenee applied here at present for supporting a wretched

haras (stud) which has not a tendency but to mischief! I may recommend such

agricultural establishments, but they never were made in any country, and never will

be, till mankind are governed on principles absolutely contrary to those which prevail

at present—until something more be ttiought requisite for a nutiuiuU husbandry tlum

academies and memoirs. 35 miles.

The 12th. In two miles from the park wall regain the high road on the Loire. In

discourse with a vigncron, we were informed tliat it froze this morning hard enough

to damage the vines ; and I may observe, tJiat for four or five days past the weather

has been constantly clear with a bright sun, and so cold a north-cast wind as to asem-
ble much our cold cletu: weather in Kngland in April ; we have all bur great coats on
the whole day. Dine atClarey, and view the monument of that able but bloody ty-

rant Louis aI, in white marble ; he is rcpa'sented in u kneeling posture, praying for-

giveness, I suppose, which doubtless was promised him by his priests for nis base-

nesses and his murders. Reach Orleans. 30 miles.

The 13th. Here my companions wanting to return as soon as possible to Paris,

took the direct road thither ; but, having travelled it before, I preferred that by Peti-

vier in the way to Fontainbleau. One motive for my taking this road was its passing

by Denainvilliers, the seat of the late celebrated Mens, du Hamel, where he made
those experiments in agriculture which he has recited in many of his works. AtPcti-

vierl was just by it and walked thiUicr for the pleasure of viewing grounds I had read

of so often, considering them with a sort of classic reverence. His hommc d'afTaire,

who conducted the farm being dead, I could not get many particulais to be depended
upon. Mons. Fougeroux, the present possessor, was not at home, or I should doubt-

less have had all the inforniation I wished. 1 examined die soil, a principal point in

all experiments, when conclusions are to be drawn from them ; and I took also notes

of the common husbandry. Learning from the labourer who attended me that the

drill-ploughs, &c. were yet in being, op a loft in one of the offices, I viewed them
with pleasure, and found them, as well as I can remember, very accurately represent-

ed in the plates which their ingenious author lias given. I was glad to find them laid up
in a place out of common traffic, where they may remain safe till some other fanning

traveller, as enthusiastic as myself, may view the venerable remains of a useful ge-

nius. Here is a stove and bath for drying wheat, which he lias described also. In an

inclosure behind the house is a plantation of various curious exotic trees, finely grown,
also several rows of ash, elm, and poplar along the roads, near the chateau, all planted

by Mons. du Hamel. It gave me still greater pleasure to find that Denainvilliers is not an
inconsiderable estate. The lands extensive ; the chateau respectable ; with offices,

gardens, &c. that prove it the residence of a man of fortune ; from which it ap|Kars,

uiat this indefatigable author, however he might have failed in some of his pursuit!},

I
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met u itl> that reward from his court which did it credit to bestow ; and that lie was
not, like others, left in obscurity to the simple rewards which ingenuity can confer on
itself. Four miles before Mal.snerbs a fine plantation of a row of trees on each side the

load begins, formed by Mons. de Malsherbs, and is a striking instance of attention to

the decorating of an open country. More than two miles of them are mulberries.

They join his other noble plantations at Malsherbs, which contain a great variety of the

most curious trees that have been introduced in France. 36 miles.

The 14th. After passing tlircc miles through the forest of Fontainbleau, arrive at

that town, and view the royal palace, which has been so repeatedly added to by several

kings, that the share of Francis I, its original founder, is not easily ascertained. He
docs not appear to such advaruage as at Chambord. This has been a favourite with the

liourbons, from their having been so VAixrry Nimrods of that family. Of tlie apart-

ments which are shown here, the king's, the queen's. Monsieur's, and Madame's, are«

the chic f. Gilding seems the prevalent decoration : but in the queen's cabinet it is

w ell iiiul elegantly employed. The painting of that delicious little room is exquisite

;

and nothing can exceed the extremity of ornament that is here with taste bestowed.
The tapestries of Bcauvais and the Gobelins are seen in this palace to great advantage.

I liked to see the gallery of Francis I, preserved in its ancient state, even to the andirons

in the chimney, which are those that served that monarch. The gardens are nothing;

and the great canal, as it is called, not to be compared with that at Chantilly. In the

pond that joins the palace are carp as large and as tame as the prince of Conde's.

The landlord of the inn at Fontainbleau thmks that royal palaces should not be seen

for nothing ; he made me pay 10 livres for a dinner, which would have cost me not

more than half the money at the Star and Garter at Richmond. Reach Meulan. 34
miles.

The 15th. Cross for a considerable distance, the royal oak forest of Senar. About
Montgeron, all open fields, which produce com and partridges to eat it, for the number
is enormous. There is on an average a covey of birds on every two acres, besides

favourite spots, where they abound much more. At St. George the Seine is a
nuich more beautiful river than the Loire. Enter Paris once more, with the same
observation I made before, th^it there is not one-tenth Of the motion on the roads

around rt that there is around London. To the hotel de la Rouchefoucald. 20
miles.

The 16th. Accompanied the count de la Rouchefoucald to Liancourt. 38 miles.

I went thither on a visit for three or four days ; but the whole fiimily contributed

sd generally to render the place in every respect agreeable, that I staid more than

three weeks. At about half a mile from the chateau is a range of hill that was chiefly

a neglected waste : the duke of Liancourt has lately converted this into a plantation,

with winding walks, benches, and covered seats, in the English style of gardening.

The situation is very fortunate. These ornamented paths follow the edge of the de-

clivity to the extent of three or four miles. The views they command are every
where pleasing, and in some places great. Nearer to the chateau the duchess of Li-

ancourt has built a menagerie and dairy in a pleasing taste. The cabinet and ante-room
are very pretty ; tlie saloon elegant, and the dairy entirely constructed of marble.

At a village near Liancourt, the duke has established a mai.ufacture of linen and stuffs

mixed \vith thread and cotton, which promises to be of considerable utility ; there are

twenty -five looms employed, and preparations making, for more. As the spinning

for these looms is also established, it gives employment to great numbers of hands who
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were idle, for they have no sort of manufacture in the countr) , though it is populous.

Such efforts merit great praise. Connects ^ with this is the execution of an excellent

plan of the duke'3 for establishing habits Oi' industry in the rising generation. Tht;

daughters of the poor people arc received into an institution to be educated to useful

industry ; they are instructed in their religion, taught to write and read, and to spin

cotton; arc kept till marriageable, and then a regulated proportion of their earnings

given them as a marriage portion. There is another establishment of which I am not

so good a judge ; it is for training the orphans of soldiers to be soldiers themselves.

The duke of Liancourt has raised some considerable buildings for their accommoda-
tion, well adapted to the purpose. The whole h under the superintendancc of a worthy

and intelligent officer. Monsieur le Roux, captain of dragoons, and Croix dc St. Louis ;

who examines every thing himself. There are at present one hundred and twenty

boys ; all dressed in uniform. My ideas have all taken a turn which I am too old to

change ; I should have been better pleased to have seen one hundred and twenty lads

educated to the plough, in habits of culture superior to the present ; but certainly the

establishment is humane, and the conduct of it excellent.

The ideas I had formed, before I came to France, of a country residence in that

kingdom, I found at Liancourt to be far from correct. I expected to find it a mere
transfer of Paris to the country, and that all the burthensome forms of a city were

preserved, without its pleasures : but I was deceived : the mode of living, and t'lie pur

suits, approach much nearer to the habits of a great nobleman's house in England,

than would commonly be conceived. A breakfast of tea for those who chose to repair

to it ; riding, sporting, planting, gardening, till dinner, and that not till lialf after two
o'clock, instead of their old fashioned hour of twelve ; music, chess, and the other

common amusements of a rendezvous-room, with an excellent library of seven or

eight thousand volumes, were well calculated to make the time pass agreeably ; and to

J)rove that there is a great approximation in the modes of living at present in the differ-

ent countries of Europe. Amusements, in truth, ought to be numerous within doors

;

for in such a climate, none are to be depended on without : the rain that has fallen

here is hardly credible. I ^ave, for five-and-twenty years past, remarked in England,
that I never was prevented by rain from taking a walk every day without gomg out
while it actually rains ; it may fall heavily for many hours ; but a person who watches
an opportunity gets a walk or a ride. Since I have been at Liancourt, we have had
three days in succession of such incessantly heavy rain, that I could not go an hundred
yards from the house to the duke's pavilion, witiiout danger of being qtnite wet. For
ten days more rain fell here, I am confident, had there been a gauge to measure it,

than ever fell in England in thirty. The present fashion in France, of passing some
time in the country is new ; at this time of the year, and for many weeks past, Paris

is, comparatively speaking, empty. Every body who has a country-seat is at it ; and
such as have none visit others who have. This remai'kable revolution in the French
manners is certainly one of the best customs they have taken from England ; and its

introduction was effected the easier, being assisted by the magic of Rousseau's writings.

Mankind are much indebted to that splendid genius, who, when living, was hunted
from country to country, to seek an asylum, with as much venom as if he had been
a mad dog ; thanks to the vile spirit of bigotr}% which has not yet received its death's

wound. Women of the first fashion in France are now ashamed of not nursing their

own children ; and stays are universally proscribed from the bodies ofthe poor infants,

which were for so many ages tortured in them, as they are still in Spain. The country
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residence may not have eflccts equally obvious; but they will be no less sure in thr

end, and in all respects beneficial to every class in the state.

The duke of Liancourt lieing president of the provincial assembly of the election of
Clermont, and passing several days there in business, asked me to dine with the assem<

bly, as he said there were to be some considerable farmers present. These assemblies

were to me interesting to see. I accepted the invitation with pleasure. Three considera«

ble farmers, renters, not proprietors of land, were members, and present. I watched
their carriage narrowly, to see their behaviour in the presence of a great lord of the

first rank, considerable property, and high in royal favour; and it was with pleasure

that I found them behaving with becoming ease and freedom, and though modest, and
without any thing like flippancy, yet without any obsequiousness offensive to English
ideas. They started their opinions freely, and adhered to them with becoming confi-

dence. A more singular spectacle was to see two ladies present at a dinner of this sort,

with live or six-and-twenty gentlemen ; such a thing could not happen in England.
To say that the French m.nnners, in this respect, are better thuii our own, is the assertion

of an obvious truth. If the ladies be not present at meetings where the conversation

has the greatest probability of turning on subjects of more importance than the frivolous

topics of common discourse, the sex must either remain on the one hand in ignorance,

or on the other, be filled with the foppery of education, learned, aiiected, and for-

bidding. The conversation of men, not engaged in trifling pursuits, is the best school

for the education of a woman.
'The political conversation of every company I have seen has turned much more on

the affairs of Holland than on those of France. The preparations going on for a war
with England are in the mouths of all the world ; but the finances of France are in such
a state of derangement, that the people best informed assert a war to be impossible ;

the marquis of Verac, the late French ambassador at the Hague, who was sent thither,

us the English politicians assert, expressly to bring about a revolution in the govern-

ment, has been at Liancourt three days. It may easily be supposed, that he is cautious

in what he says in such a mixed company ; but it is plain enough, that he is well per-

suaded that that revolution, change, or lessening the Stadtholder's powers ; that plan,

in a word, whatever it was, for which he negociated in Holland, had for some time
been matured and ready for execution, almost without a possibility of failure, had the

count de Vcrgennes consented, and not spun out the business by refinement on re-

finement, to make himself the more necessary to the French cabinet ; and it unites

with the idea of some sensible Dutchmen, with whom I have conversed on the sub-

ject.

During my stay at Liancourt, my friend Ljizowski accompanied me on a little ex-

cursion of two days to Ermenonville, the celebrated seat of the marquis de Girardon.

We passed by Chantilly to Morefountain, the country seat of Monsieur de Morefouu-

tain, prevost des merchands of Paris ; the place has been mentioned as decorated in the

English style. It consists of two scenes ; one a garden of winding walks, and orna-

mented with a profusion of temples, benches, grottos, columns, ruins, and I know not

what ; I hope the French who have not been in England, do not consider this as the

English taste. It is in fact as remote from it as the most regular style of the last age.

The water view is fine. There is a gaiety and cheerfulness in it that contrast well with

the brown and unpleasing hills that surround it, and which partake of the waste cha-

racter of the worst part of the surrounding country. Much has been done here ; and
it wants but few additions to be as perfect as the ground admits.
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Reach Ermenonvillc, through another part of the prince of Condt'j. forest, which joins

the ornamented grounds of the manjuis Girardon. This place, after tlie residence and

death' of the persecuted but immortal Kousseau, whose tomb every one knows is here,

became so famous as to be resorted to very generally. It has been described, luul plates

published of the chief views ; to enter into a particular description would therefore be
.tiresome ; I shall only make one or two observations, which I do not recollect have been

touched on by others. It consists of three disthict \\ ater scenes ; or of two lakes and a

river. We were first shewn t* at which is so famous for the small isle of poplais, in

which reposes all that was mortal of that extraordinary and inimitable writer. This
scene is as well imagined, and as well executed as could be wished. The water is be

tween forty and fifty acres ; hills rise irom it on both sides, and it is sutficientl}' closed

in by tall wood at both ends, to render it sequestered. The remains of departed genius

stamp a melancholy idea, from which decoration would depart too much, and accordingly

there is little. We viewed the scene in a still evening. The declining sun threw a

lengthened shade on the lake, and silence seemed to repose on its unruffled bosom ; as

some poet says, I forget who. The worthies to whom the temple of philosophers is de-

dicated, and whose names lu'c marked on the columns, are Newton, Lucem. Descartes,

Nil in rebus inane. Voltaire, Ridiculum. Rousseau, Naturam. And on another un-

finished column, Quis hoc perficiet? The other lake is larger ; it neiuly fills the bottom

of tlie vale, around which are some rough, rocky, wild, and barren sand hills ; either

broken or spread with heath ; in some places wooded, and in others scattered thinly with

junipers. The cliaracter of the scene is that of wild and undecorated nature, in which

the hand of art was meant to be concealed as much as was consistent with ease ofaccess.

The last scene is that of a river, which is made to wind through a lawn, receding from
the house, and broken by wood ; the groimd is not fortunate ; it is too dead a flat, and
no where viewed to much advantage.

From Ermenonvillc we went, the morning after, to Brasseusc, the seat of Madame du
Pont, sister of the duchess of Liancourt. \V hat wasmy surprise at finding this viscountess

a great farmer! A French lady, young enouglito enjoy all the pleasures of Paris, living

in the countr)', and minding her farm, was an unlooked for spectacle. She lias probably

more lucerne than any other person in Europe—two hundred and fifty arpents. She
gave, in a most unaffected and agreeable manner, intelligence about her lucerne, and
dairy ; but of that more elsewhere. Returned to Liancourt by Pont, where there is a

handsome bridge of three arches, the construction uncommon, each pier consisting of
four pillars, with a tow i:,^ path under one of the arches, for the barge-horses, the river

being navigable.

Amongst the morning amusements I partook at Liancourt was la chasse. In deer
bhjoting, the/ sportsmen place themselves at distances around a wood, then beat it, and
seldom more than one in a company gets a shot ; it is more tedious than is easily con-
ceived ; like angling, incessant expectiition, and perpetual disappointment. Partridge

and hare shooting are almost as different from that of England. VVe took this diversion

.in the fine vale of Catnoir, five or six miles from Liancourt ; tirranging ourselves in a

file at about thirty yards from person to person, and each with a servant and a loaded
gun, ready to present when his master fires ; thus we marched across and across the

\ ale, -treading up the game. Four or five brace of hares, and twenty brace of pai--

jLridges were the spoils of the day. I like this mode of shooting but litde better

. tlian waiting for deer. The best circumstance to me of exercise in company (it was
not so once) is the festivity of the dinner at the close of the day. To enjoy this,

it must not be pushed to great fiuigue. Good spirits, after violent exercise, arc

H h 2
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always the aflcctation of silly younj^ folks (I remember being tliat sort of fool myself

when I was younjj) but with something more than moderate, the exhilaration of body is

in iniison with the flow of temper, and agreeable company is then delicious. Oif such
days as tnesc we were too late for the regular dinner, and had one by ourselves, with no
other dressing than the refreshment of clean linen ; and these were not the re.pasts when
the duchess's ehampaigne had the worst flavour. A miui is a poor creatun; who does

not drink a little too much on such occasions : mais prenez-y-garde : repeat it often ; and
you may make it a mere drinking piuty, the lustre of the pleasure fades, and you become
^^'hat was an English fox-hunter. One clay while we were thus dining a I'Anglois, and
drinking the plough, the chace, and I know not what, the duchess ofLiimcourt and some
of her ladies came in sport to see us. It was a moment for them to have betrayed ill-

nature in the contempt of manners not French, which they might have endeavoured to

conceal under a laugh ; but nothuig of this ; it was a good humoured curiosity ; a natural

inclination to see others pleased and in spirits. lis ont ete de grand chasseurs aujour*

d'hui, said one. Oh ! ils s'applaudissent de leurs exploits. Do they drink the gun ?

said another. Leurs maitresses eertainement, added a third. J'aime a les voir en gaiete

;

il y a quelque chose d'amiable dans tout ceci. To note such trifles may seem super-

fluous to many ; but what is life when trifles are withdrawn? They mark the temper ofa

nation better than objects of importance. In the moments of council, victory, flight, or

death, mankind, I suppose, are nearly the same. Trifles discriminate better, and the

number is infinite that gives me an opinion of the good t^-mper of the French. I am
fond neither of a man nor a recital that can appear only on stilts, and dressed in holiday

geers. It is every-day feelings that decide the colour of our lives ; and he who values

them the most plays the best for the stake of happiness. But it is time to quit Liancourt,

which I do with regret. Take leave of the good old duchess d'Estissac, whose hos-

pitality and kindness ought ever to be remembered. 51 miles.

The 9th, 10, and 11th. Return by Beauvais and Pontoise, and enter Paris for the

fourth time, confirmed in the idea that the roads immediately leading to that capital are

deserts, comparatively speaking, with those of London. By what means can the connec-

tion be carried on with the country ? The French must be the mosi stationary people

upon earth, when in a place they must rest without a thought of going to another ; or

the English must be the most restless ; and find more pleasure in moving from one place

to another, than in resting to enjoy life in either. If the French nobility went only to

their country seats when exiled thither by the court, the roads could not be more soli-

tary. 25 miles.

The 12th. My intention was to take lodgings ; but on arriving at the hotel de ia

Rouchefoucald, I found that my hospitable duchess was the same person at the capital

as in the country ; she had ordered an apartment to be ready for me. It grows so late

in the season, that I shall make no other stay here than what will be necessary for view-

ing public buildings. This will unite well enough with delivering some letters I brought

to a few men of science ; and it will leave me the evenings for the theatres, of which
there are many in Paris. In throwing on paper a rapid coup d'oeil of what I. see of a
city, so well known in England, I shall be apt to delineate my own ideas and feeUngs,

perhaps more than the objects themselves : and be it remembered, that I profess to

dedicate this careless itinerary to trifles, much more than to objects that are of real con-

'

sequence. From the tower of the cathedral the view of Paris is complete. It is a vast

city even to the eye that has seen London from St Paul's ; a circular form gives an
advantage to Paris ; but a much greater is the atmosphere. It is now so clear, that
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one M'ould suppose it the height of summer : the clouds of coal smoke that envelope

London, always prevent a distinct view of that capital, but I take it to be one-third nt

hist Wgerthan Paris. The buildings of the parliament house are disfigured by a gilt

and taucUy gate, and a French roof. The hotel dcs Monoies is a fine building; and

the fa<,ad'- of the Louvre one of the most elegant in the world, because they have (to the

eye) no roofs ; in proportion as a roof is seen a building suffers- I do not recollect one

edifice of distinguished beauty (unless with domes) in which the roof is not so flat as to

be hidden, or nearly so. What eyes then must the French architects have had, to have

loaded so many buildings with coverings of a height destructive of all beauty? Put
such a roof as we see on the parliament house or on the Thuilleries, upon the facade of the

Louvre, and where would its beauty be ? At night to the opera, which I thought a good
theatre, till they told me it was built in six weeks; and then it became good for nothing

in my eyes, for I suppose it will be tumbling down in six years. Durability is one of

the essentials of building : what pleasure would a beautiful front of painted pastebard

S've ? the Alceste of Gluck was performed ; that part by Mademoiselle St. Huberti,

eir first singer, an excellent actress. As to scenes, dresses, decorations, dancing, &c.

this theatre is much superior to that in the Haymarket.
The 13th. Across Paris to the rue de Blancs Manteaux, to Mons. Broussonet, se-

cretary of the society of agriculture ; he is in Burgundy. Called on Mr. Cook from
London, who is at Paris with his drill plough, %vaiting for weather to shew its perform-

ance to the duke of Orleans ; this is a French idea, improving France by drilling. A
man should learn to walk before he learns to dance. There is agility in cutting capers,

and it may be done with grace ; but where is the necessity to cut them at all ? There has

been much rain to-day; and it is almost incredible to a person used to London, how
dirty the streets of Paris are, and how horribly inconvenient and dangerous v/alking is

without a foot pavement. We had a large party at dinner, with politicians among them,
and some interesting conversation on the present state of France. The feeling of every

body seems to be that the archbishop will not be able to do any thing towards e> crat-

ing the state irom the burthen of its present situation; some think that he has not the

inclination; others that he has not the courage; others that he has not die abilitv. By
some he is thought to be attentive only to his own interest ; and by others, that the

finances are too much deranged to be within the power ofany system to recover, short of

the states-general of the kingdom ; and that it is impossible for such an assembly to meet
without a revolution in the government ensuing. All seem to think that something ex-
traordinary will happen ; and a bankruptcy is an idea not at all uncommon. But who is

there that will have the courage to make it?

The 14th. To the Benedictine abbey of St. Germain, to see pillars of African mar-
ble, &c. It is the richest abbey in France : the abbot has 300,000 livres a year

(13,1251.) I lose my patience at seeing such revenues thus bestowed; consistent with

the spirit of the tenth century, but not widi that of the eighteenth. What a noble

farm would a fourth of this income establish ! what turnips, what cabbages, what
potatoes, what clover, what sheep, what wool! Are not these things better than

a fat ecclesiastic? If an active £ngiish farmer were mounted behind this abbot, I think

he would do more good to France with half the income than half the abbots of the

kingdom with the whole of theirs. Pass the Bastile; another pleasant object to make
agreeable emotions vibrate in a man's bosom. I search for good farmers, and run my
headat eveiy turn againstmonks and state prisons. To the arsenal, to wait on Mons.

I
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Lavoisier, the celebrated chemist, whose theory of the non-existence of phlogiston has

made as much noise in the chemical world as that of Stahl, which established its exist •

ince. Dr. Priestley had f^iven me a letter of introduction. I mentioned in the course

of conversation his laljoratory, and he appointed Tuesday. By the Boulevards, to the

Place Louis XV, which is not properly a square, but a very noble entrance to a great city.

'Die facades of the two buildings erected arc highly finished. The union of the Place

Louis XV, with the champs Klisces, the gardens of the Thuilleries and the Seine is open,

airy, elegant, and superb ; and is the most agreeable and best built part of Paris; here

one can be clean and breathe freely. But by far the finest thing 1 have yet seen at Paris

is the Halle aux Bleds, or corn market ; it is a vast rotunda ; the roof entirely of wood,

upon a new pnucii)le of carpentry, to describe which would demand plates and long

explanations ; the gallery is one hundred and fifty yards round, consequently the diam-

cter is us many feet. It is as light as if suspended by the fairies. In the grand area,

\\ heat, pease, beans, lentils, arc stored and sold. In the surrounding divisions, flour on

wooden stands. You pass by staircases doubly winding within each other to spacious

apartments for rye, barley, oats, &c. The whole is so well planned, and so admirably

executed, that I know of no public building that exceeds it either in France or England.

And if an appropriation of the parts to the conveniences wanted, and an adaptation of

every circumstance to the end required, in union with that elegance which is consistent

with use, and that magnificence which results from stability and duration, be the criteria

of public edifices, 1 know nothing that equals it : it has but one fault, and that is situa-

tion; it should have been upon the banks of the river, for the convenience of unloading

barges without land carriage. In the evening, to the Comedie Italienne ; the edifice fine;

and the whole quarter regular and new built, a private speculation of the duke de Choi-

seul, whose family has a box entailed for ever. L'Aimant jaloux. Here is a young
singer, Mademoiselle Renard, with so sweet a voice, that if she sung Italian, and had
been taught in Italy, Avould have made a delicious perlbrmer.

To the tomb of the cardinal de Richlieu, which is a noble production of geiuus : by
far the finest statue I have seen. Nothing can be imagined more easy and graceful than

the attitude ofthe cardinal, nor can nature be more expressive than the figure of weeping

science. Dine with my friend at the Palais Royal at a coffee-house ; well dressed peo-

pic ; ever}' thing clean, good, and well served : but here, as every where else, you pay a

good price for goo<l things ; we ought never to forget that a low price for bad things is

not cheapness. In the evening to I'Ecole des Peresfat the Comedie Francaise, a crying

kirmoyant thing. This theatre, the principal one at Paris, is a fine building, with a mag-
nificent portico. After the circular theatres of France, how can any one relish our ill.

contrived oblong holes ofLondon ?

The 16th. To Mons. Lavoisier, by appointment. Madame Lavoisier, a lively,

sensible, scientific lady, had prepared a dejeune Anglois of tea and coffee ; but her

conversation on Mr. Kirwan's essay on phlogiston, which she is translating frofh the

English, and on other subjects, which a woman of understanding, who works with her

husband in his laboratory, knows how to adorn, was the best repast. That apartment,

the operations of which have been rendered so interesting to the philosophical world,

1 had the pleasure of viewing. In the apparatus for aerial experiments, notliing makes
so great a figure as the machine for burning inflammable and vital air, to make, or

deposit water ; it is a splendid machine. Three vessels are held in suspension wiUi in-

dexes for marking the immediate variations of tlieir weights ; two, that are as large

as half hogsheads, contain the one inflammable, the other the vital air, and a tube of

^1
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communication pasbcs to the third, where the two airs unite and burn ; by contrivan

ces, too eomnlcx to describe without plates, the loss of weight of the two airs, as indi-

cated by their respective balances, equal at every moment to the gain in the third ves

scl from the formation or deposition of the water, it not being vet ascertained whetlu i

the water be actually made or '>posited. If accurate (of which I must confess I have
little conceptioii) it is a noble machine. Mons. Lavoisier, when the structure of it

was commended, said Mais oui monsieur, & meme par un artiste Francois ! with an ac-

cent of voice that admitted their general inferiority to ours. It is well known that we
have a considerable exportation of mathematical and other curious instruments to every

part of Europe, and to France among the rest. Nor is this new, for the apparatus

with which the French academicians measured a degree in the polar circle was made by
Mr. George Graham.* Another engine Mons. Lavoisier shewed us was an electrical

apparatus mclosed in a balloon, for trying electrical experiments in any sort of mr.

His pond of quicksilver is considerable, containing 2501b. and his water appiiratus

very great, but his furnaces did not seem so well calculated for the higher degrees of

heat as some others I have seen. I was glad to find this gentleman splendidly lodged,

and with every appearance of a mim of considerable fortune. This ever gives one
pleasure : the employments of a state can never be in better hands than of men who
thus apply the superfluity of their wealth. From the use that is generally made of

money, one would think it the assistance of all others of the least consequence in effect-

ing any business truly useful to mankind, many of the great discoveries that have en-

larged the horizon of science having been in this respect the result of means seemingly
inadequate to the end the energetic exertions ofardent minds, bursting from obscurUy,

and breaking the bands inflicted by poverty, perhaps by distress. To the hotel des
invalids, the major of which establishment had the goodness to shew the whole of it.

In the evening to Mons. Lomond, a very ingenious and inventive mechanic, who has

made an improvement of the jenny for spinning cotton. Common machines are said

to make too hard a thread for certain fabrics, but this forms it loose and spongy. In

electricity he has made a remarkable discovery : you write two or three words on a
paper : he takes it with him into a room, and turns a machine inclosed in a cylindrical

case, at the top of which is an electrometer, a small fine pith ball ; a wire connects

with a similar cylinder and electrometer in a distant apartment ; and his wile, by re-

marking the corresponding motions of the ball, writes down the words they indicate :

from which it appears that he has formed an alphabet of motions. As the length of
the wire makes no difference in the effect, a correspondence might be carried on at

any distance : within and without a besieged town for instance ; or for a purpose
much more worthy, and a thousand times more harmless, between two lovers prohibited

or prevented from any better connection. Whatever the use may be, the invention is

beautiful. Mons. Lomond has many other curious machines, all the entire work of

his own hands : mechanical invention seems to be in him a natural propensity. In the

evening to the Comedie Francaise. Mola did the Bourru Bienfaisant, and it is not

easy for acting to be carried to greater perfection.

The 17th. To Mons. I'Abbe Messier, astronomer royal, and of the Academy of

Sciences. View the exhibition, at the Louvre, of the academy's paintings. For one
history piece in our exhibitions at London here are ten ; abundantly more than to ba-

lance the diiiference between an annual and biennial exhibition. Dined to-day with a

part}', whose conversation was entirely political. Mons. de Calonne's Requete au Roi

* Whitehurst's Formation of the Earth, 2d. edit. p. 6.

i:
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is conic over, and all the world arc reading and disputing on it. It seems, however,

generally agreed that, without exonerating himself from the charge of the agiotage,

he has thrown no inconsiderable load on the shoulders of the archbishop of Toulouzc,

the present premier, who will be puzzled to get rid of the attack. But both these

ministers were condemned on all hands in the lump ; as being absolutely unequal to

the difficulties of so arduous a period. One opinion pervaded the whole company,
that they are on the eve of some great revolution in the government ; that every thing

jjoints to it : die confusion in the finances great ; with a deficit impossible to provide

ior without the states general of the kingdom, yet no ideas formed of wliat would be

the consec|uence of their meeting : no minister existing, or to be looked to in or out

of power, with such decisive talents as to promise any other remedy than palliative

ones : a prince on the throne, with excellent dispositions, but without the resources

of a mind that could govern in such a moment without ministers : a court buried in

pleasure and dissi])ation ; and adding to the distress, instead of endeavouring to be

|)lac«.d u\ a more independent situation : a great ferment amongst all ranks of men,
who are eager for some change, without knowing what to look to, or to hope for

:

and a strong leaven of liberty, increasing ever}- hour since the American revolution ;

altogether form a combination of circumstances that promise ere long to ferment into

motion, if some master hand, of very superior talents, and inflexible courage, be not

found at the helm to guide events, instead of being driven by them. It is very remarks
able, that such conversation never occurs, but a bankruptcy is a topic : the curious

question on which is, would a bankruptcy occasion a civil war, and a total overthrow

of the government ? The answers that 1 have received to this question appear to be
just : such a measure, conducted by a man of abilities, vigour, and firmness, would
certainly not occasion either one or the other. But the same measure, attempted by a

man of a diifcrent character, might possibly do both. All agree, that the states of the

kingdom cannot assemble without more liberty being the consequence ; but I meet
with so few men who have any just ideas of freedom, that I question much the spe-

cies of this new liberty that is to arise. They know not how to value the privileges of

the people : as to the nobility and the clergy, if a revolution added any thing to their

scale, I think it would do mpre mischief than good.*

The 18th. To the Gobelins, which is undouucedly the first manufacture of tapestiy

jn the world, and such an one as could be supported by a crowned head only. In

the evening to that incomparable comedy La Metromanie, of Pyron, and well acted.

The more I see of it, the more I like the French theatre ; and have no doubt in pre-

len-ing it far to our own. Writers, actors, buildings, scenes, decorations, music,

dancing, tiike the whole in a mass, and it is unrivalled by London. We have certainly

a few brilliants of the first water ; but to throw all in the scales that of England kicks

the beam. I write this passage with a lighter heart than I should do were it giving the

palm to the French plough.

The 19th. To Charenton, near Paris, to see I'Ecole Veterinaire, and the farm

of the royal society of Agriculture. Mons. Chabert, the directeur-general, received

us with the most attentive politeness. Mons. Flandrein, his assistant, and son-in-law,

I had had the pleasure of knowing in Suffolk. They shewed the whole veterinary

est;iblishment, and it does honour to the government of France. It was formed in

* In transcribing these papers for the press, I smile at some remarks and circumstances which events

have since placed in a singular position ; but I alter none of these passages ; they explcdn what were
the opinions in France, before the revolution, on topics of importance ; and the events which have
d»acc taken place render them the more interesting. June, 1790.

.«
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1766: in 1783 a farm \vns annexed to it, and four other profcssorshins cbtablislitd

;

two for rural ccconomy, one for anatomy, and another for chemistry. I was infoimtd

that Mons. d'Aulxnton, who is at the head of this farm with a salary of 6000 livrcs

a year, reads lectures of rural ceconomy, particularly on sheep, and that a flock wav

for that purpose kept in exhibition. 'I here is a s|)acious and convenient apartment

for dissectinjT horses and other animals ; a large cabinet, where the most interesting

parts of all domestic iinimals are preserved in spirits ; and also of such parts of the bo-

dies that mark the visible eftect of distempers. This is very rich. This, with a simi-

lar one near Lyons, is kept up (exclusive of the addition of 1783) at the moderate

cxnence, as appears by the writings of M. Necker, of about 60,000 livres (26001.)

Whence, as m many other instimces, it aptxars that the most useful things cost the

least. There arc at present about one hundred eleves from difftrent parts of the king-

dom, as well as from every country in Europe, except England ; a strange exception.

considering how grossly ignorant our farriers are ; and that the whole extxnce of sup-

porting a young man here does not exceed forty louis a-year; nor more tnun four year.-,

necessary for his complete instruction. As to the farm, it is under the conduct of a great

naturalist, high in royal academies of science, and whose name is celebrated through

Europe for merit in superior branches of knowledge. It would argue in mc a want of

judgment in human nature, to expect good practice from such men. They would pro-

bably think it beneath their pursuits and situation in life to be good ploughmen, turnip

hoers, and shepherds; I should therefore betray my own ignorance of life, if I were t(i

express any surprize at finding this farm in a situation that— I hadradicr forget thande-
scribe. In the evening, to a field much more successfully cultivated, Mademoiselle St.

Hubcrti, in the Penelope of Picini.

The 20th. To the Ecolc Militaire, established by Louis XV, for the education

of one hundred and forty youths, the sons of the nobility ; such establishments are

equally ridiculous and unjust. To educate the son of a man who cannot afford the

eaucation himsdf, is a gross injustice, if you do not secure a situation in life answera-

ble to that education. Ifyou do not secure such a situation, you destroy the result of
the education, because nothing but merit ought to give that security. If you educate

the children of men, who are well able to give the education themselves, you tax the

people who cannot afford to educate their children, in order to ease those who can well

afford the burthen ; and, in such institutions, this is sure to be the case. At night to

PAmbigu Comique, a pretty little theatre, with plenty of rubbish on it. Coffee-houses

on the boulevards, music, noise, and filles without end ; every thing but scavengers

and lamps. The mud is a foot deep ; and there are parts of the boulevards without a
single light.

The 21st. Mons. de Broussonet being returned from Burgundy, I had the plea-

sure of passing a couple of hours at his lodgings very agreeably. He is a man of un-

common activity, and possessed of a great variety of useful knowledge in every branch

of natural history ; and he speaks English perfectly well. It is very rare that a gentle,

man is seen better qualified for a post than Mons. de Broussonet for that which he oc>

cupies, as secretary to a royal society.

The 22d. To the bridge of Neuile, said to be the finest in France. It is by fiir

the most beautiful one I have any where seen. It consists of five vast arches ; flat,

from the Florentine model ; and all of equal span ; a mode of building incomparably
more elegant, and more striking than our system of different sized arches. To the

machine at Marlay ; which ceases to make the least impression. Madame du Biirre's

residence, Lusienne, is on the hill just above this machine ; she has built a pavillion
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on the brow ol thi dcclivUv, for coinmaiulinp; the prospect, fitted up uiid decorated

with much tk|^ance. Tlurc is a taUk; ibriiud of Sc\e [lorcclain, exriuisitcly done.

I forfeit how many thousand Ions d'ors it cost. The FrentI), to whom 1 spoke of Lu-
sicnnc, exclaimed ajj^iiinst nxislresnes and extravajifancc with more violence than reason

in my opinion, VVlio, in common sense, would deny a king the amusement of u miw
tress, provided he did not make a business of his play-thin}^. Mais Frederic le Grand
uvoit il une maitresse, lui fasuit-il batir de pavilions, et Ics meubloit-il de tables <'c porce-

laine ? No ; but he had that which was fifty times worse : a king had better make love

to a hanilsome woman than to one of his neighbour's iirovinces. The king of Prussia's

mistress cost an hundred millions sterling, and the lives of 500,000 men ; and before

the reign of that mistress is over, may yet cost as much more. The greatest genius and
talents are lighter than a feather, weighed philosophically, if rapine, war, and conquest,

be the eflects of them.

To St. Germain's, the terrace of which is very fine. Monsieur de Broussonet met
nie here, and we dined \\ith Monsieur Breton, at the niiu-echal due de Noailles, who
has a good collection of curious plants. Here is the finest sophora japonica I have seen.

10 miles.

The 23d. To Trianon, to view the <iuecn's Jardin . glois, I had a letter to

Monsieur Richard, which procured admittance. It contains about one hundred acres,

disposed in die taste of what we read of in books of Chinese gardening, whence it is

bupposed the English style was taken. There is more of Sir VVillwm Chambers here

tlian of Mr. Brown ; more effort than nature ; and more expence than taste. It is not

easy to conceive any thing ihat art can introduce in a garden that is not here ; woods,
rocks, lawns, lakes, rivers, islands, cascades, grottos, walks, temples, and even villages.

There are parts of the design very pretty, and well executed. The only fault is too

much crowding, which has led to another, that of cutting the lawn bv too many gravel

walks, an error to be seen in alniost every garden I have met with in France. But
the glory of La Petite Trianon is the exotic trees and shrubs. The world has been suc-

cessfully rifled to decorate it. Here are curious and beautiful ones to please the eye of

ignorance; and to exercise the memory of science. Of die buildings, the temple of

Love is truly elegant.

Again to Versailles. In viewing the king's apartment, which he had ilot left a quar-

ter of an hour, with those slight traits of disorder that shewed he lived in it, it was
amusing to see the blackguiu'd figures that were walking uncontrouled about the palace,

and even in his bed-chamber ; men whose rags betrayed them to be in the last stage

of povertv, and I was the only person that stared and ^vondertd how they got

thither, it is impossible not to like this careless indifference and freedom from sus-

picion. One loves the master of the house, who would not be hurt or offended at see-

ing his apartment thus occupied, if he returned suddenly ; for if there were danger of

this, the intrusion would be prevented. This is certainly a feature of that good temper
Ayhich appears to me so visible every where in France. I desired to see the queen's

apartments, but I could not. Is her majesty m it ? No. Why then not see it as well

as the king's ? Ma foi, Mons, e'est un autre chose. Ramble through the gardens, and

by the grand canal, with absolute astonishn^ent at the exaggeration of writers and tra-

vellers. There is magnificence in the quarter of the orangerie, but no beauty any

where ; there are some statues good enough to be wished under cover. The extent

and breadth of the canal are nothing to the eye -, and it is not in such good repair as

a farn»er's horse-pond. The menagerie is well enough, but nothing great. Let those

N\ ho desire that the buildings and establishments of Louis XIV, should continue the
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iinprcshioii made by tl»c UTitings of Voltuiri-, pjf) to the canal of LuiifjutdOv, iiiid by no

means to Vcrsjiillcs. Return to Paris. 14 miles.

The 24th. With Monsieur de Broussonet to the kind's raliinet of natural history

and the botanical ^irden, which is in beautiful order. Its riches are well known, and

the politeneiiit of Monsieur Thouin, which is that of a most amiable disjiosition, rcn.

dfrti this fi^arden the s<:ene of other rational pleasuas besides those of i)otany. Dine at

the Invalidcs, with Monsieur Parmentier, the celebrated author of many ctgonomical

works, particularly on the boulangerie of France. This pfcntleman, to a considera

hie mass of useful knowledjrc, adds a j^eat deal of that fire and vivacity for which

his nation has been distingurihed, but which I have not recogniz(;d so often as I ex.

pccted.

The 25th. This great city appears to be in many respects the most inelijj;il)ie and in-

convenient for the residetjce of a person of small fortune of any that I have seen ; and

by far inferior to London. The streets arc very narrow, and many of them crowded,

nine-tenths dirty, and all without foot-pavements. Walkinfj, which in London is so

pleasant and so clean, that ladies do it every day, is here a toil and fatipjue to a man, and

an impossibility to a well dressed woman, 'riie coaches are nunu rous, ai\d what is

much worse, tliere is an infinity of onc-horsc cabriolets, which are driven by younjij

men of fashion and their imitators, alike fools, with such rapidity as to be real nuisiin.

ces, and render the streets exceedingly dangerous, without an incessant caution.

I saw a poor child rim over and probably killed, and have been myself many timea

blackened with the mud of the kennels. This beggarly pmctice of driving a one-horse

booby hutch about the streets of a great, capital, flows either from poverty, or a wretch •

ed and despicable oeconomy ; nor is it possible to speak of it with too much severity.

Ifyoung noblemen at London were to drive their chaises in streets without foot-ways, as

their brethren do at Paris, they would speedily and justly get very well threshed, or

rolled in the kennel. This circumstance renders Paris an inelligible residence for per-

sons, particularly families that cannot aftbrd to keep a coach ; a convenience which is as

dear as at London. The fiacres, hackney-coaches, are much worse than at that city

;

and chairs there are none, for they would be driven down in the streets. To this cir-

cumstance also it must be ascribed, that all persons of small or moderate fortune, are

forced to dress in black, with black stockings ; the dusky hue of this in company is not

so disagreeable a circumstance as being a too great a distinction , tot- clear a linfc

drawn in company between a man that has a good fortune, and another that has not.

With the pride, arrogance, and ill temper of English wealth this could not bo borne ;

but the prevailing good humour of the French cases all such untoward circumstances.

Lodgings are not half so good as at London, jet considerably dearer. If you do not

hire a \vhole suit of rooms at an hotel, you must probably mount three, four, or five

pair of stairs, and in general have nothing but a bed-chamber. After the horrid fa-

tigue of the streets, such an elevation is a delectable circumstance. You must search

with trouble before you will be lodged in a private family, as gentlemen usually are at

London, and ^.ay a higher price. Servant's wages are about the same as at that city.

It is to be regretted that Paris should have these disadvantages, for in other respects I

take it to be a most eligible residence for such as prefer a great city. The society

for a man of letters, or who has any scientific pursuit, cannoi be exceeded. The int*-

course between such men and the great, which, if it be not upon an equal footing,

ought never to exist at all, is respectable. Persons of the highest rank pay an attention

to science and literature, and emulate the character they confer. 1 should pity the man
who expected, without other advantages of a very different nature, to be well received

112
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in a brilliuut circle ut London, bccaii.sc he wan aft-Uow ofthc lloyal Society. Hut this

would not be the case with a member ofthc Academy of Sciences at Paris ; he is sure

ofu ffood reception every where. Perhaps this contrast depends in a great measure

on the diftcrencc of the govcrnmentH of the two countries. Politics arc too much at-

tended to in I'jigiand, to allow a due respect to he paid to any thing else; and should

the French establish a freer goverimaiit, academicians will not be held in such estinfti-

tion, when rivalled in the public esteem l)y the orators who hold forth liberty and pro-

|)ertY in a free parliament.
'\ he 28th. Quit Paris, ai\d take the road to Flanders. Monsieur de Broussonet

was so obliging as to accompany mc to Dugny, to view the farm of Monsieur Crctte

de Pulluel, a very intelligent cultivator. Take U»c road to Scnli»: at Dammcrtin, I

met by accident a French gentleman, a Monsieur du Pre du St. Cotin. Hearing

me conversing with a farmer on agriculture, he introduced himself as an amateur,

gave mc an account of several experiments he had made on his estate in Champagne,
and promised n more particular detail ; in which he was as good as his wora. 22
miles.

The 29th. Pass Nanteul, where the prince of Cotide has a chateau, to Villes-Cotc-

rets, in the midst of immense forests belonging to the duke of Orleans. The crop of

this country, therefore, is princes of the blood; that is to say, hares, pheasants, clcer,

boars ! 26 miles.

The 30th. Soissons seems a poor town, without manufactures, and chiefly supported

by a corn trade, which goes hence by water to Paris and Rouen. 25 miles.

The 31st. Coucy is beautifully situated on a hill, with a fine vale winding beside it.

At St. Gobin, which is in die midst of great woods, I viewed the fabric of plate glass,

the greatest in the world. 1 was in high luck, arriving about half an hour before they

began to run glasses for the day. Pass La Fere. Reach St. Quintin, where are con-

siderable manufactures that employed me all the afternoon. From St. Gobin are the

most beautiful slate roofs I have any where seen. 30 miles.

November L Near Belle Angloise I turned aside half a leagiie to view the canal of

Picardy, of which I had heard much. In passing from St. Quintin to Canibray the

country rises, so that it was necessary to carry it in a tunnel under ground foraconsi-

derable depth, even under many vales as well as hills. In one of these valleys there is

An opening for visiting it by an arched stair-case, on which I descended one hundred
and thirty-four steps to the canal ; and as this valley is much below the adjacent and
other hills, the great depth at which it is digged may be conceived. Over tne door of

the descent, is the following inscription: " L'Ann. 178L Mons. Ic Comte d'Agay
etant intendant de cettc province, Mons. Laurent de Lionni etant directeur de I'ancicn

& nouveau canal de Picardie, & Mons. le Champrose inspecteur, Joseph II. Emijereur
Roi des Romaines, a parcouru en batteau le canal sous terrain depuis cet endroit jusques

au puit. No. 20, le 28, & a temoigne sa satisfaction d'avoir vu cet ouvrage en ces

termes :
* Je suis fier d'etre homme, quand je vols qu'un de mes semblables a ose ima-

giner &exccuter un ouvrages assui vastc etaussi hardie. Cette idea me lev? i'amc.' "

These three Messieurs Iciid the dance here in a very French style. The great Joseph
follows humbly in their train ; and as to poor Louis AVI. at whose expence the whole
\tris done, these gentlemen certainly thought that no name less than that of an emperor
ought to be annexed to theirs. When inscriptions are fixed to public works, no
names ought to be pennitted but those of the kmg, whose merit patronizes, and of the

engineer or artist whose genius executes the work. As to a mob of intendants, direc-

tors, and Inspectors, let them be forgotten. The canal at this place is ten French feet
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widi" ami twelve high, hewn entirely out of the ehalk rock, inthecUlcd, in which nre

many HitttH, no manoiiry. Tlu n* is only a small |mrt fiiiishcil of ten toi*ieH lon^ for a

pittteni, twenty feet hriMul, ami twenty high. Five thoiiHand toi*4cs are already done iu

the manner of that part which I viewed ; and the whole distance under ground, ^vhcn

the tunnel will l>c complete, in Hcven thouHand and twenty tciiK s (each six ieet) or about
nine niilcs. It hasala-ady cost 1,200,()(M) livres (52,5(K)l.) and there want 2, 500,(KM

J

livres (109,3751.) to eomplctc it; so that the total estimate is near four millions.

It is executed by shafts. At present there aire not above five or six inches of water in

It. This great work has stood still entirely since the adniinistration of the Archbishop
of Toulouze. When we sec such works stand still for want of money, we shall

reasonably be inclined to ask, what are the services that continue supplied? and to

conclude, that amongst kings, and ministers, and nations, ccconomy is the first vir-

tue : without it, genius is a meteor ; victory a sound ; and all courtly splendour a

public robbery.

At -Cambray, view the manufacture. These frontier towns of Flamkrs ore built in

the old style, but the streets broad, handsome, well paved, and lighted. I need not

observe, that all arc fortified, and that every step in this country has been rendered

famous or infamous according to the feelings of tlie spectator, bv many of the bloodiest

wars that have disgraced and exhausted Christendom. At the hotel de Bourbon I was
well lodged, fed, and attended : an excellent inn. 22 miles.

The 2d. Pass Bouchaine to Valenciennes, another old town, which, like the rest

of the Flemish ones, manit'ests more the wealth of former than of present times. 18
miles.

The 3d, to Orchees ; and the 4th to Lisle, which is surrounded by more windmills

for squeezing out the oil of coleseed, than are probably to be seen any where else in

the world. Pass fewer drawbridges and works of fortification here than at Calais ; the

ereut strength of this place is in its mines and other sou:eraines. In the evening to

tnt-play.

The cry here for a war with England amazed me. Every one I talked with said,

it was Ix'yond a doubt the English had called the Prussian army into Holland ; and

that the motives in France for a war were numerous and manifest. It is easy enough
to discover, that the origin of all this violence is the commercial treaty, which is ex-

ecrated here, as the most fatal stroke to their manufactures they ever experienced.

These people have the true monopolizing ideas; they would involve four and-twenty

millions of people in the certain miseries of a war, raUier than se^ the interest of those

who consume labrics, preferred to the interest of those who make them. The advan-

tages reaped by four-and-t^venty millions of consumers are supposed to be lighter than a

feather, compared with the inconveniences sustained by half a million of manufacturers.

Meet many small carts in the town, drawn each by a dog : I was told by the owner of

one, what appears to me incredible, tliat his dog would draw 7001b. half a league.

The wheels of these carts are very high, relative to the height of the dog, so that his

chest is a good deal below the axle.

The 6tn. In leaving Lisle, the reparation of a bridge made me take a road on the

banks of the canal, close under the works of the citadel. They appear to be very nu-

merous, and the situation exceedingly advantageous, on a gently rising ground, sur-

rounded by low watery meadows, which may with ease be drowned. Pass Darmcntiers,

a large paved town. Sleep at Mont Cassel. 30 miles.

The 7di. Cassel is on the summit of the only hill in Flanders. They are now re.

pairing the basin at Divttkirk, so famous in history for an imperiousness in England,

I"

I'
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which she must have paid dearly for. Dunkirk, Gibraltar, and the statue of Louis
XIV, in the Place de Victoire, I place in the same political class of national arrogvmce.

Many men arc new at work on this basin, and, when finished, it will not contain

more than twenty or twenty-five frigates ; and appears, to an unlearned eye, a ridiculous

object for the jealousy of a great nation, unless it professed to be jealous of privateers.

I made inquiries concerning the import of wool from England, and was assured that it

was a very trifling object. I may here observe, that when I left the town, my little

cloak-bag was examined as scrupulously as if I had just left England with a cargo of

prohibited goods, and again at a fort two miles off. Dunkirk being a free port, the

custom-house is at the g-atcs. What are we to think of our woollen manufacturers in

England, when suing for their wool-bill, of infamous memory, they brought one Tho-
mas Wilkinson from Dunkirk quay, to the bar of the English House of Lords to swear,

that wool passes from Dunkirk without entry, duty, or any thing being required, at

double custom-houses, for a check on each other, where they examine even a cloak-bag?

On such evidence, did our legislature, in the true shop-keeping spirit, pass an act of

fines, pains, and {lenalties against all the wool-growers of England. W;dk to Rossendal

near the town, where Mons. le Brun has an improvement on the Dunes, which he very

obligingly shewed me. Between the town and that place is a great number of neat

little houses, built each with its garden, and one or two fields enclosed of most wretched
blowing Dune sand, naturally as white as snow, but improved by industry. The magic
of property turns sand to gold. 18 miles.

The 8th. Leave Dunkirk, where the Concierge a good inn, as indeed I have found
all in Flanders. Pass Gravelline, which, to my unlearned eyes, seems the strongest

place I have yet seen, at least the works above ground are more numerous than at

any other. Ditches, ramparts, ..d drawbridges without end. This is a part of the

art military I like ; it implies defence. If Gengischan or Tamerlane had met with

such places as Gravelline or Lisle in their way, where would their conquests and ex-

tirpations of the human race have been ? Rfach Calais. And here ends a journey

which has given me a great deal of pleasure, and more information than I should have
expected in a kingdom not so well cultivated as our own. It has been the first of my
foreign travels ; and has with me confirmed the idea, that to know our own countiy

well, we must see something of others. Nations figure by comparison ; and those

ought to be esteemed the beneficiors of the human race, who have most established

public prosperity on the basis oi |>rivate happiness. To ascertain how far this has been
the case with the French, has been one material object of my tour. It is an inquiry of

great and complex range ; but a single excursion is too iittie to trust to. I must come
again and again before Iventure conclusions. 25 miles.

Wait at Desseins three days for a wind (the duke and duchess of Gloucester are

in the same inn and situation) and for a pacquet. A captain behaved shabbily : de-

ceived me, and was hired by a family that would admit nobody but themselves.

—I did not ask what nation this family was of.—Dover—London—Bradfieid;

—

and have more pleasure in giving my little girl a French doll, than in viewing Ver-
sailles. , ...

^,: VV

1783. ''i.'M'

THE long journey I had last year taken in France suggested a variety of reflections

on the agriculture, and on the sources and progress of national prosperity in that king-

;*r; i4-l & .#S!' '#•-

^wii-»iiilil-.MJ^t»ti™&*.
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doin ; in spite of myself, these ideas fermented in my mind ; and while I was drawinj^

conclusions relative to the political state of that great country, in every circumstance

connected with its husbandry, I found, at each moment ofmy reflection, the imixDrtance

of mukinf^ as regular a survey of the whole as was possible for a traveller to effect.

Thus instigated, I determined to attempt finishing what I hud fortunately enough
begun.

July 30. Left Bradfield ; and arrived at Calais. 161 miles.

August 5. The next day I took tht. road to St. Omers. Pass the bridge Sans Pa-

reil, which serves a double purpose, passing two streams at once ; but it has been
praised beyond its merit, and cost more than it was worth. St. Omers contains little

deserving notice ; ai ", if I could direct the legislatures of England and Ireland, should
contain still less : wir. are catholics to emigrate in order to be ill educated abroad, in-

stead of being allowed institutions that would educate them well at home? The
country is seen to advantage from St. Bertin's steeple. 25 miles.

The 7th. The canal of St. Omers is carried up a hill by a series of sluices. To
Aire, and Lilliers, and Bethune, towns well known in military story. 25 miles.

The 8th. The country changes, now a champaign ; from Bethune to Arras an ad-

mirable gravel road. At the bat town there is nothing but the great and rich abbey of

Var, and this they would not shew me—it was not the right day—or some frivolous ex-

cuse. The cathedral is nothing. 17 miles.

The 9th. Market day ; coming out of the town I met at least an hundred asses,

some loaded with a bag, others a sack, but all apparently with a trifling burthen, and
swarms of men and women. This is called a market, being plentifully supplied ; but
a great proportion of all the labour of a country is idle in the rnidst of harvest, to supply
a town which in England would be fed by one-fortieth of the people : whenever this

swarm of triflers buzz in a market, I take a minute and vicious division of the soil for

granted. Here my only companion de voyage, the English mare that carries me, dis-

closes by her eye a secret not tlie most agreeable, that she is going rapidly blind. She
is moon-eyed ; r>ut our fool of a Bury farrier assured me I was safe for above a twelve-

month. It must be confessed this is one of those agreeable situations which not many
will believe a man would put himself into. Ma foy ! this is a piece ofmy good luck ;

the journey at best is but a drudgery, that others iu-e paid for jjerforming on a good
horse, and I myself pay for doing it on a blind one ; I shall feel this inconvenience per-

haps at the expence of my neck. 20 miles.

The 10th. To Amiens. Mr. Fox slept here last night, and it was amusing to hear
the conversation at the tabic d'hote ; they wondered that so great a man should not travel

in a greater stile : I asked whiit was his stile ? Monsieur and Madame ;vere in an
English post-chaise, and the fiUe and valet de chamber in a cabriolet, with a French
courier to have horses ready. What would they have ? but a stile both of comfort
and amusement ? A plague on a blind mare ! But I have worked through life

;

and he talks.

The 11th. By Poix to Aumale ; enter Normandy. 25 miles.

*' The 12th. Thence to Newchatel, by far the finest country since Calais. Pass many
villas of Rouen merchants. 40 miles.

The 13th. They are right to have country villas—to get out of this great ugly,
stinking, close, and ill built town, which is full of Jiothing but dirt and industry.

What a picture of new buildings does a flourishing and manufacturing town in England
exlubit ! The choir of die cathedral is surrounded by a most magnificent railing of
solid brass. They shew -the monument of Rollo, the first duke of Normandy, and -^!

*«««<.>V'****'
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of his son ; of William Longsword ; also those of Richard Coeurde Lion ; his brother

Henry ; the duke of Bedford, regent of France ; of their own king Henry V ; of the

cardinal d'Amboise, minister of Louis XII, The altar-piece is an adoration of the

shepherds, by Philip of Champagne. Ro;nis deurer than Paris, and therefore it is

neccssar}- tor the pockets of the people that their bellies should be wholesomely pinched.

At the table d'hote, at the hotel pomme du pin we sat down, sixteen, to the following

dinner : a soup, about 31b. of bnuiili, one fowl, one duck, a small fricasse of chicken, a

rote of veal, of about 21b. and two other small plates with sallad : the price 45s. and
20s. more for a pint of wine ; at an ordinary of 20d. a head in England there would
be a piece of meat which would, literally speaking, outweigh this whole dinner! The.
ducks were swept clean so quickly, that I moved from table without half a dinner.

Such tables d'hotes are among the cheap things of France ! Of all sombres and tristes

meetings a French Uible d'hote is foremost ; for eight minutes a dead silence, and as to

the politeness of addressing a conversation to a foreigner, he will look for it in vain.

Not a single word has any where been said to me unless to answer some question

;

Rouen not singular in this. The parliament-house here is shut up, and its members
exiled a month past to their country seats, because they would not register the edict for

a new land-tax. I inquired much into the common sentiments of the people, and
found that the king personally from having been here, is more popular than the parlia-

ment, to whom they attribute the general deamess of every thing. Called on Mons.
d'Ambouniay, the author of a treatise on using nudder green instead of dried, and had
the pleasure of a long conversation widi him on various farming topics, interesting to my
inquiries.

The 14th. To Barentin, through abundance of apple and pear-lrses, and a country

better than the husbandry ; the Yveout richer, but miserable management. 21 miles.

The 15th. Country die same to Bolbeck ; their inclosures remind me of Ireland,

tl\e fence is a high broad parapet bank, very well planted with hedges and oak and beech
trees. All the way from Rouen there is a scattering of country scats, which I am glad

to see ; farm-houses and cottages every where, and the cotton manufacture in all.

Continues the same to Harfleur. To Havre de Grace, the approach strongly marks a
\ery flourishing place : the liills are almost covered with little new built villas, and
many more are building; some are so close as to form almost streets, and considerable

additions are also making to the town. 30 miles.

The 16th. Inquiries are not necessary to find out the prosperify of this town ; it is

nothing equivocal : fuller of motion, life, and activity, than any place I have been at in

France. A house here, which in 1779 let without any fine on a lease of six years for

240 livres per annum, was lately let for three years at 600 liv^res, which twelve years

past was to be had at 24 livres. The harbour's mouth is narrow and formci by a
mole, but it enlarges into two oblong basins of greater breadth ; these are full of bliips,

to the number of some hundreds, and the quays around are thronged with business, all

hurr}, bustle, and animation. They say a fifty gun ship can enter, but I suppose witli-

out her guns. What is better, they have merchant-men of five and six hundred tons :

the state of the harbour has however given them much alarm and perplexity ; if nothing

had been done to improve it, the mouth would have been filled up with sand, an in-

creasing evil ; to remedy which, many engineers have been consulted. The want ofa
back water to wash it out is so great, that they are now, at the king's expence, forming
a most noble and magnificent work, a vast basin, walled off from the ocean, or mtber
an inclosure of it by solid masonry, seven hundred yards long, five yards broad, and
ten or twelve feet above the surface of the sea at high water ; and for four hundred

A-ri^i&tnU— -*-i*^^
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by a

yards more it consists of two exterior walls, each three yards broad, and filled up seven

yards wide between them with earth ; by means of this new and enormous basin, they

will have an artificial back-water, capable, they calculate, of sweeping out the harbour's

mouth clean from all obstructions. It is a work thut does honour to the kingdom. The
view of the Seine from this mole is strikini:^; it is five miles broad, with high lands for

its opposite shore ; and the chalk cliffs and promontories, that recede to make way for

rolling its'vast tribute to the ocean, bold and noble.

Wait on Mons. I'Abbe Dicquemarre, the celebrated naturalist, where I had also the

pleasure of meeting Mademoisselle le Masson le Gloft, author of some agreeable per-

formances ; among others, Entretien sur le Havre, 1781, when the number of souls was
estimated at 25,000. The next day Mons. le Reiseicourt, captain of the corps royale du
Grenie, to whom also I had letters, introduced me to Messrs. Hombergs, who are ranked

among the most considerable merchants of France. I dined with them at one of their

country houses, meeting a numerous company and splendid entertainment. These gen-

tlemen have wives and daughters, cousins and friends, cheerful, pleasing, and well

informed. I did act like the idea of quitting them so soon, for they seemed to have a

society that would have made a longer residence agreeable enough. It is no bad pre-

judice surely to like people that like England ; most of them have been there. Nous
avons assurement en France de belles, d'agreeables et de bonnes choses, mais on trouve

une telle energie dans votre nation.

The 18th. By the passage packet, a decked vessel, to Honfleur, seven and a half

miles, which we made with a strong north wind in an hour, the river being rougher than

I thought a river could be. Hoirfleur is a small town, full of industry, and a basin

full of ships, with some Guinea-men as large as at Havre. At Pont au de Mer, wait

on Mons. Martin, director of the manufacture royale of leather. I saw eight or ten

Englishmen that are employed here (there are forty in all) and conversed with one from
Yorkshire, who told me he had been deceived in coming ; for though they are well paid,

yet they find things very dear, instead of very cheap, as they had been given to

understand. 20 miles.

The 19th. To Pont I'Eveque, towards which town the country is richer, that is, has

more pasturage ; the whole has singular features, composed oforchard inclosures, with

hedges so thick and excellent, though composed of willow, with but a sprinkling of

thorns, that one can scarcely see through them : chateaus are scattered, and some good,

yet the road is villainous. Pont TEveque issituated in the Pays d'Auge, celebrated for

the great fertility of its pastures. To Lisieux, through the same rich district, fences

admirably planted, and the country tliick inclosed and wooded. At the hotel d'An-
gleterre, an excellent inn, new, clean, and well furnished ; and I was well served and
well fed. 26 miles.

The 20th. To Caen ; the road passes on the brow of a hill, that commands the rich

valley of Corbon, still in the Pays d'Auge, the most fertile of the whole, all is under
fine Poictu bullocks, which would figure in the counties of Leicester or Northampton.

28 miles.

The 21st. The marquis de Guerchy, whom I had had the pleasure of seeing in

Suffolk, being colonel of the regiment of Artois, quartered here, I waited on him ; he
introduced me to his lady, and remarked, that as it was the fair of Guibray, and himself

going thither, I could not do better than accompany him, since it was the second fair in

France. I readily agreed ; in our way, we called at Bon, and dined with the marquis
. of Turgot, elder brother erf" the justly celebrated comptroller general : this gentle-

man is author of some memoirs on planting, published in the Trimestres of the Royal
VOL. IV. K k
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Society of Paris ; he shewed and explained to us all his plantations, but chiefly prides

himself on the exotics ; and I was sorry to find in proportion not to their promised utili-

iVj but merely to their rarity, I have not found this uncommon in France ; and it is far

from being so in England. I wished every moment for along walk to change the con-

versation from trees to husbandry, and made many efforts, but all in vain. In the even-

ing to the fair play-house ; Richard CcEur de Lion ; and I could not but remark an

uncommon number of pretty women. Is there no antiquarian that deduces English

beauty from the mixture of Norman blood ? or who thinks with major Jardine, that

nothing improves so much as crossing ? to read his agreeable book of travels, one would
think none wanted, and yet to look at his daughters, and hear their music, it would be

impossible to doubt his system. Supped at the marquis d'Ecougal's, at his chateau a

la Frenaye. If these French marquisses cannot shew me good crops of com and tur-

nips, here is a noble one ofsomething else ; of beautiful and elegant daughters, the charm-

ing copies of an agreeable mother : the whole family I pronounced at the first sight

amiable : they are cheerful, pleasing, interesting : I want to know them better, but it is

the fate of a traveller to meet opportunities of pleasure, and merely see to quit them.

After supper, while the company were at cards, the marquis conversed on topics inter-

csting to my inquiries. 22 miles.

The 22d. At this fair of Guibray, merchandize is sold, they say, to the amount of

six millions (262,5001.) but at that of Beaucare to ten: I found the quantity of Eng-
lish goods considerable, hard and queen's ware ; cloths and cottons. A dozen of

common plain plates, 3 livres, and 4 livres for a French imitation, but much worse ;

I asked the man (a Frenchman) if the treaty of commerce would not be very injurious

with such a difference : C'est precisement le contraire monsieur ; quelque mauvaise que
soit cette imitation, on n'a encore rien fait d'aussi bien en France : I'annee prochaine on
fera mieux ; nous perfcctionnerons : et en fin nous I'emporterons sur vous. I believe

he is a vtxy good politician, and that, without competition, it is not possible to perfect

any fabric. A dozen with blue or green edges, English, 5 livres 5s. Return to Caen

;

dine with the marquis of Guerchy, lieutenant colonel, major, &c. of the regiment, and
their wives present, a large and agreeable company. View the abbey of Benedic-

tines, founded by William the Conqueror. It is a splendid building, substantial, massy,

and magnificent, with very large apartments, and stone stair-cases worthy of a palace.

Sup with Mons. du Mesni, captain ofthe corps de Genie, to whom I had letters ; he had
introduced me to the engineer employed on the new port, \\ hich will bring ships of

three or four hundred tons to Caen, a noble work, and among those which do honour
to France.

The 23d. Mons. de Guerchy and the abbe de
. , accompanied me to view Har-

court, the seat of the duke d'Harcourt, governor of Normandy, and of the Dauphin ;

I had heard it called the finest English garden in France, but Ermi nonville will not

allow that claim, though not near its etiual as a residence. Found at last a horse to try

in order to prosecute my journey a little less liko Don Quixotte, but it would by no
means do ; an uneasy stumbling beast, at a price that would have bought a good one ;

so my blind friend and I must jog on still further. 30 miles.

The 24th. To Bayeux ; the cathedral has three towers, one of which is very light,

elegant, and highly ornamented.

The 25th. In the road to Carentan, pass an arm of the sea at Issigny, which is ford-

able. At Carentan I Ibund myself so ill, from accumulalud colds I suppose, that I was
seriously afraid of being laid up—not a bone without its aches ; and a horrid dead
leaden weight all over me. I went early to bed, washed down a dose of antimonial
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23powders, which proved sudorific enough to let me prosecute my journey,

miles.

The 26th. To Volognes; thence to Cherbourg, a thick woodland, much like Sus-

sex. The marquis de Gueichy had desired me to call on Mons. Doumcrc, a great im-

prover at Pierbuttc near Cherbourg, which I did; but he was then at Paris : however
his bailiff*, Mons. Baillio, with great civility shewed me the lands, and explained every

thing. 30 miles.

The 27th. Cherbourg. I liad letters to the duke de Beu\ron, who commands here;

to the count de Chavagnac, and M. dc Meusnier, of the Academy of Sciences, and
translator of Cook's Voyages; the count is in the country. So much had I heard of

tlie famous works erecting to form a harbour here, that I was eager to view them with-

out the loss of a moment : the duke favoured me with an order for Uiat purpose ; I

therefore took a boat, and rowed across the artificial harbour formed by the celebrated

cones. As it is possible that this itinerary may be read by persons that have not either

time or inclination to seek other books for an account of these works, I will in a few
words sketch the intention and execution. The French possess no port for ships ol"

^var from Dunkirk to Brest, and the former is capable of receiving frigates only. This
deficiency has been fatal to them more than once in their wars with England, whose
more favourable coast aftbrds not only the Thames, but the noble harbour of Ports-

mouth. To remedy the want, they planned a mole across the open bay ol' Cherbourg;
but to inclose a space sufficient to protect a fleet of the line, would demand so extended
a Willi, and so exposed to heavy seas, that the expence would be fur too great to be thought
of; and at the same time the success too dubious to be ventured. The idea of a re-

gular moie was therefore given up, and a partial one on a new plan adopted ; this was
to erecv in the sea, in a line where i mole is wanted, insulated columns of timber and
wasoiuy, of so vast a size, as to resist the violence of the ocean, and to break its waves
sufficiently to permit a bank being formed between column and column. These have
been called cones from their form. They are 140 feet diameter at the base ; 60 dia-

meter at the top, and 60 feet vertical height, being, when sunk in the sea, 30 to 34 feet,

immersed at the low water of high tides. These enormous broad bottomed tubs being
constructed of oak, with every attention to strength and solidity, when finished for

launching, were loaded with stone just sufficient for sinking, and in that state each cone
weighed 1000 tons (of 20001b.) To float tl\em, sixty empty casks, each of ten pipes,

watt attached around by cords, and in this state of buoyancy tlie enormous machine
was floaced to its destined spot, towed by numberless vessels, and before innumerable
spectators. At a signal, the cords are cut in a moment, and the pile sinks: it is then

fiiied instantly with stone from vessels ready attending, and capped with masonry. The
CGoitents of each filled to wixhin four feet of tlit' surface only, 2500 cubical toises of
stone.* A vast number of vessels are then employed to form a bank of stone from
cone to cone, visible at low water in neap tides. Eighteen cones, by one account, but
thuty-three by another, would complete the work, leaving only two entrances, com-
munded by two very fine new-built forts, Uoyale and d'Artois, thoroughly well pro-

vided, it is said (for they do not shew tliem) with an apparatus for heatijig cannon
balls. The number of cones will depend on the distances at which they are placed.

I found eight finished, and the skeleton frames of two more in the dock-yard ; but all

is btoppcdoy the archbishop of Toulouze, in favour of the leconomicul phuis at present

in speculadon. Four of them, the lust sunk, being most exposed, are now rtpalriiig,

'
' ' The tolse sjx feet.
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having been found too weak to resist the fury of the storms, und the heavy westerly

seas. The last cone is much the moitr. damaged, and, in proportion as they advance,

they will be still more and more exposed, which gives rise to the opinion of many skil-

ful engineers, that the whole scheme will prove fruitless, unless such an expcnce is be-

stowed on the remaining cones as would be sufficient to exhaust the revenues of a king-

dom. The eight already erected have for some years given a new appearance to Cher-

bourg; new houses, and even streets, and such a face of activity and animation, that the

stop to the works was received with blank countenances. They say, that, quarry-men

included, three thousand were employed. The effect of the eight cones already erected,

and the bank of stone formed between them, has been to give perfect security to a con-

siderable portion of the intended harbour. Two forty gun ships have lain at anchor

within them these eighteen months past, by way of experiment, and though such stoMns

have happened in that time as have put all to severe trials, and, as I mentioned before,

considerably damaged three of the cones, yet these ships have not received the smallest

agitation ; hence it is a liarbour for a small fleet without doing more. Should they

ever proceed with the rest of the cones, they must be built much stronger, perhaps

larger, and far greater precaution taken in giving them firmness and solidity : it is also

a question, whether they must not be sunk much nearer to each other ; at all events,

the proportionable exix:ncc will be nearly doubled ; but for wars with England, the

importance of having a secure harbour, so critically situated, they consider as equal

almost to any expence ; at least this importance has its full weight in tlie eyes of the

people of Cherbourg. I remarked, in rowing across the harbour, that while the sea

without the artificial bar was so rough, that it would have been unpleasant for a boat,

within it was quite smooth. I mounted two of the cones, one of which has this inscrip-

tion : Louis XVI. Sur ce premiere coneechou Ic 6 Juin 1784, a vu rimmersiou de

celui de I'est, le 23 Juin 1786. On the whole, the undertaking is a prodigious one, and
does no trifling credit to the spirit of enterprize of the present age in France. The ser-

vice of the marine is a favourite ; whether justly or not, is another question ; and this

harbour shews, that when this great people undertake any capital woncs, that are really

favourites, they find inventive genius to plan, and engineers of capital talents to execute

whatever is devised, in a manner that does honour to their kingdom. The duke de
Beuvron had asked me to dinner, but I found that if I accepted his invitation, it would
then take me the next day to view the glass manufacture ; I preferred therefore business

to pleasure, and taking with nie a letter from that nobleman to secure a sight of it, I

rode thither in the afternoon ; it is about three miles from Cherbourg. Mons. de Puye,

the director, explained every thing to me in the most obliging manner. Cherbourg is

not a place for a residence longer than necessary ; I was here fleeced more infamous-

ly than at any other town in France ; the two best inns were full ; I was obliged to go
to the barque, a vile hole, little better than a hog-sty ; where, for a miserable dirty

wretched chamber, two suppers composed chiefly of a plate of apples and some butter

and cheese, with some trifle besides too bad to eat, and one miserable dinner, they

brought me in a bill of 31 livres (11. 7s. Id.) they not only charged the room 3 livres

a night, but even the very stable tor my horse, after enormous items for oats, hay, and
straw. This is a species of profligacy which debases the national character. Calling,

as I returned, on Mons. Buillo, I shewed him the bill, at which he exclaimed for impo-
sition, and said the man and woman were going to leave ofl' then truile ; and no wonder,
if they had made a practice of fleecing others in tliat manner. Let no one go to Cher-
bourg without making a bargain for every thing he has, even to the straw and stable

;

pepper, salt, and table-cloth. 10 miles.
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'file 28th, return to Curentan ; and the 29th, pass through a rich luid thickly inclosed

country to Coutanccs, capital t>i' tlic district called the Cotentin. They build in this

country the best mud houses and barns I ever saw, excellent habitations, even of thret?

stories, and ail of mud, with considerable banis and other offices. The earth (the be si

for the purpose is a rich brown loam) is well kneaded with straw ; and bcine spread

about four inches thick on the ground, is cut in squares of nine inches, and these arc

taken with a shovel, and tossed to the man on the wall who builds it ; and the wall

built, as in Ireland, in layers, each three feet high, that it may dry before they advance.
The thickness about two feet. They make them project about an inch, which they cut
off layer by layer perfectly smooth. If they had the English way of white-washing,

they would look as well as our lath and plaister, and are much more durable. In good
houses, the doors and windows are in stone work. 20 miles.

The 30th. A fine sea view of the Isles of Chausee, at five leagues distant ; and af-

terwards Jersey, clear at about forty miles, with that of the towil of Grandval on a
high peninsula : entering the town, every idea of beauty is lost ; a close, nasty, ugly,

ill-biult hole ; market day, and myriads of triflers, common at a French market.
The bay of Cuncalle, all along to the right, and St. Michael's rock rising out of the
sea, conically, with a castle on the top, - a most singular and picturesque object.

30 miles.

The 31st. At Pont Orsin, enter Bretagne ; there seems here a more minute division

of farms than before. There is a long street in the episcopal town of Doll, without a
glass window ; a horrid appearance. My entry into Bretagne gives me an idea of its

beinga miserable province. 22 miles.

September 1st. To Combourg, the country has a savage aspect; husbandry not
much further advanced, at least in skill, than among the Hurons, which appears in-

credible amidst inclosures ; tht people almost as wild as their country, and their town
of Combourg one of the most brutal filthy places that can be seen ; mud houses, no
windows, and a pavement so broken, as to impede all passengers, but ease none—^yet

here is a chateau, and inhabited ; who is this Monsieur de Chateaubriant, the owner,
that has nerves strung for a residence amidst such filth and poverty ? Below this hi-

deous heap of wretchedness is a fine lake, surrounded by well wooded inclosures.

Coming out of Hede there is a beautiful lake, belonging to Monsieur de Blassac, in-

tendant of Poictiers, with a tine accompaniment of wood. A very little cleaning would
make here a delicious scenery. Thire is a chateau, with four rows of trees, and no-
thing else to be seen from the windows in the true French style. Forbid it, taste, that

this should be the house of the owner of that beautiful water ; and yet this Monsieur
de Blassac has made at Poictiers the finest promenade in France ! But the taste which
draws a strait line, and that which traces a waving one, are founded on feelings and
ideas as separate and distinct as painting and music ; as poetry or sculpture. The lake

abounds with fish, pike to 361b. carp to 241b. perch 41b. and tench 51b. To Rennes
the same strange wild mixture of desert and cultivation, half savage, half human. 31
miles.

The 2d. Rennes'is well built, and has two good squares ; that particularly of Louis
XV, where is his statue. The parliament being in exile, the house is not to be seen.

The Benedictines' garden, called the Tabour, is worth viewing. But the object at

Rennes most remarkable at present is a camp, ^vitha marshal of France (de Stainville)

and four regiments ofinfantrj', and two of dragoons, close to the gates. The discon-

tents of the people have been doubled, first on account of the high price of bread, and
secondly for the banishment of the parliament. The former cause is natural enough

;
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but why the people should love their parliament was, what I could not understand,

since the members, as well as of the states, are all noble, and the distinction between

the noblesse and roturiers no where stronger, more offensive, or more abominable than

in Brctagne. They assured me, however, that the populace have been blown up to

violence by every art of deception, and even by money distributed for that purpose.

The commotions rose to such a height before the camp was established, that the troops

here were 'tt-r'" unable to keep the peace. Monsieur Argentaise, to whom I had
brought leti 1 the goodness, during the four days I was here, to shew and ex-

plain every tl .) be seen. I find Rennes very cheap; and it appears the more so

to me just come from Normandy, where every thing is extravagantly dear. The ta-

ble d'hote, at the grand maison, is well served ; they give two courses, containing

plenty of good things, and a very ample regular desert; the supper one good course,

with a large joint of mutton, and another good desert ; each meal, with the common
wine, 40 sous, and for 20 more you have very good wine, instead of the ordinary

sort ; 30 sous for the horse : thus, with good wine, it is no more than six livres,

10 sous a day, or 5s. lOd. Yet a camp of which they complain has raised prices enor-

mously.

Tlie 5th. To Montauban. The poor people seem poor indeed; the children terri-

bly ragged, if possible worse clad than if with no clothes at all ; as to shoes and stock-

ings they are luxuries. A beautiful girl of six or seven years, playing with a stick,

and smiling under such a bundle of rags as made my heart ache to see her ; they did

not beg, and when I gave them any thing, seemed more surprized than obliged.

One third of what I have seen of this province seems uncultivated, and nearly all of

it in misery. What have kings, and ministers, and parliaments, and states to an-

swer for, seeing millions of hands that would be industrious, yet idle and starving,

through the execrable maxims of despotism, or the equally detestable prejudices of

a feudal nobility? Sleep at the lion d'oi\ at Montauban, an abominable hole. 20
miles.

The 6th. The same e» closed country to Brooms ; but near that town improves to

the eye, from being more hilly. At the little town of Lamballe, there are above fifty

families of noblesse that live here in winter, who reside on their estates in the summer.
There is probably as much foppery and nonsense in their circles, and for what I know
as much happiness, as in those of Paris. Both would be better employed in cultivating

their lands, and rendering the poor industrious. 30 miles.

The 7th. Upon leaving Lamballe, the country immediately changes. The marquis

d'Urvoy, whom I met at Rennes, and who has a good estate at St. Brieux, gave me a
letter for his ag^nt, who answered my questions. 12 and a half miles.

The 8th. To Guingamp, a sombre enclosed country. Pass Chateaulandrin, and
enter Bas Bretagne. One recognizes at once another people, meeting numbers who
have not more French than Je ne sai pas ce que vous dites, or je n'entend rien. Enter

Guingamp by gateways, towers, and battlements, apparendy of the oldest military ar-

chitecture ; every part denoting antiquit)', and in the best preservation. The poor
jjeople's habitations are not so good ; they are miserable heaps of dirt ; no glass, and
scarcely any light ; but they have earth chimnies. I was in my first sleep at Belleisle,

when the aubergiste came to my bedside, undrew a curtain, that I expected to cover

me with spiders, to tell me that I had une jument Angloise superbe, and that a seigneur

wished to bu}- it oi" me : I gave him half a dozen flowers of French eloquence for his

impertinence, when he thought proper to leave me and his spiders at peace. There
was a great cliasse assembled. These Bas Bretagne Seigneurs are capital hunters, it

I-
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stems, who fix on abliiul mare for an object of admiration. Apropos to the breeds of

horses in France , this mire cost me twenty-three guineas whcst lujrses were dear in

Enjrland, and had been sold for sixteen when they were rather chea|)cr ; her

fif^nre may therefore be guessed ; yet she was muchachnired, andoiten in this journey ;

and as to Bretagne, she rarely met a rival. That nro\ince, and it is the same in parts

of Normandy, is infested in every stable with u pack of garran pony aUiliions, sutlicient

to per|)etuate the miserable breed that is ever)' where seen. This villainous hole, that

calls itself the grand maison, is the best inn at a post town on the great road to Brest, at

wliieh marshals of France, dukes, peers, countesses, and so forth, must now and then,

by the accidents to which long journeys are subject, liave found themselves. What arc

we to think of a country that has made, in the eighteenth century, no better provision

for its travellers ! 30 miles.

The 9th. Morlaix is the most singular port T have seen. It has but one feature, a

vale just wide enough for a fine canal with two jtiays, and two rows of houses ; behind

them the mountain rises steep, and woody on one side ; on the other gardens, rocks,

and wood ; the effect romantic and beautiful. Trade liow very dull, but flourished mucli

in the war. 20 miles.

The 10th. Fair day at Landervisier, which gave mc an opportunity of seeing num-
bers of Bas Bretons collected, as well as their cattle. The men dress in great trowscr

like breeches, many with naked legs, and most with wooden shoes, strong nuirked fea-

tures like the Welch, with counteiunces a mixture of half energy, half laziness ; their

persons stout, broad, and square. The women furrowed without age by labour, to

the utter extinction of all softness of sex. The eye discovers them at dy^i glance to be
a people absolutely distinct from the French. Wonderful that they should be lotud so,

with distinct language, inauners, dress, &c. after having been settled here 1300 years.

35 miles.

The Uth. I had respectable It M' i*, iiid lo rt'flpcctable people at Brest, in order to

see the dock-yard, but they were vain; IV|onMi«iir le Chevalier de Trcdairne parricqlarly

applied for me earnestly to the commandant, Uiii flit: order, contrary to its biiiig shewn
either to Frenchmen or foreigners, was Um strict to be relaxed wiUiout an express direc-

lion [ri>in the minister of the niitrJIM , u\vf-n very prely, and to which, when it does
come, they pay but an unwilling o(jn|)c(||» *' --

-
.

me, that lord Ftinimiln- 8f)W it not itj/l^

remarked himself, knowing ilfHt t (fWil
shew the port (o an Prii^lish general iii\l\

farmer. He however assund ui' ,, lllfil •(»

day without being permitted to sti if

,! !
I '

^iniisitut Trcdairne, however, informed

by means of such an order: and he

lifil doing the same, that it was strange to

i
* T^ortsmouth, yet dvny it to a

'
: A'cnt away but the other

i (fic theatre, which, though
not large, is neat and elegant, was nut cahu/ated to put me in good humour ; it

was Panurge. Brest is a well liidll ttiwn. ivjth myny regular and handsome streets, and
the quay where many men of war are Ifijfj oj), and other shipping, has much of tlie life

and motion whicli animates a sea port

The 12th. Hetuni h| Jjamjcfnau, i' here at the due de Chartres, which is the best

and cleanest inn in the bishopriek, as i was going to dinner, the landlord told n\e, there

was a monsieur un homme comme iljiiut, and the dinner would be better if we united j

de tout mon cceur. He proved a Bas Breton noble, with his sword and a little miserable
but nimble nag. This se^neiir was ignorant that the duke de Chartres, the other day
at Brest, was not the duke that was in Monsieur d'Orvillier's fleet. Take the.- road to

Nantes. 25 miles.

-"^^^.'^^Sf^*-
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The 13th. The country to Chatcaulin more mountainous; unc-third wnste. All

th'iH region far iiiri-rior to Leon uiul Traf^ucr : no exertions, nor any marks of intelli«

gence. yet ail near to the great navigation and market of Brest water, and the soil good.

Quimpir, though a bishopric, tius nothing worth seeing but its promenades, which urc

among the finest in I'Vancc. 25 miles.

The 14th. Leaving Quimper, there seem to be more cultivated features; but this

only for a moment ; wastes, wastes, wastes. Reach Quimjicrlay. 27 miles.

The I5th. The same sombre country to I'Orient, but with u mixture of cultiva-

tion and much wood. I found POricnt so full of fools, gaping to see a man of war
launched, that I could get no bed for myself, nor stable for my horse at the cpee roy-

ale. At the cheval blanc, a poor hole, I g(jt my horse crammed among twenty otherti

like herrings in a barrel, but could have no bed. The duke de Brissac, with a suite

of oflicers, had no better success. If the governor of Paris could not, without trouble,

get a bed at I'Orient, no wonder Artliur Young found obstacles. I went directly to

deliver my letters, found Mons. Besne, a merchant, at home ; he received me with a

frank ei\ ilitv better than a million of compliments ; and the moment he understood ray

situation, ofrered me a bed in his house, which I accepted. The Tourville, of eighty,

four guns, was to be launched at three o'clock, but put off till the next day, much
Ho the joy of the aubcrgistes, &c. who were well pleased to see such a swarm of stran-

gers kept another day. I wished the ship in their throats, for I titought only of my poor

mare being soueezed a night among the Bretagne garrans ; sixpence, however, to the

garcon, had effects marvellously to her ease. The town is modem, and regularly built,

the streets diverge in rays from the gate, and are crossed by others at right angles,

broad, handsomely built, and well paved ; with many houses that .make a good figure.

But what makes I'Orient more known, is, being the appropriated port for the com-
merce of India, containing all the shipping and magazines of the company. The lat-

ter are truly great, and speak the royal munificence Irom which they arose. They re

of several stories, and all vaulted in stone, in a splendid stile, and of vast extent, but
they want, at least at present, like so many other magnificent establishments in France

the vigour and vivacity of an active commerce. The business transacting here seems
trifling. Three eight} -four gun ships, the Tourville, I'Eole, and Jean Bart, with a
this-ty-two ^m frigate, are upon the stocks. They assured me, that the Tourville has

been only nme months building : the scene is alive, and fifteen large men of war being

laid up here in ordinary, with some Indiamen and a few traders, render the port a
pleasing spectacle. There is a beautiful round tower, a hundred feet high, of white

stone, with a railed gallery at top ; the proportions light and agreeable ; it is for look-

ing out and making signals. My hospitable merchant I find a plain unaffected character,

with some whimsical originalities, that make him more interesting ; he has an agtee-

able daughter, who entertains me with singing to her harp. The next morning the

Tourville quitted her stocks, to the music of the regiments, and the shouts ofthouseaids

collected to see it. Leave I'Orient. Arrive at Hennebon. 7 miles.

The 17Ui. To Auray, the eighteen poorest miles I have yet seen in Bretagne. Good
houses of stone and slate, without glass. Auray has a little poit, and some sloops,

which always give an air of life to a town. To Vannes, the country varied, but landcs

the more permanent feature. Vannes is not an inconsiderable town, but its greatest

beauty is its port and promenade.
The 1 8th. To Musiliac. Belleisle with the smaller ones, d'Herdic and d'Honat, are

in sight. Musiliac, if it can boast of noUiing else, may at least vaunt its cheapness.

gmmnBi tsae
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( had Tor dinner two good flat Ash, a dinh of oyittcrH, Koiip, u iiiic duck roosted ; witii

an ample desert of grapes, pcar», walnuts, biscuits, litjuor. and a pint of good Hour,

deuux wine : my marc, l)csidcs hay, had three-fourths of ai pctk of <;om, and the

whole 56s. 2s. to the fillc and two to the giut^on, in all 2h. (ki. Push lundes ; landcs

;

tandes : to la Roche Bernard. The view of the river Villuiix: is iK-uutiful from th<'

boldness of the shores ; there arc no insipid flats ; the river is two thirds of the width

of the river Thames at Westminster, and would be equal u» any thing in the world

if the shores were woody, but they are the savage wasiics of this countr)'. 33
miles. f- *

The I9th. Turned aside to Auvcrgnac, the «icat of the cuunt dc la Bourdonaye,

to whom I had a Icttt-r from the duchcsM d'Anville, as a person able to give mc every

species of intelligence relative to Bretagne, having for five and twenty years been first

syndic of the noblesse. A fortuitous jumble of rocks and Htc< ^is could scarcely form

a worae road than these five miles ; could I put as much fiiith iit two bits of wckx! laid

over each other, as the good folks of the country do, 1 shoittd have crossed myself,

but mv blind friend, with the most incredible surc-footcdness, carried me safe over

such places, that if I had not been in the constant habit of th saddle, I should have

shudclered at, though gui<k*d by eyes keen as Eclipse's ; for { i^upposc a finer racer, on
whose velocity so mar^ fools have been ready to lose their money, must have good
eyes, as well as good legs. Such a road, leading to several villages, and one of the

6lrst noblemen of the province, shews what the state of society must be ; no commu-
nication ; no neighbourhood ; no temptation to the expences which flow from society ;

a mere seclusion to save money in order to spend it in towns. The count received

me with great politeness ; I explained to him my plan and motives for travelling in

France^ ivnich Ik was pleased very warmly to approve, expressing his surprise that

I shoukt attempt so large an undertaking as such a survey of France, unsupported by my
govemn nt ; I told him he knew very little of our government, if he supposed they

would gi " a shilliiig to any agricultural project or projector ; that whether the mi*
nisters wert whig or fory made no fUffcrence, the party of the plough never yet hAd
one on its side; ^md tliat England i. as had many Colberts, but not one Sully. This
led to much interesting conversation on the balance of agriculture, manufactures,

and commerce, and on the means of encouraging them ; and, in reply to his inquiries,

I made lim understand their relations in England, and how our husbandry flourished

in spite: of our ministers, merely >v the protection which civil liberty gives to property

:

and conseqtAently that it was in a poor situation, comparatively with what it would have

been in, had it rece;ived the same attcnUor< as manufactures and commerce. I told

M. de la Bourdonaye tha|: his province of Bretagne seemed to me to have nothing

in it but privileges and poverty ; he smiled, and gave me some explanations that are

important ; but no noblemAn can ever probe this evil as it ought to be done, resulting

i It does from the privileges going to themselves, and the poverty to the pecMile. He
vhewed me his pkuttations, which are very fine and well hriven, and shelter him tho-

. 3ughly on every side, even from the S. W. so near to the a ; from his walks we see

BeUeisle and its neighboum, mid a little isle or rock iielonging to him, which he says

the king of England took from him after Sir Edward Hawke's victory, but that his

majesty was kind enough to leave him his island after one night's possession. 20
miles.

The 20th. Take my leave of monsieur and madame de la Bourdonaye, to whose
politeness as well as friendly attentions I am much obliged. Towi^^is Nazaire there

is a fine view of the mouth of the Loire, from the rising grounds^ out the headlands

vol, IV. 1. 1
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I

that form tlic t mliouchcrc arc law, wliich taken off from that ij;rfntiK-ss of the effect

which highlands give to the mouth of the Shannon. The sweliuig honom of the At-

lantic boundlcHS to the right. Suvatuil is poverty itself. 33 milcH.

The 2l8t. Come to an improvement in the midst of these deserts, four gotxl hotmes

of stone and slate, and a few acres run to wretched grass, whicli have heen tilled, hut

all savage, and become almost as rough as the rest. I was afycrwards informed that

this improvement, as it is called, was wrought by Knglishmen, at the exiK'tice of a

gentleman they ruined as xvell as themselves. I demanded how it had been ilonc ?

rare and bum, and sow wheat, then r3c, and then oats. Thus it is for ever and ever !

the same follies, the same blundering, the same ignorance ; and then all the fools in

the country said, as they do now, that these wastes are good for nothing. To my
amazement find the incredible circumstance, that they reach within three miles of the

great commercial city of Nantes ! This is a problem and a lesson to work at, but not

at present. Arrive ; go to the theatre, new built of fine white stone, having a magnifi-

cent portico of eight elegant Corinthian pillars in front, and four others, to separate

the portico from a grand vestibule. Within all is gold and painting, and a coup d'ocll

:\t entering, that stmck me forcibly. It is, I believe, twice as large as Drury Lane,

and five times as magnificent. It was Sunday, and therefore full. Mon Dieu ! cried

I to myself, do all tnc wastes, the deserts, the heath, ling, furze, broom, and bog,

that I have passed for three hundred miles, lead to this spectacle ? What a miracle !

that all this splendour and wealth of the cities of France should be so uncomiected with

the country ! There arc no gentle transitions from ease to comfort, from comfort to

wealth : you pass at once from beggary to profusion ; from misery in mud cabins to

Mademoiselle Hubcrti in splendid spectacles at 50()llvresa night (211. 17s. 6d.) The
country deserted, or if a gentleman in it, you 'find him in some wretched hole, to save

that money which is lavished with profusion in debauchery and the luxuries of a capital.

20 miles.

The 22d. Deliver my letters. As much as agriculture is the chief object of my
journey, it is necessary to acquire such intelligence of the state of commerce, as can be

best done from merchants, for abundance of useful information is to be gained, with-

out putting any questions that a man would be cautious of answering, and even with-

out putting any questions at all. Mons. Uicdy was very polite, and satisfied many of

my inquiries ; I dmed once with him, and was pleased to find the conversation take an
important turn on the relative situations of France and England in trade, particularly in

the West Indies. 1 had a letter also to Mons. Epivcnt, consilier in the parliament of
Rennes, whose brother, Mons. Epivent dc la Villesboisnet, is a very considerable

merchant here. It was not possible for any person to be more obliging than these

two gentlemen ; their attentions to me were marked and friendly, and rendered a few
days residence here equally instructive and agreeable. The town has that sign of

prosperity of new buildings, which never deceives. The quarter of the comcdie is

magnificent, all the streets at right angles and of white stone. I am in doubt whether

the hotel de Henri IV, is not the finest inn in Europe : Dessein's at Calais is larger,

but neither built, fitted up, nor furnished like this, which is new. It cost 400,000
livrcs, (17,5001.) furnished, and is let at 14,0(X) livres per annum, (6121. lOs.) with no
no rent for the first year. It contains sixty beds for masters, and twenty- five stalls for

hordes. Some of the apaitments of two rooms, very neat, are six livres a day ; one
good three livrcs, but for merchants five livres per diem for dinner, supper, wine, and
chamber, and 35s. for his horse; It is, without comparison, the first inn I have seen

in France, and \ cry cheap. It is in a small square close to the theatre, ts convenient for
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pleasure or trade as the votaries of cither can wish. The theatre cost 450,000 livrcs,

and lets to the comedians at 17,000 livres a year; it holds, when full, to the value ot

120 louis d'ors. The land the inn stands on 'vas bought at 9 livres a foot : in some
parts of the city it sells as high as 15 livres. The value of the ground induces them to

build so high as to be destructive of beauty. The quay has nothing remarkable; the

river is choaked with islands, but at the furthest part next to the sea is a large range ol

houses regularly fronted. An institution common in the great commercial towns of

France, but particularly flourishing in Nantes, is a chambre de lecture, or what we should

call a book-club, tha» does not divide its books, but forms a library. There are three

rooms, one fur reading, another for conversation, and the third is the library ; good fires

in winter are provided, and wax candles. Messrs. Epiventhad the goodness to attend

tneon a water expedition, to view the establishment of Mr. Wilkinson, for boring can-

non, in an island in the Loire below Nantes. Until that well known English manufac-
turer arrived, the French knew nothing of the art of casting cannon solid, and then

boring them. Mr. Wilkinson's machinery, for boring four cannons, is now at work,

moved by tide wheels ; but they have erected a steam engine, with a new apparatus for

boring seven more ; M. de la Motte, who has the direction of the whole, shewed us also

a model of this engine, about six feet long, five high, and four or five broad ; which
he worked for us, by making a small fire under the boiler that is no bigger than a large

tea-kettle; one of the best machines for a travelling philosopher that I have seen.

Nantes is as enflammee in the cause of liberty, as any town in France can be ; the con-

versations I witnessed here prove how great a change is effected in the minds of the

French, nor do I believe it will be possible for the present government to last half a cen-

tury longer, unless the clearest and most decided talents be at the helm. The Ameri-
can revolution has laid the foundation of another in France, if government do not take

care of itself.* Upon the 23d one of the twelve prisoners from the Bas'^ile arrived

here ; he was the most violent of them all ; and his imprisonment has been fiir enough
from silencing him.

The 25th. It was not ^vithout re^t that I quitted a society both intelligent and agree-

able, nor should I feel comfortably if I did not hope to see Messrs. Epivents again ; I

have little chance of being at Nantes, but if they com-: .^, second time to England, I have
a promise of seeing them at Bradfield. The younger of these gentlemen spent a fort<

night with lord Shelbume at Bowood, which he remembers with muclr pleasure ; Col.

Barre and Dr. Priestley were there at the same time. To Ancenis is all inclosed : for

seven miles many seats. . 22 and a half miles. -. r r. -'H: ^/^

The 26th. To the scene ofthe vintage I had not before been witness to so muoh ad«
vantage as here ; last autumn the heavy rains made it a melancholy business. At pre-

sent all is life and activity. The country all thickly and well inclosed. Glorious view
of the Loire from a villa^, the last of Bretagne, where is a great barrier across the road
and custom houses, to search every thing coming thence. The Loire here takes the

appearance of a lake large enough to be interesting. There is on both sides an accom-
paniment of wood, which is not universal on this river. The addition of towns, stee-

ples, windmills, and a great range of lovely country, covered with vines ; the character

gay as well as noble. Enter Anjou. Pass St. George. For ten miles quit the Loire
and meet it again at Angers. Letters from Mons. de Broussonet ; but he is unable to

inform me in what part of Anjou was the residence of the marquis de Tourbilly ; to

V*.«'l

[I'* It wanted no great spirit of prophecy to foretcl this; but tlie latter events have shewn that I was
vei^ wide of the mark when I talked of fifty years/

12
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find out that nobleman's fann, where he made those admirable improvements, which

he describes in the Memoir sur les defrichemens, was such an object to me, I was de-

termined to go to the place, let the distance out of my way be what it might. 30
miles.

The 27th. Among my letters, one to Mons. de la Livonicre, perpetual secretary of

the Society of Agriculture here. I found he was at his country seat, two leagues ofi

at Magnianne. On my arrival, he was sitting down to dinner with his family ; not

being past twelve, I thought to have escaped this awkwardness ; but both he himself

and Madame prevented all embarrassment by very unaffectedly desiring me to partake

with them; and making not the least derangement either in table or looks, placed me at

once at my ease, to an indifferent dinner, garnished with so much cheerfulness, that I

found it a repast more to my taste than the most splendid tables could afford. An Eng-
lish family in the country, similar in situation, taken unawares in the same way, would
receive you with an unquiet hospitality, and an anxious politeness ; and after waiting for

a hurry-scurry derangement ofcloth, table, plates, sideboard, not, and spit, would ^ve
you perhaps so good a dinner, that none of the family, between anxiety and fatigue,

could supply one word^of conversation, and you would depart under cordial wbhes that

you might never return. This folly, so common in England, is never met with in

France: the French are quiet in their houses, and do things without effort. Monsieur
Livoniere conversed with me much o i the plan of my travels, which he commended
greatly, but thought it very extraordinary that neither government, nor the Academy of

Sciences, nor the Academy of Agriculture, should at least be at the expence of my
journey. This idea is purely French ; they have no notion of private people going out

of their way for the public good, without beinpf paid by the public; nor could he well

comprehend me, when I told him that every thmg is well done in England, except what
is done with public money. I was greatly concerned to find that he could give no in-

telligence concerning the residence of the late marquis de Tourbilly, as it would be a

provoking circumstance to pass through all the provmce without finding his house, and
afterward hear perhaps that I had been ignorantly within a few miles of it. In the even-

ing return to Angers. 20 miles.

The 28th. To La Fleche. The chateau of Duretal, belonging to the duchess d'Es-
tissac, is boldly situated above the little town of that name, and on the banks of a beau-

tiful river, the slopes to which, that liang to the south are covered with vines. The
country cheerful, dr}', and pleasant for residence. I inquired here of several gentlemen
for the residence of the marquis de Tourbilly, but all in vain. The 30 miles to Lfl

Fleche the road is a noble one, of gravel, smooth, and kept in admirable order. La
Fleche is a neat, clean, little town, not ill built, on the navigable river that flows to

Duretal; but the trade is inconsiderable. My first business here, as every where else

in Anjou, was to inquire for the residence of the marquis de Tourbilly. I repeated my
inquiries till I found that there was a place not far from La Fleche, called Tourbilly,

but not what I viranted, as there was no Mons. de Tourbilly there, but a marquis de
Galway, who inherited Tourbilly from his father. This perplexed me more and more

;

and I renewed my inquiries with so much eagerness, that several people, I believe^'

thought me half mad. At last I met with an ancient lady who solved my difficulty t

she informed me, that Tourbilly, about twelve miles fi^om La Feche, waA the place I'

was in search of: that it belon^d to the marquis of that name, who had written some'

books she believed ; that he died twenty years ago insolvent ; that the father (^the pre-

sent marquis de Galway bought the estate. This vfos sufficient for my purpose ; I de-

teimined to take a guide the next morning, and as I could not visit die marquis, at least
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see the remains of his improvements. The news, however, that he died insolvent, hurt

me very much ; it was a bad commentorv on his book, and I foresaw, that whoever I

should find at Tourbilly, would be full of ridicule on a husbandry that proved the loss

of the estate on which it was practised. 30 miles.

The 29th. This morning 1 executed my project ; my guide was a countryman with

a good pair of legs, who conducted me across a range of such ling wastes as the mar-

quis speaks of in his memoir. They appear boundless here; and I was told that I could

travel many, many days, and see nothuig else : wliat fields of improvement to make,
not to lose estates! At last we arrived at Tourbilly, a poor village, of a few scattered

houses, in a vale between two rising grounds, which are yet heath and waste : the cha-

teau in the midst, with plantations of fine poplars leading to it. I cannot easily express

the anxious inquisitive curiosity I felt to examine every scrap of the estate ; no hedge or

tree, no bush but what was interesting to me : I had read the translation of the mar-
cjub's history of lus improvements in Mr. Mill's husbandry, and thought it the most
interesting morsel I had met with, long before I procured the original Memoire sur les

defirichemens ; and determined, tlut ifever I should go to France, to view improvements
the recital of which had given me so much pleasure. I had neither letter nor introduc-

tion to the present owner, the marquis de Galway. I therefore stated to him the plain

fact, that I had read Mons. de Tourbilly 's book with so much pleasure, that I wished
much to view the imiftt>vements described in it ; he answered me directly in good Eng-
lish, received me with such cordiality of politeness, and such expressions of regard for

the purport of my travels, that he put me perfectly in humour with myself, and conse-

quently with all around me. He ordered breakfast a I'Anglois ; gave orders for a man
to attend us in our walk, who I desired might be the oldest labourer to be found of the

late marquis de Tou/billy's. I was pleased to hear that one was alive who had worked
with him from the beginning of his improvement. At breakfast Mons. de Galway in-

troduced me to his brother, who also spoke Enelish, and regretted that he could not do
the same to madame de Galway, who was confined to her chamber : he then gave me
an account of his father's acquuing the estate and chateau of Tourbilly. His great-

grand-fether came to Bretagne with king James H, when he fled from the flnglish

urone; some of the same family are still livmg in the county of Cork, particularly at

Lotta. His father was famous in that province for his skill in agriculture : and, as a re-

ward for an improvement he had wrought on the lands, die states of the province gave
him a waste tract in the island of Belleisle, which at present belongs to his son. Hearing
that the marquis de Tourbilly was totally ruined, and his estates in Anjou to be sold by
the creditors, he viewed them, and finding the land very improveable, made the pur-

chase, giving about 15,000 louis d'ors for Tourbilly, a price which made th£: acquisition

highly advantageous, notwithstanding his having bought some lawsuits with the estate.

It is about three thousand arpents, nearly contiguous, the siegneury of two parishes,

with the haute justice, &c. a handsome, large, and convenient chateau, offices very com-
plete, andmany plantations, the work of the celebrated man concerning whom my in.

quiries were diiipected. I was almost breathless on the question of so great an improver
being ruined ! " You are unhappy that a man should be ruined by an art you love so

mucL'* Precisely so. But he eased me in a moment, by adding, tliat if the marquis had
done nothing but £urm and improve, he had never been ruined. One day, as he was
boring to find marl, his ill stars discovered a vein of earth, perfecUy white, which on trial

did not efiervesce with acids. It struck him as an acquisition for porcelain ; he shewed it

to a manufacturer; it was pronounced excellent : the marquis's imagination took fire,

and he thought of converting the poor village of TourbiUy mto a town, by a falvic of

i '
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china; he went to work on his own account; raised buildings ; and got togetlier all that

Avas necessary, except skill and capital. In fine, he made good porcelain, was cheated

by !iis agents, and people, and at last ruined. A soap manufactory, which he established

also, as well as some law-suits relative to other estates, had thetr share in causing his

misfortunes : his creditors seized the estate, but permitted him to administer it till his

death, when it was sold. The only part of the tale that lesf "Mied my regret was, that,

iliough married, he left no family ; so that his ashes will sleep in peace, without his me-
mory being reviled l)y an indigent posterity. His ancestors acquired the estate by mar-

riage in the fourteenth century. His agrieidtural improvements, Mons. Galway ob-

served, certainly did not hurt him ; they ^^'ere not \vell done, nor well supported by
himself, but they rendered the estate more valuable ; and he never heard tliat they had
brought him into any difficulties. I cannot but observe here, that there seems a fatality

to attend country gentlemen whenever they attempt trade or manufactures. In Eng-
land I never knew a man of landed property, with the education and habits of landed

proprietors, attempt either, but they were infallibly ruined ; or, if not ruined, consider-

abl} hurt by them. Whether it be tluit the ideas and principles of trade have something

in them repugnant to the sentiments which ought to flow from education ; or whether

the habitual inattention of country- gentlemen to small gains and savings, which are the

soul of trade, render their success impossible ; from whatever it may arise, the fact b,

not one in a million succeeds. Agriculture, in die improvement of tneir estates, is the

only proper and legitimate sphere of their industry ; and though ignorance renders this

sometimes dangerous, yet Uiey can with safety attempt no other. The old labourer,

M hose name is Piron (as propitious I hope to farming as to viit) being arrived, we sallied

forth to tread what was to me a sort of classic ground. I shall dwell but littie on the

particulars : they make a much better figure in the Memoire sur les defrichemens than

at Tourbilly ; the nieadows, even near die chateau, are yet very rough ; the general

features are rough : but the alleys of poplars, of which he speaks in the memoirs, are

nobly grown indeed, and do credit to his memory ; they are sixty or seventy feet high,

and in girt a foot : the willows are equal. Why were they not oak? to have trans-

mitted to the farming travellers of another century the pleasure I feel in viewing the

more perishable poplars of the present time ; the causeways near the cosde must have

been arduous works. The mulberries are in a state of neglect ; Mons. Galway's father

not being fond of that culture, destroyed many, but some hundreds renuiin, and I was
told that the poor people had made as far as twenty-five pound of silk, but none at-

tempted at present. The meadows had been drained and improved near the chateau

to the amount of fifty or sixty arpents, they are now rushy, but yet valuable in such a

countr)'. Near them is a wood of Bourdeaux pines, sown tliirty-five years ago, and now
worth five or six livres each. I walked into the boggy bit that produced the great cab-

bages he mentioned, it joins a large and most improveable bottom. Piron informed

iT)e that the marquis pared and burnt about one hundred arpents in all, and folded two
hundred and fifty sheep. On our return to the chateau. Monsieur de Galu-ay, finding

what an enthusiast I was in agriculture, searched among his papers to find a manuscript

of the marquis de Tuurbilly's written with his own hand, which he had the goodness

to make me a present of, and which I shall keep amongst my curiosities in agriculture.

The polite reception I had met from Mons. Galway, and the friendly attention he had
given to my views, entering into the spirit of my pursuit, and wishing to promote it,

w ould have induced me very cheerfully to have accepted his invitation of remaining

iiomt days with him ; had I not been apprehensive that the moment of madame
CJalway's being in bed would render such an unlooked-for visit inconvenient. I took
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was

my leave therefore in the evening, and returned to Lu FlccIic by a different road.

25 miles.

The 30th. A quantity of moors to Lc M;uis ; they assured mc at Gucrecs, that thc\

are here sixty leagues in circumferenee, with no great interruptions. At Le Mans I

was unlucky in Mons. Tournai, secretary to the Society of Agriculture, being absent.

28 miles.

October 1. Towards Alencon, the country a contrast to what I passed yesterday ;

good land, well inclosed, well built, and tolerably cultivated, with marling. A noble road

of dark coloured stone, apparently ferruginous, diat binds well. Near Beaumon vine-

yards in sight on the hills, and these are the last in thus travelling northwards ; the

whole country finely watered by rivers and streams, yet no irrigation. 30 miles.

The 2d. Four miles to Nouiint, of rich herbage under bullocks. 28 miles.

The 3d. From Gacc towards Bemay. Pass the marcchal due de Broglio's chateau

at Broglio, which is surrounded by such a multiplicity of dipt hedges, double treble,

and quadruple, that he must half maintain the poor of the little town by clipping. 25
miles.

The 4th. Leave Bemay ; where, ind at other places in this country, arc many mud
u'alls, made of rich red loam, thatched at top, and well planted with fruit trees : a hint

well worth copying in England, where brick and stone are dear. Come to one of the

richest countries in France, or indeed in Europe. There are few finer views than the

first of Elbeuf, from the eminence above it, which is high ; the town at your feet in the

bottom ; on one side of the Seine presents a noble reach, broken by wooded islands,

imd an immense amphitheatre of hill, covered with a prodigious wood, surrounding

the whole.

The 5th. To Rouen, where I found the hotel royal, a contrast to that dirty, im-

j)ertinent, cheating hole, the pomme de pin. In the evening to the theatre, which is not

so large 1 think as that of Nantes, but not comparable in elegimce or decoration ; it is

sombre and dirty. Gretry's Caravanne de Caire, the music of which, though too much
chorus and noise, has some tender and pleasing passages. I like it better than any other

piece I have heard of that celebrated composer. The next morning waited on Mons.
Scanegatty, professeur de physique dans la Societie Rovale d'Agriculture ; he received

me with politeness. He has a considerable room furnished with mathematical and phi-

losophicd instruments and models. He explained some of the latter to me that are ol'

liis own nvention, i)articularly one of a furnace for calcining gypsum, which is brought
here in large quantities from Montmartre. Waited on Messrs. Midy, RofTec and Co.
the most considerable wool merchants in France, who were so kind as to shew me a

great variety of wools, from most of the Euro^iean countries, and permitted me to take

specimens. The next morning I went to Dametel, where Mon«. Curmer shewed mc
his maimfacture. Return to Rouen, and dined widi Mons. Portier, directeur general

des fermes, to whom I had brought a letter from the due de la Rouchefoucald. The
conversation turned, among other subjects, on the want of new streets at Rouen, on
comparison with Havre, Nantes, and Bourdeaux ; at the latter places it was remarked,
that a merchant makes a fortune in ten or fifteen years, and biulds ; but at Rouen,
it is a commerce of (economy, in which a man does not grow rich so soon, and there-

fore unable with prudence to make the same exertions. Every person at table agreed in

anotlier point which was discussed, that die wine provinces are the poorest in all France

:

I urged the produce being greater per arpent by for thanofodicr lands ; they insisted how-
ever on the factas generally known andadmitted. In the evening at the theatre, Madame
du Fresne entertained me greatly ; she is an excellent actress, never over-does her parts,

V 'i

'
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and makes one feci by feeling herself. The more I see of the French theatre, the more
I am forced to acknowledge the superiority to our own, in the number of good per-

formers, and in the fewness of bad ones ; and in the quantity of dancers, singers, and
|)crsuns on whom the business of the theatre depends, all established on a great scale.

I remark, in the sentiments that are applauded, tne same generous feelings m the audi-

ence in France, that have many times' in England put me in good humour with my
countrymen. We are too apt to hate the French ; for myself I see many reasons to

l)e pleased with them ; attributing faults very much to their government ; perhaps in

our own, our roughness and want of good temper are to be traced to the same origin.

The 8th. My plan had for some time been to go directly to England, on leaving

Rouen, for the post-offices liad been cruelly uncertain. I had received no letters

fur some time from my family, though I had written repeatedly to urge it ; they passed

to a person at Paris who was to forward them ; but some carelessness, or other cause,

imiK'dcd all, at a time that others, directed to the towns I passed, came regularly ; I had
fears that some of my family were ill, and that they would not write bad news to me in

a situation where knowing the worst could have no influence in changing it for better.

But the desire I had to accept the invitation to La Roche Guyon, of the duchess d'An-
villc and the due de la Rouchefoucald, prolonged my journey, and I set forward on
this further excursion. A truly noble view from the road above Rouen ; the city at

one end of the vale, with the river flowing to it perfectly chequered with isles of wood.
The other divides into two great channels, between which the vale is all spread with

islands, some arable, some meadow, and much wood on all. Pass Pont I'Arch to Lou-
viers. I had letters for the celebrated manufacturer Mons. Decretot, who received me
with a kindness that ought to have some better epithet than polite ; he shewed me hb
I'abric, unquestionably the first woollen one ir the world, if success, beauty of fabric,

and an inexhaustible invention to supply with taste all the cravings of fancy, can give

the merit of such superiority. Perfection goes no further than the Vigonia cloths of
Mons. Decretot, at 110 livres (41. 16s. 3d.) the aulne. He shewed me his cotton-

mills also, imder the direction of two Englishmen. Near Louviers is a manufactory of
copper -plates for the bottoms of the king's ships; a colony of Englishmen. I supped
with Mons. Decretot, passing a very pleasant evening in the company of some agreeable

ladies. 17 miles.

The 9th. By Gailion to Vernon ; the vale flat rich arable. Among the notes I had
long ago taken of objects to see in France, was the plantation of mulberries, and the

silk establishment of the Marechal de Belleisle, at Bissy, near Vernon ; the attempts

repeatedly made by the society for the encouragement of arts, at London, to introduce

Mik into England, had made the similar undertakings in the north of France more in-

teresting. I accordin^y made all the inquiries that were necessary for discovering the

success of this meritorious attempt. Bissy is a fine place, purchased on the death of the

due de Belleisle by the due de Penthievre, who has but one amusement, which is that

ot varying his residence at the numerous seats he possesses in muiiy parts of the king-

dom. There is something rational in this taste ; I should like myself to have a score of
farms from the vale of Valencia to the Highlands of Scotland, and to visit and direct

their cultivation by turns. From Vernon, cross the Seine, and mount the chalk hills

again ; after which to La Roche Guyon, the most singular place I have seen. Madame
d'Anville and the due de la Rouchefoucald received me in a manner that would have
made me pleased with the place had it been in the midst of a bog. It gave me pleasure

to find also the duchess de la Rouchefoucald here, with whom I had passed so much
agreeable time at Bagnere de Luchon, a thoroughly good woman, with that amplklty

i

I
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of character, which is too often hanisihcd by pride or family or fopper}' of rank. Thr
abbe Rochon, the celebrated astronomer, of the Academy of Sciences, with some other

company, which, with the domestics and trappings of a grand seigneur, gave La Roche
Guyon exactly the resemlilancc of the residence of a great lord m England. Euroiv
is now so much assimilated, that if otie go to a house w here the fortune is 1 5 or 20,0001.

ji year, wc shall find in the m»xlc of living much more resemblance than a young tn«-

vellcr will ever be prepared to look for. 23 miles.

The 10th. This is one of the most singular |)laces I have been at. The chalk rock
has been cut perpendicularly, to make room for the chateau. The kitchen, which is a

large one, vast vaults, and extensive cellars (which, by the way, arc magnificently filled)

witn various other offices, arc all cut out of the rock, with merely fronts of brick ; the

house is lai^, containing thirty-eight apartments. The present duchess has added a

liandsome saloon of forty-eight feet long, and well proportioned, with four fine tablets

of the Gobelin tapestry, also a library well filled. Here I was shewed the ink-stand

that belonged to the famous Louvois, the minister of Louis XIV^, kno\vn to be the

identical one from which he signed the revocation of the edict of Nantes, and I suppose
also the order to Turenne to bum the palatinate. This marquis de Louvois was
grandfather to the two duchesses d'Anville and d'Estissac, who inherited all his estate,

as well as their own family fortune of the house of La Rouchefoucald, from which
family I conceive, and not from Louvois, they inherited their dispositions. From the

principal apartment there is a balcony that leads to the walks which serpentine up the

mountain. Like most French seats, there is a town, and a great potager to remove,

before it would be consonant with English ideas. Bissy, the due de Penthievre's, is

just the same ; before the chateau there is a gently falling vale with a little stream through

It, that admits of the greatest improvements in respect to lawn and water, but in full

front of the house they have placed a great kitchen-garden, with walls enough for a

fortress. The houses of the poor people here, as on the Loire in Tourainc, iu-e bur-

rowed into the chalk rock, and have a singular ap{)earance : here are two streets of

them, one above another ; they are asserted by some to be wholesome, warm in winter,

and cool in summer ; but others thou^t they were bad for the health of the inhabitants.

The due de la Rouchefoucald had the kindness to order his steward to give me all the

information I wanted relative to the agriculture of the country, and to speak to

such persons as were necessary on points that he was in doubt about. At an Eng-
lish nobleman's house, there would have been three or four farmers asked to meet me,
who would have dined with the fiimily among ladies of the first rank. I do not exagger-

ate, when I say, that I have had this at least an hundred times in the first houses of

our islands. It is, however, a thing that, in the present state of manners in France,

would not be met with from Calais to Bayonne, except by chance in the. house of some
OTcat lord that had been much in England,* and then not unless it were asked for.

The nobility in France have no more idea of practising agriculture, and making it an
objecl of conversation, except on the mere theory, as they would six:ak of a loom or

a bowsprit, than of any other object the most remote from their habits and pursuits. I

do not so much blame them for this neglect, as I do that herd of visionary and absurd
writers on agriculture, who, from their chambers in cities, have, with an impertinence

almost increcUble, deluged France with nonsense and theory, enough to disgust and ruin

the ni^lc nobility of the kingdom.
Tjhe 12th. Part with regret from a society I had every reason to be pleased with.

35 miles. ..,,.. ,;, , . , ..

vol. IV.

"!\u ? • I once knew it at the due de Liancourt's. 1 7- ,-f»
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' The 13tli. The twenty miles to Rouen, the same features. First view of Roiicn

sudden and striking ; but the roud doubUng, in order to turn more gently down th<'

hill, presents from an elbow the finest view of a town I liuvc ever seen ; the whole eity,

with all its churches and convents, and its cathedral proudly rising in the midst, fills the

vale. Tlu' river presents one reach, crossed bv the bridge, and then dividing into two
fine channels, forms a large island covered with wood ; the rest of the vale full of ver

dure and cultivation, of gardens and habitations, finish the scene, in perfect unison with

the great city that forms the capital feature. Wait on Mons. d'Amboumay, sccretarj-

of the Society of Agriculture, who was absent when I was here before ; we had an in-

teresting conversation on agriculture, and on the means of encouraging it. I found

from this very ingeiuious gentleman, that his pinn of using madder green, which many
ycursago had made so much noise in the agricultural world, is not practised at present

any where ; but he continues to think it perfectly practicable. In the evening to the play,

where Madame Cretal, from Paris, acted Nina ; and-it proved the richest treat I nave

received from the French theatre. She performed it with an inimitable expression, with

a tenderness, a naviete, and an elegance withal, that mastered every feeling of ihe heart,

against which the piece was written : her expression is as delicious, as her countenance

is beautiful ; in her acting, nothing over-charged, but all kept within the simplicity of

nature. . Tjic house was crowded, garlands of flowers and laurel were thrown on the

stage, and she was crowned by the other actors, but modestly removed them from her

head, as often as they were placed there. 20 miles.

The 14th. Take the road to Diepjie. Meadows in the vale well watered, and hay
now making. Sleep at Tote. 17 and a half miles.

The 15th. To Dieppe. I was lucky enough to find the passage boat ready to sail

;

go on board with my faithful sure-footed blind friend. I shall probably never ride her

again, but all my feelings prevent my selling her in France. Without eyes she has car-

ried mc in safety above 1500 miles; and for the rest of her life she shall have no other

master than myself; could I afford it, this should be her last labour : some ploughing,

however, on my farm, she will perform for me, I dare say, cheerfully.

Landing at the neat new built town of Brighthelmstone, offers a much greater contrast

to Dieppe, which is old and dirty, than Dover does to Calais; and in the casde inn

I seemed for a while to be in fairy land; but I paid for the encliantmcnt The
next day to lord Sheffield's a house I never go to, but to receive equal pkusure and
instruction. I longed to make one for a short time in the evening library circle, but I

took it strangely into my head, from one or two expressions merely accidental in the

conversation, coming after my want of letters to France, that I had certainly lost a child

in hiy absence ; and I hurried tp London next morning, where I had the pleasure of
finding my alarm a false one ; letters enow liad been written, but all failed. To Brad-
field. 202 miles.

1789. .a"-

IN my two preceding joumies, the whole western half of France had been crossed

in various directions; and the information I had received, in making them, had made
me as much a master of the general husbandry, the soil, management and productions,

as could be expected, without penetrating in every comer, and residing long in various

stations ; a method of surveying such a kingdom as France, that would demand several

lives instead of years. The eastern piut of the kingdom remained unexamined. The
great mass of country, formed by the triangle, whose three points are Paris, Strasbourg
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and Moulins, ni»d the mountainous region S. E. of the lust town, nri.;»<;ntctl in the map
an ample space, which it would be necessiiry to piiss before I could have .suchun itlta of

the kingdotn as I wished to acquire ; I dctcrniitMcd to mnkc this third effort, ir. order to

accommish a design which appeared more and more important, the more I reflected on

it ; and less likely to \k executed by those u hose powers are l)etter adapted to the un

dertaking than mine. The meeting of the states general of France alsv), who were now
assembled, made it the more necessary to lose no time ; for, in all human probability,

that assembly will be the epoch of a new constitution, which will liave new effects, and,

for what I kitow, attended with a new agriculture ; and to have the re|ral sun, in such a

kingdom, both rise and set without the territory being known, must of necessity be re-

gretted by every man solicitous for real political knowledge. The events of a century

and a half, including the brilliant reign ot^ Louis XIV, will for ever render the sources

of the French power interesting to mankind, and particularly that its state may be known
previously to the estiiblishment of an improved government, as the comparison of the

cflfects of the old and new system will be not a little curious in future.

June 2. To London. At night, La Generositu d'Alessandro, by Tarchi, in which
Signer Marchesi exerted his powers, and sung a duet, that made me for some moments
forget all the sheep and pigs of Bradfield. I was, however, much better entertained

after it, by supping at my friend Dr. Burney's, and meeting Miss Burney ; how seldom
is it that we can meet two characters at once in whom great celebrity deducts nothing

from private amiableness ? How niany dazzling ones that we have no desire to live with

!

give me such as to great talents add the qualities that make us wish to shut up doors

with them.

The 3d. Nothing buzzing in my cars but the fete given laat night by the Spanish
ambassador. The best fete of the present period is that which ten millions of peopk:

are givuig to themselves,

The fcuHt of reason and the flow of soul. .
'

The animated feelings of bosoms beating with gratitude for the ( ..u^ie of one common
calamity, and the thrilling hope of the continuance of common blessings. Meet at

Mr. Songa's the count de Berchtold, who has much good sense and many impor.
lant views: Why does not the emperor call him to his own country, and make
him a minister? The world will never be well governed till princes know their

subjects.

The 4th. To Dover in the machine, with two merclionts from Stockholm, a Ger-
man and a Swede ; we shall be companions to Paris. I am more likely to learn some-
thing useful from the conversation of a Swede and a German, than from the chance
medely Englishmen of a stage-coach. 72 miles.

The 5th. Passage to Calais ; fourteen hours for reflection in a vehicle that does not
allow one power to reflect. 21 miles.

The 6th. A Frenchman and his wife, and a French teacher from Ireland, full of
foppery and afTectation, which her own nation did not give her, were our company, with
a young good-natured raw countryman of hers, at whom she played off many airs and
graces. The man and his wife contrived to produce a pack of cards, to banish, they
said, I'cnuye of the journey ; but they contrived also to fleece the young fellow of five

louis. This is the first French diligence 1 have been in, and shall be the last; they are

detestable. Sleep at Abbeville. 78 miles.

These men and women, girls and boys, think themselves (except ihe Swede) very
cheerful because very noisy ; they have stunned me with singing ; my ears have been

M m 2

i
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80 toriiKiUcU with I'lLiidiuirs, that I \\oiiklulino»t n!iH(K)nliuvi rude iltc juunu-y bliiid

fold on luiusH. Thin itt uhut the French cull ^o<n\ spirits; no truly clitcrt'ul emotion

ill tht ir bosoms ; silent or Hinging ; I)i3t for convcrMition they hud none. I Iom; all

patience in ttuch coni|)any, Heaven send me a blind man' ruther thun another dili^fvnce

!

\Vc were all this iukIu, as well as iill the day, on the road, and reached Purls at nine in the

morning. 102 milcH.

The 8th. To my friend Lnzowski, to know where were the Uxlf^ings I hod written

him to hire mr, but my good duchesii (rivstissec would not allow him to execute my
commission. I found un apartment in her hotel prepared for me. Piu*is is at present

in such a feiment about the states gi*neriil, now holding at Versailles, that conversation

is absolutely absorbed by them. Not a word of any thing else talked of. Every thing

is considered, and justly so, as important in such a crisis of the fate of four<and-twenty

millions of people. It is now a serious contention whether the rcpresentativcH are to bi'

called the Commons or the Tiers Ktat ; they coil themselves steadily the former, while

the court and the great lords reject the term with a si)ccieH of apprehension, os if it

involved a meaning not easily to be fathomed. But this |x>int is ol little conaeciuence

compared with another, that has kent the states for some time hi inactivity, the verifi-

cation of their power separately or in common. The nobility and the clergy demand
the former, but tK<: commons steadily refuse it ; the reason why a circumstance, ap-

parently of no great consequence, is thus tenaciously regarded, is, that it may decide

their sitting for the luture in separate houses or in one. X'hosc who are warm for the

interest of the people declare, tnut it will be impossible to reform some of the giossest

abuses in the state, if the nobility, by sitting in a separate chamber, shall have a negft.

tive on the wislies of the people : and that to give such n veto to the clergy would be

still more preposterous; if tlierefore, by the ventication of their powers in one chamber,

they shall once come together, the popular party hojx: tliut there will renuun no power
afterwards to separate. The nobility and clergy foresee the same result, and will not

therefore agree to it. In tliis dilemma it is curious to remark the feelings of the mo-
ment. It is not my business to w rite memoirs of what passes, but I um intent to catch,

us well as I can, the opinions of the day most prevalent. While I remain at Paris, 1

hhall see people of all descriptions, from the conee-housc politicians to the leaders in the

states ; and the chief object of such rapid notes as I throw on paper, will be to catch

the ideas of the moment; to compare tnem aftenvards with the actual events thi^t shall

happen, will afford amusement at least. The most promhient feature that appears at

present is, that an idea of common interest and common danger does not seem to unite

those, who, if not united, may find themselves too weak to oppose the danger that must
ttrise from the people being sensible of a strength die result of their weakness. The
king, court, nobility, clergy, army, and parliament, are nearly in the same situation.

All these onsider, with equal dread, the ideas of liberty, now afloat ; except the first,

who, for reasons obvious to those who know his character, troubles himself little, even

with circumstances that concern his power the most intimately. Among the rest, the

feeling of dimgcr is common, and they would unite were there a head to render it eas}*,

in order to do without the states at all. That the commons themselves look for some
such hostile union as more than probable, appears from an idea whxdk gains gix>und,

that they will find it necessary, should the other two orders continue c^ rnitc with them
in one chamber, to declare themselves boldly the representativ s rn' ilte kingdom at

large, calling on the nobility and clergy to take their places, and to iuter upon de-

lijjerations of business without them, should they refuse it. All co'i^ er& ition at present

is on this topic, but opinions are more divided than I should have expected. There

.,» .»,.. u_
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octni to be inauy who liule the clcrgv no cordiall}, that ruthcr thtiti permit tlicin to

rurtu a dititinct cliumbcr, tlicy would vcntuiv un a new Mstem, (laiifrcroiis an it

miKht prr)Vf.

The 9lh. The hiiHiiiins Koinff torwurd at pnsciit in the pamplilct s*" )f Parin is

incrtUiblr. 1 went to the Pahiis Uoyal to .ht what new thiiigti wire jiuliliHlied, and to

|>roe.nre a cutulo)j;iic of ail. Every lu)ur prodiues Momctiunjj new. 'I'hii teen eainc out
to-d;i}, sixteen yestcrdiiy, and nintty.two last weelc. We think sometimes that De.
brutt'n or Stoekdale'H sfiops at London arc crowded, but they are mere deserts, com-
pared to DcHcin's, uno some othens here, in which one can scarcely s(|ueeze from the

door to the counter, i '»e price of printing; two ) ears ago was from 27 livres to 30
livres per sheet, but now it is from 60 livres to 80 livres. This spirit of n'uding po-

Uticul tracts, they say, s;)auds into tlic provinces, so that all the presses of France arc

equally employed. Nineteen-tw cnticths of these productions are in favour of liberty,

and commonly violent against the clergy and nobility ; I liavo to day bcNpokcn many of
this description, that liave reputation ; but inquiring for such as had apneared on the other

side of the (]uetttion, to my astonishment I find there arc but two or three that have me-
rit enough to be known. Is it not W( nderful, that while the press teems with the most
levelling and even seditious principles, which put in execution would overturn the

monurcny, nothing in aply appears, and not the least step is taken by the court to re-

strain this extreme licentiousness of publication f It is easy to conceive the spirit that

must thus be raised among the i>eoplc. But the cofTcc-houses in the Palais Royal nre-

sent yet more singular and ustonisJiing spectacles ; they are not only crowded within,

but other ex ix:ctant crowtls arc at the doors and windows, listening u gorge denloyce to

certain orators, who from chairs or tables harangue each his little audience ; the eager-

ness with which they are heard, and the thunder of applau:ie they receive for every sen-

timent of more than common hardiness or violence against the present government, can-

not easily be imagined. I um all atnazcment at the ministry permitting sucli nests <i.id

hot-beds of sedition and nevclt, which disseminate amongst thepeonle, every hour, prin-

ciples that by and by must be opposed with vigour, and therefore it seems little short of
madness to allow tlie propagation ut present.

The 10th. livery thing conspires to render the present period in France critical ; the

want of bread is terrible : accounts arrive every moment from the pro\'inces of riots

and disturbances, and calling in the military to preserve the peace of the markets. The
prices reported are the same us 1 found at Abbeville and Amiens, 5 sous 12{<1.) a pound
for white bread, and 3^ sous to four sous for the common sort eaten by the poor; these

rates arc beyond their faculties, and occasion great misery. At Meudon, thJv police,

that is to say the intendunt, ordered that no wheat should be sold in the market without
the person taking at die same time an equal quantity of barley. What a stupid and ri-

diculous regulation, to lay obstacles on the supply, in order to be better supplied ; and
to shew the people the fears and apprehensions of government, creating thereby an
alarm, and raising the price at the very moment they wish to sink it ! I have had some
conversation on this topic with well-informed persons, who have assured me, that the
price is, as usual, much higher than the proportion of the crop demanded, and t! ^rc

would have been no real scarcity if Mr. Necker would have let his corn trade alone

;

but his edicts of restriction, which have been mere comments on iiis book on the le-

gislation of corn, have operated more to raise the price tlian all other causes together.

It appears plain to me, that the violent friends ofthe commons are not displeased at th(^

high price of com, which seconds their views greatly, and makes any apix>al to t! :;

common feeling of the people more easy, and much more to their purpose than if the

-^-
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price wTrc low. Three days past, the chamber of the clergy contrived a cunnine pro-

position ; it was to send a deputation to the commons, proposing to name a commission
from the three orders to take into consideration the miseiy of the people, and to de-

liberate on the means of lowering the price of bread. This would have led to the de-

liberation by order, and not by heads, consequently must be rejected, but unpopularly

so from the situation of the people: the commons were equally dexterous; in their re-

ply, they prayed and conjured the clergy to join them in the common hall of the states

to deliberate, which was no sooner reported at Paris, than the clergy became doubly
an object of hatred ; and it became a question with the politicians of the CaiTe de Foy,
whether it were not lawful for the commons to decree the application of the estates of the

clergy towards easing the distress of the people.

The 11th. I have been in much company all day, and cannot but remark that there

seem to be no settled ideas of the best means of forming a new constitution. Yesterday
the abbe Sieyes made a motion in the house ofcommons, to declare boldly to the pn^
vileged orders, that if they will not join the commons, the latter will proceed in the

national business without them ; and the house decreed it with a small amendment.
This causes nmch conversation on what will be the consequence of such a proceeding

;

and, on the contrary, on what may flow from the nobility and clergy continuing steadily

to refuse to join the commons, and should they so proceed, to protest against all they

decree, and appeal to the king to dissolve the states, and recal them in such a form as

may be practicable for business. In these most interesting discussions, I find a general

ignorance of the principles of government ; a strange and unaccountable appeal, on one
side, to ideal and visionary rights of nature ; and on the other, no settled plan that shall

give security to the people for being in future in a much better situatioit than hitherto;

a security absolutely necessary. ' But ..the nobility, with the principles of great lords

that I converse witn, are most disgustingly tenacious of all old rights, however hard they
may bear on the people ; they will not hear of giving way in the least to the spirit of

liberty beyond the point of paying equal land-taxes, which they hold to be all that can
whh reason be demanded. The popular party, on the other hand, seem to consider all

liberty as depending on the privile&^ed classes being lost, and out-voted in the order of

the commons, at least for making the new constitution; and when I urge the great pro-

bability, that should they once unite, there will remain no power of ever separating

them ; and that in such case, they will have a very questionable constitution, perhaps a

very bad one ; I am always told, that the first object must be for the people to get the

power of doing good ; and that it is no argument against such a conduct to urge that

an ill use may be made of it. But among such men, the common idea is, tbit any
thing tending towards a separate order, like our house of lords, is absolutely mconsistent

with liberty; all which seems perfectly wild and unfounded.

The 12th. To the royal society of agriculture, which meets at the hotel de ville,

and of which being an associate, I voted, and received a jetton, which is a small medal
given to the members, every time they attend, in order to induce them to mind the

business of their institution ; it is the same at all royal academies, &c. and amounts, in

a year, to a considerable'and ill-judged expence ; for what good is to be expected fi-om

rnen who would go merely to receive tlieir jetton? Wliatever their motive may be, it

seems well attended ; near thirty were present ; among them Parmentier, vice-president,

• Cadet de Vaux, Fourcroy, Tillet, Desmarets, Broussonet, seercuiry, and Crete de

Palieul, at whose farm 1 was two ) tars ago, and who is the only practical farmer in the

society. The secretary reads the titles ol the papers presented, and gives some little ac-

CouiU of them ; but they are not read, unless particularly interesting ; then memoii's

K
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are read by the members, or reports of references; and when the}- discuss f)r debate,

there is no order, but all speak together, as in a warm private conversatio.v Tlu'

abbe Raynal lias given them 1200 livres (521. 10s.) for a prcmiuin on some impor-

tiint subject ; and my opinion was asked what it should he given for. Give it, I replied,

in some way for the introduction of turnips. But that they conceive to be an object

of impossible attainment ; they have done so much, and the government so much more,

and all in vain, that they consider it as a hopeless object. 1 did not tell them that all

hitherto done has been absolute folly i and that the right way to begin, was to undo
every thing done. I am never present at any societies of agriculture, either in France

or England, but I am much in doubt with myself whether, when best conducted, the)

do most good or mischief; that is, whether the benefits a national agriculture may by
great chance owe to them, are not more than counterbalanced by the harm they enect,

by turning the public attention to frivolous objects, instead of important ones, or dress-

ing important ones in such a garb as to make them trifles ? The only society that could

be really useful would be that which, in the culture of a large farm, should exhibit a

perfect example of good husbandry, for the use of such as would resort to it ; conse-

quently one that should consist solely of practical men ; and then query whether many
good cooks would not spoil a good dish.

The ideas of the public on the great business going on at Ver^illes change daily and
even hourly. It now seems the opinion, that the commons, in their late violent vote,

have gone too far ; and that the u4iion of the nobility, clergy, army, parliament, and
king, will be by fkr too powerful for them ; such an union is said to be in agitation ;

and that the count d'Artois, the queen, and the party usually known by her name, are

tidcing steps to effect it, against the moment when the proceedings of the commons shall

make it necessary to act with unity and vigour. The abolition of the parliament is a
topic of common conversation among the popular leaaers, as a step essentially neces-

sary ; because, while they exist, they are tribunals to which the court can liave resort,

should they be incUned to take any step against the existence of the states : those bodies
are alarmed, and see with deep regret, that their refusal to register the royal edicts, has
created a power in the nation not only hostile, but dangerous to their existence. It is

now very well known, and understood on all hands, tliat sliould the king get rid of
the states, and govern on any tolerable principles, his edicts would be enregistered
by all the parliaments. In the dilemma and apprehension of the moment, the people
look very much to the due d'Orlcans as to ahead ; but with palpable and general ideas

of distrust and want of confidence ; they regret his character, and lament tlut they can-
not depend on him in any severe and difficult trial ; they conceive him to be without
steadiness, and that his greatest appreh^'nsion is to be exiled from the pleasures of
Paris, and tell of many littlenesses he practised before to be recalled from banishment.
They are, however, so totally without a head, tliat tliey are contented to look to him as
one ; and are highly pleased with what is every moment reported, tliat he is deter-

mined to go at ihe head of a party of the nobility, and verify their powers in common
»vhii the commons. All agree, thnt had he firmness, in addition to his vast revenue of
seven millions a year (306,2501.) and four more (175,0001.) in reversion, after the death
of his &ther-in-law, the due de Penthievre, he might, at the head of the popular cause,
do any thing.

The 13th. In the morning to the king's library, which I had not seen when before
at Paris ; it is a vast apartment, and, as all the world knows, nobly filled. Every thing
is provided to accommodate those who wish to read or transcribe ; of whom there were
sixty or seventy present. Along the middle of the rooms are glass cases, containing mo-

.-I
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dels of the iiistrunicnls ofniany trades preserved for thfc benefit of posterity, being mocle
on the most exact scale of proportion ; among others the potter's, founder's, brick-

maker's, chymist's, &e. &c. and lately added a very large one of the English garden,
most miserably imagined ; but with all this not a plough, or an iota of agriculture

;

yet a farm might be much easier represented than the garden they have attempted,

atul M ith infinitely more use. I have no doubt but there may arise many cases, in

w hich the preservation of instruments, unaltered, may be of considerable utility ; I

thii^k I ^icc clearly, that such a use would result in agriculture, and, if so, why not in

otiier arts ? These cases of models, however, have so much the air of children's, play-

b.oiises, that 1 ^^ould not answer for my little girl, if I had her here, not crving for

ihtni. At the duchess d'Anville's, where meet the archbishop of Aix, bishm) of
Blois, prince de Laon, and due and duchess dela Rouchcfoucold, the three lost of my
old liagnere de Luchon acquaintance, lord and lady Camelford, lord Eprre, &c. 8tc.

All tl)is day I hear nothing but anxiety of expectation for whatihe crisis in the state

w ill produce. The embarrassment of the moment is extreme/ Every one agrees

that there lb no ministry : the queen is closely connecting hemdf with the partv of

the princes, with the count d'Artois at their headi who are all so advene to Mons.
Neckv r, tiiat every thing is in confusion : but the king, who is personally the honestest

man in the world, has but one wish, which is to do rig^t ; yet, being without those

decisive parts that enable a man to foresee difficulties and to avoid them, finds him-
self in a moment of such extreme perplexity, that he knows not what council to take

refuge in : it is s;ud that Mons. Necker is alarmed for his power, and anecdote reports

thii:gs to his disadvantage, which probably are not true : of his trimming and at.

tempting to connect himself wiUi the Abbe de Vermont, reader to the aucen, who has

great influence in nil afiairs in which he chuses to interfere ; this is hanUv credible, as

that party arc known to be exceedingly adverse to Mons. Necker ; and it is even said

that, as the count d'Artois, Madame de Polignac, and a few others were, but two
lUiys ago, walking yi the private garden of Versailles, they met Madame Necker, and
descended even to hissmg her : if half this be true, it b plain enough that this minister

mast six-edily retire. All who adhere to the ancient constitution, or rather govern-

ment, consider him as their m(»tal enemy ; they assert, and truly, that became in ttn-

der circumstances that would have enabled him to do every thing he pleased ; he had
king and kingdom at command ; but that the errors he was guilty of, for want of

some settled plan, have been the cause of all the dilemmas experienced since. Tliey

accuse him heavily of assembling tlie notables, as a &lse step that did nothing but

mischief: and assert that lus letting the king go to the states-general, before their pow-
ers were verified, and the necessary steps taken to keep the or£rs separate, after givincr

double the representation to the tiers to diat of the othtr t^vo orders, was miadness ; and

that he ought to have appointed commissaries to have received the verification be-

fore admittance. They accuse him further of having done all this through an ex-

cessive and insuiferdble vanity, which gave him the idea of gliding the deliberation of

the states by liis knowledge and reputation. It is expressly asserted^ however, by M.
Necker's most intimate friends, that he has acted with good fiiith, and that he has

been in principle a friend to the "cgal power, as well as to an amelioration of the con-

dition of the people. The worst thing I know of him is his speech to the sttoes on
their assembling ; a great opportunity, but lost ; no leading or masterly views ; no
decision on circumstances in wMch the people ought to be relieved, and new princi-

ples of government adopted ; it is the speech you would expect fix)ra a banker*«

.it^- -^ , -titmj.t^ . t^i- ll>»..M«4».***l^'. -
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^:lerk of some ability. Concerning it there is an unccdote worth inserting ; he knew
his voice would not enable him to go through the whole of it, in so large a room, and
to so numerous an assembly ; and therefore he had sjioken to Mons. dc Broussonet, ol

the Academy of Sciences, and secretary to the Royal Society of Agriculture, to be iii

readiness to read it for him. He had been present at an annual general meeting of that

society, when Mons. de broussonet had read a discourse \\'ith a powerful piercing voice,

that was heard distinctly to the greatest distance. This gentleman attended him several

times to take his instructions, and to be sure of understanding the interlineations,

that were made, even after the speech was finished. Mons. de Broussonet was with

him the evening before the assembly of the states, at nine o'clock : and next day, when
he came to read it in public, he found still mure corrections and alterations, which

Mons. Necker had made after quitting him ; they were chiefly in style, and shewed how
very solicitous he was in regara to the form and decomtion of his matter : the ideas in

my opinion wanted this attention more than the style. Mons. dc Broussonet himself

told me this little anecdote. This morning in the states three curees of Poixou have

joined themselves to the commons, for the verification of their powers, and were re-

ceived with a kind of madne.ss of applause ; and this evening at Paris nothing else is

talked of. The nobles have been all day in debate, without coming to any conclusion,

and have adjourned to Monday.
The 14th. To the king's garden, where Mons. Thouin had the goodness to shew

me some small experiments he has made on plants that promise greatly for the farmer,

particularly the kthynis biennis,* and the melilotus syberica,* which now make an

immense figure for forage ; both are biennial ; but will last three or four years if not

seeded ; the Achillae syberica and an astragulus appear good ; he has promised nw
seeds. The Chinese hemp has perfected its seeds, which it had not done before in

France. The more I see of Mons. Thouin the better I like him ; he is one of the most
amiable men I know.
To the repositorj' of the royal machines, which Mons. Vandermond shewed and ex-'

plained to me, with great readiness and politeness. What struck me most was Mons.
Vaucusson's machine for making a chaui, which I was told Mr. Wart of Birmingham
admired very much, at which my attendants seemed not displeased. Another for mak-
ing the cogs indented in iron wheels. There is a chaff cutter, from an English original

;

and a model of the nonsensical plough to go without horses ; these are the only ones

in agriculture. Many bf very ingenuous contrivances for winding silk, &c. In the

evening to the theatre Francois, the siege of Calais, by Mons. de Belloy, not a good,

but a popular performance

It is now decided by the popular leaders, that tliey will move to-morrow to declare all

taxes illegal not raised by authority of the states general, and to grant them for a term
only, either for two years, or tor the duration of the present session of the states. This
plan is highly approved at Paris by all friends of liberty ; and it is certainly a rational

mode of proceedmg, founded on just principles, and will involve the court in a great

dilemma.
The 15th. This has been a rich day, and such an one as ten years ago none could

believe would ever arrive in France ; a very important debate being expected on what,

in our house of commons, would be termed the state of the nation, my friend Mons.
Lazowski and myself were at Versailles by eight in the morning. We went immedi-

ately to the hall of the states to secure good seats in the gallery ; wc found some de-

** I have cultivated these plants in small quantities, and believe them to be a very important object.
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1

Duties already tlierc, und a pretty numerous audience collected. The room is too^

large ; none but Stentorian lungs, or the finest, clearest voices can be heard ; however,

the very size of the appartment which admits two thousand people, gave a dignity to

the scene. It was indeed an interesting one. The spectacle of the representatives of

twenty-five millions of people, just emerging from the evils of two hundred years of

arbitrary power, and rising to the blessings of a freer constitution, assembled with open

doors under the eye of the public, was framed to call into animated feelings every latent

spark, every emotion of a liberal bosom ; to banish whatever ideas might intrude of

their being a |ieople too often hostile to my own country, and to dwell with pleasure

on the glorious idea ni liappiness to a great nation ; of felicity to millions yet unborn.

Monsieur I'abbe Sieycs opened the debate. He is one of the most zealous sticklers

for the popular cause ; carries his ideas not to a regulation of the present government,

which he thinks too bad to be regulated at all, but wishes to see it absolutely over-

turned, being in fact a violent republican ; this is the character he commonly bears,

and in liis pamphlets he seems pretty much to justify such an idea. He speaks un-

gracefully, and uneloquently, but logically, or rather reads so, for he read his speech,

which was prepared. His motion was to declare the assembly, the representatives

known and verified of the French nation, admitting the right of all absent deputies

(the nobility and clergy) to be received among them on the verification of their pow-
ers. Monsieur de Mirabeau spoke without notes, for near an hour, with a warmth,
animation, and eloquence, that entitles him to the reputation of an undoubted orator.

He opposed the words known and verified, in the proposition of the abbe Sieyes,

with great force of reasoning ; and proposed, in lieu, that they should declare them-
selves simply, " Representatives du pcuple Francois :" that no veto should exist against

their resolves in any other assembly : that all taxes are illegal, but should be granted

during the present session of the states, and no longer : that the debt of the king should

become the debt of the nation, and be secured on funds accordingly. Mons. de Mira-

beau was well heard, and his proposition much applauded, Mons. de Mounier, a- de-

puty from Dauphine, of great reputation, and who has published some pamphlets,

very well approved by the public, moved a difierent resolution, to declare themselves

the legitimate representatives of the majority of the nation : that they should vote by
head and not by order : and that tliey should never acknowledge any right in the repre-

sentatives of the clergy or nobility to deliberate separately. Mons. Hubaud St. Etienne,

a protestant from Languedoc, also an author, who has written on the present afii^rs,

and a man of considerable talents, made likewise his proposition, which was to de-

clare themselves the representatives of the people of France ; to declare ail taxes

null ; to regrant them during the sitting of the states ; to verify and consolidate the .

debt ; and to vote a loan. AH which were well approved except the loan, which
was not at all to the feeling of the assembly. This gentleman speaks clearly aund with
precision, and only passages of his speech from notes. Mons. Bernave, a very
young man, from Grenoble, spoke without notes with great warmth and animation.

Some of his periods were so well rounded, and so eloquently delivered, that he met the
general applause, several members crying—bravo! s^ ,? 2

In regard to their general method of proceeding, there are two circumstances in

which they are very deficient : the spectators in the galleries are allowed to interfere

in the debates by clapping their hands, and by other noisy expressions of approbation

:

this is grossly indecent ; it is also dangerous ; for, if they be permitted to express ap-

Eobation, they are, by parity of reason, allowed expressions of dissent ; and they may
ss as well as clap ; which, it is said, they have sometimes done : TUs would be, to
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ovcr-rule the debate, and influence the deliberations. Another circumstance, is the

want of order among themselves ; more than once to-day there were an hundred mem-
bers on their legs at a time, and Mons. Bailly absolutely without power to keep order.

This arises very much from complex motions being admitted ; to move a declaration

relative to their title, to their powers, to taxes, to a loan, &c. &c. all in one proposition,

appears to English ears preposterous, and certainly is so. SiieciBc motions, founded
on single and simple propositions, can alone produce order in debate ; for it is endless

to have five hundred members declaring their reasons of assent to one part of a complex
proposition, and their dissent to another part. A debating assembly should not proceed

to any business whatever till thev have settled the rules and orders of tlieir proceedings,

which can only be done by taking those of other experienced assemblies, confirming

them as they find useful, and altering such as require to be adapted to different circum-

stances. The rules and orders of debate in the nouse of commons of England, as I

aflerwards took the liberty of mentioning to Mons. Rabaud St. Etienne, might have been

taken at once from Hatsel's book, and would have saved them at least a fourth of their

time. Thev adjourned for dinner. Dined ourselves with the due de Liancourt, at his

apartments m the palace, meeting twenty deputies. I sat by M. Rabaud St. Etienne,

and had much conversation with him ; they all spoke with equal confidence on the fall

of despotism. They foresee, that attempts very adverse to the spirit of liberty will bt

made, but the spirit of the people is too much excited at present to be crushed any
more. Finding that the question of to-day's debate cannot be decided to-day, and that

in all probability it will be unfinished even to-morrow, as the number that will speak on
. it is ver}' great ; return in the evening to Paris.

The 16th. To Dugny, ten miles from Paris, again with Mons. de Broussonet, to

wtdt on Mons. Crete de Falieul, the only practical farmer in the Society of Agriculture.

M. Broussonet, than whom no man can be more eager for the honour and improve-
ment of agriculture, was desirous that I should witness the practice and improvements
of a gentleman who stands so high in the list of good French farmers. Called first on
the brother of Mons. Crete who at present has the post, and consequently one hundred
and forty horses ; walked over his farm, and the crops he shewed me of wheat and oats

were on the whole very fine, and some of them superior ; but I must confess I should
have been better pleased with them if he had not had his stables so well filled with a

view difierent from that of the farm. And to look for a course of crops in France is

vain; he sows white com twice, thrice, and even four times in succession. At dinner,

Sec. had much conversation with the two brothers, and some other neighbouring culti-

vators present, on this point, in which I recommended either turnips or cabbages, ac-

cording to the soil, for breaking their rotations of white com. But every one of them,
except Mons. de Broussonet, was against me, they demanded, Can we sow wheat after

turnips and cabbages? On a small portion you may and with great success ; but the time

of consuming the greater part of the crop renders it impossible. That is sufficient, if

we cannot sow wheat after them, they cannot be good in France. This idea is every

where nearly the same in that kingdom. I then said, that they might have half their

land under wheat, and yet be good farmers; thus: 1. Beans; 2. Wheat; 3. Tares;
4. Wheat ; 5. Clover ; 6. Wheat. This they approved better of, but thought their

own courses more profitable. But the most interesting circumstance of their farms is

the chicory (chiconum intybus.) I had the satisfaction to find, that Mons. Crete de
Palieul had as great an opinion of it as ever ; that his brother had adopted it ; that it

W9S very flourishing on both their farms, and on those of their neighbours also : I never

t>ee this plant but I congratulate myselfon having travelled for something more than to

N n2
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write in my closet ; and that tlie introduction of it in England would ulone, if no other

result had flowed from one man's existence, have lx;en enough to shew that he did not

live in vain. Of this excellent plant, and Mons. Crete's experiments on it, more else-

where.

The 17th. Conversation turns on the motion of I'abbe Sieyes being accepted, though

that of the count de Mirabcau Ix-ttcr relished. But his character is a dead weight upon
him ; there is a suspicion that he has received 100,000 livrcs from the queen ; a bhnd,

improbable report ; for his conduct would in every probability be very different had
any such transaction taken place : but when a man's life has notpassed free from gros»

errors, to use the mildest languaf^o, suspicions are ever ready to nx on him, even when
he is as free from what ought at the moment to give the imputation, as the most imma-
culate of their patriots . This report brings out others from their lurking holes ; that he
published, at her instigation, the anecdotes of the court of Berlin ; and that the king of

rnissia, knowing the causes of that publication, circulated the memoirs of madamc de
la Motte all over Germany. Such are the eternal tal \ suspicions, and improbabilities

for which Paris has always been so famous. One clearly, however, gathers from the

complexion of conversation, even on the most ridiculous topics, provided of a public

nature, how far, and for what reason, coniidence is lodged in certain men. In every

company, ofevery rank, you hear of the count de Mirabeau's talents ; that he is one
of the first pens of France, and the first orator ; and yet that he could not carry from
confidence six votes on any question in the states, tiis writings, however, spread in

Paris and the provinces : he published a journal of the states, written for a few days

with such force, and such severity, that it was silenced by an express edict of govern-

ment. This is attributed to Mons. Necker, who was treated in it with so little cere-

mony, that his vanity was wounded to the quick. The number of subscribers to the

journal was such, that I have heard the profit to Mons. Mirabeau calculated kt 80,000
livres (35001.) a year. Since its suppression, he publishes once or twice a week a small

pamphlet, to answer the same purpose, of giving an account of the debates, or rather

observations on them, entitled, 1, 2, 3, &c. Lettre de Comte de Mirabeau a ses Com-
metans, which, though violent, sarcastic, and severe, the court has not thought proper to

stop, respecting, I suppose, its title. It is a weak and miserable conduct, to smgie out
any particular publication for prohibition, while the press groans with innumerable pro-

ductions, whose tendency is absolutely to overturn the present government ; to permit

such pamphlets to be circulated all over the kingdom, even by the posts and diligences

in the hands of government, is a blindness and folly, from which there are no effects

that may not be expected. In the evening to the comic opera ; Italian music, Italian

words, and Italian performers ; and the applause so incessant and rapturous, diat the

ears of the French must be changing apace. What would Jean Jacques have said, could
lie have been a witness to such a spectacle at Paris!

The 18th. Yesterday the commons decreed themselves, in consequence of the abbe
Sieyes's intended motion, the title of Assemble Nationale ; and also, considering them-
selves then in activity, the illegality of all taxes ; but granted them during the session,

declaring that they would, without delay, deliberate on the consolidating of the debt

;

and on the reliefof the misery of the people. These steps give great spirits to the vio-

lent panizans of a new constitution; but, amongst more sober minds, I see evidently an
apprehension, that it will prove a precipitate measure. It is a violent step, which may
be taken hold of by the court, and converted very much to the pe(^le's disadvantage.

The reasoning of Mons. de Mirabeau against it was forcible and just :
" Si 'je voulois

employer contre les autres motions les armes dont on se sert pour attaquer la mieime,
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liC pounois-ic pas dire a muntour: de quelquc manicre que vous-voiis qualini.z, que
vous su\ ez les rtprescntanii connus Sc verifies dc la nation, Ics representans de 25 mil-

lions d'hoinmcs, Ics representus de la majorite du peuple, dussiez-vous meme vous np
pellcr I'Assemblcc Natioiiale, Ics ctats gcneraux, cmpccherez-vous Ics classi^s privilc-

S'ecs dc continucr des assemblces que sa maje«*te a re^onnues ? Lcs enipcchercz-vous
* prendre des de libcrationcs ? Les empecherez.vous de pretcndre uu veto ? Empc-

chcrcz-vous le Roi deles rcccvoir? Deles reconnoitre, de leur continucr lcs memes
titres qu'il leur a donnes jusqu'a present ? Eniin, empecherez-vous la nation d'appcUer

le clerge, le clergc, la noblesse, la noblesse ?"

• To the Royal Society of Agriculture, where I gave my vote with the rest, who were
unanimous for electing general Washington an honorary member ; this was a proposal

of Mons. de Broussonet, in consequence of my having assured him, that the general

was an excellent farmer, and had corresponded with me on the subject. Abbe Com-
mere] was present ; he gave a pamphlet on a new project, the choux a fouche, and a

paper of the seed.

The 19th. Accompanied Mons. de Broussonetto dine with Mons. de Parmentier, at

the hotel des invalids. A president of the parliament, a Mons. Mailly, brother-in-law

to the chancellor, was there ; abbe Commerel, Sec. &c. I remarked two years ago, that

Mons. Parmentier is one of the best of meO; and beyond all question understands every

circumstance of the boulangerie better than any other writer, as his productions clearly

manifest. After dinner, to the plains of Sablon, to see the society's potatoes and pre.

parations for turnips, of which I shall only say that I wish my brethren to stick to their

scientific farming, and leave the practical to those who understand it. What a sad thing

for philosophical husbandmen that God Almighty crcatod such a thing as couch (triti-

cum repens.) ^ ».» ... ,; ..5. ...i.»<K,

The 20th. News ! N-'ws ! Every one stares at what every one might have expect-

ed. A message from tne king to the presidents of the three orders, that he should
meet them on Monday ; and, under pretence of preparing the hall for the seance royale,

the French guards were placed with bayonets to prevent any of the deputies entering

the room. The circumstances of doing this ill-judged act of violence have been as ill.

advised as the act itself. Mons. Bailly received no other notice of it than by a letter

from the marquis de Breze, and the deputies met at the door of the hall, without know-
ing that it was shut. Thus the seeds of disgust were sown wantonly in the manner
ofdoing a thing, which in itself was equally unpalatable and unconstitutional. The re-

solution taken on the spot was a noble and firm one ; it was to assemble instantly at the

Jeu de paume, and there the whole assembly took a solemn oath never to be dissolved

but by their own consent, and to consider themselves, and act as the national assembly,

let them be wherever violence or fortune might drive them; and their expectations were

so little favourable, that expresses were sent ofi* to Nantes, intimating that the national

assembly might possibly find it necessary to take refuge in some distant city. This
message, and placing guards at the hall of the states, are the result of long and repeated

councils, held in the king's presence at Marly, where he has been shut up for some
days, seeing nobody ; and no person admitted, even to the officers of the court, without

je^ousy and circumspection. The king's brothers have no seat in the council, but the

count d'Artois incessantly attends the resolutions, conveys them to the queen, aiui has

long conferences with her. When this news arrived at Paris, the pulais royal was in

a flame, the coffee-houses,' pamphlet-shops, corridores, and gardens were crowded;
alarm and apprehension sat in every eye ; the reports that were circulated eagerly,

tending to shew the violent intentions of tlie court, as if it were bent on the utter extir.

'd
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pation of the French nation, except the party of the (^ueen, arc perfectly incredible for

their gross absurdity : yet nothing was so glaringly ridiculous, but the mob swallowed it

with undiscriniinating faith. It was, however, curious to remark, among persons of

another description (for I was in several i)arties after the news arrived) that tne balance

of opinions was clearly that the national assembly, as it called itself, had gone too far ;

had been too precipitate; and too violent; had taken steps that the mass of the people

would not support. From which we may conclude, that if the court, having seen the

tendency of tneir late proceedings, shall pursue a firm and politic plan, the popular cause

will have little to boast.

The 21st. It is impossible to have anj' other employment at so critical a moment,
than going from house to house demanding news ; and remarking the opinions and ideas

most current. The p^-^^^xnt moment is, of all others, perliaps that which is most preg-

nant with the future de liny of France. The step the commons have taken of declar-

ing themselves the national assembly, independent of the other orders, and of the king

himself, precluding a dissolution, is m fact an assumption of all the authority in the king-

dom. They have at one stroke converted themselves into the long parlLiment of

Charles I. It needs not the assistance of much penetration to see that if such a preten-

sion and declaration be not done away, king, lords, and clerGpr are deprived of their

shares in the legislature of France. So bold, and apparently desperate a step, equally

destructive t^ the royal authority, the parliaments, and the army, and to every interest

in the realm, can never be allowed. If it be not opposed, all other powers will lie in

ruins around that of the commons. With what anxious expectation must one there-

fore wait to see if the crown will exert itself firmly on the occasion, with suchanatten-'

tion to an improved system of liberty, as is absolutely necessary to the moment ! All

things considered, that is, the characters of those who are in possession of power, no
well digested system and steady execution are to be looked for. In the evening to the

play ; madame Rocquere performed the queen in Hamlet ; it ma\' easily be supposed

how that play of Shakspeare is cut in pieces. It has however efiect by her admirable

acting.

The 2^d. To Versailles at six in the morning, to be ready for the seance royale.

Breakfasting with the due de Liancourt, we found that the king had put off going to the

states till to-morrow morning. A committee of council was held las^ night, which
sat till midnight, at which were present Monsieur and the count d'Artois for the first

time : an event considered as extraordinary, and attributed to the influence of the

queen. The count d'Artois, the determined enemy of Mons. Necker*s plans, opposed
his system, and prevailed to have the seance put off to give time for a council in the

king's presence to-day. From the chateau we went to find out the deputies ; reports

were various where they were assembling. To the Recolets, where they had been, but
finding it incommodious, they went to the church of St. Louis, whither we followed

them, and were in time to see M. Bailly take the chair, and read the king's letter,

putting off the seance till to-morrow. The spectacle of this meeting was singular ; the
crowd that attended in and around was great ; and the anxiety and suspense in every -

eye, with the variety of expression that flowed from different views and different charae-'

ters, gave to the countenances of all the world an impression I had never witnessed

before. The only business of importance transacted, but which lasted till three o'clock/'

was i-eceiving the oaths and signatures of some deputies, who had not taken them at the'

Jeu de paume; and the union of three bishops and one hundred and fifty of the de^'

puties of tlie clergy, who came to verify their powers, and were received by such sm-"^

plause, with such clapping and shouting firom all present, that the church resoundea.'-

fT
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ApimrciUly tlic iiihabituiits uf V'crmiilles, which hiiviiig a pupiilatioii of sixty thutimiiul

|)CO|}lc can afford ii pretty luimcroiis mob, arc .o the lust iktsoii in the intcrrbt of the

commons ; remarkable, as this town is absolutely fed by the palace ; tind if the caiisi'

of the court be not popular here, it is easy to sup[)ose what it must be in all the rcHt ol

the kingdom. Dine with the due de Liuncourt, in the |)iilace, a large party of nobility

and dcDuties of die commons, the due d 'Orleans amongst them ; the bishop ol

Rodez, abbe Sicyes, and Mons. Rubaud St. Kticnnc. This was one of the most
striking instances of the impression made on men of different ranks by great events. In

the streets, and in the church of St. Louis, such anxiety was in every face, that the

importance of the moment was written in the ]ihysiognomy ; and all the common forms

ana salutations of habitual civility lost in attention : but amongst a class so much higher

as those I dined with, I was struck with the difference. There were not, in thirty per-

sons, five in whose countenances you could guess that any extraordin^iry event was going
forward : more of the conversation was indifferent than I should have expected. Had
it all been so, there would have been no room for wonder ; but observations were made
of the greatest freedom, and so received as to mark that there was not the least impro.

S>riety m making them. In such a case, would not one havecxiKctcd more energy of

eeling and expression, and more attention in conversation to the crisis that must m its

nature fill every bosom? Yet Uiey ate, and drank, and sat, and walked, loitered, and
smirked and smiled, and chatted wiUi that easy indifference, that made me stare at their

insipidity. Perhaps there is a certain nonchalence that is natural to people of fashion

from long habit, and which marks them from the vulgar, who have a thousand asjieritics

in the expression of their feelings, that cannot be found on the polished surface of those

whose manners are smoothed by society, not worn by attrition. Such an observation

would therefore in all common cases be unjust ; but I confess the present moment,
which is beyond all question the most critical that France has seen from the foundation

of the monarchy, since the council was assembled that must finally determine the king's

conduct, was such as might have accounted for a behaviour totally different. The pre-

sence of the due d'Orleans might do a little, but not much ; his manner might do
more ; for it was not without some disj^ust, that I observed him sometimes playing off*

that small sort of wit, and flippant readiness to titter, which, I suppose, is a part of his

character, or it would not have appeared to>day. From his manner, he seemed not at all

displeased. The abbe Sieyes has a remarkable physiognomy, a quck rolling eye ; pe-

netrating die ideas of other people, but so cautiously reserved as to guard his own.
There is as much character in his air and manner as there is vacuity of it in the counte-

nance of Mons. Rabaud St. Etienne, whose physiognomy, however, is fiu- from doing
him justice, for he has undoubted talents. It seems agreed, that if in tlie council the

count d'Artois carries his point, Mons. Necker, the count de Montmorin, and Mons.
de St. Priest will resign ; in which case Mons. Necker's return to power, and in triumph,
will inevitably happen. Such a turn, however, must depend on events. Evening.
The plan of the count d'Arto'is accepted ; the king will declare it in his speech to-

morrow. Mons. Necker demanded to resign, but was refused by the king. Ail is now
anxiety to know what the plan is.

The 23d. The important day is over : in the morning Versailles seemed filled with
tLt)ops : the streets about ten o'clock were lined witii the French guards, and some Swiss
regiments, 8cc. the hall of the states was surrounded, and centinels fixed in all the
passages, and at the doors ; and none but deputies admitted. This military prepara-

tion was ill-judged, for it seemed admitting the impropriety and unpopularity of the
intended measure, and the expectation, perhaps fear, of popular commotions. They

a
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proiiotinccd, l^forc the Vxws kfi the chutcau, that hii plan was adverse to the people,

from tin.' rnilitury parade witli which it was ushered in. The contrary, however, proved

tu ix the i'uct ; the pru{)ositionH arc known to all the world : the plan was a good one ;

much was f];nmtcd to the (Krople in (i^reat and rsiiential points ; and as it was granted be*

fore thi-y hud provided tor those public necessities of finance, which occahiotied the statc'4

being called together ; and conse(|iiently left them at full jwwer in future to procure for

the people all tluit opportunity might present, they apparently ought to accept thein,

provided some security be given for the future meetings of the states, without w!iichall

theixst would Ik: insecure; but as a little negotiation may easily secure this, I appre-

hend the deputies will accept them conditionally : the use of soldiers, and some tmpru<

dencies in the manner of forcing the king's system, relative to the interior constitution,

and tisHctnbling of the deputies, as well as the ill- blood which had had time to brood for

three days past in their minds, prevented the commons from receiving the king with any

expressions of applause ; the clergy, and some of the nobility, cned ** vive Ic Roi I

but tri l)le the number of mouths being silent, took off all effect. It seems they had
previously determined to submit not to violence : when the king was gone, and the

clergy and nobility retired, the murquis de Breze waiting a moment to see if they

me:mt to obey the kind's express orders, to Retire also to another chamber prepared for

them, and perceiving that no one moved, addressed them, " Messieurs, vous connoisacz

les intentions du Roi." A dead silence ensued i and then it was that superior talents

bore the sway, that overpowers in critical moments all other considerations. The eves

of the whole iissembly were turned on the count de Mirabeau, who instantly replied to

the maniuis de Breze, " Oui, Monsieur, nous avons entendre les intentions qu'on a

suggtrees au Roi, & vous qui ne sauritz etre son organe aupres des etats generaux,

vous qui n'avez ici ni place, ni voix, ni droit de parler, vous n'etes pas fait pour nous
rapeller son discours. Ctpendant pour eviter toute etiuivoque, Sc tout delai, je vous
declare que si I'on vous a charge de nous faire sortir d'ici, vous devez demander des

ordres pour employer la force, car nous ne quitterons nosplaces que par la puissance de
la baionette." On which there was a general cry of—" Tel est Ic vau de Tassemblee."

They then immediately passed a contirmatlon of their preceding arretes ; and, on the

motion of the count de Mirabeau, a declaration that their persons, individually and i -

lectively, were sacred ; and that all who made any attempts against them should be
.deemed infamous traitors to their countir.

The 24th. The ferment at Paris is beyond conception ; ten thousand people have

been all this day in the palais royal; a full detail of yesterday's proceedings was
brought this morning, and read by many apparent leaders of little |)arties, with com*
ments to the people. To my surprize, the king's propositions are received with uni-

versal disgusi. He said nothing explicit on the penodicul meeting of the states ; he de-

clared all the old leudal rights to be retained as property. These, and the change iti

the balance of representation in the proviicial assemblies, are the articles that give the

greatest offence. But, instead of looking tO, or hoping for further concessions on these

points, in order to make them more consonant to the general wishes, the people seem,

with a sort of phrenzy, to reject all idea of compromise, and to insist on the necessity of

the orders uniting, that full power may consequently reside in the commons, to effect

what they ciUl the regeneration of the kingdom ; a lavourite term, to which they affix

no precise idea, but add the indefinite explanation of the general reform of all abuses.

They are also full ot suspicions at M. Necker's offering to r^ign, to which circumstance

they seem lo look more than to much more essential points. It is plain to me, from
many conversations and harangues I have been witness to, that the constant meetings at
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the paluin royal, which are carried tondcj^rcc of liccntiousncM and fury of liberty, that

isicorcely credible, united with the jnnmnerabic inflnmmntory publications that have

l)cen hourly ap|)carinfr <incc tSc a»Hcnil)lv of the states, have nn heated the peopli'Vi ex

pectations, and given them the idea ot hucU total (hanp^'s, tluit nothing the kinp^ or

court could do would now satisfy them ; conse(|iunt!y it would be idleness itself to

make concessions that are not steadily adiured to, not only to l)c observed by the kinjif,

but to be enforced on the people, and \^hh\ ordrr at the same time restored. Hut the

stumbling-block to this and every plan that can be devised, as the people know and de.

dare in every comer, is the situation of the finances, which cannot possibly be restored

hut by liberal grants of the states on the one hand, or i)y a Imnkruptcy on the other. It is

well known, that this point has been warmly debated in the council : Mons. Nccker has

proved to them, tiiat a bankruptcy is inevitable, if they break with the states before

the finances are restored ; and the dread and terror of taking such a step, which no mi-

nister would at present dare to venture on, has bctw the great difllicidty that opposed
itielf to the protects of the queen and the count d'Artois. The measure they havr

taken is a middle one, from which they hope to gain u party among the peoiile, and ren-

der the deputies unfiopular enough to get rid of them : an ex|)ectation, nowever, in

which they will infallibly be mistaken. If, on the side of the people it be ur^d, thut,

the vices of the old government make a new system necessary, and that it can only be b)

the firmest measures that the people can be put in possession of the I blessings of a free

government ; it is to be replied, on the other hand, that the personal character of the

king is a just foundation for relying that no meiMures of actual violence can be seriously

feared : that the state of the fitutnces, under any possible regimen, wlicther of faith or'

bankruptcy, must secure their existence, at least for time sufficient to secure by negotia<

tion, what may be hazarded by violence i thiit by driving things to extremities, they

risque an union between all the other orders of the state, with the parliaments, army,
and a great body even of the people, who must disapprove of all extremities ; and when
to this is added the possibility of involving the kingdom in a civil war, now so famili-

arly talked of, that it is upon the lips of ull the world, we must confess, that the commons,
if they steadily refuse wnat is now held out to them, put immense and certain benefits

to the chance of fortune, to that hazard which may make posterity curse, instead of bless,

their memories as real patriots, who hud nothing in view but the happiness of their

country. Such an incessant buzz of politics has been in my ears for some days past,

-that I went to night to the Italian opera, for relaxation. Nothing could be better cal-

culated for that efiect, than the piece performed, " La V^illanella Rapita," by Bianchi,

a delicious composition. Cai> it be believed, that tliis people, wno so lately valued no>

thing at an opera but the dances, and could hear nothing but a sfiuoll, now attend with

feeling to Italian melodies, applaud with taste and rapture, and this ^vithout the mere-

tricious aid of a single dance ! The music of this piece is charming, elcgimUy playful,

airy, and pleasing, with a duet, between Signora Mandini and Viganoni, of ttic first

lustre. The former is a most fascinating singer ; her voice nothing, but her grace, ex-

pression, soul, all strung to exquisite sensibility.

The 25th. The criticisms that are made on Mons. Necker's conduct, even by his

friend*, if above the level of the people, are severe. It is positively asserted, that abbe
Sieves, Messrs. Mounier, Chapellier, Bernave, Target, Tourettc, Rabaud, and other

leaders, were almost on their knees to him, to insist [leremptorily on his resignation being

ficcepted, as they were well convinced that his retreat would throw the queen's party

• itito infinitely groiter difficulties and embarrassment than any other circumstance. But
his vanity prevailed over all their efibrts to listen to the insidious persuasions of the
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queen, who k|K)ktf to him in the style ofaakiMK it a» i requcnt, that lie would keep the

crown on the kinv'it hcnci -, at the same time that he yielded to do it, contrury to iIm- in-

terest of the frienutt of liberty, he ticemed no plcastcd with the huxtus of tiic mob of Vcr-

uUleH, that it did much mischief. The ministers never f^ to aiKl from tlic kin^^'s apart-

ment on foot, acrou the court, which Monn. Necker took thin opportunity of doinf(,

though he himself had not done it in quiet times, in order to court the flattery of licin^

called the father of the people, and movinj^ with an immense and hhoutiiiu^ multitude at

his heels. Nearly at tne time that the que en, in an audience almost nrivate, spoke as

above to M. Neckrr, she received the dcputution from the nobility, with the dauphin in

her hand, whom she presented to them, claiming of their honour, tlie protection of her

son's rights ; clearly miplying, that if the step the king had taken was not steadily pur-

sued, the monarchy would be lost, and the nobility sunk. While M. Necker's mob
was heard through every apartment of the chateau, the king passed in his coach to Marly,

through a dead and mournful sile:ice; and tluit just after having given to his jM'ople,

and the cause of liberty, more |KThaps than ever any moiuurh Iwd done Ix'forc. Of such

materials are all mobs made ; so impossible is it to sutisly in moments like these, when
the hentcd imagination dresses every visionary project of the brain in the Ijewitclitng

colours of lilKTty. I feci great anxiety to know what will be the result of the delibera-

tions of the commons, after their first protests arc over, against the military violence

which was so unjustifiably and injudiciously used. Had the king's proposition come
after the supplies were granted, and on an^- inferior question, it would be quite ano-

ther affair ; but to ofl'cr this before one shilhng is granted, or a step taken, makes all the

difference imaginable. Evening. I'he conduct of the court is inexplicable, and
without a plan : while the late step was taken, to secure the orders sitting separate, a

great body of the clergy had been permitted to go to the commons, and the due d'Or-

leans, at the head of forty-seven of the nobility, has done the same : and, what is equally

a proof of the unsteadiness of the court, the commons are in the common liall of the

states, contrary to the express command of the king. The fact is, the seance royale

was repugnant to the personal feelings of the king, and he was brought to it by the

council with much dimculty ; and when it afterwards became necessary, as it did every

Itour, to give new and effective orders to support the system then laid down, it was re-

quisite to have a new battle for every point ; and thus the scheme was ouly opened, and
not persisted in : this is the report, and apparenUy authentic : it is easy to see, that that

step had better, on a thousand reasons, not have been taken at all, for all vigour and
effect of government will be lost, and the people be more assuming than ever. Yes-

terday, at Versailles, the mob was violent ; tney insulted, and even attacked all the clergy

and nobility that are known to be strenuous for preserving the sei>aration of orders.

The bishop of Bcauvais had a stone on his head, that almost struck him down.* The
;urchbishop of Paris had all his windows broken, and forced to move his lodgings : and
the cardinal de la Rouchefotcald hissed and hooted. The confusion is so great, that

the court have only the troops to depend on ; and it is now said confidently, ^iiat if an
order be given to the French guards to fire on the people, they will refuse obedience

:

this astonishes all, except those who know how they have been disgusted by the treat-

ment, conduct, and manoeuvres of the due de Chatelet, their colonel : so wretchedly

have the affairs of the court, in every particular, been managed ; so miserable its choice

* If thej had treated him more severely, he would not have been an object of much pitj. At a
meeting of the Society of Agriculture in the country, where common farmers were admitted to dine

with p«pple of the first rank, this proud fool mode diRicultjies of sittiag down in such coinpapf

.
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of tUt men in ofKcrs, rvcn ttuch a« arr the mont intiniatrly cotuiec.tcd with lU Mtltty, uiid

even existence. Whnt a Ichhoii to priiirriH, Uow thry ullow iiitriffiiinfi; courtiers, wo>
men, ami fooU, to ititorf'frt*, or astiimc the noucr that can lie lod|^cl, with wilcty, only

in the handi of abihty and experience ! It is aHtertcd cxprciiJtIy, ttut theiic mohM huv
been exciteti and instifnitcd by the Icadent of the conmiona, uiid some uf them |Mid by
the due d'Orleans. 'Hie diHtruiiion of the niiiiiMry is exta'nu*. At night to the theatre

Fnincoin ; the earl of Khhcx, and the Maison de Muliere.

I'he 26th. Kvery hour that |)uiweH here secniH to give the people fresh spirit : the

meetings at the palais royal are more numerous, more violent, and more assured;
and in the assembly of electors, at Paris, for sending a dtputation to the national

assembly, the language that was talked, t)y all ranks of people, was nothing less

than a revolution m the government, and the establishment of a free constitution

;

what thev mean by a free constitution is easily understood, a republic ; for the doc«
trine of the times runs every day more and more to thot point; yet they profess, tlut

the kingdom ought to be a monarchy too; or, at least, that diere ought to be u king.

In die streets one is stunned by the hawkers of seditious pamphlets, and descriptions of
pretended events, that all tend to keep the people c(|ually ignorant and alarmed. The
supineness, and even stupidity of the court, is without exum|)le : the moment demands
the greatest decision ; and yesterday, while it wus actually u ouestion, whether he should
Ik a do^ of Venice, or a king of France, the kuig went u hunting ! The spectacle of

the palais royal presented diis night, till eleven o'clock, and, as we aAerwurds heard,

almost till morning, is curious. The crowd was prodigious, and firc-works of all sorts

were played off, and all the building was illuminated : these wctc said to be rejoicings

on account of the due d'Orleans and the nobility joining the commons ; but united

with die excessive freedom, and even licentiousness of die orators, who harangue the
people ; with the general movement which before was threatening, all diis bustie and
noise, which will not leave them a moment tnuiquil, has a prodigious effect in preparing

^

them for whatever purposes die leaders of the commons shall have in view ; conse<

QuenUy they are grossly and diametrically opposite to the interests of the court ; but oil

these are blind and in&tuated. It is now understood by every body, that the king's offi-

cers, in the seance royale, arc out of the question. The moment the commons found
a relaxation, even in the trifling point of assembling in die great hall, they disregarded

all the rest, and considered the whole as null, and not to be taken notice of, unless en-

forced in a manner of which there were no signs. They lay it down for a maxim, that diey

liave a right to a great deal more than what the king touched on, but that they will ac-

cept of nothing as the concession of power ; they will assume and secure uU to them-
selves, as matters of right. Many persons I talk with, seem to think there is nothing
extraordinary in this ; but it appears, that such pretensions ore equally dangerous and
inadmissible, and lead direcUy to a civil war, which would be the height of niudnessand
folly, when public liberty might certainly be secured, without any such extremity. If

the commons are to assume every thing as their right, what power is there in the state,

short of arms, to prevent them from assuming what is not their right ? Thev instigate

the people to die most extensive expectations, and if they be not gratified, all must be
coiiiuaiuii; and even die king himself, easy and letliargic as he is, and indifferent to

power, will by and by be seriously alarmed, and ready to listen to measures, to which ho
will not at present give a moment's attention. All this seems to point strongly to great

confusion, and even civil commotions ; and to make it apparent, that to have accepted
the king's offers, and made them the foundation of future negociation, would have been
the wisest conduct, and with tliat idea I shall leave Paris, j

-
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The 27tli. The whole business now seems over, and the revolution complete. The
king has been rrightcncd by the mobs into overturning his own act of the seance royulc,

by writing to the presidents of the orders of the nv>bility and clergy, requiring them to

join the commons, in direct contradiction to what he tmd ordained before. It was re-

presented to him, that the want of bread was so great in every part of the kingdom,

that there was no extremity to which the people might not be driven : that they were
nearly starving, and consequently ready to listen to any suggestions, and on the qui

vive for all sorts of mischief: that Paris and Versailles would inevitably be burnt; and
in a word, that all sorts of misery and confusion would follow his adherence to the sys-

tem announced in the seance royale. His apprehensions got the better of the pjirty

who had for some days guided him ; and he was thus induced to take this step, which
is of such importance, that he will never more know where to stop, or what to re-

fuse ; or rather he will find, that in the future arrangement of the kingdom, his situa-

tion \vill be very nearly that of Cluu-les I, a spectator, without power, of the effective

resolutions of a long parliament. The joy this step occasioned was infinite ; the whole
assembly, uniting with the people, hurried to the chateau. Vive le Roy might have been
heard at Marly : the king and queen appeared in the balcony, and were received with

the loudest shouts of applause ; the leaders, who governed these motions, knew the

value of the concession much better than those who made it. I h^ive to-day had con-

versation with many persons on this business ; and to my amazement, :h?re is an idea,

and even among many of the nobility, that this union ofthe orders is only for the verifi-

cation of their powers, and for making the constitution, which is a new term they have

adopted; and which they use asi if a constitution were a pudding to be made by a re-

ceipt. In vain I have asked., where is the power that can separate them hereafter,

if the commons insist on reniaining together, which may be supposed, as such an
arrangement will leave all the power in their hands ? And in vain I appeal to the evi-

dence of the pamphlets written by the leaders of that assembly, in which they hold the

English constitution cheap, because the people have not power enough, on account

of that of the crown and the house of lords. The event now appears so clear, as not*
to be difficult to predict : all real power will be henceforward in the commons ; having
so much inflamed the people in the exercise of it, they will find themselves unable to

use it temperately ; the court cannot sit to have their hands tied behind them ; the

clergy, nobility, parliaments, and army, will, when they find themselves in danger of
imnihilation, unite in their mutual defence ; but as such an union will demand time,

they will find the people armed, and a bloody civil war must be the result. I have more
than once declared this as my opinion, but do not find that others unite in it.* At all

events, however, the tide now runs so strongly in favour of the people, and the conduct
of the court so weak, divided, and blind, that little can happen that will not clearly be
dated from the present moment. Vigour and abilities would have turned every tiling

OD the side of the court ; for the great mass of nobility in the kingdom, the higher

clergy, the parliaments, and the army, were with the crown ; but this desertion of the

conduct which was necessary to secure its power, at a moment so critical, must lead to

* I may remark at present, long after this was written, that, although I was totally mistaken in my
prediction, yet, on a revision, I think I had a reasonable ground for it, and that the common course of
events would have produced such a civil war, to which every thing tended, from the moment the
commons rejected the king's propositions of the seance royale, which I now think, more than ever,
they ought, with qualifications, to have accepted. The events that followed were as little to be thou^^ht
of as of myself being made king of France. > •'..-•-*>,.
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all sorts of pretensions. At nig;lu, the lire-works, and illuminutions, and niol), uiu)

noise, at the paluis royal increased; the expcncc must be enormous; and yet nobody

knows with certainty whence it arises : shops tlure are, however, diat for 12 sous, ^ivi*

as many squibs and serpents as would cost live livres. There is no doubt of its btiu}^

^he due d'Orteans's money : the people are thus kept in a continual ferment, are for

ever assembled, and ready to be in the last degree of commotion whenever called on

by the men they have confidence in. Lately a company of Swiss would have crushed

all this; a regiment would do it now if led with firmness i but, let it last a fortnight

longer, and an army will be requisite. At the play, MademoiselL Conta, in the

Misanthrope of Moliere, charmed me. She is truly a great actress ; ease, ^ce, per-

son, beau^, wit, and soul. Mola did the Misanthro))e admirably. I will not take

leave ofthe theatre Francois witnout once more giving it the preference to all I liave ever

seen.

I shall leave Paris truly rejoiced that the representatives of the people have it un-

doubtedly in their power so to improve the constitution oftheir country, as to render all

great abuses in future, if not impossible, at least exceedingly difficult, and consequently

will establish to all useful purposes, an undoubted political liberty ; and if they effect

this, it cannot be doubted but that they will have a thousand opportunities to se-

cure to their feUow>subjects the mvaluable blessing of civil liberty also. The state of

the finances is such, that the government may easily be kept virtually dependant on the

states, and their periodical existence absolutely secured. Such benefits will confer hap*

pines9 on twenty-five millions of pe.|>le ; a noble and animating idea, that ought to fill

the mind of every citizen of the world, whatever be his country, religion, or pursuit.

I will not allow myself to believe for a moment, that the representiitives of the people

can ever so far forget tlieir duty to the French nation, to humanity, and their own
fame, as to suffer any inordinate and impracticable vievirs ; any visionary or theoretic

systems ; any frivolous ideas of speculative perfection ; much les^ any ambitious private

views, to impede their progress, or turn aside their exertions, from that security which
is in their hands, to place on the chance and hazard of public commotion and civil war,

the invaluable blessings which are certainly in their power. I will not conceive it pos*

sible, that men, who have eternal fame within their grasp, will place the rich inheriuince

on the cast of a die, and losing the venture, be damned among the worst and most pro*

fiigate adventurers that ever disgraced humanity. The due de Lianeourt having* made
an immense collection of pamphlets, buying every ihing that has a relation to the

present period; and among the rest, the cahiers of all the districts and towns of

France of the three orders ; it was a great object with me to reiul these, as I was sure

of finding in them a representation of the grievances of tlie three orders, and an ex-

planation of the improvements wished for in the government and adnfiinistration ; these

cahiers being instructions given to their deputies, I have now gone through them all,

with a pen in hand, to make extracts, and shall therefore leave Paris to-morrow.

The 28th. Having provided myself a light French cabriolet for one horse, or gig
Angiois, and a horse, I left Paris, taking leave of my excellent friend Monsieur Ld-
zowski, whose anxiety for the fate of his country made me respect his eliaracter as much
as I had reason to love it for the thousand attentions I was in the daily habit of receiv-

ing from him. My kind protectress, the duchess d'Estissac, had the goodness to

make me promise, that I would return again to her hospitable hotel, when 1 had finish-

ed the journey I was about to undertiJce. Of the place I dined at on my road to

Nangis, I forget the name, but it is a post-house on the left, at a small distance out of
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the road. It afforded mc a bad room, bare walls, cold raw weather, and no fire ; for,

when lighted, it smoked too much to be borne ; I was thoroughly out of humour :

I had passed sometime at Paris amidst the fire, energy, and animation of a great revolu-

tion. And for those moments not filled by political events, I had enjoyed the resources

of liberal and instructing conversation ; the amusements of the first theatre in the world,

and the fascinating accents of Mandini, had by turns solaced and charmed the fleeting

moments : the change to inns, and those French inns ; the ignorance in all persons of
those events that were now glassing, and which so intimately concerned them ; the de-

testable circumstance of havmgno newspapers, with a press much freer than the Eng*
lish, altogether formed such a contrast, that my heart sunk with depression. At Ouig^es,
an itinerant dancing-master was fiddling to seme children of tradesmen ; to relieve my
sadness, I became a spectator of their innocent pleasures, and, with great magnificence,

1 ga\ e four 12s. pieces for a cake for the children, which made them dance with fresh

uniniution ; but my host, the post-master, who is a surly pickpocket, thought that if I

was so rich, he ought also to receive the benefit, and made me pa^ 9 livres 10s. for a
miserable tough chicken, a cutlet, a sallad, and a bottle of sorry wine. Such a dirty,

pilfering disposition, did not tend to bring me into better humour. 30 miles.

The 29th. To Nangis, the chateau of which belongs to the marquis de Guerchy,
who last year at Caen had kindly made me promise to spend a few days here. A house
almost full of company, and some of them agreeable, with the eagerness of Monsieur
de Guerchy for farming, and tlie amiable naivete of the Marchioness, whether in life,

politics, or a farm^ were well calculated ta bring me into tune again. But I found
myself in a circle of politicians, with whom I could agree in hardly any other particu-

lar, except the general one of cordially wishing that France might establish an indestruc*

tible system of liberty ; but for the means ofdoing it, we were far as the poles asunder.

The chaplain of Monsieur de Guercl.y's regiment, who has a cure here, and whom
I had known at Caen, Monsieur I'abbe de , was particularly strenuous for what
is called the regeneration of the kingdom, by which it is impossible, from the explana-

tion, to understand any thing more than a theoretic perfeetipn of government ; ques-

tionable hi its origin, hazardous in its progress, and visionary in its end; but always

presenting itselfunder a r>ost suspicious appearance to me, because all its advocates,

from the pamphlets of the leaders in the national assembly, to the gentlemen who make
its panegyric at present, affect to hold the constitution of England cheap in respect of

liberty : and as that is unquestionably, and by their own admission, the best the world

ever saw, they profess to appeal from practice to theory, which, in the arrangement of

a question of science, might be admitted, though with caution ; but, in establishing the

complex interest of a great kingdom, in securing freedom to twenty-five millions of

l)eoplc, seems to me the very acme of imprudence, the very quintessence of insanity.

My argument was an appeal to the English constitution ; take it at once, which is the

business of a single vote ; by your possession of a real and equal representation of the

|)eople, you have freed it from its only great objection ; in the remaining circumstances,

which are but of small importance, improve it, but improve it cautiously; for surely

that ought to be touched with caution, which has given, fi-oin the moment of its

establishment, felicity to a great nation ; which has given greatness to a people designed

by nature to be little ; and, from being the humble copiers of every neighbour, hab

rendered them, in a single century, rivals of the most successful nations in those deco-

rative arts that embellish human life ; and the masters of the world in all those that

contribute to its convenience. I was commended for my attachment to what I thought
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was liberty i but answered, that the king of France must have no veto on the will of

the nation ; and that the army must be in the hands of the provinces, wit!i an hundred

ideas equally impracticable and preposterous. Yet these are the sentiments which the

court has done all in its power to spread through the kingdom ; for will posterity be-

lieve, that while the press has swarmed with inflammatory productions, that tend to

prove the blessings of theoretical confusion, and speculative licentiousness, not one

writer of talents has been employed to refute and confound the fashionable doctrines,

nor the least care taken to disseminate works of another complexion ? By the way,

when the court found that the states could not be assembleJl on the old plan, and that

great innovations must accordingly be made, they ought to have taken the constitution

of England for their model ; in the mode of assembling, they should have thrown the

clergy and nobles into one chamber, with a throne for the king, when present. The
commons should have assembled in another, and each chamber, as in Enghmd, should

have verified its powers to itself only. And when the king held a feance royale, the

commons should have been sent for to the bar of the lords, where seats should have

been provided ; and the king, in the edict that constituted the states, should have copied

from England enough of the rules and orders of proceeding to prevent those prelimi-

nary discussions, which in France lost two months, and gave time for heated imginations

to work upon the people too much. By tiiking such steps, security would have been
had, that if chants or events unforeseen arose, they would at least be met with
in no such danger jus channel as another form and order of arrangement would permit.

15 miles.

The SOUi. My friend's chateau is a considerable one, and much better built than
was common in England in the same period, two hundred years ago ; I believe, how-
ever, that thb superiority was universal in France, in all the arts. They were, I ap-

prehend, in the reign of Henry IV, far beyond us in towns, houses, streets, roads, and, in

short, in every thing. We have since, thanks to liberty, contrived to turn the tables on
them. Like all the cliateaus I have seen in France, it stands close to the town, indeed
joining the end of it ; but the back front, by means of some very judicious plantations,

has entirely the air of the country, without the sight of any buildings. There the
present marquis has formed an English )4w,i, with some agreeable winding walks of
gravel, and other decorations, to skirt it. In this lawn they are making hay, and I

have had the marc^uis, Mons. I'Abbe, and some others on the stack to shew them how
to make and tread it : such hot politicians ! it is well they did not set the stack on fire.

Nangis is near enough to Paris for the people to be politicians ; the perruquier that
dressed me this morning tells me, that every body is determined to pay no taxes, should
the national assembly so ordain. But the soldiers will have something to say. No,
Sir, never : be assured as we are, that the French soldiers will never fire on the peo-
ple: but, if they should, it is better to be shot tlian starved. He gave me a frightful'

account of the misery of the people ; whole families in the utmost distress ; those that
work have a pay insufficient to feed them ; and many that find it difficult to get work
at aU. I inquired of Mons. de Guerchy concerning this, and found it true. By order
of the magistrates, no person is allowed to buy more than two bushels of wheat at a
market, to prevent monopolizing. It is clear to commrm sense, that all such regula-
tions have a direct tendency toiucrease the evil, but it is in vain to reason with people
whose ideas are immoveably fixed. Being here on a market-day, I attended, and saw
the wheat sold out under this regulation, with a party of dragoons drawn up before
the market.cross to prevent violence. The people quarrel with the bakers, asserting
the prices they demand for bread are beyond the proportion of wheat, and proceeding
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from words to scufDinf^, raise a riot, and then run away with bread and wheat for

nothing : this has luippcncd at Nangis, and many other markets ; the consequcnct was
that neither farmers nor bakers would sui)|)ly then- till they were in danger ot starving,

and prices nnder such circumstances, must necessarily rise enormously, which &p;gra.

vatcd the mischief, till troops became really necessary to give security to those who sup-

Ijlied the markets. 1 have been sifting madame deGuerchy on the expences of livmg;

our friend Mons. 1'Abbe joined the conversation, and I collect from it, that to live iti a

chateau like this, with six men servants, five maids, eight horses, a garden, and a regu-

lar table, with company, but never to go to Paris, might be done for 1000 louis a year.

It would in I'lngland cost 2000 ; the mode of living (not the price of things) is there-

fore cent, per cent, difterent. There are gentlemen (noblesse) who live in this country

on6(jr BOOOlivres (2621. to 3501.) that keep two men, two. maids, three horses, ami

u cabriolet ; there are the same in England, but they are fools. Among the neighbours

who visited Nangis was Mons. TrudainedeMoniigny, with his new and pretty wife, to

return the first visit of ceremony : he has a fine chateau at Montigny, and an estate of

4000 louis a year. This lady was Mademoiselle de Cotir Breton, niece to Madame
Calonne ; she was to have been married to the son of Mons. Lomoignon, but much
against her inclinations ; finding that common refusals had no avail, she determined on

, a very uncommon one, which was to go to church, in obedience to her father's orders,

but to give a solemn no instead of a yea. She was afterwards at Dijon, and never

stirred but she was received with huzzas and acclamations by the people for refusing to

be allied with la Cour Pleniere ; and her firmness was every where spoken of much to

her advantage. Mons. la Luzerne, nephew to the French ambassador at London, was
there, and who informed me, that he had learned to box of Mendoza. No one can

say that he has travelled without making acquisitions. Has the due d'Orlews also

learned to box ? The news from Paris is bad : the commotions increase greatly : and

such an alarm has spread, that the queen has called the marechal de Broglio to the

king's closet ; he has had several conferences : the report is, that an army will be col.

lected under him. It may be now necessary ; but woeful management to have made
it so. ^!i.»l vmSi ^.i-v-^ •• .•^'•^;;/««. ..wrwitfi .i; •'^:.< » .^ ':• s :n ;^i^jv*;si.#jvji .

July 2. To Meux. Mons. de Guerchy was so kind as to accompany me tO Co-
lumiers ; I had a letter to Mons.-Anvee Duniee. Pass Rosoy to Maupertius, through

a country cheerfully diversified by woods, and scattered with villages ; and single farms

spread every where as about Nangis. Maupertius seems to have been the creation of

the marquis de Montesquieu, who has here a very fine chateau of his own building

;

an extensive English garden, made by the count d'Artois's gardener, with the town,

lias all been of his own forming. I viewed the garden with pleasure ; a proper advan>

tage has been taken of a good command of a stream, and many fine springs which rise

m the grounds ; they are well conducted, and the whole executed with taste. In the

kitchen-garden, which is on the slope of a hill, one of these springs has been applied

to excellent use : it is made to wind iri many doubles through the whole on a paved

bed, forming numerous b&sins for wateiing the garden, and might, with little trouble,

be conducted alternately to every bed as in Spain. This is a hint of real utility to all those

who form gardens on the.sides of hills ; for watering with pots and pails is a *niserable,

as well as expensive succeedaneum to this infinitely more efiective method. There h
but one fault in this garden, which is its being placed near the house, where there should

be nothing but lawn and scattered trees when viewed from the chateau. The road might
be hidden by a judicious use of planting. The road to Ctilumiers is admirably formed
of broken stone, like gravel, l?y the marquis of Montesquieu, partly at his dwn ex-

*
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pence. Before I finish with this nobleman, let me observe, that he is esteemed by some
the second family in France, and by others, who admit his pretensions, even ttic first

;

he claims from die house of Armagnac, which was undoubtedly from Charlemagne :

the present king of France, when he signed some paper relative to this family, that

seemed to admit the claim, or refer to it, remarked, that it was declaring one of his

subjects to b^ a better gentleman than himself. But the house of Montmorenci, of

which family are the dukes of Luxembourg and Laval, and the prince of Robec, is

generally admitted to be the first. Mons. de Montesquieu is a deputy in the states,

one of the quarante in the French academy, having \vritten several pieces : he is also

chief minister to Monsieur, the king's brother, an office that is worth 100,000 livrcs

a year ^43751.) Dine with Mons. and Madame Dumee; conversation here, as in

every otner town of the country, seems more occupied on the deamess of wheat than

on any otha* circumstance ; yesterday was market-day, and a riot ensued ofthe popu-

lace, m spite of the troops, that were drawn up as usual to protect the com : it rises

to 46 livres (21. 3d.) the septier, or half-quarter, and some is sold yet higher. To
Meux. 32 miles.

The 3d. Meux was by no means in my direct road ; but its district. Brie, is so

highly celebrated for fertility, that it was an object not to omit. I was provided with

letters for M. Bemier, a considerable farmer, at Chaucaunin, near Meux ; and for M.
Gibert, of Neuf Moutier, a considerable cultivator, whose father and himself had be-

tween them made a fortune by agriculture. The former gentleman was not at home ;

by the latter I was received with great hospitality ; and I found in him the strongest de-

sire to give me every information I wished. Mons. Gibert has built a very handsome
and commodious house, with farming-ofiices, on the most ample and solid scale. I was
pleased to find his wealth, which is not inconsiderable, to have arisen wholly from the

plough. He did not forget to let me know, that he was noble, and exempted from all

tallies ; and that he had the honours of the chace, his father having purchased the

charge of Secretaire du Roi : but he very wisely lives en fermier. His wife made rea-

dy the table for dinner, and his bailiff, with the female domestic, who has the charge of
the dairy. Sec. both dined with us. This is in a true farming style ; it has many conve-
niences, and looks like a plan of living, which does not promise, like the foppish modes
of little gentlemen, to run through a fortune, from false shame and silly pretensions. I

can find no other fault with his system than having built a house enormously beyond his

plan of living, which can have no other effect than tempting some successor, less pru-

dent than himself, in.o expencesthat might dissipate all his and his father's savings. In
England that would certainly be the case ; the danger, however, is not equal in France.

The 4thi To Chateau Thiery, following the course of the Marne. The country is

pleasantly varied, and hilly enough to be rendered a constant picture, were it enclosed.

Thiery is beautifully situated on the same river. I arrived there by five o'clock, and
wished, in a period so interesting to France, and indeed to all Europe, to see a news-
paper. I asked for a cofiee-house, not one in the town. Here are two parishes, and
some thousands of inhabitants, and not a newspajier to be seen by a traveller, even in a
moment when all ought to be anxiety. What stupidity, poverty, and want of circula-

tion ! This people hardly deserve to be free ; and should there be the least attempt
with vigour to keep them othenvise, it can hardly fail of succeeding. To those who
have b^n used to travel amidst the energetic and rapid circulation of wealth, animation,
and intelligence of England, it is not possible to describe, in words adequate to one's

feelings, the dulness and stupidity of France. I have been to-day on one of their greatest

roads, within thirty miles of Paris, yet I have not iieen one diligence, and met but a

I
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single gentleman's carriage, nor any thing on the road that looked like a gentleman. 30
rniles.

The 5th. To Mareuil. The Mame, about twenty-five rods broad, flows in an ara-

ble vale to the right. The country hilly, anu parts of it pleasant ; from one elevation

there h a noble view of the river. Mareuil is the residence of Mons. Lc Blanc, of

whose husbandry and improvements, particularly in sheep of Spain, and cows of Swit-

zerland, Mons. de Broussonet had spoken very advantigcously. This was the gentleman

also on whom I depended for information relative to the famous vineyards of Epemay,
that produce the fine Champagne. What therefore was my disappointment, when his

servants informed me that he was nine leagues ofl' on business ? Is Madame Le Blanc

at home ? No, she is at Dormans. My complaining ejaculations were interrupted by
the approach ofa very pretty young lady, whom I found to be Mademoiselle Le Blanc.

Her mamma would return to dinner, her papa at night ; and if I wished to see him, I

had better stay. When persuasion takes so pleasing a form, it is not easy to resist it.

There is a manner of donig every thing that either leaves it absolutely indifferent or

that interests. The unaffected good humour and simplicity ofMademoiselle Le Blanc

entertained me till the return ofher mamma, and made me say to myself, you will make
a good farmer's wife. Madame Le Blanc, when she returned, confirmed the native

hospitality of her daughter ; assured me that her husband would be at home early in

the morning, as she must dispatch a messenger to him on other business. In the even-

ing we supped with Mons. B. in the same village, who married Madame Le Blanc's

niece ; we pass Mareuil, through it, has the appearance of a small hamlet ofinconsider-

able farmers, with the houses of their labourers ; and the sentiment that would arise in

most bosoms, would be that ofpicturing the banishment of being condemned to live in

it. Who would chink that there should be two gentlemen's families in it ; and that in

one I should find Mademoiselle Le Blanc singing to her systrum, and in the other

Madame B. young and handsome, performing on an excellent English piano forte ?

Compared notes of the expences of living in Champagne and SuHolk ; agreed, that

100 louis d'or a year in Champagne, were as good an income as 180 in England. On
his return Mons. Le Blanc, in die most obliging manner, satisfied all my inquiries, and
gave me letters for the most celebrated wine districts.

The 7th. To Epemay, famous for its wines. I had letters for Mons. Paretilaine,

one of the most considerable merchants, who was so obliging as to enter, with two other

gentlemen, into a minute disquisition of the produce and profit of the fine vineyards.

The hotel de Rohan here is a very good inn, where I solaced myself with a bottle of

excellent vin mousseux for 40s. and drank prosperity to true liberty in France. 12
miles.

The 8th. To Ay, a village not far out of the road to Rheims, very famous for its

wines. I had a letter for Mons. Lasnier, who has 60,000 bottles in his cellar, but

unfortunately he was not at home. Mons. Dorsee has from 30 to 40,000. All through

this country the crop promises miserably, not on account of the great frost, but the

cold weather of last week.
To Rheims, through a forest of five miles, on the crown of the hill, which separates

the narrow vale of Epernay from the great plain of Rheims. The first view of that

city from this hill, just before the descent, at the distance of about four miles, is magni-
ficent. The cathedral makes a great figure, and the church of St. Remy, terminates

the town proudly. Many times 1 have had such a view of towns in France, but when
you enter them, all is a clutter of narrow, crooked, dark, and dirty lanes. At Rheims
it is very difiercnt : the streets are almost all broad, straight, and well built, equal in that

ii4fe:.^._ ^^
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respect to any I have seen ; and the inn, the hotc 1 dc MouUnct, is so large and well-

served, as not to cheek the emotions raised by agreeable objects, by giving an impulse-

to contrary vibrations in the bosom of the traveller, which at inns in France is too often

the case. At dinner they gave me a bottle also of excellent wine. I suppose lived ait

is good for the rheumatism ; I had some writhes of it before I entered Champagne, but

the vin mousseux has absolutely banished it. I had letters for Mons. Cadot L'aine, a

considerable manufacturer, and the possessor of a large vineyard, which he cultivates

himself ; he was therefore a double fund to me. He received me very politely, answer,

cd my inquiries, and shewed me his fabric. The cathedral is large, but does not strike

me like that of Amiens, yet ornamented, and many painted windows. They shewed
me the spot where the kings are crowned. You enter and quit Rheims through superb

and elegant iron gates : in such public decorations, promenades, &c. French towns are

much beyond English ones. Stopped at Sillery, to view the wine press of the marquis

de Sillery ; he is the greatest wine-farmer in all Champagne, having in his own hands one

hundred and eighty anients. Till I got to Sillery, I knew not that it belonged to the

husband of Madame de Genlis ; but I determined, on hearing that it did, to presume to

introduce myself to the marquis, should he be at home : I did not like to pass the door

of Madame de Genlis without seeing her : her writings are too celebrated. La Petite

Loge, where I slept, is bad enough indeed, but such a reflection would have made it ten

times worse : the absence, however, of both Mons. and Madame quieted both my wishes

and anxieties. He is in the states. 28 miles.

The 9th. To Chalons, through a poor countiy and poor crops. M. de Broussonet
liad given me a letter to Mons. Sabbatier, secretary to the Academy of Sciences, but he
was absent. A regiment passing to Paris, an officer at the inn addressed me in Eng-
lish. He had learned, he said, in America, damme ! He had taken lord Comwallis,

damme ! Marechal Broglio was appointed to command an army of fifty thousand men
near Paris ; it was necessary. The tiers etat were running mad ; and wanted some
wholesome correction ; they want to establish a republic, absurd! Pray, Sir, what did

you fight for in America ? To establish a republic. What was so good for the Ame-
ricans, is it so bad for the French ? Aye, damme ! that is the way the English want to

be revenged. It is, to be sure, no bad opportunity. Can the English follow a better

example ? He then made many inquiries about what we thought and said upon it in

England : and I may remark, that almost every person I meet with has the same idea

:

The English must be very well contented at our confusion. They feel pretty pointedly

what they deserve. 12 and a half miles.

The 10th. To Ove. Pass Courtisseau, a small village, with a great church ; and
though a good stream is here, not an idea of irrigation. Roofs of houses almost flat,

with projecting eaves, resembling those from Pau to Bayonne. At St. Menehoud a

dreadful tempest, after a burning day, with such a fall of rain, that I could hardly get

to Mons. I'abbe Michel, to whom I had a letter. When I found him, the incessant

flashes of lightning would allow me no conversation ; for all the females of the house
came into the room for the abbe's protection I suppose ; so I took leave. The vin de
Champagne, which is 40s. at Rheims, is 3 livres at Chalons and here, and execrably

bad ; so there is an end of my physic for the rheumatism. 25 miles.

The 11th. Pass Islets, a town (or rather collection of dirt and dung) of new fea-

tures, that seem to mark, witli the faces of the people, a country not French. 25
miles. J nA ,. v

The 12th. Walking up a long hill, to ease my mare, I was joined by a poor woman,
who complained of the times, and that it \vas a sad country ; on my Remanding hcr
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reasons, uhc said her husband had but a morsel of land, one cow, und a poor little

horse, yet he had n franchar (421b.) of wheat, and three chickens, to pay as a quit,

rent to one sicgneur ; and four franchar of oats, one chicken and Is. to pay another,

beside very heavy taillcs and other taxes. She luid seven children, and the cow's milk

helped to make the soup. But why, instead of a horse, do not you keep another

cow? Oh, her husband could not carry his produce so well without a horse; and asses

are little used in the country. It was said, at present, that something was to be done

by some great folks for such poor ones, but she did not know who nor how, but God
send us better, car les taillcs & les droits nous ecrasent. This woman, at no great dis-

tance, might have been taken for sixty or seventy, her figure was so bent, and her face

so furrowed and hardened by labour, but she said she was only twenty-eight. An
Englishman, who lias not travelled, ciuinot imagine the figure made bv infinitely the

greater part of the countrywomen in France ; it speaks, at the first sight, hard and severe

hibour : I am inclined to think, that they work harder than the men, and this united

with the more miserable labour of bringing a new race of slaves into the world, destroys

absolutely all symmetry of person and every feminine appearance. To what are we to

attribute this difl'erence in the manners of the lower people in the two kingdoms? To
government. 23 miles.

The 13th. Leave Mar-le Tour at four in the morning : the village herdsmen was
sounding his horn ; and it was droll to see every door vomiting out its hogs or sheep,

imd some a few goats, the flock collecting as it advances. Very poor sheep, and the

pigs with mathematical backs, large segments of small circles. They must have abun.

(lance of commons here, but, if I may judge by the report of animals carcasses, dread-

fully overstocked. To Metz, one of the strongest places in France; pass three draw-
bridges, but the command of water must give a strength equal to its works. The
common garrison is ten thousand men, but there are fewer at present. Waited on
M. de Payen, secretary of the Academy of Sciences ; he asked my plan, which I ex-

plained; he appointed me at four in the afternoon, at the academy, as there would be

u seance held ; and he promiised to introduce me to some persons who could answer my
inquiries. I attended accordingly, when I found the academy assembled at one of their

weekly meetings. Mons. Payen introduced me to tlie members, and, before they

proceeded to their business, they had the goodness to sit in council on my inquiries,

and to resolve many of them. In the Almanach de Trois Eveches, 1 789, this academy
is stud to have been instituted particularly for agriculture; I turned to the list of their

Iionorar}' members to see what attention they had paid to the men who, in the present

nge, have advanced that art. I found an Englishman, Dom Cowley, of London. Who
is Dom Cowley? Dined at the table d'hote, with seven officers, out of whose mouths,
ut this important moment, in which conversation is as free as the press, not one word
issued for which I would give a straw, nor a subject touched on of more importance,

than a coat, or a puppy dog. At tables de hotes of officers, you have voluble gar-

niture of bawdry or nonsense ; at those of merchants, a mournful and stupid silence.

Take the mass of mankind, and you have more good sense in half an hour in England
than in half a year in France. Government! Again: all, all, is government. 15
jmiles.

The 14th. They have a cabinet literaire at Metz, something like that I described at

Nantes, but not on so great a plan ; and they admit any person to read or go in and
out for a day, on paying 4s. To this I eagerly resorted, and the news from Paris,

both in the public prints, and by the information of a gentleman, I found to be in-

teresting. Versailles and Paris are sourrounded by troops : thirty-five thousand men are
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assembled, and twenty tliousiuid more on the road, large trains ot ;irtillcr} collected,

and all the prtpuralioiih of wiu*. 'I'he assembling of such a number of troops has ad-

ded to the scarcity of bread ; and the magazines tliat liave iiccn mude for their su|)|)<)rt

are not easily by the people distinguished from those they suspect of being collected b)

monopolists. This has uggnivatcd their evils almost to madness; so thut the confu-

sion and tumult of the capital are exta'me. A gentleman of an excellent understand-

ing, and apparently of consideration, I'rom the attention paid him, M-ith whom I liud

some conversation on the subject, lamented, in the most pathetic terms, th( situation

of his country ; he considers a civil war as impossible to be avoided. There i not, hi*

added, a doubt but the court, finding it impossible to bring the national assembly to

terms, will get rid of them ; a bankruptcy at the same moment is inevitiible ; the union

of such confusion must be a civil war ; and it is now only by torrents of blood that we
have any hope of establishing a freer constitution : yet it must be established ; for the

old government is rivetted to abuses that are insupportable. He ag^ed with me en-

tirely, that the propositions of the seance royale, though certainly not sufficiently sa-

tisfactory, yet, were the ground for a negociation, that would have sccua'd by degrees

all even that the sword can give us, let it be as successful as it will. The purse, the

power of the purse is every thing ; skilfully managed, with so necessitous a govern-

ment as ours, it would, one after another, have gained all we wished. As to a war.

Heaven knows the event ; and if we have success, success itself may ruin us ; France

may have a Cromwell in its bosom, as well as England. Metz is, without exception,

the cheapest town I have been in. The table d'hote b 36s. a head, plenty of good
wine included. We were ten, and had two courses and a desert of ten dishes each,

and those courses plentiful. The supper is the same ; I had mine, of a pint of wine

and a lai^ plate of cluuiUics, in my chamber, for 10s. a horse, hay, and com, 25s.

and nothing for the apartment ; my expence was therefore 71s. a day, or 2s. 11^.

;

and with the table d'liote for supper, would have been but 97s. or 4s. 0^. In ad-

dition, much civility and good attendance. It is at th^ Faisan. Why are me chca^iest

inns in France the best? The country to Pont-a-Mousson is all of bold features.

The river Moselle, which is considerable, runs in the vale, and the hills on each side

are high. Not far from Metz there are the remains of an ancient aqueduct for con-

ducting the waters of a spring across the Moselle : there are many arches left on this

side, with the houses of poor people built between them. At Pont-a-Mousson Mons.
Pichon, the sub-delegue of the intendant, to whom I had letters, received me polite!/,

satisfied my inquiries, which he was well able to do from his office, and conducted
me to see whatever was worth viewing in the town. It does not contain much ; the

ecole militaire, for the sons of the poor nobility, also the convent de Premontre, which
has a very fine library, one hundred and seven feet long, and twenty-five broad. I

was uitroduced to the abbot as a person who had some knowledge in agriculture. 17
miles.

The 15th. I went to Nancy, with great ex^pectation, having heard it represented

as the {Mxttiest town in France. I think, on the whole, it 1^ not undeserving the cha-

racter in point of building, direction, and breadth of streets. Bourdeaux is far more
magnificent ; Bayonne and Nantes are more lively ; but there b more equality in

Nancy ; it is almost all good ; and the public buildings are numerous. The place

royale, and the adjoining area are superb. Letters from Paris ! all confusion ! the

minbtry removed : Mons. Necker ordered to quit the kinj^om without noise. The
effect on the people of Nancy was considerable. I was with Mons. Willemet when
hb letters arrived, and for some time his house was full of inquirers ; all agreed, that

!
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U was futal ncwh, and that it would occasion great commotions. What will be the re-

suit at Nancy ? The answer was in cftlct the same from all I put this question to :

W'c are a provincial town, we must wait to see what is done at Paris ; but every thing

is to be fetu'ed from the people, because bread is so dear, they arc lialf starved, and arc

consequently ready for commotion. I'his is the general feeling ; they arc as nearly

concerned as Paris ; but they dare not stir ; they dare not even have an opinion of

their own till they know what Paris thinks ; so timt if a starving populace were not in

question, no one would dream of moving. This confirms wTiat 1 have often heard

remarked, that tlic deficit would not have produced the revolution but in concurrence

with the price of bread. Docs not this shew die infinite consequence of gpneat cities

to the liberty of mankind? Without Paris, I question whether the present revolution,

which is mpidiv woiking in France, could pos^^ihly have hud an origin. It is not in the

villages of Syria or Diarbckir that the grand signor meets with a murmur against his

will : it is at Constantinople that he is obliged to manage and mix caution even witli

despotism. Mr. Willemet, who is demonstrator of botany, shewed me the botanical

garden, but it is in a condition that speaks the want of better funds. He introduced me
to Mons. Durival, who has written on the vine, and gave me one of his treatises, and

also two of his own on botanical subjects. He also conducted me to Mona. I'abbe

GrandixTC, a gentleman curious in gardening, who, as soon act he knew that I was an

Englishman, whimsically took it into his head to introduce me to a lady, my countrywo-

man, who hired, he said, the ^catest part of his house. I remonstrated against the im-

propriety of this, but all in vam ; the abbe had never travelled, and thought that if he

were at the distance of England from France (the French ore not commonly good j^o-

graphers) he should be very glad to see a Frenchman ; and that, by paiity of reasonmg,

this lady must be the same to meet u cnnntrymon uhc never saw or heard of. Av/ay he

went, and would not rest till I was conducted into her apartment. It was the dowager

lady Douglass ; she was unaffected, and good enough not to be offended at such a

strange intrusion. She had been here but a few days ; had two fine daughters with

her, and a beautiful Kamschatka dog ; she was much troubled with the intelligence her

friends in the town had just given her, since she would, in all probability, be forced to

move again, as the news of Mons. Necker's removal, and the new ministry being ap-

pointed, would certainly occasion such dreadful tumults, that a foreign family would
probably find it equally dangerous and disagreeable. 18 miles.

The 16th. All the houses at Nancy have tin eave troughs and pipes, which render

walking in the streets much more easy and agreeable ; it is also an additional consump-
tion, which is politically useful. Both this place and Luncville are lighted in the

English manner, instead of the lamps being strung across the streets as in other French
towns. Before 1 quit Nancy, let me caution the unwary traveller, if he is not a great

lord, with plenty of money that he does not know what to do with, against the hotel

d'Angleterre ; a bad dinner, 3 livres, and for the room as much more. A pint of wine
and a plate of chaudie 20s. which at Metz was 10s. and in addition, I liked so litUe. my
treatment, that I changed my quarters to the hotel de Halle, where at the table d'hote, I

had the company of some agreeable officers, two good courses, and a desert for S6s.

with a bottle of wine. The chamber 20s. ; for building, however, the hotel d'Angle>
terre is much superior, and is the first inn. In the evening to Luncville. The country
about Nancy is pleasing. 17 miles.

The 1 7th. Luncville being the residence of Mons. Lazowski, the father of my much
esteemed friend, who was advertised of my journey, I waited on him in the morning;

i ;
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he received mc with nut politeness only, but luMnitality with a lK)sj)itiilit\ I iH'gan

to think was not to be found on this side of the knigdom. I'roin \Iarcuif liither, I

had really Ikiii so unuccustonicd to receive any attentions of that iiort, that it auakcii

cd me to a train of new feelings agaxable enough. An apaitinciit was ivadv foi

me, which I was pressed to occupy, desired to dine, and expected to stay some Jays .

he introduced me to his wife and family, nartieuUuly to M. I'ubbe Luzowski, who,

with the most obligingly alacrity, undertook the office of shewing me whatever was worth

neeing. We examined, in a walk before dinner, the establishment of tin: ornhuns

:

well regulated and conducted. Luneville wants such establishments, for it lias no
manufactory, and therefore is very poor ; I was assured not less than half the popu-
lation of the place, or ten thousand persons ore poor. Luneville is cheap. A cook's

wages two, tlirce, or four louis ; a maid's, thiit dresses hair, three or four louis ; a

common house-maid, utic luuisi a coiiiiiiun footman, or u house lad, three louis.

Rent of a good house sixteen or seventeen louis. Lodgings of four or five rooms,

some of them small, nine louis. Af\er dinner, wait on M. Vaux dit Pompone, an

intimate acquaintance ofmy friend ; here mingled hospitality and politeness also received

me ; and so much was I pressed to dine witn him to morrow, tliat I should certainly

stay, were it merely for the pleasure of more conversation with a very sensible and
cultivated man, who, though advanced in years, lias the talents and good humour to

render his company universally agreeable : but I was obliged to refuse it, having been
out of order all day. Yesterday's heat was followed, after some lightning, by a

cold night, and I laid, without knowing it, with the windows open, and caught cold,

I suppose, from the information of mv bones. I am acquainted with strangers as

easily and quickly as any body, a habit that much tmvelling can scarcely fail to give, but
to be ill among them would be enuyante, demand too much attention and encroach

on their humanity. This induced me to refuse tlie obliging wishes of both the

Messrs. Lazowski's, Mons. Pompone, and also of a pretty and agreeable American
lady, I met at the house of the latter. Her history is singular, and yet very natural.

She was Miss Blake, of New-York; what carried her to Dominica I kuow not'; but
the sun did not spoil her complexion : a French officer, Mons. Tibalie, on taking the

island, made her nis captive, and in turn became hers, fell in love, and married ner ;

brought his prize to France, and settled her in his native town of Luneville. The regi-

ment, of which he is major, being quartered in a distant province, she complained of
seeing her husband not more than for six months in two years. She has been four

years at Luneville ; and having the society of three children, is reconciled to a scene of

life new to her. Mons. Pompone, who, she assured me, is one of the best men in the

world, has parties every day at his house, not more to his own satisfaction than to her

comfort. This gentleman is another instance, as well as the major, of attachment to

the place of nativity ; he was bom at Luneville ; attended king Stanislaus in some re-

spectable office near his person ; has lived much at Paris, and with the great, and had
nrst ministers of state for his intimate friends ; but the love of the natale solum brought
him back to Luneville, where he has lived beloved and rcsjiected for many years, sur-

rounded by an elegant collection of books, amongst which the poets are not forgotten,

having himself no inconsiderable talents in transfusing a^eeable sentiments into pleasing

verses. He has some couplets of his own composition, under the portraits of his

friends, which are pretty and easy. It would have given me much pleasure to have
spent some days at Luneville ; an opening was made for me in two nouses, where I

snould have met with a friendly and agreeable reception : but the misfortunes of tra-

in
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veiling nrc nomctimcs the accidents that crow the momentn prepared for enjoyment

;

und ut uttuTM, tin: Hystcin oi a journey iticonsiatcnt with the pluns of dc&tincd pleasure.

The IHth. To Haniing, throufi^h an uninteresting country. 28 miles.

TIh: 19th. To Savcni, in Alstaee : the country to Phalsbourg, a small forti6rd town,

on the frontiers, is much the snmc in a|)iMunincc u*» hitherto. The women in Alsace

ucur straw luits, as large uh thoHc worn in rlngiund ; they shelter the face, and should se>

cure some pn-tty countr}' girln, but I have seen none yet. Coming out of Phalsbourg,

Uiere are some hovels miserable enough, yet have chimnies and windows, but the inha<

hiiants in the lowest poverty. From that town to Suvcm all a mountain of oak timber,

the descent litccp, und the road winding. In Suvern 1 found myself to all appearance

truly in Germany ; for two days past much tendency to a change, but here not one
person in an hundred has a word of French ; the rooms are warmed by t^tovcs ; the

kitehen-hearth is three or four feet high, and vaiious other trifles shew, that you arc

among another peojjle. Looking at a map of France, and reading histories of Louis
XIV, never threw his conquest or seizure of Alsace into the same light, which travelling

into it did : to cross a great range of mountains ; to enter a level plain, inhabited by a
ixrople totally distinct aiKl different from France, with manners, language, ideas, preju-

dices, and habits all different, made an impression of the injustice and ambition ot such

a conduct, much more forcible than ever reading had done : so much more powerful

are things than words. 22 miles.

The 20th. To Strasbourg, through one of the richest scenes of soil and cultivation to

be met with in France, and exceeded by Flanders only. I arrived at Strasbourg at a

critical moment, which I thought would have broken my neck ; a detachment of horse,

with their trumpets o; one side, a party of infantry, with their drums beating on the

other, and a great mob hallooing, frightened my French mare; and I could scarc«ly

keep her from trampling on Messrs. the tiers ctat. On arriving at the inn, hear the

interesting news of the revolt of Paris. The Gardes Francoises joining the people

;

the little dependence on the rest of the troops ; the taking of the Bustile ; und the in-

stitution of the milice bourgeoise ; ir^ a word, of the ab^lute overthrow of the old.go-

vernment. Every thing being n >w decided, and the kingdom in the hands of the as-

sembly, they have the power to mi ke a new constitution, such as they think proi)er;

and it will be a great spectacle for the world to view, in this enlightened age, the repre-

sentatives oftwenty.five millions of people sitting on the construction of u new and better

order and fivbric of liberty, than Europe has yet offered. It will now be seen, whether

they will copy the constitution of England, freed from its faults, or attempt, from theory,

to lram« something absolutely speculative : in the former case, they will prove a bles-

sing to their country ; in the latter, they will probably involve it in inextricable confu-

sions and civil wars, perliaps not in the present period, but certainly at some future one.

I hear not of their removing from Versailles ; if they stay there under the controul of

an armed mob, they must make a government that will please the mob ; but they will,

1 suppose, be wise enough to move to some central town. Tours, Blois, or Orleans,

where their deliberations may be free. But the Parisian spirit of commotion spreads

quickly ; it is here ; the troops tliat were near breaking my neck, are employed to

keep un eye on the people who shew signs of an intended revolt. They have broken

the windows of some magistrates that are no favourites ; and a great mob of them is at

thiii moment assembled, demanding clamorously to have meat at 5s. a pound. They
have a cry among them that will conduct them to good lengths—'* Point d'impot &
vivent les etats." Waited on Mons. Herman, professor of natural history in the Uni-

Jli IM! '
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vcrsity here, to whom I had Icttent : he replied to some ofmy qticitions, and introduc

cd me for othera to Mona. Zimmrr, who having been in some degree a practitioner,

had understanding enough of the subject to afford me some informution that vi'as valua-

ble. View the public buikllngs, ond crosN the Rhine iNisaing for some little dtstanco

into Germany, but no new featua-s to mark a change ; Alsuce is Oermnnv, and the

change great on descending the mountainN. The exterior of tl\c cathedral is fine, and

the tower aingubrlv light and beautiful ; it is well known to be one of the highest in

Europe } commands a noble and rich plain, through which the Uhine, from the number
of its islands, hnn the appearance of a chain of lakes rather than of n river. Monument
of Marechal Saxc, Sic. ficC. I am puzzled about going to Carlsrhue, the residence of

the Mafigrave of Baden : it was my intention formerly to do it, if ever I were withiiv

an hundred milea ; for there are aome features in the reputation of that sovereign, whicli

made me wish to be there. He fixed Mr. Taylor, of Bifrons, in Kent, whose husbandr)

I deacribed in my Eastern Tour, on a large firm ; and the oeconomists in their writings,

or rather Physiocntical rubbish, speak much of an experiment he made, which ho^vever

•• erroneoua tKeir principles might be, marked much merit in the prince. Mons. Herman
tdla me also, that he has sent a person into Spain to purcluue rams for the improvement
of wool. I wish he had fixed oiv somebody likely to understand a good ram, which A

Sofeaaor of botany is not likely to do too well. This botanist is the only person Mon.s.

erman knows at Carisrhue, and dicrelore can give me no letter thither, and how 1

can go, uakbown to all the worid, to the residence of a sovereign pdnce (for Mr. Tay •

' lor Km left Wnu) b a difficttlty apfMitntly insurmountable. 22^ miles.

The Slat. I have spent tomit time this morning at the cabinet literatir, reading the

-gaieties and joumak that give an account of the transactions at Paris : and I have had
,aoine comrersatioa wilhseveral sensible and intelligent men on the present revolution.

-The Spirit of revolt is gone forth into various parts ofthe kingdom \ the price of bread.

has prepared lAe populace every where for all sorts of violence ; at Lyons there have

been oaitmotiona as furioas as at Paris, and the same at * great many other places :

Dau[dhhie lain arms : and^reta^ in absolute rebellion. 'Fhe idea is, that the peo-

ple will, from htmger, be driven to revolt ; and when once they find any other means
of subsistenfe than that of honeat bibour, every thing will be to be feared. Of such
consequence (t^ is to a country, and indeed to every country, to have a good police of

* com ; a police that sludl, by securing a high price to the former, encourage hia culture

^ enough to secure the peo[^ at the same time from fiunine. My anxiety alxHit Cariarime

is at an end ; the Margrave ia at Spaw ; I shall not therefore think of going. Nig^t.

I have been witness to a scene curious to a foreigner ; but dreadful to Frenchmen that

• are considerate. Passing through the squait of die hotel de ville, die asob ware break-

ing the windows with stones, notwithstanding an officer and a detachment ofiliMf were
' in the square. Perceiving that their numbers imt only increased, but thaf they grew
bokler and bolder every moment, J thought it worth staying to see what it would end

: in, and clambered on to the roof of a row of low staUs opposite to the building, against
' which their malice was directed. Here I beheld tlw whole commodiously. Finding
I that the troope woukl not attack them, except in words and menaces, they gfew more
' vidcnt^ and furiou^y attempted to beat the doors in pieces with iron crows ; pbicing
' ladders \o the windows. In about a quarter of an hour, v^iich gave time for the as-

aenibled magistrates to escape by a back door, they bunt all open, and emered like a

torrent with an universal shout of the spectators. From that minute a shower of case-

ments, s-tshes, shutters, chairs, tables, sophas, books, papera, pictures, flic, rained in-

cessanUy from all tlie windows of the house, which is seventy or eighty feet long, and

4<'i.
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.

which was then succeeded by tiles, skirting boards, bannisters, framework, and ever)

part of the buildingthat force could detach. The troops, both liorsc and foot, were

quiet spectators. They were at first two few to interpose, and, when they became more-

numerous, the mischief was too far advanced to admit of any other conduct than guard-

ing every avenue around, permitting none to go to the scene of action, but letting every

one that pleased retire with his plunder ; guards being at the same time placed at the

doors of the churches, and ^11 public buildings. I was for two hours a spectator at

different places of the scene, secure myself i'rom the fulling furniture, but near enough

to see a fine youth crushed to death by something, as he was handing plunder to a wo-

man, I suppose his mother, from the horror that was pictured in her countenance. I re-

marked several common soldiers, with their white cockades, among the plunderers, and

instigating the mob even in sight of the officers ofthe detachment. There were amongst

them peof'e so decentl)^ dressed, that I regarded them with no small surprise : they de-

stroyed all the public archives ; the streets for some way around strewed with papers ;

this has been a wanton mischief ; for it will be the ruin of many families unconnected

with the magistrates.

The 22d. To Schelestadt. At Strasbourg, and the country I passed, the lower

ranks of women wear their hair in a toupee in front, and behind braided into a circular

plait, three inches thick, and most curiously contrived to convince one that they rarely

pass a comb through it. I could not but picture them as the nidus of living colonies,

that never approached me (they are not burthened with too much beauty) but I scratched

my head from sensations of imaginary itching. The moment ycu are out of a great

town all in this country is German ; the inns nave onie common largo room, many tables

and cloths ready spread, where every company dines ; gentry at sow.e, and the poor at

others. Cookery also German ; schnitz is a dish of ba£on and fried pears ; has the

appearance of an infamous mess; but I was surprised, on tasting, to find it bet-

ter than passable. At Schelestadt I had the pleasure of finding the count de la

Rouchefoucald, whose regiment (of Champagne) of which he is second major, is

quartered here. No attentions could be kinder than what I received from him ; they

were the renewal of the numerous ones I was in the habit of experiencing from his fa-

mily ; and he introduced me to a good farmer, from whom I had the intelligence 1

wanted. 25 miles.

The 23d. An agreeable quiet day, with the count de h. Rouchefoucald : dine with
the officers of the regiment, the count de Loumene, the colonel, nephew to the cardinal

de Loumene, present. Sup at my fiiend'e lodgings ; an officer of infantrj', ? Dutch
gentleman, who has been much in the East Indies, and speaks English. This has

bpen a refreshing day ; the society of well informed people, liberal, polite, and com-
municative, has been a contrast to the sombre stupidity of tables d'hotes.

The 24th. To Isenheim> by Colmar. The country ia in general a dead level, with
ihe Voge mountains very near to the right ; those of Suabia to the left ; and there is

;uiother range very distant, that appears m the jpening to the south. The news at the

table d'hote at Colmar curious, that the qu'^en had a plot, nearly on the point of exe.
cution, to blow up the national assembly by a mine, and to march the army instantly to

massacre all Paris. A French officer present presumed but to doubt of the truth of it,

and was immediately overpowered with numbers of tongues. A deputy had written

the news ; they had seen the letter, and not a hesitation could be admitted : I strenuously

contended, that itwas folly and nonsense, a mere invention to render persons odious who,
for what I knew, might deserve to be so, but certainly not by such means ; if the angei

Gabriel had descended and taken a chair at table to convince diem, it would nut have

^Trrr:
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shaken their faith. Thus it is in revolutions, one rascal writes, and an liup.drcd thou

sand fools believe. 25 inilesi.

The 25th. From Iscnheim, the countiy changes from the dead flat, to pleasant

\iews and inequalities, improving all the ^\'ay to Befort, but neither scattered houses

nor inclosurcs. Great riots at Befort : last night a h^dy of mob and peasants de-

manded of the magistrates the arms in the magazine, to the amount of three or four

thousand stands ; being refused, they grew riotous, and threatened to set fire to the

town, on which the gates were shut ; and to-day the regiment of Bourgogne arrived

for their protection. Mons. Necker passed here to-day in his way from Basle to Paris,

escorted b)' fifty Bourgeois horsemen, and throufjh the town by the music of all the

troops. But the most brilliant period of his life is past ; f' ^m the moment of his re-

instatement in power to the assembling of the states, .nc .ate of France, and of tin

Bourbons, was then in his hands ; and whatever may be the result of the present con

fusions they will, by posterity, be attributed to his conduct, sinc:c he had unquestion

ably the power of assembling the states in whatever form he pleased : he might hav<

had two cliambers, three or one ; he might have given what would unavoidably have

melted into the constitution of England ; all was in his hands ; he had the greatest op •

portunity of political architecture that ever was in the powe^ of man : the great legisla

tors of antiquity never possessed such a moment : in my opinion he missed it com-
pletely, and threw that to the chance of the winds and waves, to which he might havii

given impulse, direction, and life. I had letters to Mons. de Bellonde, commissaire dt

Guerre ; I found him alone : he asked me to sup, saying he should liave some persons

to meet me who could give me information. On my returning, he introduced me to

Madame de B' Monde, and a circle of a dozen ladies, with three or four young officers,

leaving the room himself to attend Madame, the princess of something, who was on her

flight to Switzerland. I wished the whole company very cordially at a great distance,

for I saw, at one glance, what sort of information I should have. There was a little co-

terie in one comer listening to an oflicer's detail of leaving Paris. This gentleman in-

formed us, that the count d*Artois, and all the princes of the blood, except Monsieur,
and the duke d'Orleana, the whole connection of Polignac, the Marechal de broglio,

and an infinite number of the first nobility had fled the kingdom, and were daily follow*

ed by others ; and lastly, that the king, queen, and royal family, were in a situation at

Versailles really dangerous aid alarming, without any dependence on the ti'oops near

them, and, in fact, more like prisoners than free. Here is, therefore, a revolution effected

by a sort of magic ; all powers in the realm are destroyed but that of the commons ; and
it now will remain to see what sort of architects they are at rebuilding an edifice in the

place of that which has been thus marvellously tumbled in ruins. Supper being an-

nounced, the company quitted the room, and as I did not push myself forward, I re-

mained at the rear till I was very whimsically alone ; I was a little struck at the turn of
the moment, and did not advance when I found myself in such an extraordinary situa-

tion, in order to see whether it would arrive at the point it did. I then, smiling, took
my hat, and walked fairly out of the house. I was, however, overtaken below ; but I

talked of business, or pleasure, or ofsomething, or nothing ; and hurried to the inn. I

should not have related this, if it had not been at a moment that carried with it its apo-

logy : the mxiety and distraction of the time must fill the head, and occupy tlie atten-

tion of a gentleman ; and, as to ladies, what can French ladies think of a man who tra*

vels for the plough ? 25 miles.

The 26th. For twenty miles to Lisle sur Daube, the country nearly as before ; but
after that, to Baumes les Dames, it is all mountainous and rocky, much wood, and
many pleasing scenes ofthe river flowing beneath. The whole countrv is in the greatest

q.q2
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agitation ; at one of the little towns I pusscd, I was questioned ibr not having a cock

aae of the tiers etat. They said it ^^•as ordained by the tiers, and if I were not a

seigneur, I ought to obey. But supi)ose I am a seigneur, what then, my friends ?

What then ? they replied sternly, why, be hanged ; for that most likely is what you
desen'C. It was plain this was no moment for joking, the boys and girls began to ga-

ther, whose assembling has every where been the preliminaries of mischief; and if

I had not declared myself an Englishman, and ignorant of the ordinance, I had not es-

caped very well. I immediately bought a eoekade, but the hussy pinned it into my
hat so loosely, that before I got to Lisle, it blew into the river, and I was again in the

same danger. My assertion of being English would not do. I was a seigneur, perhaps

in disguise, and without doubt a great roj^'ue. At this moment a priest came mto the

street with a letter in his hiuid : the people immediately collected around him, and he

tlien read aloud a detail from Befbrt, giving an account of M. Necker's passing, with

some general features of news from Paris, and assurances that the conditio" of the

people would be improved. When he had finished, he exhorted them tn oyt rom
all violence ; and assured diem, they must not indul^ themselves witt; .:>« >ueas of

impositions being abolished ; which he touched on as if he knew that they had gotten

such notions. When he rAired, they a^in surroiutded me, who had attended to the

letter like others ; were very menacing m their manner ; and expressed many suspi*

cions : I did not like my situation at all, especially on hearing one of them say that I

ought to be secured till somebody would give an account of me. I was on the steps

of the inn, and begged they would permit me a few words : I assured them that I was
an English traveller, anj to prove it, I desired to explain to them a circumstance in

English taxation, which would be a satisfactory comment on what Monsieur I'abbe

had told them, to the purport of which I could noi agree. He k.J asserted, that the

impositions must and would be paid as heretofOiV; that the impositions nxust be: paid

was certain, but not as heretofore, as they might be paid as they were in England.

"Gentlemen, we have a gr at number of taxes in England, which you know nothing of

in France ; but the tiers etat, the poor do not pay them : they are laid on the rich •.

every window in a man's house pays ; but if he nas no more than six windows, he pa/ >

nothing ; a seigneur, with a great estate, pays the vingtiemes and tallies, but the ii*tl

proprietor of a garden pays nothing ; the rich for their horses, their voiturcs, their

servants, and even for liberty to kill their own partridges, but the poor farmer nothing

of all this ; and what is more, we have in England a tax paid by the rich for the relief

of the poor ; hence the assertion of Monsieur I'abbe, that because taxes existed be-

fore they must exist again, did not at all prove that Uiey must be levied in the same
manner; our English method seemed much better." There was not a word of this

discourse they did not approve of; they seemed to think that I might be an honest fel-

low, which I confirmed by crying, " vive le tiers, sans impositions," when they gave

me a bit of a huzza, and I had no more interruption from them. My miserable Fr ; ch

was pretty much on a par with their patois. I got, however, another cockade, ' u^h

I todk care to have so fastened as to lose it no more. I do not lil;c travelling in r (.>.v. t

an unquiet and fermenting moment; one is not secure for an hour beforehand.

35 miles.

The 27th. To Besancon ; the country mountain, rock, and wood, above the river;

some scenes are fine. I had not arrived an hour before I saw a pep<«iit pass the inn on

horseback, followed by an officer of the garde burgeoise, of which there are twelve

hundred here, and two hundred under arms, and his party-coloured detachment, and

these by some infantry and cavalry. | aiked why the militia took the pass of the king's

.vr-
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iroops? "For a very good reason, ihcy u plied, the troops would he attaeked and

knocked on the liead, hut the populuee will not resist the militia." This peasant, whc
is a rich proprietor, applied for a ^uard to protect his house, in a village where then-

is much plundering and hurning. The mischiefs which have heen perpetrated in tJjr

country, towards the mountains and Vesoul, are numerous and shocking. Many cha-

tcaus have been burnt, others plundered, the seigneiu's hunted down like wild tjeasts,

their wives and daughters ravished, their papers and titles burnt, and all their property

destroyed ; and these abominations not inflicted on marked persons, who were odious

for their former conduct or principles, but an indiscriminating blind rage for the lovc

of plunder. Robbers, galley-slaves, and villains of all denominations, have collected

and instigated the peasants to commit all sorts of outrages. Some ^ntlemen at the

table d'hote informed me, tliat letters were received from the Maconois, the Lyonois,

Auvergne, Dauphine, &c. and that similar commotions and mischiefs were perpetrating

every where ; and that it was expected they would pervade the whole kingdom. The
backwardness of France is beyond credibility in every thing that pertains to intelligence.

From Strasbourg hither, I have not been able to see a newspaper. Here I asked for tlu

Cabinet Literaire ? None. The gazettes? At the cofice-house. Very easily replied

;

but not so easily found. Nothing but the Gazette de France ; for wluch, at this pe<

liod, a man of common sense would not give one sol. To four other coffee-houses,

at some no paper at all, not even the Mercurc ; at the Caflfe Militaire, the Courier de
I'Europe n fortnight old ; and welldres&cd ix:ople are now Uilking of the news of two
or three weeks past, and plainly by their discourse know nodiing of what is passing.

The whole town of Besancon has not been able to afford me a sight of the Journal de
Paris, nor of any paper that gives a detail of the transactions of the states ; yet it is the

capital of a province, large as half a dozen English counties, and containing twenty-

five thousand souls ; and, strange to say ! the post coming in but three times a week.
At this eventful moment, with no licence, nor even the least restraint on the press,

not one paper establbhed at Paris for circulation in the provinces, with the neccssarv

steps taken by affiche, or placard, to inforn the people in all the towns of its establish'-

ment. For what the country knows to ti.£ contrary, their deputies are in the Bas-
tile, instead of the Bastile bein[^ razed; so the mob plunder, bum, and destroy, in

complete ignorance : and yet, with all these shades of darkness, this universal mass of
ignorance, there are men every day in the states, who are puffing themselves off for

the first nation in Europe ! the greatest people in the universe ! as if the political jun-
tos, or literary circles of a capital constituted the people ; instead of the universal illu-

mination of knowledge, acting by rapid intelligence on minds prepared by habitual ener-

gy of reasoning, to receive, combirie, and comprehend it. That this dreadful igno-
rance of the mass of the people, of the events that most intimately concern them, arises

firom the old government, nu one can doubt; it is, however, curious to remark,
that if the nobility of other provinces are hunted like those of Franche Comte, of
whicl. there is little i'eason to doubt, tliat whole order of men undergo a proscription,

and suffer like sheep, without making the least effort to resist the attack. This ap^x^ars

marvellous, with a body that have an army of one hundred and fifty thou&and men
in their hands; for though a part of those troops would certainlpr disobey their leaders,

yet let it be remembered, that out ofthe forty thousand, or possibly one hundred thou-
sand noblesse of France, th<y might, if they had intelligence and union amongst them,
selves, fill half the ranks of more than half the regiments of the kingdom, with men
who hsxye fellow-feelings and feilow-sufferings with themselves ; but no meetings, no
associations among them ; no union with military mer ; no taking of refuge m the
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ranks of regiments to defend or avenge their cause; fortunately lor France, they fall

without a struggle, and die without a blow. That universal circulation of intelligence,

which in England transmits the least vibnition of feeling or alarm, with electric sensi-

bility, from one end of the kingdom to another, and which unites in bands of connec.

tionmcn of similar interests and situations, has no existence in Franc?. Thus ii may
be said, jjcrhaps with truth, that the fall of the king, court, lords, nobL's, army, church',

;!nd parliaments, proceeds from a want of intelligence being quickly circulated, conse-

quently from the very eftects of that thraldom in which they held the people : it is there-

lore a retribution rather than a punishment. 18 milts. ^

The 28th. At the table d'hote last night a person gave an account of being stdpped

at Salins for want of a passport, and suffering the greatest inconveniences; f found it

jiceessar}-, thcrefoi ><- demand one for myself, and went accordingly to the Bureau ;

hut went in vain: tn- " an air veritablement d'un commis. These passports are new
things from new men, -i. ew power, and shew that they do not bear their new honours
too meekly. Thus it is impossible for me, without runningmy head against a wall, to

\ isit the Salins or Arbois, where I have a letter from M. de Broussonet, but I must take

my chance and get to Dijon as liist as I can, where the president de Virly knows me,
having spent some days at Bradficld, unless indeed being a president and a nobleman,

he has been knocked on the head by the tiers etat. At night to the play ; miserable

l)erformers; the theatre, which has not been built many years, is heavy; the arch that

parts the stage from the house is like the entrance of a cavern, and the line of the

amphitheatre, that of a wounded eel ; I do not like the air and manners of the people

here. The music, and bawling, and squeaking of I'Epreuve Villageoise of Gritty, which
is wretched, had no po^ver to put me in better humour. I will not take leave of this

place, to wliich I ne^•cr desire to come again, without saying that they have a fine pro-

menade ; and that Monsieur Arthaud, the lui^enteur, to wh. n I applied for informa-

tion without any letter of recommendation, was liberal and polite, and answered my in-

quiries satisfactorily.

The 29th. To Orcchamp the country is bold and rocky, with fine woods, and yet

it is not agreeable ; it is like many men that have estimable points in their characters,

and yet we cannot love them. Poorly cultivated too. Coming out of St. Vete, a
pretty riant landscape of the river doubling through the vale, enlivened by a village

and some scattered houses ; the most pleasing view I have seen in Franche Comte.
23 miles.

The 30th. The mayor of Dole is made of as [^ood sajff as the notary* of Besancon j

he would give no passport ; but as he accompanied his refusal with neither airs nor
graces, 1 let him pass. To avoid the centinels, I went round the town. The country
to Auxonne is cheerful. Cross the Soane at Auxonne ; it is a fine river, through a
region of flat meadow of beautiful verdure ; commons for great herds of cattle ; vast-

ly flooded, and the hay-cocks under water. To Dijon is a fine country, but wants
wood. My passport demanded at the gate ; and as I had none, two bourgeois mus-
queteers conducted me to the hotel de ville, where I was questioned, but finding that

I was known at Dijon, they let me go to my inn. Out of luck ; Monsieur de Virly,

on whom I most deiiended for Dijon, is at Bourbon ie Bains, and Monsieur de Mor-
veau, the celebrated chemist, who I expected would have had letters for me, had
none, and tliough he received me very politely, when I was forced to announce my-
self as his brother in the Royal Society of J-ondon, yet I lelt very awkwardly ; how-
ever, he desired to see me again next morning. They tell me here, that the intendant

is fled ; and tliat the prince of Conde, who is governor of Burgimdy, is in Germany;
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they positivtl} abstrt, and with very little ceremony, that they would both be haii};(<.il.

if they were to come hither at present; such ideas do not mark too much authority ii.

the milicc bur^coise, as they have been instituted to stop and prevent hanging and pliui

d» ing. They arc too weak, however, to keep die |H.ace ; tlie licence and spirit of di

predation, of which I heard so much in crossing Franchc Compte, has taken place, bin

not equally in Burgundy. In this inn, la Ville de Lyon, there is at present a gentK -

man, unfortunately a seigneur, his wife, family, three servants, an mfant but a lew

months old, who escaped from their flaming chateau half naked in the night ; all their

property lost except the land itself; and this family valued and esteemed by the neigh-

bours, with many virtues to command the love of the poor, and no oppressions to pro-

voke their enmity. Such abominable actions must bring the greatest detestation to the

cause from being unnecessary ; the kingdom might have been settled in a real system of

liberty, without the regeneration of fire and sword, plunder and bloodshed. Three
hundred bourgeois mount guard every day at Dijon, armed, but not paid at the ex-

pence of the town : they have also six pieces of cannon. The noblesse of the place, us

the only means of safety, have joined them ; so that there are croix de St. Louis in the

ranks. The palais dcs etats here, is a large and splendid building, but not striking pro-

portionably to the mass and expence. The arms of the prince of Conde are predomi-

nant ; and the great saloon is called the Salle a manger de prince. A Dijon artist has

painted the battle of Seniff, and the grand Conde thrown from his horse, and a cieling,

both tvell executed. Tomb of the duke of Bourgogne, 1404. A picture by Reubens
at the Chartreuse. They talk of the house of Mons. de Montigdy, but not shewn, his

sister being in it. Dijon, on the whole, is a handsome town ; the streets, though old

built, are wide and very well paved, with the addition, uncommon in France, of trottoirs.

28 miles.

The 31st. Waited on Mons. de Morveau, who has, most fortunately for me, re-

ceived, this morning, from Mons. de Virly, a recommendation of me, with four let-

ters from Mons. de Broussonet ; but Mons. Vaudrey, of this place, to whom one of

them is addressed, is absent. We Ixad some conversation on the interesting topic to

all philosophers, phlogiston ; Mons. de Morveau contends vehemently for its non-

existence ; treats Dr. Priestley's last publication as wide of the question ; and decla-

red, that he considers the controversy as much decided as the question of liberty is in

France. He shewed me part of the article air in the New Encyclopaedia by him, to bt:

published soon ; in which work, he thinks he has, beyond controversy, established die

truth of the doctrine of the French chemists of its non-existence. Mons. de Morveau
requested me to call on him in the evening to introduce me to a learned and agreeable

hay ; and engaged me to dine with him to-morrow. On leaving him I went to search

coffee-houses ; but will it be credited, that I could find but one in this capital of Bur-
gundy, where I could read the newsijai>ers ? At a poor little one in the square, I

read a paper, after waiting an hour to get it. The people I have found every where
desirous of reading newspapers ; but it is rare that tliey can gratify themselves ; and
the general ignorance of wliat is passing may be collected from this, that I found no-

body at Dijon liad heard of the riot at the town house of Strasburg ; I described it

to a gentleman, and a party collected around me to hear it ; not one of them had
heard a syllable of it, yet it is nine days since it happened ; had it been nineteen, I ques-
tion whether they would but just have received the intelligence ; but, though they
are slow in knowing what has really happened, th?y are very quick in hearing what
is impossible to happen. The current report at present, to which all possible credit is

'%iven, is, that the queen has been convicted of a plot to poison tlie king and Mouv

%
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sieur, and give the regency to the count d'Artois ; to set fire to Paris, and blow up
the palais royal by a mine ! Why do not the several parties in the states cause pa-

pers to be printed, that shall transmit their own sentiments and opinions only, iit or-

der that no man in the nation, arranged under the same standard of reasoning, ma}
want the facts that are necessary to govern his arguments, and the conclusions that

great talents have drawn from those facts ? The king has been advised to take several

steps of authority against the states, but none of his ministers have advised the estab-

lishment of journals, and their speedy circulation, that should undeceive the people in

those points his enemies have misrepresented. When numerous papers are published

ill opposition to each other, the people take pains to sift into and examine tne truth

;

and that inquisitivencss alone the very act of searching, enlightens them ; they be-

come informed, and it is no longer easy to deceive them. At the table d'hote three

onl\', myself, and two noblemen, driven from their estates, as I conjecture by their

conversation, but they did not hint at any thing like their houses being burnt. Their
description of the state of that part bf the provmce they come from, in the road from
Langrcs to Gra}', is terrible ; the number of chateaus burnt not considerable, but

three in five plundered, and the possessors driven out of the country, and glad to save

their lives. One of these gentlemen is a very sensible well informed man ; he con-

siders all rank, and all the rights annexed to rank, as destroyed in fact in France

;

and that tlie leaders of the national assembly having no property, or very little them-
selves, are determined to attack that also, and attempt an equal division. The expec-
tation is gotten among many of the people ; but whether it take place or not, he con-

siders France as absolutely ruined. That, I replied, was going too far, for the de-

struction of rank did no; imply ruin. ** I call nothing ruin," he replied, " but a

general and confirmed civil war, or dismemberment of the kingdom ; in my opinion,

both are inevitable ; not perhaps this year, or the next, or the year after that, but

whatever government is built on the foundation now laying in France, cannot stand

any rude shocks ; an unsuccessful or a successful war will equally destroy it." He
spoke with great knowledge of historical events, and drew his political exclusions
with much acumen. I have . et with very few such men at tables d'hotes. It may
be believed, I did not for^t M. Ue Morveau's appointment. He was as good as his

word ; Madame Picardet is as agreeable in conversation as she is learned m the closet

;

a very pleasing unaffected woman ; she has translated Scheele from the German, and
u part of Mr. Kirwan from the English ; a treasure to M. de Morveau, for she b able

and willing to converse with him on chemical subjects, and on any others that tend

cither to instruct or please. I accompanied them in their evening's promenade. She
told me, that her brother, Mons. de Poule,. \vaa a great farmer, who had sown
lai^ quantities of sanfoin, which he used for fattening oxen ; she was sorry he was en-

gaged so closely in the municipal business at present, that he could not attend me to his

larm.

August 1. DinedwithMons.de Morveau by apix>intment ; Mons. Professeur Chau-
see, and Mons. Picardet of the party. It was a rich day to me ; the great and just

reputation of Mons. de Morveau, for being not only the first chemist of France, out

one of the greatest that Europe has to boast, was atone sufficient to render his compa-
ny interesting; but to find such a man void of affectation; free from those airs of su-

periority which are sometimes found in celebrated characters, and tliat reserve which
oftener throws a veil over their talents, as well as conceals their deficiencies for which
It is intended—was very pleasing. Mons. de Mor>'eau is a lively, conversable, elo-

quent man, who, in any station of life, would be sought as an agreeable companion.

-;13«"
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l«*ven in this eventful moment of rcvohition, the conversation tiinicd ahnost entirely

on chemical subjects, I urged him as I have done Dr. Priestly more than once,

and Mons. Lavoisier also, to turn his inquiries a little to the application of his scicnci

to agriculture ; that there was a fine field for experiments in that line, which could

scarcely fail of making discoveries ; to which he assented ; but added, tliat he had no

time for such inquiries : it is clear, from his conversation, that his views arc entirely

occupied by die non-existence of phlogiston, except a little on the means of establish-

ing and enforcing the new nomenclature. While we were at dinner a proof of the New
Encyclopaedia was brought, the chemical part of which work is printed at Dijon, for

the convenience of Mons. de Morvcau. I took the liberty of telling him, that a man
who can devise the experiments which shall be most conclusive in ascertaining the

(luestions of a science, and has talents to draw all the useful conclusions from them,

tthould be entirely employed in ex]x;rimcnts, and their register; and if I were king or

minister of France, I would make that employment so profitable to him, tlv\t he should

do nothing else. He laughed, and asked me, if I were such an advocate for working,

and such an enemy to writing, what I thought of my friend Dr. Prie-itley ? And he

then explained to the two other gentlemen that great philosopher's atention to meta-

physics, and polemic divinity. If an hundred had been at table, the scitimcnt would
have been the same in every bosom. Mons. M. spoke, however, with great regard for

the experimental talents of the Doctor, as indeed who in Europe does not ? I after-

wards reflected on Mons. de Morveau's not having time to make experiments that

should apply chemistry to agriculture, }et having plenty of it for writing in so volu-

minous a work as Pankouck's. I lay it down as a maxim, that no man can establish

or support a reputation in any branch of experimental philosophy, such as shall really

descend to posterity, othenvise than by experiment ; and that commonly the more u
man works, and the less he writes the better, at least the more valuable will be his

reputation. The profit of writing has ruined that of many fthose who know Mons.
de Morveau will be very sure I am far enough from having him in my eye ; his situa-

tion in life puts it out of the question) that compression of materials which is luminous

;

that brevity which appropriates facts to their destined points, are alike inconsistent with

the principles that govern nil compilations; there are able and respectable men now in

every country for compilmg; experimenters of genius should range themselves in

another class. If I were a sovereign, and capable consequently of rewarding merit,

the moment I heard of a man of real genius engaged in such a uork I would give him
double the bookseller's price to let it alone, and to employ himself in paths that did not

admit a rival at every door. There are those will think that this opinion comes oddly
from one who has published so many books as I have ; but I hope it w ill be admitted,

to come naturally at least from one who is writing a work from which he does not

are six or seven different furnaces (of which Maajucr's is the most powerful) and
such a variety and extent of apparatus, as I have seen no where else, with a furniture

of specimens from the three kingdoms, as looks truly like business. There are little

writing desks, with pens and paper, scattered every where, and in his library also,

which b convenient. He has a large course of eudiomctrical experiments going
on at present, particularly with Fontana's and Volta's eudiometers. He seems to

think, that eudiomctrical trials are to be depended on : keeps his nitrous air in quart
bottles, stopped with common corks, but nversed; and that the air is alwavs
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the same, if made from the same materials. A very simple and elegant method ol

ascertaining the proportion of vital air he explained to us, by making the experiment ;

putting a morsel of phosphorus into a glass retort, confined by water or mercury, and

mflammg it, by holding a bougie under it. The dimiruition of air marks the quantity

that was vital on the antiphlogistic doctrine. After one extinction, it will boil, out not

enflame. He has a pair of scales made at Paris, which, when loaded wiUi three thou-

sand grains, will turn with the twentieth part of one grain ; an air pump, with glass

barrels, but one ofthem broken and repaired ; the count de Buifon's system of bum-
ing lens ; an absorber ; a resi^jirator, with vital air in a jar on one side, and lime-water

in another ; and abundance of new and most ingenious inventions for facilitating in<

quiries in the new philosophy ofair. These are so various, and at the same time so

^vell contrived to answer the purpose intended, that this species of invention seems to

be one very great and essential part of Mons. de Morveau's merit ; I wish he would
follow Dr. Priestley's idea of publishing his tools, it would add not inconsiderably to

his great and well earned reputation, and at the same time promote the inquiries he

engages amongst all other experimenters. M. dc Morveau had the goodness to ac-

company me in the afternoon to the Academy of Sciences : they have a very hand-

some saloon, ornamented with the busts of Dnon worthies ; of such eminent men as

this city has produceJ, Bossuet, Fevret, De Brosses, De Crebillon, Pyron, Bonhier,

Rameau, and lastly, BufTon ; and some future traveller will doubtless see here,

that ofa iftan inferior to none of these, Mons. de Morveau, by whom I had now the

honour of being conducted. In the evening we repaired again to Madame Picardet,

and accompanied her promenade : I was pleased, in conversation on the present dis-

turbances of France, to hear Mons. de Morveau remark that the outrages committed

by the peasants arose from their defects of lumieres. In Dijon it had been publicly

recommended to the eurces to enlighten them somewhat politically in their sermons,

but all in vain, not one would go out of the usual routine of his preaching. Quere,

Would not one newspaper enligliten them more than a score ofpriests ? I asked Mons.
de Morveau, how far it was true that the chateaus had been plundered and burnt by the

peasants alone ; or whether by those troops of brigands, reported to be formidable ?

He assured me, that he has made strict inquiries to ascerUiin this matter, and is of

opinion that all the violences in this province, that have come to his knowledge, have

been committed by the peasants only ; and much has been reported of brigands, but

nothing proved. At Besancon I heard of eight hundred ; but how could a troop of

eight hundred banditti march through a country, and leave their existence the least

questionable ? as ridiculous as Mr. Bay's army incog.

The 2d. To Beaune ; a range of hills to the right under vines, and a flat plain to

the left, all open, and too naked. At the little insignificant town of Nuys, forty men
mount guard every day, and a large corps at Beaune. I am provided with a p;issport

from the mayor of Dijon, and a flaming cockade of the tiers etat, and therefore hope

to avoid difliculties ; tliough the reports of the riots of the peasants are so formidable,

that it seems impossible to travel in safety. Stop at Nuys for intelligence concerning

the vineyards of this country, so famous in France, and indeed in all Europe ; and

examine the Clos dc Voujaud, of one hundred journaux, walled in, and belonging to

a convent of Bemardine Monks. When are we to find these fellows choosing badly ?*

The spots they appropriate shew what a righteous attention they give to things of the

spirit. 22 mil":.

• Sold since by the Assembly, for 1,140,600 livres, or 5001. sicrling, per Journal.
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fn)nk Akituii Ki tilt Loire in a noble field for iinnru\cinciit, not b) cxpcnkivi: otKiutions

uf munuring unci druinin);, but merely by Hubstitutin^^ erojis adapted to the tiuii. When
I see sueh u country thuH munuged, und in the lundt oi' starving nu'tuyers, instead of fut

t'urmers, I know not how to pity the seigiu-urs, great as their present sufleringH arc. 1

met one of them, to whom 1 opened my mind : he pri'tended to talk oi agriculture,

finding 1 attended to it ; and assured me he had abl)e Ruzierc's crops complete, and he

believed, from his accounts, that this country uould not do for any thing out rye. I

asked him, whether he or abbe Roziere knew the right end ofa plough r He assured

me, that the abbe was \\n homnie de grand nterile, beuucoug d^agricuitcur. Cross the

Loire by u ferry ; it is here the same nasty scene of shingle, as in Fouraine. Kntcr the

Bourbonnois; the siune inclosed country, and a beautiful gravel roiid. At Chavunne
Ic Roi, Mons. Joly, the aubergiste, informed me of three domuinn (f;urms) to be sold,

adjoining ahr.o..t to his house, which is new and well built. 1 was for appropriating his

inn at once in my imagination for a r.irm house, and was working on turnips and clover,

when he told me, that if I would walk behind his st;ible, I might see, at a small distance,

two of the houses ; he s;tid the price would be about 50 or CO,(XX) livrcs (26251.) and

woidd altogether make a noble farm. If I were twenty years younger, I should think

scrioubly ot such a speculation ; but there again is the folly and deficiency of li** wenty

years ago, such a thujg would, for want of experience, Iwve been my ruin; t ow I

have the experience, lam too old for the undertaking. 27 miles.

The 7th. Moulins Hp|Kars to be but a poor il built town. I went to the Belle

Image, but found it so bad, that I left, and went to the Lyon d'Or, which is worse.

This capital of the Bourbonnois, and on the great post road to Italy, bus not an inn

criual to the little village of Chavannc. To read the papers, I went to the coffee-house

oi Madame Bourgeau, the best in the town, where I found near twenty tables set for

i-.ompuny, but, as to a newspaper, I might as well have demanded an elephant.

Here is a feature of national backwardness, ignorance, stupidity, and poverty ! In the

capital of a great province, the seat of an intendant, at a moment like the present, with

a national assembly voting a revolution, and not a newspaper to inform the people

whetlicr Fayette, Mirabeau, or Louis XVI, were on the throne. Companies at a cof-

fee-house, numerous enough to fill twenty tables, and curiosity not active enough
to command one pajKT. What impudence and folly I Folly in the customers

of such a house not to insist on luilf a dozen papers, and all the journals of the

assembly ; and impudence of the woman not to provide them ! Could such a people

as this ever have made a revolution, or become free ? Never, in a thousiuid centuries

!

The enlightened mob of Paris, amidst hundreds of papers and publications, have dont:

ihc whole. I demanded why they had no papers ? They are too dear ; but she made
me pay 24s. for one dish of coffee, with milk, and u piece of butter about the size of a
walnut. It is a great pity there is not a camp of brigands in your coffee-room, Ma-
dame Bourgeau. Among the many letters for which I am iixlebted to Mons. Brous-

sonct, few have proved more viUuable than one I had for Mons. I'abbe de Barut, prin-

cipal of the college of MouIlns, who entered with intelligence and animation into the

object of my journey, and took every step that was possible to get me well informed.

He carried me to Mons. le count de Grimau, lieutenant-general of the balliage, and
director of the Society of Agriculture at Moulins, who kept us at dinner. He appears

to be a man of considerable fortune, of information, and knowledge, agreeable and
polite. He discoursed with me on the state of the Bourbonnois ; and assured me, that

estates were rather given away than sold : that the metayers were so miserably poor, it

was impossible for them to cultivate well. I started some observations on the modes
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whii-h oii((ht to he ptirhurd : but nil convcr<»at*u)n of that HortiH time lc)»>t m Fruiu ( . AT
tcr dtniur, M. Griiiutu carried inr to hit villu, at u <tinall iliitaiux lioiu the town, wWuU
\» very pnttily biituutcd, cointnutidin^ a view of tlic vulc oi' tlu* Allier. LctttiM frniu

Porih, which contain nothing hut accornts truly alarmin^r, ofthc violcnccH conuuittcd all

over the kingtloni, and p.irticularly at and in the ncignhourhood uf the capital. M.
Nccker's return, which it was cxiKCled would have calnud every thing, han nu elVcct at

itll ; and it is purticulurly noted in the national asscnibly, tlut thea* in a violent party

evidently Ixrnt on driving things to extremity : men who, from the violence and conflicts

oi the moment, fnid themselves itt a position, and of ati im| '^rtunce that results mcrel)

from public confusion, will take effectual care to prevent tk.e .M:ttlcmcnt, order, and
Dcacc, which, if chtablishcd, would be a mortal blow to their consc(|ucnce : they mount
by the storm, and would sink in a calm. Among other persons to whom Mon^. I'abbe

Barut introduced m^^ was the maniuis dc Gouttc, chct d'escadrc of the French fleet,

whowuH taken by admiral Boscawcn at Louisbourg, in 1758, and carried to England,

where he learned English, of which he yet retains something. I had mentioned to Mons.
Tabbc Barut, that I nad a commission from a person of fortune in England, to look

out for a good purchiis in France ; and knowing that the marquis would sell one ot'

his estates, he mentioned it to him. Mons. de Goutte gave me such a description of

it, that I thought, though my time was short, tliat it would be very well worth oestow

ing one day to view it, as it was no more than eight miles from Moulins, and, proposing

to take me to it the next day in his coach, 1 readily consented. At the time appointed,

I attended the miurquis, with M. I'abbe Barut, to his chateau of Hiaux, which is in thi:

midst of the estate he would sell on s'lch terms, that I never was more tempted to spi-

culate : I have very little doubt but that the person who gave me a commission to look

out for a purchase, is long since sickened of the scheme, which was that of a rcsidencc-

for pleasure, by the disturbances that have broken out here : so that I should cleurl}

have the refusal of it myself. It would be upon the whole a more beneficial purchase

than I had any conception of, and confirms Mons. dc Grimau's assertion, that estates

here are mther given away than sold. The cliatcau is large and very well built, con-

taining two good rooms, either of which would hold a company of thirty people, with

tliree smaller ones on the ground floor ; on the second ten bed-chambers, and ovci

them good garrets, some of which are Veil fitted up ; all sorts of offices substantially

erected, and on a plan proportioned to a large family, including bams new built, fur

holding lialf the com of the estate in the straw, and granaries to contain it when
threshed. Also a wine press and ample cellaring for keeping the produce of the vine

yards in the most plentiful yeara. The situation is on the side of an agreeable rising,

with views not extensive, but pleasing, and all the country round ofthe same features I

liave described, being one of the finest provinces ifi France. Adjoining the chateau is a

field of five or six arpents, well walled in, about half of which is in culture as a garden,

and thoroughly planted with all sorts of fruits. There are twelve ponds, through whicli

a small stream runs, sufficient to turn two mills, that let at 1000 livres (431. 15s.)

a-) ear. The ponds supply the proprietor's table amply with fine carp, tench, perch,

and eels ; and yield besides a regular revenue of 1000 livres. There are twenty arpents

of vines that yield excellent white and red wine, with houses for the vignerons ; woods
more than sufficient to supply the chateau with fuel ; and lastly, nine domains or farms
let to metayers, tenants at will, at half produce, producing, in cash, 10,500 livres

(4591. 7s. 6d.) consequently the gross produce, farms, mills, and fish, is 12,500 livres.

The quantity of land, I conjecture from viewing it, as well as from notes taken, may
be above 3000 arpents or acres, lying all contiguous and near the chateau. The out-

• i
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goings for those taxes paid by the landlord ; repairs, garde d;; chasse, gaine-kccper (for

here ar^ all the seigneural rights, haute justice, J4.C.) steward, txpences on wine, 8tc.

amount to about 4400 livres (1921. lOs.) It yields therefore net something more
than C'X)0 livres (3501.) a year. The price asked is 300,000 livres (13,1251.) but for

this price is given the furniture complete of the chateau, all the trnibtr, amounting, by
valuation of oak only, to 40,000 livres (17501.) and all the cattle on the estate, viz.

one thousand sheep, sixty cows, seventy-two oxen, nine ^ares, and many hogs. Know*
iiig, as I did, that I could, on the security of this estate, borrow the whole of the pur-

chase-money, I withstood no trifling temptation when I resisted it. The finest climate

in France, perhaps in Europe ; a beautiful and healthy coimtry ; excellent roads ; a

navigation to Paris ; wine, game, fish, and ever^' thing that ever ap^xjars on a table,

except the produce of the tropics ; a good house, i\ fine garden, ready markets for

every sort of produce ; and, above all the rest, th.;ce thousand acres of inclosed land,

capable in a very little time of being, without exp jnce, quadrupled in its produce, alto-

gether formed a picture sufficient to tempt a man who had been five-and-twenty years

in the constant practice of the husbandry adapted to this soil. But the state of govern-

ment ; t':te possibility tliat the leaders of the Paris democracy might in their wisdom
abolish property as well as rank ; and that in buying an estate I might be purchasing

my share in a civil war ; deterred me from engaging at present, and induced mc
to request only that the marquis would give me the refusal of it, before he sold it

to any body else. When I have to treat with a person for a purchase, I shall wish to

deal with such an one as die marquis de Goutte. He has a physiognomy that pleases

me ; the ease and politeness of his nation i^s mixed with great probity and honour ; and
is not rendered less amiable by an appearance of dignity that flows from an ancient and
respectable family. I'o me he seems a man in whom one might, in any transaction,

place implicit confidence. I could have spent a month in the Bourbonnois, looking at

estates to be sold ; adjoining to that of M. de Goutte's is another of 270,000 livres pur-

chase, Ballain ; Mons. I'abbe Barut having made an appointment with the proprietor,

carried me in the afternoon to see the chateau and a part of the lands ; all the countr}-

is the same soil, and in the same management. It consists of eight farms, stocked with

cattle and sheep by the landlord ; and here too the ponds yield a regular revenue. In-

come at present 10,000 livres (4371. IDs.) a year; price 260,000 livres (11,3751.) and

, 10,000 livres for wood ; twenty-five years purchase. Also near St. Poncin another of

400,000 livres (17,5001.) the woods of which, four hundred and fifty acres produce
5000 livres a year ; eighty acres of vines, the wines so good as to be sent to Paris ;

good land for wheat, and much sown ; a modem chateau, avec toutes les aisances, &c.
And I heard of many others. I conjecture that one of the finest contiguous estates in

Europe might at present be laid together in the Bourbonnois. And I am further in-

formed, that thfA'c are at present six thousand estates to be sold in France ; if things

go on as they do at present, it will not be a question of buying estates, but kingdoms,
and France itself will be under the hammer. I love a system of policy that inspires

such confidence as to give a value to land, and that renders men so comfortable ori

their estates as to make the sale of them the last of their ideas. Return to Moulins.
30 miles.

The 10th. Took my leave of Moulins, where estates and farming have driven even
Maria and the poplar from my head, and left me no room for the tombeau de Montmo-
renci ; having paid extravagantly for the mud walls, cobweb tapestry, and unsavory
scents of the Lyon d'Or, I turned my mare towards Chateauneuf, on the road to Au-
vergne. The accompaniment of the river makes the country pleasant. I found the
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inn full, busy, and bustling; Monscigneur the bishop, coming to the fete of St. Lau.

rence, patron of the parish here. Asking for the commodite, I was desired to walk into

the garden. This has happened twice or thrice to me in France ; I did not before

find out that they were such good cultivators in this country ; I am not well made for

dispensing this sort of fertility ; but my lord the bishop and thirty fat priests will, after

a dmner that has employed all the cooks of the vicinity, doubtless contribute amiily to

die amelioration of the lettuces and onions of Mons. le Maitre de la Poste. To St.

Poncin. 30 miles.

The 1 1th. Early to Rlom, in Auvergne. Near that town the country is interesting

;

a fine wooded vale to the left, c cry where bounded bv mountains ; and those nearer to

the right of an interesting outline. Riom, part of whu^h is pretty enough, is all volca-

nic; It is built of lava from the quarries of Volvic, which are highly curious to a na

turalist. The level plain, which I passed in going to Clermont, is the commencement
of the famous Limagne of Auvergne, asserted to be the most fertile of all France ; but

that is an error, I have seen richer land in both Flanders and Normandy. This plain is

as level as a still lake ; the mountains are all volcanic, and consequently uiteresting.

Pass a scene of very fine irrigation, that will strike a farming eye, to Mont Ferrand,

and after that to Clermont. Kiom, Ferrand, and Clermont, are all built, or rather

perched, on the tops of rocks. Clermont is in the midst of a most curious coun-

try, all volcanic ; and is built and paved with lava ; much of it forms one of the worst

bnUt, dirtiest, and most stinking places I have met with. There are many streets that

caa, for blackness, dirt, and ill scents, only be represented by narrow channels cut in n

night dunghill. The contention of nauseous savours, with which the air is impregnated,

when britic mountain gales do not ventilate the% excrementitious lanes, made me envy
the nerves of the good people, who, for v; hat I know, may be happy in them. It is the

fair, the town full, and the tallies d'hotcs crowded. 25 miles.

The 12th. Clermont is pardy free from the reproach I threw on Moulins and Besan-

con, for there is a salle a lecture at a Mons. Bovares, a bookseller, where I found several

newspapers and journals ; but at the coffee.house I inquired for them in vain : they tell

me also, that the people here are great politicians, and attend the arrival of the courier

with impatience. The consequence is, there liave been no riots ; the most ignorant

will always be the readiest for miscliief. The great news just arrived from Paris,

of the utter abolition of tythcs, feudal rights, game, warrens, pidgeons, &c. have been
received with the greatest joy by the mass of the people, and by all not immediately in-

terested ; and some even of the latter approve highly of the declaration : but 1 have had
much conversation with two or three very sensible persons, who complain bitterly of the

gross injustice and crueuy of any such declarations of what will be done, but is not ef-

fected and regulated iit the moment of declaring. Mons. I'abbe Arbrc, to whom Mons.
de Broussonet's letter introduced me, had the goodness not only to give rae all the in-

formation relative to the curious country around Clermont, which, particularly as a na-

turalist, attracicrl his inquiries, but also introduced me to Mons. Chabrol, as a gentleman

who has attended much to agriculture, and who answered my inquiries in that line with

great readiness.

The 13th. At Roya, near Clermont, a village in the volcanic mountains, which are so

curious, and oflate years so celebrated, are some springs, reported by philosophical tra-

vellers to be the finest and most abundant in France ; to view these objects, and more
still, a very fine irrigation, said also to be practised there, I engaged a guide. Report,

when it speaks of things of which the reporter is ignorant, is sure to magnify ; the irri-

gation is nothing more than a mountain side converted by water to some tolerable mea-

H
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(low, but done coarsely, and not well understood. That in tlie vale, between Riom
and Feerand, far exceeds it. The springs are curious and powerful : they gush, or ra-

ther burst from the rock in four or five streonis, each powerful enough to turn a mill,

into a cave a little below the village. About half a league higher there are man^y

others ; they are indeed so numerous, that scarcely a projection of the rocks or hills is

without them. At the village, I found that my guide, instead of knowing the countr)-

pcrfectly, was in reality ignorant ; I therefore took a woman to conduct me to the

springs higher up the mountain; on my return, alic was arrested by a soldier of the

gurde bourgeoise (for even this wretched village is not without its national militia) for

having, without permission, become the guide of r stranger. She was conducted to a

heap of i.tones, they call the chateau. They told me they had nothing to do with me

:

but lis to the woman, she should be taught more prudence for the future : as the poor

de^il uus in jeopardy on my account, I determined at once to accompany them for

the chance of getting her cleared, by attesting her innocence. We wrre followed by
a mob of all the village, with the woman's children crying bitterly, for fear their mother
should be imprisoned. At the castle, we waited some time, and wtre then shewn into

another apartment, where the town committee was assembled ; the accusation was
heard ; and It was wisely remarked by all, that, in such dangerous times as these, when
all the world knew that so great and powerful a person as the queen was conspiring

against France in the most alarming manner, for a woman to become the conductor oi

a suranger ; and ofa stranger who had been making so many suspicious inquiries as I

had, was a high offence. It was immediately agreed, that she ought to be imprisoned.

I assured them she was perfectly innocent ; for it was impossible that anv guilty motive
should be her inducement ; finding me curious to see the springs, as I had viewed the

lower ones, and wanted a guide lor seeing those higher in the mountain, she offered her-

self; and could have no other than the industrious view of getting a few sols for her

poor family. They then turned their inquiries against me, that if I wanted to see springs

only, what induced me to ask a multitude of (questions concerning the price, value, and
prJduct of the lands ? What had such inquiries to do with springs and volcanoes ? I

told tht-in, that cuhivating some land in England, rendered such things interesting to me
l)ersonally : and lastly, that if they would send to Clermont, they might know from se-

veral res|)ectable persons, the truth of all I asserted ; and therefore I hoped, as it was the

u Oman's first indiscretion, for I could not call it offence, they would dismiss her. This
Mas refused at first, but assented to at last, on my declaring, that if they imprisoned her,

they should do the same by me, and answer it as they could. They censentcd to let

her go, with a reprimand, and I departed ; not marvelling, for I have done with that,

ut their ignorance, in imagining that the queen should conspire so dungerouslv against

their rocks and mountains. I found my guide 'n the midst of the mob, who had been
very busy in putting as many questions about me, as I hiid done abotit their crops.

There were two opinions : oneparty thought I was a commissnire, come to ascertain the

damage done by the hail : the other, that 1 was an agent of the queen's, who intended

to blow the town up with a mine, and send all that escaped to the gallies. The care

that must have been taken to render the character of that princess detested among the

l)eople, is incredible; and there seem every where to be no absurdities too gross, nor

circumstances too impossible for their faith. In the evening to the theatre, the Optimist
well acted. Before I leave Clermont, I must remark, that I dined, or supped five times

at tlie table d'hote, with from twenty to thirty merchants and tradesmen, officers, &c.

Lind it 5 not easy for me to express the insignificance ; the inanity of the conversation.

Scarcely any politics, at a moment when every bosom ought to beat with none but po-
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Tsation.

but po-

litical sensations. The ignorance or the sti:pidity ofthese people must be absolutely in-

credible ; not a week passes without their country abounding with events that are ana~

lyscd and debated by the carpenters and blacksmiths of England. The abolition ol

tythes, the destruction of the gabelle, game made property, and feudal rights destroy*

ed, are French topics, that are translated into Knglish within six duys aikr they hap

pen, and their consequences, combinations, results, and modifications, become the dis

quisition and entertainment of the grocers, chandlers, drapers, and shoemakers of all the

towns ofEngland ; yet the same people in France do not think them worth their con

versation, except in private. Why? because conversation in private wants little know-
ledge ; but in public it demads more ; and therefore I suppose, for I confess there are

a thousand difficulties attending the solution, they are silent. But how many people,

and how many subjects, on which volubility is proportioned to ignorance ? Account
for the fact as you please, but with me it admits no doubt.

The 14th. To Izoire, the country all interesting, from the number of conic moun-
tains that rise in every quarter ; some are crowned with towns ; on others are Roman
castles, and the knowledge that the whole is the work of subterranean fire, though in

ages far too remote for any record to announce, keeps the attention perpetually alive.

Mons. de I'Arbre had given me a letter to Mons. Bres, doctor of physic, at Izoire : I

found him, with all the townsmen, collected at the hotel de ville, to hear the newspaper

read. He conducted me to the upper end of the room, and seated me by himseU': the

subject of the paper was the suppression of the religious houses, and the commutation

of tythes. I observed that the auditors, among whom were some of the lower ass,

were very attentive ; and the whole company seemed well pleased with whatevci on

cemed the tythes and the monks. Mons. Bres, who is a sensible and intelligent gen-

tleman, walked with me lo his farm, about half a league from the town,/)n a soil ofsu-

perior richness ; like all other farms, ihis is in the hands of a metayer. Supped at his

house afterwards, m agreeable company, with much animated political conversation.

We discussed the a of the day ; they were inclined to approve of it very warmly
,

but I contended, that tin Natioual Assembly dk\ lo. proceed on any regular well di-

jested system ; that they seenicd to have a rage lor pulling down, but no taste for re-

building : that if they proceeded much fartl t-r on such a plan, destroying every thing,

but establishing nothing, they would at last bring the kingdom into such confusion,

that they would even themselves be without pow' ' to resto* e it to peace and order ; and
that such a situation would, in its nature, be on the brink ofthe precipice of bankruptcy

and civil war. I ventured further, to dt larc it as my idea, that without an upper house,

they never could have either a good or u durable constitution. We had a difference of

opinion on these points ; but I was glad to find, that there could be a fair discussion

;

and that, in a company of six or seven gentl nen, two would venture to agree with

a system so unfashionable as mine. 17 "^
^.

The 15th. The country continues interesting to Brioud. On the tops of the moim-
tains of Auvergne are many old castles, and towns^ and villages. Pass the river by a
bridge of one great arch, to the village of Lamjxles. At that place, \vait on Mon;^
Greyffier de Talairat, av^ocat and subdelegue, to whom I Iiad a letter ; and who w so

obliging as to answer, with attention, all my inquiries into the agriculture of the ne ^^a-

bourhood. He inquired much after lord Bristol ; and was not the worse pleased with
me, when he heard that I came from the- same province in England. We drank his •

lordship's health in the strong white wine, kept four years in the sun, which lord Bristol

had much commended. 18 piiles.

vol,. IV. '8 S
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The 16tli. Early in the morning, to avoid the heat, which has rather incommoded
me, to Fix. Cross the river by u lord, near the spot where a bridge is building, and

mount gradually into a countr)', which continues interesting to a naturalist, from its vol-

canic origin; for all has been either overturned, or formed by fire. PassChomet; and
descending, remark a heap of basaltic columns by the road, to the right; they are small,

but regular sexagons. Pouluget appears in the plain to the left. Sto'iped at St. George,

where I procured mules, and a guide, to see the basaltic columns at Chilliac, which,

however, are hardly striking enough to reward the trouble. At Fix, I saw a field of

fine clover ; a sight that I liave not been regaled \vith, I think, since Alsace. I desired

to knovv to whom it lielonged ? to Mons. Coftier, doctor of medicine. I went to his

house to make inquiries, which he was obliging enough to gratify, and indulged me in

a walkover the principal part of his farm. He gave me a bottle of excellent vin blanc

mousscux, made in Auvergnc. I inquired ofhim the means of going to the mine of

antimony, four leagues from hence ; but he said the country was so enrag6 in that part,

and had lately been so mischievous, that he advised me by all means to give up the pro-

ject. This country from climate, as well as pines, must be very high. I have been for

three days past melted with heat ; but to-day, though the sun is bright, the heat has been
quite moderate, like an English summer's day, and I am assured that they never have

it hotter ; but complain of the winter's cold being very severe ; and that the snow in''

the last was sixteen inches deep on the level. The mteresting circumstance of tlie whole
is the volcanic origin : all buildings and walls are of lava : the roads are mended with

lava, pozzolana, and basaltes ; and the face of the country every where exhibits the

in subterranean fire. Tlie fertility, however, is not apparent, without reflection.

he CT«|^are not extraordinary, and many bad ; but then die height is to be considered.

^n no othslLcountry that I have seen arc such great mountains as these, cultivated so

high ; heroVom is seen every where even to their tops, at heights where it is usual to

^<Tind r^^j/^ood, or ling (erica vulgaris) 42 miles.
""'

I. The whole range of the fifteen miles to Le Puy en Velay, is wonderfully
Nature, in the produciiori ofthis countrj', such as we see it at present, must
ded by means not common elsewhere. It is all in its form tempestuous as

y ocean. Mountain rises beyond mountain, with endless variety : not dark

, like those of equal height in other countries, but spread with cultivation

(i^tbl^indeed) to the very tops. Some vale sunk among them, of beautiful verdure,

j)leasGr the eye. Towards Le Puy the scenery is still more striking, from the addition of
ioipj^of the most singular rocks any where to be seen. The castle of Polignac, from

jch the duke tifkes his title, is built on a bold and enormous one ; it is almost of a
cubical form, and towers perpendicularly above the town,'which surrounds it at its foot.

The family of Polignac claim a.i origin of great antiquity ; they have pretensions that go
back, I forget whether to Hector or Achilles ; but I never found any one in conversa-

tion inclined to allow them more than being in the first class of French families, which
they udoubtedly are. Perhaps there is no where to be met with a castle more formed
to give a local pride of family than iiiis of Polignac : the man hardly' exists thlat would
not feela certain vanity, at having given his own name, from remote antiquity, to so

singular and so commanding a rock ; but if, with the nnrne^ itbelohgedto me, I would
scarcely sell it for a province. The building is of such antiquity, and the ^tuation so ro-

mantic, that all the feudal ages pass in review in one's imagination, by a sort of magic
influence ; you recognize it for die residence of a lordly baron, who, in an age more dis-

tant and more respectable, though perhaps equally barbarous, was the patriot defender

of his country against the invasion and tyranny of Rome. In every age, since the hor-

rr Ajhe 1
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riblc combustions of nature which pnxUiccd it, such a spot would be chosen for sccu

rity and defence. To have given one's name tt) ii castle, without any lofty pre-emi-

nence or singularity of nature, in the midst, for instance, of a rich plain, is not equatl\

flattering to our feelings : all antiquity of family is derived from ages of great barbarism,

when civil commotions and wars swept away and confounded tlie inhabitants of such
situations. The Bretons of the plains of Kngland were driven to Brctagne; but th(

same people, in die mountains of Wales, stuck secure, and remain there to this day.

About a gun-shot from Polignac is another rock, not so large, but C(iually remarkable ;

and in the town of Le Puy, another commanding one rises to a vast neight ; with ano-

ther more singular for its tower-like form, on the top of which St. Michael's church is

built. Gypsum and lime- stone abound; and the whole countrj- is volcanic; the very

meadows are on lava: everything, in a word, is either the product of fire, or has been

disturbed or tossed about by it. At Lc Puy, fair day, and a table d'hote, with ignorance,

as usual. Many coflfohouses, and even considerable ones, but not a single ncu spa^Kr

to be found in any. 1 5 miles.

The 18th. Leaving Puy, the hill which the road mounts on the way to Costerous,

for four or five miles, commands a view of the town far more picturescjue than that of

Clermont. The mountain, covere*d with its conical town, crowned by a vast rock, wiUi

those of St. Michael and of Polignac, form a most singular scene. The road is a noble

one, formed of lava and pozzolana. The adjacent declivities have a strong disposition

to run into basaltic pentagons and sexagons ; the stones put up in the road by way of

posts, are parts of ba ialtic columns. The inn at Pradelles, kept by three sisters, Pichots,

IS one of the worst I have met with in France. Contraction, poverty, dirt, luid dark-

ness. 20 miles.

The 10th. To Thuytz ; pine woods abound ; diere arc saw-mills, and wiUj

ratchet wheels to bring* the tree to the saw, without the constimt attention of a man, as

in the Pyrenees: a great improvement. Pass by a new and beautiful road, along the

side of immense mountains of ^anite; chesnut trees spread in every quarter, and
cover with luxuriance of vegetation rocks apparently so naked, that earth seems a

stranger. This beautiful tree is known to delight in volcanic soils and situations

:

many are very lage ; I measured one fifteen feet in ircumference, at five from the

ground ; and many are nine to ten feet, and fii'ty to sixty high. At Maisse tiie fine

road ends, and then a rocky, almost natural one for some miles ; but for half a mile

before Thuytz recover the new one again, which is here ecjual to the finest to be seen,

formed of volcanic materials, forty feet broad, without the least stone, a firm and na-

turally level cemented surface. They tell me that one thousand eight hundred toises

of it, or about two and a half miles, cost 180,000 livres (82501.) It conducts accord-

ing to custom, to a miserable inn, but with a large stable ; and in every respect Monsieur
Grenadier excels the DemoiselI.<;s Pichots. Here mulberries first apjiear, and with them
flies ; for this is the first day I have been incommoded. At Thuytz I had aii object

which I supposed would demand a whole day : it is within four hours ride of the

Montague de la coup au Colet d'Aisa, of which M. Faujas dc St. Fond has given a

plate, in his Researches sur Ics volcanoes eteints, that shews it to be a remarkable ob-

ject : I began to make inquiries, and arrangements for having a mule and a guide to

go thither the next morning ; the man and his wife attended me at dinner, and did
not seem, from the difliculties they raised at every moment, to approve my plan

:

having asked them some questions about the price of provisions, and other things, I

suppose they regarded me witli suspicious eyes, and thought that I had nogood uiten>

tions. I desired however to have the mule ; some difliculties were made, I must
s s2
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have two mules : Very well, get me two. Then returning, n man was not to be had

;

with fresh expressions of surprise, tliat I should be eager to sec mountains that did not

concern me. After nusing fresh difliculties to every thing I said, they at last j)lainl>

told me, that I should neither have mule nor man; and this with an air that evidently

made the case hopeless. About an hour after, I received a polite message from the

Marquis Deblou, seigneur of the parish, who hearing that an in(]uisitive Englishman

was at the inn, inciuiring after volcanoes, proposed the pleasure of taking a walk, wuli

me. I accepted the oflcr with alacrit}, and going directly towards his house n\ct him
on the road. I explained to him my motives and my diilieulties ; he said, the people

had gotten some absurd suspicions of me from my questions, and that the present time

was so dangerous and critical to all travellers, that he would advise me by no means to

think of any such excursions from the great road, unless I foui\d much readiness in

the people to conduct me : that at any other moment than the present he should

be happy to do it himself, but that at nresent it was impossible for any person

to be too cautious. There was no resisting this reasoning, and yet to lose the most cu-

rious volcanic remains in the country, for the crater of the mountain is as distinct in

the print of Mons. de St. Fond, as if the lava were now running from it, was a mor-

tifying circumstance. The Marquis then shewed me his garden and his chateau,

amidst the mountains ; behind it is that of Gravene, which is an extinguished volcano

likewise, but the crater not discernible without difliculty. In conversation with him
and another gentleman, on agriculture, particularly the produce of mulberries, they

mentioned a small piece of land that produced, by silk only, 120 livres (51. 5s.) u

year, and being contiguous to the road we walked to it. Appeiuring very small for such

a produce, I stepped it to ascertain the contents, and minuted them in my pocket-book.

Soon after, growing dark, I took my leave of the gentlemen, and retired to my inn.

What I had done had more witnesses than I dreamt of ; for at eleven o'clock at night,

a full hour after I liad been asleep, the commander of a file of twenty milicc bour-

geoise, with their musquets, or swords, or sabres, or pikes, entered my chamber,

surrounded my bed, and demanded my passport. A dialogue ensued, too long to mi-

luite ; I was forced first to give them my passport, and, that not satisfying them, my
papers. They told me that I was undoubtedly a conspirator with the queen, the count

J'Artois, and the count d'Entragues (who has property here) who had employed me
as anarpenteur, to measure their fields, in order to double their taxes. My papers

being in English saved me. They had taken it into their heads that 1 was not an Eng-
lishman—only a pretended one ; for they speak such a jargon themselves, that their

oars were not good enough to discover by my language tliat I was an undoubted fo-

reigner. Their finding no maps, or plans, nor any thing that they could convert by
supposition to a cadastre of their parisli, had its eft'ect, as I could see by their manner,

'or they conversed entirely in Patois. Perceiving, however, tliat they were not satis-

fied, and talked much of the count d'PIntragues, 1 opened a bundle of letters that were
>icaled ; these, gentlemen, are my letters of recommendation to various cities of Fi"ance

and Italy, open which you please, and you will find, for they are written in French,

that I am an houest Englishman, and not the rogue you take me for. On this they

held a fresh consultation and debate, which ended in my favour ; they refused to open
the letters, prepared to leave me, saying, that my numerous questions about bnds,
and measuring a field, while I pretended to come after volcanoes, had raised great sus-

picions, which they observed were natural at the time when it was known to a certainty

that the queen, the count d'Artois, and tlie count d'Entragues were in a conspiracy

against the Viyarais. And thus, to my entire satisfaction, they wished me a good night.
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and left mc- to thcbu^s, which swurnud In the bed like Hies in a honij.-|jot. I hud a

narrow escape ; it would Iwve been a delicate situation to have bein ki'|)t prisoner pro-

bably in some con\mon jail, or, if not, guarded at \\\y ow n cxpenei', while they sent a

courier to Paris for orders. 20 miles.

The 2()th. The same imposinjjj niountainoiis features continue to \'illeniuvc de Berj;.

The road, for half a mile, leads inuler an innnense niassof basaltac lava, rini into con

figurations of varioua forms, and resting; on re^^ular columns; this vast range bulges in

the centre into a sort of promontory. I'lie height, form, and figures, and the decisive

volcanic character the whole mass has taken, render it a most interesting spectacle to the

learned and unlearned eye. Just before Aubcnas, mistaking the road, whicli is not half

finished, I had to turn ; it was on the slope of the declivity, and \ ery rare that any ^^alI

or defence is found against the precipices. My French mare has an ill talent of back-

ing too freely when she begins : imfortunately she exercised it at a moment of imminent
danger, and backed the chaise, me and herself down the precipice j by great good luck,

there was at the snot a sort of shelf of rock, that made the immediate fall not more than

five feet direct. I leaned out of the chaise in the moment, and fell unhurt : the cliaise

was overthrown and the mare on her side, entangled in the harness, which kept the

carriage from tumbling down a precipice of sixty feet. Fortunately she lay quietly, for

had she struggled both must have fallen. I called some limc-buniers to my assistance,

who were with great difiiculty brought to submit to directions, and not each pursue
hb own idea to the certain precipitation of both mare and chaise. VVc extricated her

unhurt, secured the chaise, and then, w ith still greater difficulty, regained the road with
both. This was by far the narrowest escape 1 luwc had. A blessed country for a

broken limb ; confinement for six \\eeks or two months at the Cheval Blanc, at Au-
benas, an inn that would have been purgatory itself to one of my hogs : alone : without
relation, friend, or servant, and not one person in sixty that speaks French. Thanks
to the good providence thiit preserved me ! What a situation ; I shudder at the reflec-

tion more than I did falling mto the jaws of the precipice. Before I got from the place

there were seven men about me, I gave them a 3 livre piece to drink, which for some
time they refused to accept, thinking, with unaflfected modesty, that it was too much.
At Aubeans repaired the liarness, and, leaving that place, viewed the silk mills, which
are considerable. Reach Villehcuve de Berg. I was immediately hunted out by the mi-
lice bourgeoise. Where is your certificate? Here again the old objection that my fea-

tures and person were not described. Your papers ? The importance of the case,

they said, was great : and they looked as big as if a marshal's batton was in hand.

They tormented me with an hundred cjucstions ; and then pronounced that I was a
suspicious looking person. They could not conceive why a Suffolk farmer could travel

into the Vivarais. Never had they heard of any jierson travelling for agriculture

!

They would take my passport to the hotel de ville, have the permanent council assem-
bled, and place a centinel at my door. I told them they might do what they pleiised,

provided they did not prohibit my dinner, as I was hungry; they then departed. In
about half on hour a gentleman-like man, a Croix de St. Louis came, asked me some
questions very politely, and seemed not to conclude that Maria Antonietta and Arthur
Young were at this moment in any very dana»rous conspiracy. He retired, saying, he
hoped I should not meet wid\ any difliculties. In another half hour a soldier came to

conduct me to the hotel de ville ; where I found the cotmcil assembled ; a good many
questions were asked ; and some expressions of surprise that an English farmer should
travel so far for agriculture ; they had never heard of sucli a thing ; but all was in a
polite liberal manner ; and though travelling for agriculture was as new to them, as if
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it had bccii like the ancient philosupher's tour of the world on a cow'h buck, and living

un the milk ; vet they did not deem any thinfj^ in my recital improbable, signed my pastt-

|)<}rt very readdy, assured mc of ever}' asttiittancc and civility I might want, and dismissctt

me with the politeness of gentlemen. I described my ta-atment at Thuytz, which

they loudly condenMied. I took this opportunity to l)eg to know where tliat Prudel was

to be found in this country, of which Oliver de Serres was Miigneur, the well known
French writer on agriculture in Uie reign of Henry IV. They utonce pointed out of

the w indow of the room we were in to the house, which in Villeneuvc dc Berg belonged

to him, and informed me that Pradel was within a league. As this was an object I liud

noted before I came to France, the information gave me no slight satisfaction. The
ma) or, in the course of the examination, presented mc to a gentleman who had trans-

lated Sterne into Fren'^h, but who did not speak Mnglish : on my return to the uuberujc

I found that this wus Mens, dc Boissiere, avoeat general of the parliament of Grenoble.

I did not care to leave the place without knowing son\ething more of one who had dis-

tinguished himself by his attention to English literature ; and I wrote to him u note,

begging permission to have the pleasure of some conversation with a gentleman who
had made our inimitable author speak the language of a |K'ople he Ic d so well. Mons.

de Boissiere came tome immediately, conducted me to his house, ir, .roduced me to his

lady and some friends, and as 1 was much interested concerning Oliver de Serres, he

ofTeri'd to take a walk with me to Pradel. It may easily be supposed that this >vas too

much to my mind to be afused, and few evenings have been more agreeably spent. I

regarded the residence of the great parent of French agriculture, and who was un-

doubtedly one of the first w riters on the subject that had then appeared in the world,

with that sort of veneration, which those only can feel who have addicted themselves

strongly to some predominant pursuit, and find it in such moments indulged in its most

ex(|uisite feelings. Two hundred years after his exertions, let me do honour to his

memory, he was an excellent farmer, and a true patriot, and would not have been fixed

on by Henry IV, as his chief agent in the great project of introducing the culture of

silk in France, if he had not possessed a considerable reputation; a reputation well

earned, since posterity has confirmed it. The period of his practice is too remote to gain

any thing more than a general outline of what may now be supposed to have been his

farm. The basis of it is lime-stone ; there is a great oak wood near the chateau, and
many vines, with plenty of mulberries, some apparentlv old enough to have lx:en planted

by the hand of the venerable genius that has renderea the ground classic. The estate

of Pradel, which is about 5000 livres (2181. 15s.) a year, belongs at present to the

Murciuis of Mirabel, who inherits it in right of his wife, as the descendant of de Seires.

I hope it is exempted for ever from all taxes ; he whose writings laid the foundation

for the improvement of a kingdom, should leave to his posterity some marks of his

countrymen's gratitude. When the present bishop of Sisteron was shewn like me, the

farm of de Serres, he remarked, that the nation ought to erect a statue to his memory.
The sentiment is not withovit merit, though no more than common snuff'-box chat ; but

if this bishop has a well cuUi/atcd farm m his hands it does him honour. Supped with

Mons. and Madame de Boissiere, 8cc. and had the pleasure of an agreeable and inte-

resting conversation. 21 miles.

The 21st. Mons. de Boissiere, wishing to have my advice in the improvement of a
farm, which he has taken into his hands, six or seven miles from Berg, in my road to

Viviers, accompanied mc thither. I advised him to form one well executed and well

improved inclosure every year ; to finish as he advances, and to do well wliat he at-

tempts to do at all ; and I cautioned him against the common abuse of that excellent
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husbandry, puriujr and burning. I siisiKCt, however, that his iionimc d'aflairc will bv

too potent for tlie Knglish traveller. I hope he has received the turnip-seed I sent him.

Dineut Vivier*, and pass the Rhone. After the wretched inns of the Vivarias, dirt,

filth, buj^, and starving, to arrive at the hotel de Monsieur, at Montilimart, a great

and excellent inn, was something like tlic arrivid in France from Spain : the contrast is

striking; and I seemed to hug mvself, that I was again in a christian coiuvtry, among the

Milors Ninchitreas, and my Ladi hettis, of Mons. Chabot. 23 miles.

The 22d. Having a letter to Mons. Faujas do St. Fond, the celebrated naturalist,

who has favoured the world with many important works on volcanoes, nerostutioti, and

various other branches of natural history, I had the satisfaction, on inquiring, to find, that

'he was at Montilimart ; and, waiting on him, perceived that u man of distinguished

merit was handsomely lodged, with every thing about him that indicated an easy for-

tune. He received me witn the frank politeness inherent in his character ; introduced

mc, on the spot, to a Mons. I'abbc Berengcr, who resided near his country-seat, and

was, he said, an excellent cuUivator ; and likewise to, another {gentleman, whose tastt;

had taken the same good direction. In the evening Mons. Fauias took mc to call on a

female friend, who was engaged in the siimc innuiries, madamc Cheinet, whose husband

is a member of the national assembly ; if he have the gcMxl luck to find at Versailles

some other lady as agreeable as her he has lef\ at Montilimart, his mission will not be u

barren one ; and he may perhaps be better employed than in voting » generations. This

lady accompanied us in a walk for viewing the environs of Montilimart ; an^^: it gave

me no small pleasure to find, that she was an excellent farmeress, practises considerably,

and had the goodness to answer many of my inquiries, particularly in the culture of

silk. I was so cliarmcd with the nuivete of character, and pleasing conversation of

this very agreeable lady, that a longer stay hero woidd have been delicious ; but the

plough

!

The 23d. By appointment accompanied Mons. Faujas to his country seat and farm at

I'Oriol, fifteen miles north of Montilimart, where he is building a good house. I was
pleased to find his farm to amount to two hundred and eighty septeres of land : I should

nave liked it better, had it not been in the hands of a metayer. Mons. Faujas pleases

me much ; the liveliness, vivacity, phlogiston of his character, do not run into pcrtness,

foppery, or afiectation ; he adheres steadily to a subject ; and shews, that to clear up
any dubious point, by the attrition of different ideas in conversation, gives him plea-

sure ; not through a vain fluency of coUocjuial powers, but for Ijetter understanding a

subject. Mons. abbe Berenger, andanoUier gentleman, passed the nextdiiy at Mons.
Faujas' : we walked to the abbe's farm. He is of the good order of beings, and pleases

me much ; cure of the parish, and president of the permanent council. He is at pre-

sent warm on a project of re-uniting the Protestants to the church ; spoke, with great

pleasure, of having persuaded them, on occasion of the general thanksgiving for the

establishment of liberty, to return thanks to God, and sing the Tc Deum in the ca-

tholic church, in common, as brethren, which, from confidence in his character, they

did. He is firmly persuaded, that, by both parties giving way a little, and softening or

retrenching reciprocally somewhat in points that are disagreeable, they may be brought
together. The idea is so liberal, that I question it for the multitude, who are never
governed by reason, but by trifles and ceremonies ; and who are usually attached to

their religion, in proportion to the absurdities it abounds with. I have not the least

doubt but the mob in England would be much marc scandalized at parting with the

creed of St. Athanosius, than the whole bench of bishops, whose illumination would
peiiiaps reflect correctly that of the throne. Mons. I'abbe Berenger has prepared a
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momoriul, \\W\tU is rtudy to \x prcHcnttd to the national aitHcml)!), {iroixnin^ and ex
plaininp; tliis i(U*;il union of the two nii^ionn ; and he had the plan of adding a clause,

proponinfr ihat the clergy should have pi rtnisAiot) to niarr)-. He was convinced that it

uould be for the interest ot morals, and miieh for that of the nation, that the clergy

Nhoiild not be an insulated brKiy, but holding by the same interests and connections as

other people. He rcnuirked, timt the life of a cure, and especially in the country, is

melancholy ; and, knowing my passion, observed, lliat i man could never be so good a

farmer, on any possession ne might have, excluded froia being succeeded by his chil-

dren. He sHewcd me his memoir, and I was pleased to find that there is at present

great Imrmony between the two religions, which must Ik ascibed certainly to such good
eurts. The inimber of protcstants is ver)' considenible in this neighbourhood. 1

strenuously contended for the insertion of the clause respecting tnaniage ; assured him,

that at Mich a moment as this, it would do all who were concerned in this memorial the

greatest credit ; end that they ought to consider it us a demand of the rights of huma*
nity, violently, iniuHnusly, and relative to the nation, im|)oliticaily with-held. Vester-

day, in going with Mons. Fuujos, we passed ii congregation of protcstants, assembled,

Druid like, under five or six spn.>nding oaks, to offer their thanksgiving to the great

Parent of their happiness and hope. In such a climate as this, is it not a worthier tem-

ple, buHt by the great hand tiKy revere, than one of brick and mortar ? Tliis was on^

of the richest davs I have enjoyed in France ; we had a long and truly farming dit. ^er;

drank Ik TAnelots success to the plough ; and hud so much agricultural conversatioii

,

tl^ I Wbhed tor mv farming friends in Suflblk to partake of my satisfaction. If Mons.

Fiujos de St. Fond come to England, as he gives me hopes, I shall introduce him to

Ibem, wHh pleasure. In the evening return to Montilimart. 30 miles.

; ;^. The SStb* To Chateau Hochemaur, across the Rhone. It is situated on a basaltic

^Toick, QMvIv perpencUcular) y^^'^ every columnal nroof of its volcanic origin. Sec

Mantf Fauj^s'a Rccherehte. In the afternoon to Picre Latte, through a country steril,

imintcrcttingy.apd fiir.infcriQr to the euvirqns of Montilimart. 22 miles.

The 36tl|. To Oranffs, the country not much better ; a range of mountains to the

k^ : lee nolhfaig of theJRJione. At that town there are remains of a large Roman
1^hitf%t Mvtntgrareighty feec high, called a circus, of a triumphal arch, which, though
"^

'iJ^tuH.^KJpKj^edi miuufeallk. in its remains, no ordinary decoration, and a pavement
"^ US9 bl?f pffiirj^ersQfi, which ra very perfect and beautiful, but much inferior to

nsmea. Tmyentd&bizehaa blown strongly for several days, with a clear

^|fniperin(|;.theh^i|ts» which are tometimes sultrjr and oppressive ; it may, for what

l^w, DC wholesotee to fircnch constitutions, but it ia4readful to mine ; I found my-
ivery indifferenti and, aaif I were going to be ill, a n^w and unusual sensation over

f^Vholc body : never dreaming of the wind, I l^new not what tc attribute it to, but

:^i|l^ oomplaint eoming at the same time,- puts itf out of doubt; besides, instinct now,
'^"^

' more thaareason, makes me guard as inudi as L.can against it. At four or five

n90nungi|.i(|i^^^C|4d that no tn^veller ventures out. It is more ])enetratlngly
"" "* "' ji^ of ; other winds stop the cutaneous perspiration : but

'•eeinj»,.by its acnsatieo, to dry up all the interior humi-

Mĵ :nai»/'
,*^.' ^^jfTo /Ji^iMMi^' -Whether it were because I had read much of this town in

ilie history of the middTe ages, or because it had been the residence of the popes, or

niore probably from the still more interesting memoirs which Petrarch lias left concern,

ingit, in poems that will last as long as Italian elegance and human feelings shall exist,

I know not, but I approached th«' place with a sort of interest, attention, and expect-
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.iucy, that feu* towns have kindled. Lmro's tomb is in the cliurch ol the Cordehers ,

it is nothing but a stone in the pavement, . Uh a figure engraven on it partly effaced,

surrounded by an inscription in Gothic letters, and another in the wall adjoining, with

the armorial of die family of Sade. How incredible is the power of great talents, when
employed in delineating passions common to the human race ! How many millions oi

women, Hiir as Laura, have been beloved as tenderly, but wanting a Petrarch to illns

trate the passion, have lived and died in oblivion ! whilst his lines, not written to die.

conduct thousands under the impulse of feelings, which genius only can excite, to min-

gle in idea their melancholy sighs with those of the poet who consecrated these remains

to immortality ! There is a monument of the brave Crillon in the same church ; and I

saw other churches and pictures, but Petrarch and Laura are predominant at Avignon.

19 miles.

The 28th. Wait upon Perc Brouillony, provincial visitor, who, with great politenesb,

procured me the information I wished, by introducing me to some gentlemen conversant

m agriculture. From the rock of the legate's palace, there is one of the finest views

of the windings of the Rhone that is to be reen : it forms two considerable islands,

which with the rest of the plain, richly watered, cultivated, and covered with mulber
ries, olives, and fruit-trees, hath an interesting boundary in the mountains of Provence,

Dauphine and Languedoc. The circular road fine. I was struck with the resemblance

between the women here and in England. It did not at once occur in what it con-

sisted ; but it is their caps ; they dress their heads quite diiferent from the French
women. A better particularity, is there being no wooden shoes here, nor, as I have

seen in Provence.''^ I have often complained of the stupid ignorance I met with at

tables d'hotes. Here, if possible, it has been worse than common. The politeness oi

the French is proverbial, but it never could arise from the manners of the classes that

frequent these tables. Not one time in forty will a foreigner, as such, receive the least

mark ofattention. The only political idea here is, tliat if the English should attack

France, they have a million ofmen in arms to receive them ; and their ignorance seems
to know no distinction between men in arms in their towns and villages, or in action

without the kingdom. They conceive, as Sterne observes, much better than they com<
bine : I put some questions to them, but in vain : I asked, if the union of a rusty fire-

lock and a Burgeois made a soldier ? I asked them in which of their wars they had
wanted men ? I demanded, whether they had ever felt any other ^vant than that of mo-
ney ? and whether the conversion of a million of men into the bearers of musquets
would make money more plentiful ? I asked if personal service were not a tax ? And
whether paying the tax of the service of a million of men increased their faculties of

paying other and more useful taxes ? I begged them to inform me, if the regeneration

of the kingdom, which had put arms in the hands of a million of mob, had rendered

industry more productive, internal peace more secure, confidence more enlarged, or

credit more stable ? And lastly, I assured them, that should the English attack them at

present, they would probably mak^ the weakest figure they liad done from the founda-

tion of their monarchy : but, genUemen, the English, in spite of the example you set

them in the American war, will disdain sucha conduct ; they regret the constitution you
are forming, because they think it a bad one, but whatever you may establish, you will

have no interruption, but many good wishes from your neighbour. It was all in vain

;

• We were, like you, struck with the resemblance of the women at Avignon to those of England,
but not for the reason you give ; it appeared to us to originate from their complexions being naturally

so much better than that of the other French women, more than their head-dress, which differs atj

much from ours as it docs from the French. " Note by a female friend,"
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ih'jy were wdi persuaded their government was the best in the world ; that it was u

monarchy, and no republic, for which I contended : and that the English thought so

too, because they would unqucstionabl) abolish their house of lords, in the enjoyment

ofwhich accurate idea I left them. In the evening to Lille, a town which has lost its

name in the world, in the more splendid fomc of Vaucluse. There can hardly l)e met
with a richer, or better cultivated tract of sixteen miles; the irrigation is superb. Lille

is most agreeably situated. On coming to the verge of it I found fine plantations of elms,

with delicious streams, bubbliii.g over pebl)les on either side ; well dressed people were

enjoying the evening at a spot, which 1 had conceived to be only a mountainous village.

It was u sort of fairy scene tome. Now, thought I. how detestable to leave all this fine

wood and water, imd enter a nasty, beggarly, walled, hot, stinking town, one of the

contrasts mostoffensivi to my feelings? What an agreeable surprise, to find the inn

without the town, in the mid^t of the scenery I had admired ! and more so, as it was
clv-ap, and the accommodations good. I walked on the banks of ihis classic stream for

an hour, with the moon gazinj.>: on the waters, that will run for ever in mellifluous po-

etry : retired to sup on the mo! i exquisite trout and craw fish in the world, To-mor-
row to the famed origin. 16 miles.

The 29th. I am delighted with the environs of Lille ; beautiful roads, well planted,

surround and pass oiF m different directions, as if from a capital town, umbrageous
enough to form promenades against a hot sun, and the river is divided into so many
streams, and conducted with so much attention, that it has a delicious effect, especially

to an eye that recognises all the fertility of irrigation. To the fountain of Vaucluse,

which is justly said to be as celebrated almost as that of Helicon. Crossing a plain,

which is not so beautiful as one's idea of Tempe ; the mountain presents an almost per-

pendicular rock, at the foot of which is an immense and very fine cavern, half filled with

a pool of stagnant, but clear water; this is the famous fountiiin; at other seasons it fills

the whole cavern, and boils over in a vast stream among rocks ; its bed now marked
by vegetation. At present the water gushes out two hundred yards lower down, from
beneath masses of rock, and in a very small distance forms a considerable river, which
almost immediately receives deviations by art for mills and irrigation. On the summit
of a rock above the village, but much below the mountain, is a ruin, called, by the poor
people here, the chateau of Petrarch, who tell you it was inhabited by Mons. Petrarch

and Madame Laura. The scene is sublime ; but what renders it truly interesting to

our feelings, is the celebrity which great talents have given it. The power of rocks,

and water, and mountains, even in their boldest features, to arrest attention, and fill the

bosom with sensations that banish the insipid feelings of common life, holds not of ina-

nimate nature. To give energy to such sensations, it must receive animation from the

creative touch of a vivid fancy : described by the poet, or connected with the residence,

actions, pursuits, or passions of great geniuses ; it lives, as it were, personified by ta-

lents, and commands the interest that breathes around whatever is consecrated by fame.

To Orgon. Quit the Pope's territory, by crossing the Durance ; there view the skele-

ton of the navigation ofBoisgelin, the work of the archbishop of Aix, a noble project,

and, where finished, perfectly well executed ; a hill is pierced by it for a quarter of a
mile, a work that rirals the greatest similar exertions. It has, however, stood still many
years for want of money. The vent de bize gone, and the heat increased, the wind
now S. W. my health better to a moment, which proves how pernicious that wind is,

even in August. 20 miles.

The 30th. I forgot to observe that, for a few days past, I have been pestered with all

the mob ofthe country shooting: one would think that every rusty g^n in Provence is

III
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at work, killing all sorts of birds ; the shot has fallen five or six times in my chaise anrf

about my ears. The tiational assembly lui\c declared that every man has arijjhtto kill

game on his own land ; and advancing this maxim so absurd as a declaration, though

so wise as a law, without any statute or provision to secure the right of the game to the

possessor of the soil, accoj-ding to the tenor of the Vote, have, as I am every where in-

formed, filled all the fields of France with sportsmen to a great detriment. The sanv

effects have flowed fromd clarations of right relative to tythcs, taxes, feudal rights, &c.

In the declarations, conditions and compensations are talked of; but an unruly, ungo

vemabic multitude seize the benefit of the abolition, and laugh at the obligations or re-

compense. Out by day break for Salon, in order to view the Crau, one of the most

singular districts in France for its soil, or rather want of soil ; being apparently a region

of sea flints, yet feeding great herds of sheep : view the improvement of Monsieur Pas

quali, who is doing great things, but roughly : I wished to see and converse with him

.

but unfortunately he was absent from Salon. At night to St. Canta. 46 miles.

TheSlst. To Aix. Many houses without glass windows. The women with men's

hats, and no wooden shoes. At Aix waited on Mons. Gibelin, celebrated for his trans-

lations of the works of Dr. Priestley, and of the Philosophical Transactions. He received

me with that easy and agreeable politeness natural to his character. He took every me-

thod in his power to procure me the information I wanted, and engaged to go with me
the next day to Tour d'Aigues to wait on tlie baron of that name, president of the

i>arliament of Aix, to whom also I had letters ; and whose essays, in the Trimestres of

the Paris Society of Agriculture, are among the most valuable on rural oeconomics in

that work. 12 miles.

September 1st. Tour d'Aigfues is twenty miles north of Aix, on the other side ofthe

.Durance, which we crossed at n ferry. The country about the chateau is bold and hilly,

and swells in four or five miles into rocky mountains. The president received me in a

.very fr?endly mf»niier, with a siittplicity of manners ttiat gives a dignity to his character,

void of affectation ; he is very fond of agriculture and planting. The afternoon was

passed in viewing his home-farm, and his noble woods, which are uncommon in this

naked province. The chateau of Tour d'Aigucs, before much of it was accidentally

consumed by fire, must have been one of the most considerable in France ; but at pre-

sent a melancholy spectacle is left. The baron is an enormous sufibrer by the revolu-

tion; a great extent of country, which belonged in absolute right to his ancestors, was
formerly granted frr nuit-rents, cens, and other feudal payments, so that there is no
,comi)arison between the lands retained and those thus granted by his family. The loss

of the droits honorifiques is much more than has been apparent, as it is an utter loss of

all influence ; it was natural to look for some plain and simple mode of compensation ;

tut the declaration ot the national assembly allows none ; and it is feelingly known in

Uiis chateau, that the solid payments which the assembly have declared to be rachetable

are every hour falling to nothing, without a shadow of recompense. The people are in

,arms, and at this moment veiy unquiet. The situation of the nobility in this country

js pitiable ; they are under apprehensions that nothing will be left them, but simply such

,
houses as the mob allows to stand unbumt; that the metayers will retain their farms

without paying the landlord his half of the produce ; and tlrnt, in case of such a refusal,

"^there is actually neither law nor authority in the country to prevent it. Here is, how-
ever, in this house, a large and agreeable society, and cheerful to a miracle, consi-

dering the times, and what such a great baron is losing, who has inherited from his an-

cestors, immense possessions, now mttering to nothing by the I'evolution. This cliateau,

^ splendid even in ruins, the venerable wowls, park, and all the ensigns of family and
T t 2
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command, with tlic I'ortutic, and even the lives of the owners at the mercy of mi armed
rabble. What a spectacle ! The baron has a very fine and well filled library, and one

part of it totally with books and tracts on agriculture, in all the languages of £uro|K.

Ilis collection of these is nearly as numerous as my own. 20 miles.

The 2d. Mons. Le President dedicated this day for an excursion to his mountain-

farm, five miles off, where he has a great range, and one of the finest lakes in Provence,

two thousand toiscs round, and forty feet deep. Directly from it rises a fine mountain,

consisting of amass of shell agglutinated into stone ; it is a pity this hill is not planted,

as the water wants the immediate accompaniment of wood. Carp rise to 251b. and eels

to 121b. (Note, there are Ciup in the lake Bourgeat, in Savoy, of 60lb.) A neigh-

bouring gentleman, Mons. Jouvent, well acquainted with the agriculture of this coun-

try, accompanied us, and spent the rest of the day ut the castle. I had much valuablc

information from the Baron de Tour d'Aigues, this gentleman, and from Mons. I'abbe

de , I forget his name. In the evening I had some conversation on house-keep-

ing with one of the ladies, and found, among other articles, that the wages of a gardener

are SOO livres (131. 12s. 6d.); a common man-servant, 150 livres (VI.); a Bourgeois

cook, '-5 to 90 livres (90 livres are 31. 18s. 9d.); a house-maid, 60 to 70 livres

(31. Is. 3d.) Rent of a good house for a Bourgeois 700 or 800 livres (351.) 10
miles.

The 3d. Took my leave rf Mons. Tour d'i^ '.gues' hospitable chateau, and returned

with Mons. Gibelin to Aix. 20 miles.

The 4th. The country to Marseilles is all mountainous, but much cultivated widi

vines and olives ; it is, however, naked and uninteresting; and much (^ the road is left

in a scandalous condition for one of the greatest in France, not wide enough, at places,

for two carriages to pass with convenience. Wliat a deceiving painter is the ima^a-
ti^n ! I had read I know not what lying exag^rations of the bastides about MarsdUes
being counted not by hundreds, but by thousands, with anecdotes of Louis XIV, ad-

ding one to the number by a citadel. I have seen other towns in France, where they are

more numerous : and the environs of Montpellier, without external commerce, are as

highly decorated as those of MarseiMes ; yet Montpellier is not sii^lar. The view of

Marseilles, in the approach, is not spiking. It is well built in the new quarter, but, like

all others, in the old, close, ill built, and dirty ; the population, if we n\ay judge from
the throng in the streets, is very great ; I have met with none that exceeds it in this re-

spect. I went in the evening to the theatre, which is new, but not striking ; and not in

any respect to be named wim that of Bourdeaux, or even Nantes ; nor is the general

magnificence of the town at all equal to Bourdeaux ; the new buildings are neither «o
extensive, nor so good ; the number of ships in the port not to be compared, and the

port itself is a horse-pond, compared with the Garonne. 20 miles.

The 5th. Marseilles is absolutely exempt from the reproaches I have so often caston
others for want of newspapers. I breakfasted at die Cafe d'Acajon amidst many. De-
liver my letters, and receive information ctxiceming commerce ; but I am disappointed

of one I expected for Mons. Pabbe Raynal, the cekbrated author. At the table d'hote,

the count de Mirabeau, both here and at Aix, a to]»c of conversation ; I -expected to

have found him more popular, from the extravagances committed in his fiivour in Pro-
vence and at Marseilles ; they consider him merely as a politician of great abilities,

vdwse principles are favourable to theirs ; as to his private charactn*, they ihmk they

have nothing to do with it ; and assert, that they bad much rather titist to a rogue of
abilities, than put any confidence in an honest man of no talents ; not, however, mean-
ing to assert, that Mons. de Mirabeau deserved any such appellation. They say he has
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nlons, arc sources of weakness : and that to renounce thcin would be wistlom. Ap
ply this in France to St. Doniin^^o, in S|>ain to Peru, or in Kngland to Bengal, and
mark the ideas and the replies that are excited. I luive no doubt, however, of the fact.

I complimtutcd him on his p;enerous jjift to the society of agriculture at Paris, of 1200
livres lor a premium ; he said they had Uianked him, not in the usual fonri, by the se-

cretary si^rning alone, but had every one present signed it. He said, that he should do
the same by the academies of sciences and belles lettrcs ; and he has given the same
sum to the academies at Marseilles, for a premium relative to their commerce. He said

also, that he had formed a phui he should execute when he has saved money enough,
which is to expend, by means of the society of agriculture, 1200 livres a year in pur-

chasing models of all the useful implements of husbandry to be found in other countries,

especialh in England, and to spread thenj o\ cr France. The idea is an excellent one,

and meritii great praise ; yet it is to be questioned, whether the effect would answer the

expencc. Give the tool itself to a farmer, and he will not know how to use it, or will

be too much prejudiced to hke it; a model he will still less take trouble to copy. Gen-
tlemen farming every where their own lands, with enthusiasm and passion for the art,

would apply and use those models ; but I fear that none such are to be found in Fnuice.

The spirit and pursuits of gentlemen must be changed from their present frivolous turns,

before any such thing could be effected. He approved of my recommending turnips

and potatoes; but said, diat good sorts were wanted; and mentioned a trial he had
made himself, a comparison of the English and Provencal potatoes in making bread,

and the English produced one-third more flour than the French. Among other causes

of bad husbandry in France, he named the illegality of usury ; at present moneyed peo-

ple in the country locked it up, instead of lending it for improvement. These sentiments

of a justly celebrated writer do him honour; and it was pleasing to me to find, that he

gave attention to objects which have almost monopolized mine ; and yet more so to

hud, tlrnt though not young, he is in good spirits ; and likely to live nuuiy years to en-

lighten the world by the productions of a pen that has never been employed but for the

benefit of the human species. , .; . . , ,

The 8th. To Cuges. For three or four miles the road leads through rows of bas-

tidcs and walls ; it is made of powdered white stone, and without exception, the

most dusty I ever saw ; the vines, for twenty rods on each side, were like a dressed

head ; the country all mountains of rock, with poor pines. Uninteresting and ugly ;

the plains, of no great breadth, are covered with vines and olives. Meet capers first

at Cuges. At Aubagne, I dined on six dishes, not bad, a desert, and a bottle of

wine, for 24s. and by myself too, for there was no table d'hote. What Mons. Du«
tens could mean by calling the post house at Cuges a good auberge, is inexplicable ;

it is a miserable hole, in which I have one of the best rooms, without glass to the win-

dows. 21 miles.

The 9th. The country tp Toulon is more interesting ; the mountains are bolder

;

the sea adds to the view ; and there is one passage among the rocks, where are sub-

lime features. Nine-tenths are waste mountain, and a wretched councry of pines, box,

aiKl miserable ai'omatics, in spite of the climate. Near Toulon, especially at Olioules,

there are pomegranates in the hedges, with fruit as large as nonpareils ; they have a

few oranges also. The basin of Toulon with ranges of three deckers, and omer large

men of war, with a quay of life and business, are fine. The town has nothing that de-

serves description ; the great and only thing that is worth seeing, the dock-yard, I could

not see, yet I had letters ; but the regulation forbidding it, as at Brest, all appiicatjlons

were vain. 25 miles. , . .... ; . , . . , . .
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The lOtli. Lady Craven has sint mv iifioii a wild chabo to Uveas, otK* would

tliiiik this ("(umtry, Iroin hcr's and many other dcsc.rinlions, was all a |j;ardtn ; hut ir

has hern praised nuiel> l)cjond its njcrit. The vale is ever} where richly eidlivated,

and planted with olives and vines, with a mixture oJ" some mulherries, figs, and

other fruit trees. The hills are eillur rocks, or spread with a poor vegetation ol

evergreens, i)ines, lontiscus, he. The vale, though scattered with white hastides

which animate the scene, yet betr.n s that poverty in the robe of nature, which always

offends the eye where olives and truits form the principal clothing. J'.Nery view is

meagre, on comjxirison with the rich foliage of our northern forests. The only sin-

gvdar features are the orange and lemon trees ; tiiey here thrive in the open aii , arc

of a great size, and render every g;»rden interesting to those who travel to the south

;

but last winter's frost has shorn them of their glory. They are all so nearly destroyed

as to be cut almost to the root, or to the trunk, but are in general shooting again. I

conjecture that these trees, even when in health and foliage, however they may be

separately tiikm, add but little to the general effect of a view. They are all in gjirdcns,

mixed with walls and houses, and consequently lose much beauty as the part of a

landscape. Lady Craven's tour sent mc to the chapel of Notre Dame de consolation,

and to the hills leading to Mons. Glapiere de St. Tropes ; and I asked for father Lau-
rent, who was, however, very little sensible of the honour she had done him. The
views from the hills on both sides of the town are moderate. The islands Portecroix,

PourcuroUc, and Levant (the nearest joined to tlie continent by a causeway and salt-

marsh, which they call a pond) the hills, mounts, rocks, all are naked. The pines

that spread on some of them have not a much better effect than gorse. The verdure
of the vale is hurt by the hue of the oi'ves. There is a fine outline to the views ; but
for a climate, where vegetation is the chief glory, it is poor and meagre ; and docs
not refresh the in.ugination with the idea of a thick shade against the rays of an ardent

sun. I can hear of no cotton in Provence, which hiis been reported in several books ; but
the date and pistachio succeed : the myrtle is indigenous every where, and the jasminum,
commune, and fruticans. In I'lsle de Levant is the genista candescens, and the teu-

crium herba poma. Returning from my ride to the hotel de Necker, the landlord

worried me with a list of English that jjass the winter at Hyeres ; there are many houses
built for letting, from two to six louis a month, including all the furniture, linen, ne-

cessary plate, &c. Most of these houses command the prospect of the vale and the

sea ; and if they do not feel the vent de bize, I should suppose it must be a fine winter
climate. In December, January, and February perhaps it may not incommode them,
but does it not in March and April ? There is a table d'hote, very well served, at the
hotel de Necker in winter, at 4 livres a-head each meal. View the king's garden here,

which may be ten or twelve acres, and nobly productive in all the fruits of the climate,

its crop of oranges only last year was 21,000 livres (9181. ISs.) Oranges at Hyeres
have produced as far as two louis each tree. Dine with Mons. de St. Cesaire, who
has a pretty new built house, a noble garden waited in, and an estate around it, which
he would sell or let. He was so obliging as to give me, with Dr. Battaile, much use-
ful information concerning the agriculture and produce of this country. In the evening
return to Toulon. 34 miles. i .

The 11th. The arrangement of my journey in Italy occupied some attention. I

had been often informed, and by men that have travelled much in Italy, that I must
not think of going thither with my one horse chaise. To watch my horse being fed
would, they assured me, take up abundantly too much time, and if it were omitted,
with respect to hay, as well as oats, both would be equally stolen. There are also

I
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parts of Italv where tiaveiling alone, ns I did, would l)c very uiibufc, from the number
of robbers that infest the roads. Persuaded bv the opinions of persons, who I sup-

pose must know much better than myself, I hiid determined to sell my marc and
chaise, and travel in Italy by the veturitii, who are to be had it seems every where, and
nta cheap rate. At Aix they offejcd me for both 20 louis ; at Marseilles, eighteen : so

the further I went 1 expected the price would sink ; but to get out of the hands of

tlx: nubergistcs, and the garcons d'ccurits, who expected every where to make a pro-

|)erty of me, I had it drawn into the street at Toulon, with a large label, written a vcn-

dre, and the price 25 louis : they had cost me at Paris 32. My plan succeeded,

and 1 sold them for 22 ; they Imd brought me above twelve hundred miles, but yft

wcrc a cheap bargain to an otncer who was the purchaser. I had iiext to consider the

method to get to Nice ; and will it be believed, that from Marsi*illes with a hundred
thousand souls, and Toulon with thirty thousand, lying in the great road to Antibcs,

Nice, and Italy, there is no diligence or regular voiture ? A gentleman at the table

d'hote assured me, they asked him 3 louis for a phc i a voiture to Antibcs, and to wait

till some other person would give three more for . jther seat. To a person accus-

tomed to the infinity of machines that fly about England, in all directions, this must
appear hardly cre*dible. Such great cities in France have not the hundredth part of
connection and communication with each other that much inferior places enjoy with

us : a sure proof of their deficiency in consumption, activity, and animation. A gen-

tleman who knew every part of Provence well, and had been from Nice to Toulon,

by sea, advised me to take the common barque, for one day, from Toulon, tliat I

might at least pass the isles of Hyercs ; I told him I had been at Hyeres, and seen the

coast. I had seen nothing, he said, if I had not seen them, and the coast from the sea,

which was the finest object in all Provence ; tliat it would be but one day at sea, as I

might land at Cavalero, and take mules for Frejus ; and that I should lose nothing,

us the common rout was the same as what I had seen, mountains, vines, and olives.

His opinion prevailed, and I spoke to the captain of the barque for my passage to Ca-
valero.

The 12th. At six in the morning, on board the barque, captain Jaffoirs, of An-
tibcs ; the weather was delicious ; and the passage out of the haurbour of Toulon, and
its great basin, beautiful and interesting. Apparently it is impossible to imagine a

harbour more completely secure and land-locked. The inner one, contiguous to the

quay, is large, and seems formed by art ; a range of mole, which it is built on, sepa-

rating it from the great basin. Only one ship can enter at a time, but it could con-

tain a fleet. There are now lying, moored in two ranges, one ship, the Commeree
of Miu^illes, of 130 guns, the finest ship in the French navy, and seventeen others

of 90 guns each, with several smaller : in the great basin, which is two or three miles

across, you seem absolutely inclosed bv high lands, and it is only on the moment of
quitting it, tliat you can guess where the outlet ib, by which you are connected with
the sea. The town, the shipping, tho high mountain, which rises immediately above
it, the hills, covered with plantatiof.s, and spread every where with bastides, unite to

form a striking cou|> d'oeil. But as to the isles of Hyeres and the fine views of the

coast, which I was to enjoy, my informaiit could liave no eyes, or was absolutelv

without taste : they are, as well as alt the coast, miserably barren rocks and hills, with
pines only to give any idea of v^tation. if it were hot for a few solitary houses, with
here and there a square patch of cultivation to change the colour of the mountains, I
i)hould have imagined ttut this coast must have borne a nea.'' resemble to diose ot New
Zealand, or New Holland->dark, gloomy, and silent ; a savage sombre air spread
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over the whole. The phics, aiui ivcrprccn shruh?i, that cover thr pfrcattst part, cover

it with more gloom than verdure. Lunded at iiij^ht at Cavalero, which I expected to

have found a little town ; hut it eonsists of thrif houses only, and a more wretrhcd

[)lacc not to he imagined. They spread a niatlrass on a stone Hoor for nic, for bed they

md none; al\er starving all day, they had nothing hut stale eggs, had bread, and worse

wine ; and as to the mules which were to take im- to Fnjns, there was neither horse,

ass, nor mule in the place, and hut four oxen for ploughing the grcjund. I was thus in

n pretty situation, and must have gone on by sea to Antibes, for which also the wind

gave tokens of being coiut-ary, if the captain had not promised me two of his men to

carry my liaggage to a village two leagues ofl", where mules were certainly to be l\ad,

with which comfort I betook myself to niy mattrass. 24 miles.

The 13th. The captain sent three s;ulors ; one a Corsican, another a mongrel Ita

lian, and the third, a Proven<;al : among the three, there was not French enough for

half an hour's conversation. Wc crossed the moimtuins, and wandered by crooked

unknown paths, and beds of torrents, and theiii found the village of Gassang on the

top of a mount.'jin, which, however, was more than a league from that to which wi

intended to go. Here the sailors refreshed themselves, two with wine, but the third

never drunk any thing except water. I asked if he had e(|ual strength with the others

that drank wine ? Yes, they replied, as strong for his size as any other man : I rather

think, that 1 shall not soon find an English sailor who will make die exjKriment. No
milk ; I breakfasted on graij^s, rye bread, and bad wine. Mules were reported to

abound at this village, or rather that which we missed ; but the master of the only two
we could hear of being absent, I had no other resource than agreeing with a man to

take my baggage on an ass, and myself to walk a league further, to St. Tropes, for

which he demanded three livres. In two hours reached that town, which is prettil)

situated, and tolerably well built, on the banks of a noble inlet of the sea. From
Cavalero hither, the coui\try is all mountain, eighteen-twentieths of it covered with

{)ines, St a poor wilderness of evergreen shrubs, rocky and miserable. Cro§s the in.

et, which is more than a league wide ; the ferrymen hid Ikcii on board a king's ship,

and complained heavily of their treatment ; but said that now they w^refree men, they

should be well treated ; and in case of a war, they should pay the Englisn by a differ-

ent account ; it would now be man to man ; before it was free men fighting with slaves.

Land at St. Maxime, and there hire two mules and a guide to Frejus. The country

the same mountainous and rocky desert of pines and lentiscus ; but towards Frejus,

some arbutus. Very little culture before the plain near Frejus. I passed to-day thirty

miles of which five are not cultivated. The Avhole coast of Provence is nearly the same
desert; yet the climate woidd give, on all these inounUtins, productions valuable for

feeding sheep and cattle; but they are incumbered with shrubs absolutely worthless.

The effect of liberty had better appear in their cultivation, than on the decks of a man
of war. 30 miles.

The 14th. Staid at Frejus to rest myself: to examuie the neighbourhood, which,

however, contains nothing ; and to amuige m) journey to Nice. At Frejus are re-

mains of an amphitheatre and aqueduct. On inquiring for a voiture to go post, I

foimd there was no such thing to be had ; so I had no resource but mules. I employ-
ed the garcon d'ecurie (for a post master thinks himselfof too much consequence to take

the least trouble) and he reported, that I should be well served for twelve livres to

Estrelles ; this price for ten miles, on a miserable mule, was a very entertaining iilea

;

I bid liim half the money ; he assured me he had named the lowest price, and left me,
certainly thinking mc sale in his clutches. I took a walk round the town to gather some

fl
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Khntn that were in blo»Noni, und incctiri)( a woman with an ass.toad ut' grapcH, I UHkcd

er rmj)l<)>nu'nt ; nnd r»HiiuI, hv hdp of an interpreter, that she carried gru|)c» from

vincyardn for hi«c. I lUonoHtd loitding her nss to I '.•itrfllesi with niy hagf^aj^e, utid di-

mnnded her price. 40 xols. I will |;ivc it. Br^ak ufday appointed; und I returned

to the inn, at least an occonomiHt, Hiivnip^ lU livres hy my walk.

The 25th. Mynclf, my female, and her ass jojfwd merrily over the mountuin!i ; the

only misfortune was, we did not know one wortl of each other's lanjj^uage ; I could

iust discover that she had a husband and three children. I tried to know if he were n

i;ood husband, and if she loved him very much; but our language failed in such ex-

planations ; it was no matter ; her ass was to do my business und not her tongue.

At Estrelles I took post horses ; it is'a single house, and no women with usscs to be hud,

or I should have preferred them. It is not easy for me to describe, how agreeable a

walk often or fd'tecn miles is to a man who walks well, after sitting u thousimd in a car-

riage. Today's journey all througli the same bad country, mountain beyond moun-
tain, incumbered with worthless evergreens, and not one mile in twenty cultivated.

TIk- only relief is the gardens at Grasse, where singidar exertions are made. Roses arc

a great article for the famous otter, all of which is commonly supposed to come from
Bengal. They say that fifteen hundred flowers go to a single drop ; twenty flowers

sell for one sol, and an ounce of the otter 400 livres (171. 10s.) Tuberoses, &c. are

also cultivated for perfumes in immense (quantities, for Paris and London. Rosemary,
lavender, bergauKjt, and oranges, are here capital articles of culture. Half Europe is

supplied with essences from hence. Cannes is prettily situated, close on the shore with

the isles of St. Marguerite, where is a detestable state prison, about two miles ofl; and
a distant boundary of the Estrelles mountains, with a bold broken outline. These
mountains are barren to excess. At all the villages since Toidon, at Frejus, Estrelles,

kc. I asked for milk, but no such thing to be liad, not even of goats or sheep ; the

cows are all in the higher mountains ; and as to butter, the landlord at Estrelles told

me, it was a contraband commodity that came from Nice. Good heaven ! what an

idea northern people have, like myself, before I knew better, of a fine sun and a deli-

rious climate, as it is called, that gives myrtles, omnges, lemons, pomegranates, jas-

mins, and aloes, in the hedges ; yet are such countries, if irrigation be wanitcl the

veriest deserts in the world ! On the most miserable tracts of our heaths and moors,

you will find butter, milk, and cream ; give me that which will feed a cow, and let

oranges remain in Provence. The fault, however, is in the people more than the cli-

mate ; luid as the jKoplc have never any faidts (till they become the masters) all is

the effect of government. The arbutus, laurustinus, eistus, and Spanish broom, are

found scattered about the wastes. Nobody in the inn but a merchant of Bourdeaux
returning home from Italy ; we supped together, and had a good deal of conversation,

not uninteresting; he was melancholy to think, he said, what a sad reputation the

French revolution has wherever he has been in Italy. Unhappy France ! was his fre-

quent ejaculation. He made many inquiries of me, and said, his letters confirmed my
accounts ; the Italians seemed all convinced that the rivalry of France and England
was at an end, and that the English would now have it in their power amply to revenge

the American war, by seizing St. Domingo, and indeed all the possessions the French
have out of France itself. I said the idea was a pernicious one, and so contrary to the

Eirsonal interests of the men who governed England, that it was not to be thought of.

e replied, that if we did not do it, we should be marvellously forbearing, and set an

example of political purity sufficient to eternize that part of our national character, in

which the world thought us most deficient moderation. He complained bittcriy of
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the conduct of certain leaders of the national assembly, who sccnicd to be determined

on a bankruptcy, and perhaps a civil war. 22 miles.

The 16th. At Cannes I was quite without a choice; no post-house, carriage, nor

horses, nor mules to let; I was therefore forced again to take refuge in a womai^ and

her ass. At five in the morning I walked to Antibes. This line of nine miles is chief!}

cultivated, but the mountains rise so immediatelv, that, in a general idea, all is waste.

Antibes, being a frontier town, is regularly fortified ; the mole is pretty, and the vie\v

firom it pleasing. Take a post-chaise to Nice ; cross the Var, and bid adieu for the

present to France. The approach to Nice is pleasing. The first approach to tliat

country so long and justly celebrated, that has produced those who have conquered,

and those ^^'ho hav decorated the world, fills the bosom with too many throbbing feel-

ings to permit a busU, a stone, a clod to be uninteresting. Our percipient faculties are

expanded ; we wis*i to enjoy ; and then all is attention, and willingness to be pleased.

The approach marks a flourishing to\vn ; new buildings, the never-failing proof of

prosperity, are numerous. Pass many gardens full of oranges. Arrive in time for din-

ner at the table d'hote, Hotel de Quatre Nations, and agree with the master of it for my
apartment, which is exceedingly good, and dinner and supper at five Piedmontese livres

a day, tliat ia five shillings. Here I am, then, in the midst ofanother people, language,

sovereignjV, itndicountry ; one of the moments of a man's life that will always be in-

teresting; fect»ii8e«U4^^pr!^^ and attention are on the stretch. Several

FrenchiTMStV-but m(M« Italians/ at the ^le d'hote; and the French revoiution only

talked ot^'^-'Tniii Trenchmcrt all in fevour of it, and the Italians all against it, and abso-

lute victors in the argument. 25 miles.

The 17th. I have no letters for Nice; and therefore, knowing nothing of the insides

of the houses, I must be content with what meets the eye. The new part of the town
is very well built ; the streets straight and broad. The sea-view is fine, and for enjoying
it in greater perfection, they have an admirable contrivance, which I have seen no where
else. A row of low houses forming one side of a street, a (juarter of a mile long, has
flat roofs, which are covered with a stucco floor, forming a noble terrace, open imme.
diately to the sea, raised above the dirt and annoyance of a street, and equally free from
the sand and shingle of a beach. At one end some finely situated lodging-houses. The
^\•alk this terrace afFords is, in fine weather, delicious. The square is handsome, and
the works which form the port are well built, but it is small and diflicult to enter, ex-
cept in favourable weather ; admits slpps of near three hundred tons ; yet, though free,

has but an inconsiderable trade. The number of new streets and houses building.at r

present is an unequivocal proof that the place is flourishing, chiefly on the account of
the resort of foreigners, principally English, who pass the winter here, for the benefit

and pleasure of the climate. They are dismally alarmed at present, with the news that
''

the disturbances in France will prevent many of the English from coming this winter.;

but they have some consolatiou in expecting a great resort of French. Last winter,,

there were fifty-seven Enedbh, and nine French , this winter, they think it will be nine
English, ^fifty-seven French. At the tsi^ d'hote informed, that I must have a paj|s*

port for tiwelling in Italy ; and that the English consul is the proper person to 9pgfy
to. I wont to Mr. Consul Green, who informed me that jit was a mistake, there was po
want of any pas8j)ort ; but if l wished to have cwic, he wmiM very readily give it, Jlfe^v
nameoccumM:^ him, h^.tOQk the wpportunity to be very poiite to me, and dffit^^*
any thing in K& jpoWef to aasijiA me. . On my tttfing jhhn 0e object of my iravels, he ite<

marked, diat the gardens here, and mi^finceof hi^f jgailfcn and half %m, were rather

singular, and if I called on him in the evening, he woukt walk and sitkew me some. I:^--:

V u
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accepted his ol^Iiging invitation, and when I went again, met a colonel Ross, a (vcntle

man lioni Scotland, second in command "• the king of Sardinia's marine, and at pre

sent in chief: having been much in SanTLiia, I made some inquiries of him concerning

that islund, and the circumstances he instanced were curious. The intemperia is so pre-

Valentin summer, from the qi'.antity of evaporating wat«T leaving mud exposed to the

sun, as to be death to a stranger : but in winter it is a good climate. The soil wonder
fully rich and fertile, but vast plains that would produce any thing are uncultivated

ile has past one line of fifty miles by thirty, all plam and the land good, yet without one

house, and mostly a neglected desert. The people arc wretched, and deplorably ig

norant : there are districts, he has been informed, where there are olives, and the fruiv

left rotting under the trees, for want of knowing how to make oil. In general, there

are no roads, and no inns. When a traveller, or other person, goes into the island, he

is recommended from convent to convent, or cure to cure, some of whom are at their

ease ;
you are sure to be well entertained, and at no other expence than a trifle to the

servants. The plenty of game and wild fowl great. The horses are small, but excel-

lent ; all stallions. One has been known to l>c rode four-and-twenty hours without

drav/ing bit. I demanded to what could be attributed such a neglected state of the

island? To government, I suppose? By no means; government has manifested every

disposition to set things on a better footing. It certainly arises from the feudal rights of

the nobility, keeping the people in a state of comparative slavery. They are too wretch-

ed to have the inducement to industry. Such is the case at present in many other

countries besides Sardinia. When I see and hear of the abominable depredations and
enormities committed by the French peasants, I detest the democratical principles ; when
I see or hear of such wastes as arc found in Sardinia, I abhor the anstocratical ones.

Accompany Mr. Green to view some gardens, which have a luxuriance of vegetation,

by means of watering, that makes them objects worth attention ; but the great product,

and a most valuable one it is, are oranges and lemons ; chiefly the former, and a few
bergamots for curiosity. We examined the garden of a nobleman, something under

two acres of land, that produces thirty louis d'or a year in oranges only, besides all the

crops of common vegetables. The great value of these products, such is the perversity

of human life, is the exact reason why such gardens would be detestable to me, if under
the ceconomical management of the gentry of Nice. An acre of garden forms an object

of some consequence in the income of a nobleman who, in point of fortune, is reckoned

in good circumstances, if he has J 501. to 2001. a year. Thus the garden, which with

us is an object of pleasure, is here one of oeconomy and income, circumstances that are

incompatible. It is like a well furnished room in a man's house, which he lets to a lodg-

er. They sell their oranges so strictly, that they cannot gather one to eat. A certam

momentary and careless consumption is a part of the convenience and agrccubieness of

a garden ; a system, which thus constrains the consumption, destroys all the pleasure.

Oranges may ctTtainly be sold with as much propriety as corn or timber, but then let

them grow at a distance from the house ; that open apartment of a residence, which wc
call a garden, should be free from the shackle of a contract, and the scene of pleasure,

not profit.

The Ibdi. Walked to Ville Tranche, another little sea-port of the king of Sardinia's,

on the other side of the mountain, to the east of Nice. Call on Mr. Green, the consul,

who has given me letters to Genoa, Alexandria, and Padoua : he has behaved with so

friendly an attention, that I cannot omit acknowledging warmly his civilities. Learn

this morning from him that lord Bristol is somewhere m Italy, and that lady Erne is

probably at Turin ; my stiU"s will not be propitious if I do not see them both.
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The 19th. I have now waited two days merely for the means of gcttin^j^ a^\'ay ; I can

go cither by a felucca to Genoa, or with a vetturino to Turin ; and there is so much for

and against both schemes, that priority of departure is as good a mfjtive for a prtfcrenci

as any other. If I go by Genoa to Milan, I see Genoa and a part of its territory, whicii

is much, but I lose sixty miles of superb irrigation, from Coni to Turin, and I lose th(

line of country between Turin and Milan, which I am told is better than that between

Genoa and Milan; as to Turin itself, I should see it in my return. But here is Luigi

Tonini, a vetturino, from Coni, who sets out on Monday morning for Turin, which de-

cides me ; so with Mr. Green's kind assistance I have bargained with him to take me
thither for seven French crowns. He has got two oHicers in the Sardinian service, and

is not to wait longer for filling the third place. We have evt-y day, at the tabic

d'hote, a Florentine abbe, who has been a wonderful traveller ; no man names a coun •

try which he has not traversed ; and he is singular in never having made a note, making
rather a boast that his memory retains every particular he would wish to know, even

to numbers correctly. The height and measures of the pyramids of Egypt, of St. Pe-

ter's church at Rome, and St. Paul's at London, &c. with the exact length and breaddi

of every fine street in Europe, he has at his tongue's end. He is a great critic in the

beauty of cities ; and he classes the four finest in the world thus, 1. Rome; 2. Naples;

3. Venice ; 4. London. Being a little inclined to the marvellous, in the idea of an old

Piedmontese colonel, a knight of St Maurice, a plain and unaffected character, and ap-

parently a very worthy man ; is piqued at the authority of Signore Abbatc, to the amuse-
ment of the company.
The 20th, Sunday. Mr. Consul Green continues his friendly attentions to the last ; I

dined, by invitation, with him to-day ; and, for the honour of Piedmontese grazing, ate

as fine, sweet, and fat a piece of roast beef as I would ever wish to do in England, and
such as would not be seen at the table d'hote at the quatre nations in seven years, if in

seven ages. An English master and mistress of the table, with roast beef, plum-pud-
ding, and porter, made me drop for a moment the idea of the forn\idable distance that

sepimited me from England. Unknown and unrccommended at Nice, I expected no-

thing but what could be shot flying in any town ; but I found in Mr. Green, both hos-

pitality, and something too friendly to call politeness. In the evening we had another

walk among gardens, and conversed with some of the proprietors on prices, products,

&c. The description Mr. Green gives me of the climate of Nice in the winter is the

most inviting that can be imagined ; a clear blue expanse is constantly over head, and
a sun warm enough to be exhilarating, but not hot enough to be disagreeable. But, Sir,

the vent de bize ! We are sheltered from it by the mountains ; and as a proof that this

climate is by far more mild than where you have felt that wind, the oranges and lemons
which we have in such profusion will not thrive either in Genoa or Provence, except in

a very few spots, singularly sheltered like this. He remarked, that Dr. Smollet, in his

description, has done great injustice to the climate, and even against the feelings of his

own enizy constitution ; for he never v/as so well after he left Nice as he had been at

it, and made much interest with lord Shelburne to be appointed consul, who told him,
and not without some foundation, that he would on no account be such an enemy to u
man of genius ; that he Iiiid libelled the climate of Nice so se-, erely, that if he were to

go again thither the Nissards would certainly knock him on the head. Mr. Green has
seen hay made, and well made, at Chi istmas.

The 21st. Commenced my first Italian journey ; of my two military companions, one
was as stupid as a brick-bat, and the other too lively for me : there are few things more
repugnant to my nerves than the vivacity of inanity ; I am not young enough for it.

MMiiii nnmnnii ifUHll
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Here was also a friar, who made no compensation for the deficiencies of his countrymen

:

low, vulgar, and ignorant ; could speak no French, and but little Italian : I looked in

vain for so many of his Piedmontese words in my dictionary, that I was soon tired of

following him. We dined at Scareno, and slept at Sospello, at both which places we
joined the company of another vetturino, consisting of the Piedmontese colonel I had
met at the tabic d'hote, his brother an abbe, and another abbe a friend, all well bred
polite men, who were very attentive to me as a foreigner, and had great readiness to

answer all my inquiries : I reaped a good deal of information from their conversation.

The three first days of this journey are employed in crossing three mountains ; to<day

we passed the Col de Pruss. The features m the heights are interesting, wild, and great.

The descent to Sospello is picturesque. 26 miles.

The 22d. My fnend, the old Piedmontese colonel, commends the English character

greatly, when it is truly English ; that is, as I guessed by his explanations, when it is

not a hurrying, bustling, expensive young man ofgreat fortune, against whom he threw

out some severe reflections. He desired my name, . and where I lived in England*
which he begged me to write down for him ; and commended very much the object of

my journey, which appeared so extraordinary to him, that he could not help putting

many questions. The mountain we crossed to-day is yet more savage than that of yes-

terday ; much of it wild and even sublime. The little town of Saorgio and its castle

are situated most romantically, stuck against the side of a mountain, like a swallow's nest

against the side of a house. I had no opportunity ofasking how many necks are broken
in a year, in going peaceably to and fro ; but the blackness of this town, and the total

want of glass, make it gloomy as well as romantic ; indeed the view of all these moun-
tain-towns, where there may be so much happiness with so little appearance of it, is for-

bidding. Tende, which is the capital of a district, and gives name to this great ridge

of mountain (Col de Tende) is a horrid place of this sort, with a vile inn ; all bbok,
dirty, stinking, and no glass. SO miles.

The 23d. Out by four in the morning, in the dark, in order to cross the Colde
Tende as soon after break of day as possible, a necessary precaution they say, as the

wind is then most quiet ; if there beany storm, the passage is dangerous, and even im-

practicable ; not so much from height as from situation, in a draught of wind between
Piedmont and the sea. They pass in the rocks, for some distance before mounting the

hill, is sublime ; hemmed in among such enormous mountains and rocks, that they re-

minded me a little ofthe amazing pass in the Pyrenees, but are much inferior to it. In

the face of one of them is a long mscription to the honour of Victor Amadeus III, for

making the road; and near it an old one, puiporting that the eleventh duke of Savoy
made the old road, to connect Piedmont and Nice, a propric spesc con lutt* diligenza.

This old road is passable by mules only, and is that by which Mr. Dutens passed the

Col de Tende. I shall observe once for all, that the new one is a most useful and princely

undertaking. From within a few miles of Nlo.e where it is not finished, to Limon cost

3,-500,000 livres (175,0001.) It winds prodigiously, in order to pass the steepest

mountains, in such angles as to admit caniages without difficulty. The worst part is

that which goes up to the Col de Tende ; this has not been made with equal attention

as the rest, perhaps because they have begun to execute a vast design of perforating the
mountain. At present, notwithstanding the goodness of the road in summer, it is tib-

solutely impassabie in winter for carriages, and with ditKculty sometimes even with
mules, by reason of the immense falls of snow. They have opened a cavern like a

vault of rock, about thirty trebulchi long, and wide enough for carriages to pass, but

it soon divides into two passages, one for going and another for returning, which is

• ,-r-^ ^ ;..'-.•.lOJtiMkrAl.
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found cheaper than one large enough for both ; the whole will be al)ovc five hundred
trebulchi, and will demand such an expencc as leaves little hope of seeing it executed

in this century. Take the new road, however, for all in all, and it is a work that docs

honour to the king and country. Descend into the rich and beautiful vale of Piedmont,

a few miles before Coni, and between the Alps and Appenines, which here separate,

one range running from hence to Calabria, I believe uninterruptedly, and the other to

Constantinople. Amongst the maps never made, but much wanted, is one of the

mountains in Eurofje, to shew at one coup d'oeil which are connected, and which sepa-

rate : this separation of the Alps and Appenines is so narrow, that they would, on a

map on any scale, appear as one range ; they connect with all the mountains of France,

by Dauphine, Vivarais, and Auvergne, but not with the Pyrenees : I have myself tra-

velled the whole range of those from sea to sea. Querj', do they connect with Ger-

many, Poland, &c. ? Perhaps they may with those of the hereditary dominions of the

liouse of Austria. This would make but two ranges of mountains on the continent of

Europe, the Alps and the Pyrenees ; for all the Spanish connect with the latter, unless

those of Norway and Sweden do not join the Russian, Polish, &c. Reach Coni, which
is strongly fortified, and well situated ; but as for inns, the Croce Bianca, which they

speak of as being excellent, afforded me a good room enough, but without a single pane
of glass in the windows, only ragged paper, and such a commodite, let me drive

the recoUection from my memory ! Here we lost the company of the old colonel his

brother, and friend ; they went five miles further, to the estate of one of them at Cen-
telle. Sup A the tt»ble d'hote. Our landlady is a tall well looking virago ; the officers

made love to her with one hand wliile they supped with the other. 1 hey then asked
me a thousand questions about English duelling. Was it in a circle? At what distance ?

Oi\ horseback ? With what pistols ? &c. 37 miles.

The 24th. The friar and one of the officers proceeded no further ; the other and
myself for Turin. On leaving Coni, the view from the fortifications ofthe Alps is very
fine ; a range of them, capped with snow, is now seen by us to the left ; Mont Viso
among them very high. At Centalle we were stopped by the servant of my friend, the

colonci, who had orders to conduct us to the house of the cure, to take chocolate. The
brotherof the colonel is, it seems, cure and archipretre of the parish. It was impossible
to be received with more kindness and hospitality than I was here. The colonel started

a pfam for keeping us to dinner, and his brother immediately begged we would change
ourmtentionof sleeping at Carij^nau for Racconis, which would enable us to dine with
him. To tliis we readily assented. I now found, that the colonel was the chevalier

Bmn, on a visit to his brother, who has built an excellent f)arsonage-house, as we should
call it, at his own expence, and has two curees under him as archipretre ; he has arch-

hospitality also ; gave us an admirable dinner, well served, and excellent wine, and
wished I would make a longer stay. As this was the first Italian house I had been in,

except inns, it was interestingenoii^ toexcite all my curiosity and attention. Express-
ing a wish to have some conversation with a practical cultivator, they had the goodness
to walk with me to the count de Bonifante, who lives on his own estate here, and farms
it. I soon found that this nobleman loved the subject ; for he seemed to take a pleasure
in answering my inquiries. We walked over his, and some of hi* neighljours' farms
(ov more than two hours ; and though mj ^^"ticns were pretty numerous, he was so
kind as to meet them with the MMMt wtlfirgness of explanation. If I have many such
days as this in Italy, I shall be a|H#y well pleased and informed. Centalle was the

residence of the marquis T.e Suza. Take my leave of this agreeable and hospitable

family, which I stuiU 4ong remeuiber wiii pteasure. Pass Savignan, a considerable and

i
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pretty town ; and wh\t is much better to my eyes, a fine range of level plain, all rich

and much watered. The scene in uome places is charming : the road is like a fine alley,

passiii}^ through a new mown garden ; the meadows are as level as a die, without a

mole-cast, or ant-hill ; thanks to ^vatering ! The mowing neat ; the hay now cocking

;

rows of trees every where, and not being in straight Unes, the appearance is pleasing. It

is an observation I have more than once made, and it is no where so exemplified as in

this country, that there are beauties resulting from extreme fertility, that belong to a

Hat which v, ouJd be hurt by inequalities of soiL The approach to Racconis is by a

double row of trees on each side of the road, with two shady paths, very pleasing even

by moon-light ; but my fellow-traveller, with his drawn sword, ready to pass at the

breast of a robber, should any attack us, did not people these shades with the most
agreeable figures of the fancy. He says there are many robbers in Piedmont ; and that

triivelling in the dark is always dangerous. Such things are to be laid to the account

of government ; and a pretty satire it is on despotism, not to be able to keep its roads

clear from robbers. At Racconis, a great trade in winding silk : a beggarly inn, paper

windows, &c. 27 miles.

The 25th. Pursuing our road, pass a country seat of the prince of Carignan, with a

great inclosure of plantation, and many Lombardy poplars. Cross the Po by a most
commodious ferry ; a platform on two boats ; the coach drove on and off without our

moving. Why have we not such ferries in England? All a rich level countr)' till we
come near the mountain of Turin ; and pass the chateau of Moncaglia, the present re^

sidcnce of the count d'Artois. Reach Turin ; drive to the Hotel Royal ; all full. To
the hotel d'Angleterre ; all taken for the prince of Conde. To the Bonne Fcmme,
where a good landlady received me. I was in time for the table d'hote, at which were
several French refugees, whose accounts of affairs in France are dreadful. These were

driven from their chateaus, some of which were in flames ; it gave me an opportunity

of inquiring by whom such enormities were committed ; by the peasants, or wandering
brigands ? they said, by peasants, undoubtedly ; but Uiat the great and indisputable

origin of most of those villanies, was the settled plan and conduct of some leaders in

the National Assembly, in union with, and by the money of, one other person of great

rank, who would deserve the eternal execrations and reproaches of all true Frenchmen
and every honest man : that when the assembly had rejected the proposal of the count

de Mirabeau, to address the king to establish the malice bourgeoise, couriers were soon

after sent to all quarters of the kingdom, to give an universal alarm of great troops of

brigands being on the actual march, plundenng and burning every where, at the insti-

gation of aristocrats, and calling on the people to arm immediately in their own defence

:

thai by intelligence afterwards received from different parts of the kingdom it was found,

that these couriers must liave been dispatched from Paris at the same time.* Forged
orders of the king in council were likewise sent, directing the people to bum the cha-

teaus of the aristocratical party : and thus, as it were by magic, all France was armed
lit the same moment, and the peasants instigated to commit the enormities which have

since dibgraccd the kingdom. 22 miles.

The 26th. This being the first Italian city of renown for beauty that I have seen, I

have been all eyes to-day. , Some tra\ tilers have ix'preuentcd it as the prettiest town in

Europe, and the Strada di Po the finest street. I hurried to it with eugemess. I was
in the middle of it, asking for it. Questa, questa ! replied an officer^ holding up hb

* Afterwards at Paris this fact was confirmed to mc. • •< • -^

w
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Imnds, as if to point out an object of great beauty which I did not sec, and in truth I

saw it not. It is straiglit and broad, and nearly regular. Two rows of brick barns

miffht be so equally. The houses are of an ugly obfuscated brick ; a few have stucco,

and that old and dirty : the scaffold holes in the walls of all the rest arc left unfilled ;

some of them are enlarged by time, and several courses of bricks between those holes,

not pointed, which has as bad an cflect ; the windows are narrow and poor ; some with

iron balconies, some without ; the arcades, for there is a row on each side of the street,

would alone be destructive of beaut} : the arches are plastered, which patches the line

with white : and tlirough them are exhibited nothing but poor shops that incumber their

spans with all sorts of lumber; the lamps are fifty or sixty yards asunder. In a word,

there are fifty streets at London to which this cannot be compared. If those who have

travelled in Italy think this street fine, what am I to meet with in other towns ? The
Strada della Dora Grossa is by far a finer street than that of the Po, but the houses are

greatly too high. There is a beautiful arcade entrance to the herb market, which seems
to have furnished the idea of that at the new buildings of Somereet-house. The streets

are almost all quite regular, and at right angles. I expected that this circumstance

would have been attended with much more beauty than it is. It gives too great u

sameness ; the constant return of the same angles tires the eye ; and I am convinced,

that a city would be much more striking, and more admired, that had varied lines in*

stead of uniform ones. Circles, semi-circles, crescents, semi-elipses, squares, semi-

SQuares, and compounds, composed of these, mixed with the common oblongs, would
give a greater air of grandeur and magnificence. The most splendid object I have seen
at Turin is the stair-case and saloon in the chateau contiguous to the royal palace.

There is nothing at Versailles, except the gallery, to be compared with it. The front

of this edifice is fine, and the whole does honour to Juvara. This morning I should
have delivered my letters, but am unlucky. The Marchese de Palavicino, president

of the Agrarian Society, and Signore Bisatti, the secretary of it, are both in the coun-
try. Signore Capriata, the president en second, I met with, but he is no practical

farmer; he has been obliging enough, however, to promise me an introduction to some
persons who are conversant with agriculture. Meeting with these disappointments, I

began to fear I might want the intelligence that was necessary to my design ; and be in

that ineligible situation of seeing only the outsides of houses, and knowing nothing of
the persons within. With time thus on my hands, I inquired for a booksellei', and
was directed to Signore Briolo, who prints the memoirs of all the learned bodies here ;

among others, those of the Agrarian Society, which I bought, and afterwards turning
over, found that I made a pretty conspicuous figure in one written by the Cavaliere di

Capra, colonel of the regiment of Tortona, on the size of farms. He is a bitter enemy
to large ones; not content with strictures on Piedmont, he presses England into his

service, and finds it necessary to refute me, as I appear in the translation of Mons. Fre-
ville, from which he quotes passages which I never wrote. I wished to assure the author
that it was the French translator, and not the English farmer that he had refuted. I

laughed very heartily with Signore Capriata at this adventure of the memoirs. In the
evening to the opera ; the theatre is a fine one, though not tlie principal ; the house
nearly full, yet all the world is in the country.

The 27th. The Cavaliere Capra having seen Signore Capriata, I this morning re-

ceived a visit from him : I was glad of an opportunity to remark to him that he had
quoted passages erroneously from my Political Arithmetic. He said, he was sorry he
should misundeistand me ; and beginning at once to declaim against great farms, I
begged to remark, that my opinion was exactly the same at present as it had alwws
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been, that tl»c si/.e of Hums nIiouIcI be left absolutely free. He was violent ag'ainst great

ones in Piedmont, which he said ruined and depopulated the country, as I should find

when I came among the rice-grounds in my way to Milan. Signore Capra was polite,

tendered me every service in his power, and expressed the utmost readiness to assist

my ii 'ir' s. Signore Briolo, as soon as he understood who I was, shewed me every

attcnt. 'is power, and that I might have the benefit of conversing with such |Kr-

sons a; light most suitable to my inquiries, he made known my arrival to Signore

Fontana, a practical chemist and deputy secretary to the Agrarian SotMcty ; to Signore

Gio. Piet. Mariadana, professor of botany in the university ; to Signore il Dottore Bu-
niva, his assistant, who travelled in France and England as a naturalist. From these

gentlemen I had this morning a visit, and an interesting convcrsjition on the present

agricultural state of Italy. To Signore Briolo I was also indebted for an introduction

to Signore Giobert, academician, and of the Agrarian Society, who has gained a prize

by a memoir on the quality of eiu'ths and manures. Viewed the king's palace, not so

splendid as to raise disagreeable emotions in the breast of a philosophical spt ctator

;

and no marks of provinces having been oppressed to raise it. Ol the pictures which are

numerous, those which pleased me best, are a virgin, child, and St. John, by Lorenzo
Sabattini ; Apollo flaying Marsias, by Guido ; a Venus, by Carlo Cignani ; a sick wo-
man, by Gcnird Dow ; a virgin and child after Raphael, by Sassa Ferrata. Vandyke
shines greatly in this collection ; there are the children of Charles I, finely done^, a

man imd woman sitting ; but above all, Prince Tomoraso di Carignano on horseback,

M hich for life and force of expression is admirable. In the evening to the opera, arid

being Sunday the house ^vas lull. The Lasca Fiera ; there is a pretty duet, between
Contini and Gaspara, in the first act.

The 28th. Walked to Moncaglia early in the morning. The palace is boldly situ-

ated on a hill, the Windsor of Piedmont : commands noble views of the Po, and a

rich scene of cult'jre. After dinner, on horsebaek to Superga, the burying place of

the royal family ; where the bodies of these princes repose more magnificently than the
^

Bourlions at St. Denis. The view from the tower is, I suppose, the finest farmer's

prospect in Europe. You look down on much the greater part of Piedmont as on a
map, and the eye takes in Milan at eighty miles distance ; the whole, with such an
horizon of mountains, as is no where else to be found ; for the enormous masses of

snow, which the Alps present, are easier conceived than described.

The 29th. Signore Briolo was this morning my conductor to Gruliascho, to view
the farm by appointment of Signore Braceo, to whom Signore Capriata had spoken
for that purpose ; we walked by the nobly planted road that leads to Suza, and I was
glad to find, that my Turin bookseller was a farmer, though a la meta, and answered
those useful inquiries, which I have long found abundantly convenient, always to have

ready arranged in my head, and adapted to the people into whose hands chance may
throw me. We dined together at the village, in a villainous hole, much better adapted

to oflfcnd the senses than to gratify them. Our repast finished, we sallied forth to find

Signore Braceo ; he shewed us several watered meadows, and explained all the particu-

lars ; after which, coming to the house, lo ! instead of a farmer or metayer, as I ex-

pected, I found a large house, in a style superior to any farm one, and that he was a

bailift" to a Signore, I do not know whom, jeweller to the king and court ; an awkward
explanation of this came on, and then I found this person knew oi my coming two
days before : to mend the matter, after making us wait some time he shewed himself.

I vrds pressed to enter : whether it were, that a hot walk, or a bad dinner had fretted

me, or, in fine, that I did not like the jeweller's physiognomy, I know not, but I beg-
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gedto be excused, and persisted In my rcfusul. A rich ciiizcn at hii country villfi is

to me a forniidalilc animal. Had he said he was a farmer, and would convcrst^ on the

subject, or any thing of that tciulency, it had been othcrw ise ; but I departed brusqu

ment, with a chanicter, I l)elievc, molto selvagpjio. In the evening some beautiful pas

sages in the Pastorella Nobile brou^ht inc into better temper.

The 30th. The intendant Disatti returned to Turin, and I had the ple;isure of a visU

from him ; he carried me to the university, and some other places which I had not seen

before ; Signorc Capra also, and Dr. Buniva favoured me with their company. The
knight, I find, is as complete a croaker as could ever issue from the school of Dr. Prici

himself. Piedmont furnishes an instance, wl'.ich if I had touched upon to Signorc

Capra, he would have pressed it into hisservi c on the question of farms. Butth-re

are not many circumstances more curious in politics, than the contrast between great

and small dominions. Here is a court suiTiciently splendid ; a palace well kept ; an

army (not equally well kept) of thirty thousand men; fortifications many, and among
the first in the world, and a power of receiving with hospitality and splendour the prirrces

of the blood of France; all this is done with thirty millions of French raoi»ey : if the

comparison had been made in the late king's reign, the circumstances would have been

stronger. The king of France had six hundred millions ; that is l{j say, twenty time!*

as much: he could, therelore, with equal proportions, have twenty such palaces, or

more exactly an hundred, as there are five in Piedmont : twenty such courts, md an

army of six hundred thousand men. But instead of this, the difference bctwi < n the

palaces of die two kings nnd their courts, their parade and their vanity, is not in tlvf:

ratio of one-fourth of their leveniir ) find as to the army of the king of Sardinia (pro-

portions preserved) it is six times liinft |iower/ul lliiti) that of the king of France : but

the contrast goes further; for, while UiJ (Ij.IjIi of this country are iucunbideriblr, those

of France are so great, that the deficit alone is inon- than five times the whole revenue

of Sardinia.

October 1st. The political sfiile (»i f*j( dnmnJ ill nrcsent depends almost entirely on
the personal character of the king, wUff ' ' ' melj an easy good natured man, too

much imposed on by ii ; 1 1 (if people u ll|(//||| /ncnt. The consequence of which is, that
' '"

'
'

'
fh'' posts for which tliey Mr( qualified,
' '

' b.mk notes in his pocket-

/
.btii uneasiness

;
yet this is

i III). This conduct is remarkably
>redecessors, who, as all ihe world

"rtalents and all sortsof i'bilillia, liislead «>riH

are found only in n tin.'ment. lam toM, ijiitl I

book, and at night, if lie liuvi liitl / i < ii il' i

with an empty treasury, and an inti/inijli ii ill ,

different f?om that of the rrinees Ills iiiajiM/ > 4>a

knows, were good oecononilsts, ihkJ kept |;t)emselves so well prepared, that they were
able to turn opportunities to their notublr udvantage, which must have passed barren of
events under a difllrent system of goveiiii'nent The king's motives, however, arc ex-

cellent, and no faults an jiinnd with his govetiiinent that do not flow from that sort of
goodness of heart which better befits a pilvate station than r. dirone. Simihir errors arc

not expected from die prince of Piedmont, who is represented as a man of good under-

standing, with, however, rather too great a tincture of religion. Nothing can be more
regular and decent than tht conduct of all the court ; no licentious pleasures are here

countenanced; and very little that looks like dissipation. How the count d'Artois

passes his time is not easy to conceive; for a prince who was dying with eimui in die

midst of Versailles, for want nf pleasures that had not lost their lustre, one would sup-
pose that of all the courts in f irope there was scarcely one to be found less adapted than

this to his feelings, whatever it might be to his convenience, .
. ,
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The 2il. To Vcrccil, by a vctturiiH) ; I find hut one uf^rahlc uireurnstance In this

way of travelling, which iii {j;oiiig as slow and stopping a% often as you please : I walked
most of the way, and generally out-walked the eoaeh, except when there was any lit-

tle descent. A gentleman, a proprietor and cultivator of rice near Verceil, supped
with us who was communicative. 45 miles.

The 3d. To Novani much rice ; some yet uncut ; they are threshing it ever)' where,

and we meet gleaners loaded wit!) it ; a nasty country, as ill to the eye as to the health:

there lumg the linubsof a robber in the trees, in unison widi the sombre and ncHtiferous

aspect of a flat woody region. Cross the Tesino, deep, clear, and rapid. This river

parts the dominions of the king of Sardinia from those of the emperor. At BufTaloru

cross the naviglio grande, the greatest canal lor irrigation that ever was made. 81cc[)

at Miigenta. 30 nules.

The 4ih, Sunday. Reach Milan in the foanoon. This great city sUmds in the midst
of a dead level country, so thickly planted tliatyou see nothing of it till you are in the

streets. To the Albergo del Pozzo, in time to wait on the Abbate Amorctti, secre-

tary of the Patriotic Society, to whom I liad letters from Monsieur de Broussonet and
Signore Songa of London : I found the Abbate admirably well lodgi-d, in the palazzo
of ihe Marquis dc Cusani : this, said I to myself, looks well, to find a man of letters in

a splendid apartment, and not poked, like a piece of lumber, into a garret : it is a good
feature in the Italian nobility. I entered his apartment, which is a cube of about thirty

feet, from a i5reat saloon of forty or fifty. He received me with eiisy and agreeable

politeness, vvliich impresses one at first sight in his favour. Soon af^er he irflinied my
visit. I find him an agreeable, well-informed, and interesting character. Waited also

on the Abbate Oriani, astronomer royal, who expressed every wish to be of ii to me.
At night to the opera ; a most noble theatre ; the largest as well as handsomebt I have
seen ; the scenes and decorations beautiful. Though it is Sunday, I look with amaze-
ment at the house, for it is three parts full, even while much of the world arc in the

country ; how can such a town as Milan do this ? Here arc six rows of boxes, thiri}--

six in a row ; the three best rows let at 40 louis d'or a box. This is marvellous for an

inland town, without comnicrce or great manufactures. It is the plough alone that

can do it. I am delighted w ith the accommodation of the pit ; one sits on broad easy

sophas, with a good space to stir one's legs in : young persons may bear being trussed

;uid pinioned on a row of narrow benches, but I am old and laz}-, and if I do not sit

at my ease, would not care to sit there at all. 10 miles.

The 5th. In the morning, deliver letters to Signore Bignami and VasSiili, and the

Messieurs Zappas, gentlemen in commerce, from whom 1 might receive information

relative to the exports, &c. of tlie Milanese. At noon, to the Society of Agriculture

(called the Patriotic Society) which fortunately for me, who ;jm a member, had a

meeting to-diiy : the Marchese di Visconii in the chair, with ten or a dozen members
present, to all of whom Signore Amoretti introduced me. I never expect much from
societies of tliis sort ; but this of Milan was to-day employed on a button and a pair of

scissors : it seems they want at this city to make the finer sorts of hard^vare, in order to

rival those of England, and lessen the import, which, in spite of every obstacle is very

great: the idea originates with the government, and is worthy of its little ideas; a

true peddling spirit at present throughout Eurojx;. An artist in the town had made a

button and lutlf a pair of scissors, one half English, and the other halfof his own ma-
nufacture, for which he claimed and had a reward. Similar are the employments of

societies e\ ery Avhesc ! In England, busied about rhubarb, silk, and drill-ploughs

:

Ran
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at Vmm, atMHit liius ;tii(i hiitUiilks; and at Milun, about liiittoiis und sciHsor^! I hope
I bliull fiiul the (nor^ofili at Florence cinploycd on a top-knot. 1 looked ;iUiUt to ncc ti

nructicul farnu r enter tlie nx)m, l)iit looked in vain. A ^ooilly company of i Man^hesi,

1 Conti, i Cavalieri, i Abbati, but not one close clip|Kd \vi)^, or a dirty pair of brteehe>,

to j^ive authority to their proceedinjipi. VVe met, in what wan the Jesuits' eollc{^', in

the Hrcra, a noble building, contahiing many ai)artmentM etpially splendid and conve-

nient. 'I'he M^irchese Viseonti asked mc to his coimtry seat ; anil the Cavaliere Can-

tiglioni, who lus travelled in America with the views of u natural historian, and who
intends to print tltc- jouniul of his voyage, hopes to meet me soon at his brother the

Count's. Milan has been rcpre>ented as very dear, and may br vi when no thought is

taken to save expence, ordering vvliat you \vant, and leaving the bill to the host ; birt as

such methods do not agree with my purse, I pay by agrc-cment, for m) room, dinner and
supper served in it, as there are few tables d'hotes in lt;Uy, C livres of Milan a-day, or

an ecu, e(|ual to 4s. English. The nit at the oiktj, is 2 livres 5s. and coftce for break

fust 7s. in all about 5s. 8d , a-day; but seeing buildings, 8cc. adds something. I am
very well served for this, except in soups, which are detestable, for I hate macaroni and
abominate paste. I have read so much of the horrors of Italian inns, that I am very
agreeably surprised to find them in the great towns, Turin and Milan for instance, as

good as in France ; yet I am not at the best here, for I understand the VllK-rghi Realc

und Impcriale are the first ; and I was not at the best at 'I'urin. But \ illage ones be-

tween the great towns arc bad enough. Iti France, one is rarely waited on at inns b}-

men ; in Italy, hiUierto never by women ; I like the French custom best. Ferret among
the booksellers, and find more tracts, in Italian, upon agriculture than I expected. At
nj^ht V ^ he opera; the pit is so commodious and agreeable, that it is a good lounge ;

the sopl. and chuir« are numbertjd; they give you a ticket, which marks your scat

;

but the pei ormers arr poor. It w.is the Impresario in Augusta, by that beautiful com-
poser, Cimurosa ; there is u quintett* in it, than which nothing could be more pleasing,

or rrj)eated with more d'j>plause.

The fith. Signore ArfM)retti, whose attentions and assiduity are such as I shall not

soon forjjet, this moniing introduced me to Signore Beeckcn, acoimscllor in the court

of his imperial majesty ; and tin a we went together into the countr\ , six or seven miles,

to a farm in the rodd to Pavia, belonging to the Marquis Viseonti, to see the method
of making theLod^san cheese ; attended the whole operation, wliich is so totally dif-

ferent from what we use in England, that skill in making may have a great effect in ren-

dering this product of Lombardy so superior to all others. The cheese, and the in-

quiries, took ujv the whole day ; so thai it was five in the evening before we got back
o Milan, where they diried with me at the pozzo ; an itinerant band of music giving

4 serenade under tlR* windows to the illustrissimi, eccellentissimi, nobili Signori Inglesi.

This day hi^passed after my own heart, a long morning oi ctivity, and then a dinner,

without one word of conversation but on agriculture. Siji, ore Beecken is a sensible

well-informed German, who understands the importance ol the plough ; and Abbate
Amoretti's conversation is that of a man who adds the pow rs of instruction to the

graces that enhven company.

The 7th. Attended the Marquis de Viseonti, and Signore i-.moretti to Mozzate,
the country seat of the count de Castiglione, about sixteen mii' -> north of Milan.

Stop very near the city to view the Chartreuse, which, since tht i mperor seized the

revenues, and turned the monks out, has been converted into a powder magazine.

View in passing, the fine church of Ro, and the Marquis of Litta's villa ui Ia inate, in

which the gardens are ccMispicuuus. The Italian taste was the undoubted origin ofwhat
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wc sec in Fraiirc j but cltcorution is carried imiclt higher. Murhic* baniniv, with fine

HtutucN, tooKoofl Tor the siliiation : jetn d'cuu, tcinplcH, c()lr)iui(ic-», und huitditifi^' with-

out end, aInio.Ht (onncctcd with the house ; latticed, and elipiMrd huwern and walka

;

niilen of clipped h(dj^es ; terraeen and gravel walks, never well kept, with abundance ol

oranjjc-trees, are the leatures ; and they are ull in profusion. The cxpenec enorniuun,

both to form and to keep. There isu pinery, and not more than five ur aix otheni in

the whole duchy of Milan. Reach Mozzatc. The countesH upiKuad what wc call u

genteel good sort of woman, with nothing of that species of fopi)cry and uffectation that

forms the fine lady. The moment I saw the count de Custiglione, I was nrejudiced in

his favour ; his physiognomy is plea.sing ; utul the itiHtanUmeous cosy afiability, mixed
w ith great (|uickncss and vivacity, tells one in a moment, that time would not be loHt in

his company. I was not deceived. He entered presently on the object of my truvelii

;

and I was highly pleased to find, that he wus a practical farmer. After dinner, wc made
:ui excursion to u considerubic niantution he has executed with great judgment and spirit.

The count shewed me a part ot his farm also ; but this is not etpially successful. In

the evening, while the rest of the company were at cards, he satisfied my numerous iu-

uuiries concerning the husbandry, &c. of die neighl)ourhood, in a manner that left me
little to wish. After breakfast, the i^ext morning I returned to Milan. The feature which
struck me most in tliis visit to an Italian nobleman, at his country seat, is the great simi-

larity of living, and of manners in different countries. There arc few circumstoiKcs in

the table, attendance, house, and mode of living, that vary from a man of similar rank

and fortune in England or France. Only French customs, however, predominate. I sup-

pose one must go for new manners to the Turks and Tartars ; for Spain itself, among
people of rank, has them not to give : and this circumsttmcc throws travellers, who re-

gister Uicir remarks, into a situation that should meet with the candour of readers : tliosc

who record faithfully, must note things that arc common, and such are not formed to

gratify curiosity. Those who deal much in adventures, so contrary to our own man-
ners as to excite surprise, must be of questionable authority; for the similarity of Euro-
pean manners, among people of rank or large fortune, can hardly be doubted : and
the difference among their inferiors is, in many cases more apparent than real. I am
much pleased with this family : the countess is a good woman, for she loves her cliil-

dren, her husband, and the country. Her husband has life, animation, quickness of
conception, and that attention to agriculture, which made me wish him for a neigh-

bour. In our return, stop at Desio, the villa of the Marquis of Cusino, which is m a

style tliat pleases me. The house is not upon too great a scale and therefore finished

and furnished : the rooms are more elegant than splendid ; and more comfortable

than shewy. There is one apartment, in encaustic painting, said to be the first execut-

ed in Italy. The second floor contiiins thirteen bed-chambers, with each a small ser-

vant's room, and light closet : and they have all such a comfortable, clemi, English
air ; and are so neat, without any finery, that, liad the floors been deal, instead of

brick, I should have thought myself in my own country. I have read travels that

would make us believe, that a clean house is not to be met with in Ita(y ; if that were
once true, things are abundantly changed. I like this villa much better than the mas-
ter does, for he is rarely here for a fortnight at a time, and that not often. The gardens

fire splendid in their kind ; lattice-frames of lemons twenty feet high, with esiialiers of

oranges, both full hung with fruit, have, to northern eyes, an uncommon eficct ; but

they arc all covered with glass in the winter. Here is a pinery, also. Dine at the vil-

lage on trout, fresh from the lake of Como, at 3 livres the pound, of twenty-eight

ounces. In the evening return to Milan, after an excursion instructive in my princi-
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pal object, and equally agreeable in the little circumstances that have power sufficient

either to gild or shade every object. Pass the house of the Marchcsa di Fagnani, who
has been much in England, and celebrated here for being the lady with whom our in-

imiuible Sterne had the recontrc at Milan, which he has described so agreeably. 35

miles.

The 9th. This day was appointed for visiting a few objects at Milan, for which Sig

nore Beecken had the goodness to desire to be my cicerone ; his chariot was ready af-

ter breakfast, and we went from sight to sight till five o'clock. Buildings and pictures

have been so often and so well described, that for modern travellers nothing is left, if

they expatiate, but to talk of themselves as much as of the objects. I shsJl note, in a

few words, the things that struck me most. I had read so much of the cathedral, and

came to it with such expectation, that its effect was nothing. There are comparative

measurements given of it with St. Paui's and St. Peter's, that seem to rank it in the

same class for magnitude : to the eye it is a child's play-thing compared to St. Paul's.

Of the innumerable statues, that of St. Laurence flayed is the ftnest. The .architec-

ture of the church of St. Fedele, by Pellegrino, is pleasing ; it contains six columns of

granite ; and there are other fme ones also in that of St. Alesandro. But I found Pa-

r/o Pini, professor of natural history, a better object tlian his church ; he has made
a great and valuable collection of fossils, and has taken the means necessary for self-in-

struction, much travel, and much experiment. At St. Celso, there are two statues of

Adam and Eve, by Lorenzi, that cannot be too much admired ; and a Madonna, by
Fontana. Here also are pictures by the two Procacinis, that will detain your steps.

The great hospital is a vast building, once the palace of the Sforzas, dukes of Milan,

and given by duke Francis for this use. It has a net revenue of a million of livres, and
and has at present above one thousand three hundred patients. At the abbey of St.

Ambrose, built in the ninth century, and which has round arches, anterior to Gothic

ones, they shewed us a MS. of Luitprandus, dated 721, and another of Lothaire, be-

fore Charlemagne. If they contained the register of their ploughs, they would have

been interesting ; but what to me are the records of gifts to convents for saving souls

that wanted probably too much cleaning for all the scrubbing brushes of the monks to

brighten ? Unquestionably the most famous production of human genius at Milan is

the last supper of Lionardo de Vinci, which should be studied by artists who understand

its merit, as it is not a picture for those who, with unlearned eyes, have only their feel-

ings to direct them. View the Ambrosian library.

The 10th. The climate of Italy, I believe, is generally in extremes ; it has rained

almost incessantly for three days past, and to day it pours. I have made a sad blunder,

I find more and more, in selling my French equipage ; for the dependence on hiring

and on the vetturini, is odious. I want to go to morrow to Lodi, &c. and have lost

much time in finding a horse and chaise ; and after all can have only a miserable thing,

at 7^ livres a day. In the evening, at the opera, Signore Beecken came to me in the

pit, and asked me if I would be introduced to one of the prettiest ladies at Milan ? Senza
dubbio. He conducted me to the box of Signora Lamberti, a young, lively, and beau-

tUul woman, who conversed with an easy and unaffected gaiety, that would make even

a fanner wish to be her cicisbeo. The office, however, is in the hands of another,

who was seated in his post of honour, in the fix)nt of the box, vis-a-vis the lady.

Refreshments ; suppers ; magnificent ridotto. Having mentioned the cicisbeo, I may
observe, that the custom seems to flourish at Milan ; few married ladies ajre without

this necessary appendix to tne state : there were to night a great number of them,

edch attending his fair. I asked an Italiui gentleman why, he was not in his post as a
j'',wi,ii'\*» 'I"-
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clcisbeo ? He replied, he was not one. How so ? If you have either business or other

pursuit, it takes too much time. They are changed at pleasure, which the ladies de-

icnd, by saying, that when an extension of privileges not proper to gpve is expected, to

part with is better than to retain them.

'I'he 11th. To Lodi, through twenty miles of such amazing exertions in irrigation,

that we can have in Iiingland no idea of it. At that town I found myself in the midst

of the world ; it was the night of terminating the opera season of the fair : this had
drawn so much company from the neighbouring towns, that the great inn of the Co-
lumbina, formed out of a monastery, was full in an hour. At night the opera house

formed a gorgeous display : we waited half an hour for the arch-duke and arch-duchess.

Tlie house was well lighted with wax ; new to me, for in common their theatres have

only darkness visible. It is small, but most elegant, new built t^ year : the decora*

tions arc neat ; but the boxes, which are fitted up by the proprictoi o, are finished with

great shew and expcnce ; as fine as glass, varnish, and gilding can make them ; and
being lighted within made a blazing figure : the company crouded and well dressed ;

diamonds sparkled in ever}' part of the house, while the expectation of pleasure, more
animated in Italian than in French or £nglish eyes, rendered the coup d'oeil equally

striking and agreeable ; the profusion of dancers, dresses, scenes, &c. made me stare,

for a little place of not more than ten or twelve thousand souls. No evening could pass

with a more animated festivity ; all the world appeared in good humour : the vibrations

of pleasurcable emotions seemed more responsive than common, for expression is one
great feature in Italian physiognomy. I have dwelt the more on this s|}ectacle, because

I consider it in a political light, as deserving some attention. Lodi is a little insignificant

place, without trade, and without manufactures. It is the part of a dominion mat nay
be said to have neither, and cut off fit)m all connection with the sea : yet there is not a

town in France or England, of double the population, that ever exhibited a theatre so

built, decorated, filled and furnished, as this of Lodi. Not all the pride and luxury of

commerce and manufactures ; not all the iron and steel ; the woollen or linen ; the silk,

glasses, pots or porcelain of such a town as Lodi, ever yet equalled this exhibition of
butter and cheese. Water, clover, cows, cheese, money, and music ! These are the

combinations, that string Italian nerves to enjoyment, and give lessons of government
to northern politicians. The evening would have been delicious to me, if I had had my
little girl with me ; I could not help picturing her by my side, supposing the expres-

sions of her pleasure, and giving an imaginary presence to her smiles, her inquiries,

and her enjoyment. In truth^ it was better adapted to her age than to mine. 20
miles. ',..^*: *";;//'"

The 12th. I had brought a letter to a Signore Mayer, lieutenant of dragoons, wlio

yesterday, when I waited on him, introduced me to the Cavaliere Don Bassiano Bona
Moma, who promised to find a person this morning for conducting me to a celebrated

dair}' of his near Lodi ; he was as good as his word, and^ by his means I was introduced

into two dairies, one oi ninety cows, and assisted in making the cheese. In the aftemobn
to Codogno, through fifteen miles of dead flat, of a singular aspect ; it is intersected by
ditches, without hedges, but a row of polla:^ poplars and v'?llows on each side. Tat
heads ofthese trojs forma woodland, as the fields are very small, and looking through

the stems, under the covert of their heads, b something like the prints I have*seen of the

Ibrests of Tasso, but without the wildness or enchantment. The inhabitants here afe

neither witches, nymphs, nor kn^hts, but cows and frogs : the music of the lattbr not

so agreeable as lust night's warblings of Senesino. In truUi tltis country is better for

these {wo animals than for tnaou Tlie whole is. a water spunge ; the ditches inniimer-
.«( /
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able ; now water, now mud ; the climate hot ; and ventilation excluded by a crowd of

aquatics. I figured sickness and disease in every quarter : and the want of scattered

habitations render's the whole silent and solitary, m spite of a considerable population,

that is concealed by the endless pollards. Willows, ditches, mud, and frogs ! these arc

features in perfect contrast to the scenes of last night ! yet they are attended by a fertility

tliat gives warbling to the throat, and quivering to the fantastic toe of beauty. At
Codogno waited on Signore Bignami, a considerable cheese-merchant. I was in luck

;

a numerous company spent the evening with liim, from whom he selected a paity well

acquainted with grass and cows ; and retiring into another apartment, they had the

goodness, with him and his son, to dedicate some time to the satisfying of my inquiries

;

and 1 should be very backward if I did Jiot observe that the free and agreeable manner
in which they did it, proves equally tlieir liberality and politeness. Codogno is a neat

little town ofabout eight thousand people. And note (for the thing is extraordinary)

an opera here too ; another new built theatre, of this year. It is not so large, or so

much decorated as that of Lodi, but the form is more pleasing and more commodious

;

it b more circular. There are apartments contiguous for the first singers and dancers,

communicatiiur with a noble inn, the albergo del teatro. 15 miles.

The 13th. This morning Signore Bignami had kindly appointed for examining one

of die principal dairies in the country, noted for making good cheese ; fortunately

tide farmer proved communicative and liberal ; conducted us to the scene of action very

readily, and directed his dairy.man to answer my inquiries. We attended the making
of a cheese, and then wdked over the farm : me farmers seem much at their ease.

Take leave of my very friendly conductors, and reach Crema, in the Venetian state.

Here also a new.built <^ra-house, and the Mara from London first singer ; they did

not appear to relish too much her altitudes of division ; yet she was considerably ap-

plauded. Great powers in singing, when much exerted in difficult passages, surprise

much more than they please. The airs that touch the heart, are what the poet calls

" lengthened sweetness long drawn out," that breathe a continuity of melody, flowing,

not broken notes. The number of theatres in this part of Italy is astonishing : two
ppieat ones at Milan ; in twenty miles, another, at Lodi ; in fifteen, one v/ay, Codogno;
m ten, another, Crema ; in ten, another, Plaisance, Sec. yet trade and manufacture are

very inconsiderable. 16 miles. '

The 14th. To Lodi, through ten miles more of the same countr ; i>ad road through
the state of Venice ; but the moment you enter the Milanese, you find an excellent one.

Return to Milan. 30 miles.

The 15th. The country continues flat, much of it watered, but without such exer-

tions as to Lodi ; all a crowded scene of willows. Vaprio, where we stopped, is a poor
place, with a dirty, miserable, wretched inn : here am I in a chamber, that sinks my
spirits as I sit and look around me ; my pen, ink, and t'\blets, are useless bcSbst me

;

I vrant them for two or three subjects that have passed across my mind in the journey,

but I can do nothing; to arran^ ten words with propriety, is an insurmountable effort*

I never in my life wrote three lines to please myself, when the circumstances around
were untoward or disagreeable ; a clean, neat apartment, a good fire, something to eat

better than paste-soup, with tMlerable wine, give a lightness to the bosom, and a fiicility

to the ideas. I have not yet read any of the Abbate Amoretti's pieces ; but if he writes

badly in that elegant apartment, and with all the circumstances of ease and luxury around
him. I shall not have so good an opinion of his head, as I think I shall always have of
his heart. This chamber of Vaprio is contrast sufficient to his in the Palazzo Cusam,

VOL. IV. y y
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I cannot write, so must nestle in this nidus of fleas and bugs, which they call a bed.

20 miles.
' The 16th. So much rain has fallen in the night, that the Adda has risen too much to

permit a carriage to reach the ferry ; we waited, therefore, four hours till the water

sunk. This is a circumstance to which a traveller is liable every day in Italy ; for the

rivers are so little under command, tliat a night's heavy rain will stop him. An impa-

tient traveller, waithig on the banks of a river for the water's flowing, might, by equal

genius, beset ofl'as well in poetry, as a patient one is represented expecting till all was

passed. The environs of the Adda here are fine ; on the side of the Vaprio, high land,

that commands the wooded vale. Arrive, at last, at Bergamo. I had a letter to Dr.

Maironi da Ponte, secretary of the academy of Bergamo, to whom I went directly. I

mounted a steep hill into the city, which is on the top of it, and searched hard for the

doctor ; after examining several streets, a lady from a window, who seemed to pity my
})erplexity (for I had been conducted to three or four streets in vain) informed me, that

he was in the country, but that if I returned in the morning, I should have a chance

of seeing him. What a black, dirty, stinking, dismal place ! I stared at some well dress-

ed people I met, wondering what they had lo do here ; thanking my stars that I was not

an inhabitant of Bergamo; foolishly enough, as if it were the brick and mortar of a

place that give felicity, and not the coimections formed from infancy^ and matured by
habit. 12 miles.

The 17th. Mount the hill again, in seanh for Signore Maironi ; and hearing he has

a brother, to find him, should I fail. I repaired to the street where the lady gave me
information the night before ; she was luckily at her window, but the intelligence cross

to my wishes, for both the brothers were in the country ; I need not go to the door, she

said, for there were no servants in the house. The dusk of the evening in this dark

town had last night veiled the fair incognita, but looking a second time now, I found her

extremely pretty, with a pair ofeyes that shone in unison with something better than a

street of Bergamo. She asked me kindly after my business, Spero che non e un gnm
mancemento? words of no import, but uttered with a sweetness of voice that rendered

the poorest monosyllable interesting. I told her, that the bosom must be cold, from
which her presence did not banish all feeling of disappointment. It was impossible not

to say something a little beyond common thanks. She bowed in return ; and I thought

I read in her expressive eyes, that I had not offended ; I was encouraged to ask the fa-

vour of Signore Maironi's address in the country ; Con gran piacere ve lo daro. I took

a card from my pocket ; but her window wus rather too high to hand it. I looked at

the door : Forzi e aperta. Credo che si, she replied. If the reader be an electrician,

and have flown a kite in a thunder-storm, he will know, that when the atmosphere around
him becomes highly electric, and his danger increases, if he do not quickly remove,

there is a cobweb sensation in the air, as ifhe was inclosed in an invisible net of the fil-

miest gossimer. My atmosphere, at this moment, had some resemblance to it : I had
taken two steps to the door, when a gentleman passing, opened it before me, and stood

upon the threshold. It was the lady's husband ; she was in the passage behind, and I

was in the street before him, she said, Eccoun Signore Ingleseche habisognod'una

direzione a Sig. Maironi. The husband answered politelly, that lie would give it, and,

taking paper and pencil from his pocket, wrote and gave it me. Nothing was ever done

so concisely : I looked at him askance, and diought him one of the ugliest fellows I

had ever seen. An ill-natured by-stander would have said, that his presence prevented

a farming from becoming a sentimental traveller. Certain it is, one now and thenmeets
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with terrible eyes in Italy; in the north of Europe they have attractive powers; licro

they have everj- sort of power ; the sphere of the activity of an eye beam is enlarged,

and he who travels as I do for the plough, must take care, as I shall in future, to keep out

of the reach of it. From the ramparts of the town, below the house of the count d(

Brembate, there is a prospect of fertile land, hardly to be equalled. In front, to the

south, a range of Appenines rises above the fog, that hangs over a part of the plain.

To the west, an immense curve of the Alps, that bound the Milanese and Piedmont

;

their heads uninterruptedly in snow, form one of the finest mountain barriers to be

imagined. To the east, the view an unbroken, unlimited level. This vast plain, at one's

feet, seems a level wood, with towns, churches, towers, and houses. Near Bergamo, thi.-

angle of vision permits the fields to be seen, and therefore more picturesque. Similar

features must give similar prospects, this resembles that of the Supcrga. It is as hot

to-day, and every day of sun-shine, as in England in June.

The 18th. Yesterday I agreed with a vetturino, to take me this morning, at six o'clock,

to Brescia ; but not being perfectly well, I insisted that he should not come for mc
without his vettura, nor before the time. The rascal knocked me up at five, and then

without the carriage : it was only four steps, he said, and wanted to hurry away my
trunk. I begin to know them, and therefore steadily refused to stir : after much vain

persuasion, away they went, and in three quarters of an hour returned. The fellow

drove me a full mile and half, on the road to Brescia, to an inn, where there was ano-

ther vetturino, to whom he had sold me ; and there I found myself, packed with three

other persons, in the worst place ; to the contrary of all which the scoundrel had signed

an agt^ement. My expresuons of anger only got me laughed at. The world has not

such a set of villains as these vetturini. I have read guides and directories, and travels,

that speak of this way ofjourneying as passable : if not good, very bearable ; but they

must be very partial, or very careless, if they mention them without indignation. Their
carriages are wretched, open, crazy, jolting, dirty dung carts ; and as to their horses, I

thought, till I saw them, that the Irish garrans had no rivals on the globe ; but the ca-

valli de vetturini convinced me of the error. My company were two merchant-like

people, and a young man going to the university of Padua ; the two first repeating pray-

ers, and counting beads. How the country came to be well iirigated, is a question ?

Pater-nosters will neither dig canals, nor make cheese. 32 miles.

The 19th. I had letters for Signore Pilati, secretary to the Society of Agriculture ;

he was in the country at his brother's farm, whither I went with pleasure ; he was to

introduce me to count Comiano, the president, but he is absent, twenty miles out of
my road. In the evening to the opera ; the house large, but ugly : the Avara, badly
acted ; and the taste of the audience (the pit, not the boxes, shew a nation) still worse.

Puns, conceits, distortions, and exaggerated action, gained great applause. A child,

telling his name, of ten or a dozen hard syllables, and an exaggerated mimicry of atr

tempting to.repeat them, were encored more violently than the finest airs would have
been. This depravity of national taste is amazing, amongst a people that have produced
such proofs of genius in almost every walk of life.

The 20th. After a repetition ofthe old plagues, to find a vetturino for Verona, agree
at last at the extravagant price of 33 lire. Depart, after dinner, with a young woman
and a boy of eight or nine years old. She had not two ideas beyond her snuff-box, and
a crucifix. I mve no opinion of Venetian police, from the villainous roads through all

their territory ; they consist every where of great stones, broken pavements, or mud.
' The count^T^ 19 not near so rich as the Milanese, but all thickly inclosed with hedges,

; and incumbered, to use professor Symonds's just expression, withfull of mulberries

y y 2
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pollards for training vines. Reach Dosenzano in the dark. What my religious com-
panion did with herself, I know not ; I supped alone, thanking God she had not the eyes

of the Bergamasque fair. In the night, 1 thought the noise of water was different from

that of a stream, and opening the windows in the morning, found it the waves of a fine

lake. The Lago di Garda ^vus out of my recollection. 15 miles.

The 21st. Coast tlic lake, with good views of it for several miles. From Brescia to

Verona, but espcciallv to Dcscnzano, I believe there are fifty crosses by the side of the

road for deaths. Wnoi a person is murdered they set up a cross for the good of his

soul. They liad better institute a ix>licc for that of his body. What a scandal to a
government are such proofs of their negligence ! yet that of Venice is called a wise one.

Impassable roads, towns unlighted, and a full harvest of assassinations ; with men count-

ing their beads, and women crossing themselves, are the chief signs of wisdom I have

yet seen. Arrive at Verona in time to deliver a letter to Signore Cagniola, astronomer

and secretary of the Agrarian Society : this must be a pretty institution, a society of

farmers, with an astronomer for their secretary. He introduced me at the cofiee>house

of the Piazza to some lovers ofagriculture ; and made an appointment with the president

of fhe society for to-morrow. 25 miles.

The 22d. Ill luck : the president is obliged to go into the country ; and he thinks

me, I suppose^ like Italian theorists, tied to a town. Signore Cagniola directed his ser-

vant to shew me to the house of Signore Michael Angelo Locatelli, to whom he had
named the object of myjourney last night. I found this gentleman, who is engaged in

commerce, but who has two farms in his hand<;, ready to converse with me on Uie sub-

jest of my inquiries ; of Signore Cagniola, I saw or heard no more. I felt myself un-

comfortable at Verona, till I had seen the amphitheatre, which b in truth a noble remain

of antiquity, solid and magnificent enough yet to last perhaps some thousands of years

;

that of Nismes, cluttered up with houses, must not be named with this. As I stood on
the verge of this noble building, I could not but contempkite in idea, the innumerable

crowds of people who had be<in spectators of the scenes exhibited in it : the reflection

was attended with what is to me a melancholy impression; the utter oblivion in which
such hosts are now lost ! time has swept their memories from the earth ; has left them
no traces in the records of mankind ; yet here were wit and beauty, wealth and power;

the vibrations ofhope and fear; the agitations of exertion and enteiprize ; all buried in

the silence of seventeen hundred years ! I read the works of so few poets, that I know
uot if the idea of such oblivion have been to them as melancholy as it is to me ; if so,

they have doubtless given energy to the sentiment, by the force and beauty of their ex-

pressions.

The 23d. This morning I took a cicerone to attend me to view churches and palaces,

aH uncomfortable method, but when a traveller has one principal pursuit, such secondary

objects must give ^vay. The great fault here, as every where else, is being carried to

too many things. Nothing strikes more at Verona than the wcMrks of an architect, whose
name is little known in England, San. Michael Michieli ; they are of distinguished me-
rit, and must please every eye. The chapel of the Pellegrini family, in the Bemardine
church, and the rotunda of St. Georgio, are beautiful edifices. There is something

singular in the Palazzo Bevilaqua, an idea which might have been copied with more
success, than many others that liave been repeated often. The Palazzo di Consigtlo is

simple and elegant, and presents one of the most pleasing examples of on arcade, for a
street or smiare. The theatre is large, but nothing after Milan. My expenccsat Bres-

dttti and at Verona are, dinner 3 pauls, supper 2, cfaunber 2 ; which at 5d. English^ai^

2s. 1 id. a-day ; and as I have rooms not at all bkd, good beds, and am iA treli served

ut the meals as I require, it is remarkably cheap.
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The 24th. The country to Viceiua is ail flat, and mostly of i> singular face ; rows

of elm and maple pollards, with vines trained up, and from tree to tree ; between the

rows arable. This system is not disagreeable tiU it grows tedious to the eye. 32
miles.

The 25th. Wait on count Ticne, to whom I had a recommendation ; he opened

the letter, but found it was to another count Tiene, who lived in the country, near Vi-

cenza ; reading in it, however, some expressions of commendation, which friends

are apt to use in such letters, he with great ease and politeness, as he returned me the

paper, offered me any assistance in his power :
" Yours, Sir, is an errand that ought to

recommend you to lul mankind ; and ifyou find the least difficulties with others, 1 beg
you will return to this house," which is one of the Palazzi di Palladio. I waited then

on the Abbate Pierropon, professor of physics and mathematics. He had the direction,

for some years, of the oeconomical garden, given by the state for experiments in agri>

culture, now in the hands of the Agrarian Academy : he received me with great polite-

ness : and not only expressed every wish to assist me, but entered immediately on the

business, by proposing & walk to call on the count de Boning, president of that academy ^

in our way to the garden. I have a poor opinion of all these establishments on a small

scale ; in any hands they are not calculated to do much ; and in hands not truly prac-

tical, they are calculated to do nothing. The count de Boning, fincUng that I wish-

ed to converse with some real common farmers, appointed the afternoon for going into

the country, about three miles, to a form of his, where I should find an intelligent per-

son : he then took his leave for the present, and Signore Pierropan and myself pro-

ceeded to the villa ofcount de Tiene ; aahe was absent for an hour only, we employed
that time in walking a little further, to view the celebrated rotunda of Palladio, belonging

to count Capre, one of the three greatest works of that great genius they possess

at Vicenza. It is of a beautiful mean, between decoration and simplicity, the dis"

tiibution seems a new and original thought, much more adapted, however, to Italy than

to £nfl^d ; for, in the space uf one hundred Vicentine feet, we might, relatively to

our climate and manners, have a house far exceeding it. I am concerned to see so de-

licious a morsel suffered to go much to decay ; the plaster on the brick columns is

wearing off, and other neglect visible. The beauty of the environs of Vicenza exceeds
any thing I have seen in Italy, viewed from the hill on which these houses, and the

church, Santa Maria del Monte, are situated ; the city in the rich plain, and the hills

spread with white buildings, crowned by the Alps, are fine. The count de Tiene,
with the assistance of another nobleman, of more expeiience, who happened to be pre>-

sent, gave me some information, relative to the part of the Vicentine, in which their es-

tates are situated. Quitting him, I bemed the Abbate Pierropan to favour me with
hiscompany at dinner, by which means I had the benefit of his conversation so much
longer on the favourite topic. The Abbate de Traico, vice-president of the academy,
joined us. Afler diimer, according to appointment, to the count de Boning, whose
coach was ready, and carried us to the farm. Fortunately the farmer, a sensible

and intelligent man, was ready to answer all such inquiries as I put to him. At
night, we returned to the city, after a rich day, that pays for the trouble of tra-

velling.

The 26th. My frieridly abbate, continuing his obliging offices, had the goodness to

accompany me thb mormng to a very famous wodlen fabric, at present under the

direction of an Englbhmen ; and to a magazine of earthen-ware, in imitation of Mr.
Wedgwood. It b surely a triumph of the arts in England, to see in Italy Etruscan
Sotrra copied from English models. It is a better imitation than many I have seen in
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France. View the Olympic thcatix: of Palladio, which pleases all the world ; nothing

can be more beautiful than the form, or more elegant than the colonnade that surrounds

it. Of all his works here, I like the Palazzo Barbarana least. I am sorr}' to see, that

most of Palludio's edifices are of bricks stuccoed, except the Palazzo Ragione, which
is of durable stone ; and that there is hardly one of them which is not out of repair.

The roof of the Palazzo di Ragione, which must oflfend every eye, is not of Palladio;

only the case of arcades tliat surround the building, which is one vast room of two
hundred feet by eighty, utcd for the courts of justice, and also as a common jakes by
the mob, and dreadfully garnished. A pretty use to which to apply an edifice of Pal-

ladio. The brick columns of this great architect arc of the finest work I ever saw

;

and some of the stucco but now failing, after two hundred years. At Verona and Vi-
cenza, there are very few new houses, and no si|;ns, that I could see, of the wealth and
prosperity of the present age. There are exceptions, but they are few. A silk mer-
chant here has built a good house ; and Signora Cordelina, an advocate at Venice, a
large and handsome one, thiit cost 100,000 ducats, without being finished : he made
his fortune by pleading.

The 27th. To Padua. The country, which has been called a ^irden by travellers,

not at all better cultivated than before, but deeper and richer. The same flat, line4

into rows of pollards and vines in the same manner; very little irrigation, except some
rice. Waited on Signore Arduino, experimenter in agriculture, on a farm, or rather

a garden of twelve acres, given by the state. I had heard much of this oeconomical

garden, and of the great number of useful experiments made in it ; so much, indeed,

that it weighed considerably with me in the arrangement of my journey ; Venice was
no object ; and I could not, if I took Padua, have time for the Pontine marshes and
Rome, which, by the direct road, I could have reached from Milan ; but an experi.

mental farm, the first I was assured in Europe, and which had thrown light on various

important inquiries, was an object which I ought, as a farming traveller, to prefer to any
city, and I determined accordingly. Signore Arduino received me politely, and ap-

pointed to-morrow for that gratification. At night to the opera, the Due Baroni, of
Cimarosa, whose music to me has always something original and pleasing ; but though
the parts were not ill performed, and the orchestra powerful, yet the house being alniost

empty, and those in it wearing such a shabby appearance, and all the musicians so dirty

and undressed, that I felt here, what I have often done before, that half the charms of a
theatre depend on tlie audience ; one must be in good humour ; a certain exhilaration

must be springing in the bosom ; williingness to enjoy must be expanded into enjoy-

ment by the sympathy of surrounding objects. Pleasure is caught from eyes that sparkle

with the expectation of being pleased. Empty boxes, and a dirty pit, with a theatre

but half lighted, made the music, with all its gaiety, sombre ; I left Gulielmi*s Pasto-

rella nobile, for the silence ofmy chamber. 21 mUes.
The 28th. In the morning, viewing buildings, of which some are worth the trouble

:

then to deliver letters, but I was not fortunate in finding Messieurs the professors at

home : Signore Arduino was so by appointment, and shewed me the experimental farm,

us it ought to be called, for he is professor of practical agriculture in this celebrated

university. I will enter into no detail of what I saw here. I made my bow to the

professor ; and only thought, that his experiments were hardly worth giving up the

capital of the world. If I keep my resolution, this shall be the last oeconomical garden
that I will ever go near. Among the buildings I viewed to-day, I was much struck

with the church Sunta Justina : though built in no perfect style, it has, on entering,

an effect unusually imposing. It is clean, and well kept ; tlie pavement a very fine

*'.} .;J iti>. ^\ <'!> t.'i; t
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on<-, of marble, and the magnitude being considerable, forms, on the wholr, a splcn

did coupd'oeil. That of St. Antliony is little, on comparison, and made less by multi-

plied divisions and numerous decorations. Numbers were on their knees before the

sainted shrine, to which millions have resorted. Here mingled faith, folly and enthusi-

asm, ha\e sought consolation, and found more than they merited. The Palazzo di

Consiglio, which we should call the town-hall, is one of the greatest, if not the greatest

room m Europe. It is three hundred feet long, and one hundred broad ; it docs not

\runt the excrementitious garniture of that of Vicenza.

The 29th. Waited, by appointment, on Signorc Carbury, professor of chemistry ;

a lively pleasing man, with whom I >vished to converse a little on the application of his

science to agriculture ; but that was not easy. Politics came across him, in which I

happened to mention the extraordinary prosperity of England since the American war

;

and he took die clue, and conducted it through such a labyrinth of admirals, generals,

red-hot balls, and floating batteries : Rodney, Elliot, Necker, ai\d Catharine, with

Lord knows what besides, that I thought he meant to make a tour as great as Mr.
Wraxall's. He however gave me a note to the celebrated astronomer, Signore Tnaldo,

to whom I wanted an introduction, and whose observatory I viewed. He assured me,
that he continues firmly of the same opinion, of which he has always been, relative to

the influence ofthe moon on our seasons, and the imijortance of attending to the lunar

period of eighteen years. I begged the titles of his memoirs, as I had yet procured

only his Meteorologiaapplicata all' Agricoltura ; he said the others were difficult to find,

but he would give me them. For this generous offer, I expressed my warmest thanks,

and readily accepted it. On descending into his library, he presented me with the sup-

plement to what I had ; and also his tract, Delia Vera Influenza, 8cc. After some other

conversation, he told me, the price was 8 lire, and the supplement, 30 soldi. I was at

a loss to know what he meant, by telling me the price of his book ; for, to offer him
money, would, I feared, affront him. After some minutes, he again reminded me, that

the price was 9^ lire : on which I took out my purse. The Vera Influenza, he said,

was only six lire ; but being scarce, he must have eight for it, which, with 30s. for the

other, made 9* livres. I paid him, and took my leave. There was not the least rea-

son to expect Signore Toaldoto make me, an utter stranger, a present of a farthing;

but his manner made me smile. I had left a letter yesterday at the house of the Abbite
Fortis, well known in England by his travels in Dalmatia ; to-day I received a visit from

him. He has that liveliness and vivacity which distinguish his nation ; was polite in his

offers of service, and entered into conversation concerning the vines of his countrj'. He
travelled, many years ago, with lord Bristol and professor Symonds ; and I was glad to

find, that he spoke as handsomely of them both, as I have heard them both mention him.

This is the third evening I have spent by myself at Padua, with five letters to it ; I

do not even hint any reproach in this ; they are wise, and I do truly commend their

good sense : I condemn nobody but myself, who have, for fifteen or twenty years past

whenever a foreigner brings me a letter, which some hundreds have done, given him
an English welcome, for as many days as he would favour me with his company, and

sought no other p'easure but to make my house agreeable. Why I make this minute

at radua, I know not ; for it has not been peculiar to that place, but to seven-eighths of

all I have been at in Italy. I have mistaken the matter through life abundantly, and

find that foreigners understand this point incomparably better than we do. I am, how-

ever, afraid that. I shall not learn enough of them to adopt their customs, but continue

those of our own nation.

The 30th. I had been so sick of vetturini, that I was glad to find there was a co.

vered passage boat that goes regularly to Venice ; I did not expect much from it, and
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therefore was not di^ppointcd to find a jumble of all sorts of people ; except those of

fortune. There were churchmen, two or three officers, ond some others, better dressed

than I should have looked for, for in Ital^ people are obliged to be oeconomicol. At
Dolo, the half ^vay place, I formed, for dmner a little party, of two Abbati, an officer,

and a pretty Venetian girl, who was lively and sensible. We dined by ourselves, virith

great good humour. Af^er leaving Fusina, there is from the banks of the canal (I

wiUked much of the journey) at the distance of four miles, a beautiful view of the city.

On entering the Adriatic, a party of us quitted the bark, and to save time, hired a

large boat, which conveyed us to this equally celebrated and singular place ; it was
nearly dark when we entered the grand canal. My attention was alive, all expectancy:

there was light enough to shew the objects around me to be among the most interesting

I had ever seen, and they struck me more than the first entrance of any other place I

liad been at. To Signorc Petrillo*s inn. My companions, before the gondola came to

the steps, told me, that as soon as Petrillo found me to be a Signore Inglesi, there would
be three torches lighted to receive me : it was just so : I was not too much flattered at

these three torches, which struck me at once as three pick-pockets, I waa conducted

to an apartment that looked upon the grand canal, so neat, and every thing in it so

clean and good, that I almost thought myself in England. To the opera. A Venetiui

audience, a Paduan, Milanese, Turinese, 8cc. exactly shnilar for dancing. What with

the stupid length of the ballets, the importance given to them, and the almost exclu-

sive applause uiey demand, the Italian opera is become much more a school o/ dancing

than of music. I cannot forgave this, for of forty dances, and four hundred pasaa^s,

there are not four worth a farthing. It is distorted motion, and exaggerated agilitv

;

if a dancer places his head in the position his heels should be in, without touching the

ground ; if he can light on his toes, afler twirling himself in the air ; if he can extend
his legs, so as to make the breadth of his figure greater than the length ; or contract

them to his body, so as to seem to have no leg^ at all ; he is sure to receive such ap-

plause, so many bravos, and bravissimos, as the most exquisite airs that ever were com-
posed would fail to attract. The balhirine, or female dancers, have the same fury of

motion, the same energy of distortion, the same tempest of agility. Dances ofsuch ex-

quisite elegance, as to allure attention, by voluptuous ease, rather thai^ strike it by pain-

ftii exertion, are more difficult, and demand greater talents : in this superior walk, the

Italians, where I have been, are deficient. 24 miles.

The 31st. Mv first business vras to agree with a gondolier, who is to attend me for

6 paoli a day. I'his species of boat, as all ^e world knows, is one of the most agree-

able things to be found at Venice ; at a trifling expence, it equals the convenience of a
coach and a pair of horses in any other city. I rowed out to deliver letters. Venice is

empty at present, almost every body being in the country ; but I met with Signore

Giovanne Arduino, superintendant of agriculture throughout the Venetian dominions,

who has a considerable reputation, for the attention he has given to this object, and for

some publications on it. It may be supposed, from his residence in thb city, that he is

not himselfa practical husbandman. Spent a few hours among palaces^ churches, and
paintings. Every where in Itady, the number of these is too great to dwell on. I shall

only note, that the picture which made the greatest impression on me, was the family of
Darius at the feet of Alexander, by Paul Veronese. The expression of the moment is

admirably caught ; the story well told ; the grouping skilful ; the cdouring mellow
and brilliant ; the whole nature ; all is alive ; the figures speak ; you hear me words
on their lips ; a calm dignity is admirably mixed with the emotions of the moment.
Here was a subject worthy ofemploying a genius. It is in the Pakzzo Pisaiu. Titian's

presentation in the Temple, in uie Scuola della Carita, pleased me greatly. Hb be.
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witching pencil has f|;ivcn such life and lustre to some fijii^ircs in this piece, that t\\a e^'c

is not soon sntisficd with viewing it. Tlic Dole's place contains such u profusion ol'

noble works by Tiziano. Tintoretto, Puolo Veronese, Uasstum, and Puhnu, as to forni

a school for artists to study in. Cochin, in his Voyage d'ltiilic, has given tlic particu-

lars, wid) criticisms that liavc less ofTended the Italians, than niosl other works of a

similar kind. The brazen horses, given to Nero by Tiridates, carticd to Constantinople

by Constantine, and brought thence by the Venetians, when they took that city, arc

admirable : pity they arc not nearer to the eye. The mouths of the lions, not less cele-

brated than Venice itself, arc still in existence ; I hope regarded with detestation b\

every man that views them. There is but one accusation tluit ought to enter t'.tem';

the voice of the people against tlic government of the state. In the evening at the

theatre (a tragedy) I waa agreeably disappointed, to find that the Italians have some-
thing besides nariequin and punchmello.

ni November 1. Tne chea[)ne88 of Italy is icmarkablc, and puzzles ine nut a little to

account for ; vet it is a point of too much importance to be neglected. I have, ai

Petrillo's, a clean good room, that looks on the grand canal, and to the Hialto, which^

by the way, is a fine arch, but an ugly bridge ; an excellent bed, wiUt a neat furniture,

very rare in Italian inns, for the bedstead is usually four forms, like trussles, set toge-

ther ; fine sheets, which I have not met with before in this country ; and my dinner

and supper provided at the old price of 8 paoli a day, or 3s. 4d. including the cham-
ber. I am very well served at dinner with many and good dishes, and some of them
solids ; two bottles of wine, neither good nor bad, but certainly cheap ; for though
thev see I drink scarcely halfof it in my negus at supper, yet a bottle is brought every-

nignt. I have been assured, by two or three persons, that the price at Venice, a la mer-
cantile, is only 4 to 6 paoli ; but I suf^xMe they serve a foreigner better. To these

8 paoli, I add 6 more for a gondola ; breakfast 10 soldi ; if I go to the opera, it adds
3 paoli ; thus, for 7s. 3d. a day, a man lives at Venice, keeps his servant, his coach,

and goes every night to a public entertainment. To dine well at a Loi^don cofiee-

house, with a pint of bad port, and a very poor desert, costs as much as the whole day
here. There is no question but a man may live better at Venice for 1001. a year, than

at London for 500 ; and yet the difierence of the price of the common necessaries of

life, such as bread, meat, &c. is trifiing. Several causes contribute to this effect at Ve-
nice ; its situation on the Adriatic, at the ver)' extremity of civilized Kurope, in the

vicinity of many poor countries ; the use of gondolas, instead of horses, is an article

perhaps of equal importance. But the manners ofthe inhabitants, the modes of living,

And the very moderate incomes of the mass of the people, have perhaps more weight
than either of those causes. Luxury here takes a turn much more towards enjoy-

ment, than comsumption ; the sobriefy of the people does much, the nature of their

food more; pastesi macaroni, and vegetables are much easier provided than b^and
mutton. Cookery, as in France, enables them to spread a table for half the expence of

an English one. If cheapness of living, spectacles, and pretty women, are a naaa's

objects in fixing his residence, let him live at Venice : for myself, I tlunk I Would
not be an inhabitant to be D(^, with the power of the Grand Turk. Brick and stone,

and sky and water, and not a field or a bush even ibr fancy to pluck a rose from!
My heart cannot expand in such a place : an admirable monument of human industiQr,

but i>ot a tbeailfe for the feelings of a fiirmer ! Give me the fields, and let othera take

tl^e tide of human life, at Channg-cross and Flee^ditch.* Called again on Signon;^

/«.' V fr,>M o\^ *9««M.r'iBvM'€U'»«gre<^IeLUeof Dr. Jobnvon.. ',^-:t\>'iii:- ^.•v i -f
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Arduino; i<)ii\ci>>c .m the state of nfi;riciilture in Italy, ii» the cauMs which hinc

(onlrihutetl to necelcrate or retard it: and from him to n c onsicrvatorio ut trie Os-

pnltetiO. Or. Burney, in hiit plcui>in^' and elegant tour, huH given an accuuiit ul

them.

The 2d. .\ tonr nmonjy Chiese, Sciiole, Palazzi ; hut there is such un nhnnduncr

of buildings and collections to >\liich hooks send oiu', that nuich time in al\va\s lost.

The only travellf-r's guide that \\ou Id be worth a furthing, would l)c a little b(K)k that

gave a catalogue of tne Ixst articles to be seen in every town, in the order of merit.

So that if n man in passing have but one hour, he um>s it in seeing the best object the

place eotUuiiis ; if he hu\ e three days, he takes the bent the three duys will give him ;

iii>'* if he stay thrce months he may fdl it with the like gradation ; and what is of

equal conse(|uence, he may stop when he pleases and sec no more ; confident, as farns

he hiiH extended his view, tluit he has seen the objects that will pay him best for his

attention. There is no such book, and so much the worse for tiuvelkrs. In the libnir}'

of St. Mark among the antiques, arc Commodus, Augustus, and Adrian ; and more
particularly to be noted, n fallen gladiator : a singular and whimsical Ledu, by Coec-

inuM. In the I'alozzo Uarbarigo, the Venus and the Magdalen of Titian, are beautiful,

though tluy have lost much ol their glowing warmth by time. Two Rembrandts in

the Palazzo Farsetti. A Holy Family, by Andrea del Sarto. Titian's portrait, by
himsc*lf. I iinishcd by going up St. Mark's tower, which is high enough to command
a distinct view of all the islands on which Venice is built, and a great range of coast

and mountains. The country seems every where a wood. Nothmg rivals the view
of the city and the isles. It is the most beautiful, and by far the most singular that I

have seen. The breadth of the Giudecca canal, spread with ships and boats, and
walled by many noble buildings, with the isles distinct from Venice, of which the eye
take in four-and twenty, form, upon the whole, a coup d'oeil, that exceeds probably
I very ihing Uie world has to exhibit. The city, in general, lias some beautiful fea-

tures, but docs not ecjual the idea I had formed of it, from the pictures of Canuletti.

A i)oor old Gothic house mukcs a fme figure on canvas. The irregularity of front is

greater perhaps than in any other city of equjU importance ; no where pitjserved for

three houses together. You have a palace of three magnificent stories, and near it a

hovel of one. Hence, there is not that species of magnificence which results from
imiformity ; or from an uninterrupted succession of considerable edifices. As to streets,

properly so called, there is nothing similar to dicm in the world ; twelve feet is a broad
one J I measured the breadth of many that were only four and five. The greater part

of the canals, which are here proj^crly the streets, arc so narrow, as to take off much
from the beauty of the buildings that are upon them. St. Mark's place has been call-

ed the finest square in Europe, which is a fine exaggeration. It appears large, because
every other space is small. The buildings, however, that surroimd it lux: some of them
fine ; but they arc more interesting than beautiful. This spot is the immediate seat

and heart of one of the most celebrated republics that has existed. St. Mark's church,
the Doge's palace, the librar)', the Doge himself, the nobles, the famous casinos, the

cofTee-houses : thus St Mark's square is the seat of government, of politic^, and of
. intrigue. What Venice offers of power and pleasure, may be sought here ; and you
can use your legs commodiously no where else. Venice shines in churches, palaces,

and one fine square ; and the beauty of the large canals is great. Wliat she wants ait:

good common houses, that mark the wealth and ease of the people ; instead of which,

the major part are Gothic, that seem almost as old as the republic. Of mode t> '^ ;uses

there are few, and of new ones fewer ; a sure proof that the state is not flourishiuij, T-'Utc
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it, however, on (\\c wholo, nnd it is n most noble city ; rcrlJiinly tli« ni'>st ^irl;l;lll.lr to Ix

met with in the world. 'I'he eiiual oi' the (/uuleceu, and the (rrand ciiiiul, are nnrivullcd

in txruuty and nuiffnificcnce. Four )^x*tit nrehiti etn huvc eontrihnted their tah itt.t tor the

line buildings to be met with here; Palladio, St. Mieluli, .Sat.sovino, and Scanio/./.i.

The chureh of St. (leorgio Nfa^^iore, by the fir*4t, is of a noble simplicity ; and itiut

of St. Maria dellu Saluta, by St. Mieheli, han parts of a(linira!)le luauty: lu' seem*
alwayti happy in hist domes ; and the portal oi' this eluireh is truly elegant. If a genius

were to arise at pa'sent at Veniee, as great as I'alhulio, how would he find employ

ment? The taste of building ehurches is (»ver: tl"* rich nobles have other ways of

hucnding their incomes. Great edifiees are usually raised by newly aeciuiretl fortuius.

there uix: now either none, or too ineonsiderable todeeorate the eity. In l''.ngland, all

animated vigour of exertion is antong individuals, who aim nuieh more at conifoti

within, than magnificence withoui . and for want of public soirit and police, anew cit)

has arisen at London, built of bakii) mud and ashes, rather than bricks; without syni.

metry, or l)cautv, or duration; bu^ distinguished by its cleanness, convenience, and
arrangement. At u prova, or rehearsal of a new opera, II Uurberu Ix'nefico, by Martini

of Vienna, much to my ent'jrtainment.

The 3d. To the arsenal, in which there is very little indeed worth the trouble of

viewing; travellers I;ave given strange exaggerations of it ; the numlx;r of ships, fri-

gates, luid (j^lies is inconsiderable ; and I came out of this famous arsenal, with a much
meaner opmion of the Venetian naval force, tluui 1 had entered it. Yet they sa\

there are three thousand men constantly employed : if there are half the numIxT,
what arc they about? The armoury is well arranged, clean, and in good order.

The famous bucenf^ur is a heavy, ill built, ugly gilded monster, with none of ll'at

light airy elegance which u decorated yacht has. A thing made for pleasure only,

should have at least an agreeable physiognomy. I know nothing of the ceremony ho
good as Shenstone's stanza, comparing the vanity of tlii' Doge's splendour on tliat da)

,

with the real enjoyment which a hermit on her shore has of his ducal cara snosa. The
ships in this arsenal, even of eighty-eight guns, are built under cover ; and this is not

so great an exiK'nce as might be thought; the buildings are only two thick brick walls,

with a very light roof : but the expenee is probably much more than saved in the du-
ration of the snip. I nioimted by {h\t dcalfolds, and entered one of eighty-eight guns,

that has been twenty-five years building, and is not above four-fifths finished at present.

At the opera. The sex of Venice are undoubtedly of a distinguished beauty ; their

complexions are delicate, and, for want of rouge, the French think them pale ; but it is

not person, nor complexion, nor features, that are the characteristic ; it is expression, and
physiognomy ; you recognize great sweetness of disposition, without that insipidity

which IS sometimes met with it ; charms that carry a magic ^vith them, formed tor sen-

sibility more than admiration ; to make heiu'ts feel much more than tongues speak. They
must be generally beautiful here, or they would be hideous from their dress ; the com-
mon one, at present, is a long cloth cloiik, and a man's cocked hat. The round hat

in England is rendered feminine by feathers and ribbons ; but here, when the petti-

coats are concealed, you look a^ain at a figure before you recognise the sex. The
head dresses 1 saw at Milan, Lodi, 8ic. shew the taste and fancy of this people. It is

indeed their region ; their productions in all the fine and elegant arts liave shewn a
fertility, a faciUty of invention, that surpasses every other nation ; and if a reason be
sought, for the want of energy of character with which the modem Italians have been
reproached ([xirhaps unjusUy) we may possibly find it in this exquisite biste; perhaps

inconsistent in the same characters with tliose rouglier and more rugged feelings, that

z 2 2
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result from tension, not la: ty, of fibre. An exquisite sensibility has given them the

empire of painting, sculpture, architecture, poetry, and music ; whether or not to this

it may be imputed that their l)eautiful country lias been left under the dominion of

Germans, Frenchmen, and Spaniards, is a question not difficult to decide.

The 4th. I am in double luck ; two persons, to whom I had letters, arc returned

from the country. I waited upon one of them who received me in a very friendly

manner, and entered into a conversation with me interesting, because on subjects of

importance. I explained to him the object of my travels ; and lold him that I resided

a few days in great cities, for the advantage of conversation on those topics of political

ceconomy, which concerned the general welfare of all nations. He told me very

frankly that he was no farmer, and therefore- for the practical part of my inquiries could

not say much : that as to the other objects, which were witliout doubt important, he

would give me any information in his power. I said, that I wished for none on points

which the nature of the government made improper to ask about ; and if inadvertently

I should demand any thing of that complexion, he would have the goodness to pardon

and pass it by. He interrupted me hastily, " foreigners are strangely apt to entertain

false ideas of this republic ; and to think that the same principles govern it at present as

Are supposed to have been its guidance some ceaturies past. In all probabihty half of

what you have heard about it is erroneous ; you may converse as freely at Venice as at

London ; and the state is wise enough (for in such cases it is really very moderate and
tender) to concern itself not at all with what does not tend directly to injure or disturb

the established order of things. Yuu have heard much of spies, and executions, and
drownings, 8cc. but, believe me, there is not one circumstance at Venice that is not

changed, and greatly too, even in twenty years." Encouraged by this declaration, I

ventured to put inquiries on population, revenues, taxes, liberty, &c. and on the

government as influencing these ; and it gave me no slight satisfaction to find that he was
the man he had been represented ; able, keen, and intelligent ; who had seen much of

the world, and understood those topics perfecUy. He was so obliging as to ask me to

spend what time I could with him ; said, that for some days he mould be constantly

at home ; and whenever it suited me to come, he desired me to do it without ceremony.

I was not equally fortunate with the other person ; who seemed so little disposed to enter

into conversation on any subject but trifles, that I presently saw he was not a man for me
to be much the wiser for : in all political topics it was easy to suppose motives for si-

lence ; but relatively to points of agriculture, or rather the produce of estates, &c. per-

haps his ignorance was the real cause of his reserve. In regard to cicisbeism, he was
ready enough to chat ; he said that foreigners were very illiberal in supposing that the

custom was a mere cloak for vice and licentiousness ; on the contrary, he contended, that

at Paris, a city he knew well, there is just as much freedom of manners as at Venice.
He said as much for the custom as it will bear ; mollifying the features of the practice,

but not removing them. We may however hope, that the ladies do not merit the
scandal with which foreigners have loaded them ; and tliat the beauty of some of them b
joined with what Petrarch thought it so great an enemy to : .< .,• n »» . ^'-^ hjt-%i ,»s( «mi

..;.-. ./^
Due gran nemichemwemeeranoaggiunte

. , ,,.,,..^,, ;,^, ,4,,^ v^J
. ' Bellezza ed onesta.

.-•»r« r^j

At night to a new tragedy of Fayel, a translation from the French ; Well acted by
Signore and Signora Felloni. It is a circumstance of criticism, amazmg to my ears,

thaythe Italian language should have been represented as wanting force and vkouir,
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and proper only for effeminate subjects. It seems, on the contrary, as powerfully cx-

pressi\'e of lofty and vigorous sentiments, of the terrible and the sublime, as it is admi-

rable in breathing the softest notes of love and pity ; it has even powers of harsh and

rugged expression. There is nothing more striking in tlie maimers of different nations,

than m the idea of shame annexed to certain necessities of nature. In England a man
makes water (if I may use such an expression) with a degree of privacy, and a woman
never in sight of our sex. In France and Italy there is no such feeling, so tliat Sterne's

Madame Rambouillet was no exaggeration. In Otahite, to eat in company is shameful

and indecent ; but there is no immodesty in performing the rites of love before as many
spectators as chance may assemble. There is between the front row of chairs in the pit

and the orchestra, in the Venetian dieatre, a space of five or six feet without floor ; a

well-dressed man, sitting almost under a row of ladies in the side-boxes, stepped into

thb place, and made water with as much indifference as if he had been in the street ; and

nobody regarded him with any degree of wonder but myself. It is, however, a beastly

trick : shame may be ideal, but not cleanliness ; for the want of it is a solid and un-

doubted evil. For a city of not more than one hundred and fifty thousand people,

Venice is wonderfully provided with theatres ; there are seven ; and all of them are said

to be full in the carnival. The cheapness of admission, except at the serious opera,

undoubtedly does much to fill them.

...The 5th. Another tour among palaces, and churches, and pictures ; one sees too

many at once to have clear ideas. Called again on , and had another

conversation with him better than a score of fine pictures. He made an observation on
the goodness of the disposition of the common people at Venice, which deserves, in

candour, to be noted ; that there are several circumstances, which would have con-

siderable eflfect in multiplying crimes, were the people disposed to commit them : 1st,

the city is absolutely open, no walls, no gates, nor any way of preventing the escape

of criminals by night, as well as by day : 2d, that the manner in which it is built, the

narrowness and labyrinth direction of the streets, with canals every where, offer great

opportunities of concealment, as well as escape: 3d, the government never reclaims of

any foreign power a criminal that flies : 4thj there is no police whatever : and it is an

error to suppose that the system of espionage (much exaggerated") is so directed as to an-

swer the purpose : 5th, for want of more commerce and manufactures, there are great

numbers of idle loungers, who must find it difficult to live : 6th, and lastly, the go-

vernment very seldom hangs, and it is exceedingly rare otherwise to punish. From
this union of circumstances it would be natural to suppose, that rogues of all kinds

would abound ; yet that the contrary is the fact ; and he assured me, he does not be-

lieve there is a city in Europe, of equal population, where there are fewer crimes, or

attempts against the life, property, or peace of others ; that he walks the streets at all

hours in the night, and never with any sort of arms. The conclusion in favour of his

countrymen is very fair ; at the same time I must remark, that these very circumstances,

which he produces to shew that crimes ought to abound, might, jicrhaps with as much
truth, be quoted as reasons lor their not being found. From the want of punishn^:nt

and police may probably be drawn an important conclusion, that mankind are always
best when not too much governed ; that a great deal may safely be left to themselves,

to their own management, and to their own feelings; that law and regulation, neces-

sary as they may be in some cases, are jqit to be carried much too far ; that frequent

punishments rather harden than deter ofenders ; and that a maze of laws, for the pre-

servation of the peace, with a swarm of magistrates to protect it, hath much stronger

tendency to break than to secure it It is fair to connect this circumstance of compani-

. 's:
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tive freedom froin crimes, w ith seven theatres for only one hundred and fifty thousand
people ; and the admission so cheap, that the lowest of the people frequent them ; more,
perhaps, in faVoiir of theatrical representations than all that Rousseau's brilliant genius
could say against them. At night to another theatre, tliat of the tragi-comcdy, where a
^ oiing actress, apparently not twenty, supported the principal serious part with such
justness of action, without cxag^ration, and spoke this charming language with such a
clear articulation and expression, as, for her age, was amazing.
The 6th. Another visit to islands and manufactures, 8cc. . . ^.i.Mt;i.

The 7th. My last clay at Venice ; I made, therefore, a gleaning of some sights I had
before neglected ; and called once more on my friend , assuring him truly,

that it would give mc pleasure to see him in England, or to be of any service to him
there. The Corriere di Bologna a covered barge, the only conveyance, sets, off to-

night at eleven o'clock. I have taken my place, paid my money, and delivered my
baggage ; and as the quay from which the barge departs is conveniently near the opera-

house, and II Burberodi buon Cuore acted for the first night, I took ray leave of Sig-

norc Pctrillo's excellent inn, which deserves every commendation, and went to the

opera. I found it equal to what the prova had indicated ; it is an inimitable perform-

ance; not only abounding with many very pleasing airs, but the whole piece is agreea-

ble, and does honour to the genius and taste of Signore Martini. Swift, in one of
his letters to Stella, after dining with lords Oxford and Bolingbroke, and going in the

evening to some scrub, says, he hates to be a prince and a scoundrel the same day.

I had to-night all this feeling with a vengeance. From the representation of a pleasing

and elegant performance, the music of which was well adapted to string one's feelings

to a certain pitch, in clear unison with the pleasure that sparkled in so many eyes, and
sounded from so many hands. I stepped at once, in full contrast, into the bark Detto
Corriere di Bologna ; a cabin about ten feet square, round which sat in silence, and
the darkness visible of a wretched lamp, a company, whose rolling eyes examined,

without one word of-rcception, each passenger that entered. The wind howled, and
the rain beat in at the hole left for entering'. My feelings, that thrilled during the

evening, were dissipated in a moment, and the gloom of my bosom was soon in unison

with that of the scene.

Of this voytige from Venice to Bologna, all the powers of language would fail me to

give the idea I would wish to impress. The time 1 passed in it 1 rank among the most
disagreeable days I ever experienced, and by a thousand degrees the worst since I left

England ; yet I had no choice : the roads are so infamously bad, or rather so impracti-

cable, that there are no vetturini ; even those whose fortune admits posting, make this

passage by U'ater ; and when I found that Monsieur de la Lande, secretary to the

French ambassador at Turin, had made the same journey, in the same conveyance,

and yet in his book says not a word against the accommodation, how was I to have di-

vined, that it could prove so execrable ? A little more thought, however, would have

told me that it was too cheap to be good, die price, for the whole voyage of 125 miles,

is only 30 paoli (17s. 6d.) for which you are boarded. After a day's spitting of a
dozen people, in ten feet square (enough to make a dog sick) mattrasses are spread on
the ground, ^nd you rest on them as you can, packed almost like herrings in a bar^

rel ; they are then rolled up and tumbled under a bulk, without the least attention which
side is given you the night after ; add to this the odours of various sorts easy to ima-

gine. At dinner, the cabin is the kitchen, and the padrcme the copk, he takes snuff,

wipes his nose with his fingers, and the knife with his handkerchief^ while he prepares

the victuals, which he handles before you, till you are sick of the idea oL eating. But,
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on changing the bark to one whose cabin was too small to admit any cookery, he

brought his steaks and sausages, rolled up in a paper, and that in his fl ig of abomina-

tion (as SmoUet calls a continental handkcrchicij which he spread on his knees as he

sat, opening the greasy treasure, for those to eat out of his lap witii their fingers, whose

stomachs could bear such a repast. Will an English reader belic\e that there were per-

sons present who submitted, without a murmur, to such a voyage, and who were be-

yond the comition mercantile crews one meets with in a vettura ? some well dressed,

with an ap^iearance and conversiition that betrayed nothing mean. I draw conclusions,

operating strongly against the private and domestic comforts of life, from such pub-

lic vehicles : this is the only one for those who pass to and from Venice, Bologna,

Florence, Rome, and Naples," and of course must be exceedingly frequented ; and

there are no voitures by land to rival it. If these people were clean, decent, and com-
fortable at home, is it credible that they would submit to such a mode of travelling ?

The contrast would shock them as it would Englishmen, who would move heaven and

earth to establish a better conveyance, at a higher price. The people who travel thus

form the great mass of a nation, if we except the poor ; it is of little consequence hou
the Comari and the Morosini live ; they live probably like great lords in other coun-

tries ; but the public and national prosperity is intimately connected with the comforts

and accommodations of the lower classes, which appear in Italy to be, on comparison

with Engbnd, miserably inferior. Their exceilencics, the aristocrats of Venice, do not

travel thus ; and as to the people, whether they go on their heads, or in the mud, is

all one to the spirit of their government. For myself, I walked much of the journey,

and especially on the banks of the Po, for the better view of that great river, now ren-

dened immense by the late dreadful floods, which have deluged so much of the coun-
try. Along the banks, which are high dykes, raised many feet against its depredations,

there arc matted huts at every hundred or two hundred yards, with men stationed,

called guardia di Po, ready to assemble with their tools at a moment's w;u'ning, in case

of a breach ; they liave fires all night. Soldiers also make the rounds, night and day,

to see that the men are at their stations, aiid to give assistance if wanted. There is a

knoivn and curious piece of roguery, against which much of this caution is bent ; the

mischiefof a breach is so great, that when the danger becomes very imminent, the far-

mers in the night, cross the river in boats, in order to bore holes in the banks, to ena-

ble the water the easier to make a breach, that by giving it a direction contrary to tliat

of their own lands, they may render themselves secure. For this reason, the guards
permit no navigation, except by privileged barks, like the corrieri, firing at all others

that are seen on the river.- It is now an immense bodv of water, twice, and in some
places perhaps even thrice as broad as the Thames at London. As to the face of the

country, fix>m the Lagunes to Fenrara, it is every where nearly the same as what I

have so often described .- whether grass or arable, laid out into rows of pollurds, with
vines trained to them, at various distances, but always near enough to give the whole
the appearance of a wood, '))[hen viewed from the least distance. It does not seem to

want people, towns and villages being numerous ; and there are all the signs of a con-
siderable navigation; every village being a port, with abundance of barges, barks,

beats, &o. Coffee-houses remarkably abound in the Venetian dominions, at all towns,
atid even villages, where we passed, they are to be found, fortunately for me, as they
were my resource, to make amends for the dirty fingers and beastly handkerchief of
our Signore Padrone. Before I entirely finish with Venice, I shall insert a few circum..

stancesj with which I >vas favoured by an Italian, who resided some time in that city,

and -had abilities that would not allow me to doubt of his capacity in forming n true

f.

I

v'tfl
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estimate of any political circumstance, to which he directed his attention. His account
of the principal nobility of the republic is such as would explain much more than I

have seen or heard in their dominions. He says, • the education of the great is the

disgrace of Venice. Men of the first families are not only ignorant to a degr»^ shame*
fnl in so enlightened an age, but they are educated in a bad ton ; Mrith 111 manners,
from ideas that are sufiered to be instilled by dependents, which do not quit them
through life ; fixing, from early habit, the taste for bad company ; while a pernicious

indulgence exempts them from all learning ; that this is so general, and b so extensive

in its influence, tlrat, had the interior organization of this government been less admirti-

ble, it would, from this very cause, have mouldered to nothing long agfo : that the

pride, of which they are accused, is ascribable equally to bad company and to igno-

rance ; the first gives them vagu*^ and improper ideas of their own importance, and the

second inspires them with reserve, to conceal their want of that knowledge which others,

and especially foreigners, possess ; that the ill effects of this bad education will be seen

more and more ; the governments of Europe being at present infinitely more enlighten^,

ed than in times past; and improved considerably even in the last twenty years,

lliere is of necessity, a struggle among all nations, emulous to make the greatest pro-

gress in useful knowledge, and to apply all knowledge to the most useful piti'posei

;

m such a period, therefore (he added) any people who are stationary, and more par-

ticularly any government that is so, will be outstripped in the great <iourse by tfeir

competitors, and perhaps trampled on, like the monarchy of France, by those in whoth
liglit hath taken the place ofignorance." Pity that the richest blood in European veiiis

should at present experience such an education

!

Here are about forty fiimilies, unquestionably the most ancient in Europe. All other

countries, except Venice, have been conquered, or over-run, or so destroyed, that tSe

oldest families m^ be dated comparatively from only modem periods ; he whi» \o6\Ls

back to a well denned ancestry, from the tenth ar^ eleventh centuries, and^d ckn

thus trace his lineage seven or eight hundred vcars, is in every country respected for

antiquity ; of this standing are the families of 6otirbon, d'Este, Montmorency, Gour-
tenaye, &c. which are commorly esteemed the first in Europe : but they are not

esteemed so at Venice. Some of the Roman families, which, from the iravages of the

Huns, took shelter in the isles of Venice, and yrhich were then considerable enough to
be entrusted with the government of their country, yet remain, and are unquestionably

the nlost ancient in Europe. De la Lande, from Fresdrotti, confines the electbr^ of the

'first Doge to twelve ; Badoer, Contarini, Morosini, Tiepolo, Michiel, Sanudo, Gftdeni-

go. Memo, Falier, Dandolo, Barozzi, and Polano, which is of late extinct. In the

next class he places Zustiniani, Comaro, Bragadin, and Bembo ; then come the fttoites

*il serrare del consiglio, Querini, Dolfini, Soranzo, Zorui, Marcello, Saniedo, Zane, and
Salomon. But since Mons. de la Lande wrote, they have published at Venice ia' DizSe-

nario storicodi Tutte le Venete Patrizie Famiglie, 1780; compiled from a manuscript

in St. Mark's library; this work does not accwd with the preceding table; I have^-
tracted from it the following list

:

' '»

Badoer; sua origine con la republica.'^ Bollani: antichi tribuni. Bragadin; neFpiu ri-

moti secoli della republica. Celsi ; dagli antichi Maij di Roma, antichi tribuni. Ciortm

;

iie^ielettoridelpnmo Doge. Contarini; unone^ielettori del primaDoge. Gori1aro;dag.

li antichi Corneh di Roma, d*aprimissimi tempi tenuta in Venezia. £mo ; nacqne cdUa

» inedcsima republica, Foscarini; Vennero 867; antichi tribuni. Gradenigtt; delle priftiteVe-

nule in Venezia. Magno ; dalla prima fondazion di Vcneiia ; tribuni. Maticello j'pdrt, che

honsi ix)ssa metter in dubio, che questafkmigliadbcenda dagli skntichi Marc(i!4(ldi Ronlb;

i"'-JWs...^_i
I ^'*<t'f \

'

.-.•^M.^^rf,

«
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antichi tribuni. Michieli ; antichissima di Vcnezia ; gli elettori del priino Doge. Mocc.
nigo ; dellc prime venute in Venezia. Molin ; stabilita in Vcnezia 877 ; antichi tribuni.

Morosini ; rifugiti per Ic incurzioni di Attila ; fra gli elettori del primo Doge, e entichi

tribuni. Da Mosta ; Vennero 454 rifugiati per Attila. Nnni ; Vennero in Venezia sin

dalla prima sua fondazione ; antichi tribuni. Orio ; rifugiati jier Attila ; antichi tribu-

ni. Pisani ; dagli antichi Pisoni di Roma ; deH'antico consiglio. Querini ; elettori del

primo Doge. Sagrcdo ; Vennero nel 485. Salomon ; tra le elettrici del primo Doge.
Sanudo ; dei primi fondatori della citta. Semitecolo ; sin dal 843 ; antico consiglio.

Soranzo, senza dubbio idelle prime rifi^ite in Venezia ; antichi tribuni. Tiepolo, gli elet-

tori del primo Doge : antichi tribuni. Trevisan, Vennero per rirruzione d'Attila. Valier,

rifugiti per le incursionc di Attila sino dal 423 ; tribuni antichi. Venier, Vennero per At-
tila ; antichi tribuni. Zane, antichissima famiglia di Venezia ; antico consiglio. Zen, dei

13 elettori del primo Doge. Bembo, Coco, Dandolo, Falier, Foscari, Gritti, Malipiero,

Marini, Minio, Minotto, Moro, Muazzo, Nadal, Pesaro, Da Riva, Ruzini, Tron, Zusto,

all these antichi tribuni.

From the details of these fiimilies it appears, that many have an origin as old as At-
tila the Hun, who invaded Italy in 452. If all these families be allowed to date from
that period (and no reason appears against it) their origin may be traced to more than

1300 years. 'The election, however, of the first Doge, in 697, by the twelve heads of
the republic^ is one of the most authentic and the most noted acts in the establishment

of any government To this undisputed origin the preceding list assigns the families of

Civran, Contariai, Michieli, Morosini, Querini, Salomon, Tiepolo, and Zen, rejecting

thus several families which have been commonly, esteemed the first in the republic, and
which former writers have expressly ranked among the electors of the first Doge. The
oply fiuniliea in which both lists agree are Contarini, Michieli, Morosini, and Tiepolo:
whether the others were, or were not, electors of the Doge, there is no question about
their great antiquity ; and it is equalljr certain that there are now actually at Venice
from fo^ to finy families which, in point of antiquity well ascertained, exceed all that

are to be found in the rest of Europe.

And here I take leave of the Venetian lion; I am tired of it: if tlie state were to

build a pig-sty, I believe they would deccNrate it with his figure. It is a beast of no
merit ; for what is ferocity without humanity ; or courage without honour ? It wars
only to destroy ; and spreads its wings not to protect, but to cover, like tlie vulture of
Mr. Sheridan,, the prey that it devours. At Ferrara, the Padrone's business stopped
hima whole day ; but he pretended it was a want of oxen to draw the coaches, that

carried us ten miles by land, from canal to canal. This was not amiss, for it enabled
me to see every thing in that town, which, however, does i.ot. contain much. The new
part ; new in companson with the rest, was built by Hercules II, duke of Ferrara, who
has hud out and distributed the streets and a square in a manner that does honour to

his memory. They are all of a fine breadth, well paved, with trotoirs of brick, every
where defended by stone posts. I have seen no city so regularly laid out, except Turin.
The Palazzo of the Marchese di Villa is an object to examine ; and at that spot there

18 a very advantageous view oftwo noble streets. The Palazzo di Bentivoglio is another
considerable building, with a vast garden, full of bad statues; and even some of foot-

men, with laced hats and shoulder-knots, in a s^le fully as ridiculous as M. du Barrels

at Toulouse. In the cathedral, a fine Guercino; and a marriage of Cana, by Bonona,
a Fenarese painter, at the Chaitreuse. I paid homage to the tomb of Ariosto, a genius
of the first lustre ; since all modem ages have produced but three distinguished epic
poets, what a.glory to Italy to have given birth to two of them ! the wonder is greater,

VOL. IV. 3 a
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however, that uic thircl was not of the same country. From Femua to tlie caiml,

which leads to Bologna, the road is, without any ideaof comiiarison, the worst in Eu-
rope, that pretends to be great and passable. It is the natural rich soil of a flat wet

country, rendered deeper by the late heavy rains ; seven horses drew a coach about a

mile and a half an hour. Making and mending are philosophical experiments not tried

here ; and the country being inclosed, the hedges and ditches confine the carriages to

poach through the mud of one direction, instead of many. I walked for the most part

m the adjoining fields, the better to examine tiiem. Arrived at Bologna at twelve

o'clock at night. 125 miles.

The 12th. Deliver letters. I found Signore Bignami at home. He is a consider-

able merchant, who has attended to agriculture, sensible and intelligent. An English

merchant, at the Three Moors, informing me, that Mr. Taylor, who was at Carlsrhue

for some time, was now settled at Boiogna, I determined to wait on him, being the

gentleman of whose husbandry, at Bifrons in Kent, I gave an accout in my Eastern

Tour. I accordingly went, in the evening, to Mr. Taylor's conversazione. He has

handsome apartments in the Palazzo Zampieri, and lives here agreeably with his beau-

tiful and amiable family ; a finer progeny of daughters ard sons is hajxlly to-be seen,

or that forms a more pleasing society. As I did not know» till I got to Bologna, that

Mr. Taylor had left the court of Carlsrhue, I was eager to hear why he had quitted a

situation which was so congenial with his love of agriculture. This gentleman travel-

ling in Germany, became known to the Margrave of Baden, where that enthusiastic

love of Agriculture, which, for the good of mankind, some minds feel, induced him
to take a farm of that prince. Thus was a gentleman, from the best cultivated part of

Kent, fixed on a farm of five hundred acres in Germany. He carried his point, im*

proved the farm, staid four years, and would have continued to the infinite advantage

of the country, if the ministers of the Margrave had had as much understanding, and
as liberal a mind as tlieir master. I am inclined to believe that no num can succeed on
the continent of Europe funless under a prince with a character of such decided energy

as the late king of Prussia) provided he be really practical. He has no chance if he
be not well furnished with Uie rubbish which b found in academies and societies : give

him a jargon of learning, the science of names and words, letting things and practice

go elsewhere, and he will then make his way, and be looked up to. To the opera,

where there is nothing worth hearing or seeing, except only a young singer, Signora

Nava, whose voice is one of the clearest and sweetest tones I ever heard ; she has great

powers, and will have, for she is very young, great expression. It was the Thec^oro
re di Corsica of Paiesello.

The iSth. The Pellegrono and St. Marco being full, has fixed me in this brutal

hole, I Tre Maurretti which is the only execrable inn I have been in (in a city) since I

entered Italy. It has every circumstance that can render it detestable ; dirt, negligence,

filth, vermin, and impudence. You sit, walk, eat, drink, and sleep with equal incon-

venience. A tour amor.g the palaces and churches. The great collection ofpaintings

in the Zampieri palace contains a few pieces of such exquisite merit, that they rivet the

'

^ctator by adniiration. The St. Peter, of Guido ; the Hagar, of Guercino : and the

Dance, of Albano. Mons. Cochin says, the Guido is not only a chef d'oeuvrc, but the

finest picture in Italy, enfin c'est un chef d'oeuvre & le tableau le plus parfait, par la

' re-unioo de toutes les parties de la peinture qui soit en Italic. It is certainly a most
' noble piece of two figures, but wants, of necessity, the poetry of a tale told by many.
To please me, the Guercino, of which he says litUe more tlian its being tres beau, has

an exjnression delicious, that works on a fine subject t5 a great effect : it is more nature
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than painting. Hagar's countenance speaks a language that touches the heart ; and
the pathetic simplicity of the child is in unison with all the mother's feelings. The
mellow warmth and tender softness of the colouring of the Albano, with the sweetness

of the expression, are inimitable. In the church of St. Giovannc in Monte, there is

the famous St. Cecilia of Raphael, of ivhich Sir Robert Strange has given so fine a

print, and in which he has done ample justice to the original, flic St. Agnes of Do
menichino, in the church of that name, and Job on his throne, by Guido, at the Men-
dicanti, are two others that must be visited. Dine witl: Signorc Bignami ; he is a con-

siderable merchant, and therefore I need not stare at this hospitality m Italy ; with great

satisfaction I find that no minute is lost in his company, as he is obliging enough to

pardon the number of my inquiries. In the evening to Mr. Taylor's ; this gentle-

man's discourse is interestmg to my pursuit, for he hus always hud a great predilection

for agriculture, and has practised it with intelligence and success. The Marchese di

Mareschotti, who is married to a very pretty English lady, present also ; a sensible man,
who seemed pleased with the opportunity of explaining to me several circumstances,

relative to tythes and taxation, that I was inquiring into. He is a singular instance at

Bologna, of going into company with his wife, and consequently superseding the ne-

cessity or want of a cicisbco. He is regarded by his countrymen for this, pretty much
as he would be if lie walked on his head, instead of his feet. How strangely doth it

appear to them, that an Italian nobleman should prefer the company of a woman he
married from affection, and diink there is any pleasure when he embraces his children,

in believing them his own ! Here I met also the Baron de Rovrure, a French noble-

man, and Madame la Marquise de Bouille, both in their way to Naples; they seem
agreeable people. Mr. Taylor, and his two charmbg daughters, have apparently a

pleasing society here. These ladies speak French and German like natives, and before

they leave Italy will do the same with Italian ; they paint agreeably, and have consider-

able musical talents ; thus accomplishments will not be wanted to second the graces

tliey owe to the beneficence of nature. I had some information from Miss Taylor, to-

night, relative to the expences o^ housekeeping, which will give an idea of the cheap-

ness of Italy ; premising (of which more in another place) that the paoli is sixpence,

and tltat there are 10 baiocchi in it. As to beef, mutton, bread. Sec. they are all over

Europe too nearly on a par to demand much attention ; where meat is very fine, it is

nominally dear ; and where it is bad, it is called cheap : but the difference deserves

little notice. Mr. Taylor contracts with a traiteur for his table, nine in the parlour

and five in the kitchen, 20 paoli a day for dinner ; for supper he pays extra, and is

supplied to his satisfaction ; a proof, if any be wanted, of the cheapness of Bologna.

It is remarkable that there is not the difference between the prices of any of the articles,

and the same thing in England, that there is between the contracting prices, and the

ratio with us, a few per cent, in the former, but some hundred per cent, in the latter'}

a sure proof that deamess and cheapness of living does not depend on prices per pound,
but on the modes of living. Every tavern-keeper, traiteur, or other contractor of

any sort in England, will have a price that shall give him a fortune in a few years

;

and servants, instead of submitting to the oeconomy which their masters may think it

necessary to establish, will not live an hour with them if they are not permitted to de-

jvour them.

'.V The 14th. With Signore Bignami and his family, to his country seat, about five mites

irom Bologna, on the road to Pistoia; spend an agreeable day, entirely dedicated to

fiu-ming. The house is handsome, and finely situated : the entertainment truly hosm.
table, and the information, given in a cool considerate walk thrqugh every field of the

3 A 2
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fiuTO, such as is little liable to error. A circumstance at this country seat deserves

noting, as it murks the abundance of thieves : the chambers had the windows all shut

so close, and I'astcned with so much attention, tliat I inquired the reason ; and was
answered, that if the greatest care be not token, thieves will break in, and plunder a

house of every thing portable. The shutters, to both windows and doors, were inlaid

with bars of iron, to prevent their being sawn through. The conclusion we must draw
from such a circumstance is certainly little favourable, at first sight, to the lower classes,

but that is always unjust, for they are ever what the police, law, and government of a

country make them. In the evening, again at Mr. Taylor's ; a house, m which no one
will have the entre, and want the inclination. The Marchese Mareschotti there, who
had the goodness to continue his attentions to my inquiries, and to give me some valu-

able information : I hod also the pleasure of conversing, on the same subjects, with the

Conte di Aldrovandi.

There is a room, at the Tre Mauretti, which, communicating with several apart-

ments, the guests have it in smmon : among them was a young Ballatrice, waiting

here for an Englishman, to attend her to Venice ; she was pretty and communicative

;

had some expensive trinkets given her, to the amount of a considerable sum, by her

lover, who proved (for secrecy was not among her qualities) to be a rider, as we should

call him, to a manufacturing house in England. An Italian merchant present remarked,

that the profit of the English on their manufactures, must be enormous, or they could

not support commissarii at such an expence, some of whom travel in Italy post, from
town to town, and, when arrived, amuse themselves, it is plain, with such comforts as

the good humour ol the country throws in their way.
The 15th. The rencontre at Mr. Taylor's of the French gentleman, the Baron de

Rovrure, and Madame de Bouille, has been productive of an engagement to travel to-

gether to Florence, with Signore Grimaldi, and Mr. Stewart, a Scotch ffentleman,* just

arrived from Geneva, and going also to Florence. We set off in three vetture this

morning. The country from Bologna to Florence is all mountainous ; most of it poor
and barren, with shabby, ragged, ul preserved wood, spotted with a weak and straggling

cultivation. Houses are scattered over most of it, but very thinly. We dined at Loiano,

much in the style of hogs ; they spread for us a cloth, that had lost, by the snuff and
greasy fingers of vetturini, all that once was white ; our repast was black rice broth, that

would not have disgraced the philosophy of Lycurgus, liver fried in rancid oil, and ccAA

cabbage, the remnant of the preceding day. We pleaded hard for sausage, eggs, or

good bread and onions, but in vain. We laid, not slept in our clothes at Covigliano,

lioping, not without fears, to escape the itch. Such accommodations, on such a road,

are really incredible. It is certainly one of the most frequented that is to be found in £u- '

rope. Whether you go to Florence, Rome, and Naples, by Parma, Milan, or Venice

;

that is, from all Lombardy, as well as from France, Spain, En^and, Germany, and all

the north, you pass by this route, consequently one would expect, at every post, a toler-

ably good inn, to catch the persons whom accident, business, or any other derangement

of plan might induce to stop between Bologna and Florence. The only place possible

to sleep at, with comfort, is Maschere, about forty miles from Bologna, but, for travel-

lera who go any other way than post, forty miles are no division of sixty-four. If the

road were in England, with a tenth of the traffic, there would be an excellent inn at every

four or five miles, to receive travellers properly, at whatever distance their accidental '

departure made most convenient : but England and Italy have a gulf between them

-Hit tu\- r^'rt^V^H' -^rlrffl-HW-* 'w*- ->**^*»">.T#^ tw(* mm •<»; mHi >v .'it»ti*i .wia: -^ rMattJ.-»-'i
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in the comforts of life, much wider than the channel that parts Dover and Calais. 27
miles.

The 16th. On entering Tuscany, our baggage was examined, and plumbed for Flo-

rence ; the first moment I set foot in this country, therefore, I find one gross error of

the occonumists, who have repeated, from one another, in at least twenty performances,

that the grand duke hiid adopted their plan, and united all taxes in one, upon the net

produce of land. Having crossed the highest ridge of the Appenines, for several miles

in the clouds, and therefore seeing no prospect, descended at Maschcre, for a while, in

abetter region; from the inn, the view is rich and fine. Wc noted here a wonderful

improvement in the figure and bcautv of the sex ; the countirwomen are handsome,

ana their dress is very becoming; witK jackets, the sleeves puckered and tied in puffs,

with coloured ribbons ; broad hats, something like those worn by ladies in England
with riding habits ; their complexions are good, and their eyes fine, large, and expres-

sive. We reached Florence, with just light enough to adm*re the number of white-

houses spread thickly every where over the mountains that surround the city. But be

fore we enter, I must say a word or two of my French fellow travellers : Mons. de
Baron is an agreeable polite man, not deficient in the power to make observations that

become a person of sense: the life of Madame de Bouille would, if well written, form
an entertaining romance ; she went, early in the last war, to St. Domingo with her hus-

band, who had a considerable property there ; and on her return she was taken in a

French frigate, by an English one, after a very smart engagement of three hours, and
carried into Kjnsale, whence she went to Dublin, and to London : this is an outline

which she has filled up very agreeably with many incidents, which have kept her in per-

petual motion ; the present troubles in France have, I suppose, added her and the Baron
to the infinite number of other French travellers, who swarm, to an incredible degree,

every where in Italy. She is lively, has much conversation, has seen a good deal of
the world, and makes an agreeable compagnon de voyage. 37 miles.

The 17th. Last night, on arriving here, we found the Aquila Nen* and Vanini's so
full, that wc could not get chambers ; and the great Mr. Meggot looked into our cabrio-

lets to examine us, before he would give an answer, pretending, that his were bespoken

;

and then assured us, as we had no air that promised good plucking, that his were en-

gaged. At the Scudi di Francia, where there are many excellent and well furnished

apartments, we found all we wanted, but dearer than common, ten paoli a head a-day

;

our merchant leaves us to-morrow morning, for Leghorn, and the rest of the company
divide, to find lodgings. Waited on Mons. de Strcmesberg, the grand duke's private

secretary, for whom I had letters : I am out of luck, for he is immersed in business and
engagements, as the court goes to Pisa to-morrow, for the winter. This, I suppose, is

of no consequence to me, for what court is there in the world that would give or re-

ceive information from a farmer? The objects for which I travel are of another com-
plexion from those which smooth our paths in a court. And yet the grand duke has
the reputj^on of being, in respect to the objects of his attention, the wisest prince in

Europe. So much for ;.he sovereign of this country; let me but find some good far-

mersm it, and I shall not be discontented.

The 18th. Fixed this morning in lodgings (del Sarte Inglese via dei F'ossi) with the
Marchioness, the Baron, and Mr. Stewart. My friend, professor Symonds, had given
me a letter to his excellency Philippo Neri, who I found was dead ; but hearing that

his brother, Signore Neri, was not only living, but president of the Georgofili Society,

I waited o.\ him, and gave him the letter that was designed fur his late brother ; he re-

ceived me politely, and recollecting the name of Young, being quoted by the Marquis

^.^K--^-.U*-V"'
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tie Cassaux, in his '* McchnniNin dcs Socictes," and being informed tluit I was the per-

son, remarked, that this ingenio(i8 writer had made some use of my cnlcnUtionS; to found
his theory of the national debt of England ; a very ciiriouii subject, on which he should
like much to convirhc with me : and asked, if 1 looked u|M)n that debt as so liarmlesi ?

I told him, that I thought Mons. de Cassiuix's book full of original and ingenious re*

marks, ond many imnortant ones, iiarticularly his condemnation of the colonizing sys-

tem; but that as to the national debt of England, it originated in the knavery of those

who borrowed, and in the folly of those who lent ; perpetuating tuxes that took money
from industrious ^)e()plc, in order to give it to idle ones. That the liberty of England
enabled it to flourish l)eyond that of any other society in the world, not because it nad a

national debt, but in spite of so great an evil. Well, Sir, he replied, I have just the idea

ol' it tliat you have, and I could not conceive how a country could pay eight or nine

millions of guineas a year, in interest, without being the weaker and poorer. He then

inquired into my plan, commended highly the object of my journey, which, he was
pleased to s;iy, had so little resemblance to that pt the great mass of my countrymen,
that he hof^d I met with no impediments in gaining the information I wished ; and
added, that he was ver}' son-)- he was going to Pisa, or ne should have been happy in pro-

curing mt all in his power, though he was no practical farmer. Signorc Neri appears

to be well informed, sensible, and judicious ; has a large collection of books, on useful

subjects, particularly the various branches of political oeconomy, which he shews, by his

conversation, to have consulted with eflfect.

Alter all I had read and heard of the Venus of Medicis, and the numberless casta I

had seen of it, which have made me otten wonder at descriptions of tlie original, I was
eager to hurry to the tribuna, for u view of the dangerous goddess. It is not easy to

speak of such divine l)cnuty, with any sobriety of language ; nor without hyperbole to

express one's admiration, when felt with any degree of enthusiasm ; and who but must
feel admiration at the talents of the artist, that thus almost animated marble ? Ifwe sup-

pose an original, beautiful as this statue, and doubly animated, not with life only, but

witli a passion for some favoured lover, the marble of Cleomenes is not more inferior to

such life, in the eves of such a lover, than all the casts I have seen of this celebrated

statue are to the inimitable original. You may view it till the unsteady eye doubts the

truth of its own sensation : the cold marble seems to acquire the warmth of nature, and
promises to yield to the impression of one's hand. Nothing in painting so miraculous

as this. A sure proof of the rare merit of this wonderful production is, its exceeding, in

truth of representation, every idea which is previously formed ; the reality of the chissel

goes beyond the expectancy of imagination ; the visions of the fancy mav play in fields

of creation, may people them with nymphs of more than human beauty ; but to imagine

life thus to be fashioned from stone ; that the imitation shall exceed, in peifection, all

that common nature has to offer, is beyond the compass of what ordinary minds have a

power of conceiving. In the same apartment there are other statues, but, in the prosenoe

of Venus, who is it that can regard them ? They are, however, some of the finest in the

world, and must be reserved for another day. Among the pictures, which indeed form

a noble collection, my eyes were rivettcd on tl.e portrait of Julius II, by Raphael, which^

if I possessed, I would not give for the St. John, the favourite idea he repeated so often.

The colours have, in this piece, ^ven more life to canvas, than northern eyes have been

accustomed to acknowledge. But the Titian! enough of Venus; at the same mo-
ment to animate marble, and breathe on canvas, is too much. By husbanding the lux-

ur}' of the sight, let us keep the eye from being satiated with such a parade of charms

:

retire to repose on the insipidity of common objects, and return another day, to gaze
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with frciih odmirutioii. In the urtcnioun, by uppoiiUmcnt, to Sifi^iiorc I'rc|)osito LaMtii,

autltur of the CorHO d'A^ricoiiur.i, and other much esteemed works, to wliom I hud

letters. He wuH to luive curried me to Si^norc /ucchiiio, director of the cucoiiomieai

gunlcn, for whom also I had acommendutions ; I hoped to escape seeing this ^1lrdel),

and the ruin seconded my wiiiheN, for it would not allow us to stir ; and that f^'ntlemait

comin)^ to Sij^nore Lastri's, I had the pleasure of a convcrs;ition on our favourite topic.

Signore /ucchino seems an unimated cimructer, s|)cuks of ujy^riculture in u style that ((lve^

me a good opinion of his pursuits ; made me very friendly offers of wluitrver ussistunct-

was in his (xiwer, during my stay at Florence, and a|)pointed another day for viewing the

oeconomicul garden. At night to the otMrru, the Tmmc del Lusso, of Cimarosa ; the

music as good us the singing bad, and the dancing execrable. An English gentleman,

of the name of Harrington (the younger) whom I had met at Mr. Taylor's, at Bologna,

entering into conversiition, mentioned, among other topics, that the Margruve of An.
spach, who is here with lady Craven, wished to know me personally, in order to speak

to mc on the subject of Spanish sheep, his highness having imported them to Anspuch.

I replied, that, on a farming topic, I should be happy in the conversation of any prince,

who loved the subject enough to import a better breed. The father soon after joining

us, and probably having been told, by his son, what liad passed, observed to me, that the

Margrave was very fond of agriculture, and had made great improvements ; adding,
*' that if I wanted to be introduced to him, he would introduce me.*' This was another

business ; my expressing a desire to be represented to a sovereign prince, not at his own
court, appeared to be an awkward intrusion ; for no idea could be more disgustful to

me, than that of pushing myself into such company. I replied, therefore, that if it were

the desire of the Margrave to have any conversation with me, and he would inform me
of it, in any way he tnought proi}er, I would certainly i)ay my respects to him, with

great readiness. The Margrave was at the opera ; Mr. Harrington quitted me, as if to

go to him. I suppose the conversation was misunderstood, for lady Craven does not

seem, by her book, to be much of a farmer.

The 19th. Call on Signore Tartini, secretary to the royal academy GeorgoHli, and
on lord Hervey, our minister here ; both absent. Another turn in the gallery brought
a repetition of that pleasure which is there to be reaped, in the exuberance of a plentiful

harvest. The woman, lying on a bed, by Titian, is probably the finest picture, of one
figure, that b to be seen in the world. A satyr and nymph, by Hannibal Caracci ; a
Correff^o ; a Carlo Dolci. Among the statues, the Apollo, the Wrestlers, the Whet-
ter, as it is called, the Venus rising from the bath, the Ganimcde. Wliat un amazing
collection ! I have been many years amusing myself with looking at the statues in £ng>
land ! very harmlessly : my pleasure of that kind is at end. In spite of every effort to

the contrary, one cannot (unless an artist, who views not for pleasure but as a critic)

help forming eternal coniporisons, and viewing very coldly pieces that may pf rhups have
merit, but are inferior to btliers which have made a deep impression. But the paintings

and statues in this gallery are in such profusion, that, to view them with an attention ack>

quate to their merit, one ought to walk here two hours a day for six months. In the

utemoon, waited on Signore Fabbroni, author of some works on agriculture, that have
rendered him very well known* particularly a little treatise in French, entitled, Kr*-

flexions surl'etatactueldel'Agriculture," printed at Paris in 1780, which is one of the

best applications ofthe modem discoveries in natural philosophy to agricuhure, that has
been attempted ; it is a work ofconsiderable merit. I had two hours very agreeable and
instructive conversation with him : he is lively, has great fire and vivacity, and that va<
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limbic tttlcnt of thinking for himseir, one of the IxrMt quulitict a man am posAC^t ; \vith-

out which, \vc arc little better tluin homcH in a tctim, trummcllcd to follow one ann

tlRT. He is very well instructcil ulso in the politicii of Tuscuny, connected with agri

cnhurc.

The 20th. Kariy in the inoming, by appointment to **'f^orc Tartini, to whose at-

tcnticHiH I urn obliged, not only for a convcraation on my favourite subject, but for aomr
bor>kii of hi» writing, which he prcHcntcd mc with; among others, th<^ Giornalr

d'Agricultura di Firinzc, which was drop^ied for want of encouragement. Henccom'
p:inied mc to Signorv Lastri*8, and then wc went together to the oEConomical garden of

Signore Zucchino, for which the gnind duke allown three hundred crowns a-year, be-

kides such labour as is wanted ; and the professor reads lectures in summer. The esta-

blishment of such a garden does honour to a sovereign ; l)ecause it marks an attention to

objects of importance. But it is greatly to be a'gretted they do not go one step further,

and, instead of a garden, have a farm of not less than three hundred English acrea

;

most of them are possessors offarms ; a well situated one might easily be choien, and the

whole conducted at an expence that would be amply repaid by the practical benefits

flowing trom it. Signore Zucchino's garden is much cleaner, and in neater order than

any other 1 have seen in Italy ; but it u not easy to form experiments in a few acres,

that arc applicable to the im|)rovement of a national agriculture. He is an active, ani-

mated character, attached to the pursuit (no small merit in Italy) and woald make a very

good use of his time, if the grand duke would do with him as the king of Naples has

done by his friend Signore Balsamo, send him to practise in England. I told him so,

and he liked the idea very much. We had some conversation concerning Signore Bal.

samo, agreeing that he had considerable talents, and great vivacity of character. I re-

grettod that he was to stay only a year in England ; but admitted, that there were few

men who could make so good a use of ao short a period. Signore Zucchino shewed me
the MS. account of my farm, which Signore Balsamo had sent him.^ A professor of

agriculture in Sicily, being sent by his sovereign, and wisely sent, to England for instruc-

tion in agriculture, appears to me to be an epocn in the history of the human mind. From
that istand, the most celebrated of all antiquity for fruitfulness and cultivation, on whoae
exuberance its neighbours depended for their bread, and whose practice the greatest na-

tions considered as the most worthy of imitation : at a period too when we were in the

woods, contemned for babarity, and hardly considered as worth the trouble ofconquering.

What hasefl^ted so enormous a change? Two words explain it, we are become free,

and Sicily enslaved. We were joined, at the garden, by my good friend from Milan,

the Abbate Amoretti, a new circumstance of good fortune for me. To-day, in my walk

in the gallery, I had some conversation with Signore Adamo Fabbroni, brother of the

gentlenuui 1 mentioned before, and author also of some dissertations on agriculture

;

rirticularly Sopra il quesito indicare le vere teori delle stime dei tencni from whieh
inserted an extract in the Aiuials of Agriculture, also a Journal of Agriculture, pub-

lished at Perugia, where he reuded seven years ; but as it did not succeed for more than

three, he dropped it. *It b remarkable how many writers on this subject there are at

present at Florence : the two Fabbronis, Lastri, Zucchino, Targioni, Paoletti, whom I

am to visit in the country, attendee' by Signore Amoretti ; they my he is the most prac-

tical ofall, having resided constantly on his farm. 1 spem an hour very agreeably, cm-
templating one statue to-day, namely, Bandinelli't copy of the Laocoon, which isa pro-

^Itt^f4 ,• 'iit tttf, '*^' *" * *'* * ' ^*^ himin my neighbourhood in Suiblk.

rf«*«." <« <r-^ - II /
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duction that does honour to modem agCH ; I did not wnnt thii ropy to remind me of

another most celebrated one, nnd of the mnny very apjccnhlc and instructive hours I have

spent with its noble owner the earl of Ori'ord.

The 21st. Signore Tartini hud enp^rd the Abbate Amoix^tti, nnd mynclf, to ffo this

day to his country sent, but it mined inceHHantly. The cliinate of Italy ii niirh an will

not make muny men in love with it ; on my conHri<nce, I think that of Kng;lnnd infinite

•

ly preferublc. If tlierc were not great powers of cvunorwtion, it would Ix; uninhabitnt)le.

It ras rained, more or less, for five wcckx past ; and more I hHouUI conceive, hos fallen,

than in England in a year. In the evening to ihe conversazione of Sigiiore FablM-onl,

where I met Signore Pelln, director of the gullery ; Signore (iaietano Rinaldi, director

of the posts } another gentleman, administrator of the grand duke's domainn, I forget

his name; the Abbate Amorctti, 8cc. It gave me pleasure to find, that the company
did not aasemble in order to converse on tne trivial nonsentie of common topics, like so

many coteries in all countries. They vcrv readily joined in the discussiouH I had with

Signore Fabbroni ; and Signora Fabbroni herselt, who hsn an excellent underMtimding,

did the same. By the way, this lady is young, handnome, and well made ; if Titinti

were alive, he might form from her a Venus not inferior to thow he has immortalized

on his canvas; for it is evident, that his originals were real, and nut ideal beauty. Sig-

nora Fabbroni is here, but where is Titian to be found ?

The 32d. In the forenoon to the conversazione of the senator Marchese Ginori, where
were assembled some of the letterati, kc. of Florence ; the Cavoliet : Fontana, so well

known in England for his eudiometricol expcrimems, Zucchino Lastri, Amorctti, the

Marchese Pacci, who has a reputation here for his knowledge of rural affairs, Signore

Pella, ftic. The conversazioni are commonly in an evening, but the Marches; Ginori's

b reg,-ularly once a week in a morning ; this nobleman received me very politely : \n-

deed he is famous for his attention to every object that is really of importance ; con.

verses rationally on agriculture, and has himself, many years ago, established, in the

neighbourhood of Florence, one of the most considerable manufactories of porcelain

that is to be found in Italy. Dine with his majesty's envoy extraordinary, lord Hervey,
with a great party of English ; among whom were lord and lady Elcho, and Mr. and
Miss Ctiarteris, lord Hume, Mr. and Mrs. Beckford, Mr. Digby, Mr. Tempest, Dr.
Cleghoni, professor of history ut St. Andrew's, who travels with lord Hume, with ten

or a dozen others. I had the honour of being known to lord and lady Hervey in Suffolk,

so they were not new faces to me ; of the others, I had never seen any thine : the corn*

ry
was too numerous for a conversation, from which much was to be gained. I sat

the fellow of an English college ; and my heels had more conversadon with his

sword than I had with its owner : when a man begins every sentence with a cardinal, a

prince, or a celebrated beauty, I generally find myself in too good company ; but Miss
Charteris, who seems a natural character, and was at her ease, consoled me on the other

«ide. At this dinner (which, by the way, was a splendid one) I was, according to a cus-

torn that rarely fails, the worst dressed man in the company ; but I was clean, and as

ouietly in repose on that head, as if I had been cither fine or elegant. The time was, when
tnis single circumstance would have made me out ofcountenance and uneasy. Thank
my stars, I have buried that folly. I have but a poor opinion of Quin, for declaring that

he could not oSoid to go plain: he was rich enough, in wit, to have worn his breeches

on his head, if he had pleased ; but a man like myself, without the talent of conversa.

don, before he has well arranged his feelings, finds relief in a good coat or a diamond ring.

Lord Hervey, m the most friendly manner, cksired I would make his table my own, while
I was at Florence, that 1 ^ould always find a cover, at three o'clock, for dinners are

vn. IV. 3 B

'w.->v-.
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not the custom here, and you will very rarely find me from home. This explains the

Florentine mode of living ; at Milan, great dinners are ix;rpetual, here the nobility never

give them. I have no idea of a society worth a farthing, where it is not the custom to

dine with one another. Their conversazioni are good ideas, when there are no cards*

but much inferior to what one has at a dinner for a select party. In England, without

this, there would be no conversation ; and the French custom, of rising immediately

after it, which is that also of Italy, destroys, relatively to this object, the best hour in the

whole day.

The 23d. To the gallery, where the horrible tale of Niobe and her children is told

so terribly well in stone, as to raise in the spectator's bosom all the powers of the pa-

thetic. The action of the miserable mother shielding the last of her children against

the murdering shafts of Apollo, is inimitable ; and the figure of that youngest of the

children, perfection. The two figures, which strike me most, are the son who has

gathered his drapery on his left arm, and the companion, a daughter, in the opposite

comer. The expression of his face is in the highest perfection, and the attitude, and
whole figure, though much repaired, incomparable. The daughter has gathered her

drapery m one hand, behind her, to accelerate her flight ; she moves against the wind,

and nodiing can be finer than the position and motion of the body, appearing through

the drapery. There are others of the group also, of the greatest force and fire of at-

titude ; and I am happy not to be a critic instructed enough to find, as Mons. de la

Lande says, that the neatest part of the figures are bad. They certainly ur^ not equals

they are the work of Scopas, a Greek sculptor. ' Dine with lord Elcho, at Meggot's ho-

tel ; lord Hume, Mr. Tempest, Mr. Tyrrhit, as well as lord Elcho's family and Dr.

Cleghom, present : some agreeable conversation ; the young persons have engaged in

sport to walk on foot to Rome ; right—I like that. If the Italians be curious in novelty

of character, the passing English are well framed to give it.

The 24th. In the morning, with Abbate Amoretti, and Signore Zucchino to the

porcelain manufacture of the Marchese Ginori, four miles to the north of Florence. It

is said to be in a flourishing state, and the appearance of things answers the descrip-

tion. It is a good fabric, and many of the forms and the designs are elegant. They
work casts of all the antique statues and bronzes, some of which are well executed.

Their plates area zechincach (9s.) and a complete service, for twelve covers, 107 ze-

chins. To the Marchese Martelli's villa ; a very handsome residence. This noble-

man is a friend of Signore Zucchino, and, understanding our intention, of making it

a farming day as well as a manufacturing one, ordered a dinner to be prepared, and
his factor to attend for giving information, apologizing for his own absence, on account

of a previous engagement. We found a very handsome repast ; too much for the oc-

casion : and we drank—-alia Inglese, success to the plough ! in excellent wine. The
factor then conducted us over the farm : he is an intelligent man, and answered my
numerous inquiries, apparently with considerable knowledge of the subject. Rjetun^gd

at night to Florence. , ^ .. ..
, ,a ^^ ,.>v-

The 25th. Early in the morning, with Signore Amoretti, to Villa Magna, seven
miles to the south of Florence, to Signore Paoletti ; this gentleman, cure of that pa-

rish, had been mentioned to me as the most practical writer on agriculture, in this part

of Italy, having resided always in the country, and with the reputation of being an ex-
cellent farmer. We found him at home, and passed a very instructive day, viewing
his farm, and receiving much information. But I must note, that to this expression,

farm, must not be annexed the English idea ; for Signore Paoletti's consists of three

poderi, that is, of three houses, each with a fiurmer and his family, alia meta, who ct4-
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tivate the ground, and have half the produce. It is unneccsbary to observe, tliat when-
ever this is the case, the common husbandry, good or bad, must be pursued. It will

surprise my English readers to find, that the most practical writer at Florence, of great

reputation, and very deservedly so, has no other tlian a metayer fju-m. But let it not

be thought the least reflection on Signore Paoletti, since he classes in this respect, with

his sovereign, whose farms are in the same regimen. Signore Paoletti's maples for vines

appeared to be trained with much more attention than common in Tuscany, and his

olives were in good order. This day has given me a specimen of the winter climate of

Italy ; I never felt such a cold piercing wind in England. Some snc «v fell ; and I could

scarcely keep myself from freezing, by walking four or five miles an hour. Jl water

not in motion from its current or the wind, was ice ; and the isicles, from the dripping

springs in the hills, were two feet long. In England, when a fierce N. £. wind blows
in a sharp frost, we have such weather , but, for the month of November, 1 believe

such a day has not been felt in England since its creation. The provision of the Flo-

rentines against such weather is tru!y ridiculous : they have not chimnies in more than

half the rooms of common houses ; and those they do not use ; not because they are

not cold, for they go shivering about, with chattering teeth, with an idea of warmth,

from a few wood ashes or embers in an earthen pan ; and another contrivance for their

feet to rest upon. Wood is very dear, therefore this miserable succedaneum is for

(economy. Thank God for the coal fires of England, with a climate less severe b}

half than that of Italy ! I would have all nations love their country ; but there are few

more worthy of such affection than our blessed isle, from which no one will ever travel,

but to return with feelings fresh strung for p''>asure, and a capacity renovated by a thou-

sand comparisons for the enjoyment of it.

The 26th. To the Palazzo Pitti. I have oflen read about ideal grace in painting,

which I never well comprehended, till I saw the Madonna della Sedia of Raphael. I do
not think either ofthe two figures, but particularly the child, is strictly in natui^e ; yet

there is something that goes apparently beyond it in their expression; i. A as pas-

sion and emotion are out of the question, it is to be resolved into ideal grace. The air

of die virgin's head, and the language of the infant's eye, are not easily transfused by
copyists. A group of four men at table, by Rubens, which, for force and vigour of
tiie expression of nature, is admirable. A portrait of Paul III, by Tidan, and ofa Me-
dicis, by Raphael. A virgin, Jesus, and St. John, by Rubens, in which the expression

of the children is hardly credible. A Magdalen, and portrait of a woman in a scariet

habit, by Titian. A copy of Corre^o's holy family, at Parma, by Barrocio Cataline, a

copy of Salvator Rosa, by Nicolo Cassalve ; and last, not least, a marine view, by Sal-

vator. But to enumerate such a vast profusion of fine pieces, in so many splendid apart-

ments, is impossible ; for few sovereigns have a finer palace, or better furnished. Tables

inlaid, and curiosities, both here and at the gallery, abound, that deserve examination, to

mark the perfection to which these arts have been carried, in a country where you do
not find, in common life, a door to open without wounding your knuckles, or a win-

dow that shuts well enough to exclude the Appenine snows. The gardens of this pa-

lace contain ground that Brown would have made delicious, and nuuiy fine things that

itineraries, guides, and travels dwell amply on.

The 27Ui. To the palace Poggio Imperiale, a country-seat of the grand duke's

only a mile from Fl(»ence, which is an excellent house, of good and well proportioned

rooms, neatly fitted up and fumishied, with an air of comfort without magnificence,

except in the article beds, which are below par. There is a fine vestibule and saloon,

that, in hot weather, must be very pleasant ; but oiu* party were frozen through all

3 B 2
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the house. Lord Hervcy's rooms are worm, from carpets and good fires; but those

are the only ones I have seen here. We have a fine clear blue sky and a bright sun,

with a sharp frost and a cutting N. E. wind, that brings all the snow of the Alps, of
Hungary, Poland, Russia, and the frozen ocean to one's sensation. You have a sun

that excites perspiration, if you move fast ; and a wind that drives ice and snow to

your vitals. And this is Italy, celebrated by so many hasty writers for its delicious

climate ! To-day, on returning home, we met many carts loaded with ice, which I

found, upon measure, to be four inches thick ; and we are here between latitude 43

and 44. The green pease in December and January, in Spain, shew plainly the supe-

riority of that climate, which is in the same latitude. The magnitude and substantial

solidity with which the Palazzo Ricardi was built, by a merchant of the Florentine re-

public, is astonishing ; we have, in the north of Europe (now the most commer-
cial part of the glob^) no idea of merchants being able to raise such edifices as

these. The Palazzo Pitti was another instance ; but as it ruined its master, it deserves

not to be mentioned in this view ; and there are at Florence many others, with such

a profusion of churches, that they mark out the same marvellous influx of wealth, ari>

sing from trade. To a mind that has the least turn after philosophical inquiry, read->'

ing modem history is generally the most tormenting employment that a man can have

;

one is plagued with the actions of a detestable set of men, called conquerors, heroes,

and great generals; and we wade through pages loaded Mrith military details; but

when you want to know the progress of agriculture, of onnmerce, and industry, their

effect in different ages and nations on each other ; the wealth that resulted ; the divi-

sion of that wealth ; its employment ; and the manners it jMt)duced ; all is a blank.

Voltiure set an example, but how has it been followed? Here is a ceiling of a noble

saloon, painted by Luca Giordano, representing tlie progress of hunum life. The in-

vention «id poetry of this piece are great, and the execution such as must please every

one. The library is rich ; I was particularly strick with one of the rooms that con-

tains the books, having a gallery for the convenience of reaching them, without any
dis£^;reeable efiect to the eye. In England we have many apartments, the beauty of

\^ich is ruined by these galleries : this is thirty-six feet by twenty-four, within the

cases, well lighted by one moderate window ; and is so pleadng a room, that if I were
to build a library, I would imitate it exactly. After visiting the gaUery, and the Pa.
lazzo Pitti, we are naturally nice &. A fastidious, yet in the Palazzo Ricardi are some
paintings that may be viewed with pleasure. In the evening to the conversazione of
Signore Fabbr<Mii ; the assembly merits the name ; for some of the best instructed peo-

pie at Florence meet there, and discuss topics of importance. Signore Fabbroni is not

only an oeconomiste, but a friend to the Tuscan mode of letting farms alia meta, which
he thinks is the best for the peasants ; his abilities are great ; but facts are too stubborn

for him.

The 29th. Churches, palaces, &c. In the afternoon to St. Firenze, to hear an ora-

torio. At night to a concert, given by a rich Jew on his wedding : a sfAo on the vio-

lin, by Nardini. Crouds; candles; ice; fruits; heat; and—so forth.

The SOth. To Signore Fabbroni, who is second in command under il Cavaliere Fon-
tana, in the whole museum of the grand duke ; he shelved me, and our pcuty, the

cabinets of natural hist<My, anatomy, machines, pneumatics, magnetism, optics, &c.
which are rankedamong the finest collections in the world; and, for arrangement, or

rather exhibiti(Ki, exceed all of them; but note, no chamber for agriculture , no col-

lection of machines, relative to that first of arts ; nomechamcs, of great talents or alM-' <

lities, emj^yed in improving, easing, and umjrfifying theeommon tCN^ used by the bus^ .
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bandman, or inventing new ones, to add to his forces, and to lessen the expence of his

efforts ! Is not this an object as important as magnetism, optics, or astronomy ? Or
rather, is it not so infinitely superior, as to leave a comparison absurd? Where am I to

travel, to find agricultural establishments, on a scale that shall not move contempt ? IT

I find none such in the dominions of a prince reputed the wisest in Europe, where am I

to go for them?
Our Annual Register gave such an account, a few years past, of the new regulations

of the grand duke, in relation to burials, that I have been anxious to know the truth,

by such inquiries, on all hands, as would give me not the letter of the law only, but

the practice of it. The fact, in the above-mentioned publication, v^s exaggerated.

The bodies of all who die in a day are carried in the night, on a bier, in a linen cover-

ing (and not tumbled naked into a common cart) to the church, but without any lights

or singing ; there they receive benediction ; thence they are moved to a house, prepa-

red on purpose, where the bodies are laid, covered, on a marble platform, and a voiture,

made for that use, removes them to the cemetery, at a distance from the city, where
they are buried, without distinction, very deep, not more than two in a grave, but no
coffins used. All persons, of whatever rank, are bound to submit to this law, except

the archbishop, and women of religious orders. This is the regulation and the prac-

tice ; and I shall freely say, that I condemn it, as an outrage on the common feelings of

mankind ; chiefly, because it is an unnecessary outrage, from which no use whatever

flows. To prohibit lights, singing, processions, and mummery of that sort, was ration-

al ; but are not individuals tr dress, and incase the dead bodies, in whatever manner
they please ? Why are they not permitted to send them, if they choose, privately into

the country, to some other burying place, where they may rest with fathers, mothers,

and other connections ? Prejudices, bearing on this point, may be, if you please, ridi>

culous : but gratifying them, though certainly of no benefit to the dead, is, however, a
consolation to the living, at a moment when consolation is most wanted, in the hour
of grief and misery. Why is the impassioned and still loving husbund, or the tender

and feeling bosom of the father, to be denied the last rites to the corpse oi a wife or a
daughter, especially when such rites are neither injurious nor inconvenient to society ?

The regulations of the grand duke are, in part, entirely rational, and that part not

in the least inconsistent with the consolation to be de.nved from a relaxation in some
other points, fiut, in the name of common sense, why admit exceptions? Why is

the archbishop to have diis favour? Why the religious? This is absohitely de-

stnictive of the principle on which the whole is founded; for it admits the force of

those prejudices I have touched on, and deems exemption from their tie as a favour I

It is declaring such feelings follies, too absurd to be indulged, and, in the same breath,

assigning the indulgence, as the reward of rank and purity ! If the exemption be a
privilege so valuable, as to be a favour projier for the first ecclesiastic, and for the re-

ligious of the sex only ; you confess the observance to be directly, in such proportion,

a burthen, and the common feelings of mankind are sanctioned, even in the moment
of their outrage. Nothing could pardon such an edict, but its being absolutely free

from all exenq)tions, and its containing an express declaration and ordinance to be ex.
ecuted, with rigour, on the bodies of the prince himself, and every individual of his

family. .;>(/(*•' .-i^ri f-;,*-'^ '^"' '' • "

December 1. To the shop of the brothe. 3 Pisani, sculptors, where, for half an hour
'

I was foolish enough to wish myself rich, that I might have bought Niobe, the gladiator,

Diana, Venus, and some other casts from the antique statues. I threw away a few

if instead of three or four hundred zechins. Bejftnre I quit Florence, I must ob-
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serve, that besides the buildings and various objects I have mentioned, there are num-
berless, which I have not seen at all; the famous bridge Ponte della Santa Trinitii

deserves, however, a word : it is the origin of that at Ncuille and others in France,

but much more beautiful ; being indeed the first in the worlt* The circumstance that

strikes one at Florence, is the antiquity of the principal buildings ; every thing one sees

considerable, is of three or four hundred years standing ; of new buildings, there are

next to none ; all here remind one of the Medicis : there is hardly a street that has

not some monument, some decoration, that bears the stamp of that splendid magnifi-

cent family. How commerce could enrich it sufliciently, to leave such prodigious re-

mains, is a question not a little curious ; for I may Venture, without apprehension to

assert, that all the collected magnificence of the house of Bourbon, governing for eight

hundred years twenty ndillions of people, is trivial, when compared with what the

Medicis family have left, for the admiration of succeeding ages ; sovereigns only of the

little mountainous region of Tuscany, and with not more than one million of subjects.

And if we pass on to Spain, or England, or Germany, the same astonishing contrast

will strike us. Would Mr. Hope, of Amsterdam, said to be the greatest merchant in

the world, be able, in this age, to form establishments, to be compared with those of

the Medicis ? We have merchants in London, that make twenty, and even thirty

thousand pounds a year profit, but you will find them in brick cottages, for our modem
London houses are no better, compared with the palaces of Florence and Venice,
erected in the age of their commerce ; the paintings, in the possession of our mer-

chants, a few daubed portraits ; their statues, earthen*ware figures on chimney-pieces

;

their libraries ; their cabinets ; how contemptible the idea of a comparison ! It is a
remarkable fact, that vrith this prodigious commerce and manufacture, Florence was
neither so largt nor so populous as at present. This is inexplicable, and demands in-

auiries from £e historical traveller : a very useful path to be trodden by a man of abi-

hties, who should travel for the sake of comparing the things he sees with those he reads

of. Trade, in that age, must from the fewness of hands, have been a sort of mono-
poly, yielding immense profits. From the modem state of Florence, without one new
nouse that rivals, in any degree, those of the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries, it might be
thought, that with their commerce, the Florentines lost every sort of income; yet there

is no doubt, that the revenue from land is, at this moment, greater than it was in the

most flourishing age of the republic. The revenue of Tuscany is now more equally

spent. The government of the grand dukes I take to have been far better than the

republican, for it was not a republic equally formed from all parts of the territory, but

a city governing the country, and consequently impoverishing the whole, to enrich it-

self, which is one of the worst species of government to be found in the world. When
Italy was decorated with fine buildings, the rich nobles must have spent their incomes
in raising them : at present, those ot Florence have other metliods of applying their

fortunes ; not in palaces, not in the fine arts, not in dinners ; the account I received

was, that their incomes are, for the greatest part, consumed by keeping great crowds of

domestics ; many of them married, with their families, as in Spain. The Marchese
Ricurdi has forty, each of which hath a lamily of his own, some of them under-servants,

but all maintained by him. His table is very magnificent, and served with all sorts of

delicacies, yet never any company at it, except the family, tutors, and chaplains. The
house of Ranuzzi hath a greater fortune, and also a greater number of domestics in

the same style. No dinners, as in England; no suppers, as in France; no parties; no
expensive equipages ; little comfort ; but a great train of idle lounging pensioners, ta-

ken fh>m useful labour, andkq>t from productive industry ; one of the worst ways of
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but

spending their fortunes, relatively to the public good, that could have been adopted.

How inferior to the encouragement of the fine or the useful arts !

The manner in which our little party has passed their time has been agreeable enough,

and wonderfully cheap : we have been very well served by a traiteur, with plenty of

good things, well dressed, at 4 paols a head for diimer, and a slight repast at night

:

sugar, rum, and lemons for punch, which both French and Italians like very well, added
a trifle more. These articles, and the apartment, with wood, which is dear, and the

weather, as I noted, very cold, made my whole expence, exclusive of amusements, 3s.

6d. a day English, which surely is marvellously cheap ; for we had ^nerally eight or

ten things for dinner, and such a desert as the season would allow, with good wine, the

best I have drunk in Italy. The Abbate Amoretti, who, fortunately for me, arrived

at Florence the same day as myself, was lodged with a friend, a canon, who being

obliged to be absent in the country most of the time, the Abbate, to save the servants

the trouble of providing for him only, joined our party, and lived with us for some
days, adding to our common bank no slight capital in good sense, information, and
agreeabhness. Madame de Bouille's easy and unaffected character, and the good hu-
mour of the Baron, united with Mr. Stewart, and his young friend, to make a mixtun-
of nations ; of ideas ; of pursuits ; and of tempers, which contributed to render con-

versation diversified, and the topics more in contrast, better treated, and more interest-

ing ; but never one idea, or one syllable, that cast even a momentary shade across tliat

flow of ease and good humour, which ^ives to every society its best relish. There was
not one in the party which any of us wished out of it ; and we were too much pleased

with one another to want any addition. Had I not been turning my face towards my
family, and the old friends I left in England, I should have quitted our little society

with more pain. Half a dozen people have rarely been brought together, by such mere
accident, that have better turned the little nothings of life to account (if I may venture to

use the expression) by their best cement—good humour. ^i^;

The 2d. The day of departure must needs give some anxiety to those who cannot
throw their small evils on servants. Renew my connection with that odious Italian

race, the vetturini. I had agreed for a compagnon de voya^ ; but was alone, wliich I

liked much better. To step at once from an agreeable society, into an Italian voiture

is a k^nd of malady which does not agree with my nerves. The best people appear
but blanks at such a moment : the mind having gotten a particular impulse, one can-

not so soon give it another. The inn at Maschere, where I found no fire, but in part-

nership with some Germans, did not tend much to revive cheerfulness, so I closed

myself in that which Sancho wi^'^ly says, covers a man all over like a cloak. 18
tniies.

The 3d. Dine at Pietra Mala, and, while the dinner was preparing, I walked to the
volcano, as it is called. It is a very singular spectacle, on the slope of a mountain,
without any hole or apparent crevice, or any thing that tends towards a crater ; the
fire bums among some stones, as if they were its fuel ; the flame fills the space of a
cube of about two feet, besides which there are ten or twelve smaller and inconsider-

able flames. These I extinguished in the manner Mons. de la Lande mentions, by
rubbing har^.with a stick among the small stones: the flame catches'again in a few
momentb, butin a manner that convinces me the whole is merely a vent to a current
oi inflammable air, which Signore Amoretti informed me has been lately asserted by-

some person who has tried experiments on it. The flame revives with small explosions,
exactly like those of inflammable air fired from a small phial ; and when I returned to
theimi, the landlord had a bottle of it, vfhich he bums at |>leasure, to shew his guests.
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The cause of this phsenomenon has been sought in almost every thing but the real fact.

I um suq)riscd the fire is not applied to some use. It would boil a considerable copper
constantly, without the expence of a farthing. If I had it at Bradfield, I would bum
brick or lime, and boil or bake potatoes for bullocks and hogs at the same time. Why
not build a house on the spot ? and let the kitchen-chimney surround the flame ? there

would be no danger in living in such a house, certainly as long as the flame continued

to bum. It is true the idea of a mine of inflammable air, just under a house, would
sometimes, i)crhaps, alarm one's female visitors : they would be afraid of a magazine
of vital air uniting with it, and at one explosion blowing up the ceconomical edifice.

On the whole, the idea is rather too volcanic for Bradfleld : Italy has things better

worth importing than burning motmtains. The king of Poland's brother, the pri-

mate, stopping at Pietra Mala a day lor illness (the 25th or 26th November) the wea-
ther was so severe that it froze his Cyprus wine ; milk was as hard as stone, and burst

all the vessels that contained it. On whatever account Englishmen may travel to

Tuscany, let not a warm winter be among their inducements. Sleep at that hideous

hole Loiano, which would be too bad tor hogs accustomed to a clean sty. 36
miles.

The 4th. The passage of the Appenines has been a cold and comfortless journey to

me, and would have been much worse, if I had not taken refuge in walking. The
hills are almost covered with snow : and the road, in many descents, a sheet of ice.

At the St. Marco, at fiolognu, they brought me, according to custom, the book to

write my name for the commandant, and there I see lady £me and sua iiglia, and Mr.
Hervey, October 14. Had my stars been lucky enough to have given me more of the

society of that cultivated family, during my stay in Italy, it would have smoothed some
of my difficulties. I missed lord Bristol at Nice, and again at Padua. He has travel-

led, and lived in Italy, till he knows it as well as Deny ; and, unfortunately for the

society of Sufiblk, ten times better than Ickwwth. Call on Mr. Taylor, and find, to

my great concern, two of his children very ill. Abbate Amoretti, who left Florence a

few days ago, is here to my comfort ; and we shall continue together till we come to

Parma. This is indeed fortunate, for one can hardly wish for a better fellow-traveller.

20 miles.

The 5th. Visit the Institute, which has acquired a greater reputation than it merits;

Whoever has read any thing about modem Italy, knows what it contains. I never

view museums of natural history, and cabinets of machines for experimental philosophy,

but with a species of disgust. I hate expence, and time thrown aviray for vanity and
shew more than utility. A well arranged laboratory, clean, and every thing in OTder,

in a holy-day dress, is detestable ; but 1 found a combination of many pleasures in the

disorderly dirty laboratories ol Messrs. de Morveau and la Vosier. There is a face of

business ; there is evidently work going forwards ; and if so, there is use. Why move
here, and at Florence, through rooms well garnished with pneumatical instruments that

are never used ? Why are not experiments going forvt^ard ? If the professors have

not time or inclination for those experiments, which it is their duty to make, let others,

who are willing, convert such machines to use. Half these implements grow good for

nothing from rest ; and, before they are used, demand to be new arranged. You shew
me abundance of tools, but say not a word of the discoveries that have been made by
them. A prince, who is at the expence of making such great collections ofmachines,

should always order a series of experiments to be carrying on by their means. If I were

grund duke of Tuscany, I should say, " You, Mr. Fontana, have invented an eudio-

meter ; I desire that you will carry on a series of trials to ascertain every circumstance
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ivhkh changes the result, in the qualities of airs, that can be nsccrlaincd by the nitrous

test; and if you have other inc|uirics, which you think more important, employ somi-

person upon'whom you can depend." And to Mr. John Fabbroni, "You have made
five trials on the weight of gcoponic soils, taken hydrostatieally ; make five hundred

more, and let the specimens be chosen in conjunction with the professor of agriculture.

You have explained how to analyze soils, analyze the same specimens." When men
have opened to themselves careers which Uicy do not pursue, it is usually for want of

the means of prosecuting them ; but in the museum of a prince ; in such cabinets as

at Florence or Bologna, there arc no difHcuhies of this sort, and they would be bet-

ter employed than in their present state, painted and patched, like an opera girl, for the

idle to stare at. What would a Watson, a Milner, or a Priestley say, upon a proposal

to have their laboratories brushed out clean and spruce ? I believe they would kick out

the operator who came on such an errand. In like manner, I hate a library well gilt,

exactly arranged, and not a book out of its place ; I am apt to think the owner better

pleased with the reputation of hb books, than with reading them. Here is a chamber
for madiines applicable to mechanics ; and the country is lull of carts, with w heels two

feet high, with large axles ; what experiments have been made in this chamber to in-

form the peofde on a point of such consequence to the conduct of almost every art ? T

have, however, a greater quarrel thtm this with the Institute. There is an apartment of

the art of war and fortification. Is there one of the machines of agriculture, and of such

of its processes as can be represented in miniature ? No : nor here, nor any where

else have I seen such an exhibition ; yet in the king's library at Paris, the art of Englisli

gardening is represented in wax-work, and makes a play thing pretty enough for a child

to cry for. The attention paid to war, and the neglect of agriculture in this Institute,

gives me a poor opinion of it. Bologna may produce great men, but she will not be

indebted for them to this establishment. View some churches and palaces, which I did

not see when here before. In the church of St. Dominico, a slaughter of the Innocents,

by Guide, which will command attention, how little inclined soever you may be to give

it. The mother and the dead child, in the fore-ground, are truly pathetic, and the

whole piece finely executed. The number of highly decorated churches at Bologna is

surprising. They count, I think, above an hundred ; and all the towns, and many
villages in Italy, offer the same spectacle ; the sums of money invested in this manner
in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and some even in the seventeenth, are truly

amazing ; the palaces were built at the same time, and at this period all the rest of
£urope was in a state of barbarism : national wealth must have been immense, to have
spared such an enormous superfluity. This idea recurs every where in Itiily, and wants
explanation from modern historians. The Italian republics had all the trade of Eu-
rope ; but what was Europe in that age ? England and Holland liavc had it this age
without any such effects ; with us architecture t^ikes quite a different turn ; it is the dif-

fusion of comfort in the houses of private people ; not .concentrated magnificence in

public wor&s. But there docs not appear, from the size and number of the towns in

Italy, built in the same ages, to liave been any want of this; private houses were nu-

merous and well erected. A difference in manners, introducing new and unheard of
luxuries, has probably been the cause of the change. In such a diary as this, one can
only touch on a subject ; but the historians should dwell on diem, rather than on battles

and sieges.

,
The 6Lh. Left Bologna, with Abbate Amoretti, in a vettura, but the day so fine and

. frosty, that we walked three-fourths of the way to Modena. Pass Ansolazeii, the seat

pf the Marchese Abbergattj, .who, after having passed his grand climacteric, has jusf
VOL. IV. 3 c
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married a ballarina, of seventeen. The country to Modena is the same as the flat part

of the Boloi^csie ; it is all a dead level plain, inclosed by neatly wrought hedges asnunst

the road, with a view of distinguishing properties. I thought, on entering the Mode-

ncsc dominions, across the river that i observed rather a decline in neatness and good

evening

of a comedy, in which the following passage excited such an immoderate lau^h, that it

is worth inserting, if only to shew the tasto of the audience, and the reputation of the

ballarine ; " Era un cavallo si bello, si svelto, si agile, di bcl petto, gambe ben fette,

groppa gressa, che sc fosse stato una cavalla, convcrebbc dire che Tanima della prima

ballerina del teatro transmigrata in quella." Another piece of miserable wit was received

with as much applause as tnc most sterling : Arlech. " Chi e quel re che ha la piu gran

corona del mondo V* Brighel. " Quellochc ha la testa piu piccola." 24 miles.

The 7th. To the ducd palace, which is a magnificent building, and contains a con-

siderable collection of pictures, yet a melancholy remnant of what; were once here.

The libnuT, celebrated for its contents, is splendid ; we were shewn the curious MS.
of which there is an account in Dc la Lande. The bible made for the D'Este fiunily

is beautifully executed, begun in 1457, and finished in 1463, and cost 1875 zechins.

In the afternoon, accompanied the abbate Amoretti to Signore Belentani ; and in the

evening to Signore Venturi, professor of physics in the universitv, with whom we
spent a very agreeable and instructive evening. We debated on tJie propriety of ap-

plying some political principles to the present state of Italy : and I found, that the pro-

fessor had not only considered the subjects of political importance, but seemed pleased

to converse upon them.

The 8th. Early in the morning to Reggio. This line of country appears to be one

ofthe best in Lombardy ; there is a neatness in the houses, which are every where spat-

tcred thickly, that extends even to the homesteads and hedges, to a degree tliat one
does not always find, even in the best parts of England ; but the trees that support the

vines being large, the whole has now, without leaves, the air of a forest. In summer
it must be an absolute wood. The road is a noble one. Six miles from Modena, we
passed the Secchia, or rather the vale ruined by that river, near an unfinished bridge,

with a long and noble causeway leading to it on each side, which does honour to the

duke and states of Modena. It being a festa (the immaculate conception) we met the

country people going to mass ; the married women had all muffs, which are here wed-
ding presents. Another thing I observed, for the first time, were children standing

ready in the road, or running out of the houses, to offer, as we were walking, asses

to ride : they have them always saddled and bridled, and the fixed price is 1 sol per

mile. This shews attention and industry, and is therefore commendable. A country,

man, who 'had walked with us for some distance, replied to them, that we were not
Signora d'asini. In the afternoon to Parma. The country the same, but not widi
that air of neatness that is between Reggio and Modena : not so well inclosed, nor bo
Avell planted ; and though very populous, not so well built, nor the houses so clean and
neat. Pass the Eusa, a poor miserable brook, now three yards wide, but a bridge for

it a quarter ofa mile long, and a fine vale, all destroyed by its ravages ; this is the bounda-
ry of the two duchies. 30 miles.

The 9th. At the academy is the famous picture of the holj' family and St. Jerome,

by Corrcggio, a master more inimitable perhaps than Raphael himself. To my unlearn-

ed eyes, there is in this painting such a suffusion of grace, and such a blaze of beauty.
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as strike me blind (to use another's expression) to ull dcfcctn whicli learned eyes iiuvr

found in it. I have admired this piece often in Italy in good copies, by no ordinur}'

masters, but none come near the original. The head of the Magdalen is reckoned thc

chef d*aeuvreof Corrcggio. The celebrated cupola of the Duomois so high, so much
damaged, and my eyes so indifferent, that I leave it for those who have better. At St.

Sepolcro, St. Joseph gathering palms, See. by the same great hand. There are works
by him also in the church of St. John, but not equally beautiful, and a copy of his fa-

mous Notte. At the academy is a fine adoration, by Mazzola. The great theatre here

is the largest in the world. In the afternoon to the citadel ; but its governor, count

Rezzonico, to whom I had a letter, is absent from Parma. Then to the celebrated

reale typografia of Signore Bodoni, who shewed me many works of singular beauty.

The types, I think, exceed those of Didot at Paris, who often crowds the letters close,

as if to save paper. The Daphne and Chloe, and the Amynta, are l)eautifully execu-

ted ; I bought the latter as a si)ecimcn of this celebrated ^ress, which really does ho-

nour to Italy. Signore Bodoni had the title of the prmter to the king of Spain,

but never received any salary or even gratification, as I learned in Parma from another

quarter; where I was also informed, that the salarv he has from the duke is only 150
zechins. His merit is great and distinguished, and his exertions are uncommon. He
has thirty thousand matrices of type. I was not a little pleased to find, that he has met
with the best sort of patron in Mr. Edwards, the bookseller, ut London, who lias made
a contract with him for an impression of two hundred and fifty of four Greek poets,

four Latin, and four Italian ones ; Pindar, Sophocles, Homer, and Theocritus ; Ho-

mon on this text, Ut seductores et veraces : Corinth, cap. vi. ver. 8. The diary is a

catalogue of saints, with the chief circumstances of their lives, their merits, &c. This
book, which is put together in the spirit of the tenth centur}', is (marvellously be it

spoken !) the production of the duke of Parma's pen. The sovereign, for whose edu-

cation a constellation of French talents was collected ; with what effect let this produc-

tion witness. Instead of profanely turning friars out of their convents, this pnnce has

peopled his palace with monks ; and the holv oifice of inquisition is found at rarma, in-

stead of an academy of agriculture. The duchess has her amusements, a.s well as her

husband : doubtless they arc more agreeable, and more in unison with the character

and practice of this age. The memoirs of the court of Parma, both during the reigns of

Don Philip and the present duke, whenever they are published, for written I should sup-

pose they must be, will make a romance as interesting as any that fiction lias produced.

If I lived under a government that had the power of fleecing mc to support the extrava-

gancesof a prince, m the name of common feeling, let it be to fill a palace with mis-

tresses, rather than with monks. For half a million of French livres, the 'river Parma
might be made navigable from the Po : it has been more than once mentioned ; but die

present duke has other and more holy employments for money ; Don Philip's were not
so dilrectly aimed at the gates of Pamdise.

The 10th. In the morning, walked with Signore Amoretti to Vicomero, seven miles

north of Parma towards the Po, the seat of the count de Schafficnatti. For half the

wayJ
we had a fine clear frosty sun-shine, which shewed us the constant fog that hangs

over the Po ; but a slight breeze from the north rising, it drove this fog over us, and
changed the day at ooce. It rarely quits the Po, except in the heat of the day in fine

• weather in Summer, so that when you are to the south of it, with a clear view of the

3c2
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Appcnincfl, you sec nothing of the AIns ; and when to the north of it, with a fine view

of the liittor, von scf nothing of the Ap;x:nincs. Commonly it docs not spread more
than hulfa mik- on each Hide wider than the river, but varies by wind, an it did to-day.

The eoinitry, for four milen, is mostly meadow, and much of it watered ; but then Ixr-

conies arable Kntercd the house of a metayer, to sec the meth(xl of living, but found

nobo<ly ; the whole family, with six or eight women and children, their neighbours,

were in the stable, sitting on forms fronting each odicr in two lines, on a space paved
and clean, in the middle of the room, between two rows of oxen and cows : it was
most disagreeably hot on entering. They stay there till they ^ to bed, sometimes till

midnight. This practice is univerrul in t<ombardy. Dine with the count de Scliaflie<

natti, who lives entirely in the country with his wife. He shewed me his farm, and I

examined his dairy, where cheeses ore made nearly in the same way, and with the same
implements as in the Lodesan ; these cheeses may therefore, with as much propriety,

l)e called Parmesan, as those that come from Lodi. My friend, the Abliate Amoretti,

luiving other engagements in this country, I here took Ituvw of him with regret. 14

miles.

The 1 1th. Having agreed with u vetturino to take me to Turin, and he not being
able to procure another passenger, I went alone to Firenzoln. It is fine sun-shine wea-
ther, decisively warmer than ever felt in England at this season : a sharp frost, without

affecting the extremities as with us, where cold fingers and toes may be classed among
the nuisances of our climate. I walked most of the way. The face of the country is

the same as before, but vines decrease after Borgo St. Donnino. An inequality in the

surface of the country begins also to appear, and every where a scattering of oak tim-

ber, which is a new feature. 20 miles.

Tlie 12th. Early in the morning to Piacenza, that I might have time to view that

city, which, however contiuns little worthy of attention. The countn' changed u good
deal to-day. It is like the flat rich parts of Essex and Suffolk. Houses are thinuer,

and the general face inferior. The inequalities which began yesterday increase. The
two equestrian statues ofAlexander and Rannutio Famcsc, are finely expressive of life,;

the motion of the horses, particularly that of Alexander's, is admirable ; and the whole
performance spirited and alive. They are by John ofBologna, or Moca his eleve. Sleep

at Castcl St. Giovanne. 26 miles.

The 13th. Cross a brook two miles distant, and enter the king of Sardinia's terri-

tory, where the sculls of two robbers, who, about two months ago, robbed the cou-
rier of Rome, arc immediately seen: this is an agreeable object, that strikes us at our
entrance into any part of the Picdmontcse dominions ; the inhabitants having in this

respect an ill reputation throughout all Italy, much to the disgrace of the government.
The country, to Tortona, is all hill and dale ; and being cultivated, with an intermix-

ture of vines, and much inclosed, with many buildings on the hills, the features are so
agreeable, that it may be ranked among the most pleasing I have seen in Italy. With-
in three miles ofVoghera, all is white with snow, the first I have seen in the plain ; but
as we approach the mountains, shall quit it no more till the Alps are crossed. Dine at

Voghera, in a room in wliich the chimney does not smoke ; which ought to be noted,

as it is the only one free from it since I left Bologna. At this freezing season, to have a
door constantly open to aid the chimney in its olfice ; one side burnt by the blaze ofa fag-

got, and the other frozen by a door that opens into the yard, are among the agremens of
a winterjourney in lat. 45. After Voghera the hills tend more to the south. The sun
setting here is a singular object to an eye used only to plains. The Alps not being vi-

sible, It seems to set long before it reaches the plane of the horizon. Pass the citadel of
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Tortonu on a hilli one ol' ttic Htrgngest pluccti in the pos&csftion of the king of Surdiniu.

33 miles.

The 14tli. Fortl the Srrivia ; it is ns nivaging n stream as the Trchhin, subject to

dreudful fluodii, uitcr tvcti two du}Hrain ; cspccinlly if u Scirneco wind nidts the snow
on the Anpenines : hueh accidents have often kept tnivellers four, five, and even six

days at miserable inns. I felt myself lifjhter for the havinp passed it ; for there were not

fewer than six or seven rivers, which could have thus stopped me. This is the last.

The weather continues sharp uifd frosty, very cold, the ice five inches thick, and the

snow deep. Dine at Alexandria, joined there by a {n;ntlcnian who has taken the other

seat in the vettuni to Turin. Just on the outside of that town, there is an uncommon
covered bridge. The citadel seems surrounded with many works. Sleep at Fellisham,

a vile dirty hole, with paper windows, common in ^is country, and not uncommon even

in Alexandria itself. 18 miles.

The 15th. The country, to Asti and Villanova, all hilJy, and some of it pleasing.

Coming out of Asti, where we dined, the country for some miles is beautiful. Mv vet-

turhio has been travelling in company with another, without my knowing any thing of

the maater till tO'day ; but we jomed at dinner, and I found him a very sensible agree-

able Frenchman, apparently a man of fashion, who knows every body. His conversa-

tion, both >it dinner, and in the evening, was no inconsiderable relief to the dullness ol

such a frozen journey. His name Nicolay. 22 miles.

The 16th. To Turin, by Moncallicr; much of the countiy dull and disagreeable
;

hills without landscape ; and vales without the fertility of Lombardy. My companion,
who is in office as an architect to the king, as well as I could gather from the hints he
dropped, lived nine years in Sardinia. 1 he account he gives of that island, contains

some circumstances worth noting. What keeps it in its present unimproved situation, is

chiefly the extent of estates, the absence of some very grc<it proprietors, and the inat-

tention of alL The duke of Assinam has 300,000 livres a year, or 15,0001. sterling.

The duke of St. Piera 160,000. The Marchese di Pascha, very great. Many of them
live in Spain. The Conte de Girah, a grandee of Spain has an estate of two days jour-
ney, reaching from Poula to Oliustrc. The peasants arc a miserable set, tliat live in

poor cabins, without other chimnics than a hole in the roof to let the smoke out. The
mtemperia is frequent and pernicious every where in summer ; yet there are very great

mountains. Cattle have nothing to cat in winter, but brouzing on shrubs, &c. 1 here

are no wolves. The oil so bad as not to be eatable. Some wine almost as good as Ma-
laga, and not unlike it. No silk. The great export is wheat, which has been known
to yield forty for one ; but seven or eight for one is the common produce. Bread, Is.

the pound ; beef, 2s. ; mutton, 2^s. There are millions of wild ducks ; such num-
bers, that persons fond of shooting have gone thither merely for the incredible sporl

they affiord.

The 17th. Waited on our ambassador, the honourable Mr. Trevor, who was not at

home ; but I liad an invitation to dinner soon after, which I accepted readily, and passed

a very pleasant day. Mr. Trevor's situation is not comixitil>le with his being a practical

former ; but he is a man of dcei> sense, and much observation ; all such arc political

farmers, from conviction of the imijortsmce of the subject. He converses well on it

;

Mr. Trevor mentioned some Piedmontese nobles, to whom he would have introduced
rae, if my stay had been long enough ; but he would not admit an excuse respecting the

Portuguese ambass:idor, of whom Tie s^xiaks as a person remarkably well informed ; and
who loves agriculture greatly. In the evening accompanied Mrs. Trevor to the greaV
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opera house ; u rehtarMiI of I'Olympiadc, new-set by n young composer, Frcderici

;

Miirchtst* siinir.

Thf IHtli. I am not a little obliged to Mr. Trevor for intr(xliicing me to one of tl.c

l)CHt informed mi-n I have any where met with, Don Rcxlcrigo dc Soiizu Continho, tlu*

Portuguese miuister utthe court of Turin, with whom I diued to-duy ; he had invited

to njcet me the Me<Uco Bonvicino, I'Abbatc Vasco, author of several political nieces of

merit, uu«.l Signore Bellardi, a b<itanist of considcrul)lc reputation, whom I htul kno^^ni

before at Turin. What the young and l)eautifut Madame de Souza thinks ofan Kng
lihh farmer, may be easily guessed ; for not one word was spoken in an incesHant con-

versation, but on agriculture, or those political principles which tend to clierish or re-

strain it. To u woman of fashion in England this would not appear extraordinary, for she

now and then meets with it ; but to a young Piedmontese, unaccustomed to such con-

versations, it must have appeared odd, uninviting, and unpolite. M. dc Souza sent to

tlic late prince of Brazil, one of the best and most j'ldicious offerings that any ambassa-
dor ever made to his sovereign ; Portugal he represents as a country capable of vast im-

provements by irrigation, but almost an entire stranger to die pnicticc ; therefoa*, with

a view of introducmg a knowledge of its im|)ortance, he ordered a model, in different

woods, to \)C constructed of a river ; the method of taking water from it ; and the con-

ducting of it by various channels over the adjoining or distant lands, with ail the machine-

ry used fur regulating and measuring the water. It was made on such a scale, that the

model was an exhibition of the art, so far as it could be represented in the distribution

of water. It was an admirable thought, and might have proved of the greatest imjiort-

anxto his countr}'. This machine is at Lisbon; and, I take it for granted, is there

considered (if Lisbon be like other courts) as a toy for children to look at, instead of a

school for the instruction of a people. I was pleased to find the Portuguese minister

among the most intimate acquaintances of Mr. Trevor ; the friendship of men of parts

and knowledge, does them reciprov..d honour: lam sorr}' to quit lurin, justas I am
known to two men who would be sufficient to render any town agreeable ; nor should

I be sorry if Don Roderigo was a farmer near mc in Suffolk, instead of being an am-
bassador at Turin, for which he is doubtless much obliged to me.

The 19th. The king has sent a message to the Academy of Sciences, recommending
them to pay attention to whatever concerns dyin;- . The minister is said to be a man of

abilities, from which expression, in this age, vv c uvc to understand, a person who is, or

seems to be active for the encouragement of manufactures and commerce, but never one
who has just ideas on the importance of agriculture in preference to all other objects.

To multiply mulberries in Piedmont, and cattle and sheep in Savoy ; to do something

\vith the fertile wastes and pestiferous marshes of Sardinia, would give a minister repu-

tation among the few real politicians only in any country : but dying, and buttons,^ and
scissors, and commerce, are calculated to please the many, and consequently to give repu-

tatioti to thotie who build on such foundations. Dine with Mr. Trevor, and continue to

find in him an equal ability and inclination to answer such of my inquiries as I took the

liberty of troubling him with. In the evening he introduced me to count Granari, the

secrcuiry of stiite for home affairs, that is the prime minister, under an idea that he had

an intention of introducing Spanish sheep : he was ambassador in Spain, and seems, from

his conversation, well informed concerning the Spanish flocks. This minister was called

home to fill his present important situation, to the satisfaction of the people, who have

• Sec Milan. ^^.'
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c 1 iinii

;

vrrv gcncnilly u fpod opinion of \\\% ability und prudence*. To.morruw I Icnv

1 lilivc ttuncd \vid» u vctturino for carryiuj; mc to I^yons acroHH Mont Ctnis, in u ( liii-

riut, and allowed him to take another |K'r*t<)n: this ikthou he lias Ibinid; and it is

Mr. Grundy, u considerable inerclunt of Uirukinglutni, whoiHon hit aturn lioni Na
plcii.

The 20th. I.tavc Turin ; dine nt St. ArUhon^', like liogs ; nnd •nuokcd all the dlnruf

like hams. Sleep at Suza, u bitter inn. 32 milen.

The 21st. The tthortest day in the vcur, for one of the cx|Kditions that denuuid the

loni^-Mt, the passajjfe of Mont Ccnis, a()out which ho much has been written. To ihoic

who, from readirig, are full of cxiKctation of Nomcthing very sublime, it is almo;it as

tfrcat a delusion us is to be met with in the regions of romance: if truvellcni arc to be

believed, the descent, rammassant on the snow, is mode with the velocity of a fli.sh of

lightning ; I was not fortunate enough to meet with any thing so wonderful. At the

gmnde croix we seated ourselves in machines of four sticks, dignified with the name jf

Iraincau : a mule draws it, and a conductor, who walks between the machine and the ur.i*

mal, serves chiefly to kick the snow into the face of the rider. When arrived at the pre-

cipice, which leads down to Lanebourg, the mule is dismissed, and the rammassing be*

gins. The weight of two persons, the guide seatingliimsclf in the front, and directing it

with heels in the snow, is sufficient to give it motion. For most of the way he is content

to follow very humbly the path of the mules, but now and then crosses to esca^ie a

double, and in such spots the motion is rapid enough, for a few seconds, to be agreeable

;

they might very easily shorten the line one half, und by that methcxl gratify the English

with the velocity they admire so much. As it is at present, a good English horse would
trot as fast as we rammassed. The exaggerations we have read of this business have

arisen, perhaps, from tr.iv Mers passing in summer, and relying on the descriptions of

the muleteers. A journey on snow is commonly productive of laugh;iblc incidents ;

the road of the traineau is not ^vider than the machine, and we were always meeti^ij

mules, 8cc. It was sometimes, and with reason, a question who should turn out; for the

snow being ten feet deep, the mules had sagacity to consider a moment before they buried

tliemselves. A young Savoyard female, riding her mule, exi)crienced u complete rever-

sal ; for attempting to puss my tniineau, her oeast was a little restive, und tumbling,

dismounted his rider : the girl's head pitched in the snow, and sunk deep enough to fix

her beauties in the position of a forked post; und the wicked muleteers, instead of as-

sisting her, laughed too heartily to move : if it hud been one of the ballerine, the attitude

would not luve been distressing to her. These laughable adventures, with the gilding

of a bright sun, made \hc day pass pleasantly ; and we were in good humour enough
to swallow with cheerfulness, u dinner at Lanebourg, that, hud we been in England,

we should have consigned very readily to the dog-kennel. 20 miles.

The 22d. The wholp day we were among the high Alps. The villages are apparently

poor, the houses ill built, and the people with few comforts about them, except plenty

of pine wood, the forests of which harbour wolves und beiu's. Dine at Modane, and
sleep at St. Michel. 25 milci;.

1 he 23d. Pass St. Jean Maurienne, where there is a bishr.p, and near that place we
saw what is much better than a bishop, the prettiest, and indeed the only pretty woman
we saw in Savoy ; on inquiry, found it was Madame de la Coste, wife of a fanner of to-

bacco ; I should have been better pleased if she had belonged to the plough. The
mountains now relax their terrific features : they recede enough, to oflfer to the willing

industry of the poor inhabitants something like a valley ; but the jealous torrent seizes

it with the hand of despotism, and like his brother tyrants^ reigns but to desu-oy . On
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iomc slopes vines : mulberries begin to appear; villages increase ; but still continue w
thcr shapeless heaps of inhabited stones than ranges of houses ; yet in these homely cots,

l)eneuth the snow-clad hills, where natural light comes with tiu^y beams, and art seems
more sedulous to exclude than admit it, peace and content, the companions of honesty,
may reside ; and certainly would, were the penury of nature the only evil felt ; but the
hand of despotism may be more heavy. In several places the view is picturesque and
l)leasing : iiiclosures seem hung against the mountain sides, as a picture suspended to

the wall of a room. The jxjople are in general exceedingly ugly and dwarfish. Dine
at La Chambre ; sad fare. Sleep at Augebelle. 30 miles.

The 24th. The country to-day, that is to Chambcry, improves grc-^tly ; the moun-
tains, though high, recede ; the vallieu are wide, and the slopes more cultivated ; and
towards the capital of Savoy, are many country houses which enliven the scene. Above
Mai Taverne is Chateauneuf, the house of the countess of that name. I was sorry to

see, at the village, a carcan, or seigneural standard, erected, to which a chain and heavy
iron collar are fastened, as a mark of the lordly arrogance of the nobility, and the sla<

\ery of the people. I asked why it was not burned, with the horror it merited? The
(juestion did not excite the surprise I expected, and which it would have done before

the French revolution. This led to a conversation, by which I learned, that in the haut

Savoy, there are no seigneurs, and the people are generally at their ease ; possessing little

properties, and the iand in spite of nature, almost as valuable as in the lower country,

w here the people are poor, and ill at their ease. I demanded why ? Because there are

seigneurs every where. What a vice is it, and even a curse, that the gentry , instead of

being the chcrishers and benefactors of their poor neighbours, should thus, by the abo-

mination of feudal rights, prove mere tyrants ? Will nothing but revolutior.s, which
cause their chateaux to b; burnt, induce them to give to reason and humanity, v 'hat will

be extorted by violence and commotion ? We had arranged our journey to arrive early

,

at Chami>ery, for an opportunity to see what is most interesting in a place that has but

little. It is the winter residence of almost all the nobility of Savoy. The best estate

in the duchy is not more than 60,000 Piedmontese livres a year (30001.) but for 20,000
livres they live en grand seigneur here. If a country gentleman have 150 louis d'or a

year, he will be sure to spend three months in a town ; the consequence of which must
be, nine uncomfortable ones in the country, in order to make a beggarly figure the other

three m town. These idle people are this Christmas disappointed, by the court having

refused admittance to the usual company of French comedians ; the government fears

importing among the rough mountaineers the present spirit of French liberty. Is this

weakness or policy ? But Chamtery had objects to me more interesting. I was eager

to view Charmettes, the road, the house of Madame Warens, the vineyard, the garden,

every thing, in a word, that had been described by the inimitable pencil of Rousseau.

There \\ as something so deliciously amiable in her character, in spite of her frailties

;

her constant gaiety and good humour ; her tenderness and humanity ; her farming spe-

culations ; but, above all other circumstances, the love of Rousseau, have written her

name amongst the few who^e memoirs are connected Vith us, by ties more easily fielt

lha::i described. The house is situated about a mile f.om Chambery, fronting the rocky

road which leads to that city, and the wood of chesnuts in the valley. It is small, and
much of the same size as \ve should suppose, in England, would be found on a farm of

one hundred acres, without the least luxury or pretension ; and the garden, for shrubs

and flovv-ers, is confined, as well as unassuming. The scenery is pleasing, being so near

H city, and yet, as he observes, q.iite sequestered. It could not but interest me, and I
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\ iewed u with a degree of emotion ; even in the leafless melancholy of December it

pleaiwd. I wandered about some hills, which were assuredly the walks he has so agree-

ably described. I returned to Chximbery, with my heart fuil of Madame de Warens.

We had with us a young physician, a Monsieur Bernard, of Modanne en Muurienne, an

agreeable man, connected with people at Chambcry ; I was sorry to find, that he knew
nothing ; iore of the matter, than that Madame dc Wureiis was ceiuinly dead. Witli

some trouble I procured the foP'^wing certificate

:

Extract from the Mortuary Register of the Parish Church of St. Peter de Lemens.

" The 30th of July was buried, in the burying ground of Lemens, Dame Louisa

Frances Eleonor de la Tour, widow of the Seignor Baron de Warens - Cwx of Vcvay,

in the canton of Berne, in Switzerland, who died yesterday, at tcnm tLe evening, like

a good Christian, and fortified with her last sacrameuts, aged about sixty-tliree years.

She abjured the Protestant religion about thirty-six years past ; since which time she

lived in our religion. She finished her days in the suburb of Nesin, Avhcrc she had lived

for about eight years, in the house of M. Crepine. She lived heretofore ut the Rectus,

about four years in the house of the Marquis d'Alinge. She passed the rest of her life,

since her abjuration, in this city. (Signed) Gaime, recur of Lemens."

" I, the underwritten, present rector of the said Lemens, certify, that I have extracted

this from the mortuary register of the parish church of the said place, without any addi-

tion or diminution whatsoever ; and, having collated it, have found it conformable to the

original. In witness of all wl>ich, I have signed the present at Cliambery, the 24th of

December, 1789. (Signed) A. Sac hod, rector of Lemens."
23 miles.

The 25th. Left Chambery much dissatisfied, for want of knowing more of it.

Rousseau gives a good character* of the people, and I wished to know them better.

It was the worst day I have kno\vn, for months past, a cold thaw, of snow and rain

;

and yet in this dreary season, v.hen nature so rarely lias a smile on her countenance,

the environs were charming. All hill and dale, tossed about whh so much wildness,

that the features are bold enough for the irregularity of a forest scene ; and yet mthal,

softened and melted down by culture and habitation, to be eminently beautiful. The
country inclosed to the first town in Fruce, Pont Beauvotsin, where we dined and
slept. The passage of Echeiles, cut in the rock by the sovereign of the country, is a

noble imd stupendous work. Arrive at Pont Beauvoisin, once more entering this no-

ble -xingdom, and meeting with the cockades of liberty, and those arms in the liands of
the people, which, it is to be wished, may be used only for their own and Europe's
peace. 24 miles.

The 26th. Dine at Tour du Pin, and sleep at Verpiliere. This is tlie most advan-
tageous entrance into France, in respect of beauty of country. From Spain, England,
Flanders, Germany, or Italy by way of Antibes, all are inferior to this. It is really

beautiful, and well planted, has many inclosures and mulbeiries, with some vines.

There b hardly a bad feature, except the houses; which, instead of being well built,

and white as in Italy, are ugly thatchedmud cabins, Witliout chimnies, the smoke issuing

at a hole in the roof, or at the windows. Glass seems unknown ; and there is an air
of poverQr and misery about them quite dissonant to the general aspect of the countr}',

* S'il est une petite ville au raonde ou I'on goute la douceur de la vie dans un commerce agreablc
8e sur, c'est Chambery. . ^ ...

.

\
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Pass Bourgopi, a large to^vn. Reach Vcrpilierc. This day's journey is a fine vari.

ation of hill and dale, well planted with chateaux, and farms and cottages spread about

it. A mild lovely day of sun-shine threw no light gilding over the whole. For ten

or twelve days past, they have had, on this side uf the Alps, fine open warm weather,

with sun>shine ; but on the Alps themselves, and in the vale of Lombardy, on the other

side we were frozen and buried in snow. At Point Beauvoisin, and Boui^yn, our

passports were demanded by the IViilice bourgcoise, but no where else : they assure us,

that the country- is perfectly quiet every where, and have no guards mounted in the

villages, nor any suspicions of fugitives, as in the summer. Not far from Verpiliere,

pass the burnt chateau of M. de Veau, in a fine situation, with a noble wood behind

it. Mr. Grundy was here in August, and it had then but lately been laid in ashe^

;

and a peasant was hanging on one of the t -ees of the avenue by the road, one

among many who were seized by the milice bourgcoise for this atrocious act. 27
miles.

The 27th. The country changes at once ; fix)m one of the finest in France, it bt-

comes almost flat and sombre. Arrive at Lyons, and there, for the last time, it . V?

Alps; on the quay there is a very fine view of Mont Blanc, which I had not r ,; .-

fore ; leaving Italy, and Savoy, and the Alps, probably never to return, has sometliiug

of a melancholy sensation. For all those circumstances which render that classical

country illustrious, the seat of great men, the theatre of the most distinguished ac-

tior the exclusive field in which the elegant and agreeable arts have loved to range
;

what country can be compared with Italy r to please the eye, to charm the ear, to

gratify the inquiries of a laudable curiosity, whither would you travel ? In every bo-

som whatever, Italy is the second country in the world, of all others, the surest proof
that it is the first. To the theatre ; a musical thing, which called all Italy by contrast

to my ears ! What stuff is French music ! the distoitions of embod'';d dissonance.

'J'hc theatre is not equal to that of Nantes ; and very much inferior to that of Bour-
de<iux. 18 miles.

The 28th. I had letters to lions. Goudard, a considerable silk merchant, and,

waiting on him yesterday, he appointed me to breakfast with him this morning. I

tried hard to procure some information relative to the manufactures of Lyons ; but
in vain : every thing was selon and suivant. To Mons. I'Abbe Rozier, author of the

voluminous dictionary of agriculture, in quarto. I visited him as a man very much
oxtoUed, and not with an idea of receiving information in the plain practical line,

which is the object of my inquiries, from the compiler of a dictionary. When Mons.
liozier lived at Beziers, he occupied a considerable farm ; but on becoming the in-

habitant of a city, he placed this motto over his door, Laudato ingentia rura, exiguum
€olito, which is but a bad apology for no farm at all. I made one or two efforts to-

warris a little practical conversation ; but he flew olf fi'om that centre in such eccentric

radii of science, that the vanity of the attempt was obvious in a moment A physician

{:)resent, remarked to me, that if I wanted to know common practices and products,

f should apply to common farmers, indicating by his air and manner, tliat such thingi

^vere beneath the dignity of science. Mons. I'Abbe Rozier is, hov/ever, a man ot

considerable knowledge, though no farmer ; in those pursuits, which he hsia cultivat-

ed with inclination, lie is justly celebrated., and he merits every e\ilo;pum, for having

set on foot the Journal de Physique, which take it for ^11 and all, is by &r the best

journal that is to be found in Europe. His house is beautifully situated commanding
a noble prospect ; his library is furnished with good books ; and every appearance

tthout him points out an easy fortune. Waited then on Mons. de Frossard, a protestant
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tnlnistcr, "who, with great readiness and liberality, gave me much valuable information,-

and, for my further mstruction on points with which he was not equally acquainted,

introduced me to Mons. Roland la Platerie, inspector of the Lyons fabrics. This gen

tleman had notes upon many subjects, which afforded an interesting conversation i

and, as he communicated freely, I had the pleasure to find, that I should not quit Lyonh
without a good portion of the knowledge I sought. This gentleman, somewhat ad-

vanced in hfe, has a young and beautiful wife; the lady to whom he addressed his let-

ters, written in Italy, and which have been published in five or six volumes. Mons.
Frossard desiring Mons. de la Platerie to dine with him, to meet me, we had a great

deal of conversation on agriculture, manufactures, and commerce ; and differed but

little in our opinions, except on the treaty of commerce between England and France,

which that gentleman condemned, as I thought, unjustly; and we debated the point.

He warmly contended, that silk ought to have been mcluded as a benefit to France ; I

urged, that the offer was made to the French ministry, and refused ; and 1 >'entured to

say, that had it been accepted, the advantage would have been on the side of England,

instead of France, supposing, according to the vulgar ideas^ that the benefit and the

balance of trade are the same things. I begged him to give me a reason for believing

that France would buy the silk of Piedmont and of China, and work it up to under-

sell England ; while England buys the French cotton, and works it into fabrics tliat

undersell those of France, even under an accumulation of charges and duties ? We
discussed these, and similar subjects, with that sort of attention and candour that render

them interesting to persons who love a liberal conversation upon important points.

Among the objects at Lyons, that are worthy of a stranger's curiosity, is the |.oint of
junction of the two great rivers, Soanne and the Rhone ; Lyons would doubdess be
much better situated, if it were really at the junction ; but there is an unoccupied space
sufficient to contain a city half as large as Lyons itself. This space is a modem embank-
ment, that cost six millions, and ruined the undertakers. I prefer even Nantes to

Lyons. When a city is built at the junction of two great rivers, the imagination is

apt to suppose, that those rivers form a part of the magnificence ofthe scenery. With-
out broad, clean, and well built quays, what are rives to a city but a facility to carry

coals or tar-barrels? What, in point of beauty, has London to do with the Thames,
except at the terrace of the Adelphi, and the new buildings of Somerset-place, any
more than with Fleet-ditch, buried as it is, a common shore? I know nothing in

which our expectadons are so horribly disappointed as in cities, so very few are built

with any general idea of beauty or decoration

!

The 29th. Early in the morning, with Mons. Frossard, to view a large farm near
LycMis. Mons. Frossard is a steady advocate for the new constitution establishing

in France. At the same time, all those I have conversed with in the city, represent the
state of the manufactiu^ as melancholy to the last degree. Twenty thousand people
are fed by charity, and consequently very ill fed ; and the mass of distress, in all kinds,

^mong the lower classes, is greater than ever was known, or any thing of which they
had an idea. Tie chief cause of the evil felt here, is the stagnation of trade, occasioned
by the emigrations of the rich from the kingdom, and the general want of confidence
in merchants and manufocturers ; whence, of course, bankruptcies are common. At
a moment when they are little able to bear additional burthens, they raise by volun-
tary contributions, for the poor, immense sums; so that including the revenues of the
hospitals, and otli^er charitable foundations, there are not paid, at present, for the use
of the poorj less than 40,000 louis d'or a yew. My fellow traveller, Mr. Grundy,
toeing desirptis to get soon to Paris^ persuaded me to travel with him in a post-chaise,
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a mode oi' tnivcUing uhich I detest, but the season urged me to it ; and a still stronger

motive, was the having of more time to pass in that city, for the sake of observing tiie

extraoi^inaiT state of things—of a king, queen, and dauphine of France, actual

prisoners ; I therefore accepted his proposal, and we set off after dinner tO'day. In
about ten miles come to the mountains. The country dreary ; no inclosures, no mul-
berries, no vines, much waste, and nothing tliat indicates the vicinity ofsuch a r.ity. At
Amas, sleep at a comfortable inn. 17 miles.

The 30. Continue early in the morning to Tarar ; the mountain of whicn name is

more formidable in reputation than in reality. To St. Syphorien the same features.

The buildings increase, both in number and goodness, on approaching the Seine, which
we crossed at Roane ; it is here a good river, and is navigable many miles higher, and
consequently at a vast distance from the sea. There are many flat bottomed barges on
it, of a considerable size. I^ t'Ics.

The 31st. Another clear, sun-shine day ; rarely do we see any thing like it at

this season in England. AftCi roiturier, the woods of the Bourbonnois commence.
At St. Gerund Ic Puy the country improves, enlivened by white liouses and chateaux

and all continues fine to Moulins. Sought here mv old friend, Mons. L'Abbe Barut,

and had another interview with Mons. le Marqub Degouttes, concerning the sale of his

chateau and estate of Riaux ; I desired still to liave the refusal of it, wmch he promised
me, and will, I have no doubt, keep his word. Never have I been so tempted on any
occasion, as with the wish of {lossessing this agreeable situation, in one of the finest parts

of France, and in the finest climate of Europe. God grant, that, should he be pleased

to protract my life, I may not, in a sad old age, repent of not closing at once with an
offer to which prudence calls, and prejudice only forbids ! Heaven send me ease and
tranquillity, for the close of life, be it passed cither in Suffolk, or the Bourbonnois

!

S8 miles.

Januaiy 1, 1790. Nevers makes a fine appearance, risingjprou("v from the Loire

;

but, on the first entrance, it is like a thousand other places. Towns, thus seen, resem-

ble a group of women, huddled close together : you see their nodding plumes and
sparkling gems, till you fancy that ornament is die herald of beauty ; but, on a nearer

inspection, the faces arc too often but common clay. From the hill that descends to

Pouges, is an extensive view to the north ; and after Pouilly a fine scenery, with the

Loire doubling through it. 75 miles.

The 2d. At Briare, the canal is an object that announces the happy effects of in-

dustry. There we quit the Loire. The country all the way diversified ; much of it

dry, and very pleasant, with rivers, hills, and woods, but almost every where a poor soil.

Pass many chateaux, some of which aie very good. Sleep at Nemours, where we meet
with an in'n-kec|Kr, who exceeded, in knavery, all we had met with, either in France or

Italy : for supper, we had a soupe maigre, a partridge and a chicken roasted, a plate of

celery, a small cauliflower, two bottles of poor vin du Pays, and a desert of two biscuits

and four apples : here is the bill : Potage, 1 liv. 10s. Perdrix, 2 liv. 1 Os. Poulet, 2
liv. Celcri, 1 liv. 4s. Choufleur, 2 liv. Pain et desert, 2 liv. Feu Sc apartment, 6

liv. Total, 19 liv. 8s. Against so impudent an extortion we remonstrated severely,

but in vain. . We then insisted on his signing the bill, which after many evasions, he

did, a Tetoilc ; FouUiarc. But having been carried to the iim, not as the star, but the

ecu de France, we suspected some deceit ; and going out to examine the premises, we
found the sign to be really the ecu, and learned, on in<}uiry, that hb OMm name was

Roux, instead of Foulliare : he was not prepare^ lor this detection, or for dte execra-

tion we poured on such an infamous conduct : but he ran away in ah instant, and hid

%]
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himself till we were gone. Injustice to the world, however, such a fellow ought to be

marked out. 60 miles.

The 3d. Through the forest of Fontainbleau, to Melun and Paris. The 60 postcs

from Lyons to Piuis, making three hundred English miles, cost us, including 3 louis for

the hire of the nost.chaise (an old French cabriolet of two wheels) and the charges at

the inns, ' ^i. English ; that is to say. Is. per English mile, or 6d. per head. At
Paris, I Went to my old quarter, the hdtel de la Rouchefoucald ; for at Lyons I had re>

ceived a letter from the duke de Liancourt, who desired me to make his house my
home, just as in the time of his mother, my much lamented friend, the duchess d*Es-

tissac, who died while I was in Italy. I found my friend Lazowski well, and we were
a gorge deployee, to converse on the amazing scenes that have taken place in France since

I left Paris. 46 miles.

The 4th. After breakfast, walk in the gardens of the Thuilleries, where there is the

roost extraordinary sight tliat eidier French or English eyes could ever behold at Paris.

The king, >valking with six grenadiers of the mihce bourgeoise, with an officer (xr two
of his household, and a page. The doors of the gardens are kept shut in resi>ect to him,
in order to exclude every body but deputies, or those who have admission-tickets.

When he entered the palace, the doors of the gardens were thrown open for all with-

out distinction, though the queen was still walking with a lady of her court. She also

was attended so closely by tne gardes bourgeoises, that she could not speak but in a low
voice, without being heard by them. A mob followed her, talking very loud, and
paying no rther apparent respect than that of taking off their hats wherever she passed,

which was indeed more than I expected. Her majesty does not appear to be in health

;

she seems to be much affected, fuid shews it in her ^ce ; but the king is as plump as

ease can render him. By his orders, there is a little garden railed off, for the dauphin

to amuse himself in, ana a small room is built in it to retire to in case of rain ; here he

was at work with his little hoe and rake, but not without a guard of two grenadiers.

He is a very pretty good-natured looking boy, of five or six years old, with an agreea-

able countenance ; wherever he goes, all hats are taken off to him, which I was glad to

observe. All the fiimily being kept thus close prisoners ^for such they are in effect)

afford, at first view a shocking spectacle ; and is really so, if the act were not effectually

necessary to effect the revolution ; this I conceive to be impossible ; but if it were neces-

sary, no one can blame the people for taking eveiy measure possible to secure that liberty

they had seized in the violence of a revolution. At such a moment, nothing is to be
condemned but what endangers the nadonal fivedom. I must, however, freely o^vn, that

I have my doubts whether this treatment of the royal family can be iustly esteemed any
security to liberty ; or, on the contrary, whether it were not a very dangerous step, thpt

exposes to hazard whatever had been gained. I have spoken with several persons to-

day, and have stated objections to the present system, stronger even dian they appear to

me, in order to leani tlteir sentiments ; and it is evident, they are atthepresent moment
under an apprehension of an attempt towards a counter-revolution. The danger of it

very much, if not absolutely, results from the violence which has been used towards the

royal family. The national assembly was, before that period, answerable only for the

permanent constitutional laws passed for the future : smce that moment, it is equally

answerable for the whole conduct of the government of the state, executive as well as

legrislative. This critical situation hasmade aconstant spirit ofexertion necessary among;st

the Paris militia. The great object of M. La Fayette, and the other military leaders, is

to improve their discipline, and to bring them into sudi a £ana as to allow a rational de.

pendence on them, m case of their being wimted in the iidd ; but such is the spirit of
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freedom, that, even in the military, there is so little subordination, that a man is an offi.

cer to day, and in the ranks to-morrow ; a mode of proceeding, that makes it the more
difficult to bring them to the point their leaders see necessary. Eight thousand men in

Paris may be coJled the standing army, paid every day 15s. a man ; in which number b
included the corps of the French guards from Versailles, that deserted to the people

;

they liavc also eight hundred horse, at an expence each of 1500 livres (621. 15s. 6d.)

a-year, and the officers have double the pay of those in the army.
'! The 5th. Yesterday's address of the national assembly to the king has done them
credit with every body. I have heard it mentioned by people of very diffi^rent opinions,

but all concur in commending it. It was upon the question of nammg the annual sum
which should be granted for the civil list. They determined to send a deputation to his

majesty, requesting him to name the sum himself, and praving him to consult less his

spirit of ceconomy, than a sense of that dignity which ought to environ the throne with

a becoming splendour. Dine with the duke de Liancourt, at his apartments in the Thu-
illeries, which, on the removal from Versailles, were assigned to him as grand master of

the wardrobe ; he gives a great dinner, twice a week, to the deputies, at which from
twenty to forty are usually present. Half an hour after three was the hour appointed,

but we waited, with some of the deputies that had left the assembly, till seven, before

the duke and the rest of the company came.

There is in the assembly at present a writer of character, the author of a very able

book, which led me to expect something much above mediocrity in him ; but he is

made of so many pretty littlenesses, that I stared at him with amazement. His voice is

that of a feminine whisper, as if his nerves would not permit such a boisterous exer-

tion as that of speaking loud enough to be heard ; when he breathes out his ideas, he
does it with eyes half closed ; waves his head in circles, as if his sentiments were to be
received as oracles : and has so much relaxation and pretension to ease and delicacy of

manner, with no personal appearauoe to second these prettinesses, that I wondered by
what artificial means such a mass of heterogeneous parts became compounded. How
strange that we should read an author's book with great pleasure ; that we should say,

this man has no stuff in him ; all is of consequence ; here is a character uncontaminated

with that nibbish which we see in so many other men ; and after this, to meet the garb

of so much littleness

!

The 6th, 7th, and 8th. The duke c" Liancourt having an intention of takinga farm
in his own hands, to be conducted on improved principles after the English manner,
he desired me to accompany him and my friend Lazowski, to Liancourt, to give my
opinion of the lands, and of the best means towards executing the project, which I

very readily complied with. I was here witness to a scene which made me smile : at

no great distance from the chateau of Liancourt, is a piece of waste land, close to the

road, and belonging to the duke. I saw some men very busy at work upon it, hedging
it in, in small divisions ; levelling, and digging, and bestowing much labour for so poor

a spot. I asked the steward if bethought that land worth such an expence? He re-

plied, that the poor people in the town, upon the revolution taking place, declared

that the poor were the nation ; that the waste belonged to the nation ; and, proceeding

from theory to practice, took possession, without any further authority, and began to

cultivate ; the duke not viewing their industry with any displeasure, would offiir no op-

position to it. This circumstance shews the universal spirit that is gone forth ; and
proves, that were it pushed a little further, it might prove a serious matter for all the

property in the kingdom. In this case, however, I cannot but commend it ; for if tteftt

he one public nuisance greater than another,- it is a man preserving the possession; ef

i
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waste lund, which he will neither cultivate himself, nor let others cultivate. The mi-

serable people die for want of bread, in the sight o(' wastes that would feed thousands.

I think them wise, and rational, and philosophical, in seizing such tracks : and I hearti-

ly wish there was a law in England for making this action of the French peasants a Icga!

one with us. 72 miles.

The 9th. At breakfast this morning in the Thuilleries. Monsieur Desmarets, of the

Academy of Sciences, brought a Mcmoire, presentee par la SocietcRoyale,d'Agriculture,

a I'Asscmblee Nationale, on the means of improving the agriculture ofFrance ; in which,

among other things, they recommend great attention to bees, to panification, and to the

obstetrick art. On the establishment of a free and patriotic government, to which the

national agriculture might look for new and halcyon days, these were objects doubtless

of the first importance. There arc some parts of the memoir that really merit atten*

tion. Called on my fellow traveller, Mons. Nicolav, and find him a considerable person

;

a great hotel ; many servants ; his father a marechal of France, and himself first presi-

dent of a chamber in the parliament of Paris, having been elected a deputy, by the no-

bility of that city, for the states general, but declined accepting it ; he has desired I would
dine with him on Sunday, when he promises to have Mons. Decretot, the celebrated

manufacturer and deputy of Louviers. At the national assembly, the count de
Mirabeau, speaking upon the question of the members of the chamber of vacation, in

the parliament of Rennes, was truly eloquent ; ardent, lively, energetic, and impetuous.

At night to the assembly of the duchess d'AnviUe ; the marquis and madamc Condor-

cet there, &c. not a word but politics.

The 10th. The chiefleaders in the national assembly, are, Target, Chapellier, Mi-
rabeau, Bcrnave, Volney the traveller, and, till the attack upon the property of the cler-

gy, I'Abbc Syeyes ; but he has been so much disgusted by that step, that he is not near

«o forward as before. The violent democrats, who have the reputation ofbeing so much
republican in principle, that they do not admit any political necessity for having even
the name ofa king, are called the enrages. They have a meeting at the Jacobins, called

the revolution club, which assembles every night, in the very room in which the famous
league ^vas formed, in the reign of Henry III, and they are so numerous, that all ma-
terial business is there decided, before it is discussed by the National Assembly. I called

this morning on several persons, all of whom are great democrats ; and mentioning this

circumstance to them, as one which savoured too much of a Paris junto governing the

kingdom, an idea, which must, in the long run, be unpopular and hazardous ; 1 was
answered, that the predominancy which Paris assumed, at present, was absolutely ne-

cessary for the safety ofthe whole nation ; for if nothing were done, but by procuring a
previous common consent, all great opportunities would be lost, and the national as-

sembly left constantly exposed to the danger of a counter-revolution. They, however,

admitted, that it did create great jealousies, and no where more than at Versailles, where
some plots (they added) are, without doubt, hatching at this moment, which have the

king's person for their object : riots are frequent there, under pretence of the price of

bread : and such movements are certainly very dangerous, for they cannot exist so near

Paris, without the aristocratical party of the old government endeavouring to take ad-

vantage of them, and to turn them to a very different end, from what was, perhaps, ori-

ginally intended. I remarked, in all these conversations, that the belief of plots, among
the disgusted party, for setting the king at liberty, b general ; they seem almost per-

suaded, that tm revolution will not be absolutely finished before some such attempts are

made ; and it is curious to observe, that the general voice b, that if an attempt were to

be made, in such a manner as to have the least appearance of success, it would uudoubt-

m
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cdly cost the king his life : and so changed is the national character, not only in puint of

affection for the |x:rson of their prince, but also in that softness and humanity, for which

it haa been so n)uch admired, that the supposition is made without horror or compunc*
tion. In a word, the present devotion to liberty is a sort of rage ; it absorbs every other

passion, and permits no other object to remain in view than wnat promises to confirm it.

Dine with a lar^ party of the duke de la Uouchefaucald's ; ladies and gentlemen, and
all equally politicians ; but I may remark another effect of this revolution, by no means
imnatural, which is, that of lessening, or rather reducing to nothing, the enormous in-

fluence of the sex ; they mixed themselves before in every thing, in order to govern
every thing : I think I see an end to it very clearly. The men in this kingdom were
puppets, moved by their wires, who, instead of giving the ton, in questions of national

debute, must now receive it, and must be content to move in the political sphere of
some celebrated leader ; that is to say, they are, in fact, sinking into wluit nature intended

tttcm for : they will become more amiable, and the nation better governed.

The 1 1th. The riots at Versailles are said to be serious ; a plot is talked of, for eight

hundred men to march, armed, to Paris, at the instigation of somebody, to join some-
bod}- ; the intention, to murder la Fayette, Bailly, and Necker ; and very wild and
improbable reports are propagated every moment. They have been sufficient to induce

Mons. la Fayette to issue, yesterday, an order concerning the mode of assembling the

militia, in case of taw sudden alarm. Two pieces of cannon, and eight hundred men,
mount guard at the ThuUleriea every day. See some royalists this morning, who assert*

tliat the public o[Mnion in the kingdoni is changing apace ; that pity for the king, and
disgust at some proceedings of the assembly, liave lately done much : they say, that

an| attempt at present to rescue the kin^ would be absurd, for his present situation is

doing more for nim than force could efiect, at this moment, as the general feelings of
the nation are in his favoiu*. They have no scrupk; in declaring, that a well concerted
vigorous effort would place him at the head of a powerful army, which could not fiul

ofoeing joined by a great, disgusted, and injured body. I remarked, that every honest

man must hope no such event would take place ; for if a counter-revolution should he
effected} it would establish a despotism, much heavier than ever France experienced.

This they would not allow ; on the contrary, they believed, that no government could,

in future, be secure, that did not grant to the people more extensive rights and privi-

leges than they possessed under the old one. Dme with my brother traveller, the count
de Nicolay ; among the company, as the count promised me, was Mons. Decretot, the

celebrated manufacturer of Louviers, from whom I learned the magnitude of the dis-

tresses at present in Normandy. The cotton mills which he had shewn me, last year, at

Louviers, have stood still nine months ; and so many spinning jennies have been de-

stroyed by the people, under the idea that such machines were contrary to their interests,

that the trade is in a deplorable situation. In the evening, accompanied Mons. Lazowski
to the Italian opera, La Berbieradi Seviglia, by Paiesello, which is oneof the most agreea-

ble compositions of that truly great master. Mandini and Raffiinelli excellent, and fia-

letti a sweet voice. There is no such comic opera to be seen in Italy, as this of Paris,

and the house is always full : this will work as great a revolution in French music, as

ever can be ym>ught in French government. What will they think, by and by, of LuUy
and Rameau ? And what a triumph for the manes of Jean Jaques

!

The 12th. To the national assembly ; a debate on the conduct of the chamber of
vacittion in the parliament of Rennes, continued. Mons. I'abbe Maury, a zealous roy-

alist, made a long and eloquent speech, which he delivered with great fluency and pre-

cision, and without any notes, in defence of the parliament : he replied to what had

..'r-
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been urged by the count dc Mirahenu, on a former day, and spoke stronp^ly on hisun*

justifiable call on the jKopIc of firctagiic, to u redoubtable dcnombrcment. He said that

It would better become the members of such an osbcmbly, to count their own principles

and duties, and the fruits of their attention, to the privilc|]^s of the subject, than toc^ll

for a dcnombrcment, that would fill a province with fire and bloodshed. He was inter-

rupted by the noise and confusion of the assembly, and of the audience, six several times

;

but it had no effect on him ; he waited calmly till it subsided, und then proceeded, as it

no interruption had bebn given. The s|>eech was a very able one, and much relished by
the royalists ; but the enrages condemned it, us good for nothing. No other person

spoke without notes ; the count de Clermont read a speech that had some brilliant pas.

Mges, but by no means an answer tol'Abbe Maun, as indeed it would have been won-

derful if it were, being prepared before he heard the Abbe's onition. It can hardlv be

conceived how flat this mode of debate renders the transactions ofthe assembly. Who
would be in the gallery of the English House of Commons, if Mr. Pitt were to bring n

written speech, to be delivered on a subject on which Mr. Fox was to speak before him ?

And in proportion to its being uninteresting to the hearer is another evil, thut of length-

ening their sittings, since there are ten persons who will read their opinions, to one that

is able to deliver an impromptu. The want of order, and every kind of confusion, pre-

vails now almost as much as when the assembly sat at Versailles. The interruptions ^iven

are freauent and long ; and speakers who have no right, by the rules to siKak, will at-

tempt It. The coMnt de Mirabeau pressed to deliver nis opinion after the Abbe Maury :

the president put it to the vote, whether he should be allowed to spcuk a second time,

and the whole house rose to negative it ; so that the first orator of the assembly has not

the influence even to be heard to explain, we have no conception of such rules ; and
yet their great number must make this necessary. I forgot to observe, that there is a

gallery at each end of the saloon, which is open to all the world ; and side ones for ad.

mission of the IHends ofthe members by tickets : the audience in these galleries are very

noisy : they clap, when any thing pleases them, and they have been known to hiss ; an

indecorum which is utterly destructive of freedom of debate. I left the house before

the whole was finished, and repaired to the duke of Liancourt's apartments in the

Thiiilleries, t6 4inc ^th his customary party of deputies ; Mess. Chapellier and De>
meusniers weit there, who.had both been presidents, and are still members of consider-

able dbtinction ; M. Volney, the celebrated traveller, also was present; the prince de
Poix, the count de Montmorenci, &c. On our wailing for the duke of Liancourt,

who did not arrive till half after seven, with the greatest i)art of the company, the con.

versation almost entirely turned upon a strong sus|)icion entertained of the Lnglish hav>

ing made a remittance for the purpose of embroiling matters in the kingdom. The
count de Thiard, cordon blue, who commands in Bretagne, simply stated the fiict, that

some re^ments at Brest had been regular in their conduct, and as much to be depended
on as any in the service ; but that, of a sudden, money had found its way among the

men in considerable sums, and from that time their behaviour was changed. One of

the deputies demanditig at what period, he was answered; * on which he immediately

observed, that it foUo^^the remittance of 1,100,000 livres (48,1251.) from England,
that had occasidiied so much conjecture in conversation. This remittance which had
been particulariy |n(|uirDd fnfo, was so mysterious and obscure, that the naked fact only

could be discoveitd ( but t\ ly person present asserted the truth of it. Other gentle-

men united the tyiro facts, and were ready to suppose them connected. I remarked.

Ate
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that if lin^liind had really interfered, wliich appeared to mc incredible, it was to be

presumed, that it uotild have been either in the line of her supposed interest or in that

of the kind's supposed inclination ; that tliese happened to be exactly the same, and it

money were remitted from that kin);doni, most assuredly it would be to support the fall-

ing interest of the crown, and by no means to detach from it any force wliatcver ; in

Huch a case remittance from Kncland might go to Metz, for keeping troops to their

duty, but would never be sent to Brest to corrupt them, the idea of which was grossl)

absurd. All seemed inclined to admit the justness of this remark, but they adhead to

the two facts, in whatever manner they might, or might not, be connected. At this

dinner, according to custom, most of the deputies, csiiccially the younger ones, were
dresried nu polisson, many of them without powder in their hair, and some in boots

;

not above lour or five were neatly dressed. How limes are changed ! When they had
nothing better to attend to, the fashionable Parisians were correctness itself, in all that

{Hrtuined to the toilette, and were, therefore, thought a frivolous people ; but now they

lave something of more importance than dress to occupy them : and the light ain' cha-

racter that was usually given them, will have no founoation in truth. Ever)' thnig in

this world depends on government.

The 13th. A great commotion among the populace late last night, which is said to

fiave arisen on tw o accounts ; one to get at the baron dc Bcsneval, who is in prison, in

order to hang him ; the other to demand bread at 2s. the pound. They eat it at pre-

sent at the rate of twcnty-tw o millions a year cheaper than the rest of the kingdom, and
yet they demand a farther reduction. However, tne current discourse is, tliat Favras,

an advintuier also in prison, must be hanged to satisfy the people ; for as to Besneval,

the Swiss cantons have remonstrated so firmly, that tney will not dare to execute him.
Early in tlic morning, the guards were doubled, and eight thousand horse and foot arc

now patrolling the streets. The report of plots to carry off the king, is in the mouth
of every one ; and it is said, these movements of the people as well as those at Ver-
sailles, are not what they appear to be, mere mobs, but instigated by the aristocrats

;

and if permitted to rise to such a height as to entangle the Paris militia, will prove the

part only of a conspiracy against the new government. That they have reason to be
alert is undoubted ; for though there should actually be no plots in existence, yet there

is so great a temptiition to them, and such a probability of their being formed, that

'supineness would probably create them. I have met with the lieutenant-colonel of a
regiment of horse, who is come from his quarters, and who asserts that his whole regi-

ment, officers and men, are now at the king's devotion, and would march wherever ne
called, and would execute whatever he ordered, not contrary to their ancient feelings

;

but that they w ould not have been inclined to be so obedient before he was brought to

Paris ; and from the conversation he has had with the officers of other segiments, he
believes that the same spirit pervades their corps also. If any serious plans have been
laid for a counter-revolution, or for carrying off the king, and their execution has been,

or shall be prevented, posterity will be much more likely to have information of it than
this age. Certainly the eyes of all the sovereigns, and of all the great nobility in Eu-
rope, are on the French revolution ; they look with amazement, and even with terror,

upon a situation which may possibly be hereafter their own case ; and they must ex-
pect, with anxiety, that some attempts will be made to reverse an example, that will

not want copies, whenever the period is favourable to make them. Dine at the Palais

Royal, with a select party ; politicians they must be, if they are Frenchmen. The
question was discussed, Are the plots and conspiracies of which we hear so much at

present, real, or are they invented by the leaders of the revolution, to keep up the

A^—-..
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The 14th. Plots! plots! the Marciuis la Fayette, last night, took two hundred
prisoners in the Champs Mlysees, out ol eleven hundred that were collected. They had

[Mvvder and ball but no musqucts. Who ? und what are they ? is the question ; l)ut

an answer is not so easily to be had. Brigands, according to some accounts, tliat

have e<)ll<'*'ted in Paris for no good purpose ; people from Versailles by others ; Gcr-

mans by a third : but every one would make you believe, they are an appendix to a

plot laid for a counter-revolution. Reports arc so various and contradictory, that no
de|)endence is to be placed on them ; nor credit given to onc'tcitth of what is asserted.

It is singular, und lias been much commented on, that la Fayette would not trust his

standing troops, as they may be called, that is the eight thousimd regxilarlv paid, and of

whom tlie French guards form a considerable portion, but he took, for the ex|)edition,

the bourgeoise only ; which has elated the latter as much as it has disgusted the former.

The moment seems big with events ; there is an anxiety, an expectation, an uncertainty,

and susiience that is visible in every eye one meets ; and even the best informed people,

and the least liable to be led away by popular reports, are not a little alarmed at the ap*

prehension of some unknown attempt tliat may be made to rescue the king, and over

turn the national assembly. Many persons are of opinion, tliat it would nut be diffi-

cult to take the king, queen, and dauphin away, without endangering diem, for which
attempt the Thuilleries is particularly well situated, provided u body of troops, of suf-

ficient force, were in readiness to receive them. In such a case, there would be a civil

war, which, perliaps, would end in despotism, whatever party came off victorious ; con-

sequently such on attempt, or plan, could not originate in any bosom from true ixttriotism.

If I have a fair opportunity to pass much of my time in good companv at Paris, I have
also no small trouble in turning over books, MSS. and paiiers, which I cannot sec in

England : this employs many hours a day, with what I borrow from the night, in mak-
ing notes. I have procured also some public records, the copying of which demands
time. He who wishes to give a good account of such a kingdom us France, must be
indefatigable in the search of materials ; for let him collect with all the care possible, yet

when he comes to sit down coolly to the examination and arrangement, will find, that

much has been put into his hands, of no real consequence, and more, possibly, tliat is

absolutely useless.

The 15th. To the palais royal, to vie>v the pictures of the duke of Orleans, which
I had tried once or twice before to do in vain. The collection is known to be very

rich in pieces of the Dutch i nd Flemish masters ; some finished with all the exquisite

attention which that school ga ve to minute expression. But it is u genre little interest,

ing, when the works of the great Italian artists are at liand : of these the collection is

one of the first in the world : Raphael, Hannibal Curracci, Titian, Dominichino, Cor<

reggio, and Paul Veronese. The first picture in the collection, und one of the finest

that ever came from the easel, is that of the three Maries, and the dead Christ,, by H.
Caracci ; the |)Owers of expression cannot go further. There is the St. John of Ra<
phael, the same picture as those of Florence and Bologna ; and an inimitable Virgin und
child, by the same great master. A Venus bathing, und a Magdalen, by Titian. Lu-
cretia, by Andrea del Sarto. Leda, by Paul Veronese, and also by Tintoretto. Mars
and Venus, and several others, by Paul Veronese. The naked figure of a woman, by
Bonieu, a French painter, now living, a pleasing piece. Some noble pictures, by Pous-
$in and Le Seur. The apartments must disappoint every one : I did not see one good
room, and all inferior to the rank and immense fortune of the possessor, certainly the
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first hubicct in Kuroi)c. Diner at the tliikc of Liancourt's : among ilw comiwiny was

Mons. ( c B()iij,'anvilu*, the cckUrated circumnavigator, aurccablc as well as sciMible ;

the coiii.t de CubtelliUie, and tlic count dc M(mtmorenci, two younji; legislatoni, :in en

rages as if their names were only Bernaveor RalK'au. In some allusions to the consti-

tution of England, I found they hold it very cheap, in regard tf) political liberty. The
ideas of the moment, relative to plots and conspiracies, were discussed, but they seemed
very generally to agree, tluit, however the constitution might, by such means, be dc

laycd, it was now absolutely impossible to prevent its taking place. At night to the

national circus, as it in called, at the palais royal, a building in the gardens, or area of

that palace, the most whimsical andex|)ensive folly that is easily to be imagined: it in

a large ball room, sunk half its height under groimd ; and, as if this circumstance were

not sufficiently adanted to make it damp enough, a garden is planted on the roof, and

a river is made to flow around it, which, with the addition of some spirting jets d'eau,

have undoubtedly made it a delicious place, for a winter's entertainment. The cxpcncc

of this gew-guw Liiilding, the project of some of the duke of Orleans' friends, I sup-

pose, and executed at his exix:nce, would have established an English farm, with all its

principles, buildings, livestock, tools, and crops, on a scale that would have doiK ho*

nour to Utc first sovereign of Europe ; for it would have converted five thousand arpcnts

of desert into a gard( n. As to the result of the mode that luts been pursued, of invest-

ing such a capital, I know no epithet equal to its merits. It is meant to be a co' "rt,

ball, coflce, and billiard room, with shops, 8(c. designed to be something in the i of

the amusements of our Pantheon. 1 here were music and singing to-nit^ht, ' ..£

room lx:ing almost empty, it was, on the whole, equally cold and sombre. >

The 16tn. The idea ot' plots and conspiracies has come to such a height as greatly to

alarm the leaders of the revolution. The disgust that spreads every day at their trans-

actions, arises more from the kin;v's situatioit than from any other circumstance. They
cannot, after the scenes that have passed, venture to set him at liberty before the consti-

tution is finished : and they dread, at the same time, a change working in his favour in

the minds of the people : in this dilemma, a plan is laid for persuading his majesty to

go suddenly to the national assembly, and, m a speech, to declare himself [xTfectly

siitisfied with their proceedings, and to consider himself as at the head of the revolution,

in terms so couched as to take away all idea or pretence of his being in a state of con-

finement or coercion. This is at present a favourite plan ; the only difficulty will be,

to persuade the king to take a step that will apparently preclude him from whatever

turn or advantage the general feeling of the provinces may work in his favour ; for,

- after such a measure, he will have reason to expect that his friends will second the views

of the democratical party, I'rom an absolute despair of any other principles becoming
efficient. It is thought probable, that this scheme will be brought aljout ; and should

it be accomplished, it will do more to ease their apprehensions of any attempts than any
other plan. I have been among the booksellers, with a catalogue in hand to collect

publications, which, unfortunately for my purse, I find I must have on various topics,

that concern the present state of France. These are now every day so numerous, es-

pecially on the subjects of commerce, colonies, finances, taxation, deficit, &c. not to

bpeak of the subject immediately, of the revolution itself, that it demands many hours
every day to lessen the number to be bought, by reading pen in hand. The cdlection

the duke of Liancourt has made from the very commencement of the revolution, at the

first meeting of the notables, is prodigious, and has cost numy hundred louis d'or. It

is uncommonly complete, and will hereafter be of the greatest value to consult on abun
dance of curious questions. .v - > t , : : . , i ,, ,,

V
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The 17th. Tlitlilau 1 nantionid ycMirday, that was |)ri)|M)sul to the king, Was nr^'d

in vain : his mujcsty received the proponition in such a manner as dncH not leave an)

{rrcat h<)|K.' of the scheme bcinj; exrcutcd; but the Marfpiis la Kayctte is so strenuous

lor its bein^ brou^^ht about, Muit it will not yet be abandoned ; but proposed ajj;iiin at ii

more favourable moment. The royalists, who know of this plan ^for the public havt

it not) are dtlinhted at theelianer of its failing. The refusal is attributed to thecpieen.

Another eireumstanee, which fi;ives great disquiet at pn sent to the leadirs of the revo-

lution, is the account daily reciivcd from all parts of the kingdom, of the dista'ss, and

even starvin(i^ condition ot manufacturers, artists, and Siiilors, which grows more and
more serious, and must make the idea of an attempt to overturn the revolution so much
the more alarming and dangerous. The only branch of industry in the kingdom, that

remains flourishing, is the trade to the sugar-colonies ; and the scheme of emancipating

the negroes, or at leost of nutting an end to importing them, which they borrowea
from England, has thrown Nantes, Havre, Marseilles, fiourdeaux, and all other places

coimccteu secondarily with that commerce, into the utmost agitation. The count de

Mirabeau says publicly, that he is sure of carrying the vote to put an end to negro

slavery ; it is very much the conversiition at present, and principally amongst the leaders,

who say, that as the a-volution was founded on philosophy, and supported by meta-

physics, such a plan cannot I >t be congenial. But surely trade depends on practice

much more than on theory ; and the planters and merchants, who come to Paris to op-

pose tlie scheme, are better pre|)ared to shew the importance of their commerce, than to

reason philosophically on the demerits of slavery. Many publications have appeared on
tlie subject, some deserving attention.

The IBth. At the duke of LLincourt's dinner to-day, meet the Marquis de Casaux,
the author of the meclumism of societies ; notwithstanding all the warnuh, and even Hre

of argument, and vivacity of manner and composition for which his writings are re-

markable, he is perfectly mild and placid in conversation, whh little of that effervcs-

cence one would look for from his books. There w.^.s a remarkable assertion made to-

day, at table, by the count de M;u'guerite, before near thirty deputies ; speaking of the

determination on the Toulon business, he said, it was openly supported by deputies,

under the avowal that mo't: insurrections were necessarj'. I looked round the table, ex-
pecting some decisive answer to be gi\ en to this, and was amazed to find that no one
replied a word. Mons. Volney, the traveller, after a pause of some minutes, declared

that lie thought the people of Toulon had acted right, and were justifiable in what they
had done. The history of this Toulon business is known to all the world. This count
de Marguerite has a tete dure and a steady conduct ; it may be believed that he is not
an enrage. At dinner, M. Blin, deputy from Nantes, mentioning the conduct of the

revolution club at die Jacobins, said, we have given you a good president ; and then
asked the count why he did not come among them? He answered, Je me trouveheu-
reuxen veritede n'avoir jamais ete d'aucune societe politique particuliere; jepenseque
mes fonctions sont publiques, et qu'elles peuvent aisement sc remplir sans associations

particulieres. He ^t no reply here. At night, Mons. Decretot, and Mons. Blin, carried

me to the revolution club at the Jacobins ; the room where they assemble, is that in

which the famous league was signed, as it has been observed above. There were above
one hundred deputies present, with a president in the chair ; I was Iianded to him, and
announced as the author of the Arithmetique Politique ; the president standing up, re.

peated rny name to the company, and demanded if there were any objections—None

;

and this is all the ceremony, not merely of an introduction, but an election : for I was
told, that now I was empowered to be present when I pleased, being a foreigner. Ten

1

i.
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I
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or a dozen other elections were made. In this club, the business that ia to be brought
into the nationr.1 assembly is regularly debated ; the motic.is are read, that aro intended

to be made there, and rejected or corrected and approved. When these have been fully

agreed to, the whole party are engaged to support them. Plans of conduct are there de-

termined ; proper persons nomhiated for being of committees, and presidents of the

assembly named. And I may add, that such is the majority of numbers, that whatever

passes in this club, is almost sure to pass in the assembly In the evening at the

duchess d'Anville's, in whose house I never failed of spending my time agreeably.

One of the most amusing circumstances of travelling into other countries, is the op-

portunity of remarking the difference of customs amongst different nations in the com-
mon occurrences of life. In the art of livhig, the French have generally been esteemed

by the rest of Furope to have made the greatest proficiency, and their manners have
been accordin^^jly more imitated, and tiieir customs mo'c adopted than those of any
other nation. Of their cookery, there is but one opinir n ; for every man in Europe,
that can afford a great table, either keeps a French cook, or one instructed in the same
manner. That it is far beyond our own, I have no doubt i» asserting. We have about
half a dozen real English dishes, that exceed any thing, in my opinion, to be met with

in France ; L>y English dishes I mean, a turbot and lobster sauce ; ham and chicken

;

turtle ; a haunch of venison ; a turkey and oysters ; and after these there is an end of

an English table. It is an idle prejudice to class roast beef among them ; for there is

not better beef in the world than at Paris. Large handsome pieces were almost con-

stantly on the considerable tables I liave dyied at. The variety given by their cooks, to

the same thing, is astonishing ; they dress an ^ jndred dishes in an hundred different

ways, and most of them excellent ; and all scits of vegetables have a savouriness and,

flavour, from rich sauces, that are absolutely wanted to our greens boiled in water.

This variety is not striking, in the comparison of a great table in France with another

in England , but it is manifest, in an instant, between the tables of a French and English

family of sm'^U fortune. The English dinner, of a joint of meat and a pudding, as it is

called, or pot luck, with a neighbour, is bad luck in England ; the same fortune in

Fi'once, gives, by means of cookery only, at least four dishes to one among us, anU
spreads a small table incomparably better. A regular desert with us is expected at a
considerable table only, or at a moderate one, when a formal entertainment is given

;

in France it is as essential to the smallest dinner as to the lar >%st ; if it consist of a bunch
of dried grapes only, or an apple, it will be as regularly served as the soup. I have

met with persons in England, who imagine the sobriety of a French table carried to

such a length, that one or two glasses of wine are all that a man can get at dinner ; this

is an error: your servant mixes the wiuj^ and water in what proportion you please;

and large bowls of clean glasses are set before the master of tlie house, and some friends

of the family, at difte^cnt parts of the table, for serving the richer and rarer sorts of

wines, which are drunk in this manner freely enough. The whole nation are scrupu-

lously neat in refusing to drink out of glasses used by other people. At the hou^e of

a carpenter or blacksmith, a tumbler is set to every cover. This results from the com-
mon beverage being wine and water ; but if at a large table, as in England, there were

porier, beer, cyder, and perry, it would be impossible for three or four tumblers or gob-

lets to stand by every plate ; and equally so tor the servants to keep such a number
separate and distinct. In table-linen, they s^e, I think, cleaner and wiser than the Eng-
lish ; that the change may be incessant, it is ever}' where coarse. The idea of diiiing

without a napkin seems ridiculous to a Frenchman, but in England we dine at the tables
I >. xMV- n^\^ S: V H- y,»
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of people of tolerable fortune, without them. A journeymen carpenter in France has

his napkin as rej^ularly as his fork ; and at an inn, ihc fillc always lays a clean one to

every cover that is spread in the kitchen, for the lowest order of pedestrian travellers.

The expence of linen in England is enormous, from its fineness ; surely a great change

of thit which is coarse, would be much more rational. In point of cleanliness, I think

the merit of the two nations is di\ ided ; the French are cleaner in their persons, and

the English in their houses ; I speak of the mass of the people, and not of individuals

ofconsiderable fortune. A bidet in France is as universally in every apartment, as a ba-

sin to wash your hands, which is a trait of personal cleanliness I wish more common ir.

England ; on the other hand their necessary houses are temples of abomination ; and

the practice of spitting about a room, which is amongst the highest as well as the lowest

ranks, is detestable ; I have seen a gentleman spit so near the clothes of a duchess, that

I have stared at his unconcern. In every thing that concerns the stables, the English

far exceed the French ; horses, grooms, harness, and change of equipage ; in the pro-

vinces you see cabriolets of the last century ; an Englishman, however small his fortune

may be, will not be seen in a cJlarriage of the fashion of forty years past ; if he cannot

have another, he will walk on foot. It is not true that there are no complete equipagies

at Paris, I have seen many ; the carriage, horses, harness, and attendance, without fault

or blemish ; but the number is certainly very much inferior to what are seen at Lon-
don. English horses, grooms, and carnages, have been of late years largely imported.

In all the articles of fitting up and furnisliing houses, including those of all ranks in the

estimate, the English have made advances far beyond their neighbours. Mahogany is

scarce in France, out the use of it is profuse in England. Some of the hotels in Paris

are immense in size, from a circumstance which would give me a good opinion of the

people, ifnothing else did, which is the great mixture of families. When the eldest son
marries, he brings his wife home to the house of his father, where there is an apartment
provided for them ; and if a daughter do not wed an eldest son, her husband is also re-

ceived into the family, in the same way, which makes a joyous number at every table.

This cannot altogether be attributed to oeconomical motives, though they certainly in-

fluence in many cases, because it is found in families possessing the first properties in th^

kingdom. It does with French manners and customs, but in England it is sure to fail,

and equally so amongst all r^nks of people : may we not conjecture, with a great pro-

bability of truth, that the nation in which it succeeds is therefore better tempered '? No-
thing but good humour can render such a jumble of families agreeable, or even tolera-

ble. In dress they have given the ton to all Europe for more than a century ; but this

is not among any but the highest nmk an object of such expence as in England, where
the mass ofmankind wear mucJi better things (to use the language of common conver-
sation) than hi France : this struck me more amongst ladies who, on an average of all

ranks, do not dres3 at one halfof the expence of English women. Volatility and ciunge-
ableness are attributed to the French as national characteristics, but in the case of dress

dressing the gende
men*shair, while it has been vai'ied five times at London, it has remained the same at
Paris. Nothing contributes more to make them a happy people, than the cheerful pli-

ancy of disposition with which they adapt themselves to the circumstances of life : this
they possess much more than the high and volatile spirits which have been attributed to
them; one excellent consequence is, a greater exemption from the extravagance of liv-

ing beyond their fortunes, than is met with in England. In tlie highest ranks of life, there
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arc instances :n all countries ; but where one gentleman of small property, in the pro-

vinces of France runs out his fortune, there are ten such in England tfiat do it. In

the blended idea I had formed of the French character from reading, I am disappointed

as to three circumstances, which I expected to find predominant. On comparison with

the English, I looked for great talkativeness, volatile spirits, and universal politeness. I

think, on the contrary, that they are not so talkative as the English ; have not equally

good spirits, and are not u jot more polite : nor do I s^ieak of certain classes of people,

i)ut of the general mass. I think them, however, incomparably better tempered ; and
I propose it as a question, whether good temper be not more reasonably expected un-

der an arbitrar)', than under a free government.

The 19th. r>Iy last day in Paris, and, therefore employed in waiting on my friends,

to take leave ; amongst whom, die duke de Lianeourt holds the first place ; a noble-

man, to whose uninterrupted, polite, and friendly offices I owe the agreeable and happy
hours which I have passed at Paris, and whose kindness continued so much, to the last,

us to require a promise, that if I should retiim to France, his house, either in town or

eountr}-, should be my home. I shall not omit observing, that his conduct in the revo>

lution has been direct and manly from the very beginning ; his rank, family, fortune,

and situation at couit, all united to make him one of the first subjects in the kingdom;
and upon public affairs being sufficiently embroiled, to make assemblies of die nobility

accessary, liis determined resolution to render himself master of the pp%at questions

which were then in debate, ^vas seconded by that attention and application which were

requisite in a period, when none but men of business could be of importance in the

state. From the first assembling of the states general, he resolved to Uuce the party of
freedom ; and would ha^e joined die tiers at first, if the orders of hb constituents had
not prevented it ; he desired them, however, either to consent to that step or to elect

another representative ; and, at the same time, with equal liberality, he declared, that if

ever the duty he owed his country became incompatible with his office at court, he
would resign it ; an act that was not only unnecessary, but would have been absurd,

after the king himselfhad become a party in the revolution. By espousing the popular

cause, he acted conformably to the principles of all his ancestors, who in the civil wars

and confusions ofthe preceding centuries, unifomUy opposed the arbitrary proceedings

of the court. The decisive steps which this nobleman took at Versailles, in advisii^

the king, 8cc. &c. are known to all the world. He is, undoubtedly to be esteemed one

of those who have had a principal sliare in the revolution, but he lias been invariably

guided by constitutional motives ; for it is ceitain, that he has been as much averse from

unnecessary violence and sanguinary measures, as those who were the most attached to

the ancient government. With my excellent friend Lazowski, I spent my last evening

;

he endeavoured to persuade me to reside upon a farm in France, and I enticing him io

quit French busde for English tranquillity.

The 20th, 25th. By the diligence to London, where I arrived the 25th ; though in

the most commodious seat, yet languishing for a horse, which, after all, affi)rds the best

means of travelling. Passing from the first company of Paris to the rabble which one

Hometimes meets in diligences, is contrast sufficient, but the idea of returnhig to Eng<
land, tomy family and friends, made all diings appear smooth. 272 miles.

The 30th. ToBradfield; and here terminate, I hope, my travels. After havmg sur-

veyed the agriculture and political resources of England and Ireland, to do the same

with France, was certainly a great object, the importance of which animated me to the

ultempt : a: .J however pleasing it may be to hope for the ability of giving a better ac-

(mint of tlie agriculture of France than has ever been laid belbre the public, yet the
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greatest satisfaction I feel, at present, is the prospect of remaining, for the future, on a

farm, in that calm and undisturbed retirement, which is suitable to my fortune, and
which, I trusty will be agreeable to my disposition. 72 miles.

PART THE SECOND.

C«AP. I OF THE EXTENT OF FRANCE.

THE circumstances which are most apt to command the attention of mankind,

for giving importance to a country, are really valuable no farther than as they con-

tribute to the ease and prosperity of the inhabitants. Thus the extent of a kingdom
is of no other consequence than affording nourishment for a people too numerous to

be reasonably apprehensive of foreign conquest. When a territory is much more con-

stilerable than for this purpose, it tends to inspire ambitious projects in the minds of the

men that govern, which nave proved, perhaps, rtiore disastrous than the deficiency of

power that endangers the national defence. France, under Lewis XIV, was a re-

markable instance of this fact. The situation to which the ambition of that prince had

reduced her immense territory, was hardily preferable to that of Holland, in 1672,

whose misfortunes, flowed from the same origin. Of the two extremes, France has

undoubtedhr more to apprehend from the ambition of her own rulers, than from that

of any neighbour. Autnorities vary considerably in describing the extent of this fine

kingdom. The Marechal de Vauban makes it 30,000 leagues, or 140,940,000 ar-

pents ; Voltaire 130,000,000 arpcnts. The accuracy of round numbers is always to be
doubted. Templeman gives it an extent of 138,837 Square geographical miles, of sixty

to a degree ; a measurem which renders his tables absolutely useless for any pur-

pose, but that of compering one country with another, a (\c^ jc being sixty-nine miles

and a half, which makes it i 19,220, R74i|| acres. Pan ton red«:ces his measure to

French arpents, and makes the numbi 107,690,000. The Encyclopaedia, article France,

assigns 100,000,000 of arpents as the C( rvtents ; an 1 observes that by Cassini's maps,
the amount is 125,000,000. A late author* calculates it at 105,000,000 : and ano-

ther! at 135,600,000. None of these accounts seem su liciently accurate for die pur-

pose of pving a correct idea. The authority oii which lam inclined most to rely is

that of M. Necker,J who calculates it (withoui Corsica) at 26,951 leagues square, of
22821 toises ; this, I find, amounts to 156,024,213 arpents of Paris, or 131,722,295
Endish acres. Paucton, by covering his map with shot to every indenture of ouUine,

wi^ the greatest care, found the kingdom to cont;> . 103,021,840 arpents, each of
100 perch, at 22 feet the perch, or 1344| toises ^i uG to the arpent ; instead of Which
the arpent of Paris contains but 900 toises : this measurement makes 81,687,016
English acres. ^ Notwithstanding the credit usually ^ven to this writer for his accuracy,

I must here reject his audiority 'n favour of that of M. Necker. Paucton's calculation,

wiiich gives 81,687,016 English acres to France, aissigns by the same rule to England
24,476,315 ;|| yet Templeman's survey, at 60 miles to a degree, and therefore con-
fessedly below the truth, makes it 31,648,000, which at 69^ to a degree, arc

tr-"
" •-•'": .''''-.-.'

, * L'Impot Abonne, quarto, 1789. f Apologie sur I'Edict de Nantes. \ Oeuvres, quarto, p. 326.

$ I have made this reduction, by valuing, with Paucton, the French arpent at l.OOOO, andtheEng-
.1. ^ »«o^

II That is 30,869,360 arpents rOyale of 22 feet to the perch.lish 0.7929.

VOL. IV, 3 F
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42,403,2()4iS ; u greater difference tlian is found between tliem in estimating the sui-

face of France, vvhich, by Paucton, is made 81,587,016 Knglish acres, with a general

udniiKsion of about a million more ; and by Templeman, 88,855,680 ; or at 69^, is

119,220,874 }?5.

It is ^ain to attempt reconciling these contrary accounts. I sliall therefore adopt,

with the author of the Credit Nationalc,* the estimation of M. Necker, which supposes

i:)6,024,113 nrpcnts of Paris, or 131,722,295 English acres.

For a comparison of the French and English dominions, I must for iiV -. latter adopt

'IVmpleman's measurement, who gives to

England,

Scotland,

Ireland,

49,450 square miles.

27,794
27,457 u

104,701 '^ •' • f
Calculated at 60 to a degree ; bu at 69^ these numbers become,

France, 138,837 viquare miles.

;. .1.
it . ..*,:

n

England,
Scotland,

Ireland,

8q. MltCf.

66,348

37,292
36,840

42,463,264

23,867,016

23,577,630

France,
Sq. Miln.

186,282 119,220,874

.
•)

•

.. • t
•

140,480 89,907,910

Hence it appears, that France, according to these proportions, contains 29,312,964
acres more than the three British kingdoms ; and it is to be noted, that as^the extent

of France is taken from the more modem and correct authorities, whence M. Necker
deduced his measurement at 131,722,295 English acres, which is consequendy much
more exact than that of Templeman ; so it is equally fair to suppose, that the latter is

as much below the fact in the contents of our islands, as he was in those of France.

Corrected by this rule, the areas will be

England,t 46,915,933:|: acres.

ScoUand, 26,369,695
Ireland, " 26,049,961

France,
,;>'.

131,722,295 acres.

J 4

\

r <

99.335,589

These numbers, I am upon the whole inclined to believe, are as near to the truth as

may reasonably be expected from calculations, w hen the data are not absolutely cor-

icct.

CHAP. II....OF THE SOIL, AND FACE OF THE COUNTRY.

THE modern French geographers, in a branch of that science, to which they have

properly given the epithet physical, have divided the kingdom into what they call bassins

;

that is to say, into several great plains, throup;h which flow the principal rivers, and

which are formed of several ridges of r ountams, either original, or as they term it, of

.granite, or secondary of calcareous and other materials. C. these bassins the chief

* Mons. Jorre, octavo, 1789. He calculates on 27,000 leagues, at 22h.; toises, 5786 arpents of Paris

In a league ; orinFrance 156,225,720 arpents. P. 95.

t It may be remarked, that Dr. Grew calculated the real contents of England and Wajes at 46,080,00#

acres. Philosophical Transactions^ No. 330, p. 366. Which seems a confirmation that we arc npt (it

from the truth. | £%uaI to .73,306 8qu»re iQilfS'
V? V t. j(i:;!f ,»i>-#-
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<\re, 1. Of the Loire and all the rivers that fall into it. 2. Of the Seine and its branches.

3. Of the Garonne. 4. Of the Rhone and Soane. There are likewise some smaller

ones, but of much less account. The reader ^vho wishes to consult the detail of these,

may turn to the Journal Physique, torn. 30. for a memoir by M. la Metherie.

In respect to the geoponic division of the soils of the kingdom, the rich calcareous

plain of the north-eastern quarter first calls for our attention. I crossed this in several

directions, and from the observations I made, the following are the limits I would assign

to it. On the coast it may be said to extend from Dunkirk to Carentan in Normandy,
for tl>c northern promiontory of that province, which projects into the sea at Cherbourg,

&c. is of a different soil. In M. la Metherie's map is marked a ridge ofgranite mouu.
tains in this promontory ; I should remark, that I saw nothing in that country ^vhieh de<

serves the name of a mountain, any more than at Alencon ; merely hills, and those not

considerable ones. I may terminate the rich tract at Carentan, as thence to Coutances

the land is chiefly poor and stony, and holds, with many variations, quite to Brest. In

the line a little to the S. of the coast, before Caen, is seen the first considerable change
of soil from Calais ; it there becomes a red stone brash ; this rich tract is here, there-

fore, narrow. On re-entering Normar dy on the side of Alencon, from Anjou and
Maine, I first met with the rich loams on a calcareous bottom at Beaumont ; at Alencon
there is a ncble soil, which I then lost no more in advancing northwards. In another

line I entered this rich district about ten miles to the south of Tours. T le hills on the

Loire, though all calcareous that I noticed, are not all rich, though on sjme the soil is

deep and good. Directly to the south of Orleans begins the miserable Sologne, which,

though on a calcareous bottom o^ marl, is too poor to be included in the present district.

From Orleans to Paris, and also Fontainbleau, no exceptions are to be made, but in

the small space of poor sand stone in the roysd forest of the latter town. In a fourth

direction this district is entered, but not so decisively as in the preceding cases, a few
miles to the south of Nemours. At Croisiere the first chalk is visible to the traveller.

Advancing to the N. £. very good land is found near Nangis, and then bearing N. I en-

tered the fertile plain of Brie. Some of the vales through which the Mame flows are

rich and what I saw calcareous ; but the hills are poor. The plain of Rheims may be
classed in the present district, but at Soissons and thence due N. all is excellent. These
limits inclose one of the finest territories that I suppose is to be found in Europe. From
Dunkirk to Nemours is not less than one hundred and eighty miles in a right line.

From Soissons to Carentan is another right line of about two hundred miles. From £u,
on the Norman coast, to Chartres is one hundred miles ; and though the breadth ofthis
rich district at Caen, Bayeux, &c. is not considerable, yet the whole will be found to

contain not a trifling proportion of the. whole kingdom. This noble territory includes

the deep, level, and fertile plain of Flanders, and part of Artois, than \iiiich a richer soil

can hanlly be desired to re^ay the industry ofmankind ; two, three, and even four feet

deep of moist and putrid, but friable and mellow loam, more inclining to clay than sand,

on a calcareous bottom, and from its marine origin (for there can be little doubt but
that the whole plain of Flanders and Holland has been covered by the sea, long since

our globe has taken its present appearance) abounding with particles that add to the
common fertility, resulting from such compounds found in other situations. The pu-
tridity of the humus in Flanders and its position, being a dead level, are the principal

circumstances that distinguish it from the better soils of the rest of this fertile part
i^f Europe. Every step of the way from the very gate of Paris to near Soissons, and thence
to Cambray, with but little variation of some inferior hills of small extent, is a sandy
loam of an admirable texture, and commonly of considerable depth. About Meaux it

3 F 2
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is to be ratikcd among \hc finest in tlie world ; they call it bleaunemeau : it tends miicli

towards an impalpable powder, which betrays few signs of sand, even when, to the eye,

it has the appearance of a sandy loam. It is of an admirable texture and friability.

Mons. Gibcrt informed me, that it is of the depth of eighteen feet where his well is

digged, and under it a stratum of white marl, found under the whole country, at diifer-

ent depths. This marl has the appearance of a consolidated naste. The line through

Picardy is inferior, yet, for the most part, excellent. But ull the arable part of Norman
dy, which is within these limits, is of the same ri'^h friable sandy loam, to a great depth

;

thut from Bemay to Elboeuf can scarcely be exceeded ; four to five feet deep of a red-

dish biC'.vn loam on a chalk bottom, and without a stone. As to the pastures of the same
province, we have, I believe, nothing either in England or Ireland equal to them ; I hold

the vale of Limerick to be iiiferior. The famous rays de Beauce, which I crossed be.

tween Arpajon and Orleans, resembles tlic vales of Meaux and Senlis ; it is not, how<
ever, in general, so deep as the former. The limits I have traced are those of great fer-

tility ; but the calcareous district, and even of chalk, is much more extensive. To the

£. it reaches across Champagne ; a strong change, not having occurred to me till about

St. Menehould. From Metz to Nancy all is calcareous, but not chalk. Lime-stone

land I found plentifully in the southern parts of Alsace ; and from Befort across Tranche

Compte to Dole, all the stones I tried, and many from quarries were calcareous. Im«
mense districts in Dauphine and Provence, See. &c. are the same ; I shall therefore only

observe, that I remarked the chalk country to extend £. to about St. Menehould, and

S. to Nemours and Montargis^ m one line. In another, that till of the Angoumois
which I saw is the same ; much in Poitou, and through Tourain to the Loire. Had I

penetrated more to the W. I should probably have found the chalk of Angoumois, and
that of the Loire to be connected uninterrui^edly. Most of the course of the Loire is

I believe, chalk, and the whole of it calcareous. Hence it appears, that the chalk coun-
try of France is of very considerable extent ; not less than two hundred miles £. and W.
uiid about as much, but more irregularly, N. and S. and comprises, by far, the richest

and most fertile provinces of the kingdom.
The next ccxisidcrable district, for fertility, is that which I may call, without impro.

pricty, the plain of the Garonne. Passing to the S. from Limosin, it is entered about

Creissensac, with the province of Quercy, and improves all the way to Montauban and
Toulouse, where it is one of the finest levels of futile soil that can any where be seen. It

continues, but not equally fruitful, to the foot of the Pyrenees, by St. Gaudents, Sec.

very even to the eye, when viewed from the promenade at Montauban, which commands
one of the richest, as well as magnificent (»x>spects, to be met with in France. This
plain I found, however, to be much indented and irregular ; for to the W. of Auch, and
all beyond it to Bayonae, is too inferior to be admitted ; and to the E. Mirepoix, Pa-
nri iers, and Carcassomie iire among the hills, and all the way from Agen to Bourdeaux,
though the river flows Jthrough one of the richest valliesthat is to be seen in the world,

yet the breadth appeared to be every where inconsiderable. Through all thb plain*

wherever the soil is found excellent, it consists usually of a deep meUow friable sandy
loam, with moisture sufficient for the production of any thing ; much of it b calcareous*

White lime-stone and white chalky loams are found about Cahore, &c. and white loams
more tenacious near Montauban. At Tonnance, on the Garonne, they are red, and ap.

parently as good at ten feet deep as on U)esur£^:e. , , ;...;.,,,.. . ..*if; ,:[.

* I believe much further; and there is the more reason to think so, because Mr. Townshend founi
that in another road it reached to Auxere, where he lost it. Jquhney turoxjoh SfaiN) vol.i. p. 46.
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In travelling from Narbonne to Beziers, Pczenas, MontpcIlicT, and Nismcs, every

one I conversed uith represented that vale as the most I'ruitrul in Fnincc. Olives and

mulberries, as well as vines, render it very productive ; but in point of soil (the only

circumstance I consider at present) much the greater part of it is inferior to all I have

named. The Bas Poitou, us I was informed by a person who resides in it, is of a fer-

tility that deserves to be classed with the richest soils of France, extending eighteen

leagues by 12, or 216 square leagues, which,,at 5786 aqKnts per league, are 24.9,776

arpents. One hundred thousand arjients of rich marshes have been drained there.*

Being also informed at Nantes, that there was a very rich track to the S. of the Loire, in

the quarter of Bourgneufand Macheoul, I have extended the region of good land to that

river, as sec^ in the annexed map.

The narrow plain of Alsace, the whole fertile part of which hardly exceeds the surface

of one thousand square miles, must be classed among the richest soils of France. It re-

siembles Flanders a good deal, though inferior to that province. It consists of a deep

rich sandy loam, both moist and friable, equal to the large production of all sorts of
crops. A more celebrated district is the Limagne of Auvergne, a flat and chrefly a cal-

careous vale, surrounded by great ranges of volcanic mountains. It is certainly one of

the finest soils in the world. It commences at Riom ; the plain there is of a beautiful

dead level of white calcareous kam, the whole surface of which is a real marl, but so

mixed with humus as to be of piime fertility. The French naturalists, that have ex-

amuvt*. it, assert the depth to be twenty feet of beds of earth, formed of the ruins of what
they style the primitive (granir<:) and volcanized mountains. At Issoire^ Dr. Br6s shew-

ing me his larm, in an inferior part of the Limagne (for the best of it reaches no farther

tmn from Riom to Vaires, which is scarcely more than twenty miles) made me observe,

that the river had, in all probability, formed the whole plain, as it was adding rapidly to

his land, and had given him v. depth very perceptible in a few years, having buried the

gravelly shingle of its bed, by depositing a rich surface of sandy mud. The vale here,

on the banks, is seven or eight feet deep of rich brown sandy loam. On the contrary,

there are philosophers who contend for die whole having been a lake. The mountains
that surround this vale are various. The white argillaceous stone, in the hills between
Riom and Clermont, is calcareous. The volcanic mountains are found to be better

than the others, except in the case of tufa or cinders, which ar so burnt as to be good
for nothing. The calcareous and clayey ones good, and the basaltes decomposed and
become clay excellent. Their base is commonly granite. The calcareous sandy stones,

and the ai^illaceous calcareous earths are heaped on them by the action of volcanoes,

according to the theory of the French philosophers. The fertility that results from the

volcanic origin of mountains, has been often remarked, and especially in the case of
JEitna. i the same fact appeared in many tracts of country as I passed from Le Puy to

Montelimart, where many considerable mountains are covered with beautiful chesnuts,

and various articles of cultivation, which in districts not volcanic are >vastc, or in a great

measure useless.

I have now noticed all the districts of France, which, to my knowledge, are of any
remarkable fertility : they amount, as it will be shewn more paiticularly in another

place, to above twenty-eight millions of £nglish acres.

Of the other provinces, Bretagne b generally gravel, or gravelly sand, commonly
deep, and on a gravelly bottom, ofan iniierior and barren nature, but in many places

on sand stone rock. I tried various speciiuens, but found none calcareous ; and having

" ' * Des Canaux de Navig. par M.de la Lande, p. 391. '

!*]
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seen a sliip ut Moiiaix imlondinp^ lime-stone from Normandy, I may conclude, that the

ftict docs not coMtnidict the cone hision which I drew from the eye. All that I saw in

the two i)ro\ luces of Anjou and Maine are gravel, sand, or stone
; generally a loamy

sand or gravel ; some imperfect schistus on a bottom of rock ; and much that would in

the wcht of Mnjrland be called a stone brash, and that would do excellently well for tur-

nips : they have the friul)ility, but want the putrid moisture and fertile particles of the

better loams. Immense tracts, in both these provinces, are waste, under ling, fern,

furze, &c. but the soil of these does not vary from the cultivated parts, and, with culti-

vation, would be equally good. Toumine is better ; it contains some considerable dis-

tricts, especially to the south of the Loire, where you find good mixed sandy and gra-

velly loams on a calcareous bottom ; considerable tracts in the northern part of the pro*

vince are no better than Anjou and Maine ; and, like them, it is not witnout its lieaths

and wastes. Sologne is one of the poorest and most unimproved provinces of the king*

dom, and one of the most singular countries I have seen. It is flat, consisting of a poor
sand or gravel, every where on a clay or marl bottom, retentive of water to such a de-

gree, that every ditch and hold was full of it : the improvement of such a country is M
obviously eifected on the easiest principles, that it is a satire on the French government^
and on the individuals who are owners or occupiers of estates in this province, to see it

remain in such a miserable condition. Berry is much better, though both sandy and
gravelly ; but good loams, and some deep, are not wanted in some districts, as mat of

Chateauroux, on quarries, and near Vatan on calcareous ones. LaMarche and Limosiil

consist of fi-iablc sandy loams ; some on granite, and others on a calcareous bottom.

There are tracts in these provinces that are very fertile ; and I saw none that should be
esteemed steril. Of the granite they distinguish two sorts ; one hard, and full of mica-
ceous particles ; the grain rather coarse, with but little quartz, hardening in the air in

masses, but becoming a powder when reduced to small pieces; this is used for build*

ing. The other sort is in horizontal strata, mixed with great quantities of spar, used
chiefly for mending roads, which it does in the most incomparable manner. I was assured

at Limoges, that, on the hard granite, there grow neither wheat, vines, nor chesnuts

;

but upon the other kind, those plants thrive well : I remarked, that this granite and ches-

nuts ap|)eared together on entering Limosin ; and that, in the road to Toulouse, there

is about a league of hard granite without that tree. The rule, however, is not general

;

for so near as to the S. of Souilac, chesnuts are on a calcareous soil. Poitou consists of

two divisions, the upper and the lower ; the last of which has the reputation of being a

much richer country, especially the grass lands on the coast. The soil of the upper

division is generally a thin loam, on an imperfect quarry bottom, a sort of stone brash

;

in some tracts calcareous : it must be esteemed a poor soil, though admirably adapted to

various articles of cultivation. I have already observed, that all I saw of Angoumois
is chalk, and much of it thin and poor. Those parts of Guienne and Gascoign, not in-

cluded in the rich vale of the Garonne, of which I have already spoken, must be consi-

dered in respect of soil as poor. The lands (heaths of Bourdeaux) though neither un-

productive, nor unimproveable, are in their present state to be classed amongst the worst

soils of France. I have been assured, that they contain two hundred leagues square

;

and the roots of the Pyrenees are covered with immense wastes, which demand much
industry to render profitable. Roussillon is in ^neral calcareous ; much of it flat and

very stony, as well as dry and barren : but the irrigated vales are of a most exuberant

fertility. The vast province of Languedoc, in productions one of the richest ofthe king-

dom, does not rank high in the scale of soil : it is by far too stony : I take seven-

eighths of it to be mountainous. I travelled near four hundred miles m it, without sec-
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Tlie pro<iuctive vale, from Narbonne to Nismcs, is generally but n few niiles in breadth

:

and considerable wastes are seen in most parts of it. Many of the mountains are pro-

ductive, from irrigation, as I have observed too in the volcanic territory of the Vivarais.

Some parts of the vale are however tery rich ; and indeed there arc few finer soils iti

France tlian what I saw near the canal, in going from Beziers to Carcassonne. A rich

mellow loam, tenacious^ and yet friable ; in some states the particles adhere into clods ;

in others they recede and melt with friability. Provence and Dauphiiic arc mountain-

ous countries, with the variation of some lovely plains and vallics, which bear a very

inconsiderable proportion to the whole. Of these two provinces, the former is certainly

the driest, in point of soil, in the kingdom. Rock and quarry-land, with sandy gravels,

abound there ; and the course of the Durance, which in some countries would be a

fine vale, is so ruined by sand and shingle, that, in a moderate calculation, above

130,000 acres have been destroyed, which would have been the finest soil in the coun-

try, if it had not been for that river. All I saw in both the provinces is calcareous

;

and I was informed, that the greater part of the mountains of Provence are so. These,

towards Barcelonette, and in all (lie higher parts of the province, ore covered with good
grass, that feeds a million of emigrating sheep, besides vast herds of cattle. With such
a soil, and in such a climate, a country must not be thought unproductive because

mountainous. The vales which I saw are in general fine : that of the Rhone at Lo-
rk>l, in Dauphine, is rich : on admirable sandy clay, five or six feet deep, on a bed of

blue marl with many stones in it. But more to the S. from Montelimart to Orange, this

grciat river passes through soils much inferior. The north plain of this province, as wc
BO from Savoy to Lyons, consists much of a good deep red loam, on a gravel bottom.

The county of Venaisin, or district of Avignon, is one of the richest in the kingdom.

Its admirable irrigation, is, of itself, sufficient to make it appear so ; but I found the soil

to consist of rich deep loam, with white and calcareous clays. The whole coast of Pro-

vence is a poor stony soil, with exceptions of very small spaces under happier circum.
stances. About Aix, the land a all calcareous, even the clays that are red and ferru-

Sinous. This province, however, contains one of the most singular districts in t^ie king-

omi namely, tnat of the Crau, which is a stony plain to the S. £. of Aries, not con-

taining less than 350 sqyare miles, or 224,000 acres. It is absolutely covered with

round stonesof all sizes, some of which are as large as a man's head. The soil under
them is not a sand, but appears to be a kind of cemented rubble of fragments of stone,

with a small mixture of loam. The naturalist who has described this province, says,

they are of a calcareous nature, with neither the grain nor texture of flint ; in some
quartzose molecules predominate, and others are metallic* Vegetation is extremely
thin, as I shall mention more particularly when I treat of the pasturage of sheep in

France.

The Lyonois is mountainous, and what I saw of it is poor, stony, and rough, with
much waste land. In passing from Lvons to Moulins, it is, near Roanne, on the limits

of the province, before the gravelly plain of the Loire commences, the same which M. La
Metherie calls the calcareous plain of Montbrisson.
Auver^e, though chiefly mountainous, is not a poor province ; the soil, for a hilly

country, is in general above mediocrity, and the highest mountains feed vast herds of
cattle, which are exported to a considerable amount. Beside a variety of volcanic soils, .

Auvergne b covered with granite and gravelly and sandy loams.

• Hist. Nat. de U Provence, octavo, 3 torn. 1783, torn. l. p. 390.
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The Bourbonnois and Nivcmois, form one vast plain, through which the Loire and

Allicr pass ; the predominant soil, in much the greater part, is gravel ; I believe com*
monly on a cnlcurcous liottom, but at considerable depths. Some trucks are sandy,

>vhicn arc better than the gravels ; and others are very good friable sandy loams. The
whole, in its present cultivation, must be reckoned amongst the most unproductive pro.

vincesofthe kingdom, but capable of as great improvement, by a different management
ns any district in France.

Burgundv is exceedingly diversified, as I found in crossing it from Franche Comptc
to the Bourbonnois by Dijon, I saw the best of it ; that line is through sandy and gra-

vellv loams ; some good vales, some mountains, and some poor granite soils. The sub'

division of the province called Brcsse, is a miserable country, where the ponds alone,

mostly on a white clay or a marl, amount, as it is asserted by an inhabitant, "^ to sixty.tix

s(|uurc leagues oftwo thousand toiscs, not much less than two hundred and fifty•thousand

acres. TTiis is credible from the appearance of them in the map of Cassini.

Franche Compte aboi:nds with red ferruginous loams, schistus, gravel, with lime-

stone in the mountains very common ; and f should remark, that ail the stones I tried,

some of which were from quarries between Befort to Dole, effienresoed with acids.

From Bcsancon to Orechamps the country is rocky, quite to the surface much lime-

stone ; a reddish brown loimi on rock ; with iron forges all over the country. The
whole province is very improveable.

Loraine is poor in soil ; from St. Menehould to the borders of Alsace I saw scarcely

any other than stony soils, of various denominations ; most of them would in England
be called stone-brash, or the broken and triturated surface of imperfect quarries, mixe^
by time, fbrest, and cultivation, with some loam and vegetable mould, much is calcare*

ous. There are indeed districts of rich, and even deep friable sandy loams ; but the

quantity is not considerable enough to deserve attention in a ^neral view. I have al-

ready remarked, that the predominant feature of Champagne is chalk ; in great tracks

it is thin and poor; the southern part, as from Chalons to Troyes, &c. has from its po-

vertjr, acquired the name of pouilleux, or lousy. The appropriating ofsuch latrfl to sain-

foin is little known there.

I have now made the tour of all the French provinces, and shall in general observe,

that I think the kingdom is superior to England in the circumstance of soil. The pro-

portion of poor land in England, to the total of the kingdom, is greater than the simi-

lar proportion in France : nor have they any where such tracts of wretched blowing
sand, as are to be met with in Norfolk and Suffolk. Their heaths, moors, and wastes,

not mountainous ; what they term lande, and which are so frequent in Bretagne, Anjou,
Maine, and Guienne, are infinitely better than our northern moors ; and the mountains
of Scotland and Wales cannot be compared, in point of soil, with those of the Pyre-
nees, Auvergne, Dau])hine, Provence, and Languedoc. Another advantage almost
inestimable is, that their tenacious loams do not take the character of clays, which in

some parts of England are so stubborn and harsh, that the expence of cultuK is almost
equal to a moderate produce. Such clays as I have seen in Sussex, I never met with
in France. The smallness of tlie quantity of rank clay in that kingdom, is indeed
surprising.

' fV

* ObBcrvatious, Experiences^ 8c Mcmoires sur L'Agriculture ; par M. V arennc dc Fenille, oct«TO,

\789, p. 370.
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FACK OF Tin: COUNTRY.

The chief distinction that marks the faces of difllrcnt couiitricii, is that of Ijcinfj

mountainous or level. In the lun^tia^-, as well as the ideas common in France, moun-
tains arc spoken of, to which wc should ^i^iw no other a|)pcllatlon than that of hills

;

the tracts really mountainous in that king(If)ni arc to be found in the S. only. It is

four hundred miles S. of Calais before you meet with the mountains of Auvergnc,

which are united with those of Languedoc, Dauphine, and Provence, but not with

the Pyrenees, for I crossed the whole S. of France, from the Rhone to the ocean, either

by plains or ranges of inconsiderable hills. The mountains of Vogc, in Loruinc, de>

serve, perhaps, that name, but yet arc not to be ranked with the su|)erior elevations I

have noticed. The inequalities of all the rest of the kingdom arc sufficient to render tin

prospects interesting, and to give variety to the face of the country, but they deserve

not to be called mountains. Some of the hilly and mountainous tracts of France re-

ceive a very considerable beauty from the rich and luxuriant verdure of chesnuts. To
those who have not viewed them, it is not easy to believe how much they add to ilic

beauty of the Limosin, the Vivarais, Auvergne, and other districts where they arc

common.
There is no doubt that the Pyrenees are more striking tluin all the other mountains

of France ; I have described them so particularly in the Journal, that I would only ob-

serve in general here, that their verdure, their woods, their rocks, and their torrents

have all the characters of the sublime and beautiful. I saw nothing among the Alps that

ofiered such pleasing scenes as those of the northern parts of Dauphine ; which, how-
ever, are less varied than those in the neighbourhood of Chambery so abounding in

landscapes. According to every account, the course of the Iscr is a scene of i)erpctual

beauty. The Vivarais, and part of Velay, are most romantic.

Of the great rivers of France I prefer the Seine, which is every where an agreeable

object. I should suppose the reputation of the Loire must have originated from per-

sons who either had never seen it at all, or only lielow Angers, where iu truth it merits

every eloge. From that city to Nantes it is, probably, one of the finest rivers in the

world, the breadth of the stream, the islands of woods, the boldness, culture, and rich-

ness of the coast, all conspire, with the animation derived from the swelling canvass of

active commerce, to render that line eminently beautiful ; but for the rest of its im-

mense course, it exhibits a stream of sand ; it rolls shingle through vales instead of wa-
ter, and is an uglier object than I could possibly have conceived, unless I had actually

seen it. The Garonne receives more beauty from the country through which it flows

than it confers upon it ; the flat banks, fringed with willows, arc destructive of beauty.

I am not equally acquainted with the Rhone ; where I saw it, from Montelimart to

Avignon, and again at Lyons, it does not interest me like the Seine. The course of the

Soane is marked by a noble tract ufmeadows.
In regard to the general beauty of a country, I prefer Limosin to every other pro-

vince in France. The bimks of the Loire below Angers, and those of the Seine, for

two hundred miles from its mouth, superior, undoubtedly, in point of rivers, the capital

feature of the country ; but the beauty of the Limosin does not depend on any par-

ticular feature, but the result of many. Hill, dale, wood, inclosures, streams, lakes,

and scattered farms, are mingUd into a thousand delicious landscapes, which set off

every where this province. Inclosures, which add so much ornament to the face of a
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country, would funubh observations, but I must trout of thcin cxprcsbly in u more im-

portunt view.

Of the provinces of the kinf^dom, not ulrcndy named, none arc of such singular fca>

turcK as to demand particular attention. The beuuticii of Normandy ore to be found

on the Seine, and those of Guienne on the Garonne. Bn:tut(ne, Maine, and Anjou
have the uppcarunce of deserts ; and though some {uirtH of Touruinc ore rich and pleas*

ing, yet most of the province is deficient in beauty. The fertile territories of Flanders,

Artois, and Alsace ore distinguished by their utility. Picardy is uninteresting. Cltum-

pagne in general, where 1 saw it, ugly, almost as much so as I'oitou. Loraine, and

r runchc Compte, and Bourtrognc ore sombre in the wooded districts, and want cheer-

fulness in the o|)cn ones. Berry and La Marchc may be ranked in the same class.

Solognc merits its epithet, triste. There ore parts of the Angoumois that arc guy, and
consecpiently pleasing.

It may be useful to those who see no more of France than by once passing to Italy,

to remark, that if they would view the fmest Durts of the kingdom, they should land ut

Diepi)e and follow the Seine to Paris, then take the great road to Moulins, and thence

quit It for Auvcrgnc, und pass to Viviers, on the Rhone, and so by Aix to Italy. By
such u variation from the frequented roud, the traveller might suffer for want of good
inns, but would be repaid by the sight of a much finer und more singular country than

the common roiid by Uijon oflers, which posses, in a great measure, through tlu: worst

part of Fnuice,

CHAP. III....OF THE CLIMATE OF TRANCE.

OF all the countries of Europe there is not, perhaps one that proves the importance

of climate, so much us France. In the natural advantages of countries, it is us essential

as soil itself ; and we can never attain to an idea tolerably correct, of the prosperity and
resources of u country, if we do not know how cleurly to ascertain the nuturul advan-

tages or disadvantages of different territories, and to discriminate them from the adven-

titious effects of industry und wealth. It should be a principal object with those who
Inivel for the acquisition of knowledge, to remove the vulgurprejudices which are found

in all countries among those who, not having travelled themselves, have built their in.

fornnuion on insutliciLMit uuthorities.

France admits u division into three cupital parts; 1, of vines; 2, of maize; 3, of

olives ; which plants will give the three districts of, 1, the northern, where vines ore

not planted ; 2, the central, in which maize is not planted ; 3, the south, in which
olives, mulberries, vines, and maize are all found. The line of separation between vines

und no vines, as I observed myself, is ut Coucy, ten miles to the N. of Soissons ; ut

Clermont, in the Beauvoisois ; at Beaumont, in Maine ; und Herbignuc, near Guerundc,

in Bretagne. Now there is something very remarkable in this, that if you draw a
^straight line on the map from Guirande to Coucy, it passes very near boUi Clermont
and Beaumont : the former of which is a little to the north of it, und the lutter u little to

the south. There are vines ut Gaillon and La Roche Guyon, which is a little to the

N. of this line ; there arc also some near Beuuvuis, the most remote from it which 1

have seen ; but even this distance is inconsiderable ; and the melancholy spectacle of

the vintage of 1787, which I saw there in the midst of incessant ruins, is a proof tliut

they ought to have nothing to do with this branch of culture : and ut Angers I was in-

formed, that there are no vines, or next to none, between that place and Laval and
Mayenne. Having made this remark on the vine climate of France, I wished to know
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fercnce of climate, it ought, hy parity of reuHon, to Ik- confirmed hy vincH in that coun-
try iKing found mi '-h fartlur north than in France. TIuh hap|)cnH nrecivly to he the

cuiic; for I find, l)y a late author, that vines in Germany are fuuiui no further north

than lut. 52.* The meeting with tlxse in that latitude in a suHicient pr(M)f uf the fact

in question, since in F> nice their limit is nt 49k. The line, therefore, which I have
drawn as the boundary of vines in France, mayl)e continued into Cnrmuny, and will

probably be found to ascertain the vine climate in that country, us well as in France.

The line of separation between maize and no maize is not less singular ; it is first seen

on the western side of the kingdom, in going from the Angoumois and entering I'oitou,

at Verac, near Rtiflec. In crossing Loraine, 1 first met with it between Nuncy and Lit-

neville. It is deserving of attention, that if a line is drawn from between Nancy and
Luncville to Rufl'ec, that it will run nearly parallel with the other line that forms the

separation of vines : but that line across the kingdom, is not formed by maize in so un«
broken a manner, as the other by vines ; for in the central journey, we found it no far-

ther north than Douzenuch, in the S. of the Limosin ; a variation, however, that doc?
not aflect the general fact. In crossing from Alsace to Auvergne, I was nearest to this

line at Dijon, where is maize. In crossing the Boiirbonnois to Paris, there is an evident

reason tvhy this plant should not be found, which is the poverty of the soil, and the

unimproved husbandry of all that country, being universally under fallow, and rye,

which yields only three or four times the seed. Maize demands richer land or better

management. I saw a fe\v pieces so far north as near Lu FIcche, but they were so

miserably bad, as evidently to prove that the plant was foreign to that climate. In

order to give the reader a clearer idea of this, I have annexed a map, exfilaining, atone
coup d'eeil, these zones or climates, which may be drawn from the productions of France.

The line of olives is pretty nearly in the same direction. In travelling south from
Lvons, we see them first at Montelimart ; and in going from Beziers to the P} renees,

I lost them at Carcassonne : now, the line on the man drawn from Montelimart to Car.

cassonne, appears at once to be nearly parallel with those of maize and vines. Hence
we may apparently determine, with sal'ety, that there is a considerable difference be-

tween the climate of France in the eastern and western parts : that the eastern side of
the kingdom is two and a half degrees of latitude hotter than the western, or if not

hotter, more favourable to vegetation. That these divisions are not accidental, but
have been the result of a great number of experiments, wc may conclude from these ar-

ticles of culture in general gradually declining before you quite lose them. On quitting

the Angoumois, and entering Poitou, we find maize dwindling to poor crops, before it

ceases to be cultivated; and in going from Nancy to Luneville, I noticed it in gardens,

and then but in small pieces in the fields, before it became a confirmed culture. I

made the same remark with respect to vines. It is very difficult to account for this

fact ; it seems probable that the climate is better when ix-motc from the sea, than near

it, which is contrary to numerous other facts ; and I have remarked, that vines thrive

even in the sea air, and almost fully exposed to it^ at the mouth of the river Buycnne,
and in Bretagne. A great many repeated observations must be made, and with more
attention tfian is in the power of a traveller before such a subject, apparently very curi-

ous, call be thoroughly ascertained. In making such inquiries as these, a general cul-

ture is alone to be regarded : vines will grow in England ; I have maize now on my own
tiirm, and I have seen it at Paris; but this is not the question ; for it turns solely on

' ' « * De la Monarchie Pi'ussicnnc, par M. le Comptc dc Mimbeau. torn. 1 1. p. 158. ^ .'l.i',
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the climate being so well adapted to such articles as to enable the farmer to make them

a common culture.

Of the northern climate of France I may remark, that though vines will yield little

profit in it for wine, yet there is a strong distinction, in respect of heat, between it and

England, at the same time, that much of it is, I believe, to the full as humid as the S.

and E. of England. The two circumstances to be attended to in this inquiry are, the

quantity of fruit and the verdure and richness of pastures. In regard to heat, we must

attend neither to the thermometer nor to the latitude, but to the vegetable productions.

I travelled in the fruit season through Artois, Picardy, Normandy, Bretagne, Anjou,

and Maine, and I found at every town, I might properly say at every village, such a

plenty of fruit, particularly plums, peaches, late cherries, grapes, and melons, as never

can be seen in England in :he very hottest summers. The markets of all the towns,

even in that poor and unimproved province of Bretagne, are supplied with these in a

profusion of which we have no idea. It was with pleasure I walked through the market

at Rennes. If a man were to see no other in France, lighting there from an English

balloon, he would in a moment pronounce the climate to be totally different from that

of Cornwall, our most southerly county, where myrtles will stand the winter abroad;

and from that of Kerry, where the arbutus is so ac-climated, that it seems indigenous,

though probably brought from Spain by the original inhabitants of the country. Yet
in this province of Bretagne I saw no maize nor mulberries, and, except in the comer I

have mentioned, it has no vineyards. Paris is not supplied with melons from provinces

to the S. but from Hai*fleur, at the mouth of the Seine.

For the humidity of the climate, I may quote the beautiful verdure of the rich pas-

tures in Normandy, which are never irrigated. And I was a witness to three weeks of

such rain at Liancourt, four miles only from Clermont, as I have not known, by many
degrees, in England. To the great rains in the N. of France, which render it disa-

greeable, may be added the heavy snows and the severe frosts, which are experienced

there to a greater degree than in the S. of England. I am assured that the N. of Eu-
rope has not known a long and sharp frost, which has not been much severer at Paris

than at London.
The central division that admits vines without being hot enough for maize, I con-

sider as one of the finest climates in the world. Here are contained the province of
Touraine, which, above all others, is most admired by the French ; the picturesque

province of Limosin ; and the mild, healthy, and pleasant plains of the Bourbonnois

;

perhaps the most eligible countries of all France, of all Europe, as far as soil and cli-

mate are concerned. Here you are exempt from the extreme humidity which gives

verdure to Normandy and England ; and yet equally free from the burning heats which
turn verdure itself into a russet brown in the S. ; no ardent rays that oppress you with

their fervour in summer ; nor pinching tedious frosts that chill with their severity in win-

ter ; a light, pure, elastic air, admirable for every constitution except consumptive ones<

But at the same time that I must commend these central provinces of France, for every
circumstance of atmosphere that can render a country agreeable to inhabit, I must
guard the reader against the idea of their being free from great inconveniences ; they

are certainly subject to those in relation to agriculture, which are heavily felt by the

fanner. They are subject, in common with the olive district, to violent storms of ram,

and what is worse, of hail. Two years ago, a storm of hail swept a tract of desolation

in a belt across the whole kingdom, to the damage of several millions of our money.
Such extended ruin is not common, for, if it were, the finest kingdoms would be laid

waste ; but no year ever passes without whole parishes suffering to a degree of which
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we liave no conception, and on the whole to the amount of no inconsiderable proportion

of the whole produce of the kingdom. It appeara, from my friciul Dr. Syniond's paper

on the climate of Italy,* that the mischief of hail '
^> dreadful in tliat country. I have

heard it calculated in the S. of France, that the damage in some provinces amounted tr>

one-tenth of the whole produce of them upon an average. A few days before my ar-

rival at Barbesieux, there had fallen, at the duke de la Rouchefoucald's seat in the An
goumois, and some neighbouring parishes, a shower of hail that did not leave a single

grape on the vines, and cut them so severely, aa to preclude all hope of a crop the year

following, and allowed no well-founded expectation of any beneficial produce even the

third year. In another place, the geese were all killed by the same storm ; and young
colts were so wounded that they died afterwards. It is even asserted, that men have been

known to be killed by hail, when unable to obtain any shelter. This storm destroyed a

copse of the duke's, that was of two years growth. With such effects, it must be ob-

vious to every one, that all sorts of corn and pulse must be utterly destroyed. At Pom-
pinian, between Montauban and Toulouse, I was witness to such a shower of rain as

never fell in Britain ; in that rich vale, the com, before the storm, made a noble appear-

ance ; but imagination can hardly picture a more entire destructior^ than it poured over

the whole ; the finest wheat was not only beaten flat to the ground, but streams of liquid

mud covered it in many places, in a manner that made all expectation of recovery hope-

less. These hasty and violent showers, which are of little consequence to a traveller, or

to the residence of a gentleman, are dreadful scourges to the farmer, and immense draw-

backs from the mass of national products.

A circumstance of less consequence, but not undeserving attention, is the frosts

which happen in the spring. We know in England how injurious these are to all the

fruits ofthe earth, and how much they are supposed to damage even its most important

pitxluct. Towards the end of May 1787, I found all the walnut trees with leaves

turned quite black by them, S. of the Loire ; and farther to the S. at Brive, we no
sooner saw fig-trees, for the first time scattered about the vineyards, than we remarked
them bound about with straw to defend them from the frosts of June. Still more to

the S. about Cahors, the walnut trees were black on the 10th of June by frosts, within

a fortnight ; and we were informed of rye being in some years thus killed ; and that

rarely there is any spring month secure from these unseasonable attacks. In the N. E.
quarter I found, in 1789, the frost of the preceding winter had made a sad havock
amongst the walnut trees, most of which were killed in Alsace, and the dead trees

made a strange figure in summer ; they were left in expectation of their shooting again,

and some few did. From Autun in Burgundy, to Bourbon Lancey, the brocsn was
all killed. Spring frosts were also complained of as much as on the other side of the

kingdom. About Dijon, they said that they have them often late, and they damage
or destroy every thing. And all the countries within reach of the mountains of Voge
are a&cted by the snow that falls upon them, which was in 1789, on the 29th of June.

This renders the vineyard an uncertain culture. Perhaps it may arise from the late

frosts in the spring, that we meet with so few mulberries in France N. of the olive dis-

trict. The profit of that tree is very great, as I shall explain fully in another place

;

yet the districts, where they are found in France, are very inconsiderable, when com-
pared with the extent of the whole kingdom. It has been conceived in England, that

die mildew is owing to late frosts ; when I found myselfin a region where rye was some-
times thus killed in June, and where every walnut hung with black, I naturally in-

* Annals of Agriculture, vol. iii. p. 137.

V,
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quired Tor that distemper, and found in some places, near Cahors for instance, that

their wheat was perfectly exempt from that malady in many springs, when other plants

suffered the most severely ; and we met even with farmers whose lands were so little

subject to the distemper that they hardly knew it. This s'lould seem to set aside the

theor}' of frosts being the cause of that malady. As spring frosts are as mischievous
in France as they can be with us, so also arc they troubled with autumnal ones earlier

than is common with us. On the 20th of September 1787, in going on the S. of the

Loire, from Chumbord to Orleans, we had so smart a one, that the vines were hurt by
it ; and there had been, for several days, so cold a N. E. wind, yet with a bright sun,

that none of us stirred abroad without great coats.

The olive-climate contains but a very inconsiderable portion of the kingdom, and of

that portion, not in one acre out of fifty is this tree cultivated. Several other plants,

beside the olive, mark this climate. Thus at Montelimart, in Dauphine, besides that

tree, you meet with, for tl.:; first time, the pomegranate, the arbor judae, the paliurus,

figs, and the evergreen oak ; and with these plants, I may add also that detestable ani-

mal the mosquito. In crossing the mountains of Auvergne, Velay, and Vivarais, I met,

between Pradelles and Thuytz, mulberries and files at the same time ; by the term
files, I mean those myriads of them, which form the most disagreeable circumstance of

the southern climates. They are the first of torments in Spain, Italy, and the olive-;

district of France : it is not that they bite, sting, hurt, but they buz, teaze, and
worry : your mouth, eyes, ears, and nose, are full of them : they swarm on every eat-

able, fruit, sugar, milk, every thing is attacked by them in such myriads, that if they

are not driven away incessantly by a jierson who has nothing else to do, to eat a meal
is impossible. They are, however caught on prepared paper, and other contrivances,

with so much ease, and in such quantities, that were it not from negligence they could
not abound in such incredible quantities. If I farmed in those countries, I think 1

should manure four or five acres every year with dead flies. Two other articles of cui-

ture in this climate, which deserve to be mentioned, though too inconsiderable to be a

national object, are capers in Provence, and oranges at Hieres. The latter plant is so

tender, that this is supposed to be the only part of France in which it will thrive in the

open air. The whole of Roussillon is to the south of this, yet none are to be found
there. I went to Hieres to view them, and it was with paui 1 found them almost, with-

out exception, so damaged by the frost, in the winter of 1788, as to be cut down, some
to the ground, and others to the main stem. Vast numbers of olives were in the same
situation tliroughout the whole olive-district, and abundance of them absolutely killed.

Thus we find, that in the most southerly part of France, and even in the most sheltered

and secure situations, such severe frosts are known as to destroy the articles of common
cultivation.

In the description I took of the climate of Provence, from Mons. le President, Baron

de la Tour d'Aigucs, he informed me, that hail, in some years, does not break glass

;

but it was mentioned as an extraordinary thing. The only seasons in which is to be
expected rain with any degree of certainty, are the equinoxes, when it comes violently

for a time. No dependence for a single drop in June, July, or August, and the

quantity always very small ; which three months, and not the winter ones, are the

pinching season for all great cattle. Sometimes not a drop falls for six months toge-

ther.* They have white frosts in March, and sometimes in April. The great heats

* A writer, who has been criticised for this assertion, was therefore right: "Telle est la position

des provinces du midi on Ton reste souvent, six niois cntiers, sans voir tomber une seule goutted'cuu."

Corps Complct d'Agri. torn. viii. p. 56.
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are never till the 15th of July, nor after the 15th of September. Harvest begins Junr

24th, and ends July 15th ; and Michaelmas is the middle of the vintage. In many
years no snow is to be seen, and the frosts not severe. The spring is the worst season

m the year, because the vent dc bize, the moestrule of the Italians, is terrible, and sufli-

cient, in the mountains, to blow a man off his horse ; it is also dangerous to the healtii

from the sun, at the same time, being both high and powerful. But in December,

January, and February, the weather is truly charming, with the bize very rarely, but

not always free from it ; for on thr 3d of Januivy 1786, there was so furious a moestrale,

with snow, that flocks were drivei. four or five leagues from theu* pastures ; numbers
of travellers, shepherds, sheep and asses in tlie Crau perished. Five shepherds were

conducting eight hundred sheep to the butcheries at Marseilles, three of whom, and

almost all the sheep, perished.* To make a residence in these provinces agreeable, a

man should also avoid the great summer heats. For during the last week in July, and

some days in August, I experienced such a heat at Carcassonne, Mirepoix, Pamiers,

&c. as rendered the least exertion, in the middle of the day, oppressive ; it exceeded

&ny thing I felt in Spain. It was impossible to support a room that was light. No com-
fort but m darkness ; and even there rest was impossible from myriads of flies,f It is

true, such heats are not of long duration ; if they were so, nobody, able to quit the

country, would reside in itt These climates are disagreeable in spring and summer,
and delicious in winter only. In the Bourbonnois, Limosin, and Touniine, there is no
vent de bize. On the mountains above Tour d'Aigues, are chiefly found lavendula

—

thymus—cistus rosea—cistus ulbidus—soralia bitumina—buxus semper virens—quer-

cus ilex—pinus montana—rosmarinus officinalis—rhamnus cathartica—genistis montis

ventosa—genista Hispanica—juniperus Phoenicia—satureja montana—bromus sylvati-

ca, &c. In the stubbles of all the olive-district, and in every waste spot are found cen.

taurea calycitropa—centaurea solstitialis—also the eryngium campestrum, andtheeryn,

gium amethystinum : they have sown in Provence the datura strimonium, which is now
habituated to the country. In the mountains, from Cavalero to Frejus, and also in that

of Estrelles, the lentiscus—myrtus—arbutus—lavendula—cistus—and laurustinus.

Upon a general view of the climate of France, and upon comparing it with that of

countries, not so much favoured apparently by nature, I may remark, that the prin-

cipal superiority of it arises from adapting so large a portion of the kingdom *:o the

culture of the vine ; yet this noble plant is most unaccountably decried by abundance
of writers, and especially by French ones, though the farmer is enabled to draw as

extensive a profit from poor and otherwise barren, and even almost perpendicular rocks,

as from the richest vales. Hence immense tracts of land may be ranked in France
among the most valuable, which in our climate would be absolutely waste, or at least

applied to no better use than warrens or sheep walks. This is the great superiority

which climate gives to that kingdom over England : of its nature and extent, I shall treat

fully under another head.

The object of the next importance is peculiar to the olive and maize districts, and
consists in the power of having, fi-om the nature of the climate, two crops a-year on

* Traite de I'Olivier, par M. Couture, ii. torn, octavo, Aix, 1786, torn. i. p. 79.

t I have been much surprised, that the late learned Mr. Harmer should think it odd to find, by wri-
ters who treated of southern climates, that driving away flies, was an object of importance. Had he
been with me in Spain and in Languedoc, in July and August, he would have been very far from think-
ing there was any thing odd in it. Obscrv. on divers Passages of Scripture, vol. iv. p. 159.

t i
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vast tracts of their arable land : an early harvest, and the command of plants, which
will not thrive equally well in more northern climates, give them this invaluable advan.

ta{^'. We see wheat stubbles left in England, from the middle of August, to yield a

fe *v shillings by sheep, which, in a hotter climate, would afford a second crop, yielding

food for man, such as millet, the fifty day maize (the cinquantina of tfie Italians) &c. or

prove a better season for turnips, cabbages, &c. than the common season for them here.

In Dauphine, I saw buck-wheat in full blossom the 23d of August, that had been sown
after wheat. I do no more than name it here, since, in another place, it must be ex-

amined more particularly. Mulberries might in France be an object of far greater im-

portance than they are at present, and yet the spring frosts are fatal impediments to the

culture : that this plant must be considered for all important puqioses, as adapted only

to southern climates, appears from this, that Tours is the only place I know in France,

north of the maize climate, where they are cultivated for silk with any success ; consi-

derable experiments have been made (as I shall shew in the proper place) for introducing

them into Normandy and elsewhere, but with no success : and the force of this obser-

vation is doubled, by the following fact ; that they succeed much better in the olive

climate than in any part of the kingdom. But that they might be greatly extended,

cannot for 4 moment be doubted. In going south, we did not meet with them till we
came to Causade, near Montauban. In returning north, we saw them at Auch only.

A few at Aguillon, planted by the duke ; the promenade at Poitiers planted by
the intendant ; and another at Verteul, by the duke d'Anville ; all which are experi-

ments that have not been copied, except at Auch. But at Tours there is a small dis-

trict of them. In another direction, they are not met with after Moulins, and there

very few. Maize is an object of much greater consequence than mulberries ; when I

give the courses of the French crops, it will be found that the only good husbandry

in the kingdom (some small and very rich districts excepted) arises from the possession

and management of this plant. Where there is no maize, there are fallows ; and where

there are fallows, the people starve for want. For the inliabitants of a country to

live upon that plant, which is the preparation for wheat, and at the same time to keep
their cattle fat upon the leaves of it, is to possess a treasure, for which they are indebted

to their climate. The quantity of all the common sorts of fruits, which, through the

greater part of France, is such as to form a considerable object in the subsistence of the

great mass of people, is a point of more consequence than appears at first sight. To
balance these favourable circumstances, other countries, not so happily situated (espe-

cially England) have advantages of an opposite nature, which are very material in the

practice of their agriculture : that humidity of atmosphere, with the French provinces

north of vines enjoy ; which England has in a greater degree, and Ireland still more,

and which is better marked by the hygrometer than by the rain gauge, is of singular im-
portance in the maintenance of cattle by pasturage, and in adapting the courses of crops

to their support. Artificial grasses, turnips, cabbages, potatoes, &c. thrive best in a
humid climate. It would take up too much room here fully to explain this ; to men-
tion it will be sufficient for those who have reflected on similar subjects. From a due
attention to all the various circumstances that affect this question, which, relatively to

agriculture, is tlie best climate, that of France, or that of England ? I have no hesita-

tion in giving the preference to France. I have often heard, in conversation, the con-

trary asserted, and with some appearance ofreason ; but I believe the opinion has arisen

more from considering the actual state of husbandry in the two countries, than the dis-
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tinct properties of the two climates. We make very jfood use of ours ; but the Frciic?\

are, in this respect, in their infancy, through more than half the kingdom.*

CHAP. V....OF THE POPULATION OF FRANCE.

AS the subject of population is lx:st treated by an inquiry into the industry, agricul-

ture, division of landed property, &c. I shall at present merely lay before the reader

some facts collected with care in France, that afford useful data for political arithmeti-

cians. Mons. I'abbe Expilly, in his Dictionnaire de la France, makes the number
21,000,000. And the marquis de Mirabeauf mentions an enumeration of the king-

dom in 1755; total 18,107,000. In Normandy 1,665,200 and in Bretagne 847,500.

Mons. de Buffbn, in his Histoirc Naturelle, assigns for the population of the kingdom
22,672,077. Mons. Messance, in his Recherches sur la Population, quarto, 1766, gives

the details from which he draws the conclusion, that in many towns in Auvergne the

births are to the number of inhabitants as 1 to 24 i -is tV ; the marriages per annum
1 to 114 inhabitants ; and families, one with another, composed of 5 i ^V* or 24 fa-

milies contain 124 inhabitants. In various towns in the Lyonnois, births are to the inha-

bitants as 1 to 231; the marriages per annum 1 to 111 persons; and families com-
posed 4 7 1'v ;j: 80 families contain 381 inhabitants. In various towns in Normandy
the births to the inhabitants as 1 to 27i iV; marria^s per annum 1 to 114 persons ;

families are composed of 3 1 i Vf ; 20 represent 76 mhabitants. In the city of Lyons
families are composed of 5 ^ 1^; 60 represent 316 inhabitants ; and there are a few
above 24 persons per house in that city. In the city of Rouen families are composed
of 6 iV persons ; and there are 6 1 tV persons per house. At Lyons 1 in 354 dies an-

nually ; at Rouen 1 in 27i. Mean life in some parishes in the generality of Lyons 25
yeart ; ditto in the generality of Rouen 25 years 10 months. At Paris 1 in 30 dies

annually : a family consists of 8, and each house contains 24} persons. By com ing

the number of births in every month at Paris for forty years, he found that those in

which conception flourished most were May, June, July, and August, and that the mor-
tality for forty years was as follows

:

. ,-,

Months

March,
April,

May,
January,

Dnik*. Montlu.

77,803
I

February,

76,815 I December,
72,198

I
June,

69,166 I July,

DtMhi. KoaJht.

66,789
I

October,

60,926 September,

58,272
I

November,
57,339

I
August,

Dctihi.

54,897
54,339
54,029

52,479

It should appear from this table, that the influence of the sun is as important to human
health as it is to vegetation. What pity that we have not similar tables of cities in all

the different latitudes and circumstances of the globe.

"' * The minute deudls concerning agriculture are omitted, as, however valuable in themselv^
I little accord with the nature of this publication'

t L'Amides Honmies, 1760, fifth edit. tom. iv. p. 184.

I The committee of Mendicite asserts, that each family in France consists of five, as

children. Cinquieme Rapport, p. 34.

vol,. IV. 3 H
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At Clermont Ferrand 1 in 38 dies annually. At Carcassonne 1 m 22^. At Valence

1 in 24*. At Vitry Ic Francois 1 in 23i. At Elboeuf 1 in 29^. At Loviers 1 in 31i.

At Honficur 1 in 24. At Vernon 1 in 25. At Gisors 1 in 29. At Pont-au-de-Mer

fin 33. At Ncufchatel 1 in 24i. At Pont I'Eveque 1 in 26. At Ic Havre 1 in

35 Upon a comparison in seven principal provinces of the kingdom, population in

sixty years has augmented in the proportion of 211 to 196, or a thirteenth. Geneit.1

dedJction-thatthe number of people in France in 1764 was 23.909,400. Monsieur

Moheau* gives to the best peopled provinces 1700 inhabitants per square league ;
and

to the woret 500; the medium 872, at which rate he makes the total 23,500,000,

and an increase of a ninth since 1688. The isle of Oleron is peopled at the rate ot

2886 per league, and that of Re 4205. He also calculates that 1 m 36 dies, and 1

in 26 IS bom every vear. Mons. Necker, in his work de 1'Administration des Finances

de la France, has the following ixirticulars, which it is ako necessary to have m our at-

tention : Births in the whole kingdom per annum on an average, ot 1776, 77, 7B, 7^,

and 80. were 963,207: which, multiplied by 25f, the proportion he fixes on, gives

24,802,580 inhabitants in France. He notices the gross error of the oeconomistes. in

estimating the population of the kingdom at 15 or 16 millions. A later authority,

but given in whole numbers, and therefore not accurate, states the population of the

kingdom at 25,500,000 of whiCh the clergy are supposed to be 80,000, the nobility

110.000 the protestants 3,000,000, and Jews 30,000 :t the committee of imposts

assert, that to multiply the births in the cities of France by 30, will g>ve their popula.

tion with sufficient truth ; but for the country not so hi^h.J The rule of 30 would make

the population 28,896,210. But much later than all these authorities, the National

Assembly has ordered such inquiries to be made into the population of the kingdom,

as have produced a much greater degree of accuracy than was ever approached before

:

this has been done by the returns of taxes, in which all persons, not liable to be charged

are entered in what we should call the duplicates ; and as the directions form^mg these

lists are positive and explicit, and no advantage whatever results to the people by con.

<:ealing their numbers, but on the contrary, m many mstances, they are favoured in

taxation, by reason of the number of their children, we may surely conclude, that these

returns ire the safest guides to direct our calculations. Here foUows the detaU
: ,

* Recher. sur la Population de la France, ocUvo, 1778.
, . , ^.u v . ~. :••:

t BibSeque de I'Homme Publique, par Mess. deCondorcet, Peysonnel, h Ic Chapeher, torn. ui.

t Rapport de Comite d' Impos sur les Taxes, p. 27.
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urc not considerable enough to give that animation and vigour to the industry of the

country, which is best encouraged by the activity of tlie demand which cities afford for

the products of ngricuUure. A more certain and uncquivocol proof of the justice of

my remarks, on the too great and mischievous division of landed property and farms in

that kingdom could hiutily have arisen : and it yields the clearest conviction, that the

progress of national improvement has been upon the whole but small in France. The
manufactures and commerce of the kingdom must have made a less advance than one

would have conceived possible, not to have efTcetcd a proportion far diHerent from thl*»

of a fifth. A really active industry, jiroportioned to the real resources of the kingdom,
should long ago have purged the countrv (to use an expression of Sir James Stuart's) of

those superfluous mouths, I do not say hands ; for they eat more than they work ; and it

is their want of employment that ought to drive them into towns. Another observation

is suggested by this curious table of population : I have re|x»tedly, in the diary of my
journey, remarked, that the near approach to Paris is a desert compared to that of Lon-
don ; that the difference is infinitely greater thaa the difference of their population ; and
that the want of traffic, on the high roads, is found every where in the kingdom as well

as at Paris. Now it deserves notice, that the great resort, which is every where ob-

servable on the highways of England, flows from the number, size, and wealth of our
towns, much more than from any other circumstance. It is not the country, but towns
that give the rapid circulation from one part of a kingdom to the other ; and though, at

first sight, France may be thought to have the advantage in this respect, yet a nearer view
of the subject will allow of no such conclusion. In the following list, the English co-

lumn has surely the advantage :

Engtiib.

London,
Dublin,

lildinburgh,

Liverpool,

Bristol,

Newcastle,

Mull,

FnDGk.

Paris,
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the majority of them in the present, have been of opinion, that, to enumerate the peo-

ple, was the only step necessary to be taken, in order to ascertain the degree in which ;i

country was flourishing. Two-and-twenty years ago, in my "Tour through the North

of li^nglaiid, 1769," I entered my caveat against such a doctrine, and presumed to assert,

•' thut no nation is rich or powerful hy means of mere numbers of people ; it is the in-

dustrious alone tliat con»(itutea kingdom's strength;" that assertion I rciKnitcd in my
** Political Arithmetic, 1774 ;" and in the second piu-t, 1779, under other combinations.

About the same time a genius of a superior cast (Sir James Stuart) very much exceeded

my weak efforts, and, with a masterly hand, explained the principles of population.

Politiqi

has almost exliausted the subject. I shall not, however, omit to name the report of the

committee of Mendicite in the national assembly. The following passage does the high-

est honour to their political discernment: ** C'est ainsi que malgre les assertions, sans

cesse repetees depuis vingt ans, de tous les ecrivains politiques qui placent la prosjjerite

d'un empire dans sa plus grande population, une population excessive sans un grand tra.

vail & sans des productions abondantes, seroit au contraire une devorante surcharge pour

un ctat ; car, il faudroit alurs que cette excessive population partageat les benences dc
ceile qui, sans elle, eut trouve une subsistence suffisante ; il faudroit que la meme somme
de travail futabandonnce a une plus grande quantitede bras; il faudroit enfin necessaire-

ment que le prix de ce travail baissat par la plus grande concurrence des travailleurs, d'on

resulteroit une indigence complette pour ceux qui ne trouveroient pas de travail, &. une

subsistence incomplette pourceux<memes aux quels il ne seroit pas refuse."! France itself

affords an irrefragable proofofthe truth of these sentiments ; for I am clearly of opinion,

from the observations I made in every province of the kingdom, that her population is so

much beyond the proportion of her industry and labour, that she would be much more
powerful, and infinitely more flourishing, if she had five or six millions less of inhabitants.

From her too great population, she presents, in every quarter, such spectacles of wretch-

edness, as are absolutely inconsist^^nt with that degree of national felicity, which she was
capable ofattaining even under her old government. A traveller much less attentive than

I was to objects of this kind, must see at every turn most unequivocal signs of distress.

That these should exist, no one can wonder who considers the price of labour, and of

provisions, and the misery into which a small rise in the price of wheat throws the lower

classes ; a misery that is sure to increase itself by the alarm it excites, lest subsistence

should be wanted. The causes of tliis great population were certainly not to be found in

the benignity of the old government yielding a due protection to the lower classes, for,

on the contrary, it abandoned them to the mercy ofthe privileged orders. It is fair, how-
ever, to observe, that there was nothing in the principles of the old government, so direct-

ly inimical to population, as to prevent its increase. Many croaking writers in France liave

repeatedly announced the depopulation of that kingdom, with pretty much the same
truth and ingenuity tliat have be^n exercised on^the same subject in England. Mons.
Necker, in a very sensible passage, g^ves a decisive answer to them, which is at the same
time thoroughly applicable to the state of England, as well as to Uiat of France.| Nor
can the great population of France be attributed to the climate, for the tables of births
•) .. • J- ..„-.,.- ^ ..... . , . , .

* See particularly, p. 48, 5 1, Sec.

' t Plan de Travail du Comite pour I'extinction dc la Mendicite presente par M. de Liancourt, octa-

vo, p. 4,1790. t De I'Administ. des Finances. Ouvres, quarto, Londres, p. 320.

J.
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and burials oflrr notliinpf more ravoural)le in that kinj^loni, than in our own. And a
much worse climutc in Holland und Flanders, and in Momc parts of Germany and Italy,

is attended with a still greater populousnew.* Nor is it to be imputed to an cxtraor*

dinary prosperity of manufactures, for our own arc much more considerable, in propor-

tion to the number of ptoplc in the two countries.

This great populousness of France I attribute very much to the division of the lands

into small properties, which takes place in that countr)' to a degree of which we have in

England but little conception. Whatever promises the ap|X-arancc even '>f subsistence,

induces men to marry. The inheritance of ten or twelve acres to be divided amongst
the children of the proprietor, will be looked to with the views of a permanent settle-

ment, and either occasions a marriage, the infants of which die young for want of suffi.

cicni nourishment ;t or keeps children at home, distressing their relations, long after the

time that they should have emigrated to towns. In districts that contain immense quan-
tities of waste land of a certain degree of fertility, as in the roots of the Pyrenees, be-
longing to communities ready to sell them, oeoonomy and industry, animated with the
views of setUingand marrying, flourish greatly ; in such neighbourlu>ods something like

an American increase takes place ; and, if the land be cheap, little distress is found.
But as procreation goes on rapidly, under such circo' stances, the least check to sub-
sistence is attended with great misery ; as wastes bee ling dearer, or the best portions

being sold, or difficulties arising in the acquisition ; all which cases I met with in those
mountains. The moment any impediment happens, the distress of such people will be
proportioned to the activity and vigour which had animated population. It is obvious,
that in the cases here referred to, no distress occurs, if the manufiictures and commerce
of the district are so flourishing as to demand all this superfluity of rural population

as fast as it arises ; for that is precisely the balance of employments which prevails in a
well regulated society ; the country breeding people to supply the demand and consump-
tion of towns and manufactures. Population will, in every state, increase perhaps too
fast for this demand. England is in this respect, from the unrivalled prosperity ofher ma«
nufactures, in a better situation tlian any other country in Europe ; but even in Eng-
land population is sometimes too active, as we see clearly by the dangerous increase of
poor's rates in country villages ; and her manufactures being employed very much for

supplying foreign consumption, they are often exposed to bad times ; to a slack demand,
which turns thousands out ofemployment, and sends them to their parishes for support.

Since the conclusion of the American war, however, nothing of this kind has happened

;

and the seven years which have elup&fd since that period^ may be named as die most de-
cisively prosperous which England ever knew. It has been said to me in France, would
you leave uncultivated lands waste, rather than let them be cultivated in small portions,

through a fear of population ? I certainly would not : I would on the contrar}', encourage
Uieir culture ; but 1 would prohibit the division of small farms, which is as mischievous
to cuhivation, as it is sure to be distressing to the people. Tlie indiscriminate praise ofa
great sub-division, which lias found its way unhappily into the national assembly, must
nave arisen from a want of examination into facts : go to districts where the properties are

minutely divided, and you will find (at least 1 have done it universally) great distress, and
even misery, and probably very bud Hgriculture. Go to others, where such sub-division

* A very ingenious Ita'ian writer H«»tes tbc people of France at 1290 souls per league ; and in Italjr

at 133S. Fabbroni Reflexions bus- i'Agric. p. 24J.

t Mons. Ncckcr, in the same section as that quoted above, remarks this to be the case in France

;

and justly observes, that the population of such a country being composed of too great a proportion

of inikiits, a niiliion of people implies neither tlie force nor labour of a millitKi in coiintri«f otherwise
constituted.

,ii>'. ^i^f JJi.^...L^ ^u.i^
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has not taken |>lucc, and you will Hnd a better cultivation, and infmitcly leH«t misery

;

und if you would sec u diittrict, with as little distress in it us is consistent tvith the imliticul

system of the old government of France, you must assuredly go where there arc no littk-

properties at all. You must visit the great farms in Beauce, Picardy, fuirt of Normandy,
and Artois, and there you will find no more population tluin what is n*gularly employed
and regularly paid : and if in such districts you should, contniry to this rule, meet with

much distress, it is twenty to one but that it is in a parish which has some commons that

tempt the poor to have cattle, to have property, and, in consenuencc, misery. When
you are engaged in this political tour, finish it by seeing Kngland, and I will shew you u

set of peasants well clothed, well nourished, tolerably drunken from su|)erfluity, welt

lodged, and ut their ease ; and yet amongst them, not one in a thousand has either land

or cattle. When you have viewed all tnis, go back to your tribune, and preach, if you

please, in favour of a minute division of landed property. There arc two other gross

errors, in relation to this subject, that should be mentioned ; these are, the encourage-

ments that are sometimes given to marriage, and the idea of the importance of attracting

foreigners. Neither ofthese is at all admissible on just principles, in such a country as

France. The predominant evil of die kingdom, is the having so great a population, thut

she can neither employ nor feed it ; why then encourage miuriage ? would you breed

more peof^le, because you have more already than you know \vhat to do with ? You
have so great a competition for food, that your people are starving or in misenr ; and
you would encourage the production of more to encourage tliat competition. It may
almost be questioned, whether the contrary policy ought not to be embraced ? whether

difficulties should not be laid on the marriage of those who cannot make it appear that

they have a prospect of maintaining the ciiildren that shall be the fruit of it? But why
encourage marriages which are sure to take place in all situations in which they ought to

take place ? There is no instance to be found of plenty of regular employment being
first established, where marriages have not followed in a proportionate degree. The
policy, therefore, at best is useless, and may be pernicious. Nor is the attraction of fo-

reigners desirable in such a kingdom as France. It does not seem reasonable to have a

peasantry half starved for want of employment, arising from a too great populousness

;

and yet, at the same time, to import foreigners, to increase the competition for employ-
ment and bread, which are insufficient for the present population of the kingdom. This
must be the effect, if the new comers be industrious ; if they belong to the higher classes,

their emigration from home must be very insig-nificant and by no means ai. obj'Ct of true

policy ; they must leave their own country, not in consequence ofencouragement given

m another, but from some strokes of ill policy at home. Such instances are indeed out
of the common course of events, like the persecutions of a duke d'Alva, or the revo-

cation of the edict of Nantes. It is the duty ofevery country, to open its arms, through
mere humanity, to receive such fugitives ; and the advantages derived from receiving

them may be very considerable, as was the case with Kngland. But this is not the kind

of emigrations to which I would allude, but rather to the establishment of such colonies

as the king of Spain's, in the Sierre Morena. German beggars were imported, at an
immense expence, and supplied with every thing necessary to establish little farms in

those deserts ; whilst at the same time, every town in Spain swarmed with multitudes of

idle and poor vagrants, who owed their support to bishops and convents. Suppress gradu-
ally this blind and indiscriminate charity, the parent of infinite, buse and misery, and at

the same time gpve similar employments to your own poor ; by means of this policy,

you will want no foreigners ; and you may settle ten Spanish families for the expence of

one German. It is very common to hear of the want of population in Spain, and some
other countries ; but such ideas are usuaUy the result of ignorance, since all ill govern-

t.
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c(l countries arc rommoiily too populous. Spain, from the* happiness ol' its ciimntc,

is (^utly MO, notwithstunduig the u|)purcnt scarcity of iiihiibitants ; lor, ns it hu>( licvu

hhcwn uhovc, that coiuitry which luis more people than it ctin maintuin by induntrv,

who niuht cither sturve, or remuin a dead weight on the churitv of others, is manirestly

too |)o|)iilous;* uiid S|)uin is [xrhaps the t)est peopled country in Kuro|K', in pro[)ortion

to its indiiyttry. W'lu ii the great evil ix having more |K'oplc than ihea* is v\ isdom, in

the |X)liticul institutes ol' a country to govern, the remedy is not by attracting foreigners,

it lien much nearer home.

CONSUMPTION.

rwciit)r YcKr> Consumption at Vuv'in, of Oxen, Culvcii Hhccp, and Ilugw, uh

cnivicdiii ihc ItookN uftlic Eiurvvit.

Y««n.

1767,

C8,

fiO,

70,

71,

7i,

73,

74,

75,

Oun.

(iH,763

V0,J8fl

(iO,HI8

rt5,36n

63,390

65,334
(i8,U25

._, ft8,306

70,171,308

Cilttl.

106,37y

112,949

111,608

110,578

107,598

101,791

99,749

103,247

109,23.^

102,291

BbMp.

158,577

)44,320|3

J33,91ft

135,013

314,12-1

293,946

309,137
J09,57;l

J09,G02

328,505

lliHp.

37,891)

a,29?j

.16,1 8f

16,712

30,75;?

28,61(J|

29,391

30,03a

32,722

17,74<

V«in.

1777,

78,

79,

80,

81,

82,

83,

«4,

85,

86,

Um'ii.

71,755

73,606

73,468

71,488

70,484

72,107

71,042

72,984

73,846

73,088

C»hn.

104,0001343

107,292

99,912

104,82A

99,533

100,706

98,478
100,112

94,727

89,575

Mm»|i,
I

>lll|1.

,30(

328,868
324,02 »*

.108,04.T

317,68'

016,763

321,627

327,034
323,628

328,699|39,

.15,833

.16,204

iH,211

U,419
U,40A
M,772
39,177

39,621

28,697

\S7Y

Avcr.igc 6xen,69,883. Calve«, 103,271. Sheep, 323,762. Hogs, 36,332.

' » » rv-

• K

•
«

+^^/ ^.

. fir

.•I ron

These are the quantities for which duties are paid ; but it is calculated bv the officers of

the customs, that what enters contrabiuid, and for which nothing is poid, amounts to

one-sixth of the wholc.t

The consumption of flour is 1500 sacks per diem, each weighing 3201b. requiring

nine septiers of com to yield four of those sacks, or 3375 septiers per diem. 'J his is,

jicr annum, 1,231,875 septiers; the French political arithmeticians agree in calculating

the consumption of their people per head, at thi%e septiers for the whole kingdom on
an axerage ; but this will not lead us to the population of the capital, as the immense
consumption of meat in it must evidently reduce considerably that proportion. It may
Krobublv be estimated at two septiers, which will make the population 615,937 souls.

Ions. !kecker's account of the population was 660,000. The enumeration in 1790
made the numbers no more than 550,800 ; and there are abundant reasons for believ-

ing the assertion, that this capital was diminished by the revolution in that proportion at

least. This point is, however, ascertained by the consumption, which is now 1350 sacks

a day, or reduced one-tenth, which, at two septiers of com, implies a population of

* An Italian author, with whom I had the pleasure of conversing at Turin, justly observes, " Quan-
to la popoluzione proporzionata aiprodotti dvlla naturae dell' arte e vantaggiosu ad una naziunc, ultrct-

tunto e nociva una popolazione soverchia." L'Abbate Vasco, Risposta al quesito proposto da Ha Rcalc
Accad. delle Scienze, See. ocuvo, 1788. p. 85.

t To some it may appear strange, how such a compiodity as live oxen, can be smuggled in grest

quantities ; but the means of doing it are numerous ; one was discovered, and many more of the some
sort are supposed to exist undiscovered : a subterraneous passage was pierced under the wall, going

from a court-yard without the wall, to a butcher's yard within ; and whole droves of oxen, kc. entered

by it in the night for a long time, before it was known. The officers of the barriers are convinced,

that on an average ofcommoditi«8, one-sixth is smuggled.
.

;^
,,' -t'u - /,
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554,344 i and as this comes within 2000 of the nctuni enumeration, it pfhves that two
ftcnticrs a heod is an accurate estimate; and though it does not |)crfcctlv agn:c with

Mons. Ncckcr'i account of the former population of Paris, yet it is mucn ncan'r to it

than the calculations made to correct that account, by Dr. Price, and hy the very abU'

and ingeniouM political arithmetician, Mr. Howltt. An the late enumeration shews thr

population of I'aris to have l)cen (proiMjrtionably to the con»umption of com) 615,937
souls, when its births amounted to 20,550, this lact confirms the general calculation in

France, that the births in a great city are to be multiplied by thirty ; for the above men-
tioned number so multiplied, gives 6I6,5(X), which comes so near the truth, that the

difference is not wortli correctmg. M. Necker's multiplier is confirmed clearly ; and
the event, which gives to France a poptilation of 20,000,000, has proved, that Dr.
Price, who calculated them at above 30,000,000, was as grossly mistaken in his exag
geration of French populousiicss, as Mr. Howlet has shewn him to be in his diminution

of that of England. It seems indeed to have been the fate of that calculator to have
been equally refuted upon almost every political question he handled ; the mischief ol

inclosures ; the depopulation of England ; the (Xjpuloiisness of France ; and the denun*
ciation of ruin he pronounced so authoritiitively against a variety of annuitant societies,

that have flourished almost in proportion to the distresses he assigned them. The con-
sumption of wine at Paris, on an average of the last twenty years, nas been from 230,000
to 260,000 muids per annum; average 245,000. In 17B9 it sunk rather more than

50,000 muids, by smuggling during tne confusion of that period. In 245,000 muids
there are 70,560,000 Paris pmts, or English quarts, which makes the daily consump*
tion 193,315 quarts ; and if to this, according to the computation of the commis ofthe
borriers, one-sixth is to be added for smuggling, it makes 225,534, which is oncthirci

of a quart, and onc.tcnth of that third per head per diem. The consumption of meat
u veiy difficult to be calculated, because the weight of the beasts is not noted ; I can
guess at it only, and therefore the reader will pay no other attention to what follows

wan to a mere conjecture. I viewed many hundreds of the oxen, at different times,

and estimate the average at sixty stone ; but as there are doubtless many others smaller,

let us calculate at 50, or 7001b. and let us drop smuggling in these cases, since though
it may on the whole, be one-sixth yet it cannot be any thing like that in these coni>

moditics ; the calves at 1201b. the sheep at 601b. and the hogs at 1001b.

Oxen,
Calves,

Sheep,

Hogs,

69,893, at 7001b.

103,271, at 120

323,762, at 60
36,333, at 100

Total,*

48,918,1001b.

12,392,520

19,425,720

3,633,200

84,369,540

This quanti^ divided amongst a poulation of 615,937, gives to each person 1361b. of
meat for his annual consumption, or above one-third of a pound per diem. During
the same twenty years, the consumption of London was on an average, per annum,
92,539 oxen, and 649,369 sheep.t These oxen probably weighed 8401b. each, and
the sheep 1001b. ; which two articles only, without calves or hogs, make 142,669,660

;

* Long since this was written, I received Mons. Lavoisier's Resultats d'un ouvrage, 1 791, in which
he gives a table of the Paris consumption { but I do not know on what authority, for the weight per
head he makes the total of all raeats 83,300,000ib.

t Report of the Com. of the Court of Common Council, 1786, folio, p. 75.

• VOL. IV. 3 I
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yet these quot^tities do not nearly contain the whole number brought to London, which
for want of such taxes as at Pans, can be discovered with no certainty. The consump-
tion of Brest is registered for the year 1778, when 22,000 people, in 1900 houses con.

sumed 82,000 boiseau, each 1501b. of com of all sorts ; 16,000 bariques of ^vine and
brandy, and 1000 of cider and beer.^ This consumption amounted to per head

—

com 24 septiers, of 2401b. per annum ; wine, brandy, beer, and cyder, one-third of

a quart per head per diem. Nancy, in 1733, when it contained 19,645 souls, con-

sumed, • .'t
'
*<^

Oxen 2402. Calves 9073. Sheep 11,863. Total 23,338.

It consumed, therefore, more than one of these pieces per head of its population. In

1738, when it contained 19,831 souls, it consumed.
Oxen 2309. Calves 5038. Sheep 9549. Total 16,896 ;t

above three-fourths each. The consumption of Paris is three-fourths of one of these

beasts per head of population. As the finest cattle in the kingdom are sent to the capi-

tal, the proportions in number ought to be less ; but the wealth of that capital would
have justified the supposition of a still greater comparative consumption. .-.,..<

.vt >.
. CHAP. XVII...,OF THE POLICE OF CORN IN FRANCE, t ><v nw ait)

OF all subjects, there is none comparable to the police of com, for displaying the

folly to which men can arrive, who do not betray a want of common sense in reason-

ing on other topics. One tells us (I confine myself chiefly to French authorities, en-

gaged as I am at present in researches in that kin^om) that the price is in exact pro-

portion to the quantity of com, and to the quantity of money at the same time in the

kingdom •,% and that v/hen wheait sells at 36 livres the septier, it is a proof there is not

half enough to last till harvc ^ He proposes to have magazines in every market, and
to prohibit under severe penalties, a higher price than 24 livres. This would be the in*

fallible method to have it very soon at 50, and perhaps 100 livres. That the price of

com does not depend on the quantity of money, is proved by the sudden rise proceed-

ing from alarms, of which this author mi|rht have known an instance in the year he
printed ; for M. Necker's memoir to the National Assembly was no sooner dispersed,

than the price rose in one week 30 per cent. ; yet the quantity in the kingdom both, of

money and corn, remained just as before that memoir was published. But it has ah^ady
Ijeen sufficiently proved, tH* a very small deficiency ofthe crop w';il make an enomious
difierence in the price. 1 m»y uda that the mere apprehension o( a deficiency, whether

ill or well founded, will have ih same effect. From this circi mstance, I draw a con-

clusion of no trifling import to ail governments ; and that is, never to express publicly

any apprehension of a want of com ; and the only method by which government can

express their fears, is by proclamations against 'export: prohibitions; ordinances of re-

gulation of sale ; arrets, or laws against monopolizers ; or vain and frivolous boasts,

like those of Mons. Necker, of making great imports from abroad ; all these measures

have the same tendency ; they confirm amongst the people the apprehension of want

;

for when it is found amongst the lowest orders, that govemment is alarmed as well as

they themselves, their own fears augment ; they rise in a rage against monopolizers, or

speculators, as they ought rather to be called, and then every step they take has the never*

* Encyclop. Metb'vdique Marine, torn. i. part 1. p. 198.

t Descrip. de la l.orraine, pju' M. Durivai, 3 torn, quarto, 1778, t. ii. p. 5. '
'

\ Consxd. sur la Ctterte des Grains, par M. Vaudrey, 1789, octavo, p. 5. $ lb. p. 7, 8, I

-(.;'• • ' • ^•-; ;-•. ;t-- "....,.' i,»;tjs-i;t-f..f H j),---7:J r.r'-.v ni ''
-tz'- ~ t'lil r& .-ii)^
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failing effect of increasing the evil ; the price rises still higher, as it must do inevitably,

when such furious obstructions are thrown on the interior trade in corn, as to make it a

matter of great and serious danger to have any thing to do with it. In such a situation

of madness and folly in the people, the plenty of one district cannot supply the want of

another, without such a monstrous premium, as shall not only pay the expence of trans.

I)ort, but insure the com, when lodged in granaries, against the blind and violent sus-

picions of the people. To raise this spirit, nothing more is necessary than for govern-

ment to issue any decree whatever, that discovers an alarm ; the people immediately are

apprehensive of famine ; and this apprehension can never take place without creating

the reality in a great measure. It is therefore the duty of a wise and enlightened go-

vernment, if at any time they should fear a short provision of corn, to take the most
private and cautious measures possible, either to prevent export, by buying up the com
that is collected for exf/'tation, and keeping it within the kingdom, a measure easy to

be done ttirough individuals, or to encourage iniport, and to avoid making any public

decree or declaration. The history of com, in France, during the year 1789, was a
most extraordinary proof of the justness of these principles. Wherever I passed, and it

was through many provinces, I made inquiries into the causes of the scarcity ; and was
every where assured, tliat the dearness was the most extraordinary circumstance in the

world : for, though the crop had not been great, yet it was about an average one ; and
consequently that the deficiency must certainly have been occasioned by exportation.

I demanded, if they were sure tlurt an exportation had taken place? They replied, no

;

but that it might have been done privately : this answer sufficiently shewed, that these

exports were purely ideal. The deamess, however, prevailed to such a degree, in May
and June particularly (not without being fomented by men who sought to blow the dis-

contents of the people into absolute outrage) that Mons. Necker thought it right not
only to order immense cargoes of wheat, and every other sort of com, to be bought up
all over Europe, but likewise in June, to announce to the public, with great parade, the

steps that he had taken, in a paper called Memoire Instmctif, in which he stated, that he
had bought, and ordered to be bought, 1,404,463 quintaux of different sorts of grain,

of which more than 800,000 were arrived. I was a personal witness, in many markets,

of the effect of thi-^ publication ; instead of sinking the price, it raised it directly, and
erormously. Upon one market day, at Nangis, from 38 livres to 43 livres the septier

of 2401b. ; and upon the following one to 49 livres, which was July 1st; and on the next
day, at Columiers, it was taxed by the police at 4 livres 5s. and 4 livres 6s. the 251b.

;

but as the farmers would not bring it to market at that price, they sold it at their farms
at 5^ livres, and even 6 livres, or 57 livres the aeptier. At Nangis it advanced, in

fourteen days, 11 livres a septier ; and at Columiers a great deal more. Now, it is to

be observed, that these markets are in the vicinity of tlie capital, for which Mons. Nec-
ker's great foreign provision was chiefly designed; and consequently if his measures
would have had any where a good effect, it might have been expected here ; but since

the contrary happened, and the price, in two markets, was raised 25 per cent, we may
reasonably ccnrlude, that it did good no where ; but to wliat was this apparent scarcity im-
putable? Absolutely to Mons. riecker's having said in his memoir, a mon arivee dans
k ministere je mehatai de prendre des mfbrmations sur le produit de la recolte & sur
les besoins des pays etrangers.* It wiys from {Xwutt unseasonable inquiries in September

• He has introduced a tissue of the same atuff in hi» Memoir sur L'Administration de M. Necker,
par lui meme, p. 367, where he says, with the %rue iguorunce of the prohibitory system, <^ Mon sys-
teme sur ['exportation des grains est infiniment simple, ainsi que j'«u eu souvent roccasionde le dc-
velopper; il se borne a n'en avoir aucun d'immuablc, maisadefendrc ou permettre cette exportation

3 I 2

i;v
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1788, that all the mischief vvas derived. They pervaded the whole kingdom, and spread

an universal alarm ; the price in consequence arose ; and when once it rises in France,

mischief immediately follows, because the populace, by their violence, render the inter-

nal trade insecure and dangerous. The b'tsfiessofthe minister was done in a moment;
his consummate vanity, which, from ha' n g been confined to his chwacter as an author,

now became the scourge of the kingd .tn, prohibited the export for no other reason,

than because the archbishop of Sens had the year before allowed it, in contradiction to

that mass oferrors and prejudices which M. Necker's book upon the com trade had dis-

seminated. It is curious to ^e him, in his Memoir Instnictif, asserting, that France, in

11787, etoit livree au commerce des grains dans tout le royaume, avec plus d'activite, que
jamais 8c I'on avoit envoye dans I'etranger une quantite considerable de grains. Now, to

see the invidious manner in which this is put, let us turn to the register of the Bureau
General de la balance du Commerce, where we shall find the following statement of the -

com trade for 1787

:

'

1 Wheat,
Rice, -

: Barley,

Legumes,

Imports.

8,116,000 liv.

2,040,000

375,000
945,000

11,476,000

Com, -

Wheat,
Legumes,

Exports.

3,165,600 liv.

6,559,900 •

949,200 '^

10,674,700

.«>• '-'•. •'»'» *
:V.in

selon le temps & selon les circonstanccs." When a man starts upon a rotten foundation, he is sure

to flounder in this manner; the simplicity of a system to be new-moulded every moment, « selon le

temps Sc selon les circonstances 1" And who is to judge of these seasons and circumstances? A
minister? A government? These, it seems, are to promulgate laws, in c«.nsequence of their having
made inquiries into the state of crops and stocks on hand. What presumption 1 what an excess (^

vanity must it be, which impels a man to suppose, that the truthis within the verge of such inquiries;

or, that he i-3 one line, or one point nearer to it, ^ter he has made them before he began. Go to the

intendant in France, or to the lord lieutenant of England, and suppose him to receive a letter from go-
vernment directing such inquiries; pursue the intelligence, follow him to his table for conversation

on crops, or in hb ride among the formers (un idea Jiat may obtain in England, but never was such a
ride taken by an intendant in France) in order to make inquiries ; mark the desultory, broken, and
false sy ' cimens of the intelligence he receives, and then recur to the simplicity of the system that is

to be founded on such inquiries. Mons. Necker writes as if we were ignorant of the sources of his

information. He ought to have known that ministers can never procure it ; and thot they cannot be
iio good an authority for a whole kingdom, at a country gentleman, skilled in agriculture, is for his

own parish; yet what gentleman would presume to pronounce upon a crop to Uie 360th part of its

amount, or even to the 20th? But it must be observed, that all Mons. Necker's simple operations,

-which caused an unlimited import, at an unlimited expence, affected not one twenUeth part of a year's
consumption by the people, whose welfare he took upom him to superintend. If this plain fact, the

undoubted ignorance of every man what the crop is, or has been, in such fractions as At^ ^, and
jouch more «^,be well considered, it will surely follow, thsO. an absolute and unboundc.nibcrty in

the corn trade is infinitely more likely to have effect, than such paltry, deceitful, an<d H^fst uiquiriet

as this minister, with his system of complex simplicity, was forced, according to kia o^«n account, to
rely upon. Let the reader pursue the passage, p. 369, the prevoyance of government; application;

hater le raouvcment du commerce ; attrait prochain; calculs. A pretty support for a g^at nation I

Their subsisteitce is to depend on-the combination of a visionai<y deelaimep, rather than on themdus-
try and eoevgy of tu£i& own exertions. Mons. Necker's perfennonce deserves an attentive peru-
sal, especially when he paints pathetically the anxieties he suffered on account of the want ofcom.
I wi'he^ that those who read it would only carry in their minds this undoubted fjitct, that the scaroity

which occasioned those inquietudes was absolutely and solely of his own creating; and that if he bad.

not been minister in France, and that government had taken no step whatever in this affair^ tjierf

would not have been such a word as scarcity heard in the kingdom. He converted, by his manage*
ment, an ordinarily short crop into a scarcity; and he made that scarcity a fonoihe ; to remedy wfiich)

Re assumes so much merits as to nauseate a common reader,

..^ififc—\i<«i(imf^M
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This account shews pretty clearly how well founded the minister was, when he at-

tempted to throw on the wise measure of his predecessor the mischiefs which arose

from his own pernicious prejudices alone ; and how the liberty of commerce, which
had taken place most advantageously in consequence of the free trade in 1787, had
been more; an import trade than an export one ; and of course, it shews, that when he
advised his sovereign to prohibit that trade, he acted directly contrary even to his own
principles ; and he did this at the hazard of raising a general alarm in the kingdom,
which is always of worse consequence than any possible expo.*t. His whole conduct,

therefore, was one continued series of such errors, as can, in a sensible man, be attri^

buted only to the predominant vanity that instigated him to hazard the welfare of a
great nation to defend a treatise of his own composition. But as this minister thought
proper to change the system of a natural export and import ; and to spread, by nis

measures, an alarm amongst the people, that seemed to confirm their own appre.

hensions, let us next examine what he did to cure the evils he had thus created. He
imported, at the enormous cxpence of 45,543,697 livres (about 2,000,000 sterling)

the quantity of 1,404,465 quintaux of com of all sorts, which, at 2401b. make 585,192
septiers, sufficient to feed no more than 195,064 people a year. At three septiers per
h(»d, for the population of 26 millions of mouths, this supply, thus egregiously boasted
of, would not, by 55,908 septiers, feed France even for three days ; for her daily con-
sumption is 213,700 septiers, nor have I the least doubt of more persons dying of fa-

mine, in consequence of his measures, than all the corn he procured would feed for a
year.* So absolutely contemptible i3 all importation as a remedy for famine ! and so ut-

terly ridiculous is the idea of prevcntmg your own people from being starved, by all ow.
ing an import which, in its greatest and most forced quantities, bears so trifling a propor-
tion to the consumption of a whole people, even when bribed, rather than bought from
every country in Europe ! But a conclusion of much greater importance is to be deduc-
ed from these curious facts, in the most explicit confirmation of the preceding principles^,

that all great variations in the price of com are engendered by apprehension, and do
not depend o'n the quantity in the markets. The report of Mons. Necker's measures
we have found, did not sink, but raised the price : providing France with less than
three days bread, when blazed forth with all the apparatus of government, actually

raised the price in the markets, where I was a witness, 25 per cent. Of what possible
consequence was three days provision added to the national stock, when compared with
the misery and famine implied, and which actually took place in consequence of push-
ing the price up so enormously, by Mons. Neeker's measures ? Would it not have
been infinitely wiser never to have stopped the trade, which I have proved to have been
a trade of import ? Never to have expressed any solicitude ? Never to have taken
any public steps, but to have let the demand and supply quietly meet, without noise
and without parade ? The consequence would have been, saving forty-five millions of
the public money, and the lives of some hundred thousands, starved by the high price
that was created, even without a scarcity ; for I am firmly persuaded, that if no public
step whatever had been taken, and the archbishop of Sens' edict never repealed, the
price of wheat in no part of France would have seen, in 1789, so high a rate as 30
livrea, instead of rising to 50 and 57 livres. If there is any truth in these principles,

what are we to think of the first minister hunting after a little popularity, and boasting

• At a moment when there was a great stagnation in erery sort of emplcynient, a high price of
bresd^, instead of a moderate one, must have destroyed many ; there was no doubt of great numbers
dying for want in every part of the kingdom. The people were reduced in some places to eat bran
and boped "grass. Jpurn^ de rAlp ^^t. tp). /..

i-,..-,«ilJf.i'' i'f-t*.. -;.

ma
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in his Memoirc, that the king allowed only bread of wheat and rye mixed to be served

at his own table ? What were the conclusions to be looked for in the people, but that

if such were the extremities to which France was reduced, all were in danger of death

for want of bread. The consequence is palpable; a blind rage against monopolizers,

hanging bakers, seizing barges^ and setting fire to magazines ; and the inevitable ef«

feet of a sudden and enormous rise in the price, wherever such measures are precipitated

by the populace, who never are truly active but in tlieir own destruction. It was the sam<}

spirit that dictated the following passage, in that Memoire Instructif, " Les accapare-

mens sont la premiere cause a laqucllc la multitude uttribue la cherte dcs grains, 8c en
cffct on souvent cu lieu de se plaindre do la cupidite dcs speculateurs."* I cannot read

these lines, which are as untrue in fact as erroneous in argument, without indignation.

The muhitude never liave to complain of speculators; they are always greatly indebted

to tlicm. There is no such tiling as monopolizing com but to the benefit of the peo-

ple.! '^"^ *>ll ^^^ ^v^s o^ ^^'^ y^^ 1789 would have been prevented, if monopoli-

* This is pretty much like his sending a memoir to the national assembly, which was read October
24, in which the minister says, II est done urgent de defendre de plus en plus I'exportatoin en France

;

mais il est diflicile de veill'er a cctte prohibiton. On a fait placer des cordons de troupes sur lea fron-

tiers a cette effect. Journal des Etats Generaux, torn. v. p. 194. Every expression of this nature

becoming public, tended to inflame the people, and consequently to raise the price.

1 1 am much inclined to believe, that no soil of monopoly ever was, or ever can be injurious with-

out the assistance of government; and that government never tends in the least to favour a monopoly
without doing infinite mischief. We have heard in England of attempts to monopolize hemp, allum,

cotton, and many other articles : ill-conceived speculations, that always ended in the ruin of the

schemers, and evei^tuuUy did good, as I could shew, if this were the proper place. But to monopo-
lize any article of 6ommon and daily supply and consumption to a mischievous degree, is absolutely

impossible ; to buy large quantities, at the cheapest season of the year, in order to hoard and bring

them out at the very dearest moment, is the idea of a monopolizer or accapereur : this is, of all other

transactions, the most beneficial towards an equal supply. The wheat which such a man buys is cheap,

or he would not buy it with a view to profit : What does he do then ? He takes from the market

«

portion, when the supply is large ; and be brings that portion to the market when the supply is small ;.

cUidfor doing this you hung him as an enemy. Why? Because he has made a private profit,"perhaps

a very great one, by coming in between the farmer and the consumer. Wliat should mduce him to

carry on his business, except the desire of profit? But the benefit of the people is exactly in propor-

tion to the greatness of that profit, since it arises directly from the low price of corn at one season,

and the dearness of it at another. Most clearly any trade which tends to level this inequality is ad-

vantageous in proportion as it effects it. By buying great quantities when cheap, the price is raised,

and the consumption forced to be more sparing : this circumstance can alone save the people from fa-

mine ; if, when the crop is scanty, the people consume plentifully in autumn, they must inevitably

starve in summer; and they certainly will consume plentifully if com is cheap. Government cannot

step in and say, you shall now eat half a pound of bread only, that you may not by and by bo put to

half an ounce. Government cannot do this without erecting granaries, which we know, by the expe-

rience of all Europe, is a most pernicious system, and done at an expenco which, if laid out in pre-

miums, encouraging cultivation, would convert deserts into fruitful corn-fields. But private mono-
polizers can and do effect it; for by their purchases in cheap months thev raise the pJtce, and ex-

actly in that proportion lessen the consumption; this Is the great object, hn- nothing ctae can make
a short crop hold out through the year ; when once this is effected, the people are safe ; the^ may pay
very dear afterwards, but the com will be foith-comin{(, and they will have it though at an high price.

But reverse the medal, and suppose nn monopolizors ; in such a case, the cheapness in autumn cou'

tinning, the free consumption would coiuinue with it : and an undue portion being eaten in printer,

the summer would come without its supply : this was manifestly the history of i 789 ; the people en-

raged at the idea of monopolizers, not at their real existence (for the nation was starving tor want of

them) hung the miserable dealers, on the Idea of their having done what they were utterly unable to

do. Thus, with such a system of small farms as empty the whole crop into the markets in autumn,

and make no reserve for summer, there is no possible rcnudy, but many and great monopoliserv,

^rho are beneficial u> the public exactly in proportion to theii profits. But in a country like England

divided into large farms, such corn dealers are not equally wanted; the farmers are rich enough to

wait for their returns, and keep, a due reserve in stacks to be threshed in summer; the best of oil

niethods of keeping cornand the only one -in wliich il receives no damage.
< , ^
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isers, by raising the price in the pre cding autumn, and by lessening the consumption,

had divided the supply moreequall> through the year. In a country like France, sub-

divided mischievously into little farms, the quantity of com in the markets in autumn is

always beyond the proportion reserved for supplying the rest of the year; of this evil,

the best remedy is, enlarging the size of farms ; but when this docs not take place, the

dealings of monopolizers are the only resource. They buy when corn is cheap, in or-

der to noard it till it is dear ; this is their speculation, and it is precisely the conduct

that keeps the people from starving ; all imaginable encouragement should be given to

such merchants, whos6 business answers every purpose of public granaries, without any

of the evils that are sure to flow from tliem.* It may easily be conceived, that in a

country where the people live almost entirely on bread, and the blind proceedings of

mobs are encouraged by arrets of parliaments, seconded by such blunders of govern

ment as I have described, and imaided by the beneficial existence of real monopolizers

;

it may easily be conceived, I say, that the supply must be irregular, and in many in-

stances insufficient ; it must be insufficient, exactly in proportion to the violence of the

populace ; and a very high price will be the unavoidable consequence, whatever may
be the quantity in the kingdom. In June and July 1789, the markets were not open-

ed before troops arrived to protect the farmers from having their com seized ; and the

magistrates, to avoid insurrections among the people, set die assize too low upon com,
bread, and butcher's meat ; that is, they fixed the prices at which they were to be sold,

which is a most pernicious regulation. The farmers, in consequence, refrained from going

to market, in order to sell their wheat at home at the best price they could get, which

vras of course much higher than the assize ofthe markets. How well these principles,

which such ample exj)erience proves to be just, are understood in France, may be col-

lected from the cahiers, many of whom demand measures which, if really pursued,

would spread abs^ 4ute famine through every province in the kingdom. It is demanded
at one place, "that as France is exposed to the rigours of famine, every fanner should

be obliged to register his crop of every kind, gerbs, bottes, muids, &c. and also every

month the quantity sold."t Another requires, " that export be severely prohibited,

as well as the circulation from province to province ; and that importation be always

allowed.":); A third, ^ ''that the severest laws be passed against monopolizers; a cir-

cumstance which at present desolates the kingdom." A system of prohibition of ex-

port b demanded by no less than twelve cahiers. || And fifteen demand the erection

of public magazincs.il Oi all solecisms, none ever equalled Paris demanding that tlie

transport of corn from iMX)vince to province should be prohibited. Such a request is

*' • WeB has it been observed by a modem writer, Lorsque lesrccoltesmanquenten quelquc lieud'un

grand empire, ies travaux du reste de ses provinces elaut payes d'une heureuse fccundite suflfisent a

la consommation de lu totalite. Sans sollicitude de la part du gouvernemcnt, sans niugazins publics,

par le ibuI effet d'une communication libre & facile on n'y connoit ni dUette ni grande chertc. Theoric

de Luae, torn. i. p. 5.

t Tier Etat de Meiidon.p. 36. \ Tier Etat de Paris, p. 43. §Tier Etat de Reims, art. 1 10.

II Nob. de Qucsnoy, p. 24. Nob. de St. Quintin, p. 9. Nob. de LiJie, p. 20. T. Etat de Reims, p.

20. T. Eltttde Rouen, p. 43. T. Etat de Dunkerque, p. 15. T. Etat de Mets, p. 46. Clerge de
Rouen, p. 34. T. Etat de Rennes, p. 65. T. Etat de Valenciennes, p. 12. T. Etat de Troyes, art.

96. T. tltat de Uouidon, art. 3.

5 I have lately seen (January, 1792) in public print, the mention of a proposal ofone of the muiisters

to erect public magazines ; there wants nothing else to complete the system of absurdity in relation to

com which has infested that fine kingdom Magazines can do nothing more than private uccapereurs
;

they can only buy when corn is cheap, and sell wbaa tl is dear ; but they do this a* Auch a vast expenrt'i

and with so little oeconomy, that if they donottak* w equal advantage and profit with private specu-

lators, they must demand an enormous <sam to eoMe thcrai to carry on their business ; and if they do
take such profit, the people are never the •(^•'ster for them. Mr %monds, in his paper on the public

maf^azines of Italy, has proved t'.em to be every »iiere uuisances. See Annals of Agriculture, vol.

idil. p. 299. tf,c.

I*

1,*,
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really cdiiyiwg, by offering to the attention of the philosophical observer, mankind
under a new feature, worthy of the knowledge and intelligence that ought to reign in

the capital of a great empire ; and Monsieur Necker was exactly suited to be minister

in the corn department of such a city ! The conclusions to be drawn from the whole
business, are evident enough. There is but one policy which can secure a supply with
entiri- safety to a kingdom so populous and so ill* cultivated as France, with so large

a portion of its territory under wood and vines ; the policy I mean is an entire and ab*

solute liberty of export md import at all times, and at all prices, to be persisted in with
the same unremitted hnnness, that has not only rescued Tuscanv from the jaws of pe-

riodical famines, but has given her eighteen years of plenty, without the mtervention

of a moment's want. A great and important experiment ! and if it has answered in

such a mountainous, and, in comparison with France, a barren territory, thourii full
' of people, assuredly it would fulfil every hope, in so noble and fertile a king^m as

France. But to secure a regular and certain supply, it is necessary that the farmer be
equally secure of a steady and good price. The average price in France vibrates be-

tween 18 and 22 livres a septier of 2401b.f I made inquiries through many provinces

In 1789, into the common price, as well as that of the moment, and found (reducing

their measi'res to the septier of 2401b.) that the mean price in Champagne is 18 livres

;

in Loraine I7i ; in Alsace 22 livres ; in Franche Comte 20 livres : in Bourgogne 18
livres ; at Avignon, &c. 24 livres ; at Paris, I believe, it may be calculated at 19 livres.

Perhaps the price, through the whole kingdom, would be found to be about 20 livres.

Now, without entering mto any analysis of the subject, or forming any comparison

with other countries, France ought to know, at least she has dearly learned {W>m ex-

perience, that this is not a price sufficient to ^ve such encouragement to the farmers

as to secure her a certainty of supply : no nation can have enough without a surplus

;

and no surplus will ever be raised, where there is not a free com trade. The object,

therefore, ofan absolutely free export, is to secure the home supply. The mere pro-

fit of selling corn is no object ; it is less than none ; for the right use thereof is to feed

your own people. But they cannot be fed, if the fiurmers have not encouragement to

improve their agriculture ; and this encouragement must be the certainty of a good

* The assertion of the marquis de Cassaux, that the free com trade established by Mods. Turgot, in-

creased the productions of t^e agriculture of France as ISO to 100," (beccnde Suite deConsid. sur les

Mech. des Soc. p. 119) must be received with great caution. That of Mons. Millot, *' that the lands

of the same kingdom produced five times as much in Henry Fourth's reign as they do at present," is a
very gross error, irreconcileable with the least probability. Elem. de I'Hist. Gen. t. ii. p. 488. -r

t Price of wheat at Paris, or at Ro&oy, for 1 46 years.

Price of 73 years, the reign of Louis Fourteenth. Price of 73 years, the reigns of Louis Fifteenth*
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f»rice. Experience has proved sufficiently, that 20 livres will not do. An al)so

ute freedom of interior circulutiot) is so obviously necessary, that to name it i^ suffi-

cient.*

A great and decided encouragement to monopolizersf is as necessary to the regular

iBupply, as that seed should be sown to procure a crop ; but reaping in order to load

the markets in winter, and to atarve the people in summer, can be remedied by no other

person but an accapareur. While such men are therefore objects of public hatred ;

while even laws are in force against them (the most preposterous that can disgrace a

people, since they are made by the mouth, against the hand for lifting food to it) nn
regular supply can be looked for. We may expect to see famine periodical, in a king-

dom governed by the principles which must take place, where the populace rule not

by enlightened representatives, but by the violence of their ignorant and unmanageable
wills. Paris governs the national assembly ; and the mass of the people, in great

cities, are all alike absolutely ignorant how they are fed ; and whether the bread they

eat be gathered like acorns from n tree, or rained from the clouds, they are well con-

vinced, that God Almightv sends the bread, and that tliey have the best possible right

to eat it. The coiuts of London, aldermen and common councilmen, have, in every

I)eriod, reasoned just like the populace of Paris4 Tlie present system of France, jt:la^

tive toagriculture, is curious: .
, • i ;%

' To encourage investments in land....l. Tax it du^e hundred millions. - ^

* The internal shacklett on the corn trade of France, are such as will greatly impede tlie cstublish-

ment of that perfect freedom which alone forms the proper regulation for such a countiy. M. Turgot,
in his Lettres sur les Grains, p. 126, notices a most absurd duty at Bourdeaux,of 20s. per septicr ojn

all wheat consumed there, or even deposited for foreign commerce, a duty which ought to have pre.

vented the remark of the author of Credit National, p. 222, who mentions, as an extraordinary fact,

'' that at Toulouse there is a duty of 12s. per septier on grinding, yet bread is cheaper there than at

Bourdeaux." Surely it would be so i it ought to be 8s. the septicr cheaper.

t The word speculator, in various passages of this chapter, would be as proper as monopolizer,
they mean the same thing as accapareur ; a man who buys com with a view to selling it at a higher
price ; whatever term is used, the thing meant is every where understood.

I Aldermen, common councilmen, and mobs, are consistent when they talk nonsense ; but philoso.

phers arc not so easily to be pardoned ; when M. I'Abbe Rozier declares, que la France recolte annc
ordinsure pres du double plus de bled qu'elle n'en consomme (Recu^il dc Memoires sur la Culture
& le Rouissage du Chauvre, octavo, 1787, p. 5.) he wrote what has a direct tendency to inflame the
people ; for the conclusion they must draw is, that an immense and incredible export is always going
on. If France produces in a common year double her consumption, what becomes of the surplus i

Where are the other 26 millions of people that are fed with French corn ? Where do the 78,000,000
of septiers go that France has to spare ; a quantity that would load all the ships possessed by that king-
dom above thirty times to carry it. Instead of the common crop equalling two years consumption,

it certainly does not equal thirteen months common consumption ; that is such a consumption as

takes place at an average price. And all the difference of crops is, that consumption is moderate
with a bad product, and plentiful with a good one. The failure of a crop in one province in a very
small degree, which under a good government, and entire liberty of trade, would not even be felt,

will, under a system of restrictions and prohibitions, raise the price through the whole kingdom
enormously ; and if measures are taken to correct it by government, they will convert the high price

into a famine. The author of Trsdte d'Economie Politique, octavo, 1783, p. 59, does not talk quite so

Sreatly, when he says a good crop will feed France a year and a half; but pretty near it. The absur-

ities that daily appear on this subject are astonishing. In a work now publishing, it is said, that a

moderate crop furnishes England for three years, and a good one for five. Encyclopsdie Methodi-
que Economic Pol. pt. i. t. i. p. 75. This assertion is copied from an Italian, viz. Zanoni dell' Agri-
coltura, 1763, octavo, t. i. p. 109, who took it v^batim from Essais sur divers Sujets interressans de
Politique e. de Morale, octavo, 1760, p. 216. It is thus that such nonsense becomes propagated,

when authors are content to copy one another, without knowledge or consideration.

VOL. IV. 3 K
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To enable the land to pay it.. ..2. Prohibit the export of corn.

That cultivation may be rich and spirited.... 3. Encourage small farms.
^ ,p

That cattle may be plentiful.. ..4. Forbid the inclosure of commons. *

And that the supply of the markets may be equal in summer as in winter.. ..5. Hong

all monopolizers.

Such may be called the agricultural code of the new government of France ! •
.

'

CHAP. IV....OF THE COMMERCE OF FRANCE. v.i!tik;

/<%

AGRICULTURE, manufactures, and commerce, uniting to form what may be

properly termed the mass of national industry, are so intimately connected in point of

interest, under the dispensations of a wise political system, that it is impossible to treat

amply of one of them, without perpetually recurring to the others. I feel, in the pro-

gress of my undertaking, the impossibility of giving the reader a clear idea of all the

interests of French agriculture, without inserting, at the same time, some details Of

manufactures and commerce. The opportunities I possessed of gtuning some valuable

intelligence, enable me to insert several accounts hitherto unpublished, which I be-

lieve my commercial readers (should I have any such) will not be displeased to exa-

mine.

Wood,
Timber,
Hoops, &c.

SUves,
Planks,

Pitch and tar,

Ashes,
Soda and pot ash,

Kelp,
Feat ashes for manure,
Grain,

Millet and Canary,

Mercery, thread, and bonctcric,

Woollen stuffs.

Ditto silk,

Bours d'cest.

Silk gauzes.

Silk handkerchiefs.

Silk ribbons.

Ribbons of wool.

Thread ribbons,

Ribbons of thread and wool,
> Linen, flax and hemp, mixed,
' lanen of flax,

^r5<JiS,

i-V

'S INTO FRANCE IN 1784.
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Vi^^r

613,600
373,400

1,133,400

94,900
4,385,300

3,091,100

55,800

15,935,000

119,400
259,800

1,109,500

S9,583,7Q0

99,300
603,100
893,700
433,000
157,700

50,300
1,317,900

99,000
59,000

3,805,400

875,500

136f500

Drecies,

Oil of grain,

Cork*,—— In plank,

Skins,—— goaU nnd kidn.

Almonds, - . .

Butter, • • - •

Salt Beef, • . . -

Salt pork,

Cheese, ...
Fruits, • • -

Lemons and oranf^es, kc (in No.

17,543,000)

Sweetmeats, ...
Dried fruits an*! figs.

Dried grApes,

Wheat, . . . -

Rye, - • "

Barley, • • •

Oil of Olives,

Legumes, - - '

Vermicelli,

Salt,

Various edibles,

Beer, - - - •

Brandy of wine,———. corn,

Liqueurs and lemon juice,

liv.
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Wax, . - . -

Whx candlcst

Woollen blankets,

Raw leuthcFH,

Prepared leathers,

Leather curried,

.... tanned.

Distilled water and oils.

Gloves of skins,

Grenoble,
Dresses, • •

Oil of grains,

Cork, •— ' in plank,
Cabinet ware.
Willow ware, • .

Cole-seed cakes.

Parchment,
Perfumery,
Various skins,

Skins of goats and kids,

calves prepared,
— sheep ditto,

- calvcrt curried,

sheep and calves tanned,
Feathers prepared.
Soap, ....
Various edibles,

Almonds, ...
Butter,

Salt meat,
Flour, ...
Cheese,
Various fruits,

iiv.
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liv.

131,900
«9,A00

791,700

3,tt08,3UO

339,400
sa,7oo

633,100
331,100
S90,6OO

1,346,100

361,800

75,300
3,189,800

1,035,300

1,045,500

305,300
6,807,900

6,150,900

134,400

108,600

1,088,300

1,017,300

965,800
337,000
455,700

1,509,000

339,200

46,000
138,400
366,300

4 .400

65 J, 100

,.•: 1
•
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Toul export*, including the Articlci not here minuted, 349,739,400 livrei.— Import*, ..... 310,184,000 . ,t
' V

liulunrr,

I

39,941,400 1,739,9361. tterllng. • <M

Explanation....The contrubami trade of export and Import hm been ralcuUted, and the tniA bi«
l.iiicc round to lie alnxit 'J.t,U()0,U(>() livrc* (l,0U3,7.iUl.) the pruvincc* ut' l.orainc, AUacc, (he three
MnhopricH, ttitd tho Went IiidicR not Imliidrd. .; • .

ODSF.RVATIONS. * '**".;
•'***

'I'hc preceding accounts of the trade of France, for thenc two years, arc correct in

ull probability in the articles noted ; but that they arc imi^rfcct there is great reason to

believe. In 1787 there is an import of raw metals to the amount of above twenty mil-

lions: but in the account of 1784 there is no such aiticle in the list, which is plamly an
omission. And though coals are among the exports in 1784, there are none in the im.

l>ort8, which is another omission. In the manufactured articles also are various omis-
sions, not easily to be accounted for, though the treaty of commerce explains some arti-

cles, as that ojf cotton manufactures, &c. the idea to be formed of the exports and im-

fiorts of France should Ix* gathered from an union of the two, rather than from either

uf them separate. No idea, thus to be gained or acquired by any other combinations,

will allow for one moment the possibility of u balance ofcommerceof 70,000,0(X)livres,

(3,062,5001.) in favour of France, which Mons. Necker has calculated it to be, in his

book, De I'Administration des Finances, and which calculation the marquis de Cassaux,
in his Mechanism des Socictes, has refuted in an unanswerable manner. It will be cu-

rious to examine what is the amount of the imports of the produce of land, minerals

excluded.

In 1784 the imports
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partof thckinj2;(loni, lor want of larger stocks of cattle, and tin iiaiional demands can

not be supplied. In this trade of livestock there is. however, one circumstance which

does the hijrhest honour to the good sense and policy of the old French government ; for

though wool wiisso much wanted for their fabrics, and many nie:isMrcs were taken for

increasing sheep and impro\ing the Ijrecd, }ct was there no prohiljiiion on the export

either of live sheep or avooI, nor any duty farther than for ascertaining the amount. It

appears that they exported above 100,000 sheep annually ; and ih.is policy they em-
braced, not for want of experience of any other (for the export >vas prohibited for nwny
years) but fmding it a discouragement to the breed, they laid the trade open, and the

same plan has been continued ever since ; by this system they are sure that the price is as

high in France as amongst her neighbours, and consequently that there is all the encou-

ragement to breed which such equality of price can give. The export of woollen manu-
facture in 1784, amounts to 24,795,800 livres, or not equal to the import of raw wool.

On the general account, therefore, France does not supply herself; and the treaty ofcom-
merce having introduced many Knglish woollen stuns, she is at present further removed
from that supply. Considering the climate, soil, and population of the kingdom, this

state of her woollen trade certainly indicates a most gross neglect. For want of lia\ ing

improved the breed of her sheep, her wools arc very bad, and she is obliged to import,

at a heavy expence, other wools, some of which are by no means good ; and thus her

manufactures are under a heavy disadvantage, on account ofthe low state of agriculture.

The steps she has taken to improve her wools, by giving pensions to academicians, and
ordering experiments of inquiry upon obvious points, are not the me£ns of improvement.
An English cultivator, at the liead of a sheep farm of three or four ti>ousand acres, as 1

observed above, would, in a few years, do more for their wools than all tlic academicians

and philosophers will effect in ten centuries.

Bavonne Trade here is various, the chief articles are the Spanish commerce, the

Newfoundland fishery, and the coasting trade to Brest, Nantes, Havre, Dimkirk, &c.
they have an export of wine and flour, and they manufacture a good deal of table linen.

They build merchant ships, and the king has two frigates on the stocks here under
slated roofs. Of a merchantmen, the workmanship alone amounts to about 15 livres a

ton. They reckon two thousand sailors and fishermen, including the barque men, about
sixty ships of different sizes, belong to the place, eight of which are in the American
trade, seventeen in the Newfoundland fisliery, of from eighty to one hundred tons ave-
rage, but some much larger ; the rest in the Spanish, MediterraneM.i, and coasting trades.

Seamen here are paid in the Nev/foundland fishery 36 liv. a month wages, and one
quintal in five of all the fish caught. To Dunkirk 27 liv. to Nantes 45 liv. per voyage;
to the coast ofGuinea 50 liv. per month ; to Boston and Philadelphia 50 liv. to St. Se-
bastian 24 liv. the voyage ; to Bilboa 36 liv. to St. Andero 40 liv. to Colonia and Ferrol
46 liv. to Lisbon and Cadiz 30 liv. a month, and for three months certain.

BouRDEAux All the world knows that an immense commerce is carried on at this

city ; every part of it exhibits to the traveller's eye unequivocal proofs that it is great;
the ships that lie in the river are always too numerous to count easily ; I guess there are
at present between three and four hundred, besides small craft and barges ; at some sea-
sons they amount to one thousand or fifteen hundred, as I was assured, but know not the
truth of it ; I rather question it, as it does not seem absolutely to agree with another ac-
count, which makes the number of ships that enter the harbour ten on an average every
day ; or, as asserted by others, three thousand in a year. It may be sufficient to say, at
present, that here are every sign of a great and flourishing trade ; crouds of men all em-

^
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ployed, busy, and active ; and the ri\ er much wider than the Thames at London, ani.

mated w ilh so much commercial motion, will leave no one in doubt.

Ship-building is a considv rable article of their trade ; they have built sixty ships here

in one year ; a single builder has had eight of his own on the stocks at a time ; at present

tlicy reckon the number on an average from twenty to thirty ; the greater number was

to\\ ards the termination of the war, a speculation on the effect of peace ; there are sixty-

builders Avho are registered after undergoing an examination by an officer of the royal

navy ; they reckon from two to three thousand ship-carpenters, but including the river

Garonne for manv leagues ; also fifteen hundred sailors, including those carpenters ; the

expence of building rises to 51. a ton, for the hulk, masts, and boats ; the rigging and

all other articles about 41. more ; thirty-three men, officers and boys included, are esti-

mated the crew for a vessel of 400 tons, eight men for one of 100 tons, and so on in

proportion ; they are paid all by the month from 30 to 36 liv. some few 40 liv. carpen-

tcrs 40 to 50s. a day, and some 3 liv. There are private ship-owners, wliose whole trade

consists in the possession of their vessels, which they navigate on freight for the mer-

chants ; they have a calculation, that ships last one with another twelve years, which

\vould make the number possessed by the town three hundred, built by themselves

;

a number I should apprehend under the truth : the Bretons and Dutch build also for

them.
Ships of a larger burthen than seven hundred tons cannot come up to the town but in

spring tides.

The export of wine alone is reckor cd to amount to eighty thousand tons, besides

which brandy must be an immense article.

Havre de Grace There is not only an immense commerce carried on here, but

it is on a rapid increase ; there is no doubt of its being the fourth town in France for

trade. The harbour is a forest of masts ; they say, a 50 gun ship can enter, I suppose

without her guns. They have some very large merchantmen in the Guinea trade of

5 or 600 tons, but by far their greatest commerce is to the West-India sugar islands

;

they were once considerable in the fisheries, but not at present. Situation must of ne-

cessity give them a great coasting trade, for as ships of burthen cannot go up to Rouen,

this place is the emporium for that to^vn, for Paris, and all the navigation of the Seine,

which is very great.

Sailors are paid 40 liv. a month.

There are thirty Guineamen belonging to the town, from 350 to 700 tons ; one hun-

dred and twenty West-Indiamen ; one hundred coasting trade ; most of them are

built at Havre. The mere building a ship of 300 tons is 30,000 livres, but fitted out

60,000 livres.

The increase ofthe commerce of Havre has been very great in twenty-five years, the

expression used was, that every crown has become a louis, and not gained by rivalling

other places, but an increase nationally, and yetthey consider themselves as having suf-

fered very considerably by the regulations of the Marechal de Castries, in relation to the

colonies ; his permitting foreigners to serve them with salt provisions, lumber, &c. open-

ed an immense door to smuggling manufactures in, and sugar out, which France feels

severely.

HoNFLEUR The basin full of ships, and as large as those at Havre, Isawsome ofat

least 600 tons.

Cherbourg Sailors 36 liv. to 40 liv. a month.

St. Brieux The ships belonging to this little port are generally of 200 tons, em-

ployed in the Newibundland fisheries, carrying sixty men of all sorts, who are paid
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not by shares, but wages by the voyage : seamen two hundred 11v res, to two hundred
and fifty livres, and sonic to five hundred livrcs.

Nantes....The accounts I received here of the trade of this place, made the number
of ships in the sugar trade one hundred and twenty, which import to t!ic amount ol

about thirty-two millions ; tAvcnty arc in the slave-trade ; these arc by far the greatest

articles of their commerce : they have an export of corn, which is considerable from
the provinces washed by the Loire, and are not without minotories, but vastly inferior

to those of the Garonne. Wines and brandy are great articles, and manufacturca even
from Switzerland, particularly printed linens and cottons, in imitation of Indian, which
the Swiss make cheaper than the French fabrics of the same kind, yet they are brought

quite across France ; they export some of the linens of Brctagne, but not at all compared
with St. Maloes, which has been much longer established in that business. To the

American States they have no trade, or next to none. I asked if Bourdeaux had it ?

No. Marseilles ? No. Havre ? No. Where then is it ? Tout en Angleterre.

The accounts they give here ofthe trade to the Sugar Islands is, that Bourdeaux has

twice as much of it as Nantes, and Havre to the amount of twenty-five millions, this

will make it,

BourdeauXj
Nantes,

Havre,

Marbeilles,

liv.

60,000,000
30,000,000

25,000,000

115,000,000

50,000,000

165,000,000

And the proportion of ships,

Bourdeaux,
Nantes, ...
Havre, ...
Marseilles,

24(*

120
100

460
140

600
But at Havre they talk of 120.

The whole commerce of these isles they calculate at 500 millions liv. by which I sup-
pose they mean exports, imports, navigation, profit, &c. &c.
The trade of Nantes is not at present so great as it was before the American war

;

thirty ships have been building here at once, but never half that number now ; the de-
cline they think has been much owing to the Marechal de Castries' regulations, admitting
the North Americans into the Sugar Islands, by which means the navigation of much
sugar was lost to France, and foreign fabrics introduced by the same channel. The 40
livres a ton given by government to all ships that carry slaves from Africa to the Sugar
Islands, and return home with sugars, and which I urged as a great favour and atten-

tion in government, they contended was just the contrary to a favour ; it is not near
equal to what was at the same time taken away; that of favouring all cargoes of sugar
in ships under that description, with paying only half the duties, 2^ instead of 5 per
cent, and which equalled 60 liv. per ton instead of 40.

A ship of 300 tons in the sugar trade thirty hands, but not more than sixteen or eigh-

teen good ones, because ofthe law which forces a certain proportion ofnew hands every
voyage.

West India estates in general render to their owners at Nantes 10 per cent, on the
capital so invested.

They assert, that if the East India trade ^vas laid open, numbers here would engage
in it. There is a ship of 1250 tons now at Pambon, idle for want of employ.

vox,. IV. 3 J, .. ,
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A circumstance in ship-building deserves attention. It was remarked in conversation,

that, many Spanish ships last incomparably longer than any other ; that this is owing to

mastic being laid on under the copper bottom. Mons. Epivent, a considerable merchant

here, has tried it and with the greatest success ; copper bottoms tJl with copper bolts

instead of iron ones.

Building a ship of 300 tons, 30 to 35,000 livres ; ten now building.

L'Orie NT....Every thing I saw in this port spoke the declension of the Indian com-
merce, the magazines and warehouses of the company are immense, and form a spec-

tacle of which I had seen nothing of the kind equal, but the trade is evidently dead,

yet they talk of the company possessing ten ships from 600 to 900 tons, and they even

say, that five have gone this year to India and China. In 1774, 5, 6, it was great,

amounting to sixty millions a year. What activity there is at this port at present, is

owing to its royal dock for building some men of war. It is the port at which the far-

mers generally import their American tobacco, the contract of which was for 25,000

Jiogsheads, but dwindled to 17,000.

Marseilles.... I found here as at the other great ports of France, that the com-
merce with North America is nothing, not to a greater amount than a million of livres

a year. The great trade is Uiat of the Levant.

I was informed here, that the great plantation of Mons. GiUifet, in St. Domingo, has

1800 negroes on it, and that each negro in general in the island produces gross 660
liv. feeding himself besides.

Wages of seamen 33 to 40 liv. a month ; in the Mediterranean 33, America 40 liv.

A ship of 200 tons building here costs for timber only 25,000 liv. of 300 tons 40,000
liv. of 400 tons 75,000 liv. the wood is from 50 to 70s. per cubical foot ; fitting out af-

terwards for sea, costs nearly the same.

WEST INDIA TRADE.

The following is the state of the trade in 1775, as given by Mons. Tabbe Raynal.

Products exported to France of St. Domingo, Martinique, Guadaioupe, and Cayenne.

Sugar,

Coffee,

Indigo,

Cacao,

Rocon,
Cotton,

Hides,

Carret,

Canefice,

Wood,
Sundries,

Silver,

Sterling,

liv.

166,353,834

61,991,699

2,067,498

1,462,027

352,216

3,407,157

16,123

8,912

206,916

9,441,900

Value.

liv.

61,149,381

29,421,099

17,573,733

1,093,419

220,369
11,017,892

180,078

89,120

55,752

922,222
1,352,148

2,600,000

125,375,213

Re-exported
from France

lb.

104,099,866

52,058,246

1,130,638

794,275

153,178
102,011

568
100

120,759

4,180,280

Value of re

export.

liv.

38,703,720

23,757,464

9,610,423

555,992

95,838

255,127
5,112

1,000

32,604

408,355

73,425,535
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SHIPS THAT CARRIED ON TRADE THE SAME YEAR.
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Dunkerquc,
Lc Havre,

Honfleur,

St. Malo,
Nantes,

Ships.

13

96
4
13

112

La Rochellc,

Bourdeaux,
Bayonne,

Marseilles,

Ships.

24
220

9

71

562

In 1786, the imports from these colonies into France were,

St. Domingo, .... 131,481,000
Martinique, 23,958,000
Guadaloupe, . ... 14,360,000
Cayenne, - . ... 919,000
Tobago, .... 4,113,000
St. Lucie, notliing directly,

*174,83 1,000

Of these. Sugar, 174,222,0001b. Coffee, 66,231,0001b. Cotton, 7,595,0001b.
The navigation in 569 ships, of 162,311 tons, of which Bourdeauxt emnlovs 246

ships of 75,285 tons. * '

In 1786 the import of raw s'j^arwas greater than in 1784, by
Of white sugar, by .... .

Of cotton, by ^ ,^yj v^uw
Cotton has been increasing in demand by foreigners, who took in 1785? more bv

1,495,0001b. than in 1784 ; and in 1786 more by 1,798,0001b. than in 1785.
In 1784, France sent to Africa 72 ships of 15,198 tons. In 1785, the number 102

ships of 36,429 tons, and in 1786, she employed 151 ships of 65,521 tons, the cargoes
worth 22,748,000 livres, of which navigation Nantes possessed 42 ships ; the cargo con,
ftisted of

,

lb.

8,475,000
17,155,000

2,740,000

Arms,
Pitch and ta ,

Cases,

Salt meat, Sec.

liv.

617,000
82,000
78,000

677,000

Cowrie-shells,

Coral,

Cordage and sails,

Cutlery,

liv.

1,250,000

265,000
357,000
132,000

» Total in 1 784 was 1 39,000,000 liv. What can Monsieur Begoueu, of Havre, mean by raisine this*
to 230,000,000? 800 ships? 1200 ships? 25,000 seamen? and I do not know what other cxtravLan'
cies. Precis sur I'lnfportance des Colonies, 8vo. 1 790, p. 3, 5, &c. Another writer states, 800 lare-e
ships, 500 small ones, and value 240,000,000! Opinion de Monsieur Blin, p. 7. How these cdcula
tions are made, I do not conceive.

'

t Bourdeaux 1 take to be a place of greater and richer trade than any provincial town in the British
dominions. Our greatest are,

""

Scuaeo.Tow.
Newcastle, which in

1787 possessed of

shipping, 105,000 5,390
I iverpool, 72,000 10,000

Whitehaven,
Sunderland,

Whitby,
Hull,

3 L 2

Tom.
53,000

53,000

46,000

46,000

Seamen.

4,000

3,300

4,200

Bristol,

Yarmouth,
Lynn,
Dublin,

Tom.
33,000

32,000

16,000

14,000

Sftunen.

4,070

I

^H

U
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431,000
393,000

1,289,000

566,000
186,000

446,000
41,000

415,000
100,000

Handkerchiefs,
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Conilttinf; of

,

Salted beef,

Stockings and caps,

Hilts, 8ic.

Cordage and sails,

Silk lace,

Woollen cloths,

Stuffs of all sorts,

Brandy,
Flour,

Iron,

Cheese,

Oil of Olives,

Linen,

Handkerchiefs,

livrcs.

1,264,000

722,000

1,676,000

2,667,000
71)1,000

602,000
1,442,000

467,000
6,515,000

1,410,000

740,000
1,314,000

697,000

1,696,000

Coiiikisliitg ut

Muslins, French, loaigii, and

Indian,

Mercery atid dintiuaUric,

Furniture,

Sundries,

Shoes,

Soap,

Tallow and candles,

French linens.

Foreign linens,

Bourdeaux wines,

Other wines and liquors,

433

llvrcj.

789,000

1,028,000

374,000
804,000

1,248,000

1,402,000

1,420,000

13,360,000

985,000

5,490,000

1,080,000

:t

64,342,000

Of which Bourdeaux exports to the amount of 33,761,000 livres. Foreign articles

exported pursuant to the arret ofAugust 30th, were 4,967,000 livres.

Imports from the isles, 174,831,000 livres. Exports to them, 64,341,000 livres.

Balance against France, 210,490,000.

The exports in 1786 to the isles were less than those of 1785 by 1 1,761,000 livres.

But the exports to Senegal were greater by 12,514,000 livres.

The decrease was in manufactures.

Linens in 1784, 17,796,000 livres. 1786, 13,363,000 livres.

August 30, 1784, in the ministry of the Marechal de Castries, foreigners were per-

mitted, under certain regulations, to trade to the French sugar islands, after a spirited

controversy in print for and against the measure. The trade of 1786, in consequence of

this arret, was as follows :

IMPORTS IN THE ISLES.

From the United States,

English,

Spaniards,

Dutch,
Portuguese, -

Danes,
Swedes,

EXPORTS FROM DITTO.

To the Americans,
English,

Spaniards,

Dutch,
Swedes and Danes,

Unei.

13,065,000

4,550,000
2,201,000

801,(X)0

152,000
68,000
41,000

20,878,000

NAVIGATION OF THIS TRADE.

livict.

7,263,000
1,259,(X)0

3,189,000

2,030,000
391,000

14,132,000

American vessels,

French,
English, .

Spanish,

Dutch, Portuguese,

Swedes, and Danes,

IMPORTS.
Shipi.

1,392
313
189
245

34

Toni.

105,095
9,122

10,192

6,471

2,229

2,102 . 133,109

American,
French,

English,

Spanish,

Dutch, &c.

EXPORTS.
Ship*.

1,127

534
153
249

- 32

Tom.

85,403

13,941

10,778

5,856
1,821

2,095 - 117,799

h
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As the cultivation ami exports from the isles in 1786, were p^rcatcr tljan in 1784, tlwr

demand for French munulUcturcs ought to have been greater also ; but this was nut thn

case

;

Export of French liiKns to the isles in 1784,

1786,
Aulns of French linen - - 1784,

1785,

1786,

17,796,000 liv

13,363,000

7,700,000

5,200,000

6,100,000

It would have been found so, if the arret of August 30 had not opened the colonics to

foreigners, who introduced manufactures as well as liiml)er and |)rovision8. It is a
great question, whether this was right policy ; the argument evidently turns on one
great hinge ; the peculiar benefit to the mother country, from possessing colonies, is

their sup})ly ; to sell them whatever they demand, and to secure the navigation depen-
dent. It IS not, to be sure, of sugar and coffee that nations plant colonies ; they are sure

of those, and ofany other commodities if they be rich enough to pay for them ; a Rus<
sian or a Pole, is as certain of commanding sugar as a Frenchman or an Englishman

;

and the governments of those countries may raise as great a n'venue on ilie import, as the

governments that possess the islands. The peculiar benefit, therefore, ofcolonies, is the

monopoly of the<.r supply. It is in vain to say, that permitting the colonists to buy what
they want at the cheapest and the best kind, will enable them to raise so much more su-

gar, and tend ultimately to the benefit of the mother country ; since, let Uicm grow as

rich as possible, and increase their culture to any degree whatever, still the advantage of

the mother country arises from supply ; and if she loses that to gain more sugar, she loses

all for which the possession is desirable. It would be right (or every country to open
her colonies to all the world on principles of liberality and freedom ; and still it would be
better to go one step farther, and have no colonics at all. The su(^ar islands of all nations,

in the West Indies, including the great island of Cuba, are considerable enough to form

an independent free nation ; and it wants not many arguments to shew, that the exist-

ence of such an one would be far more beneficial to the English, Fi *"neh, and Spaniards,

than tlie possession of Uiose islands as colonies. To return, however, to the arret of

August 30, there is reason to believe, that the policy which induced the Marcchal de
Castries to alter the existing laws relating to foreigners was questionable, and attended

with evils, in proportion to the extent of tlie trade that took place in consequence.

The result of the French sugar trade resembles nearly that which England carries on
with her sugar colonies, namely, an immense balance against her. We have writers

who tell us, that this trade ought to be judged by a method the reverse of every other,

the merit of it depending not on the exports, but on the imports : I have met with the

same idea in France ; and as it is an object of very great consequence in the national

ojconomy, it may be worth remarking, 1, That the advantages resulting from commerce,

are the encouragement of the national industry, whether in agriculture or manufac-

tures ; and it is unquestionably the exports which give this encouragement, and not the

imports of a tnide, unless they are the raw materials of future labour. 2, The
real wealth of all trade consists in the consumption of the commodities that are the ob-.

ject of such trade; and if a nation be rich enough to consume great quantities of sugar

and coflee, she has midoubtedly the power of giving activity to a certain quantum of her

own industry, in consequence of the commerce v.hich such consumption occasions,

whether the sugar be the product of her own colonies, or those of any other power.
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3, The taxrs levied on West Indian commodities arc no motive whatever for esteeming;'

the possession of siich colonics hcnchciiil, sintH it is tlic consumption that pays the tax,

and not the possession of the land that pro(ftuces the con\n»odity. 4, The monu[)oly of

navigation is valuable no farther than as it implies the matuifacture of ship.buildingand

fitting out ; the iM)ssession of many sailors, as instruments of futurt wars, ought to bo

esteemed in the same light as great Russian or Prussian armies; that is to say, as the

means ofambition ; and as the instruments of wide-extended misery.* 5, The posses-

sion of sugar islands is the investment of immense capitalsin die agriculture of America,

instead of the agriculture of France : the people of that Isiiigdom starve periodically for

wantof bread, because the capitals which should raise wheat in France arc cmpio) cd on

sugar in St. Domingo. Whatever advantage the advocates for colonics ma) be sup

posed to sec in such nossessions, they are bound to shew, that the investment of ccpial

capitals in the agriculture of Fnuice would not be productive of equal and even of in-

finitely superior benefits. 6, It is shewn, in another [}lace, that the agriculture of

France is, mthe capital employed, 450,000,0001. inferior to that of England ; can any
madness, therefore, Ije greater than die investment of capitals in .\mencan agricultuiv

for the sake of a trade, the balance ofwhich is above 100,000,000 livres against the mo
ther country, while nothing but poverty is found in the fields that ought to feed French-

men ? 7, II it be said, that the re-exportation of West Indian commcKlities is immense,
and greater even than the balance, I reply, in the first place, that Mons. Neckcr gives

us reason to believe, that this re-exportation is greatly exaggerated ; but granting it

to rise to any amount, France bought those commodities before she sold them, and
bought them with hard cash to the sum of the balance against her ; first losing by her
transactions with America the sums she afterwards gains by exporting to the north.

The benefit of such a trade is nothing more than die profit on the exchange and trans-

port. But in the employment of capital, the loss is great. h\ all common trades, such
as those she carries on with the Levant, or with Spain, she has the common profit of
the commerce, without investing any capitals in producing the commodities she buys ;

but in the West Indian commerce she invests double capitals, to produce the goods she
sells, and equally to produce the goods she buys. 8, If it should be siiid that St. Do-
mingo is not to be considered as a foreign country, with which France trades, nor a
colony, but as a part of itself; and that the balance between thenr is like the balance
between them and the provinces, then I reply, that it is so ill situated a province, that

to encourage a deviation of capitals from all other provinces to h'. invested in this, is

little short of madness ; first, from distance and cultivation by slaves, it is insecure. If
it escapes the attacks of European foes, the natural progress of events will throw it into
the hands of the United States. Secondly, it demands a great navy to defend it ; and
consequently taxes on all the other provinces, to the amount of two millions sterling

per annum. Of what expence to Languedoc, is the possession of Bretagne ? Its pro-
portion of the common defence. Is this so with St. Domingo ? FVance pays a marine
oftwo millions, but St. Domingo does not pay one shilling to defend France, or even
to defend itself. In common sense, the possession of such a province ought to be deem-
ed a principle of poverty and weakness, rather than of riches and of strength. 9, I have

• Prejudices of the deepest root arc to be eradicated in England before m«ii will be brought to admit
this obvious truth. Those prejudices took their rise from adastardly feurofbcingcoiuiueredby France,
which government has taken every art to propagate ever since the revolution, the belter to promote its
owu plans of expence, profusion, and public debts. Portugal, Sardinia, the liule Italian and German
states, Sweden, and Denmark, 8cc. have been able, deficient as they are in government and in people,
to defend themselves; but the British Isles, with fifteen millions of people, are to be conquered !

!
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converse*! on this subject at Havre, Nantes, Huitrdeuux, atjd Marseilles; and I have

not yet nut with a man able to n;ive me one other solid reason for snch a system than the

I'uetthat af^rienlture in the West Indi(sis prontuhle, and not so in Fninee. The same
arginncnt is used, and with erpial truth, in Kn^land. 1 admit the i'ucl ; and it recurs

at once to the pernicious doctrine of laying such taxes, restrictions, prohibitions, and
tnonoj)olies on land at home, that men im lii\ed to pursue af^rictilture as a tnide must
\f<) with their capitals into another hemisphere, in order to reap an udcipiatc profit.

Hut change this wretched and abominable policy ; remove every tax, even to the stuidow

of one on land; tiirow all on consum|>tion ;
proclaim a irf. f. corn trade; give

every man a power ol* inclosnre. In oihtr words give in the- Hourbonnois what you
have given in Domingo, and then sec if Frnich corn and wool will not return greater

profits than American sugar and coflee. The nossession of sugar islands, so rich and
prosperous as those of iMance and England, dazzles the understandings of mankind,
who arc apt to look only on one side, where they hce navigation, re-export, commer-
cial profit, and a great circulation : they do not reverse the medul, and sec, in the mis-

chievous deviation of capitals from home, agriculture languishing, canals standing still,

and roads impassable, lliey do not balance the culture oi' Martinicpic by the lands of
Bouuicaux ; the tillage of St. Domingo by th*; deserts of Bretagne ; or the wealth of
Guadaloupe by the misery of Sologne. If you purcluuic the riches that flow from Ame*
ricaby the poverty and wretchedness of whole provinces, are you blind enough to think

the account a benificiul one ? I have used no arguments against the French 'sugur is*

lands tluit arc not applicable likewise to die English : I hold them to be equal olMtacles

to the prosperity ot both kingdoms ; and, as far us experiment of the loss of North
America goes, I am justif ':d by that vast and important fact, that a country may lose

the monopoly of a distant empire, and rise from the imugmary loss more rich, more
powerful, and more prosperous!

If these principles be just, and diat they arc so is confirmed by an immense range of
facts, wliat are we to think of a politician who declares, that the loss of Bengal, or the

Dutch withdrawing their money from our funds, would ruin England?*

ftXFOHT or THE PRODUCTS OF FHKNCH AOHICULTURE TO THE WEST INDIES, IN 1787.

Hrm.

Wine, brandy, &c
Edibles, ....

, Salted meats, ....
Flour, . .

Legumes, ....
Candles, ....
Woods, cordage, &c
Raw materials of manufactures,

Furniture, clothes, &c. the raw materials of,

Raw materials of the exports to Africa,

Exports of the soil,

Manufactured goods of national workmanship, 20,549,000
Materials, as above, - - - 4,000,000

limi.

6,332,000

769,000
971,000

6,944,000

300,000
500,000

2,869,000
4,000,000

2,000,000
2,(X)0,000

26,685,000

16,549,000

* Consid. sur Ics Richesses etle Luxe, octavo, 1787, p. 492. Iiitlic same spirit is rlM' pinion, that

I'.nglund, before the last war, had attained the maximum of her prosperity, p. 483.
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I'urniturc, clothes, 8cc. ..... 10,l3(i,000

Materials as above, 2,(X)0,000

H, 1 36,000

Exports to Africa, . . • . • 17,000,000

Materials, as above, . . • . - 2,0(X),000

15.000,000

Sundry articles, •
_

7,341,0^

'

7.1,711,000

Of which 49,947,000 livrcs were French products and manufactures.

IISHKRIES.

No trade is to beneficial as that of fishing ; none in which a given capital makes

such large returns ; nor any so lavourable to those ideal advantages, which are suppos-

ed to flow from a great navigation. The French were always very assiduous in pushing

the progress of their fisheries. Supposing them right in the principles of those efforts

they have made to become powerAil at sea, which, however, is exceedingly question-

able, they have certainly acted wisely in endeavouring to extend Uicse nurseries of ma-

ritime power.
Ships. Tons.

Newfoundland and Island fisheries, 1784, - 328 . 36,342
1785, - 450 . 48,631

1786, - 453 - 51,14r>

Returns of cod, mackarel, aiid herring in 1784, were 15,414,0001b.

1785, 18,154,000

1786, 19,100,000

Quantity of Newfoundland dried cod, 1784, • 230,516 quintaux.

1785, . 241,850

1786, - 272,398

Cod exported to Italy and Spr>in, 1784, • 1,835,0001b.

17«5, - 2,410,000

1786, . 4,117,000

This great increase atttributedto the arret of Sept. 1785, which granted bounties on the

export of cod of 5 livres, and of 10 livres per quintal.

Most of the national fisheries are flourishing; they employed in 1786,
Ships. Tons. 1 Ships. Tons.

Herrings, &c. - 928 - I Irish from Dunkerque, - 62 - 3,742
Newfoundland, - 391 - 47,399 | Whale, - - - 4 - 970

Dieppe does most in the fishing trade, possessing 556 ships, of 21,531 tons.

The value of the merchandize embarked in 1786, on board the fishing vessels,

3,734,000 livres, and the returns the same year were.

Herrings and mackarel, &c 5,589,000 liv.

Cod, 13,686,000
Whales 53,000
Sundries, • 200,000

19,528,000
vol. IV. 3 m
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%• HADE WITH THE UNITED STATES.

The conuntrcc Mhich France carries on with the North Americans, is all the reward

she reaps from having expended probably fifty millions sterling to secure their freedom.

Visions of the depression of the British power, played indeed in the imaginations of

the cabinet of Versailles ; but peace was scarcely returned before those airy hopes en-

tirely vanished ; every hour proved, that England, by the emancipation of her colonics,

was so far from losing any thing, that she had gained immcnsel;^ : the detail of this

trade will prove, that France was as much deceived in one expectation as in the other.

On an average of three years preceding the French revolution, the im-

ports from America were, ..... 9,600,000

Ditto into the French sugar islands, .... 11,100,000

Exports of France to North America,

Ditto from the isles,

20,700,000

1,800,000

6,400,000

8,200,000

Balance, 12,500,000

Ces republicains, says Mons. Amould,* se procurent maintenant sur nous, une balance

en argent de 7 a 8 millions, avec laquelle ils soudoyent Industrie Angloise. VoUa done

pour la France le nee plus ultra d'un commerce, dont I'espoir au pu contnbuer a taire

bdcrifier quelques centaines de millions et plusieurs generations d'hommes

!

TRADE TO RUSSIA.

It is commonly supposed in England, that the trade which France carries on with

Russia is very beneficial, in the amount of the balance ; and there are French writers

also who give the same representation; the part in French navigation will appear m the

following statement

:

'

' „^
" 6,871,900Imports from Russia to France in 1788,

From France to Russia, 6,108,500

Balance against France, - - - - - 763,400

This, it is to be noted, concerns French bottoms only ; the greatest part oi the com-

merce being carried on in English and Dutch bottoms,f .

* Dc la Balance du Commerce, 1791, torn. i. p. 234.
, . « j

t The navigation of the Baltic will appear from the foUowmg list of ships which passed the Sound i

In 1784 In 1785

English,

Danish,
Swedish,
Prussians,

Dutch,
Imperial,

• Portuguese,

Spanish,

American,
Venetian,
Russian,

Cormere Rechcrches sur Ics Finances, torn. i. p. 385.

3172
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The whole commerce of France with the Baltic is said to employ six or seven hun

dred ships of two hundred tons.*
TRADE TO INDIA.

At the period of the revolution the state of the trade to India was as follows :

Imports from India on a medium of 1785, 1786, and 1787, 34,700,000

In 1788, .... 33,300,000

MERCHANDIZE.
livrei.

Indian manufactures, 26,600,000

Spices, tea and coffee of Moka, .... 6,000,000

Silk, cotton, ivory, woods, 1,150,000

' China, &c. &c. - . - - - - - 493,000
- Drugs, 367,000
» ;

•«>."»

34,610,000

Exports from France at same time, ... - 17,400,000t

Exports to the isles of France and Bourbon on an average
*'''

of the same three years, 4,600,000

Imports, 2,700,000

By the regulation of May 1787, confirmed by the national assembly. Port Louis, in

the Isle of France is made free to foreign ships, by which means it is expected that that

port will become an entrepot for the Indian trade.

NAVIGATION.

There is not much reason for modern readers to be solicitous concerning the com-

merce or navigation of any country ; we may rest assured, that the trading spirit

which has seized all nations, will make the governments anxious to promote, as much
as possible, whatever interests their commerce, though their agriculture is, at the same

moment, in the lowest state of poverty and neglect. All the English authorities I have

met with, respecting the navigation of France, are of a very old date ; persons who are

curious in these speculations, will probably be pleased with the following account

:

SHIPS IN FRANCE CLEARED OUTWARDS IN 1788

„, For the Levant and coast of Barbary,

Whale fishery,

, Herring fishery,

Mackarel fishery,

Sardinia, -

Fresh both in the ocean and Mediterranean,

Cod, .... . .

All parts ofEurope and the American States, -

West Indies, .....
Senegal and Guinea, . . - - -

East Indies, China, Isles of France and Bourbon, both by
company and otherways, - - - - 86

Shipi.

366 -
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N. B. The total navigation in Europe and America, either by French or foreign shipst,

iimounts to 9,445 ships and 556,152 tons.

Mons. Amould in his treatise De la Balance du Commerce, has given an account of

the French navigation for the year 1787, which does not well accord with this. I

insert an extract from it here that the reader may have an opportunity of comparing

them.

TABLE OF THE TONNAGE, FRENCH AND FOREIGN, EMPLOYED IN THE COM-

(
MERGE OF FRANCE IN 1787. . ,^ nt

• ,i»
,

.• ^ French Foreign
tons. tons.

Europe, the Lev:int, coast of Barbary, and United States, - 161,582 532,687

India and China, - - 6,667

Coast of Guinea, slave-trade, isles of France and Bourbon, - 45,124

Sugar Islands, ..... - 164,081 —•.

—

Whale fishery, .... . . 3,720

Cod fishery, 53,800

Herring ditto, - - - - - . - 8,602

Mackarel ditto, - - - - - - 5,166

Anchovie ditto, - - - - - - 3,062

Sundry fisheries, - - - • . -, . 12,320

Coasting trade, - - - ... 1,004,729 6,123

,^ , , 1,459,998 538,810

Total, 2,007,661

"^

The immense increase of the navigation of England, appears by comparing this ac-

count widi that first of commercial writers lord Sneffield, for the average of three years

preceding 1773.

Ships. Tons. Men.

Foreign trade, .... ^ - 2719 335,583 30,771

Coasting trade, - 3458 219,758 15,244

FisWng vessels, 1441 25,339 6,774
...MM—... ..«»—.^a^ — i, !

< Totals, - 7618 589,978 52,789
MM

• —J, .
I

This is exclusive of Scotland.* (

, ri

Mons. Amould, however, assures us, that at the period of the revolution, France pos-

sessed 1000 ships (I do not love such round numbers, which always betray inacciiracy)

of 250 tons, employed b long voyages, and in the cod and whsie fisheries.! I^he

whole maritime commerce of exportation employing at the same time 580,000 tons of

<U1 nations; of which 152,000 tons were French. - «

* Observ. on the Connnerce of the American StateS) by John lord Shcifi^Id, 6^ edit. p. 1 60.

Balance du Commerce, torn. ii.p. 33. 8vo. 1791. ' ^^'
'

'^' '*"' v* **»'»»*

5r«v-r.i..„„-,_'.'^-*
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1^ i«

CABOTAGE (COASTING TRADE) THE SAME YEAR.

6,123

French ships,

Foreign ditto,

Ships.

22,360
60

Tons.

997,666
2,742

22,420 1,000,408

N. B. There is no distinction between ehip and voyage ; if a ship clears out five

times a-year, she is registered every voyage. The article Sardinia, which appears so

large in ships, and so small in tonnage, must, I should suppose, be for a fishery on the

coasts of tlut island.

From the tonnage of the ships, as they are called, in the fisheries, it appears, that

they are little more than boats : thox in the herring fisheiy, are about 30 tons each, and
in the mackarel, litde more than 10 tons.

The navigation of En^and for a year, ending the 30th September, 1787, was,

'-"•'
English,

" Scotch,

East Indiamen,
-'""^

• Ireland,

Ships. Tonnag^. Men.

8,711 954,729 84,532

1,700 133,034 13,443
54 43,629 5,400— 60,000

10,465 1,191,392 103,375

Without including the West India trade, or that of the North American colonies, or

the African or Asian, the Indiamen excepted.

PROGRESS OF THE FRENCH COMMERCE.*

.i-:.'i.

i
-

f .1

1716 to

1721 to

1733 to

1736 to

1740 to

1749 to

1756 to

1764 to

1777 to

1784 to

1720, peace, average per annum,
1732, peace,

1735, war,

1739, peace,

1748, war,

1755, peace,

1763, war,

1776, peace,

1783, war,

1788, peace,

It will not be useless to contrast this with the trade of England:

Imports.

Uv.

65,079,000

80,198,000
76,600,000

102,035,000

112,805,000
155,555,000
133,778,000

165,164,000

207,536,000
301,727,000

Exports,

liv.

106,216,000
116,765,000
124,465,000
143,441,000
192,334,000

257,205,000
210,899,000
309,245,000
259,782,000
354,423,000

* Mens. Amould, of the Bureau de la Balance du Commerce at Paris, asserts, I know not on what
authority, that the English navigation in 1789 amounted to 2,000,000 tons.

rjn ? J'!' J •
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547,00©

1,950,000

865,000

Bounty for encouraging the navigation in the North Sea, at the rate

of 3, 4, 6, and 10 liv. per ton, by the arret of 25th Sc^)t.

Bounty on the export of refined sugar 4 liv. tlie quintal, by the arret

of 26th May 1786, ....--
Encouragements given to seventeen manufactures, 39,000 ^
Toothers, 61,000 5
Bounty of 4 liv. per lOOOlb. of cast iron, granted to the foundericsof

Mont Cenis in Bourgogne, . . . . -

Bounty granted to the people of Nantuket established at Dunkerquc
for the whale fishery, at 50 liv. per ton of oil,

To the coal mines of the kingdom, ....

4,000

103,000

100,000

18,000

170,000
100,000

*3,862,000

I hope it does not at this time of day want much explanation, or many observations

on this contemptible catalogue of the commercial merit of the old government of

France. The fisheries and sugar islands, if we are to believe the French writers, are

the most valuable and the most important articles of tlie French commerce. How can

this be, ifthey want these paltry bounties to assist them ? St. Domingo is said in France

to be the richest and most valuable colony there is in the world ; I believe the fact ; but

if we were to consider only a premium on supplying it with slaves, we should be apt to

imagine it a poor sickly settlement, scarcely able to support itself. If cultivation is vi-

gorous there, it demands slaves without any boimty ; if it is not vigorous, no bounty

will make it so ; but the object real or pretended, of bounties, is to induce people to

invest capitals in certain employments, which they would not so invest \yithout such

bounties. This is to profess giving bounties to the investment of capitals in American

agriculture, rather than in that of France ; the tendency is clear ; but in this age it

surely becomes a question, whether the landes of Bretagne and Anjou would not be

as deserving of such a bounty as the forests of Hispaniola ?

To remark on ail these premiums is unnecessary ; it is sufficient to observe, that all,

except that for coal, is absurd, and that that is so given as to be useless.

' OF THE TREATY OF COMMERCE BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND FRANCE.

This celebrated measure was so thoroughly debated in England, that I shall not go

again over ground trodden almost bare ; but, with attention chiefly to brevity, give some

French authorities upon it, which are but little known in England.

There are in most of the great commercial towns in France, societies of merchants

and manufacturers, known under the title of Chambre du Commerce ; these gentlemen

associate for the purpose ofgiving information to the ministry on any commercial question

upon which their opinion is demanded, and for other purposes that concern the trading

interests of their respective towns. The Chambre du Commerce de Normandie, on

occasion ofthis treaty, printed and dispersed (it was not sold) a pamphlet entitled, Ob-
i^rvations sur le Traite de Commerce entre la France & I'Angleterre.

In this work they inform their readers, that in order to draw a fair comparison be-

tween the advantages and disadvantages of the two kingdoms in manufactures, they

*.?.•«

»rt? 4*.

* Compte General) 1789, p. 186.
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had dcputca two merchants of Rouen, sufficiently understanding in the fabrics of Nor-

mandy, and who spoke English, to take a journey to the manufacturing parts of Eng-
land, in order to acquire authentic intelligence, and upon their return they were dc-

uired to make a similar tour through the manufactures of Normandy, that they might
possess themselves of the knowledge requisite for a fair comparison ; and from their

reports, as well as from other materials, the Chambre du Commerce speak in their ob-

servations :

** But while we are cmbarlcing in diis undertaking, the alarm of our commerce in-

creases every day, and becomes a real evil by a most active sale of every article of Eng-
lish manufacture, which can enter into competition with our fabrics. There is not an

article of habitual consumption with which England has not filled all the magazines of

France, and particularly those of this province, and in the greatest number of these

articles the English have a victorious preponderance. It is afflicting to see the manu-
£ictures who suffer by this rivalship, already diminishing successively the number of

their workmen, and important fabrics yielding in another manner to the same scourge,

by English goods being substituted in the sale for French ones ; receiving a preparation

agreeable to the consumption, named, marked, and sold is French, to the infinite pre-

judice ofthe national industry.

" The chamber is apprehensive of the immediate efllect of the introduction of Eng-
lish cottons, whereof the perfection of the preparation, the merit of the spinning, united

with their cheapness, has already procured an immense sale. A coiip d'ceil upon the

folio 5 ofthe table ofpatterns of Manchester, and the Fauxbourg St. Sever, at Rouen,
will demonstrate the disadvantages of the latter.

<« Our potteries cannot escape a notable prejudice ; the low price of coals in England
enables the English to undersell us in these articles 25 per cent. ; considerable cargoes

have already arrived at Rouen.
" The 36,000 dosten pairs of stocking and caps of cotton, made in the generality,

are the produce of 1200 looms. Within three months it is calculated, that at Rouen
alone, more than one hundred have stopped. The merchants have made provision of

English goods, for more than 30,000 dozen pairs of stockings and caps have akvady
been imported.

" Manchester is the Rouen ofEngland, the immense fabrication of cotton stuffs, the

industry ofthe manufacturers, their activity, the resource of their mechanical inventions,

enable mem to undersell us from 10 to 15 per cent. Every circumstance of the fabric

proves the riches of the master manufacturers, and the solicitude of government for

supporting and favouring their industry.
*' In general their stuffs and their linens are finer, of a more equal spinning, and

more beautiful than ours ; nevertheless they are at a lower price, which proves the im-
portance of then: machines for carduig and spinning the cotton in a periect and expe-

ditious manner. By the aid of these united means, they flatter themselves at Manches-
ter with equalling the muslins of India, yet the highest price of those hitherto wrought
does not exceed 8s. a yard, but the fabric is so considerable, that they are not afraid

to value it at 500,000 liv. a week ; however one may be permitted to doubt of this, one
must be amazed (effraye) at the immense sale which the English have procured for this

iirticle, and the more so, as we have been assured, that the magazines of the company
contained, within a few months, to the value of 80,000,000 livres, in India mus-
lins.

" We do not know that tlie English have in their fabrics of linen any other inven-

tions for simplifying the labour than the flying shuttle and the flax-mUl, because the
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fibres of flax arc not adapted to the application of machines for spinning luid cardinp; ;

we are, however, assured that they have found means, bj' water-mills, to wea^'e many
pieces of linen at the same time and in the same loom.

" The price of coals in the preparation of cotton is of some importance. The inha

bitants of Manchester pay for coal only 9s. a ton, of 20001b. (French) but at Rouen it is

47 to 50 liv. the ton.

" The English arc forced to render justice to the cloths or Louviers, as well as to

those of Abbeville and Sedan. They cannot dissemble that they think them more soft

than their own, and that the colours arc more livelvand more seducing, but we cannot

hope to sell them in England. The English, whether through a spirit of patriotism,

or by the real agreement of their kind of fabric to the nature of their climate, prefer

their cloths extremely fulled, and of colours very sombre, because the smoak of their

coal fires, combined with the humidity of the atmosphere, depositing a greasy dust,

might easily affect our colours so lively, but of little solidity ; however it may be,

the competition at present of the English in France cannot be verv hurtful to the

manufactures of Louviers, Sedan, and Abbeville ; but as the English import as well

as we the wools of Spain, they may certainly attain the beauty of the cloths of

Louviers.
" The fabrics of Elboeuf, however prosperous, have not the same resources as the

English ones of the same kind, excellent national wools proper for their fabric at a low

f>rice. We calculate that the ordinary cloths of five-fourths breadth, and 15 or 16
ivres price perauln, can scarcely withstand the competition of the cloths of Leeds, called

Bristols, which cost only 11 liv. the auln.
" The cloths, ratines, espagnolettes, flannels, and blankets of Dametal, have most

of them a superiority over many similar English fabrics ; but the low price of these last

will render their competition fatal. We cannot too often recur to the advantages which
the English possess over all the woollens of France, which are wrought like those of
Dametsd, with the wools of France. The high price of our wool, and its inferiority

in quality* to that of England is ^uch, that this inequality alone ought to have induced
the rejection of the treaty of commerce on the terms upon which it has passed. The
manufacturers of Dametal, Rouen, Beauvais, Amiens, Lille, and Rheims, may find
it their interest to import English fabrics before they have received the last hand, which
they can give cheaper than in England, and thus appropriate to themselves a profit in
the cheapness and beauty of the English wools, by underselling the similar fabrics en.
tirely French.

" The English ratines cannot support tlie parallel with those of Andely, where also
good kerseymeres are made in imitation of the English, but quite unable to stand against
them. Before the treaty the English kerseymeres came contraband to France, and
were therefore dear, but now all the magazines of the kmgdom regorge with them, for
at the same time that they are cheaper, tney are in quality more perfect, of a more equal
grain, and less subject to grease.

" The manufacture of cloths at Vire has fallen from 26,000 pieces per annum to
8000. During the war they had an export to North America, but on the peace,
the cloths of Leeds presented themselves with a victorious superiority, and will hold it

till we have perfected the breed ofour sheep, and obtained fleeces ofa greater length and
weight.

* The manufacturers of France possess, no such iniquitous monopoly against the fanner, as makes
the disgrace and mischief of English agriculture.
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"In rc}i;artl to the stiift's of uool, called screes, nioUctons, flannels, londrins, satins,

bunts, camilots, buracans, calmandes, ctamines, kerseymeres, sn^this, 8cc. which
were I'tirnioliKl I)oth to France and Ibreifniers by Durnetal, Aumalc, Bcauvais, Amiens,
Lille, Rheiins, and Ic Mans, diev must snik under the competition of the similar manu-
factures of Kni^land. During the late war the Spiuiiards gave considerable employment
in these articles to the manufactures of Amiens, Lille, and Aumalc. On the first re-

port of a peace, they not only suspended their commissions, but even gave counter or-

ders for what ^verc already besjiokc, the Knglish having oflfercd the same stuffs 20 per

cent, cheaper than we could aflbrd them.
•' We may observe in line, ujion the conditions of the treaty, that the English have

contrived to leave excessive duties upon all the articles, the trade of which would have

oflered advantages for France, and to prohibit the most interesting, to admit those

whereof the reciprocity would be wholly to their own advantage ; and to favour in a

manner almost exclusivelt in tlieir importations, such as are made in English bottoms

;

circumstances which, united with the famous actof navigation, explain, in a great mea-
sure the disproportion which exists between the number of English and French vessels

in the commerce of the two nations since the treaty, which is at least twenty to one.
" The opinion we develope upon this treaty is general, and founded on a simple reflec-

tion, that France furnishes twenty-four millions of consumers against eight millions

which England offers in return.*

" The situation of France cannot have been considered in the present circumstan-

ces ; at the same time that the consumption of its inhabitants, first, that natural and
necessary aliment of national industry becomes a tribute to England, who has carried

her fabrics to the highest degree of perfection ; the French manufacturers and work-
men, discouraged without labour, and without bread, may offer an easy conquest to

Spain, who, more enlightened at present upon the real means of increasing her pros-

perity and her glory, developes with energy the desire of augmenting her population,

of extending and perfecting her agriculture, and of acquiring the industry that shall

suflice for her wants, and exclude as much as shall be possible from her markets ob-

jects of foreign fabrication. We are assured that the workmen in the southern pro-

vinces pass successively into the different manufactures which are established ; an emi-

gration, which cannot but increase by the effects of the treaty of commerce with

England."

The chamber of commerce in the same memoir declare, that the English had

not augmented their consumption of French wines in consequence of the treaty. And
they dwell repeatedly on the superior wealth of the Englisn manufactures to that of

the French ones, the influence of which, in the competition of every fabric, they feel

decisively.

The French ministry, the archbishop of Sens at their head, to remove the im-

pression which they feared would follow the preceding memorial of the merchants

and manufacturers of Normandy, employed the celebrated oeconomiste Mons. du Pont,

editor of the Ephemerides du Citoyen, a periodical work, printed 1767—1770, and

since elected for Nemours into the national assembly, to answer it, which he did in

detail, and with ability : the following extracts will shew the arguments in favour ofthe

treaty.

" Relative to the wine trade, your information has not been exact. I am
certain that it has been considerably augmented. The difference between the duties

* It is not a trifling error in the chamber to state eight millions instead of fifteen* the fact.
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in England upon the wines of Portugnl and France was 34s. of our nionc}- the bottle ;

it is at present but 5s. a den, in spite of the proportional diminution made upon tho

wines of Portugal, an approximation of which must Ix- very favourahk* to us. Au-
thentic accounts of the custom-house at London have been stnt to the department

of foreign affairs, stating the nuantity of French wines imported into that sin^jlc city, and

it rises from the month of May to that of Deceml)er of the last year (17H7) to 6000

tons of four bariqucs each. In preceding years, in the same space of time, the legal

importation has amounted only to 400 tons, and the contraband import was estimated

at about an equality. The augmentation, therefore, for the city of London, is at

least 5000 tons, or 20,000 barioues, which, at 1200 livres amount to 6,00(),0{X) livres.

The accounts of the balance ol commerce for nine years preceding the last war mark
1500 tons as the mean export of our wines to England, Scotland, and Ireland. In

1784, that export did not exceed 2000 tons. The city of I ondon has therefore im-

ported in the eight last months of 1787 four times more than the three kingdoms for-

merlv imported in the course of a whole year.

" *rhe sale of vinegars, brandy, oil, soap, dried fruits, preserves, cambnc, linens,

and millinery, has much augmented. In prticular, cambric and linens have doubled.

"But this is no reason why the ministry should not, on one hand, exert them-

selves with all activity to oblig|c the English to adhere to the terms of the treaty (which

they have deranged by their tariffs and regulations of their customs ;) and, on the other,

to favour the national industry, particularly that of the provinces of Picardy, Normand}-,

and Champagne, for whom, smce the treaty, the competition of the English has certain-

ly been very mischievous (tres facheuse.)

" There are five branches of industry in which the English have over us at present

in some respects an advantage more or less solid ; in cotton stuffs, in small woollens,

in pottery, in steel, and in leather.

" In regard to cotton, Mons. Bameville is in possession of a mac'iine, invented by
his uncle, which spins thread of a de^e of fineness till now unknown ; even to

300,000 aulns of thread from a pound ot cotton. The finest muslins of Asia are mado
with threads of 140,000 aulns to the pound. The government, after three years consid-

eration, has at last determined on the report of M. Desmarest to purchase this machine,

and to distribute many of them among our manufactures.
" It is inconceivable that we have not a superiority over the F^nglish in cottons.

We have the raw material, and even sell to our rivals the greater part of what they

use. We have provisions and labour cheaper tlian they have.* It is only machines
which we want, or rather we do not want them, for we have them in great numbers

;

we have artists capable of perfecting them ; we have already the foreign models ; we
can give prizes, and we liave academies tojudge.t

" As to the woollen fabrics, we have nothing to fear of competition in fine cloths,

ratines, espagnolettes, molletons, and caps made of Spanish wool ; or in which it

enters for the greater part. Our fabrication of this sort is superior to that of the

English ; our stuffs are softer and more durable, and our dyeing more beautiful. We
can imitate at will, all the sombre colours of the English fabrics, but they cannot copy
any ofour lively colours, and especially our scarlet.

• Not so; a man is fed cheaper in France, living badly, but provisions arc not cheaper, and labour
is really dearer, though nominally cheaper.

t
' must smile at academies being named among the manufacturing advantages of France : I won-

der what academies have done for the manufactures of England.

3 N 2
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" In the middlinf^ class of woollens, which comprises the tricots and imall stuffs,

wc have a marked inferiority. The wools of which these ore made are with us less

fine, less brilliunt, and higher i)riced. But this evil is not without a remedy.
• Of the next manufacture it may be observed, that the Knglish potteries have been

im|X}rted ntall timc^t into Loniine, without paying any duties, and yet that province is

full of manufactures of pottery which prosper."

Relative to the steel manufactures, Mons. du Pont cites the following case : Mons.
DofTer, after havinjrbcen a long time at Clignancourt occupied for our Engli«ih maga-
zities to make bijoux of steel, which have iK'en sold for English, has been taken under

the protection of government, who have furnished him with the means of carrying on
busmcss, At present esti\blished in the inclosure of the Quinze Vingts, he there fabri-

cates with at least as great i)erfcction as in En^^land, and at a lower price by 30 per

cent.* all the beautiful works in steel, watch-chains, swords, &c. &c. &c."
Mons. du Pont then insists at length on the great import of English manufactures,

which took place clandestinely, not only from England directly, but by Flanders,

Holland, Germany, and Liege, which it was found impossible to prevent, and con-

tends, that converting such import to a legal one, to the profits of the state, was an ob-

ject of no slight importance.
" It is some years since the manufacturers of Sedan, and aAer its example, those of

Louviers, Abbeville, and of Elboeuf, have raised the prices of their cloths 25 percent,

and not without some reason, imagining, under the influence of a spirit of monopoly, to

benefit the undertakers of those fabrics. But to whatever reason it might be assigned,

certain it is, that German cloths, which never come into the kingdom before, have,

since this rise of price, found a considerable sale in France, to the prejudice of the

national manufactures ; the treaty of commerce having been made at the time of the

evil being felt, the whole effect has been laid, without much reason, to the operations

of that treaty."

M. du Pont in like manner examines the state of the silk manufacture, which he

shews to be at Lyons in the lowest state of misery and distress, owing to the war in the

north of Europe absorbing those expences which in peace were otherwise employed ; to

the successful exertions in Spain for increasing the fabrics of that country ; and to the

failure of the crop of silk ; yet while the declension of that manufacture had thus no
shadow of connection with the treaty of commerce, yet happening at the same time,

the evil, like all the others, has been attributed to its influence.

At all events, the treaty of commerce, such as it is, is perhaps the only guarantee

of peace bet^veen the two empires. I have the strongest reason to believe, that its per-

spective has hastened the concussion a year or two, and we have thus spared 400,000,000

livres of expence ; the imposts which would have been necessary to pay the interest,

the loss of blood, and the frightful chances which every war entrains m its suite. It is

more than probable, that without it, we should for six months past have been enga-

* The cxtmvagunce of this ridiculous assertion, carries in itself its own reply : if this cheapness

arises from government premiums or assistance, ii is a farce, and absolutely beyond any fair conclu-

sion : if it is not from such ussistunce, I demand hov it happens that this manufacture has been esta-

blished by government ? A man who is not able to establish his own fabric, able to under-work, and

ut Paris too ! the English steel fabrics 30 per cent ! ! if so, then the Chamber of Commerce in Nor-
mandy are truly weak in their arguments in &vour of great capitals in the hands of master manufac-

turers, and the fact on the contrary must be admitted, that no capital at all will affect the business

iust as well. What satisfaction is here given to prove that the whole of this business was not, as in

many other cases, a piece of charletanierie in government ? To please and delude the jpeople by a

cheapness gained by government paying the piper 1 Has the business taken root ? Has it become
a national object ? or is it a Paris toy ?

j
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fing in hostilities, the term of which would have been impossible to foretee. Wicn
runtx* and Knglund remain neuter and united, no war can be durable in Europe ; for

though other powers have cannons, soldiers, and bayonets, yet none of them have re-

sources to Mupport a wur of any length ; not even those who reckon upon a treasure,

which would Ik dissiimted in two cumpuiirns at most. The only solid treasure is a good
agriculture and an industrious |X-onle. '1 he repose of the world, and above all our own,
holds therefore almost solely by this treaty ; which citizens, zealous witliout doubt, but

certainly too little enlightened, would wish to sec annihilated.

The argument which has been drawn from the population of the two kingdoms,
founded on France containing twenty*- four millions, and England eight millions, is not

just. France contains nearly twenty-eight millions, and the three British kingdoms eleven

;

but the whole reasoning is a sophism, founded upon ignorance of the riches of the two
nations. It is not on population that we are to calculate die means of buying and sell-

ing, of paying and being paid. Unhappily the greatest difference found between the

two empires is not in their manufactures ; that of their agriculture and crops is much
more considerable. The annual crops of England have been calculated with core at

2,235,000,000 liv. (97,781,2501.) adding those of ScoUand and Ireland, they cannot

amount to less than 3,000,000,000 liv. (131,250,0001.) Those of France, calculated

with great sugacitVi after certain cases in some points, and on conjectures combined from
all sorts of views in others, have been valued at the lowest at 3,200,000,000 liv. and at

the highest at 4,000,000,000 liv. (175,000,0001.) We have therefore, at the most, but

a foufth more crop than England ; but we have to subsist a population two and an half

times greater. Before we trade abroad we must live. Retrench from three milliards

the easy subsistence of eleven millions of people ; retrench from four milliards the sub'
sistence, a little more difficult, of twenty-eight millions of people, and you will soon see

that it is not the nation of twenty-eight millions that furnishes the best market for

foreign commerce, and consequently for luxury, which can only be paid for with a su>

perfluity.

The experience of all times has proved, that nations successively rival each other in

manufactures. Spain debauches and carries off our workmen in silk ; but she cannot
take from us our cultivators, the nature of our soil, our happy exposition, norUie privi-

leged products which we |K)sscss exclusively. It is therefore upon the products of cul-

tivation that must be founded, in the most solid manner, the prosperity and commerce
of a great empire.

And even as to fabrics, you see by the example of the past, that excluding competi*
tion has left ours in an inferiority of which you complain. It cannot be necessary to

prove to you, that the best method of raising the industry of a nation to a par with its

neighbours, is by establishing such u communication as shall place unceasingly models
and objects of emulation under the eyes ofsuch as are inferior.

It is clear that by reserving to the manufacturers of a nation the exclusive privilege

of supplying it, we destroy among them a ^at part of the principle of that activity

which ought to perfect their industry. Believing themselves sure of purchasers, and sure
also of fixing their own price, they neglect, with all proprietors of exclusive privileges,

to seek the means of fabrication the most economical, and those which would render
their labour the most perfect.

Mons. du Pont enters into a detail of the course ofexchange through fifty-seven pages,
from which he deduces the fact, th&t the balance upon the trade, in consequence of the
treaty, was in favour of France : from May 1787 to March 1788, he gives a table of
cxcmuiges, divided into three epochs ; 1. From the 1st of January 1785, to the re-coin-

\\h
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age at the French mint in Octolxr; 2. Frum the re-coinage to the treaty of commerce,
from Ut November 1785 to luHt oi' April 1787j 3. From the treaty to the time of hi<»

writing, i. e. from Ut May 1787 to last of March 1788.

FIRST EPOCH.

January,

February,

March, .

April,

Par of exchange counted on stiver 2B\^tUl, counted on gold 30.

29,K
28 \i

28 M
28 !(

May,
June,

July,

28 >

28«i
28 H

August, •

September,

October,

281!
29,',

29,^

From January to September 1784, exchange wtu at 30 and 31, and fell to 29, at

which rate it was about 3 |K.-r cent, against France; but it fell in June to 28 ^j, which
was a loss of 4 |)er cent. ; and in August the loss was at the height, or 4 H per cent,

which sunk in October to 2r'i per cent.

SECOND EPOCH.

Par of exchange by the alteration in the French money counted on gold 28fHlH«i
and on silver 28WfH.

Nov.
Dec.
Jan.

Feb.
March,
April,

29^
29,',

29U
29 A
29H
29 V,

May,
June,

July,

Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

29 4
29/.
29 tV

29ii
29A
27 y.

Nov.
Dec.

1787 Jan.

Feb.

March,
April,

29iVi
29 ,\

29V,
29^
29r«
2944

Upon this c];)och, Mons. du Pont has a long observation concerning a supposed trans-

port of old louis d'or from England to the I'rench mint, which the chamber of com-
merce, in theur reply, justly rejects.
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The CliamlKrofC.imnurcc, in ihtir rrply, asHcrt, nniHctlti^ the navipition employ-

rtl, that from M ly to l)e(temher 17H7, there entered the ports of Franee 1030 Ki.ghnh

bhips ol' (iB.GBO toiw, whcrcus, in ihi- name irudc, llicrc were only 170 Frcneh «hip.iol"

5570 tons. .. . „ .

In the Htttnc reply, the Chamber reject the ren«oninn«of M. (Ui Pont Uj»on the course

of exchange, and in»i!>t that it was eltected by colluterul change*, undby trunsuclion* not

cumnunial.
• r. •. •

I shall lay before the reader the result of the treaty, b« .h accordmg to the hnglish

custom-house, and also by thv registers of the Unreau de la Balance du Commerce at

Paris; which, I should however remark, is beyond all comparisoi» more accurate in itit

estimations; and whenever it is a question iKtwcen the authority of the two in oppositicm

to each other, I should not hesitate a moment in preferring the French authority ; indeed

it is certiiin, that in many articles the valuation attached to some derjominutions is as old

att tlic reign of Chiu-les 11, tliough the rcul value is known to have (quintupled.

ENGLISH ACCOUNT.

I

29Tft

29A
29A
29^
29f|
29^

29ili

291

29U

t.
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FRENCH ACCOUNT.

IMPORTS FROM ENGLAND INTO I RANGE, IN 1788.

Uv.

Woods, coal, and raw materials, of which coal near 6,000,000 liv. - 16,553,400
Otherrawmatcrials, not the direct product ofthe earUi, - - - 2,246,500
Manufactured goods, 19,101,900
Manufactured goods from foreign industry, 7,700,900

Liquors (boissoiis) 271,000
Eatables (comestibles) such as salt meat, butter, cheese, com, Sic. - 9,992,000

Drugs 1,995,900

Groceries, 1,026,900
Cattle and horses, 702,800
Tobacco, 843,100
Various articles, - 187,200

West India cotton, and West India goods, none.
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Uv.

16,553,400

2,246,500

19,101,900

7,700,900

271,000
9,992,000

1,995,900

1,026,900

702,800
843,100
187,200

>0,621,600

Uv.

534,100
635,200

4,786,200
2,015,100
13,492,200

2,215,400

759,100

181,700
733,900
167,400

4,297,300

641,100

10,458,700

ted by the

3,238,800
c. ; so that

lay be thus

Uv.

3,327,600
13,847,470

29,480,130

Total exports of Eni^laiul to France in 1789,

Ditto of English manufactures in 1787,

1788,

1781),

liv.

58,000,000

3.3,000,000

27,000,000

23,000,000

Hence it appears, that the two custom-houses do not differ essentially in their ac

counts.

Before I offer any observations on these accounts, I shall insert a few not' I made at

some considerable towns of the intelligence I received personally.

1787....Abbeville. ...In diseourfo upon the effect of the new treaty of commerce
with England, they expressed great apprehensions that it would prove extremely detri^

mental to their manufactures. ! urged their cheap labour and jjrovisions, and the en-

couragement their government was always ready to give to manufactures : they said, that,

for their government nothing was to be depended upon ; if their councils had under-

stood the manufactures of the kingdom, they certainly would not liave made the treat}'

upon such terms ; that there were intelligent persons in their town who had been in Eng-
land, and who were clearly of opinion, that the similar English fabrics were some cheaper

and others better, which, aided by fashion in France, would give them a great advantage

;

that provisions were by no means cheap ut Abbeville, and the workmen in several

branches of their fabrics were paid nearly as much as in England, without doing the

M'ork equally well, at least this was the opinion of some very good judges ; and lastly,

that all Abbeville are of this opinion.

Amiens....! had here some conversation to the same puqiort as at Abbeville; the

whole town I was assured had been alarmed from the first rumour of the terms on which
the treaty of commerce had been concluded; they are well convinced t! they cannot
in any one instance, as they assert, stand the competition of English goods. On my
asking what reason they liad for such an idea, the person I conversed with went into a
warehouse, and bringuig a piece of stuff and another of flannel, they were, he said, Eng-
lish, and from the price at which they were gotten before the treaty, he drew the eon-
elusion ; he was also, he said, well informed of the prices in England. In the cotton fa-

bric, he said, the superiority was yet greater ; in a word, that Amiens would be ruined,

and that on this point there was but one opinion.

The manufacturers of all countries are full of tliese apprehensions, which usually prove
extremely groundless. In all probability the effect would be as expected, if a counter
stream of emulation and industry did not work against it. The introduction of Eng-
lish fabrics may be hurtful for a time, but in the long run may be beneficial, by spurring
up the French manufacturers to greater exertions and to a keener industry.

BouRDEAUX....The intercourse between this port and England hns been increased a
great deal since the treaty. Warehouses of English goods are opened. The article

which has hidiertosold the best, and quickest, is that of the Staftbrdshire potteries ; the
f)uantities of these which have been sold is very great : but the hardware sent hither
lias been found so dear, that it could not be sold in competition with French and Ger-
man, except in a very few articles. Ofsaddlery there are several shops opened that have
sold largely. Beer has been tried, but would not do ; the Dutch is still preferred
for the West Indies as cheaper ; that of England has been sold at 90 livres the barique,
of 250 French bottles, and some of it arrived so bad as not to be mercliantable. Wine

VOL. IV. 3
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lias increased iti its export to Kngland, but not so much as was expected ; before the

treaty it was eight thousand tonneaux a year, and it has not risen to twelve thousand;
however tlic course of exchange is against England ith, and wine, owing to the present

failure of the crop, has increased in price 50 per cent. Brandy has also increased.

Tlie Knglish take only the two first qualities of wines, or, rather they are supposed to

do so; for their merchants established here mix and work the wine sent in such a man-
ner, that the real quality ot it is unknown : this is the account given us. Those two
first sorts are now at 201. to 221. a barique, which is two hundred and fifty French bot-

tles, and t\vo hundred and seventy English ones. The other qualities are sold from 151.

to 181. port charges, cask and shipping included; freight to London is 50s. a ton, be-

sides 15 per cent, primage, average, &c. The French duty is 28 livres the tonneau,

>\hich has been lowered to 5 livres 5s. from last October to the first of January next, a

regulation which it is said will not take place longer.

Be Auv A IS....The opinion universal among the manufacturers here is, that the Eng-
lish fabrics are so superior in cheapness, from the wise policy of the encouragements given

by government, that those of Beauvais, should they come in competition, must sink ;

so much of the fabrics here as are for the consumption of the lower people might perhaps

stand by it, but not any others ; and they think that the most mischievous war would
not haAC been so injurious to France, as this most pernicious treaty.

Lille. ...I no where met with more violence of sentiment, relati^'e to this treaty, than

here; the manufacturers will not speak of it with any patience; dicy wish for nothing

but a wiu* ; they may be said to pray for one, as the only means of escaping that ideal

ruin, ^vhieh they are all sure must flow from the influx of English fabrics to rival their

own. This opinion struck mc as a most extraordinary infatuation ; for in the examina-
tion which look place at the bars of our Houses of Lords and Commons, this is precisely

the town whose fabrics were represented as dangerously rivalling our own, particularly

the cair.blets of Norwich; and here we find exactly the counter part of those apprehen-

sions. Norwich considers Lille as the most dreadful rival, and Lille regards Norwich
as so formidable to her industry, that war and bloodshed would be preferable to such

;i competition. Such facts ought to be useful to a politician ; he will regard these

jealousies, wherever found, either as impertinence or knavery, and pay no attention

wlu.tcvcr to the hopes, fears, je; Kisies, or alarms, which the love of monopoly always

inspires, which are usually falsj, and always mischievous to the national interests,

( qually of every country.

N A 1 IS.... in conversation here on this treaty with some very respectable commercial

i^entlenien, they were loud against it ; insisted that France sent no fabrics whatever to

I'.ngland in eonsetjuenee of it, not to the amount of a single sol ; some goes, and the

same wtmt before the treaty ; and that England has not imported more wine or brandy

than usual, or at least to a \ cry small amount ; we know at present that this was not

con-eet.

Rouen. ...The quantity of merchandise of all sorts that has been Imported here from

I'lngland since the treaty, is \'ery considerable, especially Stiiffbrdshire hardware, and

cotton fabrics, and several English houses have been established. They consider tlie

treaty here as highly detrimental to all the manufactures of Normandie.

I am better satisfied with the real fact than if it were, as the Chamber of Commerce
. )f Normandie imagined, much more in favour of England ; for as the benefit is more
likely to last, so the treaty is more likely to be reneNNcd ; and consequently peace be-

tween the two kingdoms to be more durable. The balance of the manufacturing ac.

count does not exceed 14 millions, w liich is very flu* short of the French ideas, and must,
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in the nature of things, lessen. The 18 millions of raw materials and coals, instead of

being an import hurtful to the interests of French industry, is beneficial to it; and ihcy

themselves wisely consider it as such, and lamented the old duties on the imijort of V.wr

lish coal, asserting, that there ought to be none at all. Here are 10 millions of imports,

and a balance of eight in direct objects (jf agi-iculture, as corn and meat. If a peopl<

will manage their agriculture in such a preposterous manner, as not to be able to feed

themselves, they should esteem themselves highly obliged to any neighbour that will do

it for them. Riiw materials, including drugs, with cattle, corn, and horses, very nearl}

account for the whole balance, great as it is, that is paid on the total to Kiigland ; and as

such objects are as much for the advantage of France to import, as for the benefit of Eng-

land to export, the whole trade must, both in extent and balance, be deemed equally

reciprocal, and of course equally tending to advance die prosperit) of each kingdom.

There is, however, a circumstance in which matters are very tar from lieing reciprocal,

and that is, in payments. The French are paid for their goods, whatever these may be,

according to agreement; but that is very far from being the case with the complaints

against the mode of dealing in France, not only in respect of payment, but also of want

of confidence, since their goods, tairly executed, according to patterns agreed on, are

seldom received without dispute or deduction: and while they cheerfully do justice to

the punctuality of the Americans, Germans, &.c. they put very little value on the French

trade, speaking in general. It is the same with Birmingham, whose merchants and ma-

nufacturers assert strenuously, that the commercial treaty has been of no service to dieir

town; the French having taken as largely their goods by contraband, before the treaty,

as at present, through a different channel ; with this change, that the Putch, Germans,

and Fiemmings, with whom they dealt before, paid better than the French. These cir-

cumstances are great deductions from the apparent merit of the treaty, which cannot be

fairly estimated, unless we could know the amount of our exports sent out clandestinely

before it was concluded. The manufacturers are certainly the best judges; and they

unite, with one voice, throughout the kingdom, either to condemn it, or at least to assert

its having been a mere transfer from one channel to another, and nut ^n increase. Tlu-

benefit of it, however, as a political measure, which tends to establish a friendship and

connection between the two countries, cannot be (tailed in question with any propriety ;

for the mere chance of its being productive of pevce, is of more consequence than ten

such balances, as appears on the foot ofthe above mentioned account.
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CHAP. XIX OF THE MANUFACTURES OF FRANCE.

Pic ARDiE...../:IWevi7/(f....The famous manufacture of Vanrobais has been described

in all dictionaries of commerce and similar works ; I shall therefore only observe, that

the buildings are very large, and all the conveniences seem to be as complete as expencc

could make them : the fabric of broad cloths is here carried on upon the account of the

master of the esUiblishment, from the back of the sheep to the last hand that is given.

They assert, that all the wool used is Spanish, but this must be received with some de-

gree of qualification. They say that one thousand five hundred hands are employed, of

which two hundred and fifty are weavers; but they have experienced a great declension

since the establishment of the fabric at Louviers, in Normandie. They have several

spinning jennies, by which one girl does the business of forty-six spinners.

An estabUshment of this kind, with all the circumstances which every one knows at-

tended it, is certainly u very noble monument of the true splendour of that celebrated

3 o 2
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rcigi» to M hich Mons. dc Voltaire justly enough fjavc the title of Ji^e ,- but 1 have great

doubts n hcthcr it is possible to carry on a manufacture to the best advantage, by thus
concentrating, in one establishment, all the various branches that arc essentialto the

completion of the fabric. The division of labour is thi!^ in some measuce lost, and
I jitirely so in respect to the master of each branch. The man whose fortune depends
entirely on the labour of the spinner, is more likely to understand spinning in perfec-

tion, than he who is equally concerned in spinning and weaving; and it is perhaps the

same uiUi respect to dressing, milling, dyeing, &e. when each is a separate business
each must be cheaper and better done. The appointment of commis and overseers

lessens, but by no means gets rid of the diiHculty. In viewing a manufacture therefore

I am not so much struck with that great scale which speaks a royal foundation, as widi
the more dift'usi\'e and by much the more useful signs of industry and employment,
which spread into every quarter of a city, raise entire streets of little comfortable houses,

convert poor villages into little towns, and dirty cottiiges into neat habitations. How
far it may be necessary when manufactures are first introduced into a country to proceed
on the plan followed by Louis XIV, I shall not inquire, but when they are as well esta-

blished as they are at present, and have long been in France, the more rivals in smaller

undertakings, which these great establishments hiwc to contend with, the better it will

generally be Ibimd for the kingdom, always avoiding the contrary extreme, which is yet

>vorse, that of spreading into the country and turning wkit ought to be farmers into

!"anufacturers.

Besides fine cloths, they make at Abbeville carpets, tapestry, worsted stockings, bar-

racans, a light stuft' much worn by the clergy, minorques, and other similar goods.
'I'hey have also a sniiill fabric of cotton handkerchiefs.

Am I E N s....Abounds v/ith fabrics 'vs much as Abbeville ; they make cottons, camblets,

ealimaneoes, minorques, coarse cloths ; there is scarcely any wool worked here but that

of Picardy and a little of Holland, none of England, or next to none; they would get

it the}' say if they could, but they cannot. I examined their cotton stockings carefully,

and found that 4 or 5 Tures was the price of such as were equal to those I had brought
iVom England, and which cost at London 2s. 6d. ; this diiFerence is suqirising, and
proves, if any thing can, the viust superiority of our cotton fabrics.

BRErEuiL....They have a manufacture here on a small scale of scythes and wood
hooks, the former at 45s. the latter at 30s. the iron comes from St. Diziers, and the

coals from Valenciennes. Nails are also made here for horse-shoes at 8s. the lb. but
not by nailors \vho do nothing else.

Ok LEANS. ...The manufactures are not inconsiderable, they make stockings of all

kinds, and print linens ; a fabric of woollen caps has been established here since Louis
XIV's time, in which two houses iue emploved; the chief we viewed. It employs at

home about three hundred working hands, and twelve to fifteen hundred others. The
caps arc entirely made of Spanish wool, three ounces of yarn make a cap ; they are all

lor exportation, from Marseilles to Turkey and the coast of Africa, being worn under
turbans ; in dressing they extract the grease with urine, full and finish in the manner
of cloth.

The sugar refinery is a considerable business, there are ten large and seventeen

smaller houses engaged in it ; the first employ each forty to forty-five workmen, the

latter ten to twelve : one of the principal, which I viewed, makes 600,0001b. of sugaTi

and die rest in proportion. The best sugar is from Martinico, but tl*cy mix them to-

gether. Rum is never made from molasses, which is sold to the Dutch at 8s. the ib.

the scum is squeezed, and the refuse is spread thick on meadows to kill moss, which it
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does very effectually. The price of raw sugar is 30 to 45 livrcs per lOOlI). The coal

they bum is from the vicinity of Moulins, in the Bourbonnois. Trade in general is

now brisk here.

R0M0RENTIN....A fabric of common cloths for liveries and soldiers, carried on In

private ^veavers, who procure the wool and work it up ; they are at least one hundred
in nuviiber, and make on an average twenty pieces each in a year ; it is sent to Paris.

At Vatan there are about twenty of the same weavers and three hundred spinners.

CHATEAURoux....Afabric of cloth, which two years ago, before the failure of the

master, gave employment to five hundred hands, boys included, and to one thousand

five hundred to one thousand eight hundred spinners in this and the neighbouring pro-

vinces ; it is a Manufacture Royale, like that at Abbeville, of Vanrobais, by which is

to be imderstood an exemption for all the workmen employed within the walls from cer-

tain taxes, I believe tailles. Some gentlemen of the town keep at present one hundred
hands at work in the house, and the spinners depending on that number, in order that

the fabric might not be lost, nor the poor left entirely without employment ; there is

true and useful patriotism in this. The cloths that were made here were 1 to li aulns

broad, which sold at 8 livres to 23 livres the auln ; they make also ratteens. In the

town are about eighty private weavers, who make nearly the same cloths as "HtJJottMr!"*'

rentin, but better ; sell from 8 livres to 18 livres the auln, 1\ broad ; these private

fabrics, which do not depend on any great establishment, are vastly pi'^ferable to con-

centrating the branches in one great inclosure ; the right method of remedying such a

failure as has happened here, is to endeavour by every means to increase the number of

private undertakers. The cloths are all made of the wool of the country now 20 to

37s. the lb. it has been det\rer for two years, and ten years ago was to be had for 15

to 20s. from the 24th of June it is sold at every market, and in large quantities ; ma
nufacturers come irom Normandy and Picardy for twelve days together to buy ^vool,

wash, and send it off.

At two leagues from Chateauroux are iron forges, wliieh let at 140,000 livres a j ear

(61251.) belonging to the count d'Artois.

Limoges....The most considerable fabric here is that of druggets, the warp of which
is of hemp thread, and the woof of wool, one hundred looms are employed by them.

Siamoise stuffs are made of hemp and cotton, sold at 30 to 48s. an auln ; there are about
one thousand or one thousand one hundred cotton spinners in the Limosin, also various

mixed stuffs of silk and cotton, and silk and thread, under many denominations, for

gowns, coats, waistcoats, breeches, &c. from 4 to 6 livres the auln. Some stuffs, w hich

they call china, are rather dem r ; a gown selling for four louis, but of silk gauze only

2 louis ; this fabric employs about twenty looms, worked each b}- three or four people,

boys included. I took many specimens of these fabrics, but in general there is a great

mixture of shew and finery with coarseness of materials and cheapness of price, not at

ail suitable to an English taste.

They have also a porcelain manufacture, purchased by the king two years ago, whicli

works for Seve ; it gives employment to about sixty hands ; I bought a specimen, but
nothing they make is cheap, and no wonder, if the king is the manufacturer.

They have in the generality of Limoges, which includes the Angoumois, seventy
paper mills that manufacture all kinds ; they are supposed to make every day to the

quantity of 19 cuvcs, the contents of which vary according to the sort of paper. A
cuve of 1301b. will make 63 reams of large and fine paper, but double that quantity of
other sorts ; they calculate that a mill can work about two hundred days in a year,

festivals and repairs excluded ; this makes at a cuve a day 454,2001b. for a year's work

**
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of a mill, and 31,794,00()lb. for the whole generality, and they value it at 20s. tijc lb.

Mhieh makes as many livrcs, or 1,390,9871. They eonsider the manufacture as greatly

overloaded with an excise, which amounts to about jth part of the value, but they

ha\e an allowance for all they prove to be designed for exportation, in the nature of

our drawbacks ; the manufacture has increased notwithstanding the dut}-. They
recktju here, and in all the pajKr mills of France, the cylinder for grinding the rags,

which they call Dutch (and which we have had so long in England) as a new and

great improvement. Each mill employs from twelve to twenty hands, including car-

ters ; they reckon that half the paper is exported, much to the Baltic, and some they

SUV to England.

They have also in this generality forty iron forges, some of which employ one hun-

dred people, one isafoundery for casting and boring cannon.

BuivE A silk fabric has been established here about five and twenty years, silk

alone is wrought in it, and also mixed with cotton, and gauzes of all kinds are made

;

they say they have discovered a manner of dyeing raw silk, with which they make plain

gauzes Jths of an auln broad and 11 long; the price varies according as they are

ehinees (waved) or not; a piece white, striped or not, is 54 livres (21. 7s. 3d.) co-

loured ones 60 livres (21. 12s. 6d.) and the ehinees 80 livres (31. 10s. Od.) they

make also a thick shining stuft* in imitation of Manchester, at 6 livres the auln, also silk

and neck handkerchiefs of a German taste, sold chiefly in Germany and Auvergne. A
merchant also at Baisle, in Switzerland, is so good a customer as to have taken one

thousand dozen of them. They liaN c sixty or eighty looms constantly at work in the

low n ; the Aveaver having his loom in his house and supplied with the material from
the manufactory, and paid by the piece ; each loom employs five people, women and
children included. They use only French silk, which though not so shining as the

Italian, is they say, stronger, bears the preparation, and wears better.

They have also here a cotton mill and fabric which is but in its infancy, has only

one combing machine, and three double ones for spinning ; they say that this machine,

w ith the assistance of fifteen people, does the work of eighty ; this undertaking has been
established and is carried on by Messrs. Mills and Clarke, the former an Englishmaii

from Canterbury, the latter from Ireland, both induced by encouragements to settle in

France.

SouiLLAC Payrac No manufactures whatever in the country.

C A H OR s Some small manufactories among them, one of woollen cloth ; some years

ago it had near one thousand workmen, but the company disagreeing, a law-suit ensued,

so that it decreased to one hundred and fifty ; the spinners are chiefly in the town

;

\vork up both French and Spanish wool, but the latter not of the first quality. They
shewed us however some cloth, made as they say, entirely of Spanish wool, at 3 livres

lOs. the lb. which is not so good as their ratteens made with \ wool of Navarre and
Roussillon, and 4 Spanish ; they make some cloths for the home consumption of the

pro\inee, entirely with the wool of Navarre, an auln broad, at 11 livres the auln; rat-

teens A of an auln broad, at 22 livres the auln ; a accoud sort of ratteens, made with

French wool, an auln broad, 11 livres the auln.

Caussade This country is full of peasant proprietors of land, who all abound
very much with domestic manufactures ; they work their wool into common cloths and
lamblets, and all the women and girls spin wool and hemp, of which they make linen ;

tliere are weavers that buy about two quintals of wo(jI, pay for the spinning, weave
it, and carry the cloth to market, and there are merchants that buy the superfluity for

export.
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Mont A u h a n The woollen niiinuliirturc licrc is of sonic consi qncjicc, consistinj' of

eommon cloths, croisets, half anauln broad, and several sorts of siufl's; tlicy give the

epithet royalc to one house, but in general the spinning and u ea\ ing are carried on both

in the town and the coantry, not only on account of tlie master manufacturers, but aisn

by private weavers, who make and carry their stuffs to market undressed ; the people

of tne fabric I viewed assert, that they use only Spanish wool, but this is every where in

France a common assertion by way of recommending their fabrics, and has been heard

in those, known on much better authority to use none at all ; another circinnstance to

be noted is, that the wool of Roussillon goes in common manufacturing language under

the denomination of Spanish ; I saw their raw wool, and am cleiu", that if it is Spanish,

it is of a very inft rior sort; the quality and the price of the cloths speak the same lan-

guage ; they dye the cloth and not the wool previously ; they sell their broad cloths,

which are Jthsof an auln wide, at 17 livresthe auin (14s. lO^d.) and the croisees at 5

livres 10s. Twelve hundred people are said to be employed by this fabric.

The silk manufacture is also considerable ; they work up not only the silk of the en-

virons, but of the upper country also ; they make stockings and small stuffs, but the

former the chief; it is executed like the woollen fabric, both by master manufacturers

and by private looms ; a stocking engine costs from 15 to 20 louis, and a workman can
earn with it to 3 livres a day.

Toulouse Has a woollen and a silk fabric ; in the first are worked light stuffs, and
has about eighty looms, which are in the town ; in the other stockings, stuffs, damasks,

and other fabrics, worked in flowers ; about eighty looms also.

St. Martin There are here ten manufacturers' houses, one of which made last

year seven hundred pieces of woollen stuffs, each six aulns long ; on an average each

house five hundred pieces, chiefly bays, says, and other stuffs, the chain of thread

;

some for home consumption, but chiefly for exportation to Spain. Their best is 4 livres

15s. the canne of eight ^)alms, and ten palms to the auln, half an auln broad. Other
stuffs 3 livres 15s. dye m all kinds of colours. There are plenty of spinners of both

thread and wool ; weavers and spinners are spread over the country, but the combers

and carders are at home. They use some Spanish wool from the Na^ arre hills at 30s.

the lb. this year 33s. but very dear.

St. Gaudentz Manufactures several sorts of stuffs, l)oth wool alone, and wool
and thread mixed ; the principal fabric is a light stuff called Cadis, the greater part of

which is exported to Spain.

Bag N ERE DE LucHON At half a league from this place is a manufacture of cobalt

;

it is said, the only one in the whole kingdom, which was all supplied, before the esta-

blishment of this fabric, by a Saxon gentleman, from the works in S ixony ; and what is

now made here is used at home and exported as Saxon cobalt. The ore is brought

from Spain at a very high price, from a mine in the Pyrenees, not more distant in u

straight line than six leagues, but the road is so rocky that the ore is brought by the val-

ley of Larbouste, which takes up a day and a half. The ore is not found in veins, but
in lumps (rognons) so that it is often lost and found again.

A remarkable circumstance, and hardly credible, is their employing ore also from
Styria, which is shipped at Trieste for fiourdeaux, and brought by the Garonne to Tou-
louse, and hither by land, at the expence of 45s. the quintal. They use also some from
Piedmont ; of these different ores, that from Styria is the worst, and the Spanish the best

;

they cost at the manufactory, one with another, 300 livres to 360 livres the quintal

:

the Spanish ore is the first described by Mons. Fourcroy,^the gray or ash coloured ; they

do not melt these ores separate but mixed together.
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The [Moccss'pnrsucd in this mamifactorv would l)c tedious to nincty-niiic hundredths

of niv rentiers, I shall therefore only give a few heads from the memomnda I made after

luniiif; vicued it attentively : the reputation of the due dc la Rouchefoucald, as an able

ehemist, united with his rank, indueed the director of the fabric to explain the matter

fully ; I attended him in viewing the work : they first pound the ore into powder, which

is p'laeed in a sort of spoon in a furnace to roast, for the purpose of expelhng the arsenic

by sublimation ; it is received in a canal or chimney, which winds horizonti\lly ; by an

opening it\ the wall a man enters for gathering this arsenic ; this is an operation very

dangerous to the health, yet for ^fis. to 3 liv. a day they get men to execute it, who for

a preventative of the ill cft'ects swallow some milk, and keep cloths to their n'luuihs and
noses dipped in milk, and kept constantly wetted. The cobalt remains after this roasting

in a grayish black calx ; bismuth is found mixed with it, which is found at the bottom

of the spoon. 'I'hey have another way also, which is that of fusing the cobalt, thus purg-

ed of its arsenic, in order to get the regulus ; I saw some large pieces of regidus with

bismuth adhering, \\hich nerc in all probability procured in this method ; hitherto they

ha\e not applied the bismuth to use, nor tried whether it would answtT to send it to

those places where it is worked.

Having thus obtained the culx of the cobalt, they mix it with pot-ash and roasted flint.<i

as a Hux, in large crucibles, which are placed six together, in a large long furnace, the

upper part of which is arched to an angle, a current of air passing ; the furnace is heated

with dry beech-wood billets. Some chemists assert, that there should be of flints three to

one of the cobalt, but they use sixteen to one, which they say is the Saxon method, and
these flints contain some small portion ofcobalt : it requires a fierce fire of twelve hours

to reduce the calx of cobalt to a glass ; w hen this is nearly in a white fusion (as they

term it) they take it out with iron ladles, and throw it into a vessel constantly supplied

\\ith fresh water for cooling, from which it is taken to a pounding mill and beat to pow-
der, in which operation they almost always find some drops of regulus, which are taken

out ; \vhen pounded it is carried to a kind of table three stories high, streams of water arc

turned on to it, while two men at each table stir it ; this is for freeing the cobalt from
impurities; it passes with the water into a large tub pierced at different heights, that the

water may flo\v awa}' and leave the cobalt at the bottom ; but as this water is in some
measure tinctured M'ith this precious material, it is not suffered to run to waste ; a large

cistern is under the w Iiole room into wliich it is received, and whence it is drawn offfrom
time to time ; the cubalt thus gi.\ined is of the worst quality.

The washed cobalt is carried to a mill, which grinds it under a stone, the powder is

received in a large vessel of water, which is made by trituration to imbibe the tincture,

and is hence drawn off four times into as many vessels, that the water may deposit the

material. The powder thus gained is carried to the drying room, where it is dried in

long shallow trays, and then reduced to a finer powder by sifting ; in which state it is so
iine that they water it with a gardener's rose to prevent its being blown away, in which
state it is in order to pack into casks for sale.

Tlic motion to tJic whole machinery is given by two undershot water wheels.

V'icinity to the Spanish mine, and cheapness of wood were the inducements to establish

this labric here ; they now make pot-ash, which was formerly imported from the Baltic,

and cost 40 liv. the quintal, but they can make it here for 12 liv.

N A R BON NE A manufacture royide of silk stuffs, the master of which is a bankrupt.

This is the second of these privileged establishments which I have found in tlie same situ-

ation ; Chateuuroux the former. It should seem that government never interferes by
privileges but to do mischief.
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Krupt.

: situ-

;s by

BEZIERS....A small fabrir of silk stocking?!.

MoNTrELLiER....Cnnsidcral)le fabrics of blankets, nilk lKiiiilkcrchicli», vcrdigri^i-,

und inuny other articles.

Ni8ME3....This is one of the most ronsidcrablc maniifactnrlnfr places in France ; they

make a great variety of stnfls, in silk, cotton and thread, but the first is the great nia

nufacture ; these arc said to maintain from t( n to fifteen thousand hands ; for the intel-

ligence varied between those numbers. Silk stockings are said to employ two thou

sand ; handkerchiefs are a considerable article, printed linens, &c. ; in the last there are

workmen that earn 7 or 800 liv. a year.

GANcE....Thc most noted manufacture of silk stockings in all France; they ma c

them up to 36 liv. a pair.

ViGAN....Silk stockings, and silk and cotton vests.

LoDEVE....The principal manufacture here is cloth for the uniforms of various regi

ments in the French army ; six thousand men arc thus employed. They make also silk

stockings and vests of cotton, but no cloths for the Levant ; sixty c^uintals of oil an;

consumed in the town every week in the year.

Beg de RiEVX....The manufactures here are the famous cloths called Londrins,

which are exported to the Levant ; they are made of the wool of Uoussillon and Nar-

bonne ; also fme cloths of a thicker staple, and silk stockings. The villages in the

mountains are all employed in diis manufacture.

CakcasonnEc...Londrins the great fabric here also; the master manufacturers give

the materials to the weavers, who are paid by the piece, and thus the manufacture spreads

into the country both spinning and weaving ; they arc made of Roussillon and Nar-

bonne wool, which goes by the name of Spanish, forty-six inches wide, the Taune eight

paus. They have also established a small fabric of fme cloA, which they term a facon

de Louviers, at ten liv. an auln, but not comparable to the original.

I should observe, that these Londrins, of which at all these towns I took patterns, are

a very light, beautiful, well dyed, bright cloth, tliat have had, and deservedly, from
quality and price, the greatest success in the Levant. I saw the wool they are made
of, and should not have known it from a good specimen from the South Downs of

Sussex.

Bagnere de BiG0RE...They make here some stockings and woollen stuffs, but not

to any amount.
Pau....A considerable manufacture of linen handkerchiefs, with red cotton borders,

also of linen for shirts, table-cloths, and napkins ; the flax is raised chiefly in the coun-

try around ; the fabric is spread into the country in every direction ; much exported to

Spain and to America, by way of Bordeaux. The handkerchiefs are from 36 to 72
liv. the dozen, my specimen at 42s. each, and by the dozen at 42 liv. to 48 liv. the square

3 paus S^'if. The linen for shirts is of the same breadth, and the price is from 50s. to

6 liv. the auln. A table-cloth and twelve napkins they call a service, and costs from 36
to 150 liv. I examined all, and thought them on the whole very dear, for they make
hardly any thing tolerably fine.

An span. ...The Pau linen manufacture is here also on a smaller scale.

Aire....A small manufacture of Porcelain, or rather earthen- ware, a cup and saucer

for 8s. also of linen for the table and shirts.

Leitour....There is here a tannery, which was twenty-five years ago not an incon-

siderable manu&cture, that is, before the excises on leather were laid, but now reduced
to less than one fourth of what it was; at that time it used thirty- seven thousand quin-

tals of bark, and dressed eighteen thousand skins, but now only four thousand. The
VOL. XV. 3 p
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kingN uoocl mar the town, whichis cxtctiaivc, yields the bark, the priec -lOtoSOs. th<

quintal; their water-mill ffriiKls onr hiindrtd quintals a day ; thr hark eakesior fuel sell

tit 6 liv. the thnusiuid. They liiive one hundred and twenty tun pits, which ij^ive eniplov-

ment to about one luuidred men. The master of the fabric complains bitterly of tlic

tax, which is 3s. tlit pound on all sorts of leather, sheep skins cx^vpted, and he is clear

that it lias destroyed the numufacture. It is paid only whei\ the dressid hides arc taken

out of the wiu-ehouse for sale, by which means the less capital on account of the tax is

necessary.

Ac EN The chief manufacture here is one of sail-cloth, very much decreased since

the war, which, while it lasted, give it an extraordinary vigour: at that time 320

workmen were employed in the house ; now it has only one hundred and fifty in

winter. There are now ciKhtcen to twenty combers doing twenty pound ofhemp a day,

for which they are paid 8 hv. the quintal ; in the war there were iorty of them ; three

hundred and sixty pound of hemp {kt diem is therefore the amount of the fabric. All

hemp used is raised on the banks of the Garonne, and spun it: the country at the rate of

7s. the pound for the best thread. We viewed an apartment with eighty-four looms

(they have one hundred and sixty in the house) that make eleven sorts of sail-cloth for

the royal navy, in general of twenty-two or twenty-four inches broad ; the first is sold

at 44s. theauln, the second at 48 ; to prepare the hemp for combing, they grind it under

a cylindrical stone in a sort of cistern ; it is then divided into two sorts for sails, and

into a third for ropes. They have many stone cisterns for bleaching one hundred and

fifty quintals of thread at a time, of which one man does the whole work by means of

pumping the lixivium at once from the copper into all the cisterns. The weavers arc

paid 5|s. the auin on an average.

Besides this fabric of l^ip they have one of cotton, which is stopped at present ; one

of printed linens, which is brisk, and another of serges and other woollen stuft's, which \h

carried on by private weavers in their own houses.

Chateauuault They have a manufacture of cutlery here, in which there is one
circumstance that appears rather singular, which is the fabric being carried on with sue-

cess almost without a division of labour. Every house in several streets is a cutler's shop,

^^ ith its little forge, tools, grinding-whcel, &c. und the man, with the assistance of his

wife and children, makes knives, scissors, &c. 8cc. executing the whole process himself,

which in a large fabric goes through so many hands. As a foreigner I paid more than

the fair price lor the specimens I bought, ) ct they were very cheap, vastly cheaper than

I could have believed possible with a manufacture carried on in contradiction to a prin-

ciple wliich 1 had erroneously conceived to be essential to cheapness ; they make nails also.

Fuel is no where cheap in France (unless it be in the forest ot the Lyonnois) yet here are

hundreds of little forges burning, to execute what one would perlbrm at a third of the

cxpence.

Toutts The principal manufacture in this city is that of silk ; they make flowered

damasks and plain stufi's ; there is a large building called the Manufacture Royale, in

which many workmen were once employed, but none at present, as it is found more ad-

vantageous to give the silk to the workmen, in order for their weaving it at their own
houses, which seems an experiment that ascertains tlic benefit ofthese expensive establish-

ments ; the whole fabric has however declined exceedingly, and is at present at a very

low ebb ; nor are the men assured of constant employment, which is the worst circum-

stance that can attend any fabric. Prices of weaving vary of course with the patterns of

flowered silks ; one which I saw working, a very full pattern, was paid for at the rate of

7 liv. the auln, the price of the silk 38 li\'. tlic uuln, and to make the auln, employed
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ihe man, his nssintant, and his wife, two days, which carninun may l)<' divided into 40».

a-day for the weaver, 2()s. for his assistant, and lOs. for his w ifc, u liosi- hiisini sm was only

to adjust tiie chain ; the haadth |ofanauin; the W()rkn»ai\ship of this silk is there fori

between jand i of the f^ross vahie. I saw others work in<; |>lain silks, in whi<;h t\\v wo
men weavers larned IH to 24s. a day, and nien .3()s. They nave also u fabric of ribbons,

of which I bon^rht specimens, but they are beyond comparison dearer than the ribbons

of Coventry. We were told that silk at Tours employed t\\ o thousand people, but I be

lievc die number is much exafj^KV*""^^"*''

They have «on»e woollen fabrics of no great account.

They have also, as at Chateaurault, many cutlers, who make knives and scissors of a

hiffhcr price and much better ; the specimens I bought appear to be cheap. Nails are an

;irticlc also which gives employment here; I found that a middling hand would make

about one thoiisand ner diem, for which nimibcr he was paid 25s. It Is to be noted, that

a day's work in all fabrics means fifteen or sixteen hours (except the time taken for meals)

common labourer 10s. and food.

The woollen manufacture ofcommon stuffs is, by some accounts given us, more con

siderable than that of silk.

Am BOISE There is a fabric of steel established here by die duke dc Choiseul ; in

it are made axes, hoes, fdes, 8«;c. They say that two hundred men are employed, but I

saw no signs of more than one hundred ; they work with ch;ircoal, and also with coals

from the vicinity ofNantes. They have also a small manufacture of buttons, another ol"

woollen cloth for clothing the troops, which, however, did not take root ; there is at

K
resent one of coarse woollen stuffs, for the use of the lower people : these fabrics shew

ow fostering and powerful is the hand of a prime minister, in fixing what without him

would never be fixed at all ; had this duke continued in power, Amboise would soon

have become a considerable city.

Blois A fabric of verj- beautiful gloves, which employs about twenty-five hands ;

here is also the same cutlery us at Tours and Chateaurault ; and they make liquorice

cakes for coughs, &c. as at Pontefract.

Beauvais This is one of the manufacturing towns of France that seems the most

brisk and active in business. I viewed the tapestry fabric, of w hich I had seen some fine

specimens in the palace at Fontainbleau ; their finest works are in silk as well as in

worsted ; Uiey employ one hundred and fifty hands, and have another fabric connected

with this in La Marche.

I viewed the calico printing-house of Messrs. Garnierdans and Co. which is upon such

a scale as to employ six hundred hands constantly ; there is no diflercnce between this

fabric and similar ones in England, and all the patterns I saw were very common, seem-

ing not to aim so much at elegtmce or nicety of execution, as at the dispatch of a large

imdertaking, yet Paris is their principal demand ; they print a great quantity of Indian

calicoes ; their madder is from Alsace. There are diree other manufactures in the town,

and all four employ about one thousand eight hundred hands ; but the chief fabric is

the woollen, which employs seven or eight thousand hands in the town and the adjacent

country. They make, under various denominations, coarse stuffs for the clothing of

the country people, for men's jackets and women's petticoats, &c. a truly useful and im-

portant fabric, which works only French wool, and in general that ofthe country. There
are also stocking engines at work.

St. GoBiK The fabric of plate glass here is by far the greatest and most celebrated

in Europe ; the inclosure is great, and the buildings are on a vast scale ; one thousand

eight hundred men are employed on the works, and in the provision, &c. of wood,
3 p 2
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[ wai W) fortunate m to arrive nboiit half an hour btfon* tlicy t)Cf|fan to run ; there \n u

vnHt furnace in the ecntre uf the buildin;; containinfi; the potn of melted metal, and on

each hide of it a row of ovens with small (nriuues for eastinj^. An innnense talile of

CBHt eopper, as I jinlj^e by my eye (for I did not care io mtasure any thinj^) twelve

feet lonji^ and ei^ht broad, by five ini lies thiek, stands at the mouth of the aiuiealitig

oven, iuated b) a furnace on each siile of it. When every thinf( is ready for rimninp;

the glass, a comis enters, the doors are bolted, and silence is proclaimed f)y one of the

men striking an iron bar on the groinid ; if any person speaks but a word after this,

he is fmcd heavily. The furnace, in which is the melted glass, is then opened, and the

pots of eighteen inches diameter are drawn out ; two mei\, receiving it upon a

Mjrt of barrow, wheel it to the table above-mentioned, where un iron crank susj)ended

from a windlass is fixed, and hoisting the metal, is emptied on to the table. A great

copper roller is pushed over it, moving on two Htrips or bars of iron or copper, the

thickness ofuhich determines that of die intendeil plate of glass, for the pot discharging

its contents Ixtween them, and the roller brought graduallv over it, which flattens by

its great weight the metal to the thickness of those oars ; the glass is then pushed for-

ward from the table into tlie oven heated to a-ceive it for annealing, or cooling gra-

duatlv, to prevent cracking. The dexterity, coolness, freedom from confusion, with

whicfi every thing is done, was very pleasing.

The grinding house is great ; the whole ol that operation is performed by hand. The
motive for establishing this manufacture here, in a situation by no means convenient

lor navigation, though the distance is not great, was that alone of the plenty of wood.

It is in the midst of a great forest belonging to the duke of Orleans, hired by the

company that carried on the manufacture. All the fuel employed is beech \vood,

to which circumstance they attribute tlic superiority of the trench glass to that of

Lngland.

St. Quintiw They make here linen, cambric, and gauzes, fabrics that spread all

over the countrv' ; for all common goods they use the flax of the country, but for fine

ones that from Flanders.

Cam BRAY They make gauzes, cleres, and some fine cambrics, called batisles.

Valenciennes Laces arc here and in iv.» the villages around a very considerable

nwnufacture ; that of thirty to forty lines bn.jtJth, for gentlemen's rulHes, is from

100 to 216 livrcs (91. 9s.) an auln, with ali ofher prices lower; a pair of ruffles and

a frill to 16 louis; the quantity for a lady w head-dress from 1000 livres to 2400
livres. The poor women who do this exquisite work do not earn more than 20s. a day,

or at the utmost 30s. The line cambrics arc all woven in cellars for humidity of at-

mosphere.

Lille This is one of the most manufacturing, commercial, and industrious towns

in France ; there is a manufacture ro}ale of fine cloths made of Spanish wool. Three
calico printers' houses, but not upon a very great scale. Their greatest trade is that

of camblets, which employs many hands ; they are made of the long combing wool

of Holland, Germany, Flanders, and what they can get from England, this being the

fabric w Inch uses more English wool than any other in France. They have a cotton

fabric of stufls for linings, &c. another of blankets; also one of silk stuffs, which the

proprietor refused to let me see, the only instance of the kind 1 met with in the course

of the journey ; one may fairly conclude that he had nothing to shew, instead of the

secret he pretended to ; add to these a fabric of porcelain.

St. Omers There is a manufacture of worsted stockings, also of a kind of stuff

called pannes, but the (juantiiy not considerable. Much wool is spun.
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Arras. ...The only fal)ric of any constciucncc is tlint of coarse thread luces, whiili

find a ^ood market in England.

BEAUVAL....AconHicKral)li inainiraitnrc of ccMirsc hi mp and linens, sacking?, 8tc.

AuM A LI....A fabric, of tJOKrcalconscciucncc, of coarse woolicnH for the uearof the

common |)coi)k-.

KouKN.... I'hc Manchester of France. One of the nmst commercial and manufac

turinjf towns of the kingdom. 'I'hey s;»y, that at present the veloursand cotton toiles are

the most flourishing. The fahries spread overall the country, they admit the velvercts

of Kngland to he much eheapi r, but assert their pasnicntiers of silk and cotton mixed, to

be cheaper than any similar fabric in Kngland ; they have also some wcjollens, but not\c

fine, or deserving particular notice. Asserted here lluit spiruiing cotton employs 50,000

persons in Normandy.
Ha V It E... .Cotton 260 livres the quintal. The duty on the export of French cotton

rather more than 2d. [kt lb.

PoNi A DE MER.... Viewed the manufacture royalc of leather here, having Ictt.'rs to

Monsieur Martin the director. It consists of a considerable tannery and curriery ; there

are ninety-six fats for tanning, and eighty workmen are employed. I saw eight or ten

Enirlish curriers ; there arc Jorty of them.

The price of raw hides from the butcher is at present 10 to 12s. a lb. ; u year ago only

6\, which was the price for three or four years past ; the rise they attribute to an arret

ol the parliament, prohibiting the killing any cow calf, which bus nude the skins dear,

and the high price of meut has had u yet greater effect.

Foreign hides from Buenos Ayres are now 18s. the lb. that were 10s. ; they have

many Irom Ireland, wivch would be the best, if it was not for the careless way of cutting

them more than ncct >»» y in killing. The Irish are the largest hides.

The bundle of bark is 301b. (28 to 32) and the price per one hundred bundles, or

three thousand, is 150 livres, which is about 41. 4s. a ton ; a few years past it \as at

80 livres; they bark all oak of ten years growth, preferring young to what is old. Some
hides they dress without lime, in the Jersey way ; they dress many hogs' hides, and also

goats from Sweden. They complain of the excise on leather, assert that there were
once forty tunners in this town, but now not twenty, the declension owing to the duty of
3s. per lb.

Caen....They make a great deal of silk lace here, also cotton and worsted stock*

'"&**•

CH£RBoi7RC....Ncar this place is a considerable fabric of blown plate-glass, which
Monsieur Depuy, the director, was so obliging as to shew me; about 350 workmen
are employed, but before the American war there were 600; the works at Cherbourg
have hurt it, as well as grubbing up the forest belonging to Monsieur. It is now sent

to Paris to be polished.

BretAC sz....Jietttws....Some fabrics, but not of consideration ; linen for ship-sails,

hats, earthenware, dimities, siamoises, thread stockings : some years ago one of cotton,

established by Pincjon, author ofa pamphlet Conmiercc de la Brctagne, but it was not
attended with any success, and died with him.

St. Brie ux....Received here some information concerning the linen fabric of Brc-
tagne. The merchants and factors chiefly reside at St. Quintm and Loudeac, some at

Pontivy and Uzelles ; St. Maloes is said to export to the amount of ten millions. The
thread is spun all over Bus Bretagne and bought up at markets, and woven into linen

at those towns and their districts; the lowest price is 34 to 38s. the auln; the next 40
to 50s. and some, but little, is made so high as 5 livres. The greatest object in thr-
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ilibric is the bleaching to a great degree of whiteness, which the Spaniards seem only

to regard ; to do this the manufacturers are forced almost to rot it. Among other ope-
rations to which they subject it, is that of putting it in casks of sour milk for three or

four months, but the linen that is only commonly bleached is strong and excellent ; the

flax is all produced in Bretagne,

Belle Isle to Morlaix PoNTON....Much spinning of flax through all this country;

the flax of their own raising ; every farmer enough for the employment of the family

;

the thread sells at 30s. alb. at Morlaix.

Morlaix....Much linen exported ; thiead sells at 45s. the lb. ; spinning is 12s. the

lb. I was shewn some flne thread that cost 3 livres lOs. the lb. and which will make
cloth of 4 livres 10s. the auln. The linen trade is now very dull, but flourished greatly

in the war; the linens hero are toillc dc menage; that exported to Spain is here called

toille de Icon, and is whitened till rotten.

Nantes. ...Here I mn assured th:»* the linen fabric of Bretagne amounts to twenty--

four millions.

Examine some of these linens that are for the Cadiz market ; the finest of all is 4'

livres 7s. the auln of Bretagne of 50 inches, and three fourths wide ; it has eighty threader

in an inch English : 3 livres 7s. the auln; 25^ French inches broad, seventy threads ta>

the inch English ; they are very white and much beaten.

A considerable fabric established near this city in an island of the Loire, for casting

and boring cannon; the coals cost here 34 livres thi. 20001b.; they com^ by the river

from the neighbourhood, and they calculate that tlie new steam-engine, now erected,

'

will consume 100 livres a day.

Viewed the cotton manufacture of Monsieur Pellontier, Bourcard and Co. thv"^ Prus-
sian consul, which employs about two hundred hands; he spins (by jennies) weaves and
prints the cloth, but the conductor of it says, that the Swiss fabrics of the same sort are*

one-third cheaper, owing to their employing much more machinery, and to their mem
working far better and harder. Price of the best St. Domingo cotton at present 180-

livres to 200 livres per quintal. '.

An J ov....Angers....All alive with stocking engines, and an infinity of spinningwheels;

the stockings are mostly of thread, but some of wool ; they have spinning jennies for

cotton; a fabric of sail cloth, and some calico printing.

Maine. ...Zf Mans Here are ctamines, linen, stockings, bleach grounds, &c.
&c.

NoRMANDy...../^//f/2c&;{....Great quantities of hemp spun and manufactured in all

this country into table-linen, sheets, shirts, &c.

GACE....Much spinnmg of flax, which is brought from Flanders, the price 1 livre

16s. tlie lb. and sell it spun at 4 livres 10s. but varying much according to the fineness

;

a woman spins a pound in a week. .; yt ,; i -

ELBOEUF....The fabrics here are chiefly cloths, and by far the greater part are of
Spanish wool, a small proportion of that of Roussillon and Berri. The wools of Sego-

via and the Leonoise are at 5 livres 12s, the lb. and 4 livres 10s. poid de Viscount. It is

spun in the country for twelve leagues around; the price r^ spinning is from 10 to 13t..

the lb. average lis. for which they spin the fine Spanii^li to the lengch of 825 aulns of

Paris ; a good spinner will do a pound in a day, but that is beyond the medium ; very
few however demand two days. Tiie carder has 6 to 8s. alb. i ;

Monsieur Grande has some jennies, by which a woman spins the work of eight.

Darn ETAL....The chief fabrics here are cloths, a facon d'Elboeuf, espagnolettes,

flannels, ratteens. Of these the principal are the espagnolettes of five eighths breadth,

EVWkvf^
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and price 5 iiv. lOs. to 9 liv. 10s. for men's waistcoats, hidics' haljils, 8cc, Tlif wool is

in generJ from Spain and Beni, but not the Spanish of the first quality ; the Dtrri is as

good, or better than the Spanish for this fabric. The spinners are |)aid 14 to Ifis. the lb.

for which they spin it to the length of six hundred aulns. Carding is 2s. the pound,

and no other than carding wool is used here. The weaver is also paid by the pound, at

15s. ther'rfore the weaving and spinning is neiu-ly the siune price ; many of all these hands
are in th country. The master manufacturers here assert, that their fabrics arc as good
and as cheap as similar ones in England, but they sell none thither.

LouviERS Monsieur Decrctot's fabrics of fine cloths at this place, are, I believe,

the first in the world ; I know none in England, nor any where else, that can be com-
pared nith them ; the beauty and the ^reat variety of his productions remind me more
of the fertility of Mr. Wedgevvood's inventions, than any other fabric I have seen in

France. Monsieur Decretot brings out something new for every vp
, and even for

every season.

The common cloths of this place are well known : but Mons. D. has now made some
of the finest and most beautiful cloth that has ever yet been seen, of the pure undyed
Peruvian, or Vigoniawool, ifitmay be so called, for it is not produced by a sheep; this

rises to the vast price of 110 liv. the auln, iths wide; the raw wool is 19 liv. 10s. the

pound, or thrice as dear as the very finest Spanish : other fabrics he has made of the

wool ofthe chamois from Persia. The finest cloth he makes ofcommon wool unmixed,
is of Spanish, at 6 liv. 4s. the pound, and the price 33 liv. the auln, ^ths broad. Raye
ensoie marbre |ths broad, 32 liv. Caslorine raye en soie, same price and breadth. Of
all these curious fabrics, as well as the wools they are made of, he very obligingly gave
me specimens.

View the cotton mill here, which is the most considerable to be found in France. They
spin to the length of forty r' ousimd aulns per pound, machinery in this mill saves in la-

bour in the proportion of three hands doing the work of eight. It is conducted by
four Englishmen, from some of Mr. Arkwright's mills. This mill cost buildmg 400,000
Uvres.

, Near this town also is a great fabric of copper-plates, for bottoming the king's ships ;

the whole an English colony.

Champagne....Rheims.

.

. .There are about seven hundred master manufacturers here,

and ten thousand persons in the town and the country about it, supported by the manu-
factures. The fabric is not at present flourishing, and the earnings of carders and spin-

ners but one half what they were. The v eavers are paid 12 liv. 10s. for a piece of 55
aulns, and \ an auln broad.

They make here razcastors, marocs, flannels, burattes, the chain of almost every thing

of the wool of Champagne ; but the rest of Spanish, or that of Berri ; and these fine

carding wools are combed for most ofthe fabrics : they use besides these wools much
from Boulogne and Germany, and some from Rome, which are very bad, because the
sheep are clipped twice a year, which destroys the texture of the wool. The woollens
at Rheims amount to ten millions, and the trade of \vine four or five millions. There
are twenty-four thousand pieces of woollen stuffs annually stamped, erf fifty aulns each,

and at the price of 110 to 120 liv. each.

LuNEviLLE Here isa fabric of earthen-wai-e, that employs sixty to seventy hands
who earn 20 to- 30s. a day ; but some painters to 24 liv. a week. Common plates by no
means good, 3 liv. 10s. per dozen.

IsEKHEiM to Btfort Many fabrics in this country especially calico printing.

<n
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BoiTRcocNr Dijon Many stocking en^nes, some spinning of cotton, and some

coarse clotlis made, but nothing ofconsequence, for the place docs not subsist by manu-

£icturcs.

Mont Cenis These are amongst the greatest iron works in France, and owe their

present magnitude entirely to Mons. de Calonne ; they were established by Mr. Wilkin-

son from England, in the' same expedition into France, in which he fixed those on the

Loire near Nantes. The iron mine is three leagues off, but those of coal on the spot.

They cast and bore cannon on the greatest scale, having five steam engines at work, and

a six'th building : they have iron roads for the waggons, make coak of coal, al'Anglois,

&c. &c. Here is also a pretty considerable crystal glass work, in which two English-

men are still left. There is no navigation, as necessary as coals or iron ; but the Cbaro-

lois canal is within two leagues, and they hope it will come here.

AuTUN No manufacture. '

BouRBONNOis Afoi//fVw....No fabric.

Au VERC NE Biom No fabric, except what cotton is spun, &c. in the general hos-

pital.

Clermont In the moimtains at Royau, 8cc. wool spun 40s. lb. the fire.-t 5(.

spinning lib. coarse wool 10s. fine ditto 12 to 16s.

Marseilles Price of cotton, 1789, St. Domingo, 130 livres the quintal.

Martinique, 120 '

Salonica, 95 to 100 i

Smyrna, 100 to 115 1

Cyprus, 100 to 105

Acre, 100 to 110

This place makes soap to the amount of 20 millions a year : the oil from Italy, the

Levant, and Tunis.

Castile, 36 livres the quintal

Blue, 36i
White, 37

^
-^

The trade of Marseilles to the colonies not near equal to that of Bourdeaux. '

Lyons The import of raw silk into all France one million of lb. of 16 oz. The
crop of all France the same, but not so good by ^of the price. The price of good

silk 25 to 30 livres. The fabric here I of all the kingdom, and its exports in manu-

factured goods the weight of one million of pounds. There are 12,000 looms, each

employing five persons, or 60,000, who earn on an average 25s. a day. The men
earn by wrought silks 45 to 50s. but on plain ones 30s. Of the fabric here | of the

value is raw silk, and ^ labour. Throughout the kingdom in the hemp and flax fabrics 4

hbour,and J raw material. In the last 20 years the manufacture here has augmented

very little, if at all.

They have a prohibitory law against any loom being erected without the city to a

certain distance ; and at Amiens there is a prohibition against working woollen stuffs

by lamp-light, for fear of greasing the stuffs, yet here the finest silks are thus

wrought.

The advantageous situation of Lyons, in respect to its two great rivers, has no effect

on the transport of its manufactures, for all go by land to Bayonne, Bourdeaux, and

Strasbourg, &c. I'hey have here an establishment of Genevois calico prmters, to the

number of six or seven hundred.
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made at a time by a machine turned by on^ m^ "''°
' '°"'' f^" "^

MANUFACTURES OF PICARDY.

Camelot poil,

Camelot mi soie,

laine,

Baracans, &c.
Prunelles soie,

laine,

Panne poil,

laine,

Velours, mocquettes, trippes damas,
Alencons, etamines, vires, gazes, -

Serges, minorques, turquoises, &c.
Tamises, duroys, grains d'orge.
Serges d'Aumale, Londres, &c. .

de Blicourt, Crevecoeur, &c.
Draperies fines,

— communes.
Velours de coton, toileries, &c.

Totals.
EtofTs de laine,

Bas douzaines de paires,
Toiles, ...

%n

Looms.

350
300
450
700

1,000

650
800
950
450
300

1,200

400
2,000
1,500

100
600
450

12,20(J

8,500

4,300

25,000

Pieces

3,000

3,600

3,500
12,000

10,000

7,800
7,000

10,000

4,500

3,600
14,400

6,000
16,000

24,000
1,200

7,000

6,000

139,600

220,OJO
60,000

Price

liv.

380
160
120
130
1801

115

240
120
180
200
180
100
100
15

480
60
150

Total Value
liv.

1,140,000

576,000
420,000

1,560,000

1,800,000

897,000
1,680,000

1,200,000

810,000
720,000

2,592,000

600,000

1,600,000

625,000

576,000
420,000

900,00U

18,116,000

5,200,000

3,000,000

26,316,000
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WOOL CONSUMED.

TEEECE"
Of the coimtiy,

From Holland,
•—— England,—— Germany,

Turcoin,

Germany,
Foil de chevre.

Sole, -

SPUN.

3,220,(XX)

180,00(J

2C0,« 00
100,000

3,700,000

C0,000
100,0(X)

220,000
20,000

at 2:».

at 409.

at 328.

at 228.

8 livres 10s.

r livres

5 livres 10s.

35 livres.

Spinning of 3,680,000lb. -

at 6 or 7s. the lb. of thread of all sorts at 9 livres the piece,

3,520,000

360,000
320,000
110,00i>

4,310,00<^

510,000
700,OOiJ

1,200,000

700,000

Weaving 150,000 pieces at 28 livres the piece, 12,000 looms making each 14 or 15

pieces, and gainmg about 280 livres per annum,

Dveing the materials spun and not spun,

Merchant's profits on raw materials and manufacturers, ....
Value of 150,000 pieces going from the hands of the manufacturer, *,

Drugs, colours, &c.

Nett profit,

liv

7,420,000

4,310,000

1,350,000

3,420,000

190,000

1,300,000

17,990,000

500,000
2,000,000

20,490,000

DRAPERIES FINES.

Spanish wool 330 bales of 200lb. at

5 livres per lb.

Sixty-six lb. of wool in a piece of

broad-cloth, 1000 pieces, and

consume 66,0001b. of wool ; the

piece of 24 aulns at 25 livres,

600 livres, and for 1000,

livres.

330,000

600,000

LINEN, THREAD, AND CORDAGE.
livres.

Hemp for linen, 4, 5, or 600,000

raw, at 30 livres the 100, 1,350,000

Reduced to 3,000,000lb. at 78.

spinning, - - 1,050,000

Flax 2,000,000lb. at 40 livres the

100, ... 800,000

Reduced to 1,200,0001b at 10s.

spinning, , - - 600,000

COTTON VELVrXS.

Cotton 40,000lb. at 48s.

Spinning,

Fabrication of 2,860 pieces at 14s.

Dyeing, &c. ...
Profits, ...

livres.

96,000
96,000
60,000
82,000
36,000

370,000

livres.

Weaving, 4,300 looms at 90 livres

to 160 livres, - - 400,000

Seventy thousand pieres at 65 livres

materials, - - 4,200,000
Hemp and labour on thread, pack-

thread, and cordage, - 2,000,000

6,200,000
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BONETERIE.

Wool of the country, 800,()00lb.

at 25s

Holland, 250,000 at 40s. -

Flax, - 100,000 at 10s.

Cotto - 2,500 at 40s.

Materials,

Labour, . . .

^ Profit,

HKCAPITULATION.
Total value of raw materials,

livres.

1,000,000

500,000

50,000
1,0(J0

1,555,000

0,125,000

520,000

5,200,000

13,870,000

Labour and profit,

50,000 workmen at 140 liv.

50,0(X) women at 70 liv.

150,000 children at 40 liv.

491

livrcs.

19,000,000

32,870,000

7,000,000

3,500,000

6,000,000

16,500,000

Profit 2,500,000

19,000,000

DRAPERIES OF THE GENERALITY OF ROUEN

Price per uuln. No.Pieces. Vuluc....iiv

Elboeuf,

fOraps,

J Royales,

I

Calmoucs,
(.Alpagas,

Louviers....drap8 fins,

rDraps,

Rouen, <

Ratiofs,

Espagnolettes croisees,

' lissees,

.Flanellcs,

Darnetal, <

Draps, - - -

Ratines,

Espagnolettes croisees,————— lissees,

Flanelles,

16 liv. 10s.

10 liv.

16 liv. .

9 liv.

24 liv.

14 liv.

12 liv.

5 liv.

4 liv. lOs.

2 liv. 10s.

18 liv.

12 liv. 10s.

5 liv.

4 liv. 10s.

3 liv.

18,000
150
80
100

18,330

4,440
80

120
7C0
180

2,690

3,830

370
380

4,320
800

1,350

7,300

8,910,000

54,000

38,400

36,000

33,000

51,840

589,100
64,8(XJ

282,450

199,800
171,000

1,630,000

309,600

160,000

9,038,400

3,196,800

1,021,1C0

2,470,400

15,726,790

la

3 <^2

, . Wumj« >» "" I
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The draperies of Darental may be taken on an avera{^ at 2,5(X),000 li'm;s, blankets not

included, which arc 4 or 500,000 livres. If every thing is included, the lainages of the

Generality will rise to 18,000,000 livres, and linens to the double.

MANUFACTURES OF CHAMPAGNE IN 1782, TAKEN DY MONS. TAILLARDAT,IN

SPECTOR OF THAT PROVINCE.

Places.
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IN WOOL.
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.
A^?"\^jy^^^c thousand dozen pairs of stockings and boncts at Chaumont, Vimor, .

Joinville, Vitry, and Chalons, at 50 livrcs the dozen, or 360,000 livres.*
'

DONETERIE IN ALL FRANCK.

Boneterie of silk, - . . .

Wool,
Cotton, - - . .

Thread, - . . .

Produce of which 55 to 60,000,000 livres,

looms,

17,500

24,500
14,500

7,500

64,000

LACE.

The laces they make at Valenciennes, employ about 3600 persons, and are an obiecl
of 400,000 hvres, ofwhich the flax is not more than A- The thread sells from 24 livres
to 700 hvres the pound. The lace-makers at Diepiie earn 7 or 8s. a day, a few 10 to
15s. There are eight or nine thousand point-makers at and about Alcncon. At Areen
tan they work to 500,000 livres ; and in ail France about 1,200,000 livres.

SILK.

In 1780, there were m Lyons one thousand eight hundred to two thousand looms
constantly employed on stockings, making one thousand five hundred pairs a dav at 9
Uvres, or 4,000,000 Uvres per annum for 450,000 paira.

*

Raw material i,
Labour, •

Profit -,»,,

livres.

2,000,000

1,600,000

400,000

4,000,000

I

T t, r> .
looms.

In all France, m 1756....Lyons, 18,000
Nisraes, 3,000
Tours, 1,350
Paris, 2,000

24,350

Manufacture of Lyons in 1768, extracted from the register of the Capitation and
Vingtiemes.

Merchants,

Master workmen,
Looms, -

410
4,202

11,007

Ditto in 1788.
Looms employed,
Ditto not employed.

9,335

5,442

14,777

,

Rent of their houses 811,667 hvres. Total value of the fabric 60,000.000 Uvres of
which 18,000,000 livres labour. Weight of silk 2,000,000lb.

Silk andiron in the Forez of the Lyonnois.

•Enc. Meth. ManandArt. t. i. 10. . ,.,

I
I

't-^i
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The clincaillerie of St. Eticnne 4,000,000ib. of iron, at 21 livrcs the 100 oricc
\vrought 60 livres the 100.

*^

The manufacture of arms for export consumes 1,200,0001b. 60,000 muskets and
pistols.

Ribbons amount to 9,000,000 livres.

WOOLLENS AT LODEVE IN LANGUEDOC

Grisblancs for the troops,

Blues and reds,

Draps,

Finchinats,

Croisccs,

Tricots,

Ratines,

pieces.



e 100, price

muskets and

livres.

s. 624,000
s. 304,000
i. 136,000

288,000
43,200

). 92,800

12,000

1,500,000

0,000 livres

,045

50
36

270
150
45
120
198

914

res.

000
000
,000

,000

000

>/

> )
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\N OOLLENS AT SEDAN.

49/>

Wool,
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MNENS.

In the Kcncralitj of Rouen arc made, in an avcrncf vcar, 500.000 Dicces wnrtK «
t'c^z'^' "''"' """"''"-"• «"'Vo«o;cxx,iiv.of"s.:°t^°:

WOOLLENS.

The cloths and other stufl-8 Of Lou vicrs. d'Elbauf, Rouen, Darnetal, Andlrv Evrenxand odicr places m the generality of Rouen, may be estimated in a common Sat3^^pieces, which are worth at the consumer's priw about 20,000.000 liv half^ vvhJ.K •

ruw matery , and half labour and profit.

^w,uiA;,wu iiv. halt of which is

COTTON.

The boncterie en colon at Rouen, amounts to 18,000 dozen of pairs of stocking anrf

em°^;^n'Fnitl5:2SS'^^^^^^
"'"^^^"'^- '"'^ ^""^^^ °^ ^^^^ ^^0-!

, , SUNDRIES. .V
The otherarticlcs of manufacture inRouenand the generality, such as ribbons sun

or^rc^JToSbt"'-
"'' earthen-wa.^, plating, &c. wilfraise t&' p'^TedTng sumTtrsi

Te^^l^ anrlTlfTr"
^''"' ^°"^?"«"»»y ^hese sundries amoSnt to 16 or18,000,000 liv. and half of all on an average is labour and profits.

Louviers fabricates annually 4400 pieces of cloth,
tlbauf fabricates 18,000 pieces of cloths and stuffs.

clu^bS?ouve"J^ures'^
^''^'""' espagnolettes, and flannels, without in.

Vise makes eight thousand pieces of cloth, but the fabric ismnrh fiiiw . f«- .i,--.
yea« together it made twenty-siS thousand pieies^r Lnu^ ^ ^

Valognes and Cherbourg were once famous for their cloths and rahrimtP/l t^ !,«amount ofnear four thousand pieces, at present they make iree or fli^^t^^^ ^ '^"

.

L'sieux and an hundred parishes in the enviroHs, fabricates fifty or sbctv^Sousandpieces woollen stuffs called frocs, flannels, &c. ^ ^ tnousand

EARNINGS OF MANUFACTURERS. .
"A^ '

^'^,®7*".;:^' *^ «" ° * * ^ontreuiL...By stockings, 20s. a day.
"'

"'

^AA«;i//ff.....By cloths, &c. 25s. ^ vt
Amiens Cloths, 188. to 25s. to 40s.
jffre/tftt;/..... Iron, 30s. ' -• '

su^?refine« 26i*'^'''""*""^'^"'"
'*^''' *"'" ^^'' ^^' ^s. »pinne« 148. carders 31s.

L!X•;';f^'''w'''*
Woollens, men 20s. boys 8s. spinners 8s.'

r \t ^,^";^?'-:-^T*"a"«l8"-l8 employed in keeping cattle, spin wodandhemn-
for tijread of the latter they have 38. the poind, for cSS, 6s. CZe^^^^Tto
4s. the pound

;
they must work very hard in the fields to spii one j^tSSd"c^hLd
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in a day ; when they work for themselves they give their yarn nnd thread to a weaver,

who makes the stiiif ut 5 or Gs. the atihi.

LtM Oil N.... Limoges....HtwKaawd china men 17». boys 9n. weavers air paid 5 or 6».

the uuhi, and earn 15s. a day ; in the porcelain fabric some earn 120 liv. a month.

J^rrvr... Silks, gauzes, and cotton men 27s. boys 5s.

Gi;iENNi....C'oAorj....Woollcn», men 2()s. spinners 8h.

J/on/rm/jart.... Silks, women lOs. woollens, men 25s. spinners 8s. combers 30h.

St. J/arfon'....Woollen stuffs, men 24s. spinners 8s. women 8s.

Bagnere de Luchon....Cobalt, men 27h.

LANcuEDoc....JVMmM....Silks, men 20 to 40s. a man will makcn |)oir of silk stock

ingsin a day if he is a good hand, he is paid 40s. for them, out of which he must nay
for the engme and oil Tor his lamp ; the engine costs 4 to 500 liv. women also work at

it, common earnings of either, by means of this tool, 30 to 35s.

Oange... .Si\k stockings, men 32s. and some particular luuida, by making the finest

stockings, up to 3d liv. the pair will earn 5 liv. a day.

/.{x/rvtf....Cloths, men 28s. silk stockings 35s. cotton 35s. some in cotton ore said to

earn even to SOs.

Beg de /fi>(/x....Londrins, men 18s. silk stockings 35s.

Gui EN KE..../'att....Linen, men 24s. from 18 to 40s. they arc paid 20s. for weaving
a handkerchief.

Atavarem....V\a\, a pound before spinning sells for 30s. spinning it to a middling de-
gree of fineness adds 30s. more, or 3 liv. in all, but much spmning improves it only 20s.
a good hand will spin a pound a day, in common a woman earns 7 to I2s. weavers 15
to 308. generally 20s.

J9a^nnff....Spinning flax, 10 to lis. a day.

^ire....Lincn 15 to 25s.

Z»«>ottr....Tannery 15 to 30s.

^en....Hemp weavers 15 to 22s.

TouaAiNB....7buri....Silk weavers, men 30s. boys 20s. women 21s. tiailors 25s.
^mboise.... Steely men 36s. women IBs.

Isle of France....^fam;aw....Tapestry, men 40s. boys 5s. some to 100s. calico
printers 10 liv. to 25 liv. a week, none under 10 liv. women pencillers 20s. a day, pat-
tern drawers to 1501ouis a year, several at 100, woollens 20 to 308.

PiCARpiE....<S'r. Go6in....Glass, men 20 to 40s.
St. Qumtin....Lmen, cambric men 20s. spinners 15s. and even to 20s.
Cambrat/....G&\izes, rleres, &c. 208. in general, some 30, and a vervfew to 40s.
ralenciennes....L&ce-\ nakers 20 to 30s. for the finest.

XiV/r....Woollen stufis 20 to 35s. many to 40s.
St. Omers....Stockmgs 22s. spinning wool, women 9s.
./ffrf....Spinning wool 9s. to 10s.

.^row. ...Laces, women earn 12 to ISs. a day, stockings 24s. to 30s.
BeatwaL..Wewers of linen 30s. spinners 3 pound, at 4s. per day, or 12s. if good

./tumale....Wea.vers 22s. women spinners 7s.
-ffottwi....Weavers 30s. by the piece, that n 24 to 40s. spinners 8 to 12s.
rvetot...,The poor here, and the same at Rouen, buy their cotton, spin it, and then

sell the yarn
;

at present they give 4 Uv. 5s. per pound for the cotton, and when spun
VOL. IV. 3 n
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it At 5 liv. IOh. lo5 liv. 15s. and A liv. und cam in fi^encral ubotit 12n. a day ; cliildrcn

bc^in a six or seven years old. Very little wool spun, an the ivholc eonntry is employ

cd on( )tt()M.

Ifavre.. ..'Vhc rountry people can buy their cotton at 300 liv. the qtiintnl, which is to

the quintal of Piu-is us IOH is to 1(X) ; at Huucn it is 106 ; they have 40s. u iK)und lor

npinnin^ it, and a woman cams 16s. u day. I was here assured, tluit none of the cotton

mills of France were onagrtut establishment, us I should And when I viewed them ;

much talked o( only at a distance.

Pont a (le Mer.,„ln tlK* tannery and curricry here Uie men cam from 248. to 4 liv. u

day.

Caeti,. ..SWk lace, I4s. women, some so high as 30.

Bat/eux....LAcc of silk and thread, women com in common 10 to 12n. but some 20
to 24s.

Cherbourg... .B\o\\'t\ plate glass, blowers 40 to 50s. lowest workmen 24s.

Bretagnr... /?fwi«....Sundries, 25s. uday.

St. i/r/e-Mx....Spinning wool 8s. to 20;*. |)er pound.

St. Quir.tin, Lotideac^ isfc... Linen, weavers 9s. an nuln, and do four in a day ot

common work, 30 to 36s. common wages, spinners 10 to 20s. but the latter very un-
common.

Pontnn....Many spinners do not earn more than 5s. a day, 10 hours.

^
Aforlaix....For spuming 12s. a pound; and do it in tlircc days besides fam i-

siness.

An jou....Weavers, 8s. perauln, and do 3 or 4 a da".
./fn^rr*....Weavers 30 to 35s. spinners 5 to 8s. more by wool than by cotton or

flax, one pound of flax in a day for 6s. ; one pound of fine cotton, three days to a week,
and for 30s.

Ma I NK....Gt^<fic<*/c;;j(/....Spinning hemp, do Haifa pound at 10s. the pound, but a
very good spinner will do a pound.

NoRMANDiB...../f/frtcort....88. a day by spinning hemp, and 10, and even to 12 and
15, but this is only for the finest of 56s the auln.

Oac<r....Spinnin^flax 9s. a day, which is rather more than they giun by hemp.
Eif)a:i{f....iipmnm^ wool 5^to lis. weavers 30 to 35s.
/)ar;»e/a/....Spinnmg wool 8 to 12s. a man carding 20 to 28s. weaving 24 to 30s.
/.OMViVr*....Spinning wool 12s. weavers 24 to 35s. and the highest wages earned

48s.

La Roche Gwyow....Spinning cotton, good ones earn 12 and 15s. Spinning hemp
10 to 12s. the pound, and one pound in two days.
Champagne..../f/i«m....For carding and spinning, are paid by the chain and gain

6s. a day, at present 12s. when th<- fabric was flourishing, a weaver that is a good
hand, 20 to 25s. a day by the piece, but he has to pay a child, ifhe has none of his own
3 or 4s. out of it.

*

BouRCOGNE....il/o/j< CewM....Forge men 30 to 40s.
AuvERCNB....CYermon/....In the mountains.
VELLAY....Z,e /*«y....Making lace, earn 4 to 8s. a day.
VivARAis..„JPrc</tf/^w....Ditto, 7 or 8s. and some up to 20s.
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KARNINOS.

Avcragceamingsof all the fabiics, of the men 2()s. Of the women ISs. Of spin

ners 9s. ThcHC earnin(rH arc, without any doiiht, much under those of similar manu-
faeturcs in England; where I should apprehend the men earn, upon an average 20(1. a-

day or 40s. ; the women yd. or 18s. ana spinners I have shewn (Annals of Agrieulturc.

vol. ix.) to earn 61 or IS^s. The vast suncriority of Knglish manufactures, taken in

the gross, to those of France, united with this higher price of labour, is a subject of great

political curiosity and importance ; for it shews clearly, that it is not the nominal cheap,

ncss of labour that favours manufactures, which flourish most where labour is nomi.
nully the dearest ; perhaps thev flourish on this account, since labour is generally in

reality the cheapest, where it is nominally the dearest; the quality of the work, the skill

and dexterity of performance, come largely into the account ; and these must, on an

average, deixsnd very much on the state of ease in which the workman lives. If he be
well nourished and clothed, and his constitution kept in a state of vigour and activity,

he will perform his work incomparably better than a man whose poverty allows but a

scanty nourishment. Tl re is doubtless great luxury amongst the manufacturing poor

in England; there is little amongst those of France ; this apparent evil has grown sore<

gularly with the prosperity of English fabrics, tliat I am not too ready to consider it so

great an evil, as to demand any laws or regulations to repress it, which have been injudi-

ciously called for by some writers ; inconveniences, inaeed may flow from it, but they

are so intimately connected with the sources of prosperity, that to touch them might be

dangerous : the hidden benefit is concealed sometimes beneath the apparent evil ; and

by remedying the inconvenience, the advantage might be lost. It is thus sometimes in

the natural body, and I believe ot\en in the political.

It is a remarkable circumstance in the apiculture, or rather in the domestic oeconomy
of France, that the culture of hemp or flax, for home uses, pervades every part of the

kingdom. It is a curious question how fiu* this is beneficial or not to the general in-

terests of the national prosperity. On the one hand, in favour of this system it may
be urged, that national prosperity being nothing more than the united prosperity of

single families, if any such article of oeconomy be advantageous to individuals, it must
be so to the nation at large ; that it cannot fail of being beneficial to a poor man's family

to have the women and children industriously employed on clothing the whole, rather

than forced to buy such articles at an expence of money which they may not be .ible

to procure. By means of industry, thus exerted, a poor family is renacred as inde-

pendent as its situation admits. All of them are likewise warmer, and more com-
fortably clothed, as far as linen is concerned, than if it were bought ; for whatever

demands money, will be consumed with much more caution than if the result merely

of labour. These arguments are unanswerable ; yet there are others, on the contrary,

that also deserve attention. If it be true, that national prosperity depends on individu-

als, and that whatever carries comfort into the cottage of the poor man, adds proper-

tionably to the mass of national enjoyment, it must also be enually admitted, that what-

ever renders a people nationally flourishing and rich, reflects back on the lowest classes

a large share of, and intimate connection in, such wealth and prosperity, consequently,

if domestic manufactures of this sort be injurious to the great mass of national interests,

in a*state of combination, they must, in some measure, be individually ^o in a state of

3 n 2
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stparation. A modern society flourishes by the mutual exchange of the products of

land for tlie manufactures of towns; a natural connectici of one with the other; and

it may be remarked, that in proportion as this exchange is rapid from a great consump'
tion, in sucii proportion will a people generally flourish. If every family in the coun-

try have a patch of flax or hemp for its own supply of all the manufactures founded on
those materials, this beneficial intercourse of the country with the town, is so far cut off,

and no circulation takes place. If the practice be good in flu>:. it is good in wool ; and
ever^ family should have a suflicient number of sheep, to clothe themselves in woollens;

and if every little village have its little tanner, the same supposition may extend to lea-

ther. A patch of vines furnishes the beverage of the fim:ly ; and thus, by simple do-

mestic inaustiT, all wants are supplied : and a poor famUy, as it would be inprpperly

called, woulc' mve no occasion to resort to market for any hing to buy. But if it go
thither for novhing to buy, it ought to go thither with ncllang to sell ; this part of the

theory is absolutely necessary, for the town has the pf wer of buying only in conse-

quence of having that of selling ; if the country buy nothing of the town, assuredly the

town can buy nothing of the country. Thus it is, that in every combination on these

subjects, a miwutedivision of the soil into small properties always attacks the existence

of towiis, that is to say, of what Sir James Stewart calls the free hands of a society. A
countryman living on his own little property, with his family industriously employed in

manufacturing for all their Qwn wants, without exchange, connection, or dependence on
any one, offers, indeed, a spectacle of rural comfort, but of a species absolutely incon-

sistent with the prosperity of a modern society ; and w^re France to consist of nothing

else, the whole kingdom would become a prey ' j the first invader. Upon such a sys-

tem all taxes must csase, and consequently all public force be annihilated. The whole
routine of life would be as well carried on without, as with money, and he who has of
necessity land and commodities only, could pay no taxes but in kind ; in other words,

could pay none at all. However plausible, therefore, the arguments may be in favour

cf these domestic manufactures, there are not wanted reasons that militate powerfully

against them.

In a case of tliis kind a reference to fact is more valuable than reasoning. The poor
in France abound very much with these fabrics, and are very miserable ; the poor in

England hardly know such a thing, and are very nmch at their ease ; but in Wales,
Scotland, Ireland, and some of our counties, most backward in point of agriculture,

the system is found ; and precisely in the poorest districts of the three kingdoms. It is

with regret that I feel myselfobliged to differ in opinion so often, on political subjects,

from a man of such distinguished abilities as the count de Mirabeau ; but upon this

subject he gives an opinion decisively in favour of these scattered domestic manufac-
tures, advancing the following strange assertion ; Les manufactures reunies, les enter-

prizes de quelques particuliers qui soldent des ouvriers au jour la journee pour travaiUer

a leur compte ne feront jamais un objet digne I'attention des gouvernemens.* If there

be truth in this idea, the fabrics established in towns, in which a master manufacturer
employs the poor, are good for nothing. Those of Lyons, Rouen, Louviers, Elboeuf,

Carcassonne ; Manchester, Birmingham, Sheffield, &c. are of no account, and do not

confer national prosperity. It would be wasting the reader's time to refute formally

such opinions. The facts are too notorious^ and the arguments too obvious to dwell

upon.

* De la Monarchie, Prus^ienne, torn. 3. p. 109.
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OF THE INFLUENCE OF MANUFACTURES ON AGRICULTURE.

SoRHAsoiE....Rouento Barentin....A noble soil and full of manufactures, but the

liiust execrable husbandry I have yet seen ; every field u bed of weeds and couch.

Fvffof....A noble tract of land; richer or deeper loams hardly to be seen, but all mi-

serably cultivated ; an exception to the common case in France, where fine soils arc

usually well cultivated: the crops in this country are a perfect contrast to the soil.

Ifavre....'T)\\s whole country, from Rouen, the Pays de Caux, is a region more of

manufactures than agriculture. Tl^e fabric is what the great population of this district

depends on, their farms being but a secondary object. The number of small proper-

ties, and consequently population, is very great, which is the reason for the price and

rental of land tnrough this country, bemg vastly out of proportion to the products.

Landlords also divide their farms according to the demand, as the rise of rent tempts it

;

but he often finds himself depending for the rent of his land, on the prosperity of a fa-

brie. l*he whole country forms a curious spectacle; a vast fabric, and an immense em-
ployment, and population having been absolutely mischievous to agriculture. This has

been the result throughout the rays de Caux, the soil of which may be ranked among
the finest in France. Had it been a miserably poor, rocky, or barren territory, the re-

sult would have been beneficial, for the fabric would have covered such a dbtrict with

cultivation. But the farmers ofthe Pays de Caux are not only manufacturers, but have

an inclination also for trade; the large ones engage in commercial speculations at Havre,

particularlv in the cotton trade, and some even in that of the West Indies. This is a

most pernic'jus and mischievous circumstance ; ihe improvement of their cultivation

being never the object or result of their growing rich, but merely the engaging more
largely in trade or manufacture. If they get a share in an American adventure, no mat-

ter whether thistles and docks cover their fields.

Br£TAGN£..../S'^ ^rt>ux....Mcetnig here with a linen merchant, and some other

well-instructed persons, 1 demanded information concerning the state of husbandry in

the central parts ofthe province, and particularly the districts in which the great linen

manufacture (one of the most considerable in Europe) is carried on. All I had seen of

the province was such a wretched and almost deserted waste, that I supposed the other

parts much better. I was informed, tliat the whole province was alike, except the

bishopric of St. Pol. de Leon ; that where the linen fabric was chiefly established, there

husbandry was most neglected, from the people depending on their Jinen alone; that

this state of things could not be helped, as it was impossible to attend both to their fa-

b:ic and their land ; and the former being found of the most importance, the latter was
left quite neglected ; a;id that the landes in the linen parts of the provi'?':e, were
enormous.

X,*Orienf....Here, in conversation concerning the wastes of Bretagne, I was again as-

sured, that the land';s were of very great extent in the linen country of Pontivy, Loudeac,
Moncontour, and St. Quintin ; and that what is cultivated is as rough as ?ny I have
seen ; for the weavers are amongst the very worst farmers in the province.

Auvcrgnac,.„h person intimately acquainted with every part of the province, inform-

ed me, that the linen fabric in Bretagne is almost always found amidst bad agriculture,

which he attributed to their always sowing hemp or flax on their best lands, and neglect-

ing con^ ; but where com is found, as about this place, they depend on it, and are not

equally solicitous for hemp and flax.
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Elboeuf to Rouen....A desert.

M. I'abbe Raynal remitted 1200 livrcs to the Royal Society of Agriculture at Paris,

to be given as a prize on the subject of the following question, Une agriculture florisantc

influe-telle plus sur la prosperite des manufactures, que la'croissement des^manufactures

sur la prosperite, de I'agriculture? How the writers, who contended for the prize, will

decide the question, I shall not incjuire ; but the facts, which I have here noted, seem
to weigh materially towards cnablnig us to examine it. I take France to have possessed,

i'rom 1650 to 1750, the most flourishing manufactures in Europe : they were so con-
siderable, and some of them remain yet so important, as to enable us to appeal merely to

iUcts for an answer to such a question, so fur as the example of that kingdom is con-
cemcd. That century of prosperous fabrics, what did it effect for agriculture? I may
verj' securely reply, nothing. Whatever accounts I received of the comparison between
the former and the present state of their cultivation, were in favour of the latter ; yet,

supposing it as good in 1750 us at present, I hesitate not to assert, that if such immense
fabrics, encouraged almost exclusively for a century, could create no better husbandry
than I met with in France, we may very safely conclude, that manufactures may flouridfi

greatly, without shedding much influence in favour of agriculture. Such is the con-
clusion which forces itself up(jn one from the general view of the kingtlom ; but let us
examine it more in detail. The greatest fabrics in France are the cottons and woollens

of Normandie, the woollens of Picurdy and Champagne, the linens of Bretagne, and
the silks and hardware of the Lyonnois. Now, if manufactures be the true encourage-

ment of agriculture, the vicinity of those great fabrics ought to be the best cultivated

districts in the kingdom. I have visited all those manufactures, and remarked the at-

tendant culture, which is uncxceptionably so execrable, that one would be much more
inclined to think there was something pestiferous to agriculture in the neighbourhood
ofa manufacture, than to look up to it as a mean of encouragement. Considering the

fertility of the soil, a\ hich is great, Picardy and Normandie arc among the worst culti-

vated countries I liave seen. The immense fabrics of Abbeville and Amiens have not

caused ihe inclosurc of a single field, or the banishment of fallows from a single acre.

Go from Elboeuf to Rouen, if you would view a desert : and the Pays de Caux, pos-

sessing one of the richest soils in the world, with manufactures in every hut and cot-

tage, presents one continued scene of weeds, filth, and beggary ; a soil so villainously

managed, that if it were not ofan inexhaustible fertility, it would long ago have been ut-

terly ruined. The agriculture of Champagne is miserable, even to a proverb ; I saw there

great and flourishing manufactures, and cultivation in ruins around them. Let us pass

into Bretagne, which affords but one spectacle, that of a dreary, desolate waste ; dark as

ling, sombre as broom can make it. You find yourself in the midst of one of the

greatest linen manufactures in Europe, and, throwin~ your eye around the country, can
scarcely believe the inhabitants are fed by agriculture ; if they subsisted by the chace of

wild animals, their country might be as well cultivated. From hence cross the king-

dom to Lyons ; all the world knows the immense fabrics found there ; and those of St.

Etienne among the most ffourishing in the kingdom : De toutes Ics provinces de France,

says M. Roland dela Platiere, le Lyonois est Ic plus miserable.* What I saw of it gave
me little reason to question the assertion. The rcmiu'k of another French writer makes
ihe experiment double : L'Artois est un de provinces les plus riches du royaumc. C'est

un verite incontestable; elle ne possede point dc manufactures.-!- I will not presume toas-

* Jouma' Physique, torn, xxxvi. p. 342,

t Memoire sur cctte question, Est-il utile en Artois lu flivisei' les fcrnics, par M. Delegorgue,
1786. p. 2J.
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sert, that the agriculture of certain districts is bad because they abound with maiuiriio-

tures, though f belivc it to be very much the case in the Pays dc Caux ; I merely stali;

the facts, which I clearly know, because they came within my own eye ; the falirics are

the greatest in the kingdom, and certainly the agriculture is amongst the worst. In my
tour through Ireland, the journal of which is before the public, I examined, with attcn-

tion, the vast linen manufacture which spreads all over the north of that kingdom. I

there found the same spectacle that Bretagne offers ; husbandry so miserably, so con-

temptibly bad, that I have shewn, by calculation, the whole province converted into u
sheep-walk, and feeding but two sheep per acre, would yield, in wool only, a greater

value than the whole amount of the linen fabric ;* a circumstance I attribute entirely to

the manufacture spreading into the countr}', instead of being confined to towns. Where-
ever the linen manufacture spreads there tillage is very bad, said that attentive observer the

lord chief baron Forster.f The earl of Tyrone has an estate, in the county of Der-
ry, amidst manufactures, and another in that of Waterford, where there are none ; and
he assured me, that if the Deny land were in Waterford, or absolutely freed from fa-

brics, he should clear full one third more money from it.t If we pass into England,
we shall find something similar, though not in an equal degree ; the manufacturing parts

of the kingdom being among the worst cultivated. You must not go for agriculture

to Yorkshire, Lancashire, Warwickshire, or Gloucestershire, which are full of fabrics,

but to Kent, where there is not the trace of a fabric ; to Berkshire, Hertfordshire, and
Suffolk, where there are scarcely any ; Norwich is an exception, being the only great

manufacture in the kingdom in a thoroughly well cultivated district, which must very
much be attributed to the fabric being kept remarkably within the city, and spreading
(spinning excepted) not much iruo the country ; a circumstance that deserves attention,

as it confirms strongly the preceding observations. But the two counties of Kent and
Lancaster are expressly to the purpose, because they form a double experiment ; Lan-
caster is the most manu Hiring province in England, and amongst the worst culti-

vated: Kent has not the adow of a manufacture, and is ,jerhaps the best cultivated.

Italy will furnish instances more to the purpose, than an v yet cited. The richest and
most flourishing countries in Europe, in proportion to their extent, are probably Pied-
mont and the Milanese. All the signs I'prosperii are there met with ; populousness
well employed and well supported ; a great export without ; a thriving consumption
within ; magnificent roads ; numerous and wealthy tow is ; circulation active ; interest

of money low ; and the price of labour high. In a word you can name no circumstance
that shall prove Manchester, Birmingham, Rou n, and Lyons to be in a prosperous state,

that is found diffused throughout the whole of these countries, to what is all this pros-
perity to be ascribed? Certainly not to manufacture^^ because they possess hardly the
trace of a fabric ; there are a few of no considerate at Milan ; and there are in Pied-
mont the silk mills, to give the first liand to i product ; but on the whole, to an
amount so very trifling, that both countries must be considered as without fabrics.

They are equally without commerce, being excluded from the sea ; and though there
is a navigable river that passer, through both these territories, yet no use is made of it,

for there are five sovereigns between Piedmont and its mouth, all of whom lay duties
on the transit of every sort of merchandize. As these two countries do not owe their
riches to manufactures or commerce, so undoubtedly they are not indebted for them to

I

• A Tour in Ireland, 2d. edit, octavo, vol. ii. p. 304.

t lb. vol. i. p. 515.
t lb. vol. i.p. 123.
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any poculiar felicity in their governments ; both are despotisms ; and the despot* of

Milan makes that countr)' a Ixast of burthen to Germany ; the revenues are remitted

to Vienna ; and the clothes, even for the troops paid by Milan, come from Germany.
The origin and th.c support of all the wealth of these countries, are to be found m
ACRictriTt/RE ALONE, which is carried to such perfection as to prove, tliat it is eaual

to the sole support of a modem and most flourishing society : to kcfp that society m a
state of great wealth ; and to enalile the government to be, in proport: )n to their ex.

tent, doubly more powerful than either France or England. Piedmont supports a re-

gal court, and pays thirty thousiuid men. The same extent of country, or number of

pi ople, does not effect the half of this in any other dominion of Europe. But are these

tcrntories reahy without manufactures ? no: nor is any country in the world ; it is not

puhiiibic to find a people totally exempt from them. The present inquiry demands no
such exemption : it is only necessary to ^hcw, that the manufactures found in the Mila.

nese and in Piedmont are such as arise absolutely in consequence of agriculture ; that it

is agriculture which supports and nourishes them ; and that, on the contrary, these ma-
nufactuix's are so far from doing any thing politically for agriculture, that they occasion

the exposing of it to restrictions and monopolies ; for the government in these coun-

tries have been bitten by the siimc madness of commerce that has infested other king-

doms ; and have attempted, by such means, to raise these trifling fabrics into foreign

export. Happily they have never l)een able to do it ; for there is reason to imagine,

that success would have suggested other restrictions unfavourable to the great founda*

tion of all their prosperity. Thus the instances produced are express to the purpose, as

they exhibit two opulent states, supported by agriculture alone, and possessing no other

manufactures or commerce, than what every country must possess that enjoys a flourish-

ing cultivation ; for it is not to be expected that such great results are to be found at.

tending common exertions only. On the contrary, those that have converted part of

these noble territories into a garden, have been great and exemplary. The canals, for

mere irrigation, arc greater works than many in England for the purposes of naviga-

tion and the infinite attention that is given to the perpetual deviation of the waters^

is a spectacle of equal merit and curiosity. Hence the following facts cannot be con-

troverted :

I. That the agriculture of France, after a century of exclusive and successful atten-

tion to manufactures, was in a wretched state.

H. That the manufacturing districts in Fran* e and England are the worst cultivated.

Ill That the best cultivation in England, and some of the best in France, must be

looked for where no manufactures arc to be found.

IV. That when the fabrics spread into all the cottages of a country, as in France and
Ireland, such a circumstance is absolutely destructive ofagriculture : spinning only ex-

cepted, which is almost universal in every country.

V. That agriculture alone, when thoroughly improved, is equal to the establishment

and support of great national wealth, power and felicity.

And from these facts, the following *;orollaries are clearly Reducible

:

I. That the best method ofimproving agriculture is not by e:,tablishing manufactures

and commerce, because they may be established in great extent and perfection, and yet

agriculture may remain in a miserable state. "• ' > « i... ;

* The expression has nothing too harsh, when applied to the late emperor, in whose reig^ I visited

the Milanese ; it is not applicable to the wise and benignant Leopold, who has given ample grounds to

induce A belief, that he will prove a blessing to every country that is happy enough to be governed by

him.

'

III iir*l i>m>
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II. That the establishment of a flourishing agriculture inevitably occasions the pos-
session of such manufactures and commerce as are equal to the support of numerous
anU flourishing towns ; and to whatever is necessary to form a great and potent society.
The lesson to governments is deducible in few words : first, secure prosperity to agri-
culture, by equal taxation,* and by absolute libertyf of cultivation and sale.J Se-
condly, do no more to encourage manufactures and commerce than by letting them
alone, a policy exclusive of every idea of monopoly. We may safely affirm, and our
assertions are founded on unquestionable facts, that any country will attain the utmost
prosperity of which its government is capable, that steadily pursues this conduct.

CHAP. XX OF THE TAXATION OF FRANCE.

THE difficulty of understanding the details of the finances of France, induced me
to attempt disentangling their confusion, by reducing them to such heads as are common
in our ovm revenue. The particulars indeed are too long to insert, but the subject of
taxation is of too much importance to be passed over absolutely in silence.

.IV

TAXES ON LAND UNDER THE OLD GOVERNMENT. ' .
'

Vingtiemes,

Taiile,

Local impositions,

Capitation,

Deciraes,

Sundries,

. -i^.r '..

French money.

55,.'565,264 liv.

fi1,000,000

1,800,000

22,000,000
10,600,000

600,000

171,565,264

Fnglish money.

Q' 2,430,980

3,543,750

78,750
962,500
463,750

26,250

7,505,980

The calculation of the committee of imposition,^ in the National Assembly is this

;

Vin^emes,
Decimes,
Other impositions,

Taiile,

Capitation,

Tydies,

Half the gabelle,

Half the excise on ieather,

55,565,264 liv.

10,000,000

23,844,016 . V
73,816,179 u,'

6,133,274 T.

110,000,000

30,000,000 .
1

4,500,000 '- 1

313,858,733 Or, ^13,740,112 sterling.

It is sufficiently evident that this is an inflamed account in several articles, as the com-
mittee had some design in view. Upon the principles of the oeconomistes, they pro-
posed a land-tax of three hundred millions for the service of the year 1791 ; and that

• There i» bo equality but in those on consumption, and tythes also incompatible.
t Uberty of ^Itivation impUes ao unlimited power of inclosure ; the privileee of cultivatinc anv

plant the iarmer pleasss without shackle or restraint.
«- e b «*"y

An unbounded freedom of export. $ Report du Comite de I'Imposition. Pieces Just No. 1

VOL. IV. 3 s

i?
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proposition was made under the assertion that the nation paid a greater land-tax under

the old government. The reasoning, however, is erroneous ; and to direct 110,000,000,

the amount of tythes (which the Assembly had expressly abolished without condition)

to be made good by a land-tax, is an oppression for no better reason than its having

existed before : to bring salt and leather into the account is another exaggeration ; why

not include the duties on wine, by parity of reasoning ? A farmer who has no vine-

yard of his own must buy it, and he cannot buy without paying aides ; but are those

taxes therefore to be reckoned? Certainly nott nor any others on consumption, which

are cleail" in a different class, and not to be included in such a detail.

Salt,

Wine and brandy, &c.

I'obacco,

Leather,

Paper and cards,

Starch and powder,

Iron,

Oil, - -

Glass, . - -

SAap,

Linen and stuifs,

Octrois, £ntrees, &c.

Cattle,

Customs,
Tolls,

Stamps,

fLocal duties,

TAXES ON CONSUMPTION.
French money.

58,560,000 liv.

56,250,181

27,000,000

5,850,008

1,081,509

758,049
980,000
763,000
150,000

838,971
150,000

- 57,561,552

630,000
23,440,000

5,000,000

20,244,473
1,133,162

260,390,905

English money.

;t'.2,562,000

2,460,444

1,181,205

255,937
47,315
33,164
42,875
33,381

6,562
36,704
6,562

2,518,317

27,562
1,025,500

218,750
885,695

49,575

11,391,548

It merits the reader's attention, that of this long list nothing is retained under the

ixew government but the customs and stamps.

GENERAL REVENUE.

Taxes on land, . . - -

Domaines,
Consumption, . . - .

Personal,

Monopolies, . . . -

Sundries, including the Pays de Etat,

Taxes not received on account of go-

vernment, . . . -

Collection,

French money.

171,565,264 liv.

9,900,000

260,390,905

44,240,000

28,513,774

12,580,000

95,900,000

623,089,943

57,665,000

Total, 680,754,943

English money.

>C.7,505,980

433,125
11,391,548

1,935,500

1,247,496

550,375

4,195,625

27,259,649

2,522,843

29,782,492

'^.^^lui.AZS'J^J^
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Such \vas the revenue, at the entire command of Louis XVI. And such were the

tonscquences of the funding system, that it had power to strike a palsy into the receipt

of so enormous an income, even in the hands of the muster of 250,000 bayonets, and

twenty-five millions of subjects. Sovereigns ought to contemplate these effects of that

Public Credit, upon which the banking, money-changing, and stock-broking wri-

ters, with Necker at their head, have delivered such panegyrics ! A system that never en-

tered a country, but to destroy or to annihilate prosperity : it has spread ruin or debi-

lity in Spain, Holland, Genoa, Venice, and France : it threatens speedily the extinction

of the power, and the overthrow of the constitution of England: ft has weakened and

almost destroyed Europe, except one country, saved by the splenc' id talents of a single

sovereign. It is impossible to contemplate such a revenue and population, united with

variety of natural advantages possessed by France, without blessing the goodness of Pro-

vidence, that a prince like Frederic II, did not fill the throne of Louis XV. Such ii

penetrating mind would have seen, in persjiective, the mischief of public credit in France,

as clearly as he did in Prussia ; he would have strangled the monster for ever, and

would have thereby establishcvl a power irresistible by all his neighbours ; and the na

tions of Europe would have lau\ in •'uins around him.

• CHANGES IN THE REVENUE, OCCASIONED BY THE REVOLUTION.
[

The general statement, by the first minister of the finances, from the first May, 1789,

to April 30, 1790, compared with the receipt for 1788, will give the defalcation that has

taken place, and the additioni that are carried to account.

1789. 1790. -

1. Fermes generales,

2. Regie generale des aides,

3. Regie des domaines,

4. Ferme des postes,

5. Ferme des messageri<;s,

6. Ferme de Sceau and Poissy,

7. Ferme des aifinages,

8. Abonnement de la Flandre,

9. Loterie, . . . -

10. Revenus casuels, -

11. Marc d'or, - » - -

12. Saltpetre, ....
13. Recette generale, -

14. Paysd'htats, ....
15. Capitations and vintiemes abonnees, -

16. Impositions aux fortifications,

17. Benefice des monnoies,

18. Droits attribues a la caisse du commerce,
19. Forjjes royale, - - -

20. Interets, rAmerique,
21. Debetsdescomptables,

150,107,000 liv.

50,220,000
50,000,000

12,000,000

1,100,000

630,000
120,000
823,00C

14,000,000

3,000,000

1,500,000

6,800,000

157,035,890

24,556,000
575,000
575,000
500,000

636,355
80,000

1,600,000

126,895,086 liv

31,501,988

49,644,573

10,958,754

661,162
780,000

822,219
12,710,855

1,157,447

760,889
303,184

27,238,524

23,848,261

1,213,505

676,399
824,301

305,418
401,702

Carried for^vard. 469,858,245

2,291,860

292,996,127

IJ

^
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1789.

Brought fonvard, 469,858,245 liv.

22. Parties non reclatnecs a I'hotel de Ville,

23. Pctits recouvrcmens, - - • ——•

24. Quinzcvingt 180,000

25. Plate carried to the mint,

26. Dons patriotique,

27. Contribution patriotiques,*

470,038,245

1790.

292,996,127 liv,

240,262

257,000

293,493,389
14,256,040

361,587
9,721,085

317,832,101

The vast defalcation is, therefore, 176,544,856 liv. (7,723,8371.) the sum which 1790

falls short of 1789.

] 791....The Committee of Imposts have calculated the sums wanted for the year 1791

,

and they propose to raise them in the following manner :t

Land-tax (contribution fonciere) - - - 287,000,000 liv.

Tax on personal property (contribution mobiliare) 60,000,000

Stamps (droit d*cnrcgistrement)
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liv.

. 4«

.t

1790

791,

INTEREST OF DEBTS.

The extreme variation of statement that these exhibit, may prove to us how exceed-

ingly difficult it is to gain any clear and precise idea of French finances, for these estima-

tions of interest do not proceed from equal variations in fact, but more from the modes in

which accounts are drawn up ; anticipations vary considerably, and rembourseniens arc

sometimes paid and sometimes not. It will however be proper to inquire into the

amount of the debt, according to the latest statements. The following is the account

of the Committee of Finances:

Capitals.

Rents viageres (life annuities) - - 1,018,233,460 liv.

Rentes pci-petuelles....Rentes constitutecs, 94,912,340

Rentes payees a Thotei de
^ I '* • • ville, - - 2,422,987,301

Dettes liquidees, • 12,351,643

Gages and traitemens, 2,603,210
• r • Communantcs, - 3,066,240

' * ' Indemnites, - - 27,306,840
»• : ' Emprunts, Pays d'Etats, 126,964,734

Dette exigible,

;iU ^i<
Or sterling,

3,708,425,768
tl,878,816,534

^5,567,242,302

£. 244,442,099

Interest,

101,823,846 liv.

4,745,617

52,735,856

544,114
93,645
153,312

1,365,342

6,276,087

167,737,819
92,133,239

259,871,058

/;. 11,369,357

•1

,h

1,750

I. des

1790
I.

10,000

oyens

ITie sum total oftliese interests, however, do not agree with those above-mentioned

under the year 1790, of 371,306,938 livres, which seems to be owing to manv remour-

semens of that year, foi* sums very lately advanced on the plate carried to the mint on

the don patriotique, and on various other receipts. I mast apin remaric, that clear ac-

counts WK not to be looked for in the complex mountain of French finances.

Assignatsto the amount of 400,000,000 had then been issued; but the committee

does not include them m the preceding account.

Since the above was written I have received the Appercu des Recectes & Depenses dc

J'Annee 1791, by the finance minister, M. Dufresne, who gives the account of the ex-

pences necessary to be incurred in 1791, according to the decrees of the assembly, and

they are as follows

:

* The Committee state, that this debt, by leaving the annuities to extinguish themselves, and by

buying in the perpetual funds, at twenty years purchase, the whole woukl be extinguished with the

sum of J ,32 1,1 9 1,8 17 livres. Etat de la Dette Publique. tto. 1790. p. 8.

t Mons. de Montesquiou, in the memoir presented September 9, 1791, makes the d^ttc exigible

unount to 2,300,000,000 liv. p. 58. He makes the whole debt 3,400,000,000 liv. to which add

1,800,000,000 of assignats, and this is 5,200,000,000 livres; but 215,000,000 livres of assignats have

been burnt, p. 46.

4 I have read Mons. Amould (De la Balance du Commerce, 179 1) who makes the debt 4,152,000,000

livres; but not giving his authorities satisfactorily, I must adhere to the above-mentioned statement.
:

I
.5:
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To the ecclettiostics, for the cxpcnce of public

worship, ....
Pensions to the religious of the convents and

monasteries suppressed,

Justice,

Directories ofdepartments and districts,

Civil list, pensions, salaries, bureaus, acadc<

mies, &c. ... . .

All other payments, of which
interest of debts, - 192,265,000

I'aris, - - . 9,323,800

War department and marine, • 134,432

70,000,000 liv.
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MffN.

Drought forward, . . .
'.

. ;
C41,(XX),000

or which the Cuinscdrl Extraordinaire wan to fumbh in lieu

of domuincH received, .... 60,000,000

Deduct cxpence of receipt of 56,300,000 inchidcd,

581,(XX),00()

8,(K)0,000

573,000,000Wanting by taxes, .....
But the expencc of collection and management adds a fur.

thcr burthen to the people of ... 26,399,500

I have drawn up this budget as nearly to the truth as I can, from the three reports

of the committee of imfwsts, of December 6, 1790, February 19, and March 15, 1701,

which reports are not free from confusion, owing to decrees of the assembly, which

were changeable and various. The entrees were positively voted for twenty-five mil.

Homi, andtne vote scarcely passed, when the Fauxbourg St. Antoinc voted their aboli.

tion ; and it was no auestion, who was to be obeyed, the national assembly of France,

or the Fauxbourgs ot Paris. The assembly instantly gave way and abolished the en-

trees. Other duties also varied much from changeable votes, so that there is a neces-

sary disagreement between the three reports in almost every article, but in this account

I have guided myself by the sums last proposed.

f
' ' . OF THE FUNDING SYSTEM.

It appears, from the preceding accounts, that France, under the old government,

pursued the ruinous system of mortgaging its revenues, as regularly as any other

country, whose greater freedom might be supposed to oflcr more temptations to the

practice. This system, however, almost unaided by any other cause, has overturned

that government, by means of the most extraordinary revolution upon record. If

Louis XIV, amidst the splendour of his rei^ and career ofhis conquests, could possi-

bly have foreseen that the second sovereign m descent from him would be led captive

by his subjects, on account of the debts he was then contracting, he would cither have

rejected with horror the system he adopted, or have manifested the most entire want of

those feelings which ought to dwell in the breast of a great and ambitious monarch.

But after this memorable example to other countries, it remains a subject of infinite

curiosity, to see how far the infatuated and blind spirit of funding will now be pursued.

Every hour, after the great event in France, will make it more and more critical, and
will inevital^ly involve in its train new revolutions, perhaps of a complexion more dan-

gerous to established families, than any thing we have seen in France. If peace is

preserved in that kingdom, die debt will extinguish itself, being in a great proportion

annuities for lives ; but were not this the cose, and should new wars add to the national

burthens, the people, almost emancipated as they have been from taxation, will be

brought back to it with great ditdculty ; and other assemblies, feeling their power bet.

ter established, will not pay the same attention to the public creditors which the present

has done ; and the event might be similar to what will happen in England. No govern,

ment will ever think of committing a deliberate act of bankruptcy ; but when taxes

arc pushed to such a height that the people will no longer pay them, they are ripe for

sedition ; presenUy feel their own power ; and the event may be easily conjectured.

What is the conclusion that follows ? That the funding system, or rather the wars

which occasion it, are so fatal and pestilential, that at all events they ought to be avoided

;

J
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lait that Ifunluippily lluv cannot, thcv hHouUI Ik* Hiipporttd !)y annual tnxci Jncvcr hy
loiHiH) which in»|>licHa unroftUfcncc at home; a rcniinciiition of all exterior uoininion';

unci ihc ul>H(iluii annihilutionoi' tlutt conmicrcial ttyMcii) oi' policy un whicii cuntjucntH.

colonics, and dibts have been so fatally erected.

OF THE AMOUNT OF SPECIE IN FRANCE.

The \vritin)i^of Monii. Necker, will asnist in the rrpisttr of the French fnint, which
lirovcH Mitisraciorily the qiiuntitv of money coiiud in trance ; it must, however, be suf-

iiciently obvioun, that from this <|uantity it is mere conjectutc to attempt to ascertain,

at any peritxl, the actual (piantity of Hp^cie remaining in the kingdom.
Cohied in France from 1726 to 1780. Gold, . . l>5 7,200,000 11v.

Silver, . . 1,489,500,000

In 1781, 82, and 83,

2,446,700,000
52,300,000

2,499,000,000
/ M

And existing in 1784, - . • - 2,200,000,000
And he makes the increase of siwcic, in fifteen years, from 1763 to 1777, in France,

equal to the increase of all the rest of Europe. From the inquiries of M. Claviere*

and M. Amould,t it appears that the gold and silver currency of France, at the assem-

bly of the states, was two milliards. (87,500,0001. ) Whatever authority Mens. Necker
placed in the supposed balance ofthe French trade, of above three millions sterling per
annum, vras assumed on very insufficient grounds. The marquis de Cassaux has proved
the facts, which Mons. Necker deduced m>m that balance, to have never existed but in

his own imagination.:^ The importance also, which, in the tenth chapter of the same
book, that writer assigns to the possession of great quantities of m\A and silver ; the po.

litical conduct he expressly ircommends to procure those metals, as selling muchmer>
chandise to other nations, and buying little ; studying to effect this by shackling trade

with duties upon ex^x)rt and import; and by the acquisition of colonies : the whole of
this system betrays no inconsiderable degree of littleness ; it is worthy of the counting-

houK alone ; and manifests none of the views of a great statesman, nor even the abilities

of an able politician : one is sure to meet, in Mons. Necker's productions, with an elo-

quent display of narrow ideas, and never the great reach of real talents, nor the masterly

views of decisive genius. His ministry', and his publications, shew the equable orderly

arrangement of a mind well regulated for little pursuits ; but lost amidst the great events

of a new system, bursting into efficiency amidst the whirlwind of a revolution.

The total currency, of both gold and silver, in Great Britain, may probably not be
less than forty millions sterling. But no comparison can be made between the two
kingdoms, because the ^i^eat mass of England's circulating currency is in paiier ; whei«.

as in France all, or nearly all, was in coin, till assignats were issued. It is probably ft

* Opinion d'un Creiincier de I'Etat. f De U fial. du Com. torn. ii. p. 206.

\ Mon». de Calonnc's rccoinu^e, of 1 T83, hu« proved that Monit. Necker, even upon a tubject more
peculiarly his own, as u bunker, is not so correct us one would imagine, when he ventures either to cal-

culate or to conjecture. It is with difficulty he allows 300 millions for the export and melting of louis,'

vrhich appear to huve been 650,000,0i)O livres. He states the gokl coinage (inclading the silver oftke

years 1781, 83, and 83) at 1,009,500,000 livretf instead of which* U was, by Mons. Calonne's acoouotj

1,300,000,000 livres.

'irsc
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I.V just olmTvntion of Mr. H'imc, that the clrcuhition of |)iijK-r IiiuIh slmnf^ly to \m\\sh com,

Kvcry kingdom muNt have, proportioned to iiHiiiduHtry, a cirenlationorHornething ; uiul

if it have no pnjxr, thut circulation, ho proportioned to its industry, will Ik; in coin : tht

crrution of so nuich paper Hupplien the place of it ; and conseciuently keeps it from flow-

ing into any country, where it is demanded hy the oftir of vaiuahle equivalents. But,

on the other luind, it !•;(» been urged, that paper, supplying the circulation as well and

more conveniently than the metals, allows the latter to be :ient profitably out of tltc king-

dom, not to be lost, but beneficially as merchandise, and thut an annual benefit is made

by this, as well as by all other trades. If this argument be good, and in all prol)abilitv

there is some truth in it, France, by keeping so enormous a capital at home us 90 mif-

lions sterling, to answerpurposes which, in Kngland, arc fulfilled with less than half, by

means of paper, loses the profit which might be made on 45 millions, were that sum
employed as it iscmployea in England. There is yet another ex|ilanation of the great

paper cunx-ncy of England, which has also much truth in it, and especially in the present

moment. It may be said, that pa|)cr has been so largely coined in rjigland, because the

balance of its transactions with loreigners has not brought in the metals as fast as its in-

dustry has demanded a circulating representative ; its industry has increased faster tlian

its money ; and 1 believe this to have been very much the cast^ since the American war,

in which period the progress of prosperity, in tliis kingdom, has been of an unexain|)led

rapidity. In such a circumstance, the circulation of pa|K>r, instead of lessening the quan-

tity of specie, will increase it, by facilitating the oiK-rutions of commerce. Another evil,

of a worse tendency, iKrhaps, is the disposition to hoard, when the currency is all in the

Erccious metals. Mons. Neckcr states, &a an undoubted fact, that vast sums of gold arc

oorded in France ; and circumstances came to light on Mons. de Calonne's re-coinage,

which proved the same fort. The ordinary circulation of Paris docs not exceed from

80 to 100,000,000 liv. as we learn from the same minister ;* a fact which also unites

with the immensity of the total specie of France, to shew that |XThaps the great mass of

it is hoarded. It must be sufficiently obvious, tluit this practice depends much on a want

ofconfidence in the government, and on the erroneous conduct of not encouraging in-

vestments in theiiational industry ; but it tends strongly to give France a greater mass
of the precious metids than is demanded by her industry.

Two considerable proofs exist in Europe, that a country will always attract such a share

of the precious metals as is proportioned to its industry, if not prevented by circulating

paper. These are Prussia and Modena. The king of Prussia's treasure, calculated as

it IS at 15 millions sterling, is thrice as much as the whole circulating si)ecie of his do-

minions. In all probability, had that treasure not been withdrawn from circulation, the

specie would not at this moment have been one dollar greater tlian it is at present ; and
for this p)ain reason, that there appears no want of currency in those dominions ; the

degree ofindustry there demanding specie from all its neighbours, has acquired it as fast

as the king has accumulated his treasure, but had no treasure been formed, the same de-

mand would not have taken place, and consequently no such influx ofmoney. Modena,
as I once before observed, in proportion to its extent and riches, aftbrds a similar in-

stance ; yet the duke's hoard is supposed, on pretty good grounds, to exceed very much
all the circulating specie of his duchy ; and I made particular inquiries at Modenu, whe-
ther a want of it were perceptible ? I was assured of the contrary, and that their currency
was fully equal to the demands of their industry and money-exchanges. From these

instances, we may, withouthesitation, pronounce, that the specie ofEngland is kept vastly

ii

ll
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* De I'Etat de la France, p. 80.
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below its natural measure, by the immensity of our paper circulation. There is littlr

importance in possessing great quantities ot* specie, if not in a national hoard : the case

of England nearly permits us to question it altogether. For neither in the domestic cir-

culation, nor in foreign transnction^:, has France been able to effect any thing by means

of her money, which we have not been able to command equally well, perhaps better,

with our paper. A wise government should therefore be solicitous for the industiious

and productive employment of her people ; if she secure that essential point, she may
safely leave the metals to find their own level, without paying any regard whether her

circulation be in paper or gold. Nor is there danger of paper being too much multi.

plied, as long as the acceptance of it is voluntary ; for it would not be multiplied, if it

were not demanded ; and if it b^ demanded, it ought to be multiplied. With paper,

forced by government on the people, the case is far different : from the circumstance of

its being forced there is the clearest proof that it is not demanded, and consequently ought

not to be issued : force, in such a case, is fraud ; and a public fraud ought never to be
practised, hut in the last extremity of distress. The assignats issued by the national

assembly are of this complexion ; the step, however dangerous, might possibly be ne-

cessary to secure the new constitution ; but I shall not hesitate a moment in declaring,

that an avowed bankruptcy would, in other respects, have been a much wiser measure,

and attended probably with fewer and less evils. Of thirty-four commercial cities, that

presented addresses upon the project of assignats, seven only were for them.* The
scheme met with equal opposition from rank,t literature,^ and commerce. J The
prognostics, however, of an enormous discount were not verified so much as might have

been expected. M. Dccretot, in September 1790, mentions them with 400 millions

only in circulation, being at ten per cent, discount at Bourdeaux : and M. de Condorcet

6 per cent, at Paris ; thence they both concluded, that the discount would be enormous,

if a greater issue of them took place
; yet in May 1791, after many hundred millions

more had been issued, they were only at from seven to ten per cent, discount.
|| And

another circumstance equally mistaken, was the expectation of an enormous rise of all

common prices ; which did not happen, for corn rather fell in its value ; a remarkable

experiment, that deserves to be remembered. The marquis de Condorcet supposed,

that wheat would rise from 24 to 36 liv. the septier, perhaps in one day.lT The assig-

nats amounted, on the dissolution of the first assembly, to 1,800,000,000 liv.

WHAT CONSTITUTES THE MERIT OF A TAX.

Many writings have appeared of late in France, on the subject of taxation, and many
speeches have been delivered in the national assembly concerning the principles that

ought to govern the statesmen who possess the power of deciding in questions of such
importance. It is much to be regretted, that the members, who have made the greatest

figure in that assembly, have, in these inquiries, rather adopted the opinions of a certain

class of philosophers, who made a considerable noise in France twenty or thirty years

ago, than taken the pains seriously to inform themselves well of the facts that ought to

be examined upon the subject. It is not for a traveller to go to the bottom of such in-

* De I'Etat de la France, par M. de Calonnc, octavo, 1790, p, 82.

t Opinion deM. de la Rouchefoucald, sur I'Assignats monnoi. octavo.

i Sui' la Proposition d'acquitter les dettes en Assignats, par M. Condorcet, octavo, p. 14.

$ Opinion dc M. Decretot sur I'Assignats, octavo, p. 8.

II
It became greater since ; but owing to foreign causes.

i Sur la Proposition d'acquitter les dettes en Assignats, par M. Condorcet, p. 21.

rrnc^.CJiwaMKMM JF*" mn. 'T^T'-"*^.-'
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tricate inquiries, which would demand long details, and a very minute examination;

but the question is, in the present moment, of such importance to France, that a rapid

coup d'ccil cannot but have its use. The folL 'ing circumsUinces arc those which I

conceive form all the merit of taxation

:

L Equality.

2. Facility of payment.

3. Encouragement of industr}-,

4. Ease of collection.

5. Difficulty of too great extension.

The first essential point is equality. It is absolutely necessary, that every individual

in the society contribute to the wants of the state, in proportion to his ability, provided

such contribution does not impede the progress of his industry.* Every writer, and every

opinion upon the subject agree in this ; but the difficulty is, how to ascertain the ability.

Taxes on property, and taxes on consumption, seem to have this merit ; they will, how-

ever, be found to vary prodigiously; for long experience, in all countries, has proved

the infinite difficulty of ascertaining property, and the tyranny that is necessary to be

practised in order to be tolerably exact. For this reason, all land-taxes, under anap

pearance of equality, are cruelly unequal : if levied on the gross produce in kind, they

are ten times heavier on poor land than on rich ; and the value taken by the state, bears

no proportion to the expence which effected the production. If levied on the rent, the

ease of frauds makes them universal and perpetual ; and if, to avoid these, the leases

are registered and taxed, this prevents leases, and destroys agriculture. If lands arc

valued by a cadastre, the expence is enormous,t and the merit is gone in a few years,

by variations impossible to correct ; till at last the only merit of the tax is its in-

equality, which is now the case in the Milanese, Piedmont, Savoy, and England; where

an attempt to make the land-taxes equal would ruin the husbandry, and produce infi-

nite oppression. Land-taxes, so far from being equal, are so much the reverse, that it

is the nominal, and not the real property, that bears the tax ; for mortgages escape though

* Some little obscurity, that hangs over this definition, should be removed ; by ability, must not be

understood either capital or income, but that superlucration, as Davenant called it, which melts in con-

sumption. Suppose a manufacturer makes a profit of 20001. a year, living upon 5001. and annually

investing ISOOl. in his business, it is sufficiently obvious, upon just principles, that the state cannot

lay the 15001. under contribution by taxes. The 5001. is the only income exposed; but when the

manufacturer dies, and his son turns gentleman, the whole income is made to contribute. It must be
obvious, however, that excises on a manufacturer's fabric are not taxes on him, but on the idle con-

sumer, for he draws them completely back. In like manner, if a landlord farm his own ostate, and

expend the income in improvements, living on but a small portion of the profit, it is sufficiently clear,

that the taxes ought not to affect one shilling of his expenditure on his land ; they can reach, with

propriety, the expences of his living only; if they touch any other part of his expenditure, they de-

prive him of those tools that are working the busmess of the state. A man paying, therefore, accord-

ing to his ability, must be understood in a restrained sense. The preposterous nature of land-tuxes

is seen in this distinction, that an idle worthless dissipator is taxed exactly in the same degree as his

industrious neighbour, who is converting a desert into a garden.

t Yet the nobility of Lyons and Artois, and the Tiers of Troyes, demand a general cadastre of all

France, Cahicr. p. l7.,..Artois, p. 18....Troyes, p. 7..,.The committee of imposition recommends one

also. Rapport, p. 8....T0 make the cadastre of Limosin cost 2,592,000 livres (1 13,3551. 15s.) and the

whole kingdom would cost at the same rate, 82,044,000 liv. (3,628,8001.) requiring the employment of

3072 engineers during 18 years. Essaid'un Methode generale a etendre les connoissances des Voya-
gcurs, par Mons. Meunier, 1779, 8vo. torn. i. p. 199. The king of Sardinia's cadastre is saidto have
cost 8s. the arpent. Administration Prov. Le Trone, tom. ii. p. 236. The cahiers demand a cadastre

in the language of the oeconomisces, as if it were to be done as soon as imagined, and to cost only a

trifle ; and this operation, which would take eighteen years to execute, is advised by M. le Trone to

be repeated every nine

!
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amountingtothrce-fourthsof the property; and if, to avoid this cruelty, the proprietor

be allowed, as in the case of the vingtiemes in France, to tax the mortgagee, either the

regulation is evaded by private agreements, or money is no longer lent for the most use-

ful of all purposes. Lastly, land is visible, and cannot be concealed ; whereas fortunes

in money are invisible, and will evrr slip away from taxation of every kind, except from

those on consumption. Thus land taxes, viewed in what light soever, are totally un-

equal, oppressive, and ruinous. On the contrary, taxes upon consumption are, of all

others, the most equal, and the most fair ; for they are studiously and correctly propor-

tioned to the quantity of every man's consumption,* which may with truth generally

be supposed to be commensurate to his income ; at least it may be asserted safely, that

there is no other method, equally sure of estimating income, as by that of consumption.

There are, it is true, misers who possess much, and consume little; but it is utterly

impossible to reach such men in taxation, without tyranny : nor h it of much conse-

quence, for a succession of misers is not to be expected, and the more the father saved,

the more the son consumes : so that upon the revolution of a given period, the thing

balances itself, and the state loses nothing. But there is also the greatest justness in

the equality of these taxes for they measure themselves by a man's voluntary expences

;

if he spend his income advantageously to the national industry and improvement, he

pays very light, or no taxes ; but if he consume largely and luxuriously, his contribu-

tion to the state rises with his expences ; advantages possessed by no other species of

tax. Equality reigns so completely in these taxes, that from the poor man, who, con-

suming nothing, pays nothing ; to the next class, which, consuming little, pays little ;

and to the most wealthy, which, consuming much, pays much, all is regulated on the

irost perfect scale of contribution. It is needless to observe, that excises and customs
eqMally possess this advantage ; that stamps have the same, and even greater ; and that

entrees and octrois have a like merit, so far as cities are concerned, but are inferior in not

being equally laid on all persons, wherever they may reside : a benefit in the eyes

of those who think towns an evil. It must be sufficiently obvious, that all personal taxes

are, to the highest degree unequal, from the impossibility ofvarying them properly with

the conditions of life : monopolies are equal or not, in proportion to the whole society be-

ing equally subjected to them ; the post-office is one of the best of taxes, and the most
equal.

2. Facility qfpat/ment....Inihis great point, there is only one sort of tax which has

real merit, namely, that on consumption. Here the tax is blended with the price of the

commodity, and the consumer pays without knowing it. He knows the price of a bot-

tle of wine or brandy, a pack of cards, a coach-wheel, a pound of candles, tea, snufF,

or salt ; and he buys as he can aSord ; it is the same to him, whether the sum he pays

be the original expence of production, the dealer's profit, or the national tax ; he has

* The objection of the committee of imposts, that the product of such taxes is uncertain, is one of

the surest proofs of their merit. Would you have a certain tax from an uncertain income ? To de-

mand it is tyranny, Rapport du Comite de Tlmposition conccrnant les Lois Constitutionellcs des Fi-

nances, 20th December, 1790. 8vo. p. 19. I know of no objections to taxes on consumption, that do
not bear in a greater'degree on those upon property. It is said, that excises raise the prices of ma-
nufactures, and impede foreign trade aiid domestic consumption, which has certainly truth in it ; but

it is also true, that England is, in spite of them, the most manufacturing and commercial nation upon
earth, even with many very bad excises, and which ought to be changed ; they are said to affect the

consumption of the poor particularly, which is merely objecting to the abuse, and not to the nature

of the tax ; certainly the height to which taxation of every kind is carried in England, is cruel, shame-
ful, and tyrannical. Moderate excises, properly laid, would have no other ill effects than such as

How of necessity from the nature of all taxation ; as to immoderate taxes, and improperly laid, they

must be mischievous, whether on property or on consumption.
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nothing to do with calculating them separately, and pays them blended in the price.

His ease of paying the tax is great also, by the time of demanding it, which is just at the

moment ^vhen he may be thought disposed to consume, because he can afford it, which

is certainly the case with the great mass of mankind. Taxes on property, and espe-

cially on land, are much inferior in this respect. So far as they are advanced by the

tenant, and drawn back when he reckons with the landlord, they are easy to the latter

:

but they are exactly, in the same proportion, burthensome to the tenant, who has to ad-

vance, out of his own pocket, am her man's tax, which is palpablr unjust. We do not

feel this much in England, because the tenantry are commonly rich enough not to regard

it ; but in other countries, where they are poor, it is a great oppression. At the time

also of demanding the tax from the landlord, who farms his own estate, his ease is never

consulted ; he has to pay the tax, not because he has sold his produce, for he must pay,

though his land should not produce a single farthing ; not because he buys, and thereby

shews that he can afford it, but merely because he possesses, which by no means proves

an ability to pay at all : nay, he pays without possessing more than the name, while

another receives the profit; all which shews, that land-taxes are grossly deficient in this

essential requisite. It is fair, however, to admit, that a land-tax, paid in kind, like tythes

gathered, are easy of payment ; enormous as other objections are to them, in this respect

mey have merit But no state, in modem ages, can take taxes in kind ; and if let, and
consequently made an engine of private and personal pique or resentment, they become
one of the most horrible and detestable oppressions, fit to be endured by slaves only.

Personal taxes are as bad ; a man's having a head, or being born to a title, is no proof

that he is able to pay a tax, which is demanded of him, at a time that marks neither re-

ceipt nor payment.
3. Encouragement of industry....T^Kts may be laid in such a manner as to discourage

and oppress industry, or, on the contrary, to be in this respect harmless ; and under this

head, is to hn included the investment of capital. Ifany branch of national industry be
overloaded with duties, the profits arising from it will be so much lessened, that men
will not invest their capitals in employments thus injuriously treated. The first object

to be considered is, what branch ofhuman exertions and industry is nationally most be-

neficial? The writers and statesmen* of all nations (how much soever they blunder
practically) iu*e theoretically agreed upon this point. There is no question, that agri-

culture is, of all other employments, the most important; and a country will be prosper-

ous, in proportion to the capitals invested in that pursuit. This decides the merit of land-
taxes; in the degree they I'k^ place, the profit of possessing land is diminished, and
consequently capitals are banished. If a land-tax be equally assessed, a man's improve-
ments arc titxed, which he will calculate before he lays out his money, and never invest

it in ?. manner that lays him directly open to the operation of such duties. Thus the

lands of such a country will be in the hands of men who have no other capital ; and ex-
perience uniformly tells us, how important it is to the welfare of agriculture, to have land

in rich hands. Taxes upon consumption, may be made utterly destructive ofany branch
of industry by injudicious methods of laying them ; or by carrying them to too great a
height; but in this case, the duty fails so much in its produce, that the government suf-

fers as much as the employment. The tax upon leather, in France, was rumous ; the same
tax in England is levied without difficulty. The inconvenience of excises chiefly flows

from the necessity of larger capitals Jbeing in the hands of manufacturers, to enable them,
not to pay, but to advance the tax, which they draw back in the price ofthe commodi-
ty ; the real payment being thus thrown, as il always ought to be, on the consumer. This

* Except Colbert, Mons. Necker, and Mr. Pitt.
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circumstance gives a vast superiority to taxes on consumption, over those on land. The
industrious man, ulio invests his capital in land, cannot draw back his taxes by rais-

ing the price of his cattle and corn, and thus make the consumers pa^' then» ; it is suffi-

ciently evident, that this is impossible, whereas all taxes on consumption arc completely

drawn back in the price of the goods ; unless the merchant or manufacturer consumes
himself, in which case he pays, as he ought to do, the tax. Personal taxes, with respect

to the not discouraging of industry, and the investment of capitiU, are very imperfect

;

and monopolies (except the post-office) absolutely ruinous, for they are prohibitions on
every sort of industry which the state chooses to reserve to itself. The coinage is mis-

chievous or not, in proportion to its fidelity.

4. Ease ofcoUection...A\\ this respect, land and house-taxes have a manifest and clear

superiority ; for the property is impossible to be concealed, and the collection is as cheap

as it is easy ; and this small merit (of most trifling import compared with the magnitude
of the evils that attend them) has been the motive for recurring to them so much in

every country. Excises and customs are difficult and expensive to levy. Stamps,

however, have great merit; in the British revenue, 1,329,9051. is raised at the exiience

of 51,6911. Personal taxes are cheaply collected, which is their only merit : monopo-
lies are everywhere expensive, a fresh reason for rejecting them.

5. Difficulty of too great extension....Thcvc^ is some merit in a tax rectifying its own
excess, which is the case with those on consumption ; for if they be carried to an ex-

treme, they fall oflf in their produce, by encouraging smuggling and fraud. But those

on property cannot be evaded, and therefore may be extended to a most oppressive and
ruinous excess. The general corollary to be drawn on this subject is this, that the best

taxes are those on consumption; and the worst those on property.

ON THE PROPOSITION OF THE CECONOMISTES FOR AN UNION OF ALL
TAXES ON LAND.

If the preceding ideas have any thing of truth in them, this system must be grossly

false and mischievous. I know not whether Mr. Locke were the original father of the

doctrine, that all taxes, laid in any manner whatsoever, fall ultimately on land ; but who-
ever started or supported it, contributed towards the establishment of one of the most
dangerous absurdities that ever disgraced common sense. To enter largely into a refu-

tation of the maxim would be useless, as Sir James Stuart in his " Principles of Political

CEconomy," has, with great force of reasoning, laid it in the dust. It was upon this false

and vicious theory that the oeconomistes proposed to absorb all the imposts of France in

a single land-tax. Grant the erroneous datum, that every tax whatever, on consump-
tion or otherwise, is really borne by the land, and their conclusion is just, that it would
be better and cheaper to lay on the imposition directly, in the first instance, than indi-

rectly and circuitously : but the original idea being absolutely mistaken, the conclusion

falls of course. " Mais que pretendez vous done obtenir par cctte regie si menacante & si

disj^ndieuse? De I'argent. Etsurquoi prenez vous cet argent? Sur des productions.

Et d'ou viennent ces productions? Delaterre. AUez done plutot puiser a la source, &
demandez un partage regulier, fixe & proportionnel du produit net du territoire."* What
a series of gross errors is found in this short passage ; almost as many as there are words.

The contrary is the fact ; for these taxes are not raised on productions ; and these ob-
jects do not arise from the land ; and by laying land-taxes you do not dig at the source,

imless you could impose land-taxes in foreign countries as well as your own. What
* Le Trone, torn. i. p. 323.
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trifliii}^ is it to repeat, i;j*;iin and again, the same jargon of ideas, without saying one word
of the poutrfiil refutation which the above-noted British writer has poured on tUv.

wl..>le system ? Let the national assembly lay twenty-seven vingtiemes in a varying land-

tax, and then let the ruined kingdom come to these visionaries for the balm of their

nouvellc science, their physiocratic, and their tableau oeconomique ! The noblesse of

Guienne give it as their opinion, that an impost en nature sur Ics fruits, that is to say, a

tythe is the best tax.* The clergy of Chalons ask the same thing, and that it may ab-

sorb all others ;:|: but the nobility of the same place declare expressly against it.J The
abbe Raynal, with all his ingenuity, falls into the common error,^ and calls a cadastre

une belle institution. Mons. de Mirabeau|| has entered at large into a defence of this

system, by shewing that there are great inconveniences in taxes on consumption; this

every one must grant : I know of but two taxes that are free from inconveniences, the

post-office and turnpikes ; all others abound with them ; but to dwell on the inconve-

niences ofexcises, without shewing that they exceed those of land-taxes, is absurd : you
had in France taxes on consumption to the amount of 260,000,000 ; we have them in

England to a greater amount ; the only question really to the purpose is this ; Can you
bear an additional land-tax to that amount, in consequence ofthe benefit that would result

from taking oft" the taxes on consumption ? Mons. Necker has answered this question,

with relation to France, in a manner that ought to shut the mouths of the oeconomistes

for ever ; and in England there can be but one opinion : we are able to beiur the taxes

as they are laid at present ; but if they were all absorbed on land, agriculture would re-

ceive at one stroke its mortal wound, and the nation would sink into utter ruin. We
know, from experience, that the landed interest cannot possibly draw back their taxes

;

this truth, founded on incontrovertible facts, is decisive ; and if they cannot draw them
back, how is ihe rental of twenty millions to bear land-taxes to the amount ofseventeen

millions? And of what account is the mystical jargon of a new dialect,^] relying on
theory alone, when opjjostd to the innumerable facts which the present state of ry

country in Europe exhibits? This circumstance ol drawing back a tax, which, wim all

well imagined dutitson consumption, is universally efl'ected, but is absolutely impracti-

cable with liiiid-taxcs, is the great hinge on which this inquiry really turns. When
Mons. Ntektr show s, that if the oeconomical ideas were realized, there must be twen-
Tv-tiGHT VINGTIEMES raistd in France ; and when it is considered, that in England
the rci.tal ol the ku.gdom is but a fifth** more than the taxes of it, we possess in both
cases the clearest and most explicit proofs that there would be an utter impossibility to

commute the present taxes in either country, unless it were at the same time proved, that

landlords could, in the price of their products, draw back some enormous taxes, the

mere advance of which would be an intolerable burthen. But as it is manifest, from
facts equally explicit, that no land tax can be drawn back : that the product of land
taxed at 4s. in the pound sells precisely at the same price as that of land taxed at no
more than 4d. and that prices never vary in the least in England from the land-tax
being at Is. or 4s. in the pound ; ».vir in France when land pays one or three ving-
tiemes ; when we are in possession, I siiy, of facts so decisive, there is the clearest ground
to conclude, that the idea is visionary ; :Sat such an extension of land-taxes is utterly

* Cahier de la Noblesse de Guienne, p. 20. t Caliier du Clerge de Chalons sur Marne, p. 1 1

,

\ Collier, p. 1 1. § Etab. des Europ. quarto, torn. iv. p. 640.

II
De la Mon. Pruss. tom.iv. p. 53.

f The writings of the oeconomistes scritti in un certo dialctto mistico. Impost .secondo I'ordine
dellanatura, duodecimo, 171, p. 15.

** Including poor rates and tythes, taxes exceed the rental.
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impracticuble ; and that every attempt towards the execution of these plans must be
immediately pernicious to agriculture, and ultimately ruinous to every interest in the

state.

Relative to the utter impossibility of extending land-taxes in England to such a de-

gree as to include all others, I have it in my power to refer to an instance of our tiixa-

tion most correctly given. I have inserted in the " Annals of Agriculture," No. 86, an

account of all the taxes I pay for my estate in Suffolk ; and in that account it appears,

that the tract of land which pays me net 2291. 12s. 7d. pays to the burthens of the

public 2191. 18s. 5d. Deducting from fifteen millions and a hiiif (the net revenue of Great
Britain) those taxes which enter into that sum of 2191. 18s. 5i\. there remains ten mil-

lions and a half ; and as the present land-tax, at two millions, burthens me 401. a year,

an additional one often millions and a half would consequently lay the further burthen of

five and a half times as much, or 2201. that is to say, it would leave me the net receipt

of 91. for the whole clear income of my estate ! Perhaps the oeconomistes never received,

directly from facts, so convincing a proof as this instance offers, of the utter impractica-

bility of their preposterous schemes. Yet these are the principles, sorry I am to remark,

that seem at present to govern the national assembly in matters of finance. To their

honour, however, greatly to their honour, they do not seem inclined to go all the

lengths which some of their members wish for :
" puisque I'interet bien entendu de ces

trois grandes sources de la prosperite des nations, appuye des noms imposans de Qucs-
nay, de Turgot, de Gournay, de Mirabeau le pere, de la Riviere, de Condorcet de
Schmidt, & de Leopald, & developpe de nouveau dans ces demiers momens avec une
logique si vigoureuse par M. Farcet n'a pa sencore persuade cette arbitraire inconsequente

& dtspotique reine du monde qu'on appelle I'opinion."* One cannot but smile at the

figure the great Leopald makes ; he is put in the rear, I suppose, because he never

realized, in any one instance, the land-tax of the oeconomistes, much to his credit.

The mischievous, and indeed infamous abuses in the collection of the gubelles, droits

d'aides, and droits de traites, &c. have certainly been in a great measure the origin of

that prejudice, so general in France against taxes on consumption : the cruelties practis-

ed in the collection, have been falsely supposed to flow, of necessity, from the nature of

the taxes ; but we know from long experience, the contrary in England ; and that excises,

to a vast amount, may be raised without any such cruelties, as have been commonly
practised by the old government in France. I am very far from contending that these

taxes in England are free from abuses ; and I am sensible, that there are cases in which
the dealers in excised commodities feel themselves hardly dealt by ; and that liberty is

attacked in their operation : but every one must abo be sensible, that land-taxes are not

free from objections equally strong. When the collector demands sums that are out of

the power ofthe individual to pay, and seizes, by distress, the goods and chattels, to sell

them, perhaps, for half their value ; when we see the people stopping up their win-

dows, denying themselves the enjoyment even of light itself, and submitting to live in

dampness and in darkness rather than pay a cruel tax on the poperty of houses ; when
such hardships occur, it surely will not be thought, that it is duties on consumption

only, that open to such abuses ; every sort of tax, except the post-office, is a heavy evil,

and the only inquiry is, of so many evils, which is least ?

The smallness of the properties in land, is another insuperable objection to land-

taxes in France : if fairly laid to the real value, on the possession of a few acres, they

become the source of great misery ; the man whose land gives him barely the necessa--

* De quelques ameliorations dans la perception dc I'lmpot, par M. Dupont, p. 7.
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rics of life, has nothing to spare for direct taxes ; he must depend for paying them on

some other employment, at best precarious, in a kingdom where |)opulation goes so

much beyond employment, and where uuml)crs starve from inability of maintenance.

If, to avoid these evils, exemptions from the tax arc given them, these small properties,

the parent and origin, at best, of t.'.vAx multiplied distress, receive a direct encourage-

ment, tlian which a more cruel policy could not be embraced. The only measure that

would remedy both evils, is to prohibit the division of landed property into portions,

below the ability of paying duties ; or else to reject land-taxes altogether. A gross

evil of these direct imposts is, that of moneyed men, or capitalists, escaping all taxation :

none but duties on consumption aifect them. In countries where land-taxes abound,

these men will never become proprietors, for the simplest reason, because these taxes

reduce the profit of ix)ssessing land l^low the profit of other investments. They live

upon the interest of money in the public funds; and the clearest principles of justice,

call for a system of taxation that shall bring tliese men within its sphere ; this is only

to be done by taxes on consumption ; by excises, customs, stamps, entrees, &c. ; and
is a powerful reason for multiplying such taxes, instead of those on land. Under the

regimen of land-taxes, all foreigners residing in a kingdom absolutely escape taxation
;

but with duties on consumption they are made to contribute equally with the natives

;

in such a kingdom as France, which always did, and ever will, attract many strangers,

this is an object of some consequence. But, perhaps, the greatest objection to taxes

upon land is, their preventing all improvements in agriculture, if they are equal; and,

if unequal, carrying with them the greatest principle of injustice, by being defective

in the first requisite of all taxation. The greatest friend to this species of imposition,

acknowledges the necessity of being equal. It is this that induces the abbe Raynal to

call a cadastre, une belle institution ; and a late writer declares, II n'est point de Pays
ou il ne aoit necessaire d'inventorieur tout le territoire dans le plus grand detail d'enre-

gistrer chaque portion, d'en connoitre les mutations d'en evaluer le revenu Sc ou si I'on

desire de [lerpetuer I'imposition egale & proportionelle il ne soit indispensable de suivre

la progression du rt/enue :* and this method he explains afterwards, by asserting the

absolute necessity of having a new valuation every nme years ; and he finds faultf with
the king of Sardinia's cadastre because the valuation has never been renewed. Another
of these politicians observes, that the excellency of a tythe, as a mode of taxation, is,

that if improvements are extended, or lands cultivated with more care, the revenue of
the state increases with it4 In the same spirit, many of the cahiers demanded tlie

suppression of all duties on consumption.^ I could multiply such sentiments almost
to fill a volume, if I were to go back to consult the deluge of writings which infested

France five and twenty years ago, but I quote only some living authors, who hold these

pernicious doctrines at present, and whose writings are received with submission by the

national assembly, adopted, and in part carried into execution.

Thus would these writers reject the only advantage found in the land-taxes of Milan,
Piedmont, and England, that of pernumence : they call for valuations of every im-
provement the moment it is effected in order to tax it, to what amount ? To that of
absorbing all the imposts of a modem state, to the amount of twenty-seven vingtiemes
in France ; and to that of a rental of twenty millions paying seventeen in England

!

To reason upon such extravagance would be an idle waste of time ; but I shall not dis-

• Le Trone Ad. Prov. torn. i. pref. xiv. t Ibid p. 235. ]- f

f Plan d'Admin, des Finances, par M. Malport. 1787, p. 34.

% Noblesse de Lyon. p. 16. Bugey, p. 28. Troyes Tiers Etat, art. 13. Etampes, art. 33. Nimcs,
p. 44. There is not a tax existing in France, which is not demanded in some cuhier to be suppressed.
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miss tlic subject witliout remarking, thut if the national oaicmbly adopts the tax recom-
mended by their committee, of three hundred millions, and should, upon these princi-

ples, miikc it a variable one, though never rising in its amount above tliut sum, the

mere mutation of easing a wretched, poor, slovenly farmer, and loading proportionally

an improving one, will absolutely prohibit all ameliorationHofthe national agriculture:

and if they shall draw these variations to the profit of the state, by increasing the

total sum proportionably to such improvements, they will still prevent them, as no man
will invest his capital in any industrious employment in which the state taxes his

profits.

Duties on consumption do not affect tlic industrious, they fall principally on the idle

consumer, where they ought to fall, and conscfjuently manufacturers and merchants, as

we have ample experience in England, arc not deterred from investing their capitals in

employments subjected to those taxes, for their profits absolutely escape the tax, till by
a voluntary consumption they class themselves (in spending those profits) among the

non-industrious ; then they not only advance the tax, but really pay it, as it is right

they should ; but with land taxes the case is totally diiferent, because they cannot l>e

drawn back ; an industrious maimfacturer calculates the profits his capital will yield

him under the pressure of taxes on consumption; he estimates the advance only of the

tax, charging upon his goods the interest of that advance, and thus the tax is to him
merely inconvenience in requiring a larger capital ; but an industrious farmer, calcu-

lating in like n)anner, the profit of his capital invested under the pressure of land-taxes,

finds, in a moment, that with him it is not merely advancing the tax, but actually pay-

ing and bearing it ; it comes then immediately upon him as a deduction from his profit

;

and if it is proportional and equal, not a shilling of that profit escapes. What is the

self-evident consequence ? Most clearly that he will not make such an investment but
turn his money to other employments that will pay him better : and can it be necessary

at this time of day, to point out the mischief of turning capitals from agriculture to

any other employment ; or, which is the same thing, preventing their being invested

in it?

As I have mentioned several writers in favour of land-taxes, in terms of that con-

demnation, absolutely necessary by a friend of agriculture, it is no more than justice to

observe, that Fn\nce contains some others, ..hose\/ritings are free from this great ob-
jection. Mons. Necker, in his treatise on the administration of the finances, gives the

preference to taxes on consumption, and shews the utter impossibility of a land-tax

absorbing all others. The marquis de Cassaux* also has attempted, with much force

of reason to prove, that the land-taxes of France and England (lUght to be converted

into duties on consumption. And some of the best writers of that vast collection, in

which the physiocratical science originated, are of the same opinion. Proportional im-

posts, on the consumption of commodities are the most just, the most productive, and
the least burthensome to a people, because paid daily and imperceptibly.f And the

nobility of Quercy have, in their caliier, a passage which does honour to their good
sense : Considerant que I'impot indirect a I'inappreciable avantage d'une perception im-

perceptible U spontanee : que le contribuable ne la paye qu' au moment au il en a les

moyens: qu'il frappe sur les capitalistes dont le genre de fortune echappe a toute autre

impot : que la measure des consummations etant en general celle des nchesses il atteint

par sa nature a une justessc de repartition d'ont I'impot direct n'est pas suceptible.f

These are sterling and wise principles, in few words, developed in the most striking

features.

* Mcchanismc des Societies, 8vo. 1785. p. 222, t Encyclop. folio, t. viii. p. 602. fPage 6.
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OF SIMPLICITY IN TAXATION,

m

So many of the cahicrs of France unite wltli the occonomistcs, in calling for the ut-

most simplicity in taxation, by means of one only and uniform proportional impost on
land, that it merits a short inquiry, how far this theory of simplicity is, in itself, deserv-

ing of the ideas entertained of it. There can be no doubt of the advantage of a cheap

collection attending this cr any plan of simplicity ; but there are reasons for thinking that

this benefit would be purchased at an expence a thousand times greater than it is worth.

I do not love recurring to, or depending altogether on reasoning, when facts arc at

hand on which we can build our conclusions : the taxes of England arc infinitely vari-

ous ; much more so than in France, especially in the articles of excises and stamps ; our

taxes are also very great; in proportion to the population of the kingdom, mucn more
than double those of France ; yet, with this vast burthen, they are borne by the people

with much more ease than the French nation bears less than the half. This is to be at-

tributed not to one cause only, but to many ; but amongst those causes, I believe, will

be found this great variety of points on which they bear. The mere circumstance of
taxes being very numerous, in order to raise a given sum, is a considerable step towards

equality in the burthen falling on ihe people ; if 1 was to define a good system of taxa-

tion, it should be that of beanng lightly on an infinite number of ponits, heavily on none.

In other words, that simplicity m taxation is the greatest additional weight that can be

given to taxes, and ought, in every country, to be most sedulously avoided. By a sys-

tem of simplicity in taxation, let it be exerted in whatever method, whether on land, on
persons, or on consumption, there will always be classes of the people much lighter

taxed than other classes ; and this inequality will throw an oppressive burthen on those

who are most exposed to the operation of whatever tax is chosen. No one is a greater

enemy than I am to land-taxes ; but such is the advantage of an extremely various sys-

tem, that I would not contend for taking them entirely off in any country. A land-

tax of 6d. 9d. or perhaps Is. in the pound, but permanent, would be so light a burthen,

tliat it might be bonie, without the mischief of impeding agriculture. Taxes on win-

dows aie amongst the very worst that can be laid ; but as far as 3d. each, might not be
liable to much objection. Unfortunately for France, the favourite idea there is the very

contrary one, that of simplicity. It would have been wise not absolutely to suppress

any one of their taxes, not even the gabellc itself: removing the abuses that flow from
farming a revenue, introducing into the receipt the mildness of a free government, and
changing entirely the mode of collection, would have removed the chief objections to

those taxes which have been abolished, and have saved the enormous evil, now necessary,

of loading land. This subject is a fruitful one, worthy the attention of able pens ex-

pressly employed on it, the rapid sketches which can alone be given by a traveller will

allow of mere hints.

CHAP. XXI....ON THE REVOLUTION OF FRANCE.

THE gross infamy which attended lettres de cachet and the Bastile, during the whole
reign of Louis XV, made them esteemed in England, by people not well informed, as

the most prominent features of the despotism of France. They were certainly carried to

an excess hardly credible ; to the length of being sold with bLinks, to be filled up with

names at tlie pleasure of the purchaser ; who was thus able, in the gratification of pri-

3 u 2
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vatc revenue, to t(:ir a man from the bosom of his familv, and Iiury him in a dun^^on,

where he would exist forgotten, and die unknown!* tiut such cxccsscii could not be

eommoii in any coimtrv ; and they were reduced almost to nothing from the accession

of the present k'wf;- TUq great mass of the people, by which I mean the lower and

middle nuiks, could suffer very little from such engines, und as few of them arc objects

of jealousy, hud there been nothing else to complain ()(, it is not probable they would
ever have been brought to take arms. The abuses attending the levy of taxes were

heavy and univcnuil. 'J'hc kingdom was piu-celled into generalities, with an intendant

at the head of each, into whose hands the whole power of the crown was dele'^ted for

every thing except the military authority ; but particularly for all affaire of finance. The
generalities were subdivided into elections, at the head of which was a Niib-deleguc, ap*

pointed by the intendant. The rolls oi the taille, capitation, vingtiemes, and other

taxes, were distributed among districts, parishes, and individuals, at the pleasure of the

intendant, who could exempt, change, add, or diminish at pleasure. Such an enormous
power, constantly acting, and from which no man was free, must, in the nature of

things, degenerate in many cases, into absolute tyranny. It must be obvious, that the

friends, acciiiuintances, and dependents of the intendant, and of all hissub-dclegues, and

the friends oi these friends, to u long chain of de|)endence, might be favoured in taxa-

tion at the expencc of their miserable neighbours ; and it nobleman, in favour at

court, to whose protection the intendant himself would naiurally look up, could iind

little difticulty in throwing much of the weight of their taxes on others, without u simi-

lar support. Instances, and even gross ones, have been reported to me in many parts

of the kingdom, that made mc shudderat the oppression to which numbers must have

been condemned, by the undue favours grunted to such crooked intiuence. But, with-

out recurring to such cases, what must have been the state of the poor people paying

heavy taxes, from which the nobility and clergy were exempted ? A cruel aggravation

of their misery, to see those who could lx;st afford to pay, exempted because able

!

The inroUments for the militia, which the cahiers call an mjusticc without example,!

were another dreadful scourge on the jxiasuntry; and, os married men were exempted
from it, occasioned in some degree tltut mischievous population, which brought beings

into the world, in order for little else than to Ijc starved. The eorvccs, or police of the

roads, were annually the ruin of many hundreds of farmers ; more than three hundred
Averc reduced to beggary in filling up one vule in Loraine : all these oppressions fell on

• An anecdote, which I liavc from an uutliority to be depended on, will explain the profligacy of
government, in i-cspcrt to ihcue urbitrury imprisonments. Lord Aiberntaric, when ambassador in

i'nmcc, about tlic year 1753, ncKi'tialiiii; the fixing of the limits of the American colonies, which,
three ycuvb after, piodticed the war, calling one day on the minister for foreign affairs, was introduced

for u few minuie:>, into IiIh e.ibinct, while he finished a short convcrsuiiua in the apartment in whicli

he Uiiually received tliosc who conferred with him. As his lordship walked backwards and/orwatxls,

in a very small room (a rrench cabinet is never a large one) he could not help seeing a paper lying

on the table, written in a large legible hand, and containing a list of the prisoners in the Bastile, in

>vhich the fust name was Ciurdon. When the minister entered, lord Albernmrlc apologized for his

iuvoluntury remarking the jiapcr ; the other t epiied that it was not of the least consequence, for they

ntade no secret of the nanu a. Lord A. then said, that he had seen the name of Gordon first !n the list,

and he begged to know, as in all probability the person of this luvme was a British subject, on what
account he had been put into the Uablilc. The minister told him that he knew nothing of the matter,

but would make the proper inqturies. The next time he huw lord Aibermarle, he informed him, that,

un inquiring into the case of Gordon, he could fmd !^^i person who could give the least information ;

on which he had hud Gordon himself interrogated, who solenuily aflirmcd, that he had not the small-

est knowledge, or even suspicion, of the cause of his imprisonment, but that he had been confined 30

years i however, added the minister, I ordered him to be immediately released, and he is now at large.

Such a case wants no comment. t Nob. Bricy, p. 6. Uc. Sic.
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the tiers ctat only; the nobility and cltrf^y having; been equallv exempted from t;»ilK\

militia, and eorvcen. The |Kiml code of finunec makes one hinidder at the horrors of

punishmint iiutdeniiatc to the crime* A few features will suHieiently charucteriice the

old jfovernment of France

:

I. Sinufj;glcrs of silt, armed and assembled to the number offive, in Provence, n fine

of 500 livres and nine years f^allies ; in all the rest of the kinj^dom, death.

3. Snui(^glcrs armed, assembled, but in luimlxT under five, u fine of 300 livres and
three years j^allies. Second offence, death.

3. Smufi^Rlers, without arms, but with horses, carts, or boats, n fine of 300 livres, if

not paid thae years gallies. Second oflence, 400 livres and nine years gullies. In Duu-
phine, second offence, gnllies for life. In Provence, five years giillies.

4. Smugglers, who carry the salt on their backs, and without arms, a fine of 200
livres, and, if not paid, are flogged and branded. Second offence, u fine of 300 livas

and six years gallies.

5. \V omen, married and single, smugglers, first offence n fine of 100 livres. Second,
500 livres. Third, flogged, and banished the kingdom for life. Husbands responsible

bothinAne and body.

6. Children smugglers, the same as women. Fathers and mothers responsible ; and
for defect of payment Hogged.

7. Nobles, if smugglers, deprived of their nobility; and their houses razed to the

ground.

8. Any persons in employments (I suppose emploved in the salt*works or the reve-

nue) if smugglers, death. And such as assist in the theft of salt in the transport, hanged.

9. Soldiers smuggling with arms, arc hanged; without arms, g-allies for life.

10. Buying smuggled salt to resell it, the same punishment as for smuggling.

II. Persons in the salt employments, empowered if two, or one with two witnesses,

to enter and examine houses even of the privileged orders.

12. All families, and persons liable to the taille, in the provinces of tiie Grandes Ga-
bellesinroUed, and their consumption of salt for the pot and siiliere (that is the daily con-

sumption, exclusive of salting meat, &c. 8(c. ) estimated at 71b. a head per annum, which
quantity they are forced to buy whether they want it or not, under the pain of various

fines according to the case.

The Capitameries were a dreadful scourge on all the occupiers of land. By this term

is to be understood the paramountship of certain districts, granted by the king to princes

of the blood, by which they were put in possession of the property of all game, even on
lands not belonging to them ; and, what is ver^ singular, on manors granted long be-

fore to individuals ; so that the erecting of a district into a capitiiinerie, was an annihila-

tion of all manerial rights to game within it. This was a trifling business, in comparison

• It is calculated by a writer (Reclicrches ct Consid. par M. le Buron do Corinere, torn ii. p. 187.)

very well informed on every subject of finance, that upon an average, there were annually taken up
und sent to pri»on or the gullies, Men, 2340. Wuiurn, 896. Childrcn,201. Total, 3437. Three
hundred of these to the gallies (torn. i. p. 112.) The salt confiscated from these miscrubles amounted
lu 12,633 quintals, which, at the mean price of 8 livrcsi arc, .... 101,064 liv.

27721b. of salted flesh, at 10s. 1,386

1086 horses, at SO livres, .......... 54,300

5 cartS) at 150 livreS) 7,800
Fines, 53,207
Seized in houses, 105,530

323,287
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ofothcrrirrumMnnrri; for, in sucaklnpr of the prfvnation of the prntnc in these cnni-

tuincrics, it mu^t iKoliserved, that l)V ^ipime miint Ik: undcTstfKKl whole droves of wild

boors, and herth of deer not confined hy any w;ill or pale, but wa^dcrin^' at pkattiire

over the whole eountry, to the destruetion of <rom ; nnd to the pt-oplinjj^ of the gallicH

by the wretched peasants, who presumed to kill tnem, inordrrto save that food which

was to support tlnir helpless ehildren. The f^inne in the capitaintric of Montccau, in

four parishes only, did mischief to the amount of 184,J63 livns per annum.* No
bonder then that we should find the pco|)li- askiiipf, ••Nous dem.indons a grand eris la

destruetion de eapitaincrics 8t celle de toute sorte de gibier/'t And what are we to think

of d< niandingas a favour, the perniission, " Dc nettoycr ses grains de faucher Ics prcs

anifit:icls, & d'enlever ses chanmes sans ip-ard pour la |KT(hix ou tout autre gibier.'*J

Now an Knglish reader will scarcely luulcrstand it without being told, that there were
lumurous edicts for preserving the g:)me which prohibited weeding and hoeing, lest the

young partridges should be disturbed; steeping seed, lest it should injure the game;
manuring with night soil, lest the flavour of the partridges should be injured by feeding

on the corn so prmluccd ; mowing hay, 8(C. befon* a certain time, so late as to spoii

many crops; and taking away the stubble, which would deprive the birds of shelter.

The tyranny exercised in these capitaineries, which extended over four hundred leagues

of eountry, was so gnat, that many cahicrs demanded the utter suppression of them.}

Such were the exeilir)ns of arbitrary power which the lower orders felt directly from
the royal authority ; but, heavy as they were, it is u question wliether the others, suf-

fered eircuitousiy through the nobility and the clergy, were not yet more oppressive ?

Nothing can exceed the complaints made in the cahicrs imder this head. They speak
of the dispensation ofjustice in the manerial courts, as comprising every species of des-

potism ; the districts indeterminate, appeals endless, irreconcileable to liberty and
prosperity, and irrevocably proscrilx-d in the opinion of the public, || augmenting liti-

gations, favouring every species of chicane, ruming the parties not only by enormous
cxpences on the most |x;tty objects, but by a dreadful loss of time. The judges com-
monly ignorant pretenders, who hold their courts in cabarens, and ore absolutely de>

pendent on the seigneurs.1I Nothing can exceed the force of expression used in painting

the oppressions of the seigneurs, in consequence of their feudal powers. They arc
•' vexations (|ui sont le plus gnuid fleau des |)euple.** Esclavage afHigean.-ff Cc regime
desikstreuse. !:( That the feodalite be for ever abolished. The countryman is tyrannical-

ly enslaved by it. Fixed and heavy rents; vexatious processes to secure them ; appre-

ciated unjiistly to augment them : rents, soliduires, and revenchables ; rents, cheantes,

and levantes ; fumages. Fines at every change of the property, in the direct as well as

collateral line ; feudal redemption (retraite ;) fines on sale, to the 8th and even the 6th

penny ; redemptions (rachats) injurious in their origin, and still more so in their exten-

sion; banalitc of the mill,H of the oven, and of the wine and cyder-press; corvees by
custom; corvees by usage of the fief; corvees established by unjust decrees; corvees ar-

* Culiicr cUi tiers ctat dc Maaux, p. 49. f Dc MontCH and Meulan, p. 33.

|Ibid. p. 40. ANo,Nob. & TierEtiitdc Pcrone,!). 42. Dc Troisordres dc Montfort,p. 28.

§ Clergc de Pi-oviiis k Muntcrcau, p. 35. Cleric de Paris, p. 25. Clergc dc Mantes 6c Meulan, p. 45,

46. Clergede Laon,p. 11. Nob. dc Nemours, p. 17. Nob. dc Paris, p. 22. Nob. d'Arras, p. 29.

II
Renncs, ai*t. 12. % Ncvcrnois, art 43. •* Tier Etat de Vanncs, p. 24.

tt T. Etat Clermont Fcrrand. p. 52. t| T. Etat Auxerre, art. 6. . .

§§ Uy this horrible law, the people arc bound to grind their corn at the mill of the seigneur only ; t*

press their grapes at his press only ; and to bake their bread in his oven ; by which means the bread is

often spoiled, and more especially wine, since in Champagne those grapes which, pressed immediately,

would make white wine, will, by waiting for the press, which often happens, make red wine only.

.-' ':*^*J?*v^*«- IX^l•J&^;w.^3;^^^'ttaK3;l.^ajlr C.^l^ .^-^.'lifc ^;^ J^^^l^.L..t^. ,^^l^ ..Jy. ^ui 'MT^i»aa<J^-^^. B'f^^r\ -r*!'*^'* '-£*
'Ifff-^***^**-''^'^i '
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bitrury, iirul (.vrn ruiitiiMical ; Hi rvitudi s ;
prtMiitioiis, ixtravup^nnt utul hurthrnsotnc ;

collcctioDH hy asHCHsnuntsinoolUctiMc ; uvriix, nuniiN, iinpiiiiU!»Hcn;ciiH; liii^atioiiHruiii.

ous and u ithout nul ; the rod ofsci^iu iiral flDaiicc for ever hhakm over uiir litadn ; vexa-

tion, niin, ()ut^a^-e, vinleiue, aiul tlehtriictivc >tervitiide, under ulueli the- peasants, al-

niO!it on a level with t'oli^h slaves, can never hut be miserable, vile, and oppressed.*^

They demand also, tluit the use of hand-mills Ik* free; nnd ho|K> that posterity, il'iios*

ftiblc, may Ik ifj^nonmt Uiat feudal tyranny in Ureta(];ne, armed with the judicial |)ower,

has nut blushed even in these times at breaking hand-mills, and of selling annually to

the iniNcrabIc the faculty of bruising between two stones a measure of buck-wheat or

barley. t The very terms of these complaints are unknown in Knglatid, and conse

quently imtnmslateuble ; they have probably arisen long since the feudal system ceased

in this kingdom. What arc these tortures of the peasantry in Urctagne, whicli the)

call chevanches, cpiintuines, soule, saut de poison, baiser de mariees ; cnansons ; trans-

porte d'ouuf un charette ; silence dcs grenouilles ;t corvee a misericorde ; miluds; leide;

couponagc ; cartelage ; borage ; fouage ; marecnaussee ; ban vin ; ban d'auut ; trous-

scs ;
gehnage ; civerugc ; taillabilite ; vingtain ; sterlage ; bordelage ; minage ; ban de

vcndanges ; droit d'aceaptc.) In passing through many of the French provinces, I was
struck widi the various and heavy complaints of the farmers and little proprietors of the

feudal grievances, with the weight of which their industry was burthcned ; but I could

not then conceive the multiplicity of the shackles which kept them poor and depressed.

I understood it better afterwards, from the conversation and complaints of some grand
seigneurs, as the revolutf >n advanced ; and I then learned, that the principal rental of

many estates consisted in services and feudal tenures ; by the baneful influence of which,

the industry of the people was almost exterminated. In regard to the oppressions of

the clergy as to tythes, I must do that body u justice, to which a claim cannot be laid

in England. Though the ecclesiastical tenth was levied in France more severely than

usual in Italy, yet was it never exacted with such horrid greediness us is at present the

disgrace of England. When taken in kind, no such thing was known in any part of

France, where I made inquiries, as a tenth : it was always a twelfth, or a thirteenth,

or even a twentieth of the produce. And in no part of the kingdom did a new article

of culture pay any thing : thus turnips, cabbages, clover, chicoree, potatoes, &c. &c.
paid nothing. In many parts, meadows were exempted. Silk worms nothing. Olives

m some places paid ; in more they did not. Cows nothing. Lambs from tlie 12th to

the 21st. Wool nothing. Such mildness in the levy of tliis odious tax, is absolutely

unknown in England. But mild as it was, the burden to people groaning under so

many other oppressions, united to render their situation so bud, that no change could
beiorthe worse. || But these were not all the evils with which the [X'ople struggled.

The administration of justice was partial, venul, infumous. I have, in conversation

with many very sensible men, in difl'erent parts of the kingdom, met with something
of content with their government, in all other respects than this ; but upon the question

of expecting justice to be really and fairly administered, every one confessed there was

» Tiers Etat Rcnnes, p. 159. t Rennes, p. 57.

t This is a curious uiticlc : when the lady of the seigneur lies in, ihe people are obliged to beat
the w'uters in marshy districts, to i^ccp the frogs silent, that she may not be disturbed ; this duty, a very
oppressive one, is commuted into u pcciiniury fine.

^Resume des cahicrs, torn. iii. p. 316, 317.

II
Tiiey have found since how erroneous this opinion was, and that great as their evils were, they

have been aggravated into a more exterminating despotism under the fictitious names of liberty and
equality.
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jio surh thing to be looked for. The conduct of the parliaments was profligate and
atrocious. Upon almost every cause that came before them, interest was openly made
with the judges ; and woe betidcd the man who, in a cause to support, liad no means
of conciliating favour, cither by the beauty of a handsome wife, or by other methods.

It has been said, by many writers, that property was as secure under t'^e old govern-

ment of France as it is in England ; and the assertion might possibly be true, as far as

;iny violence from the iting, his ministers, or the great, was concerned : but for all

tliat niiias of property, which comes in every country to be litigated in courts of jus-

tice, there was not even the shadow of security, unless the parties were totally and
t(|ually unknown, and totally and equally honest ; in every other case, he who had
the best interest with the judges, was sure to be the winner. To reflecting minds,

the cruelty and abominable practice attending such courts are suflliciently apparent.

There was also a circumstance in the constitution of these parliaments, but little

known in England, and which, under such a government as that of France, must
be considered as very singular. They had the power, and were in the constant prac-

tice of issuing decrees, without the consent of the crown, and which had the force of

laws through the whole of their jurisdiction ; and of all other laws, these were sure to

be the best obej ed ; for as all infringements of them were brought before sovereign

courts, composed of the same persons who had enacted these laws (a horrible system

of t} ranny ! ) they were certain of being punished with the last severity. It must ap-

j)ear strange, in a government so despotic in some respects as that of France, to see

the parliaments in every part of the kingdom making laws without the king's consent,

and even in defiance of his authority. The English, whom I met in France in 1789,

A\ ere surprised to see some ofthese bodies issuing arrets against the export of com out

of the provinces subject to their ' 'risdiction, into the neighbouring provinces, at the

same time that the king, through the organ of so popular a minister asMons. Necker,

was decreeing an absolutely free transport of corn throughout the kingdom, and
even at the ret|uisition of the national assembly itself. But this was nothing new j it

\\'as their common practice. The parliament of Rouen past an arret against killing

of calves ; it was a preposterous one, and opposed by administration, but it had its full

lorce ; and had a l>utcher dared to offend against it, he would liave found, by the ri-

gour of his punishment, who wai» his master. Innoculation was favoured by the court

in Louis Fifteenth's time ; but t^"* parliament of Paris p?.ssed an arret .gainst it, much
more efltctive in prohibiting, tl.n th<' favour of the court in encouraging that practice.

Instances are innumerable, r.nd I may remark, that the bigotry, ignorsnce, false princi-

ples, and tyranny of these bodies were generally conspicuous ; and that the court (tax-

ation excepted) never had a dispute With a parliament, but the parliament was sure to

be wrong. Their constitution, in respect to the administration of justice, was so truly

rotten, that the members sat as judges, even in causes of private property, in which
they were themselves the parties, r^nd have, in this capacity, been guilty of oppressions

and cruelties, which the crown has rarely dared to attempt.

It is impossible to justify the excesses of the people on their taking up arms : they

were certainly guilty of cruelties ; it is idle to deny the facts, for they have been pro-

ved too clearly to admit of a doubt. But is it really the people to whom we are to im-
pute the whole ? Or to their oppressors, who had kept them so long in a state of bon-
dage ? He who choose; to be served by slaves, and by ill-treated slaves, must know
that he holds both his property and life by a tenure far diflferent from those who pre-

fer the service of well-treated freemen ; and he who dines to the music of groaning suf-

J'ertrs, must not, in tiie moment of insurrection, complain that his daughters are ra-
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ra-

vished, and then destroyed ; and that his sons throats are cut. When such evils hap

pen, they surely are more imputable to the tyranny of the master, than to the cruelty

ofthe servant. The analojjy holds with the French peasants ; the murder of a seigneur,

or a chateau in flames, is recorded in every newspaper ; the rank of the person who
suflers, attracts notice; but where do we find the register of that seigneur's oppressions

of his peasantry, and his exactions of feudal services, from those whose children were

dying around them for want of bread ? Where do we find the minutes that assigned

these starving wretches to some vile petty-fogger, to be fleeced by impositions, and
a mockery of justice, in the seigneural courts? Who gives us the awards of the in-

tcndant and his siib-delcgues, which took oflf the taxes of a man of fashion, and laid

them with accumulated weight on the poor, \vho were so unfortunate as to be his

neighbours ? Who has dwelt sufficiently upon explaining all the ramifications of des-

potism, regal, aristocratic. ;, and ecck-siastical, pervading the whole mass of the peo-

ple ; reaching, like a circuiiting fluid, the most distant capillary tubes of poverty and
^vretchedness ? In these cases the sufferers are two ignoble to be known ; and the mass
too indiscriminate to be pitied. But should a philosopher feel and reason thus ? should
he mistake the cause for the effect ? and giving all his pity to the few, feel no com-
passion for the many, because they suffer in his eyes not individually, but by millions ?

The excesses of the people cannot, I repeat, be justified; it would undoubtedly have
done them credit, both as men and christians, if they had possessed their new acquired

power with moderation. But let it be remembered, that the populace in no country
ever use power with moderation ; excess is inherent in their aggregate constitution

:

and as every government in the world knows, that violence infallibly attends power
in such hands, it is doubly bound in common sense, and for common safety, so to con-

duct itself, that the people may not find an interest in public confusions. They will

always suffer much and long, before they arc eflfectuaily roused ; nothing, therefore,

can kindle the flame, but such oppressions of some classes or order in the society, as

give able men the opportunity of seconding the general mass ; discontent will soon
diflfuse itself around ; and if the government take not warning in time, it is alone an-

swerable for all the burnings, and plunderings, and devastation, and blood that follow.

The true judgment co be formed of the French revolution, must surely be gained

from an attentive consideration of the evils of the old government : when these are well

understood ; and v/hen the extent aiid universality of the oppression under which the

jjeople groaned ; oppression which bore upon them from every quarter, it will scarcely

be attempted to be urged, that a revolution was not absolutely necessary to the welfiu-e

of the kingdom. Not one opposing voice* can, with reason, be raised against this as-

sertion ; abuses ought certainly to be corrected, and corrected effectually : this could

not be done without the establishment of a new form of government ; whether the

• Many opposing voices have been raised ; but so little to their credit, that I leave the passaj^e as

it v/as written long ago. The abuses that are rooted in all the old governments of Europe, give&uch
numbers of men a direct interest in supporting, cherishing, and defending abuses, that no wonder
advocates for tyranny, of every species, are found in every country, and almost in every company.
What a mass of people, in every part of England, are some wuy or other interested in the present re-

presentation of tlie people, tythes, charters, corporations, monopolies, and taxation! and not merely
1.0 the things themselves, but to all the a))uses attending them : and how many arc tliere who derive
their profit to their consideration in life, not merely from such institutions, but from the evils they engen-
der! The great mass of the people, however, is free from such influence, and will be enlightened by
degrees; assuredly they will find out, in every country of Lurope, that by combinations, on the prin-

ciples of liberty and property, aimed equally against regal, aristocratical, imd mobbish tyranny, they
will be able to resist, successfully, that variety of combiiration, which, on principles of plunder and
despotism, is every where at work to enslave them.
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form that has l)cci\ adopted ncre the best, is another question absolutely distinct. But

that the above-mentioned detail of enormities practised on the people required some great

change is sufficiently apparent ; and I cannot better conclude such a list of detestable op-

pressions, thiui in the words of the Tiers Eta" rrNivernois, who hailed the approaching

day of liberty, with an eloquence worthy of t! x: subject.

Les pbintes du peuple se sont long-temp>. perdues dans I'espace immense qui le s6paa'

du trone ; cette classc la plus nombreuse & la plus interessante de la society ; cettc

*n;lasse qui merite les premiers solas du gouvemement, puisqu' elle alimente toutes les

autres ; cettc classc h laquelle c a doit & les arts necessaries h la vie, & ceux qui en em-
bellissent le cours ; cette classc enfin qui en recueillent moins a toujours paye advantage

;

peut-elle apres tant de siecles d'oppression &. dc miserc compter auiourdhui sur un sort

plus heureux ? Ce seroit pour ainsi dire blasphemer l'autorit6 tutelaire sous laquelle nous

vivons que d'en douter un seu! moment. Un respect aveugle pour les abus ^tablis ou
pour la violence ou par la superstition, une ignorance profonde des conditions d»i pacte

social, voila ce qui a perpetue jusqu' ^ nous la servitude dans laquelle ont gemi nos p&res.

Un jour plus pure est pr&s d'eclorrc : le roi a manifeste le desir de trouver des sujets

capablesdc lui dire la verite ; une de ses loix I'edit de creation des ussembliss provin-

ciales du moi de Juin 1787, announce que le voeu le plus pressant de son coeur sera tou-

jours celui qui tendra au soulagemcnt & au bonheur de ses peuples : une autre loi qui a

retenti du centre du Royaume 1 ses dernieres extremit6s nous a promis la restitution de

tons nos droits, dont nous n'avions perdu, &dont nous pouvions perdre que Texercise,

puisque le fond de ces memes droits est inalienable & imprescriptible. Osons done se-

couer le joug des anciennes erreurs : osons dire tout ce qui est vrai, tout ce qui est utile

;

osons reclaimer les droits essentielles & primitifs de I'homme : la raison, I'equite, I'opi-

nion generale, la bien faisance connue de notre anguste souverain tout concour i assurer

le succfes dc nos doleances.

Having seen the propriety, or rather the necessity, of some change in the govern-

ment, let us next briefly inquire into the effects of the revolution on the principal inte-

rests in the kingdom.
In respect to all the honours, power, and profit derived to the nobility from the feu-

dal system, which was of an extent in France beyond any thing known in England
since the revolution, or long parliament in 1640, all is laid in the dust, without a rag

or remnant being spared :* the importance of these, both in influence and revenue,

was so great, that the result is all but ruin to numbers. However, as these properties

were real tyrannies ; as they rendered the possession of one spot of land ruinous to all

around it, and equally subversive of agriculture, and the common rights of mankind,

the utter destruction brought on all this species of property, does not ill deserve, the

epithet they are so fond of in France : it is a real regeneration of the people to the

privileges of human nature. No man of common feelings can regret the fall of that

» It is to be observed, that tlie orders of knighthood were at first preserved ; when the naUoad as-

sembly, with a forbearance that did them honour, refused to abolish those orders, because personal,

of merit, and not hereditary, they were guilty of one gross error. They ought immediately to have
addressed the king, to institute anew order of knighthood....Knights of the Plough. There are

doubtless little souls that will smile at this, and think a thistle, a garter, or an eagle more significant,

and more honourable ; I say nothing of orders, that exceed common sense and common chronology,
such as St. Esprit, St. Andrew, and St. Patrick, leaving to such as venerate most what they least un-
derstand. But thuc prince, who should first institute tliis order of rural merit, will reap no vulgar

honour : Leopold, whose twenty years of sieady and well earned Tuscan fame gives him a good right

to do it with propriety, might, as emperor, institute it with most effect. In him, such an action- Would
have in it nothing of affectation. But I had rather that the Plough had thus been honoured by a free

assembly. It would huve been a tnut, tliat marked the {^losophy of a new age, and a new system.
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ab6minablc system, which made a whole parish slaves to the lord of the matior. But
the effects of the revolution have gone much farther ; and have been attended with con-

sequences not equally justifiable. The rents of land, which arc as legal under the new
government, as they were inider the old, arc no longe; paid with regularity. I have

been lately informed (August 1791) on authority not to be doubted, that associations

among tenantry, to a great amount and extent, have been formed, even within fifty miles

of Paris, for the non-payment of rent ; saying, in direct terms, wc are strong enough to

detain the rent, and you are not strong enough to enforce the payment. In a countr}'

where such things are possible, property of every kind, it must be allowed, is in a du-
bious situation. Very evil consequences will result from this ; arrears will accumulate
too great for landlords to lose, or for the peasants to pay, who will not easily be brought
to relish that order and legal government, which must necessarily secure these arrears to

their right owners. In addition to all the rest, by the new system of taxation, there is

laid a land-tax of three hundred millions, or not to exceed 4s. in the pound ; but, under
the old government, their vingtiemes did not amount to the seventh part of such an
impost. In whatever light, therefore, the case of French landlords is viewed, it will

appear, that they have suffered immensely by the revolution. That many of them de-

served it, cannot, however, be doubted, since we see their cahiers demanding steadily,

that all their feudal right should be confirmed:* that the carrying of arms should bo
strictly prohibited to every body but noblemen :\ that the infamous arrangements of the

militia should remain on its old footing :{ that breaking up wastes, and inclosing com-
mons, should be prohibited :§ that the nobility alone should be eligible to enter into the

army, church, &c. :|| that lettres de cachet should continue: IT that the press should not

be free :** and in fine, that there should be no free corn trade.ft

To the clergy, the revolution has been yet more fatal. One word will dispatch this

inquiry. The revolution was a decided benefit to all the lower clergy of the king-

dom ; but it was destructive of all the rest. It is not easy to know what they lost on
the one hand, or what the national account will gain on the other. Mons. Necker
calculates their revenue at 130,000,000 livres, of which only 42,500,000 livres were
in the hands of the curees ofthe kingdom. Their wealth has been much exaggerated

:

a late writer says, they possessed half the kingdom.JJ Their number was as little

known as their revenue ; one writer makes them 400,000 ;§J another 81,400 ;|||| a third

sOjOoo.n-

•Evereux, p. 32. Bourbonnois, p. U. Artois, p. 22. Bazas, p. 8. Nivernois, p. 7. Poitu, p. 13.

Saiiitonge, p. 5. Orleans, p. 19. Chaumont, p. 7.

t Vermaudois, p. 41. Quesnoy, p. 19. Sens, p. 25. Evreux, p. 36. Sesanue, p. 17. Bar sur Seine,
p. 6. Beauvois, p. 13. Bugey, p. 34. Clermont Fcrrand, p. 11.

I Limoges, p. 36. § Cambray, p. 19. Pont a Mousson, p. 38.

II Lyon, p. 13. Touraine, p. 31. Angaumoisjp. 13. Auxcrre, p. 13. The author of the Historical
Sketch of the French Revolution, octavo, 1792, says, p. 68. "the worst enemies of nobility have not
yet brought to light any cahier, in which the nobles insisted on their exclusive right to military pre-
ferments." In the same page this gentleman says, it is impossible for any Englishman to study four
or five hundred cahiers. It is evident, however, from this mistake, how necessary it is to examine
them before writing on the revolution. 1 Vermaudois, p. 23. Chalons-sur Marne, p. 6. Gien, p. 9.

•• Crcpy,p. 10. ttSt. Quetin,p. 9. |^ De I'Autoritc de Montesquieu dans la -.evolution pre-
sente, octavo, 1789. p. 61. §§ Etats Generaux convoques, par Louis XVI, i>ar M. Target, prem
suite, p. 7.

IHI Qu'est ce que le Tiers Etat, 3d edit, par M. I'Abbe Sieyes, octavo, p. 51. h

fH Bibliotlieque de I'homme publique, par M. Condorcet, &c. torn. iii. •-
.
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\

The clergy in France liavc been supposed, by many persons in England, to merit

their fate from their peculiar profligacy. But the idea is not accurate : that so large a

body of men, possessed of very great revenues, should be free from vice, would be im-
probable, or rather impossible ; but they preserved, what is not always preserved in

England, an exterior decency of behaviour. One did not find among them poachers or

fox -hunters, who, having spent the morning in scampering after Itounds, dedicate the

evening to the bottle, and reel from inebriety to the pulpit. Such advertisements wen^
never seen in France as I have heard of in England : Wanted, a curacy in a good sport-

ing country, where the duty is light, and the neighbourhood convivial. The proper

exercise for a country clergyman is the employment of agriculture ; which demands
strength and activity, and which, vigorously followed, will fatigue enough to give ease its

best relish. A sportsman parson may be, as he often is England, a good sort ofa man,
and an honest fellow; but certainly this pursuit, and the resorting to obscene comedies,

and kicking their heels in thejigof an assembly, are not the occupations for v/hich we
can suppose tythes were given.* Whoever will give an attention to the demands of the

clergy in their cahiers, will see, that there was, on many topics, an ill spirit in that body.

They maintain, for instance, that the liberty of the press ought rather to be restrained

than extended :t that the laws against it should be renewed and executed -4 thatadmis-

sion into religious orders should be, as formerly, at sixteen years of age :§ that lettres de

cachet are useful, and even necessary.|| They solicit to prohibit all division of com-
mons ;1I to revoke the edict allowing inclosures ;** that the export of corn be not allow-

ed;ft and that public granaries be established.JJ
The ill effects of the revolution have been felt more severely by the manufacturers

of the kingdom, than by any other class of the people. The rivalry of the English

fabrics in 1787 and 1788, was strong and successful ; and the confusions that followed

in all parts of the kingdom, had the effect *of lessening the incomes of so many land-

lords, clergy, and men in public employments; and such numbers fled from the

kingdom, that the general mass of the consumption of national fabrics sunk perhaps

three-fourths. The men, whose incomes were untouched, lessening their consumption

greatly, from an apprehension of the unsettled state of things : the prosix^cts of a civil

war, suggested to every man, that his safety, perhaps his future bread, depended on

the money which he could hdard. The inevitable consequence, was turning absolutely

out of employment immense numbers of workmen. I have, in the diary of the jout-

ney, noticed the infinite misery to which I was witness at Lyons, Abbeville, Ami-
cus, &c. and by intelligence I understood that it was still worse at Uouen : the fact

could not be otherwise. This effect, which was absolute death, by starving many
thousands of families, was a result, tliat in my opinion might have been avoided.

It flowed only from carrying things to extremities ; from driving tlie nobilit) out of

the kingdom, and seizing, instead of regulation, the whole regal authority. These
\ iolences were not necessary to liberty ; they even destroyed true liberty, by giving

* Nolhing appears so scandalous to nU the clergy of Europe, as their brethren in England dancing

at public asseniiblieH ; and a bishop's wife engaged in the suine amuscmcni. seems to them as prepos-

terous as a bisliop, in his lawn sleeves, following the same diversion, would to us. Probably both are

wrong.

t Saintongc, p.

§ Saintongc, p.

»»Met2,p. II.

24. Limoges, p, 6, 8cc.

26. Montargis, p. 10.

it Rouen, p. 24.

|Lyon,p. 13. Dourdon, p. 5. ' -,^-ms-

I)
Limoges, p. 22. f Troyes, p. 11.

il Laon, p. 11, Dourdon, p. 17.
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the government of the kingdom, in too great a degree, to Paris, and to the populace

of every town.

Tlie effect of tlie revolution, to the small proprietors of the kingdom, must accord-

ing to the common nature of events, be in the end remarkably nappy ; and had the

new government adopted any principles of taxation, except those of the oeconomistes,

establishing at the same time an absolute freedom in the business of inclosure, and in

the |jolice of corn, the result would probably have been advantageous, even at this re-

cent i^criod. The committee of imposts* mention (and I doubt not their accuracy)
the prosperity of agriculture, in the same page in which they lament the depression of
every other branch of the national industry. Upon a moderate calculation, there re-

mained, in the hands of the classes depending on land, on the account of taxes in the

years 1789 and 1790, at least 300,000,000 livres ; the execution of corvees was as

lax as the payment of taxes. To this we are to add two years tythe, which I cannot
estimate at less than 300,000,000 livres more. The abolition of all feudal rents, and
payments of every sort, during those two years, could not be less than 100,000,000 liv.

mcluding services. But all these articles, great as they were, amounting to near

800,000,000 livres were less than the immense sums that came into the hands of the

farmers by the high price of corn tliroughout the yeai- 1789 ; a price arising almost en-
tirely from Mons. Neckcr's fine operations in the com trade, as it has been proved at

large ; it is true there is a deduction to be made on account of the unavoidable dimi-
nution of consumptiou in every article of land produce, not essentially necessary to life

:

every object of luxury, or tending to it, is lessened greatly. But after this discount
is allowed, the balance, in favour of the little proprietor farmers, must be very great.

The benefit ot such a sum, being added as it is to the capitiil of industry, needs no ex-
planation. Their agriculture must be invigorated by such wealth, by the freedom en-

joyed by its prcriessors, by the destruction of its innumerable shackles ; and even by
the distresses of other employments, occasioning new and great investments of capital

in land: and tliese leading facts will appear in a clearer light, when the prodigious di-

vision of landed property in France is well considered : probably half perhaps two-
thirds, of the kingdom are in possession of little proprietors, who paid quit-rents, and
feudal duties, tor the spots they farmed. Such men are placed at once in compara-
tive affluence ; and as ease is thus acquired by at least half the kingdom, it must not
be set down as a point of trifling importance. Should France escape a civil war, she
will, in the prosperity of tliese men, find a resource which politicians at a distance do
not cakulate. With renters the case is certainly different ; for, beyond all doubt, land-

lords will, sooner or later, avail themselves of these circumstances, by advancing their

rents ; acting in this resi)ect as in every other country is common ; but they will find

it impossible to deprive the tenantry of a vast advantage, necessarily flowing from their

emancipation.

- The confusion which has since arisen in the finances, owing almost entirely to the

mode of taxation adopted by the assembly, has had the effect of continuing to the pre-

sent moment (1791) a freedom from all impost to the little proprietors, which, however
dreadful its general effects on the national affairs, has tenided strongly to enrich this

class.

The effects of the revolution, nof on any particular class of cultivators, but on agri-

culture in general, is with me, I must confess, ver)' questionable ; I see no benefits

flowing particularly to agriculture (liberty afij^s equity to all classes, and is not yet

* Rapport Ic 6 Oecembre 1790, wr ter saofcm de pourv<iir mix deyeases j^r 17dl, p. 4.
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sufficiently established for the protection of proj)erty) except the case of tythcs; but I

see the rise of many evils ; restrictions and prohibitions on the trade of corn ; a varying

land-tax ; and impeded inclosurcs, a.re mischiefs on principle, that may have a genera-

tive faculty ; and will prove infinite draw-backs from the prosperity which certainly

was attainable. It is to be honed, that the good sense of the assembly will reverse this

system by degrees ; for, if it is not reversed, agriculture cannot flourish.
The effect of the revolution, on the public revenue, is one great point on which

Mons. de Calonne lays considerable stress ; and it has been since urged in France,

that the ruin of 30,000 families, thrown absolutely out of employment, and conse-

quently out of bread, in the collection of the taxes on salt and tobacco only, has had
a powerful influence in spreading universal distress and misery. The public revenue

sunk, in one year, 175 millions : this was not a loss of that sum : the people to whom
assignats were paid on that account lost no more than the discount ; the loss, therefore,

to the people to whom Uiat revenue was paid, could amount to no more than from 5

to 10 per cent.* But was it a loss to the miserable subjects who formerly paid those

taxes ; and who paid them by the sweat of their brows, at the expence of the bread

out of their children's mouths, assessed with tyranny, and levied in blood ? Do they

feel a loss in having 175 millions in their pockets in 1789, more than they had iri

1788? and in possessing another 175 millions more in 1790, and the inheritance in

future ? Is not such a change ease, wealth, life, and animation, to those classes who,
while the pens of political satirists slander all innovations, are every moment reviving,

by inheriting from that revolution something which the old government assuredly did

not give ? The revenue of the clergy may be called the revenue of the public : those to

whom the difference between the present payment of one hundred and forty millions

and the old tythes are a deduction of all revenue, are, beyond doubt, in great dis-

tress ; but what say the farmers throughout the kingdom, from whom the detestable

burthen of those taxes was extorted ? Do not they find their culture lightened, their

industry freed, their products their own ? Go to the aristocratical politician at Paris,

or at London, and you hear only of the ruin of France ; go to the cottage of the

metayer, or the house of the fanner, and demand of him what the result has been,

there will be but one voice from Calais to Bayonne. If tythes were to be at one

stroke abolished in England,! no doubt the clergy would suffer, but would not the

agriculture of the kingdom, v/ith every man dependent on it, rise with a vigour never

before experienced. . ,

FUTURE EFFECTS.

It would betray no inconsiderable presumption to attempt to predict what will be the

event ofthe revolution now passing in France ; I am not so imprudent. But there are

considerations that may be offered to the attention of those who love to speculate on

future ev«nts better than I do. There are three apparent benefits in an aristocracy

•Since Uiis was wriucn, assignats fell, in Dec. 1791, and Jan. 1T92, to 34 to 38 percent, paid in sil-

ver, and 42 to 50 paid in gold, arising from great emissions ; from the quantity of private paper issued

;

from forged ones being common ; and from the prospect of a war.

t It is an error in France to suppose, that the revenue of the church is small in England. The roy-

al Society of Agriculture at Paris states that revenue at 310,0001. it cannot be stated at less than five

millions sterling. Mem presente par lu S. R.d'Aga I'Asseuvblee Nalioualc 1789, p. 52. One of the

greatest and wisest men we have in England persists in asserting it to be much lest than two millions.

From very numerous inquiries, which lam still pursuing, I have reason to bclicyu this opinion tn he

founded on insufficient data.
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I'orming the part of a constitution ; first, the fixed, consolidated, and hereditary im-

portance of the great nobility, is for the most part a bar to the dangerous pretensions,

and illegal views, of a victorious and highly popular king, president, or le;uler. Assem-
blies, so elected, as to be swayed absolutely by the opinion of the people, would fre-

quently, under such a prince, be ready to grant him much more than a well constituted,

aristocratic senate. Secondly, such popular assemblies as I have just described, arc some-

times led to adopt decisions too hastily, and too imprudently ; and particularly in the

case of wars with neighbouring nations ; in the free countries, we have known the

commonality have been too apt to call lightly for diem. An aristocracy, not unduly in-

fluenced by the crown, stands like a rock against such phrenzies, and hath a direct in-

terest in the encouragement and support of peaceable maxims. The remark is appli-

cable to many other subjects, in which mature deliberation is wanted to ballast the

imiietuosity of the people. I always suppose the aristocratic body well constituted upon

the basis of a sufficient property, and at the same time no unlimited power in the crown,

to throw all the pro\)crty of the kingdom into the same scale, which is the case in Eng-
land. Thirdly, whatever benefits may arise from the existence of an executive power,

distinct from the legislative, must absolutely depend on some intermediate and indepen-

dent body between the people and the executive power. Every one must grant, that

if there be no such body, the people are enabled, when they please, to annihilate the

executive authority, and assign it, as in the case of the long parliament, to committees

of their own representatives ; or, which is the same thing, they may appear as they did

at Versailles, armed before the king, and insist on his consent to any propositions they

bring him ; in these cases, the seeming advantages derived from a distinct executive

power are lost. And it must be obvious, that in such a constitution as the present one
of France, the kingly office can be put down as easily and as readily, as a secretary can
be reprimanded for a false entry in the journals. If a constitution be good, all great

changes in it should be esteemed a matter of great difficulty and hazard : it is in bad
ones only that alterations should not be looked upon in a formidable light.

That these circumstances may prove advantages in an aristocratical portion of a le-

gislature, there is reason to believe ; the inquiry is, whether they be counter- balanced by
possible or probable evils. May there not come within this description, the danger of
an aristocracy uniting with the crown against the people ? that is to say, influencing, by
weight of property and power, a gi"eat mass of the people dejjendent, against the rest

of the people who are independent ? Do we not see this to be very much the case in

England at this moment ? To what other part of our constitution is it imputable that

we have been infamously involved in perpetual wars, from wliich none reap any benefit

but that tribe of vermin which thrive most when a nation most declines ; contractors,

victuallers, pay-masters, stock-jobbers, and money- scriveners : a set by whom ministers

are surrounded; and in favour ofwhom whole classes amongst the people are beggared
and ruined. Those who will assert a constitution can be good* which suffers these

things, ought at least to agree, tlmt such an one as would not suffer tliem would be much
better,t

.^ .

* It ought not to be allowed even tolerable; for this plain reason, such public extravagance engen-
ders taxes to an amount that will sooner or later force the people into resistance, which is always the
destruction of a constitution ; and surely that must be admitted bail, which carries to the most careless
eye the seeds of its own destruction. Two hundred and fr)rty millions of public debt in a century is in
a ratio imposrible to be supported ; and therefore evidently ruinous.

t "The direct power of the king of England," says Mr. Burke, « is considerable. His indirect is

great indeed. When was it that a king of England wanted wherewithal to make him respected, courted,
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If an aristocracy hath thus its advantat^s and disadv antagcs, it is natural to inquire,

whether the French nation l)c likely to ehtahlish something of a senate, that shall have

the advantage's without evils. If there should be none, no popular representatives

will ever be brought, with the consent of their constituents, to give up a power in their

own possession and enjoyment. It is experience alone, and long experience, that can

satisfy the doubts which every one must entertain on this subject. What can we know,
experimcntr^My, of a government which has not stood the brunt of unsuccessful and of

successful \ The English constitution has stood this test, and has been found de-

ficient ; or 1 s far as this test can decide any thing, has been proved worthless ;

since, in a sin^ic century, it has involved the nation in a debt of so vast* a magnitude,

that every blessing which might otherwise have been |K;rpetuatcd is put to the stake ;

so that if the nation do not make some change in its constitution, it is much to be
dreaded that the constitution will ruin the nation. Where practice and experience have

so^ittcrly failed, it would be vain to reason from theory : and especially on a subject on
which a very able writer has seen his own prediction so totally erroneous :

*' In the

monarchical states of Europe, it is highly improbable that any form of projjcrly equal

government should be established for many ages ; the people, m general, and especially

in France, being proud of their monarchs, even when they are oppressed by them."t
In regard to the future consequences of this singular revolution, as an example to

other nations, there can be no doubt but the spirit which has produced it, will sooner

or later spread throughout Eurojie, according to the different degrees of illumination

amongst the common people ; and it will prove either mischievous or beneficial, in pro-

portion to the previous steps taken by government. It is unquestionably the subject of

all others the most interesting to every class, and even to every individual of a modem
state ; the great line of division, into which the people divides, is, 1st, those that have
property ; and, 2d, others that have none. The events that have taken place in France,

in many respects have been subversive of property ; and have been effected by the

lower people, in direct opposition to the noniinal legislature ; yet their constitution be-

gan its establishment with a much greater degree of reguUirity, by a formal election of

representatives, than there is any probability of seeiig in other countries. Revolutions

will there be blown up from riotous mobs, from the miJ'tary called out to quell them, but
refusing obedience and joining the insucgents. Such a flame, spreading rapidly through

a country, must prove hostile, and more fatal to property, than any thing that has pre-

vailed in France. The probability of such events, every one must allow to be not in-

considerable ; the ruin that must attend them cannot be doubted ; for they would tend

to produce not a national assembly, and a free constitution, but an universal anarchy

and confusion. The first attempt towards a democracy in England would be the com-

or perhaps even feared in every state in Europe ?" It is in such passages as these, that this elegant

writer lays himself open to the attacks formidable, because just, of men who have not an hundredth part

of his talents. Who questions, or can question,the power of a prince that in less than a century has ex-
pended above 1000 millions, and involved his people in a debtof 240 ? The point in debate is not the

existence of power, but its excess. What is the constitution that generates or allows of such ex-
pcnces ? The very mischief complained of is here wrought into a merit, and brought in argument to

prove that exaggerated power is salutary.

• This debt, and our enormous taxation, are the best answer the national assembly gives to those who
would have had the English government, with all its faults on its head, adopted in France ; nor was it

without reason said by a popular writer, that a government, formed like the English, obtains more re-

venue than it could do, either by direct despotism, or in a full state of freedom.

tDr. Priestly's Lectures on Hist, quarto, 1788. p. 3. 317.
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mon people demonding an ndmission and voice in the vestries, and voting to themhcivcs

whatever rates they ll.oufjht proper to appropriate ; which, in fact, would be an Agra-

rian law. Can there be so much HUpinencbs in the present governments ol" Europe, as

to suppose, that old principles and maxims will avail any longer? Can such ignorance

of the numun heart, and such blindness to the natural course of events be found, m the

plan of rejecting all innovations, lest they should lead to greater ? There is no govern-

ment to be found, that does not depend, in the last resort, on a military power ; and if

thut fail them, is not the consecjuence easily Hcen ? A new policy must either be adopt-

ed, or all governments we know will be swept from their very foundations. This policy

must consist, first, in making it the interest, as much as possible, of every class in the

state except those absolutely without property,* to support the established govern,

ment ; and also to render it as palatable, as the security of property will allow, even to

these; farther than this none can look, for it is so directly the interest of the people,

without property, to divide with those who have it, that no government can be estabUsned

which shall give the poor an equal interest in it with the rich ;t the visil)Ic tangible inte-

rest of the poor (if I mav use the expressions) and not the ultimate and remote, which
they will never voluntarily regard, is a pure democracy, and a consequent division of

property the sure path to anarchy and despotism. The means of making a government
respected and beloved are, in England, obvious ; taxes must be immensely reduced

;

assessments on malt, leather, candles, soap, siilt, and windows, must be aboiisiied or

lightened ; the funding system, the parent of taxation, annihilated for ever, by taxing

, the interest of the public debt ; the constitution that admits a debt carries in its vitals

the seeds of its destruction ; tythesj and tests abolished ; the representation of parlia-

ment reformed, and its duration shortened; not to give the people, without property , a
predominancy, but to prevent that corruption in which our debts and taxes have ori-

ginated; the utter destruction ol all niononolies, and, among them, of all charters and
corporations : game made property, anrl b« lunging Ui I Ik possessor of one acre, as much

* The representation of mere population is as grUHS >i vloliitluis of sense, reason, und Iheoi-jr, us U
is found pernicious in practice ; it gives to ignorance to gov(/n knowledge; to uncultivated Inlcllect

the lead of intelligence; to savage force the guld«; ofltiwand justice ; tuid to folly the jyovemance of
wisdom. Knowledge, intelligcnn, tnfoiiiiiilio|i|

' ' lis-j-— ...

these are all found to reside most in tlif ifilii'M

prejudices of the grouf, mt^ stifled by the laiuii

wisdom. Knowledge, intelligcnn , infoiiiiiilio|ij iKHrniuff, am) \visdom, ought to govern nationA; and
ir irm/lMlidi wealiened by th«s holnts uiid

t Those who have not attcnflLfj lf|//rh tol'"rench //

territory and contribution in tH r rern u H\\)^\\\ni\p\\
'
\iit\

jilgar.

iigfit easily mistake the rep-esentation of
'thing simitar to what I contus'l for; but

ri'tjr :, while persons without property

I

' »n which reprtsentaucjn

I .1, though the rcpresenta-
lllliig i It is not that the proprietors

lies the i

nothing is more remon; t thp noinher chosen h of \\\ i

are the electors. Yet Mr. Clniittlc I ' |
l *' i

ought to be founded ; and it is pluii i I

tives of the property are ejected by men tJiat il) I j

of property should have voices in t.'ie election oiuj;(ii(|..(,. .. lu tlieir property, but that mer^ who have
a direct interest in the plimder or division uf jirtJiierty sjir/uld be kept at adistance from pow^r. Here

great difficulty of modem legislation, lo j»)opcrty, and at the same time to secure fre&-

is much of this effected for the small portion

nd( lis satiated (the poor, the parson, aud the

„ . . . , .,„,, , , '" rest is secure. In America the poor, the
parson, and the king take nothing (or next to n^itning) and the whole is secure. In Frajice all
seems to be at the mercy of the populace.

\ The exaction of tjthes is so ahHurd and tyraniucal an attack on the propei-ty of mankind, that it

is almost impossible for them to continue in any country in the world half a century longer. To pay
a man by force lOOOl. a year, for doing by di^puty what would be much better done for lOOl. is too
gross an imposition to be, endured. To levy that lOOOl. in the most pernicious method that caij wound
both property and liberty, are circumstances congenial to the tenth century, but not to the cighleeiivtli.

Italy, France, and America, have sei rioble examples for the imitation of mankind ; and those coun-
tries that do not follow them, will so»j he as inferior in cultivation as they are in policy.

VOL. IV. 3 y

dom to those that have no proper! r. In Engia < Is

of every man's income that is left to him after publii; nlund
king take 50 to 60 per cent, of (-very niafi's rent) hui tin
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aH to him u-ho has a thoiisaiid : and, lastly, the laws, both criminal and civil, to be
thoroughly reformed. Thcic circumstances include the ^rcat cviU of the British con-
fttitution J if they be remedied, it may enjoy even a Venetian longevity ; but if they be.

allowed, like canccrous-humours to prey on the nobler parts of the politicjil system,
this boasted fabric may not exist even twenty yeura. To guard property eficctually,

^nd to give permanency to the new system, the militia laws ought all to l)c repealed.
When we see, as in all the monarchies of Kuropc, the government only armed, despo-
tism is established. When those who have property alone arc armed, how secure the
people from onpression ? When those who have no property arc armed, how prevent
their seizing the property of others ? Perhaps the best method ofguarding against these
contrary evils, is to embody, in a national militia, all who have proiK-rty ; and, at the
same time to allow arms(unembodied) to all citizens indiscriminately : we see in the
case of Berne, that the people being armed, keeps an aristocracy in such order, that

great opnrcssions are unknown. An army was always dangerous ; and in the probable
state of Europe it may be doubly* so ; discipline preserved, it ccmi^nted despotism ; un-
discipliivjd, it may unite with the people of no property, and produce anarchy and ruin.

There seems to be no sufficient guard upon it, but a national militia, formed of every
man that possesses a certain degree of property, nuik and file as well us officers.*

Such a force in this island, would probably amount to above one hundred thousand
men ; and would be amply sufficient for repressing all those riots, whose object
might be, immediately or ultimately, the democratic mischief of transferring proper-
ty.! This for a free government: despotic ones, that would wish to escape destruc-

* The lute riotA at Birmingham ought to convince every mnn, who looks to the preservation of
peace, that u militia of property is ubsolutcly necessary ; hud it existed ut that town, no such infamous
transactions could have taken place, to ihe disgrace ol the age and nation. Those riots may convince
us how insecure our property really is in England, und how very imperfect that Political System,
which could, twice in ten years, sec two of the greatest towns in Lnglund utthe mercy of avilumob.
The military must, in relation to the greater part of the kingdom, be always at a distance ; b ' a

militia is on the spot, and easy to be collected, by previous regulations, at a moment's warning.

t The class of writers who wish to spread the taste of revolutions, und make them every where the

order of the day, afl'cct to confound the governments of France and America, as if established on the

same principles r, if so, it is a remarkable fact that the result should, to appearance, turn out so difl'or-

cnUy ; but u little examination will convince us, that there is scarcely any thing in common between
th(}.4e governments, except the general principle of being free. In France, the populace are elec«

tors, and to so low a degree that the exclusions are of tittle account i and the qualiKcations for a

seat in the provincial ussemblicH, and in the national one, are so low that the whole chain may be
compacted, from the first elector to the legislator, without u single link of what merits the name of

property. The very reverse is the case in America, there is not u single state in which voters must
not have a qualification of property ; in Massachusetts and New Hampshire, a freehold of 31. a year,

or other estate of 61. value ; Connecticut is a country of substantia! freeholders, and the old govern-

meiu remains ; in New York, electors of the senate must have a property of iUul, free from debts ; und
those of the assembly, freeholds of 408. u year, rated und paying tuxes ; in Pennsylvania, payment of

taxes is necessary ; in Maryland, the possession of 50 acres of lund, iv other estate worth 30l. ; io

Virginiat 25 cultivated acres, with a house on it ; in North Carolina, for the senate 50 acres, and for

the usacmbly payment of tuxes ; und in all the states there ai'e qualibcations much more considera-

ble, necessary for being eligible to be elected. In general it should be remembered, that taxes being

so very few, tlie ((uuliiication of paying them excludes vastly more voters thun a similar regulation m
Kuropc. In constituting the legislatures also, the states all have two houses except Pennsylvania.

And congress itself meets in the sam: form. Thus a ready explatt:ition is found of that order and
regiUiiriiy, and security of property, which strikes every eye in America ; a contrast to the spectacle

which Fi-unce has exhibited, where confusion of every sort has operated, in which property is very far

from SAfe ; in which the populace legislate and then execute, not laws of their representatives, but

of their own ambulatory wi^s ; in which, at this moment (March 1792) they arc a scene of anarchy,

with evcj-y sign of a civil war commencing. These two great experiments us far as they have gone,

ought to pour conviction in t very mind, that order and jiropcrty never can be safe if the right oii
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tion, must emancipate their »»!bjfct«, because no military confomiatioii can lonj^ siccurc

the obedience of ill treated hIuvcs; and while sticli jyovernmciif* are givitij^ to their |)co-

plc a constitution worth preservini^, they should, l>y an abHoliite rcnuttciation of all thr

vie^v!l of conr|uest, make u dm ill army as (hicient tor ^o<xl puriiohes, as a lar)|;c force for

ambitious ones ; this new-modelled military ."hould consist, rank and file, of men inte-

rested in the prcHervation of property and order : were this army to consist m<Tely of

nobility, it would form u military aristocracy, as danu^-rous to the prince us to the peo-

ple i it should be compo led, indiscrimunitc^ly, of indn iduaU, drawn from all classes, but

Possessing a jriven property. A good govcrtmient, thus hupported, m.»y Ijc durable

:

ad ones will oc shivered to pieces by the new spirit M»at ferments in Kuropc.

The candid reader wili, I trust, see, that in whatever I have ventured to advance on
so critical a subject as this ji^'at and unexumpkd revolution, I have assigned the merit

I think due to it, which is the destruction of me old government, and not the establish

ment of the new. All that I saw, and much that I heard in France, gave niethe cleiu--

cst conviction, that a ctumge was necessary for the happiness of the people, a change
that should limit the royal authority ; that should restrain the feudal tyranny of the no-

bility ; that should reduce the church to the level of gcodciti^tcns; that should correct

the abuses of finance; that sliould give purity to the administration of justice ; and
that should place the people in a state of case, and give them weight enough to secure

this blessing. Thus far I must suppose every friend of mankind agreed. But whether,

in order to effect thus much, all France were to be overthrown, ranks annihilated, pro-

perty attacked, the monarchy aboli:>hed, and the king and royal family trampled upon

;

and, above uU the rest, the whole efl'ect of the revolution, good or bad, put on the issue

of a conduct which, to speak in Uie mildest languag(;, made a civil war probable

;

this is a quch^tion abs(/lutely distinct. In my private o[)inion, these extremities were not

necessary ; France might have been free without violence ; a necessitous court, a weak
ministry, an(' timid prince, could have refused nothing to the demands of the states,

essential to pv, Uc happn ss, the power of the purse would have done all that ought
to have been doi -e. The v^eight of the commons would have been predominant ; but

H would have had checks and a cuntroul, without which power is not constitution, but

tyranny. While, however, J thus venture to think that the revolution might have

been accomplished upon better principles, Ijccause probably more durable ones, I do
not therefon assign the first national assembly in tiie gross to that total condemna-
tion they have received from some v ry intemperate pens, and for this plaiJi reason.

election is personal, instead of being attached to prope rty ; and whenever propositions for the reforma-

tion of our rcpruMentationshuM he seriously cons-.durcti, vhiohis certainly necessary, nothing ought to

be in contemplation but taking power from the crawn and the aristocracy, not to give it to the mob,
but to the middle classes of moderate fortune. The proprietor of un estate of 5()l. a year is as much
iute!' ;*ted in the preservation of order aiut of property, as the possessor of fifty thousand ; but the peo-
ple w out property have a direct and positive interest in jniblic confusion and the consequent divi-

inono' that property, of whic h they arc destitute. Hence the necessity, n essingoncin the present
n^.'>rui t, of a militia rank and tile, of property; the essential counterpoise assemblies in ale-house

kilci'< IS, clubbing their pence to have the Rights of Man read to them, by which should be under-
stood (in Europe, not in America) the right to plunder. Let the state of Fran< <' at present be coolly

considered, and it will be found to originate absolutely in population, without xoperty bein.;; repre-
sented; it exhibits scenes such as can never take place ^n America. See the n>rtional assembly of a
great empire, ut the crisis of its fate, listening to the harangues of the Paris popula< e, the female popu-
lace of St. Antoine, and the president formally answering and flattering th'Mii I Wii' such spectacles
ever be seen in the American congress ? Can that be a v, ell constituted government, n *hich the most
precious moments are so consumed f The place of assembling (Paris) is alone suffici«.u: to endanger
the cot\3titutton.

3 V 2
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became it is certain that they liavc not done much wluch waa not called for by the

Before the revolution Is condcmnrd in the pjross, it shonkl fie considered what extent

of li()crty was demanded by the three ordcis ni tlurir cuhicrs ; and this in particular is

necessary, since those very cahiers art* quoted to shew the mischievous proceedings of

the national assembly. Here are a few of the ameliorations demanded ; to have the

trial by jury, and the liabcus corpus of Knglatul ;* to drlilKmtc by heud, and not by
order, demanded by the nobility themselves ;t to declare all taxes illegul und suppn-s^ed

;

but to gnmt them anew for a year;| to abolish forever the capitaineries;) to establish

a caissc nutionalc separec inaccessible a toute influence du pouvoir executiflf;!! that all

the intcndunts should be suppressed ;|| that no treaties of commerce should be made but

with the consent of the states :1| that the orders of tx'ggino; monks be suppressed :**'

that all monks Ix* suppressed, and their gorxls and estates sold :tt that tythes be for evef

suppressed ;|| that all feudal rif^hts, duties, payments, and services, be abolished :^)

that salaries (traitemcnt pecuniure) Ix i>aid to the deputies ;|||| that the {xrmanencc of

the national assembly is u necessary part of its existence :mi that the Bastile be demo<
lished:*** that the duties of aides, on wine, brandy, tobacco, salt, leather, paper, iron,

oil, and soap, be suppre'ssed:ttt that the apana^s Ix abolished ;||^ that the domaines
of the kin^ be alienated :Ht that the kine's studs (haras) Ix- suppressed ;|||||| that the pay

of the soldiers be augmented ;1[1I1[ that the kingdom be divided into districts, and the

elections proportiunid to population and to contributions;**** that all citizens paying

a detenninate (piota of taxes vote in the parochial assemblies :ti tt that it is indispensa-

ble in the states-general to consult the Rights of Man ;|^:(:t ^^^^ t'^^' deputies shall accept

of no place, pension, grace, or favour.HH
From this dcUiil of the instructions given by the nation, I will not assert that every

thing which the national assembly has decreed is justifiable; but it may Ix very fairly

concluded, that much the greater port of their arrets, and many that have been the moat
violently arraigned, are here expressly demanded. To reply that these demands are

not those of the nation at large, but of particular bodies only, is vcr}' wide from the

argument ; especially as the most virulent enemies of the revolution, and particularly

Messieurs Burke and dc Calonne, have from these cahiers, deduced such conclusions as

* Nob. Auxois,p. 33. Artois, p. 13. T.Etatdc Peronne, p. 15. Nob. Dauphine, p. 119.
;

t Nob. Tuui'uiiic,p. 4. Nob. SliiIIh, p. 46. Nob. Puyft dv Labour, p. 3. Nub. Qucsnoy, ]). 6. Nob.
Sens, p. 3. Nob. Tliiincniiti, p. 3. C!vrgc du Bourboimois, p. 6. Clergc du Uus Limosin, p. 10.

\ Too numerous to (|uuti;, of both nobility und tiers. § Many; nobility &s well as tiers.

II
Nob. Sezanne, p. 14. T. Etut Mutz, p. 42. T. Etat d'Auvcrgnc, p. 9. T. Ltat dc Riuni, p. 23.

il Nob. Nivernoi!*, p. 25. •» Nob. Das Limosin, p. 32. ft T. Etat du Haul Vivurais, p. 18.

Nob. Rheims, p. 16. Nub. Auxerrv, p. 41. ^| Nob. Toulon, p. 18. §§ Too many tu quote.

nil Nob. Nomcry en Loruin, p. lU.

it Nob. Mantes & Meulan, p. 16. Previns 8c Montcraux, art. 1. Rennes, art. 19.

••• Nob. Paris, p. 14. ttt Nob. Vitry le Francuis, MS. Nob. Lyon, p. 16. Nob. Bugey, p. 28.

Nob. Paris, p. 22. \\\ Nob. Ponthieu, p. 32. Nob. Chartres, p. 19. Nob. Auxerrc, art. 74.

§§§ Nob. Uugey, p. II. Nob. Montargis, p. 18. Nob. Paris, p. 16. Nob. Uourbunnois, p. 13. Nob.
Nancy, p. 23. Nob. Angoumois, p. 20. Nob. Pays de Labuur, fol. 9.

|||;||
Nob. licauvais, p. 18. Nob. Truycs, p. 25. till Nob. Limoges, p. 31.

•»*» T. Etatde Lyon, p. 7. Nismes,p. 13. Cotentin, art. 7. tttt T. Etat Rennes, ai't. 15.

WW T. EtutNisnics, p. 11.

^§§§ T. Etat Pontu Mousson, p. 17. Mr. Burke says, " When the several orders, in their several

bairutgcs, had met in the year 1789, to choose iind instruct their representatives, they were the people

of France : whilst they were in that state, in no unc of their instructions did they charge, or ever hint

at any of those things wliich have drawn upun the usurping assembly the detestation of the rational

part of mankind."
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suited their purpose ; and if they are made authority for condemning the transactions in

that kingdom, they certainly are equal authority for supporting those transactions. I

shall make but one observation on these demands. The assemblies that drew them up,

most certainly never demanded, in express terms, the abolition of the monarchy, or the

transfer of all the regal authority to the deputies ; but let it be coolly considered, vi'hat

sort of a monai*chy must necessarily remain, while an assembly is permanent, with power to

abolish tythes ; to suppress the intendants ; not only to vote, but to keep the public mo-

ney : to alienate the kmg's domains ; and to suppress his studs : to abolish the capi-

taineries, and destroy the Bastile; the assembly that is called upon to do all this, is

plainly meant to be a body solely possessing the legislative authority ; it is evidently not

meant to petition the king to do it ; because they would have used, in this case, the

form of expression so common in other parts of the cahiers, that his majesty will have

the goodness, &c.
The result of the whole inquiry cannot but induce temperate men to conclude, that

the abolition of tythe, of feudal services and payments, of the gabelle or salt tax, of

that on tobacco, of the entrees, of all excises on manufactures, and of all duties on
transit, of the infamous proceedings in the old courts of justice, of the despotic prac-

tices of the old monarchy, of the militia regulations, of the monasteries and nunneries,

and of numberless other abuses; I say, that temperate men must conclude, that the

advantages derived to the nation are of the very first importance, and such as must
inevitably secure to it, as long as they continue, an uncommon degree of prosperity.

The men who deny the benefit of such events, must have something sinister in their

views, or muddy in their understandings. On the other hand, the extensive and un-

necessary ruin brought on so many thousands of families, of all descript'ons, by vio-

lence, plunder, terror, and injustice, to an amount that is shewn in the utter want of

the precious metals, the stagnation of industry, and the poverty and misery found
amongst many, is an evil of too great a magnitude to be palliated. The nourishment

of the most pernicious cancer in the state, public credit ; the deluge of paper money ;

the violent and frivolous extinction of rank;* the new system of taxation, apparently

so hurtul to landed property ; and a restricted com trade ; all these are great deduc-
tions firom public felicity, and weigh the heavier in the scale, because unnecessary to

effect the revolution. C)f the nature and durableness of the constitution established,

prudent men will not be eager to prophesy : it is a new expcriraeriij ; and cannot be

* It is so because the inequality remains as great as if titles had remained, but built on its worst
basis, wealth. The nobility were bud, but not so bad as Mr. Chiistie makes tliem ; they did not wait
till the EtatsGeneraux, before they agreed to renounce their pecuniaiy privileges, Letters on the Rev.
of France, vol. i. p. 74. The first meeting of the states was May 5, 1789; but the nobility assembled
at the Louvre, December 20, 1788, addressed the king, declaring that intention.

t After all that has been said of lute years, on the subject of constitutions and governments by va-
rious writers in England, but more especially in France, one circumstance must strike any attentive

reader ; it is, that none of the writers who have pushed the most forward in favour of new systems,
have said any thing to convince the unprejudiced part of mankind, that experiment is not as neccssaiy
a means of knowledge in relation to government, as in agriculture, or any other branch of natural

philosophy. Much has been said in favour of the American government, and I believe with perfect
justice, reasoning as far as the experiment extends ; but it is fair to consider it as an imperfect ex-
periment, extending no further than the energy of personal virtue, seconded by the moderation atten-
dant on a circulation not remarkably active. We learn, by Mr. Payne, that general Washington ac-
cepted no salary as commander of their troops, nor any as president of their legislature ; an instance
that does honour to their government, their country, and to human nature ; but it may be doubted,
whether any such instances will occur two hundred years hence ? The exports of the United States
now amount to 20 millions of dollars ; when they amount to 500 millions, when great wealth, vast ci-

ties, a rapid circulation, and, by consequence,immense private fortunes are formed, will such specta-

'V
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tried or examined on old ideas; but theeflccts, good and bad, here arranged, in oppo-

sition to each other, arc visible to "very eye; the advantages arc recognized ; the evils

are felt. On these circumstances wc are competent to reason. *

1792.

IT may afford the reader some satisfaction to note a few circumstances of the state of

France at the opening of 1792, which I draw from the correspondence of some friends,

on whose accuracy I can rely.

Jgriculture....iim'al\ proprietors, who fiirm their own lands, arc in a very improved

and easy situation ; renters ai*e proportionably so, to the degree in which their landlords

have not been able to acquire in new rents, the payments from which the land has been

freed. Owners of meadows, woods, and a variety of articles for which no tythe was

paid before, gain much less than others whose property used to be subject to that bur-

then. In regard to the payment of rent, there is a distinction between the north and

south of the Loire; in the former, rents continue to be paid; but to the south, many

landlords have been unable to receive a penny ; and here a difference is observable ; ab-

sentees, who were not beloved, or whose agents are disliked, are in an ill situation

;

but others, who reside, or who, though absent, are beloved, are paid proportionally

to the ability of the metayer, which species of tenant is chiefly found south of the Loire.

The last crop (of 1791) is said to have been r.hort ; in a good year, in Picardy, forty

sheaves gave a septier of wheat, of 2401b. ; but now it takes fifty to sixty. This circum-

stance, however, cannot be general, as the price plainly proves : for January 7th, 1792,

price at Paris of wheat was 22 to 28 livres, with assignats at 36 per cent, discount, a

remarkable proof, tliat the most depreciated paper currency will answer every purpose

for objects of physical necessity, and daily consumption. The discount on this paper,

is greater than ever was foretold by those who predicted an enormous rise of all the ne-

cessaries of life ; a proofhow new the science of politics is, and how little able the most

ingenious men are to foretel the effects of any specified event. The sale of the national

estates has been of late very slow, which is a strange circumstance, since the rapidity of

their transfer ought to have been proportioned to the discount upon assignats, for an

obvious reason ; for, while land is to be acquired with money, the more depreciated pa-

per is, the greater the benefit to the purchaser. While the sale of the estates pasted

with any degree of briskness, the common price, of such as have come to my know-

ledge, was 20 to 30, and even more years purchase ; at which rate the advantages at-

tending investments may be great. "
,

cles be found? Will their government then be as faultless as it appears at present? It may. Probably

it will still be found excellent; but we have no conviction, no proof; it is in the womb of time....the

experiment is not made. Such remarks, however, ought always to be accompanied with the admis-

sion, that the British government has been experimented...With what result ? Let a debt of 240 mil-

Uons....let seven years war....let Bengal and Gibraltar.,..let 30 millions sterling of national burthens,

taxes, rates, tythes, and monopolie8....1et these answer.

* The gross abuse which has been thrown on the French nation, and particularly on their assemblies,

in ceitain pamphlets, and without interruption, in several of our newspapers,,ought to be deprecated

by every man who feels for the future interests of this country. It is in some instances carried to so

scandalous an excess, that we must necessarily give extreme disgust to thousands of people, who may
hereafter have an ample opportunity to vote and act under the influence of impressions unfavourable to-

wards a country that, unprovoked, has loaded them with so much contumely ; for a nation groaning

under a debt of 240 millions, that deadens the very idea offuture energy, this seems, to use the mildest

language, to be at least very imprudent.
. „ .
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Commerce and tnanu/actures....The result of the vast discount upon assignats has, in

relation to the national industry, been almost contrary to what many |M.Tsons, not ill-

informed, expected. Early in the confusion of the revolution, nothing suffered so se-

verely as manufactures; but I am now (1792) informed, that there is much more mo
tion and employment in them than some time past, when the general aspect of affairs

was less alarming. The very circumstance which, according to common ideas, should

have continued their depression, has most unaccountably revived them in some measure

;

I mean the depreciation of the assignats. Paper currency has been at so low a pitch,

that every species ofgoods has been preferred m payments ; master manufacturers pay-

ing their workmen, &c. in assignats, by which bread is purchiised at a price propor-

tioned to the crop, can sell the product of that labour to iuch an advantage, as to create

demand enough to animate their business : a most curious political combination, which

seems to shew, that in circumstances where evils are of the most alarming tendency,

there is a re-action, an under-current, that works against the apparent tide, and brings

relief, even from the very nature of the misfortune. Combine this with the point of

depression of England, in all her wars, as explained with such talents by the ingenious

Mr. Chalmers, and something of a similarity will strike the reflecting reader. The loss

by the depression of assignats has not been by any interior transactions, but by those

with foreign powers. In consequence of it, the course of exchange rose at last so high,

that the loss to the kingdom has been great, but by no means so great as some have

imagined, who supposed the intercourse to be moving in the same ratio as in preceding

periods. But this is no light error ; the evil of exchange, like all other political evils,

corrects itself ; when it is very much against a people, they necessarily lessen their con-

sumption of foreign commodities; and on the contrary, foreign nations consume theirs

very freely, because so easily paid for. Through the month of January, 1792, the

course of exchange between us and Paris, has been about 18 on an average; reckoning
the par at 30 (which, however, is not exact) here is 40 per cent, against France ; de-

duct 36 for the discount on assignats, and this apparent enormity of evil is reduced to

4 per cent. Through the month of January, 1791, the course was 25^ ; this was 15
j)er cent, disadvantage, and deducting five for the discount on assignats, the real disad-

vantage was ten. Thus the exchange in January, 1792, is 6 per cent, more favoura-

ble to France than in 1791 ; u remark, however, which must not be extended to any
other ciise, and touches not on the internal mischiefs of a depreciiited currency. It

seems to shew, that the evils of their situation, so little understood by the generality of
people here, are correcting themselves, 'relative to foreigners, through the operation

of the causes I have mentioned. It is at the same time to be remarked, that while the

price of corn, and other things, in which there is no competitioii by foreigners, rises

merely on account of a scarcity, real or apprehensive ; at the same time, every thing

bought by foreigners, or which can be bought by them, has risen greatly ; for instance,

the cloth of Abbeville, a French commodity, has risen from 30 livres to 40 livres the

auln ; and copper, a foreign commodity, has increased, it is asserted in the petition of
die Norman manufacturers to the national assembly, 70 per cent. Such a fabric may
suffcK*: . but if their pins sell proportionably with other things, the evil, it must be admit-
ted, tends to correct itself.

ii^i«flnc«....The prominent feature is the immensity of the debt, which increases every
hour. That which bears interest may be about 5,000,000,000 liv. and assignats, or the
debt not bearing interest, mav be grossly estimated at 1,500,0 0,000 liv. in all

6,500,000,000 liv. or 284,375,0001. sterling,' a debt of such enormity, that nothing but
the most regular, and well paid revenue, could enable the kingdom to support it. The

idMif*'
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annual deficit may be reckoned about 250,000,000 Uv. at present, but improvcable by a

better collection of the revenue.

The following is the account for the month of February 1790 :

Recettc, ..... 20,000,000

Dcpenses extraordinaire dc 1792,

Id. pour 1791,

Advances au dc part de Paris,

Deficit,

12,000,000

2,000,000

1,000,000

43,000,000

58,000,000

I am afraid that any attempt to support such infinite burthens must continue to de-

luge the kingdom widi paper, till, like congress dollars in America, circulation ceases al-

together. There seems to be no remedy but a bankruptcy, which is the best, easiest,

and most beneficial measure to the nation, that can be embraced ; it is also the most just

and the most honourable ; all shifting expedients are, in fact, more mischievous to the

people, and yet leave government as deeply involved as if no recourse had been made

to them. If the milice bourgeoise of Paris is so interested in the funds as to render this

too dangerous, there does not appear to be any other rule of conduct than one great

and last appeal to the nation, declaring that they must either destroy public credit, or

be destroyed by it. If the national assembly have not virtue and courage enough thus

to extricate France, she must at all events remain, however free, in a state of political

debility.

The impossibility of levying the oeconomistes land-tax, is found in France to be as

great in practice as the pnnciples of it were absurd in theory. I am informed (Feb.

1792) that the confusion arising from this cause, in almost every part of the kingdom,

is great.* The tax of 300 millions, laid on the rental of France, would not be more

than 2s. 6d. in the pound ; too great a burthen on just political principles, but not a very

oppressive one, had it been once fairly assessed, and never afterwards varied. But, by

pursuing thejargon of the produitnet, and making it variable, instead of fixed, every spe-

cies of inconvenience and uncertainty has arisen. The assembly divided the total among
the departments ; the departments the quotas among the districts ; the districts among
the municipalities ; and die municipalities assembled for the assessment of individuals:

the same decree that fixed the tax at 300 millions, limited it also not to exceed one-fifth

of the produit net ; every man liad therefore a power to reject any assessment that exceed-

ed that proportion ; the consequence was, the total assigned to the municipalities was

scarcely any where to be found, but upon large farms, let at a money-rent in the north

of France ; among the small proprietors ofa few acres, which spread over so large a part

of the kingdom, they all screened themselves under definitions, of what the produit net

meant ; and the result was, that the month of December, which ought to have produced

40 millions, really produced but 14. So practicable has this visionary nonsense of the

produit net proved, under the dispensations of a mere democracy, though acting nomi.

nallyt by representatives. The fact has been, that this ill conceived and ilLhiid land-

* The inequalities and the numerous injustices which have slipped into the valuations oflanded pro-

perty, excite a general discontent agsdnst the new system of taxation. Speech of the President of the

Dist. of Tonnere at the bar.

t Whether nominally, or really, is not of consequence, if effective qualifications of propertybe not at

every step th^ guard, as in the American constitution.
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tax, which, under n different manap^cmcnt, and under the orderly f;o\eri!ment of the

settled part of America, miglit have been tflcelively productive, has been so contrived,

that it never will, and never can produce wiiat it wasestiinaledat in France. The peo-

ple without property have a direct interest in secondinjr the refusals r)f others to pay,

that are in the lowest classes of propert)', and who can really ill afford it ; one great ob-

jection to all land-taxes, where possessions are much divided. With power in such

hands, the refusal is effective, and the national treasury is empty. But supposing such

enormous difficulties overcome, and these little properties valued and taxed on some
practicable plan, from that moment there must be a new valuation every year ; for, if

one has wealth enough to improve beyond the capacitv of the rest, they immediately shift

a proportion of their tax on him ; and this has accordingly happened, early as it is in the

day, and indeed is inherent in the nature of the tax as promulgated by the assembly.*

Thus annual assessments, annual confusion, annual quarrels and heart-burnings, and
annual oppression, must be the consequence ; and all this, because a plain, simple,

and practicable mode of assessment was not laid down bv the legislature itself, instead

of leaving it to be debated and fought through 500 legislatures, on the plan, purely

ideal and theoretical, of the ceconomistes

!

Police of Corn....The national assembly has been of late repeatedly employed in re-

ceiving complaints from various departments, relative to the scarcity and high price of

corn, and debates on it arise, and votes pass, m hich are printed to satisfy the people that

all precautions are taken to prevent exportation. Such a conduct shews, that they tread

in the steps of Mons. Necker, and that they consequently may expect, with a crop but
slightly deficient, to see a famine. In the Gazettee Nationale, of March 6, 1792, 1 read,

in the Journal of the Assembly, Inquietudes—precautions prises—commissaires en-

voy^s—veiller^lasubsistance du peuple—fonds pour acheterdes grains chez I'etranger

—

dix millions—&c. Now this is precisely the blind and infatuated conduct of M. Nec-
ker. If these steps are necessary to be taken (which is impossible) why talk ofand print

them ? Why alarm the people by showing yourselves alarmed ? Forty-five millions loss,

in the hands of M. Necker, purchased not three day's corn for France ; ten millions

will not purchase one day's consumption ! but the report and parade of it will do more
mischief than the loss of five times the quantity : without being in France, I am clear,

and can rely enough upon principles to know, that these measures will raise, not sink

the price. One of the many instances in legislation, that proves the immense difference

(regarding the cases of France and the United States) between a representation of mere
population and one of property ! M pour prcvenir les inquietudes qui pourroient

artiver I'annle prochjcue et les suivantes, I'assembl^e doit s'occuper des ce moment d'un
plan gSn^ral sur les substances. There is but one plan,absolute freedom ; and you
\vill ^ew, by accepting or rejecting it, what class of the people it is that you represent.

Proclaim a free trade, and from that moment ordain that an inkstand be crammed in-

stantly into the throat of the first member that pronounces the word corn.

Prohibition of the Export of the Raw Materials of Manufactures...Jrh& last infor

mation I have had from France is a confirmation of the intelligence our newspapers gave,
that the national assembly had ordered a decree to be prepared for this prohibidon. It

seems that the master manufacturers of various towns, taking the advantage of the great

decline of the national fabrics, made heavy complaints to the national assembly ; and,

* '( Aussitot que les operations preliminaires seront tcrminees tes ofiiciers municipaux et les com-
tnusaires adjoints seront, en leur ame et conscience revaluation du revenue net des diiferentes pro-
prietes foncieres de la coramunante section par section." Journal des Etats Gen. torn. xvi. p. 510.
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among other means of redress, demanded n prohibition of the export of cotton, silic,

wool, leather, and, in f^cncral, of all raw materials. It was strenuously opposed by n few
men, better acquainted than the common mass with political principles, but in vdin;

and orders were given to prepare the decree, which I am assured will pass. As I have

in various papers in the " Annals of Agriculture" entered much at large into this ques-

tion, I shall only mention a few circumstances here, to convince France, if possible, of

the mischievous and most pernicious tendency of such a system, which will be attended

with events little thought of at present in that kingdom. As it is idle to have recourse

to reasoning when facts are at hand, it is only necessary to describe the effect of a simi-

lar prohibition in the case of wool in England : 1st. The price issuiik by it 50 i)cr cent,

below that ofall the countries around us, which, as is proved by documents unquestion-

able amounts to a land-tax of between three and four millions sterling ; being so much
taken from land and given to manufactures. 2d. Not to make them flourish ; for n

second curious fact is, that ofall the great fabrics of England that of wool is least pros-

perous, and has been regularly most complaining, of which the proofs are before the

public ; the policy therefore has failed ; and because it fails in England, it is going to

be adopted in France. The home monopoly of wool gives to the manufacturers so great

a profit, that they are not solicitous about any extension of their trade beyond the home
product ; and to this it is owing that no foreign wool, Spanish alone excepted (which is

not produced here) is imported into England. The same thing will happen in France

;

the home-price will fall ; the landed interest will be robbed ; and the manufacturer tast-

ing the sweets of monoix)ly, will no longer import as before ; the fabric at large will re-

ceive no increase ; and all the eftiect will be, to give the master manufacturer a great

profit on a small trade : he will gain, but the nation will lose. 3d. The most flourish-

ing manufacture of England is that of cotton, of which the manufacturer is so far from
ha^'ing a monopoly, that ,'4ths of the material are imported under a duty, and our own
exportable duty free. The next (possibly the first) is that of hardware ; English iron

is exported duty free, and the import of foreign pays 21. 16s. 2d. a ton ; English coals

exported in vast quantities. Glass exhibits the same spectacle ; English kelp exportable

duty free, and 16s. 6d. a ton on foreign ; raw silk pays 3s. a lb. on import ; export of

British hemp and flax undressed is free, foreign pays a duty on import ; British rags,

for making paper, exportable duty free ; unwrought tin, lead, and copper all exportable

either free, or under a slight duty. The immense progress made by these manufactures,

particularly hardware, cotton, glass, flax, and earthen-ware, another in which no mono-
poly of material can exist, is known to all Euroi)e ; they are among the greatest fabrics

in the world, and have risen rapidly ; but note (for it merits the attention of France)

that wool has experienced no such rise.* Our policy in wool stands on fact, therefore

convicted of rottenness ; and this is precisely the policy which the new government of

France copies, and extends to every raw material ! 4th. The free trade in raw mate-

rials is necessary, like the free trade in corn, not to send those materials abroad, but to

secure their production at home ; and lowering the price, by giving a monopoly to the

buyer, is not the way to encourage farmers to produce. 5th. France imports silk and
wool to the amount of 50 or 60 millions a year, and exports none, or next to none ;

why prohibit an export, which in settled times does not take place ? At the present mo-
ment, the export either takes place, or it does not take place ; if the latter, why prohibit

a trade which has no existence ? If it does not take place, it proves that the manufac-

• Exports 1757, 4,758,0951. In 1767, 4,277,4621. In 1777, 3,743,5371. In 1787, 3,687,7951.

See this subject fully examined, Annals of Agriculture, vol. x. p< 235.
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of

Hirers cannot buy it as lierctoforc : is that a reason why the formers should not pnxliicc

it. Your manuiueturers cannot buy, and you will not let foreigners ; what is that l)ut

telling your husbandmen tliat they shall not produce? Why then do the manufacturers

ask this favour ? They are cunning, they very well know why : they have the same view

as their brethren in England, solely that of sinking the price, and thereby putting

money in their own pockets, at the expcnce of the landed interest ! 6th. All the towns

of France contain but six millions of people ; the manufacturing towns not two mil-

lions : why are twenty millions in the country to be cheated out of their property, in

order to favour one-tenth of that number in towns? 7th. In various passages of these

travels, I have shewn the wretched state of French agriculture, for want of more sheep ;

tlie new system is a curious way to effect an increase, by lowering the profit of keeping

them. 8d». The French manufacturers, under the old system of freedom, bought raw

materials from other nations, to the amount of several millions, besides working up all

the produce of France ; if sinking the price be not their object, what is. Can they de-

sire to do more than this ? If under their new government their fabrics do not flourish

as under the old one, is that a reason for prohibition and restriction, for robbery and
plunder of the landed interest, to make good their own losses ? And if such a demand is

good logic in a manufacturer's counting-house, is that a reason for its being received

ma national assembly!!
One of the most curious inquiries that can be made by a traveller, is to endeavour to

ascertain how much per cent, a capital invested in land, and in farming-stock, will re-

turn for cultivation in diflcrent countries ; no person, according to my knowledge, lias

attempted to explain this very important but diflicult problem. The price of land, the

interest of money, the wages of labour, the rates of all sorts of products, and the amount
of taxes, must be calculated with some degree of precision, in order to analise this com-
bination. I have for many years attempted to gam information on this curious point,

concerning various countries. If a man in England buys land rented at 12s. an acre,

at thirty years purchase, and cultivates it himself, making five rents, he will not make
more than from 4^ to S per cent, and at most 6, speaking of general culture, and not

estimating singular spots or circumstances, and including tlie capital invested in both land

and stock. I learn, from the correspondence of the best farmer, and the greatest cha.

racter the new world has produced, certain circumstances, which enable me to assert

with confidence, that money invested on the same principles, in the middle states of North
America, will yield considerably more than double the return in England, and in many
instances the treble of it. To compare France with these two cases, is very difficult

:

had the national assembly done for the agriculture of the kingdom what France had a
right to ex|)ect from freedom, the account would have been advantageous. For buy<
ing at SO years purchase, stocking the same as in England, and reckoning products 6
per cent, lower in price (about the fact) the total capital would have paid from 5^ to 6i
per cent. ; land-tax reckoned at 3s. in the pound, which is the proportion of the total

tax to tlie rental of the kingdom.* It is true, that the course of exchange would make

* But this land-tax .s variable, and therefore impossible to estimate accurately ; if you remain no
better fiirmers than your French neighbours, it is so much; but if you improve, you are raised, and
they arc sunk ; all that has, and can be said against tythes, liears with equal force against such a tax.

And though this imposition cannot go by the present law beyond 4s. in the pound, it would be very
easy to shew, by a plain calculation, that 4s. in the pound, rising with improvement, is a tax impossi-
ble to be borne by one who improves; and consequently, that is a direct tax on improvement; and it

is a tax in the very worst form, since the power to lay it and enforce it, is not in the government ofthe
kingdom, but in Uie municipal government of the parish. Your neighbour, with whom you may be on
ill terms,has the power to tax you ; no such private heart-burnings and tyranny are found in excises.
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nil enormous diHtrtncc, forwlun cxclmngc is at 15, this ratio per cent, instead of 5^
becomes 11, if the eapital is remitted from Britain: but as that immense loss (50 per

cent.) on tlie cxehange of France arises from the political state of the kingdom, the same
circumstances which cause it would be estimated at so much hazard and danger. But
bring to account the operations of the national assembly, relating tothcnon-inclosurc of
commons ; the land-tax, variable with improvements (an article sufficient to stifle the

thoughts of such nthinf;^;) the export of corn at an end; the transport every where im-
peded; and vour^anaries burnt and pltnidered at the pleasure of the populace, if they

do not like the price ; and, above all, the prohibition of the export of all materials of
manufactures, as wool, &.c. and it is sutticiently clear, that America offers a vastly more
eligible field for the inve!jtment of capital in land than France does ; a proof that the mea-
sures of the national assembly have been ill-judgi-d, ill-advised, and unpolitical : Iliad

ticrious thoughts of settling in that kingdom, iti order to farm there ; but the two mea-
sures adopted, of a variable land-tax, and a [irohibition of the export of wool, damped
my hopes, ardent as they u ere, that 1 ini^ht have breathed that fine climate, free from the

extortions of a government, stupid in this respect as that of England. It is however plain

enough that America is the only country that affords an adcouate profit, and in which a

man who calculates with intelligence and pa-cision can think of investing his capital.

How different would this have been, had the national assembly conducted themselves on
principles directly contrary ; had they avoided all land-taxes;* had they preserved the

free corn-trade, a trade o^ import more than of export; had they been silent upon in-

cisures ; and done nothing in relation to raw materials, the profit of investments would
have been higher in France than in America, or any country in the world, and immense
capitals would have flowed into the kingdom from every part of Europe ; scarcity and
famine would not have been heard of, and the national wealth would have been equal to

all the exigencies of the period.

CHAP. XXII....VINES.

THE number of notes I took, in most of the provinces of the kingdom, relative to

the cylture of vineyards, was not inconsiderable ; but the difficulty of red"ning the in-

finite variety of French measures, of land and liquids, to a common standard, added to

an unavoidable uncertainty in the information itself, renders this the most perplexing

inquiry that can be conceived. It was an object to ascertain the value given to the soil

by this culture ; the amount of the annual produce ; and the degree of profit attending

it ; inquiries not undeserving the attention even of politicians, as the chief interests of a

country depend, in some measure, on such points being well understood. Now there is

scarcely any product so variable as that of wine. Com lands and meadow have their bad

* To huve avoided land-taxes, might very easily have been made a most popular measure, in a king-

dom 80 divided into little propcttits us France is. No tax is so heavy upon u small proprietor ; and

the (jcconomistcs might huve Ibrcbccn what hus happened, that such little democratic owners would
not pay the tux ; but taxes on consumption, luid us in England, and not in the infamous methods of the

old government of France, woulrl huve been paid by them in a light proportion, without knowing it

;

but the (Economistes, to be consistent with their old pernicious doctrines, took every step to make all

except lund-taxcs unpopular ; and the people were ignorant enough to be deceived into the opiniotr,

that it was better to puy a tux on the breud put into their children's mouths, and what is worse, on the

land which ought, but does not produce that bread, than to pay an excise on tobacco and salt ; better

to puy a tux which is demanded equally, whether they have or have not the money to pay it, than a duty

which, mingled with the price of a luxury, is paid in the easiest mode, and at the most convenient

moment. In the writings of the oeconomistes, you hear of a free corn-trade, and free export of every

thing, being the reconipencc for a land-tax ; but see their actions in power....they impose the buFthcnt

and forget tlie rccompcnce !
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and their f(<Kxl years, hut they always yield somr thing, andtho avtrage produce iarurcly

£ir rcniovtd Ironi that ol'anj partit ular year. With vines the diflerence is ci\ormous ;

this year tliey yield nothing; in another, perhaps easks are wanted to contain the ex

uberant prodnee of the vintage; now the priee is extravagantly high; and ag;nn so

low, as to menace with poverty ail who are concerned in it. U»\der such variations,

tlie ideas even of proprietors, who live hy the culture, are not often correct, in relation to

the mediinn ol' any cireunistanee : nor is it always easy to bring individuals to regard ra-

ther the average oi' a district, than the particular one of their own fields. In many cases,

it is more siitisl'actory to rely on particular experience, when it appears tolerably exact,

than to demand ideas, so often vague, of what is not immediately within the practice of

the man who speaks. These difficulties have occurred so often, and in so mai)\ shapes,

that the reader can hardly imagine the labour which it repeatedly cost me to gain that

approximation to accuary, which I was fortunate enough sometimes to attain. But,

niter all the inquiries I have made, with attention and industry, I do not presume to in-

sert here an abstract of mv notes as intelligence that can be entirely relied on : I am sa-

tisfied, that it is impossible to procure such, without application, time, and exertions,

which are not at the command of many travellers. Contenting myself, therefore, with

the probability of being free from gross errors, and with the hope of giving some infor-

mation on the subject, not to be found in other books, I venture to submit the follow-

ing extract to the public eye, though it be a result inadequate to the labour, variety,

and expected success of my inquiries. It is necessary farther to pa'misc, that the reader

must not contrast the circumstance of one place with those of another, under the idea

that a considerable diiferencc is any proof of error in the account. The price of an ar-

pent is sometimes out of proportion to the produce ; and the profit at other times un-

accounted for by either : this depends on demand, competition, the division ofproper-

ties, the higher or lower ratio of expencc, and on various other circumstiuices, which,

to explain fully in each article, would be to enlarge this single chapter into a volume

;

I touch on it here, merely to guard against conclusions, which are to be made with cau-

tion. The towns named in the following table, arc the places where I procured intel-

ligence. None are inserted in which I did not make the inquiry as I was at every-

place mentioned in the margin.

The rents oi vines are named but at few places ; for they are very rarely in any other

hands than those of the proprietor ; even where rent is named, there is not one acre in

an hundred let.

The price of the product is every where that of the same autumn as the vintage

:

those who can afford to keep their wine have much greater profits ; but as that is a spe-

cies of merchandiae as much in the pov er of a dealer as a planter, it ought not to Ix'

the guide in such accounts as these.

Isle of ¥RASCE....^rfiaJon....Rtni of some to 80 livres; in common 25 livres.

ExiJences in labour, exclusive of vintage, 60 livres (21. 10s. 9d. per English acre.) Pro-

duce, 6 pieces, of 80 pints, each IJ bottle.

£stampes...Mciimrc 80 perch, of 22 feet. Produce, 10 to 22 pieres. Rent to 90
livres. Labour, 60 livres (21. 13s. 9d. per English acre) vintage excluded.

Orieans....l?rict in the town, 150 livres the piece, of 240 bottles, and retail 6 to 10s.

the pint, of U botUe. Rent 45 livres. Labour, 40 livres, vintage excluded (11. 13s. 9d.

per English acre. ) Arpent of 40,000 feet.

S' ofditto....Meas\iX& 100 perch, of 20 feet. Produce, 7 pieces, and in a good year
12. Rent, 36 livres. Labour, 40 livres (11. 13s. lOd. per English acre.)

\ i
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SoLOOMi....rtT.roM... lUut in common, 35 to 50 livrtn, of the host 60 livrcs the sc-

tcrcc. Produce, ten to twelve pieces, and to twcnty-two. Account here.

Pnxhice, 1 1 pieces, ut 20 liv. 220 liv.

Kx|Kticcs, • . 156
Rent,

Taillcs, nbout -

Vingtiennc,

Labour,

Props,

Vintage,
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with tluir own thin l)o<liod onrs, and scW thcin for claret to fhc Fn^^lish, Dutch, he.

They nuikc much !)riiiidy ; live l)arri(|iK's tn.ikc one ol'Sraiid}. I drank this wine of

three and ten yearn old ; tlu- latter 3(K. the bottle, and hot'i excellent. I imported a

l)arri(|uc, three yearn old, at lOOIivrts prina* cost!* and charffts ; and it co»t me into r^y

cellar in Sntt'olk 151. more, in freight, dut^-, carriaf^e, and cnarj^'s of all sortJt. Mons.
Andoury, uiberj^i'ite at the Trois Kois, with whom I settled a correspotulencc, mi^ht

send me ^ood wine ; but not pnttin^^ it into u double barrel, which he ])romi!ied, it

came to me much too weak ; lor the vin de Cahors is fvll bodied as port, but much
better. A barricpie I had also of another sort of wine, from the Chcv. de Cheyron,

near Leybome ; and, for 'vant of bcinir cased, it turned out such poor stuft', that it is

hardly ^ood enough for vinegar. VVithout double casing (and with it, for what I

know) wines, on u private uccoum, lUX'tapjK'd and fdled up with water.

A'f«////«c....See them, for the Hrst lime in going south, ploughing between the rows

of vines, at five feet and five and a hall feet asunder.

Abf....Ox-hoeing the vines on a plain ; each ox walks on an interval, with a row
between them ; and yoked with a sliding yoke, to vary the distance from ox to ox.

Many young plantations of vines.

Roussii.LON....Pia....VincyurdH not reckoned profitable, on land that will do well

for other products: a minatre (twelve himdrcd Cannes, about forty thousimd feet)

from five to ten charges, each one hundred a-id twenty-eight bottles, or pints of Pa-

ris. Good wine, of last vintage, 6 livres to 10 livres the charge; but old at 72
livres.

Sejean....Thc charge contains sixty pots, and weighs three hundred and sixty

pounds; five charges the muid, and the muid four tonneaux of Bourdeaux ; price 10

livres, or 12 livres the charge ; freight from Cette to Dunkirk, 50 livres 10s. the ton,

ond 20s. gratification ; duty on export 7 livres.

JJeziVr*....Vineyards planted by abbe Uozler, four feet four inches by three feet

ten inches, but not regular; set in a deep fosse, and covered with Hints only.

Meze....l^t\v vineyards planted in all parts. A seteree, in a common year, gives

two muids, or four tonneaux ; five hundred and seventy-six pots to the muid, or seven

hundred and sixty-eight bottles, each a Paris pint. Four tonneaux of wine give one
quintal of brandy, which sells, at present, at 122 livres 12s. the (piintal. Produce in

money 96 livres (81. per English acre) labour exclusive ; vintage 15 livres (II. 6s. per

English acre.) Examined a vineyard, planted one thousand two hundred and fifty

plants per seteree ; they were four feet nine inches one way, by four feet six inches

the other; each plant therefore occupied 21t''^,^feet square: rejecting the fraction,

there would be two thousand and seventy three in an English acre : thus the seteree

is something better than half an acre. They are worked twice a year by hand ; the

expence 15 livres the seteree : the cuttings pay the expence of taking. Taille .30s.

and making the wine 20s. the muid ; common price of the wine 24 livres the ton.

neaux.

/'(/a/i....Produce U muid per seteree, at 50 livres six hjndred and forty bottles,

or 2h. the bottle. Within two leagues, Frontignan, so famous for its muscat wines,

a seteree of land has there yielded 300 livres, and half as much in a common year.

Montbusin is also noted for its muscats, which sells as dear as those of Frontignan :

three barruiues make one muid, or six hundred and forty bottles : price in a common
year, embarked at Cette, 300 livres : the red wine of Montbasin, 100 livres the three

burriqnes.

To A'/me^....Several thousand acres of vines on a level plain.

i'
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Nimes....Yor several Icngiies around, the vineyards yield from one muid to six per

sauniee ; three, on an average ; and the mean price 60 livres : measure, one thousand

seven hundred and fifteen Cannes in asaumee, orsixty-onc thousand seven hundred and

forty feet.

riaisance....An arpentof wheat, one year with another, yields more than an arpcntof

vines ; but an arpcnt of vines sell for near double one of arable.

j4'ich to Fietiran....Many vines. Price, 500 livres (211. 17s. 6d. per English

acre.)

Leitour....Ditto on the stony hills. Measure a sack, that land sown with a sack

of one hundred and forty-five pound wheat. Price 400 livres (171. 10s. per English

acre.)

La Morte....Landron....yims on the hills. Measure the journal, and further ditto

in the rich vale on the Garonne : props of willow. Price, 1000 livres (501. per English

acre.)

Laiigon....Y€\\o\v wine famous. Measure, arpent. Produce, five or six barriques.

Price, 1000 livres the arpent (501. per English acre.) Produce, 300 livres (151. per

English acre.)

£arsac....Sell at 5s. or 6s. the pas of two feet six inches ; ninety pas the auin ; and
price 100 livres. Four rows of vines, or four aulns, make the breadth, and ninety pas

long ; are dressed four times a year, for 3 livres : forty-five rows a journal ; but sell

the space planted at one price, and the interval at another. The vines 20 livres to 22
livres the auln ; tlie spaces between at 3 livres. Ninety by 2^, or one hundred and
eighty feet multiplied by 2^, for the breadth four hundred and fifty, and by forty-five,

the number of rows, gives twenty thousand two hundred and fifty square feet for a
journal : ibrty-five rows, at 22 livres, are 990 livres ; but forty-five by three, the price

ofthe interval, 135 livres, average 562 livres, on the supuosition of half vine, have in-

tervals. Hills that hang to the Garonne, on the N. side, an immense range of
vines.

Castres....ln a journal, the half only planted as above, will give, in a good year,

four tonneaux, average li. Two years ago, 35 livres the tonneaux ; this year, 60
livres to 70 livres : at 40 livres it is 90 livres per journal. Casks from the N. of Eu-
rope, much inferior to French ones, because the staves are larger and thicker

; price

of them, 240 livres the dozen. Journal of Bourdeaux, to arpent de France, as 062.8
to 1.

Bourdeaux to Cubsac....Th\s country, partpalus and part high : produce, five to six

barriques on the latter, and 2i to three tonneaux on the other : 1200 livres (611. 8s.

6d. per English acre) a common price ; but somejournals rise to 3000 livres (1531. lis.

3d. per English acre) and even to 4000 livres (1911. 19s. 3d.)

To Cavi^ac....Frod\ice wine five to six barriques the journal : make much brandy ;

five or six tor one ; two hundred and twenty bottles are sold at 120 livres ; their white
wine for export is now at 150 livres the tonneaux. The fogs and rain this year, when the
vines were m blossom, damaged them so much that the crop will be very poor ; which
they are not sorry for, since another great vintage or two would have ruined them, by
the low price wliich is the consequence. They have a fabric of tartar.

Ancouhois....7(i Fetignac..,.Rouiet.,./Yhe journal of two hundred last each, twelve
feet square, gives \\ tonneaux ; on good land, four to six barriques the journal of two
hundred carreaux of twelve feet square, twenty.eight thousand eight hundred feet ; an
ardent 1^ ; on worse land 1 J to three. A journal of wine not equal to the value of
one of wheat : make much very fine brandy.
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To Angouleme.„.A. journal, vines and arable land, of an equal price ; 200 livret>

common (101. per English acre) prodMCc 40 livres (21. per English acre.) An immense
rangeof vines : produce, three to four barriques; common price, 10 livres: make a

great deal of good brandy, which sells now at 150 livres the barriquc, but has been

at 60 livres ; best vineyard 300 livres to 400 livres.

V'erteuiL..Price 10 livres to 15 livres the burrique : proportion of brandy varies

from four to nine of wine for one ; in general six for one.

Cadec,...Give two, three, and four barriques per journal.

FoiTou....Chateaurault to Les Ormes.,..Poor hills, with vines, sell equally with their

best vale lands. Measure the boifelee.

TouRAiNE....7l>ttrj....Produce, five to thirty pieces per arpent; average ten ; and
mean price 15 livres (150 livres is 41. Os. 3d. per English acre) : measure one hundred
cliaine of twenty-five feet, 62,500 feet.

jimboise....An arpent eight pieces, at 4 livres, 192 livres (51. 12s. per English rxre:)

meadows a better estate and sell higher : the vines are 1500 livres (431. 15s. per Eng.
lish acre.)

Blots to Chambord....Almost all the country vines, and many new plantations, on a
blowing sand; two thousand acres under the eye at once. Arpent 1600 toises : pro-

duce twelve poincons, and, in good years, to thirty-six, each two hundred and forty

bottles ; mostly made into brandy ; in one village, last winter, tliey made three thou-

sand poincons : in some years three of wine make one : an aqient requires seven thou-

sand two hundred props, which last about eight years ; the price 18 livres to 20 livres

the thousand.

Chambord....Sa.me measure : average produce twelve pieces.

• To Fetwiers....Froducef twelve pieces on good land, at 36 livres now ; but average

ten, at 24 livres, or 240 livres (81. Is. per English acre.) Measure one hundred perch
at twenty-two feet : price 1000 livres (351. jKr English acre.)

Petiviers....Tncc of an arpent 700 livres^(241. 10s. per English acre :) produce, four

to twenty pieces : average ten : price now 50 livres ; but average 24 livres, or 240
livres (81. 8s. per English acre :) labour, exclusive of vintage, 30 livres.

Isle of FRANC£....Za Cliapelle la J?me....Produot, ten pieces, at 20 livres, 200
fivres (71. per English acre :) labour, exclusive of vintage, 30 livres : measure, one
hundred perches, twenty-two feet : price 600 livres (211. jier English acre.)

Liancourt....A bad arpent 300 livres ; a good 600 livres (450 livres is 151. 13s. 3d.

per English acre :) the measure one hundred perches at twenty-two feet. Produce,
three muids, at 60 livres, 180 livres (61. 6s. per English acre the rauid of three hun-
dred and sixty Paris bottles ; yet bad, and not drank by gentlemen. Props last five or

six years, 10 livres the thousand ; to keep an arpent in order, two thousand every year.

BretAGK B,..,Auver^nac,...A scattering of them iVom Guerande hither, and no
where else N. except a few on the coast at Piriac and St. Gildas. Measure the journal

of 1280 toises. Price, 800 liv. (291. 3s. lOd. per English acre.) Produce, 6 to 8 bar-

riques, each 240 pints of Paris. Common price 15 liv. to 20 liv. This for a good
year. They reckon that if they have no crop they lose 60 liv. per journal.

Nantes to ./fnceiiu....Produce, six barriques, now 25 liv. AH promiscuous and no
props.

Ancenis..„'&QaMtty the fifth of an arpent de Paris ; sells, per arpent, at 750 livres.

Produce in a common year, 1^ barrique, or 7^ per arpent : and common price 22
liv. 165 liv. (81. 8s. lOd. per English acre :) sometimes let, at three-fouitjbi^ and one-
half produce, to metayers. Labour, 6. liv. tlie boilelee, and 6 liv. the vintage ; in all,

VOL. IV. 4 a
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CO liv. the arpent. Great region of vine along the river ; they extend not far from it

:

dung very little ; many not once in fifteen years.

rara(Ies...Meixdows sell at double the price of vineyards, yet these 600 liv. (301.

14s. 3d. per English acre.)

AKjov....St. George...Boifelcc, i of an arpent, or 10,000 feet. An arpent, 40,000

feet, of the worst vines sells at 200 liv. ; best 500 liv. (350 liv. is 141. 9s. 7d. per

English acre.) Produce 1^ to 5 barriques.

^«^<?r*....On the Loire, vineyards are various ; some produce very little of the best

wine ; and others, by manuring, much of an inferior quality. Four barriques ofgood

wine, on an arpent of 100 cords of 25 feet, or 62,500, is a common produce, but not

a medium. The price, in a plentiful year, 35 liv. ; and in one of scarcity, 50 liv. the

barrique : This year it is 25 liv. but the wine bad, the grapes not being ripe. Four

barriques, at 40 liv. make 160 liv. Expences—labour m digging, 24 liv. ; vintage,

3 liv. the barrique, or 12 liv. the arpent ; casks, at 5 liv. 20 liv. ; tythe -^th ; besides

taxes. The assertion general, that vines are the worst of all estates. Why? Because,

for one year in five or six, they yield nothing ; and sometimes little for two or three

years together. But admitted at the same time, that if a man has money to enable

him to keep his wine, two good years pay more than the fee simple. An arpent of the

best vines on the Loire sells from 3000 to 4000 liv. Now, to gain firom hence some

facts by combination, call this 3500 liv. and that it pays only 5 per cent, it is 175 liv.

;

labour 36 liv. ; casks 25 liv. ; and here is 236 liv. without a penny for the king, or any

profit to the proprietor : at 5 barriques, this makes 47 liv. each ; a sure proof, either

that the produce must be more than 5 barriques ; or that the price must be more than

47 liv. probably 9, at 40 liv. (360 liv. is 91. 14s. 4d. per English acre) for a mean

arpent, at 1750 liv. (471. 5s. 3d. per English acre.)

Duretel....Vines sell higher than arable, and meadow higher than vines.

La Roche Guyow....Vines the worst estate in the hands of poor proprietors only.

Account of an arpent of Paris. Price 1200 liv. (611. 8s. 4d. per English acre.)

Rent ; the interest ofthe price, at 4 per cent,

Lubour, > 68Uv. (31. 9s. 2d.Engruhacre) \

Manure,
Six casks, ...---
Props,

Taillc,

liv.

48

60
8

40
36

30

S

227

Produce, 6 muids, at 50 liv.

(151. 7s. Id. English acre.)

Expences, ...
Profit,

liv.

300

227

73

The muid 240 pints de Paris.

An extraordinary good year is 10 muids ; a middling one six ; and a bad one three.

As to no produce at all, or so little as one, no such thing is known, not even in forty

vears. But query, hail ?

In 1785, the crop was 12 muids, at 27 liv. 324 liv.

1786, 5 70 350
.. 1787, 3 90 270

1788, 4^ 75 337

The labour consists in carrying of dung, pruning, trimming, four diggings, staking,

tying, budding, &c.

How this husbandry can be esteemed unprofitable, as it is generally in France,

surpasses my comprehension ; in the hands of a man without a sufficient capital, if

certainly is so ; but thus also is that of m heat and barley.
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227

73

Xeuf Moutier....ln one of the richest districts in France, vines on the slopes sell af

;J000 liv. to 2500 liv. (2250 liv. is 781. 13s. 3d. per English acre) the arpcnt of 100

perches of 22 feet ; where the rich vales let at 40 liv. to 60 liv. ; and land of 40 liv. sells

not higher than 1500 liv. or 1600 liv.

Champagne. ... £y&tfr«fly, t?r....Two-thirds of all the country around, about Ay,

Cumiere, Piery, Disy, Hautvilliers, &c. &c. under vines ; and here all the famous

Champagne wines are made. The country producing the fine white wine is all con-

tained in the space of five leagues : and three or four more include Avise, Aunge, Lu-
menee, Crammont, 8cc. where they muke the white wine, with white grapes only. At
Ay, Piery, and Epernay, the white wine is all made with black grapes. La Montague
de Rheims, Bouze, Versce, Verznee, Tease, Airy, and Cumiere, for the bon rogue de la

Marne. At Airy the first quality of the white also made. With the black grape they

make either red or white wine, but with the white only white wine.

The price of land is very high ; at Piery 2000 liv.; at Ay 3000 liv. to 6000 liv. ; at

Hautvilliers 4000 liv. The worst in the country sells at 800 liv. (3000 liv. is 1051. 9s.

per English acre; 6000 liv. is 2101. 18s.)

The produce, as may be supposed, varies much ; at Ay, two to six pieces, and four

the average ; at Reuil and Vanteuil, to twenty pieces ; at Hautvilliers, a convent of

Benedictines, near Epernay, eighty arpents that yield two to four ; and the price varies

equally : at Ay, the average is two, at 200 liv. ; one at 150 liv. ; and one at 50 liv.

By another account, 200 liv. to 800 liv. the queue, of two pieces ; average 400 liv. the

queue. At Reuil and Vanteuil it is 60 liv. to 100 liv. The vines of Villiers 700 liv.

to 900 liv. the queue. Red wine is 150 liv. to 300 liv. Account of a considerable

vineyard, an average one, given me at Epernay

:

Vet Engliib Acre.FOR AN ARPENT. lir.

Interest of purchase, 3000 liv

Labour,
Renewal (provins) ditto,

lying,

Props,

Manure, 1 part dung to 14 earth,

Vintage, 12 liv. a piece,

Casks,

Taxes.. ..taille, vingtieme, and capitation, . - - .

Aides, 15 the queue, - - - - -

Cellar, vaults, press, reservoirs, tubs, &c. and building to hold them,

800io liv. for 20 arpents, or 400 liv, per arpent, the interest.

Product....Two pieces, at 200 liv.

One ditto,

One ditto,

Expences,

Profit, -

150
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Which, \iith the interest charged, makes 10 per cent, on 3000 liv. land, and 400 liv.

buildings; the general computation, and which seems admitted in the country. Sixty

women are necessary to gainer the grapes for four pieces, by reason of the attention paid

in the choice of the bunches ; a circumstance to which much of the fine flavour of the

wine is owing, as well as to singularitv of soil and climate ; the former of whi( h is iUl

strongly calcareous, even to being white with the chalk in it. A fine lengthened slope

of a chalk hill, hanging to the south, between Disy and Ay, which I examined, is en-

tirely covered with vines, from top to bottom, and is the most celebrated in the province.

It is indeed rather a marl than a chalk ; in some places white, in others much browner,

and may properly be called a calcareous loam on a chalk bottom. This marl is in some
places very deep, and in others shallow. I was shci^n pieces worth 6000 liv. the arpent,

and others worth 3000 liv. but the difference of soil was not perceptible ; nor do I cre-

dit that this difference depends on soil : none of it approaching to pure chalk. It is im-

possible to discover, in the present state of knowledge and information, on what depends
the extraordinary quality of the wine. The people here assert, that in a piece of not

more than three arpents, in which the soil is, to all appearance, absolutely similar, the

middle arpent only shall yield the best wine, and the other two that of an inferior quality :

in all such cases, where there is something not easily accounted for, the popular love of

the marvellous always adds exaggeration, which is probably the case here. Attention

in gathering and picking the grapes, and freeing every bunch from each grape that is the

least unsound, must tend greatly to insure wine of the first quality, when the difterence

of soil is not striking.

The vines are planted promiscuously, three or four feet, or two and a half from
each other : are now about eighteen inches or two feet high, and are tied to the props

with small straw bands. Many plantations ars far from being clean, some full of

weeds { but a great number of hands spread all over the Iiiil, sarcling with their crook-

ed hoe.

As to the culture, in the middle of January, they give the cutting taille : in March dig

the ground : in April and May they plant the provins : in June tie and hoe the seps : in

August hoe again : in October, or in good years in September, the vintage.

To plant an arpent of vines, costs in all 50 louis d'or : there are eight thousand
plants on an acre : and twenty-four thousand seps and the props cost 500 livres : to

keep up the stock of props 30 livres a year. It is three years before they bear any
thing, and six before the wine is good. None are planted now, on tiie contrary, they

grub up.

Very few persons have more than twenty or thirty arpents, except the marquis de
Sillery, near Rheims, who has two hundred and fifty arpents. At Piery there are twenty
arpents now to be sold ; a new house, a good cellar, magazine, a good press, and every
thing complete, for 60,000 livres : the vines a little, but not much, neglected. For this

^um I could buy a noble farm in the Bourbonnois, and make more in seven years than
by vines in twenty.

Those who have not a press of their own, are subject to hazards, which must neces-

sarily turn the scale very contrary to the interests of tlie si.iall proprietor. I'hey pay 3
livres for the two first pieces, and 25s. for all the rest : but, as they must wait the

owner's convenience, their wine sometimes is so damaged, that what would have been
white becomes red. Steeping before pressing makes red wine.

As to pressing, to do it ver}- quickly and powerfully, is much the better way ; and
they prefer turning the wheel of the press by six, seven, or eight men, rather than by a
horse. .
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III regard to the aides, or tax, on the transfer of wine, the proprietor who sells a piece

worth 200 liv. pays 10 Hv.
Ten sois per livrc, - 5
Augmentation ; gauge, constage, 8cc 5
Octroi de la Villc and du Roi, 5

25

The merchant, when he sells it, pays the same ; and every person through whose hands
it passes. The duty at the port, on exportation, is about 15 livres each piece. The
cabareteer and aubergiste pays 30 or 40 livres more retail duty. The wine trade with
England used to be directly from Epcmay ; but now the wine is sent to Calais, Bo-
logne, Montreuil, and Guernsey, in order to be passed into England, they suppose here
by smuggling. This may explain our Champagne not being so good as formerly.
Should the good geniusof the plough ever permit me to be an importer of Cham-
pagne, I would desire Mons. Quatresoux Paretclaine, merchant at Epernay, to send me
some ofwhat I drank m his fine cellars. But what a pretty supposition, that a farmer,
in England, should presume to drink Champagne, even in idea ! The world must be
turned topsy-turvy before a bottle of it can ever be on my table. Go to the monopo-
lizers and exporters of woollens—go to—and to—and every where—except to a friend
of the plough

!

The ecclesiastical tythe is a heavy burthen. At HautvilHers the eleventh is taken for
adixme ; at Piery the twentieth, or in money 4 livres 10s. ; at Ay, 48s. j and at Eper-
nay, 30s.; at Disy, A; but with all this weight of tax, nothing is known or ever heard
of like the enormities practised in England, of taking the actual tenth.

The idea of the poverty attending the vines is here as strong as in any other part of
France : the little and poor proprietors are all in misery. The fact is obvious, that a
hazardous and uncertain culture is ridiculous for a man with a weak capital. How
could a Kentish labourer be a hop-planter? But no discrimination is found commonly
in France, the assertion is general, that the vine provinces are the poorest ; but an asser-
tion without explanation is utterly ridiculous. To render vines profitable, it is a com-
mon observation here, that a man ought to have one-third of his property in rents, one-
third in farm, and one-third in vines.

It is easy to conceive, that the most successful cultivators are those who have the
largest capitals. It is thus that we hear of the exertions of merchants ; men who not only
have many arpents of their own vines, but buy the wine of all their little neighbours.
Mons. Lasnier, at Ay, has from fifty to sixty thousand bottles of wine always in his
cellar; and M. Dorse from thirty to forty thousand.

Jiheims....Aytng(i price of an arpent 2400 livres (841. per English acre.)
"

ACCOUNT.

Interest, -- - . -•_
Culture by contract,

Manured every fifth year, 60 livres; and 1000 men or
women's loads of earth to mix, 36 livres,

Props, 20 bundles,

Carry forward,

liv.

120
40

96
12

268

liv.

Produce, 3 pieces,

at 410 livres, 420

(141. 14s. perEng-
lishacre.)

Cany forward, 420

J

u
I i

1 1

'* *

lis Si

m n

ii»iiiw>rtMa!.w*r,
11
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Brought ..ruard,

ICxtra hoeing, ....
Taxes, - . - -

'
.

Casks, . . . - -

\intagc, at 20s. u day,

Press, four men, at 20s. and 20s. food,

Interest of building, cellar, magazine, press, and utensils, 30
The cellar-man, 200 livres for 20 aqjcnts, per arpcnt, 10

Hv.

268
6
8

18

18

8

36G

Labour, 64 livres (21. 4s. 7d. per English acre) interest

of which for firat year, 18

384
Droit d'aides, 7\ per cent, on value, three pieces gross,

besides constagc, &c. &c. - - - -
4 ""

424

lii.

Brought forward, 42(J

Loss,

424

But instead of loss, every one I talked with, and the gentleman himself who gave me
this account, Mons. Cadot L'Aine, who has a considerable vineyard, assured me, that

ihey pay, on an average of ten years, 7^ per cent, on the capital ; this will make a dif-

ference of 75 livres, which, with the 24 hvres loss in this account, is 99 livres, which
must be partly deducted from these expences, and partly added to the produce. On an
average, the manuring is I suspect estimated too high. The vines this year promise to

jield not a piece per arpent ; not by reason of frosts last winter^ but of the cold being so

late as last week (in July.)

The little proprietors here also are generally very poor, and many are ruined by not

being able to wait for a price. The wine trade at Rheims amounts to four or five mil-

lions perannum (175,0001. to 218,7001.)

Sillery....The marquis has a hundred and sixty arpents under vines, and not two hun-

dred and fifty, as I had been informed ; he has cellar room for two hundred pieces ; this

%vas mentioned as an extraordinary circumstance, hut it shews that he is very deficient

in a power of keeping his wines : a hundred and sixty arpents, at three each, are four

hundred and eighty pieces ; so that his cellar, instead of containing the crop of three

years, will not hold half the crop of one year. It is evidently a busmess that ought to

have a large capital, and even an apparently superfluous one, or all the profit goes to the

merchant.

LoRAiNE....^ra6an....Price 175 livres (251. 10s. Id. per English acre.) Measure,

80 perches, at 11^ feet.

rerdun.,..Mtasurey 480 verges, of 8 feet 2 inches, equal 66 perches of Paris : highest

sell to 2400 livres; not uncommon 1100 livres (841. per English acre.)

Metz....Me9sure, journal, equal to 69^ perches of Paris. Price 1200 livres (891.

14s. per English acre.)
».''

. M^-
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ACCOUNT.

,%

424

IW

Culture, 6 livrcs pcrmonec, 8 monccs in the journal, 48

Props, 20s. the monee,

Two loads of dung, at 3 livrcs,

Repairs of casks.

Taxes, taille, and capitation,

Ditto vingtiemc.

Pressing, one-thirtieth of the crop,

Vintage,

8

6

6

13

4

9

16

110

Produce, 40 hottes,

each 44 pints of

Paris, at 6i liv.

(201. 9s. 6d. per

English acre.)

Expenccs,

Profit,

liv.

260

110

150

Labour, 64 livres (51. Os. 7d. per English acre.) -

—

But interest of 1200 livres is 60 livres, and the tythe here is from the twentieth to the

thirtieth to be deducted. The general assertion, which seemed to admit no doubt, was

that the profit is 7 per cent.

Pont au Mousson...Mtaswre a journal, 10 hommees, or 250 verges of 10 feet, the

foot of 10 inches.

ACCOUNT.

liv.

Labour,
Manuring, 64 livres, but once in eight years,

Vintage twenty-five persons for 13 journals, at 12s. fed, 3

Press, . . . . -

Casks, . . - . -

Taxes, no droit d'aides,

Props, .....
Arpent, 800 livres, (661. 2s. Id. per English acre)

Buildings, 60

30 Produce, 400 botes

8

2
16

3

4

860
Interest of ditto, . . -

Droit de gabelle, and gauge, 13s. per hotte,

> 45

on 13 arpents,

30 per journal,

(141. lis. 3d. per

English acre.)

Expences,

Profit, .

liv.

180

121

59

10

121

Labour, 33 livres (21. 9s. lOd. per English acre.)

—

But some little error here, for the common calculation is, that they pay 10 per cent.

Vines are planted more and more, the culture augmenting every day ; they plant the

land proper for wheat as readily as any other.

Ab«cy....Measure, 19,360 feet. Price of the best, 1000 livres ; the worst, 500
livres (at 750 livres, 651. 12s. 6d. per English acre.) They have what they call the

gross race and the petit race of vines ; the first gives much in quantity, but of a bad
quality : the latter wine of a good quality, but in quantity small.

The medium produce is twenty measures per journal, of eighteen pots of tv\'o pints

of Paris, of the gross race, and ten of the petite. The mean price of the first 5 livres

;

of the latter 10 livres (at 100 livres it is 81. 15s. per English acre.)

Luneville....The journal 15,620 feet. Produce, 40 measures of the gross race, of

all sorts ; average, twelve measures, 6 livres 15s. Price per journal, 550 livres (561.

17s. 6d. per English acre.) Produce 80 livres (81. 12s. per English acre.)

te #
r i
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Als A cE..../ri7/fw/ie'/'m....Measure, 100 vci-gcs, at 22 TcTt. Price, 900 livrcs (311.

10s. per Kngli»h acre.)

Strasbour^....McfXHUKj 24,000 feet. Price, 800 livrcs (551. 7s. 9(1. per English acre.)

Produce, thirty measures, of twenty-four pints of Paris. Good price, 6 iivres the

measure ; middling, 4 livrcs lOs. low, 3 livrcs (at 150 livrcs produce, it is 101. 7s. 4d.

per English acre.)

Sc/ielestadt... .Vroducc, forty measures. Price, 6 Iivres the measure, 240 livrcs (161.

]2s. 6d. per English acre )

Isettheitn....^on\c so high as 3000 Iivres, but few that yield a hundred measures, at

6 Iivres, but by no means common.
Franche CoMPT£....J9eaum^....Measure, anoeuvre. Produce, amuid, at40 livrcs

to GO Iivres.

Besancon....Mea.sure, a journal, of eight oeuvres ; the ceuvre 45 perches, of 9^ feet.

Price, 40 Iivres to 400 Iivres the oeuvre. Produce, a (luurter of u muid to one muid,
or eight per journal. The grape, called the gamme, yields the most wine, but of the

worst quality. Common price. 'oO Iivres the muid. Account of a journal, 32,400
feet.

Interest of 2400 Iivres (1231. 6s. English acre)

at 5 per cent. ...
Culture, 5 Iivres the oeuvre,

Props, 1 livre ditto,

Vintage, 5 Iivres ditto,

Tonneaux, 12 Iivres the muid new ; but re-

paration a trifle,

Taille, capitation, and vingtieme 8s.

No droit d'aide.

Never dung, thinking it spoils the wine,

Fausse, renovation 3 Iivres per 100,
Tythe, none in common ; but, where found,

only from one-twelfth to one-twentieth.

LIv.

120
40
8

40

3 4s.

3

214 4

Produce, 4 muids, at

60 livrcs (121. 6s.

per English acre)

Expences,

Profit,

Labour, 83 Iivres (41. 4s. per English acre.)

The common idea is, that the produce of an oeuvre is

Andtheexpence
30 Iivres.

12

Uv.

240
214

26

Or profit per journal

Interest

18

144
120

Remains net 24

They are also generally supposed to yield but five per cent profit on capital, and some*
times not so much. '
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The vines here arc in double rows, nt about two (ret, and tlic props placed in ;m

inclining position, sonBto join over tlic centre of lliat space, and are there tied to an

horizontal prop ; bv which meuns any small sticks answer the purpose of props.

Boi;RCOCNE..../)i/o«.... Measure, iournul of yOO toises. IVice of common vine-

yards 1000 to 1500 livRS (at 1250livres it is 631. 19s. ?d. per English acre) the best

about Dijon. Produce, about seven or tight pieces, or muids, at 36 livres (at 27o
livresit is 131. 16s. 6d. jxr English acre :) pay six per cent. But ihe fine vineyards
of Vcaunc, Romane, Tash, &c. sell at 3000 livres.

Ctos He Ffaujeau,...'TV\^ is the most famous of all the vineyards of Burgundy, the
wine selling at the highest nrice ; it contains above an hundred journals, walkd in, and
belongs to a convent of Bernardine monks. This reminds ine of Hautvilliers, near
Epcrnay, one of the finest vineyards in Champagne, having reverend masters also.

There are no trees in that at Clos de Veaujeau, though in all the more common ones.
The vines are now not more than two or three feet high, the props being short also; they
are not in rows, but planted promiscuously. The soil abrowi. loam, mclining to red-
dish, with stones in it, which on trial proves calcareous. It is not, like the fine vine-

per English acre.) They make white wine also, of a quality and price equal to the
red.

A'«y*....The finest vineyards sell up to 7000 and 8000 livres a journal ; but in com-
men about 1000 livres (511. 3s. 9d. per English acre.) The produce of the fine wines
never great ; four pieces, or muids, of half a queue, or two hundred and forty bottles,
is a great product ; 1^ middling : and in bad years, none at all, which happens some*
times, as at present, after a very fine appearance : but the frosts at the end of May
cut tliem off so entirely, that there is not a grape to be seen. Such wine as the poor
people drink, sells commonly at 60 livres or 70 livres the queue, now 120 livres.
Account of a Journal.

Interest,

Culture, by contract (some at 60 livres)

Props, called here, not echalets, but paiseux,
Casks repaired, ....
Taxes,

Vintage,

Liv.

50
72
6

6
8

6

148

Produce, 1| piece, at

100 liv. (81. 19s. 4d.
per English acre)

Expenccs,

Profit,

Liv.

175
148

27

One vigneron, with his wife and four children, must all work very well to do four
journals

;
for which, if at 60 livres, diey receive 240 livres, but have the winter for

other work. The vineyards which bear the greatest reputation here, after the Clos
de Veaujeau, are those of St. George, Romane, La Tashe, de Veaume, Richebourtr.
Chanibcrun, and Cote Rote. The best is 251. the piece, or 3 livres the botUe; but
this IS the price of the vintage; kept three or four years, it r^ells for 4 livres. and even
5 hvres the bottle in the country.

,„ i ^ u,-

'

»

In 1732 the crop was so great, that they gave 12 livres for very miserable casks. -^

and sold them fuU at 20 hvres, but the wine not good. In 1735 ^vas the last great crop
vol,. IV. 4 b

V
I,

t
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when the nricc of n cask, a toiinc:iux, which commonly is 1*2 livrcs new, was .16 (o
40 livrcs, out the wine bad : they never dun^ for fine wines, only for bad ones, but
they manure siometimes with earth. New vineyards give a larger (]tiantity of wine
than old ones, but th«: wine of tlu' latter the Ust (|uality. There arc here, ait in all the

other wine provinces, many sniatl proprietors, who have but patches of vines, and a\.

ways sell their gnipes ; but there is no idea of their being poorer than if they did not

pursue this culture.

lieaiime.. ..'Vhc sioms in the vineyards lierc calcareous. An auvre costs 400 livrcs,

32{X) livres per journal (1631. I6s. per Knglish acre.) Produce, two or three pieces,

at 15 livres this common wine; but there are fine ones vastly higher. The wines of
greatest name here, after the Clos de V'eaujeau, arc Volny, Pon^ir, Aloes, Beaume,
Savigne, Mulso (white) and Maureauche, which last sells, ready to drink, at 4 livrcs

the bottle ; new at 1200 livres the queue. They give here great accounts of the pro-

fit attending this culture ; but on being analiscd, they arc found all to turn on the

supposition of having good cellars, and keeping for a price, which is mere merchant
disc, and not cultivation ; for the merchant who buys at the vintage to fill his cellars,

is exactly in the same predicament ; and to enjoy this profit, it is not necessary to cul-

tivate a single acre.

Chagne...,Vr'ivc of an oeuvrc 100 livres ; eight of them to a journal, 800 livres

(401. 193. per Knglish acre.) Common produce, one piece per ceuvre: the price now
60 livres the piece, but 20 livres more common (160 livres is 81. 3s. 7d. per Knglish

acre.)

Couch.... \n ocuvre, the eighth of a journal, sells at 100 livrcs ; but there is more at

80 livrcs. Pnxluce, one piece, at 36 livres common price, but now 60 livres : usually

one piece at 25 livres ; half the produce, by contract, for labour (at the price of 640
livres, it is 321. 15s. 4d. per English acre.)

BouR BON NOis.....A/of//m.. ..Sell to 1000 livres the arpent (341. 12s. Id. per Eng.
lish acre) of eight boifelees, each 168 toiscs, 48,384 feet. In a good year, produce

eight poincoins, at 30 livres ; common year five or six, at 30 livres for common vine-

yard : half the produce is paid by contract, for labour. Very rarely dung : props 7
livres : tythe the eleventh.

Biaux....Common produce, half a piece per ceuvre, or boifelcc ; one fourth for pro*

prietor, and one-fourth for labour.

St. Powfrin....Vineyards on hills, 100 livres the boifelcc ; 800 livrcs the arpent (271.

3s. lOd. per English acre.)

AuvERCNE....jffiom....Sell at 200 livres the oeuvrc ; sometimes Is. the bottle, or 15s.

I pot ; now 3 livres ; middling price 20s. to 30s.

f^Uermont....Measure 800toises; best 300 livres; worst 100 livrcs ; middling 150
an oeuvie ; 1200 livres the arpent (701. per English acre ;) medium ten pots, each

en pints of Paris ; on the best land fifteen, and the mean price 30s. ; at present 3

; tie them with willow branches, salix viminea.

[re.. ..In common sell at 500 or 600 livres the seteree, but in good situations

es (461. 12s. 9d. per Knglish acre :) the ceuvre of the best yields two sommes

;

g one and a half ; bad, one : the somme six pots, each sixteen pints of Paris

;

mmon price after the vintage, 25s. to 30s. il^e six pots (at 168 livres it is 91. 16s.

nglisiiacrc.)

.,
.
J
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ACCOUNT OI' AN (F.UVRr..

LM)our, .....
Props, ......
Interest huildings, 100 livrcs, 50 ocuvrcs,

Interest of 100 livrcs purchase,

Taille, 8cc

Provins,

Dung ditto, ....

Ilv.
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Tour (PJigues....Thc proiUuH* of a Hommn U n luitulrcd coup, each 6011). 3lh. a pot ;

uiul the coinninti lK)UU'2ill). : KXHI). of nrrapfs ^ivi- (»0U». of wine. Mean price 3Ch.
the coup, or|K:rMommu 150 Uvrcsi. Mciuiurc, 50,400 feet.

Pixxlucc,

(41. 19s. 6d. per

F.ngUshucrc) 150
Expenccsi 126

12 Profit, 24

ACCOUNT.

liv.

Culture, 48
II(H-in{f and pruning, V2
Vintage and carriage, 10
Interest of buildings, 8cc 15

Taille, by the cudastre (but this varies every year by reason

ofprovinciiilexiK'ncc) 10
Scigncuralduty, 1

Price, 600 livres (201. 2», 6d. per Knglish ucrcj interest, 30

126

/^?rM.... Usually planted in double rows, at three or four feet, with intervals of dif-

ferent distances, ploughed, or hoed, for corn; and this method they call mayoivere.
Two hundred and eighty plants produce on-j bout of wine, of six barrels, each barrel

twenty-eight pots, and each pot 31b. Common price per bout 50 livres.

OBSERVATIONS. ,, „-i'

It is merely for curiosity I observe, that the average of all the prices per measure, in

tlie purchase of these vineyards, amounts to 611. 8s. per acre; such a medium demands
very little attention, unless the minutes were exceeding numerous, and equally so in every
province. Rejecting those in which the prices exceed 1001. an acre, as gomg certainly

much beyond what can possibly be the medium of the kingdom, the average of the rest

is 411. Is. 6d. per acre. But I should wish that attention were rather given to another
mode of calculating the price and produce of these vineyards ; there are twenty-three
minutes that include both price and produce ; the average of these, exclusive of such as

rise above 1001. purchase, and 211. produce, is,

For the price per English acre, - - £.4,5 I

For the produce, .... 920*
Which is in French money, per arpent of Paris..,.Price, - . 871 liv.

Produce, - - 175

From which it appears, that vines, in these provinces, give, in annual produce, one-fifth

of their fee simple.

The amount of labour per acre, on m average of those minutes, in which it appears

to be satisfactorily noted, and rejecting the higher articles as before, is 21. 12s. 6a.

* The marquis de Mirabeau observed, that an arpent of vine is, on an average, worth double the
best arpent of com. L'Ami des Uommes, dth edit. 1760. torn. vi. p. 137, This agrees pretty well
with my notes. ^. ^

j-^
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Ut.

150

126

24

The net profit nppriirt, from several of tlic mituitet, to vibnttc between 7 aiul 10 ju r

cent, oil ttic capital imployed.

How nearly these aviniKes, noticed in my route, approach the nal medium of the

whole kingdom, it t<i inipossihlc, with any decree of ariuraev, to eoiijicture ; Ixit

I um inclined to Ixlieve, that the diH'ercncc may not be consulerable. Thirt, how-
ever, must be left, with a proper dithdencc, to the well informed reader's superior tux-

g«citv.

The importance of this braneh ofcultivationtothe kinfi^loin, and the idea ^oconinioii

there, I may almost tuiy univerjuil, Uuit the wine provinceN uic the poorest, and that the

culture is mischievous to the national interests, ar^ subjects toociiriotn to bo disitiissed

hastily : as my opinion is direcily the reverse of the prevalent one in France, it is neces-

sary to explain the circumstances on which it is founded.

h appears by the precedinj^ minutes, that the value of the soil thus employed was pro-

bably nigher thiin it could tx: in nny oihcr upplicution, good meadows (valuable from
tlieir sciu-city) alone excepted : that the pnxluce much exceeds all others ; and lastly,

that the employment depending upon it is very considerable. Under such leading and
powerful circumstances, and connected as they on- with another not less essential, that

vast tracts of the land duis employed iu-c rock and declivities, too steep for the plough,

it ithould seem astonishing, how an idea could ever be entertained tluit such a cultivation

could be prejudicbl to a country : it is, however, very general in France.

The oucstion ought to be put solely on this issue. Would the same land, under any
other culture, sell at the same price f 451. per acre, amounting to thirty years purchase,

at 30s. an acre, is such a value as France, m the richest vules, knows nothing of (mea-
dows ulonc excepted, which will always be valuable according to scarcity and heat of
climate) and we in England as little. But this greater value arises not by any means
from the richest lands, but from those which, considead on a medium, arc certainly

very inferior to the rest of the kingdom. Great tracts could be applied to no other use
than that of sheep-walk or warren; much is situated, in some oftiic po<orcst soils in the

kingdom, on sunds, shaq) gravels, and lands so stony, as to be inapplicable to the

plough: to possess a climate that gives the power of raising such land to the value of
301. or 401. an acre, is beyond all doubt or question, a superiority that cannot be too

much valued.

The amount of the produce is not less striking : rich pastures sell every where at high
prices, because they are attended with no expenccs : and thus u small product may be
chisscd with a large one ; but it is not so with vines. The average of 91. an acre, on a
mean of good and bad years, is such as no other plant will equal that is cultivated in

France, watered lands alone excepted. It is only on singularly fine soils, in certain pe-

culiar districts, that any thing approaching such a product is to be met with. There is

no part of Europe, in which a crop of wheat, of such value, is not exceedingly large, and
much beyond the average. That of all the wheat, in any of the richest counties in Eng-
land, vibrates between 61. and 71. an acre, prepared for jK'rhaps, by a barren and expensive
fallow, at U ast by something much less profitable than itself. What then arc we to think

of a plant w liich covers your land with a rich crop of wheat every yeai' ?

There brcmany men, however, in France, who will say, your nEASoNiNc must
BE £RRONSous; for there is not a vine proprietor in France, who would not give you his

vineyard for your ideal wheat ofevery year. The observation may be perfectly just ; but
it is no answer to me, who am not speaking of net profit, but of produce. 1 o him who
considers the subject in a national light, and as a politician, the former is not the object

;

the great point is to secure a large produce. The prince may levy such heavy taxes

!i
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on tlie prooucc : and it may be gained by such an operose culture, that the poor may levy

a much hcaviir for their labour; the consequence to the cultivator may be a low profit,

but to the; iiati(.n at larf:re the importance ol" the product remains the same and unim-
jieaelu d. And in this lijj;ht I look upon that of vines as so considerable, that should the

liu-torthe real average oi'the whole Kingduni prove less than I make it, even so little as

71. |)(r acre, I should still esteem the cultine an object of iniinite national consequence.

It is more llian sujCtir pays in the West Indies, M'hich is usually supposed the most pro-

lituhle cultivation in the world.

In rt gard to the net pr(>fit, which on the minutes vibrates from 7 to 10 per cent, it

does not seem to some to be aelecjuatc to the peculiar happiness of the climate, and the

vcputation of the \\ incs throughout the world ; or to the price of the land, or amount of

the product. But, in this respect, it must be considered, that the minutes, so far as they

<;onti rn the returns in money, are the prices of the vintage only : whereas every man
liuit has a capital sufficient, by keeping hiu wine for thice months only, adds considera-

bly to the profit. If a proprietor be merely able to store his crop in casks in his cellar,

lonji^ enough to avoid the immediate necessity of selling for want of casks, he has an ad-

vance of price, ^\ hich will gieatly augment the ratio of his profit : it is very fair to give

the cultivator of vines the same time that is taken by most of his brethren with whom
<;orn is the object, that is to say, six months from the harvest. The difference of profit

is exceedingly great between the sale in the vintage, and that of six months after. But it

is still of more consequence to observe, that the rate per cent, here mentioned, is not

oii the mere business of the cultivator, but on the purchase of the estate upon which the

culture is carrieel on. This makes an enormous difference. If agriculture, in England,
}ield 15 percent, and landed property three, throw the two together, and the mean is

not more than 5^ or 6 ; and those who, in England, buy an estate, and stock, and culti-

X ate it, and make 6 per cent, will not think they are suffering, notwithstanding the accu-

mulated advantages of a century of freedom.

It is this large annual product which in the vine provinces gives bread to such num-
bers of people; beside the direct object ofcommon labour, which amounts, as we have
seen, to 21. 12s. 6d. per acre, and consequently is above thrice as high as that of com-
mon arable crops ; and ifthey are not in very complete culture, the superiority is much
morc considerable, there is the trade of casks, which, independent of the employment of
coopers, gives a value to the woods of a country, as well as an activity to foreign com-
merce, by the import of staves and hoops. The props have the same effect as our hop-
poles, and render willow plantations, as well as common under- woods, much more va-

luable tlian they would be otherwise. Besides, there is the circumstance, that so many
jx)liticians regard alone, die exportation of the wine, and the ctisk or the botUe; form-
ing, whether in the shape of wine or of brandy (as I shall by and by shew) one of the

greatest trades ofexport tliat is to be seen in Europe ; as much the export of French la-

bour, as tliat of the silk of Lyons, or the cloths of Louviers. And after all this, if I be
allowed to place last, wliat m truth ought ever to be regarded first, that is, the home
consumption, there is the invaluable advantage of a whole people being well and amply
supplied with a beverage, the efiect of their own industry, and the result of their own la-

bour ; and it surely will not be thought a small advantage, that a nation has recourse, for

supplying this consumption, to her sands, gravels, declivities and rocks ; tiiat she de-

mands it not of her rich plains, but of those lands which her less fortunate neighbours
are forced to cover with copse or rabbits.

Bui here we are not to forget, that argument is always to give way to fact. From
what I have just said, the reader is not to conclude that such lands only are under vines

.-^./?^ *.«-ii.dU ,<
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in France, the contrary is the fact ; I found them on the noble and fertile plain of ihc

Garonne ; on the richest lands in the vale which extends from Narijoiine to Nismes ; in

the vales of Dauphine and of the Loire ; and, in a word, indiscriminately on every sort

of land in all the wine provinces ; but I found them also on such rocky and bad soils as

I have described, and in so great quantities as to shew how well adapted they are to such

soils and situations. There arc two reasons why vines are so often found in rich plains

;

the first is, theexportof wheat being either prohibited, or allowed with such irregularity,

that the farmer is never sure of a price : but the export of wine and brandy has never

been stopped for a moment. The eftcct of such a contrast in policy must have been

considerable, and I saw its influence in every part of France, by the new ;ineyards already

planted, or begun to be planted, on corn lands, while the people were starving for unt of

bread ; of such consequence, in the encouragement of any culture, is a steady unvar)ing

policy I the fact is the more striking in France, because the vine culture is very much
burthened in taxation ; but, always possessing a free trade, it thrives. The second rea-

son is, that the culture of this plant is much better understood in France than that of corn.

An advantageous rotation of crops, :'.nd that arrangement of a farm which makes cattle

necessary to com, and corn necessary to cattle, on which tlie profit of arable land so much
depends, is what the French have hardly an idea of. In their practice it is never to be

seen, and in their books it is never to be read. But their vineyards are gardens ; the tur-

nips of Norfolk, the carrots of Suffolk, the beans of Kent, and the cabbages of an En-

glish gentleman, are not so clean as the vines of France, while the whole oeconomy ofthe

plant is perfectly understood, both in theory and practice.

It is a question which I have heard often started in conversation, whether it be nation-

ally more advantageous that wine should be, as in France, the common beverage, or

beer, as in England ? How it should ever become a question I cannot understand. We
are, of necessity, obliged to have recourse to our best lands to supply our drink ; the

French, under a good government, would have all theirs from their worst soils. The
sands of Sologne, which are passed in the way from Blois to Chambord, &c. &.c. are as

bad as ours in Suffolk and Norfolk, which feed only rabbits. The French nds, by
means of vines, yield 81. or 91. an acre, and those of Sufffilk not so many shillings.

Through nine tenths of England, the land that yields wheat in every rotation yields also

barley. If our hills, rocks, sands, and chalky declivities gave us our liquor, could we
not apply these richer soils to something better than beer ? Could we not, by means of

rotations, that made potatoes, tares, beans, and artificial grasses, the preparatives iof wheat

alternately, contrive to raise infinitely more bread, beef, and mutton, if barley did not of

necessity come in ibr an attention equal to what we give to wheat ! Wheat, rye, barley,

and oats exhaust, every other crop we raise, either actually or consequentially, amelio-

rates. Would it be no advantage to strike out one of these exhausters, and substitute

an improver ? Would it be no advantage to feed all the horses of Britain on beans instead

of oats ? Your populousness may be proportioned to your quantity of bread, mutton,

and beef. With one- fourth of } our land under barley, can you have as much bread,

mutton, and beef, as if you were not under the necessity of having any barley at all ?

How few agricultural combinations must there be in a mind that can enteriain doubts on
such questions ? There is a common idea that ^vine is not a wholesome beverage, I take

this to be a vulgar error ; bad wine, or wine kept till sharji and acid, may be unwhole-

some, but so is bad beer, or beer kept till acid : but this has nothing to do with the

question. If the lower people be forced, through poverty, to drink bad liquor, the com-
plaint ought not to be that wine is unwholesome, but that a bad government is unwhole-

some : the beer drinkers under such a one, will not have much to boast. There may

l;'
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be more strength and vigour of body anfong the common people in England than among
the same class in France ; if this be true, it proves nothing against wine. Are the

French poor as well fed as ours ; do they eat an equal quantity of animal flesh ? Were
they as Irce ? These common prejudices, for or against certain liquors, are usually built

onvcT} insuflicient observation.

But' the enemies of vineyards recur to the charge ; the vine provinces are the poorest

of the kingdom ; and you always see misery among the poor proportioned to the quantity

of vines.* This is the main hinge on which the argument turns ; it is an observation

that has been made to me a diousand times in France, and conversation never touches

on the subject but you are sure to hear it repeated. There is some truth in it as a fact

there is none as an argument.

There is usually a considerable population in vine provinces ; and doubtless it is not

surprising, that where there is a great population there should be many poor, under a

baU government. But there is another reason, much more satisfactory, which arises not

at all from the nature of the culture, but from the abuse of it.

It is the smallness of the projierty into which vineyards are usually divided ; a circum-

stance carried to such excess, that the misery flowing from it can hardly be imagined by
those who are whirled through France in a post-chaise. The nature of the culture de-

pending almost entirely on manual labour, and demanding no other capital than the pos-

session of the land and a pair of arms ; no carts, no ploughs, no cattle, necessarily leads

the poor people to this species of property ; and the universal practice of dividing it be-

tween the children, multiplies these little farms to such a degree, that a family depends
on a spot of land for support that cannot possibly yield it ; this weakens the application to

other industry, rivets the children to a spot from which they ought to emigrate, and
gives them a flattering interest in a piece of land, that tempts them to remain, when bet-

ter interests call them elsewhere. The consequence is, their labouring as much as they

can for their richer neighbours ; their own little vineyards are theti neglected ; and that

culture, which to a more able proprietor is decisively advantageous, liecomes ruinous

to insufllicient funds. But a misfortune, greater even than this, is the uncertainty of the

crop ; to a man of a proper capital, and who consequently regards only the average of

seven years, this is of no account ; but to the poor proprietor, who lives from hand to

mouth, it is fatal ; he cannot see halfa year's labour lost by hail, frost, cold, or other in-

clemencies of the season, without seeing, at the same time, his children in want of bread;

before the ample produce comes, w! zh certainly will come on the average account, he
fmds himself in the hospital.

This I take to be the origin of that general and too indiscriminate condemnation of

% ineyards in France. The poverty is obvious ; it is connected with vines, and tor want
of proper distinctions, it is considered as necessarily flowing from vineyards ; but, in fact,

it is merely the result of small properties amongst the poor : a poor man can no where
be better situated than in a vine province, provided he possess not a plant Whatever
may be tlie season, the poor are sure of ample employment among their richer neigh-

bours, and to an amount, as we have above seen, thrice as great as any other arable lands

afibrd. That culture which demands 21. 12s. in hand labour only, whether tlicre be
crop or no crop, and which employs women and children of all ages, ought not surely to

* So lately as in the Journal Physique for May 1 790. Mens. Roland de la Platiere, a gentleman with
whom 1 hud the pleasure ot° some agreeable conversation tkt Lyons (in the happier period of his life, be-
fore he w.is involved in the misery and guilt of revolutions) says, that of all countries the vine ones are
the poorest, and the people the most wretched ! And in the Cahier of the clergy of Auxeire, it is

demanded, that the ordonances against planting vines on land proper for com be executed. , ,. .^
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be condemned as the origin of distress among the poor. Attribute the fact to its true

cause, the desire and spirit of possessing landed property, M'hich is universal in France,
and occasions infinite misery. This circumstance, so prevalent in that kingdom, and
(comparatively speaking) so little known in ours, where the poor are so much more at

their case than in France and most other countries, is very curious to a political ob-
server. What an apparent contradiction, that property should be the parent of poverty,
yet there is not a clearer or better ascertained fact in the range of modern politics. The
only propertjr fit for a poor family, is their cottage, garden, and perhaps grass land
enough to yield milk ; this needs not of necessity impede their daily labour ; if they
have niore, they are to be classed with farmers, and will have arable fields, which
must, in the nature of things, be ill cultivated, and the national interc*. consequently
suffer.

The explanations I have given of the wine system in France will be received, I trust
with candour. To investigate such questions fully, would demand dissertations ex-
pressly written on every subject that arises, which would be inconsistent with the brevi-
ty necessary to the register of travels : I attempt no more than to arrange the facts
procured; it belongs to the political arithmetician fully to combine and illustrate

them.

CHAP. XXIII....OF THE CULTURE OF SILK IN FRANCE.

Q.VEfiCY....Caussade....ln the avenue leading to this town, two rows of the titles are
mulberries, and these are the first we have seen.

Montauban....Many mulbe ries here, in rows; and under some of them four rows
of vines, and then six or seven times the breadth of com. When the leaves are not in
time for the worms, or are destroyed by frosts, they are fed with lettuce leaves : and if
no lettuce, with cabbage, but the silk is so worthless, that the failure is reckoned near-
ly ^ual to have none at all.

Toulouse to JS/be....M\\\heTry trees are here worth from 6s. to 20s. and 30s. each per
annum, according to their size.

Abtf....Mulberries worth up to 3 livres per tree, per annum. But silk worms have
missed much for three years past.

Mirbonne....Many mulberries ; all within pruned Bat heads.
Pm;>an....01ives are a beneficial article of culture, t ut they prefer mulberries, be-

cause they yield a crop every year. On four seterees of land they have sixty trees;
and at the same time the land yields barley or oats, mown for forage, of which the
four seterees give sixty quintals, that sell at 33s. the quintal. Single mulberries have
paid as far as two louis each, and many one louis. If four seterees equal two acres
there are thirty trees on an acre, and the acreable produce of forage will be 52 livres'
or 21. 5s. 6d.

'

JVtsmes to Sauve..,.Seyen mulberries on an English rood.
Quesac...Mnlberry leaves sell commonly at 3 livres the quintal. A tree yields from

one to eleven quintals : two, three, and four are common. Gathering the leaves costs
12s. the quintal. Fifteen quintals ofleaves are necessary for one ounce of grain (the
seed or eggs of the worm :) 20 livres the mean price of silk per lb. : reckon that an
olive tree pays as well as a mulberry.
Many mulbeiries about Que sac, and some on very poor dry land. In grass fields

the ground is kept dug around them, as fa. as the branches extend. Remark some
stones laid around inany trees, for some distance firora the stem.

vot. IV. - ^ ^ 4 c •
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Eight trees in something less than an English rood.

By information, almonds, in Rouverge, pay better than mulberries, and with much
less expence and attention : 3, 4, 5, and 6 livrcs a tree.

Gattge....Many fine mulberries about this place, which yield from 3 to 8 livresatree

in common, young ones excluded. They yield to twelve qi-'nUUs of leaves; in gene-

ral, three, four, or five. The price varies from 3 to 10 livnes the quintal. They
are much more valuable than olives. This year the ^at cold in April destroyed the

young buds and hurt the crop greatly. They never thmk of giving any thing to worms
but the leaves ; have heard of twenty things, but treat the idea with the greatest con-

tempt, knowing as they do, by the fabric, the worthlessness of silk, if the worms
are so fed.

/.ocfevc...Mulberries are more profitable than olives ; yield three, four, and five quin-

tals of leaves, which sell, in common, at 3 livrcs.

Mirepoix....Mulhenies are here, but none after, in going from Carcassoime to St.

Martoiy.

./^wcA....A few mulberries near the town.

It is here to be noted, that from Moirepoix to Bagnere de Luchon, and from thence

by Pau to Bayonne, and back by Dax to Auch, a line of much more than three hun-

dred miles, I saw no mulberry trees.

GuiENNE....X.eyrac....Some few mulberries.

AiguiHon...\ few trees for some miles before this place. Behind the chateau, in the

tow", is a large plantation, formed by the late duke ; which, being in the fine vale of

the Garunne, the land is cultivated as the rest, under hemp and wheat ; but both those

crops are less than middling, the expression of the person who gave us the information,

on account of the roots and shade of the trees. The duke gives the leaves to the people

in the town, fu; nishing also the wood, boards, grain, and whatever else is necessity for

the business, and he has in return the third part of the silk they make. Every one in

the place, and all around the country, say that he loses considerably by it ; asserting,

that the land thus occupied is worth 500 louis a year ; that the crop of silk is so preca-

rious that he has had ei^ht {|uintals, and in other years only three, two, and even one ;

so that on an average, his third part gives only 150 louis, and the crops under the trees

cannot make up one half of the deficiency. They also maintain, that the land is too

rich for mulberries ; and, to prove that they are right in their ideas, they quoted many
gentleman in the neighbourhood, who have grubbed up their mulberries.

Tours....T\\cy have in the neighbourhood of this city many mulberries, insomuch,
that the value ofthe raw silk has amounted, as they assert, in a good year, to a million

of livres. I walked several times into the country to view the trees and make inquiries.

Many of the corn fields are regularly planted all over ; the gardens are surrounded with
them ; and the roads and lanes have rows ofthem. The large good trees, in a favour-

able year, give the value of four livres, but not in common. ? viewed several planta-

tions, containing old, young, good, and bad, that gave on an average, one with another,

30s. which seemed, from various accounts, to be a general medium ^ it, however,
excludes very bad years ; such, for instance, as last spring, in which they had no
crop at all, the frosts in April (note, this is certainly one of the finest climates in France)
having entirely destroyed it. I saw several trees which pive to the amount of 10 to 15s.

at ten years old, and 30s. at the age of f fteen years. Plants, at two years old, are sold

at 3 livres the hundred : at three years old, 4 livres : and good trees, proper to plant

out in an arable field, 20s. each. In regard to the distance, at which the treqs- are

planted, they have no general rule. I measured many distances, in a large com field.

•f
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and found them at two rod square, at an average : in another they were six yards

by nine ; which trees gave 40s. on u medium : round a garden they were at five yards

from tree to tree : a field, entirely cropned with mulberries, had thtni in rows at one and
a half rod ; and between the rows another of small plants, in the manner of a hedge. Il

sixty square yards are allowed per tree, tlicre will be eighty on an acre, and if they give

30s. each, it will amount to the vast produce of 51. per acre, besides what can be gamed
under them ; it would, however be acjuestion, whether this undcr-crop would make up
for bad years, that yield nothing ? Around fields, in roads, corners, 8cc. the profit ^\ ill

be greater. It is remarkable, however, that with all this profit attending them, they do
not increase about Tours, yet not one acre in an hundred adapted to the eulture, is so

employed, which shews either a very uncommon want of capital, or doubts whether the.

cultivation is so profitable as it appears to be from such information.

In order to spread the cultivation, government established nurseries, and gave the

trees gratis, until private nurseries were opened ; and in winding the silk much assist-

ance was also given to the loss to government, of 20s. per lb. ; but now the business is

carried on without any premium of that sort. Probably such encouragements were ol'

very little use ; the abuses incident to all governments would direct such assistance to

be given where it was not wanted ; and in that case it would, by raising disgust, do
mischief.

They plant no mulberry but the white ; the black they think very bad.

NoRMANDV....i//ry....Having read, in the Memoirs of some of the Agriculture So-
cieties in France, that the marshal duke de Belleisle made a very considerable and sue
cessful experiment on the introduction of the culture of silk in Normandy, on his estate

at Bizy, I had long ago made a note of it, for examining, as the steps which proved suc-
cessful in such an attempt in Normandy, might probably have the same effect, if ap-

plied in a climate so similar as that of England. I went to Bizy with this view, and did
what I could to find out the proper persons, concerned in this undertaking, to give me
the information that was necessary.

Five-and-thirty years ago, the duke began by making some extensive plantations of
mulberries, to the amount of many thousand trees ; they succeeded well ; and in order

to draw all the advantage possible from them, as the people in the neighbourhood were
ignorant and awkward in the process, the duke, by means of a friend in Provence, pro-

cured a man, his wife, and all his children, well skilled in the whole business of the

silk-worm, and established them at Bizy, in order to instruct his own people in it. By
these means, he made as much silk as the produce of leaves woidd admit. I wished to

know to what amount, but could not ascertain it ; but the duke continued his planta-

tions of mulberries during nine or ten years. I tried hard to find out some descendant
or remains of this Provencal family, but in vain ; the man was dead, the woman gone,

and the children dispersed ; the estate, on the marshal's death, having been sold, and
coming into the possession of the duke de Penthievre, made all these circumstances the

more difficult. The great object was, the success of the experiment ; this inquiry was
uniformly answered by several persons : it had no success at all. It was a favourite

project of the duke's, and supported with perseverance, for many years, until his death ;

but the silk did not pay charges ; and though he very liberally offered leaves to the
poor people, on easier terms than,they are supplied with them in the south of France,
and even gave trees ; yet nothing more was done, than what his infiuence and autho-
thority forced : and the Provencal family, after ten years' experience, pronounced that

the climate would do to make silk, but not with profit. To his last hour, the dui^e

::i
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had silk made, but not an hour longer ; the practice had taken no root ; the country

people, by whom alone such an undertaking could prosper, saw no inducement to go
into the scheme, and the whole fell at once into utter ruin and neglect on the duke's

death ; so that the trees themselves were by degrees condemned, and the number re-

maining at present inconsiderable. Certainly no jjositive physical proof, that silk will

not do m Normandy, but it is a presumptive one, pi tty strongly featured. Go into

Languedoc, Dauphine, and Provence, and the poor people do not want the exertions of

marshals of France to induce them to breed silk worms ; they have a much more power-

ful inducement, the experience that it is their interest : had this inducement been present

at Bizy,the culture would, in more than ten years, have taken root. «

BouR BON Nois....JWbM/i;w....Monsieur Martin, gardener of the Royal Nursery here,

who is from Lunguedoc, cultivates silk with great success ; he was so obliging its to be

as communicative as I could wish. Trees of two or three years old, yield a few
leaves, but to be stripped cautiously : at eight to ten years, they come very well into

yielding. One ounce of grains, that is, of the eggs of the worm, requires twenty
?uintals (one hundred weight English) of leaves, and yields from 71b. to 91b. of silk,

[e has made as far as 3001b. in a year, the produce of SOOOlb. of cocoons ; and the

worms that year eat 12,0()0lb. of leaves every day, for four or five days together, and
fifty persons were employed for eight days. The whole business of hatching and feed-

ing employs a month ; the winding is afterwards done at leisure. For care and attend*

ance of the worms, gathering the leaves, and winding the silk, he gives one-fbunh of
the produce, or about 6 livres the pound of silk ; for spinning, 3 livres ; in all, 9
iivres ; rests profit, 15 livres. The men earn 20s. to 24s. a day, and the women 8s.

to 10s. He prefers this climate for the business to that of Lan^edoc, though stoves

are here necessary for keeping the room to the temperature of eighteen degrees, Reau>
mur ; whereas in Languedoc they do without fires. The season here varies from fifteen

to twenty days ; the earliest is the 24th of April, and the latest the 15th of May. If

the leaves are not ready, he keeps the hatching back, by lodging the grains in a cool eel*

lar. He has known one tree in Languedoc yield 80 livres a year in silk. Moulins
and its environs make to the value of 60 or 80,000 livres a year. Mons. Marthi sells

trees, of two years old, at 20 livres the thousand. The distance of planting, if for crops

under the trees, thirty feet ; if no crops, twenty feet. Of the writers that have treated

on this subject, he prefers Mons. Sauvages.

In the particulars of an estate to be sold, was one article relative to the product of silk;

mulberries enough for 12 oz. of gnun, yielding 601b. of silk.

yIV ARAis....Maisse to Thuys...First meet with mulberries in going south from Au*
vergne. They yield very largely here; I am assured, that many trees in a good year,

reach 12 livres each. That in four years after plantii^, they begin to produce leaves

enough for stripping. The best of them are all grafted. Trees, fifteen years after

planting, have, in a very good year, yielded 6 livres. I was shewn a small field that

yields, one year with another, 120 livres ; I stepped, and found it fifty yards by seventy,

or three thousand five hundred square yards (71. 4s. 4d. per English acre ;) yet the

trees were not regularly planted, nor fully ; and this besides the other produce of the

ground.

Aubenas....The silk mills here, which are considerable, purchase the cocoons of the

iarmer, at 288. to 328. the pound. The mulberry trees here are very large.

ViUeneuve dc JBergue....Twenty quintals of leaves give one quiivtal of cocoons, and
one quintal of cocoons lOib. of silk. They reckon that the waste, debris & dechet, pay

»'m«i^^>tnXM*Jt^ "
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the spinning. Eighteen trees, of seven years age, pay 28 livres a year ; but some trees

often years old, have been known to give 3 hvrci each. Three-fourths of an aqxrnt

dc Paris have been sold for 400 livres ; the soil all rock and stone, but calcareous.

The trees are grafted before transplantation, which is at three years old ;
price, 12s.

and 15s. each. The second year after planting they begin to gather. The price of the

leaves 3 livres the lOOlb. ; and of gtuhering 10s. the quintal. The culture is reckoned

more profitable than vines, which are sometimes grubbed up, to make way for mul-

berries. Of the sorts, the rose fuille is best. In the road to Viviers, I remiaked a tree

2\ feet in diameter ; and very large ones are in the bed ofa torrent, where no earth (only

stones) is visible.

DAVfHisE....Montelimart..,.Silli is the great produce of the country; they have

mills, where the cocoons are bought, at 27s. the pound. An ounce of grains gives

601b. of cocoons, and 121b. of cocoons lib. of silk : forty middling trees each yielding

a quintal of leaves, being required to feed that proportion of worms. The grains are

hatched by artificial heat, and the operation demands wood to the amount of 24 livres

to each ounce of grains. A common method of conducting the business is, for the

proprietor of the land to find trees and half the grains ; the poor people the other half

and all the labour ; and the parties divide the produce between them. The impedi-

ments in the culture are : 1. Climate; frosts in the spring destroy the leaves, and, if at

a critical time, theie is no remedy. I demanded if they had no succedaneum, in such
case, in feeding the worms with the leaves of some other plants? The answer was, that

experiments had been mftde upon that point, without any success ; that the idea, how-
ever, was nonsense, for the quantity of food was so great, as to render it absurd to think

of providing it, not for a certain want, but merely a contingent one ; the ex])ence of

such a conduct would absorb all the profit. Nor is it frosts only that are dreaded

;

great and sudden heats make the worms fall, and they labour very poorly. 2. The ex-

treme labour of attending the worms, is a great objection to the business ; it is, for the

last fifteen days, so severe as to kill many ; and, for the last eight days, they are cleaned

every day.

Upon a comparison of the culture of the olive and the mulberry, it was remarked to

me, that one great advantage of the olive, was the contracted space in which the roots

feed, consbting chiefly of a tap-root and fibres, which made the crops sown imder them
good; but a mulberry threw out a profusion of roots, fifteen or twenty feet around, in

every direction.

They have been known, at eleven years growth, to yield 2001b. of leaves each tree.

The mulberry is found not to like water ; for there is in the watered meadows a
mound of eanh, to keep the water from the roots of these trees.

When silk-worms are ready to spin the cocoon, if they are cut in halves and thrown
into vinegar, each worm gives two transparent ligaments, very strong, for making fish-

ing lines, &c. &c.

Xorio/....Mons. I'abbe Berenger, cure ofthis place, has given an uncommon attention

to this culture ; he was so obliging as to give me the result of many years experience
on this interesting subject.

Time of jowin^....There arc two seasons ; the first, with the fruit, fresh, at the end of
June : the second in May, with the seed of last year, dry ; and this is better, because
the June sowing suffers sometimes, if frosts are severe, or the weather is both cold and
humid. When sown dry, if too early and cold weather succeeds, they are apt to laiL

They are oitcn watered.
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7Va;M/>/ort/fl/io«....In April followirif;, those that were sown in May arc transplanted,

thrcercft every way, into the nursery ; only halt' the plants (the best) l>eing drawn, the

rest are kit till the year alter. They are never transplanted a sceond time.

.^or/.. ..The lenille rose, with white or fj;niy fruit, is the best; black fruit not known
here, but said to be good for Icaflng late, and escaping frosts in the spring.

(iraftwff....\\. is best to graft in the nursery, in May, when they are tlircc years old,

at the head, with gnifts cut in February preceding, and preserved in siind in a cellar

:

these grafts arc branches three feet long, which are buried in sand, except four inches

ut the end, for three or four knots to shoot ; if all are burivd in the sand, all the knots

M ill shoot. At grafting cut off those knots that have shot out, and use the rest. The
time is after gathering the leaves of the' standard to be gi-afted, when the plants are 5 feet,

or 5:^ feet high. One year after grafting transplant, that is, about April. Graft three

or four branches.

Soil....Good and humid sands, and sjmdy loams arc the best : warm, forward, rich,

and friable : rocky and stony soils do well ; but all cLiys are bad. On the lightest

stony lands, the trees come mto bearing much sooner than in the rich vale, but these

last vastly longer ; on the rich vale land, two hundred years are a common age for

them.

Plant'wg....\\\hvii\ land plant at eighteen feet square, in moderate at twenty. four, and
in very good at thirty -six ; and, after seven or eight years, there can be no crops under
them, if at these distances. There are two sorts of trees, the one large standards ; and
the others dwarfones, which they call murier nain ; an arpent contains, ofcourse, many
more in number of these than of the others; and they yield, for the first ten or fifteen

years, a larger produce, but afterwards the greater trees are more productive. The
dwari's are best for being set in rows, for ploughing between ; they are grafted at 1^
feet high ; arc never watered. The price of trees 25s. the hundred, at the age of one
or two years ; the great trees, at four or five years, for grafting, 20s. each, at present

15s. each, and grafted. The operation of planting is performed by digging a hole six

feet square, and 2^ or 3 feet deep ; and they commonly lay dung upon the roots.

Cultivation...,'Y\\c attention with which they manage the trees after planting, merits

the highest commendation : after they have been planted two years, a trench is dug
ai'ound each tree, about two feet deep, which is left open all winter, and filled up again

in the spring ; the year following another is dug, more removed from the tree, which is

managed in the same manner ; and so on every year a trench, till the whole land is stirred

as far as the roots exti ad. This appears to be a most excellent system, and preferable

to trenching the ground at first ; as m that way much of it is consolidated agam, before

the roots of the young trees reach it.

No crops whatever to be sown on the land after the trees are of a size to have their

leaves gathered ; as much is lost in leaves as is gained by such crops.

The trees should never be pruned at any other season than March, and but once in

two years ; the wood pays the expence ; they receive one digging per annum, at 6 livres,

and a hoehig at 3 livres per arpent.

There is another admirable practice known here, and used by all skilful cultivators,

which is that of washing the stems of the trees every year, in May, for four or five years

after planting. Moi>s. I'abbe Berenger always practises this with great success.

Produce For the benefit of the young trees, they ought not to be stripped for seven

or eight years after planting into the field ; they wUl pay well afterwards for this for*
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bearancc ; but the practice is not common. I viewed a youni; plantation of Mons.

Blancharcl, at present in the national assimbly, who is lamoiis lor his attention to his

nuilberries ; the trees were six, seven and eijrht ye»rs old, and none of them had ever

been stripped, and their an|)earance was very flourishing. Mons. I'abbe Bcrcngcr ap-

proves tne practice, but nas not adhered to it ; his trees, however, are very fine, and

do not complain ; one |)hintation, of eight or ten years growth, that have constantly

been stripped, are, notwithsUuuling, very line. There are Jorty on four hundred toises

of land, that this year produced, each tree, eight pound of leaves. The beginning of

February he planted the land under them with poUitoes, which were dug in August,

and produced forty quintals ; among these potatoes maize was planted in Anril, in

sciuares of five or six feet, and the produce of that will be five or six quintals, at 8

livres the quintal. He shewed me another plantation, of an arpent, of very fine and

flourishing dwarf trees, which yielded this year eight poimd of leaves each tree, am.

three hundred pound on the arpent. They are ten years old ; no crops liavc ever been

sown under them.

The produce of leaves may be estiniatcd at fifty pound from a tree of a toise square.

The greatest produce known is ten quintals, from a ttx:c of fifty years old. At twenty

years the medium is two quintals. They increase till sixty years old ; but arc in good
perfection at twenty.

'jThe eggs....A paper of nine inches by fifteen inches, covered with small leaves, stuck

full of worms, gives one (quintal of cocoons ; and this is what they call one ounce of

gniins. But proportions will not hold, for the produce is not increased proportionably

to an increase of quantity.

i^fc/ii/i^....Retarding the hatching of the worms with particular views, is, in many
circumstances, impossible. When once the heat of the atmosphere is come to a certain

pitch, the hutching cannot be retarded by cellars. Mons. Faujas remarked, that in

June they would hatch in an ice house ; which shews that at a certain age they will

hateh in spite of cold. They never, however, trust to the natural heat for hatching

them, which always docs it too slowly ; it is done with the assistance of fire, and in the

month of May. l^hey begin to hatch at twenty to twenty.two degrees (Reaumur;)
but artificially it is done at twenty-four dega'cs. When the eggs happen to have been
put in a cellar, at ten degrees, their common temperature, they afterwards hatch with
difiiculty, and never well; always best when they have to undergo but a modcrjttc

cliange.

Feedmg....ln this business all sorts of food, except the mulberry leaf, is rejected, at

the first mention, as the most ridiculous, impracticable, and impossible idea, that ever
entered the head of a visioi\ary ; and never could be conceived but by those only who
amuse themselves with a lew worms, without taking the trouble of calculating quantity,
cxpence, and quality of silk.

For one ounce of grain, a room of ten feet by fourteen feet, and twelve feet high, is

necessary ; but the larger the better, and >vith windows only to the north. There should
be ten tiibles, or shelves, six feet long, and 4^ feet broad, one eighteen inches above
another ; the first expence of which is 60 livresT

Till the 18th of April there is here no security against frosts. Two years ago there
were many leaves beloix: that day, and most people began their ojienitions ; the leaves
were all cut oft', and they lost the year entirely, tor it is three weeks before the leaves
come again. Mons. I'abbe Berenger would not trust appearances ; did not begin till

after that day, and had as good a year as at any other time.

»t«- t'lwvmfjw'!' • .. . iJ L'j] ! .^\L. '-X'.irr
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The cxpcnccH nrc UMially home l)ctwcen the parties, and nmotint to half the pro*

duct', not incUiding the kccpinn^ the utensils in repair. But if thev are paid by the

owner uf the mullK'rries, some of them amount to as follow : gatnering the leaves,

lOs. to 15N.*the quintal ; for gathering the dwarfs, onJy hulf the price of the others;

wooti, 15 livrcs lor one, two, or three ounces of eggs in one room ; thirty livres for six

ounces, because in two rooms ; 22 livres 10s. for labour in the house ; spinning, 40s.

|Hr lb. of silk. The waste is worth 20m. therefore the expcnce is 208.

For the last four or five days, eight men arc necessary to gather leaves for twenty

ounces of grain, their voracity being incredible the latter part oi the time.

The price of the leaves, ifbought, is i livres to five livres the quintal, never at 3 livret,

but has been at 10 livres. From fifteen to eighteen quintals of leaves give one quintal

of cocoons, and one of cocoons gives nine pound of silk. Cocoons are sold at 368. the

Sound i
silk, on an average, at 19 livrcs. The leaves, dissected by the worms, are

ried, and kept for hogs, sheep, Sec. being worth 4 livres the quintal ; and an ounce of

gniin yields two quintals of such : and the dung of the worms, from an ounce, is worth
4 livres more, l)enig excellent ; the best indeed of alt others.

Two brothers here, Messrs. Cartiers have had as far as eighty quintals of cocoons.

Mons. Dcrenger's three hundred trees on an arpent, at eight pound of leaves each, are

twcnty>four quintals; and, at 4 livres the quintal, amount to 96 livres: and as sixteen

quintals of leaves give nine pound of silk, at 19 livres, it n 171 livres, and for twentv-

K)ur quintals, 256 livres, the half of which is 128 livres ; hence, therefore, to sell the

leaves at 4 livres the quintal, does not answer equally with half the produce (128 livres

per nrpent de Paris, is 61. 4s. 3d. per English acre.)

Provbnce Jvignon..,.At ten years growth the mulberries yield a considerable

produce ; at that age they give one hundred pound to one hundred and fiAy pound of
leaves, but not common. For one ounce of grain, five or six ver}' large trees are ne-

cessary ; or, if the leaves are bought, to the amount of 24 livres to 30 livres. Tlie

ounce will give from forty pound to fifty pound of cocoons, or five pound of silk ; but
more commonly twelve pound of cocoons for 1 pound of silk. Gathering the leaves,

10s. or 12s. the quintal, one with another, dwarfs and standards. The waste pays the

spinning.

^ix.... Mulberries, beyond all comparison, more profitable than olives; will give

3 livres or 4 livres per tree, more regularly than olives will 10s. but the great planta-

tions of olives are on buiren rocks that will not do for mulberries.

Tour d*Aigues....O{\t ounce of grains requires fifteen quintals of leaves, and givee

fifty pound of cocoons ; that is fifty pound m a small unclerttking, like the house of a
poor family ; but not more than thirty pound in a large building. Mons. the president

has, however, had seventy-five ounces of grain that gave forty pound one with another

:

fourteen pound of cocoons give one pound of organzine silk.

On good land, twenty trees, often years old, will give fifteen quintals of leaves. The
waste, with the addition of 10s. per pound, will pay the spinning. Wood is 128. the

quintal, and 1^ quintal will wind and spin one pound of silk : and one quintal of char-

coal will make three pound of silk. The common calculation b ten quintals of char-

coal for one ounce of grain.

Labour and fuel, 40s. per pound of silk, exclusive of gathering the leaves; but the

common method is to find the trees and the gnun, and give half the nroduce for all

the rest. The whole business, exclusive of winding and spinning, employs exactly a
month.
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Uueres This article in here Imt little rt yarded ; the miiujui iji iHit consuUrahle,

nor do they pay nearly the »an>e attention to tlieni as in IXuipliine. A tret ol twenty

years pays uhout .IOh. ; and some, of a very Kreat size and ane, (» livris.

/'Vf/M.f....Close without the town, on the hanks «)!" a small eaiial ol" iirij^-aiion, are five

or six ol" the larj^est mulberries I have seen, ^rowinfi^ close to the water's ed^^e ; from

which it should appear, that they have here none of that objection to water which was

mentioned to mc at Montelimart.

£strelles....M the inn here there is n mullicrry tnc which yields black fruit, and

leaves of a remarkable size. I asked the master, if he used them for silk-wormsi'

Never, he replied, they are no better for them than elm, oak, or pine leaves; it is the

white mulberries that arc for worms. So inaccurately understood is this point, even in

the silk countries j for in Lanj^utdoc they told me, all sorts were given indiscrimi-

nately. This tree would be worth 2 or 3 louis a year.

To these notes, taken by myself, I shall udda lew others, for the more general elu

cidation of the subject.

Languedoc yields, in a common year, from five hundred to one thousand two hun-

dred (|uintals of silk.* I have searched books in vain for information of the (|uantity of

silk produced in all France ; but I find the number of looms which work it, by one

uccount, twenty-nine thousand,! of which eighteen thousand at Lyons ; but by a later

aiid more authentic account, there were at Lyons only nine thousand three hundred and
tliirty-five looms, which worked about two million poimds,| and in all France seven-

teen thousand five hundred looms ; which, in the same proportion, woidd work about

three million, seven hundred and sixty three thousand pounds. In 1784, she import-

ed raw silk to the value of 29,500,000 livrcs, and in 1787, to 28,220,000 livres; call

it twenty-nine millions, and 20 livres the mean price jht lb. it is one million, four hun-

dred and fifty thousand pounds ;( which will leave about two million, three hundred
and ten thousimd pounds lor the home produce, or 4(>,200,()00 livres, which is so gross

an impossibility, as to ascertain to a certainty, Uie exaggeration of the number of looms,

and confirms, in a fresh instance, the many errors in the New Lncyclopaedia. If Lan*
guedoc produces only one hundred thousand pounds, all the rest of the kingdom cannot
produce twenty times as much ; for the culture is confined to three or four provinces,

except small (juantitics, that enter for little in a general account. I was informed, at

Lyons, that the home growth was about a million of pounds weight, of two-thirds of
the value of the imported per lb. or about twenty livres. This makes the growth to the

value of 20,000,000 livres or 875,0001. If so, Languedoc nmst produce more than

one hundred thousand pounds, for that province must be at least one-fourth, if not one-

third of the whole. I must confess I have my doubts upon this point, and think that

even one million of pounds much exaggerated, for I crossed the silk country in more
than one direction, and the ((uantity oi trees appeared inconsiderable for any such pro-

duce. But admitting tlie authority, and stating that the kingdom does produce to the

amount of 8 or 900,0001. sterling, 1 must re-miu'k that the quantity is strangely incon-

sid« rable, and seems to mark, ihat the climate has soniething in it vastly inferior to tliat

of Italy, for the production of this commodity ; in which country there are little

principiilities that give more than the whole kingdom of France ; yet, to human feel<

' Considcr&tions sur It* Commerce de Brctugnc, par Mons. Pinczon du Scl des Moiis. 12mo. p. 5.

t Letter 8ur Ics Muricrs be Vers a soic Journal ^conuniiquc, 1 756, vol. ii. p. 36.

I Encyclop. Methudiciuc Muiiuf. torn. ii. part 2. p. 44

$ A vei7 late writer was straiijjely ntistukcn in snyiiig, that France imports 30,000,000 of pounds
\reiglit. Mr. Townshend's Journey through bpuin, vol. i. p. $2.

VOL. IV. 4 D
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ingH, there is no comparison lutwccn the climate of France ami that of Italy ; the for.

n)cr in bt ttir, iKyond sill (iiu Mioii. lint the »()rin{( fronts (fouiul in Ituly nUo) are what
brin^;the greatest (kstntctioii on this culture, and will for ever ret;ird its nrot;resN (jrrcat-

ly in countries exposed to them. In 1788, there wan a funeral failure in the south of
France, yet across the l')renees in Catalonia, the crop was abundant, merely hecausr

the spring; frosts did not pass those moinitains.

In the districts and spots of the southern provinces, where the climate has, from ex.

pericnce, been found favoural)le to silk, there is no want of exertion in following it ;

und al)uut Loriol and Monteliinart, it is cultivated with more energy than in any part of
Lonibardy, yet at small distances there are no mulberrijs, though the proprietorh arc us

rich and as industrious as where they are found. The simie observation is to be made
every where, and seems to mark u great dependence even on the hKalitv of climate, if

I may hazurd such an expression. Where the culture succeeds well, it appears from
the preceding minutes, to be highly profitable, a:<d to form one of the most beneficial

objects that can attract the attention of the industrious.

The .Society of Arts at London, have, for many years, offered premiums for mul-
berries and silk in Kngland ; and much has been written and tu'gued in favour of the

scheme, w hich I take to be a great but harmless folly ; it may mislead and deceive a

few ingenious speculative people, who may, for what I know, in the course of a cen-

tury, arrive at such success as the late king of Prussia boasted, that of making a few
thousand pounds of miserabtv bad silk, after forty years' exertion. Such success is a

real loss ; ibr the same attention, time, capital, and encouragement, given to produc*

t'ons natural to the climate, would have made twenty times, ji' rhaps an hundred times,

the return. That silk may be made in Kngland I have no doubt ; but it will be made
on the same principles, and attended by the same dead loss. The duke ofBellislcmade

bilk in Normandy, and if he had been a great sovereign, his hundreds would have been
thousands ofpounds; but all was oss, and therefore the sooner it dropped the better.

Another duke failed, not quite so much in the Angoumois ; and a third planted mul-
berries to loss on the Garonne ; his neighbours did the same, but grubbed them up
again because they did not answer. At Tours, the finest climate of France for fruits,

and by consequence M ell adapted for mulberriri?, they succeed tolerably, but the cul-

ture does not increase, which carries with it a presumption, that more steady heat in

spring is wanted than the northern provin es of France enjoy. Such circumstances

bear w ith great force against any ideas of silk 't\ England, where the heat is never stea-

dy ; and least of all in spring, where late frobts cut oft" vegetables much hardier than

the mulberry, even so late as the end of May and beginning of June ; and where I have

seen potatoes turned black by them, even on midsummer day.

The minutes arc invariably decisive, on the question of feeding worms with any thing

but nuilberry leaves; the utter impracticability of that scheme is shewn in a manner too

satisfactory for any doubts to remain ; and the difficulty of retarding the hatching of
the worms beyond a certain period, though not proved w ith equal decision, is yet

placed in a light not a little questionable. It is upon these two modifications of the

common practice, that silk in Kngland confessedly depends ; one of them is a vague
groundless theory : and the other too uncertain to be relied on. But I must further

remark, that frosts, in such a climate as England, as well as abroad, arc to be looked

for after the leafing of the mulberry; and consequently, that the power of retarding the

hatching of the eggs would be useless; the worms in that case must bo put upon other

food, which, with small parcels, would make bad silk, and with large ones would de-

mand an cxpence impossible to submit to every year, for a mere contingency that might

St=t^rta=:
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be tit tn.'iiuUd only once in three or four. To ur^e the ixanipU: of Hrandinliourj; in idle ;

ill the fl^^lt |il;Ke nil continental clinmtes are more re({iilar tlcin iiinnlar ones, and liierc*

fore the climate of tlu- kin;^ of I'riissi.i'HdoininionN miiv he better lor the htisine^ts; ycl

with this advant.l^e Normandy failed. In ITHU, that is, altir forty yearn' exertio", the)

made, in all the Prninian territories, eleven thonsand ponnds,'* of ponnds li);htcr tli in

Fnneh ones. And the anthor I (piote on thin Hulnect, who commends the project,

ii\forn)s us, that in Hr.indenhonrfr, to make a ponnd of silk demands one-fourth more
cocoons than in the south of France ;t and ihul the silk thus made is so hud, that it will

do only for certain objects ;\ of the climate he says, that it is not favourable enough ) for

the business. What enourajj^t nienl is to be collected from this detail, when it is con-

sidered that forty } ears tlVort of the first talents in the world, seconded by boundless

power, forcin^^ plantations and lavishing premiums, have been able to drive this nail,

that will not )j;o but against nature, to no greater extent than eleven thousand pounds of

bad silk in all the IVussian dominions ? In my opinion, the result of such an experi-

ment yields u more complete condemnation, than if it hud never been tried at all in such

a climute, und ought to be a lesson to us in England, not obstinately to persist in such
tbolibh attempts, calculated only to bring ridicule on societies, and disappointment to

individuals. In ull probability, the silk made in Prussiucost every year ten times more
thun it is worth i that is to suy, the same royal attention, the siune premiums, the saniu

favours, us giving trees and silk eggs, the same powerful instigations to rectors and cu-

re6s of the crown livings, &c. ; hud they been exerted to neople the heaths of Biunden-
hourg with sheep, would have yielded, in wool ulone, ten times the value of eleven thou-

siuid pounds of silk ; which, if we value it at 12s. a pound, being so inferior, amounts
only to 66001. ; a pn.'»ty article of produce for forty years' cflbrt of the most energetic

government in Ku<u()e! fifty thousand sheep, at 3s. u head in wool, go much be}ond
It, throwing mutton out of the question.

An idle error in England, is the idea that this culture demands the labour only of
women and children, and old and infirm persons ; the contrary ap[)cars the fact ; eight

men are necessary for gathering the leaves for twentj' ounces of grain, during four or

five days, when the worms are most ravenous ; and the work of gathering is that of
men at all times ; for the leaves are not picked, but stripped along a brunch, by force

and hardness of hand. And even the feeding and cleaning worms is so far from being
light work, that it is, on the contrary, very severe, so as even to kill some of the poor
people that follow it up ; as the industrious will follow up all work severely. The cuU
lure is theri'fore very fur from what it has been represented in England, us being all

net profit, demanding only women, children, und the infirm ; on the contrary, it would
demand many able men, at u busy season of the year, when they could be ill spared

;

and if a propositi was to be made at such a season to a farmer, that he must spare men
enough to gather ull the leaves of many hundred pollard trees of any sort, he would
probably say, the price of mulberry leaves in the silk countries would not puy him ; and
that double tliat price would not be an inducement to him, at such a season, to derange
his business, and take his men from necessary work, for employing them on such a bu-
siness. If it is asked, how the same thing can be done iii silk countries? I answer, that

labour is but half the price of English labour, owing to causes explained in other chap-
ters ; that the multiplied subdivision of landed property fills many of those countries

with hands, many idle, and many not half employed. To them the culture is highly
valuable ; but to introduce it in a country, even if the climate would permit, constituted

ai)d politically arranged, in a manner and upon principles absolutely contrary, would be

* Mirubeuu Monarch. Pruss. torn. i. p. 180.

i Tom. i. p. 180.

4 D 2

t Tom. ii. p. 166.

§ Tom. ii. p. 166.
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attended with difficulties and expcnces, not in the contemplation of a people ver}' inge-

nious, perhaps, who have amused themselves with silk-worms, and paid an attention to

them, being a pleasure, which, if commercially valued, would possibly amount to fifty

times the value of all the silk they make.

CHAP. XXIV OF CATTLE IN FRANCE.

EVERY part of agriculture depends so immediately on the quantity of live stock,

that a farming traveller cannot give too much attention to so material a part of his pur-

suit. The candid reader will not, however, look to any traveller, that Joes not reside

long in a place, for such information as is alone to be acquired by such residence. He
who stays a week will gain knowledge beyond the attainment of a day ; and the atten-

tion of a month will pr'^duce fruits bviyond the reach of him whose observations are limit-

ted to a week, and yet remain very superficial, when compared with the researches of

others who live on the spot. A mere traveller should gain what his opportunities allow,

and what he is thus able to gain is not the less valuable, because larger powers would
have commanded a greater harvest.

Pays de BzAVCE....Tourt/, &fc....Their best cows sell at 150 livres; they give 12
or 13 bottles a day.

Orleans....Thty have a remarkable custom of Ictiing chick-weed get a head in their

vineyards, which they pluck in May and dry. This they boil in water with bran for

their cows, giving it thrice a day, and find that it makes them give double the quantity

of milk they would do on any other food. This application of a common plant, that

might easily be cultivated, and got oft' t-me enough for a crop of turnips, probably im-
proving the land, deserves a trial. The fact is curious.

SoLccNE....7b La Ferte....Makc hay of the weeds of their vineyards, and are the

chief support of their cows ; do not boil, but give them in bran and water. In summer
feed with grass and vine cuttings. A cow, that gives one to three bottles a day, sells

at 90 livres.

La FuzUier....The cows small, and very like Alderneys. Plough bullocks of the

same breed.

liEV.RY....rerson....A pair of oxen, ready to work, sell at 400 livres (171. 10s.) and
when old and past labour, but lean, 300 to 340 livres.

Argentan....\ good pair of oxen sell at 400 livres ; common ones 300 livres ; very

fine to 600 livres (261. 5s.) All the cattle here are cream coloured, as well as the

droves we have met going to Paris. A cow, not the largest, sells at 150 livres (61.

lis. 3d.)

La MARCHE....7b Boismande,...\try fine bullocks, well made, and in great order,

600 livres (261. 5s.) the pair. These oxen are of a beautiful form ; their backs straight

and flat, with a fine springing rib ; clean throat and leg ; felt well ; and are in every res-

pect superior to many breeds we have in England.

La rule .Aubrtin....Work their cows, but they do nr. give as much milk as if rot

woaied. A good one sells, with its calf, at ISO li'.res (61. lis. 3d.) They fatten

oxeii here with raves, a sort of turnip ; begin to use them in October or November,
and last generally about three months^ To fatten a pair of good oxen, would take

forty-five cart loads, cut in pieces, and twenty quintals of hay ; when the raves are

done, tiiey give the flour of rye or other corn, with water enough added to form a
paste ; this they leave four or five days to become sour, and then they dilute it with

water, thicken it with cut chaff*, and give it to the oxen thrice a day ; when fed with

raves the oxen do not want to drink. Such a Hetail would imply a turnip culture of
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some importance, but though hoeing is not absolutely unknown, 5'Ct the turnips may be

conjectured, from the common munagcment, being never to hoe, fearing to cut up the

crop by it. The young plant is sometimes eaien by the fly, in which case they sow

agam ; frost sometimes damages the roots, but never destroys them entirely. Often sow

wh' U after them, and do not cultivate clover : thus three-fourths of the merit of the cul-

ture is lost.

^flwi>....Their raves yield, according to the year, two or three ".art loads per boisc-

ree of land, about eight of which make an English acre. A pair of good oxen will eat

a cart load in two days, but have hay with them : they are as fond of this root as horses

are of oats : they finish with flour of rye, mixed as before-mentioned : they assert that

the oxen like it the better for being sour, and that it answers better in fatting them.

They eat about a boiseau a day (weighs 221b.) and never give t^>'' icid liquor without

chopped hay. It is proper here to remark, that, in coming to Pans, wc have met a great

many droves of these oxen, to the amount I guess of from twelve to fifteen hundred,

and that they were with few exceptions very fat; and considering the season, May, the

most diflicult of the year, they were fatter tnan oxen arc commonly seen in England, in

the spring. I handled many scores of them, and found them an excellent breed, and
veiy well fattened.

Limousin.... 71) Limoges.,..A pair of good oxen will eat aca t load of raves a day

;

begin to feed the end of October : after the raves, give rye-paste as described above,

but with the addition of a leven (levain) to the paste, to quicken the fermentation, and
make it quite sour : at first the oxen will not drink it, but they are starved to it ; usually

take it the second day, and after they have begun like it much, and never leave a drop.

Saw a pair bought last winter for 1100 livres (481. 2s. 6d.) but such as are ready for

work, sell as dear as ft ones, which is remarkable. An arpent of raves yields forty cart

loads ; and a pair of good oxen will eat a load a day. They have two kinds ; one very
large and flat, the other more round, and with a root that enters the ground deeply.

They generally manure thoroughly for them in March, and plough in so early that the

dung may be quite rotten and mixed with the soil by the end of June. Begin to sow a
fortnight after midsumme. : they are not hurt by the frost when it thaws with rain, but
are apt to rot when it thaws with the sun. About Christmas they plough up the part

eaten, and sow rye, the rest for oats. They plough their cows, milking them once a day,
from three to five bottles.

Limoges....Tht great staple of thi whole province it fat cattle, sent to Paris and other
towns, as well as hogs, that go for salting to the sea ports. The cattle are all of a yellow
cream colour, with no oiher distinction than having, one in an hundred perhaps, a ten-

dency to a blood red : all have horns of a medium length ; legs short in proportion to
their carcasses, which are deep and heavy ; the shape in general very good ; the back
straight and broad ; the rib springing, and consequently well arched ; the hips and rumps
very fet ; the tail rising high from the rump ; which 1 note, not because such points
are of real importance, but because it is esteemed by some as a proof of a bad breed

:

the weight I guess to be from 60 to 70 stone (141b'.) some rise to 80, and a very few
may be so low as 50. Their hogs are many of them largt : some with lop ears like

our old Shropshire's.

St. G^orge....The same breed of oxen continues here, but hardly so large; they are
always Kept in high order : a pair draws the weight commonly of 20001b. and supports
such labour well. They rear calves by keeping them eight or ten months with the
cows.

1^

I
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l/sarc/i....Viittcnihw oxen with raves, as above, and then with rye-flour, made into

u paste \vith leaven, and given sour, as before dcscril}cd. They also faiteii some with

potatoes, mixed with chesnuts, and also alone ; but in either case boiled thoroughly, and
given frcsh as boiled every day. They have a great opinion of their fattening quality :

they feed Uieir cows also with this root, and And that it gives a great increase of milk.

Calves reaad cither for oxen or cows, suck ten or twelve months, which is the univer-

sal practice.

QvERCY. ...Brive to Cressensac....\ practical farmer, that has the largest oxen I had

met with, gave me the following account : they fatten with maize, but, in order to ren-

der it tender, pour boiling water on it, cover it up close, and give it to the cattle the same
day ; and in this metho<l it is a most excellent fattener, both of oxen and poultry. But
in order to make them fatten sooner and better, thiS farmer gives them, everj' night, and

sometimes of a mornmg, a ball of pork-grease, as large as an apjile ; he says this is both

physic and food, and makes them thrive the better.

7b 5oM/7/(r/c....l'"at their oxen here also with raves, and give them also to lean beasts

-

the master of the post town where we stopped says, that he sent last year to Paris, iO'i

raves that weighed lOOlb. They soil their oxen with crops of the vicia latharoide^, .a,^\

of the lathyrus setifolius ; of these plants he spoke so highly, when given in the soiling

way, in the stable, that he said the oxen became so fat that they could not get out of the

stable if they were not worked. He shewed me some oxen that did not allow a doubt
of tl truth of what he said, for they were as fat as bears. The fact of hog's grease

being given, was here confirmed; it is given to increase the appetite, and answers so well,

that the beasts perfectly devour their food after it, and their coats become smooth and
shining. The most fattening food they know for a bullock, is walnut oil-cake. All

here give salt plentifully, to both cattle and sheep, beinq: but Is. a pound. But this

practice is, more or less, universal through the whole kingdom.

Ca^or.}....Nearly all the draft cattle are mules, and yoked as oxen in England, only

collars to the yoke instead of bows. Cows and oxen all cream coloured ; very good,

and in fine order.

LiAiiGVEDOc....Toulouse....Very fine cream-coloured horned oxen ; a pair of good
working ones sell at 25 louis.

St. Gaudents....^rice 120 livres(51. 5s.) in the winter kept in stables, and fed upon
hay.

Bagnere de Luchon....l^very parish in these mountains has common pastures for their

cattle and sheep, and each inhabitant has a right to send as many as they can feed in

winter. They are on the mountain three or four months, under the care of people who
milk the cows, goats, and ewes, and give the proprietor, at the end of the [leriod, two
cheeses of eighteen pounds for each cow ; or four goats ; or ten ewes ; the price of the

cheese is 5s. the pound; but 10s. at a year old, and the overplus, if any, is their reward.

A cow is reckoned to pay above 2 louis a year, valuing the calf, as they do, at a louis.

A pair of cows, stout enough to be worked, sell at 10 to 12 louis ; and a pair of oxen
12 to 15 louis.

BAsqu£....Infonned by a gendeman, at Bagnere de Luchon, that the mountains in

this province afford a very great supply of food, in summer, for cattle, which are sent to

winter on the landes of Bourdeaux, where they just get a living on weeds, rough grass,

branches of trees, 8cc. ; and that they pay only 5s. a head for winterirag these cattle,

which is perfectly incredible ; but I note it as reported. He also informs me, tliat those
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mountnins of Basque, and also of Navarre, breed most ofthe oxen that I saw in Limou<
sin ; they are sold thithtr calves ; and are all cream-coloured, or yellowish.

Lahgueboc... Pinjean to Montpe/ier.... PlougWmf; with fine larf^eoxen, in good or-

der ; some crcam-coloured, others deep-red ; middling horns. The same breed has

been found all the way, almost from the Loire to Barcelona ; and from Calais to the

Loire, variations of the short-homed Alderney, or Norman cow.

Be A RN....A''flrflrw*....Cream-coloured cows, lOOlivres to 120 livres.

Gascoign....«S'^ Palais to Anspan....\n 1786, on these mountains, the scarcity of fo-

rage being very great, they cut much fern and made hay of it, and it answered well

;

horses, mules, and young cattle, eat it freely ; but it was cut early. Through this coun-
try, and nearly to Bayonne, they fatten oxen with raves, which they cultivate carefully

for an after-crop. They answer perfectly well, without other food being given ; when
the raves are done, they sometimes give maize-flower, but dry, knowing nothing of the
Limousin method.

Port St. Marie....Very fine cream-coloured oxen.

Aiguillon....\y\\Xo, very fine and beautiful.

Tonnium to La Morte Landron....As we advance on the Garonne, the oxen are yet
finer ; meet common ones at 600 livres and 700 livres the pair ; but some very fine that
rise to 1000 livres, and 1200 livres (521. 10s.) as they are in the plough; all are
however, in fine order, and many fat. Breed their own cattle; a pretty good
cow sells at 250 livres ; harness and work them as oxen, but gently while they give
milk.

La Iieole...,\Vork their cows : put oxen at work at three years old, and keep them
to it four, eight, and even ten years, according as they are found fit for it. Rise in price
to 1200 livres the pair. The least weight they are put to draw, is 20 quintals (a toi\

English) a pair; but good oxen draw 30 quintals with ease: all harnessed by the horns

;

they are fed now upon maize leaves, which are so excellent a food for them, that it is sowrl
in succession thickly for mowing for soiling. Give also at present vine leaves, which are
very good food. See them shoe an ox ; they are fastened by the horns in a shoeing stall

and' lifted from the ground, if wanted, by two broad bands of hemp, that pass under the
belly. The shoe turns over the toe, or hoof, a. in England ; shoe for ploughing as well
as for the road.

^or*ac....Oxen, through all this country, where they are found fine, are dressed as re-
gularly every day as horses.

A}iiGOViiois....Barbesieux to Petignac....Cream-co\ouKd oxen ; 20 louis to 25 louis
the pair.

PoiTou..../'oiVi>r5....Red-colouredoxen, with a black tinge in the head; the sign of
the Poitou breed.

Chateaurault....Good cream-coloured and red oxen, but they have declined since
Bourdeaux. The good ones hen; sell at 25 louis the pair. They plough with a pair
without driver or reins.

*

.^wAowft...Cream-coloured, and some blackish ; and, v^hich shews we are got to the
Loire, soi le Norman ones, with mixtures. This great river is the separation of breeds
in a remarkable manner. All the way from Tours, to Blois, they raise raves for cows
and oxen, but never hrje them ; and the scale not at all respectable.

Petiviers....Cows quite the Norman breed, and the earth tilled by horses.
Isle OF FRANCE....ZiowcoMr^...Exceedingly deficient. Some poor ill fed cows upon

the commons were all that I saw, except the duchess of Liancourt's dairy ofSwiss cows.

. I
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Of oxen and fattinfjf beasts they have none. Very fine fat beef appeared at table which
came from Puris, I think.

Brasseuse....MM\i\mc la Viscountcsse du Font's dairy ofcows fed entirely with lucerne,

and the butter excellent ; 1 admired it much, and found the manufacture quite differ-

ent from the common method. The milk is churned instead of the cream. Her dairy-

maid is from Bretagne, a province famous for p;ood dairy-ma'ds. The evening's milk
and the morning's are put t«)}j;ethcr, and churned as soon as the latter is milked ; the

])roper quantity of salt is added in the churn, and no washing or making in water, 't^hich

these dair)- maids hold to be a ver}' bad method. Finer butter, of a more delicate fla-

vour, was never tasted, than procurt d by this method from lucerne.

Comerle en AVarm... .This part of the province is famous for fatting calves for the Paris

market. I had gathered some circumstances at Marenne, and they were confirmed here.

All is known at Paris under th" name of Pontoise veal, but it comes chiefly from this

country. The farmers here are r ' if not all, in the system of suckling. The cows
are of the Norman short-horned t>i learly resembling our Aklerney ; those of three

considerable farmers, whose herds I v ; ved, were so uncxeeptionably. The management
of their cows is to keep them tied up constantly, as far as food is concerned, but turned

out every day for air and exercise, during which time they pick up what the bare pastures

yield. Their food is given in the houses, being soiled on lucerne, sainfoin, or clover,

mown fresh every day, while they give milk, but hay and straw in winter. The calves

also are, in general, tied up in the same house ; those I saw, both cows and calves, were
all littered ; but they seemed to have so little attention to keep them clean, that I inquir-

ed the reason ; and was told, that they are sometimes suffered to rest on their dung till it

rises high, by the addition of fresh straw, but that no inconvenience is found fmm it.

Having been assured that they fed their calves with eggs, for giving reputation to the veal

of Pontoise, I inquired into the truth of it, and was assured that no such practice was
known ; and that tlie reason of the superiority of the veal of Pontoise, to that of Nor-
mandy, from which province most of the other calves come, was simply v" at of making
them fatter by longer sucking ; whereas the Norman custom was to feed them with skim
milk. In this countr}' of the Vexin, they are in the custom of keeping them till they are

of a large size : I saw some offour months old, valued at 4 louis each, and that would
be worth 5 louis in another month ; some have been sold at 6 louis ; and more even
than that has been known. I felt one calf that sucked the milk of five cows. It was
remarkable to find, that the value of many fatting calves I examined was nearly what it

would be in England ; I do not think there was 5 per cent, difference. They never

bleed them to whiten the flesh, as is done with us. Some of the farmers here keep many
cows ; Mons. Coffin, of Commerle, has forty, but his farm is the largest in all the coun-
try ; the country people say it is 20,000 livres a year.

PicARDiE....tS'^ Quintin....W\ the way from Soissons hither, the cattle are some black,

and black and white, which is very uncommon in France.

Cambray to Bouchaine....¥ecd their cows, and fatten oxen and cows, on carrots. The}'
reckon that no food is so good, for giving much and excellent milk. For fattening ua
ox they slice them into bran : but they remarked, that in fattening, the greatobject was
to change their food ; that a middling one, with change, would go further than a good
one without ; but in such change, carrots rank very high.

Fl A N D E R s....ral€nctennes to OrcAiVj....Finding that they fed cattle with linseed-cakes^

I inquired if they used any of their inmiense quantity of coleseed-cakes for the same use?
And was assured that they did ; and that a beast, with proper care, would iatten on them^
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though not so well as on linseed -cake ; also that they feed their sheep with both. For

fattening beasts and for cows, they dissolve the ciik(; in hot water, and the animal drinks,

not eats it, having various other food given at the same time, as hay, bran, £tc. ; for

there is no point they adhere to more than always to gi\'e variety of foods to a fattening

beast. Their cows, of which they are very proud, are Dutch ; not large, though bigger

than the Norman breed ; they are red, or red and white, with a few black ; the horns

short and curled inwards, forward. They are fed in the house the whole year round, but

kept clean with the greatest attention. They boast of their butter being equal to any in

the world ; and I was assured of a cow that gave 19 livres (16s. 7^d.) in butter every

nine days. They feed them with potatoes, which give excellent butter ; and with tur-

nips, which give as bad. Cows sell at 150 livres.

To Lillie....AW the cattle tied up in houses, as they assured me, the j-ear round ; I in-

quired into their motives for this, and they asserted, that no practice is, they think, so

wasteful as letting cattle pasture abroad, as much food, or perhaps more, being spoiled

than eaten ; the raising dung also is a great object with them, which stands still, to their

great loss, when cattle are abroad.

Their cows were now (November 4) feeding on turnips and cabbages. In every

cow house I saw a tub of bran and water, which is their principal drink ; boiled with

bran in it is greatly preferred, but some give it whhout boiling. Such minutiae ofpractice

seems only possible on a little farm, where the hands are very numerous compared wiUi

the quantity of land: but it merits experiment to inquire, how far boiling all the water

drank in winter can answer. Without experiment, such questions are never understood.

All the cows I saw were littered, but the floor being flat, and without any steep at the

heel, they were dirty.

'SoKUA«oiE..:J\leuJchateL.Thcre are dairies here that rise to fifty cows, the produce

of which in money, on an average, rejecting a few ofthe worst, is 80 to 100 livres, in-

eluding calves, pigs, butter, and cheese. In winter they feed them with straw : later

with hay ; and even with oats and bran ; but not the least idea of any green winter food.

The vale from hence toGoumay is all full of dairies, and some also to Dieppe. One
acre of good grass feeds a cow through the summer.

To Iiouen..„Good cows give three gallons of milk a day ; they are of the Aldemey
or Norman breed, but larger ^han such as come commonly to England.

Pont au Demer.:.Ma.ny very fine grass inclosures, of a better countenance than any
I have seen in France, without watering ; grazed by good Norman cows, larger than
our Aldemeys, but of the same breed ; I saw thirty-two in one field. In the height of
the season they are always milked three time a day ; good ones give three English gal-

lons of milk a day. A man near the town that has got cows, but wants pasture, pays
IDs. a day for the pasturage of one, which is a very high rate for catde oi'this size.

Font VEveque....Th\s town is situated in the famous Pay d'Ague, which is the dis-

trict of the richest pasturage in Normandy, and indeed of all France, and for what I

know of all Europe. It is a vale of about thirty-five miles long, and from half a mile to

two miles over, being a flat tract of exceedingly rich land, at the bottom of two slopes

of hills, which are cither woods, arable, or poor land ; but in some places the pasture
rises partly up the hills. I viewed some of these rich pastures, with a gentleman of
Pont I'Eveque, Mons. Beval, who was so good as to explain some of the circumstances
that relate to them. About this place they are all grazed by fatting oxen : the system is

neady that ofmany ofour English counties. In March or April, the graziers go to the
fairs of Pottou and buy the oxen lean at about 240 livres (101. 10s.) they are generally
cream-coloured ; horns of a middling length, with the tips black ; the ends of their
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tails black ; and tan coloured about the eyes, which arc the distinctions of the Poitou breed.

At Michailnias tluy arc tat; and sent to the fair at Poissy,that is Paris: such as arc bought
in at 240 livrts lean, arc sold fat at 350 to 4001ivres(151. 6s. 3d. to 171. 10s.) An acre

of good pasturage carries more than one of these beasts in summer, besides winter fat-

tening sheep. This acre is four verges, each forty perches, and the perch twenty-two
feet, or a very little better than two English acres. The rent of the best of these pas-

tures (called herbages here) amounts to 100 livres (41. 7s. 6d.) per Norman acre, or

nearly 21. 3s. 9d. the English ; the tenants taxes add 14 livres (12s. 3d.) or 6s. l^d. per

English acre. The expences may be stated thus :

Uv.

Rent, - 100
Taxes, ....-...- 14
Suppose 1;! ox fattened, bought at 240 livres, - - - 360

Interest of tliat total,

497

bay.

Ox and an half fat, at 375 livres,

Expences, . - -

Profit, . . . .

500

562
500

62

Which is about U. 6s. 6d. per English acre profit ; and will pay a man well, the inter-

est of his capital being already paid. As these Norman graziers are generally rich, I do
not apprehend the annual benefit is less. In pieces that are tolerably large, a stock pro-

portioned to the size is turned in, and not changed till they are taken out fat. These
Poitou oxen are for the richest pastures ; for land of an inferior quality, they buy beasts

from Anjou, Maine, andBretagne. T-jc sheep fed in the winter do not belong to the

graziers, but are joisted; there is none \vl± longer wool than five inches, but the pas-

ture is equal to the finest of Lincoln. In walking over one of these noble herbages, my
conductor made me observe the quantity of clover in it, as a proofof its richness ; it was
the white Dutch and the common red : it is often thus—the value of a pasture dej[)ends

more on the diadelphia tlian on the triandria family.

To Z,Mf>«ac....This rich vale of the Pay d'Auge, some years ago, was fed almost en-

tirely with cows, but now it is ver}* generally under oxen, which are found to pay bet-

ter. Whatever cows there are, are milked three times a day in summer.
To Cflew....The valley of Corbon is a part of the Pay d'Auge, and said to be the

richest of the whole. In this part, one acre, of one hundred and sixty perches of twenty-

four feet, or about (not exactly) 2^ acres English, fattens two oxen. Such rents are

known as 200 livres (31. 17s. per English acre) but they are extraordinary ; the propor-

tions here are rather greater, and more profitable than in the former minute. They buy
some beasts before Christmas, which they keep on the pasturage alone, except in deep
snows ; these are forwarder in spring than such as are bought then, and fatten quicker

;

they have also a few sheep. There are graziers here that are landlords of 10,000 Uvres,

and even 20,000 livres a year, yet 100 acres are a large farm.

"TJWtl' JPWJBSiClfc;*^'"'** '-*"*'• tim-" **- '^^^l
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Baycux.>..'V\\t rich herbages about this place arc employed in fatlciuiig oxen, of the

Poitou breed, as before ; bought lean, on an average, at 200 livrcs, and sold fut at 350
livres. Their cows are always milked thrice a day in summer ; the best give twelve pots

a day, or above four gallons, and sell at 7 or 8 louis each.

Isigny to Carcntan,...M\XQ\\ salt marsh, and very rich ; they fat oxen ; but I was sur-

prised to fmd many dairy cows also on these very rich lands. A cow they say sometimes
pays 10 louis in a year

; giving eight pound of butter in a week, at 20s. to 30s. a pound
at son\e seasons, but now (August 25) only 10s. which they say is ruinously cheap.
All are milked thrice a day. Others informed me that a cow gives ten pound a week,
at the average price of 15s. These cows resemble the Suffolk breed, in size and brindlc
colour, round carcass, and short leg ; and would not be known from them but by the
horns, which arc of the short Alderney sort. The profit on fattening a cow here they
reckon at 72 livres, and an ox of the largest size 300 livres. They have also a common
calculation, that dairy cows feed at the expence of Ss. a day, and yield 20s. leaving 12s.
profit. It is remarkable, and cannot be too much condemned, that there are no dairies in
this country : the milk is set and the butter made in any common room of a house
or cottage.

Carentan....MM-\y oxen are bought at Michaelmas, and kept a year. They eat each
in the winter three hundred bottes of hay, or 50 livres, but leave 1 50 livres profit, that
is, they rise from 300 livres to 450 livres. Cows pay, on an average, 100 I'vres, and
arc kept each on a verge of grass, the rent of which is from 30 to 40 livres. As the
verge is 40 perches, of 24 feet, or 23,040 feet, it is equal to 96 English square percljes,
which space pays 100 livres, or per English acre 71. 5s. 3d.; but all expencesare to be
deducted, including what the wintering costs. Here they have milk-rooms. They work
oxen all the way from Bayeux, in yokes and bows, like the old English ones, only sin-
gle instead of double.

Advancing; cows sell so high as 10 and 12 louis. Many are milked only twice a
day; good ones give 11 or \\ pound of butter a day. They remark that cows that give
the largest quantity of milk do not yield the largest quantity of butter. Fat cows give
much richer milk than others.

Again ; a good cow gives six pots of milk a day, which pays in butter 24s. Three
thousand livres profit has been made by fatting thirty cows. A great number ofyoung
cattle all over the country, especially year olds.

BRETAGNE....i?<?n«w....Good oxen of Poitou, 400 livres to 600 livres the pair ; they
are harnessed by the horns. A good cow, 100 livres. Milk but twice a day.

Landerviser....! was at the fair here, at which were many cows; in general of the
Norman breed, but small : one of the size of a middling Alderney, 4 louis, but said to
be dear at present. Colour, black and white, and red and white.

Quimper....Many black and white, small, but well made, cows on the wastes here ; a
breed somew^hat distinct from the Norman ; different horns, &c.

JVantes....Many Poitou oxen ; cream-coloured ; black eyes, tips of horns, and end of
tail ; about fifty or sixty stone fat ; all yoked by the horns.

JVonant....Muc\\ rich herbage; an acre of which feeds two oxen to the improvement
of 160 livres. Many cows are fattened also ; and some milked always tliree times a day
in summer. '

To Gace....Some very fine cream coloured oxen, of sixty stone or more ; but in ge-
neral, red and white, not Poitou.

Isle of FRANCE....JVa«^M....Cows sell at 4 louis or five louis; oxen, half fat, Scorn
8 louis to 11 louis. They come from Tranche Compte.

4 E 2
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CH\vi?AosE....Mareuil...Mons. Lc Blanc's Swiss cows give eighteen pints of Paris

(the Paris pint is an English quart) of milk per diem, and hold their milk remarkably

long. He gave 40 louis for a bull and a cow.

LoRAiNE....//raAn»j....A small cow, 75 livrcs.

Alsace... .Strasbourg....A cow, 61ouis; an ox the same.

Jssenhcinu...Cows improve as you approach Franche Compte.

Jie/brt... .(jood oxen, red and cream-coloured, to 25 louis a pair.

/jfic.. ..Here much smaller ; and they say the fine ones I have seen arc from the moun-

tains on the frontiers of Swisscrland.

BouucoGNE..../)i;on /o A*My*....Small oxen in this country, and yoked by the horns.

Autun to 1m Alaison de Bourgogtw....Good oxen drawing by the honis.

Auv ERG NE....CyerwJo«^... Salt ^iven twice a day to cows that give milk. In th<;

mountains the price of cows, 150 livres to 200 livres; a few, 300 livres : an ox, from

200 livres to 450 livres.

Izoir....A pair of good oxen, IG louis to 18 louis, which will draw two thousand

pounds. The Poitevins will buy only red cattle in Auvergne, having remarked that

they fatten easier.*

ViVARAis....CW<?ro;w....Asmall cow, 4 louis.

Provence....The cities of Aix, Marseilles, and Toulon, are fed by oxen, cows, and

sheep, from Auvergne, which come every week ; a few from Piedmont.

Tour d'Aigues....A pair of good oxen, 18 louis or 20 louis. When they have done

working, they are fattened with the flour of the lathyrus sativus, 8(c. made into jmste,

and balls given fresh every night and morning ; each ox, two or three balls, as large

as a man's fist, with hay.

OBSERVATIONS.

From the preceding notes it appears, that in Normandy, the Bas Poitou, Limousin,

Quercy, and Guienne, the importance of cattle is pretty well understood ; in some
districts very well ; and that in the pasturage part of Normandy, the quantity is well

proportioned to the richness of the country. In all the rest of the kingdom, which forms

much the greater part of it, there is nothing th;>t attracts notice. There would, in

eighteen-twentieths of it, be scarcely any cattle at all, were it not for the practice of

ploughing with them. There are some practices noted, which merit the attention

even of English farmers. 1. The Limousin and Quercy methods of fattening, by
means of acid food. It is remarkable, that I have found hogs to fatten much bet-

ter with their food become acid, than when used fresh.f But in England no experi>

Tnents, to my knowledge, have been made, on applying the same principle to oxen ; it

is, however, done in the Limousin with great success. The subject is very curious, but

the brevity necessary to a traveller will not allow my pursuing it at present. 2. The
pracuce in Flanders, and, in some degree, in Quercy, &c. of keeping cows, oxen, and

all sorts of cattle, confined in stables the whole year through. This I take to be one of

tlie most correct, and probably one of the most profitable methods that can be pursued

;

since, by means of it, there is a constant accumulation of dung throughout the year,

and the food is made to go much farther. 3. Milking well-fed cows thrice a day,

as in Normandy. Experiments should be made on the advantages of this practice,

which will probably be found not inconsiderable ; it is never done, either in England
nor in Lombardy.

..•,1 ;»au.

• See also Voyages D'Auver^ne, par Mens. Le Grand D'Aussy, octavo, 1788, p. 273.

t Annals of Agriculture, vol. I. p. 340. ,. , ...•'... ». • t '• '-
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Kxcept in the provinces I have named, the niano^i^mcnt of cattle in France is a hiank.

On an average of the kingdom, there is not, perhaps, a tenth of what there ought to

be : and of this any one must be convinced, who reflects that the courses of crops

throughout the kiiigdoni are calculated for corn only i generally bread corn ; and «.iat

no attention whatever is paid to the equally important object of supporting great herds

of cattle, for raising manure, by introducing the culture of plants tluit make cattle the

preparative for corn, instead of those barrttn fallows which arc a disgrace to the king-

dom. 'I'his system of interweaving the crops which support the cattle, among those of

corn, is the pillar of English husbandry ; without which our agriculture would lie us

miserable and as unproductive as that of France. The importance of {|;rass in such
views, is little understood in France ; but in proportion as com is the ultimate object,

should be the attention that is paid to grass. England, by the immense extent of her

pastures, has a prodigious preparation always ready for corn, if it was demanded. He
who has gross can, at any time, have com ; but he who has corn, cannot at any time

have grass, which demands one or two years* accurate preparation. In proportion to

your grass, is the quantity and mass of your improvements ; for few soils, not laid to

grass, are at their last stage of improvement. The contrary of all this takes place

in France ; and there is little appearance, from the complexion of those ideas which are

at present fashionable there, that the kingdom will be materially improved in this re-

spect : the prejudices in favour of small farms, and a minute division of property, and
the attention paid to the pernicious rights of commonage, are mort«\l to sucn an improve-

ment ; which never can be effected but by means of large farms, and an unlimited

power of enclosure.
«

HORSES.

This is an animal about which I have never been solicitous, nor ever paid much at-

tention ; I was very early and practically convinced of the superiority of oxen for most
of the works of husbandry ; I may, indeed, siiy for all, except quick harrowing : and
if oxen trot six miles an hour with coaches, in Bengal, which is the fact, they are cer-

tainly applicable to the harrow, with proper training. To introduce the use of oxen in

any country, is so important an agricultural and political object, that the horse would be

considered merely as administering to luxury Olid war. The very few minutes I took,

I shall insert in the order they occurred.

Limousin....This province is reckoned to breed the best light horses that are in the

kingdom ; and some capital regiments of light horse are always mounted from hence

;

tliey are noted for their motion and hardiness. Some miles to the right of St. George,

is Pumpadour, a royal demesne, where the king has a haras (stud:) there are all kinds

of horses, but chiefly Arabian, Turkish, and English. Three years ago four Arabians

were imported, which had been procured at the expence of 72,000 livres (31491. ;)

and, owing to these exertions, the breed of this province, which was almost spoiled, has

been much recovercd. For covering a marc, no more is paid than 3 livres, which is

for the rroom, and a feed of oats for the horse. They are free to sell their colts to

whom they please ; but if they come up to the king's standard of eight, his officers

have the preference, on p-xying the same price oiTered by others; which, however,

the owner may refuse, ifhe pleases. These horses are never saddled till six years old,

and never eat com till they are five ; the reason given is, that they may not hurt their

eyes. They pasture all day, but not at night, on account of the wolves, which abound
so in this country as to bf a nuisancet Prices are very high ; a horse of six years old,

.•M^iii"*-'--'
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a little more than four feet six inches high, sells for 70 louis ; aiui 15 louis iiave Ixicii

ofttred for u eolt at one year old. The pastuixs are good, and proper for breeding

horses.

r«/ior«.. ..Dean-straw they reekon excellent for horses, but not that of pease, which

is too heating.

Jgen....Mi:tt women going to this market, loaded with couch roots to sell for feeding

horses. The sunie practit e obtains at Naples.

Sa IN TO NGE....iT/o/j/<f«.. ..Never give ehafl to their horses, as they think it very bad

for them.

Isle of FRANCE....Z)//jg'nv....Mons. Crcttc de Palleul has found cut chaff one of

the moit (economical foods tliat can be given to horses ; and his machine for cutting

it is by far the most powerful one that I have any where seen. It is a mill turned by a

horse; the cutting instruments are two small cylinders, that revolve against each other,

circular cutting hoops being on their surface, that lock into each other ; those of one,

plain, but of the other, toothed ; just above them is a large trough or tray, to hold a truss

of straw, which w eighs twelve pounds, and the machine cuts it into chaff in three mi-

nutcs, without putting the horse out of his pace ; and in two minutes, by driving him
quicker ; a man attends to spread the straw equally in the tray, as it is sucked in by the

revolving cylinders; a boy driving the horse. One of the machi'^es common in Eng-
land, for dressing corn, is at Uie same time turned : the whole is in a building of eight

yards square.

Norm AN DY..../jf/^y....The rich herbages here arc fed, not only with bullocks and

cows, but also with mares and foals.

Carentan....Cohs, bred here, sell for very high prices, even to 100 louis at three years

old ; but in general good ones from 25 to 30 louis.

BRETACNE..../?wnM....Good horses sell at 150 livres. The author of the Conside-

rations sur le Commerce de firetagne, says, p. 87, that he has seen many markets in the

bishoprics of Rennes and Nantes, where the best horse was not worth 60 livres.

Moriaix,.. .hcc in this vicinity, for several miles, some fine bay mares with foals.

• ^in;<?rffnoc....Informed that Bretagne exports tweuty.four thousand horses, from 12

to 25 louis each ; and the country that chiefly produces them, is from Lamballe to the

sea beyond Brest.

ALSACE....iS'/ra56ottr^....A good farm horse, 12 louis.

To Svhelestadt ...Clover mown for soiling all the way.

The Norman horses for draught, and the Limousin for the saddle, are esteemed the

best in the kingdom. Great imports have been made of English horses for the coach

and saddle. It is no object to lessen that import, for their own lands can be applied to

much more profitable uses than breeding of horses. The oeconomistes were great ene-

mies to the use of oxen, and warm advocates for that of horses becoming general ; one

of the many gross errors which that fanciful sect were guilty of.
»•«.,

HOGS.

Gascoign....<S^ Palais to ^nspan....See many fine white, and black and white hogs

;

they are ted much on acorns, but are fattened throughout this country on maize ground
to flour, and boiled with water to a paste, and given fresh, milk warm, every day. Some
on beans. They are turned a year old when put up to fatten ; rise to the weight of two
or three quintals. These are the hogs that furnish Bayonne with the hams and bacon,

which are so famous all over Europe. The hams sell at 20s. the pound.
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I have reserved this inlnntc, from sonu- others of little consemicncc, for the opiw)r.

lunity rif r(.niarkii)(j^, that, in Knglaiul, the old eiistom of feeding ho^s with wuriu food,

is totally discontinued ; but it well deserves* ex|Kriment, whether it woiil'l not answer
in fattening;, and also in the nourishment of sows and pifj^s. Sueh experiments are diflfi

cult to make sutisfaetorily, but yet they ouj^lu to be made by some persons that arc able.

Warm IbtMl in winter, n-^ularly Riven, I sliould suppose, mubt be more futleiting; tlian

that which is cold, and, in bad weather, half frozen.

CHAP. XXV....OF run CULTUUli OF VARIOUS PLANTS IN FRANCE.

IN the course of my intiuirics into the French agriculture, I nmdc some minutes on
various articles, that do not merit u separate chapter assigned to each ; I sliull therefore

introduce them to the reader aInhalKtically. It may be of use to future travellers to

know what articles are cultivated in that kingdom, that they may give to each such un
attention as may suit tlieir purpose.

ALMONDS.

pRovENCE...../^ije....More subject to accidents than olives; sometimes three, four,

and five bud crops to one good. Olives flour in June, but almonds in February, and
consequently subject to frosts. The produce of a good tree is commonly 3 livres.

Tour d^Aigue$....Tio not yield a gocxi crop oftener than once in ten years. Price, 36
to 40 livres the quintal ; four and a half quintals in the shell yield one clean : the price

has been 70 livres. Price of the pistachio almond, 6 livres the fd'teen pound in the shell.

Some few fine almond trees will give a quintal in the shell. They are a most hazard-

ous culture, by reason of the fog thiit makes them drop ; the worm that eats ; and the

frost that nips.

BEANS. )

SoiS80NOi8....Co^c^....In the rich lands cultivated, in the course of, 1, beans; 2,

tvheat, remark now (October 31) some beautiful curled and luxuriant pieces of wheat,

which from the beans among it, appear to have been sown after this crop.

ARTOis....Lii/ers to Bethune....Many beans through all Artois, in drills at twelve or

fourteen inches, very fine and very clean ; the culture is us common and us good as in

Kent, and they have a nmch richer soil. Wheat is sown after mustard, flax, and beans

;

and is better after beans than after either of the two crops.

Al& ACS.... jnUetiheim t j Strasbourg....Many pieces ; good and very clean. Produce,
six sacks (of one hundred and eighty pound ofwheat) per arpent of 24,000 feet (twenty-

eight bushels per English acre.)

Schelestadt....T?tQA\xcG^\yi, to eight sacks, at 7 to 12 livres (seven at 9 livres is 41. 7s.

per English acre.)

The culture of beans is by no means so common in France as it ought to be ; they
are a very necessary assistance on deep rich soils in the great work of banishing fallows

;

they prepare on such soils better than any other crop for wheat, and are of capital use in

supporting and fattening cattle and hogs.

BROOM.

BRBTAGNE..../7e'Rn»....Thelandleft to it in the common course of crops,

for faggots ; sold to the bakers, &c.
It is cut

^
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A/rtr//i/x....Cultivatid through all this country, in n very cxtmordinnry syfttem : it in

introduced In ii regular rourse of cropa, and left three or four ycun on the land ; at

which f;ro^vth cut lor fu^^ots, and forms the principal fuel of the country. It i» u vast

growth much huperior to any thing I ever siiw ; six or seven feet high, and very stout;

on ngular lands, with intervals of two or three feet. Price sometimen of a cord of

wo<h1, 30 livns. Docs this apologize for such u system ?

/i/v*/....'rhe hroom seed is sown among oats, as clover is in other places, and left

four years, during all which time it is fed. The faggots of a good journal will sell for

400 livres (141. per Knglishacrc.) The faggots weigh fifteen pound, and sell fifty for

9 livres to 12 livns, Uing a thrce-horse load. It is only within the reach of Brest

market that it is worth 400 livres, elsewhere only .100 li\ res the l)cst. Four years broom
improvi s land so much, that they can take three crops of corn after it.

Bounf;or.NE..../.Mry....When I leftBretagne, I never expected again to find broom
an article of culture ; but the rye-lands of all this country, and there is nothing but

rye in it, are left, when exhausted by corn, to cover themselves with broom, uuring

five veurs ; and they consider it as the principal support of their cattle.

In liourhonlancy and UouRBONNois....il/ou/i>i«....Much broom through all this dis-

trict of rye -land.

CARROTS AND PARSNIPS.

FLANncRs....Can)£ruy....See some fine carrots taken up, which on inquiry, I xiiu

are for cows. They sow four pound of seed per arpent hoe tlicm thrice : I guessed

the crop about four bushels per square rod. An arpent sells, for cattle, at 180 livres,

the purchaser taking up (51. 5s. [kt English acit.) After them they dung lightly, and
sow wheat.

Orchies to /,///<?....The culture here is singular ; they sow the seed at the same time,

and on the same land, as flax, about Kaster; that crop is pulled in Julv, the carrots

then grow well, and the produce more profitable than any other application of the flax

stubble. They yield, I guess, from sixty to eighty bushels, and some more, per Eng-
lish acre : but what I saw were much too thick.

Argentan to Jiailieul....CuTrotH taken up, and guarded, by building in the neatest and
most eflfectual way, against the frost ; they are topped, laid in round heaps, and packed
close, with their heads outwards ; and being covered with straw, in the form of a pyra-

mid, a trench is digged around, and the eartn piled neatly over the straw, to keep out the

frost. In this manner they arc found perfectly secure.

Artois.....^m to Aras....A sprinkling of carrots, but none good.
BRETACNE..../'on/o/i to Morlaix....Mia\y parsnips cultivated about a league to the

left ; they are sown alone and hoed. They are given to horses, and are reckoned so

valuable, that a journal is worth more than one of wheat. Ntjarer to Morlaix, the road
passes a few small pieces. They are on beds, five or six yards broad, with trenches

digged between, and on the edges of those trenches a row of cabbages.

itfor/aiar....About this place, and in general through the bishopric of St. Pol dc
Leon, the culture of parsnips is of very great consequence to the people. Almost half

the country subsists on them in winter, boiled in soup, &c. and their hor*>es are gene-
rally fed with them. A horse load of about three hundred pounds sells commonly at

3 livres ; in scarce years, at 4 livres ; and such a load is good food for a horse fifteen

days. At sixty pounds to the bushel, this is five bushels, and 2s. T^d. for that is 6^d.
per bushel of that weight. I mode many inquiries how many loads on a journal, but
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no such thing as iiiformation tolcruljly to be (Ic|k tided on ; I iniisl tlicrciorc f^nam the

present crop, by the cxaminutiun I niiidi- uC niuny to amount tu about three hinidrcd

nusheU, or three huiuln-d and fifty [nr Iji^lish iww. 'VUr cfjnuuon a"«scrtion, there-

fore, thuta ioumul of pursnipn ih worth tu oof wheat, s(iin>ito be well founded. Thf
ground isull digged a full hpit deep for theni ; they arc kept clean by hand- weeding

very accurately, but arc left, for want of luH-inf^, beyond all eomparison, too thick.

They arc reckoned the best of all foods for u horse, and much exceeding oj\ts ; bid

locks fatten quicker and better on them than any other food ; in short, they are, for ali

sorts of stock, the most valuable produce found on u farm. The soil i:>u rich deep fri-

able sandy loum.

Landernau to Hrest....Thc culture of parsnips here declines much, but I saw a few

Eieces ; one was weeding by five men, crawling on their knees. Fatten many horses,

y feeding them with cabbages and parsnips boiled together, and mixed v.ith buck-
wheat-flour, and given warm. They have a great pride here in having fat horses. Many
other districts in France, besides Bretagne, possess die right soil for parsnips ; and many
more, besides Flanders, that for carrots ; but they are no where else articles of com-
mon culture. Parsnips ore not cultivated in F.ngland ; but carrots are in Suflolk, with

feat success, and all the horses in the maritime corner of that county fed with them,

have, in the Annals of A ,i iculture, given many details of their culture and uses.

Carrots succeed well on uU dry soils that are six inches deep ; but for larw:e crops, the

land should l)e a foot deep, rich, and dry. The extent of such in France is ver}' great,

but this general profitable use not made of them.

,^ .. :

^

CADBAGES.

TiAKDtKi..„Orvhifs to Zi7/iV....The kale, called here choux dc Vache, is common
through this country ; it never cabbages, but yields a large produce of loose reddish

leaves, which the farmers give to their cows. The seed is sown in April, and they ore

transplanted in June or July, on to well dunged land, in rows, generally two feet by one
foot : I saw some fields of them, in which they were planted at greater distances. They
are kept clean by hoeinc. They are reckoned excellent food for cows, and the butter

made lirom them is good, but not equal to that from carrots.

lioKUAiiDiE.t..UranvilIe to ^vranc/tes....ln the gardens of die cottages, many cab-

bage trees five and six feet high.

DRETAGSR....St. Brieux....Many sown here on good land, on wheat stubbles, for

selling plants to all the gardens of the country, and lo a distance. I do not see more
than to the amount of a journal in one piece ; which, in September, I must have done,

had they possessed any cabbage culture, as represented to me, worth attention. They
first clean, and then plough the wheat stubbles, and chop and break the surface of the

three- feet ridges fine, and then sow. The plants are now (September 7) about an inch
high, and some only coming up.

MorlaiX".'Thcy have some crops that are much more productive than their turnips,

but planted greatly too thick : they are given to cows and oxen.

. ANjou....il/i^iamr....The chou d'Anjou, of which the marquis de Turbilly speaks,

is not to be found at present in this country ; they prefer the chou de Poitou, which is

a sort of kale, and produce& larger crops of leaves than the chou d'Anjou. Mons. Livon'
niere gave me some seeds, but by mistake, they proved a bad sort of rave, and not com-
parable to our tuniips, as I found by sowing them at Bradfield. ./ ' .

'

ALSACE....iS'avemc to fFiltertheiin....Many cabbages, but full of weeds. •/ ' ^'ir^

VOL. IV. 4 F
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Strasbourg....Cro[>s to a great weight, but only for sour crout.

8chelestat..,.The. quantity increases between Benfeldt and Schelestat. Their culture

Ls, to sow the seed on a bed in March, covered with mats^ like tobacco, and transplant

in June, two to three thousand plants on an arpent ; they make a hole with a spade,

which they fill with water, and then plant ; they never horse- hoe, yet the distance would
admit it well. Th*'y are in size ten or twelve pounds, and some twenty pounds; the

hearts are for sour crout, but the leaves for cows. An arpent is w orth 303 livres (201.

ISs. lOd. per English acre ;) but carriage to a town is to be deducted.

The culture of cabbages for cattle, is one of the most important objects in English

agriculture ; without which, large stocks of cattle or sheep are not to be kept on soils

improper for turnips. They are in every respect but one, pi-eferable to that rooi ; the

only inferiority iS, tiiut of cabbages demanding dung on s'\\ srils, whereas good land

will yield turnips ;vithout manuring. Great attention ougln to be paid to the full in-

troduction ofthese two crops, without which we may ventuie to predict, that the agri-

culture of France will continue poor and unproductive, for want of its due stock of

cattle and sheep.

CLOVER.

Isle of FRANcE....iMwco«rf....Never cultivate it for its place in rotation, but mere-

ly for forage like lucerne ; have a barbarous custom ofsowing it without tillage on wheat
stubbles, and it lusts so sometimes tuo years.

ABToisE....7?£'cowMc....Mons. Drinkbierre,a ver int'^liigent farmer here, assured me,
that clover exhausted aud spoiled the land, and thiit wheat after it was never so good as

after a fallow; but as the clover was sown with a second, and even a third com crop,

no wonder ihercforc that it fouls land.

I could add many other notes on this subject, but will be content to mention, in

general, that the introduction of clover, wherever I have met with it, has been com-
monly effected in such a manner that very little benefit is to be expected from it. All

good farmers in England know, from long experience, that the common red clover is

no friend to clean farming, if sown with a second or third crop of corn. In the course,

1, turnips or cabbages ; 2, barley or oats ; 3, clover ; 4, wheat : the land is kept in

garden order. But if after that fourth crop, the farmer goes op and sows, 5, barley or

oats ; 6, clover ; 7, wheat, the land will be both foul and exhausted. In a word, clo-

ver is beneficial to the really good and clean farmer only to th;; extent of his turnips,

cabbages, and fallow ; and never ought to be sown but on '.and previously cleaned by
those hoeing crops, or by fallow. As to failo.v, no Frenchman ever makes it but for

wheat, consequently the culture of clover is excluded. I have often seen it sown in this

course; 1, fallow; 2, wheat; 3, barley; 4, oats; 5, clover; 6, clover; 7, wheat;
8 oats ; and the land inevitably full of weeds. I may venture to assert, that clover

thus introduced, or even in courses less reprehensible, but not correct, will do more
mischief than good, and that a country is better cultivated without than with it. Hence
therefore, let the men, emulous of the character of good farmers, consider it as essential

to good husbandry to have no more clover than they have turnips and cabbages, or

some other crop that answers the same end ; and never to sow it but with the first crop

of corn ; by these means their land will be clenn, and they will reap the benefits of the

culture witiiout the common evils.

I have read in some authors, an account of great German farmers having such im-

mense quantities of clover, as arc sufficient to prove the utter impossibility of a due pre-

iilim-l^^ •
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1>aratinn : these quantities arc made a mutter of boast. We know, however, in Eng-
and, in what manner to appreciate such extents of clover.

CHESNUTS.

Berry....Za Marche....Y\x%\. meet with them on entering La Marche.

Boismande....They are spread over all the country; the frui*. are sold, according to

the year, from 5s. to 10s. and 15s. the boiseau, which measure will feed a man thre':

days : they rub off the skin ; boil them in water with some salt ; squeeze them into a
kind of paste, which they dry by th , fire ; they commend this food as pleasant and
wholesome. The small ones are given to pigs, but will not fatten them so well as
acorns, the bacon being soft ; when fattened with acorns, they are finished with a little

com. A chesnut tree gives two boiseau each of fruit on an average ; a good one, five

or six. The timber is excellent for building ; I measured the area spread by many of
them, and found it twenty -five feet every way. Each tree, therefore, occupies six hun.
dred and twenty-five feet, and an acre fully planted would contain seventy ; at two boi-

seau each it is one hundred and forty, which, at 10s. is 21. 18s. 4d. and as one of these

measures will feed a man three days, an acre would support a man four hundred and
twenty days, or fourteen months. It must, however, be obvious, that land cannot be
so exactly filled, and that an acre of land would not probably, iri common, do for half

that number.
La nileaubrurt....They eat many chesnuts, but do not live upon them, eating some

bread also ; in which mode of consuming a boiseau, it will last a man five or six days.
Price as above

Limousin.... Limoges.... V^r'ice 7s. to 15s. the boiseau. This food, though general in

the country, wouid not be suflicient alone ; the poor therefore eat some rye bread. Tlie

comfort of them to families is very great, for there is no limit in the consumption, as of
every thing else : the children eat them all day long, and in seasons when there are no
chesnuts there is often great distress among the poor : The exact transcript of potatoes

in Ireland. The method of cooking chesnuts here, is to take off the outward skin, and
to put a large quantity into a boiler, with a handful of salt, and very litde water to yield

steam ; they cover it as closely as possible to keep in the steam : if much water is added
they lose their flavour and nourishing quality. An arpent under chesnuts does not yield

a product equal to a good arpent of corn, but more than a bad one.

To Magnac....Thty are spread over all the arable fields. '.
.
•*;

Que R CY....Brive to Ndaiilei..,.Ditto ; but after Noailles there are no more. ^ ''

/Vyrac....Roii them fortheii food, as above described.

LANCUEDOc....Gong'e....Many in the mountains, and exceedingly fine chesnut I'nder.

wood.
PoiTou..../?«^c....Yields a good crop, to the amount even of 10 livres for a good

tree's produce. The noor people live on them. A measure of forty-five pounds has
been sold this year at 48s.

BRETAGNE....Pon^ Orjow....On entering this proviucc, these trees immediately oc-

cur, for there are none on the Normandy side of the river, that parts the two provinces.

Maine....Za Fleche to Le Mans....Many chesnuts, the produce chiefly sold to towns;
the poor people here not living on them with any regularity : three bushels (each hold-

ing thirty pounds of wheat) are a good crop for one tree, and sell at 40s. the bushel

;

this is more than a mean produce, but not an extraordinary one. The number here is

very great ; and trees, but of a fev/ years* growth, are well loaded.

4 F 2
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VivARAis..../*rcrfc//« to 7%«yfr....Iininense quantities of theae trees on the moun.
tains ; it is the greatest chesnut region I have seen in France. The poor people live on

them boiled ; and they sell by measure, at the price of iye.

The husbandry of spreading chesnuts over arable lands must unquestionably be very

bad; the corn must suffer greatly, and the plough be much impeded. It is as easy to

have these trees upon grassland, where they would be comparativelv harmless : but the

fact is here, as *s so general in France, that they have no pastures which the plough does

not occupy by turn; all, except rich i" adows, being arable. The fruit is so great a

resource for the poor, that planting these trees upon lands not capable of tillage by the

plough, is a very considerable improvement; the mountains, of the Vtvai'ais thus are

made productive in the best method perhaps that they admit.
- • «r,'.»Har

CHICORY. ., ,i«.>

J'

Isle of FRANCE....Z)(/j^n]y....Mons. Crette de Paleuel, 1787, had this plant recom-

mended to him by the Royal Society of Paris ; in consequence of which, he has made
several very successful experiments on it. He has had it two years under cultivation.

The seed is sown in March, twelve pounds per arpent (one hundred perches at eighteen

feet) on one ploughing, and is harrowed in. It rises so thick, as to cover the whole
ground, and is mown the same year once ; Mons. Crette has cut one piece twice the

first year. The following winter he dunged it, at the rate of eight loads of three horses

per aqient. The year after, some was cut three times, and some four ; and Mons.
Crette remarks, that the oftener the better, because more herbaceous and the stalks not

so hard. He weighed the crop upon one piece, and found the weight, green,
^

lb.

Of the first cutting, 55,000 ^
'^\ second, 18,000 ';

;'
'[

,

third, - - - • . 3,000 i

"
, Per arpent, 76,000

By making some of it into hay, he found that it lost three-fourths of its weight in dry-

ing, consequently the arpent gave nineteen thousand pounds of hay, or ten tons per £ng.
lish acre. It is so -succulent and herbaceous a plant, as to dry with difficulty, if the

weatlier be not very fine ; but the hay, he thinks, is equal to that of clover, though in-

ferior to meadow hay. He has used much in soiling, and with great success, for horses,

cows, young cattle, and calves ; finds it to be eaten greedily by all, and to give very

good cream and butter. Mons. Crette's fine dairy of c^ws being in their stalls, he or-

dered them to be fed with it in my presence ; and they ate all that was given with great

avidity. When in hay, it is most preferred by sheep : cows do not in w&t state eat the

stalks so well as sheep. A circumstance which he considers as valuable, b its not being

hurt by drought so much as most other plants ; and he informs me, but not on hb own
experience, that it will last good ten years.

1 viewed one of his crops, of seven or eight arpents, sown last spring, and which has

been mown once ; I found it truly beautiful. He sowed common clover and sainlbin

among it, and altogether it afforded a very fine fleece of herbage, about eight or nine

inches high (October 28) which he intends feeding this autumn with his sheep. He is of

opinion that th , sainfoin will be quite suffocated, and that the chicory will get the better

of the clover. -h .;,.-.,....,,>., ittum, ^ i V ~y.i a '
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Provence. .../^ai/c/wje to Orgon....ln a very fine watered meadow, one third of the

herbage is this plant.

I liked the appearance of this plant so well in France, and was so perfectly satisfied

with what I saw of it, cultivated by Mons. Crette de Paleuel, and growing spontaneous-

ly in the meadows, that 1 brought seed of it to England, and have cultivated it largely

at Bradfield with such success, that I think it one of the best presents France ever made
to this kingdom. I sow it with com like clover ; but it pays well for occupying the

land entirely. It will prove, without doubt, a very valuable plant for laying land per-

manently to grass ; and also for introducing, in courses of crops, when the land wants

rest for three, four, or five years. I am much mistaken if we do not in a few y^ars make
a much greater progress in the culture of this plant than the French themselves, from

whom we borrowed it, will do.

Sheep are said to be very fond of it,* a fact I have sufficiently proved in Suffolk.

From a ixissage in an Italian author, who speaks of sowing the wild chicory, I am in

doubt whether the French have the honour of being really the first introducers of this

plant.f

COLESEED.

FtANDERs....Co»jArov....Near this town, I met first with the culture of coleseed:

they call it goza. Sow the seed thick on a seed-bed, for transplanting ; setting it ou'

on an oat stubble, after one ploughing. This is so great and striking an improvement ol

our culture of the same plant, that it merits the utmost attention ; for saving a whole

year is an object of the first consequence. The transplanting is not performed till Oc-
tober, and lasts all November, if no frost ; and at such a season there is no danger of the

plants not succeeding : earlier would however surely be better, to enable them to be
stronger rooted, to withstnnd the spring frosts, which often destroy them ; but the ob-

ject is not to give their ation to this business till every thing that concerns wheat
sowing is over. The planib arc lai^, and two feet long, a man makes the holes witli

a large dibble, like the potatoc one used on the Essex side of Lor^don, and men and wo-
men fix the plants, at eighteen inches by ten inches ; some at a foot square, for which
they are paid 9 livres |kt mancoof land. The cuuure is so common all the way to

Valenciennes, that there are pieces of two, three, and four acres o*" seed bed, now clear-

ed, or clearing for planting. The crop is reckoned ver , uncertain ; sometimes it pays
nothing, but in a good year up to 300 livres th< ar|)erit (one hundred perches of twenty-

four feet) or 81. 15s. the English acre. They make the crop in July, and by manuring
the land, get good wheat.

Valenciennes to OrcAiM....This is a more valuable rrop than wheat, if it succeeds, but
it is very inicertain. All transplanted.

* • Xi//e... .The number of mills, near Lille, for bt ..a»g coleseed, is surprising, and proves
the immense quantity of this plant that is cultivated m the neighbourhood. I counted
sixty at no great distance from each other.

'"
^flii/(PM/....The quantity ci'^«ivatcd through this country immense ; all transplanted;

it occurs once in a course of six or seven years. Price of the cakes, S^s. each ; they
are the same size as ours in England.

Artois....<S'^ Om^j....Great stacks of coleseed straw all over the country (August
.f 7th) bound in bundles, and therefore applied to use.

^^«U;. .;• Phytographie CEconoraique de laLoraine, par M. Wiileraet, 1780. octavo, p. 57. '*'« r.fjvi

t Ronconi Dizionario D'Agricolturao sia La Coltivazione Itali«na. Tom. ii. p. 148. -i- v {. 'U;

*'iia*A4l,-tLti*iim,iltP^ttt^'*.i*- .•--f.^.t»-.**T'j, v^ ?*:•.'-«..-.
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I should remark, in general, that I never met with coleseed cultivated in any part of
the kingdom merely for sheep-fecd ; yet it is an object, so applied, of great consequence,
and would be particularly useful in France, where the operose cultures of turnips and
cabbages will be long establishing themselves. With this view coleseed should be thus
introduced

:

y,

1. Winter tares, sown the beginning of September on p wheat stubble;
mown for soiling: then the land ploughed and cokb'.e 1 harrow-
ed in.

2. Barley, or oats.

3. Clover.

4. Wheat.

FULLER'S THISTLU.

TsLE OF Franc E....Z,iflncoMr^...Very profitable: has been known to amount to 300
livresor 400 livres the arpent (about li acre.)

FURZ. .
;

Gascoigne....iS^ Palais to Anspan....h practice in these mountainous wastes, which
deserves attention, is their cutting furz when in blossom, and chopping them mixed with
straw for horses, &c. ; and they find that no food is more hearty or nourishing. '

Norm an DIE... .ro%?ie/oC/terAot/r^....Throughout this country a scattering of furz
sown as a crop, with wheat or barley, as clover is usually sown : the third year they cut
it to bruise for horses ; and every year aftei wards : and it yields thus a produce of 40
livres the verge, of ninety-six English perch.

Bretagne....^V^ Pol ZtfOM....Through all this bishopric the horses are fed with it

bruised, and it is well known to be a most nourishing food.
The practice here minuted is not absolutely unknown in England ; there are many

traces of it in Wales, and some other parts of the kingdom. I have been assured that
iui acre, well and evenly seeded, and mown for horses every year, has yielded an annual
produce, worth, on a moderate estimate, 101. but I never tried it, which was a great
neglect, in Hertfordshire, for I had there land that was proper for it.

'•
- -.^'-i

CULTURE OF HEMF AND 1 LAX.

VicAKm^....Montreuil to Picguigny....Small patches of flax all the way. At Picquig-
ny, a good deal of land ploughing for hemp, to be sown in a week. (May 22.) ^.

QuERCY....The hemp, in much of this province, is sown every year on the same
spots ; and very often highly manured. This appears to be an erroneous system, where-
ever the lands in general are good enough to yield it.

, i .

CcMwacfe....Vast quantities near this place, low (June 12) two or three feet high.
LANGUEDoc....iKro«r<?;(?aM....Flax now (August 10) grassing.

Bagnere de Bigore to Lourd....^ever water their flax, only grass it. I saw much with
the grass grown through it ; if the land or weather be tolerabk wet, three weeks are
sufficient.

GuiENNE....Por^ de Leyrac....Thi& noble vale of the Garonne, which is one of the
richest districts of France, is also one of the most productive in hemp that is to be found
in the kingdom. .t sw, . , ..,

^}.

..„^w_ .,„„,
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"J

Jgen....Hemp yields ten quintals per carterec, at 40 livres the quintal, poid de table

(171. 10s.) which cartcrce is sown with two hundred and seventeen pounds of wheat.

This "s probably about 1 J English acre.

Aguillon.,..'Vht hemp is every where watering in the Garonne ; they do not leave

it in more than three or four days.

Tonneins....T\\*i whole country, from Aguillon to this place, is all under either hemp
or wheat, with exception of some maize ; and its numerous population seems now em-
ployed on hemp.
La Morte Landron.,..lt yields ten to twelve quintals, at 36 livres to 45 livres the

quintal.

SoissoNOis....Coi/cy....Hemp cultivated in the rich vales, in the course, 1, hemp;
2, wheat. It yields five hundred bottes, at 25 livres the hundred, reckoned on the foot

before watering.

•S"^. Amand....The carteree of land, of one hundred verge of nineteen feet (thirty-six

thousand one hundred feet) under flax, has this year a very good crop, on accoimt
of the rainy weather ; it has been sold »* 1200 livres, or very near the fee-simple of the
land (551. lis. 3d. per English acre.) This amazing value of flax made me desirous
of knowing if it depended on soil, or on management. Sir Richard Weston, in the
last century, who has been copied by many scores of writers since, speak 3 of poor sandy
land as being the best for that flax of which the fine Brussels lace is made; consequent-
ly this is made from land abundantly different from what produces the Valenciennes
lace, if that assertion were ever true. The soil at St. Amand is a deep moist friable

loamy clay, of vast fertility, and situated in a district where the greatest possible use is

made of manures; it therefore abounds very much with vegetable mould. Flax is

sown on the same land once in twelve to fifteen years ; but in Austrian Flanders, once
in seven or eight years. Advancing and repeating my inquiries, I was assured that

flax had been raised to the amount of 2000 livres the carteree (921. 15s. 6d. per Eng-
lish acre.) The land is nearly the same as above described, and lets, whei\ rented, at

36 livres the carteree (11. ISs. 3d. per English acre.) They sow two raziere of seed,
each holding fifty pounds of wheat per carteree ; and a middling crop ofgood flax is from
3^ to four feet high, and extremely thick. They water it in ditches, ten, twelve, and
fourteen days, according to the season ; the hotter the weather, the sooner it is in a
proper state of putrefaction. After watering, they alwavs grass it in the common me-
thod.

Going on, and gleaning fresh information, I learned that 1200 livres may be esteem-
ed a great produce per carteree ; the land all round, good and bad, of a whole farm,
letting at 30 livres and selling at 1200 livres. Nothing can shew more attention thiui

their cultivation : besides weeding it with the greatest care while young, they place
poles, or forked stakcb, amongst it, when at a proper height, in order to prevent its

being beaten to the ground by rain, from its own length and v eight; without this pre-
caution it would be flat down, even to rotting.

Orchies,...A carteree of flax, of forty thousand feet, rises to the value of 1500 livres,

and even more (631. 18s. 9d. per English acre.) They sow such as is intended for fine
thread, as soon as the frosts are over, which is in March ; but such as is for coarser
works, so late as May. Never seed their own flux, always using that of Riga. They
prefer for it an oat-stubble that followed clover ; and they manure for it in the winter
preceding the sowing. Wheat ip, in general, better after flax than after hemp.

Lille....¥hx in coinmon, is worth 90 livres ihe centier, or 360 livres the carteree
(151, 6s. 3d. per English acre :) this is excluding uncommon crops.

L»A>.\^'^i,i«.. i'-;*^^ji.,r^-J^^F\Utt^>fJAAj'V.'iL-;A^ K.*
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A R T o I »....Lilien....¥lixK all through the country, and exceedingly fine. Sow wheat

after it.

-i?fr/m«tf....An arpcntof good flax worth more than one of wheat ; yet good wheat

is worth 200 livrcs.

^eauvai....Y\»x sometimes worth 500 livres the journal (251. 17s. lid. per English

acre.) Hemp docs not equulit. They do not water flax here, only spread it on grass

or stubbles.

NoHMANDY... .5o/Arc to IIarJleur....Tlixx not watered, but spread on stubble. '«^.

Br. ".TACWE....Throughout this province, they everywhere cultivate flax in patches

by ever)- tumily, for domestic employment.

^ncenis....Thii culture of flax is gciuTutly, throughout the kingdom, as well as in the

gR'utest part of Euroi)e, that of a spring crop ; but here it is sown in autumn. They
are now working the whcat-stubbles on one ploughing, very fine, with a stout bident-hoe

and sowing them ; some is up. It is pulled in August, and wheat sown after it.

ANjou....^i^wia/ne....They have winter-sown flux all over the country. The value

of the crop exceeds that of wheat. They do not water, only grass it ; yet admit that

watering makes it whiter and finer.

Turbi/ly....lien\p is sown in patches every where through the country ; sells at 8s.

the pound raw ; spun, at 26s. and 27s. bleached, at 30s. to 36s. The crop is thirty

to forty weights, each fifteen or sixteen poimds per journal, or about 210 livres.

Maine... .Crt/e>.9re/((in(/....Through all this country there is much hemp sown every
year, on the same spot ; spun, and made by domestic fabrics, into cloth for home uses.

Spinning is 10s. the pound ; and it is an uncommon spinner that can do a pound in a
day ; in common but half a pound. ,».A k,

LoRAiNE....Xun^i7/(r....Hemp is cultivated every where in the province, on ncn
spots ; hence there is much of it ; and some villages have been known to make a thou-

sand crowns in a year of their thread and linen. If it is wished that the hemp be very

fine, they do not water, but only spread it on the grass ; but in general water it. Use
their own seed, and furnish much to their neighbours ; but have that of flax firom Flan-

ders. Sow beans among flax for supporting it ; others do this with small boughs of
trees. Some also sow carrots among their flax ; which practice, I suppose, they bor-

rowed from Flanders. Hemp is always dunged ; and always sown on the same spots,

which sell at the same price as gardens ; a common and execrable practice in France.

A journal gives on good land, ninety-five pounds, and one hundred and three pounds
of toup; price last year, ready for spmning, 16s. the pound; the toup lis. now higher:

a^^sotworazeau of seed (each one hundred and eighty pounds of wheat.) The journal

equals sixty-five English perches.

ALSAci.....Strasbourg....Troduct three quintals, at 27 livres the quintal, the arpent

(51. 12s. per English acre.)

Scheiestadt....Froduce two quintals, ready for spinning, at 36 livres to 48 livres the

quintal (51. 16s. 3d. per English acre.) Water it for cordage, but not for linen; gnistl

it only, as whiter. •
j . . j,_,j

AuvsRGNB....C/<?rmonr....In the mountains; price of hemp, ready to spin, 15s. to

18s. the pound; spun 24s. fine, 30s.

/zo/r....Produce of hemp, per cartona, one hundred and fifty pounds rough, at 5s.

the pound, which is one hundrt d and thirteen pounds ready for spinning ; but bad hemp
loses more. The seteree is eight cartoni, of one hundred and fifty toises, or forty-three

•
T»-

^'^^ ^iJX.^._»L. --..»*, 'V^i*^..f«* ..,-.;i..^_^ " ti^.f: ^^VMJkltM' »* ^-s-Jk/l -»-•- *. CrtSUfd.^Af^u:^'Nr.^«M«ftUa^/AkF>:L,..
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thousand two hundred feet. Hemp grounds sell equally with gardens (III. lis. 6d.

per English acre.)

J?riWtf....Hcmp yields a quintal raw, per cartona : female is worth 40 livrcs the

quintal, male 30 livres: also eight coups of seed, at Gs. Average produec, 35 livrcs

or 36 livres in all.

DAi;pHiNE....Zono/... .Chinese hemp succeeds well with Monsieur Faujas de St.

Fond, and perfects its seed, which it rarely does in the king's garden at I'aris. He
thinks it an error to sow it, like other hemp, in the spring ; for he is of opinion, that

it would seed even in England, ifsown in autumn. He has fourd by experiment, that

it is excellent for length and strength, if sown thick enough to prevent its spreading

laterally, and to make it rise without branching.

PRovENCE....iV/«rMv//tx...Price of hemp; Riga, first quality, 36 livres the quintal

;

ditto, second quality, 33 livres. Ancona, first quahty, 33 livres ; ditto, second quali-

ty, 30 to 31 livrcs. Piedmont, three group, 26 livres; four group, 28 livres.

From these notes it appears, that hemp or flax is cultivated in small quantities,

through every part of France
, generally for the uses of domestic manufactures among

the lower classes. A very interesting political question arises on those diflPused fa-

brics, and on which I shall oSbr a few observations under the chapter of manufac-
tures.

';

f '/ maddek.

5s. to

at 58.

hemp
r>three

'vm

Als ACE....StrQsf>ourg Ferten/ieim....Much of this plant is cultivated in various nnrts

of Alsace, where the soil i j very deep and rich, especially on that which they call liino-

neuse, from its having bec.i deposited by the river. They dig the land for it three feet

deep, and manure highly : die rows are six to nine inches asunder, and they hoe it

clean thrice a summer. The produce of an arpent, of twenty-four thousand feet, is

forty quintals green, before drying, and the mean price 6 livres the quintal (161. 12s.

6d. per English acre.) Such is the account I received at Strasbourg; but I know
enough of this plant by experience, to conclude, that such a produce is absolutely in-

adequate to the expences of the culture, and therefore the crc i is probably larger than

here stated ; not that the low rate of labour should be forgotten.

DAUPHiNE....PiVreZar/e....Planted here in beds; but it is very poor,and apparent-

ly in a soil not rich enough.

To Orange....M\ich ditto ; all on flat beds, with trenches bet^veen, but weedy and
ill cultivated. The price is 27 livres the quintal dry. Some just planted, and the tren-

ches very shallow : dig at three yeais old. Price 24 livres the quintal, dried in the

sun. The roots are small and poor.

Avignon..».Fnce 24 to 30 livres ; bat there is no profit if it be under 50 livres. It

is three years in the land. Sow wheat after it ; but if it were not well dunged the crop

is poor. A good deal on flat beds, eight feet wide, with trenches between, two broad
and two deep, which are digged gradually for spreading on it.

Lille....An eymena in three years gives five quintals, at 20 to 24 livres the quintal,

but a few years ago was 50 to 70 livres. The expences are very high, 120 livres. At
41. a cwt. which equals a French quintal, madder paid a proper profit for inducing
many English cultivators to enter largely in it ; but falling to 40s. and 50s. per cwt.

some were ruined, and the rest immediately withdrew from it. But in France we
VOL. IV. 4 c
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find they carry on the culture ; it is however weakly and poorly done ; with ao little

vigour, thut common crops, well managed, would pay much better.

MAIZE.

The notes I took on the subject of this noble plant were very numerous ; but as there

is reason to believe thut its culture cannot be introduced, with any prospect of advan-

tage, in this island, I shall make but a few general observations on it.

in the patKT on the climate of France, I have remarked, that this plant will not sue
ceed in common cultivation, north of Luneville and Ruflfec, in a line drawn diagonal-

ly across the kingdom ; from which interesting fact we may conclude, that a consider-

able degree of heat is necessary to its profitable cultivation, and that all ideas of intro-

ducing it in England, except as a matter of curiosity', would be vain. It demands a

rich soil or plenty of manure, and thrives best on a friable sandy loum ; but it is plant-

ed on all sorts of soils, except poor gravels. I have seen it on sands in Guienne, th<it

were not rich, but none is found on the granite gntvels of the Rourbonnois, though
that province is situated within the maize cHmatc. The usual culture is to give two or

three ploughings to the land ; sometimes one ploughing, and one working with the

heavy bident-hoe ; and Uie seed is sown in rows at two feet or two and a half, by one
and a half or two ; sometimes in squares. Some I have seen near Bagnere de Bigore,

in rows, at three feet, and eighteen inches from plant to plant. The quantity of seed

in Beam, is the eighth part, by measuie, of the auantity of wheat sown. It is univer-

sally kept clean by ho«ing, in most districts, with such attention, as to form a feature

in their husbandir of capital merit. In Aup;ust, they cut oiF all that part of the stalk

and herbage which is above the ear, for feeding oxen, cows, &c. and it is perhaps, the

richest and most saccharine* provender that the climate of France affords : for wherever
maize is cultivated, no lean oxen are to be seen ; all are in high order. The crop of
grain is, on an average, double the quantity commonly reaped of wheat ; about Naya-
reen in Beam, more than that ; and there the price (1787) is 54s. to 55s. the measure,
holding 36 pounds to 40 pounds of wheat ; but in common years 18s. to 20s. Whe-
ther or not it exhausts the land is a question ; I have been assured in Languedoc, that

it does not ; but near Lourde in Guienne, they think it exhausts much. Every where
the common management is to manure as highly as possible for it. In North America
it is said to exhaust considerably ;t Monsieur Parmentier contends for the contrary

opinion ;| wherever I found it, wheat succeeds it, which ought to imply that it is not
an exhausting crop. The people in all the maize provinces live upon it, and find it by
far more nourishing than any bread, that of wheat alone excepted. Near Brive, in

Quercy, I was informed that they mix one-third rye, and two-thirds maize to make
bread, and though yellow and heavy, they say it is very good food. A French writer

says, that in Bresse, maize cakes cost nine and two-thirds deniers the pound, but that

a man eats double the quantity of what he does of bread made of wheat. ( A late

author contends, that it is to be classed among the most wholesome articles of human
food. II,

» *.

• A real su^r has been made from it. Spec, de la Nature, vol. ii. p. 347.'''''' ''•i'i-(--f jH i«

t Mitchel's Present State of Great Britain and N. America, p. 157. HUX jiLk ,.iMJit4i>.MI i^
\ Memoire sur le Mais, quarto, 1785, p. 10.

^Observations sur rAgriculture, par M. Varenne de Fenille, p. 91. ' ^' »*''""

II
Instruction sur la Culture & les Usages des Mais, ocUvo, 1M6, p. 30^ "' *i»vv.-jT *< '"Jf^A^v.-

' 1 ;> 4k

»^> '.
' ^^ _, .4^1 _^^ _ ;-—• .-,A..,,»^.'u.J:-,i i ! K ~.v;i-..^„^i,.»t.v.^-,-.«,.>*i(i;i>..*!.faksi*-1ij;,'''

, ^i*i5.,.u»*»i;,. ji..iilj*i«'.:>.v-rJIii~.
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Every one knovra that it is much cultivated in North America ; about Albanv, 'u\

New Yoric, it is snid to yield a hundred bushels from two |K>cks of seed;** and tliut it

shoots again after being killed by the frost, even twice ; that it withstands the drouc;ht

better than wheat (this is questionable;) does much better on loose than on stiflP soils,

and not well at all on clay. In South Carolina it produces from ten to thirty-five

bushels per acre.f On the Mississippi two negroes made fifty l)nrrels, each one hundred
and fifty pounds4 In Kongo on the coast ofAfrica, it is said to yield three crops a

year.^ According to another account, great care is taken to water it where the situation

will admit ;|| this I have seen in the Pyrenees; but most of the maize in France, even
nineteen parts in twenty arc never watered. About Douzenac, in the Limousin, they

sow it thick to mow for soiling, and at Port St. Marie on the Garonne they do the same,

after the harvest of other grain, which is the most profitable, and indeed admirable hus-

bandry. This is the only purpose for which it can be cultivated in northern climates.

It might be sown in England the first week in June, and mown the end of August, time

enough to catch a late crop of turnips, or as a preparation for wheat.

MUSTARD. If

IsLB OF ¥RAiicz....Petivicrs....Ai Denainville, near this place, I saw them mowing
ttiustard, in full blos.som, to feed cows with.

^ ARTOi8....Z*f7/i>r«....MuchaU the way to Bethune ; sow spring com after it. .
'

ORCHARDS.
>y

i!fotLUAVOiK..,.FaIaue....Many apple and pear trees are scattered over the country.

They never plant them on the best lands, as they are convinced that the damage to the

com, 8cc. is at least equal to the value of the cyder ; but on the poorer soils they consi-

der it as an improvement, forming a fourth, or third, and in some cases even a half of
the value of the land.

Bretacne..../)oA1...A cyder country; but reckon the trees at no real value beyond
that of the land, for they spoil as much as they produce.

Kcnnes....A common proportion is to plant thirty trees upon a journal (about five

roods English) which, if well preserved will yield on an average five to ten barriques of
cyder every year ; and the mean price 12 livres the barrique, which is one hundred and
twenty pots ; this year good orchards give forty or fifty per journal, but they have pro-

duced none, or next to none, for four years past. The damage the trees do to tlie corn is

so great, that, in common expression, they say they get none. The cyder is made by
the press, which is of the same kind as Jersey, I suppose, brought from this country.
The ^ound apples, and wheat or rye straw in layers under the press, and reduced to such
a desiccated state that they will burn freely immediately out of the press.

honAis E....Blamon to Savern....Thc whole country spread with fruit trees, apples,
pears, 8cc. from ten to forty rod asunder. ' - ' '

' <'
' •I'

AvvziiGVE....Faires..,.Thc valley of this place, situated in the Limagne, so famous
in the volcanic history of France, is much noted for its fine apples, particularly the ren.
net blanche, the rennet gris, calville, and apy, all grafted on crab stocks.

* Kalm's Travels in North America^' Vol. ii. p. i^i. f Description of South Carolina, octavo,
1761, p. 9. I Du Pratz History of Louisiana, vol. i. p. 306.

$ Modem Univ. Hist vol. xvi. p. 25. || Mem. de TAcad. des Sciences, 1759 , p. 47 1

.
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OLIVF.S.
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^ov B&iLLON ...,Helief(ariI to Prrpignan.. ..liccVoncd to pay one livrc euch tree.

i'/a....Thc larid under thcni fallowed every other year, and sown with eorn : they

arc pruned in the fallow year, yielding no fruit ; a crop iK-in^? only in the corn year.

La NCUEDoc....AbrZ>on«f... .Olives pay, in general, 3 livres each tree per annum ;

some 5 livrcs. Many fields of them are planted in rows, at twelve yards by ten.

fl^rirr*....The trees on the farm that wusMons. I'abbe Uuzier's, are seventeen yards

by two.

Pinjeafi... .Home trees so large and fine are known to f^xve ei{|^hty-four pound of oil in

a year, at lOs. the pound, or A2 livres ; but they reckon ni common that good trees give

livres one w ith another ; this epithet good, shews that the common average of all trees

is much lower. In plantint;, if they mean to crop the land with com in the common
manner, that is one year in two, the other fallow, they put one hundred trees on eight

scterees, of land ; but if they intend to have no corn at all, the same number on four se-

terees ; under eorn, the eight seterees yield forty septiers of com, each one hundred

pounds at 9 livres (7s. lO^^d.) The seteree isabotit half an acre, as I conelucf from the

best intelligence I could procure. This proportion is one hundred trees on . jur Eng-
lish acres, or twenty-fivc per acre: if they were all good, the produce in oil would be

150 livres, and of wheat 90 livres, in all 240 livres or 101. 10s.; the half only of which

is annual produce, or 51. 5h. which seems not to be any thing very great, even supposing

the trees to be all good, which must be (or from the fact.

Montpellkr to S/'ismes....The trees are three rods asunder, by one and a half ; also

two by one and a half; both among vines ; also two square ; also one by one and a

half.

Pont de Gfltrrf....Planted at one rod and one and an half; their heads almost join.

They are all pruned to Hat round heads, the centre of the tree cut out, cup-fashion ; and
these formal figures add to the ugliness of the tree.

\IV AKAis....Jubeuas....ln passing south from Auvergne, here the first olives arc

met with.

Davvhise.. .. Piere Latte to ^vignon.,..MsLny i but seven-eighths dead from the

frost, and many grubbing up.

Provence. ..../i/x....Land planted with olives sells at 1000 livres the cartcree, whilst

arable only 600 livres, but meadows watered 1200 livres. Clear profit of a carteree of

olives, 40 livres (21,600 feet, at 40 livres, it is 31. 2s. Id. per English acre.) Gather-

ing the olives 40 livres 10s. the quintal : pressing 2 livres : cultivation 18 livres the car-

teree : the wood pays the pruning.

Tour d^Jigues....The olive, pomegranate, and other hard trees as they are called

here, bear fruit only at the end oi the branches ; whence, they conceive, results the ne-

cessity of their being pruned every other year. Thirty years ago the common calcula-

tion of the produce, per olive, was Ss. ; but now, the price being double, it may be
supposed 10s.

7bM/o«....They have great trees in this neighbourhood that are Vnown to yield 20
livres to 30 livres a tree, when they give a crop, which is once in two years, and some-
times once in three. Small trees yield 3 livres, 5 livres, and 6 livres each, and are much
more profitable than mulberries, for which tree the soil is too dry and stony. Olives

«i«fc'.>.«^*iM.ir- u«'M,.jLJ'i%m.it.i ' -^{i^tiilM^V'^'I'WWi'a •iPf>
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demand as frrtat antxpcncc in building, prcsht's, ropixrs, backs, 8cc. as vinc^. Vtiss-

ing comch tu 3 Ihrcs a barrel. Cron ut a larf^c trii , ci^lit to ten pannaux. Oliw-M, in

Province, never nrniied into the hollow cup-form, which is so general in Lan((Ucdoc ;

they appear hen- m their nutnral lorm.

I/t/eres.,..Thvy pnKhicc considerable in twenty or thirty years, and some have l)cef>

known to Ik- a hundred years old. I saw, Koing to Notre I Jame, some that r«.'sistctl the

frost of 1 709. A jj(K)d tree of thirty years f^ivcs, when it iK-ars, three pannaux of olives

;

the pannaux holds thirty pounds to thirty-two pounds of wheat, and the common price

is 24s. the pannuux. They have great trees that give a mot or twenty pannaux, or i24

livrcs each tree. When fields planted with olives arc bought, they arc measured by the

square canne or toise ; a canne of good land, well planted, 30s. ; middling, 20s.

;

bud, 10s. ; but there are some that sell to 60s. ; consequcnUy a middling ar|)ent is

900 livres.

^ntibet....The largest trees I have seen in France are between this nlacc and the

Var, as if Uie near approach to Itidy marked a vegetation unknown in the rest of the

kingdom.
The culture of this iree is foimd in so small a part of Fnuice, that the object is not of

very great consecjuence to the kingdom ; one should, however, remark, that in Pro-

vcncc, where the best oil in Europe is made, there might be twenty trees to one that is

found there ; whence we may conclude, that if it were so profitable a husbandry, as

some authors have represented, they would be midtiplicd more. The most important

point is, their thriving upon rocky soils and declivities, imiicnetrabic to the plough; in

which spots too much encouragement cannot l)c given to their culture.

..1* i,

.

ORANGES.

TiioyfZVCK....I/yeres....ThiH is, I believe, the only spot in France where oranges are

met with in the open air ; a proof that the climate is more temperate than UonsMllon,

which is more to the south ; the Pyrcnnccs are between that province and the smi; but
Hyeres lies open to the sea ; so indeed doe^ the coast of Lungutdoc ; and so does An>
tibes ; but there is a peculiarity of shelter at Hyeres, from the position of the mountains,

that gives this place the advantage. I always, however, doubt whether exiieriments

have been made with sufficient attention, when these nice discriminations are pretended,

that are so often taken on trusi without suflicient trial. The dreadful frost of last winter,

which destroyed so many olives, attacked the oranges also, which were cut down in great

numbers, or reduced to the mere trunk ; most of them, however, have made considera-

ble shoots, and will therefore recover.

The king's garden here, in the occupation of Mons. Fine, produced last year 21,000
livres in oranges only, and the people that bought them made as much by the bargain

;

the oUier fruits yielded 700 livres or faOO livres ; the extent of this garden is twelve ar-

pents ; this 1808 livres per arpent, besides the profit (941. 7s. 7d. per English acre.)

A fine tree will produce one thousand orang-es, and the price is 20 livres to 25 livres

the one thousand for the best ; 15 livres the middling ; 10 livres die small. There are

trees here that have produced to the value of two louis each ; and wliat is a more con.
vincing proof of great profit, a small one, of no more than seven or eight years, will

yield to the value of 3 livres in a common year. They are planted from the nursery at

two or three years old, and at that age are sold at 30s. each ; and it is thought tliat the
fldWers, sold for distilling, jjay all the expences of cultivation ; they must, however, be

5,, • ::.i"f^A»i4 Ji£^-<«- "
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planted on land capable of irrifi;ation, for if water be not at command, the produce in

iiniull.

POMR0RANATE9.

Provi If ci....//i/tfr<>«....The hcdfi^'N (ire full of them, und they are planted singly, and

of Bnuill growth: the lurgiNt fruit hcII ut 3h. or 4h. ia(h; middling, 1h. little ones,

one liard. A good tree, of ten or fifteen yeurs, will give to the value of 2 livrcs or 9

livrca a year.

.i

PINES.

OA8coicw....J5<Tyo«nr...The great product of the Immense mri^e ofwaate, as it in

commonly culled lundes, is resin : the pinus muritimusis regularly tapped, and yields a

i)roducc, with as much regularity us any other crop, in much better soils. I counted

rom filh' to eighty trees per acre, in some parts ; but in others from ten to forty ; those

with incisions for the rcsin are from nine to sixteen inches diameter. Some good com*

mon oak on this sand, twelve to fourteen inches diameter, but with bodies not longer

than from eight to ten or twelve feet.

St. f'f>ic#nr*«....Hea' pines are cut for resin, at the age of fifteen to twenty years; the

first year at about two feet from the ground, the second to four feet, the third to six feet,

and the fourth to eight or nine feet : und then they beg^n again at bottom, on another side

of the tree, und continue thus for one hundred years : the annual value per annum in

resin, 4s. or 5s. When they yield no longer, they cut into good plank, not being spoiled

by tupping. Much tur also is made, chiefly ot the roots. Cork trees are burkecf once

in seven years, and yield then about 15s. or about 2s. per annum. Men are appointed,

each to a certain number of trees, to collect the resin, with spoons, out of the notches,'

cut at the butt-end of the tree to receive it.

/>aa....Pine8 pay 4s. a year in resin. Pine woods, with a good succession of young
•nes ; from one rod und a hulfto three asunder. .*^

71airtoM....Severui persons united in asserting that the pines give one with another 4s.

to 5s. each, from filtcen to one hundred years old, and are then sold on an average at 3
livres each ; that taking the resin was so far from spoiling the tree, that it was the better

and cut into better plunks. This surprising me, I sought a carpenter and he confirmed

it.* They added that an urpent of pmes was worth more than an arpent of any other

land in the country ; more even than of vines : that it would sell according to the trees

from 500 livres to 1000 livrcs, while the inclosed und cultivated sands would not yield

more than 300 livres, or at most than 400 livres. The arpent I found by measuring a

piece of two arpents, to be 3366 English yards (500 livres is 311. 10s. per English

acre.)

„ St, iS^rv^f....Pass several inclosures of sandy land, resembling the adjoining wastes,

sown with pines us u crop ; they are now of various heights, and very thick. See some
veiT good chcsnut underwood on a white sand.

GuiENNE....Z^n^on....Muny of the props used for their vines here, are young pines,

the thinnings of the new sown ones ; are sold for 36 livres to 40 livres the thousand, or

twenty bundles, each fifty pines. , . . , . . j
..•-•:.,!- ^'" ' -^•

*M. Secondat mokes die same observation, Mem. sur THistt Nat. du Chene. Folio. 1785. p. 35.

The suine assertion is mudc in Menioirc sur TUtilhc du Oefrichement des Torres de Casteinaude-
Medoc. 4to. 1791. Reponseau Rapport, p. 27.
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Cubsar to Cavignfie....On the poonst l.iiuU sow pines, which arrnot an unpmntnhle

article ofenUnre. At five )eiirH old th«v begin lo thin them for vine props; und the

ttinuil hranchei* u sold in laggoin. At fifteen yearn the produce is more eoiiJiidenible ;

and ut twent) -five the bent trees make boaixls for heading casks. I saw a joiirnul and

half, the boards of which yielded l;2(K) livns. They sow one hundred ancl thirty-fivc

pound of whcttt-serd on a journal. S( verul crops ofsown jiines very thick.

BftkT AC. Ht....Quimperhy to //Orirfi/.... Pines altound ui this country, and seem to

have sown themselves all armmd ; but none arc cut for resin.

To r«Mn«....Such u scattering of them, that I apprehend all this country was once pine

land.

AuvKRCNI....'S'^ Georffc.An the mountains, sec immense pine planks laid by way

offences, not less than sixty feet long, and two and two and a half feet broad.

/ix....Dr. Coffitrhas them in the mountains eighty feet high, and ten feet round.
* Ph o V E N c 1.... Cuges to TouIon....\n the rocky mountains of this coast, there are pines,

and such as are of any size are cut for resin ; but they stand too thin to yield an acaable

produce of any account.

Cavalero to Frejwi,...TY\c mountains here ore covered chiefly with pines, and have a

most neglected desert appearance.

..,. To EstreUes....Thc same ; and hacked and destroyed almost as badly as in the Py>

fenecs.

Pines are justly esteemed a profitable crop for the landlord, for they yield a regular

and certain levenuc, at a very little charge; no repairs, and no losses by failure of te*

nants. But, in regard to the iiation,^ines, like most of the poor woods of France,

should be reckoned detrimental to the public interest, since a kingdom flourishes by
gross produce and not by rent.

• ••'
•

•'
"''-

-POPPIES. '
' •'•"','':j

. ARTois....Z.i7/rr«....Much cultivated for oil; they are called here zuliette. Get as

good wheat after ihem as after coleseed.

^ro*....Many here ; thev are reckoned to yield more money per arpent than wheat;

equal to coleseed ; which, however, is a very uncertain crop. ' •' '

'
" ».5

.' Lorain E....Aa>{r^ to lMneiu/le....iiomc fine pieces on a poor gravel.

jl* ALAACb...,Savern to ff^titmheim. ...Many po\i[>'u:s
',
some fine crops, and very clean.

i'^ 5'/r<wAo«rg'.... Product three sucks, at 24 livres per arpent, of twenty-four thousand
square ieet (4!. 19s. 9d. per English acre.) Manure for them, and sow wheat after.

Our ideas of the exhausting quality of certain plants, are at present founded, I be>

lieve, but upon that half-information which is scarcely a degree above real ignorance.

It is a common observation, that all plants whose seeds yield oil, are exhausters of soil

;

an observation that has arisen Irom the theory of oil being the food of plants. Expe-
riments upon both have been so few and unsatisfactory, as to be utterly insufficient lor

the foundation of any theory. Coleseed, seeded in England, is almost generally made
a preparation for wheat ; so it is in France, and we here find the same effect with pop.
pies. It can hardly be believed, that wheat, which demands land in heart as much as

almost any other crop, should be made to follow such exhausting plants as the theory of
oil would make one believe these to be ; it is the organization of the plant alone that

converts the nourishment into oil ; which, in one plant, turns it to a saccharine sub-
stance, and, m another, to an acid one ; but the idea that plants are fed by oil, and that

ther exhaust in proportion to their oil, is absolutely cwidcinned by the olive, wh}c)i

i,

I-
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vields more oil than any other plant, and yet thrives best on dry arid rocky soils, of ab-

solute poverty, as far as oil is concerned. We shall be wholly in the dark in this part

of agriculture, treated as a science, till experiments have been greatly multiplied.

rOTATOES.

ANjou....y//;^'<r* to La F/eche...Morc than is common in France.

LonAitiE....Pont a 71fo«jo;/....Throughout all this part of Loraine there are more

poUitoes than I have seen any where in France ; twelves acres were at once under the

'

'Jo Xancu...Many cultivated through all this country, but degenerated, by being

sow n too oiten on the same land ; and for want of new sorts. A journal yields twenty

toulins, or about twenty-four bushels English ; a'.id 2i journals are equal to an arpent

(le France, which makes the acreable produce miserable. Price now 3 livres the tou-

liu ; was only 25s.

Ltmexulle...Move still; they plant them, after one ploughing, in April: for seed,

I ut the large ones only ; but sell the smaller ones uncut. Always dung much. Every

man that has a cow keeps the dung carefully for this crop ; and such as have no land

plant on other people's, without paying rent, that being the preparation for wheat

.

the crop of that grain is, however, very moderate, for the potatoe pumps much, to use

the French expression, i. e. exhausts greatly. Poor light soils answer best for them,

as they are found not to do on strong land. Product per journal, thirty to fifty rasaux,

which measure contains one hundred and eighty pounds of wheat. I found an exact

journal, by stepping, to be one thousand nine hilMred and seventy-four English yards,

or about sixty-five rods. At forty rasaux, each three English bushels, it is nearly about

three hundred bushels English per acre. The price is now 7 livres the razal, heaped

;

Avhen low, 3 livres ; and in common, 4 livres 10s. The culture increases much.

Alsace.... Govern to JViltenhem...Mmy and good potatoes.

Strasbourg....Vvofk\ct of an arpent, of twenty-four thousand feet, seventy-five sacks

to one hundred, at 36s. to 60s. (at 2} livres, and ninety sacks, it is 151. 10s. 7d. per

English acre.) Sow wheat after them, if manured, otherwise barley. In the mountains

they pare and burn for them.

Sch€lestadt..„VroAwct fifty or sixty sacks, at 3 livres, but 4 livres or 5 livres some-

times (fifty-five sacks, at 3i livres, are 131. 5s. lOd. per English acre.) In planting,

they think the diff*erence is nothing, whether they be set cut or whole. The people eat

them much.
i?(?/o;t....The culture continues to this place, .

Tranche CoMPTE....-ffMa«eon....And a scattering hither. .«

V -J
Orechamps..,JSo\v lose the culture entirely.

'• ' ' ^

Aw ERGSE....riileneuve....ln these mountains they are cultivated in small quan-

titles.
*

.

yEZLAY...,Le Puy to Pradelles....D\tto. ;

7b 7%My?2r....They are met with every where here. -

DAUVHitiE..,.St. Fond...Many are cultivated throughout the whole country; ail

planted whole i if sliced, in the common manner, they do not bear the drought so well.

They are plagued with the curl.

These minutes shew, that it is in very few of the French provinces where this useful

root is commonly found ; in all the other parts of the kingdom, on inquiring for them,

I was told, that the people would not touch them : experiments have been m{!|^, in

-rf-ito-
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many places, by gentlemen with a view to introduce them for the poor, but no eflorts

could do it. The importance, however, we'd be infinite, for their use in a country

in which famine makes its appearance almost pL.-iodically, arising from absurd restric-

tions on the corn trade. If potatoes were regularly cultivated for cattle, they would
be ready for the poor, in case of very high prices of wheat ; and such forced consump-
tion would accustom them gradually to this root; a practice in their domestic cecono-

my, which would prevent much misery for want of bread. This object, like so many
others, can only be effected by the exhibition of a large farm, highly stocked with

cattle, by means of potatoes ; and the benefit, in various ways, to the nation would
make such an exhibition exceedingly advantageous. But such establishments come
not within theperview of princes or governments in this age : they must be envelop-

ed in the mist of science, and well garnished with the academiciims of capitals, or

nothing can be effected.

RACINE DE DISETTE.

Isle of FRANCE....i[)<<^ny....This plant, the beta cycla altissima of Linnaeus, Mons.
Crette de Paleuel has cultivated with attention : he has tried it by transplantation, as

directed by Mons. I'abbe de Commerell ; also by sowing the seed broadcast where it

remains ; and likewise seed by seed, in squares of fifteen inches ; and this last way he
thinks is the best and most profitable. The common red beet, which he has in culture,

he thinks yields a larger produce ; but it does not yield so many leaves as the other,

which is stripped thrice in the summer by the hand, an operation which may answer
where labour is excessively cheap ; but I have my doubts whether the value in England
would equal the expence of gathering and carriag-e. Cows and hogs, Mons. Crette

has found, will eat the roots readily, but he has made no trial on it in fattening oxen
or feeding sheep.

ALSACE....Schelestadt....The culture is common in this country : I viewed three

arpents belonging to the master of the post, which were good and clean. They gather

the leaves by hand for cows, and then return and gather again, and the roots are the

best food for them in winter ; they come to eight and ten pounds, and are sown and
planted like tobacco.

rif;.

RICE.
A .J'i^.J<;^,

DAUPHiN£....Z(Orio/....Sixty years ago the plain of Livron, one mile from Loriol,

and half a league from St. Fond, more than a league long and a league broad, was all

under rice, ai^d succeeded well, but prohibited by the parliament, because prejudicial

to health.

SAFFRON.

ANGOUMois...../^n^ot//(pme....The best land for this crop is reckoned that which is

neither strong nor stony, but rich and well worked ; plant the rows six inches asunder,
and two inches from plant to plant ; sow wheat over the planted land, and gather the
saffron among the wheat ; blossom at All-Saints, when they gather it. In a good year,

and on goodland, a journal yields three pounds, which sells, when dear, at 30 livres

per lb. but it is sometimes at 16 livres : lasts two years in the ground, after which it is

removed. They assert, that the culture would not answer at all if a femier had to hire

labour for it: all that is planted is by proprietors.

VOL. IV. 4 H
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TOBACCO.

Flanders....Most farmers, between LilHe and Montcasscl, cultivate enough for their

own use, which is now (November) drying under the eaves of their houses.

Artoi8....<S'^ Omers....Some pieces of tobacco, in double rows, at eighteen inches

and two feet intervals, well hoed.

jiire....A crop is worth three times that of wheat on the same land, and at the same

time prepares better for that grain than any thing.

ALSACK....Strasbour^....Much planted in all this rich vale, and kept very clean.

Product eight to ten qumtals per arpent of twenty-four thousand feet, at 15 to SOlivres

per quh^.tal (nine, at 23 livres, is 141. 6s. 2d. per English acre.) Sow wheat after it

;

and tne best wheat is after tobacco and poppies.

Benfeldt....Great quantities nere, and all as clean as a garden.

Schelestadt.,..Vroduct six quintals to eight per arpent, at 16 livres the quintal (81.

15h. 7d. per English acre.) Tins they reckon the best crop they have for produc-

ing ready money, without waiting or trouble. There are peasants that have to six

hundred quintals. They always manure for it. They sow it in March on a hot bed

covered with mats ; begin to plant in May, and continue it all June and the beginning

of July, at eighteen inches or two feet square, watering the plants in a dry season.

When two feet high, they cut off the tops to make the leaves spread. Their best wheat

crops follow it.

Tobacco, as an object of cultivation, appears in these notes to very great advantage

;

".nd a respectable author, in France, declares, from information, that, instead of ex-

hausting the land, it improves it like artificial grasses ;* which seems to agree with my
intelligence ; yet the culture has been highly condemned by others. Mr. Jefferson ob-

serves thus upon it :
" it requires an extraordinary degree of heat, and still more indis-

pensably an uncommon fertility of soil : it is a culture productive of infinite wretched-

ness : those employed in it are in a continued state of exertion, beyond the powers of

nature to support : little food of any kind is raised by them ; so that the men and ani-

mals, on these farms, are badly fed, and the earth is rapidly impoverished. The culti-

vation of wheat is the reverse in every circumstance : besides clothing the earth with

herbage and preserving its fertility, it feeds the labourers plentifully ; requires from them

only a moderate toil, except in the season of harvest ; niises great numbers of animals

for food and service, and diffuses plenty and happiness among the whole. We find

it easier to make an hundred bushels of wheat than a thousand weight of tobacco, and

they are worth more when made."t This authority is respectable ; but tliere are

circumstances in the passage which almost remove the dependence we arc inclined to

have on the author's judgment. The culture of wheat preserving the fertility of the

earth, and raising great numbers of animals ! What can be meant by this ? as to the

exhausting quality of wheat, which is sufficient to reduce a soil almost to a caput

mortuum, it is too well known, and too completely decided to allow any question at

this time of day ; and how wheat is made to raise animals we must go to America to

learn, for just the contrary is found here; the farms that raise most wheat have fewiest

animals ; and in France, husbandry is at almost its lowest pitch for want of animals, and

because wheat and rye are cultivated, as it were, to the exclusion ofother crops. Tobacco

* De rAdministration Provinciale par M. le Trone. Tom. i. p. 267

t Notes on the State of Virguua, p. 278.

' ^ mflWii)a»rt^'«
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cannot demand an uncommon deforce of heat, because it has been cultivated on a thou-

sand acres ofland successluUy in Scotland : and as to the denuindinjjj of too fijrcat excr-

tions, the free hands of Euro pe voluntiuily addict Uiemsclvcs to the culture ; which

has nothing in it so laborious as reaping wheat. I take the American case to be this;

ill husbandry, not tobacco, exhausted the land ; they arc now adopting wheat ; and, if

we may judge from the notions of the preceding quotation, that culture will, in a few

years, give the finishing stroke to their lands ; for those who think that wheat does not

exhaust, will be free in often sc ving it, and they will not be long in finding out what the

result will prove.

Mons. Bolz, in Swisserland, says, that they are disgusted with the culture of tobacco,

because it exhausts their lands; half an arpent gave five to six quintals of* leaves.

Estimated grossly, this may be called a thousand weight per acre, which Mr. Jefferson

compi\res with one hundred bushels of wheat; a quantity that would demand in Eng-

land, four acres of land to yield : and, as American crops do not yield in that propor-

tion, it is one acre of tobacco being as expencive as five or six of wheat, which surpasses

comprehension.

The Strasbourg produce of nine quintals, in the notes above, equal 15 cwt. per Eng-

lish acre. The Schelestadt produce of seven quintals is about 12 cwt. per acre.

Dr. Mitchel, many years before Mr. Jefterson, gave the same account of the exhaust-

ing quality of tobacco.f

The cultivation is at present spreading rapidly into countries that promise to be able

to supply the world. In 1765, it was begun to be cultivated in Mexico, and produced,

in 1778, to the value of 800,0001. and in 1784, 1,200,0001.$

VM .: . —' TURNIPS.

GvizifVE....Jnspan to Bai/ome....Raves are, in these waste tracts at the roots of the

Pyrenees, much cultivated; they manure for Uiem by burning straw, as described

under the article manure ; weed, and, as they told me, hoe them ; and have some as

large as a man's head. They are applied entirely to fattening oxen. Maize is sown

after them. The people here knew of the orders given by the king, for cultivating

this plant, but I could not find they had had any effect. The practice obtained here be-

fore the two last severe years, which were the occasion of their increasing it, much more
than any orders could do.

Flas DZRS....raienciennes to Orchies....Mmy fields of this root, but quite thick,

though it was said they h; ve been Koed ; these are all after crops, sown after corn.

NoRMANDiE.... Caen.. ..In going to Bayeaux, many, both flourishing and clean,

though too thick ; but on inquiry, found them all for the market, and none for cattle

Oi sheep. I thought the colour of the leaf differed from our own, and got off my horse

more than once to examine them. They are the raves of the south of France ; the

roots, which ought to have been of a good size, were carrot shaped and small.

BretAG tiZ....Belie-Isie to Morlaix....Reic is an odd culture of raves amongst buck-

wheat ; sown at the siune time, and given to cows and oxen, but the quantity is very

inconsiderable.

Morlaix,...Get their best turnips after flax, sometimes to a very good size ; but, for

want of sufficient thinning the crops, in general, very small roots must be produced

:

* Mem. de laSociete Oeconomique dc Berne, 1763, Tom. 1. p. 87.

t Present State of Britain and North \merica, octavo, 1767, p. 149, 151, • ^4 - t !'"

^

^ Bourgoanne's Travels in Spain, vol. i. p. 368. %* *-.>.;
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yet the leaves lar^e, healthy, and vigorous. They sow them also among buckwheat

;

but the product is trifling, and the use but momentary', as they plough the land for

wheat.

As jou....Migniame....U one were to attend only to conversation, without going into

the fields, a stranger would be persuaded diat the culture of turnips flourished here ;

they actually give some, and cabbages too, to their cows, for every man has a scrap

:

but sown quite thick, and the largest I saw not bigger than a goose egg ; in general, not

a fourth of that size ; and the largest piece I saw was half an English acre. They have,

in like manner, patches of a sort of kale, which is thechou de Poitou ; this is instead of

the chou d'Anjou, of which the marquis de Turbilly speaks so much : and which is quite

neglected in this country now, in favour of this Poitou cabbage, that is found to pro-

duce many more leaves. To me it however appears inferior to the chou de Vache of

Flanders.

To La Flec/ie....A scattering of miserable raves all the way.
Als ACE.... Schelc'stadt to Co7mor....Some scattered pieces but in very bad order; and

none hoed, which they ought to have been three weeks before I saw them.
AuvERGNE..../Moire....Raves are cultivated for cattle, but on so small a scale, that

they scarcely desen'e mention. They sow them also among buckwheat, which is

drawn by hand, when in blossom, for forage, and the raves left. No hoeing, but some
are weeded.

JSrioude....Mixny raves, and cultivated for cattle : common to two pounds weight.

St. George's to nilefiem^e....Ma.ny raves, but miserably poor things, and all weeds.
Perhaps the culture of turnips, as practised in England, is, of all others, the greatest

desideratum in the tillage of France. To introduce it, is essential to their husbandry

;

which will never flourish to any respectable extent, and upon a footing of improvement,
till this material object be effected. The steps hitherto taken by government, the chief

ofwhich is distributing the seed, I have reason to believe failed entirely. I sent to France,

at the request of the count de Vergennes, above an hundred pounds worth of the seed;
enough for a small province. When I was at Paris, and in the right season, I begged
to be shewn some effects of that import, but it was all in vain. I was carried to various

fields, sown thick, and absolutely neglected ; too contemptible to demand a moment's
attention. Not one acre of good turnips was produced by all that seed. It is with tur-

nips, as in many other articles ; a great and well cultivated English farm, of seven hun-
dred or eight hundred acres, should be established on an indifferent soil ; and two hun-
dred acres of turnips cultivated upon it, and eaten on the land by sheep, should every year
be exhibited : and a succession of persons educated on such a farm, dispersed over the

kingdom, would do more to introduce the culture than all the measures yet atteippted

by government. ,:,-

.;,'
,

WALNUTS. '
^

Berky....Ferson to ratan.,..Mimy of these trees spread over the country which yield

a regular revenue by oil. '
<

QuERCY....iS'owi//'cc....Walnut oil cake the finest food of all for fattening oxen. They
export pretty largely of this oil, the trees being every where.

ANG0UM0is....ii?i^nac....Walnuts spread over almost every field. > t. ?'

i?M^c....A common tree yields a boisseau of nuts; sold at 3 livres or 4 livres ; but
a good tree three boisseau. All for oil, which the people eat in soups, &c.

PoiTou....Many through all parts of the province, which I passed in crossing it. Oil
universally made from them. This year (1787) all were so frozen, that the crop will

Jw X' . l.Htii«'.'UA-f."-»ii''^^'^-
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be very small ; someiimcs get sixteen boisscau a tree, even to twenty boisseau ; the bois-

seau sells generally at 20s. There is, on an average, one tree to an acre. One tree

gives five or six measures of nuts, and each measure makes something more than a pint

of oil, which sells at 1 8s. or 20s.

An J ou....Across this whole province they are found every where, but none through
Brctagne.

Alsace. .../jre/»/j«»j....Great numbers spread all over the country; for oil.

.' BouRBONNOis.,..iI/oM/m*....Some estates have a good many scattered trees; the oil

sells at 12s. the pound.

AuvERCNE....C/erffao«^...Many in every part of the country; a prime tree will, ina
good year, give twenty pounds and even thirty pounds of oil, one of ten years six

pounds ; common price 6s. per pound.

Lempcle....liert they finish ; as we advance from this village, no more are met with.

VARIOUS PLANTS.

QuERc Y....J?rwM....Figs we met with here for the first time ; they are scattered over
the vineyards, and wrapped up in mats, to preserve them from the frosts.

Creissensac....Gieyse much cultivated here ; it is the lathyrus setifolius. Alsojarash,
the vicia latharoides. They sow them both in September and the spring, which arc
generally used, mown green, for soiling.

SouiUac....They have no meadows in many districts of this country, but supply the
want by the above-mentioned plants, which aru always used green. They do not answer
equally in hay, as it is said that the leaf falls ofFin drying.

CoAorj....Near this place meet with four new articles of cultivation ; one a vicia sa-

liva varietas ; another the cicer arietinum ; the third the ervum lens ; and the fourth the
lupinus albus.

Cflttwari'<?....Here the trifolium rubens is cultivated, and continues through >M the Py-
renees. On all these articles I must however observe, that they do not seeUi .> equal,
for soiling, the common winter-vetch, which we cultivate so much in England; norlu-
cem, so successfully sown in France.

GuiENNE....Triticum Repens. Upon the banks of the Garonne I met women load-
ed with the roots of this plant, going to sell it at market ; and they informed me it was
bought to feed horses with. It is applied to the same use at Naples. It grows with
great luxuriance at Caygan Solo, in latitude 7;* and being the great plague of English
husbandry, niay be called a universal grower. It seems,. from alate account.f as if they
cultivated it in the island of Nantucket, in America.

Isle of France. ...Z)M^n^....Mons. Crettede Paleuel gave me some notes of ex-
periments he had made on various plants, in drying them for hay.
The cpilobium angustifolium makes hay that is readily eaten by sheep, and loses half

in drying. They are very fond of the hay of the spirea ulmaria, the lithum salicaria,

thalictrum vulgaris, pucedanum silaus, and centaurea jacea ; all these lose half, when
made into hay ; the althaea officinalis two-thirds. Mons. Cretteis of opinion, from his
trials, that these plants may be v ^ry useful in cultivation, for hay. He found, at the
same time, that an aipent of wet meadow gave thirteen thousand two hundred pounds
of green herbage, which lost two-thirds in drying. An arpent of winter-vetches seven-
teen thousand eight hundred pounds green.

.V)
* Forest's Voyage to New Guinea, p. 16. , i. -.

t St. John's Letters of an American Farmer, octavo. 1782. p. 207.
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The common siin-flowcr he has also cultivated ; he plants it in rows, at two feet asun-

der, and one Ibctfrom plant to plant; an arpent containing sixteen thousand two hun-
dred plants ; the leaves ht gixes to cows, the flowers may be used for dying ; of the

stems he makes vine props, or for French beans, and afterwards burns them ; and of the

seed he makes oil, which leaves a cake good for fattening cattle. Six perch of land,

each oleighteen feet square, has given him twent)'.two boisseau of seed, the boisscau

,'j of the sepiier, that contains two luuKlred and forty pounds of wheat ; but the crop ex-
hausts tlie land exceedingly, and small birds devour the seed greedily. .«

The same gmtieman compared cabbages and potatoes, in alternate rows; an ariKnt

gave (half the ground) sixty-two septiers of ptjtatoes, which weighed fourteen thousiind

eight hundred and eighty pounds ; the cabbages on the same land, in number five thou-

sand four hundred, weighed twenty-five thousand five hundred pounds.
/)(/w;«flrfm....SunmKT- vetches cultivated here, they arc mown for hay, and yield

eight hundred to one thousand bottes per arpent, one thousand one hundred have been
known.
A u TO I s. ... ZrC 7i?(?fo//Me....Winter-vetches arc found on every farm, on the good land

from Calais to St. Omer : oats are mixed, to keep them up ; and every one soils his

horses in the stable.

.'/w....Somehoi)s here.

ANjou....In the way from Angers to La Fleche, the number of citroules is very great,

even to acres, and the crop extremely abundant ; the metayers feed their hogs with

them.

AuvERc NE....2?r/ott</£'....Jarousse every where sown, the end of August or beginning
of September, for hay.

DAUPniNE....Z.o;7"o/....Thc mclilotus sibyrica, from Mons. Thouin, at the king's

garden at Paris, makes, in the garden of Mons. Faujas de St. Fond, a most superb
figure; nobody can view its prodigious luxuriance without commending the thought of

cultivating it for cattle. The coronilla varia, a common plant here, and of such luxu-

riance, that it is hardly to be destroyed. The hedysarum coronarium does well here.

PuovENCE....Cw^<'j....Capers are here met with for the first time, in going from
Marseilles to Italy. It is a low bush, planted in squares of about five or six feet. This
year they yield nothing, because damaged by the frost ; but, in common, more profita-

ble than vines ; they mentioned one pound per tree, at 30s.

7om/o/;....Capers are not so profitable as vines. The bushes here are planted at 6^ or

7 feet square; and a good one will give 1^ or 2 pounds of capers ; but the price varies

prodigiously, from 30 or 40 livres, to 120 livres the quintal j average 30 livres, or from
6s. to 20s. the pound.

Iiieres*....CaTpers are here planted in squares, at six, seven, and eight feet; each good
bushel yields two pounds from 6s. to 24s. the pound ; but in a gross estimate of a whole

crop, are not supposed to pay more than 6s. to 10s. per bushel.

Grraw(?....Here is one of the most singular cultures to be met with, that of plants for

making perfumes ; whole acres of roses, tuberoses, &c. for their flowers, and a street

Itiil ot shops lor selling them : they make the famous otter of roses, as good and as clear

as from Bengal; and it is said now to supply all Europe.

LYONNOis....Thefromentalof the French (avena elatior) is cultivated in this part of

France, and in some districts of Franche Comptc. The seed is commonly sold by the

* The natural historian of Provence mentions a singular profit by this plant, at Hieres, of two hun-

dred cannes square giving 200 livres net, white thf same breadth, in common husbandry, only 18 li-

vres. Mem. pour servier a I'Hist. Nat. de la Provence, par M. Bernard, octavo, torn. i. p. 329.

.*,afc- -'ii.i. It- ^jdOiJ^«.aJi.i- jSfV-i.-.—
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seedsmen, at Lyons, of whom I bon^ht some tocnitivate in England. The first person

who mentioned it pnhlicly was, 1 believe. Mens. Miroudof, who wrote an essay upon
it, in which he fell into an error, copied by many of his conntrynicn,* namely that of

callin}^ It the ray-grass of the Knglish. The great botaniijt, Haller, was mistaken iit snp-

posing it the avena flavescL:'.'«.+ King Stanislaus made some experiments on it in Lo-

raine. In Bretagne:]: it has been found to yield ten times the produce of common
meadows. That it is very productive cannot be doubted, but it is a very coarse grass :

however, it merits experiments, and ought to be tried upon a large scale, as the qualities

of plants cannot be ascertained upon a small one.

Citroules, in this province and the neighbouring ones, are cultivated largely, and
rarely fail. They may be preserved until the beginning of January : oxen, cows, and
hogs eat them freely ; for lean cattle they arc given raw, but commonly boiled for fat-

tenmg : from ten pounds to twenty pounds a day, given to cows, soon shews the effect

in the quality of milk. For fattening an ox, in Bressc,^ with them, they mix the cit-

roule with bran or pollard, or flower of buckwheat, and boil them together, and give
thirty.five pounds to forty pounds to each beast per diem. In some places they appi)

them to feeding carp. The poor people eat them in soup, in most parts of the kingdom,
but not in great quantities.

CHAP. XXVI....OF THE WASTE LANDS OF FRANCE.

SoLOCNE....There is, in this province, such a large mixture of waste, even in the

most cultivated parts, and cultivation itself is carried on upon such barbarous principles,

that there will not be much impropriety in considering the whole as waste ; to everv
spot of culture called a farm, a much greater proportion of rough sheep walk and wood
(eaten down and destroyed) is annexed ; so that any good farmer, who got possession
ofone thousand or one thousand five hundred acres, would conclude the whole as waste,
and treat it accordingly : by much the most unproductive and poorest part of such a
tract would, ir every ease, be the lands at present under the plough. I may, in con-
firmation of this general idea, add, that there are many absolute wastes in France, that

yield as good, and even a better produce than all Sologne, acre for acre. I know no
region better adapted for a man's making a fortune by agriculture, than this ; nothing i:i

wanted but capital, for most of the province is already inclosed.

Berry....C/iateauroux....Ledvmg this place for the south, enter vast heaths of ling
and furz, but much mixed with trefoils and grasses. Some small parts of these heaths
are broken up, and so ill ploughed, that the broom and furz are in full growth. After
this another heath, of several miles extent, where the landlords will not give leave either
to build or break up, reserving the whole for sheep, and yet not stocked ; for the people
assert, that they could keep twice the number, if they had them.

Limousin.... To Limoges....The mountainous heaths and uncultivated lands are
commons, and therefore every metayer sends his sheep in the common flock of the
village.

EiGORE...,Bagneres de Zmc^o//....The waste tracts of the Pyrenees, by which are to
be understood, lands subject to common pasturage, are so much subject to the will of
the communities, that tnese sell them at pleasure. Formerly the inhabitants appropri-

* Bomarre Dictd'Hist. Nat. torn. ii. p. 565 ; v. p. 225.

t Mem. de laSoc. de Berne. 1770, p. 16.

j Corps d'Observ. de la Soc. dc Bretagne. 1759, 1760, p. 44, 45. , .

$ Observ. et Exp. par Fenille, p. 86. , , i., v I >
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atcd to their ouiuisc, by inclosiirc and cultivation, what portions they pleased ; but this

obtains no lonj^cr ; at present the conimunitics sell these wastes, and fixing a price ou
them, nearly to their value, new improvements are not so common as herctolore.

laAN ov Evoc... ,A'arbonne to JK'ismrs....'l\m vale, which is by far the richest of Lan.
guedoc in productions, is of no considerable breadth, yet the quantity of waste neglected

land in it is ver)' fjjrcat.

Monrejan to Lari/i JWflwon....Vast wastes, covered with fern ; the soil good ; and
land projecting into it cultivated to advantage.

Jiafftieres (le Bifforre....Thciic immense fern-wastes continue for many miles, with many
new improvements in them. They Ixlong to the communities of the villages, which
sell portions of them to any persons willing to buy. The price most common has been
20 livres the,journal, of one hundred and twenty-eight Cannes square, the canne eight

pans, the nan eight inches and four lines, four journals making an arpcnt. The method
of improvnig has been, first to bum all the fern and rubbish, then to mattock it and sow
rye, which is pretty good ; then oats for six, seven, or eight years, according to circum-
stances ; after that thcv summer-fallow and take wheat. Some they leave to grass and
weeds, after those cignt crops of oats ; a detail of the husbandry of barbarians ! They
have all a right ofcommonage on the wastes, as long as these continue uninclosed ; con-

sequently can keep cattle, and especially sheep, to any amount in summer ; yet, in their

inclosed improvements, they give not a thougnt to raise winter food! Such stupidity is

detestable. The parish of Cavare has 104,0(X) arpents of these wastes, without one
metayer ; all are peasant proprietors, who buy morsels as it suits them. The improve-
ments arc exempted from tythcs for ten years, but not at all from king'i taxes, which is

shameful.
j. ^ ) .

Bearv. ...Pau to Moneins....Vast wastes of rich soil, covered with an iihmense pro-

duct of fern, to the amount of five or six waggon loads an acre.

St, Palais to Anspon....\^h\. wastes, belonging to the communities of the parishes,

that sell them to whoever will buy : n common price 120 livres per arpcnt ; but after

they are brought into culture, they sell for at least 300 livres. The advantages of this

system, which extends through the whole region of the Pyrenees, is prodigious : it

excludes the rights of commonage, because all is enclosed as fast as bought ; and en-

ables every industrious man, that has saved a .''*^^tle money, to become aland proprietor,

which is the greatest encouragement to an active industry the world can produce ; it

has, however, one evil, that of too ^at a population.

Bayonne to St. Fineents.^An this line I came first to the landes ofBourdeaux, because
they e:.tend from the gates of Bayonne to those ofBourdeaux, and of which I had read

so much, that I was curious to view and examine them ; they are said to contain

1,100,000 arpents.* They are covered with pines, cork-trees (only half the value of
pines) broom, whins, iing, and furz ; the soil sand, but the growth of trees shews a
moist bottom. There is a good deal of cultivation mixed with the waste this first stage.

There is much land also under water, a tort of sandy fern. Pass a great space, with-

out trees, covered with dwarf furz, ling, and fen. Others before Dax ; one of them
of five or six miles long, by two or three broad : much i-ough grass and ling on it : but
none of these tracts appear half stocked.

Dax to 7brf<u....This district is a deep white sand, the whole of which has evidently

been lande, but part of it enclosed and improved ; much is, however, yet rough. Sin-

gular scene of a blowing sand, white as snow, yet oaks growii^in it two feet diameter;
but a broken ground discovers a bed of white adhesive earth, luce marl, which explains

the wonder.

De la Necessite d'occuper tous les gros Ouvriers, 8.
( t
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LCiim at Tartas, that these immense wastes, the Iniulch, without pines or wood, arc

to be purehascd, at all times very cheap indeed, of the kiii^', the great lords, and of the

communities of many parishes, even so low as 3 livres per arpent, with an exemption

from tythes, and from taxes for twenty years. But every one here reckons them so

bud, that all the monry s|)cnt would Ik sure to be lost ; yet it is admitted that there is

a bed of marl or clay under all the country. This opinion is chiefly founded on the at-

tempts of Mons. RoUier, of Bordeaux, having made a trial of cultivating them, and suc-

ceeded very ill. I guessed how such improvements liad been attempted, and told my
informants what I supposed had been done ; and my guess proved exactly right : corn

—

corn—corn—corn ; and then the land pronounced good for nothing. It does not signify

telling sucli people, that the great objects in all improvements of wastes, arc cattle, and

sheep, and grass, after which corn will be sure. Nothing of this kind is comprehended

from one end of France to the other.

As I shall here take my leave of these 'andes, I may observe, that so far as they are

covered with pines, they are not to be esteemed wastes ; but, on the contrary, occupied

with a very profitable culture, that does not yield less than from 15s. to 25s. an acre an*

nual revenue. Of the very extensive tnicts not so employed, and which are to be pur-

chased at so cheap a rate, they arc among the most improveable districts in the kmg.
dorn, and might be made, at a very small expence, capable of supporting immense
Hocks of sheep.

Cavignac to Pierre Brune....Mmy sandy wastes, with white marie under the

whole.

To Chersac....GKat virastes, of many miles extent, covered with fern, ling, and
shrubby oak ; all neatly improveable.

To Montiieu,...Ditto. Many of these wastes belonged to the prince of Soubise, who
would not sell but only let them ; the consequence has been, that no improvements
have been wrought.

La Oraulc.li'he wastes in this country are sold at 10 livres the journal, and less

;

some better at 30 livres. The journal here is to the English acre as ten to thirty-eight

;

it consists often carrux, each eighteen feet square.

^oKMAViDiz....rohgne to Cherbourg.... Mons. Doumerc, of Paris, having bought of
Monsieur, the king's brother, three thousand arpents, part of fourteen thou s;ukI sold at

the same time, being parcel of an ancient but much neglected forest, has made an im-
provement here, which so far deserves attention, as it shews the principles on which
the French improvers proceed. He has brought into culture seven hundred verges,

which form his present farm, around a house for himself, and another for his bailiff, all

built, as well as many other edifices, in much too expensive a manner ; for these erec-

tions alone cost 2500 louis d'or. Such unnecessary expenditures in building is generally

sure to cripple the progress in much more necessary matters. The first business in the
improvement was to grub up the wood ; then to pare and burn ; and manure with lime,

burnt with the furz, fern, and heath of the land ; the stone was brought from Vologne :

as soon as it was cleared, it was fallowed the first year for wheat. Such infatuation is

hardly credible ! A man, in commencing his operations in the midst of three thousand
acres of rough ground, and an immense pasturage for cattle and sheep, begins with
wheat ; the same follies prevail every where : we have seen just the same course pursued
in England, and prescnbed by writers. Such people think cattle and sheep of no im-
portance at the beginning of these improvements. This wheat, limed at the rate per
arpent, of seven or eight tonneux, of twenty-five boisseau, each eighteen pots of two
pints ; four boisseau of seed sown, and the crop forty boisseau. After this wheat sown,

VOL. IV. 4 1
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five boisscuu of outs, the cro^) forty. Then burlcy, seed four !)oisscaii, produce tu-cntj

to twciity-fivc Ijoisbcau. Wuh this barley clover sown : mown tlu' first year twice, anil

pastured the second ; lxi^^• then plouf^lad for wheat, whit h is inferior to the orifrinal

crops; then oats and fallow again. From all these crops it is sufficiently evident, that

French farmers esteenj corn, and not cattle, the proper support of a new improvement.

The soil which has been thus reclaimed is on a htone quarry in general ; a friable sandy

loam, covered with a strong spontaneous growth (whea* not forest) of furz, fern, and

in some places, heath ; mixed w ith much grass, and even clover and millefolium ; which,

if properly stocked by cattle, well fed in winter, would be of considenible value in its

present rough state.

Though the methods pursued have not been calculated on the best principles, yet

there is certainly a considenible degree of merit in the undertaking. Last year's crop

of wheat produced forty thousand gtrbs; and this year (1787) there is one piece of

oats, of eighty verges, which gives twelve thousand gerbs, at fifteen boisseau per hun-
dred ; each boisseau forty pounds, and the price at present 45s. The present stock, two
hundred and seven wethers, ten horses, twenty-one \vorking oxen, ten cows, one bull,

six young cattle, are certainly fine, for a spot where ten • ars ago, Monsieur Raillio,

the bailiff, who has executed the whole, and who seems to a truly excellent man, was
in a hovel, with no other stock than a dog. The whole improved would now let at 15

livres the verge, 2^ to the arpent.

]ia ET AGS E....Conifjoiir to Iiede....VAss an immense waste for a league, but to the

left a dead le\ el, boundless as the sea ; high lands at one part, seemingly eight or ten

leagues oft'. Kvery part which the road passes has been under the plough, for the

ridges are as distinct as if made but last year; and many ruined banks of hedges cross

it in various ways. The spontaneous growth, furz, ling, and fern; the Koii good, and
equal to valuable crops, in a proper management. The king has part, Monsieur Cha-
teaubriant part, and other seigneurs also ; but every body I talked with says, it is gocni

for nothing. VVould to heaven I had one thousand acres of it at Bradficid ! I would
soon put that assertion to the test.

7?(7/i//t'.y....The waste lands, which, in almost every part of the province, extend for

many leagues, are almost every whereto be bought, in any quantity, of the seigneurs,

at 10s. the journal, which is to the English acre as 47 to 38, with a small quit-a-nt per

annum.
St. /)V7Vj/.r....Inquiring here into the period of the cultivation which I every where re-

marked on the landes of Bretagne, I was told, that it was no ancient culture, but com-
mon for peasants, w ho took them of the seigneurs, to pare and burn, with the ecoubou ;

exhaust, and then leave thetn to nature; and this for forty, fifty, and sixty years back.

Rented for ever at i^Os.to 30s. the journal.

St. Nazaire to iSVirdnc;/.... Immense bog marked on all the maps of Bretagne, and
filling the space of many leagues, covered with vast growth of bog myrtle, and coarse

grasses, three or four feet high ; what a field for improvement, in u climate that gives

such a spontaneous growth

!

To Xa)ites....\n the landes, which, strange to say, extend to within three miles of

Nantes, there was an improvement attempted sorae years ago; four good houses of

stone and slate are built, a.id a few lucres rtm to wretched grass, which have been tilled

but all savage, and become almost as rough as the rest; a few of the banks have been

planted. This may be the improvement I heard of afterwards at Nantes, made by
some Englishmen at the cxpence of a gentleman, and all the parties ruined. I in-

quired how tlie improvement had been efiected : pare and burn ; wheat ; rye ; oats! !

!
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I'liiis it la forever; the same nuthods, tlu- saim r.iiliircN, tlio sinic lull), and t Ik- same
iitadiii vs. When will men be ui*>e eiioiigli to kiiou lluit ^rxxl {^rasa must l>c li.ul, it eorit

itt tltr ohjeet.

wN'/«/rf.... I have now travelled round die vast province of Hreta^ne, and may ohscn i

,

that so larj^e u proportion of it is uaste, as to Ik- dillinili to ealenlatc ; I liivc pis'lcil

tracts ol" land, of three, lour, live, and even ei^ht nnleh in extent, without anv tultivn-

tion, and I have heard of mucii more eousidrr.ible, even to fourteen loa)j;ut's i\\ length.

I have marked one district in the map, which contains some hundnd thuusand acres.

'I'hrei -fourths of the province are either w\iste, or so rou^rh as to he nearlv the s;inje

thing. 'I'his is the more surprising, as here arc some of the first markets in !•'ranee ;

that is to say, some of the most considerable comnurcial towns; and evtry where the

vicinity of the sea. These enormous wastes, which are said to exceed two njillir)ns of

arnents,* are foimd, as 1 have remaikid, in my notes on the great roads, u ithin four

mdes of such u city as Nantes : vast districts are to be had oi» leases, or rather property

for ever, on the payment of very slight lines. The soil is generally very improveable,

1 mean convertible to cultivation, at a very small expence, and with great facility ; con-

trary to the assertion of every body in the province, who h.ive been so used to see it de-

solate, that they riuinot readily believe it capable of a bitter husbandry than being burnt,

exhausted, and left to nature. The means of improving these wastes are absolutely un-

known in France, and not much better imderstood in ICngland. The profit of the un-

dertaking, however, when |)roperly pursued, upon the never-failing |)riiieiple of grass,

sheep, cattle, corn ; instead of the common blunder, which puts the cart before the horse

(if I may use a vulgar proverb) will be found great and \\\\m\.

ANjoir....7w/-/»/77y.... In the journal part of this work, I have exjjlained the motives

which carried me out ofmy road, to view the wastes of this vicinity, and oarticniarly the

improvements of the late maniuisof Turbilly, described at large in his iVIemoirc sur les

DelVichemens, which has been so often cited in almost every language.

The immense heaths, or landes, are in general a sandy or gravelly loam; some on a
gravel, others on a clayey, and others on a marley botttjm, and others again, on imper-

leet quarry ones: the spontaneous growth would pieilominantly be every where forest,

particularly of oak, if it were inclosed, and preserved frofu depredation. At present, it

is wood browsed and ruined, fern, furz, broom, ling, &r. &.e. li» fhc deseit state in

w hieh the whole country is left at present, the value is nothing else but w hat it yields

tea few cattle and sheep; not the hundredth part of what might be kept, if any well

regulated provision were made for their winter support. I passed ten miles over these

heaths ; they were, in some directions, boundless to the view, and my guide assured

me, I might continue travelling upon them for many days. When at 1 ours, I was told

of their extending much in that direction also. The climate is good. There are many
streams that pass tlirough these wastes, which might be employed in irrigation, but no
use whatever made of them ; there are marl and clay under them for manure, and there

is every where to be found plenty of pasturage, for the immediate summer food of large

flocks. In a word, there are all the materials for making a considerable fortune, except
skill and knowledge.

Such was the country in which the late marquis of Turbilly sat down, at an early pe-

riod of lite, determining to improve his estate of three thousand ari^ents in these deserts

;

with all the necessary activity of disposition ; every energy of mind ; and that animated
love of laudable attempts, to give life and efficacy to the undertaking. Some meadows

f

t

* De la Nccessite d'occupertous les gros Ouvricrs, par Mons. Boucerf. 1789. p. 8.
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and pluntatioiw, which he made, succeeded well, and remain; but, of all hii improvc-

nicius of till- luathK, to the incoi)hidcnil)lc amount of al)out one hundred urpcnttt, nurdl}

any oIIkt tracch aa- now to be seen, except from the more nt'iHerable and won>-out an.

pcarance of the land ; v.hich, after croppin^^, was of course left in u much worse condi-

lion than if it had nevtr been touched. The fences itfc quite destroyed, and the whole

as much lande as before improvement. 'I'liis flowed from the unfortunate error, so

common, indeed so universal, among the improvers of waste lands, and uncxceptionabi)

80 in France, that of iniproving nurtly for the pur])ose of K<-'ttinK corn. Pyron, the

labourer who worked in all the marcpiihS improvements, informed me, that he pared

and burnt, which is the common practice of all the coimtry, and then took three crops

of corn in succession ; that the first was very gocKl, the second not good, and the third

gooti for nothing, that is, not above three times the seed : from that moment there was

an end of improvement, it only crawled, during many years, to the amount of one hun-

dred acres, whereas, if he had begun on riglu principles, he would in all probability

have improved the three thousand ; and others copying his modes, the whole country

might by Uns time have been under cultivation. It was reckoned a vast effort in him to

fold two hunda-d and fifty sheep, and Uiis was the best engine he had in his luinds, but

giving the fold for corn, it was lost as soon as exerted. Instead of two hundred and
fifty sheep, the marquis should have liad five hundred the first year, one thousand the

second, one thousand five hundred the third, and two thousand the fourth ; and all his

paring, burning, manuring, folding, exerted to raise turnips Tnot their contemptible

raves) to winter-feed them ; with so much burning, folding, and eating off the turnips,

the land Avould have been prepared for grass, and when once you have good grass, good
corn is at your conmiand. Thus corn was the last idea that should have entered his

head: instead of which, like oUier French improvers, he rushed upon it at once, and
from tliat instant all was ruined.

The particular advantages of the spot are considerable, if ever an improver should

arise, with knowledge enough to pursue the methods that are adapted to the soil and situ-

ation. The hills of all the country arc so gentle, that they are to be tilled with great

ease, offering the advantage of perennial streams, that run at present to waste in the vales.

There are rich veins of white marl, with an under-strutum, in many places, of clay.

There is a hill of shell-sand, for improving the stiffer soils and the moory bottoms. There
is lime-stone at the distance of lialf a league, and plenty of peat to burn it. The Mar-
quis of Galway's father spread some of the shell-siind on a small poor field, and had an
immediate luxuriance of crop in consequence. The present cur^ of the parish has tried

the marl with equal success. But both these manures, and indeed any other, would be

absolutely lost, if a succession of com crops were immediately to follow. It is this valu-

able undcr-stratumof clay and marl which gives such a growth to wood. In passing

from La Fleche to Turbilly, I was amazed, in some spots, at the contrast between the

apparent poverty of the surface soil, and the oaks scattered about it ; they are in general

eaten up by cattle, yet the bark is clean and bright, and this year's shoots four and even

five feet long. A common mode, and indeed the only one of attempting improvements

here, is to permit the peasants to pare and bum pieces of the heath, to take five crops in

succession, but to leave the straw of the last, to fence the piece around, and to sow what-

ever seeds of wood the landlord provides, usually oak, for a copse, which in this villain-

ous way succeeds \.'ell ; but as such copses are fenced with a ditch and bank only, and
never any hedge planted, they are presently open and eaten.

MAimE....Guesseiard....The landes of Anjou extend over a great part of Maine also.

Here they told me, that the extent in that neighbourhood is hardly less than sixty

i

'
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:also.

sixty

IcngurH in rirrumrtTcncc nith no f^irnt interruption ofrtiltivatif)!!. Thr ncrount ihy
givr oi the- tiuil is, that it i*t iihsolutcly ^ood tor nothing; lint to produce wood, uliicli it

will do very well. Tlic siifrncnrs fn'f it out for cvir, in any quantity, at thr nut of half

a l)ush< I of oatH an arpcnt (tlu; I)usIkI thirty pound ni wheat) and v»nur at Kh. to 2(h.

The |)('asanti pare and burn, and (i^et a very fine crop of rye, then another poor rr()|» of

rye, andulttr diat a miserable one of outs; n'ckonM)|{ in common that u bnrnirif; uill

give just three crops ; after which the land is strictly Bood for nothing, but is kit to na-

ture to recover itself. The price of parinpf and burninff 30 livres per ar[)ent. I ran

hardly record these instances of barbarism with tolerable patience without dealinj^ cxe-

crations, not aj^ainst a poor unenlightened peasantry, but against a government possessing

in demesne immense tracts of these lands, without ever ordcrinij any ex|x:riments to be

made and published, of the best methods of imnroving them. Uut hud it come into any

such project, and had those experiments had trench conductors, they would have been

merely with u view of getting corn ! corn I corn I

To Le Mana....Muci\ of tncse wastes here a*semble the sands of Solognc; upon a dead
level, and water standing in many places ; yet the soil a sund; and in sjiots even a run-

ning one : it arises from the same ciremilstance which makes them productive of ouk

timber, wherever preserved, viz^the t)ottom of clay and marl.
"

of the

bro(ini, or wood.
Bot;RBONNOis....AfoM/f>t«....Thrce-fourthsof the whole province woste, or heath, or

St. Pourcaiti...,Ah I quitted the Bourbonnois in this vicinity, entering Auvergric, it

will not be improper to remark, that the whole province, as well as that of Nevernois,

ought, respectmg all the puqjoses of improvement, to be deemed waste. The culture

that is curried on, without unv exception, on the arable lands, is only fallowing for rye ;

and, after two or three rounds, the land is so exhausted by this blessed system, that it is

letl to weeds : broom is the prevalent spontaneous growth in such a case ; and if the

broom be left for a number of years it becomes a forest. This rye-course produces the

landlord for his half (us all is in the hands of metayers) about 2s. 6d. or 3s. an acre

through the whole farm, by corn, cattle, 8cc. ; and at such rates a vast proportion of the

province is chiefly to be bought. Considering that the lands are all inclosed ; that

wood enough is every where found ; that the country is furnished with a suttieient quan-

tity of buildings ; that the roads are excellent ; tliat it enjoys a navigation to the capital

;

that markets are good and prices high ; that there is murl or clay under the sands and
sandy gravels ; that the climate is one of the finest in Europe ; and the country highly

pleasant and beautiful : when all these circumstances are well weighed, it will be admitted

that no part of France is so eligible to establish a great and profitable improvement

;

but, us I must again repeat it, the whole province appears waste to the eyes ofan Englibh

farmer.

AwERGSE....Brioude....The mountains in this neighbourhood too much cultivated
;

the earth is, by such means, washed away by storms, and torrents drive away every

thing.

ViVARAis..../'rac/le//M....Pare and burn old turf in these mountains. Great tracts

burnt, exhausted, and left to nature to recruit.

To T/^uiy^z....Cultivation is carried on in these mountains to an incredible height; and
is all by hand. In some cases eunh is carried by hand in baskets, to form the terraced

beds that yield a difficult and scanty crop, that is brought away on the back. Nothing
could possibly support such exertions but the whole bemg small properties ; every pea-

sant cultivates his own land.

I
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Provence. .../ow;'(/'»'//g'M«....Thcmountains here are all calcareous, yetthey are,

from a vicious culture and maiuigement, destroyed and abandoned, and yield subsistence

to a few miserable goats andsheej) only ; such mountains in the Vivarais, the i'resident

remarks, arc covered with superb chesnuts, that )ield a good revenue ; this country

would do equally ^\ ell lor them, as appears from the very fine ones foi *id in the park of

Tourd'Aigucs. The cutting of every bush for burning the earth is the cause; diis

species of culture looaens the surl'ace, and renders it a prey to torrents; so that all is

washed into the rivers, and becomes the destruction of the plains. The Durance, in its

whole course of near two hundred miles, has destroyed on an average to the breadth of

hair a league.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

ii

I

I

I

i

!

In the preceding notes mention is made of great tracts of country so miserably culti-

\ ated, that the whole would by a good English farmer be considered as waste. This is

particularly the case in Bretag^ie, Maine, Anjou, Sologne, Bourbonnois, &c. ; and it is

this circumstance which reduces the general average product of France to so low a pitch,

as appears in the chapter which treats of it, notwithstiuidingtheimmense tract of twenty-

eight millions of rich land, the products of which are of course very high. Here then

ought to be the great efibrt of a new system of government in France. The revolution

has cost immense sums ; and has occasioned a happy defalcation ofthe revenue, provided

it be replaced wisely and equally on some object of general consumption, and not on
land: but the public burtheriS of the kingdom are so heavy (proportioned to its con-

sumption and circulation) that ev^ry attention should be exerted to increase and improve
the contributing income ; and this, can in no way and by no methods be effected so well

and so easily as by spreading improvements over these immense wastes, which are such

a disgrace to the old government. The wastes alone are calculated in these sheets at

18,000^000 of English acres ; if to these we add the tracts in the above-mentioned pro-

vinces, which, though cultivated, are no more productive than wastes, and much of them
not of equal profit, we cannot reckon for the whole less than 40,000,000 of acres that

are in a waste state ; not absolutely unproductive, but which would admit of being ren-

dered four, five, six, and even ten times more so than tlicy are 4t presf^nt. This extent

is !iearly equal to that of the Viiigdom of England; whence we may judge of the im-

mense resources to be found in thr irf/orovementof the agriculture cf France; and the

wisdomof the measures of the national assembly ought to be estimated in proportion to

their exertions in this respect rather than in any other. If they give a ready, immediate,

and absolute right of inclosure ; I'l exemption from all taxation whatever, for twenty-one

years ; and by a wise system of imposts, the future prospect of not being too much bur-

thened ; if such be their encouragements in addition to the great ones already effected,

particularly in the abolition of tythes, they may expect to .see in a few years great un-

dertakings on these desolate tracts. But the policy of a good government will not, in

this point, do the whole ; it may encourage buildings, inclosures, manuring, and the in-

vestment of large capitals ; but if these soils be attempted to be cultivated, as they have

hitherto always been in France, failure, bankruptcy, ai»d ruin will be the consequence,

and the lands after a fdw years left in a worse state tlian they are in at present. The go-

vernment should the refore not omit taking the necessary steps to have instructions well

diffused for the cultivation of these immense tracts of country ; not in the spirit of the

''*Pr
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olc^
* system, by printinj; memoirs, which if followed, probably would spread more mis-

chief than benefit, but by the exhibition of a farm in each consideraljle district, under ;i

right management, and in that degree of perfection of culture which is applicable to the

practice of all mankind, of the poor farnwrs as well as of rich ones ; every other specicn

of perfection does well enough for gentlemen to commend, but is not adapted for farmers

to imitate. One large farm taken entirely from waste in Bretagne, another in Anjou,

a third in Sclogne, a fourth in Bourbonnois, and a fifth in Guienne, would be sufficient.

If these farms were cuUivatcd on right practical principles, on those of utterly disregard-

ing corn till the ample support of sheep and cattle (but particularly the former) in win-

ter, by means of green crops, and in summer by grasses, giwe such a command and fa-

cility of action, that whatever corn was then sown, would in its produce be worthy of

the soil and climate i* France, yielding ten for one on these wastes, instead of five or

six for one, the present average of cultivated lands in that kingdom. If this were done>

I say, the profit of such improvements would be equally great and durable ; the practice

exhibited would take deep root in the respective provinces ; and extensive and speed}'

improvements would be the consequence. By such a policy, the national assembly

would prove themselves genuine patriots ; the kingdom would flourish ; population,

which at present is a burthen, would be rendered useful, because happy ; and the con-

sumption and circulation of these provinces increasing, would give a spur to those of the

whole society ; the weight of taxes would lessen as the basis enlarged that supported it :

in a word, every good effect would flow from such undertakings, if properly executed,

that can add to the mass of national prosperity, and consequently the most worthy the

attention of an enlightened legislalurcf

Attempts have been made to improve these wastes, but always with ill success ; I saw
a neglected farm gone back nearly to its pristine state, not far from Nantes ; the marquis
of Turbiily's in Anjou had no better success ; and equal failures attended those that

were tried on the heaths of Bourdeaux ; and i heard of some others, similar under-

takings in difterent parts of the kingdom ; but in general they were all equally unsuc-
cessful ; and no wonder, for all were conducted on the same plan, with no other object

in view than cor:: ; but this is the least important of the products, as it hath been ob^
served, that should be found on new improvements. A French writer,^ who speiJcs

• The edict exempting new improvements from taxation was in the right spirit. We are informed
by Mons. Neckcr, thut, from 1766 to 1 784, no less than 950,000 arpents were declared deiViches. Ue
L'Administ. dcs Fin. octavo, T. iii. p. '233. There can be no doubt but the greater part of these are

long since abandoned ugain to nutuu . I never met with a single person in France who hud half an
idea of improving waste lands; and I may iidd that ofail othur practices in the agriculture of England,
this is the least understood. Sec my " Observations on the present State of Waste Lands, octavo." In

regar?^'. to the excellent edict above-mentioned, there occurs a proof of the gross and consumnarite ig-

norance one meets with so often in France on all agricultural subjects. In the Cahier du Tiers Etat de
Troyes, p, 38, they demtuid the abrogation of this edict as prejudicial to the nourishment and multi-
plication of cattle. Even the nobility of Cambray, Cahier, p. 19, are against cultivating commons.
The nobility of font a Mousson, Cahier, p. 38, declare that the encouragement of inclosures and dc-
frichemens is prejudicial to agriculture ; shame on their folly ! Tlic clergy are wiser, for they demand
that the possessors of wastes shall either cultivate them themselves, or let others that arc willing on
reasonable terms. Cahier de Mclun & Moret, p. 22 ; and that all commons shall bo alienable for the
pro.sperity of agriculture. Bayonue, Art. 51. And some of the Tiers Etat also ; all commons to be
divided. Cotcntin MS. And new defrichemens to be exempted from all taxes for twenty years.
Nimes, p. 19. La Rochelle, Art. 17. MS.

t At present (August 1793) we know what tbe blood-hound government of France have done for
agriculture : completely ruined all tliat was good m it.

\ Experiences and observations sur les Defrichemens Par Mons. Ic Doss'iur. Lamballc, 1775, quar-
tO; p. 26, 28, 33. This gentleman tells us tliat paring and burning ahouUt be practiseo' luly on a calcareous

a
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I

from experience, as well as the marquis of Turbilly, prescribes this course ; 1, dig, at

the ex[K;iice ol 20 livrespcr arpentof 46,000 feet, in winter, and summer-fallow, with

many ploujii^hings and harrowings, for 2, vvhc-\t 3, oats ; 4, fallow ; 5, wheat ; 6, oats,

&c. &c. This gentleman, who tells us h^ )roke up and improved four hundred and
fifty arj)ents, has not explained how real ii ij)rovement is to be made without sheep or

cattle. W here is his winter food in this preposterous course ? If these four hundred and
fifty arpents be really improved, they have cost him five times more than they are

worth ; but I suspect they are 'mprovcd a la Turbilly. It is mere romance to think of

improving wastes profitably without a great flock of sheep. The ideas of French im-

provers seem rooted in a contrary spirit ; to the present moment, there is no other plan

than the old one of corn. A publication of the year 1791, Memoire sur I'Utilite du De-
frichcmcnt des Terres de Castlenau de Medoc, speaks of the same methods ; deraciner

;

labourer ; hcrser ; ensemencer ; froment ; seigle, p. 5. The same views in every part

of the kingdom ; but when you inquire for cattle, you have, on some hundreds of acres,

seven cows, three mares, four oxen, and no sheep! (p. 4.)

As the subject is one of the most essential in French agriculture, I will very briefly

sketch the ri}:;ht principles on which alone waste countries can be improved to profit.

The nv[jid view which is practicable for a traveller to take, will allow no more than an

outline ; fully to explain the process would demand a distinct treatise. 1. The build-

ings, upon which so much money is generally so uselessly employed, should in a pri-

vate undenaking, be adapted to that sized farm, which lets in the country most advan-

tageously ; but in a public undertaking, they should be adapted to that sized farm which
is most favourable to a beneficial cultivation of the soil ; in the latter case from four hun-

dred to six hundred acres. This attention to the scale of the buildings flows from the

plan of the improvement, which is that of letting the land in farms, as fast as it is well

improved and brought into the cultivation, in which it ought afterwards to remain. But
whatever the size of the future farms may be, the strictest attention ought to be had to

keeping this part of the expenditure as low as possible, it contributes little to the pro-

ductiveness of the land, except what arises from convenient oflices for cattle and sheep.

2. The next object is to buy a large flock of sheep, to feed on the lands in their waste

state, that are to be improved ; five hundred would be a proper number to begin with.

These sheep should be, as neariy as possible, such as the South Downs of England ; of

the French breeds, the most profitable, and the best to procure, would be those of Rous-
sillon. It is of more consequence to have a breed not too large, and well clothed with

a short firm fleece, than larger or more expensive breeds. 3. The first summer should

he entirely employed in paring and burning, and cultivating at least one hundred acres

of turnips and rape, for the winter support of the sheep and plough oxen. After the

turnip season is past, the paiing and burning to continue for r^e, artificial grasses to be
sown with rye. 4. Begin, as early in the spring as possible to pare and bum fre^K waste,

first for a crop of potatoes, on fifteen to twenty acres, and then for two hundred acres of

turnips. The turnip land of last year to be sown with oats, on tliree ploughings ; and

soil, for in BreUgne the peasants get but two or three crops ofcom by it ; and ifmore, much dung is

requisite. But if they cun have two crops ofcom, cannot they have one crop of turnips ? Cannot they

have grass, whi<'h seems never to be in his contemplation, though almost the only thing that ought to

be in view. De Serres knew better, he i ecommends paring and burning, describes the operation, and
answers the objection of those who urged a shorter continuance of the profit, by shewing, that such
cases proceed irom improper management, and do not occur, if the laws of good tillage be pursued,

aucuJtiver & aureposer. Le Theatre D'Agriculture,par D'Olivierde Serres, quarto, 1 629, p. 64 to 70.

~»H.,U»iila
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with the oats, over fifty acres, clover-seed to be sown. After the turnip season is past,

continue paring and burning for rye as before. I'he labourers employed in the sum-

mer on paring and burning, to work in the winter on ditching, for forming inclosures ;

the banks to be planted with white thorn, and willows for making hurdles. This issufli-

cient to state the leading principles of the undertaking. CEconomy in the execution

demands that the labourers employed should have work constantly ; in summer parinj:^

and burning, and managing the hay and corn harvest ; and in wintering ditching, quar-

rying, if there be lime-stone on the premises, for burning lime for manure, and if not,

digging and filling marl, or chalk, or other manures which may be found under the sur-

face. In like manner the number of masons and carpenters should be so regulated, in

propoiiion to the works, so as to find constant employment through the building season.

The courses of crops will explain the whole business of tillage. On the lau^ pared

±\d burnt, and planted with potitoes in the spring, the following rotation : 1, potatoes ;

2, oats ; 3, turnips; 4, oats, and grass seeds for laying down.
On the land pared and burnt, and sown with turnips at midsummer: 1, turnips;

2, oatL ; 3, turnips ; 4, oats or barley, and grass seeds for laying down.
On the land pared and burnt, and sown with rye in autumn : 1, rye ; 2, turnips ;

3, oats ; 4, turnips ; 5, oats, and grass seeds for laying down.
All the turnips to be fed on the land with sheep, by hurdling, except the small quan-

tity that would be wanted for the plough oxen.

All the grasses to be mown the first year for hay, and then pastured by sheep, for two,

three, four, or more years, according to circumstances. When they wear out, or be-

tray indications of a want of renewd, they may be broken up with a certaintyof yield-

ing grain in plenty, but not two crops of white com ever to be sown in succession : by
white com is understood wheat, rye, barley, and oats.

A very easy, and, in some cases, effectual method of improving heaths, is by gmbb*
ing up the plants that grow spontaneously, and spreading lime upon the wraste without

any tillage, sowing grass seeSs and covering them by the sheep fold : it is surprising

what a change is thus effected at the smallest possible expence : soils apparently

miserable, have been made at once worth the rent of 20s. per acre.

It is not possible to give more than an outline in such a sketch as this ; variations,

arising from a difference of soil, will occur, which, though not considerable, must be
marked with care, or useless expences will often be incurred. The methodjust hinted

at is particularly applicable upon those wastes, which are in culture sterile, from abound-
ing with the vitriolic acid ; the case of many in Bretagne ; where pudding stone is

found in some districts at six or eight inches under the surface : cultivation on such by
the plough may be so tedious and expensive, that the mere paring and burning, and ap-

plication of calcareous manure, lime or marl, with grass seed and fold, as abovemen-
tioned, would be much the best improvement, as I have my selfexperienced in a coun-
try more vitriolic and sterile than any wastes I saw in Bretagne.

The progress of die flock of sheep will, by its procreation, shew what may be the

given pn^ess of such an improvement, providing turnips in the proportion of one acre

to five sheep, which will allow enough for oxen and other cattle, and supposing the

losses upon a flock to be five per cent.

If the breed of sheep be gcJod, aU the ewes should he saved for iuereasing stock, and
the wethers should be kept until two years old and past, sold fat at from two to three

years. On such a plan a flock increases rapidly, perhaps more so than the capital em-
Sloyed. But the conductor of such an undertaking would of course proponion his
ock to his money, so that all the works might be constantly going on, without stop or
VOL. IV. 4 K
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break ; to eflfcct which, would demand no inconsiderable foresight and knowledge of

the business.

By the plan of letting the lands, as soon as brought into complete cultivation, the

capital employed in the undertaking would be exerted to the utmost force and advan-

tage in spreading the improvement over the greatest possible breadth of waste. If the

lands were all to be kept accumulating into one farm, it would grow too vast to be ma-
naged with profit ; but, by letting, the principal attention, exertion, and force of capital

would be always employed where most wanted and most useful ; and it is hardly to be

believed by those not accustomed to such observations and inquiries, how great i tract

of country might, in twenty years, be improved.
Planting colonies of foreigners upon wastes, has been a favourite method pursed in

several countries, particularly in Spain and in Russia ; such speculations have rarely an-

swered the immense expences bestowed upon them. The lands are usually but half im-

proved ; the husbandry introduced is almost sure to be bad ; and the jealousy with

which the new settlers are viewed by the natives, prevents their practice from ever being

imitated. Such a mode of improvement as is here sketched would be infinitely more
beneficial ; what was done would be well done, ail would be executed by natives, for

the only foreigner employed in the business should be the director. There would be
no probability of the improvement not being durable and spreading widely, for the

lands not being let until the cultivation was completely in train, the profit as well as the

method ^vouUl be seen by every one.

By executing the improvement of a waste on these principles, ten thousand pounds
would have an infinitely greater effect than an hundred thousand expended in any other

method : in the German colonies, established in the Siera Morena in Spain, and in va-

rious others in diilcrent parts of Europe, much attention has been paid to the establish-

ing of little farms only. I do not want to view such, to know that the improvement is

beggarly, and the husbandry contemptible : no waste can be really improved, and to

the best advantage, but by means of the sheep, powerfully applied ; all other methods
are costly, slow, and of weak effect ; but no little farmer can have a stock sufiicient.

This paltry idea, of establishing nothing but little farms, is the result of most impoliti-

cal ideas respecting population, which ought never to be the object of a moment's at-

tention. If it exist idle, or beyond the proportion of employment, it is the source of

poverty and wretchedness ; it is valuable only in proportion to regular and active em-
ployment ; find that employment, and you will have an industrious active population in

spite of every obstacle. But small farms and little divisible properties, increasing the

people without increasing employment, has no other tendency than to propagate idle

beggars, and to disseminate modes of husbandry calculated to exhaust the land, and
keep its cultivators in misery. This is not theory but fact, of which almost every pro-

vince in France abounds with glaring instances. But of this moi-e in another clitk(>ter.

There is another sort of waste land, that abounds also very mucl\ in b ranee, 1 mean
marshes : it is asserted that there are from 1,200,000 to 1,5(X),01X)* arpcnts of them
in France. The improvement of these is vastly nww cxpensi\c and more difficult than

thatof landes, heaths, moors, &c. The drains demanded for them require a considerable

capital. These ought to be converted to meadow and rich pasture, by means of

draining. Where they admit it, the cheapest imnrovemcnt of such is by irrigation ; the

general drainage of great marshes, if not trusted by the assemblies of the departments to

• Rapport (lu Coniite d'AcjricuUure, &c. 7 Fcv. 1790, par M. del.amervUle, depute de Berri,p.3.

De la Neccsbitt d'occuper lous Icsgros Ouvriers, 1798, par M. Bonci'rf. p. 3, j
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the conduct of some one able Jircctor, should be done by commission ; by constitutin}^

a company as in England, and pacing the expence by a tax on the lands drained. It"

the rage for small farms continue, these marshes, in proportion as the soil is boggy, will

admit of being divided into small portions, that is of thirty to sixty arpents, but it should

be under an absolute prohibition of the plough. The bog, which 1 saw in passing from
Auvergnac to Nantes, and which seems from its appearance on the map of Bretagne,

to be of a vast extent, is highly susceptible of improvement, and every acre of it might
be converted into rich meadow.

CnA.P. XXVII OF COALS IN FRANCE.

hiMovsiN.... Limoges.. ..I was here assured that a vein of coal has been found at the

depth only of twelve yards, which is seventeen feet thick, but it is no where used, either

in houses or in manufactures; the iron forges are all worked with charcoal. If this is

fact, what a want of capital it proves

!

¥ L AH DEtis....ralenciennes.,..There are mines worked here. The manco of two hun-
dred and forty pounds sells for 23s. 9 den. and the worst of all at 12^s. ; the largest of
all at 35s. aiid 36s. ; they are more abundant at Mons. Wood is burnt here at the inns,

and all the better private houses, but the ix)or burn coal : the mines they say, are seven
hundred feet deep i the coal is dnuvn up by four horses ; they have four steam engines.

XJ//f....Coals, the razicre, 3 livres.

DKMX'irA-.... English, the raziere of three hundred pound, 8 livres. These are burnt
in every house in the town, and are one- third cheaper than wood : there is a canal to the

coal pits at Valenciennes, but the distance too great, and locks too numerous and expen-
sive to rival the import from England.

flcMtt«e....Pits within a few lesigues. Price here 44s. to 46s. the raziere, which, I

have been told, holds about nine English pecks, but the raziere of St. Omers holds one
hundred and ninety five [K>unds of wheat.

Ilouen.,..The boisseau of twenty-two pots, each two bottles, 3 livres 10s.

Isigny.,..A mine newly opened, at which the coals sell at 14s. 1 Hard the boisseau of
ninety pounds to one hundred pounds.

"
' \

Carentan....Coiils of the country only for blacksmiths, 14s. the boisseau of eighty
pounds dry at the mine, but wet are ninety pounds or one hundred pounds : they are

not half so good as what is brought from England.

Cherbourg....ln the manu&cture of blown plate glass, a great quantity of Newcastle
coal ih burnt ; thirteen keel, or one hundred and three chaldrons cost, all English charges
included, about "7500 livres ; the French duty 3600 livres ; and port charges, &c. make
it m all about 11,000 livres, which being near 51. a chaldron seems an enormous price,

at which to buy fuel for a manufacture. The coals of the Cotentin, they say here, are

good for nothing.

Crr<i«v<7/«'....The blacksmiths bum Guernsey coals. ' .*'.^

^wroj^.... English coals 3 livres the boisseau ofabout three English pecks, which the
blacksmiths use for particular purposes.

Ao/j^fs....French coal 300 livres the twenty-one barriques, each double wine-mea-
sure, or tour hundred and eighty pints, but one barrique of English is worth two of it.

A coal mine worked by a Mons. Jarry, at Langein, five leagues from Nantes. Ano-
ther at Montrelais, near Ingrand^ ; and m ik- George-, near Saumer. The French coalg

U«ed in the foumiery , ne^r thk cm^ . come to 34 livfe» the two thousand pounds.
. .,...,. ...
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La Fieche.,..Vnce 16s. the buisseau, of thirty pounds, wheat ; they are from An-
gers.

Jlouen....Mons. Scanncgatty works .he common borer with a windlass in boring deep
for coals, for which purpose he has bettn employed by government : he shewed me the

model of one made at Paris, three hundred feet long, with this he has bored one hun-
dred and sixty feet, much of it in hard rock, without accident ; his objection to shafts is

the water rising, he would use shafts until he comes to water, but aner that must bore.

He says the badness of the coal in the mine near Cherbourg, arises merely from being
ill worked ; they have got at present only to the surface coal, instead of piercing through,

the bed. M. Scannegutty asserts the consumption of English coals in the generality of

Rouen to be two millions a year. The price is 40 livres for six and a half barriques,

each barrique one hundred and fifty pounds, or nine hundred and seventy.five pounds,
or about 80 livres a ton.

JE/Afle«{/!...Consumes 200,000 livres a year in English coals.
"

' !

JVangis....Brought {rom Btrr'i. Price 4 livres the English bushel. «

LiORAisE....PontaMousson....¥romSaxbruck 18 livres the thousand pounds. At
the mine 5 livres.

AlsAC c....J9e/or^...Price at the mine, four leagues from this place, 12s. the hundred
pounds; here 16s. They are used only by blacksmiths. -*",:''

BovRcoGiiT.....Chagny.,..Coals{rom Mont Cenis; at the mine 6 livres the wine
queu; here 10 livres. Nobody burns coals in their houses.

Mont C^nis....At the mine a ban 10s. It is remarkable, that at the inn here and at

every house, except those of the common workmen, wood is burnt : which shews the ab-

surd prejudices of the French in favour of that fuel, in spite of price.

BovRBosnois....Moulins...,Price 30s. thebachole, of which four makes a poincon.

AuvERGNE....C/tfr/no«^...Price 10 livres the raze of two feet two inches, by one foot

six inches, and nine inches deep. Used only in stoves or by blacksmiths, they are

from Brioude.

jBrioude....The raze, of one hundred and fifty pounds, 16s.1>ut the best is 20s.

i'Tfa;....The carton of fifty pound 14s. ^- •; - '''

VivARAis....CWfero*....The quintal 50s.

Thuytz....Thii blacksmiths here burn charcoal, yet are near the coal mine which I

passed in the vale ; it is a stone coal ; the price 7s. the hundred pounds. /

Davphise....Monteiimart....Lar^ coal 1 livre 15s. the one hundred and fifty-five

pounds; small, for blacksmiths and manufacturers, 22s. the one hundred and fifty-five

pounds. The mine is at Givors near Vienne, at five leagues from Lyon; there

IS a canai to Vienne, but with a toll Coak, made of coal, for melting, 5s. die

quintal.

Pierre Latte.,..Coah 3 livres the measure of about six pecks ; none used by black-

smiths.

Provence.... Tbwr d'Aigues....Price 40s. the quintal; 168. or 18s. at Aix. At the

mines three leagues from Aix, 5s.

Marseille.. ..Coals from Givors in Dauphine near Lyon, 33s. for two hundred and ten

pounds, of Faveau in Provence, 40s. to 24s. for three hundred pounds. Of Valdonne

41s. ditto ; used in the soap fabric and sugar refineries. Of England 42s. to 45s. on
board the ship, for two hundred and ten pounds ; on shore 60s. for one hundred and

ninety-five pounds.

.*>- kt-4 (!i,*>'v»i f i"~-* •'.^W^'<^
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LroNNOi8....Z/i/on....Coals 30s. the one hundred and thirty pounds. The mines arc

six leagues off, price there 24.S. for one hundred and sixty pounds : there is a canal from

thcjpits to the Rhone.

The want of vigour in working the coal-mines in France, is to be attributed to two

causes ; 1. The price of wood has not risen F.ifliciently to force this branch of industry ;

and, 2. The want of capital which affects every thing in that kingdom, prevents exer-

tions being made wi?h the necessary animation. But these evils will correct themselves

;

the gradual rise in the price of wood, which so far from being an evil, as it is universally

thought in France, is only a proof of national improvement, will by degrees force the

consumption of coaJ : andwneu these are in the necessary demand, tliey will be pro-

duced in greater quantities.

I

CHAP. XXVIII WOODS, FORESTS, TIMBER, AND PLANTING, IN FRANCE.

Pyrenees..,.\ conf,i<.erable proportion of these mountains is under wood, and a much
larger has; been ; for s:he destruction of them making every day is not credible to those

who have not viewetil them. Passed frequently through several woods near Bagnere de
Luchon, in which the w oodmen were at work, riving and cutting beech staves for casks

;

I was shocked to see the destruction they made, which could not have been more waste-

ful or lavish if they had been in the midst of an American forest. Large and beautiful

beeches are cut off, thvve, four, and five feet high, and those noble stumps left to rot;

whole trees, which on *rial would not rive well, left for years, and now rotting untouch-

ed : and in working those we saw, nothing but clean cuts taken, three or four feet per-

haps in fifty, and the st left on the ground in the same confusion in which it fell. The
destruction so genera! .this noble forest of Liu-tigues, that it is almost destroyed ; there is

no.young growdi for ;»<. session j und in ten or twelve years it will be a bare mountain with

a few miserable shi k.f>s browzed by goats and other cattle. In some tracts which I

passed, at a few league;^ distance towards the walks of the Spanish flocks, there are some
forests destroyed in such a shameful manner, that to a person, from a country where
wood is of any value, must appear inca dible ; several scores of acres so utterly destroy,

ed that not a tree remains standing ; yet the whole a forest of stumps, three, four, and
six feet high, melancholy and shocking to behold. The torrents every where roll down
as much wood as stone, and present a spectacle of similar ruin ; the roads are formed of
fragments of trees, and arc guai ded against the precipices by whole ones laid and left to

rot; you no where pass many yards without thrusting your cane into bodies, rotten, or

rotting ; all is ruin, waste, and desolation ; and the very appearance one would suppose
a wood to carry, in which a foreign enemy had, with the most wanton malice, destroyed
every thing.

These woods are commons belonging to the communities of the parishes, upon which
every inhabitant assumes the right, and practices the rage of depreciation. So careless

oftheinterestsof posterity, or rather so inflamed against every idea but that of the pre-

sent moment, that, in the general opinion, there will be an undoubted scarcity in thirty-

years, amidst what have been, and yet are, in some districts verj' noble forests. The
communities sometimes sell woods ; an instance occurred lately, that ofBagnere de Lu-
chon sold a fall for 14,000 livres, but worth, it is said, 35,000 livres, in which some
pilfering might take place ; this was to pay their share of the new bathing-house. Is it

possible that such a recital can be given of a country that imports pot-ash from the dis-

tance of two thousand miles ?

CiiAwv^-''' WtA^'•i.-'-^^iStaikBtSt^.BTIr-UkU-*"*.', . il--
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The mmibcr ofsaw mills in these mountains, turned by torrents, is considerable ; they

sircolavcry cheap and simple construction, but exceedingly incomplete, having no me-
chanical contrivance for bringing the tree to the saw, a man constantly doing it by pressing

with his foot on the cogged wheel.

LANcuE«oc....//i/we/....At the palais royal inn there is one among many stables

which is covered by twelve large beams, sixteen or eighteen inches square, and forty-five

fi tt long. The w hole countr)' is at present quasi such trees as these, denuded.

Gascoi St. Palais to Ampan.>..I^\\ oak here sells for 30 livres, which would in

England st. >s. to 50s.

Isle of i .NCE....X.»Vwr,ro/7j^...In the royal forest of Senars, the oak copses are cut

every twenty years, and sell at 600 livres the arpent (the cord of wood selling at Paris, at

50 livres) which makes 30 livres a year, but from this CiU-riage is to be deducted, and there

will remain about a louis d'or.

lMincourt....\yoods here form a considerable portion of the whole country. They
are in generiU cut at twelve years growth, but in some parts at fifteen and twenty ; they

sell at twelve years from 100 livres to 200 livres the arpent (about one acre and a quarter:)

at 150 livres, it may be called 12 livres per annum ; as they are on the poorest land this

is much more considerable than the same land would let for, but it is much inferior to

whui the product of the same lands would be under a tolerable system of cultivation.

The quantity of forest spread over the country, in almost every direction, makes timber

cheap : oak, ash, and elm sell at 30s. the cubical foot, a larger foot than that of Eng-
land. The poorest family 60 livres a year in wood.

CYernjo«^....Near this place, in the Ibrest of la Neuville eu Haye, belonging to the

king, there is an undertaking now (1787) going forward, which does honour to go-

vernment : it is a plantation of oak for timber. The land is inclosed with pales, wired

to the rails in the French manner, instead of nailing : the land is all trenched two feet

deep, for which the Morkmen are paid according to the soil, 20s. to 40s. the square perch

of twenty-two feet, and they earn about 22u. a day : as it was an old forest where they

work, there are many roots, for extracting which they are allowed something more. The
soil in general is a good light loam, except in some parts on a pure white sand. The
whole expcnce by contract (fencing excepted) diggir.^, planting, filling vacancies, and
hoeing twice a year, for five years, is 300 livres the arpent, of about one acre and a quar-

ter. The fence is 3 livres the toise, or about Is. 2d. a yard, running measure : sixty

arpents are done, and they are still at work. I viewed the oaks with pleasure ; they are

most of them remarkably fine ; they thrive well and are very healthy ; some are five

years old from the seed, and others five years old from transplanting ; the plants then

three years old : these are the largest, but not more so than three years' diflference iniige

ought to make them ; they are in rows at about four feet. There is also a small inclo-

sure of chesnuts and Bourdeaux pines (pinus maritimus) sown four years past, which are

now five feet high, which is a vast growth. The only enemy which the oaks have hi-

therto met with is the cock-chalFer grub, which has killed some. ^iji^t

Dugnff....Mons. Crettede Paluel has planted many thousands ofthe poplar with suc-

cess, and has cut them when only twelve years old, large enough for building. Several

of his farming offices, very well and substantially built, are of this wood, erected twelve

years ago : and the timbers are now as sound as at the time of using ; but he has found

that when exposed to the weather it does not last.

NoRMANDiE... .-flow....The seat of the marquisde Turgot, elderbrother of the cele-

brated coutroleur-general. A large plantation of foreign trees, in which nothing is so

remarkable as the superiority of the larch to every otlier plant. '• .-,....., . .
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/Vi/oMtf....Woods at twelve years growth, pay 8 to 10 louis an acre, or 22 livrcs n

fIarcourt....T\\c larch and Wcvmoiith pine of eighteen years pprowth, have thriven

beyond any thinj^. I measured a larch of that age, three feet six inches in circiimfcTince,

at five feet from the ground ; and a VVejniouth two inches largir. Woods through-

out Normandy, on an average, pay 20 hvres the Norman acre ( lOs. 6d. per English

acre.)

La Jioc/ie-Gu!/on....'T\\CK ia nothing in this country that paya better than plantations

of willows for yielding vine props. The duchess D'Enville has a piece of three and a

half arpents, which yields 400 livres a year, by being cut every third year. New ones

are set as the old wear out ; the heads arc cropped at three )ears old, and the great

product 4)1 from nine to eighteen years of age. Lombardv poplars planted by the pre-

sent duchess, of twenty.four years growth, are woi h 11 livres each, standing only six

feet asunder : it would be useless to apply calculati< hi to this lact, to sec what the acreabic

produce would be : for if a man had a few acres to f*tll every year, he woi»ld be able to

get no more than the price of a very bad fire wood, not saleable till after every better

sort in a country was consumed. Could a demand be found the profit would be enor-

mous. 'I'hey grow on the level of the Seine. They are cut into boards ten inches wide,

which sell at 2s. the foot.

Isle of Franc E....C'o/M»jiVr*....Woods at nine years growth, worth 180 livres the

arpent (91. the English acre.)

CHAMPAGNE....7l/rtreM»/....At twenty years growth, worth 300 livres the arfient (101.

10s. per English acre) at one and a half or two leagues from the Marne, but if furtlK; , 4
livres i)er arpent per annum deduction. ,.

Epernay....li is possible t(» go from hence to Alsace, with no great interruption,

through fbresi all the way.

LoRAiNE....7ir«/>flw....Woods are cut i|| Ivvcnly years growth, and the produce 12
livres per arptnt ikt annum (IBs. 4d. per Luglisll \]V.tt.)

Jl/(?/z.... Woods cut at twenty to twenty- fivV- years gtOwth, 120 livres the joumaf.

LunevUlv....Woods cut at tvvt'iify-fiv«: or Ihlily years growth, from 40 livres to

100 livres ui.J the journal, one thoufiulfij uhlf' llll/MIM'M "htl seventy-four English yards.

Franche LuurjR....pesancon,.,.tJu\ ill \il\H\\\i five years growth, and yields 150
livres to 200 livres the cii(tiii|j oj H livres per (illlliMn per arpent; near the loVges of the

city, to 300 livres (lOl. 10^. per LnglifjIiiH i»
)

brechamps....A little aiibirge consumes frtitH iWHlIf **/ ^flfllf Waggon loads, each 8
livres in a year at one (ire.

BouRGOGNE.....'ifMa:o;jMe....Pas8a wood ll||ci| i^tifi 'Hkled, twelve cords per English
acre ; the cord eight feet by four feet, and two jiigh ; and the price 8 livres. A Httje

aubergiste consumes to theamijinu i '
' li

i year one fire. It would cost u pc^or

family 80 livres a year, if they liouglit laifij D iIk y burn. Calculate

Four millions of families, at one cord, anc) at ten per acre, 400,000 ;\cres.

Cut at twenty years, 8,000,000
At two cords, #.*..,. 16,000,000
At three ditto, ...... 24,000,000

JDi/'on....Consumption of out fire, five or six moeiil for the poor, the moeul four feet
cubical. Of the whole town of twenty lour thousand people, lorty thousand mwnl
Best oak timber, 3 livres the cubical foot. Inferior to 20s. Ehu dearer tlian oak ; us»ed
for wheel carriages only. Pine one-diird cheaper. ,, .. n>

iiil'lr-r«llT«8;
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Boi/RBONNois....^/rW//»,T....Copses cut at fifteen years j^owih, and sell at 50 livrcs

the aqKiit, of forty-cight thoiKsiiiul three hundred ami cighty-rour feet ; no cxpcncc ex-

cept cnttinf^. Oiik timber, 18». to 20s. the cuhieal foot. Planks of nnie, ten, and

eleven inches wide, 45 livres to 60 livres the hundred toihc (six feet) 1 inch thick.

Laths lis. the f.i(i;^ot, of fifty-two, and five feet long.

AuvF.RGNE..../?/om ...One fire, and a very poor one, 80 livres, if bought.

(Ucrnwnt...,\ poor family, to steal none, must have ten cord, or 60 livres, and
charcoal to the amount of 15 livres ; but in general they steal, or collect as well as they

can.

Viv \nAi3....Pra(Mles to TViMyiTr....Great woods of pines in these mountains, with

saw mills for cutting tluni.

Dauph I NE..../*orio/....Oiik 12s. the hundred pound. •'

Pr o V E N c E.... Tour (/'./fi^MM....Wood thrives greatly in this country. The president

has a great many oaks, and some of a vast size ; also black poplar atid beech. One by
the fiirm-house, thirteen feet eleven inches, French, in circumference, at five feet from
the ground, and eighty feet high. Here also are ever-green oaks, five hundred years

old. He has platanus of a vast growth, in twenty.fivc years, and the morus papynfera,

of a great size. The poorest family in this country consumes sixty quintals of wood a

year, stolen or bought ; generally the former. A bourgcoise, that has soup every day

at one fire, one hundred and fifty quintals.

Frejus to Estrelies....The pines, &c. in these mountains, hacked, plundered, and de-

stroyed, almost as wantonly as in the Pyrenees : and spots every where burnt by the

sliepherds, though prohibited, in order to procure herbage for their flocks.

PRICE OF WOOD AND CHARCOAL, 8cc.

I787....LiMousiN....Z<i;nofi'f^....Charcoal 30s. the quintal.

ANGouMois....f^er^m/....Cordof wood 10 livres near a navigation ; 3 livres at

a distance.

Isle OF France. ...Monfg'erort.... Cord 44 livres.

FLANDERs....Z<i//e....Ditto 60 livres.

]^tinkirk....V>itto 60 livres the load of one hundred measures.

1788....NoRMANDY....Cam....Charcoal 20s. the raziere, of forty pound of

wheat.

Cord of beech wood, six feet long, four broad, and four high, 24 livres

Other woods 18 livres to 20 livres, - - . . . . .

Faggots of three and a half feet round, and five feet long, with large wood in

them, 60 livres to 80 livres per hundred.

BKETACNE....7?(7inf^...Cord eight TvCt long, four high, and two and a half

broad, 15 livres to 17 livres,

jLfl«cfcmflM....Cord eight feet by four feet, and two and a half high, 24 livres,

L'Orient....Cord eight feet by four feet, and two and a half high, 20 livres,

.^^uray....Charcoal 3 livres the barrique. Iron 5s. the pound. A horse shoe

Juvergnac....Con\ of wood, 28 livres, ; ' m-'
" - ' -

AanfM....Ditto 30 livres to 36 livres, -

Swedish iron 280 livres the thousand pound. Hemp 50 livres the hundred

ditto. •-, ,r . =,. ,

» •oft.
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^;}ff^n(i....Cord 24 livrcs, ..,•.... 42
Av]o\],...Angvn..„Qoid eight Utt lot.g, four feet high, and lour broad : adou<

blc cord, 40 livrcs, ....... 42
Faggots 18 ti) 24 livres the hundred.

/#a /yec/ift....Cord l6to 2Mivrc8, ..... 30
Chiircoul 70 to 80 hves tl)c forty. two harriques.

MAiNK....C»M«r«'/or//....TIic cord, six feet by 3+ feet, and 3 j^ high, of pine,

6 livrcs, . 13
Dittoof oak, 14 livn s, - - - - • - - 26
Nor M AN n v.... Grtff... .Charcoal .'>2s. the ))arri(|ue. Iron 23 livrcs the hundred

pound, or 1 hard less than 5s. th;j pound. They chuigc 8s. the pound for heavy
work, and 32s. for shoeing a horse.

Elb<xuf...'l\\*t cord eight feel Ijy four feet, and 2^ high, 24 livrcs, - 42
La Roche Out/on.... Cord eight feet by four feet, andfour high, is 30 livrcs, 32
Isle op Fm ANcE....Ab;i5'w....Cord twelve feet by four feet, and four high:

price 24 to 28 livres, - - . - - . Ifi

CHAMPACNE....J/ar<fMi/....Cord eight feci long, live feet high, and three feet

seven inches broad, sells, oak 36 livrcs, - - - - - 31
White woods 24 livres, - .

_
- - - * 31

Charcoal 50s. the tonneaux, oftwohundred pints of Paris (quarts.)

Epertiaf/....The cord 40 livres. ..... 40
St. Aienehoud...Cord eight feet by four feet, and 3^ inches : 18 livres 10s. ; in

the town 19 livres ; but twenty-five years ago it was 7 livres to ten feet, . 24
LoaRAiwE....i9ra6a7)....Cor(d fight feet by four feet, and four high, is 19

livrcs, . - . 20
Mar-le- i 'ir..,.Cord eight feet by four feet, and four high, is 16 livres ; the best

21 Hvres, - .... - 20
7l/(?rt....Charcoal 30s. the sack : cord eight feet by four feet, and four high ; is

32 livres ; of beach and horobeam, • • - ' - 25
Of oak, 22 livres, --..... 24
Pont a J/owwo/j....Cord eight fc ! by four feet, and 4 high : in town 16 livrcs

10s ...-.,. 28
In the forest 12 livres.

*

-; Nancy. ...Cord ilotited oak '^O livres ; other sorts 23 livrcs, - - • 28
Not floated oak 26 livres ; beech and hornbcani 34 livres, - - - 37
LuneviUe.i..Cord eight feet by four feet, aiid four high : now 24 livres to 28

V'les.

Iscech, - - - - , . . . . 28
(>ak 22 to 23 livres, - - - 24
if^iLL5AC£....Strasbourg....Cordsix feet by six feet, and thi liigh: price 27

livres, --.-.--.--.. 33
Schelestadt....Cord six by six feet, and three high ; price 24 li\ 'cs,* . 31
/jr/e....Cord eight feet by four feet, and four high : pnce 12 livres, vet many iron

Ibrges, -....--..... x4

,. - r., * Some sold six feet by six feet, aud six hig^i. i«.o<0

VOL. IV. 4 L
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Francke Com PTE....i9^MnroM....Cord eight feet by four feet, and four high,

floated, 16 livrcs lOsi. ....... 18

Not floated, 35 livres, ...... 97
Orchamps... .Iron ; all used by blurksmiths ; is of the country ; 5ii. the pound. i,

Charcoal only used in makinf^ it, at 40 livrcs the load of four horses, about hAv or t

sixty bushels ; there arc forges spread over the whole country : one within three n

leagues, which, with its furnace, uses fii\y loads of woo<l per diem. Shoeing a «

horse 40s. •

Dijon....QorHi 1\ feet by four feet, and 4j^ high, at 26 livrea the moeul, a cube

of four feet, and the price 13 livrcs, - - 86
Price of carriage 208. jHrr thousand pound for each league. ' -i- vi ' > ,r»«v"t.«r

C/i«^rty....Ma:ul, cube of four feet, 13 to 16 livrcs, - - - 51
Iron : tier of whceli 7s. ihe pound and 8s. for the naiiu. Price of iron 5it

lliard. :
'

^
''»'. a \

Mouiins.. ..Con\, two to a coche, 30 livrcs. Charcoal 3l8. to 3$. the fitiglish t

peck. Iron 1 liard under 58. per pound. Cast ditto 3s. /f

Clermont. ...Cord three feet eleven inches, by acwn feet four inches circumfer«.u<'f}

encc ; price 6 livre-s, about one-fourth of a Paris cord, - - . ' '#> *»«'#|

Charcoal 2s. the pound. t.u»'«««<» '-^

*

/'Ifx.... Iron 5^8. the pound. • ' »! / i'»<r fauii-iv*

j!/t;;lfr/l>Mflr^...Chareoal 5s. the hundred poimd. • . •'. •; M>>n t^r
' Pierre Latte....V/ood 209. the hundred pound. ^'d u,

jivignon....Wood IBs. to 20s. the hundred pound. Charcoal 3 livrcs the hun-** '<<»

dred pound. < ''t«>

Tour d*Jgues....Charcosil 459. the hundred pound. */«<*<tt

MarseiUe....Wood 3 livres 17s. for three hundred pound, and 8s. carriage from <<

the ship. • i>

In winter the same, 5 livres. Charcoal, by shipping, 509. the quintal, one liun«iiit»^<

dred and twenty pound ; by land 709. * m -'i *»•>. II <5l!f

/.yon....Oak, the moeul, three feet eight inches square, 23 livrcs.

' General average, - - - . - ."-- -^ 30
'- To these data may be here added, that the woods and forests of the kingdom amount
to 19,850,515 acres, and that the average annual produce may be reckoned 148. an
acre. It here appears, that the average price per cord, of one hundred and forty cubi-

cal feet, is 30 livres.

• The price of wood has risen considerably in France. Price of the lignicr, equal to

two Paris voies, at Bourg, in Bresse. - .

In 1688, -^ . . 3j.y ^^

*^f 1718, 3 12 t
i^' .

— 1748, • . - . 7 10 i

,Xw,»i 1778, . - 9 '

(jij iti*» 1789^ 21 0»
'The scareity ofwood in France, as marked in this rise of price, has occupied atksast an
hundred pens during the last ten years : almost all the cahiers complain heavily of it, and
in that of the clergy of Meux, they call it a real calamity. There b hardly a sociiety of

t.a^ cbiiti \>* ObBcrvations sur rAgiicvHure, par M*. Vareone 4e Fesille, octavo>p> 141.

> "•
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VOUNG S TRAVELS IN FRANCE. 635

agriculture in the kingdom, that has not offered premiums for memoirs tliat should e::-

pluin the causes of such an alarming want, and point out the best means of remedying
It. The opinion is universul ; I have met but one mind upon the topic, which, consider-

ing the talents for political oeconomy, surprised me a good deal; fori must declare

myself of a directly contrary opinion, and venture to assert, that the price of wood is toy

low in France ; that it has not risen so rapidly as it ought to have done ; and that all

ideas of encouraging plantations, to prevent a further rise, are ignorant and mischievous,

and founded in a total misconception of the subject, for want of combining those circum-

stances which bear upon the question. The rent of arable land, in Frunee, calculated

separately, and reiectuig the parts left waste, and in neglect, is 15s. 7d. an acre ; but
the rent of woods is only 12s. How then in common sense can any one complain of a

price of wood, which, instead of being at its present rate an injury to the consumer, in

actuaUy a material one to the landed interest, who do not make by their woods nearly

what they would do by the land if it was grubbed, cleared, and converted to culti.

vation ; and I am so well persuaded of this, that if I was the possessor of woods in France,

I would most assuredly grub up every acre that did not grow upon land impracdcablc

to the plough ; and 1 should do this under the firmest conviction that my speculiition

would be profitable. If tillage improves, and freed from tythes and inequality of taxa<

tion, no one cun doubt but it will improve, the price of wood ought to rise very con-
siderably to prevent landlords, who are well informed, from grubbing up ; and let ic

be considered how vast a premium there is to induce them to such a conduct, in all

woods where the growth is ancient, as forty, fifty, sixty, and a hundred years, at which
age many are found in France : the money which the sale of such would produce, placed

at interest, and the land converted to tillage, would in most instances treble, and even
quadruple, the revenue to be gained from the same land while cropped with wood. Nor
is it to be forgotten, that fresh wood-land is generally fertile, possessing stores that, with
good management in respect to cropping, may be made to last at least twenty years,

and in some measure forever. We may safely determine that the price of wood is not
risen to a fair par with other land products, until it can no longer be the interest of the

land owner to grub up, and till woods yield as good a revenue as the lands around them,
well cultivated. It is an undoubted fact, that the price is not yet risen near to such a
par.

Ofc There is yet another, and equally unquestionable proof, that the price of wood is much
too low in France, and that is the coal mines, found in almost every part of the kingdom,
remain for the greater part unworked ; and that the people burn wood even in the im-
mediate vicinity of such mines j I was myself served with wood at all the inns, at and
near the coal mines wrought, of Valenciennes, Mont-Cenis, Lyon, Auvergne, Langue-
doc, Normandie, Bretagiie, Anjou, &c. &Cc Is it possible to suppose tliat this would
be the case ifwood was risen to its fair par with other commodities ?

^i The conclusion to be drawn, from tiiis state offacts, is suiliciendy clear, that the le-

gislatuiie qught not to take any steps whatever to encourage the production of wood, but
leave it absolutely free to rise gradually to that fair price to which demand will carry it

;

and that the societies and academies of agriculture, composed of citizens, that is to say,

commonly of mere consumers, uninterested in the production, ought to cease their un-
just and impertinent clamour a^nst the pice of a commodity which is much too che^p.

i,"VVhenever the price of wood rises too high, coal mines wiU every where be efieGtually
^

irHvprked, and the pec^le in sight of them most assuredly will not bum wood.
- v^
We have of late had, in England, the same vulgar apprehension of a want ofwooc^

especially for ship building^ which iia^ disgraced' France. No wonder timber has been

4 L 2
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destroyed in both kingdoms, while the price was inadeauute to the expence of raising itn^

Timber for ship building, as well as cord wood, shoula at least bear a proportion with
com, meat, butter, wool, 8cc. which the ground mightyield if not occupied in a differ-

ent manner. The comparisons made a*e by landlords, who look only at rent, but the

national interests require that produce should be consulted. The argument commonly
used, by the proprietors of the landes of Bourdcaux, against cultivating them is, that

thev yield at present, in pines, a better rent in resin than they would do for cultivation,

which is certamly true, if the culture introduced was not good ; but what a loss to the

nation to have lands employed to yield, like all the woods of the kingdom, a gross pro-

duce of 16 livres per acre, instead of 40 livres, the produce of arable land ? Those who
contend for encouragement to planting, because wood is dear, call for the marvellous
improvement of converting land, which now yields 40 livres, to the state of yielding 16
livres! It is just the same in England ; our societies ofier premiums for planting, and)
as far as those premiums are claimed, or induce men to think planting an improvement,
they are attended with the mischiefand absurdity of preferring a small to a great produce.
There are tracts of impracticable land, I will not say waste, because nine-tenths of our
waste lands, like those of France, are susceptible of cultivation, and therefore it is a pub«
lie nuisance to plant them : it may be profitable to the landlord to plant quick growing
trees, because he considers only rent, but societies and the nation should look at pro-

duce, and consequently discourage all planting.

The common argument, that is founded on the supposed necessity of a royal navy, I

should be sony to bestow three words upon ; for I hold every idea of a great naval force

to be founded on very questionable theories. Injurious to other nations in its object^

which is that of extending to the most distant parts of the globe, the mischievous effects

of aihbition, and all the horrors that attend the spirit of conquest, when flowing from the

worst spirit of foreign commerce. A great navy affords the means of spreading what
may to £urope be called a domestic quarrel to the most distant regions of the globe,

and involving millions in the ruin of wars, who are in justice as unconcerned m the

dispute as they are removed by distance from the natural theatre of it. And whatever
commercial necessity, founded upon the worst principles, may be urged in the support
of it, yet the ex[)ence is so enormous, that no nation, it is now weU understood, can be
formidable both at land and sea at the same time, without making efforts, that throw oui^

own burthens, by means of debts, on our innocent posterity. Mr. Hume remarks, that"

the British fleet, in the height of the war of 1740, cost the nation a greater expence tharf'

that of the whole military establishment of the Roman empire, under Augustus, while
all that ucc^rved to be called the world was in obedience to his sceptre ; but in the late

war, the expence of our fleet amounted to more than the double of what attracted the

notice of that agreeable and profound politician, for the naval expence of 1781 arose to

8,603,8841. ;.,?f .;nuv>;.' r;^ ..*.:Vi^ -
w.?:j?ij,

The ambition of statesmen is ready at all times to found upon a great commerce the i

necessity of a great navy to protect it ; and the next step is, the supposed necessity of a
great commerce to support the great navy ; and very fine arrangements, in political

(economy, have been the consequence of this mischievous combination. The delusive

dream of colonies was one branch of this curious policy, which cost the nation, as Sir

John Sinclair has calculated, two hundred and eighty millions! Rather than have in-'

eurred such an enormous expence, which our powerful navy absolutely induced, would
it not have been better had the nation beea without commerce, without colonies, withoutr

a navy ? The same madness has infested the cabinet of France ; a great navy is there also

considered as essential, because they have in St. Domingo a great colony; thus oae

-VT4J';'
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nuisance begets another. The present century has been the period of naval power. It

ivill cease in the next, and then be considered as a system founded on the spirit of com-
mercial rapine.

But whatever necessity there may be for navies, there is none for raising oak to build

them, which it is infinitely better to buy than to ciiltivate. There is no prospect of ex-

hausting the oak of the north, of Bohemia, Silesia, Poland, Hungar}% and the territories

on the Adriatic, for centuries to come ; the price will rise as carriage becomes expen*
sive, but the supply will remain for ages. So long ago as the beginning of the last cen>

tury, we used fir for building, from the scarcity of oak;* and notwithstanding the im>
mense consumption since, the countries that supply it promise to continue that supply
for five centuries to come.
A vessel of the first rank is said, in France, to demand sixty thousand cubical feet of

timber ;t but a later account makes it much more considerable. t.. ., .
,. ..-.,

li

»»f*l 'to

|[4 ,*lr;,*»'rt- h'.':' I*

Cubical feet....First species,

, ,. , V. i .. Second ditto,

: *•. , Hi- Third ditto,

Fourth ditto,

Fifth ditto.

Plank,..,. .

l.f^ ..f.-r.

,-s- .If^

Fir, ...
The common price of oak 3 livresthe foot.

Qiuuititjr tn • Ship
oriiaOuni.
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Bagnerc de Luchon....Vor building the new bathing-house erecting here, by the states

of Langutdoc, they work the lime (burnt from a fine bhie hard stone) witli gravel in,

stead ofsiuid, of which they have none in the country; and, on examination, I found
this gravel to be a true limc-stone one, the same so often met with in Ireland. I could
not find that the mortar v^as the harder or better for this ; but, on breaking, rather softer

Xhott that of sand. They have here a very effectual method of cementing stone ; wheii

squared blocks break, they join them very easily, by applying this cement ; resin, three-

fourths ; sulphur and wax, one-fourth ; powdered stone, of the sort to be joined, enou^
to give it the right consistence when melted, This holds the stone so firmly together,

that the solid part will break rather than at the junction.

NoRMANDV....CVirewi?an to Coutances....Thcy build here the best mud houses I have
any where seen ; very good ones, of three stories, are thus raised : and considerable

offices, with large bams. The earth and straw well kneaded together, are spread, about
four inches thick, on the ground, cut in squares of nine inches, and these tossed from a

shovel to the man on the wall, who builds it ; it is finished, layer by layer, and left for

drying, as in Ireland ; the layers three feet high, and the thickness of the walls about two
feet ; they make them projecting about an inch, which they cut off, layer by layer, per-

fectly smooth ; if they had the hnglish way of white-washing, they would look as well

as our lath and plaster houses, and be vastly better and warmer. In good houses, the

doors and windows are in stone work.

£ernaff....Mud walls to inclose gardens, and for fruit, well built and thatched at

top.

CuAKt AGVE....Epernat/....Moas. Paretclaine's new oak floor, which is the common
fashion of France, of short scantlings, in a sort of Mosaic, costs 40 livres, the square

toise of six French feet, including joists and all. They are dove-tailed along the sides,

but nailed at the ends, thie nails knocked in, and a plug of wood driven in and plained off.

.. • , , LIME. '
'" '-r-^sm^

'LAftGVEiiOC....Bagnerede Luchon....The lime-kilns here, while burning, have a

tcmarkable smell of burning sulphur, from the quantity of that mineral with which the

lime-stone is mixed. They build their kilns ov^, swelling in the middle, with a mouth,

not quite at the bottom, where thev put in the wood : the upper part is covered with

stones, in order to keep the heat m. They are twenty-four hours burning the lime.

When burnt, stop the niouth close, and leave it to cool, which takes three days ; after

which, they take the lime out. A kiln holds four hundred scptiers, which may be sup-

posed the septier of Paris. They carry, with a pair of oxen, but two septiers. Sell it

at 40s. to 45s. the septier. Such a quantity of lime takes six hundred fagots to bum,
and a little other wood.

FlA N DER s...../frmfnfim to Montcassel,...liea^s are lying in some of the fields, ready

for spreading. It is burnt in the country.

MAivE....La Fleche to Le Mans....\Ame burning; the price 5 livres the pipe, of

two barriques.

>^ J9raumonf....Lime-stone plentiful, yet lime 10 livres the pipe.

^- Alencon to Abnan^...Lime-stone cy&ry where, yet lime 16 livres the tonneaux, of

two pipes.

BouRBONNois....yi/otf/fnf....Lime 55s. the poincon, thirty inches high, and twepty-

two diamtteu "
i

> ; * '
.5^»j a

VivARAis.,..Pr<M/(r//M....Lime 9s. the m^fastit^ of thirty-twbr'twunito,' ''^li.^Sf|*
^'"v-

:(£".
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FENCES.

NoRMANDY....Poy* fte Caux....The fences here resemble more the double banks

and ditches of Ireland than any I have seen : parapet bunks are thrown up out of a

double ditch, sloped ; and upon them are planted a hedge, and one or two rows of

trees ; and the soil is so rich, that all thrive to such a pitch, as to form hedges forty

or fifty feet high, and perfectly thick. By means of some small inclostires of this sort

around every house, every habitation is a redoubt, and would make the country ver)'

defensible, for a small army against a great one.

Pont L*Eveque,...Many of the rich pastures here are so well fenced, that one can no
more see through a single hedge, than through a wood ; yet there are many willows

in them, with only a mixture of thorns and bramble ; but they are so well trained,

and of such a luxuriant growth, as to be impenetrable to man or beast.

In fencing little is to be learned in France, yet a considerable portion of the king-

dom is inclosed. In England we have carried tliat art to a perfection of which the

French know little. It is only in a few districts, where gates and stiles are regular

;

in others, a few bushes put in a gap supply the place. Whenever the French have
invested in their agriculture, the sums it ought to attract, at least three or four thou-

sand millions of livres more than in at present, these objects will receive an attention

which they have not yet commanded. They are by no means unimportant ; and as

far as connected with inclosing, in general, are essential to prosperity.

.aiiyT,r:.-<.rt-» .:../ >r -•-,.,.,..!. .V :.;i
FISHPONDS. ,i ,,^v.,.i,,,: •, ^ i,

.

: , ;, ,,. ,^^,,

SoLOGN£....This province abounds very much with ponds of all sizes, which let it

from 5 livres to 12 livres the arpent. y„ , „ ^ ^,

BovRBONNois....Jl/ot//mj....Through every part of this province, which I saw in

crossing it, in two directions, the number of fish ponds is very considerable. The
country, though in extensive views flat to the eve, is, on a nearer examination, found
to swelL into a variety of gentle inequalities, which form vallies, witli small brooks,
springs, or streams, m them, as eligible for a residence, and agreeable to the eye, as

it would be beneficial to cultivation, if they knew how to apply them. Mounds are

made across these little vales, to form ponds; and there are mills at their heads,
when the streams are considerable enough. These ponds are from two or three to ten,

twenty, and thirty acrt^ and some a great deal more. They are all fished regularly

every second or third vear, and the fish sold, at so much a thousand, to the merchants,
who send them, by the AUier, Loire, canal of Briare, and Seine, to Paris. On one
estate, I saw eight ponds, that paid 800 livres ; on another, four paid 800 livres ; and on
a farm of about four hundred acres, four ponds paid 1000 livres- Water deceives one
so much in jessing the superficies, tlmt I may be erroneous (for nothing is measured
in this provmce ;) but I should guess, that land under water paid 20 livres an acre at
least, instead of 3 livres, which is the more common net produce of the country; and at
the same time that the proprietor receives this superior benefit, his table is, by terms
of the contract with the merchant, who stocks the ponds himself, allowed to be amply
Skupplied.

BuEssE....The ponds of this little province and Dombes, cover sixty-six leagues
square of couuuy, ju^l.are found terrible to population, from the eflfect they have

L

s
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un the climate.* In 1764, ponds in France generally let at 5 livres to 7 livres pev

iir|jcnt.|-

'i'he niunii)^cnicnt of ponds is vastly better understood in France than it is in Eng-
land, both us to stocking, adapting the sort of fish to the soil, clearing the ponds, empty'
ing, fishing, &c. 8(C. In all catholic countries, fish is of more im[K>rtance than in pro<

tcMtant ones, and this occasions more attention being paid to them.

ffti LEAVES.
>v:

. La xcuEDOc...Gathering, the end of July, leaves of mulberries, for feeding

cattle.

PoiTou....Sce them gathering elm leaves for cattle, particularly for mules, the first

week in September.

TouRAiNE....Clippineclm trees to feed cows, in September. *
.'" '..'^["'

Near Clarcy, they gamer the vine leaves in September ; wc saw tliem spread, in

large quantities, by the sides of tlie roads, with many women, girls, and boys, gather-

ing and drying : they are for winter provender for their cows ; this custom is gene-

ral through the country. They make an infusion of these leaves in hot water, by
boiling them with some bran ; which mixture they give to their cows, in snowy or

frosty weather, with straw. Was a cow fed with leaves alone, it would require eight

or ten nrpcnts to support a cow the wliole winter ; they reckon them veiy beneficial

lor this useful animal. Leaves are sometimes sold, in which case, such a heap dry as

would equal thirty pounds of hay, sells for 20s. but all this varies according to the

year. An arpent produces seven or eight times that quantity.

Isle of Fbancs....Among the winter provision which Mons. Crette de Paluel,

of Dugny, makes for his sheep, is that of faggots, cut in summer while in full

leaf, and housed as soon as dry; these he has found to be of considerable use, and to

answer the purpose perfectly well. When given to the sheep they pick off every leaf

carefully. Sucn a practice well deser es attention in England.

DAi7PHXNE....About Montelimart the leaves of all mulberries are gathered in Novem-
ber ijor feeding sheep. A gentleman, near the same place, feeds a flock of Spanish and
half bred sheep, with faggots cut in summer from full leaved trees.

PKov£NCE....The president de la Tour d'Aigues makmg elm faggots, in September,

for his sheep; acommon practice: poplar also and oak; indeed all sorts are thus applied.

Olives are also excellent ; one of twelve years growth will thus yield to the value of<12a.

ever}- second year, on good land, more than the expeiice. r

^: For the better understanding this subject I beg to refer the reader to an excellent and
nseful memoir on the subject, by Mr. Professor Symonds, in^rted in the Annals of

Agriculture, vol. i. p. SK)7.t

c; This is one of the oeconomical practices of France, which well deserves imitation in

England : not gathering leaves, for I question whether it would answer the expence

of labour, but cutting faggots in summer instead of winter; drying them like hav

before binding, and then stacking and thatching for feeding sheep. 1 made a stack

of them in 1789, but the two flowing winters were so <^n and mild, that 1 could

not experience the benefit. I shall, however, make other triab on the practice^ for I

270.» Observ. surL'Agricult. par Mon«.,Varenne de FenUkip.

t ChaiiTalon Manuel des Champs, duodecimo, p. 363.

^ See also Mem. de la Soc. Roy. d'Ag. de Pkria. l7Btf,Triraeatre'd'ete. p. 22.
ri .4©*""
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liavc not the least doubt of its answcrinfj^ as well here us in France. Leaves are very

nourishing, but astringent, and wholesome for sheep, and such stores might be got at

easily when the grouna is covered with snow, to the great siiving of hay. Considering

the immensity of leaves that fall to waste, in a woodland country, it is certainly an ob-

ject that well deserves attention.

THRESHING.

RoussiLLOM....LANcuEDOc....Throughallthe southern parts of this province, they

tread out the corn with horses and mules ; a :nun in the centre of the threshing floor,

in the open air, drives them round, and other men supply the floor, and clear away the

straw. In some conversation I had on this method, between Narbonne and Nissau,

I was assured that it was far preferable to the use of flails. That twenty-four mules or

horses, and twelve men, would depique, as they term it, one hundred and fifly sep-

tiers of wheat in a day. That some farms produce two thousand septiers of com

;

what would flails do for such a quantity ? I examined the wheat, and did not find it

more damaged than with flails ; but the climate is to be remembered, which makes the

grain much harder than any with us. Seeing some flails going also, I demanded the

reason, and was told that the master would sometimes have mrticular parcels of straw

threshed so, to get the com that was left in it, if he suspected too much ; at others the

labourers desire to do it for themselves, which is sometimes granted.

Dauphins.... Ziorio/....But Mons. Faujas de St. Fond has tried threshing the com
all at once with flails, and finds it much better than with horses, &c.

Monrejeau to Lann Maison....Th,t oats are all mown to the standing com ; one wo-
man follows each scythe, gathers and lays them in gavels, ready to be bound after-

wards in sheaves.

Orange to j1vignon....Tht same method of threshing with horses, &c. prevails here

;

and they stack their straw very neatly, plastering at top with white clay, mixed with
«tmw and water.

Provbkcx....2xi Tour (PJgues....Secing a larg^ quantity of the President's wheat
spread on cloths, for drying in the sun, and inquiring what it meant, I found it was
washed, as all is, of which the best bread is made ; owin^, beyond all doubt, to the

mode of threshing, which renders it so foul that this operation is necessary.

CHAP. XXIX....OF TILLAGE, AND IMPLEMENTS OF HUSBANDRY IN FRANCE.

NOT an object of the first consequence, but of too much im|x>rtance to be ne-

glected by a farming traveller. In a climate in which the sun has power to bum up
weeds, with only a scratching of the soil, and in a -territory where harsh, obstinate,

churlish clays are almost unknown, perfection of implements, and great powers of
tillage, are not so necessary as in the less favourable climate and soil of £ngland. ,.»

- tOF THE TILLAGE, AND LAYING OF LANDS.

I
Pic An DIE....Ca/a/f....Lands well and ijtraight ploughed; three horses.

il/onfreu/....Ail tum-wrest ploughs ; which, from having two breasts, go alone al>

most as well as with holding ; I saw a man leave his plough to chat with the driver of
a load of baric, and the five horses went on and performed theirsvork as well with-

out as with lum: the double breast occasions the cutting double work. The man,
vol. IV,

.; V. ^ j^

I
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while I held it for u bout, told mc that his master expected him to plough 30 measures

thrice in the sunimcr.

/^fnirtv....A pair of horses.

AI»hevtlle...,\fiX)' bndly, with four nsses or two horses. Feed their asses with hay

and oats.

Piquigny....Women ploughing with a pair of horses.

Pays oe VizAvcz....7ouri/....Do not give their first stirring to their fallows until

May. Plough well, straight, and clean.

SoLOCNE....//a /Vrr<'....PIough their poor sands all on three feet ridges ; and assert

that without them they should get no corn, as they preserve the sand from ])lastering

in rains : this is an odd idea, as plastering such sharp simd is usually a means of im-

provement ; but showers here certainly fall with much greater violence than with us

;

their crops, however, arc so beggarly as to give no weight to their opinions. Their
teams of horses are kept out all the year, as they have the pasturage of the landlord's

woods for them. What a barl)arous system i Plough an arpent a day with three.

Plough also with six oxen, and this in sand.

To La Motte i^ruvron....Plough with eight bullocks, and on sand ! Buckwheat is

given before winter, mixed with oats ; if alone, before it lias had a sweat, it gives the

cholic ; but afterwards, alone safely.

Nonan le Fusilier....Vor two years past, chaff cut at the post, of rye straw, mixed
with buckwheat, for horses, and found excellent : the scarcity of fbnige alone drove
them to this useful experiment.

La Zo^ff....Through all Solognc the land is ploughed on to the two-bout ridge of
three feet, and they never stir it in any other way.

/Sln/^m....Plough their sandy gravels with six or eight oxen, that are pretty good,
selling for six or seven louis each.

Be It RY..../^<'rjon....Tillage all done with oxen, harnessed by the horns; a pair draw
a plough ; some are not bigger than our Aldemey cows ; the furrow about four inches

deep, but hardly to be called a furrow, so irregularly and ill cut. They are now plough-

ing up oat stubbles for wheat ; an Englishman can hardly conceive what work they

make ; they ^vefour of these wretched scratchings for every crop.

NoRMANDiE.....^fr^e«?a;i....Wretched ploughs drawn by four oxen.
' LiiUQusin....Limoges....Ploug]\ throughout the province with oxen or cows, har-

tiessed by the horns.

Que RCY.,..Pe//p<,'oy....Walked from the ropd to a rieasant at plough with two cows,

about as big as Aldemeys ; it is not possible for an English farmer to conceive how
badly ; trenches three and a half or four inches broad, and two deep, vere scratched

parallel to each other, and the earth driven aside by two mould boards, some one way,
some another ; no coulter to the plough : they do about an English rood a day. A
shim, where there are no stones, and a Kentish nidget, where there are, would do the

work miich more effectually, and ten times as quickly. But their burning sun destroys

^veeds better than such tillage. Their hoeing is excellent and effective, and to this their

crops are more owing than to their ploughing.

^ Caussade....The]ands ploughed as straight as in Suffolk ; all by oxen or cows.
'\^f\ hA}tGVKi)oc....Montauban....F\ough with oxen, without either reins or driver,

Toulouse to St. Lyce....The ploughs better, the mould boards being larger. The fields

are thrown into stetches or flat lands. Ploughs are ox-hoeing the vines, each ox walking
in an interval witharow between them, and yoked with a sliding yoke,t(^ vary the distance

:'\f i

'

'H ' -^y^sf.

-'4rtiWlff^w^''r l l^1l ^iil liall1l>a'^lVl1ttf ^
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from ox to ox, and baskets at tluir mouths to prevent their biting the vines. The rowH

at five feet, and the plants at two.

Bagneres de Luchon...'V\\i:y oxhoe the row^ of their maize. All oxen yoked by the

horns.

l{ovBSiLtON....BeiIegar(l to Pirfiigan....V\ou^U with mules yoked ; also wUh usscs

in the same way. Karth-boards of Uie ploughs are to the left.

Aa....Day's work of a man, his plough and team, 3 livres.

Lancvrdoc. ..X(irbonne....Oi many ploughs now going t^^'y) "^"'•^ """C drawn by

mules in yokes ; the plough beam fastened to the centre of the yoke ; earth-board to the

left. They plough well.

Pezenas to Montpcllier....The oxen all yoked by the horns. Ploughing olive grounds

with one horse ; the plough of an odd construction, the beam dividing and forming

shafts fur the horse.

Bra RN. ...Pau to Moneins and Navareins....M this country is ploughed with oxen

that are good, and in good carder.

G\ji%Hvt,....Agen to Aguilloti....Vlou^h with very fine cream-coloured oxen, a pair

to aplough. All draw by their horns. V^

Tonnetns....A. pair of very fine oxen plough a journal a day ; that measure contains

33,750 square feet, and is to the English acre as 33 to 38. The plough beams all fasten

to the yokes.

To La Motte Landron....Thcy are now (August) ploughing for jarouche and forage,

(by the last is meant oats for soiling) and are very attentive in the ordering and finishing

their lands, and covering the seed ; breaking the clods with a wooden beetle and rake,

so that the high ridges are brought down in such a manner as to admit the scythe, and

at the same time the furrows are kept oi}en.

Barsace....They are now ox-hoeing their vines quite clean ; and see one piece of

osiers ox-hoed.
PoiTou....A pair ofoxen without either driver or reins. '*!

TovtiAiHE....Montbazon....Horx ploughs ; saddles on the horses with a bar like a

curricle, one from saddle to saddle, to which the beam of the plough attaches. A bad
plan, as by this m.eans the horse does not draw from his shoulders, where his strength

and weight lie. ..

SoLOG N£.... Chambord...,The poor sands ofthis country are laid on the three feet ridge

of two-bouts, and rye and buck-wheat sown on them ; the furrows are as wide as the

ridges, and yield nothing but weeds.

La Chapelle La Rein€....V\ow^\ with two horses, and no driver, yet the price per ar»

pent is 5 livres, one hundred perch twenty«two feet.

Isle of Franc E....ilf<?//Mn....Plough into broad flat lands, and very straight. Many
ploughs with three horses, one before a pair ; no driver.

Ltancourt....ln the general arrangement of their farms, they reckon three horses to a
plough, tliough they never use more than two at a time ; and a plough to seventy-five

arpents (one and a quarter acre) twenty-five of which are fallow ; and a common calcu-

lation here is 1500 livres rent per plough, which makes 20 livres p^r arpent. They
never used oxen until the duke of Liancourt introduced them from England.

Paris to ViUers Coterets....The whole way the lands are ploughed quite flat, with a
turn-wrest wbvl-plough, and much of the wheat is overflowed, for want uf furrows to
jcarry ofi' the water from the late rains. ^^'

^^^TicARDiz....La Ferff...,Fo\xr horses in the ploughs, and no Oxivtr^^^ i i -.s^ii, .i^y}}

.:F
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St. Quftitin to Ctimf)r'ni/....T\i'\rly.rive honcM to n farm ofeight hundred !»cptitTs ; and
twenty horsteH ot) one of four hiuuhxd. The latter pruportiuii is ttcventeen on four hun-

dred Knglishaeres.

FLANl)En»....»S'^ ^man(f....T\\\ii season (November 1, 1787) the wheat here, owing
to the excessive rains, is put in as badly as possible. The lowest and wettest fields are

perfectly flat, and half of ttiein, in parts, overilowcd. Furrows are drawn, as murks for

digging, which is doing, through all the country, with a narrow spade of five inches

wide, and tight long ; these furrows are from six to eight yards asunder, but done poorly,

misentbly crooked, and the whole unsightly.

ZiV/r ...There is a minulia of labour and attention given to land in this country, which
must, in the nature of things, result from that over-population, which is found every

where in i ranee on small properties. I saw many men and women hoeing up the land

^vith great mattock -hoes, almost u foot sipiare, with long handles; by which they are

lifted high, that in the fall they may cut four or five inches deep. They work by lines

that mark out beds, five or six feet broad, along which other men dig out trenches, n

full spit deep, spaading the earUi over the beds. VVIieat seed is then sown, and cover-

ed b) a man's drawing a wooden luirrow over it : another follows with a hoe to cut
clods, and level inequalities. I calculated in my mind what this would cost me in Suf-

folk, and I made li amount to 31. lOs. per English acre, ^^ach operosc methods are not

in practice here, because the labour which comes to market is clieup, since such labour,

like every thing else in Flanders, is what is commonly called dear : it springs alone from
the ponulation that is attached to the possession of land in property ; and is, relative to

any other country, a system of trifling ; a waste of labour not grc.itly better than pick-

ing straws. Perhaps it is owing to this over-populution of the tields, that Flanders,

with the richest soil in Europe, cannot feed her own towns, but is forced to import large

quantities of wheat from Artois and Picardie, where large farms enable those provinces

to spare to the wants of their more subdivided neighbours.

About four or five miles from Lille begins another method of laying their lands ; it

is that of ploughing them up in very broad high arched lx:ds, of all breadths from four

rods to ten or twelve. When inclosures are small, a whole one is formed into but one
land; and in larger fields, there is a drain left at every parting furrow, which is either

{)lanted with a row of alders or willows, or dug into a trench and laid to grass. In a
and ten or twelve rod wide, the centres may rise four or five feet higher than the bot-

toms of the furrows ; the slopes on each side very gentle and regular ; and so e(|ual, that

all water is cfTectually drained off. I discoursed with some farmers on this method,
stating objections and hearing their answers. They insist that no other method of lay-

ing land dry is so effective, cheap, durable, or commodious. That all the methods I

mentioned are known and practised in some part or other of Flanders, but that all the

best husbandmen have one opinion, are united in thinking this mode superior to all

others. That planting alders or willows (which are always kept low by constant cut-

tings) or having grass in the furrows, are not necessary parts of the system, and that the

furrows, in a few years after throwing up the lands, are as good as the rest of the field.

The neatness and regularity ' ith which the system is executed, is extraordinary ; the

borders, headlancis, and sides ui'the fields, are so dug away, that a small one has the form
of a feaUier-bed, the feathers of which are driven towards the middle. I never saw this

system so well executed as here, though I have known it copied in England; not in the

highlands of many of our counties, which are on comparison a barbarous method, but
in the practice of a few individuals who had seen the effect in Flanders. j, r. y^- « .^•
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Jrmrntiem....Viws\nf^\\m town, meet with unoihcr exertion of induHtry, th.it tUnrrvtH

attention. Many stiil)l)leH were ploughed into beds eight or ten I'lct wide, andtheiur.

rovvH di)^gin(^ont, and the earth Horeading on the l)cd». I ;,>i|)|iosed thtH was for wheat,

but on in(|uiry found that Uiese helds were intended for beans. They lenvc the laud,

thus prenared, till March, and then plant without further tilla^. .\s npring tillage M
thuH avoided on wet laud, the Hysteni must be admitted to be excellent.

Afofit Casiei to ]ierg...'V\\c lands not raised so high us tiiosc above described, nor

with e(|ual skill or attention, and this wet season (November) shews the eonicf|uenec of

it; they cannot get on to their lands to sow wheat, but mu"'. of the high lands are tiown,

and some of them green.

A R TO I s.... lAtlera to liethune....The lands broad and arched ; but gently. From Ar-

dres to Bethune, all the way, the greatest attention to plough the latid the moment the

corn is carried, vi't much is now uncut :md ri|K',

7b ^mw....'rhey are now (August 8) ploughing the stubbles of such corn as is car-

ried, with one horse, that walks, not in tlie furrow, but on the unploughed land, by the

side of it : the plough beam very short, 'vith a foot ; no coulter ; a well-curvtd breast

und throat ; but too wide in thv heel : stir shuihnv, and do not make good work ; do
about a measure a day.

Norman I) Y..../?ouf/t.... All the harrowing is done in this country by men leading ma-
ny horses. I saw one man leading s'ven horses, each drawing a harrow : the horses are

tied one behind another, obli(picly, so as to be out of danger of the harrows.

Bh E T AC N£..../ff^mf4....Plough With four horses and u driver; or two horses and
two oxen.

f^annes....Thc common plough team, two oxen ; always harnessed by the horns, and
a little horse, a mere pony, beibre them ; if no horse, the oxen are led by a woman. .

They use awkward, ill made, but light, wheel-ploughs.

jiuvergnac....The farmers (metayers) liave here the Essex custom of digging away
the borders and margins of all arable fields, and currying them on to the land, which they
practice very exactly, as it is done in that county.

Asjou....Migniame....They [iloush deeper, in common, than ever I saw in any part

they ao every
thing on four-feet ridge-work. The great strength of the team 5s most wanted for the

roots of the fern, which arc now lying about the land in heaps.

La Flcche to Le Mans....They arc now ploughing sand land, very slowly, with four
bullocks and two horses. Preposterous! ./

NoRMANDv....J9roumonf.... Two bullocks and two horses, to draw thirty bushels
of dung.

To ./^/wfon....Plough with four or six bullocks, or horses, and a driver. " ' '

' ^trway....Whcel.ploughs ; with two horses, and no driver. The rich loams here arc

on broad lands, very well arched.

7)>*fM....Wheel-ploughs; three horses, and no driver.

To Dieppe....D'nto ; well ploughed, flat and deep.
BRiE....jV(r<(/' J/o«ft>r....Mons. Gibert, a considerable farmer and proprietor, keeps

fifteen horses for three hundred arpents of rich loamy clay (three hundred and seventy
five acres English.)

CHAMFACN£....CAa/0ff«f0Ovr....Plough with one horse. '

^itiMaCHJidkhitjt^
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To St. 3/(?«e//0M/(r/....Plough with four horses, without a driver ; turn-wrest ploughs.

LoRKAiN E....Mars la Tour to il/e^c...Fallows dunged, after ploughing With six

horsLS (July.)

LuneviUe to Blamont.,..Brosid lands, and some arched, but no water-cuts, conse-

quently the crops much damaged, whenever rain falls. Plough with four, six, and eight

horsey, cows, und oxen ; all mixed sometimes. I have seen women holding the plough,

and a boy driving : wheels, but not turn-wrest.

Als ACE.... S<tverfw to lFiltcim.,..Y{cn'. is a remarkable custom, of both waggons and
ploughs being driven by postillions.

7 •S'^rfliA-ioMrg'....The lands broad and arched, as in Flanders. ,,,ri?i ,^.,

To Sclwlestadt..,.1ht same lands on the flat rich vale.

Colmar to Jssenheim....O\tn. here improve much on the preceding country : they are

harnessed Ijy the horns, drawing singly in lines, and also mixed with horses.

To licfort. ...Flough with a pair of oxen, without line or driver. Arched broad
lands.

BouRcoGNE....Di/o«....PIough with six horses. -

, Bourbon /<a;;c//....rlough with six oxen, that draw by the horns. A level country;

a sandy gravel.

BouRBONNois....C/iflVfl««M....All thc arable thrown into one bout-ridges, about six-

teen inches broad.
' AuvERGNE..../i?/o/w to Ciermont...Vloug\\ with apairof oxen.

Clermont ?o /wo/Ve....Ploughing with oxen only; some of them good; all draw by
the horns.

Fix to Le P«y....Miserable ploughing ; the plough has one long handle ; and tlie man
holds a long light pole in the other hand for a goiid : a pair of little oxen. . vcf ^ ,

DAUPHiNE....J/o/?^e/i/«ar^...Plough with two mules.

There is no part of England where lands are laid so neatly as in Flanders ; but the

French have no other provmce that partakes of tliis perfection ; Alsace is in a similar sys-

tem, but not so well executed. In general the tillage of the kingdom is most miserably

jjeriormed ; and many of the provinces are, in this respect, so backward, tliat to Eng-
lish eyes they appear to be pitiably conducted.

The principal question tliat arises upon tillage is the comparative advantage of using

horses or oxen. Both have had their advocates. The principal opponents to oxen
were the oeconomistes, that fanciful sect, of very wordiy and ingenious men, who, from
their chambers at Paris and Versailles, offered opinions upon every part of the farmer's

business. They divided the arable lands of France into those managed in the great

and little culture : in the former the tillage done widi horses, and in the latter, with

oxen ; and as Flanders, Picardy, Normandy, &c. where horses were in use, being also

let at money rent, those provinces were necessarily more at their ease than Sologne,

Benj', Limousin, and others in the hands of metayers. This comparison is often

made in the writings of the oeconomistes, and abundantly more stress laid on the nature

of the team tlian ii deserves ; they gave many calculations to show, that horses were

more advantageous, but all founded on false data ; for they allow -d only two horses to

a plough, but four or six oxen, forgetting that in. Guienne, Quercy, part of Langue-

doc, &c. a pair of oxen plough as well as any pair of horses ; an omission this the more
extraordinary^ because those provinces are among the best cultivated in {"ranee : the

district of the Garonne is like a garden, and the oxen large, vigorous, beautiful, and
in fine order, the very contrary of the miserable half starved beasts, described by the

o.wAWSN:'a»-^
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marquis dc Mirabeau, Mons. Du Pont, Du Quesnay, and other ceconomistcs. The
comparison has been made in England with great accuracy : and the opinion now is,

that oxen are the most beneficial and the most profitable, and that a pair of good oxen

will plough as much in a day as a pair of good horses. The other economical points

of the comparison are all in favour of oxen.

But though the superiority, both in saving to the farmer, and in national benefit,

is clejirly in favour of oxen, yet there want improvements to be made in training and
working them. Some step well, and move with as much freedom and activity on a

walk as horses, but this is not the case with the generality ; they are trained to go
too slowly, and demand, for light work, more hours than horses. This is certainly

owing to negligence and idleness of workmen and farming servants, for I am well per-

suaded, from circumstances I have remarked in them, that they are capable of great ac
tivity and quick motion. I have had them of a large size, which have taken leaps that

no horse in the world would attempt, a proof not of activity only, but of great muscular

strength.

Accustoming them to more speed, even to a trot of five or six miles an hour, is cer-

tainly as practicable, in the cool climates of Europe, as it can be in the burning ones of

Asia. The fact that they draw coaches at that rate, in the East Indies, seems to have
been long ascertained. The Targuzinian Tartars ride on their oxen :* the Nogayan
Tartars, of Koundour, do the same ;t MandelsloeJ rode on an ox part of the way
from Agra to Delhi, that carried him seven leagues in four hours : in Kachemire they

saddle, bridle, shoe, and ride them as fast as horses ;$ they also draw their coaches:

at Surat, in riding them, they take care their horns are not more than one foot long,

to avoid Ijeing struck when flies bite ; they never shoe them but in rough places ; in

the caravan from that city, they carry three hundred to three hundred and fifty pounds :
||

a camel carries nine hundred to one thousand pounds :^ but in a late account, of great

authenticity, five hundred and six hundred pounds is mentioned as the common load of

a camel in crossing the Arabian deserts :** the hackrees, a sort of coach, is drawn in

Hindostan by oxt ii ; which, when well trained and managed, will maintain their rate

against horses at full trot ; those of Guzerat and Cambray are as large as Lincoln beasts,

and white :tt the oxen that are rode in Formosa, go as well and as expeditiously as the

best horses, by being trained young :JJ the Hottentots train oxen to gallop and even
run down an elk.H

If such quickness of movement could be given to the oxen of France and England,
it would be a very considerable object, for it would get over the principal objection to

them, and would at the same time render them applicable to a great variety of uses, to

which at present they are never put.

OF THE IMPLEMENTS OF HUSBANDRY.

PicAR DiE....The harrow teeth of wood, all the \vay from Calais to Clermont. Turn
wrest ploughs, and bad.

* Isbrandt Ides. Harris* Voyages, vol. ii. p. 936. t Russia ; an Account of all the Nations which
compose that empire, octavo, 1780, vol. ii. p. 85. , | Harris, vol. i. p. 764. $ lb. p. t>l4, and
Le Blanc's Travels, p. j4. || Harris, vol. i. p. 827. f lb. vol. ii. p. 883.

•• Phil. Trans, vol. Ixxxi. part 2. p. 136. ft Grose's Voyage to the East Indies, p. 249.

fI Gi-ozier's General Description of China, octavo, vol. i. p. 226.
^,

§§ Sparman's Cape of Good Hope, quarto, vol. i. p. 230. .
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SoLocNE....Thc ploughs have all a broad double finned share, and double mould-
boards, with wheels ; the whole ill constructed.

Berry... .The plough very ill made; it has two scraps of something like mould-
boards, and a long ground-rest, at the end of which is an iron share, four inches wide,

something like the shim which they use in Kent for earthing up beans ; a hole for a

coulter, but I saw none used. Nothing can be worse than its work. They have also

turn- wrest ploughs, something like those of Kent, but bad. Beyond Argenton, the beam
of the plough fastens to the yoke of the oxen ; the plough has a chissel-rest and point,

and no other mould-board than two small sticks, stuck in it, with a circularly bent one
behind ; these sticks answered the purpose of two mould-boards, but very badly ; the

handles so low, that the body of the ploughman is in a bent position to hold them.

Limousin....The ploughs which I saw near St. George, &c. have one mould-board
on the left side ; the share long, and one and a half inch broad ; the beam reaches to the

yoke, and consequently saves traices. They plough better than in La Marche.
QuERCY....The same long beams to ploughs that reach to the yoke ; have two very

bad mould-boards ; the share long and narrow, with no coulter ; but the land exces-

sively stony. [-"^

hAHGUEDoc....Montau/)an to Touiouse....The plough much betterthan many I have
seen in France ; it has a broad coulter, and a short nosed share ; one mould-bcKird, and
that to the left ; the plough beam, like many others, fixes to the ox-yoke.

To Ab<?....Mcet %vaggons for the first time ; the wheels shod with wood, that is, wood
upon wood. The oxen all clothed with linen against the flies, one tape under the tail

and another round the neck. The price of these waggons new is 60 livres (21. 12s. 6d.)

they carry, with a pair of oxen, two casks of wine, containing four barriques, which is

twenty quintals, or about a ton English. Some pairs of oxen will draw forty quintals.

GviEnviz....Tonneiiis....The ploughs have very long hollow or fluted mould-boards

for lifting the furrow, in order to make sharp high two-bout ridges.

ANcouMOis....J5«rA«ie'«a;....Wheel-ploughs.

Isle de FRANCE....^e'/t/n....Large heavy wheel-ploughs, with breasts as wide and
thick in the throat, as the heel is broad ; must go very heavy for the horses.

Comm^r/ff....Wheel-ploughs drawn by a pair of horses. "*ir: jp-^'

Dugny....Ont of the best implements I saw in France, ^vas the chaflf-cuttcr of Mons.
Ci-eite de Paleul ; it consisted of two cylinders, with edges that worked into the vacan-

cies of each other, and, sucking in the straw delivered very rapidly, cut it into coarse

chaif ; one man fed the machine, by spreading the straw on an inclined plane ; and a boy
drove a single horse, which turned the machine. A tolerable mechanic, improving on
the idea, would produce a much more powerful cutter than any yet invented.

FLANDERS....Zi//^....Many waggons loaded with chalk stones, &c. with the principal

part of the load laid on the hind wheels, and a very small portion on the fore ones ; a

good sense that reproaches our barbarians in England.

AuTois....The short scythe which they use throu^ this province, and all over Flan-

ders, is one of the most useful implements that can be seen : they call it the pique : it is

much like the representation given by Mr. Walker in the Annals of Agriculture, only

the handle here is much shorter ; a man cuts an arpent a day in general with it, and some,
times more ; he cuts and rolls into bottes an arpent jf vetches ; (called here, mixed with

oats, dravin ;) and he cuts an arpent ofany sort of white com, others following to bind
with iiitraw bands made at home. This is a most (Economical system. The short handle

of the pique is made to rest against the elbow ; he holds it with the right hand only, or.

-A
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rather hand uid arm ; and in his left he has a stick with a hook at the end of it, with

which he draws or holds the com in the right position to receive the stroke. They use

scythes and cradles also for some works.

St. Omer.,„Thai the pique is much easier to work than a scythe, appears from women
and even g^rls cutting stout crops of tares with it. They give 45s. per measure of oats

for cutting with the pique, and a man does tliree-fourths per day.

Norman Dy..../br^eur....I noticed here, what I may have oflen passed, perhaps,

without seeing it, a pierced roller behind and before a cart, which turns in the frame, or
in the ladders, by which means a load is corded with a small handspike, almost in a mo-

. ment ; I have known something like it in the ladders of carts in England, but forget

where ; here they let down a cart behind by raising the shafts in the air, set it against

a cask, and wind the cask on to the cart, by means of the fore-roller, easily and com-
modiously.

Avranehes....ScA sand is drawn in this country in carts, by a horse in the shafts, and
another to lead, with two or three oxen between, and all in a line. About Carentan
they attach the rope by which they draw, to the yokes of the oxen, consequently the
horse draws them down to the line of hb own draught ; and their rope to the top ofthe
pole .between the two thiUers (when they are two) consequently all draw the thill-hprses

down. A team of five, thus iuimessed, does not draw more than from twenty to twen^-
four bushels of sea sand : the horses are, however, poor small things ; and no wonder,
firom the number of miserable garran (pony) stallions that infest every stable you enter.

The oxen are better, but not large.

. .Ba£TAGN£....f'arad(n....They are now working their ridges, of three and four feet

across* with a great timber triangular machine, drawn by oxen, to answer the treble pur-
poses of harrowing, rolling, and levelling.

.i,^,Isx.x OF FRANCX....BRi£....A'a>i^»....Wheel.ploughs, and very good, except singly
m& breadth, which is sixteen or eighteen inches, and in narrow lands loses a fourth s

it only wants to be taken in narrower, and left with the share projecting more from die
throat.

CHAicPACNE..Miliarra/....Bad turn-wrest ploughs; but have the Brie one, which
they prefer when there are root weeds to cut.

jRAtffW....Veiy light ploughs, with a broad share, and one earth-board, but ill set

^ ; it has whee^ on the beam whiph is little more than a stick. Women are plough-
ing*

To Ckal(ms....Many rollers every where ; an implement very uncommon in France.
iSt, Menehouidto ^(pr(/«n....Wheel-ploughs that are not turn-wrests, with well tinn-

ed mould-boards. This is among the best ploughs I have seen in France.

LQRRAiNE....ikfar«-^-7o«r to M€tz,.,.mQ&A. share and good, but too wide at the
iHpel; wheels.

i Pont a Mousson to A'ancy....Here, for the first time, I met with waggons ofa pecu-
liar structure, *he lore wheels are within four inches as high as the hind ones, and are
high enough to enable one horse, for none are drawn by more, to convey eight hundred
pounds, to one thousand pounds. Fioiighs so wide at the heel that they are drawn by-

eight horses. .* *?>^,i^;u- , ,

,.,--:l-

^ .^ ^$.sAcs.,...AU tjhrough the part of AlMce which I have seen, they use ploughs with
. low wbeels ; the share round and broad, and as wide on the land side as on that of the
furrow, which is very erroneous, for they are not tura-wrests, but with fixed brents;,
turning the furrow to the left.

VOL. IV. [ih-iH- <^'^: 4 N 4»'' V. /•.,•)«;'•• ;i irf A.irfiiJW*- * j*»'* i,»«.a«-- 14:
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' BouRBONNois....JI!fof//mf....The common plough a tum-wrest one; but they have

another for stirring, called arcou, without an earth>t>oard.

AirvsRCNE..../Moir^....The plough only opens a slight furrow, into which the earth

falls again, and buries nothing; and without a hot sun would kill nothing: the share

a chissel point, one inch wide at one end, and three inches at the other end for stony

land, or ror that which is free, turning it occasionally end for end. An earth-board on
each side, but not more than four inches high.

Upon the implements in general, I may observe that they will in all countries be pro-

portioned to the wealth of the farmers. There is nothing in the kingdom comparable
to those which we see in every part of England, where the implements of husbandry are

carried to a perfection of which one sees nothing in any other country that I have view-

ed. The right form and powers of all instruments used in agriculture, depending very

much on the application of mechanical principles, were pro|)er objects for the attention

of those scientific men that compose academies ; I do not know, however, that they

have done any thing in this respect in agriculture, though such great exertions have been
made in manufactures and ship-building. At one period the ingenuity of mechanical

genius in France was employed on agricultural tools ; and then, as an iU star would go-

vern, nothing was thought ofbut drill-ploughs and horse hoes. Fortunately all invented

were absolutely good for nothing, which threw such a discouragement on the practice,

that the folly was but of short duration ; had they been better it would have lasted longer,

and would have done so much the more mischief; for the drill husbandry, at its best

efforts, is fitter to amuse very ingenious gentlemen, who aim at great products without

attending to expences, than to become the steady staple practice of a kingdom, ui the

hands of men who cannot easily understand refinements ; and ifthey could understand,

could much less afford them. Adopting beneficial courses of crops, that will allow a

great increase ofcattle and sheep ; diraining, irrigating, manuring ; such objects are ap»

plicable to common farmers, little and great ; but the refinement of drilling, applicable

but to certain crops and certain soils, is not adapted to the mass ofhusbandmen, by whose
more plain exertions mankind must be content to be fed.

.«.».

'I.i« .^y, <; CHAP. XXIX....OF MANURES AND MANURING IN FRANCE. * ^*^

PicAR DIE....Throughout this province, most of the way from Calais to Cierlnonr^

the dung is now (May) carried out and ploughed in upon the fallows; it is in a long

strawy state, and not one-fifth part rotten^ nor half of it ploughed in. i ^ »#^ iviifi 3 >.ij!

Pays de BEAucE....7\>i/ry....Many pits of white marl in this rich plain of Beauce,
quite to Orleans; the fine loam four or five feet deep on it. They spread it on theii'

lands but the quantitv very small, nor did I see any signs of old pits.

SoLocNK....Z.a Motte Beuvron....The lye-stubbles are (May) collected in heaps oa
the land, having been left so all winter, to prepare it for rotting for manure. Surely

they might find a better way of doing it ; housing their sheep, as they do, at noon as

weil as night. v»«/rf'

f€hiuovsitf,.,.Usarch....Co\\cct leaves to make manure with. »)

hAS GVRDoc....JS/'ismes to Quissac....ln cultivating wastes, or old neglected pieces,

they pare andbum ; also collect turfs and clods ui heaps, on faggots of box-wood, which
they bum. •' ,«t^.:;%.'«x*;?^>- ;«j>a'»;^.'.£».j^;^'.:j>>i m*.* ».

,^,

Lann-Makonfo Bagnere de Bigorre,...C\xX firoin theirwastes iriiich fem, which thej^

.

spread on their cultivated lands, and, setting fire to it, find the ashes equal to a dung^gi
They also cart much to their stables and farm-yards, to make dui^ with. ^
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Gaicoigni....<Si/. Palaxi to A»span..,.V»s% three or four iime-kilns, which my guide

assures me are employed in burning for manure, to improve the wastes that abound so

much in this country ; and I saw several heaps near houses, without any signs of build-

ing going forward.

A general practice through these mountains, and almost to Bayonne, is that of ma-

nuring for raves, with the ashes of burnt straw. I observed several fields quite black

;

and, demanding what it was, my guide told me of this common practice here ; after-

wards I saw them strewing straw thickly over land, part ofwhich hud been already burnt

on. They do this on a wheat-stubble ; but not thinking that stubble enough is left,

they add much wheat straw, and setting fire to it, burn the weeds as well as the straw,

and clean as well as manure the land. With such quantities of fern on all their exten-

sive wastes, I asked why they did not bum that, and keep their straw ? The reply was,

that fern makes much better dung than straw, so they bum the straw in preference. As
soon as the operation is over, they plough the land, and harrow it in rave seed. One
large field, thus treated, I saw ploughing for that crop. They both hoe and hand-weed
the raves, and have them sometimes very large ; many as big as a man's head. Use
them for oxen.

Fieurangeto Leitoure....Chop their stubbles exactly as in Suffolk, driving it od with
their foot : they gather it for making manure.

vi TouRAiNK....iS'^ Maure.^,.Hert we found a greater exertion in husbandry than is

commonly found in France, that of marling. We saw several large heaps of white

marl, and at one of them four or five carts at work, each with three horses. It is found
almost every where under the country, at the depth of three to five feet ; the soil on
which they lay it, is a good loam ; adhesive, but not clay. They draw it up by buck-
ets, which is a singular practice for such slight depths. The marl is in some pits wiiite,^

in others yellowish, which is reckoned the best ; it is very soft and fat to the touch.

They spread twelve cart loads per arpent, ofone hundred chain6, each twenty-five feet

square, sixty-two thousand five hundred feet, or more than an acre and an half; and it

lasts good about 24 years. The landlords, on leases of nine years, pay the dicing, and
the tenants the carting. Ofthe yellowish sort they do not spread quite so much as the

white. The same account was given at Montbazon ; they spread it on the fallows, af-

ter two ploughings ; and having ploughed in the marl, manure it with dung, and sow
^heat. Make composts also of nuu*l and dung mixed.

»i Orleans to Petiviers....\Jn6eT the greater part of this country there is a bed of imper-
fect marl, which is over the calcareous stone of which the roads are made. The &r<.

mers siHiead this marl on their lands, at the rate often tomberaux per arpent, which lasts

twelve years ; some, better than the rest, has been known to la'.i: thirty years.

Isle of FRANCE....X>tai}cotfr/....Within two leagues of Liancourt, there isa naviga-
tion from Paris, but no idea, in any part of the country, of bringing manures ; no won.
der ; for they carry flour thither by land carriage ; even the millers, who send it iegU4
larly, do the same. .« uv ^kHU -xvat.ii- . -miitfi . . .. . i •«iMi''-:r > . v

:

> j =

*

Soi sSON 01 s....ZiajFVrtf....A vast excavation made in a hill, by digging and biuming
peat for manure : great heaps of the ashes now hene. The price the formers give is 22s.
per measure, that holds sixty pounds of wheat, fifteen of which they spread upon an ar.

pent The efl^t is very great on ail kinds of plants. This peat is unlike any I have
seen, resembling an impertect coal ; and the bemg found, not on a plain, but on hilb^
for I aaw several, and all equally on elevations, distinguish it remarkably firom the peats
of England. The mine ofthb hill is nearly exhausted, as the common red kaxa, of tte
country now appears nearly all around it. r^^^M fj-n w^kMS" n-vini** timww rm^i iMiti t uil

4 ir 2
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FLANDER8....Z.f//A...Secmany loads of urine and night-soil carrying intothe coun-

try, by the formers, for manuring their lands with. It is loaded in casks : each waggon
carries ten tonneaux of about half an hogshead English. They lay from sixteen to twenty

upon a quartier of land, at the exixncc of 7 livres : use it for cole-seed, wheat, flax, 8co.

and find it equally excellent for all sorts of crops.

Armontieres to Montcassel....Holes are dug in the sides and corners of many fields,

for receiving the urine and night-soil, which is brought firom every town, in casks, and
kept against the season when it is wanted. Some have small roofs built over, to ex-

clude the sun, wind, and rain ; and others covered with straw. The most correct and
never-ceasing attention with which they procure and use this manure, deserves the

greatest commendation.
To Berg...,A. good deal of land chalked as well as dunged, and ready for wheat. The

chalk is in large hard lumps, but broken and spread most curiously ; more evenly than

ever I beheld any thing similar in England ; where the rough and unequal manner in

which marl is rather tumbled than spread over the ground, is a reproach even to

our best farmers, who permit those labourers, whose families are supported by poor-

rates, to execute their work in that manner, to earn ten shillings a week instead of

eig^it.

NoRMANciE....Throughout die part of this province which I have seen, they gather

their wheat stubbles, and even bundle it in sheaves : they chop it with an instrument

something like a crooked scythe, fixed at the end of a handle of six or seven feet long t

but do it much slower than in England, with a common scythe.

/«i^y....Hcrc, for the first time in France, I saw composts of dung and earth

made.
Car0i}/a»....Use sea-sand for manuring their pastures, spreading twenty loads per

verge, each load twelve to sixteen English buidiels. The verge equals ninety-six Eng'-

Ushperches. Mix it also with dung,
A To CoMtoncer....Manuring with sea-sand continues hither. ')rt^w-<^i> »*'W5*>%.yi#T;$w*fl^i^5

Avranches....And hither mey have banked out half the river, which is a small arm of

the sea, in order to build a bridge ; and the countrymen are digging out the blue sea*

mud, and carrymgit away to considerable distances.

Brbtagne....X)o/ to Combourg....Whtat-st\ibblea gathered carefully; and a great3)

deal of fern cut now (September 1) and in heaps.

Hede....YxoTCi entering Bretagne, paring and burning every where practised, but the

heaps too laree and too much burnt. -^ ^
''^^

jkennes...^\\e farmers and gardeners buy the town dung, at 4 livres the load.

Belle-hie to il/or/aia;....The rough land of this country is reckoned to find fuel and
manure : one of the reasons for almost the whole of it being in such a rough savage

state. They have an execrable custom, well adapted to perpetuate their deserts, that of

burning parts for ashes, to carry to their good land. .

Morlaix....lAesi\is of shell sand on lays, ready to spread for sowing wheat ; the same
liusbandry is practised on our opposite coast, in Cornwall.

, To Brest....A most excellent custom of going round all the inclosures withaninstnb-

ment between a scythe and a wood hook, for cutting up all grass, weeds, and rubbidi^

on the banks and in the ditches, leaving them in heaps, and then carting them away for

making litter and dung ; a practice that cannot be too much commended. '^

CAafmti/rif....Paring and burning, the origin <^ all the culture there is in Bretagnes

and the ruin of the province at mi same timCi TiMf pate two md ft haiitmAme

t .i fi»
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inches deep ; and havinff exhausted the ashes by three or four crops, leave it to weeds
for twenty years before it is (it to bum again.

Quimperiay....Therc is here a most singular husbandry, of which I never saw any

traces before. It is to pare the rough land, and not to bum, but to pile it up in heaps

regularly square, of about twenty-five or thirty cubical yards in each, and about four of

them to an acre ; they are squared up very noatly, and then the field is left for some time,

to cover itself with a new herbage, which is free from furz and b oom, but not quite

80 from fern ; after a time, the heaps being rotten, they are carted and spread, and the

land cultivated. Sometimes they cultivate the land before thev are spread, as I saw some
in pieces of buckwheat. Paring and burning is also practised. This method is inferior

tb Duming; it does not equally destroy grubs, vermin, and weeds ; and the double cart-

ing is a considerable exiience.

f^ditnej....These heaps formed in the spring, and many will be spread this year for

rye. Here they consist of three-fourths or seven-eighths of turf, pared ofi* from every

hole and comer from commons and bad fields, and carried to the good ones ; and if this

execrable practice is of any antiquity, it will account for the barren and wretched state

ofthe country. Evenr poor field is made good for nothing, and the good one cropped,
in consequence, till it is almost as bad. These heaps continue about Vannes in amazing
quantities.

Aiijov....Migniame....The common manuring, ten loads of dung, each three thou-

sand pounds ; but not more than four of Angers dung, ni^t-soil, auies, 8cc.

Maine....Z<? Mans....MarliH here used ; one hundred pipes are laid on a journal.

4} Norm ANDiB...../^/mfon...Fallowsall dunged, with square lumps ofdung, quite black,

as if cast in a mould ; and very thinly, not more than six or seven loads an acre.

/>MWfio/0....Mari employed here ; or rather a hardish imperfect chalk-stone ; drawn
up in buckets ; it lasts twenty years. Stubbles cut close and botted.

•^ Bemay to Elboeuf.... Marl.

Bout;: ...Mons. Scannegatty, Professor of Physics in the Royal Society of Agricul-
ture here, haviiig obsenred, that, in calcining gypsum, it was apt, for various uses to be
unequally burnt, part being partially reduced to lime, and the rest not sufficiently cal-

cined, invented a furnace for the more equal distribution of the heat ; a vault pierced for

the fuel, with a long channel beneath, for convening air, and a door to the mouth of the

furnace ; at top, various holes by way of chimnies, for the smoke to issue, and which
he closes alternately. He knows when the gypsum is sufficiently calcined, by ap^
plying a cold bright iron to these holes ; it is insufficiently done while any humidi^
anses.

%v Za JRoche Gt/^on....Elm leaves are found to make good dung, but not oak ones; the
latter take three years to rot sufficiently.

IstE DE Fran cE....A<m^tf....There are ass-men, who take marling to dofortheftr-
mers, at 18 livres per arpent (to English acres as 32 to 38.) Mons. de Guerchy, after

water in a pond, nine crops of oats, and all good.

To Meaux....Lang dung spread and spreading now(Jul^ 2)for wheat next year.

JWf(/* J/ouffVr....Manure their rich clays with the white marl found under them;
which has the appearance of consolidated paste. They fallow for wheat, and manure the
follows in June, with long dung almost in the state of straw; a metlwd they ccMitend
warmly for; thinking that a greater degree of putrefiKstion would be loss of quantity
and virtue. But there is a circumstance whichseemsin foot much tocondemn tnis me>
tbod; it is^ that while the wheat crops are to be nmked among the finest in France, and
woukLindeedmakca capital figure in England, the oMs and barley are wretched, in-

. ,..,,j0^' '5"-V>^'»>^,--~*'-W^,'^''-~'"'i'>^'"^*^^ ''*'
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deed (soil considered) below contempt. Does not this seem to prove, thnt the expobi'

tion of thp manure, through the year of fallow, to the sun, exhausts it to the amount of

the benefit which one crop would receive from it, and that the wheat has it at second

hand, and the spring corn at the third ?

Alsacx.. ..'Strasbourg....Gypsum used as a manure for clover with success ; does best

on clayey lands ; there are mills for pounding it. It is said to last good for some time ',

two or tifiree boisseau, of thirty pounds of wheat {ter arpcntof 24,000 feet between two
and three bushels per English acre. If a quantity is used it spoils the land. What
mysteries are these about this manure ! >u >i'(itdd.

i9^r^...Manure with blue marl.

To Isle....The dunghills here are the neatest spectacles I have any where seen ; the

walls of them are twisted bands of straw, close and regular as a bee-hive, and some are

covered at top with leaves and branches of trees to exclude the sun. Admirable ! De-
serving universal imitation.

Dauph I NE....ZfOrio/....Box, in thii. country, is cut on the mountains, for manuring-

vines, by burying it fresh at their roots. For mulberries also it is excellent. Three trees

were planted at the same time, and in the same soil, one with box, and the other without,

and there is now no comuurison between them.

M. Faujas de St. Fond has tried gypsum, on a large wjaJie, on sandy kui4» for sainfoin^

with great success. ,.k i ^...^n ;«-<»?.• a .u„{ti'ti,-^i v ..h >'.U*^y^'M:^tl[.\ hp^^M^^v.

Vrov Eiicu....Sahn to St. Canaf....Dead olive branches and cuttings, are piled up
with clods and rubbish for 1 uming, as in Catalonia.

7our (PMgues....Fmng and burning is practised every where ; and, as in Ireland, in

corners, holes, wastes, and even ditches, to make heaps of manure for their cultivated

lands. They are now (September) burning every where. The common opinion is

very much against it ; but the President remarks that it has been practised here unin-

terruptedly, probably for two thousand years, yet the land is no worse than it has always

been.

The importance of manuring is well understood in many of the French provinces {

where faults are to be found, it is more for exhausting the benefit as fast as possible,

tluui for want of knowing the operation and effect. The best farmers in £ngland spread

manures for ameliorating crops, in order that the hoe or the scythe may cut offthe weeds
that are apt to arise in consequence ; and as such crops support catUe, the more manure
is spread the more manure is made ; it is in arithmetical progression ; on the contrary,

when it is given for exhausting crops, as wheat or rye, the benefit is soon exhausted,

and the increase, so valuable in the oeconomy of a farm, does not take place. By means
of spreading the dung for those crops that support cattle and sheep, the live stock of a
farm may be always gradually increasbg ; and it b impossible they should increase,

without the farm improving, and com itself augmenting by the ratio of the product

arising. ,,..,..,,__ ^.^ ,,,_; ^. .. ,.. .
_^

CHAP. XXX....AN ENGLISH FARM ESTABLISHED IN FRANCE, ^n vtwal
«aflj}i'.'i

tm
AMONG the most interesting observations which the duke of Liancourt had madef'

in the various visits he^d to £ngland, was that of the superiority to which the industry

of that kingdom was carried beyond the practice of France ; and above all, to what a
degree of perfection agriculture had att^uned, founded on experiment, and manifest m
an infinitely greater production of com and of live stock than is to be found in'almost

any <Mher country, extent and quality of soil considered. Impressed with this fiu;t, he

irf.^*«*--«---
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liad long cherished the hope or introducing into his own country this source of iiicrea.s-

ing wealth, flowing as well from the au^^mentation of prmliirr, us from that of the pro.

pic employed to raise it; but sensible at the H;imctiin(-, that the most uiscfiil innovations

could be introduced by example only ; a truth the more appli( nble to agriculture, from
being practised by men of small fortune, little or no education, and consequently full of

prejudices, and unequal to the pursuit of any practice, but that of the beaten track ; he

determined to attempt, as soon as it was in his power, an essay of Knglish agriculture;

but as he was desirous of having his example followed, it was necessary that these essays

should be so conducted as to ensure success.

His friend, Mons. de Lazowski's residence durinj^ three years in England, whither he
consented to accompany the sons of the duke, facilitated these means. Mons. de La>
zowski, whom I had the pleasure of knowing intimately, acquired that knowledge in

agriculture, which much inquiry, assiduous application, and frenuent conversation with

the best farmers, could give to a mind very capable of, and much ar justomed to obser«

vation ; he was likewise no stranger to the projects of Mons. de Liancourt ; and in this

instance, as on every occasion, his unexampled friendship made him eager to second his

views.

In 1789, Mons. de Liancourt, on becoming the proprietor of a large estate, situated

at thirteen leagues firom Paris, resolved immediately to execute the plan he had so long

projected : he accordingly engaged an English farmer to come over from Suffolk, with

his family, and a common labourer ; this English colony carried with it every kind of
forming implement ; they had with them likewise five oxen, a bull, and five cows, from
Sussex, to perpetuate that biced, if the country into which tliey were transported would
admit of it ; to these were added a Suffolk polled bull and five cows.

The farmer was placed in a farm that had hitherto yielded about two hundred pounds
a year ; the land was in some parts good, in others, bad ; it was so divided in quality

and situation, as to render one port fit for the reception of sheep, and the other part for

the feeding of cattle; these two objects were those which Mons. de Liancoi t was most
anxious to attain, in the agricultural system he was about to introduce ; because they

were most advantageous, m a country surrounded by great markets, and very near to

that of Paris ; he added a large extent of land to the farm, taken from his park, and
from other farms, consisting of about eight hundred arpents ; two hundred and fifty of
which were appropriated to sheep, and the rest to the feeding of cattle ; he designed to

have made such additions to each part, as would have enlarged the whole to fifteen hun-
dred arpents ; to which, in process of time, he would have nearly dedicated the whole
of his park. Whilst the Englishmen were beginning their operations, and forming the

labourers of the country to the use of the new sort of plough imported from England,
instructing the common workmen as to the construction of the new implements, and
teaching the women servants of the farm the management of the dairy, tne making of
cheese, Sec. Mons. de Liancourt had sent two young labourers, out of the environs of
Liancourt, to England, who, being placed by me with good farmers in my neighbour-
hood, qualified themselves to /eplace, at a future day, the English family, in cas6 these

should grow tired of living in France, or to assist them if, as Mons. de Liancourt hoped,
tb^ were disposed to remain. The artizans of Liancourt learnt to imitate the imple-
ments, the plough and the cart brought from England, and made them very well.

To the cows from England, were added twen^.fourmore from Normandy and Swit-
zeriand; the whole herd, a very fine one, amounted, in 1792, to a hundred and five

head, and hopcj virere entertained of increasing the number to three hundred, and of
eupplyiim^ ihem completely with a sufficiency of food. The young beasts were not then

Vi -4sa2t«*Eii-w,. ^j ^4.v:'i«.u
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of An age to allow of nny decision bcinff made, whether the produce of the Suffolk or

Sussex DTced would best succeed, but tnc whole afforded the moat flattering hopea.

With regard to the flock of sheep ; the Spunish rum crossed with the ewes of Berry

and tlie Spanish ewes, and the Berry ram with the Flemish ewes, were the two breeds

designed to be establislied and improved ; an Englinh ram from Romncv Marsh waa also

crossed with the Bernr ewes, all or which answered [Xfrfectly well : the iambs were fine,

but as this brunch of business had been l)cgan kiter than the other, the prospect of ita

success, although well founded, could not Ik: entirely ascertained.

The lands hud been put into excellent condition, in a country where inclosures were
unknown ; every field of the farm was inclosed by deep and broad ditches, with well

planted l)edgcs ; gates were erected in all ; the dry lunds were irrigated, and the marshy
meadows drained, by cuts under ground ; old lands, for ages pust judged incapable of

yielding any produce, were burnt and rendered fruitful ; the buildings on trie faim
were modelled to the new system, and to the management of the culture that was in-

troduced. The two young French labourers were returned from England, and the

English farmer ^Mr. Reeve) an excellent one, and a very honest man, satisfied with his

situation, with his success, and with the treatment he met in the country, though only

of continuing his employment, of increasing his success, and of seconding the intentions

of his master. He was ordered to keep an exact and daily register of all the business

transacted on the farm, to show it to whoever chose to see it, and to answer all their

questions with truth, mildness, and patience, but not to entice any person to undertake

an imitation of the English method of farming ; Mons. de Liancourt thinking, that in
every innovation, nothing less than self'Conviction ought to actuate those who attempt it;

and that by raising their expectations too highly they risk the success, which sooner or

later would not fail to attend their efforts. The cows of the district were covered by
the bulls of tlie farm whenever they were brought, and the produce from them was
alreadv found, bx. the people of the country, to be much finer ; the culture of turnips

and ofcabbages, for the feed of cattle, absolutely unknown before in the district, began
to be introduced ; some proprietors inclosed their fields : several others had made, for

their own use, farming implements after the English model, and found them answer best

the purpose ; many more hands were employed, of all ugc% and of both sexes, in the

forms ; the English were received with pleasure in the country, and treated in the most
cordial manner ; every thing succeeded to the utmost wish, and these successes were, in

great measure, due to the indefatigable and enlightened vigilance of Mons. de Lazow*
ski, whose heart is equal to his capacity.

The events of the 10th of August added the cruel necessity of forcing Mons. de LiaitJ

court to renounce tlie hope of being useful to his country, as he had every reason to

expect from these essays, to the other misfortunes he has experienced irom the same
cause.

Agriculture was not the only object of improvement he sought to transport out of
England into his country ; he had likewise began to establish the spinning of cotton, a
manufactory of linen, a stocking maiiuiuctory, and the fabrication of cards ; he had
engaged the difli^rent artizans in each branch from England, constructed buildings, and
sacriuced his gardens to these various establishments ; .vhich, in 1792, already employed
more than a thousand people in the district of Liancourt; and, although yet &r from
having attained to perfection, they were productive of the most salutary eflfects to the

lower ranks of people. As these munufactuies have remained in the possession of an
Irishman, whom he had taken as an associate, Mons. de Liancourt consoles himself widi
the idea, that the considerable sums of money it cost hunto form these establishments^

fr,' ji^ij.
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>v€re not wholly lost to the country he was so anxious to enliven and to enrich by in-

'dustry. These establishments naturally rceulluniind what the mornuis de Mirabeau,

Ih his book Dc l*Ami dcs Ilommes, relates of the duke dc lu Kouchcloucald, the grand-

father of Mons.de Liancourt, having, in 1754, made a Hacrificc of one of the itiie?it

orangeries in France, and part uf his park, to the inhabitants of his estate at Vertcul,

in Angoumois, for the purpose of planting mulberry -trees; and raising of silk-worms,

the cultivation of which was at that time scarcely known at Verteuil. This benevolent

nuin had, before his death, the consolation of seeing many good intentions crowned with

success : Mons. de Liancourt, on the coturary, has the sensible mortification of seeing

the good he intended to do, and which he had so happily begtm, destroyed by those

very people for whom it was undertaken ; and who, by a fatal error, in thinking to

hurt him, whose sole endeavours tended to their advantage, have hurt themselves, by
dtiitroying an esUtblishment that would have been a germ of national pro^nrrity, and
Mras uniaue in France.

The (lestruction brought upon such establishments, by revolutionary anarchy, is one<
among a thousand lessons that teach the danger, to the nearest interests of the people,

flowing from popular commotions. Little more remains of these agricultural establish*

ments, thaa the merit of having made them, a source of heart-felt satisfaction to a wor«
thy and patriotic individual. That he mav be speedily reinstated in a property, which
he lived only to improve and to adorn, is the sincere wish of that gratitude and friendt

ship which pens this faint acknowledgment of merit.

•V' V-

«r>.5

ITALY.

NOTES ON THE AGRICULTURE OP LOMBARDY.

•''

'•J

ONE ofthe most interesting countries in Europe, for the practice of various branches

uf rural oecoDomy, merits a much closer and more minute detail than is possible for

a traveller to give, who from the nature of his pursuit can do no more than retain a
few of the principal features, to point out those circumstances which demand the most
studious attention : some of these are so valuable, tliat years would not be mispent in

acquiring a complete knowledge of them. On every subject, except what respects

directly practical husbandry, the small number of my inquiries is of less consequence,
while the pen is in the hand of my esteemed friend, Mr. Professor Symonds, whose
elegant memoirs upon Italian agriculture* are fraught with information of unquestion-

able utility. I shall arrange the minutes I made in liombardy under four heads> which
will include all that I think worthy of the reader's consideration.

.
. , ...'4. ;; '.; «dW'--*K.'

. 1. General circumstances of the husbandry. ^.:^^ ^ ,. .„ .,, ^, .«v ^.,-. -,«*..^»«^
3. The management of grass lands. .. , .«^a,^^.. ir.^ -

3. The management of arable lands. -^ - * vt

4. Hie encouragement or depression which agriculture receives from various

causes.

VOL. IV.

* Inserted in the Annals of Argicultai:e<

4 o
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CHAP. XXXI...OENERAL CIRCUMSTANCES OP THE HUSHANDRY OF LOMDAROV.

LOMDARDY U one of the richcnt pluins in the world ; for ."vrtilit^ of soil, united

with tlie like that is mode of it by watering, it much exceeds ever>' other m Kuropc ; but

for mere natural fertility, I take the plain which extends from Holland to Orleans to

consist of a richer soil, and it is also of a greater extent. From the foot of the Alpa,

near Suzu, to the mouths of the Po, arc about two hundred and fifty miles, and the

breadth of this noble plain varies from fifty to one hundred, containing, {probably, a)K)ut

fifteen thousand scpiarc miles. The I*o IkiuIs its stately course through the whole extent,

its branches rumityiiig, in innumerable streams, from the Alps on one side, and from tlw

Ar'penines on the other ; the prodigious extent of the former range, covered with eter-

nal snows, uflford A vast supply of water, preserved most convcnientlv in those immense
a-servoirs the Logo Moggiore, Lugano, Como, Iseo, Guarda, whose waters are the

origin of the greater part of the irrigations of Lombardy. But in the Appcninct there

are no such reservoirs, nor any extent of snow similar to that of the Alps. Thus the

apace watered to the north of the Po, is probably ten times more considerable than that

to the south of the same river.

The soil of Lomburdy is, wherever I viewed it, either sand, gravel, or loam. I met
with none, or at least, with very little clay (speaking always as a farmer, and not as a

naturalist) and no chalk.

Under this head I shall insert the notes I took concerning, 1, soil ; 2, climate ; 3| in-

dosures ; 4, forms und tenantry ; 5, rent and price of lancf.

SECT. I....OF SOIL.

PiiDMONT....After passing the Alps from Nice, and descending towards Coni, in the

level and fertile vale of Piedmont, the soil is every where a rich sandy loum, with small

appearance of cluy. Wherever rivers, or rather torrents are found, we sec great tracts

of stone and shingle, which were brought by the water from the mountains. I'he Dora
Baltia offers this spectacle ; from that river to Ciglione, are plains and wastes of gravel.

The rice country of Verceil is a sandy loum. The district of the Sesia is gravel. The
Tesin is the same. The gravels of Piedmont arc all full of round stones, from the size

of an egg to that of twice a man's fist.

Milanese. ...In the way from Milan to Pavia, great tracts of gravel, which would
not be very valuable without water. To the north of the city, about Mozzatta, &c.
they have two soils chiefly : a strong loam, a little clayey, blackish, and free from
stones : and a gravel mixed with loam, some blackish, dries quickly, and always loose.

The Lodizan is a loamy sand, or loamy gravel.*

State or VENicE....The whole way from Vaprio to Verona, there are very-

great tracts of gravelly loams ; there are also some sandy ones ; the soil naturally is*

not deep or rich, though there are tracts that merit both those epithets. The terri-

tory of Verona is, in general, indiffereni, and would not be of great value, were it not

for water, and much industry. The best meadows and rice-grounds not more than

nine inches deep on stone and gravel. For some miles from Verona, the stony

* The Lodizan soil is termed, by the Italian writers, oriola ; a blackish sand, mixed with clay. The
Oera d'Adda of geriva, a gravel, composed of sand and rcddisli gravel, with a little clay. The Cremo-
ncse, a red ferruginous earth. Sand and gravel every where. Atti di Milano, torn. ii. p. 1S3.

»]
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I^rnvel continues ; but towards Viccnza, much flue red and brown, dcc|i, friubie, suiidy

luirn, with fiw or no Htoncit.

EccLtiiASTiCAL Stati....Firrarbib....Iii the Fcrrurese, Ix-twern I'iisho Siene

and Holognu, the toil in two feet deep ; of u bniWii Huruty loam, with u )c tlowikh hue un-

der which is one f(M)t of mtiul, and tlicn blue clay, tippurt iilly terrn^inouH. lu cutting,

not long ago, through u field, for rui»iiig u bunk, they met with a hea|) of ancient brickh,

five feet deep. From Fernira to Bologna, the Hoil i^, to all apiKutrance . the richent I ever

beheld ; deep, friable, und with that degree- of tenacity wliicli markn great fertility ; it

seems to be entirely a de|K)8itioii of watrnt, that have broi ;ht tltonc fine particles

which arc held suspended, and which render that Huid turbid: thostc ainiont impaliHtble

particles which are long in Mibniding.

Tuscany... .All I saw of this territory is a rocky stone brash, or gravel. The loams

arc compounds of it, with more or less vegetable mould ; I saw scarcely any tracts,

large enough to be worth mentioning, ttiut ore exceptions. It is, upon the whole, though
improveable, not a fertile soil ; and, if olives were not well adapted to it, would t)c pro-

ductive of little beside sheep. walk ; to which animal, all I saw of this country, is ad-

mirably adapted, and would, I doubt not, pnxlucc as fine wool as Spain itself.

MoDKNA AND Parma....A Hch saudy or gravellv loam is predominant through

these dutchies ; in nuinv tructs it is deep, moist, and friable, as I saw in the lands

which were receiving their autumnal preparation for beans in the spring. In some
districts it is of a firm texture, but not clav. Much the siime soil, but not equally

deep, is found in the ceded provinces ol Vogara, Tortona, and Al .'xandria : but

Eurts of titc last more tenacious, and to be ranked among tlic stificst I met with in

tomburdy.
• '.IN-

SECT. n....CLIMATE.

'^^ OM the climate of Lombardy, Mr. Professor Symonds is so full and satisfactory, that

the reader can be no where so well instructed.

Piedmont. ...The great complaint in Piedmont, is the excessive heat in summer;
equal, 1 was assured, to almost any that was felt on the globe, and of a suffocating qua-

li^ ; while the frosts in winter are as severe, in the contrary extreme. The pestife-

rous climate of Sardinia is known to every body ; though between 39 and 41 degrees

latitude ; in the southern part of the island, thev are not forwarder than in the Mi<
Innese : they cut their corn in the north part in July : in the Milanese before the end
of June.*

Milanese....The most remarkable circumstance in the climate of the Milanese, is

the mildness and warmth of northern und mountainous tracts, and the severity felt in

the plain. This fact is found particularly around the lake of Como ; upon all the

westeni coast of that lake, which is about forty miles long, the agrumi, as the Italians call

oranges, lemons, Sec. are tbund, exposed to the oiien air, in good perfection ; yet the

whole of the lake is bounded by the high Alps, which, immediately to the north, are

covered with eternal snows. On the rich plain of Milan, and thence to the Appenines,

no such plant can be left exposed ; olives are not seen, and oranges, lemons, and ber-

gamots, must be covered in winter. These agrumi arc found chiefly on the west coast

of the laLe^ but some are scattered on tlie eastern. It is the shelter afforded b^ th?

tT r

^ Rifiorimento delta Sardegna, torn. i. p. 153.

^•k't
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mountains, in peculiar positions, that has this effect. The same circumstance is found

in the Lago Maggiore, where the famous Borromean islands are covered with agrumi.

In all the Milanese, drj' summers for corn (I believe it is the same every where in Eu-
rope) are most productive.*

In an experiment made at Vicenza, in the Venetian State, by the Academia Agrariaof

this city, they sowed wheat October 18, 1787; came up the 28th; the ears appeared

May 2, 1788; the flowers May 13; reaped June 19,

Tuscany....! was at Florence the beginning of November, and the ice was 4inches

thick ; a severity never yet known in England. The English were, at the same time,

skating at Rome.
One-fifth of all the productions of the earth arc calculated to be destroyed by hail and

other accidents.

PARMA....In the management of the vines in the Parma^ian, there is a practice which
shews the constant dread of severe frosts. All the vines are now (in November) turned
down, and the end shoots buried f in the earth to preserve them; yet in a wet season

they suffer by this treatment, as well as in all seasons, by being stript from the trees, in

order to undergo this operation.

Mr. Professor Symoiids, in the excellent paper quoted above, removed the common
erroneous idea of the fine climate of Italy ; I made many inquiries concerning the lead-

ing facts, and have every reason to believe, that it is in point of health and agreeableness,

one of the worst climates in the world : with the views of a farmer, however, it must be
confessed, that the productions which the whole peninsuh owes to its climate are very
valuable ; to omit speaking of Sicily or Naples, I may remark, that planting the poor
brashy hills of Tuscany with olives is an advantage unequalled by any thing to be met
with in the north of Europe ; that the produce of silk throughout Lombard is an ob-
ject of the first importance : that rice is found to be an article of almost unrivalled pro-

fit : That the productive state of the meadows is indebted almost as much to the heat

of the summers, as to the plenty of water ; and, for any thing I know to the contrary,

the admirable quality of the cheese also. These are all objects of great magnitude, and
entirely derived from climate. < ,,,.'

SECT. Ill INCLOSURES. ; r* ,;

'

PiEDMONT....Itis not very easy, in many parts of Piedmont, to pronounce, on a su-

perficial view, whether the country be open or inclosed ; but,, on a nearer inspection, the

'* The ssune remark was made long ago, in 1540;
MDXL Extructum r f

''

Annus his bissextilis fuit, et luminare majiis .-'';
i

- .-

Fere totum eclypsavit

A septimo idus Novembris ad septimum usque Aprilts idus
I, Nee nix nee aqua visa de coelo cadere

! Attamen, prxter mortalium opinionem, Dei dementia,
Et messis et vindemia multa.

It is extraoi-dinary, that in 1 799 there was an almost total eclipse of the sun, followed by a fine win-
ter, the same as in 1540. There was a small eclipse on the 7th of April, 1540, but an almost total

one the 15th of April, 1529, and which, for quantity and duration, was very much like that the 24th
of June, 1779. The crop was abundant, as it appearsby the prices of the year, in the Ledger of the
Cistersian Monks. Wheat, 1537, themoggia, 5livres. In 1540, ditto, 4 livres. In 1341, ditto, 6
livres. The ducat of gold, or zecchin, then at 5 livres 15s. Campi (Istoria di Cremona, anno 1540)
speaks of the extraordinary dryness of this year, the abundance of crops, and subjoins, that the com
was cut the middle of May, and the vintage the beginmng of August. This is the harvest near forbf
days sooner than %t present, and the vintage two months. Opusc. Seel. tom. ii. p. 136.

t The same practice was known amongthe ancients. See Strabo, lib. vU. and Qtunt. Curt. lib. yii. c. 9.

•Vi
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greater part by far found to be inclosed; generally by ditches, and, in many dis-

tricts, with hedges also ; which, in some places, are as complete as in the best English

counties.

Milanese....Much the greater part of this territory is inclosed, either with hedges or

by ditches, which serve as conductors of the water used in irrigation. These, in tlie

Lodizan, and other districts to the south of Milan, are planted so thickly with willow

and poplar pollards, that the country looks every where like a wood.
Venetian STATE....Muchof the country from Bergamo to Brescia, is very thickly

inclosed with hedges. From Brescia to the Lago di Guarda it is the same ; but from

thence to Verona not equally so.

Ecclesiastical STAT£....BoLOGNA....The whole Bolognese is inclosed. They
make and plash their hedges with the nicest attention : made with dead stakes, about
four feet high, and tied in cross lines, with great neatness and strength. This care

is, however, exerted for the boundary of the farm only ; subdivisions of this kind are

rare.

Tuscany....There are no rights of commonage in all Tuscany ; thanks to the wis-

dom of Leopold ; every man has a right to inclose his property as he pleases. The Ap-
penines, crossed from Bologna to Florence, are however mostly uninclosed, and almost
waste. '

MoDEN A....From the city of Modena to Reg^o, the inclosures are very neatly formed
of wellmade hedges without any ugly sprawling ones ; but all either trimmed or made
so often, that they are not suffered to spread.

«• F /1RMA....T0 Firenzuola all the countiy is inclosed.

PiEDMONT....7(?rfo««ff....The fences from the duchy^of Modena hither are greatly

declined: there are some hedges every where; but many large fields all the way, with
only bad ditches or banks.

Lombardy, upon the whole, must be considered as an inclosed country, and r^xh of
it closely so. It would indeed be a glaring absurdity to keep land so extremely vai;iable

in an open state. The importance of inclosing is well understood, and where not prac-

ticed in perfectior, it arises from causes that form exceptions rather than effect the gen^-
nU rule.

?

SECT. IV OF FARMS AND TENANTRY.
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THE predominant feature in the farms of Piedmont is metayers, nearly upon the
same system which I have described and condemned, in treating of the husbandry of
France. The landl(»'d commonly pays the taxes and repairs the buildings, and the te-

nant provides cattle, implements, and seed ; they divide the produce. Wherever this

system prevails, it may be taken for granted that a useless and miserable population is

found. The poverty of the farmers is the origin of it ; they cannot stock the farms,

pay taxes, and rent in money, and therefore must divide the produce in order to divide
the burthen. There is reason to believe that this was entirely the system in every part
of Europe ; it is gradually going out every where ; and in Piedmont b giving way to
great farms, whose occupiers pay a money rent I was for some time deceived in going
from Nice to Turin, and believed that more of the farms were larger than is really

the case, which resulted from many small ones being collected into one home steadf.

That belonging to the prince of Corignan, at Billia Biuna, has the appearance of being
very considerable ; but, on inquiry, I found it in the hands of seven &milies ofmetayers.

5
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Ill the mountains from Nice to Kucconis, however, they are small ; but many proper*

tics, ait in the mountains of France and Spain.

The Cava!, cle Capra, mcniber of the Agrarian Society, assured me, that the union of

farms was the ruin ol Piedmont, and the effect of luxury; that the metayers were dis.

missed and driven away, and the fields every where depopulated. I demanded how the

country cume to have the appearance of immense cultivation, and looked rather like a

garden than a farm all the way from Coni ? He replied, that I should see things other>

wise in passing to Milan : that the rice culture was supported by great farms, and that

large tracts ofcountry were reduced to a desert. Are they then uncultivated ? No, they

are very well cultivated, but the people all gone, or become miserable. We hear the

same stor}' in every country that is improving: while the produce is eaten up by a su-

perHuity of idle hands, there is population on the spot ; but it is useless population

:

the iinproN ement banishes tliese drones to towns, where they become useful in trade and
manufactures, and yield a market to that land, to which they were before only a bur>

then. No country- can be really flourishing unless this take place ; nor can there be any
where a flourishing and wealthy race of farmers, able to give money rents, but bv the

destruction of metuying. Does any one imagine that England would be more ricn and
more populous if her farmers were turned into metayers ? Ridiculous. The intendant

of Bissutti added another argument against great farms ; namely, that of their being laid

to grass more than small ones ; surely this is a leading circumstance in their favour, for

grass is the lust and greatest improvement of Piedmont ; and that arrangement of the

soil which occasions most to be in grass, is the most beneficial. Their meadows are

amongst the finest and most productive in the world. What is their arable ? It yields

crops of five or six times the seed only. To change such arable to such grass, is doubt*

less the highest degree of improvement. View France and her metayers : View Eng-
land and her farmers ; and then draw your conclusions.

The Milanese....Wherever the country that (I saw) is poor and uriwatered, in

the Milanese, it is in the liands of metayers. At Mozza^ta the count dc. Castiglioni

shewed me the rent book his intendant (steward) keeps, and it is a curious explanation

oi the system >\ hich prevails. In some hundred pages I saw very few names without a

large balance of debt due to him, and brought from the book of the preceding year

:

they pay by so many moggii of all the different grains, at the price of the year : so many
heads of poultry, so much labour, so much h^ -, and so much straw, &c. But there is,

in most of their accounts, on Uie debtor's side, a variety of articles beside tliose of re-

gular rent : so much corn of all sorts, borrowed of the landlord for seed or food when
the poor man has none : the same thing is common in France, wherever metaying takes

place. All this proves the extreme poverty and even misery of these little farmers; and
shews that their condition is more wretched tlian that of a day labourer. They are much
too numerouii, three being calculated to live in one hundred periichi, and all fully em«
ployed by labouruig, and cropping the land incessantly with the spade, for a produce un>

equal to the payment of any thing to the landlord, after feeding themselves and their cattle

as they ought to be fed; hence the universal distress of the country. Those who are

advocates lor small farms, should come hither, and see how they infallibly generate pover-

ty in every cottage. The surplus of population is not demanded by manufactures, or

by towns ; the increase therefore is only the division of a pittance of food amongst many
mouths instead of a few. It is impossible to prohibit procreation, or to force emigra-

tion ; but it is in a landlord's power to introduce gradually and prudently, a different

system; to occupy a large farm himself, cultivated accurately by day labourers Qf ^,
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ages and sexes, well paid, nnd if this be not sufficient, to establish a manufacture of some
gross and simple kind, to employ the population already existing; and by a gradual al-

teration in his farms, to proportion the food to the mouths that arc to eat it.* There

is at present an inducement to such a change, that ought to weigh very seriously : the

example of the French revolution will spread, and will be much more apt to take effect

in countries where there is nothing but the great land owner and the poor cottager, than

in others where there arc intermediate ranks of men of substance, who have an interest

in preserving public order. What a temptation to confusion and rebellion is it, to have

a country full of miserable metayers, all deeply indebted to the seigneur ? Nine-tenths

of the people in such a case, have an immediate interest in burning his castle :.nd his ac-

count-books, for he stands single, on one hand, against all the people, swarmin«^ on the

other : but in the watered plain, where the farms are large and not populous, from so

much being in grass, there is every where a race of we^thy farmers, who have an in-

terest in keeping the people quiet, who are united with the landlord, and who,
paying their men in money, witnout these long and dangerous accounts, have not the

temptation to revolt ; or even if they were tempted, they would not have the dispropor-

tion of numbers to render it equally dangerous. The great object of men who have
property, is at present to secure it ; and they can have no security, while they fill the

country, by metaying, with swarms of a starving and indebted peasantry. It should be
remembered that the mischievous confusions, plundering, and burnings, in France, were
not in the Pays de Beauce, nor in Picardie, nor in Artois, where meta}'ers are unknown,
and the farms large ; but in the Maconnois, in Bresse, in Sologne, where all are in the

hands of poor miserable metayers ; an instance, surely, express to the purpose, and
which should have its weight with Italian landlords. But to work a change in this per-

nicious system, demands a residence on their estates in the country, instead of abandon^
ing them to the rapacity of stewards ; it is not by living in the frippery of great cities,

that their landed property is to be arranged on safe principles.

f

In the watered parts of the Milanese, great and rich farmers are found. Here are

the particulars of a farm I viewed, between Milan and Pavia ; viz. three thousand one
hundred pertichi ; one thousand six hundred of rice ; two hundred flax ; four hundred
and fifty perrenial grass; four hundred and fifty clover; four hundred arable crops,

wheat, rye, maize, millet, oats, &c. twelve horses ; eight o::en ; fifty.five cows, two
bulls ; forty labourers ; rent 20 livres the pertica ; the whole capable of being watered.
And at Codogno the following are the particulars of one, where one hundred cows are

kept : two thousand pertichi ; one hundred eows : one cazaro ; one sotte cazaro ; six

others ; nine for com ; one agent ; one guard against thieves, and those who steal water

;

one waterman. To stock such a farm 50,000 livres necessary. By means of such
farms they have rich farmers ; some worth 100,000 livres. The general idea of profit,

in these dairy districts, is ten to fifteen per cent. ; some dairy farms are occupied by pro-

prietors, but the number is inconsiderable.

Venetian State. ...All the lands in the Brescian and Veronese territory are let at

half produce, a la meta ; even vines : but some meadows are usually reserved, and also,

woods. The proprietor pays the land-tax, and the farmer provides five stock, and pays
the taxes on it. >•! 'trM^i'^' • ^;.;H'v'«'-'':'' •.:f^ 1

' ':--•,

* But instead of the number of farms decreasing, they are increased, as we learn from Sig. Lavizarl,
Annot. sul Mittapacher, torn. i. p..221.

t This whole passage is left as originally written ; before French horrors rendered French politics
cAijects of detestation rather than example. .,-- ^- j? .aw ^ si.Jrtf* •
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Sig. Locatclli has a farm of one hundred campi, within two miles of the city, which
yields him two hundred and fifty zecchini nctt ; this is something more than 30s. an

acre. He has also another farm more distant, of six hundred campi, which yields six

hundred and fifty zecchini nett ; on which there are eight cows, twenty-two oxen, and
one hundred and fifty sheep.

In the Viccntine,* rent when calculated in money two and a half zecchini per campo.
They have farms so large as two thousand campi.

In the Paduan, one hundred campi are a large farm ; common 60 ; small 40 ; and
they reckon small ones the best cultivated ; if this be fact, and not a matter of opinion

in the gentleman, my informant, it shews that their husbandry must certainly be esteemed
Iiad ; it is, however, (questionable, for the reason added was, that there were more peo-

ple on small farms ; a sure proof that the progress of improvement has not been carried

far. To stock a farm of a hundred campi, one thousand ducats are necessary, reckon-

ing the ducat at 3s. which is not exact ; this is a poor stock, for it does not exceed 33s.

the English acre. The arrangement of the farms in the Paduan, may be guessed at, in

some measure, from the following particulars ; there are found, in the whole district,

two hundred and eighty-eight thousand three hundred souls ; forty-nine thousand, nine

hundred and forty-three cows and fatting cattle ; forty-one thousand plough oxen

;

one hundred and two thousand sheep ; sixteen thousand five hundred and ninety-eight

hogs ; seven hundred and thirty-one mules ; two thousand three hundred and eighty,

one asses. One professor informed me, that in his opinion, the great mischief of the

country is, ^hat of great land proprietors letting their estates to undertakers or middle-

men, who will hire to the amount of 10,000 ducats a year ; and in re-letting to fanners

will squeeze them so that they cannot live, to the great degradation of the country. Anc
ther professor said, that the district of Padua is not so well cultivated as the Vicentin, by
reason of the greater poverty of the farmers and peasants, who are miserable, and have
no power to make the land yield well. Indeed I learned, from very good authority,

that the Paduan is not equal to the Vicentin, except in the mountains, where the pea-

sants are much more at their ease than in the plain.

Ecclesiastical STAT£....BoLOGNA....£stateshere are very generally let to mid-
dlemen, who TC'let them to the farmers at half produce, by which means the proprietor

receives little more than one half what he might do on a better system, with a peasan-

try in a better situation. The whole country is at half produce ; the farmer supplies

implements, cattle, and sheep, and half the seed : the proprietor repairs. Silk, and even
wine on the same tenure.

Particulars of a farm (Sig. Bignami's) of six hundred tomature ; three hundred and
sixty on the hills ; the rest on the plain : six metayers ; thirty-six working oxen

;

twelve cows ; twenty young cattle ; one hundred sheep. Produce, two thousand corbi

of wine ; three to four hundred corbi wheat.

TuscANY....Letting lands at money rent, is but new in Tuscany ; aud it is strange

to say, that Sig. Paoietti, a very practical writer, declares against it.f A farm in Tus-
cany is called a podere : and such a number of them as are placed under the management
of a factor, is called tattoria. His business is to see that the lands are managed accord^

ing to the lease, and that the landlord has his fair half. These farms are not often

larger than for a pair of oxen, and eight to twelve people in one house ; some one hun<*

* Particulars of a farm of one hundred and twenty campi : twenty of meadow, not watered ; ninetf
of corn ; ten of clover ; fifteen oxen and young cattle ; three cows; two horses ; four hogs^ sevei^

men ; four ditto, with oxen ; four women; two children, 'i^* "'.' ^ »wi:>*

t Pensieri, Sec. p. 163, 164.

I
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drcdpcrtichi (this measure is to the acre, as about twenty-five to tliirty-cight) and two
pair of oxen, with twenty people. I was assured that these metayers are (esi)ecially near

Fiorence) much at their ease; that on holy -days they arc dressed remarkably well, and

not without objects of luxur}', as silver, gold, and silk ; and live well, on plenty of bread,

wine, and legumes. In some instances this may possibly be the case, but the general

fact is contrary. It is absurd to think that metaytTF, u])on such a farm as is cultivated by
a pair of oxen, can be at their ease ; and a clear proof of their poverty is this, that the

landlord who provides half i\\e live stock, is often obliged to lend the peasant money to

enable him to procure his half; but they hire farms with very litde money, which is

the old story of France, &c. ; and indeed poverty and miserable agriculture are the sure

attendants upon this way of letting land. The metayers, not in the vicinity of the city,

are so poor, that landlords even lend them corn to eat : their food is black bread, made
ofa mixture with vetches : and their drink is very little wine, mixed with water, and call-

ed aquarolle ; meat on Sundays only ; their dress very ordinary. Yet in all these par-

ticulars they were in a worse situation before the free corn-trade. The richest peasants are

in the Valdichiano. The most common agreement is, for the landlord to furnish all

the cattle and sheep, and to pay the taxes, except the capitation on the peasants' family

of 3 livres for all above three years old. In a considerable fattoria of eighteen poderi,

at Castello Villa Bali Martelli, the largest is two hundred stiori (thirty-six acres, at 5^

;

28^, at 7) and 70 the smallest. Particulars ofone of one hundred and ninety stiori ; one
pair of oxen ; two calves ; one horse ; one mule ; no cows, sheep, or hogs ; fourteen

people, of all ages and sexes ; taxes before the grand duke's redemption, 80 pauls,

now 15 ; tythes 15 pauls, halfpaid by landlord, half by peasant ; this is 6s. 8d. in the

whole for about thirty acres. Produce com, one hundred and eighty scudi ; silk^ six

and a half; wine, fifly.eight ; oil, sixty ; in all 851. ; the half, or 441. is the landlord's

receipt for these articles, or above 11. 5s. per acre, at five stiori and a half to the English
acre, and 11. lis. if at seven. No small proprietor.

F'iUamagna....S\s. Paoletti, rector of this parish, and author ofsome valuable works on
agriculture, which I have had occasion to quote, was so obliging as to give the following
detail of the three poderi belonging to his living, from which the arable oeconomy of
tliis part of Tuscany will be well understood.

. ; THREE PODERI ; THREE FAMILIES.

"h?

Seed Sown...A8 stajiof wheat
3 ditto vetches

.

;

'- 24 dittobeans

M 6 ditto oats

Artificial grasses ; viz. clover,

great millet, vetch, and oats,

all for forage ...
Wood, ....

168 stori of land.

28
10

24
283

: -i- f ,.

The stajo of wheat, of forty pounds English (fifty-two pounds to fifty.five pounds Tus-
can) sows three stiori and a half, and yields eight or nine times as niuch ; vetches four
times the seed ; beans three times ; oats seven times ; the wheat is a tolerable crop ; all

the rest miserable. Ifthe farms immediately under the eve of this able writer^ yield no
more in this meta system, we may suppose the poverty of the common products ; we have
on the worst lands in England no idea of such cn^ as these of vetches, beans, and

VOL, IV. 4 T
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oats. There are further on the three poderi, thirty-six sheep ; one mule ; six oxen ;

and four cows ; also fifty barrels of oil, at five scudi ; and three hundred and eif^hty bar-

rels of wine, at ten livrcs the barrel, vintage price, but at a year old 15 or 16 livres

;

in silk 25 scudi; and in wood 10 scudi, for thrce-fourthsof the woods are in a state of

destruction. These poderi are let a la meta ; repairs are done by the proprietor ; live

stock belong to the incumbent, and neither to the church ntv. to the peasants ; imple-

ments belong to the tenants ; seed- wheat, three-fourths to them, and one-fourth to the

owner ; of spring-corn all to the latter ; also all sorts that are put in with the vanga

(spade) as the land is so much the belter laboured. Let it be remembered, that the

spade being preferred to the plough, is the most decisive proof that tillage is in a state

of mediocrity, if not barbarism.

MoDEN A....In the mountains there are many peasant proprietors, but not in the plain.

A great evil here, as in other parts of Lombardy, is the practice of the great lords, and
the possessors of lands in mortmain letting to middle-men, who relet to metayers; un-

der which tenure are all the lands of the dutchy. The tenant furnishes one half of the

cattle, and the landlord one half. To Reggio the number ofscattered houses very great

;

good ; and with neatly hedged home-stalls : apparently there is not a labourer's house

m all the countr}- ; all metaying farmers.

Pah MA.... Appearances from Reggio to this place are much inferior to those from
Modena to Reggio ; the fences not so neat ; nor the houses so well built, white, or

clean. All here metayers ; the proprietor supplies the cattle, half the seed, and pays

the taxes ; the peasant provides the utensils. In the whole dutchies of Parma and Pla-

cenza, and indeed almost every where else, the farms must be very small ; the practice

I have elsewhere noted, of the digging the land for beans, and working it up with a su-

I^erfluity of labour, evidently shew it : the swarms of people in all the markets announce
the same fact; at Placenza, I saw men whose only business was to bring a snuiUbagof
apples, about a peck ; one man brought a turkey, and not a fine one. What a waste

of time and labour for a stout fellow to be thus employed.

Savoy. ...All the |)easants are proprietors. So long ago as the year 897, lands were
let on lease for twenty-two years, and not only for a payment of fruits or service, as in

all the northern parts of Europe, but partly at a money-rent. This shews how vastly

more forwiwd Italy was in those early periods, than the rest of Europe.*

It is said, that in 1464 began the custom of letting lands on a three years lease.f

SECT. V....RENT AND PRICE OF LAND.
'

THIS, as I have endeavoured to explain already in the case of France, is one ofthe

most important inquiries in rural ceconomy. The vulgar notion is, that nothing raises

ihe value of land, but trade or manufacture. If the result of my travels were only to

prrluce facts sufficient to overturn so false a theory, my time would not be altogether

I. .

VEDMONT....CAf«fa/<e....Land in general is sold at 800 livres, or 900 livres the gior-

nata, which is to the English acre as 7440 is to 7929. (Paucton.) At a distance from

* Uncerto Donno, che cerca da P. Abate cli S. Ambrogio a nomo di livello, per ventidue

annit alcune terrc nel Contudo di Brescia, ch'erano del monistero d'Orona ; promettando di pagare a
iicto cioe per iissa annuale punsionc tanta quontlta di generi, e di denaro. Secala modia decern, Se-
liginc staria duodecem, saba, &c. &c. Giulini goes on :

** Qui chiaratnente si comprende, che s'in-

ganno il Mattioli il quale credette, che la segale fosse la siligine degli antichi." Memorie della Chfft

e delta Camp di Milano. Guilini parte ii. p. 63.

t Caronelli sopra rinstituzlonc Agraria della CioventU) quarto, 1789, p. 58. •'•

.
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towns, 600 livres to 850 livres. Some at 1000 livrts f^GI. 6s. per English acre.) Good
watered meads, 1000 to 12(X) livres.

Turin....The price of land in the environs of Turin, as may he supposed, is very higli.

Four miles from the town some is sold without water, at 1200 livres thegiornata : with

water, it depends on quantity, and the value is immense. Land that has one hour a week
of such a stream as will water Cive giornata in that hour, sells at 1500 livres (791. IDs.

per English acre ;) if it waters two giornatn, lOfX) livres ; and if three, 1200 livres. And
such watering adds at least one third to the value ofthe land. At Cumbiano, five miles

from Turin, arable land sells at 3000 livres, but this is uncommon. Near the town such
prices as 3000 livres and 4000 livres are known. But in general, arable watered, near

Turin, sells at 1000 livres ; at a distance and not watered, 200 to 550 livres. Ifa gene-

ral average were to be made of all sorts of land, except the very finest, it would be about

500 livres. In regard to rent, but little is let for money, chiefly at one half produce ;

but such meadows as would sell at 1000 livres would let at 70 to 75 livres. If two*

thirds are arable, and one-third meadow, 40 livres will be about the rent in good lands.

In the territoiy of Turin, arable lets at 30 livres.

f>rre//i....Rice-grounds, 500 livres; good wlicat land, 800 livres; watered meadow,
600 and 700 livres i^er giornata.

Mii.ANES£....The price varies from 15 livres for the poorest wastes, to 1000 livres

the pertica;* but from 600 to 1000 livres more common. As the livre is 7id. Eng-
lish, 1000 livres is 981. 19s. 2d. per acre. It is usually bought in such a manner as to

jiay 2^ to 3 per cent, for the purchase money.
Between Milan and Pavia, land rendered good by water, some sells at 300 to 500

livres : at 300 livres it lets at 12 livres.

From Milan to Mozzatta, when you have passed the watered plain, which is in a few
miles, the rent in general is not more than 4 livres or 5 livres die pertica. In every
new lease for a long period, such as eighteen or twenty-one years, there is always an

' * The difficulty I have met with, in ascertaining the contents of a Milanese pertica, is strange.

"Paucton, in his Metrologie, makes it to the English acre, as 0. 1 4727 is to 0.7929, by which proporiion,

it should contain 8090 feet, or about 5| perticus in an acre. Count Alexander Cicogno, in the Me-
moii's of the Patriotic Society of Milan, vol. ii. p. 304, suys, that if seeds are planted at iifteen oncie one
from another, 1479 will plant a pertica. As the oncia is two inches English, this makes 9243 Eng-
lish feet in a pertica.

Mons. de laLande says, that it takes more than five perticas to make an arpent de Paris ; now as

thatarpent is to the English acre, 0.6694 is to 0.7929, there arc consequently 36,775 English feet in

that arpent ; at five perUcas it would consist of 7355 English feet, or about six to an acre.
~

In the notes to the new edition of the Venti Giornata of C>allo (1775) this pertica is said to contain

6152 French feet, which will not differ materially from de laLandc.
Count Carli, who was president of the supreme council of Finances at Milan, and has written intel-

ligently on the censimento, says, L'arpent di Francia sta alia pertica Milanese come I ^ ad uno prossi-

mamente. (Delleoperc del S. Conte Carli. 8vo. 1784, tom. i. p. 223.) The arpent of France being
to the arpent de Paris as 48 to 32, there are 55,162 English feet in it, and in the pertica (at !> to i)

31,500 feet. But the same author says (a. 320) there are 4868 pertichi In a square Italian mile ; if

so, there are 3628 in a square Englislt mile ; this makes 5^ and Jth pertichi to an English acre.

Finding so many contradictions, I judged it necessary to recur to different authority. The oncia pf
Milan is two English inches, and the measures thus arrange themselves

:

-vi»* »'•''.',« '*»-'^---! <"" •
One pertica 24 tavoli.

, , : ; .-
- One tavoli 12 piedi.

Onepiede 12 oncie.

Of these the tavola and pertici are s<^uare measures, the former containing 12 piedi square; this

makes 576 English feet, which multiplied by 24, the result is 13,624 feet for a pertica, or about 3^
to an acre ; and by this estimate I shall calculate,

4 P 2
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augmentation of rent in every port of the Milanese, and generally to a pretty considcra-

ble amount. There is aUo an undoubted augmentation in the' Kpecic current in the

country, and the prices of every thing have risen at the same time that money has in-

creased. It highly deserves noting by tiie politician, that as the Milanese subsists en.

tirely by land procfucc, without trade (other than the sale of that produce) and without

manufacture, it is remarkable that it has experienced an advance hi its prosperity, as well

as countries that seem to engross both trade and manufacture ; even at a period long

after it had attained a height of cultivation and improvement, to which those trading

countries have little to oppose.

Ijodi.,..T\\c best land near this place, 600 livres the pertica (591. 8s. per English
acre;) but farther off, 300 livres to 350 livres. The Spina, a farm I viewed, belong-

ing to the Caval. Don Bassiamo Bona Noma, lets at 30 livres, others at 25 livres

;

but the common price 12 livres to 15 livres. The best land and highest rent is all for

cows. I '

Cor/o^o....Watered lands sell at 300 livres the pertica ; and let at 10 livres (191. 9b.

per English acre) nett rent, tenant paying sensimcnto, &c.

IIt. •. - ^''

Rent nett, 10 *««

10 •''^'

2 5 ««

^'* ' Water tax for distribution,

Cciisimento,

Total rent, 13 5 '*«

Venetian St at E^..Bcrgamo...,Fnce of land near Bergamo, 80 ducats the pertica.

The diicat is 8 livres, and 50 livres the pound sterling ; and if the editors of Agostino

Gallo be not mistaken, there are 6194 French feet in a pertica ; on these proportions,

land sells at 781. 8s. \ier English acre.

Brescia....Thc best sells at 800 scudi ; commonly from 300 to 500 scudi the jugero.

This measure containing four pertichi, and the Ei^lish acre 4^, makes 400 scudi to

equal 591. per English acre, at? livres the scudo. 'fhe best landof800 scudi, amounts
consequently to 1181. Rents, per jugero, 5 to 10 scudi; the mean, 7\ scudi, equals

22s. English acre.

rerona....Liu\d here commonly sells at 70 zecchini thecampo (441. 6s. per English

acre) and yields to the prop- ietor 3 to 4 per cent. I viewed an arable field close to the

city, yet sowing with wheat, that would sell for 100 zecchini per campo : and some other

lands just out of the Porta Nouva, that are excessively gravelly, would sell for 15 zec-

chini ; such poor land, at a distance, would not sell for more than S or 9 zecchini (51.

per English acre :) it is however not so bad, but that good mulberry-trees are on it.

ricenza....ThG best watered meadows sell at 2400 livres to 3000 livres the campo,
which is about 651. per English acre, the best arable is nearly as valuable. The worst
arabl?^ 300 livres; in the best there are neither mulberries nor vines. Common price

900 livres to 1000 livres, and the produce 110 livres per campo, about 55s. the acre.

The highest rent in money is 3 zecchini the campo, common 1, l|, or 2 zecchini. But
in general land is let at half produce.

, f
- -;-

-^
"
'; ^ ;

To Padua....The best land sells at 45 zecchini the catiipo: rice-grouhds iife at tiblt

price.

Padua....The best arable land sells at 200 ducats, of 6 livres 4s. The campo is 840
pertiche quadrate, each of six feet, consequently 30,240 feet ; but jthe foot is one inch
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: at that

longer than the Paris foot : it is therefore equal to about 35,280 Paris feet,* or about

one-tenth under an Kn(i;lish acre. Middling land 95 ducats: bad 50 ducats; rice-

grounds, and consequently irrigated, 200 ducats ; the same land before rice l)cing plant-

ed, 100 ducats; ^\iitcred meadows, 200 ducats; woods, 100 ducats; gardens, 400
ducats. Estates pay 5 per cent.

Ecclesiastical St a TB....-flo/o^wfl....Landlords arc ])aid by half produce, which
aflTords them about U. 6s. 5d. per tomatura, of half an English acre, and as much is lert

for the farmer : this is about 51. 5s. an acre, gross produce, on- an average ; liut it is in

the rich plain only. Through all the country, and including good, bad, and indifferent,

it varies from 8s. 9d. to 268. 5d. the tomatura^ for the landlord's share. The price for

such land asyields the latter sum, is 211. 17s. 6d. English, the tomatura : in general from
81. 15s. to 131. 2s. 6d. The return for the value ofland is 4 to 5 per cent, on the capi*

tal, but in farms on the mountains, 7 per cent.

Tu8CANv..../'7ortfncf....The landlord's halfof the produce, for all farms are let a la

meta, is about 3 Uvres nett (28. I4d.) per stiora on the plain (lis. 81d. per Eng.
lish acre:t) it is 2 livres on the hills (7s. 8^d. per acre) and 1 livre on the moun«
tains. No other proof is wanted of the poor state of agriculture in this country, aris*

ing, doubtless, from so wretched a mode of letting land. What must it have been
before the time of Leopold, who has done so much towards the annihilation of its old

fhackles?

rUlamagna....Thxec poderi, containing 200 stiori cultivated, and 283 of mountain
wood, would sell at 12,000 scudi (34001.) and per stiora for the whole, 71. each : it

also yields a rent by mcti«ying of 500 scudi; and land is commonly sold to pay 3^ per

cent, interest ; but more commonly in other parts onlv 3.

DuTCHY OF MooeNA....itf(M/(ma....The biolca, which is here the measure of land,

is twenty-nine French toises by twenty-six, or seven hundrt-d and fifty-four; or to the

English acre as 27,144 is to 38,300 ; or as 15 to 21. This measure of arable sells from
500 livres to 1200 livres, the livre half that of Milan, or about 4d. ; 800 would be
181. an acre. Watered meadow sells at 1200 livres to 3000 livres ; the latter equals

701. an acre. Such are mown thrice ; the first cutting yields one carro of 100 poid, or

25001b. rthe pound about three-fourths of an English pound;) and the price of hay 3
to 4 zeccnini per carro.

Parma.... The best land sells commonly at 50 zecchini the biolca (311. 7s. per acre.)

To Firenzuola, the best sells at 25 to 40 zecchini.

Pi£OMONT....^o^ara....From St. Giovanni to Vogara, the price of the best is 500
livres the journal. After that town, 24 scudi di Milano per tavola (about 201. to 251. (ler

acre.) From Vogara, to within a few miles of Turin, the average value of land is 500
livres (261. 13s. per English acre.)

SAVOY....At Montmelian, vineyards set at 1000 livres to 1200 livres the journal,

which about equals a French arpent. On the mountain sides to Chamberry, on a soil,

to appearance absolutely stones, that yield good wine, and sell as high as meadow. Cul.
tivated land at Modcna, in the Haut-Savoy, at 1000 livres. Improved mountain spots,

300 livres to 500 livres.

The most careless examination ofthe preceding prices will be sufficient to shew, that

land is sold at present in Lombardyj some ages uter it lias lost both its commerce and its

5 * Mr. Paucton makes it more tliaa in arpent of France, 1.0866. How he proves this, I am not
arithmetician enough to know. ,

. „ . ^ f This at the ratio of i\ stiori per acre. ^, wm,;V •H-
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itianufacturcs,* ut prices that ought to mark the direct influence of immense industry

;

fur it ri!>cs from 301. to lOOl. an acre, through a tcrntury not comparable for noil naturally

to many others. I will venture to assert, tnat th same land in England, would not sell

for halt, tK-rhapsnot for one third of the money. And it is worthy of remark, that the

cities which possess most trade at present, as Leghorn, Genoa, and Venice, have little

influence on thelHixl" '.v!:ich sell at the prices here noted. It is not the competition of

Venetian merchants that raises the prices on the terra firnu ; and what have those of

Leghorn and Genoa to do with the Milanese and Piedmont? If Leghorn has not cul«

tivatedthe Maremma, how was it to water the Lodizan? Bologna is |K>rhaps the most

manufacturing town in Lomliardy ; but has it drained the Commachio? If you recur

not to present, but to ancient wealth, you must turn to Florence,t Pisa, Genoa, and

Venice; the two first are in one of the worst cultivated countries in Italy : of Genoa I

know nothing but by reading; but I have read no author that speaks of great cultiva-

tion in the Ligurian territory, free from small present proprietors : and let it be rcmem<
bcred, because it is a circumstance that merits it, that great commerce and fabrics, es-

pecially when depending on a city that governs a territory, have a diiLCt tendency not to

establish, but to annihilatu such properties.

The cftcct of great wealth flowing from industry, is to extirpate little properties by the

profits from trade being invested in their purchase; one country gentleman, with halfa

score farmers, and a hundred labourers, takes the place in countries, where the progress

of wealth is in its natural course, of a number of little proprietors, who eat up all their

produce, and yet are hidfstarving for want. Is this the case in the Genoese territory ?

1 am sure it is not at Venice.

The surest proof of the want of disseminating wealth in the country, is the almost uni-

versal practice of cultivating the land by metayers ; if trade and commerce did much
for Italy, which cannot be doubted, you must look for their effects, not in the country,

but in towns. Tho^e cities that possessed much industry (which 1 have named) carry

sure proofs of former prosperity : go out of their gates, and you meet with none—from
what did this arise ? Probably from those cities being sovereign ones, and shackling the

country with every species of monopoly, in favour of themselves. What is it therefore

that will diffuse wealth through all the classes, and give verdure to the fields, as well as

lustre to the towns ? An equitable government. Whatever we possess in England, wc
owe to this origin ; and it highly deserves notice, that it is not a cultivation superior to

that of other countries, which distinguishes our island so much, as the establishment of

a race of men generally found no where else ; a substantial and wealthy race of tenantry
;

a race found in every comer of England : in Lombardy, you must go for such, not to

Florence and Genoa, but to the Lodizan. < « \
''•"

* Every one knows, that, strictly speaking, there are both trade and manufactures in all parts of Lom-
bardy ; converting raw to organized silk, is certainly a manufacture ; and making u few velvets ut Ge-
no<'., or glass beads at Venice, arc manufactures; but, for all the purposes of argument, Lombardy,

when compared to such countries as England and France, must be said to be almost destitute of thent.

t For the immense maiiuf.ictures and wealth of Florence in the fourteenth century, see Giovwni
Viilani, lib. ii. cap. 93. '^ In Firenze le Botteghe (unno 1330^ deU'artc della lanavrano dugento v piu

c fucuvano dasettunta inottantu mila panni di valuta di piu di lYiillc dugento migliuja di fiorini d'oro

(sonoascudi iiorentiiii 22,860,000) che beneil terzoepiu rimaneva nella terra per ovruggio senzail

guudagno de'lanajuoli. Del detto ovraggio vivevanopm di 30,000 personne. Se per tutti i prudotti

c manifatture dell'intcra Toscuna presentemente non entra piu di un milione due centomila scudi

;

chiuro e, chu tempo fa lu sola arte della lana in Firenze produceva venti volte piu utile di qucllu, cho
presentemente ne laccia tutto lo stato. Carli Saggio Sopra la Toscana, op. i. p. 348.

A most singular law passed during the republic of Florence, that no man should make proof of no-

bility, .\ Itu Was not able to deduce it tiom the manufacture of wool or silk. Carli, tomo v. p. 335. A
more commercial idea could no where root itself.

il^,.M»iai.*»>-i»v.j,>^..t—fc.'-.inih.^^
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tllAP. XXXII ..OF THE MANAGEMENT OF OIIASS LANDS,

CATTLK niul grass laiuls arc so connected, ihut, I trust, it will not Ix? deemed an

impropriety to treat of theni in the same chapter, and as parts or the same suhject.

The observations I have made in Italy will be divided easily into 1, irrigation ; 2, live

stock.

SECT. I....OF IRRIGATION.

IF there be one circumstance which gives a superiority to Lombardy, over all the

other countries I have seen, it is this, and therefore merits the most pjirticulai detail.

PiEDMONT....Aictf....Such is the consequence of water here, that a garden of four

sesturadi (a sf^uarc of twelve trebucchi, i. e. 144 is a scstanida, and 40<) trcbucchi u gior<

nata, which is to the English acre as 0.7440 is to 0.7929) with a small house, lets at 20

louis d'or per annum, or about 151. an acre.

C'o«i....For the last ten miles from Nice to Coni, the countr)' improves continually.

The soil near the moimtains is stony, but is a good sandy loam lower in the vale. It is

perfectly level, and watered with the utmost attention, in a manner 1 had not noticed

before ; not as in Spain, in beds, but the field is ploughed flat, sown with wheat, the

clods broken with hoes and bush.harrowed, and then great deep trenches struck with

the plough, for letting in the water ; these ore eight to twelve yards asunder. They
are now (September) watering clover eight inches nigh, by letting the water into these

trenches, and conducting it in a singular manner. A man walking backwards, draws
by a Una a bunch of straw and weeds, just lar^ enough to stop the water in the trench,

and force it to overflow on each side. This is an expensive and o|)erose method, and
interior to the Spanish. The crops now on the ground are maize, good, but not cxtni>

ordinaiy ; millet ; and a little hemp, the male plants picked. A great deal of clover,

but not much that is clean. But meadow abounds, which h the glory of Piedmont

;

and the conducting of the water in multiplying conduits, seems well understood, and
practised in great perfection.

Coni to Chantale.... In the watered meadows, much chicorium intybus and plantago

lanceolata. Watered meadows are cut thrice commonly ; but in some seasons four

times.

Jiacconis....The watered meadows are now mowing for a diird time ; the predomi-
nam plants ; the chicorium intybus, plantago huiceolata, acchillca millefolium, and trifo-

lium pratense.

7b 7Mrm....From Coni to Turin, something more than half the country appears to be
watered, possibly two-thirds, and wherever the water is carried, it is apparently with

great skill. It is however rather singular, that more trenches are not cut for taking the

water ofl' the land ; the attention is chiefly paid to bringing it on ; from which we may
conclude, either that the heat of the climate renders, such drains less necessary than in

England ; or that water is too valuable from every one understanding its use, to be
brought on in the least superfluous quantity. The contrivance towards Turin, for car-

rying the aqueducts of irrigation across the roads, are beautifully executed : for conve-
nience of distribution, the water course is raised three or four feet, or more, above tlie

general level : these aqueducts are brought to the side of the road, and seemingly finish

in u wall, but really sink in a syphon of masonry under the road, and rise on the other

Bide behind another »imikr wall. S<;eing thesQ buttresses ofmasonry, without perceiving

fi

>i

•I
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fimt »ny wntrr, T uoiwlrred for a moment !o what ute they could he aftdi^ed ; but when
I ntotiiitcd the loot way, this beautiful contrivance wua ut once upparcut. Thcitc arc

noble cxcrtiona.

7firf;i.../l'hc irriKution in ull thin vicinity ii extcnaivc, and carried to great perfection.

Water in nK'n«iurc(l witli iw much accuracy an wine. An hour ikt week i% Hold, and
the ice Himpic ol' the water ih attended to with the Humc solicitude, un that of the land.

Rich mcadowM without water sell for 1000 livrca and 1 100 livrcs u gioniutu ; and arable

worth 5(X) livrcs without water, is in many instances worth 2000 livres with it. Such u

niendow as will m11 for 1 100 livres or 1200 livrcs \ycr giornatu, will yield the first mow-,
iii^ 1 15 rulihiioi hay, worth 9m. to 10s. the rubbio, the second 90 rubbii, at 7s. to 8s.

and the third, tiO rubbii, at 6«. to 7h. ; the fourth gro\vth is sold to be eaten by ahecp,

ut 5 livres. This pnxluce amounts to 120 livres, or 61. English per gicMiuita, which is

under an acre. The iulercst of 1100 livrcs benig ut 40 livrcs or 50 livres, tlicrc remains

asuHicicnt profit, after all expencea arc paid. During tiK winter, as the meadows arc

commoni) fed with sheep, they do not water at ull. Some experienced cultivators

avoid M akr in the spring, till the frosts arc over, which hup))cn here as late at the 10th,

and even the 15th of Mav, as a strong fresh vegitution is in such cases entirely cut oH';

but in general no attention is paid to this circumstaiu:c, and watering goes on at all

times except when sheep are on tlic ground. Those who have water aiough, let it on
to their land once a week during the whole summer ; but if the weather is wet, once a

fortnight ; and a duy or two before cutting, if the water is perfectly clear. In regard to

the miality of water, they make no other distinction than that from mountains being cold,

and that of the Dora, near Turin, being clurgcd with so much sand as to be bad. The^
attend to the cutting of weeds in the canals tliut they may rot ; aiul some good managers
harrow the bottoms in the spring to foul the water, which then acts more powerfully as

a manure. Another practice, which tends also to prove what excellent farmers they

are in all tluit respects meadow grounds, is that of paring and burning, which they dcT'

form on pieces that have a bad herbage, o' want of improvement ; but do not sow them
with com or any other plant, except hay seeds, in order to renew the grass, with no
other interruption. It is impossible to praise such practices too much. They call this

husbandr}' motaru.

The power ofeffecting the great works in irrigation, which ore visible over this whole
country, depends verv much on the law, which suppt vtH the right and property of all

rivers to be vested in tlie king ; conseouently all can4J« )Arn from them, are bought of

him, and this ensures another regulation, which is tSe power of carrying the water,

when bought, at the pleasure of those who buy it, wiiere they think fit : they cannot

however cut across any man's ground without paying him for the land and the damage ;

but the law does this by regulations known to every one, and no individual is allowed a
negative upon a measure \vhich is for the general good. The purchasers of water from
the king, are usually considerable land owners, or communities that have lands wanting

water, and it is of no consequence at what distance these lands may be from the river

whence the water is taken, us they have a right to conduct it where they choose, pro.

vided they do not cut through a garden or pleasure ground. Nor can they carry the

water under that of others, whose canals are already made, as they ought in that case

deprive them of part of their water ; they are obliged to throw aqueducts over such
canals. The benefit of water b so great and well understood, that nobody ever thinka

of making objections ; and in case uieir lands are not already watered, it is no small ad>

vantage to have a new canal brouriit through them, at the^ have the opportunity of

buying witcr of the proprietors* it is 9fM per liQur per week» and even half ap hour,
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and down to a quarter. The common price of an hour per week for ever, it 1 500
livrrt. At GruIiuHt^ho, four milr« from Turin, there arc many Pcniian whccia thut lift

up the water by buckcta ; the wheels are double, with waihcni between for the stream

turning them ; the buckets or boxes on one outnidt- only ; they niiic the water ei^ht or

ten feet, and about two and a half short of the full diameter of the wheel, and I could

not perceive that tliey lose a drop ; none falls except what adheres to the wheel itself.

To save the expcnce of multiplymg sluices, for the occasional stopna^c of water, in car<

ricr trenches, to force it over thie land they liavc a moveable board tlut fits the trench,

^
which is placed occasionally where wanted, and anHwers the purpose well. They have

* none of the ramifications of carrier trenches common among us ; and not so many drains

for taking the water oflfas with us ; and, on the whole, do not shew any thing like our
attention in the use of the water, though twenty, or rather a hundred times more in

bringing it from rivers, and distributing it about the country , and I could not but ob*

serve that their meadows have much bad herbage, and many places damaged by the wa>
ter resting too long ; this is more the case here than it seemed to be from Com to Rac*
conis where the meadows carried a iK-ttcr countenance.
" Turin to C/uvtuco....Sot one-third of this country is watered. At Chivasco but little

also. After crossing the Dora Belta, there nre soon two considerable canals of irri-

gation ; one nude two years ago only, which is as great a work as a navigation in

jtngland.

Ci^/ion#....Little land vratered in this country ; but I observed here some meadows,
with oflT'Channels from the principal ones, for conducting the water, which I did not

notice before ; but very few drains. The new canal crosses a gravelly waste, but none
of it watered.

iyouehan....A very rich country much watered ; and many mulberries.

St. Oermano....Mowing itir third crop of grass, and very poor ; not more than fifteen

cwt. an acre, and yet watered. The glory of Piedmont is from Coni to Turin. Those
who pass Mont Cenis to Turin, and Turin to Milan, see, on comiiarison, nothing.

P'arceUi....Tiie new canal now making, for taking water from the Dora Belta, and
conducting it to the rice grounds of Vercelli, is done by the king, and will cost three

millions ; the water is sold to communities. Tfie other I crossed near the Dora, at the

same time, was made long ago, and belongs to the marquis de Bourg.
MiLANESE....^q^^ra,...After crossing theTesino, in several branches, and enter-

ing the Milanese, we find a great system of watering meadows to Baflfalora, where that

magnificent canal, the Navillio Grande i^ twenty yards broad, and though navigable, was
originally made for irrigation alone.

St. Ptetro 0/mo..i.Hence, for some distance, there is no watering ; but then there is

something in our Berkshire method ; the hinds are arched up, and just in the centre, on
their crown, are the carrier trenches for conducting the water, and on each side a row
of low sallows ; some of these lands are two rods broad, and two feet higher in tl!)e

ridge than in the furrow ; the land firm and the herbage good : wherever the mea-
dows seem good, there is abundance of chicorium intybus, plantageo lanceolata, and
trifoiium pratense.

Milan....As the irrigation of the Milanese is perhaps the greatest exertion ofthe kind
that ever was in the worid, and certainly tt^ first that was undcrmken in £urope, after

the decline of the Roman Empire ; it merits every attention that'a farming traveller can
give ; for it will be found, by very briefly recurring to records, which have been search-
ed, that great exertions (perhaps as great as ever Known) were 'made in this country,
at a period when all the north of Europe was in a state of barbarbm. In the year 1037,
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mention is made of the canal Vecchiabbia. In 1067, watered meadows were common,
called prato roco, by Landolfo.* In 1077, there are notes of many streams used. In

1133, themonksof Chiarevallc bought of Giovanni Villano some commons, woods, and
meadows for 81 livrcs under the contract (a parchment yet remaining) " ut monastcrium

possitex Vectabia trahere lectum ubi ipsum monasterium voluerit etsi fuerit it opus li-

ceat facere eidem monasterio fossata sui)er tcrrani ipsius Johannis ab una parte viae et ab

ulia, &c. possit firmare et habere clusam in prato ipsius Johannis, &c." There is a simi-

lar contract of the following year, and various others, until the beginning of the thirteenth

century ; from which, and others, it appears that the Vecchi-ibbia was the entire property

of the monastery, and confirmed in 1276 by the diploma of the emperor Frederick II.

The merit of these monks appears to have been great, for they gained such a reputation

for their skill and industry, that they had many applications for assistance in directing

works similar to their own upon uncultivated lands ; and the imperial chancellor Rinaldo,

in the time of the emperor Fr»;derick I, bt!;ig appointed archbishop ofCologne, formd the

possessions of his see in such a deplorable slate, that he applied for, and found the same
assistance as reported by Cesarior Eisterbacense. Their greatest exertions were in irriga-

tion, which was so well known, that they sold their superfluous water, transferring the''

use and property of some by the hour, day, and week. In two centuries they came to

be possessed of sixty thousand pertiche, mostly watered : there is reason to believe that •

the practice in the thirteenth century did not materially diflfer from the present modes
;

because, hi the papers of tiie archives of the abbey of luat period, mention h made of
chiuse, incastri, bochilli, soratoi,t and other works, to distribute the water, and regulate

the irrigation.:]: In 1 164, the emperor Frederick gave various rights, in certain rivers,

to the i^eople of Puvia, for the purposes of irrigation.^ In 1177, the people of Mi?an
enlarged and continued the Navillio Grande, from AbbiateGrasso to Milan, being four-

teen miles ; it was brought from the Tesino, near the Lago Maggiore, to Abbiatc Gras-
>iO, twenty n>iles, by the jHiople of Pavia, long before the date of any records now known
toremain.ll In 1271, it was made navigable. It is thirty-two Italian miles long, an4
twenty-five bracchi wide, or forty-nine English feet.1[

.The second great work, was the canal called Muavsa, which takes the waters of the

Adda, at Cassano, and carries them to Marignano, there dividing and watering- much of
the Lodizan. It was executed in 1220,^* and done in so admirable a style, that Padre
Frisi, in the preface to Modo di regolare i fiumi, &c. says, '* il meccunisnio d'irrigar le

campagne e ':tato ridotto all'ultimo grado di maestria e di perfezione nel canale di Muz-
za."tt And Padre Antonio Lecchi, another great engineer and mathematician, remarks,
" De'nostri tre celebri canali di Muzza, e de'due navigli qual altra memoria ci rimane
bra, se non se quella del tempo della loro construzione, t d'altre poche notizie, niente cun<
cjmcnti al maraviglioso artifizio della loro condotta."tt hti^l

In 1305, the canal of Treviglio was made, which takes the water from the Brembo,
and caiTies it for several miles, about twenty-five feet wide, and about three deep ; it ir.

* Guilini, tom.iv. p. 122, 224, 225.

t Chiuse, are sluices ; incastri, are water gates that are moved perpendicularly ; bochilli, openings
in the banks to distribute water; soratoi, discharges for carrying off si^j^jerfluous water; the same as
scaricatori.

I Memoirc Sturica ed Economica sull' Irrigazione de Prati. Don. Ang. Fumagalli Atti di Milano,
torn. 11. p. 215.

^ '-^K. J, (>,_>... ^^ r-iW-'t^^.f4 Y-*y's'''f-''-'i:i'''-^'-'' '^ '^,Vfy!^'-';''--:K^!^'jmD''-
§Gu»lini, torn. VI. p. 330. ~,, r ; "' f ;'

fNuova llaccoltad'Autorichc trattano detmoto dell' Acque, Parma, 1 768, 4to. torn. vii. p. Frisi. p-?*
«i Ibid. p. 98. ** Verri, Storia di M. t. i. p. 240. tt Nuova Raccolta, torn. vii.

It lb. Pian«, kc. de tretorrcnti, p. 141. rS!j;|.«iJ>%^ >»?•.

5'..

*J!rt^'-^j!6tS—2:!; ^^j^;_j4^j2.^,i35a.jfS~^^
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rigates the territory of Triviglio and the Ghiara d'Adda. And, within four or five

miles, there are five canals, taken from the Adda and the Brembo, all of great antiquity.

In 1460, the canal de Martesano was bcgim, under duke Francis Sforza I ; it was

twenty-four miles long, and eighteen braccia (thirty five English feet) wide ; since

lengthened seven or eight miles more. It takes the waters of the Adda, a little befori

Trezzo, by neans of a powerful wear (chiuse) founded upon the living rock ; it is then

supported i r five miles by a solid wall of stone, forty braccia (eighty fert) above the bot-

tom of the Adda, and parallel with it. At Gorgonzola, it passes over the torrent Mol-
gora, by a bridge of three stone arcnes. At Carsenzago, it is crossed by the river Lam-
bro, which enters and quits the canal with all its floods. And in order to prevent the

surplus of water, which this circumstance occasions, from breaking the banks of the ca-

nal, or overflowing them, there are nineteen scaricatori in the canal, above, below, and
facing the junction, which are so calculated that they have not only power? sufficient to

take oflF the waters of that river, but also half of those of the canal itselK . -.ssc scarica-

tori are canals which take the water, when sluice-gates are opened for that purpose, and
convey it at various distances to the Lambro again ; the fall in its course being con-

siderable enough to free the canal from all superfluity of water. Near Milan, thi^ Navillio

receives the torrent Seveso ; and, after surrounding the city, unites with the NavilHo
Grande and the Olona. The sluices which Bellidor supposed to be invented by the

Dutch were used for the first time near Padua, in 1481, by two engineers of Viterbo,

Dionisiusand Peter Domenico, brothers.* Leonardo da Vinci profited in. mediately of

this great invention, for tlie union of the two canals of Milan ; and finding between them
the ditterence of the levels to be eighteen braccia,t he with six sluices, in the year 1497,
under Ludovico il Moro, opened and facilitated the navigation from one to the other.

The greatest scaricatori J of the waters united at Milan, is the canal of Vecchiabbia,

which, alter having served some mills and irrigation, falls into the Lambro near Marig.
uano; and if this canal were made straight, and supported by some sluices, the naviga-

tion might be continued to the Lambro, and thence to the Po and the ^ea. Both these

canals, the Grande and the Martesano, are so contrived as to be completely emptied,

once a year, for cleaning and repairing whatever accidents may have happened to any of

the works.
'

: •
• 'f

I have entered into this digression upon a very curious subject, little known in Eng-
lish literature,^ in order to shew how well irrigation wiis understood, and how admirably
it was practised, when the countries on this side of the Alps were barbarous. At the

same time, however, that justice is thus do ae to these great exertions, we must bear in

mind that few districts in Europe are better, or so well situated for irrigation. The
lakes of Maggiore and Como, nearly upon the same level, arc three hundred feet (one

*Moto dell'Acquc, vol. v. Parma, 1766, p. 349. Mentioned by Zendrini in the tenth chapter, So-
pral'Acqua Corrente. This is the common supposition in Lombardy, and is thus recorded; but it

appears to be an error, by a passage in Guilini, torn. xii. p. 332, where, anno 1420, mention is express-
ly made of them, machinarum quas conchas appellant, 8(c.

t P. 98. Frisi.

I The scaricatori are what I believe we call wea; i in England ; they arc discharges of superfluous
waters. Mr. Brindley made them in the duke of Bridgewatcr's canal, circular, and in the centre of the
river, to convey the water as into a well ; but in Italy they are cuts or opcningr in the banks ofthe ca-

nal, at places that allow a quick conveyance of the water ; for instance, where a canal crosses the bed
of a river ; their powers are calculated with such a mathematical exactness, proportioned to the quan-
tity of water brought into the canals by the rivers joining thcin, that no floods ever effect the sunace,
which is of an equal height.

§ One would naturally look for some knovrledge of these facts in ** Andersoti's Deduction of Co;n-
jnerce ;" but we shall look in vain. ' '

4q,2
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hundred and fifty braccia) higher than Milan, and that of Lugano two hundred feet

higher than those, with a nearly regular declivity to the Po.*

There are authors who have asserted, that agnculture is improved in consequence of

great trade or manufactures only ; but the instance of the immense irrigation in the Mi-
lanese, eflfected by these and many other canals, too numerous to mention, will not allow

of such a conclusion being general ; and to shew that my opinion is not without

foundation, a very brief review of the state of Milan, so far as it respects these periods,

will not be displeasing to a reflecting reader.

In 1177, when the canal de NaviUio Grande was made, the republic of Milan had
been gradually forming for about two hundred years ;t but these dominions were ex-

ceedingly confined ; Lodi, Pavia, Mantua, Verona, Crema, Tortona, Como, Beivamo,
Brescia, Piacenza, Parma, Genova, Asti, Vercelli, Novara, Cremona, Ivrea, Padua,

Alba, Treviso, Aquileia, Ferrara, Reg^io, Modcna, Bologna, Imola, Cesena, Forli, Ri-

mini, Fano, and Ancona, were at that time independent republics ;% which united against

Milan, in 1162, with the emperor Frederick I, and besieged and destroyed it. This
singular fact that in fifteen years afler one of the most signal destructions that could be

brought upon a city, there should be found energy enough in a petty republic, to under-

take a work which is in the present age regarded as an honour to Lombardy must be
admitted as a proof, that the trade and manufactures of that period could have been but
venr inconsiderable.

Milan, however, unquestionably arose to great power and prosperity ; and our busi-

ness is to inquire into that period, whence we may judge how much its commerce might
influence th^ iierfcction to which she has carried agriculture.

1042, Civil war ; the nobility driven out by the people.

I. 1056, The government changed.

1067, Meadows watered. Gruilini, iv. 122.

1108, War with Pavia.

1111, Lodi destroyed by Milan.

1127, Como destroyed by Milan. ' ^ ! '

1153, Frederick Barbarossainterposs. •» '*v' Vf

1162, Milan tdcen and destroyed.

1 167, The people of Milan living in tents and cabins. To,
1173, War with Frederick.

1177, NaviUio Grande continued to Milan.

1191, Grant of waters to Pavia, for irrigation, by the emperor Henry VI.
1204, The nobility expelled.

"
1^^"% .,,

1210, The archbishop's revenue 80,000 fiorini d'oro, equal to ten millions oflivrek

now. „

, 1216, A woollen manufecture. ^ ^' / i^ny ?^:>.^{,; . %;;

; 1220, The canal of the Muzza made.
'

'^ ^1 "• » >«'*-^i* ^^ >^-^a^t

• 1221, The archbishop and nobles expelled.

1;«37, War against the emperor Frederick II.

^^ 1240, Government reduced to pay in paper money ; the ori|^ ofall that has pass-

1 ed since in Europe. : ; ,- rj^ < -

u. 1257, The nobility expelled. '

--^""^
' ^^ '

'''
'

t:^':.l:^^-u^^^^^

r» The NaviUio Grande begun to be made navigable. ;,^i ; ; » i t^^-s**? . u tdi

* ^erri, iStoria (^ ifUano. 1783. torn. i. p. 5. t Stosia di Milmo. p. VtnLHto. tern, i p. 1 1S-

t Verri, tomo i. p. 175.

,
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2263, Factions orthe Guelphs and GhibelUnes now in full activity at Milan.

1271, The Navillio Grande navi»ible.

1277, Civil war : Toriani and Visconti.

1281, Ditto.

1288, Milan buys wool from France, Flanders, and England.

1296, Decree, that gave to every one the power of conducting water across all

great roads, provided stone bridges were erected.

1302, Revolution ; the Toriani get the better of the Visconti.

1305, Canal of Treviglio made.

1310, Revolution; the Visconti prevail.

1327, Violent factions of the Guelphs and GhibelUnes.

1332, Grant of water for irrigation to the people of Treviglio.

1350—1385, Tyranny of the Visconti drives away the manufactures.

1395, Great power of Milan over the cities of Lombardy.*
Through every part of the fourteenth century, the passages in the Annals

v; .-?-

1

are numerous, which prove how well irrigation was understood, and how
rfit-jsi" highly canals of water were valued.

1421, Milan exports cloths to Venice.f

1457, Most of the conquests of Milan lost.

1460, Canal de Martesano made. '
'

1481, Sluices invented at Padua. .•>.)•'.

...>1497, Leonardo da Vinci joins the canals at Milan. > t,,

It should seem from this detail that the exertions in irrigation were almost purely

agricultural ; the benefit enjoyed by the people of Pavia, from the Navillio Grande, was
a constant proof of the advantages to be derived from similar canals ; and they were
executed at moments which will not allow us to attribute them to the influence ofmanu-
facturing or commercial wealth.

To this may be added, that during the 13th and 14th centuries,^ Italy was the perpe-

tual scene ofbloody wars ; the Venetians and Genoese, the Venetians and the Milanese,

and, in their turns, the other republics seem to have had no other business than that of

cutting each other's throatlt. A perpetual state of warfare, and so many revolutions as
, J<. '->.:.?:' •% fi 1!'; tJ .X I

* in 1 3t8, GioTanni Galeazzo VisconU Conte di VirfU was declared duke of Milan, his domimone
then comprising Arezso, Reggio, Parma, Piacenza, Cremona, Lodi,Crema, Bergamo, Brescia, Vero-
na, Vicenza, Feltro, Belluno, Bussano, Bormio, Como, Novara, Alessandria, Tortona, Vercelli, Pon-
tremoli,Qobbio, SurZiina, Pavia, Valenza, Casali, Padua, Alba, Asti, Bologna, Pisa, Siena, Perugia, No-
cera,'Spoieto,and Assissi. Verri. p. 417.

t As this woollen matiufdcture is said to have been in t>ie hands of an order of friars, the frati umi-
liad, we have no reason to suppose it an object of gresit consequence ; the expressions seeming M
imply its magnitude being applicable to a comparison with poorer neighbours. Count Guilini says,

on occasion of its being carried from Milan to SicLy, '* che tanto fioriva fra noi," (torn. viii. p. 585 ;)
bat i>ecords do not explain the extent ; though we are told that they worked up wool from France,
I'ltuiders, and England, in 1288 ^tom.viii. p. 399;) which trade had existed to some degree of con-
sideraidfHi ih 1316. Count Vern uses the expression : ^ lavoro de pannilani la quale formo la ric-

chezza cospicua di Milano." (Storia di Milano, torn. i. p. 357.) But it was Vemce, Genoa, Pisa,

Amalfi, and Anconathat had the emiAn of the sea, which gave that author reason to say, ^che tutto
ilcommerciodeU'Europaere pre^so gl'Italiani," (torn. i. p. 465.)

I In the preceding periods it was probably worse. Count Verri observes, « Dello stato della po-
pulazione nel decimo secolo ; mi pare verosimile che dovesse essere mediocremente popolato Milano.
Le terre erana coltivate parte da serti « parte da llberti. Molte parti del ducats era bosco. In qual-
che luogo, che era si coltiva Ibrse, ancorav'enmo delle acque stagnimti." 8tt>ri» di Milano, torn. i. p. 76.

'.^
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were making place in the governments of the Italian cities, were little adapted to give

a security of possession essentially nectssiiry to the establishment of such manufactun*s

and commerce, as shall by the overflowing of their surplus, ameliorate the agriculture

of a country.

It was but fifteen years after the destruction of Milan, that the Navillio Grande was
made ; and within three years after the loss of all her conquests, (hat the canal de Mar-
tcsano was digged : these great undertakings were, thcrelbre, executed at periods wh< n

commercial prosperity could least of all effect them. There was no stability in that proi-

l)crity. It is also to be remembered, that thnjughout this period of Milanese history,

that people, even at the height of their power, were never masters of a commercial sea-

port. It is true that they twice took Genoa; first iii 1353, but kept it for a very short

time; and again in 1421, when they were in possession of it but fourteen years; and
amongst all the dominions of Galeazzo Visconti, Sarzano was the only port, and that

never a commercial one; thus J "•^brics of Milan were obliged to be exported

through the Venetian or the Genotj 'o laid duties on the transport of their com-
moditics.

The conclusion of the whole seems fairly to be, that we are not to attribute the irri-

gation of the coinitry to wealth derived from foreign commerce ; the fertility and excel-

lent management of the lands supported a gi'eat population, which proved as industri-

ous as public calamities and confusions would allow ; but it does not apjiear that thb
industry was ever continued through along series of peace and happiness. a'J^-,w» .;

Another idea has been started, that Lombardy owed her irrigations to the effect of

the crusades : that the mad enthusiasts who went upon those expeditions, brought home
with them the art of cutting canals, for this most beneficial purpose ; but history does

not give sufficient lights to allow of this conclusion. I have already remarked that the

Navillio Grande was n>ade by the people of Pavia, long before those of Milan made the

cut to that city ; and so long before that no records in the archives were found of it by
that most industrious searcher into antiquity, count Guilini. This fact seemf nearly de-

cisive, for the first crusade did not commence till 1096, nor terminate till 1100, before

which period there is every reason to suppose the canal m question was cut, as the re-

searches of Guilini go so far back as 773. The crusades ended in 1291 ; and had the

effects been as great as possible,' yet they cannot be imagmed to have taken place imme-
diately ; it must be, after mucli consultation and long reasoning, that whole towns could

be brought to co-operate in the execution of such plans for the common good, from

mere reports of the effect in distant countries and different climates. Another circum-

stance, tending to prove that irrigation in Lombardy was much more ancient than the

crusades, is that Theodoric, who began to reign in Italy, anno 493, publicly rewarded

an African who had come thither in order to instruct the Italians in the art of irrigating

lands, as Mr. Professor Symonds has explained, with his usual elegance, in his most
agreeable paper on the effect of water in the agriculture of Italy.* Now if this art had

been thus introduced, or more properly speaking, revived in Italy above six hundred

years before the crusades were thought of, there cannot be much reason for attributing

that improvement to the observations of those frantic enthusiasts. It is remiu'kable

that count Verri, in his History of Milan, says, he had long conceived that their irriga-

tions were to be ascribed to the crusades ; but from paying more attention to the au-

thorities quoted by count Guilini, he gave up that opinion, and concurred in the idea

'{rJ'SVi'i'' trrl'.r >i
• ti*U>. iwi

,mM-.^;iMi^U'.m: tAnnalaof Agriculture, vol. i. p. 421.

;*lr^«-i
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of a ffTcater nntiqiiity : * for which also P. Frisi seems to contend, when he says expressly

that tlie canal made by the people of Pavia was more ancient than 1177.t
And here it may be worth remnrkiiip, that Pavia was the capital and residence of

Theodoric, whence there results, at least, a presumption, if he scut to Africa for a per-

son to instruct the Italians in irri{]fation, that here was the field of his exertions, and that

this very canal w s the work of that sovereign, not the less celebrated for thus laudabh

applying himself m a barbarous age to works that would do honour to the politest. But

to return from this long digression.

The same law that has been so eftectual in watering Piedmont, operates here also,

and has done even greater things. He who discovers a spring, conducts it where he

pleases, paying a fixed compensationJ for cutting through the properties of others. All

rivers belong, as in Piedmont, to the sovereign, who sells the waters to speculators for

this most beneficial purpose of irrigation. In the distribution of it by sale, they do not

measure by the hour, as in Piedmont, but by the ounce ; twelve ounces are a braceio,

or twenty-two inches : an ounce of water is a stream that runs one braceio long and one
ounce deep ; and the farther the water has nm, the higher is the price as being more
cliarged with manure.

As an example of the beneficial influence of this law, I was shewn between Milan and
Pavia, a spring that was discovered two miles from the lands of the discoverer, the pro-

perties of many persons lying between him and the spring. He first bought the pro-

perty of the person in whose land it was situated, which was easily done, as it was too

low to be there of any use ; then he conducted it by a trench at pleasure the two miles^

]>aying the fixed prlv;e for cutting through his neighbours lands ; and, having gained it

upon his own, presently changed poor hungry arable gravel into a very fine watered
meadow.
Near Milan a watered meadow sells at 800 livres the pertica (321. 15s, the English

acre ;) and the rent ofsuch is about 30 livres (11. 5s. the English acre.) This must not,

however, be classed high ; for there are lands that rise to 4000 livres (1631. the Eng-
lish acre.) In land at 800 livres or 1000 livres, water often makes half of the value

;

that is, the rent to the owner of tlie land will be 15 livres to 20 livres, and as much to
some other person for the water.

In viewing a great farm six or seven miles from Milan, in the road to Pavia, I found
that all the watered meadow was mown four times ; and that what was watered in win-
ter, prati di mercita, five limes. Such is the value of water here, that this farm, which
watered is rented at 20 livres the pertica, would not let at more than 6 livres without
water, the soil being gravel. The irrigation of the mercita begins in October, and lasts

till March, when it is regulated like all other meadows. All m general begin in April,
and last till September ; and if there be no rain once in seven to fifteen days. An

.* S^°'^®<^'' ^''^"°'^°°>° ' P- 3^'^-
.»>^;.AT S-*" .*;'v''iH'

t Con tutte questo pero, se imparzial tnente si vorra avcre riguardo al tempo, alle circonstanze, alia
maestria dellavaro, il naviglio di Milano die forma la communicazione delTesino,edeII'Adcta,potra
passare per il capo d'opera, che abbiamo in c^uesto genere. Per quanto dice il Sigonio nel libro 1

4

del regno d'ltalia all'anno 1179, parechc ilpnmo tronco dellostesso Naviglio, del Tesino adAbhiate
Grasao, fosse gia dai tempi piu antichi incominciato e finito dai pavesi perirrigare le vicine loro cam-
Sugne. Fit nell' anno 1176 che ib Milanesi condussero lo stesso cayo da Abbiate a Corsico, e a Milano.
Tuo^ Raccolta, vol. iii.p. 97.

I T)iese Jaws, relative to the conduct of irrigation, are as old as the republic of Milan ; first compil-
ed into a collection of statutes and customs in 1216 (Verri p. 239.) They were revised and collected
by order of Charles V, and are in full force to this day. Constitutiones Doroinii Mediolanensis De-
cretis et Senatus Consultis. Gab. Verri. Folio, 1747. De aquis et iiuminibua p. 168.

* v'-a
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ounce of water running continually from the 24th of March to the 8th of Septem.
ber, is worth, and will sell for 1000 livres. When arable crops want water, it is ahvays

g^ven.

Miian to Mozzatto...,F,very considerable spring that is found becomes the origin of a
new canal. They clear out the head for a basin, and sink casks by way of tunnels for the

water to rise freely, and without impediment from mud or weeds. There are usually

three, four, or five ofthese tunnels at the bottom of a basin oftwenty or thirty yards.

Milan to Xo(/i....Of all the exertions that I have any where seen in irrigation, they are

here by far the greatest. The canals are not only more numerous, more incessant, and
without interruption, but are conducted with the most attention, skill, and expence.

There is, for most of the way, one canal on each side of the road, and sometimes two.

Cross ones are thrown over these on arches, and pass in trunks of brick or stone under

the road. A very considerable one, after passing for several miles by the side of the

highway, sinks under it, and also under two other canals, carried in stone troughs eight

feet wide ; and at the same place under a smaller that is conducted in wood. The va-

riety of directions in which the water is carried, the ease with which it flows in contrar}'

directions, the obstacles which are overcome are objects of admiration. The expence

thus employed, in the twenty miles from Milan to Lodi, is immense. There is but

little rice, and some arable, which does not seem under the best management ; but the

grass and clover rich and luxuriant ; and there are some great herds of cows to which

all this country ought to be applied. I cannot but esteem the twenty miles as affording

one of the most curious and valuable prospects in the power of a farmer to view ; we
have some undertakings in England tl^t are meritorious, but they sink to nothing ia

comparison with these great and truly noble works. It is one of the rides which I wish

those to take, who think that every thing is to be seen in England.
Z<o</i....£xaminin^ some watered meadows in high estimation, I found the following

plants most predomniant, and in the order in which I note them : 1, Ranunculus re-

pens ; 2, Trifolium pratense ; 3, Chicorium intybus ; 4, Plantago lanceolata ; 5, Achillea

millefolium ;* and about one-fifth of the whole herbage at bottom seems what are pro>

perly called grasses. These rich meadows about L^i are all intersected by ditches,

without hedges, but a double row ofpollard poplars ; all on a dead level, and no drains

to be seen. They are now fOctober) cutting the grass and weeds in the ditches, to cart

home for making dung. The meadows c^^ commonly cut thrice : but the best four

times. The produce of hay per pertica, six fassi of one hundred pounds, of twenty,

eight ounces at the three cuts. Price of the first, 8 livres per fass ; of the second, 5

livres ; of the third, 4^ livres. They water immediately after clearing if there be no
rain. Without irrigation, Ute rent of the country- in general would be only one-third of

what it is at present. In forming these watered meadows they have very singular

customs : all are broken up in rotation ; flax sown for the first crop, ami their way of

laying down is to leave a wheat stubble to clothe itself; clover is prohibited by lease,

from an absurd notion that it exhausts the land ; and that it is not so good as what

the nature of the ground gives ; but on worse land, the other side of the Adda, they sow
Glover.

'^ * There appeared but few signs ofray-grass, yet it certainly abounds in some of their fields t opini-

ons in Lombardy differ concerning it; Sig. Sctoincgatta praises it highly (Atti di Milano, torn. li. p.

114;) but one of the best writers in their language, Sig. Lavezari (torn. i. p. 83) wonders rather at

the commendations given of it in other countries, he inistakes the French n:une, it is not sainfoin ; the

lojessa of Lombardy, and the ray-grass of England, it the lolium .perenne ; the French sainfoin is the

hedysarum onobrachis.

. J
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Lodi to Codogno....A\\ this country the same as about Lodi, a dead level, cut into bits

of from three to ten acres, by ditches, without hedf?es, and planted with double rows

of poplars and willows, all young, for they are cut as soon as the size \h that of a thin

man : here and there one is left to run up to timber. I remarked, in the meadows

fed, that the ranunculus is avoided by the cows as much as possible. I expected in

one meadow to find it the acris, but much of it was the repcns. All this country is al-

ternately in tillage ; ridge and furrow every where : no permanent meadow. After

seven miles, the road being natural,- shews the soil to be a loamy sand, binding with

rains.*

Cor/ofiTio....Thirteen perliche of watered land necessary for a cow, the hay of which

is cut thrice and it is fed once ; such land sells at 300 livres, and lets at 10 livrcs, free

from tax. The whole country is ploughed by turns, being ^own to clover for the cows

four years. 1. Flax, and then millet ; 2, maize ; 3, wheat and clover ; and rests then

for feeding cows ; white clover comes, but it is bad for cheese. The reader will n9te,
'

that this opinion differs from that near Milan. <

-v Codogno to Cr^ma... .Crossing the Adda, from the Lodizan, there is more arable/ and

;'r much fewer cows.

f > Miian to Faprio..,.\n this line there are some dairies, but not many. Near the city

H< there is much grass, ail cut into patch-work of divisions, and planted so as to seem a

/ wooddf willows ; after that much tillage, though all is flat, and there are no gresf.: ex*

^p ertions in watering. But the road passes by that fine navigable canal de Martesano ifom

rr Milan, which at Vapprio is suspended as it were against the hill, twenty feet above the

., Adda—a noble spectacle.

IL' Before we quit the Milanese, it will be proper to make a general remark on the con-

duct of their irrigation, that some evils are observed to attend the practice for want of

^;, a better foresight and more att'i'ntlon ; particularly from the gradual enlargement of the

.'» carrier canals and ditches ; they clean them with so much care, for the sake of obtaining

.; . the mud, as a mimure, that these are every where become too wide for the quantity of

r, water they convey. Si^. Bignavni has written upon this point very rationally, in his

.^. dissertation Sull'abusodiscavapeicanali dellerog^ie ed i fossi nel Lodigiano; where

,, he asserts that one-tenth part of their lands is occupied by canals and ditches. The evils

»{: are numerous, it is not only a considerable loss of land, but it is an equal loss of water,

«> for when an oncio of a given run of water is purchased, there is a great difference be-

y tween its first fitting a great or a small channel, as in proportion to the size will be the

I quantity of useless fluid. The atmosphere is also proportionably contaminated, for,thb

IV, great breadtii either of stagnant water, when irrigation is not actually going on, or, what

"jitv IS worse, of mud, in so hot a climate, must be pestiferous; and to this have been at-

H^ tributed the distempers which have frequently made such havoc among their cattle.

,'. Another inconvenience is, the great expence of all erections, bridges, sluices, &c. .&c.

, Ik which are in profx^rtion to the weadth of the channels. The remedy is obvious, it is to

iMf foi^ear all cleansing for the sake of mud; to let all aquatic weeds, and other plants,

* As well watered as this country is, jret in the spring of 1779 the season was so dry, that where the
Lambro enCers the Po, inen and women crossed the Po itself on foot, as ifmerely a rivulet ; the Mctor
of Alberoni himself (iassed it, and the water reached only to his middle The damage was great every
Wherei, tout fatal in^e Lodisan,' Where herds of cows were, obliged to be sent out of the country to^ pasture4»< the mbehief the greater, as from 1774 to 1779 they had augmented their cows $000.
/OpuscoUScelti,.tom. vi. p. 96.) The climate has, however, in all ages, been subject to greatdroughts.
From May 1158, to May 1 159, there fell no rain in Lombardy; wells and sprioga.all dried up. The
emperor passed the Adige, with his army near Verona, without boats ; a|id the soun$ palatine of Ba-
varia passed thus the Po, below Ferrara. Oiulini,tom. vK p. 175. ' > f«H's^-v otr5i»»«*(»V/<
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grow freely on the banks, edges, and sides of the canals, and to clear them in the middle
only. Such a conduct would in time ouite choak them up, and enable tlic farmer to

keep his canals txuctlv to their right width. All these plants covering the spaces, which
in canals often cleaned, arc bare earth or mud, would be very beneficial towards pre.
venting and decomposing that noxious, and mephitic, and inflammable gas, always issu-

ing from such mud, which is ho pestilential to animals, yet so salutiferous to plants ; for

mud covered with plants that are ready to feed on its exhalations, is much less mischie-
vous than that which is exposed to the ravs of a burning sun. Count Carlo Bettoni, of
Brescia,* has practised a method which acts on similar principles ; namely, that of
burying or fixing willows or poplars to the sides of the rivers whose banks he wanted
to preserve, with the precaution only of keeping the ends ofthe branches out of water

;

he finds that they grow vigorously in this situation, and by stopping the mud of the

current, forma solid bank ; this, on a small scale, might certainly be executed: also in

the canals of irrig-ation, as it lias been remarked, by the author already quoted, in the

Atti di Milano.

Venetian Sta te....^o/>no to Bergamo....Thcrt is a mixture of watered meadow
in this line, but the quimtity is not consicferable. In some which are old, I found a good
sprinkling of trifolium repens, chicorium intybus, and plantago lanceolata ; but also

much ranunculus and rubbish. In the plain close to Bergamo, they clean the irrigation-

ditches at the end of November, and harrowing them with a faggot, to thicken the

water, let it immediately on to their meadows, which is said to enrich them muchi
To Brescia....The Venetian state, thue far, is a considerable falling off from the Mila-

nese, in respect to irrigation ; the country is not without cainals, but neither the number
nor the importance of them is to be compared to those of Milan. From CoquiUio to

Brescia there arc many channels, yet the lands are not half watered.

Brescia to Ferona....T\Mt road passes for some distance by a very fine canal, yet' the

3uantity of watered land in tliis route is but inconsiderable. Before we arrive at Lago
i Guarda, there arc a few meadows never ploughed, that have a good appearance, but

none from the lake to Verona. On the whole, tliese forty .miles, for want of more irri-

gation, are not comparable to the Milanese or to Piedmont. Thisrout^ so much t&the

north, gives the traveller an opportunity of seeing a chain of considerable cities, and of

obscrvmg the effects of one of the most celebrated governments that has existed ; butfi

better direction by me Would have been by Cremona and Mantua, jn; in'. rJisk ji^f.ttut

' Ferotta....The. meadows here are cut thrice, and fed once; are never ploughed, -if

good and well watered. Water for irrigation here, as in all Lombardy, is measured
wiidi great care and attention, b)^ what is called the quadrata, which is a square foot

(the Veronese foot is to the English about as twenty are to twelve.)' Twelve quadrate

are sufficient to water five hundred campi of rice grounds (about three hundred aiid

eighty English acres) and the price of such a quantity of water is commonly about

3000 zecchini ( 14251. sterling. ) The wheels in this city for raising water for irrigating

the gardens are very complete ; they receive the water as in Spain, into hollow ^Una.
There is one in the garden of the Daniele monastery for watering about four campi, which
are said to yield a revenue of 300 zecchini ; which is 100 zucchini, qf 9s. 6d. per Eng-
lish acre. The wheel raises the water about twenty-five feet, receivuig its motion \n
the stream ; a low wall crossing the garden^ conveys the water in a trench of masoniy
on its tops; and a walk passing along the centre of the garden, the wall there is opeato
admit the path, the water sinking in a syphon, and rising on the other aide to the «teife

.i-itlu; V* Hcnsieri sul Goveiin. de Fiumi. Brescia^ 1T82. ';iii;;J,,'i||^.*a;,,^
/t
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height, passes again along the wall, in the same manner us canals arc carried under

roiids in Piedmont, &c. The wheel has doiiUlu fellies, for p^iving water on both sides

into troughs, which unite in the same receiver, and the waHhcrs ioi- giving the motion

are placed between the fellies. The whole apparatus complete, cost three hundred

S<;cchini.

-^..TIj yicenxa....There are in this tract of country some ^K-rcnnial meadows watered,

quite upon a level, which have a very good aspect : the existence of such should make
us question the propriety of the Lodizan system of ploughing, where water is so regu-

larly at command.
y. Padua....The country from Vicenza to this city, is not watered like many other dis-

tricts of Lombardy. The practice is very well known ; and there are rice-grounds

about Padua, but not nearly the use made of water which is found in the Milanese; yet the

rivers in the Venetian state belong to the prince, as well as in other parts of Italy, and
water is consequently to be bought : but there is not the same right to conduct it at will,

and consequently the water itself mi^ht almost as well not exist.

To yenicc,..,ln this tract I saw no irrigation, though the whole is very low, and quite

level. IV ..v** I >

yeniee....The same admirable law that takes place in the Milanese, for enabling every

man to conduct water where he pleases, is found in the Venetian st;tte also, contrary to

my information at Pudua ; but so many forms arc necessary, and the |H.>rson who attempts

it must fight his way through so much expensive litigation, that it is a dead letter, and
nothing done in consequence. I was farther told, that it is a principle of the Venetian

code, that not only all rivers, but even springs, and rain itself, belongs to the prince : an
idea worthy of this stern and tyrannical government.

Ecclesiastical Stat K....JBoiogna....l saw no watered lands.

TuscANy....I saw no irrigation in Tuscany ; and from the intelligence I received,

Iiave reason to believe, that the quantity is not considerable ; some meadows, however,
are watered after mowing. The best methods I heard of, are about Poggio, Coiana,

Villa Sovrana, ten miles from Florence.

Dutch r or MoosNA....The quantity of irrigated land in the Modenese, is but small;

it does not amount to more than six biolche in eighty, nor have they more than fifteen.

perpetual water-mills in the whole territory. From Modena to Reggi'o, there is a sprink-

ling of these meadows, the canals for which, taken from the Lecchia, arc not large ; all,

whether watered or not, are manuring with black well rotted compost, and have a very
neat countenance.

;.• DuTCHY or PARMA....Thecountry from Refi^io to Parma is not without watering,

but the quantity is inconsiderable ; there is, in this line of country, a gix'at inferiority to
that from Modena to Reggio, not the same neatness nor attention in any respect ; there

are mole-casts in the meadows, a thing unseen before ; and though there are much catUe
and sheep, yet the features of the husbandry are worse. From Parma to Firenzuola,
not an hundredth part of the country irrigated, yet there is a good deal of grass, and in

Some places in larae pieces.

FiRDuosr....Favese, f^c....¥or some miles in the Sardinian territories, there are a
good many meadows, but very few watered. I passed two snwll channels of irrigation,

put the quantity was inconsiderable. Ifa map of tliese countries be examined} there is

the appearance of many rivers descendingfrom the Appenines, and falling intq tl^ Po,
but the use made of them is si. U. It is remarkable that all tha way by Tortona, Alex-
aiidria, &c.to Turin, the quantity of urigation, till almost close to the last mentioned.

;

cUy».i8 qiiii|siocgpiidaibic*{9Qt.f>neacreperhfip9 i^) a thousand. What an idea can be

J)
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lAnmed of Piedmont, by those who |)nM through it from Mont Ccnin, und quit it Ibr

Milan or Tortonu, without Hci-inij; it from Turin lo Coni ?

Savoy.. ..In the mountahis ul the Al|)8, by Liuic»burgh, ficc. they mow their witcrcd
meadows once only, but in the oluin twice. ^a.-

From this detail of the irrigution of Loinburdy, it must be apparent, that for want of

laws similar to those which take place fully in Piedmont, and the Milanese, and ptiriially

in the republic of Venice, no such exertions arc ever likely to be made in a free coun-

try. We can in England form no navigation, or road, or make any trespass on private

property, without the horrible expensive form of an act of parliament ; we cannot even
inclose our own property, without the same ceremony. Nor is it only the cxpcnce of

such aiiplications, but the necessity of them generates opposition at every step, and a man
must nght his wav through country>meetings, through attomies, agents, counsel, wit-

nesses, and litigation, in a manner odious to every liberal feeling, and at a ruinous ex-

pence, before tic is at liberty to improve his own estate, without any detriment to others,

every idea of such works, therefore in England, as we have seen common in Lombardy,
is visionary and impracticable ; and we must continue to view, with eyes of envy and
admiration, the noble exertions which have been made and |Krfected in that country,

and which, in truth, very much exceed any thing we have to exhibit in any walk of agri>

culture in this island : an example to hold up for imitation, and an ample field of prac-

ticiil study. \.,.^ , .1 . « 1 1, iii vr. 4^' ,'i «w<i9 A'k '"•">>• •• A'n , I •'« .. ^" •-^' •»''<v .".. jji*.'

'. SECT. II OF CATTLE. , . ., . j. ..i A . ,^AiiMi<^'i)

PiEDMONT....A*iVf to Coni... .In this port ofthe Alps, the breed of cows resembles tht
Aldcmey, in horn, colour, and size. They arc usually cream-coloured, or pale yellow,

but with black around their eyes, black tail, and some of tliein legs also, like the Poitou

breed in France. '.ii»*»»s^-.> vuw
T'ttrw....Price of a plough ox, 150 to 300 livrcs. A good cow, 110 livres.

The method of fattening in the plain, the catde called moggie, from the mountains of

Suza and Bussolino, as given by tlic Agrarian Society, deserves attention. They begin

by putting them in airy stables, healthy, and well lighted, bleed once or twice, anoint

the bodies of the cattle, da-ss them well at least twice a day, give water mixed with rye-

flour, in evening feed with a certain mixture called condut, composed of elm kaves,

with some hay of the second or third cut, or clover-hay, to which they join a mess of
well pulverized walnut oil-cake, on this mixture they pour some boiling water, well

salted, and stir up the whole together, and mixing at the same time an eymena of bran,

according to the number of moggie ; the pap, thus prepared, is turned into a tub, and
some hours after it is given to the cattle, who eat it with an avidity that marks a deli,

cious food; continuing this method some time, they cast their hair, grow siiU)odvmuiMJl|.

fet, and so improved, as to sell frequently at double the price.* , -, ^ -
. ,4 , «^

Milan ES£....iI/i/an....£xamining the ox-stalls of a farmer near the city, I found his

standings 6^ feet wide, and made almost Ake my own at Bradficld, except that instead

of a step and gutter, he has a trench at their heels, in the Dutch method. I thought

the house too close and hot, yet there were air-holes, but all stopped, the farmer saying

that a cow gives more milk for being kept hot, but in summer the sheds are open and
quite cool. They begin to work their oxen at four years old, and continue till ten,

40o^tiin«» tiUtwelvej but after ten they do not fatten so kmdly. They all draw, as in

,y •»

AtrtKWtJji
<* MemMre deUa SocioteAKWia^ vol. i. p. 73*^

„^,;,^if- '^^ir'lximk "'^j jjte^^w.iftiMHlV'''
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Piedmont, by the withers ; fine ones sell at 30 lonis the fwir. A |»ir will draw four

thuusitnU poiiniid of hay, each potiiul twenty-iif^ht oiinccM, on n waggon that wcif^hs one

thousand pounds more, with wheels not three Icet hifrh, and wofxien axles. Four thou*

sand pound!) at twenty-eif^ht ounces Milanese, are six tnousand seven hundred and seven-

ty>scven pounds, at sixteen otmces Knglish ; and three tons \K\n\^ only six th()us.ind

seven hundred and twenty poinuls, this is a considerable load in such a vehicle, and

should imply no bad mcthiKl of drawinji^, yet I cannot like it so well as by the shoulders.

They arc never mIkxI, except on stony hills.

This farmer fattens his oxen in winter with linseed cake, (^ivin^j^ five or six pounds a

day to each beast, and as much hay as they will eat ; the liest for them, that of meadows
not watered. When it is scarce, they substitute forage of maize, sown thick for mow.
inff, and this hay they cut in a chaff-box, to the length of one or two inches.

%ut the great object in the vicinity oi Milan, as well as in the Lodizan, Sic. is ndtiry

;

I viewed several considerable ones, from four to seven miles from the city, and had my
inquiries very satisfactorily answered. Some of the particulars deserve noting, for [

should remark, tliat all the dairies of the Milanese are very famous, and few produce

cheese that is not sold under the B;t:neral name of Parmesiui. I'hcy buy in about the

end of October, Swiss heifers, with calf, generally at two years and a half old, under con-

tract, that if they do not calve, or do not give milk from four teats, the bargain is void :

the price on average, 13^ louis. They keep so long as till fifteen years old, or so long

as they breed. Till the age of six years, the milk augments annually, but afterwards

diminishes. They are sold lean at 15 to 36 crowns each, 6 Itvres (at 8d.) The best

two or three cows in a dairy of forty or fifty, wilt give thirty-two bocali of milk \iet

diem ; but in common, twenty-four, or eighteen English quarts. The cows are mostly

of a dark brindled red colour, with small norns ;* and it deserves noting, that the best

made cow in tilly-five, quasi fattening, was the best milker.

In res|)ect to cheese, a dairy of titty-five, which I viewed, make three hundred and
twenty in a year, at forty pounds on an average, or twelve thousand eight hunda'd
pounds, or two hundred and thirty two pounds per cow (three hundred and eighty

pounds EuKlish) at 90 livres per one hundred |X)und ; in all p*:r cow in cheese, 71. 10s.

English. Tne butter amounts to twelve pounds to every cheese of forty ix>unds, at 26s.

{>cr pound : three thousand eight hundred and forty pounds, which at 26s. are 4992
ivres (L66L 8s. English, or per cow, 31.) The calf, at eight or fifteen days, sells at 72
livres per one hundred pounds nett, and being weighed alive, twenty.eight pounds pqr
one hiindred pounds is the deduction. I do not clearlv understand this note, on revi-

sion, but as veal at Milan is about the same price as in England, I shall call the calf lOs.

To fifty-five cows, seven sows ani a boar are kept, which breed forty hogs that are

reared; twenty sold in spring, and twenty in autunui, average 1^ louis each ; in all for

hogs, 601. English.

Tr.
^^Recapitulation, per cow....Cheese,

Butter,

Calf,

Hogs,

?>h'
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^:^1,

~i^':
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The account of n dairy taken next door to inc, in Suffolk, i» complex, and tuch at not

one man in tur ty keeps accountK particular enough to abccrtain } it mav therefore be

ea&ily !tup|>oHii'd, that )^catcr diflicultieM occur in a rorei((n country, through the medium,
nut only of a dilVcrcnt language, but of dificrcnt muniicrs und customs. This account

was given portly as an actual one offirty-five cows, and partly by calculation ; but in such

a nuntIxT of cows, th-.rc will l)c some dry ; there will not be lil'ty-five calves sold from

riilyfive cows; hogs must, for such a produce, have some com given them, though

not much ; and I Jiould consider this estimate rather us whiit u good cow ought to do,

barring accidents and exceptions, than as a fair uvtruge of a large num^Kr. * H
ThcexiKMiceH, however, are Itigh, as well as the produce; among others, there Are

the following to Uiis dairy of fifty-five :

Chief dairy-man, tlu; cazaro Wages, •''*

,
Five moggU of maize, at 20 Hvres,

',

. ,
* . One ditto wheat, at r>4 livres,

5. .
r

Half ditto rye, at 18 livres, ...
,,., . One ditto of white rice, . - . •

^ I One hog, of 1201b. at 15s. • • . ^
Lodging, fuel, salt, and butter,

The under dairy-man, sotto cazaro.... Wages,
, r . Board in the farmer's house,

.. .

Three men, at 70 livres each,

.f. ,,
'

• ^i n^oggii maize, at lOf livres, .

^'
.< ,, :j[ ditto rye, at 3^ livres, - . • ^if

vl , i ditto nee, at 2 1 livres,

4 ditto mullet, 1:^ livres at 18 livres,

,r ,
Towards board, 20 livres, •

I., ,3- Land enough for their flax,

„ • Two children, for the hogs, at 30 livres,

v.... , . .. Five faggots per diem, at 5 livres the 100,
,^,... 4 livres if large, ....

liv.

130

100
34

44
90

127

210
210

I.,'

->,t* jV»-.

27
60

60

«0

1323

Here are above 441. English, without knowing at what to calculate the three other arti.

clcs ; probably they would raise it to above 20s. a cow. There is likewise the wear and
tear of the dairy implements, salt, oil, and many small articles ; besides hazard, and the

loss by difference between the sale of old cows and the purchase of young. In regard to

the management of the cows, they eat in winter, that is, from the middle of December
to tlie end of March, nothing but hay, and the allowance is twenty-one pounds of
twenty-eight ounces, each cow per diem; this is 2184 pounds of Milan, or 3559 pounds
English, or about 1^ ton. This single article of expence, without any other conside.
ration, would make a ver)- gaat produce necessary, or the farmer could not live. l*hey
milk at break of day, and sometimes lx:lore it ; in the evening, two hours before sun-
set : the quantity most in the morning. The best cheese is made when the cows fe^
on white clover, which comes of itself the second year, where red clover was sown,
which occasions a vulgar notion here, that red clover changes into white. This second
year's white clover is better than perennial meadows for cheese. For one fortnight in

a year, they soil their cows, the last half of March, and the grass goes thrice as far

*

^iWjjj \U^.^ Mt^ I II Ol'ii-nf I 1 J«^«' "liif lii'mMwiiiii wUttiii Hii'tftf-iifcMiriiiiild'.' f/imkint^-. .^UMMKiiSn- 'rfiifii>--»iiTi.
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as when eaten in the fit-Id ; yet they never do it at any oihtr Hcnson. The most sinf^iiliir

circumstance in timt of their Ktnllin^; their cowh to empty rnrks ninnt of the dny, and nil

the night ; they urc turned out at eight or nine in the morning lor three or four hourn, and

all the rest of the twenty-four they hiive nothing. 1 inquind particularly into the motives

for thin vcr)' extniordinary pnicticc, and was uit^urcfl it was nccesMiry to make gofxl cheese

as without it the milk would not have the rec|ui!iitc richness. During •lonie seasons of the

year, and in very wet or l)ad times, they give them during this fast, a small quantity of

nay, but the practice is confmed to such times, and is an exception from the general

rule, which is decidedly that the cows must not eat |i;russ at pleasure. It is so very sin-

gular a practice, as certainly to deserve experiment in England. The French practice

of milking thrice a day, is quite unknown.
The method of making the cheese known in England by the nan.e of Parmesan, be-

cause the city of Parma was once the entrepot* for it, was an object I wished to under-

stand as well as possible. The idea is, that all depends on soil, climate, and iirigiitiott

;

and the boasted account that the kings of Spain and Naples, in order to make similar

cheese in their territories, at least for their own tables, had procured men of skill tunu
tlie Milanese for this purpose, contribute to give n readiness every where in answering
questions, us they are all very well persuaded, that such cheese cuii be made no vd tr

else.

In order thot I might view the pro tss to the best advantage, the Abbate Amoretti
conducted me to the dairy in question, belonging to the house of Leti. It is, in the first

place, necessary to observe, that the cheeses are madecntircly ofskimmed milk ; that of

the preceding evening mixed with the morning's milk ; the former had stood sixteen or

seventeen hours, the latter about six hours. The rennet is formed into balls, and dis-

solved in the hand in the milk ; the preparation is made a secret of, but it is generally

known that the stomach of the calf is dressed with spices and salt. The rennet was put
to the milk at twelve o'clock, not in a tub, but in the cauldron or boiler, turned from
off the fire-place ut ten o'clock ; the heat 22 degrees of Reaumur's thermometi , and
common to 24 degrees (8H Fahrenheit's) the atmosphere being at the same time 16f
(70 Fahrenheit's.) In summer, the whole operation is finished by eight in the morn-
ing, us the heat sours the milk if in the middle of the day. At one o'clock the cazaro

examined the coagulation, and finding it complete, he ordc.'^ed his sotto cazaro to work
it, which he did, with a stick armed with crosswires, as described in Annals of Agricul-

ture ; this operation is, instead of cutting and breaking the curd, in the manner it is

done in England, free from the whey. When he has reduced it to such a firmness of
grain as siitisfics the cazaro, it is left to subside, till the curd being quite sunk, the whey
Ui nearly clear on the surface ; then the cauldron which contains it, is turned back again

over the fire- hearth, and a quick fire made, to give it the scald rapidly ; a small quantity

of finely powdered saffron added, the sotto cazaro stirring it all the time with a wired
machine, to keep it from burning ; the cazaro examined it from time to time, between
his fingers and thumb, to mark the moment when the right degree of solidity and firm-

ness of grain is aitained. The heat was 41 degrees (124^ Fahrenheit) but it is often

44 (131^ Fahrenheit.) When the cazaro finds it well granulated by the scalding, he
ordqrti bis deputy to turn it off the fire, and as soon as a certain degree of subsidence
has taken place, empties about three-fourths of the whey, in order the better to comi
raand the curd. He then pours three or four gallons of cold water around the bottom

'n<* This is the gfineral opinion, but a late writer has shewn that it is an error, and that Parma atul Phi-
>c«nza were once the country in Vhicbtbe best wasnMfdc, iUi« .tiM..&*-iii-f ''mv fVia it# it^^v^v-v
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of the cauldron, to cool it enough for handling the curd : then he bends himself imo
the vessel in a formidable manner to view it, resting his feet against the tub of whey,

and with his hands loosens the curd at bottom, and works it into one mass, should it

not be so already, that it may lie conveniently for him to slide the cloth under it, which

he docs with much appa/ent dexterity, so as to inclose the whole in one mass ; to enable

himself to hoiit it out the easier, he returns in the whey, and taking oi:* the curd, rests

it fi * ten minutes or a quarter of an hour in a tub to drain. The vat, in the mean
time, is prepared in a broad hoop of willow, with a cord round to tighten it, and widens

or contracts at pleasure, according to the size of the cheese. I ito this vat the curd is

fixed, and the cloth Iblded over it at top, and tucked in around. This is placed on a

table, slightly inclinin^>;, to carry off the whey that drains froni ti.?^ cheese ; a round
plank, three inches thick, shod with iron like the block -wheel of a barrow, is laid on the

cheese, and a stone about thrice the size of a man's head on that, which is all the pres«

used, and there ends the operation. The cheese of the preceding day was in a hoop
without any cloth, and .nany others salting in different hoops, for thirty or forty days,

according to the sea.^on, thirty in summer, and forty in winter. When done, they are

scrajied clean, and af^er that rubbed and turned in the magazine everyday, and rubbed
with a little linseed oil on the coats, to be preserved from insects of all sorts. They arc

never sold till six months old, and the price 90 livres the one hundred pounds of twenty-

eight ounces.

jThe morning's butter-milk is then added to the whey, and heated, and a stronger acid

used, for a ireo.i coagulation to make whey-cheese, call' a here masco-pino. Little ones
art kept in wooden cases, in the smoke of the chimney.

Upon this detail, I am to remark, that the rules that govern the operation of making
(neese in the Milanese seem to be very difierent from those which are attended to in

£rigl«nd. These are marked distinctions. - ' « a ' i^^f.^m^wy^ ?.,>iui Uf^i^t '^

I. Starving the cows during so large a portion of the day. ' J . *»^ .* t^kS^j
'

p''" II. Breaking and scalding the curd. . r>?«ii^j.»j«i % '-.w

'^/.fj' III. Light pressing. 'fft/V.i<i*l>;-i ri:''.. t.r^fty /:». W.-^:-i ,ki<r.4t^-:^

The mode offeeding which these farmers pursue, they think essential to good cheese

;

and that if the cows were allowed to pasture all day long, it would be difficult, perhaps
impossible, to make cheese of equal goodness. It would be idle t . reason upon a pro-
position, which demands in other countries experirient alone. ^^ »?' >^ v i ? V 'ishf^k'^

The breaking of the curd and scalding is absolutely different from ours, and appa-
rently a method infinitely superior ; our breaking by the hand, and cutting into cubes
and other ways, are gross, and render it difficult for the scalding whey to operate equally;

but in the Italian method it is broken minutely, and by keeping the heating whey oon-
stantly stirring, the scald is equal throughout, and operating on the minutely divided
curd, must take a more regular and a greater effect. I described to the cazaro the mcp
thod used in £ngland, and asked his opinion, on which he replied—II vostro formag-
gio in quel modo non poul'essere troppo buona : come e la grana ? By referring to the
grain of the cheese, it is plain he thought that the texture of it demanded this way of
oi>erating.

In regard to pressing, all with whom I conversed were much against any very heavy
weights, and seemed of opinion, that a good cheese might be pressed into a bad one.
Firmness, weight, and soUdity, they contend, Should arise from the right fabric of the
cheese, and from adapting the fabric to the land and to the season, but never from much
dre Jising, which would be a bad way of remedying either evils or mistakes; Hoved
cheeses are very rare with them, whichmay possibly proceed not only from the granu-

-»:

I;

':i«ti>MM^4^. --'^^' - '
'•^^•tiiri ^11^11.^11 i:«w^« ..iJitf^:-;- :^x>^:j^^MmVv^l8^^/,liM^^^(^^:^^,/.^^^^^^^^^
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lUtion given by their method of scalding, but also from their inoderate pressing. How-
ever it must not be imagined that the excellency and peculiarity of Parmesan cheese de

pend altogether upon the fabrication ; their own id'.'u is proliably ver-- just, that soil,

climate, and ir'-'tjation come in for their share ; and that the abundance of certain plants

has an influence ; but this last cause will not have much stress laid on it, since clovers

are found to be the chief plants.

I shall not quit this most interesting district without recommending it strenuously t©

those who would wish to give themselves a completely good farming education. For
such a purpose Codogno would be a proper station ; for it is surrounded by great dai-

ries, and contains the largest mag;»zines of cheese of any town in Lombardy ; the con-

sequence of which is a regular intercourse with all the drjry masteis of the Lodizan.

Much useful knowledge might here be gained in irrigation, and in making cheese.

The oxen of this dairy farm begin to work at four years old ; and are sold at eleven

or twelve years old, from 9 to 12 louis each. A pair will plough eight pertiche a

day ; and draw, waggon included, three thousand pounds, of twenty-eight ounces,

twenty miles.

il/ozzfl«a....They practise a singular method of flittening oxen here. They put chop.
. ped straw, a little hay, the leaves of maize, and also some flour of it, into a tub, and
pour in hot (not boiling) water ; and as they give this soup to the beast, they add for

each a handful of oil-cake in powder, or for want of that, of elm leaves in powder

;

oak leaves they give green. Another food in use is powdered acorns, which is given
instead of oil-cake, and with good success.

Lodi....The cows here are generally of a blood red colour, long, lank, and ill-made.

In a dairy of ninety, they .nake for one hundred and sixty days, one cheese a day, of
sixty pounds : but in April nnd May it is of seventy pounds. After St. Martin the be-

ginning of November, greater, but not every day ; in seven months, one hundred and
ninety cheeses ; and in the rest of the year one hundred and seventy ; in all, three hun-
dred, and sixty ; this is two hundred and forty pounds per cow. In feeding, they give
the cows nothmg from four in the afternoon till nine the next morning, unless the wea-
ther be very bad, and then a litde hay. In making the cheese I found very little varia-

tion in the practice from that already described. For the coagulation, or what our dairy
wives call setting, they heat the milk gradually, and take care not to do it too much at

once. In the great heats ofsummer they set it without heating and even put ice or snow
(with which every dairy is provided) to cool it ; but they do not consider the heat at set-

ting to be a point of much consequence, as a little more or less heat makes no difier-

ence. The curd is broken exactly as described before, with two machines, one of wood
only, theotK;ir armed with fine wires, and the saffron added during that operation. Scald
it as at Milan, and, upon doing this with skill, they assert, that much depends ; as by
more or less scalding they can remedy certjun deficiencies in soils and plants. The rest

of the operation is just as already described, and all the utensils the same ; the weight
something less than at Milan , and here as great enemies to much pressing. The cheese
made yesterday is all honey-combed in the coat, and as yellow as wax, a pale yellow

:

whereas at Milan the new cheeses are quite white. These honey-combs wear out by
scraping after salting, which is for thirty-six or forty days ; they are then coloured, and
there is given to them an appearance of a whitish crust, or efflorescence artificially.

They are preserved by oiling, as at Milan. Good cows give about five gallons ofmilk
per diem ; the best of all, six. Sixty cows require one hundred pertiche for six months

i
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Coclogno..„Thc produce per cow is here reckoned at one hundred pounds ofcheese,*
at twenty-ciglit ounces, at 22:^8. per pound, and eighty pounds of butter at 24s. The
calf sells at 20 livrcs, at fifteen days old ; and the produce of hogs, twelve sows to one
hundred cows, which pay about 10 livrcs per cow.

^

,

100 lb. cheese, at 22^s. -

80 lb. butter, at 24s.

f^ali, - .
" - jiKi w - - - - \j xa t f,

Hogs, ....

MILANESE
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to granulate the curd, and, united with so small a pressure, loaves cavities in tlic texture

of the cheese, that fill with an oleaginous liciuid, and form the peculiar exccllenre of Par-

mesan cheese. With the metho<ls used in England, such cavities spoil a cheese. I

must, however, remark that such Parmesan as was common many years ago, in which

these cavities, and their contents were of a texture that would allow of drawing out like

ft thread of glue, is not so common now. The solid cheese, without cavities, common
at present, is not much better than our North Wiltshire, and is apt to dry much sooner,

if equally kept. Query, if this declension of quality is not to be imputed to their

ploughing all the country ? When their cheese gamed its great reputation, it was made
from old meadows ; now all is from arable land. Here it is kept five or six years, never

till ten. Walking with the farmer, the master of eighty cows, into his fields (1750 per-

tiche) I begged him to pick the plants in the order of his estimation for cheese, which

he did ; first, trifolium repens ; second, trifolium pratense and plantago lanceolata equal

;

third, chicorium intybus. These he esteemed capitiil. The ranunculus reiiens bad ; all

the grasses, properly so called, bad, on comparison with those above ; but lolium pe-

renne the best, if it come naturally ; bad, if sown. Gallcga oflicinalis bad. They
sometimes do not sow any thing to make a meadow, leaving the wheat-stubble to cover

itself; a barbarous practice, since they confess that in the first year it yields little. There
were dung-hills in most of the fields, well mixed and rotten, to be spread in winter.

Feed the cows, in winter, only with hay, and twenty pounds, of twenty-eight ounces, the

daily allowance j the price now 7\ livres per one hundred pounds. I forgot to remark,

that all the milk trays are of copper ; and that ice is in every dairy, to put into the

chums with the cream. The cows are here fed, as every where else in <he Milanese,

but a few hours in twenty-four ; yet longer than in some districts, for they are abroad
seven Lours ; they eat nothing while tied up in the sheds.

In 1733, there were in the Lodizan one hundred and ninety-seven dairies : in 1767
there were two hundred and thirtv jc, each of which had one hundred and twenty
cows, Oil an average, making two iu.. red and ninety cheeses eacli c! ;ry per ann. ; in

thirty-four years increase, thirty-nine dairies, four thousand six luadred and eighty

cows, eleven thousand three hundred and ten itceses, and value 848,210 livres.* This
is count Carli's account, but I suspect an error,t a I heard n( liints of any decline ; and
at Codogno, the dairies were calculated, apparently with attention, at two hundred and
thirteen each, making three hundred and ten cheeses in a year, or si ly-six thousand and
thirty cheeses, of fifty pounds each, or 3,301,500 pounds of twenty-eight ounces, at

1 livre a pound; this makes 110,0471. and the account i r ceived was, that of this quan-
tity, two-thirds were exported.

In regard to the origin of this cheese, it deserves notice, that it is not three centuries

since this great advantage of irrigated meadows has been here- 1 .own; and I may ob-
serve, that the Cistercian monk who has written so well, Su !'

, rigazioni de Pruti, in the

Attidella Societa Pat. di Milano, seems to admit, tliat the original manufactures of Par-
mesan cheese was in the territory of Parma ;. and refers to original papers for shewing that

Milan was supplied three centuries ago with this cheese from Parma. A clearer proof
of this cannot be produced, than that in the ledgers of the monastery of Chiaravalle,

there are entries of the purchase of cheese from Parma, which, most assuredly, could not
have taken place, if such cheeses had been made at home. And this seems to be con-

•Carli, tom.i. p. 317. " ^
••

t It must be a gross error to calculate the dairies at one hundred and twenty cows, on an average.;
lot in all my inquiries 1 heard but of one that reached one hundred and ten.

4 s 2
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hour, if the milk l)c what they call wholesome, that is, if it have no particular quality

that demands a variation, in which case it is coagulated in half an hour : they vary the

scalding also ; for bad milk they scald with a fierce quick fire, but good is done more
gently. In managing the lump of curd, when settled to the bottom of the boiler, they

var}' also ; they press it with a circular board, fixed at the end of a stick or handle, and
then gel a milk tray under it, and when they have hoisted it out, they leave it to drain

in that tray about half an hour ; at Lodi, ten minutes, or at most a <iuarter of an hour.

The common price of the cheese 30 livres(2j^d.) the peso (twenty-two pounds English.)

I tasted it at the table of the count de Schaflianatti, and aLo at Parma, and the inferiority

to the Lou'.c'ui is ^cat.

The attention oi giving salt to catde and sheep here, as in every other part of Italy,

is regular ; they even consider a plenty of salt as somewhat essential to having proper

(itocks of those animals, and gave me an instance which is remarkable. In the Coursi

di Monchio, a valley ii which the bishop is the sovereign, there is no gabelle on salt,

and therefore gi^en much more plentifully to cattle and sheep, the consequence is, that

the numbers of both are much greater, proportionably to all other circumstances than

in any other district.

Savoy....They reckon at Lanesburgh, that three goats are equal to one cowj the

?rice here is 11 to 12 livres. At Isle, in Alsace, a good goat sells from 12 to 30 livres

'rench, in common 20 livres. Some there are so good that two equal a cow, but at

Tour d'Aigues, in Provence, it takes four to equal a cow, the price 10 or 12 livres

French.

SECT. Ill OF SHEEP.
^'''^^

^' .

Nic€.„.\ here observed what appeared very singular, a flock of sheep brought down
fVom the mountains to drink the sea-water, which is I suppose to save salt. The gar-

deners near tlie town generally keep a few sheep, confined in sties, just as hogs in Eng-
land, and fed with the offal of the garden. I took a specimen of the wool of one of these

stie-fed sheep, more like goat's hair than wool, it sells at 6s. the pound.

Turm....The price of sheep from 10 livres to 15 livres. The fleece is eight pounds,

at 5s. unwashed.
Milanese....Throughout this country I scarcely saw any sheep, and those few bad.

Venetian State....^<T^amo....Here Imeta flock, an ugly breed, large, long, and
ill made, without horns, the wool coarse and hairy, large hanging ears, and their throats

swollen almost like wens. They have a fabric of woollen cloth here, but the wool comes
from Apulia.

Brescia....Thc fleeces here are four and a half pounds (about two and three quarters

pounds English) and sell at 25 livres to 30 livres p^^rpeze, not washed, which is about
Is. English the pound. -' '

-•

\^^

Ferona...l^nce 30s. the pound of twelve ounces (Is. the pound English.)

To ricenza....Mtti several flocks ; all are clipped twice a year, the breed polled, and
much like 'those, but not so large, as on the other side of Verona. . ' ;' - v-t -<?-:

FiV(p«ia....The sorts of sheep known here, are Gentili, which live only in the plain,

not being hardy enough to itsist the mountain cold ; their wool is longer than of the

othtr sorts, Tosetti, these resist the cold well ; have short wool, clipped twice. Monte
Padouana, are of a much greater size ; the flesh excellent ; are clipped twice. Price of
wool, 2^ livres per pound unwashed (the ounce of Vicenza, twelve to the pound is to the

English ounce as 690 is to 480, as I found, by buying an ounce weight there;) tliis

price is equal to about lid. the English pound. It is remarkable, that they here feed

their sheep in winter, with a mixture^ madein a hole in the ground, trodden well in, of

"\
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aucca (gourds) cut in slices ; the mark of grapes, vinc-Icavcs, and green grass. Pri(

wool here: Gcntili prcparata, 6 livrcs; Gentili non prcparata, 5 livrcs 5s.; Tos
Price of

prcparata, 6 livrcs; Gcntili non prcparata, 5 livrcs 5s.; Tosctta,

5 livrcs to 6 livres ; Tcsino, 2 livrcs 10s. ; Padouana, 4 livns ; all by the pound of

twelve ounces. The ounce is to that of England, as 690 to 480 ; the pound therefore

equals seventeen ounces English; 5 i livres is above 2s. Od. English.

i*a(/wo.... Price of sheep about 2 ducats. In common they clip but once a year ; fleece

three ^lounds.

Ecclesiastical STATE...,//o/o^Mfl....Priccof a good sheep, 14 pauh (7s.) Pro-

duce, per sheep, of a flock ; lamb, 4 pauls ; wool, 3i ; cheese, 4 ; in all lU (5s. 9d.)

j>er annum ; half to the proprietor, half to the peasant. The wool thit:e pounds at

twice shearing, and at 13 baiocchi the pound (10 baiocchi to the paul, of 6d. less a

fraction. ) It is washed on the back before shearing. There are 25,000 to 30,000 sheep

in the Ferrarese.

TvscAVY....Bologna to Florence....Somc flocks of sheep are scattered on the Appc-
nines, of a small and rather pretty hornless breed. Near Florence, they cut the lambs
in June, and sell them in September, to those who keep them till March. Price, in

Septv. nber, 10 livres (7s. Id.) and in March, for 18 livres (12s. 9d. ;) there are few,

or none, of two or three years old. They clip but once ; weight of the fleece four

Sounds, at 1\ paul per pound ; washed 'sefore clipping (English weight and money, the

eece is three pounds, at Is. Id. per pound.) Wethers arc in some places fattened on
oats, barley, and hav, and sometimes with a few raves.

^i7/«»jo,fmi....Thirty.six sheep kept on four hundred and eighty-three stiori of land,

each giving three pounds of wool ^^equal to two and a quarter i)ounds English) at this

year, li paul, and kist, li (the paul 5id. ;) clipped but once a year, in May, and washed
before. Each sheep -J of a paul in cheese. Thirty-six bring, on an average, twenty
lambs, which sell, at five or six weeks, at 4^ pauls ; at six months, 7 or 8 pauls.

Two hundred sheep from the mountains, that pass the winter in the Maremma, the
cxpence 157scudi, composed of twerty rams, fifty ewe hoggits, one hundred and thirty

breeding ewes ; fifty lambs kept for aixk.
Fifty lambs for stock,

Eighty lambs sold,

Wool, 7 lb. the pair, at 10 scudithe 100 lb.

Cheese, 2]lb. to each sheep, at 6s. per lb.

Scwi.
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It is an observation of Sig. Pooletti,* that draining the Maremma, and cuhivating it,

have lessened the number of sheep in Tuscany considerably ; great flocks, before that

period, were kept in some mountainous districts in summer, and pastured in the Ma-
remma in winter ; but cultivation has changed this. He does not say that the people

of the Maremma hiivc sheep of their own, but observes, that it is a diminution in num<
ber. This is suflicient to prove, that the improvements in the Maremma have been on
false and vicious principles ; for if they had been on just ones, sheep would have been
increased instead of lessened.

Sig. Paoletti recommends that all sheen should have one pound of salt in March, and
one in October, which makes them healthy, and to yield more wool.f

M0UENA....W00I here sells from 2 livres to 3 livres per pound, washed ; equal to

12jd. per pound English. There are many sheep in the mountains, but miserable

things ; clipped twice a year.

PARMA....In going to Firenzuola, I examined the wool of a flock, and found it more
like the hair of a dog than wool ; and all I see, which are but few, arc alike hairy ; most
of them polled, but some with horns ; not badly made, but feel worse. These are the

flocks whose wool, Mons. de la Lande says, is inestimable 1

Pit.DiiovT....Pavese....On entering the king of Sardinia's country, and for many-

miles, see little parcels, of from ten to twenty-five, of poor dirty housed sheep, feeding

on the young wheat. Asti was formerly famous for wool ; nelli antichi tempi famosa
per la sua lane ;X but the country contains none at present to support that character.

$AV0Y....Unwashed wool, 10s. the pound of twelve ounces; fleece three pounds to

six pounds ; it goes to France or Piedmont. Sheep, 9 livres to 12 livres each. Though
cattle and sheep are the great riches of all Savoy, yet no care taken of the breedt and
the wool ail bad.^

The price of wool, regard being had to that only which is long, coarse, and bad (but

not the worst) may be stated in Lombardy at Is. English, the English pound ; such
would sell in England, I calculate, at about 7d. or 8d. per pound.

CHAP. XXXIII....OF THE MANAGEMENT OF ARABLE LAND.

THE minutes I took, concerning the conduct of arable land, may, for the sake of

clearness, be thus divided : 1. Of the courses of crops. 2. Of seed and product. 3. Of
the culture ofcertain plants. 4. Of implements. 5. Of manures.

SECT. I....OF THE COURSES OF CROPS.

TiziiUOVT...,Chentale..,.A year of fallow common in five or six years, during which
year the land is never watered, only exposed to the sun. Wheat is sown on fallow ; on
clover land ; always after hemp, because the land is in high order ; the same after maize,

if well manured; in which case also after millet sown in June, otherwise meslin or rye.

The fallow for wheat, commonly follows buck-wheat, called here fromentin, or millet.

Clover is sown among rye in March, never among wheat. Millet de cottura is sown in

June ; millet de restuba the end of July, after wheat ; and then dung well for hemp.

* Pensieri, p. 207. He mentions their being prodigiosamente piu numerose, a century before, p. 23 1

.

t Pensieri, p. 208. - - * /rs* -•tmijiyr-r' (» »Jv'.-i

^ Giulini, torn. xii. p. 19.

$ I may here add a minute on goats ; marquis Ginori introduced the Angora ^ats into Tuscany, for

making camblets, which manufacture has succeeded so well,as to be termed nspettabile manifattuia

by Puoletti. Penuieri, p. 220. And it is observed by another writer, that if they are not superior ta

the ancient camblets of Brussels, they are at least equai to them. Ragionamente sopra Toscanot p. 1 67.

\
''
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7V/riM....In some arable land I viewed, a few miles from this capital, the following

most extraordinary course was pursued, and wan n^entioncd to me ;»« being not uncom-
mon—-!, maize ; 3, wheat ; 3, wheat ; 4, wheat ; 5, maize ; 6, wheat ; 7, wheat

;

8, wheat.

The year of maize being considered as such a preparation, as to allow of three suc-

cessive crops of wheat. The |)ractice however is barbarous. Upon the farm of Sig-

Briolo, the following is the course— 1, maize; 2, wheat; 3, rye; and when the land

wants repose, clover is sown upon a small part.

rarceUi....Upon good wheat land— 1, maize; 2, wheat; 3, wheat; 4, rye. And
in the rice grounds— 1, liillow ; 2, rice ; 3, rice ; 4, rice. They have here an excel-

lent practice, and it extends, more or less, over all Piedmont, wich is to niow clover

bv the tenth of May, and to plough the land and plant maize, which succeeds greatly

after clover.

- Milanese. ....^i/a/t....The arable lands never repose; but a f|uiclc succession is

reaped. Two crops of bread com are gained in one year, by sowing maize in July,

after wheat.

Miian to Pavia....The course common in the rice grounds is— 1, rice; 2, rice;

3, rice; 4, fallow, and dung; 5, wheat, clover sown, either with it in autumn, or upon
it in spring ; the former best ; 6, clover ; 7, clover ; 8, clover ; 9, flax, and then mil-

let the same year ; and then rice again as above.

Al80->-l, wheat; 2, clover; 3, clover; 4, clover; 5, clover; 6, flax, and then

maize; 7, wheat, and clover again. Sometimes after flax, coleseed for oil. Another
course-—!, 2, 3, clover ; 4, maize ; 5, rice ; 6, rice ; 7, rice ; 8, fallow ; 9, corn and
clover.

In the Pavese..,.ly Rye, and then fallowed for, 2, wheat, sown with clover in Feb-
ruary, mown with the stubble, and then fed ; 3, clover ; 4, clover ; 5, clover ; 6, flax,

and then millet ; or instead of both maize ; 7, wheat ; 8, wheat, and left then some-
times to pasturage under clover.

Mozzatta....A course common here— !, clover ; 2, winter flax ; 3, lupines : 4, maize,
for forage ; 5, coleseed ; 6, cabbages ; 7* panic ; 8, hemp ; 9, beans. This course will

be found to occupy about twelve pertiche in one hundred, and to pass in succession over
the whole, for the benefit of variadon. Another— 1, wheat, anci millet after ; 2, com-
mon maize ; 3, wheat and millet ; 4, common maize ; 5, rye and quarantino ; 6, com-
mon maize ; 7, rye and quarantino; 8, common maize. The assiduity with which
they avoid a fallow, deserves attention, and it is here eflectcd, as in the south of France,
by means of a plant that is asserted by many to exhaust.

.Codizan....!, Wheat, sown in October and reaped in June, and the land ploughed
thrice and manured for 2, wheat again, and clover, called spianata agostano, which is

fed till the following spring, but sometimes ploughed the end of autumn ; 3, flax ;

4, millet. Another course, called coltura muggcnga— 1, break up the layer for flax

;

2, millet ; 3, maize ; 4, wheat, tlie stubble of which remains in spinata agostano.

Cremonese....!, Wheat, sown in October, and reajied in June, the stubble ploughed
thrice for 2, wheat, upon which sow clover the ^ndof February; 3, clover, ploughed
in November for, 4, flax, and then millet ; 5, maize ; 6, wheat.

Cartiianese.„.it Maize ; 2* wheat sown in the spring with clover, which is mown
with tne stubble, and remains spianata agostano; 3, clover; 4, flax, and then millet;

5, rice ; 6, rice ; 7, rice.

Vknctiait STAJZ.,.tBergamo....The land here is constantly cropped—1, wheat;
2, clover, mown in the spring once, in time for maize ; 3, wheat; 4, clover. Also—

VOL. IV. 4 T
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1, clover, or millet ; 3, maize ; 3, wheat. By which courses they have half or a third

oftheir land in wluut every year.

Breicia....\y Wheat, and twenty pounds of clover-sced in March, per jugrro, the

clover cut in AuffUht with the whcat-Htubble, and then puHtured, in winter dunged

:

2, clover, called this year prato grasso, cut thrice ; first in May, called il maggiatico

;

second in August, called Postnno ; third in September, il navurolo : 3, in March sow
flax, which is gathered in June, then plough and sow quarantino, amongst which, at the

second hoeing, sow lupines for numure : 4, plough in the lupines, and sow wheat m
November, wnich is reaped in Jime ; cut the stubble immediately, and sow lupines or

coleseed for manure : 5, plough in October, and sow wheat mixed with rye, reafK-'d in

June, and then sow part with quarantino and part with panic : 6, if a crop of coleseed

is taken, it is sown amongst the maize whilst growing, w-hich cole is ri|)e in spring, in

time to clear the ground for manuring and sowing the common maize ; if cole not sown,
remains fallow in winter, and sow mel'^a in spring, the great millet. N>/<''«^!Hij

fVrom/....Here, as in all other parts of Lombardy, the land is never fallowed i 1, maize,

called grano turco : 2, wheat, and w hen reaped, millet or cinquantino ; this is the qua*

rantino of the Milanese : 3, barley or oats, and when reaped, some other second crop.

Wheat is always sown aikr maize, and that after barley or oats. No clover used here,

oxcept in rice-lands. In the rice-grounds : 1, wheat, reaiK'd time enough for a cro"- of

unquantino ; 2, maize ; 3, clover ; 4, rice, &c. &c. Beans are also sown instcau of

maize, and wheat after them, and prepare for wheat much better. On the dry lands,

such as about the Lago di Guarda, Sec. no clover, as the land is not good enough.
To A7ce«za....No fallow any where. There is a little clover, and very fine, but the

quantity is small : all wheat and maize, and scarcely any thing else.

f^tmtza....Wheat is always sown after clover, and cinquantino aAer wheat; but
nothing prepares so well for that crop as beans, so that they are called the mother of
wheat, madredella formento. This idea, in Lombardy, is as old as Gallo, who remarks,

that wheat succeeds after nothing better than beans, which in grassano maggiormente la

terra, che non fa ogni altro legume ;* and this he refers to as a custom of tlie Cremonese
and the Mantuans. It is equally true in £ngland ; and such a combination of authority

ought to convince such as yet want conviction, of the utility of beans as a preparation for

-wheat ; more, perhaps, to be depended on than any other preparation whatever. A
common course near this city introduced as a variety is ; 1, maize ; 2, wheat and cin-

quantino. A farmer cultivated a field during some years in this course, 1, maize.;

2, wheat; 3, clover: and to preclude the necessity of dung, he used only the

vanga (spade:) for five years his crops were good, but afterwards declined greatly

till he could not get even clover. They sow wheat in October, and the clover-seed over

it in March, if there is rain ; the end of June the wheat is cut, the end of August the

clover is mown for hay, and another small crop again in October ; here is, therefore,

within ajear, one crop of wheat and two of clover. The grass is cut again in May, op
beginning of the following June ; a second time in August, and a third growth plough-

^ in for wheat, which is usually a very great crop in tnb husbandry. ,

Fadua....On all sorts of land the most visual husbandry is ; 1, dung for maize ; 2,

wheat ; 3, wheat, and then cinquantino or millet, &c. Clover is sown both in autumn
and in spring ; if the frost is not very severe, autumn is best, but spring the most se-

cure. It is cut once after the wheat is reaped. i '^-^'..v^Hrt/* /•>5>v>«Vt.*<wiM/r
'

Fenice....S\g. Arduino assures me, there is no fallow to be found in aiiy part of the

Venetian territory ; they have not even a word to express the idea : I'anno di riposo, tt

• Le VentiGiomntc dcH' Agricoltum. Brescia, 177 5, quarto, p. 59. ,

.
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a diflTcrcnt thing, and always means clover, or u state of rest, without any tillaja;e. That

gcntlematiN expression pleased me much, La jachcrc c una Nci(x:cn pratica in afjp'icol-

tura. The two ^rcat points on which the l)CMt apiculture of the Venetian state turns,

are mals'.c on clover, and wheat on Ixrans. All these plants arc equally necessary upon

a farm ; vnd there is a peculiarity in clover aa a preparation for maize, and equally iu

beins aa preparatory for wheat.

Bofogna.... In a very ricli field near this city, which I viewed, the course has l)een, in

1787, wheat, which produced one hundred corbi, or twenty times the seed. In 1788,

hemp, five thousand pounds. In 1789, it is now wheat, and perfectly clean. This
course of, 1 , hemp ; 2, wheat, is |)erhaps the most profitable in the world, and brinsii

to mind the noble vale of the (laroiine, under the same mana(|;cmei)t. If land will ao
for hemp they never fallow, but have some fields in the course, 1, fallow ; 2, wheat,

which ought to be considered as a disgrace to Lombardy. 1. Maize ; 3, wheat, is a

course not uncommon. On the fallowed lands they sow beans, provided thcv have

dung. Very little clover, preferring fenugreek, which is succeeded by wheat. VetcheH

they sow in autumn, and beans also, both for a crop, and also to plough in, in the spring,

as a manure for hemp. With equal quantities of manure, Ix'ans give better wheat than

hemp. Beans on Sig. Bignami's farm are now (November) six inches high on the tops

of narrow ridges, but none in the furrows ; these are for ucrop, and infinitely too thick,

I should apprehend. Lupines also for ploughing in.

Tusc ANV....In the Valdamo di Sura, Colini, Sicnisi, Pisani, Voltcrrana, they fallow,

and their course is— 1, fallow ; 2, wheat. After travelling so long in Lombardy with-

out a fiUlow, it hurt me to find them common here. Clover is usually made a prepara-

tion for maize in most parts of this country ; and beans, where sown, are reckoned the

best for wheat. At Martelli, &c. the course is— 1, beans, French beans, or maize;
f), wheat ; 3, wheat ; 4, wheat and rye, and no after-crop. In the Valdichiana, the fol-

lowing course, I am informed, is pursued— 1, maize and French beans ; 2, wheat, and
nothing after it ; 3, wheat and then raves, and, in some places, clover added. At Villa-

magna, the course is— 1, biade, vetches, beans, 8cc. ; 2, wheat ; 3, wheat ; 4, wheat.

The first wheat produces nine or ten times the seed, if after beans ; the second six

or seven ; the third three or four : a degradation that ought to explain fully the absur-

dity of such a system. In some districts the following is the course—first year, biadi,

viz. beans, pease, chick-pease, French beans, tares, lentils, oats, niuizc, the great millet,

small millet, panic in port clover, and oats, and, after cutting for forage, plough for some
of die above. Second year, upon the land thus prepared, wheat is sown, culled grosso

and aristata mucked ; or with half grosso and half gcntili (white wheat) Thitti year

gentili wheat.

MoDENA....The bad farmers in the Modenese are fallowists, and their course is

—

1, fallow, ploughed first in May or June, in August the second time, and tl\e third in

October, for sowing, 2, wheat. But the better farms substitute beans, French beans,

vetches, spelt, maize, particularly the last instead of a fallow. Upon soils that are very

good, and manured, they have an execrable custom of taking three crops of wheat in

succession ; sometimes throwing in clover with the wheat, which is ploughed up in June
for wheat again. When beans are sown in autumn and stand the frost, uiey yield much
more than spring sown.

The husbandry practised by Sig. Bertolini, which is the best of the country is-—

1, beans, sown in October, and narvested in May : then French beans, or formen-

t(mi», ffxe forBjgi;, or chick-pease, or lentUs ; 2, wheat, the stubble ploughed thrice for,"•'""'
.- .;...:. . ... 4 T 2

-_*-'»^
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3, wttcat ; 4, mnixr, Hown in Mnrcii. To Rcf^io they fallow acme of their land every

third year ; but more commonly substitute maize, bcan» or somethin^^ else in lieu.

Pa RMA....In the country about Vicomcro, the common countc is, 1, Ix^nns; 2, wlieat;

3, muizc ; 4, wheat.

PiiOMONT....7or/onrttf....A common course here is— 1, beans; 3, wheat. Also,

1, melga (great millet ;) 2, whcut. But they have some landn in fallow courses.

8AV0V....At Luncsl>orough, the common husbandry is that of a crop and a fallow :

thcv plough in May or June, and again for the seed in August, when they sow the rye ;

ond tney have no whcut. »"

From these notes it ap|)ears, that there is something both to commend and to con-

demn in these Italian coursen. The rejection of fallows is pretty general ; this is a good
feature, and the great stress they lay on beans as a preparation for wheat, cannot be
praised too much. On the other liund, there seems to be no idea of so proportioning the

crops of a farm, as to make cattle and sheep (kept on arable land) the preparation for

com : the culture of clover is not unknown, but scarcely extends further tnan to produce

some hay. I no where met with artificial grasses introduced on so large a scale as to

•upnort a j^ood flock ol sheep. In some districts, the great plenty of watered meadow
explains this deficiency ; but there are more where it will not aftbrd an apology. This
objection, however, does not hold good in the Lodizan, where their immense cktiries are

supported on arable land, and certainly form one of the most curilbus systems of hus*

bondry that arc to be met with in Europe.

'' " SECT. II....OF SEED AND PRODUCT. " *' ^
,^

That reader who thinks slightly of the use of collecting a great mass of facts in thcte

inquiries has not, it is to be presumed, reflected sufficiently on the great importance, in

every science, of combining circumstances apparently unconnected, in order for mutual

illustration. He who collects such facts, insulated for a time only, may not live to see the

effect of such comparisons ; but the gradation of knowledge is preserved without inter-

ruption, and the uses will undoubtedly be discovered.

Savigliano..,.Thcy reckon here that a farm of one hundred giornuti, one third watered

meadow should yield 2300 livrts clear of taxes, landlord's lialf.

Piedmont....7>/rm....Products of Sig. Briolo's farm : wood, eight giornata; mea-

dow, four ; wheat, five ; rye, five ; maize, five. Yields to the proprietor for his half,

V Ninety mines of wheat, at 3 liv. 10s. .... 3151ivres.
^- One hundred and five do. of rye, at 2 liv. 158. - - . 236

One hundred and forty do. of maize, at 2 liv. . - - 280
- Wood cut at seven years' growth, 71 "•,'.-.>

Vines planted about the farm, 45 brcnta of wine, at 5^ liv, - 247

'JUl I'lX- For landlord's half,

Total, 2298 liv.

Wood, 71
«..» • t " *.

- 1149 '^'"^

- " »_. '

''''»('

2221 livres, product of nineteen giornata of arable meadow, or 116 livres pcp

giornata (about 61. per English acre;) which is a very large produce. There are also

mulberries enough to pay taxes ; this land cost 750 livres the giornata, and the wood
250 livres. - "^ ! -^ ''^ ^-

——>-- >..A»M :irrz-rii. Mi
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Milan KiK....^/7((Tfi to P(ivift,...Thi' crops art'—Wheat, scvin or ci^ht sadn; rye,

eleven secd^ ; maize, forty ttccds ; ditto quuruntiito, twenty seeds ; millet, fifty H<-edn.

WHEAT.

Vtt.nMOfir..,.rhentnlc....\ country proverh in thU country is, that a gooct pensnnt

should finish his wheat sowing wy the 19ih of OctolKT. After hemp, clover, or (allow,

wheat yields forty to forty -five niiua per giomata, each mina forty-five pounds to fifty-

two pounds, average forty-seven pounds, and the commnn price 3 livres to 3 livrcs lOs.

but at present 3 livrcs 15s. Hut, including good and bad farmers, and all soils, the pro-

duce is not more than twenty-four minu: tluit is, twelve for the landlord and twelve for

thettivint. Thcv sow four to four and a half; the common produce is, therefore, six

times the seed, which is miserable ; the l)cltcr crops between ten and eleven seeds. Al-

lowing for the Ficdmon*: pound, bein^ about one-tenth heavier than the English (though

only of twelve ounces) and that the giomata is not equal to an acre, their lx>st crops, at

forty-two or forty-three mina, will be near five f|uartrrs per English acre ; and their

avenge near three ; which are not greater than might be expected. Their quantity of

seed appears, howe^e^, to l>e immense, for it amounts to one hundred and ninety-nine

pounds per gi'^mata, which is extravagant : and makes it suspicious, that the giomatii

nere is larger than the legal gioniata of the principality.

SavigUoiw....'Vhty sow here, of wheat, three and ahalf eymena, and reap eight times

as much, in a goml crop.

7urm....They sow five mina, or nine rabbii, and ten pounds to the giornata; of rye

and outs, the same quantity; of hemp, three mina; maize, one-half; millet, one
half. Wheat produces twenty-five mina ; or five times the seed ; rye, thirty ; maize,
fifty to seventy ; millet, twenty. The mina at forty-five pounds the crop of wheat is

about five and a half coombs per English acre. For their land and climate, a misera-

ble crop ; but as good, or better, than they deserve, when their course of crops is

considered.

Mil A NESE....Jl/o::a//a....Produce of wheat, eight stajo per |x:rtica on tJie best land;

five on middling ; and three on the worst.

There is a singular neglect in keeping wheat in this country : being shewed the grana-

ries at two houses, in which the quantity was considerable, I was suq)ri6ed to find that,

where some of the windows were open, the room stunk very much ; the scent particu-

lar; and examining the wheat, 1 found the surface all eitlier covered, even to shining,

with the webs of the wevils, or else in ropes, hanging together by it, and the flies

busy ; the wheat was two or three feet thick, and had not been stirred. In a third gra-

muy, to which I went for satisfying my curiosity, in the hands of the owner (for the other
two belonged to noblemen, and were managed by intendiuUs) I found in the same con-
dition ; and all agreed, that to stir the wheat is bad, as it makes the whole heap alike ;

whereas, by not moving it, the surface only suffers. On this, I thrust my arm into the
heap, to examine the interior, which all stunk dreadfully. Perhaps neither the wevi!,

nor any other insect, may live deep in the heap ; but, for want of airing, the wiieat
stinks ; not to mention the surface, which is a loss of five or six per cent. A most bar-

barous system of management. It is worth remarking, that the only good way of keep.
ing wheat is in the straw : stacks should be built on cupt stones, to keep vermin out,
and the com thrashed as wanted.

Minzatta.,..ThR product here, on three diviMoos of soil, are, per jiertica, Uie mca^
sure the stajo

:

^ •^r^vft %itir.i c«'t'!'<;W''i}pK'

)

'^!i>t^r--*- :;;W«>'Jt»K;;^»»,i^^«*-** .tkkad..... ».n*'Vt*"-«**''fc*» » .l»«ti»ii»j K 'i^uv/«v«- *f '*- .'
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Wheat,
Rve. . .

Nlillet,

Common maize,

Ditto quarantino,

Lupines, -

Panic,

Clover hay, three hundred and fifty pounds
of twenty-eight ounces per pertica, at 3
mowings ; one three-fourths ton peracre.

In money by com, without mulberries or
vines.

Good.
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A Berp;amasquc writer observes, that wheat cultivated with the plough commonly

vields four, five, and six times the seed ; but cuUiva "d with the spade, twelve, lour-

teen, and sixteen times that quantity,* and this of greatei weight ; a sure proof of their

miserable tillage.

Brescia....Arable products in this vicinity, are, wheat, three sacchi, of fourteen

peze each peze twenty-five pounds being about six seeds. The peze of twenty-five

pounds firescian, being equal to 141 French, makes two hundred and six pounds

French per sack, or two hundred and twenty-four pounds English : the three sacks,

therefore, are six hundred and seventy-two pounds English, on a jugero of four pcr-

tiche ; this is scarcely twelve bushels the English acre, reckoning four one-fourth per.

tiche in that acrc.t Maize sown in March, produces six, eight, ten sacchi, each

twelve peze of twenty-five pounds. This is about twenty-eight bushels to the English

acre, supposing a bushel of maize to be fifty pounds ; but quarantine does not yield

more than five such sacks. Melico (the great millet) fifteen sacchi, of ten or eleven

such peze. Flax, six to nine peze, at 20 Hvres to 25 livres the peze ; this is about one
hundred and twenty-five pounds the English acre, and 170 livres at 6d. English, 41. 5s.

and per English acre 41. Millet gives three sacchi, of eleven peze. Clover, three

hundred peze of hay, at three cuts ; meadows yield the same as clover, but are pas-

tured in autumn. Price of hay 70 livres the carro, of one hundred peze. Three hun-
dred peze equal four thousand eight hundred and twenty-seven pounds English, and per

English acre, four thousand five hundred and twenty-two pounds, which we may call

grossly two tons ; a very poor crop for three mowings.
To rerona....ln this line of country, the Lombardy system, of planting all the arable

lands with rows of pollards, for training vines, is at its height. There is a good deal

of it from Bergamo to Brescia ; and some are seen in passing from Vaprio to Bergamo,
but not so universally as here. It is a most singular system ; rows of maple, ash, or
poplar, are planted from four to seven yards asunder, and rows of vines at their feet,

which are trained up those trees, and in festoons from tree to tree ; the space is cultivated

for com. They do not seem to approve of a single stem for these poUards so much as.

several, for they have three or four, about si:i. feet high ; cropped every second year, to

prevent too great a shade. In some places, mulberries are mixed with these common
forest trees : one mulberry, and then two ash or maple. In some rows, beyond all

doubt, the vines are trained equally on the mulberries as on the other trees ; but not
generally, being fastened only to the stems of the mulberries. The better the land, the

farther asunder are these rows, even to sixty or seventy feet; but, in worse land, much'
nearer. All the way, the soil is a stony gravel, of a different appearance in quality, but
where holes are dug for trees, it looks better. yr.ir "Mjc *• "*•

^'(eruwtf....Wheat here yields five or -iix times the seed. They sow one hundred
Veronese pounds upon a campo of land, and reap five hundred and fifty, which is

about two bushels of seed per English acre, and the produce eleven bushels. We have
not, upon the poorest lands in England, so wretched a crop : to what are we to attri-

• Caflfiihi, Instruwoni Pratiche intomo al Agricultura. Octavo, 1788, Bergamoj'p. I& ,^
t In thenew edition ofAgostino Gallo, the editors give a line for the length ofa Brescian bch (oncia) :

wmiKmKmmmmmmmmmm which is the length of Ifth inch English. Twelve of those oncia make •

oi^. jbroccio, and aix bntccia make one cavezso ; consequently there are 9^ feet in aoavezzo. A per-

'

tit& is' an oblong square, twenty cavezzi long and five wide; now multiply 9 S by 30 -* 195; and mul-
'

tiply 91 by 5, - 48f ; and the one product by the other,- 95061 square feet fora pertica ; and 4l per-
tiche equals an English acre ; perhaps the editors pf jltat i^ew edi4<nx luve made an error, in stating
30,r09 French feetm their jugero of 4 pertiche. ' ^v*»»ivi »">*> v^^t -'>-«->;ii

~"«»»'fiB!^{e*h!#:^;''
.rH^-i-.^**.^»^»w^Vl,.-
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butc it, if not to general bad management, united with the execrable system of incum-
l^nng their fields with pollards and vines. They steep their wheat seed in lime-water

twelve hours, to prevent the smut.

ricenza....The thirty-two miles from Verona hither are all, except a small quantity

of in igatcd land, lined into the same rows as already described, from twenty.five to

thirty yards asunder. Wheat is sown close under them ; but with maize six yards are

left on each side not cropped ; and, in some pieces, those twelve yards arc sown thick

for forage, as not equally wanting sun ; a sure proof that they admit the daniage of the

trees, and provide aguinst it as well as they can. In some grounds preparing for wheat,

manure is spread as far as the roots of the trees extend, but no further. What a
systcn., to give dung to elms and maples, and to force wheat to grow under theii*

shade

!

, Whep.thas now (October 23) ijeen sown a month or six weeks; it is high, and thick

enough to hide a hare. The borders of these sown lands are dug clean away, as deeply
as in Essex.

Muize produces about nine one-half sacchi the campo. Inquiring here into the esti-

mated damage resulting to com from the plantations of trees in arable land, I w»8 told,

diat the loss is one-tenth of wheat, and one-half of maize, but to clover none. The
trees here are all walnuts, for training vines to, the damage done by them, agreed to be
very considerable. Of wheat they sow three stari, and the produce eighteen to twenty;

of maize one, and the crop tliirty to thirty-five ; of cinquantino, half a stara, produce
sixtf>en ; of buck-wheat one-fourth, the return six. In the farms around the celebrated

Rotunda, maize produces five sacks, each one hundred and fifty pounds : a sack is four

sta**i, and the stara about three pecks ; this is fifteen bushels, and not sixteen, the acfv.

They are sometimes troubled with the smut ; Sig. de Boning, president of the Academy
of Agriculture, has tried liming and lime water, as a prevention, but without any suc-

cess. Of maize they have a new sort, tliat carries a male flower on the top of the cone,

and this sort always fills with grain to the very point, which is not the case with otjfaier

kinds.

In respect to the exhausting quality of crops, they reckon that the maize which
carries the flower at top takes most from the land : 2, millet : 3, common maize

:

4, wheat. It seems remarkable,; tha^- they should consider the crops which are prepa*

ratory to wheat as exhausting, more than the wheat itself.

Padua....Oi wheat they sow three staji in middling land, two in fertile soils, and four

in bad ones, per campo : as the stajo is equal to forty-one French pounds, and the

campo about one-tenth less than an English acre, it makes three stt^i equal to two and a
half bushels per acre, which is pretty exactly die quantity we use in England. The
crop is two mozzi on the best land, and one and a half on a medium : each mozzo
twelve staji : this b about fifteen and a half bushels the acre or under sieven times die

seedc Thus these wretched products [Airsue me through all Lomburdy. Of mLUse
they sow three quard, or three-fourths of a stajo, but if planted two : the produce, good
five mozzi, middling diree, bad one. Of lucern (the quantity very inconsidernble) and
ofclover they sow twelve pounds grosso. This pound is to the French one as 9150 is to

9219 ; this b between fourteen pounds and fifteen pounds per acre. Clover gives three

carri, each one thousand poimds at three cuts. Lucern iaar carri, at four or five ^uts*

'Almost the whole country is lined into rows of pdlards, as already described ; y«t Ihey

admit that every sort of tree does very great damage to all arable crops ; bijit tp giras^Jliie

mischief is not great..
•-r-^. !"ic>i^.,>.JS-;;
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To Fenice....The same level at this city that reigns about Padua, equally enclosed

and planted : much of it arable, and almost the whole cut into little scraps of fields,^

with many gardens. Near the Adriatic, a dead level marsh, covered with marsh grasses.

Ecclesiastical STATE....J?o/o£7fa....In a fainous field near the city, remarkable

for yielding great crops of hemp, wlieat yields one hundred corbes for five of seed.

In general, they sow two and a half tornature of land, or one acre and a quarter, with

a corba of sera, or one hundred and fifty to one hundred and sixty pounds (some-

thing under the English pound ;) and i all the Bolognese, on an avert:je, the produce

is about five seeds, some only three ; but on the best hemp lands twelve to sixteen, on
a medium ; but twenty for one are sometimes known.

Tv»CA.iiY....Florence....ln the plains, the general produce is eight times the seed ;.

the whole dutchy through, not more than five or six : in tiie deposits of rivers, or spots

remarkably rich, twelve, fifteen, and even twenty. All these are wheat. Beans four

and a half and five. On one stiori of land they sow three-fourths of a stajo of wheat,

^hich weighs fifty-two to fiftyrfive pounds of twelve ounces (this poundf is equal to

Uiree quarters of^a pound English. ) On the hills they sow cme-fourth more. Supposing
die stiora * to be, according to De la Lande, seven thousand and fifty-six French feet,

above five and a half make an En^ish acre ; three-fourths of a stajo therefore per stiora

equab one hundredand ^x^-five pounds per acre, or very near three bushels.

But I found at Martelli, near Florence, that they sowed but one third of a stajo per
stiora, which would not be more than two bushels per acre. Beans would be much
more cultivated, but for the pernicious plant the cuscuta—a parasite that feeds on and
destroys the crop, so that even the seed again is not reaped ; in the old botany called

orobanchis ramosa, and in Tuscany succa mata, and fiammi. Of aag^ni they sow one

* There &r3 three accounts before me of the contents of a Tuscan stiera. Mons. de la Lande, torn,

u. p. 314, says, " le stiora X3 196 toUes quarrea en superficie;" these are French toises, each six

feeti this nudges about i^ stiori to an English acre ; that is to say, 7056 French square feet, of which
9^,:;00 are an acre. In L^, Squadra mobile I'Arithmetica e I'Agricoltura, del S. Sangiovanni, quarto,
Vicenza, 1759, p. 11 and 132, is the measure of the soldo of Florence, which equals 1^ inch Eng-
lish; the braccio is 20 soldi, or 22| inches English (by another account 234 ;) 6 braccia make a can-
na: and 8 canne long, by 6 broad, make a stiora. Hence there are 6075 English feet in the stiora;

cmisequently there are something above 7 stiori in an acre. Mons. Paucton, in his Metrologie, p,
794, compares it to the arpent of France of 48,400 French feet, and makes it to that arpent as 0.1 1461
to 1.0000 i by this account it will be about 27,800 French feet, of which feet 38,300 are an acre, or
above 1^ stiora. In the Giomale Fiorentinodi Agricoltura, 1786, p. 253, " L'acrt: al nosto stioro sta
eotne 18,992 a 10,592 ;" by thisi^tio, an acre is about

1
J^ stiora. AH these accounts differ therefore

greatly. To compare other circumstt:-^' js. At Martelli, they sow ons-third ofa stajo of wheat seed
o|i a stiora,; and at Villamagna, they sow 3^ stiori with 1 stajo, which quantities nearly agree. By
pe la Lande's account, this will be per acre English 731b. which appears to be a smaller quantity
than any where used. By Sangiovanni, it will be about 94lb. still under the common quantities. By
Paucton, it will be about 1 71b. ; a portion not to be named as the seed ofan acre. And by the Floren*
tine author, 231b. which is almost equally absurd. Seed wheat will agree with none of the measures

;

suppose they sow 2^ bushels per acre, then there are 15 stiori in an acre. If 2 bushels, then there
are 12 stiori. All is confusion.

At Viilamagna, they sow 24 staji of beans on 28 stiori of laad ; this is about 3* bushels English per
Si stiori, which agrees very well with an acre being 5^: they sow also 6 staji of oats on 10 stiori,

this would be 2 bushels on 5 : they sow oats tlierefore rather thinner, proporuonably to the English
practice, than beans.

Vpon my. gqtiing a friend to write to Tuscany for information, I received such as proved ofno use)
simply thistuble— 1 quadrato, 10 tavola ; 1 tavola, 10 pertiche ; 1 pertica, 10 deche ; 1 deca, 10 braccia
squadra. This makes the qtiadrato under 40,000 feet English. But what is the stiora ? Such are the
endless difficulties in every thing concerning measures.
Where authorities, apparently good, differ so greatly, the reader will of course receive all estt-

mations with many doubts. ,»^..; ., i^j^>.j.,- ,

VOL. IV. "
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and a half stajo of seed, and the produce fifty to sixty. Of formentone (maize) they

sow half a stajo, and reap twenty-five.

On the plains in Tuscany, the chief product is wheat, the second wine, and the third

oil : but on the southern side of the hills, olives on spots bud for them, and wine. Silk

no where enough to be a chief object. <i
'

MoDENA....The country from Modena to Reggio constantly improves in itsfcatures^

and must be reckoned among the best cultivated in Lombardy ; the fields are thrown
into arched lands, like Flanders, about twenty -five yards broad, and small ridges on
those : a row jf trees is planted on the crowns of some, and along the furrows ofothers
in some there are neat great trenches ; and as the fences are equally well made, and
the meadows with a good aspect, the country carries the general features of being well

cultivated. The appearance of these broad ridges, in two of the best cultivated coun-
tries in Europe, Lombardy and Flanders, justly gives a high idea of the practice.

PARMA....From Reggio to Parma, there are many lands, three or four yards broad,

now (November) deep ploughed, and the furrows cleaned out by spades, laid up in this

manner, for planting beans in the spring; excellent management. There are also a
good many autumn sown ones, three or four inches high ; produce in general, about
Vicomero, wheat lour or five times the seed, and beans five or six. To Fircnzula this

practice takes place yet more, and is better done. The merit of their husbandry ap-

pears to be greater about Parma than at Piacenza ; there is a visible decline as you ad-

vance.

SAvov....At Lanesbourg, they sow only rye, which tiiey harvest in July, the produce
about six for one. :^, .,••:

. u: •'-.^f, J,» -^^-l/ • >i:W'' i»-- • -.fff»^*:' v.f'i;i''-Vfi* ^if?Mf^t«'^W;'i^

. If the intelligence concerning the produce of wheat be reviewed, it will be found, on
an average, varying from five to seven and a half times the seed ; generally between five

and six. Suppose the latter number^ and we shall, with reason, be amazed at the

miserable products of this rich plain, in every thing except grass and silk. The avCr

rage soil of England cannot be compared with the average soil cf Lombardy, yet our
mean produce is eleven times the seed, perhaps twelve. Every one must be curious to

know the cause of such wretched crops : I attribute them to various circumstances—-

but the predominant cause must be sought for in the small farms occupied either by
little peasant proprietors, or what is more general by metayers. This abominable sys-

ten\ of letting land is the origin of most of the evils found in agriculture, wherever the

method prevails. Such poor farmers, who, in every part of Italy where I have been,

are so miserable, that they are forced to borrow of the landlord even the bread they eat

before the harvest comes round, are utterly unable to perform any operation of their

culture with the vigour of a substantial tenantry ; this evil pervades every thing in a
farm ; it diftuses itself, imperceptibly to a common eye, into circumstances where none
would seek it. There are but few districts where lands are let to the occupying tenant

at a money rent ; but wherever it is found, there crops are greater ; a clear proof of the

imbecility ofthe metaying system. Yet there are politicians, if they deserve the name,

every where to be found who are violent against changing these metayers for farmers ; an

apparent depopulation b said to take place ; and the same stupid arguments are heard,

that we have been pestered with in England, against the union of farms. Men reason

against that improvement of their lands, which is the natural progress of wealth and
prosperity ; and are so grossly absurd as to think, that doubling the produce of a couit-

^ w\U, depriY«,it oC i0p«opte, . ..,.,. , : ,. ,. .^

[111 "iirinirii'irViimirjiim i iiiii 'i ii i*»aii«iM>*iiiriiitltli'ii^»tii'i -m
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SECT. III....OF THE CULTURE OF PLANTS.

Ga!'ega O^cwa/m....Commonly spontaneous in the fields, between Milan and Pavia,

and wherever cattle have admission all closely eaten.

PaHurus....\ know no i>Sant that makes a better hedge than this in the north of Lom-
baidy. Sig. Pilati, near Brescia, has one of six years growth, as good as an excellent

white thorn one in England would be in ten.

TrigoneUe Foenum Gr<fr«m....Cultivated in the Bolognesc in preference to clover;

soil with it ; and sow wheat on the land.

Sair{foin...Ax\ Tuscany, the coline de Pisani are much under this plant, which is culled

lupinello ;
particularly about Castel Fiorentino, where it was introduced about twenty

years ago by Sig. Neri ; one of the good deeds which deserve a nation's thanks, better

than a victory, or the taking of half a dozen towns. A thousand sacks of the seed were

sent thence to Naples and Sicily. Will those kingdoms awaken at last ? Sig. Paoletti,

at Villamagna, has a piece of good sainfoin on a steep slope ; but I found one-third of it

bumet.
Larch....lti the Milanese, at Mozzatta, the count de Castiglioni having two hundred

jpertiche of waste heath, and a community two hundred more adjoining, he took a lease

of it for ever ; and ploughing the whole, sowed acorns, planting alder, larch, and other

trees, which do well ; but the sown oak, in eight years, exceeded every thing, and are

beautiful trees : the soil are poor gravel. We have in England so many prejudices, that

a man who does not travel is apt to think that every thing English is better than the

same things in other countries ; and, among other follies, that for oak England is supe-

rior to all the world : but timber wants sun as much as wheat ; and I have no where in

England seen such a growth of timber, as in many places abroad. Larch abounds greatly

in the mountains, and is reckoned an admirable wood for water-works ; all posts are of
larch. I have read in some writer, that there is a law in many parts of Lomburdy which
allows a land-proprietor, whose estate is tmtailed, to plant, on the birth of a daughter,

certain number of Lombardy poplars, which are herpordonon coming of age, or being
married, in spite of any entail. I inquired, both in Piedmont and here, into the truth of
this, and was assured there is no such law ; nor did they ever hear of the custom, even
ivhen estates have not been entailed.

^•I?ln the arsenal of Venice is some quantity of larch, kept under cover, and valued
ereatly for all works exposed to water. They are not very large, but cost twenty-two
ducats each. The masts are very fine pine-trees, from the upper Trcvisano ; I mea-
sured one thirty-eight yards lon^, and two feet diameter at the butt, and one foot at the
other end. ''^^'"^.t't'&-:'^:>'4\i '^x^^'r .

•'^•ir.ztUir iv-H' .;vJ>i!'y;..*i.,^ i«rm4..r:mr»u«,

Lucerne....tttimt\a(i this ^lant, jTor an opportunity 6fobserving how very rarely it is

cultivated in Italy : 1 saw a little near Padua ; and there is an inconsiderable quantity in

the Pannesan, where it is cut five or six times; they find tliat cows give more milk
on it than on any other grass.

Saves....l was surprised to find tumij^s, or rather the French raves (for I fear they
are not the genuine turnip) cultivated in Tuscany. I was assured that in the Valdi-
chiana there are many, sown immediately aticr wheat, but never hoed, yet come gene-
rally from two pounds to five pounds ; some to thirty pounds (twenty pounds English)
and that they are applied to the feeding and fattening of oxen, which sell at 140 scuiU
the pair (391. 13s. 4d. English;) nothing beside is given, exQept a little hay.^' *""- i'^'''

Cyprus 7>ffe....At Soma, near the Lago Maggiore, there is a famous Cyprus tree,

which Corio, in his Storiadi Milano, says, was the place where the people assembled in

4 u 2
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k CULTURE OF SILK.
ir.

concpresfl in the thirteenth century ; it was then the most celebrated tree for size and age
in the Milanese, and must therefore be immensely old at present. It is now in good
health, except a few branches that have suffered a little towards the top ; it is nine braccia

in circumference. "«• • ,"-.<:,.-* r.,
. „.

, ,vv t'^'*"''''*''*'"i'*-»f*^»* «-<'- 'f"- '•"••'T'**;^ <'*'vi

» , . ..;- : V •*

•rpf ».v' .-v-tt>.'yjf

JViW....Eight roups of cocoons, or eighty- four pounds, make twenty four pounds of
silk (eleven ounces and a half) which sells at 10 hvres 5s. the pound ; a roup of leaves

sells at 20s. and two hundred and fifty roup are necessary for eight ounces of grain

(eggs.) "
' - ''' '.*]" >*?

Coni....The whole country, afler ascending the Alps, is planted with mulberries around
every field, and if large, in lines across. I remarked great numbers from ten to fifteen

years old.

To Chentaie....Onc ounce of grain requires three hundred and sixty roup of leaves;

each roup twenty-five pounds, and yields four or five roups of bozzoli or cacata (cocoons)

and one roup of cocoons makes three pounds of silk. The price of organzine 20 livres

to 24 livres per pound ; the ofiul pays the spinning. Gathering the leaves costs 2s. to

3s. the roup.

ChentaIe...,T\ie seed of the mulberry is sown in nurseries, and the trees commonly
planted out at four years old. The first, second, and third year, they are pruned, for

giving the branches the right form ; the fourth, they begin to gather leaves. Some
which were shewn me by the count de Bonaventa, ofeighteen years old, give six, seven,

and to eight nibbii of leaves each. One old tree, a very extraordinary one, has given

fifly-three roups. A large tree, of fifty or sixty years, commonly yields twenty-five

rubbiL They never dig around them, nor wash the stems, as in Dauphine ; but they

have a practice, not of equal merit, which is to twist straw-bands around the stems, to

defend them agiunst the sun. For one ounce of grain sixty-five to eighty rubbii ofleaves

are necessary, which eive two and a half rubbii of cocoons, and sometimes so fiir as

four. One rubbio of cocoons yields twenty to twenty-one ounces of silk organzine, of

the price of 18 livres per pound. For gathering the leaves, from Is. 8 den. to 2s.~the

rubbio Is given. The offal (moresca and chocata) pays the winding and spinning. They
never hatch the worms by artificial heat, using that of the sun, or of the human body.

The common method of carrying on the business is to provide, as in France, grain and
mulberries, and to receive halfthe cocoons. The cultivation is so profitable, that theris

ore many lands to which mulberries add a value of 200 livres, or 300 livres, more than

they would sell for if they contained none ; and it is farther thought, that they are little

injurious t9rx>rn, the shade not being so prejudicial as that of the walnut, and of some
other trees. The common estimation of profit b, that trees of all ages yield from the

time ofbeginning to bear, from 303, to 4 livres each, nett to the landlord for lus half pro-

duce.

7\irin....One ounce of grain ^ves two to four rubbii of cocoons, and demands one

hundred and twenty rubbii ofleaves ; one rubbio ofcocoons will give twenty-two ounces

of commonly well spun silk. The price ofgrain 12 livrea the ounce when very scarce^

but in common 30s. ; that of leaves 7 or 8s. per nibbip. Cocoons, 21 livres per rubbio.

\Vlien I asked the piice of the silk, the answer was. Oh ! for that, it is the price the £ng^.

lish choose,to pftv for it. The corfimoni price oforganzine, 16 to 20 livres, first quality;

raw» 12 Uvres. j^or gathering the leayes> 28. per rubbio is given. Of the diflferenl

sorts of mulberry, the wild is the best, ib point of quality of silk. A tree of twentyyeaM

\
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will give twenty- four or twenty-five rubbii of leaves; some thirty-five rubbii. The
trees arc grafted in the nursery, and planted out at four years, at the beginning of April

;

price 20s. to choose out of many ; and in four years after begin to gather. When plant-

ed in watered meadows, the gathering damages the hay almost to the value of the leaves,

yet many are so planted ; and many ;icasants think they lose in com by the shade of

the trees, as much as they get by them. From the 22d to the 26th of April is the sea-

son for hatching ; never by fire ; nor have they any method of retarding the hatching,

in case of a want of leaves. Endive, lettuce, and elm leaves, have been often tried as a

succedaneum, but always killed the worms ; such things must never be depended on.

The peasants generally sell the cocoons, not one in a hundred spinning. A chamber of
twenty feet by twelve feet is necessary for three ounces of grain ; and six tables, one
trebucco long and two-thirds wide.

A'ovara...!Passed this place towards Milan, which is a great tract of mulberries for

several miles.

Milan EsE....^i{^/bra to Mqmenta....Ma.ny mulberry hedges, but they are bad and
ragged ; some new planted in the quincunx.jx)sition. For several miles the country is

all planted in rows of vines, at twelve, sixteen, and twenty feet, and fruit trees among
them, for their support; among which are many mulberries, and the vines running up
them. This must be a most profitable husbandry indeed, to have silk and wine not

only from the same ground, but in a manner from the same tree. Between the rows
the ground is cultivated ; millet, maize fcut) holcus sorgum, the great millet, lupines,

with dung amongst them, to be ploughea in for wheat, with young maize, sown thick,

as if for fodder. .it .k /,.»,'. i ,

.'

CiVrtcAo....A beautiful mulberry hed|;e, and in good order ; six to eight inches frotii

plant to plant, and cropt at sixteen or eighteen from the ground. It is clear therefore

that the plant will do, with care, for a good hedge. Towards Milan, mulberries decline,

oak and other pollards being found in their stead.

Mozzatta....Thie culture of mulberries and making ulk, being here much attended to,

were principal objects in ny inquiries. The fruit is well washed, the end of June, to

make the seed sink ; it is then sown in rows, in a bed of earth well manured, and finely

laboured, in the rich nurseries near Milan ; covered very lightly, and the surface lightly

flattened ; straw is spread to defend it from the sun, and much water given. When the

young plants appear, they are weeded by hand. The second year they grow to two or

three feet high, ^id hoed and thinned. The third year, they are cut to the ground above
the buds that are to push, and transplanted from those nurseries, in the vicinity ofthe city,

to otiiers that are scattered all over the country, in ground well dug and manured, and at

two feet square ; here they are kept clean by hoeing. The fifth year, in the spring,

they are cut again to the ground ; they tlien shoot very powerfully, and attention must
be given, to keep but one good shoot, and the ground is dug or hoed deeper than

common, and also dun^d. The sixth year, those that are high enough are grafted, and
the rest the year following. Those that took the sixth year, ought to rest in the nur.
sery three yeare, including the year of grafting, that is, the seventh and eighth year.

They do not like to plant large trees, and have a proverb,
'» •,- , .. ' 1

.':•" ';.-,f"-.r •_%,•'•-••' ^A'-^'.^.i^atW*.
^r*vr^ fijii^;m-^ir,(hrsc vuoi far tortoaltuo vicino, '^ •' 4*u«iJ<^ ll^H- -dtrnm^i^ to
^ ' f.irt'^'tra PiantoUmorogroiBoeUficopiccoUno. -'iiii.i^''>::iu^mmjO' diuq

As to plant small fig trees is as bad as large mulberries,
'f' ^ ;

* " *^'^ * ''^ '^

,v,; The holes are made iu winter for receiving them where they are to remain ; these are

fiiueieet ^uare^ two feet deep, and have at the bottom a bed of broom, t»rk of
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trees, or other rubbish ; then the best eurth that can be had, and on thntdun^, one load

of sixteen feet to four trees ; this is covered with more good earth, and this levels the

hole with the rest of the field ; then prune the roots and plant, setting a pole by the young
tree to the north, and a spur post on the other side, to (i^uard it from the plough.

Twine no straw the first year, because of the insect forficula atiriculuria, L. ; but in

November bind straw around them against the cold, or, as straw is dear, the poa rubra,

which abounds. Never, or very rarely, water. Much attention to remove all bud» not

tending in the right direction. , . , • v

The fourth spring after planting, their heads are pollarded in March, leaving the

shoots nine inches long of new wood, and seeking to give them the hoUow form of a

cup, and that the new buds may afterwards divide into two or three branches, but not

more. The next year they begin to pluck the leaves. They are attentive in pruning,

which is done every second year, to preserve as much as they can the cup form, as the

leaves arc gathered the more easily. Thus it is about fourteen years from the seed be-

fore the return begins.

After gathering the leaves, a man examines and cuts away all wounded shoots ; and
if hail damage them, they are cut, let it be at what time ol the year it may. Old trees

are pruned after gathering, but young ones in March. In autumn, the leaves are never

taken for cattle before the 1 1th of November, as the trees after that time do not suffer.

The third year after planting young trees, they sow about a hat<full of lupines around the

stem, and when about ten inches high, dig them in for manure. The opinion here is,

that the mulberry does very little Iiarm to rve or wheat, except that when cut the fiilling

of branches and trampling are somewhat injurious. Maize, millet, and panic are much
more hurt. A tree, five years after transplanting, gives ten pounds of leaves, each

twenty-eight ounces. At ten years, eighteen pounds. At fifteen years, twenty-five

pounds. At twenty years, thirty pounds. At thirty years, fifty pounds. At fifty to

seventy years, seventy pounds. There are trees that give eighty pounds, and even one
hundred pounds. The price of leaves is commonly 4 livres per one hundred ix>unds

(twenty-eight ounces.) For one ounce of grain five hundred pounds of leaves are ne-

cessary, and yield seventeen pounds of cocoons ; but among tJie risings in the mountain

of Brianza, twenty-five pounds. To make a pound of silk, of twelve ounces, five or

six pounds of cocoons, of twenty-eight ounces, are required. Price of cocoons, in the

low watered country, 2 livres per pound (twenty-e jht ounces.) At Mozzatta, 2\ livres.

At Brianza, 3 livres. The graui is hatched in a chamber, heated by a chinmey, and

not a stove, to seventeen degrees of Reaumur (seventy and a half Far. ;) but before be-

ing placed in this chamber, they are kept eight days under a bed, with a coverlet upon
them, in boxes covered with paper pierced; and when hatched lay the young leaflets of

the mulberries on the paper, to entice them out. The method of conducting the busi-

ness here is the same as in France, the landlord furnishes half the grain, and the peasants

half, and they divide the cocoons. Price of grain, 2 livres the ounce. Mulberries, of

all ages, are pollarded every second year ; a mischievous custom, which makes the trees

decay, and lessens their produce ; it is never done in Dauphine, where the culture is so

well understood.

Milan... .Sig. Felice Soave made some interesting trials on silk worms.
"'At Lambrate, near Milan, two ounces of seed in rooms kept to the heat of twen^'-three

and twenty-four degrees of Reaumur, hatched well, and kept healthy : the 28th of April

the seed was placed in the rooms, and hatched in the third, fourth, and fifth day : the

21st of May the first cocoon seen, and at the end of the month all were at work. The
product gathered the 3d of June; the product nmety-two and a half pounds of cou

'iitr.'li --•"i^H'i't''r'''''rT- if-
'-*-' '''-•'^^-'*'"-
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coons (twenty- eight ounces;) eiprhty-fourof them having been spun from four and five

cocoons, gave twenty pounds and one-third (twelve ounces) of silk, stronger and more

shining than common : the consumption of leaves, fourteen himdred and t\«'cnty pounds,

of twenty-eight ounces. Wood used for fire, two thousiind eight hundred pounds ; hut

the two rooms would have served for four ounces of seed, la the common mcthtxt,

without stoves, the consumption of leaves is five hundred pounds for an ounce of seed,

and the medium product is not above fifteen pounds of cocoons; and by this new me-

U)od, the consumption of leaves has been seven hundred and ten pounds each ounce, and

the produce forty- six and a quarter pounds of cocoons. Sixteen or seventeen cocoons

weigh an ounce in the common method, but in this only thirteen or fourteen. The
silk cannot commonly be spun from five or six cocoons ; these were spun easily from

four or five, and might have been done from three or four. To gain a pound of silk

in common, five pounds of cocoons are necessary ; but here the some quantity has been

gained from four pounds.

Lodi to Codogno....ln this dead level and watered district there are very few mulbcr<

rics ; none except near the villages ; many of them, not all, appear unhealthy, perhaps

by reason of their not exerting the same attention as in Dauphine, where there are, m
irrigated meadows, mounds made to keep the water from these trees.

Vodognoto Cr^ma....Mulberry trees here have large heads, as in Dauphine, instead of

being poilarded incessantly, as to the north of Milan.

Tneru is an idea in the Milanese, that silk was introduced by Ludovico il More..

Francesco Muralto reports, " Praedia inculta infinita duobus fluminibus ad novalia (Ludo*

vicus) reduxit infinitas pluntus Moronum ad conficiendas setas, seu scricas pluntari fecerat

et illius urtis in ducatu, primus fuitauctor."* It is said to have lieen introduced into

£uroi>e by some Basilian monks from Sirinda, a city of Indostan, to Constantinople,

under the emperor Justinian, in the year 550, by one account ;t and by another, in

S25.X In 1315, the manufactory of silk was brought in Florence to great perfection,

by the refugees of Lucca ;( but during the fifteenth century no silk was made in Tus-
cany ; for ail ubtd in that period H^as foreign, silk worms being then unknown. || In

1474, thty had eighty-four shops that wrought gold and silver brocaded silks, which
were exported to Lyons, Geneva, Spain, England, Germany, Turkey, Barbary, Aaia,

&c.^ Roger I, king oi Sicily, about the year 1146,** having conquered some Gre-

cian cities, brought the silk-weavers from thence into Palermo ; and the manufacture

was soon imitated by the }x-ople ol Lucca, who took a bale of silk for their arms, with

the inscription Dei munus diiigenter curandum pro vita multorum.ff In 1525, the sillc

manufacture at Milan employed twenty-five thousand people ; and it seems to have aug-

mented till 1558.Xt In 1423, the republic of Florence took off* the duty of entree upon
mulberry leaves, and prohibited the exportation ; and some communities of Tuscany
have records concerning silk anterior to that period.H

In almost all the districts of the Milanese mulberry trees are met with, very old, with

towering branches ; among which are those of Sibrzesca, planted under Ludovico il

MorOiHU who lived at the end ofthe fifteenth century.

,• .'1 .i»» ,.* ' • r.<--
,1 •.'; '-JV-H *r,'«
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'. * Atti Societa PatrioticR^ vol. ii. p. 230. f Saggio sopra la Replicata Raccolta della FogUa del

Gelao, 1 775, p. 1

.

t Dizionario del Filugello, duodecimo, 1 77 1 , p. 43, § Ragionatheiue so-

Sra Toscana, p. 49.
|i Decima. torn. ii. aez. 5, cap. 4. H fienedeUo Dei. ** Giannone

toria Civ. Y. ii. lib. 1 1, cap. 7. p. 319. Gialini, torn, v. p. 461. ft Sug^io, he. p. 56. \\ Opusc.
^celte, vol. vii. p. 13, Bartolozzi. $$ Corio di Agricoltura PracUca. Lasu-i, toin. t. p. 3(ii$.

l||£lememid'Agricoltura. MitUpacher, torn. itp.A^a.
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Vehetiam fir Ari.,..Faf>rio to Bcrgamo....Thf:rc arc muny mulberries, mixed with

the cultivation of corn and vincit, in this tract of country.

JBergamo....Vo\ir ounces of seed are here given to each poor family, which yield four

pesi of cocoons.

Breacia....Onc hundred pesi of kaves are necessary to one ounce of seed ; and four

pesi of bozzoli, cm* cocoons, are the produce of one ounce ; uttd the peso of cocoons gives

twenty-eight to thirty ounces of silk. Cocoons sell at 45 livres per peso. Leaves at

1 livre ; and silk at 22 livres to 24 livres per pound. The trees arc lopix;d evry three

years ; yet some are known that give twenty pesi of leaves. Small ones halfa peso and
one peso.

Verona....One ounce ofseed demands seventeen or eighteen sacchi of leaves, each one
hundred Veronese pounds (or seventy-four pounds English.) Twelve ounces of seed
are given to each family ; and each ounce returns sixty pounds of cocouns, at twelve

ounces the pound ; the price 24s. the pound. To each ounce of seed sixteen to eigh-

teen sacchi of leaves, each one hundred pounds of twelve ounces are necessiuy. The
sixty pounds cocoons, at 24s. arc 72 livres, or S6s. which is the produce ot eight trees,

or 4s. 6d. a tree, the half of which is 28. 3d. It must however be remarked, that these

prices of cocoons vary so much, that no rule can be drawn from them : this price of24a.
the pound is very low, and must arise from some local circuni ice. One ounce of silk

to one pound of cocoons. They are here, as in the preceding districts, in the custom of

fiiKling the trees and half the seed, and the peasants the rest ; and they divide the co-

coons. A tree of forty years old will give four sacchi ; and if a plantation consist of
one thousand trees, they will, one with another, eive two sacchi. They make silk in

the Veronese to the amount of a million of pounds of twelve ounces. There are, near

the city, some trees in a rich arable field seventy years old, that yield from four to six

sacks of leaves each ; thh is about 10s. a tree at the lowest price of cocoons.

To Vicenxa...,ThKxt are many rows of mulberries in the meadows, that are never dug
around, and yet quite healthy, which proves that they might be scattered successfully

about grass lands, ifany proof were wanting of so undoubted a fact. In the arable lands,

the soil all gravel, they are planted twelve ndges apart. Some of the trees are old, that

spread seven or eight yards across.

Fieenxa....ThG produce of silk amounts here to about 6 livres the canipo, over a whole
fiirm ; this is about 3s. an acre. The sacco of leaves weig^hs seventy -five pounds, and
forty sacchi are necessary for one ounce of seed ; which gives one nundred pounds of
cocoons, and ten pounds of silk. One hundred trees, of twenty years old, yield

forty sacchi ; price 3 livres to 11 livres ; commonly 3 livres. Price of cocoons 30s. to

50s. the pound.

I was glad here to meet with some intelligence concerning the new silk-worm, said to

have come from Persia, which they have had here eight years, but is in the hands of so

few persons, that I could get none of the seed ; and I suspect that it is lost, for, on re-

peated inquiries, I was referred to other parts of Ital^^. While they had this worm, they

had four crops of cocoons a year: 1. In the beginning of June. 2. The end of the

same month. 3. The middle of August. 4. In October. This worm is essentially

di&rent from the common ones in the circumstance of hutching : no art will hatch the

eggs of the common sort the first year, that is Che year of the fiies dropping them ; thej

can be hatched the ye»r foUowMigonly ; but of tliis new sort, the eggs will hatch in fifteen

days the same year, if they be in the proper heat. But it is to be observed, that they

use this 8(xt ofworm not (tally tp comnmnd several crops in the same year, for mulberry
trees will not bear it without destruction, bvt merely as a succedaneum to the comnosi

XO"'
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fiort of worms, if by frosts in the sprinf]^ they Ijc lost for want of food ; thin new sort is

in reserve to apply the leaves to profit once in the year. Theoretically the plan is good;

but there must have been something in practice ngninst it, or we may conjecture that

after many years the use of them would have Ix-en gencrnlly intnxluccd.

This will not be an improjier place to introduce some remarks on this subject, by an

author much esteemed, but quite imknown in England. It appears from the work of

count Carlo Bettoni, of Brescia, that the discovery of the new silk«worm arose from

cxptriments made with a view of finding out a cure for the sickness of mulberry -trees,

cnlU'd moria ; this was supposed to arise from stripping the leaves in the spring annually

;

it was thought that if some means could be discovered of postponing the gathering much
hittr in the year, it would greatly favour the vegetation and health of the trees ; an effect

that could only take place by means of a worm that would hatch much later than the

common one. In 1765, a second hatching of the eggs ofthe common worm is said, by
the same author to have been made ; a part of whicn were fed by the second growth of

leaves, and part with the leaves of trees that had not been gathered in the spring. Those
fed with the old leaves gave a greater number of cocoons, and of a better quality than

the others. These cx|)criments were re^Kated by many persons ; and it was found, that

in the heats of July and August the worms would not do well; but in September much
better, and that the trees did not suffer from having their leaves gathered in September.

Tlie same author says that tlie new worms (which he calls forestieri) will hatch three

times a year, and that no art will prevent it; no cellars, no cold will keep them from
it, though it may retard them some time, as he tried in an ice-house, by which means
he kept them inert till August. But, on the contrary, the common sort cannot in general

be lutched a second time the same year, even with any heat that can be given ; yet he

admits that they were hatched by certain persons in 1765. The new ones sleep four

times, like the common ones, but begin to spin their cocoons five or six days sooner :

they eat less in quantity, but give less silk ; and as this defect is balanced by the advan-

tage in food, they ought not, says the count, to be proscribed. Their cocoons arc small,

but the consistency is good and fine ; and their silk is fine and softer than the common :

he sold it for 4 or 5 livres a pound more than common silk. There is, however, an evit

attends them, which is the uncertainty of their hatching the second and third time;
sometimes all the seed will hatch, but at others only a part : even only the seventh and
tenth of the quantity : but the first hatching is reguliu-, like that oi the common worms.
A circumstance in the course of his trials deserves noting, that he foiuid the worms of

both the old and new sorts would drink water when offered to them, and that the cocoons
were the larger for their having had the water.

They have had a sort in Tuscany that hiitches twice a year ; and the count writing

thither for information concerning them, found that their silk was coarser than the com>
mon, and of less value ; and he judges them to be a different kind from his own, which
hatches three times. The count concludes nothing determinate concerning them ; but
resolves to continue his numerous experiments anil observations. As there may be per-

sons who think, as I did at first, when I heard of this sort of worm, that if any succeed in

England it would probably be this; itis proper to observe that count Bettoni had no-
thiiig in view but the diseases of the mulberry trees, and does not seem to have had at

all in contemplation the evils attending late frosts, depriving the worms of their usual
food ; and if the common sort may be retarded in hatching (which he shews) till August,
equally with the new sort, there docs not seem to be any extraordinary advantage in this

sort lor a northerly climate, more than in the others. The count's * book was printed
at Venice in 1778.

* Progetto per pretervare i Oelti, 8cc. Co. Carlo Bettoni, ocUvo. Various passages.
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V

Sig. Pirropan has made an ohiicrvation, which deserves notinr'; mulberries, and like*

wise other trre», arc ((fncrully found to succeed much better wlicn grained a little be-

fore suH-sft than at any other lime : the reniion he attributes to the heat of the earth af\er

8un>set ) he kept a journal some years of the com|)arative heat of the atmosphere and

the earth, at the depths of four, twelve, and twenty-four inches ; and has found, that

immediately after the setting of the sun the mercury in those thermometers under

ground had always risen some degrees gradually till tlte rising of the sun, wlicn it ui re-

gularly falls. I- , r

THE F(3LLOWINO IS THE ACCOUNT OF THE PROFIT AND LOSS OF SIX OUNCES
OF SEED, FOR THREE YEARS, AT VICENZA, BY SIU. CARLO MOOENA.

'/

1778.

EXPENCES.

Semenza*...Kc6, six ounces, •

/bj^/io....kavcs, 26,475 lb.

4Si>^ira....guthering leaves and attendance,

/^f/are....spinning 992 lb. cocoons, which give 159 lb. 5 oz. silk,

PRODUCE.
159 lb. 5 oz. of bilk,

Refuse ditto, 41 lb.

Seed, 55 oz.

Ht. .
36

1545 4
868 16

557 18

3007 18

4144 15

102 10
330

.V -p

Expence,

Profit, -

•i:.'

.-
. , , , . i»*<ttr >il ———

—

..) J. I •/•Ni i V't' o" 4577 5
:) 'D»«i?}rvte V. 't^^'MhOm 3007 18

. 1569 7
» 1 • .)

1779, •:*( -.J ,ii <-,,. ,ij'. , »u!'#*'!f yiwui-l;!

EXPENCES. '.. w.,f,. .,t\:»Mi*f.'rlf^49n^'

Seed, six oimces, half given to the peasants, three ounces, • . ».' 18

Leaves, 15,607 lb. -.-..-.. ' -
'
* 753 9

Spinning—the produce 446 lb. cocoons, half of which, 223 lb. to the pro* ' '""'
''^

prietor, 29 lb. of silk,
l;Tl jlj, Tij

101 10

PRODUCE.
'"''•*• ^••^ -rv-u ^.,.«,..,.. 7 i.;u

291b of silk, .

Wefuse ditto,'*' ^fc'-' #'<•- 'Vi"''^'-it»i .'?•'<« 'j!.<iii^jTftiiiT<ia '<p>i<» ««;?>,..• gj g

, V- T<.vt<^' *• *- f^ • M ">< ;"
L083, •* 'i^

'"' •
'"'
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1780....Upon his own account.

EXI'ENCES.
IW. 1.

Seed, 6o2. • • • • • • • • • • * 36
Leaves, 370 sacks, 957 13

Gathering and attendance, 1303 13

Spinning 9 lOtb. of cocoons, 265
Reducing 1181b. 6 oz. of silk into organzine, 451 10

3013 15

PRODUCE.

Refuse silk, • . * ^ . . 116 4
1181b. 6oz. of organzine, 4325 5
Leaves sold, 28
Silk kept forown use, 21b. 3 oz. 49 10

i„. ^v^.. 4518 19
Fxpcnces, 3013 15

W « + . , I

.

Profit, . . . w . , 1505 4
Of '.'^i

fjf-r

" This year the profit would have been much greater; hut through the negligence of

the women in the night, not attending to the degrees of heat (from 25 to 27 degrees

Reaumur) many were suffocated.*

To Paidua....One ounce of seed gives sixty pounds of galetta (cocoons) and eight

pounds to ten pounds of galetta one pound of silk : the ounce of seed requires sixteen

sacks of leaves, of four pesi, each twenty-five pounds ; and twelve small trees yield one
sack, but one great tree has been known to yield six sacks. Price of gathering, 20s. the

sack. Expence of making sixty pounds of silk, 2501ivres. Spinning, 308. the pound.
Cocoons sell at 30s. to 36s. Silk this year, 25 livres the pound, sotile. • * '

Padua....One ounce of seed gives in common thirty pounds of cocoons, and eight

pounds of cocoons one pound of silk : twenty sacks, of eighty pounds of leaves, are ne-

cessary to feed the worms of an ounce of seed. Price of gathering, 20s. the sack. The
greatest trees give ten sacks of leaves each ; a tree of twenty years four or five sacks.

It is not the general custom to divide this business with the peasants. The common
sort of silk worm is hatched about the 25th of April; the others the middle of June;
but silk demands a more expensive operation in the latter season.

re/ifVtf....There are three sorts of silk worms: 1. The common one, which casts its

epiderm, or sleep as it is called, four times. 2. A sort known at Verona, that casts only
three times; the cocoons smaller than those of the other sort. 3. The new sort men-
tioned by count Carlo Bettoni, the seed of which hatch two or three times a year ; but
the others only once. The seed of the two first sorts cannot be hatched the same year

' "§' • OpuscoU Scelti, torn. iii. p. 33.
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it is dropped ; but that of the third will hatch of itself, if it be not carefully kept in a
cool place. j?)votir*>.

Bologna....Oxvt hundred pounds of cocoons are made from one ounce of seed, and
yield seven pounds and a half to eight |)ounds and a half of silk, of twelve ounces. Price

of cocoons, twenty to twenty.five baiocca. Silk, thirty-four pauls, at 6d. the ^und.
TuscAN v..../7orffwrtf....Making inquiries here concerning the new sort of silk worm,

I found that they were not, as 1 had been before told, a new discovery in Italy, but
known long ago; and, what is remarkable, is prohibited by law, in order to preserve the

mulberry trees from being stripped more than once. The silk made from them is not

more than halfas good as the common, and very inferior in quantity also. They assert

here, that by means of heat they can hatch the e^s of the common sort when they

please, but not for any use, as they die directly ; which is no^ the case with the new
species, or that as it is called di trc volte. '•\

Their contrivance for winding silk is very convenient, and well adapted to save labour;

one man turns for a whole row of coppers, the fires for which are without the wall ; and
the closets with small boilers of water, for killing the animaTin its cocoon by steam, are

equally well adapted. »

At Martelli, near Florence, on a farm of one hundred and ninety stiori (thirty-four

acres) there are forty or fifty mulberries, enough for one ounce of grain, which gives

fifty or sixty pounds of cocoons, and six or seven pounds of silk. Price of cocoons this

year, 2 pauis the pound; last year 2^; and in 1787 it was 3 pauls. In the culture of

the trees they do not practice such attentions as the French in Dauphine ; they never
dig about them, except when young ; never wash the stems ; they prune the trees when
necessary, but not by any rule of years. The best sort is the wild mulberry, but it

yields the least quantity ; next, the wh..^iruit.

In 1782, Sig. Don. Gio. Agemi di Giun, prelate of the Greek Catholic church, on
Mount Libanus, exhibited to the academicians Georgofili of Florence, the 4th of De-
cember, some silk worms, in number thuty-eight, part of which had already made their

cocoons, and part ready to make them, as accustomed to do in his own countiy, with the

leaves of the wild mulberry. The seed was hatched in October : the worms fed with
leaves, procured from warm gardens ; cocoons were made in November ; mallow leaves

were used also.*

MoD£NA....The export of silk frc^ the city f(Mrty-six thousand pounds, at 38 Uvre»
(4d. each;) from the wnole territory, alxty thousand zecchini.

;
Piedmont. ...Pavf^e....Immediately on entering the dominions of the king of Sardi-

nia, within two miles of St. Giovanne, mulberries are found regularly every where, rnd
continue to Turin. Seven-eighths of them are about twenty or twenty -five years oldj

some however are amongst t^ largest 1 have seen. /let.v

'jfj"? -

V}
LOMBARDY POPMRS

I^Vr-'i* "i^^j^i^' :^ M-mMtiM%i'i.'-y'--^'i ii^- i'f-i'!f-i*^''^^m

They are very scarce throughout Lombardy ; there is a Mattering between Modena
and Heggio ; and count Tocoli, five or six miles from Parma, planted several thousandn

along a canal, on the birth of his daughter, for her portion, but there is not in any part

of Lombardy, any law which in such cases secures the property of the U*ees thus plnit^'

ed, to the child they are intended for ; it is merely private; confidence. ' - r*..ya«

* CoriK>> vol. iiit p. 123. ¥
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CLOVER.

PiEDMONT....CAenfo/(?....Such is the power of climate united with the advantages of

irrigation, that clover is here mown for hay once after harvesting the corn it grew with

;

the nay is not of the best quality, but useful.

MilASZSE. ...Milan to Pavia....On the rich dairy farms, the cows are fed much on
clover. The red sort is sown, which wearing out, white clover comes so regularly, that

the country people think the one sort degenerates into the other. ;
: ; fr

ricenza....They sow twelve pounds of seed per campo with wheat ; it is cut twice tT»«5

first year, yielding one carro each cut ; the second year it is mown thrice : per 44 livres

the carro, which is one hundre :' ;Tesi, of twenty-five pounds.

Paeft/a....Sow twelve pounds ^rosso per campo (fourteen or fifteen pounds per Eng-
lish acre) it gives three carri, each one thousand pounds, at three cuts (one ton and a

half the acre English ;) but they have cro^ that go much beyond this.

s

FIGS.

PiEi>MONT....Afc^ to ConL...On this range of the Alps, there are, in favourable situ-

ations, a great quantity of fig trees ; and the extreme cheapness of the fruit must be of
no trivial importance in supporting the people, not only while ripe but dried.

i- .W'

HEMP AND FLAX.

** PiEDMONT....CAtf«fa/«p....Agiomata (to an acre as 7440 to 7929) produces twohun.
dred pounds for the proprietor, and as much for the farmei*; and some crops rise to six

hundred and fifty pounds. They gather the female hemp from the 25th of July to the

4th of August : the male the beginning of September. Of some pieces I was informed
that a produce not uncomuton was thirty rubbii of female, and seventeen of male, worth
4i livres to 5 livres the rubbio, both of the same price ; and also twenty-five to thirty

mine of seed, if well cultivated ; but if not, twelve to fifteen. The mine thirty-five

pounds, and the price 4^ to 5 livres the mine. The common calculation is, that a gior-

nata is worth 150 to 200 livres, which may be called 101. per English acre. Their con-
trivance for steeping is very simple and effectual : there are many square and oblong
pits with posts in them, with open mortises for fixing poles to keep down the hemp,
which is vastly preferable to our sods and stones.

^ 7ttrm....Thcy sow three mine (forty -five pounds of wheat) and get thirty rubbii, at

4 livres 10s. to 4 livres the rubbio gross ; but ready for spinning 12 livres 10s. the
finest ; the second quality is V livres 10s. ; and the third 5 livres ; besides three mine of
seed, at 2 livres each. This product is above 81. the English acre.

Ji/liUASESE....Mczzatta....WmtGr flax is here esteemed the properer for land that is

not watered ; they sow it in the middle of September ; they have liad it in this country
two years only, and call it lino ravagno. It gives a coarser thread than spring flax, but
a greater quantity, and much more seed. The price of the oil 22s. the pound, of twen-
ty-eight olinces; ot the flax ready for spinning, 258. or 26s.; of tlie thread, 4 livres

and 4i livres. A quartaro oi' seed is necessary for a pertica, for which it returns eight

times the quantity of seed, and twenty pounds of flax ready for spinning, at 25s. the
pound. * '- """ "'f -"^^ : '"' ^--
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Co(!ogno....Whcn they break up their clover lands they sow flax on one ploughing,

which is worth rent 20 livrts and crop 40 livres per pertica, being twenty-four pounds
of twenty-eight ounces and seed three times more than sown. Much winter flax now

Venetiak State. ...xr^rjg'amo....Wmterflf.x green in October.

Ecclesiastical State... i?o/o^«a....Th- territory of Bologna produces from
twelve to fourteen million pounds of hemp. They manure for it highly with dung,
feathers, the honis of animals, and sill^- worms' refuse. The best hemp-land is always
dug ; the diftlrence between diggir g and ploughing is found to be very great. If plough
cd, three earths are given ; when the spade is used, the land is first ploughed and then

dug. For this crop five or six yards are left unsown under the rows of trees. The soil

agrees so well w ith this plant that the crop rises ten feet high ; they gather it ai? at once,

leaving only a few stands for seed. It is watered in stagnant pools. A good product
is froni one hundred pounds to two hundred pounds of twelve ounces per tornatura, or

half an acre. The price of the best is from 20 to 27 livres the hundred pounds. At
present 25 livres (the English pound one-fifth larger than the Bolognese, and r.he livre

of the Pope's dominions is ten to the zecchin, of 9s. 6d.) ready for combing, When
ready lor spinning, the price of the best is 12s. the pound ; and they pay for spinning

such 6s. to I5s. the pound. Near the city I viewed a field famous for yielding hemp

:

no trees are planted across it, which is so common in the country in general } a sure

proof of the pernicious tendency of that system ; since in very valuable fields these peo-

ple themselves reject the method. Little or no hemp on the hills near Bologna* but

r>ome autumnal flax for family use.

i .

MAIZE.

Piedmont.... Chentaie....Ma\ze produces here twenty-five to thirty nriine, whichholds

forty-seven pounds of wheat, and the price 2 livres each. It is sown on three feet

ridges.

Savigliano....Maize, in a good year, will yield three hundred fold, but in a dry one

sometimes scarcely any thing.

T^Mrm...Made every where the fallow, which prepares for wheat. '

'*'

Chwasco to rerceil....A great deal of maize through all this country, and all foul with

grass and weeds, even to the height of two or three feet.

Milanese. ...il///an^...They sow much maize, of the sort called quarantino, from its

ripening in forty days (which however it does not.) Tliey sow it the middle of July,

after wheat, which they cut the first week of that month. If the common maize were

sown at this time, they assert that it would yield no ripe seed : this is a very curious cir-

cumstance. The culture has been often recommended to England ; if ever any thing

were done, it must assuredly be with this sort ; but even with this I should put no fa>S

in the power of an English climate. '^^

jl/o2zo<to....They cultivate three sorts: 1. Formentone maggengo, sown the begin-

ning of May, and reaped in October. 2. Formentone agostano o formentone de ratet-

tone, because sown alter taking off" the rave or coleseed for oil, the end of May, and har-

vested the end of September. 3. Formentone quarantino, sown after wheat or rye, and

cut the end of October.

^entCK?.. .This plant was cultivated in the Polesine de Rovigo, towards 1560; and.

spreadthroughLombardy the beginning of the seventeenth cen:ury.*

" iwBriiiinMiii—iim i i iiiiin ii Mr iiiii i i III
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OLIVES.

Statk of VEWicE....On the banks of the Lago di Giiarda are the only olives I have

seen since I left the country of Nice ; but the number is not considerable, and most of

them are dead or nearly so, by the frost of last winter, which made such destruction like-

wise in France.

Tnseant/....f^cav Florence, at Martelli, the product of a farm of 190 stiori was as

follows: in 1786, thirty barrils. In 1787, it was no more than three. In 1788, it

yielded eight* In 1789, it wjis twenty-five but on an average ten ; for which produce

there arc two hundred trees. They are dunged eveiy two or three years, and dug about

once in three years. They are reckoned to lessen the product of corn one fifth ; this is

a notion of the country, but 1 believe verj' far from accurate. The average price of oil

is 5 scudi per barril, of one hundred and fifty pounds (11. 8s. 4d. ;) tenbamls amount
to 141. 3s. 4d. ; and as there are about thirty-four acres in one hundred and ninety stiori,

the product of oil is 8s. to 9s. per acre : a sum that yields no very favourable impression

of the culture : and, divided amongst two hundred trees, it does not amount to Is. 6d.

a tree.

•' The plain of Florence is all lined into rows of these trees, with vines between and
upon them ; in some places, an espalier of vines between the rows of olives; and when
all are well cu'tivated, the olives yield the greatest produce, next the wine, and then
the com. 1 viewed, near Florence, some fields, in which I found twenty olives on a
stiora of land, but this is not common : and or. ^ very bad stony soil, though in the plain,

I found that it took twenty trees of twenty-five years growth to yield a barril of oil.

But in a fine soil, and with very old trees, a barril a tree has been known. Vines are

suffered here also to run up the trees, but they reckon it a bad custom. The price of
oil is more than doubled in forty jears. Very few olives were lost by the last hard
frost, but great numbers by that of 1709. Landlord's half produce of some fields I

viewed : oil, 10 pauls ; grain, 7 ; wine, 1 ; in all 18 pauls per stiora (21. 5s. per Eng-
lish acre.)

n/«*.

This year, 1789, the grand duke, for the first time, has given a gold medal, of the
value of 25 zecchini, for the greatest number of olives planted ; no claimant to be ad-
mitted for less than five thousand : in consequence of this premium above forty thou-
sand trees have been planted. It will be continued annually.

There is, in the Maremma some remarkable instances of the vast age to which olives

will attain : Sig. Zucchino, professor of agriculture at Florence, informed me that,

upon examining the hills in the middle of that tract, he found in the midst of woods,
and almost over-run with rubbish, olives of so imniense an age and magnitude that be
conjectures them to have been planted by the ancicist Hetruscans, before the Romans
were in possession of the country ; there must, of course, be much uncertainty in any
Qonjectures of this kind, but a great antiquity of these trees is undoubted. ,^*

RICE. .;r.

Piedmont... .Cfg"/ion<? to Ferceil....They are now threshing rice with horses, as wheat
in Languedoc ; thresh as much in the night as in the day : meet also gleanen* going
home loaded %vith it. About five miles before Verceil the rice-gj-ounds are In great
quantities : their culture, however, of tWs crop seems to want explanations. Here is,

for instance, a great field, which was under rice last year, now left to weeds, with hogs
feeding. Why not sown with clover among or alter the rice ? They never plough

I
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but once for rice. The peasants are unhealthy from the culture, yet their pay not
more than 24s. to 30s. a day. The soil of the rice-grounds here is that of a fine loamy
turnip sand ; there is a mound raised around them, for the convenience of flooding

at will.

rercelli....R\ce is here reckoned the most profitable of all the cultivation of Pied-
niont ; for it yields a greater value than wheat, and ut a less expence. It demands only
one ploughing instead of several. Seed only four mine, at 1 livrc. Watering at

2 livres 53. Cutting, the end of July, 10s. The product is sixty mine rough, or
twenty-one white ; the latter at 4 livres, or 84 livres ; and four mine of a sort of bran,

at 15s< or 3 livres, in all 87 livres (something under 5L an acre.) It is sown three

years in succession, and the fourth a fallow, during which the land is dunged. TKe
price of these lands 500 livres or 600 livres the giornata. As rice can be sown only on
land that admits watering at pleasure, I do not fully comprehend this account. Why,
for instance, is not the land laid down for meadow, which evidently pays much better,

and sells at a higher price ? I suppose rice is ready nioney on demand, and meadows
must be converted to cash circuitously. Good wheat land sells at 800 livres.

TbA'bvara....Passing the Sesiu, which exhibits a bed of five times as much gravel as

water, in three or four miles the quantity of rice is considerable : the stubble is green,

and in wet mud ; the sheaves thin. It extends on both sides the road for some distance i

the whole inclosed by ditches, and rows of willow poplar pollards, as bad to the eye as it

can be to the health. One or two fields are not yet cut ; it looks like a good crop of
barley, being bearded. After Novara, see no more of it. "Jr't;{

MiLAN£S£....Jl/i/an to Pavia....The rice-grounds receive but one ploughing, whicYiHi

given in the middle of March, and the seeds sown at the end ofthe same month, in water

to the seedsman's knees, which is left on the ground till the beginning of June, when the

crop is weeded by hand^ by women half naked, with their petticoats tucked to theii^

waists wading in the water ; and they make so droll a figure, that parties in pleasantry^

at that season, view the rice-grounds. When the weeding is finished, the water is drawn
off for eight days ; and it is again drawn off when the ear begins to form, till formed^

after which it is let in again till the rice is nearly ripe, which is about the end of August,
when it is reaped, or in the beginning of September ; and by the end of that month^ all

is finished. Quantity of seed, the eighth of a moggio per pertica, produce twenty-five

to thirty moggio roueh, or eleven and a half or twelve white. Price 37^ livres the

mo^io (171. 8s. per English acre) which produce is so large, that this muiute I suspect

the highest crop gained, and not an average one. The moggio of rice weighs one hun-

dred and sixty pounds of twenty-eight ounces. The straw is of use only for littering

cows ; and the chaff, like that of all other grain, from a notion of its bemg unwhole.

some, is thrown on to the dunghill. They sow rice three years in succession, and then

a course ofsomething else. See Courses of Crops. The rice is rendered men huittuble

by being pounded in a mill by stantpers, turned by a water-wheel.

In the great road there is a stone, at five miles from Milan, nearer than which it is

prohibited to sow rice.

State of Ve vice. ...^iprono....Of the produce of the rice-grounds \n the Veronese,

they reckon one-third for expcnces, one third for water, and one-third profit.

Parma. ...Count Schaffienatti has sown rice, at Viconiero, eighteen years in successioiit

on the same land, without any rest or mmture. Sow on fjU^f iour biuichi ni/iety staji ; m\6.

the produce eighteen for one. He digs tlw groundj as U is too marshy to plough it well;

diis costs SO'X) livres (tach 2|d.) InesJ^iw sells at BOlivifs the l(»d, of eighty peis^

of twenty-five pounds (three-fourths ol'a pouitd Jbngii»h.) Oxen also eat it. Bice h

«),- t-
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reckoned to yield four times over more nett profit than any other husbandry', more even

than watered meadows.

VINES.

PiKDKo sT....Antibes to Nice....\ singular cultivation of this plant surrounding very

small pieces from six to twenty perches, trained up willow trees ; and the scraps of

lands within them cultivated. What a sun must shine in a country where thick inclo-

sures are counted by perches and not by acres.

Chentale to Rucconis..,.In rows at twelve to twenty feet, and appear like those of

hops in Kent, supported on willow poles, twelve feet high, some of which take root,

but are afterwards pulled up.

Chhasco....Viws fastened from mulberry to mulberry, but not running up these

trees, only up willows, &c. that are between them.

Milanese....3forza«a....Half this country is lined with vines, and it is reckoned

that they will damage to the amount of one-tenth of the produce : each pertica of vines,

in a common year, will give fifty pounds of grapes, worth 6 livres the one hundred

pounds of twenty-eight ounces, hail allowed for ; and of this half is the peasant's share

for the expence of culture. At Leitiate I viewed some wine presses, which are enor-

mous machines ; the beam of one is forty-five feet long and four feet square, and at

the end where the screw is, a stone of vast weight, for which there is a paved hole in

the pavement, that it may keep suspended ; the cuves, casks, and all the apparatus

freat : the quanty cf vines one thousand pertica. The seeds of the pressed grapes are

ept till dry, and then pressed for oil ; the seed of the grapes that yielded seventy brenta

of wine will give ten |X)unds of oil : it is used for lamps. The poor people who bring

their grapes to be pres^c-d pay one-twelfth of the wine. Price at present 6 livres the

brenta, but only 3 livres for what is last pressed. The first flow is trod out by men's
feet. Common price 10 or 12 livres the Brenta.

Ven BTi AN STATE....Bergamo. ..Vrom entering the Venetian territory, near Vaprio,

the country is almost all planted in lines of vines, and the spaces between tilled for corn.

To Brescia....This, country, inclosed with hedges, besides which it is lined in stripes

of vines that are trained to low ash and maple trees, with mulberries at the end of every
row; but the vines are not trained up these trees, though fastened to their trunks.

ricenza—.The country, for thirty-two miles from Verona to Vicenza, except the

watered parts, which are not a tenth ol the whole, is lined into rows of pollards, each
with three or four spreading branches, and the foot of each two vines, many of them
very old, wuh ^ems as thick as the calf of a man's leg; and many ofthe elms, maples,
&c. are also old. They stand about a rod usundcr, and the rovvj from twenty -five to

thirty yards, and around the whole mulberries. Where the vintage is not finished, the

vines bang in festoons from tree to tree, garnished with an astonishing quantity of bun-
cht-k ol grapes.

Vines near Vicenza, produce two mastati, each oftwo hundred and forty botdes, per
campo ; the price 16 livre» the mastato ; the campo here is larger than at Verona, amount-
ing to near an £nglish acre ; this is about 17s. an acre, a produce very easily lost in
the damage done to the com.

Padua....The same husbandry of pollards and vines continues hither. They reckoa
that vines pay better than mulberries ; but in the districts of Verona and Vicenza
mullHri its me more advantageous than vin^-s. Thi» Qo*:s no» correspond with soil, for
that of Piidua is decjxjr and richer, tor tfat iMSft part, than tlw *9ther, and therefore less
adapted to vines. In convursatiun with AbtMse ¥itu»t on the wuie of the Paduan, &c.

vol. IV. «
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being so bad, he says, it is owing merely to bad management in making. They tread

the grapes with their feet ; and will keep it fci mcnting there even so long as fifteen days,

adding every day more and more, till the strength is exhausted, and the wine spoiled

;

no cleanliness in any part of the operation, nor the least attention in the gathering, or

in the choice of the grapes. He further added, that Sig. Modcna, a Vicentino culti-

vator at Vancimuglio adjoining the rice grounds, and consequently as little adapted as

possible to vineyards, provided the soil and trees were the cause of bad wines, makes
that which is excellent, and which sell for so high as 30s. French per bottle : that Sig.

Marzari, and Sig. il Conte di Porto, in the high Vicentino, with many others, as well

as he himself, Abbate Fortis, has done the same with raisins from vines that run up
the highest trees, such wine as sells from 203. to 35s. French the bottle : and that some
of these wines are so good, that the Venetian ambassadors, at different courts, use

them instead of Madeira, &c. ; and the wines of Friuli as those of Hungarv, which
they resemble ; yet these vines are all on trees. He also observed, that it has been
found, by experiment, that vines in these rich lands, trained near the ground, as in

France, have yielded raisins and wine good for nothing ; that the grapes even rot ; that

the land is too rich foi vines to have all the nourishment, unrivalled by the root of the

trees. It is very much to be questioned, if the experiments here alluded to have been
made with due attention : if the land is too rich for vines, plant them upon soils that

are proper ; and keep these low districts for grass and corn ; but that vines, hidden

from the sun amongst the branches of trees, can ripen properly to give a well-concoct-

ed juice, appears very dubious ; and the fact of all the wine, commonly met with in

this country, being Ijad, seem to confinn the reasoning.

ErcLEsiASTicAi. St ATE.... J5ofog'na...AU this country, where I have viewed it, is

liisfd into rows of trees for vines, ten or twelve yards asunder on the mountain, but
more in the plain. But Sig. Bignami has his vineyard planted with echalats (poles) in

the French way, about four or five feet square, and he finds that these always give

better wine than the vines trained to trees, and the land by tornatura gives a great deal

more wine, though each vine separately on trees gives more than each in this method.

The object in tins instance was the goodness of wine ; Sig. Bignami thinks the com-
mon method five or six feet and tied ; if allowed to mount, they yield much fewer

grapes. Vines on the mountains yield thrice the value of the wheat, and the double

of all other productions, wheat included. . '-^^^i 'i^

Tuscany... .JSologtia to Floretice....Vines in this route are planted different from any

I have yet seen. Some are in espaliers, drawn thinly across the fields ; others are train-

ed to small posts, through which at top are two or three sticks fixed to hold them up;
others are in squares of five or six feet, and six or seven high, without such posts ; but

all in the arable fields arc, generally speaking, in lines.

Florence.. ..I here met with a case absolutely in point to prove how mischievous trees

are to corn, even in this hot climate. A field under olives, which yielded in corn six and

slj a half for one sown, was grubbed, after which the common produce was fourteen for one.

r Now, as the olives is by no means one of the worst trees for corn, this shews the great

*.-r loss that accrues from the practices I have noted throughout Lombardy. Yet in com-
mon conversation here as elsewhere, they tell you the injury Ih small, except from wal-

V nuts, which do more mischief than any other.

Mo»£NA....It appeal s to be a singular circumstance, that in the parts of this territory,

near the hills, com pays better than wine, but in the plain, wine better than com : I

suspect that some mismanagement occasions this apparent contradiction. From Modenn

a
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to Reggie the country is planted in rows, as in the Venetian state, &cc. and the trees

thiit support the vines being lar^re, tlie whole has the appearance of a forest.

Parma. ...From Rcggio to Parma, the same system holds, butexecuted in an inferior

manner. And from Parma to Vicomero, the trees that support the vines arc pollards,

with old heads, like many we have in England, contniry to the practice of the Venetian

state, where they are kept young. To Firenzuola, the vines are all bnried in like man-
ner ; some here are planted for proi)s, and the poles which serve as such are set in rows

:

in both methods the shoots arc equally buried. A scattering of golden willow in the

rows, I suppose for attaching the vines to the props From Borgo St. Domino to Fi-

renzuola, there is a decline both of vines and wo(}d ; the country is not as hitherto,

regularly lined, and many large fields arc without any ; this is the more to be remarked,

as here begin some inequalities of the country, the gentle ramifications of the Appe-
,nines. To Castel Giovanne, most of the fields have no vines, only a scattering ; shoots

buried as before, but the inclosurcs have many pollards in the hedges, like the wood-
lands of Suffolk. From Piacenza, after passing the Trebbia, the rows of vines are thirty

to forty yards asunder, with heaps of props ten feet long, set like hop-poles; very few

or no vines trained to trees.

Piedmont....Pai;«e*....The country is all the way hill and dale, the flat of Lombar-
dy finishingxvith the dutchy of Piacenza. It in about half inclosed, and half with rows
of vines. There are also vineyards planted in a new method ; single row of vines, with

a double row of poles, with others flat, so as to occupy four ridges and then four to ten

of corn. Some vine shoots buried for a few miles, bat afterwiirds none. Near Stra-

della the props appear like a wood of poles.

Savoy. ...The vineyards of Montmclian yield one and a half tonneau per journal,

which sell at 4^ louis the tonneau -. all, not in the hands of peasant proprietors, is at half

produce.

«

SECT. IV....OF IMPLEMENTS AND TILLAGE.

it

i

Com....The ploughs have a single handle, twelve or thirteen feet long, which throws
the ploughman to such a distance behind, that his goad is fixed in a long light pole. The
oxen lare yoked in the same manner as ours, but the bow is of iron under the neck, and
the pressure is received by two bits of wood. Some ploughs drawn by a yoke, others

by two yokes of oxen. ,

Chentale....The names which are given to the parts of a plough here are—long han..

die of fourteen feet, stiva ; beam, bura ; head, canncnlia ; coulter rivetted to the share,

cultor ; share, massa ; ground-rest, on which the share sheathes, seven feet long, den-
tale; earth-board, five feet long, oralia.

The count de Bonaventa, in explaining to me their tillage, shewed the criterion, 39
old as Columella, of good ploughing, by thrusting his cane across the ridges, to see if

rest-baulked. They plough mostly on the three feet ridge, forming and reversing at

one bout, i.e. two furrows, the work straight. Use no reins, and have no driver, though
the ploughman is above twenty feet from the oxen. Two small beasts cut a good fur-

row on the top of the old ridge, seven inches deep, and these piougt^, long as they are

in the ground, certainly do not draw heavily. ' 7 '' '^;! >,

The oxen whether at plough or in the waggons, do not draw, as I conceived at first

$ight» by the shoulder, but in a method I never saw beiore, nor read of; they draw by

r^.^..

• The country ceded by Austria to Sardinia, part of the district of P»yi».
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724 yOUNO'f TRAVBLt IN FIANCE.

pressinfr the point of the withers a^inst the yoke, and not at all by the bows ; and in

examining them, the master and man contended that the strength of an ox lies there,

and not in his shoulders, nor in his head, or roots of the horns. It appears a strange

practice, but it is yet stranger, that yoke a beast how you will, he does his work, and "'

apparently without distress.

Chentale to Bacconis....They have here a most singular custom, which is that of
shovelling all the 'Moveable soil of u field into heaps of a large load, earth, stubble, and '

weeds ; tney say,

,

mssare lii terra.

To Turin....Th*. ^^v\\ with wheat, on three feet ridges, is worked fine with a
machine of wood, ai . end of a handle, formed nearly like a hoe. Wherever one sees

these operose niceties, we may conclude the farms are very small.

Tttrm....Plough with a pir of oxen, no reins, no driver; go to work at five in the

morning, and hold it till night, except one hour and a half at dinner, that is twelve hours
work, and do a gionarta a day, something under an acre, one bout to a three feet ridge, >'

reversing.

A>rctf//i.... Price of a ploughing, 3^ livres per giomata, this is about 3s. 4d. per •

English acre.

Milanese... .il/i/an to Pavia....Hire of a ploughman and pair ofoxen, 4 livres a day,

but if no food for the oxen, 6 livres. The ploughs here vary from those of Piedmont. •

The handles are not above half as long, and are called stiva ; the beam, burctto ; the

coulter, cohura ; the share, massa ; the earth-board, orechio ; the land-board, orechini. *'

There is a most gross and absurd error in all the ploughs I saw, which is the po^iiion of '

the coulter, eighteen or twenty degrees too much to the land ; every one who is ac-

auainted with the right structure of a plough, knows that it should just clear the share ; •

lis great variation I'rom the right line, must add greatly to the draft ; and in difficult '

land fatigue the cattle.

Mozzatta....A light poor plough, the share w'nh a double fin, but so narrow as to cut
only four inches of the furrow, the heel of the plough is nine or ten inches wide, the

work it performs is mere scratching, and the land they were sowing with wheat, a bed of
triticum repens and agrostis stolonifera. They have here a great opinion of digging ; and •

a proverb which says, La vanga ha la punta d'oro.—The spaO^e has the point of gold. "''' n
Coc/b^o....Here as near Milan, the coulters are many degrees out of the line of the '>

shore, and the shares not more than four inches wide. Shocking! i

Codogno to Crema....The harrows in thiscountr}' have handles to them of wood ; I i

am amazed that this practice is not universal ; yet I never saw it before, except on my >

own farm. '

Venetian STATZ....Bergamo....ln passing from Vaprio to this place, they are «

ploughing with a pair of oxen a-breast, and two horses before them in a line ; wheel-

ploughs, share five inches wide, and with a double fin. Near the town of Bergamo, I

saw them ploughing a maize stubble for wheat, as full of grass almost as a meadow : a lad

drives, and another stout one attends to clear the coulter from grass, 8cc. the plough low
on the carriage, with wheels, the breast all iron, and not ill formed, the fin of the share

double, and about eight inches wide, the coulter nearly in the same direction as the -*

share, but clearing four inches to the land side, two shcMrt handles. The furrow full nine '

inches deep, but crooked, irregular, and bad work. Notwithstanding this depth, they •(

are great friends to the spade. From four to six for one, are common crops with the tf

plough, but twelve to fourteen for one are gained by the spade. There must be an in- f

accuraccy in this, the difierence cannot be owing merely to digging. We may be cei tain 4
that the husbandry in other respects must be much better. :?'<;'»

tiMmisI^ MaMMMM —I 'l l '
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yieenza....Thcy heir pJouf^h with four oxen in harness, many of them are of an irrin-

grcy colour, with upri^i^ht thick ugly horns. Some however urc line larp^' beasts. Their

plough is u strange tool ; it is two feet four inches of Vicenzu wide (their fool is above

one and a half Knglish :) the share has u double fin of a foot wide, coiisequendy cuts

half a foot in the furrow of more than two ; has wheels, but no coulter. The land-board

is called fondelo ; the shore, vomero ; the earth-board, or breast, arscdeman ; two short

handles, the left sinistrale ; the right brancol6 ; the beam, perticn.

Ecclesiastical St \t z....Bologna....The coultersof the ploughs here stand six-

teen degrees from the right line, an incredible blunder, had I not before met with it in the

Milanese. The beam, pertica ; the handles, stiva ; the mould-board, assa ; the share,

gomicra ; the ground-rest, ncrvo del socco ; the coulter, coutre.

TuscAN Y..../7or(PWff....Here the lx;am is called stanga, and bura ; the single handle,

stagola ; the body of the plough, chicapo di anitro ; the share, vangheggiola. The body
is hewn out of one large piece of wood, the fin double, and ven or eight inches wide.

I see no ploughing but on three leet ridge-work, reversing. I'hey are now sowing wheat

among tares, about six inches high, and plough both in together at one furrow, splitling

the ridges with a double-breast plough. Oxen are used that draw by the nape of the

neck ; then women with a kind of half pick, called marona, work the ridge nne. No
dressing of the seed against smut, 8(C.

Par MA....The plough here has wheels, a single-breast that turns to the right, ond
pretty well, a double finned shore, and the coulter standing three inches to the ieicof the

right line; drawn by two oxen, and two cows, with a driver.

SAV0Y....Thc oxen in the vale of Chamberry, draw not only by the horns, the yokes
bound to them in the common way by leathers, but they have a double bar, one against

the shouldersi as if the beost might be able to draw by both at pleasure.

MANURES.

•V/Vtf....There is here a greater attention paid to saving and iising night soil, than even
in Flanders itself. There is not a necessary in the tdwn which in not inudc uii object of

revenue, and rescrvtd or granted by Itusf. In mII iIm jiijRSiiift s between the walls of gar-

dens in the environs, art nicessaries made for pusHi i(|m » <* I lit cont< nts are carried away
regularly in barrels, on asses aiiu IM||I< h and being ttn I jth water, is given regiihiriy

to the vcgetablesof the gardens, 'iiie lut^l winter liuvloj^ cliiniaged many orange Ircf.-s,

they pruned off th* (liimagcd hriirirbes, and to e|H;(jii/iitr '' * ^ :i(?;iiu strofigly,

the roots are dug around, and at Uic fool <f (imIi lici u u ; .,^^^ .,; . uivigorating

manure is buried. .

Milanese.. ..7l/i7ci;i... .Night soil is frreatly valued, \i ii f/ougfit at a good price, and
spread on sowing wheat.

State OF Ven ICE.... riVe«*a....Sig. Giocomtlln jm tried gypsum whh success,

broken small and calcined in an oven, also in a iinti lu|n, nnlverises it finely oiid sifts it.

He remarks that this is the eliief uhi; of cah inatioii l/st h It for clover, lucern, and mea-
dows ; sows it OS a top dressing on those plunts, jub( as they rise ; never buries it ; mixes
with sand, in order to spread equally ; best to sow it when the land is dry, ncer when
the plants are high and wet ; quantit}. one hundred and forty pounds grosso, uipon one
thousand two hundred and fiftv tavoL of Treviso. If the land is bad, three nuocjrcd

pounds, and on middhng, two iiundreu ooinids. The effect on perennial clover, upon
good IiukI, is such, that any greater ctofui would rot on the ground. The same quantity

\i
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of meadow thatglvrs without gfypsum, a carroof hny, will, witlt Uwit manure, ipmid
about the Hth of November, produce two carri the year followinj* ; three carri the ycta

after that ; and on some meadows even to four carri. On old pooi meadows, full of hard

and bad grasses, this manure drKs not take effect so soon, and rc<ju:iCH u larger (juantity

of j(ypf«um. (Mwlidiaumeatare i Bestiami, 1777, p. 9.) '
• • •. .-. ftj »mIJ

Siji;. Pitropan infornud me that this manure has Ixen used here Tor eight years with

much success, especially on all dry lands, but is good for nothing on wet ones ; it is sup'

posed to act by attracting moisture ; four hundred pounds of tw lis ; oinices are spread

on a campo ; best for clover, wheat, or natural grass. It is said 'r- force land so much,
that it (lemunds more dung than if no gypsum had been spread.

Farma to Piacenza„.,Vh<i dunghills iii this country are neatly ncjuared heaps. *4

CHAP. XXXIV....OF THE ENCOURAGEMENT AND DEPRESSION OF AGRICULTURE

N every country through which an inauisitive man may travel, there can be no ob.

: of his mquiries more important than tnese—How far is goveriM) 'ut, and all the <jir<

IN ever

ject(

cumstances any way dependent on government, favourable or unfavoo.rablc to the culture

of the earth? Intnith, this (juestion involves the whole circle of the political science.

In so immense a range, it is m the power of an individual to give but a few sketches,

which may afterwards, by some masterly hands, be melted into ont harmonious piece.

All the writings on political oeconomy which I have hitherto read, arc filled too much
with reasonings, yet experiment ought to be the only foundation. The facts which I

have collected under this head, may be thus arran^d : 1. Government. 2. Taxation,

3. Tythe. 4. Commerce. 5. Population. 6. Prohibitions. 7. Piict** of commodities.

SECT. I....OF GOVERNMENT.

'
It is a vulgar error of no inconsiderable magnitude, to imagine, as many writers have

done, that all arbitrary governments are the same. Whoever travels mto countries

under various forms of dominion, will find from innumerable circumstances, that strong

distinctions are to be made. The mildness of that of France can never be mistaken,

which was so tempered by what was the manners of the people as to be free in

comparison with some others. Among the Italian states the difference will be found to

be considerable.

The dominion of the house of Austria has been by some considered as hard, harsh,

and unfeeling, till the admirable Leopold retrieved, by the wisdom and humanity of his

government in Tuscany, the character of his house. By the constitution of Milan, no
new tax could be assessed or levied without the consent of the states, but Mary Theresa,

about the year 1755, abolished the states themselves, which never were restored till

;' Leopold came to the throne. It may easily be conceived, that such a system of despotism
"^was followed by measures that partook of its spirit; the generalfarms, by which i mean
"the farming of the taxes, which had from the beginning of the present century been
grievouN to the people, became doubly so about Uie year 1753, when new ones were
established. The administration of these farms was cruel, or rather infamous ; and the

ut ruin brought on numbers for the smallest infraction of the regulations, spread a horror

'^tftgainst the government through every corner of the Milanese, and tended strongly to

occasion a declension in every iiource ofnational prosperity. Tlie abolition ofthese fiurms

V
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M'm the work of thf emperor Joseph, who ficard such a n iteration of complnint^ against

thcfurmcrs, vvhosr great wealth* rendered them doubly odiuii'*, that he made hurh re.

presentations to his motltcr us were rfiectual, and ihcv were nbuli»hed about eighteen

years ago. The present emperor no sooner came to the throne, than he rc-establ'Dihicd

that constitution of which his mother liad deprive rl the Milanese ; ihc states and the

senate were restored, and also tlic rieht of the states to appoint wliat is called nn orator

to Vienna, in fact, an amiutssador paid by themselves, to lay their representations before

the court without the intervention oJ' a governor, aright which cannot be deemed unim-
portant. So that at present the governntcnt of Milan, though by no means such as can
meet our ideas of freedom, is yet a kind of limited monarchy } for assuredly that ti^ovcrn-

ment which does not possess the power of taxation, must be esteemed such.

Count Firmian, while prime ntinister for the Milanese, was the author of a law, which,

if it could be adopted in rlngland, would be worth an hundred millions to us. It obliges

nil communities, &c. that possess waste or uncultivated lands, to sell them to any one that

offers a price, in order to cultivate them, but they have the necessary liberty of puUiish-

ing the price oflfered, and receiving proposals of u better ; a fair aucti^i^n takes phu c, and
the lands become cultivated. Such possessors of wastes arc even obliged to let thcnt at

an annual rent for ever by the same process, ifany offer or rent is made to them, be it as

low as possible. And the eflfect of tlxis excellent law has bee'i the cultivation of many
wastes, but not all ; for on returning from Mozzattato Milan, I passed a very extensive

one, highly capable of profitable cultivation.

Venice....The celeoruted government of this republic, is certainly the mostrespect-

iUe that exi:its in the world, in point of duration, since it has lasted without any material

diHnge, and without its capital being uttiieked tor 1300 years, while all the rest of Europe
and of Asia has been subject to innumeritblc revolutions, and the bloodiest wars and
massacres, even in the very s<. at of empire. Tliat duivtion is one of the first objects ofu
government, can nev r adn\itadoubt, since all other merit, however it may approach
human pert* ction, i >oihing without this. A well orgimized aristocracy, in which the

greatest mass of tlie \, >dom ot the conimunit) shall be found in a senate, seems from the

vaat and important experiment of this celebrated republic, to be essentially necessary to

secure the duration ofany government. But the duration of an evil becomes a mischief

instead ofan advai<u>ge : and tliai tyr<Aimy which is so politically organized as to promise
ail immense duratioi>, is but the more justly to be abominated. The knowledge which
will result from long experience, may probably teach mankind the right composition of

a mingled form, in which the aristocratic poi ion will give duration and firmness ; thede>

mocracy, freedom ; and the conformation ol executive power, energy and execution.

Perhaps the British government approaches the m.-aitst to such a description.

The reputation of the \ oiietian government is now it^ only support, a reputation which
it does not at present merit in the smallest de^e : but as this idea is directly contrary

to the r . mts given by many travciiers, I feel u necessary to premise, that I should think

it mci .J> '' ing with die reader to travel to Venice in order to write dissertations in my
own ni ! : , on die government of that republic ; I do no more than ! old the pen to re-

port th .> nions of Italians, on whose judgment I have every reaso to rely, and as

exa^erated panegyrics iiave been published of the government of tliis .late, it is fair to

,Jiear what may be urged on the other side of the question. , . ^^

* One ofthem novr living, count de Crepy (whataplaguc have suchfellowstodowi^h titIeB,unless

"to be written on the galiowi on which they are hanged \) has between 20 and 30/}0U secchuii a year
in land; He was oiiglaally a poor boy, that sold cloth on a niule «t B«rgamo , one ot i >s commis

,.ji»de 100,000 xecchini. » ^ , ^iikti^^it^^ imimrumh*iK^ .^^wxtm fi^«(riM,i«(!t«4£ac%^A Hi^ *'i^--

i
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For twenty yean past, thtrr htm l)cct» in the rcnuhlic little more than a multipllratinn

ofulniscN, M) that ulmoHtcviry circumstance whicn has iK-rn coiiilnniud in the arbitrary

ffovcrnnuiitit ol Kurope, is now to U- found in tlwil of Venire AmlaHun instance ol'

the prit\cinle*i on which tluy govern their provinctM, that o( htria was quoted. 1. To
tlie wo<kIs (which Ixlon^ to the prin<H ) they prevent the people from turniuf^

any cattle into tluni ; and il any man cut a tree, he is intatlihy sent to the frillies, which

has driven nunihers out of that part of the coiujtry where the wfK)ds arc situated.

2. 'I'herc are f^eat opportunities ol'makinji^ salt, and the nans mi^ht he luimerous, but it ih

n monopoly htid by the state; they nurehasc n eertani rpianlity, at 10s. French, per

quintal, and if more than the spccifieu quantity be made, it ihlod)i;ed in their ma^^izine^

on cridit, and it may be two, tl)ree, or four years Ik fore the maker of it be paid.

3. Oil is a monoply of the city of Venice ; none can be sold biit through that city, by

which transit, an opportunity is taken to levy two ducats (each 4 livres of France) \ytr

barrel of one hundred pounds, and five more entree into Venice. 4. The coast abounds
remarkably with fish, which are taken in almost any quantity ; salt is on the spot, yet no
use can be made of it but by contraband^ except for Venice singly. Thus a great tradr

in barrelled fish is foregone, in order to make u whole province beasts of burthen to a sin-

gle city. 5. The heavy tax of a stajo of wheat, one hundred and thirty pounds, is bid
on each head of a family, payable to the Venetian bailift\

The practical result of such principles oi government, confirms whatever condemtia-

tion theory could pronounce. Kvery part of the province, except a district that is more
favoured than the rest in soil and climate, is depopulated ; and so much are the wooda
preferred to the people, that parts which once abounded with men, are become deserts

;

and the small population remaining in other narts, is every day diminishing. Dalmatin

is in a yet worse state : for the greater part is u real desert : in 1781 and 1782, no lesa

than twelve thousand families emigrated from the province. Ah I have not travelled in

these provinces, I do no more than report the account given by well informed Italians,

though not residing in the territories of the republic. Before the government of this stem
aristocracy is made tlie subject ofexaggerated praise, let facts counter to these be made
the foundation. But farther,

In the immediate operations of their government at home, the same weakness is found.

Their poverty has increased with their revenue ; they have niised the leases of the farmers

general (for that odious collection is the mode they pursue) considerably ; and near

twenty )cars ago they seized many of the possessions of the monks : that act for which
the national assembly of France has been condemned ; but which, in the hands of nu.

merous other governments, has either passed without animadversion, or has been com-
mended. They did the same with the estates of some of the hospitals, but thougii such
exertions have raised their revenue to 6,100,000 ducats (1,054,0001.) yet they have

found their afiliirs in such a situation, from bad management, that they Irnve been obliged

to sell the offices, which were in better times granted to merit ; and committed a sort of

bankruptcy, by reducing the interest of their old debts from 5 to 3 per cent. Their

credit is at so low an ebb, that no longer ago than last June, they opened a subscription

to fund 700,000 ducats, and notwithstanding every art, could procure no more than

about 300,000. Instead of their famous chain, which marked the wisdom of their oeco-

nomy, their treasur}- is without a sol : and to shew the apprehensions they have of pro-

vinces under their dominbn throwing off their yoke, if they are at a small distance from
the se<tt ot government, the state makes a distinction in the political treatment of the

Bergamasque and firescian territories, from those nearer to Venice, in respect to privi-

leges, punishment.-), taxes, 8ic. No favourable feature of their government ; and whick
shews tliat they think the people made for their city. .\: ^ ,

.
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Perhaps, in the system of their finances, there is no circumstance that sliews a decline

of the real principles of their government, more than that of putting contraventions of

the tobacco farm u>jder the controul of the state inquisitors ; which must have been

done since M. de la Lande's second edition, as he mentions expressly their having no-

thing to do with the unances.* A conduct utterly ridiculous, in a state that once con

ducted itself with so much dignity.

Even in the delicate article of imparting the privileges of the aristocracy, to the no-

bility of Terra Firma, by whom they are in general detested, they have exhibited no
doubtful symptoms of weiikness and want of policy. Reputation has been for many
years the great support of their government : to manifest therefore such a want of po-

licy, as strikes the most careless eye, is to suffer in the tenderest point. Ift 1774, they

offered gratis, a seat in the consiglio maggiore, to forty families, their subjects, who
possessed 12001. a year in land; provided there were four degrees of nobility, on the

side of both husband and wife. Great numbers of families were eligible, but not ten

in the whole would agree to the proposal. To offer a share in the legislature of so cele-

brated a republic, which in past periods would have been sought for with singular avidi'

ty, and to suffer the mortification of a refusal, was exhibiting a sign of internal weak-

ness, and of want of judgment, adapted to reduce the reputation of their policy to

nothing. The motives for the refusal are obvious : these families must of course re-

move to Venice ; that is, to go from a city where they were old and respected, to ano-

ther where they would be new and despised. Their estates also would not only suffer

from their absence, but would'Ise subject to new entails, and held by other tenures ; no
mortgage ofthem is allowable ; and they are subject to peculiar laws of inheritance. In

addition to these disadvantages, they are cut off from serving foreign princes ; whereas

the nobility of Terra Firma engage in such service. The emperor's ambassador at Tu*
rin, is a subject of Venice ; and one of the Pellegrini family, a field marshal in his army.
Nor did the noblemen of Terra Firma refuse the favour for these reasons alone ; they

dreaded the power which the state exerts over the noble Venetians, in sending them
upon expensive embassies, in which they must spend the whole of their income, and,

if that be not sufficient, contract debts to support themselves j for these reasons, and
many others mentioned to me, which I did not equally understand, the government might
have known before they made the offer, that it would subject them to the disgrace ^a
refusaL Long before the period in question, considerable additions mi been made to

nobles of Venice, from the Terra Firma, but these honours were paid for; the price

17,0001. sterling ; 70001. in cash, and 10,0001. lent to the state in perpetuity. '

It is a curious circumstance, which marks undeceivin^y the general features of the

Venetian government, that about forty years ago, as well as at other periods, there were
negotiations between the court of Vienna and the Venetians, relative to an exchange
of territory ; the district of Crema was to have been given by Venice, for a part of the
Chiara d'Adda ; the rumour of which filled the people of the latter with the greatest ap*

prehensions; they felt even a terror, at the idea of being transferred to the government
of Venice ; knowing, certainly, from their vicinity, that the change would be for the

worse. This ascertains the comparative merit of two governments, that one is less bad
than the other.

Upon the whole it may be remarked, that the wisdom of the Venetian government
fhvn entirely from its interior organization, which is admirably fiurmed ; but abuses, in

spite of tlus^ have mulUplied so much, that the first real shock thal^ happens will overturn
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it. The tall of a govcrnmeni, however, which has subsisted with great reputation so

much ioiifrer than any other existing .^ t present, ought to be esteemed a great political

loss, since the establishment of new systems is not at present wanted for the benefit of

mankind, so much as the improvement of old ones ; and if by any amelioration of the

Venetian aristocracy, the benefit of the common people could be better secured, it might

yet last in enlightened ages, as well as through those ofdarkness and ignorance.

Bologna....The government of the church, though in so many respects considered

as one of the worst in Europe, ought, not to be condemned too generally, for some dis-

crimination should be used. Thus in point of taxation, there are few coimtries that

have less to complain of than this, as I have shown in the proper place ; and another

circumstance was mentioned to me here, which proves that it is not the pope's fault

that it is not better—His holiness was ready to abolish all fetes, confining them to Sun-

day ; and made the ofler to the senate of Bologna, if they would apply to him for the

puq^ose ; great debates ensued in that body, and it was determined not to make the ap-

plication.

Tuscany....The government of the grand duke is, as every one knows, absolute;

it admits therefore of no other discrimination, than what results from the personal

character of the prince. The circumstances I noted, during my residence at Florence,

will shew that few sovereigns have deserved better of their subjects than Leopold : the

details, however, which I shall enter into, will be very slight, not that the subject wants

importance, but because many other books con>'ain large accounts of this period ; and
especially the collection of his * laws, of which I wish to see a complete English trans-

lation, for the use ofour legislators. Th^; encouragements which this wise and benevo-

lent sovereign has given to his subjects, are of various descriptions ; to class them with

any degree of regularity, would be to abridge that collection ; a few that bear more or

or less upon agriculture, I shall mention.

1. He has abolished tythea, which will be explained more at large, under the proper

head. ,-
„ y-

2. He has established an absolute freedom in the trade of com.
3. He has for many years contributed one-fourth part of die expence of buildings,

in the Val de Nievole, and the lower province of Siena. i

4. He has this year made the culture of tobacco free, and engaged to buy all that is

raised at 16s. the pound.

5. He has extinguished the national debt of Tuscany, which had existed from the

time of the republic ; for it deserves noting (in order for some future historian f of the

modern ages, to mark the fact that the richest people run in debt the most) that the re-

public of Florence was one of the most commercial and rich in Europe. Two evils at«

tended this debt, which the grand duke bent his operations to remove ; first, three or

four millions of it were due to foreigners, particularly to the Genoese, which carried

much money out of Tuscany ; and, secondly, d:ere were distinct bureaus of colkctidn

and payment, for transacting the business of these debts. To remedy this double mis-

chief, he first bought up all that part of the debt due to strangers, which he effected by

-«(!

Collezionedi Leggi, octavo, 10 vols. Siena. '.-u*!";'. r;C:v u si

t There is no work in the whole range of literature, more wanted than a Modem Historjr of Eu-
rope, written pliilosophically ; that is to say, with due attention to the progress of arts, sciences, and
government ; and with none paid to wars, battles, sieges, intrigues, generals, heroes, and cut throats,

more than briefly to condemn them : in such a work, tlie circumstance of the richest countries in

Europe, having plunged themselves the deepest and most ruinously in debts, to support wan of
commerce and ambition, should be particularly explained and condemned. .^
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the operation of a steady and wise oeconomy ; he then called on the Tns>cun creditors to

liquidate their debts, in the ratio of 3 per cent. ; those who had money did it ; and to

those who Iiad none, he lent the necessary sums : by this metiiod, the distinct receipt

and payment were abolished ; the accounts were mehed into the land-tax ; and a num-
ber of revenue officers, &c. were reformed : nine or ten millions of crowns were thus

extinguished.

6. He has abolished all rights of commonage throughout his dominions, and given

the powers of an universal inclosure.

7. He has sold a considerable portion of the estates belonging to the sovereign,

which has occasioned a great increase of cultivation, and the settlement in his dominions

ofmany rich foreigners.*

8. In levying taxes, he has abolished all the distinctions of noble, ignoble, and ec-

clesiastical tenures ; and all exemptions are set aside.

9. He has built a magnificent lazaretto at Leghorn, and spent three millions on
roads ; but it would be entering too much into detiiil to specily his works of diis sort

;

they are numerous.

The effects of such an enlightened system of government have been great ; general

assertions will not describe them so satisfactorily to a reader as particular instances. Sig.

Paoletti, who has been cure of the parish of Villamagna forty-three years, assured me,
that the forty farms, of which it consists, have risen in their value full 2000 scudi each in

that time, which is about cent per cent, of their former value ; this great improvement
has been chiefly wrought of late years, and especially in the last ten. It highly merits

notice, that the countries in Europe, whose whole attention has been given exclusively

to their commerce and maiTufactures, and particularly England, where the commercial
system has been more relied on than in any other country, have experienced nothing

equid to this case of Tuscany, the government of which has proceeded on a principle

directly contrary, and given its encouragement immediately to agriculture, and circuitous-

ly to manufactures. In the tours I made through England, twenty years ago, I found
land selling on an average at thirty-two and a half years purchase ; it sells at present at

no more than twenty-eight. While Tuscany therefore has been adding immensely to

the money value of her soil, without trade and without manufactures (comparatively

speaking to those of England) we have in the same period, with an immense increase of
trade, been losing in our land. This fact, which is unquestionably true, is a curious
circumstance for political analysis : it proves something wrong in our system. Popula*
tion in Villamagna has augmented about a seventh, in the same period.

I shall not quit this article, without giving the preference decidedly to Leopold, grand
duke of Tuscany, as the wisest of the princes, whose power admits a comparison in the

age in which he lives : those are mean spirits, or something worse, that will hesitate a
moment between him and Frederick of Prussia : a sovereign no more to be compared
to him, than the destroyers and tyrants of mankind are to be placed in competition with
their greatest benefactors,t „*.,.

ih

I

'V • By the general regulations for the district of Florence, May 23, 1774, cap. 35, it is ordered that
all the landed property of the communities, kept in administration, or let, shall be sold or let on long
Igme. Paoletti, p. 85.

'.. t The conduct of this prince in his new situation, to which he ucceded at a most critical and danger-
ous moment, has been worthy of his preceding reputation, and has set a &tamp on the rank in which I
have supposed him. A few years more added to the life of Joseph, would have shivered the Austrian
monarchy to nothing ; Leopold has, by his wise and prudent management, every where preserved it,

., '..^ :•- J-.-- -jf''-. '
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I:

Mon£NA....In an age in which the sovereigns of Europe are incumbered, and some
of them ruined by debts, a contrary conduct deserves considerable attention. The duke
of Modena, for ten years past, has practised a very wise oeconomy : he is supposed, on
good authority, to have saved about a million of zechins (475,0001.) and he continues to

save in the same proportion. This is a very singular circumstance, and the effect of it

is observable ; for I was assured at Modcna, tliat this treasure was much greater than

the whole circulating currency of the dutchy : and they spoke of it as a very mischievous
thing, to withdraw from circulation and use, so considerable a sum, occasioning prices

generally to rise, and every thing to be dear. By repeated inquiries, I tbund this dear<

ness was nothing more than what is found in the states around, which have all experien-

ced, more or less, a considerable rise of prices in ten years. But how could withdraw-
ing money from circulation raise prices ? It ought on the contrary, in a country that has
no paper-money, to lower them. That this effect did not follow, we may easily conclude-

from these complaints. But the very |)ersoiis who complained of this treasure could
not assert that money was more wanted in the dutchv than before it was begun to be
saved. They even gave a proof to the contrary, by amrming the rate of interest to be at

present 4\ per cent. only. Upon the whole, the effect is evidently harmless ; and it is

a most curious fact in politics, that a government can gradually draw from circulation

a sum that in ten years exceeded the current coin of the state, without causing an appa-

rent deficiency in the currency, or any inconveniency whatever. Conclusions of infinite

importance are to be drawn from such a fact ; it seems to prove, that the general modern
policy of contracting public debts, is absurd and ruinous in the extreme ; as saving in

the time ofpeace is clearly without any of those inconveniences which were once sup<

posed to attend it ; and by means of forming a treasure, a nation doubles her nominal
wealth, that sort of wealth which is real or imaginary, according to the use that is made
of it. The reputation, preventing attacks, is perhaps the greatest of all. How contrary

to the funding system, which carries in its nature, such a probability of present weak-
ness, and such a certainty of future ruin

!

PAEMA....The river from Parma to the Po has been surveyed, and might be made
navigable for about 25,0001. sterling ; but to the honour of the government which has

been diffused through so many countries by the house of Bourbon, no such undertaking

can here be thought of. Don Philip's history, it is to be hoped, will be written by some
pen tliat can teach mankind, from such an instance, of what stuff men are sometimes

made, whom birth elevates to power. The present duke spends too much money upon
monks, to have any to spare for navigation.

PiEDMON T....The house of Savoy has, for some centuries, possessed the reputation of
governing their dominions with singular ability ; and of making so dexterous a use of
events, as to have been continually aggrandizing their territory. The late king was
among the wisest princes of his family, and shewed his talents for government in the

practice ofan enlightened and steady oeconomy : it deserves no slight attention among the

princes of Europe, in the present ferment of men's minds, whether there be any other

criterion of a wise government. The late king of Sardinia saved 12,000,000 livres

;

paid off a great debt; repaired all his fortresses; adorned his palaces; and built one of

the most splendid theatres in Europe ; all by the force of oeconomy. The contrast of

the present reign is striking ; his present majesty found himself in possession ofthe trea-

sure of his predecessor. He sold the property of the Jesuits, to the amount of

20,000,0(X) livres ; he has raised 7 or 8,000,000 livres by the creation of paper-money

;

thus, without noticing the portions of tlie queen and the princess of Piedmont, he has

I3e9eived 40,000,000 livres extraordinary (2,000,0001. sterling:) all of which has been

.ii>..-»i'.i;
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lavished, and a debt contracted and increasing ; the fortifications not in good repair; and

report says, that his army is neither well paid, nor well disciplined. These features are

not to Ije'nustakcn ; the king, though free from the vices which degrade so many prin-

ces, and possessing many amiable virtues, is of too easy a disposition, w hioh exposes

him to situations, in which oeconomy is sacrificed to feelings ; amiable for private life,

but inconsistent with the severity of a monarch's duty.

It is a most curious circumstance in the king of Sardinia's government, that there is

in this court a great desire to sell the island of Sardinia. A treaty was opened with the

empress of Russia for that purpose, after she was disappointed in her negotiation with

the Genoese, in the projected acquisition of Spazzie, and of Malta : but in all these

schemes of a Mediterranean establishment, she was disappointed by the vigorous and

decisive interference of the courts of Versailles and Madrid. One cannot have any hesi-

tation in the opinion, that to improve this island, by means of a good government, would

be more political than so strange a measure as its sale.*

• It may not here be unuseful to the rcuder, if I note some minutes taken at Turin concerning thai

island, one ofthe most neglected spots in Europe, and which, of course, betrays the eftccts of a vicious

ftvstem of government sufliciently, for conclusions of some importance to be drawn. The marshes

are so numerous and extensive, that the intempcria is every where found ; the mountains numerous
and high ; and wastes found so generally, that the whole isle may be considered as such, with spots

only cultivated. Estates in the hands of absentees are large, the rents consequently sent away, and

the people left to the mercy of rapacious managers. The duke of Assinaria has 300,000 livres a year

:

«he duke of St. Piera 160,000 livres: the marquis ofPaschaas much ; and many live in Spain. M.
de Oirah, a grandee, has an estate of two days journey, from Poula to Oleastre. The peasants in a

miserable situation ; their cabins wretched hovels, without either windows or chimnies ; their cattle

have nothing to eatiii winter, but browzing in woods, for there ai*e no wolves. The number of wild

ducks incredible. Shooting them was the chief amusement of an officer, who was nine years in the

island, and wliogave me this account. Provisions cheap; bread. Is. the pound; beef, 2s. ; mutton^
2|s. ; a load of wood, of ten quintals, 4s. 9d. sterling. Wheat is the only export; in this grain the

lands are naturally fertile, yielding commonly seven or eight for one, and some even forty. No silk;

and oil, worse than easy to conceive. They have some wine almost as good as Malaga, and not unlike

it. The great want of the island is that of water : springs arc scarce, and the few rivers are in low bot-

toms. To these particulars I shall add a few from Gemelli.

Sardinia is a real desert, for the most part; and whefre cultivated, it is in the most wretched man-
ner: everything consumed in the island (except the immediate food of the day) is imported, even
their flax" and wood, from Corsica and Tuscany; the miserable inhabitants know not even the art

of making hay ; tlieir crops are destroyed by wild animals, for the very notion of an inclosure is un-
known. Leases are animal.t The tunny fishery produces from abroad 60,000 scudi.f

They have no mules ; and the cities, as they are called, have been supplied with com from abroad

;

with plenty in the island, which could not be brought for want of mules to convey it ; insomuch that a
fourth part of the corn has ueen offered as a payment, for carrying the other three parts to the towns,
and not accepted.^

In 1750, there were about 360,000 souls in Sardinia ; in 1773, they were 421,597 ; so that in twen-
ty-three years the increase was 61,597; occasioned by an institution called Monti Frumentarii, which
furnishes seed on credit to the poor farmers, who cannot afford to buy it.|| Cattle in the island, in 1 77

1

;

cows, &c. 1,710,259 ; oxen for work, horses, mares, and calves bred for work, I85,i66.1[

Working oxen, 97,753 !/
'

/ =r o 1 Cows in half, 13,099 , ,

i ,' Calves, ammansite, 8,080 ,'^

t'> i<>-iXHi- Horses and mares, 66,334 ^'*-

.fff»W*i*r Hogs, . . '^ 152,471 ''*'»

I; insert' Oxenand calves, rudi, - * - - - - - - •>«< 58,770 T<f

i:iy^yt^%'^i'i^^••^---^;J' '
: '• •"^.;i'." ,-'

.
^fi"

'"; "»'h^
^^ f . *

, • Carried over, 396,507 . •,

•iluforiin«1&tetl(lUSanlccnaOeffleUi,4l«'roLi.'p.«0. tUnd.p.l ' ' tniijt().M. {IHd.p. f. |ilbid.p.4«. UbitT. |k 3jA
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I shall not quit the sii!)ject of Italian governments without remarking, that such deserts

QsSutdiiiia, undcra despotic monarch, and Istria under u despotic aristocracy, arctolx:

classed among political lessons. The tendency and result of such cases are sufficient to

shew the principles of government : the leaders should speedily correct the neglect of

such systems. When people are well governed, things cannot be thus. The wisdom
ii|)plical)Ic to the presc nt moment is to watch the colour and spirit of the age ; to com.
poinid, and tf) yield, where yielding is rational.

AcAnEMi£s....Thircisan Agrarian society at Turin, which has published four vo-

lumes of papers : a |)atriotic society at Milan, which has published two volumes ; neither

of these societies hath any land for trying experiments. At Bergamo, Brescia, and Ve-
rona, there are also societies without land. At Vicenza, the republic has given four

eampi for the purpose of experiments. At Padua, 1 viewed the experimental garden,

of about a do;;en acres, under the direction of Sig. Pietro Arduino; the expence of

Avhieh is also naid by the state. At Florence, a similar one, under the conduct of Sig.

Zncehino ; this was in good order.

rt';//Vt'....Pc rhaps no country ever had a wiser plan of conduct than the Venetians, in

aj)pointing a gentleman supposed, from his writings, to be well skilled in agriculture

(Sig. Arduino) to travel o^ er all their dominions, to make inquiries into the state of agri-

culture, its deficiencies, and practicable improvements ; and the idea was, that the aca-

demies of agriculture, in all the great towns of the republic, would have orders to tike

such steps to effect the improvements as nould most conduce to national prosperity.

The plan was admirable ; all, however, depends on the execution ; as far as the acade-

mies are concerned, I should expect it to fail, for none of them arc established upoa
principles that will allow us to suppose dieir members skilled in practical husbandry

;

and without this, their ideas and their experiments would of course be visionar}\

Brought over, 396,507
Cows and cow-calves, rudi, 166,468 ' ;•;
Goats, 378,aoi

Hc-goats, 42,397
Sheep, 768,250
Riims and wctliers,* 143,502 ,

"

1,895,525

The iTiiserublc state of this island will best appear from calculating the number of acres. Tem-
plcmnn tells us, that it contains 6,600 square miles. England he makes 49,450 ; the real contents of

which, in acres, are 46,9 15,933 ; Sardinia, in the same ratio, contains 6,261,782 ; the number of goats

and sheep in the island is 1,332,550; there is, therefore, about one sheep or goat to every five acres.

Without viewmg the island, I will venture to pronounce that it would, without cultivation, support a

sheep per acre ; above six millions ; and reckoning the fieeces at 3s. 4d. each, the wool only would pro-

duce one million sterling a year. It is said, the king of Sardinia offered to sell the island to the em-
press of Russia for a million sterling. The purchaser of it would have a noble estate at twice that

price, seeing the immense improvements of which it is capable. The fee-simple of most of the es-

tates are to be purchased at a very easy rate, as well as the sovereignty. The climate would admit of

wool, as fine as the Spanish ; if it were made into an immense sheep-walk, with culture only propor-

tioned to their winter support, it would yield an exportable produce of full two millions sterling an-

nually.
.

GemcUi mentions the island being capable of producmg as fine wool as Spain; they rear them only

for supplying their tables with lambs and cheese; and to have skins for dressing the people; and no
attention whatever is paid to the quality of tlie woolj which is good for nothing but to make the Sar-

dinian serges.
...,

y. • Gcmell:, MB. U. p. 148, >* '

'
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It will not perhaps [)e improper to remark, under this head, that there is at Venice
an intiUtution appointed l)y tlie state, which, though not an academv, has much the same
object, but with more authority, called the lleni inculti. Their origin was about 155ft,

and in 1768 they added the Deputati di Agrieolturii. I was iiilbrnud, that they hatl

once great power, and did inucli good, but that now there lies an appeal I'njm their

tribunal to the council of forty, which is attended with a considerable c.\pencc, and has
done mischief.

SECT. II...OF TAXATION.

Piedmont.... C/zf/i/o/iP....The land-tax near the town is 6 livres, or 7 livres per gior-
nata per annum, on such land as sells at 800 livres to 1000 livres; which may be called
about one-sixth of the rent, supposing land to pay five per cent. The landlord, of
course, pays his own capitation of 1 livre for himself, and every one in family ; and the
tenant pays as much for his family, being more than seven years old. But what is

abundantly worse, he pays 25s. a head for each cow, and 50s. for each ox. Salt is u
monopoly : the ratio per head is eight pounds for every one in family, after five years
old ; four pounds for each ox and cow ; and one pound for each sheep and goat ; and
onepound more per cow for those that give milk : the price, 4s. the pound.

7i/ri«....No capitation in Turin. The entrees are 8s. the brenta, fifty bottles of wine ;

4 den. per pound meat. Salt, 4s. the pound. Hay, Is. the rubbio, to the Hotel dc
Ville, for lighting the city. No taxes except the entrees. The land-tax in common is

4 livres the giornata. Salt, eight pounds each ox or cow, and four pounds each goat,
sheep, or calf, at 4s. and if they want more, the rest 2s. the pound : also eight pounds
per head of the family. Capitation in the country, 1 livre per head, for all above
seven years.

THE FOLLOWING IS A CORRECT DETAIL OF THE REVENUE OF THE KING OF
SARDINIA, WHICH IN IC75 AMOUNTED ONLY TO 7,000,000 LIVRES (306,2501.)

Customs, excise and salt, • .

Land-tax, which is between seven and eight per cent.

Since 1781, the clergy their thirds of the land-tax.

Addition to Uie land-tax, for the Nice road, -

Contribution of the Jew.s, - .-..:-
Sale of demesne lands fulling into the crown, ' •

; ,

Fees in the courts of justice, - . . ,

Salt in the provinces of Alexandria and Novara,
Enrollment of all public acts and contracts,

Posf-office, ---....
Lotteries, royal powder works, glass-houses, mines, salines, &c. about

Total, exclusive of the last article,

-'! i ,,;fi

;f '7^
Sterling

Livrei.

14,000,000

6,000,000
500,000
100,000
15,700

800,000
110,000
65,460

276,100
300,000

3,000,000

*22, 167,260

^ 1,158,813

* The foUowbg is another account : Sale,
'* '»- • Tobacco,

• ~ Dogana,

-,yihKV^^:^' *•.«.. >tt4, •.

Carried forward,

3,504,233 livres.*

2,415,297

2,377,673
'

' '*

8,297,203"

]•

^^tr. ^ii

A " <1^
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EXPENDITURE.

Interest of the public debt,

Army, . . , .

Ordinance, ....
Fortifications, royal houses, and public buildings.

Household, . . • .

Collection of the revenue, • •

King's privy purse, »

*4,79fl,840

1 10,700,000

359,044

. 1,458,998

2,500,000

3,572,398

711,435

24,040,705

Sterling, . jC- 1,202,035

If, as calculated, there sure two thousand eight hundred and eighty.two square French

leagues in the king's continental dominions, the revenue amounts to 10,920 livrei per

league ; and as the population is three millions, it is 8 livres 248. per head. Savoy

Produces 2,432, 137 livresi Piedmont, 11,444,578 livres ; and the provinces acquired

y the treaties of Worms and Vienna, 1,972,735 livres.

Milanese. ...il/i7a/i....One livre on the manufacture of each hat; duty of 7^8. per

pound on the export of silk. There are entrees at the gates of Milan upon most com-
modities. Wine pays 42s. the brenta, of ninety-six boccali, of tvtrenty'Cight ounces, or

something under a ;:ommon bottle. Salt in the city is 12s. the pound, and His. in

the country. No person is obliged to take more than they think proper.

Brought forward,

Came, • •

Carta bollata,

Polveri, - - -

Contravcnzioni,

Gdbellagiaochi,

Reggio lotto del seminario,

Gran cancellarU,

Dritti insinuazione,

Regie poste,

Domaniali,

Casual!,

8,397,203

1,240,330

249,103
315,788

. 23,340

137,389

388,487
163,937

44,647
394,314

443,884

1,449,548

M". h

-I
•'.-

• : ;U J

V-'f

• I, ]H
' 13,044,370 ' t.u:

Sardinia, in 1783, produced 1.318,519 livres; the population 450,000 aouti.

* The debt amounts to 58^)00,000 livres, oriKinallf at four, now at three and a half per cent umI

the fund is above par. There are 17,000,000 of bank notes, which at first bore four per cent, thea

two, uid now none

V-'
V»..1i

i

> •,
•trt'J'

^ •

t Guards, «

Fifteen regiments of the line,

Twelve regiments of militiat

Legion, . . .

Invalids,

Sundries,

Infantry,

Cavalry and dragoons,

I:

1 f •

Of Which foreigners, ...^ j!i i , r i.^r.

1,397

17,784

7,300

1,718

38,099

3,400

1,141

31,640
3,389

.":>V..!: .M. -^ T.

* in-i v^ tr.Mfiifii

, I

I
«^^»
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MQ£xatta.»..Thc land-trtx throughout the Milanese is laid by a cadastre, called hen
the c^simento ; there was u map and an actual survey of every man's pro|xrriy taken

parochially, and a copy of the map left with the community of every parish. It was
nnishcd in 1760, after forty years labour, undtt the empress Maria Theresa. 'I'hc lands

were all valued, and the tan laid at 26 denicrs ; Is. 6 deniers per ecu, of the fee sim
pie. There is at Milan itself, as well as in the accotmts of travellers, stranjrc contradic*

tions and errors about this tax ; as stoon as I arrived I was told, even by very sensible

men, that it amounted to full fifty per cent, of the produce. Mons. de la Lande, in

his Voyaffe en Italic, tom. i. p. 291, second edition, says, that it isoucthird of the re-

venue, or halfthe produit net ; this is the confusion of the oeconomistcs, with that jargra

which seems to have enveloiK-d the plainest objects in a mist ; for oncthird of the re-

venue is not half the produit net. Mons. liuland dc la Platcric asserts, that it exceeds the

half of the revenu net ; but all these accounts are gross errors. The instruction of the

commissaries originally, who valued the country, was to estimate it below the truth i

of which these gentlemen seem to have known nothing. Nor do they take into their

consideration the improvements which have been made in near thirty years ; for the

ccnsimento remains as it was, no alteration having been made in the valuation ; when
they talk dierefore of fiAy per cent, or a third, or any other proportion, they must of
necessity be incorrect, for no one knows the value of the whole dutchy at present : nor
can tell whether the tax be the fifth or the tenth, or what real proportion it bears to the

income. When I found the subject involved in such confusion by preceding travel-

lers, I saw clearly that the way to come at truth was to inquire in the country, and not
depend on the general assertions so common in great cities. At this place (Mozzatta)
therefore, lanaUsed the tax, and by fining a clear comprehension of the value, rent,

produce, and tax of one hundred pertiche, was enabled to acquire a fair notion of the

subject. Under the chapter of arable products, 1 have stated that one hundred ixrrtiche

yield a gross produce, in com, wine, and silk, of 1836 livres ; of which the proprietor

receives for his share 785 livres. This land would sell for 128} livres per peitica; or
12,833 livres for the hundred. Now this hundred jiertiche, of such a rent and value
pays censimento 15^s. per pertica, or 77 livres. This tax is paid by the farmer in the

above-mentioned division ; but if there were no tax, the landlord would receive so
much more as his portion ; add therefore the tax, 77 livres, to his receipt, 785 livres,

and you have 862 livres for the sum which pays 77 livres; which is 8'.$, or 81. 18s.

per cent, or Is. 9d. in the pound. So utterly mistaken arc the people of Milan, and
the French travellers, when they talk of fifty per cent, and one-third, and one-h.ilf, the
produit net and revenu nut ! And it is farther to be considered, that only half this pay.
ment of 77 livres goes to the sovereign ; for half is retained by the communities tor

roads, bridges, ana other parochial charg. s ; and in some cases, the partial support of
curees is included. When this happens, the payment of Is. 9d. in the pound is in

lieu of our land-tax, tythe, and poor rate ; three articles, which in England amount to

8s. or 10s. in the pound. But though the burthen is nothing, comi>ared with those
which crush us in England, yet Is. 9d. is too heavy a land-tax, it is throv^ing too great

a burthen upon the landed property, and lessening too much the profit which should
arise from investing capitals m it ; for it must be remarked, that this proportion is that

of the improvements included ; thi» Is. 9d. might probably, twenty-five years ago, be
3s. or 3s. 6d. : it is improvements which have lowered it to Is. 9d. at the present mo-
ment ; those silent ana gradual improvements, which take place from what may be
termed external causes, Irom the growing prosperity, and rise of prices in Europe in
general. Were 8? per cent, to belaid on new inveatments, not one livre would be in-

vested. Lands belonging to ecclesiastics and hospitals are exempted.
VOL. jv. 5 A

^ *>„.<—'>,» A.kij Ki;»*»>c* .
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It imisl Ik- sufticiciUly appaiviit, that thiHCC'iininu-titn nuiHt vary in every ivtrisli in tlu

diikc'doin : it varicH proportional ily to tlie variation in the accnracy of the original vaUt*

atiuii, and to the iniprovitncnts that have Itcenmadc, and to many other eirenni*ttaneeH.

As it i« lit prisent, the land-owncrM are \\x\l !uiti«iiied, lor the tax, though too heavy, in

oertainly not enormous ; and it gives un acciiniey and Neeurity to nroperty that is ol no

light value, as all nnitatiuns are made in rel'erenee to the parochial map of the ccnsi-

mento. 'I'lie) very properl} considc r any alteration in it as n ecrtain step to the rnin of

the Milanese. It has been reported that the tmpcror has entertained thoughts of hav

ing u new valuation ; but the eoniiision and misehief that would flow from such a

schetMe might go mueh farther than the eourt eould imagine, and might Ix: attended

uilh unforeseen eonsecpienees. In these opinions they are eertainly right ; for of all the

eurses that a eountry ean experienee, a variable land-taxis perhaps tlie heaviest.

Ikside the direet land-tax of the censimentu thea* is a capitation that is inehided in

the roll, like the eustom in Mngland, of putting several taxes into one duplieate or us-

sessmeiit. On fifteen thousand one hundred and seventy-three pcrtiche of land, at Moz-
zatta, there arc three hundred and eight v.two lieads payable, and one thousand three

hundrid souls. It may be ealeulated, that one hundred {K.Ttiehc pay the capitation of

three persons, or 22^ hvres.

Cwloffno....The watered dairy lands, taken in general, sell here at 300 livres the

pertiea ; and lets, net rent, at 10 livrts, the tenant paying all the tuxes. The uceount

IS thus

:

,if'' T
Kent to landlord, ....
Water-tax for distribution

Censimento to the prinee and the eommunity,

10 livres s.

1

2 5

13
.1';

I

v»'1 »

The 1 livre we must throw out, being local, and then 12 livres 5s. pays 2 livres 5s.

which is 18v/rper cent, or 3s. 8d. in the pound; this is therefore doubly higher than

in the poor eountry of Mozzutta ; one would suppose beforeliand that the case would
be 5C. The improvements in the Lodizan are not modern ; probably there arc no
other but such as are common to the whole dutchy, and which arise from the general

prosperity of Europe, rather than from any local efTorts in this district ; but in much
pooar countries, the improvement of waste spots, and a husbandry gradually better,

are more likely to have this c^ect ; the fact, however, is so ; there was no such differ-

ence us this, when the censimento was laid, which sufficiently proves that the husbandrv'

of the poor districts has advanced much more in thirty years, than that of the rich

ones, which once well watered admitted of little more. We may remark that even
here the accounts which Messrs. de la Lande and Roland de la Pluterie have given, are

gross exaggerations.

Trev'tglio....\}}^Q\\ ibur hundred pck'tiche of land and six houses, the censimento
amoimts to 430 hvres. Rent, 7, 9, and 12 livres the pertica, average 8 livres, or 3440
livres, about 12 per cent, or 2s. 4d. in the pound. ^/::«r^y hWv*?;:^..

Uix)n the land-tax in general in the Milanese, I should observe, before I quit that

country, that in 17G5 it was calculated * that tbe.dutchy of Milan contained fonrteen

'
'

- ' - ' - r >•« .
-

. . . A: .-., * > rA .
' jHii
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mV tK* Bilancio della Stato di Milano presentato a S. E. Conte di FirmiaD} duodecmo. ^
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millions of pcrtichc, nnd that lakes, hkhIs, tkc. (Udiicud, there rcmuncd eleven millions

three hundred and sixty.seven (hous;in(l, two hundred aud ei^ht\ .seven, ot whieh, five

millions ninety-eight thousand seven hundred and lilty-eigh^ were urahle. It has been

further stated,* that the censimento of the dutchy, raised,

llr. H. <lcii

5,lO(i,()04 11 9 .For the enipcror, . . . . ,

Si)[)posc as much more for the communities, 5,lO(>,()()4 1 1 9

10,212,U09 3 a

KIcven millions of pcrtichc, paying ten millions of livrcs, is about 18 soldi per

pertica.t

In the Kpilogo dclla Scrittura Censu iria dclb Lombardia Austriaca, MS. sent by

count VVilizek, prime n\inister of the Miliincsc^ to the Board of Agriculture at I^ondon,

the general valuation of the territory, in the censimento, is thus stated:

^^^
Milano,

,,., Mantova,

,^ Pavia,

. ,,
, Cremona,

,, Lodi,

Como,

40,139,042 scudi.

14,487,423 , ,

6,173,740 , .

15,112,042
H,014,56;i v,i.

2,153,626

\'uluc of the fee simple, 89,081,337

f.'

If therefore the tax produces but about ten millions of li\'res, it is not more tlum J,

per cent, on the above capital.

State of Ve n ice. .../jfr«ci«....Thc land-tax amounts to 11 livj*esperjugero, about

7d. the English acre ; but there is a tax on all products, \ iz. wheat and r^e pays the

soma or sacco, equal to two stara of Venice, or eighty-eight pounds; IH soldi equal

to 18 soldi corrcnti ; this tax (senza portrta ;n Villa) is about 5d. Knglisn the busliel.

Millet, maize. Sec. pays 12 soldi the saeco, of or about 3^d. the English bushel. Hay,
the carrc of one hundix'dpcze, pays 12s. 3] den. or about 6d. a ton English.

^rrowa....Meadows, throughout the Veronese state, pay a tax of hay to the cavalry

;

furnishing it at a lower price than the common one. 1 he land-tax here, 24s. for each

campo, or about lOd. the English acre ; besides which, there are entrees (dazio) for mu-
nicipal charges on all products, amounting to about 2 per cent, of the value ; also others

payable to tne state. Hay pays 24s. the earro ; the sack of wheat, 10s. : of maize, l^s.

There is a most mischievous tax on cattle ; a pair of oxen pays half a zecchin jxr an-

num ; cows something less ; and sheep also pay a ceruiin titx per head.

f^icenza....Siilt is 6s. the pound; nesh, 3s. entree (dazio;) a sack of wheat, 4^s.

:

of flour, of one hundred and eighty pounds, 3 livrcs 2s.: and every thing that comes

*Den6 Opere del Conte CarU,toint ip. 233.
'

'

tUpon the taxes of the Milanese, it should in general be noted, that every father with twelve chil-

dren living, or eleven living und his wife with child of a twelfth, is exempted from all personal taxes ;

and upon all others favoured 45 per cent, that is to say, on all royal, provincial, and municipal imposts.

DellC Opere de S. Conte Carli, octavo, tom. i. p. 254. . , . - : , . ^ .. +. .„. ,.

,
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in pays. Land-tax, 2 livres the campo : and a poll-tax of two livres a head, on all above
ttevcn years old. -(-v yn

Padua....T\\e land-tax, 20s. the campo ; and lOs. or ISs. for the expences on ri-

vers ; but this tax uncertain.

P1pmce....No tax on cattle in the Polesine. The land-tax on all the Terra Firma;
arable, 2 livres the campo : meadow, 1 livre 10s. ; woods, 10s. The sale of meat in

the city is a monopoly, no other persons but those appointed beings allowed to sell. En-
trees ure paid on every thing that comes in ; on wine it is heavy. Tobacco is a mono-
poly, at a heavy price, reserved by the state throughout all the Venetian territory, pro-

ducing 50,000 ducats a month, and guarded by the same infamous severities, that are

found in other despotic countries. Salt the same. Inheritances, except from a father,

pay 5 per cent, on the capital ; a woman pays this cruel imposition, even upon her re-

ceipt from a father, or a husband. Infamous tyranny ! The city of Venice pays about
one-sixth of the whole revenue.

Ecclesiastical STATE....i?o/ojg^na....Taxation at Bologna is one of the most re-

markable circumstances I met in Italy. I had often read, and had been generally given
to understand, that the government of the church was the worst to be found in Italy

;

what it may be in the Roman state I know not, but in the Bolognese it is amongst the

lightest to be found in Europe. There are four objects of taxation : 1. The Pope.
2. The municipal government of the city. 3. The schools in the university. 4. The
banks, &c. of the rivers, against inundations. Of all these, there is some reason to be-

lieve that the Pope receives the least share. The common land-tax is only 2 baiocchi

the tornatura ; this is about 2d. the English acre. Lands subject to inundations, pay 5
baiocchi more. Among the imposts levitxl in the city, wine only, and a few trifles, be-

long to his holiness. Salt, fish, meat, cocoons (for there is a small duty upon them) and
grinding corn, these are municipal ; and among the heaviest articles of the cities' ex-
pence, is the interest of about a million sterlbg of debt. In general, the revenue of the

dogana, or custom-house, is applicfl towards supporting die lectures in the public schools,

and the botanical garden. There is a light capitation, which is paid in the country, as

well as in the city. Upon the whole the amount of the taxes of every kind is so incon-

siderable, that the weight is felt by nobody, and was esteemed to be exceedingly lig^t

by every person I conversed with.

Tuscan Y....Florence....E\erv circumstance concerning taxation, in the dominibns oT
the most enlightened prince in Europe, must necessarily be interesting. Ifthe reader is

at all conversant with the works of the oeconomistes, with which France was so deluged
some years ago, he will know, that when they were refuted in argument, upon the theory

of a universal land-tax to absorb all others, they appealed to practice, and cited the ex-

ample of Tuscany, in which dominion their plan was executed. I was eager to know
the result ; the detail I shall give, imperfect as it is, will shew on what sort of founda-

tions those gentlemen built, when they quitted the fields of speculation and idea. I was
not idle in making inquiries ; but the grand duke has made so many changes, no yetUr

passing without some, and all of them wise and benevolent, that to attain an accurate

knowledge is not so easy a business as some persons may be inclined to think. The fol-

k)wing particulars I oficr, as litde more than hints to instigate other travellers^ whose
longer residence gives them better opportunities^ to examine a subject of so much im-
portance to the bottom. i->

The estimation on which the present landrtax is collected is so old as 1394 ; of coune
it can be no proportion with the value or with the produce of the land ; whatever im-

provements are made, the tax remains the {same ; much of k has been bought off in

-.. »wt. fAt-tij«U L_-.Brf..^U<a..v-
'
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payments made by proprietors, who have paid at different periods certain sums, to be

exempted for ever from this tax ; a singular circumstance, and which marks no incon-

siderable degree ofconfidence in the government. That part of this tax which is |)uid

to the communities for roads, Sec. is not thus redeemable ; and, without any breach of

faith, the tax has received additions ; it amoimts to more than otie-tcnth of the net rent.

A capitation from l^livrc to41ivres per head (the livre is 8^d. English.) Every body
pays this tax in the country, except children under three years of age ; and all towns,

except Florence, Pisa, Siena, and Leghorn, which are exempted, because they pay
entrees. Nothing is paid on cattle. Butchers in the country pay a tax of Is. per pound

i

something under ^d. per pound English;) in a district of seven miles long by four or

ive broad, the butcher pays SOOscudi per annum to the prince ; as this tax implies a
monopoly, it is so far a mischievous one ; and even a countryman cannot kill his own hog
without paying 5 livres or 6 livres if sold. Bakers pay none. Customs on imports^

and some on exports, are paid at all the ports and frontiers ; and the entrees at the

above-mentioned towns are on most kinds of merchandise and objects of consumption.
Houses pay a dixme on their rents. Stamped paper is necessary for many transactions.

The transfer of land and houses, by sale or collateral succession, pays 7 per cent, and le-

gacies ofmoney and marriage portions the same ; a very heavy and impolitic tax. There
18 a gabelle upon salt, which however the grand duke sunk six months ago from 4 to

2 gras ; he at the same time made Empoly the only emporium, but as that occasioned

much expence ofcarriage, he augmented the land-tax enough to pay the loss, by selling

it to the poor only at 2 gras ; the rich pay the same, but with the addition of carriage.

Tobacco was also a revenue, and with salt, paid 1 livre per head on all the {)opulation of
the dutchy, or one million. The entrees above-mentioned are not inconsiderable ; a
calfpays 6 livres ; a hog, 5 livres per one hundred pounds ; grain nothing ; flour, 10
soldi (there are 20 soldi in 1 livre ;) beans, 2s. ; a load of hay, of three thousand pounds,
.4 livres ; of straw, under two thousand pounds, 2 livres. Houses are also subjected to

an annual tax ; Florence pays 22,000 scudi a year to it : it may be supposed to be levied

pretty strictly, as the grand duke ordered all his palaces, the famous gallery, &c. to be
valued, and he pays for them to the communities. What a wise and refined policy ; and
how contrary to the exemptions knov/n in England ! When tlie capitation was increased

in France, in a bad period, L^uis XIV, ordered the Dauphine himself, and all the princes

of the blood to be rated to It, that the nobility might not claim exemptions. Lotteries,

to my great surprise, I found established here. The domains of the sovereign were con-
siderable. It was always a part of the policy of Leopold, to sell all the farms that could
be disposed ofadvantageously ; he sold many ; but there are yet many not disposed of.

I found it a question at Florence, whether this were ^ood policy or not ? A gentleman
of considerable ability contended against these sales, judging the possession of land to be
a good mode of raising a public revenue. The opinion I think ill founded ; if it be car-

ried to any extent (and if capable of being so, there is an end of the question) the loss

by such possessions must be great : every estate is ill managed, and unprofiuibly, and
usually badly cultivated, in proportion to the extent. And when this evil extends to such
immense possessions, as are necessary to constitute a public revenue, the inquiry is de-
cided in a moment ; and it must on all hands be agreed, that there cannot be a more ex-
pensive mode of su|^rting the sovereign.

From the preceding catalogue of taxes, which is very far from being complete, it may
easily be conclnded, that Mona. de la Lande was not perfecdy accurate in saying, '* Le
projet du gouvemement est de reduire toutes Ies taxes dans laToscane aun impotuni-
^^ue, qui> se peroevra sur le prodwt net des terres." Thb is the old assertion ofthe oecono-
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mistes ; but if it be the project of government, it is executed in a manner not at all ana-

logous to such a system ; for there is hardly a tax to be met with in Europe, which is

not to be found in Tuscany. I was told, however, that the grand duke had formed an

opinion, that such a scheme would be bcncficiiil if executed; but from his conduct,

after a reign of twenty years, it is evident that his good sense convinced him that such a

plan, whether good or bad in theory, is absolutely impracticable. He may have made it

a subject of conversation ; but he was abundantly too prudent to venture on so danger-

ous, and what would prove so mischievous anexptrinient.

The grand duke gave to all the communities, the power of taxation for roads, bridges,

public schools, reparations of public buildings, salaries of school-masters, &c. Among
the long list of taxes, however, there are no excises on manufactures, such as leather,

paper, &c.

The whole revenue of the grand duke may be estimated at one million of scudi (5s.

8d. each) paid by about a million of souls, spread over a thousand square miles of ter-

ritory, or 283,3331. : this is the received opinion at Florence; but there are reasons for

believing it under the truth, and diat, ifevery kind ofrevenue whatever ^^ere fairly brought

to account, it would amount to 400,0001. a year. At this sum the Tuscans must be

considered amongst the lightest taxed people in Europe ; for they pay but Bs. a head.

The jieople of England pay six times as much.

Men E N A....The common calculation in tlie Modenese is, that all taxes wlwtever equal

one-fifth ofthe gross produce of the land ; as the duties are various, such calculationsc

must necessarily be liable to a good deal of error. In the censimento or cadastre of the

dutchv, estates are valued at the halfof their real worth, and the tax is laid at 1 per cent,

annual payment of their fee simple ; this amounts to 6s. in the pound land-tax ; but it

may be supposed that the real payment does not amount to any Uiing so enormous as

this. It appears by the censimento, that in the plain there are sixty-seven thousand three

hundred and seventy-eight pieces of land, and seven hundred and thirty-eight thousand

eight hundred and nine biolca. The total revenue of Modena at present amounts tos

300,000 zecchini (142,0001.) 200,000 of which go to the duke's treasure, and 100,000

for rivers, roads, bridges, communities, &c. Among the taxes, many are heavy, and
complained of; beside the land-tax above-mentioned, the general farms amount to

55,000 zecchmi : all com must be ground at the duke's mills, and 3 pauls paid for each

sack of three hundred pounds, of twelve ounces. There is a gabclle on salt ; it sells

white at 22 bol. the pound ; black 8 bol. Snuff is 1 paul the pound. They liave stamped

paper for many transactions. Every horse pays 20 bol. ; each ox, 10 bol. Sheep and

hogs, 4 bol. : and if any person be absent from the state for the term of a year, he pays

an absentee tax. Entrees are paid by every thing that comes into the city ; a load of

wood, 20 bol. ; a sack of wheat, 3 bol. ; a load of hay, 20 bol. ; of liiggots, 20 bol. All

meat, 4 bol. the pound. Wine, 14 livres the measure, of twelve poids, each twenty,

five pounds, of twelve ounces. Coffee, f paul \yer pound. The sale, &c. of land, pays

5 per cent.

Parma....The revenues of this dukedom are two-thirds of those of Modena. The
land-tax is 50s. the biolca (about 9d. an acre.) The peasants pay a capitation ; this va«

ries if they are enrolled or not as soldiers. A man pays 18 livres (each 2^d.) per annum,

if not a soldier, but 3^ livres or 4 livres if enroaed. A woman, not the wife of a soldier,

15 livres. These soldiers, qr rather militia-rtien, pay also 24s. a month, as an exemption

from service. He is enrolled for twenty-five years, after which he has the same advan-

tage. He pays also but halffor his salt, 6s. only the pound; othejRi-l^. . .^^ inie^}:^p,

who is a soldier, pays all sorts of taxes, about601ivres, :>,'
; r i Vwi.^ . ..,

$BQ
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SIXT. III....OF TYTIIi: AND CFIURCH LANDS.

PIEDMo^fT....Throughout this principality tythe is an object of no account. I made
inquiries concerning it every where : the greatest part of the lands pay none ; and upon
the rest it is so light, as not to amount to more than from a twentieth to a fiftieth of the

produce. *

Milanese. ...In the country from Milan to Pavia, no tythe of any kind, but the

curees are supported by foundations. In the village where I made inquiries into the

dairy management; the curee has 21 stara of rice, 12 stara of rye, 4 stara of wheat;

three hundred pounds of the best hay from one large farm ; and he has some other little

stipends in nature ; the amount small, and never paid as a tj'the.

At Mozzatta, the ty thes, as every whewt else, are so low as to be no object
; grain pays,

but not all on land ; it is confined to the lands anciently in culture,! for even the ances-

tors of these people were much too wise, to allow the church to tax them in such a spirit,

as to take tythes of new improvements. Never did such a measure enter their heads or

hearts ! The tythe able lands are small districts ; are near to the villages that have been

in cultivation many centuries ; and in some of these, tythe is not taken on all sorts of

corn ; only on those sorts anciently cultivated. The variations in this respect are many

;

but 0*1 whatever it is taken, it never exceeds a sixteenth, usually from one-seventeenth

to one-twentieth ; and of such as are levied, the whole does not belong to the curee, not

more perhaps than one-fourth ; one-half to the canons of some distant church, to which
the whole probably once belonged ; and one-fourth sold off to some lay-lord, with a sti-

pukition to repair the church. The variations are so great, that no general rule holds

;

but they are every where so light, that no complaints are heard of them.

The church lands seized by the late emperor in the Milanese, were of immense value*

From Pavia to Plaisimce, all was in the hands of the monks ; and the count de Belgioso

has hired thirty-six dairy farnvs of the emperor, by which he makes a profit of 50,000
livres a year. The revenue that was seized, in the city of Milan only, amounted to

above 5,000,000 livres ; and they say in that city, tliat in the whole Austrian monarchy,
it amounted to 20,000,000 florins. v ''^1^ ;*

"

At Codogno, and through most of the Lodizan, tythe is so very inconsiderable, that

it'is not worth mentioning ; the exi^rcssiou of the gentlemen who were my informants.

State OF Venice.... in ihodistrictofVerona,mulberriespay no tythe; wheatone-
twelfth in some places, in others less ; maize, millet, &c. from one-fifteenth to one-
thirtieth ; but if lor forage only, they pay none, no more than vetches, chick-pease,

millet, &c. as it appears by a late memoir printed at Venice.J. Meadows pay a light

tythe, because they are taxed to find hay for the cavalry at an under price. In the dis-

trict of Vicenza, tythe varies from the one-tenth to the forty-first. About Padua, wheat
alone pays the tenth : vines a trifle, at the will of the farmer : mulberries, sht^ep, and
cows, nothing.
.*' Ecclesiastical STATE....i?o/og7ic....Tythes are so low throughout all the Bolog-
nfese, that I could get no satbfactory account of the very small payments that are } et

• Tythe in Sardinia is heavy. They pay one-tenth of the com, and one-ninth of that one-tenth for
threshing, and one-fifth ofthe one-tenth lor carnage. Rifiorimente della Surdegna, torn. i. p. I46.

t A remarkable passage in Giulini deserves noting here ; under the year 1 147, he gives finalemente
si prohibisce a ciasciieduno essigera le decimadu terreni di nuovo coltivati, torn. v. p. 459. • .:» ^^

t Raccolto di Memorie Delle Pubbliche Accademie. o«tf^v9t 1789. torn, ji, p. 19.7. mifsiu*

*«i>
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made to the church ; every one assured me that they were nex^ to nothing ; but that hi

the Ferrarese they are high.

TuscANY....Inmany of the countries of Europe, the seizure ofestates and effects of
the Jesuits was a rapacious act, to the profit of the prince or state ; in Tuscany it was
converted to a more useful purpose. The grand duke set aside these revenues for

forming a fund called the " Ecclesiastical Patrimony," under the management of a new
tribunal, that should enable him gradually to abolish tythes. This great reform, equally

beneficial to every class of the people, has been in execution for many years : as iast as

the present incumbents of the livings die, tythes are abolished forever ; their successors

enter into possession of moderate salaries, payable out of those funds, or raised by an
addition to the land-tax ; and thus an impost, of all others the most mischievous, is

speedily extinguishing, and the agriculture ofTuscany improving in consequence
; pro-

portionably to such extinction of its former burthens. Many monasteries have been
also suppressed, and their revenues applied, in some cases, to the saiae use ; but this has

not been attended vrith effects equally good : the lands are not equally well cultivated

;

nor do they yield the same revenue as formerly ; for the farms of the monks were in

the best order, administered bv themselves, and every thing carefully attended to. This
was not the case, however, with convents of women, who being obliged to employ de-

puties, their estates were not equally well managed.
A proposition was lately made by the court to sell all the glebes belonging to the liv.

ings, and to add to the salaries of the curees in lieu of them ; but at a public meeting of

the AcademiadiGeorgofili, Sig. Paoletti, a cure in the neighbourhood ofFlorence, a prac-

tical farmer, and author ofsome excellent treatises on the art, made a speech so pointed-

ly against the scheme, fraught with so much good sense, and delivered with so much elo-

quence, that the plan was immediately dropped, and resumed no more ; this was equally

to the honour of Paoletti and of Leopold. When good sense is on the throne, subjects

need not fear to speak it.

The lightness of the old tythes may be estimated by the payment which forty farms at

Villamagna yield to the same Sig. Paoletti, the cure, which is 40 scudi (each 5s. 8d.)

and this is only for his life, to his successor nothing in this kind will be paid. Having
mentioned Sig. Paoletti, and much to his honour, I must give another anecdote of him,

not less to his credit ; after his Sunday's sermon, it has long been his practice to offer to

his audience some instructions in agriculture, which they are at liberty to listen to or ab-

sent themselves, as they please. For this practice, which deserved every commendation,

his archbishop reproved him. He replied, that he neglected no duty bv offering such in-

struction, and his congregation could not suffer, but might profit, and innocently too, by
what they heard. A sovereign that receives so much merited praise as the great Leo-

pold, can well afford to hear of his faults ; first, why did he not reprove this prelate for hb
conduct, and by so doing encourage an attention to agriculture in the clergy ? Secondly,

why did he not reward a good farmer, and worthy priest, and excellent writer, with

something better than this little rectory ? Talents and merit in an inferior situation, which

might be better exerted, are a reproach, not to the possessor, but to the prince.

The grand duke took the administration of the lands belonging to hospitals and the

poor, into his own hands also ; but the effect of this has not, in the opinion ofsome per-

sons, been equally beneficial ; the poor remain as they were, but the revenue gone ; this

in the diocese of Florence only, amounted, itjs said, to three or four millions of scudi

;

if this be true, the mischiefattending such revenues must be enormous ; and taking them
away, provided the really useful hospitals be supported, which is the case, must be bene-

ficial. Too many and great establishments of this nature nurse up idleness,and creates,

^
"
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by dependency and expectation, the evils they arc dcsip;ncd to cure. Poverty always

abounds in proportion to such funds ; so that if the fund were douI)led, the misery it is

meant to prevent would be doubled also. No poor in the world are found at their ease

by means of hospitals and gratuitous charities ; it is an industry so steady and ixgularas

to preclude all other dependence, than can alone place them in such a situation, as I have

endeavoured to shew in my remarks on France.

The patrimony ofalmost all the parishes in Tuscany, consists in lands assigned them

:

the rector is administrator and guardian of them ; and both by law and his oitth on in-

duction, he is strictly obliged to maintain and support them, and also to manure them,

and to increase the produce.*

DuTCHv OF MoDENA....Notythehere: a voluntary gift only to the sub-curc. The
ecclesiastical lands have been largely seized here, as well as every where else in Italy

;

but the duke gave them to the towns, to assist them in the expence of the municipal ad-

ministration.

Dutch Y of PARMA....Norealtythe; the payments in lieu very small, and not pro-

portioned to the crop ; a farm pays a stajo of wheat (about eighty-eight pounds Eng-
lish) two parcels of raisins, and twenty faggots, between the two curees.

Upon tnis detail of the tythe paid in Lombardy, &c. one observation strongly im-
presses itself, that the patrimony of the church is, under every government in Italy, con-

sidered as the property of the state, and seized or assigned accordingly. It highly merits

attention, that in the free countries of Holland and Switzerland (exempt at least from
the despotism of a single person) the same principal has been adopted ; with what reason

therefore can the first national assembly of France be reproached as guilty of a singular

outrage, for doing that which every neighbour they have (England and Spain only ex-*

cepted) had done before them ; and which may possibly, in a better mode, be followed

in every country in Europe ? They have in Italy rid themselves of tythes, though not
half, perhaps not upon an average a third of the burthen they amount to in England,
where their levy has been carried to a much greater height. If the legislature of that

kingdom would give a due encouragement, they will remove such burthens gradually,

and with wisdonu All I conversed with in Italy on the subject of tythes, expressed
amazement at the tythes we arc subject to, and scarcely believed that there was a people

left in Europe who paid so much, observing that nothing like it was to be found even in

Spain itself.

"""'''^''^*"''.
' SECT. IV....OF MANUFACTURES AND COMMERCE. .to.

^Piedmont....Two-thirds ofthe rice raised is exported : I met carts loaded with silk

and rice on the great road to France ; and demanding afterwrrds concerning this trade,

I was informed that the cost of carriage was 30s. per rubbio, to Lyons or Geneva, and
3 livres to Paris. The following are the principal exports

:

itl Untu

e^. j^ Unwroughtsilk, 17,000,000 ''

'

. Damask, &c. - - - - - - 500,000

^, lj,
Rice, - 3,500,000

5, , J
Hemp, 1,500,000

ei,ij\_X;^, . ,. _
. . . ... . 2,000,000 »

,il,u,ir r-> Ar^':x:iin -i ,^:> . ..[ •
. >,.,. :,,.w.. ; 24,500,000

i^i'f^ii'^A&ibiV'-.^m^t.i:. ;•.,, .• .,, 1,,.,:.. ; ..... , i.> .. — '

t^j "jM ^, , Paoletti Pensieri sopra i'Agricoltura, octavo, Firenze, 1789, p. 50, 2d. edit.

'*'^'Vol'. IV. ' ^ '

'"'
- 5»---^-"-' .,, .,..^.

i,.^... vic^a ,...,./»

it
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Oil and wine ;om Nice, wnlnut-oil, cobalt, lead, and copper ore, add something.

France commonly takes 10,000,000 livrcs in silk, and England 5,000,000 livresof the

finest sort. The balance of trade is generally supposed to be about 500,000 livrcs

against Piedmont ; but all suppositions of this sort arc very conjectural ; such a coun-

try could not long continue to pay such a balance, and consequently there cannot be any
such. By another account, wheat exported is 200,000 sacks at 5 eymena ; 5000 sacks

of rice, at 3 eymena; hemp, 5000 quuuals; and 10,000 head of oxen.

Turin....The English woollen manufacturers having sworn at the bar of the house of

lords, that the French camblc-ts made of English wool, rivalled the English camblets in

the Italian markets, and even undersold them, I had pa>viously determmed to make in.

quiries into the truth of this assertion. I was at Turin introduced to Sig. Vinatier, a

considerable shopkeeper, who sold both. Hisaccountof the French and English camb-
lets was this ; that the English are much better executed, better wrought, and more
beautiful, but that the French are strongest. I desired to know which were the cheap*
est. The English he said, being much the narrower, it was a matter ofcalculation, but
he supposedtheconsumers thought the English cheapest, as where he sold one French,

he sold at least twenty -live English. He shewed me various pieces of both, and said,

that the above circumstances were applicable both to stufts mixed of wool and silk,

and also those of wool only. I asked him then concerning cloths : he said, the English
ordinary cloths were much better than the French, but that the French fine cloths were
better than the English. These inquiries brought mc acquainted with an Italian dealer,

or merchant, as he is called, in hardware, who informed me, that he was at Birmingham
in 1786 and 1789, and that he found a sensible diminution of price; and that the pri-

ces of English hardware have fallen for some years past ; and that for these last tlirce or

four years, the trade in them to Italy has increased considerably. He has not only

bought, but examined with care, the fine works in steel at Paris, but they are not equal

td the English ; that the French have not the art of hardening their steel, or, if hardened,

of not working it ; for the English goods are much harder and better polished, conse*

qu^ntly are not equally subject to rust.

Milan ESE....ln the fifteenth century, the trade of this country was considerable. In

1423, the territory of Milan paid to tlte Venetians

:

Milan,

Monza,
Como,
Alessandria,

Tortona and Novara,

Pavia,

Cremona,
Bergamo,
Parma,
Piacenza,

,, i;

Duetts.
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sant with tlic fabrics of England. If however the manufactures of Bergamo arc com.
pared with those of the Milanese, they will be found considerable.

^r»ria....This is a very busy place ; the city and the vicinity for some miles abound
with many fabrics, particularly of fire-arms, cutlery, and other works of iron. They
have many silk and oil-mills, and some paper fabrics that succeed well. But their com-
merce of all sorts has declined so much, as not to be compared at present to what it has

been in former times.

AVrorta....Here is a woollen fabric that still maintains some little ground, though the

declension it has suftcred is very great. I was assured, that twenty tl.uusand manufac-

turers were once found in a single street ; this I suppose may be an exaggeration, but

it at least marks that it was once very great ; now there are not one thousand in the

whole city ; in tlie time of its prosperity they used chiefly their own wool, at present it

is imported.

In the Veronese, they make one million of pounds of silk, of twelve ounces, and rice

nearly to as great an amount.

State of Veh ict...,rerona....Many yeais past the only great import of camblets

was from Saxony, but after the war of 175S, the English ones established themselves,

and there is now no comparison between the quantity of English and French ; of the

latter very few, but the import of the former is considerable.

f^icenza....Tl\ty sell nine pieces of English camblets to one of French. A woollen

manufacture was established here three years ago, under the direction of Thomas Mont-
fort, an Englishman It works up their own wool, and also Spanish. Spinning a pound
of fine wool 50s. and the women earn 15s. aday ; weavers 2 livres. Count Vicentino

has established a fabric of earthen ware with a capital of 9000 ducats ; Mr. Wedgwood's
forms (originally howe\ er from Italy) are imitated throughout. A good plate, plain,

12s. ; ewer and bason 12 livres ; small tea cup and saucer, quite plain, 15s. ; tea-pot 4
livres ; vase, eighteen inches high, with a festoon and openings for flowers, 60 livres. It

meets with no great success, and no encouragement from the government.

Fenice....In the fifteenth centur}' Venice employed three thousand three hundred and
forty-five ships, great and small, and forty-three thousand sailors.* The chief export

at present is silk ; the second, corn of all sorts ; the third, raisins, currants, and wine.

Glass is yet a manufacture of some consequence, though greatly fallen, eyen of late

years. Tuyan for beads is, however, yet unrivalled. The glass of Bohemia undersells

from the great cheapness of wood, and possibly from that of provisions (my informant

speaks) not only the glass of Venice, but tliat of Carniola also. The chief export from
Venice of fabrics, is to the Levant ; velvets and silks go there to some amount. The
trade of the whole Venetian territory does not employ above two hundred and fifty ships

of national bottoms.

Ecclesiastical St ate... .J^o/iTg'/ia....All tlie silk ofthe Bolognese is here made into

erape and gauze ; the crapes arc, perhaps, the finest in the world, price considered.

The gauzes also are very beautiful : they measure by the braccio of forty inches

;

they sell at 26 to S6baioechi the braccio ( 10 baiocchi equal 6d. English.) White hand-

kerchiefs are also made for 7 livres each. Crapes and gauzes employ seven or eight

thousand people. ,> t
_.

Tuscan y...,Florence....The woollen manufacture was amongst the greatest resonrciei^

of the Florentines in the time of their republic.

* Ragionamentc sul Commcrcio, £cc. della Toscana, 8vo. 1781, p. 21. Marino Sanudo tra gli

Scrittori Italici del Muratori, torn. ii. Conte Carli delle MonetC) torn. iii. di>. 4. Mehegan Tableau
de rilist. Modcr. torn. ii. cpog. 7. . > . • '
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In 1239 the friarn umiliate came to Florence to improve the manufactory of woollen

cloth. Thty made the finest cloths of the age ; the best, of the wool of Spain and

Portugal ; the seconds, of that of Kngland, Fnincc, Miijorca, Minorca, Sardinia, tiarba-

r)', Apulia, Romuna, and Tuscany.* In 1330 then; were at Florence more than two
hundred sliops, in which woollens were manufactured, which made from seventy to

eighty thousand pieces of cloth yearly, of the value of 1,200,000 zecchini ; of which

the third p;irt remained in the country for labour; and employed more than thirty thou-

sand souls ; and thirty years before that the ninnber was much greater, even to one hun>

drcd thousand pieces, but coarser, and of only half the value, because they did not re-

ceive, nor know how to work the wools of England. In 1460 they were augmented
to two hundred and seventy-three, but the quality and quantity unknown. f From 1407

to 1485 was the period of its greatest prosperity. In 1450 Cosmo of Medicis was the

greatest merchant in Europe. From the year 1365 to 1400 the republic of Florence,

m wars only, expended 11,500,000 zecchini.
:(

I was assured at Florence, but I know not the authority, that Is. a week, on the

wages of the woollen manufactures only, built the cathcdml ; and that at a single fair,

in the time of the republic, woollen goods to the amount of 12,000,000 of crowns have
been sold.

Giuliano and Lorenzo de Medici sent into England Florentine manufacturers of wool,

to exercise their trade, for the account of those princes to take advantage of the cheap,

ness of wool on the snot ; from which circumstance the Florentine writer infers, that the

English thus gained the art of making cloth. ^

These particulars, it must be confessed, are curious, but I must draw one conclusion

from them, wliich will militate considerably with the ideas of those persons, who insist

that the only way of encouraging agriculture is to establish great manufactures. Here
were, for three centuries, some of the greatest fabrics, perhaps the greatest in Europe

;

and Pisa flourished equijly ; and yet the establishment and tlie success of a vast com-
merce, which gave the city immense riches, the signs of which are to be rr>et with at this

day in every part oi it, had so little effect on the agriculture of Tuscany, that no person
skilled in husbandry can admit it to be well cultivated, and >et the improvements in the

last twenty years are, I am assured, very great. Here then is a striking proof, that the

prodigious trade of the Tuscan towns had little or no effect in securing a flourishing

agriculture to the country. These great political nuestions are not to be decided by
eternal reasonings; it is by recurring to facts alone that satisfaction can be gained. No
wonder that the rich deep soils of Lombardy and Flanders have been well applied ; but
the more ungrateful and steril hills of Tuscany (at least what I have seen of them) wild
and ununproVed.

There is yet a woollen manufacture of some consideration, and they make fine cloths

of Vigonia wool ; also hats, and various IVbric^ of silk.

The export of woollens Irom Tuscany in 1757, w^ one hundred and twenty thou-

sand pounds ;. and in 1762, it was one hundred and eighty thousand pounds. ||

Among the silk manut'ac.ures, here are some good, and pretty satins, 18 pauls (tlie

l)au] 5^. ) die braccio (about ttvo feet English) tJie widdione bracciofour inches. '

'

The silk spun in Tuscany in ten years, |roi^ 1760 to 1709 inclusive, amounts to

1,676,745,pfiunds; or peramium 167,674; Jmd in the first suirx is comprised two hun-

Mil

* Ragionamentc Sopra Toscana, p. 39.

, t lb. p. 39,from Giovanni Villani, Ft-ancesco Dalducci, Giovanni da Uzzmo Benedetto Dei.

^ \ Cristofano Liundiao Apologia di Dante. § fUgiooamente Sopra ToscaikO, p. 6 1 . || lb. p. 183.
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drcd nnd sixty-eia^ht thousand nine hundred nnd seventy.nine pounds of cocoons, bouf^t
of forcif^ners.** The silk manufacture amounts to a million of crownH (7 livres 10s. of

TuNcany.f) Of oil the export is about 100,000 barrils. The year followino; the edict

of the free commerce of oil and grain, the export amounted to 600,000 scudi4 Next
to oil, hogs are the greatest export, to the amount of from twenty to thirty thousand in

a year.

The average of the quantity of silk made in Tuscany, and registered in the tribunal

of Florence, from 1769 to 1778, was one hundri'd and sixty-five thousand one hun.
dred and sixty.eight ix>unds ; and the import of foreign silk, forty-eight thousand four

hundred and seventy pounds ; together, two hundred and thirteen thousand six hundred
and forty.nine pounds yearly.

^

Modem A. ...In 1771, the following were the exports ef the Modencse

:

•t*?""*'

593,280 Uvrcf..

.,.(

'

Brandy 50,000 poids,

Wine, 150,000 ditto,

Oxen, 5,232 head, -

Cows, 3,068 ditto, -

Calves, one year, 500 ditto,

Wethers and guats, 23,500 ditto,

Hogs, 11,580 ditto, -

Pigs, 21,900 ditto, .

Linen, hemp, sacks, &c. 1,800,000 braccio,

Hogs salted, 1,900 poids,

Poultry, - -

Hats of straw and chip, - • .

Ditto of woollen, - - •

Gross fabrics of wool,

Butter, - - • •

Hemp, spun or prepared, 13,900 poids,

Wax,
Silk, 77,650 lb. . - •

Honey, . . - •

Cheese, - • - •

Chesnuts, - - - ,..
^

Fruit, - - -
, . • ,

428,222
1,569,600

613,400
69,150

, 141,048
* 347,280

, 329,145
1,442,327

24,479
,, 24,342
' 145,308
. : 23,205
:. 83,363

106,240
.. 348,000

74,400

3,897,312

15,350

98,556

. ;, 17,440

81,320

10,472,766

.1.

7 .

Kurr

ui

Ji

^„--- ..; fij/

All these are by the registers of the farms ; the contraband is to be added. Expor-

tation is now greater than in 1771.

PARMA....The first trade and export of the country is silk; the next cattle and

hogs. •••
-. "

'" r''

There is but one conclusion to be drawn from this detail of the commerce of Lorn-

bardy, namely, that eighieen-twentieths of it cousist in the export of the produce of

agriculture, and therefore ought rather to be esteemed a branch of that art, than ^
commerce, according to modem ideas ; and it is equally worthy of notice, that thus

• Pensieri Ap. Apoi. p. 56. '

§ Ragiont^mente Sopi-A Toscano, p. 161.
t lb. p. 5T.K.. ;l(ai(><«4:*'^'-'

'
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tubti»ting by ngriculturi', und importing mnnufHcturtH, tlicttc countries must be runkcd

Hinong the most flourishing in the world, abounding with large and nagniUeent towiiM,

decorated in u ntanmr that hctH all comparison at defiance- ; tlu- country every nlicrc

cut by canah of navigation or irrigation ; many of the roads splendid ; an imnutisu

population: and such public ri venues, that if Italy were united under one hcud, nhc

would l)e classed among the first nowers in Kurope.

When it \h considereel that all this has Ixxn eflectcd generally unde r governments

not the iK'Nt in Kuro|a- ; when we farther reflect, that Kngland has for a century

cnjoyed the Ixst government that exists, wc tthall be forced to confess, perhaps with

astonishment, tliut Great Uritan has not made considerable advances in agriculture, und

in the cultivation of her territory. The wastes of the three kingdoms are enormous,

and fur exceeding in pronortional extent ull that ure to l)e found in Italy ; while, of

our cultivated districts, there are but a few provinces remarkable for their improve*

ments. Whoever has viewed Italy with uny degree of attention must admit, that if a

proportion of her territory, contaiiiing as many people as the three British kingdoms,

nud for a century enjoyed us free a government, giving attention to what has l)een a

principal object, viz. agriculture, instead of trade and manufacture, they would ut this

time have made almost every acre of their country a fertile garden ; and would have

been in every respect u ga-uter, richer, und more flourishing i)eople than we cun possibly

pretend to be. What they have done under their present governments justifies this

assertion : we, blessed with liberty, have little to exhibit of superiority.

What a waste of time to have scpiandered a century of freedom, and lavished n thou-

sand niillions sterling of public money,* in questions of commerce ! He who considers

the rich inheritance of a hundred years of liberty, and the magnitude of those national

improvementn, which such immense sums would have cflTccted, will be inclined to do
more than question the propriety of the political system which has Ix'cn adopted by the

legislature of this kingdom, that in the bosom of freedom, and commanding such sums,
has not, in the agriculture of any part of her dominions, uny thing to present which marks
«uch expence, or such exertion, us the irrigation of Piedmont and the Milanese.

SECT. V....OF POPULATION.

MitAKE8E....In all Austrian Lombardy there are 1,300,000 souls.

In 1748 the population was about 800,000; and in 1771 it was 1,130,000. The
Milanese contains 3000 square miles. f In 1732 there were 800,000 pertiche unculti-

vated ; in 1767 only 208,000. In a square mile, of sixty to a degree, there are in the
Milanese, 354 souls. There are in the dutchy 11,385,121 pertiche, at 4868 pertiche
in a square mile ; and there (U'e in the state, exclusive of roads, lukcs, rivers, &c. 2338
square miles,^ and 377 jHirsons per square mile, which is certainly very considerable

;

and that my readers may have a clearer idea of this degree of population, I shall remark,
that to equal it, England should contain 27,636,362 souls. ^

Venetian State.. ../'a(/ouan....In the whole district of Pudouan there were, in

1760, 240,336 souls: in 1781, there were 288,300; increase 47,914. There is pro-

bahl)r.no 9orpc;i^of iiiurope, barbarous Turkey alone excepted, in which the people do
.'V.

,»-1\^

»9.

V,

* Sir John Sincltdr't History of the Public Revenue, vol. ii. p. 98.

t Di'lle Opere del S. Conte Carii, 1784, torn. i. p. 132. | lb. p. 319.

$ At 73,306 square miles each of 64U acres. •<;..

I
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not incrctne connidentbly ; we ought not thrrvforr in F.ngUiml to take too much credit

for thatnipid an^nicntation which wrcx|MTii'ncc. Itiv found under the wornt govern*

mcnt!t us well as under tlic iKHt, but not i-(|uaily.

renice....'Vhc population of the whole territory 2,5()(),0<X) : of the city, between 143

and I49,0()(), the- Zucdcrca included.

In Friuli, in 15111, there were 196,541 ; and in the city of Udine 14,579. In 17.55,

in Friuli 342,158, and in Udinr 14,7'29.* Tlir population of all the ntates of Venice,

l)y another authority, is made 3,830,(K)0; that is (ilK^CMK) in Hergamo, BrcHcia, 8(C.

ill the rest of the Terra Firma 1,860,(X)(): in Dalniatia and Albuiua 250,C)0() : in the

(ireek inland.s I'iO.OOO.f In the time of (lallo, who died in 1570, tht-rc were suid to

be in the Hresciaii about 700,000 thousand souls ; in 1764, there wea- 310,38H.J;

Tvsc A N v....The progressive population of Florence is thus shewn by Sig. Lastri

:

1470 »

1622,

1660,

1738,

1767,

40,323
76,023

56,671

77,835

78,63511
f'l II

The total pooulation of the dukedom, is calculated at about 1,000,000.** Two
centuries ago, the population of the fields in the mountains, and on the sea-coast, was
little less than double what it is ut present. And there is said to have been the same pro-

portion in the cultivation and cattle.ft

MoDENA....Statc of thcdutchy in 1781 : •

.
• ,

Ecclesiastics, . . . 8,306
Infants, under fourteen years of age, • 50,291
Girls, ditto, - - . • ., 49,516
Men, - . .• ,,• *y i.' 115,464
Women, - - t., • . • , 124,822

Total 348,399 till r ,lt

Marriages, 2,901 ; births, 12,930 ; deaths, 10,933. Multiplexing the births tlietc.

fore by 27, gives nearly the population ; or the deaths by 41. Ol this totali the fo^ow*

ing arc in the mountain districts.
,

',
*'

Carrara,

Massa,

Goriagnana,

I* r

• • '8,865

11,070

22,242

Carry over 42,177

Or

Ai4

1

, ii,.r'"i

•GemclH, vol. ii. p. 16. f Delia Piu' utile Ripartisione de' Tcrreni, 8tc. Sun Martino, quarto^

p. 13. I Gallo VintiGiornata, Brescia, 1773, p. 413. $ Dcciiua, turn. i. p. 333.

II
Ricerchc buU' Anticuc Modema Popolaiione della Cittadi Firence, quurto, 1775, p. 131. Sig.

Puoleui is a sensible writer, and a goo«l fanner, but he is of Dr. Price's school, " L'untica popolazione

della ToHcana era certamente di gran lunga superiore a quella dc' nustri tempi ;" from Hoccacio, Se
makes 100,000 to die in Florence of the plague in 1348 ; yet, in little more than a century after, there

was not half the number in the city ; he admits, however, that this is esagerato. Pensier^ Sopra 1'Agri-

COltUra, p. 10.
. _ . . 't IV* PH. fi>,iw " -M** w«''r./. r»^ .^.i.mk- n^m^' "«•'•

. > •

•« Ivcru Mezzi Paoletti, p. S0. ... . ..

^t Dissertaxione sulla la MoltipUcazione del Bestlame Toscaho. ^ Andreucci, octavo, 1773, p. U.

i'lllMMMIf.^i IliM
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Vonino,

CuHtel Nuovo,
Frignano,

Moittcfiorino,

MontcK,

Drought forwtrd, Ml 77••••••* oy"
U,57fl

• 19,536

15,721

I9,fl94

^ ' • The re«t in the plain.

Toul 113,323

PiSDMONT.... Subjects in the king of Sardiniu's territories, 3,000,000. In Savoy,

400,000. In Sardinia, 450,000. In Turin, in 1765, 78,807. In 1785, it was 89,185,

In 1785, births 3394 ; deaths 3537.

'' OF THE POOR.

MiLAifiir....3fiili/i....Chnritahte fouiiditions, in the city only, amount to 3,000,00o

llvrcs (87,5001. sterling.) In the great hospital there are commonly from twelve to

fifteen hundred sick : the effect is found to l)c exceedingly mischievous, for there arc

many that will not work, depending on these establishments.

MoxxMtta..»The labourers here work in summer thirteen hours. Breakfast one hour,

dinner two hours, merendaone hour, supper one hour, sleep six houn.. They are not

in a good situation. I was not contentca to take the general dcttcription, but went early

in a morning with the marquis Visconti and Sig. Amorctti into several cabiii.4, to sec

and converse with them. In this village they are all little farmers, I asked if there rvere

a family in the parish without a cow, and was answered expressly there was not one,

for all have land. The poorest we saw had two cows and twenty pertiche ; for which
space he paid five moggioof grain, one-third wheat, one-third rye, and onr-third maize.

Another for one hundred and forty pertiche paid 35 moggio, in thirds also. The poor
never drink any thing but water, and arc well contented if they can manage always to

haye bread or polenta ; on Sundiay they make a soup into which goes perhaps, but not

always, a little lard ; their children would not be reared if it were not for the cow.
They are miserably clad, h^ve in general no shoes or stockings, even in this rainy sea-

son of the year, when their feet are never dry ; the other parts of their dress very bad.

Their furniture but ordinary, and looks much worse from the hideous darkness from
smoke that rei^s throughout, yet every cabin has a chimney. They have tolerable

kettles, and a bttle pewter, but the general aspect miserable. Fuel, in a country that

has neither forests nor coal-pits, must be a matter of difficulty, though not m the

mountains. They were heating their kettles with the ears of maize, with some heath
and broom. In the cold weather, during winter, they always live in the stable with
their cattle for warmth, till midnight or bed time. For day labour they are paid lOs.

a day in winter, and 12s. in summer. For a house of two rooms, one over the
other, the farmer of 20 pertiche pays 24 livres a year ; that is to say, he works so
much out with his landlord, keepmg the account, as in Ireland, with a tally, a split

H stick notched. They are not, upon the whole, in a situation that would allow any
to approve of the system of the poor being occupiers of land ; and are apparently in

much more uneasy circumstances, than the day labourers in the rich watered plain,

where all the knd is in the hands of the great dairy farmers. I drew the same con-
clusion from the state of the poor in France ; these in the Milanese strongly confirm

VOL. rv. 5 c

\i:
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the doctrine, and unite in forming a perfect contrast with the situation of the poor iit

England, without land, but with great comforts.

State of VENicE....The people appear in the districts of Bergamo, Brescia, Ve-
rona, and Vicenza, to be in better circumstances than in the Padouan. And from
thence to Venice there arc still greater appearances of poverty ; many very poor cot-

tages, with the smoke issuing from holes in the walls.

nUamagna....The pcasiintry, a term which in all countries where the landlord is paid

by a share of the produce, and not a money rent, includes the farmers, who are conse-

quently poor, live here better than in the districts more distant from the capital ; they

eat flesh once a week ; the common beverage is the second mash, or wort of the wine ;

eat wheatcn bread, and are clothed pretty well.

SECT. VI....OF PROHIBITIONS.
1 ill

Piedmont....The exportation of the cocoons of silk is prohibited; and tlie effect

highly merits the attention of the politician who would be well informed, from prac-

tice, of the principles of political oeconomy. It is a perisliable commodity, and there-

fore it is not at all likely that if the trade were free, the quantity sent out would be any

thing considerable ; yet, such is the pernicious effect of every species of monopoly
upon the sale of the earth's products, that this prohibition sinks the price 30 per cent.

While the cocoons sell in Piedmont at 24 livres the rubbio, Uiey are smuggled to the

Genoese at 30 livrts ; which export takes place in consequence of the monopoly having

bunk the price. The object of the law is to preserve lo the silk 'mills the profit ofeon-

^c^ting the silk to organzuie ; and for this object, so paltry on comparison with the mis-

chief flowing from it, the land- owners are cheated in the price of their silk 30 per cent.;

the state gains nothing ; the country gains nothing ; for not a single pound would be

exported ifthe trade were free, as the motive for the export would then cease, by the price

rising : the only possible effect is that of taking 30 per cent, on all the silk produced

out of the pockets of the grower, and putting it into those of the manufacturer. A real

and unequivocal infamy, which reflects a scandal on the government, for its ignorance

in mistaking the means of effecting its design, and for its injustice in fleecing one

class of men for the profit of another. I demanded why the Piedmontese merchaiits

could not give as good a price as the Genoese. " They certainly could give as good a

price, but as they know they have the monopoly, and the seller no resource in an export,

Uiey will have it at their own price ; and if we do not give them this profit of 30 per cent,

we ciumot sell it at all." What an exact transcript of the wool laws in England

!

Another prohibition here not equally mischievous, but equally contrary to just princi-

ples, is that of keeping sheep in summer any where in or near the plain of Piedmont ^

it is wot easy to understand, whether the object of this law is that the sheep at that sea-

son shall be kept in the mountains, or that they shall not be kept in the plain. In

winter they are allowed every where. The shepherds buy the last growth of the mea-

dows at 5 or 6 livres per giornata for them, and pay for such hay, as may be >vanted in

frost or snow.

Corn from Sardinia is not allowed to be exported, but when the quantity is lai^,

and then paying a heavy duty, yet this is the only commodity of the island ; and the

execrable policy that governs it has rendered it one ofthe most wretched deserts that is

fo be found in Europe.* On account of this duty they pay no land-tax.f No wonder
that the authors of such apolicy waittto sell their inheritance

!

,;^ti».| ?/:**.

* Rifioramcntc della Sardegna, torn. i. p. 6.
:?.><.•» i'i',»»i, iv'^ 'ii f Ibid p. 147.

•-( '-o^i-^
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Milanese....The export of cocoons are here also prohibited ; and as it^ is rather

more severely so than in Piedmont, the price is of course something lower. The duty

on the export of silk is 7 Js. per pound.

Keeping sheep in the vale of the Milanese, every where prohibited by government^

from the notion that their bite is venomous to rich meadows. The same in the Vero-

nese ; and there is a dissertation in the Verona Memoirs in favour of them.

State of VENicE....^rM«a....The cultivation of the mountains is every where

prohibited in this republic, lest the turbid waters falling into the Lagunc, should fill up

those channels, and unite Venice with the Terra Firma. Mr. Proicssor Syinoiul has

remarked the ill efl'ccts of cutting woods on the mountains, relative to the mischief

which rivers in that case do to the plains ; it is suspected in Italy, that there are other

reasons also; and they have oljserved in th^ territory of Aqui, in Piedmont, that hail

has done more mischief since the woods have been cut down in certain districts of the;

mountains, between the Genoese territory and Monteferat.*

ferona....Tht export of wheat is prohibited when the price exceeds 24 livres the sack,

of eleven pesi, of twenty-five pound ; eleven pesi are two hundred and five pound Eng
lish ; and therefore 24 livres equals 26s. 6d. per quarter English of four hundred and

fifty-six pounds ; apparently a regulation that is meant as an absolute prohibition. The
export of maize also prohibited, when it reaches a certain price, proportioned to that of

wheat. The export of cocoons and unspun silk prohibited.
' Ficenza and Padoua....The export of cocoons prohibited.

Fenicf....The export of wool, from the Venetian territory, has been always prohibit-

ed. The export ol wheat is prohibited, when the price arrives at 22 livres the saccho

;

but so much dei)ends on the magistrate, that there is no certainty, and consequently the

trade crippled. The stajo, or staro Veneziano of wheat, is one liundred and thirty-three

pounds grosso ; four stari one mozzo. The sack of flour is two hundred and four

pounds to two hundred and ten pounds.f The sack of wheat one hundred ar ' thirty-

two pounds grosso.| As the Venetian pound is about one-twentieth heavier than the

English, 22 livres the sack about equals, not exactly, 36s. the English quarter, but the

ratio of the price is of little consequence, in laws, the execution of which depends on
the will of the magistrate. ^ Another prohibition, which marks the short and fallacious

views of this government, on every object but that of their own power, is in the duration
of leases ; no person is allowed to give a longer one than for three years ; which is in

fact to declare by law that no renter shall cultivate his farm well.

Ecclesiastical St a TE....^o/o^nc....The government of this country, in respect

to taxes, is the mildest perhaps in Europe ; but it loses much of its merit by many pro-
hibitions and restrictions, which have taken place more or less throughout Italy. Silk
cannot be sold in the country ; it must all be brought to the city. All wood, within
eight miles ofthe same place, is a similar monopoly ; it can be carried no where else.

The export ofcom is always prohibited, and the regulation strictly adhered to; audit
may be remarked that the price is never low ; the natural, and probably ilie universal
effect of such a policy, must be a high price instead of tliat low one, which is the object
of the state.

Ti;scANV....Inthe states I have hitherto mentioned, to name prohibitions is to ex-
emplify their mischief in the conduct of all the governments, through whose territories

; '* Mcmoirc della So&. Agraria, vol. iv. p. C.
, , ,-yj -.>.>^4,>.

t Ti-attodcHa Pratica di Geometria Pcrini, quarto. Verona, 1751. ' '
''<

I De la Lande's Voyage en Italic, torn. vii. p. 8 1

.

§ On this point see Mr, Profesbor Symonds' excellent paper in the Annals of A griculture. ,
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I have } ct passed ; but in Tuscany the task is more agreeable ; to eive an account of

prohibitions there, is to shew the benefit of their reversal, and of that system of free-

dom, which the late beneficent sovereign introduced.

In 1775 an unlimited freedom in the export and import of corn was established.

The effect of this freedom in the commerce of corn has been very great ; in the first

place, the price of corn has risen considerably, and has never for a moment been low

;

the rise has been steady ; famines and any great scarcity have been absolutely avoided,

but the augmentation of price on an average has been great. I was assured, on very

respectable authority, that landlords, upon a medium of the territory, have doubled
their incomes, which is a prodigious increase. This vast effect has not flowed imme-
diately from the rise in the price of corn, but partly from an increased cultivation in con-

sequence of that price, and which would never have taken place without it. On the

other hand, the consumers feel a very great rise in the price of every article of their

consumption ; and many of them have complained ofthis as a most mischievous effect.

I was assured that these prices have been doubled. Such complaints can be just only

with respect to idle consumers at fixed incomes ; a pension or an annuity is undoubtedly
not so valuable now as it was before the free com trade ; this is clear ; but it is equally

certain that landlords, and all the mercantile and industrious classes profit greatly by
the general rise : this fact is admitted, nor would the improvement of all the arts of in-

dustry, the situation of the poor most highly ameliorated, and the increase of population

allow it to be questioned. Before the free trade the average price was 5A pauls (each

5id.) per stajo, of fifty-four pounds ; now the average is 9 pauls. Here is a rise in the

price of 40 per cent. Those whose interests, or whose theories point that way, will

contend that this must be a most jiernicious evil, and that the consumers of com must
suffer greatly ; it however happens, and well it deserves to be noted, that every branch

of industr}', commercial and manufacturing, has flourished more decidedly since that

period, than in any preceding one, since the extinction of the Medici. This is one of

the greatest political experiments that has been made in Europe ; it is an answer to a
thousand theories ; and ought to meet with the most studious attention, from every le-

gislator that would be thought enlightened. '

No body can express himself better against the regulations in the com trade, than

Puoletti :
*' Uno dei piu gravi e d< . piu solenni attentat!, che in questo genere si sia fatto,

e che ancora, da una gran parte dei poiitici govenii si fa all' ordine naturale e certamente

quello, delle restrizioni e dei divieti nel commercio de'grani. Non han conosciuto mos-
tro il piu orribile, il piu funeste quelles fortunate nazioni che ne seno state infcstate. Le
pesti, le guerre, le stragi, le proscrizioni dovunque aprirono il teatro alle loro tragedie non
ari^carono mai tanti danni al genere umano, quanto questa arbitraria politica."*

It is remarked, by a very intelligent >vriter, that the early declension of Tuscan agri-'

culture, was caused by the ill-digested and injurious laws of restriction and prohibition,

in the beginning of the sixteenth century : the price ofprovisions was regulated, in order

to feed manufacturers cheaply, not perceiving tliat the earth gave scanty fruits to poor

cultivators ; that exalting the arts by the depression of agriculture, is preferring the

shadow to the body. Wool was wanted for the fabrics, yet no encouragement given to

breeding sheep. Merchants and manu&cturers composing the legislative body, whose in>

terests were concentrated hi Florence ; all the other towns, and generally the country,

were sacrificed at the shrine of the capital : they made a monopoly of the Levant trade,

and even of ship-building ; which had such pernicious consequences, that in 1480, they

!»

•1.

*Iveri Mezzi, he. Ap. Apol. 1772, octavo, p. 19.
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were obliged to lay open the remnants of trades once flourishing.* They shewed the

greatest eagerness to encourage the planting of mulberry-trees ; yet knew so little of the

means of doing it, that they subjected the sale of cucoons to a multitude of restrictive

regulations, and even fixed the price, and gave a mono|X)ly of the purchase ;t and even

the power of fixing the price of silk was, by the government, given to four dealers ; and
in 1698, the whole trade was subjected to the price of one man ; and such was the

effect of these fine measures, that a law was passed forcing plantations of mulberries

;

four trees to every pair of oxen employed.:^ So utterly subversive of the intention will

the prohibitory system always prove!

By the edicts of 1775, 1779 and 1780, of the grand duke, a multitude of restrictions,

on the sale of cocoons and wool, and on the fabric of both silks and woollens, were
abolished. A free trade in com, oil, cattle, and wool, was given ^ about the same time

;

as well as the rights of commonage destroyed.
||

By the edict of March 18, 1789, the

plantation and manufacture oftobacco was made free ; and, that the farmers of the reve-

nue might not be injured, the benevolent sovereign declares he will buy all cultivated on
the usual terms, till the expiration of the farmer's lease.lf

I am very sorry to add to the recital of such an enlightened system, a conduct in other

respects borrowed entirely from the old school : the export of cocoons has been long
prohibited; and even that of spun silk is not allowed. But what is much worse than

this, the export of wool, about six months ago, was forbidden, under the shallow pre-

tence of encouraging manufactures. Such a mono|K)ly, against the agriculture and im-
provement of the country, b directly contrary to the general spirit of the grand duke's

laws. The same arguments which plead in its favour, would prove equally in favour of

prohibitions, and shackles on the com trade ; he has broken many monopolies : Why
^ve a new one ? The most plausible plea for this is the example of England ; but does
he know that of all the fabrics of that kingdom, this of wool is the least flourishing ; and
precisely by reason of the manufacturers having the monopoly of the raw material, and
thereby being enabled to sink the price 60, and even to 70 [ler cent, below the common
rates of Europe? The total fiiilure of this policy in England, which cheats tlic land of
four millions a year, in order not to increase, but to hurt the fabric, should plead power-
fully against so pernicious an example. They should know that the raw materials of
our most flourishing fabrics are exportable ; some frt j, xad others under low duties

;

and that wool is an exception to all the rest ; and at the same time, the manufacture that

has made the least progress.*"^

MoD£NA....The export of wool is prohibited; wherever this is the case, it is not to

be expected that any exertions cun be made in improving the quality ; and accordingly

we find that all the Mudenese is miserably bad. The measure is intended as a gratifica-

tion to the manufacture; and when that possesses the monopoly, the wool is sure to be

^^i)''*rA.ki-«.ff-i*-«tr' '' .'•. r- ' !• * ' ...^-i'..-' ; - .
, . ... .

', .i: \ ... ;^ ., „ .. ,,

* Raglonamente Sopra Toscano, 68.

t Cosmo I, first allowed the export of cocoons, February 22, 1545 ; subject to a duty of 18s. the
pound, of one sort, and 3s. the other; augmented successively, and at last fixed to 2 livrea. " *>''^-' oi

\ Raglonamente, p. 83. .'>ciMHiii
$Leggidei, Sep. 14, 1774; Dec. 38. Also, Aug. 34, and Dec. 11, 1775. ' ], ' 1 vvo^>
i)
March 7, and Apr. 11,1778. .^ ^ . , .. -.j^.

'

,

1 Delia ColUvazione del Tobacco. LasUi. Firenre, ocuvo, 1 789, p. 40. " " '^^'^ « *^»'^*'

'

** Sec this point particularly explained in Annals of Agriculture, vol. x. p. 235, and in many oithei''
^^

papers of that work. Some of'^these memoirs were translated and published in French, under the title

of Filbture, commerce et prix des Laines en Angleterre, octavo, 1790; but some of the bestpaperSy
for instance that above alluded to, and others, were left out of the collection.
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worthless ; M'hich is the case here. They make in the mountains, some coarse things

for the wear of the common people.

ParMA....There is a fabric ofearthen-ware at the city of Parma, to encourage which
the import of all foreign ware is prohibited ; the effect is, th t the manufacture is con-

temptible, without an effort of improvement ; it has the monopoly of the home con-

sumption, which yields a great profit, and further nobody looks. It was justly observ-

ed to me, that with such a favour no flourishing manufacture could ever arise at Parma,
as the advantage of the monopoly was greater. The policy of prohibitions has ever}'

where the same result. ,, .»,yyj. .Ui

SECT. Vn....OF THE PRICES OK PROVISIONS, 1789. ' ^<' r>* ? >

A1tV<?....Bread, 3s. (the Piedmontese sol is the twentieth part of a livre, or a shilling,

and the pound is about one-tenth heavier than the English.) Beef, 3s. 8 den. Mutton,

4s. Veal, 5s. Butter, 12s. Cheese, lis. Bread, last winter, 1 piccolin (one-sixth

of a sol) cheaper. At these prices of meat, weighing-meat added.

Com'....Bread, 2s. 3 den.; for the poor, l^s. Beef, 3s. 2 den,

7'ttrm....Bread, 3s. Veal, 5s. Butter, 9s. Cheese, 9s. Brown bread, 2^8. ; for

the poor, Is. 8 den. Nobody but the poor eats beef or mutton.

y|/i7a«....Beef, 13s. Cow ditto, 10s. (the sol the twentieth of the livre, which is T^d.

;

the pound grosso is to that of England, by Paucton, as 1.559 is to 0.9264.) Mutton,
lO^s, Veal, 15s. Pork, 18s. Butter, 35s. Cheese, Lodizan, 42s. ,;

Corfb^Mo....Bread, 4 oz. Is. Beef, 12s. per lb. Veal, 12s. Butter, 22s. r

r(erowfl....Pread, 5s. per lb. of 12 oz. (equal to ilb. English.) Twenty Venetian sols

equal to 6d. English.

^«c<7izfl....Becf, 14s. per lb. of 12 oz. grosso ; this ounce.is to the English, as 690 is

to 480. Mutton, 13s. Veal, 16s. Pork, 17s. Butter, 30s. Cheese, 32s. ; ditto of
Lodi, 44s. Hams, 44s. Bread, by the ounce sotile (which is to the grosso, as 1 is to

U) 63.

PAcfim....Beef, 14s. per lb. of 12 oz. grosso (which is to the English pound, as 9966
is to 9264. Paucton.) Mutton, 12s. Veal, 16s. Pork, 16s. Butter, 32s. Cheese, 24s.

^««'r«?....Beef, I5s. per lb. grosso (to that of English, as 9758 is to 9264. Paucton.)
Mutton, 13s. Veal and pork, 18s.

/>rrara....Becf, 3f baiocchi (10 to a paul of 6d.) per lb. of 12 oz. Mutton, 3 baioc.

Veal, 4 baioc. Butter, 9 baioc. Cheese, 8 baioc.

Bologna....Bread, 2 baiocchi per lb. (to the pound English, as 7360 is to 9264. Pauc-
ton.) Beef, 4 baioc. 2 ^uatrini. Mutton, 3 baioc. 4 quat. Veal, 5 baioc. 2 quat. Pork,
6 baioc. Butter, 10 baioc. ; and in winter, it om 15 to 20 baioc.

Florence....The livre (of 8id.) is 12 grazie, or 20 soldi, the sol is 3 quatrini ; and the
pound is three quarters English. Bread, 8 quatrini per lb. Meat in general, 7is. Butter,

1| paul (the paul 5?d. English.) Cheese, 10s.

MoD£NA....Bread, the best white, |paul per lb. (the paul is 6d. English; and the
pound is to ours, as 6513 is to 9264, or something under twelve of our ounces.) For
the poor it is cheaper. Bread is thus dear, owing to the entrees and gabeile ; a sack of
flour, of 70 livres sells at 100 livres. Beef, 12 bolognini per lb. Mutton, » of a pajuL
Or lObol. Veal, 13 bol. Pork, 14bol. Butter, 1 paul. Cheese, 40 bol. . ^f *

Lattesbourgh....Brcad, 4s. tot 18 oz. Meat of all sorts, from 3s. to 3|s. for 12 02!-
Cheese, from 4s. to 5|s. Butter, 6s. for 12 oz.

, . ., ^. ., \^s .
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CORN, 1789.

Piedmont.. ..Co/ii... .Rye, the cymena of2 rubbio, or 50 lb. 3 liv.

C/tfnffl/tf....Wheat the eymenaof451b. aver. 47, 3 livres 15s. In common, 3 livres

15s. Maize, 2 livres.

7'«ri«....M.iizc, 2 livres. Wheat, 3 livres 10s. the eymcna of 50 lb. Rye, 2 livres

10s.

^1^;;....Wheat, 34 livres the moggio of 140 lb. 28 oz. Oats, 15 livres. Maize,

20 livres. Miglio, 18 livres. Rice, 44 livres.

CW(0|g'«o....Rice 5 livres the stara. Willow wood, 14 livres 6 braccio long and 3 brac-

cio broad. Flax, 5is. for 5 oz. ready for combing; 50s. per lb.

fVrona....Wheat, the export prohibited when it exceeds 24 livres the sack (26s. 6d.

English quarter.) Maize, now 24 livres the sack, of 1 1 pesi, of 25 lb. ; common price,

from 20 livres to 22 livres ; has been so low as 6 livres.

f>n(re'....Wheat flour, 84s. per lb. Bergamasque maize, 24s. the quaterole, of 6 lb.

Common maize, 22s.

J9o/o^mi....Wheat, the corba, 24 pauls. Maize, 18 pauls. Oats, 12pauls. Barley,

16 puuls. Beans, 18 pauls.

Florence....Wheat, 9 pauls the stajo, which may in a rough way be called Id. per lb.

this is 4s. 9(1. per English bushel, of 57 lb. ; and 5s. per bushel, of good wheat. Before

the free corn tnide, it was on an average, at 5} pauls. Beans, now 51 pauls to 7 pauls.

Siigi^inu (great millet) 4 pauls the stajo. Maize, from 4 pauls to 5 pauls. Barley,

5 pauls. Oats, 4 pauls. French beans, 7 pauls.

•JP^v >> WINE, FUFX, HAY, STRAW, 8tc.

A'yc<?....Wine, 7s. the bottle. Charcoal, 24s. per 100 lb- Wood, 15s. per 100 lb.

Chentale....HAy, from 5s. to 8s. the rubbio, of 25 lb.

7'wrm....Hay, 10s. the rubbio. Straiv, the same. Wine of Brenta, 7 livres 10s. the

36 pints, each 4 lb. ; for the poor, 4 livres. Wood, 12 livres the load, of 200 pieces,

3 feet long. Charcoal, 12js. the rubbio. Candles, from 9s. to 10s. Soap, 7s.

Lime, 5is. the rubbio. Bricks, 22 livres per thousand.

3/i7a;i....Iron the pound of 12 oz. 5s. Cliarcoal, 100 lb. of 28 oz. 3 livres. Bricks«

30 livres per thousand.

Mozzatta....Wme, common prict, 10 livres or 12 livres the brenta, now 6 livres.

Jli</aw....Hemp, ready for spinning, 1 livre per lb. of 28 oz. Flax, ditto, 32i8. Oil,

linseed, per lb. of 28 oz. 26s. Walnuts, 1 livre.

rerona....Wood, 5s. the peso, of 25 lb. (18 lb. English,)

^icenza... .Candles, 20^s. Sonp, 20s. Dutch herrings, 3s. each. Iron, lis. grosso.

Charcoal, from 5 livres to 8 livres the 100 lb. Coals, from Venice, 41 livres the 100 lb.

Wood, the carro, of 108 cubical feet, 22 livres ; of oppio, walnut, &c. the pieces the

size of a man's arm. Sugar, from 25s. to 35s. sotile. Coffee, 3 livres 6s. Choco-
late, 31 livres or 4 livres ; with vanilla, 6 livres or 7 livres. By tlie ounce grosso, which
is to the ounce English, as 690 is to 480, is weighed flesh, butter, cheese, candle, soap,

&c. By the ounce sotile, is weighed sugar, coffee, drugs, rice, bread, silk, &c, it is as 1

is to li. ' ",
,

•

.

'.,
,,'.,,, ^:,^ '.,;v r"--

/'Vrrara....Winc, 1 baiocca the bocali. '

' ifc*h»a >,>« fl»^ .•..i.^.-^i ..I
<»:•*>•<- -. '•i'*vjt ....-J.
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Boiogna.,..Wood, the load, 30 pauls. Faggots, 24 livres per two hundred. No coal.

Charcoal, l^paul the corba. Bottle of common wine, from 3 baioc. to 5 batoc. : com.
mon price of wine, from 20 pauls to 30 paub the corba of sixty bocali. Sugar, 2 pauls

1 baioc. the pound. Coffee, 2 pauls 2 baioc. Of moka, 3 pauls 5 baioc. Candles,

8 baioc. Wax ditto, 8 pauls. A footman with a li' -ry, 50 pauls a month. A man
cook, from 20 to 40 zecchina. An English gentleman's table is served, nine in the par-

lour and five in the kitchen, by contract, for 20 pauls a day.

Fiorence,...To plough a stiora ofland, 3 livres. Hay, 4 pauls the one hundred pounds
(about 21. 15s. a ton.) Straw, 3 pauls per one hundred pounds. Wine, 8 grazie the

bottle. Charcoal, one hundred {lounds, 4 pauls. Wood, the cataster of six breccia

long, one and a half broad, and two high, 28 livres. Rent of a poor man's house,

18 pauls.

MoDENA....Wood, 45 livres the load, of three braccia long, three high, and three

broad. Wine, 40 livres the twelve pesi. Candles, 20 bol. Soap, 15 bol.

Parm A....Ha;^, eighty pesi, 150 livres (the pesi twenty-five pounds, each three- fourths

ofa pound English, and the livre2^d. about 11. 9s. per ton.)

LABOUR.

i»; . i-l,-
JWre....Summer, 30s. (Is. 6d.) Carpenter and mason, 40s. (2s.)

Com'....Summer, 14s. Winter, 10s. (6d.) Mason, 25s.

Savigiiano....SMmmer, 12s. Winter, 10s. Farm servants wages, about 100 livres,

(51.) a year, beside their food, which consists of three pounds or four pounds of bread,
according to the season, a soup maigre, a polenta (a maize pudding) &c. 8cc. During
the summer, they add cheese and a little small wine, with a sallad ; and in harvest time
a soup of good wine, which Uiey call merendon, but they then work twelve hours a

7Wrm....Summer, lis. Mason, 25s. Carpenter, 27s.

Miian to Povia....Summer, 22|s. (8d.) Winter, 10s. (3^d.) Manufacturers, 40s.
Labourers pay 7 livres (at 7d. English) for a cottage, and a very little garden.

^^ JMozzatta....SummtTt 12s. Winter, 10s.
"^ Xo{/i....Summer, 20s. Winter, 12s. Harvest, 30s. Mowing, 20s. a day ; a good
hand mows five pertiche a day.

Corfo^o....Weavers, 20s. ,, i,, r>/, i«^i.f^i
, f^(ero«a....Summer, 30s. (9d.) Wmter, 20s. (6d.) >

-.4'i t;l,
^fCfnza....Summer, 16s. Winter, 14s. Mowing, 30s.

^ ^";. .'T^f

Pocbua....Summer, 25s. and wine. Mowing, 2 livres (Is.) a day : wheat, 3 livres

ditto. Winter, 16s.

f^enice,...S\immerj from 30s. to 40s. Mason, 4 livres : the lowest in the arsenal,

3 livres a day.

i'(prrara....Summer, 25 baiocchi (Is. 3d.) Winter, 12 baioc. .. i ,., ^/x^.
^o/o^n<i....Summer, 12 baioc. and 2 bocali of wine, each three pounds four ounces.

Winter, 10 baioc. (6d.) In harvest, to 20 baioc. Half a dav, of four oxen and two
men, 5 paoli (2s. 6d.) Manufacturers earn from 5 to 20 baioc. a day. The women
that spin hemp, 3 or 4 baioc.

Fiorence....ln the silk mills of Florence, they are now (November) working by hand
for want of water. The men earn 3 pauls (Is. A\d.) A girl of fifteen, 1 paul ISM.)
In the porcelaine fabrics of the Marchese Ginori, common labour, 2 or 3 pauls. Painters

4^ pauls. In summer, 1^ paul and food. In winter, 1 paul and ditto. To plough a
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MooEN A....Common labour, 1 paul and wine. Carpenter and mason, 2 pauls.

PARMA....Printer'8men, Spaulsaday (IC^d.)

£Amesltourg....WmXcrf 10&. and food. Summer, 208. and food. ^ '*' '

..•v: w .'.

POULTRY.

JVVrft...Turkey, 7 livres. Fowl, 20s. Pigeon, 20s. !^,ggs, 12s. the dozen.

Turin....Turkey, 30s. Fowl, 15s. Duck, 258. Goose, 258. Pigeon, 10s. £gg8»
the dozen, 8s.

3fjibn....Turkey, 1 Is. per pound. Fowl, 208. Duck, 328. Eggs, the dozen, 2^s.

Capon, 15s. per pound.

Bohgna....Turkey ofabout four pounds 3^ pauls. Pair ofcapons, 30 baiocchi. Eggs,

I baioc. each ; in wmter, li baioc. Tame large pigeons, 24 baioc. the pair. Wild small

piKCoiis, 12 baioc. Eels from 12 to 14 baioc. per pound. Tench, 10 baioc. per pound.

Pike, from 12 to 15 baioc. Sturgeon, 5 or 6 pauls per pound.

Mode MA. ...Capon, 1 paul. Fowl, 40 bol. Turkey, 4 livres. Duck, 4 livres.

Twenty eggs, 25 bol. Pigeons, 1 paul the pair.

i
».*

RISE OF PRICES.

Jlft&in....In 794 a decree of the senate and diet of Frankfort, canon four,' that com
should sell at the following prices, no regard to scarcity and abundance : Moggio of

oats 1 denaro ; one of barley, 2 denari ; one of rye, 3 denari ; one of wheat, 4 denari

:

proportion 1080 to 1. -
" . ^

In 835, hogs, 20 denari.
,..-...'

In 857, one pound of silver, lira, 20 soldi of 12 denari ; one denaro, now at Milan,

on comparison of an ancient denaro of half a paolo, was as 1 to 90 ; for 90 denari make
halfa paol. The value of silver now to that of ancient times, as 1 to 12 ; therefore it is

1 to 1080.*

In 975, un stajo di vino, 1 denajo ; un moggio di fmmento, 5 denaji ; un carro di

legna, 1 denajo, equal to 18 livres, at 1 to lOSO.f «>

in 1152, rye and panic, 3 livres the moggio ; 1 denaro equal to 130 ; consequently

3 livres is equal to 13 livres 10s. 10 den.$

In 1165, 500 hogs, each 6 soldi ; which now we must call 65 livres each.|| Cart

load ofwood drawn by a pair of oxen, 12 denari ; equal now to 6i livres.

In 1272, 1 mo^o of wheat, the common price 19 soldi. Millet, 12 soldi; and this

to the money of the present time, is as a livre for a sol ; that is, wheat 19 livres and
millet 12 livres. (

. In 1315, 1 soldo for a mass, equal to twenty now ; 1 fiorino d*oro, 30s. now 60 li-

vres, as 1 to 40 ; the fiorino d'oro ancient, and the present zecchino the same thing.,

From this time to the present, the proportion of the money of those times to the pre-

sent, is as 1 to 4.^
i,^ In 1402, the fiorino o ducato d'oro, worth 42 soldi, equal to 16 livres 8s. at present.**

Boiogna....Th.e prices of every thing are now at Bologna from 10 to 15 per cent,

dearer man ten years ago ; here attributed to the increased plenty of money from a rise of

* Giuliitt, Storia dl MUano, vol. i. p. 268.

II
Ibid vol. vi. p. 333. $ Ibid vol. viii. p. 354.

VOL. IV. 5 D

t Ibid vol. ii. p. 380.

if Ibid vol. X. p. 87.

^ j**«^- *»j

4 Ibid. vol. V. jp. S27.

••Ibidvol.xii. p..63.

»wfe«siJ>:::'fi.'f'''''**''''^

.. «*>^-iikJivi- v trV^tbW> - .'_*H»v-i*'-f-*-; ••^•"
.' ii-fiAiiRfcri.*-- tJn-^Jam.
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the price of the products of the country, hemp and silk selling much higher. Twenty
years ago hemp was at 30 pauls, now at 50. And in Tuscany the prices ofevery thing

doubled since the free com trade.

It is worthy of the reader's observation, that the general prices of provisions and of

living, as it may properly be called, have risen perhaps as much in Italy as in any coun-

try in Europe ; certainly more than in England, as I could shew by many details ifthey

were consistent with the brevity of a traveller. A fact of so much importance would
admit of many reflections ; but I sliall observe only, that this siffn of national prosperity

(and I believe it to be one) is not at all confuted to the countries in the possession of

extensive manufactures and a great trade, since we find it in those that have none.

I shall not enlarge upon it, out barely hint that the possessor of a landed estate in

Lombordy has raised his rents to the full as much in the last ten, twenty, thirty or forty

years, as his brother landlord has in England, who has blessed himself with the notion

that manufactures and commerce have done more for him, than for any other similar

class in Europe. It is very common in the English parliament, to hear the deputies of

our tradesmen expatiate on what the immense manufactures and commerce of England
have done for the landed interest. One fact is worth an hundred assertions : go to the

countries that possess neither fabrics nor commerce, and you will find as great a rise

perhaps in the siime period.
. .ji;>

r»< v ^i

SPAIN »i'-i!'*'f:-,f'b..i>»-A(mi'-

CULTIVATION, 8ic. ^ »'* f* 'A^^ finlv

THE vale of Aran* Is richly cultivated, and without any fallows. Follow the Gar-
ronne, which is already a fine river, but very rapid : on it they float many trees to their

saw- mills, to cut into boards ; we saw several at work. The vale is narrow, but the

hills to the left are cultivated high up. No fallows.- They have litde wheat, but a
gr^t deal of rye'; and much better barley than in the French mountains. Instead of
Mlows, they have maize and millet ; and mainy more potatoes than in the French
mountains. Haricots (French beans) also, and a litde hemp. Saw two fields of
vetches and square pease. The small potatoes they give to their pigs ; which do very
well on them ; and the leaves to their cows ; but assert that they refuse the roots.

Buck-wheat also tiikes the place of fallow, many crops of it were good, and some as
fine as possible.

The whole valley of Aran is highly peopled ; it is eight hours long, or about forty

miles English, and has in it thirty-two villages. Every one cultivates his own land. A-
joumal ofmeadow sells in the valley for 800 livres irrigated, but by no means so well

as in the French mountains, nearly an arpent of Paris, which is something mor« than
an English acre. The lower arable lands are sold for 500 or 600 livres ; the sides of
the hills proportionably ; and the higher lands not m.ore than 100 livres. Their crops
of all sorts vary from two and a half to three quarters English the acre. Hay harvest
no where begun,

, n < UM

•The route in which these observations wore made, is marked in the journal inserted in the first

TOlumc; also the dates.
. ., ,, ., .... •' . v. • <
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The mountains belong as in the French Pyrenees, to the parishes ; each inhabitant

has a right to cut what wood he pleuscs for fuel and repairs, in the woods asHJgncd for

that purpose : others are let by lease at public unction tor the benefit of the parinh, the

trees to nc cut t)eing marked ; and in general the police of their woods is better than

on the French side ; when wootls arc cut they arc |>rc'scrvcd for the next growth.

} Have scarce any oxen ; what few they kill they salt for winter. Taxes are light ; the

whole which a considerable town is assessed at l)eing only 2700 livres, which tncy pay

by the rent of their woods and pastures let : but if calculated by tallies, houses, 8ic. and
including every thing, the amount would lie about 3 livres a year on a journal of 600
livres value. This is the proportion of an acre of land worth 301. paying 3s. a year in

lieu of land and all other taxes.

Coming out of Veille, see to the right some of the most stony land I have ever be-

held, yet good hemp and buck.wheat were growing on it. In tne hedges many of the

plants common to them in England. The pastures on the mountains good quite to the

snow ; but the low meadows not watered with the attention given them by the French
in their Pyrenees. Pass several of the thirty-two villages of the valley of Aran ; popu-
lation very great for they crowd on each other ; and this results here from the division

of property, and not from manufactures, which have more than once been supposed
the only origin of great population.

Much millefolium here, and other plants common with us. Plough with bullocks

;

all we saw pale reddish or cream-coloured, and with horns.

No wood at the top, but pasturage and rocks of micaceous schistus ; met a great

herd of dry cows and oxen cream-coloured. It is remarkable that a pale reddish cream-

colour holds from Calais quite across France hither, with very little variation.

Flocks of sheep and a pen for oxen and cows—the latter milked for cheese. Plough
with oxen in yokes and bows as in England, and not yoked by the horns as in the south

of France. Come to fallows (which is a point of worse husbandry than we have seen

for some time) manuring by asses loaded with baskets. The trees here (pines) are finer

than on the French side ; they arc all cut for the Toulouse market, being carried over

(he mountains and floated down the Garronne ; from whence we may draw conclusions

on the comparative demand of the two kingdoms. Land sells here from 400 livres

to 500 livres the journal.

Come to the valley d'Esteredano, where wheat and rye are cut. Every scrap on the

descent is cultivated ; an extensive savage view of mountain, with patches of culture

scattered about the declivities : but fallows are found here. ' .',\ ^ .

Pass Rudase, on the top of a rocky mountain, come presently to vines, fig^, and
fruit trees ; snow in sight. As we descend to the vale, every spot is cultivated that is

capable of being so.

*^:f Cross the river to Realp ; about which place is much cultivation, as the mountains
slope more gently than hitherto. Hedges of pomegranates in blossom. The town is

long and has many shops. Hemp is tne great object in it ; of this they make ropes,

twine of all sorts, bags, and have some looms for converting it into cloth. Corn and
hay all carried on panniers.

Pass Sort, a vale spoiled by the river, which exhibited the depredations of the Itali^

rivers, so excellently described by my learned friend Mr, Professor Symonds.
Vi Hitherto, in Catalonia, we have seen nothing to confirm the character that has be^n
^ven of it ; scarcely any thing has a tolerable appearance. It is much to be questioned,

irbm the intelligence, whether they have any such a thing as a farmer who rents land

:

Only patches of property ; no maize, and French beans very poor ; fallows eveiy wienie

5 D 2 -' • ' •'- !' 5' 'f

r. 'fe:..^;;».l-'!.-.
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on the hilU, and yet the rye af\er them miaereble. Old vineyard* of hte quite ncfftected,

overrun with weeds, yet the grapes of a tize that shew what the climate is ; tney arc

now as big as pease. In the towns every tning as bad; all poor and miserable.

Rising up the mountain, which is all of pudding stone, we find it is all cut into ter.

races, supported by many walls, with rows of vines on them for raisins, not wine, mul-

berries, and oiivcs : but here are fallows, and I thought I perceived traces of these hills

having been formerly more cultivated than at present.

Pass Colagcse. Come to a regular vineyard, the rows twelve feet asunder, the inter,

vals alternate fallow and com. The features of the country now begin to relax, the

mountains are not so hiKht and the vales arc wider. The leaves of a good mulberry,

tree sell for 44s. o^ 22d. r.ngtiah.

Many walnut-trees full of fruit Much is tythed by the church ; see much com
threshing everv where.

Cross two pieces that had rye last year, Icf^ now to weeds, and will be under rve again

next year ; an extraordinor}' course. Mulberry leaves never ^old, but if so, the price

would be about 4^ livres a tree. Cows all red. Land in the vale sells from 201. to

951. English the journal. The road leads up Monte Schia, the whole of which consists

of a white stone, and argillaceous marl. Snow on the distant mountains.

Look back over a great prospect, but totally to the eye without wood. Cross a hill

to another great vale, where is much, and some rich cultivation, as the hills are not

steep, but stoning.

Pass ill sight of St. Roma, near it the roud leads by a small round lake, but it is on
very high ground, no hills near it; it is said to be very deep. Here they were hoeing a
barley stubble, just ploughed, to form ridges, on which they sow French beans. This
district is callcci that of shells : millet just up ; pass a lorn: waste almost entirely cover,

cd with lavender ; corn on a part of it ; but after a crop, they leave it to weeds to rrcover

again. Here also they practice the alternate husbandry of one bed, or broad-ridge, cnm,
and another fallow. Plough with cream-coloured oxen. In breaking up the wastes

here, they cut the spontaneous growth to dry, then pile it into heaps with the earth pared

and placed on it ; this is all burned ; we saw heaps ready to be burned to the quantity

of five hundred loads an acre : but the crops are wretched for many miles, scarcely tKe

seed again.

In our inquiries, meet with some traces of what in France are called metayers, that is,

a sort of farmers who cultivate the land for half the produce; the landlord taking one
half, and the tenant the other.

For two hours and a half, pass a waste mountain covered with shrubs, and scattered

with ever-green oaks, and lower down the evident remains of <Ad terraces, which have

once been cultivated, but now overrun with weeds. To Fulca ; the ploughs here have

all long beams, as in the south of France, which reach to the yokes of the oxen, and

'

consequently they have no traces ; two small sticks form the mould-board ; they plough'

all flat.

In this district not one acre in an hundred cultivated, all rocks, shrubs, and weeds, \

with patches of wretched oats on the mountain sides. The road leads up one which is

all of stone, covered with rosemary, box, brambles, &c. At the top break at once on:

the view of a deep vale, or rather glen, at the bottom of which a muddy river has spoiU >

ed the little land which might have been cultivated. The hills are steep, and all isciiU^

tivated there that could be so, but the quantity very small. :> ««- XAi it.a

Descend into a vCry rich vale, and to the town of Paous. There we saw many pcr•'^

sons winding silk, the cocoons were in warm water, and wound off by a wcU>contrived

reel, something difierent from those used ia France.

'—
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PWivi....Bread, 3s. per noiind, of twelve ounces.

,, , Mutton, 6s. per pound, of furty-cight ounces.

{
''.

» ' ,.i«^'w'iM Pork, 15s. per fwund, of Tortycight ounces.

t»; Bottle of sweet white wine, 5h. ^^ ^
Bottle of sweet red wine, 2s.

Here they were threshing, by driving mules around on a circular floor of earth, in

the open air ; a girl drove three mules round, and four men attended for turning, mov*
ing awsy the straw, and supplying the floor with com. Their crops arc nil brought

home by mules or asses with |)annierti ; met several ; they each carried six shcuves, cnual

to twentv common English ones ; where roads arc bad, this is the only way in which it

can be done.

Pass t great waste of argillaceous mart, in which are strata of tulc : much of it a soft

white rock ; the strata in some places clear and transparent, shining, break in thin flakes;

the country for many miles waste, so that there are not more, I guess, than one acre in

two hundred cultivated.

More deserts for several miles. Some alternate fallow husbandry between vines, and
the crops so contemptible, that tliey produce not more than the seed. Pass some vine,

yards surrounded on every side by deserts ; no water, and vet the vines and grupes sre

ofthe most beautiful luxuriance ; from which I conclude, that immense tracts of these

waste lands might be applied with equal profit, if there were men and capitals enough
in the countr}'.

Meet a farmer, who pointed out to us a piece of land, containing exactly a Catalonia

journal, fW>m which it appeared to be pretty nearly the same measure as an English acre.

They stack their com by the threshing floor, drive mules, 8cc. around upon it, and draw
the straw, when cleared, with ropes by a mule to the stack, in which it is deposited for

winter use.

To Beosca, mostly desert hills, but some broad vales, which arc cultivated ; about that

pUce many mulberries, vines, and com, but all the laMt gained by fallow. A farmer
nere pays a seigneur, who lives at Barcelona, 2000 livrcs a year for his farm, which is

reckoned a large one. Through all this country, they collect from every waste spot
amongst their cultivated lands shrubby wood and weeds, with which they burn heaps of
clods and earth, and spread the aithes on the fallow as a manure fur corn.

There seems every where to be inclosures sufiicient for ascertaining diiitinct properties,

but not for security against any sort of cattle. No where any wood to be seen, except
fruit trees, olives, or ever-green oaks, which are almost as sud as the olive ; altogether

nothing for beauty of landscape. The hills all rocks, and the vales vines, scattered with
those trees. Some new plantationti of vines. Towards Tooru, the country is much
more cultivated ; the sides of the hills covered with olives. The vale has many mulber.
ries, and much tillage ; and for some miles past there ore many scattered houses, which
has not been any where the case before : remarked one great improvement, which was
a vineyard, with vetches sown in the alternate husbandry between the rows, instead of a
fallow, to be followed by corn.

Leave Calaff. Crop and a fallow ; some vetches ; much cultivation ; and bettercom
than we have in general met whh ; some sown in squares, as if in clusters, but could
not leam the fact. In some parts many vetches, instead of being fallow ; they are
planted by hand, and wheat sown afler. The soil, a good adhesive loam, brown with •

a reddish hue, better than the white land, which travelled with us so long yesterday :

most of the com cut.
. .„ . , ^t, -^^,^^^^,^1^%^^
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UrcHt waHtc, nnd mniint a hill, from whence an cxtctuivr view ; all the country alike,

nowofxl; niul not one acre in ten cultivated. I*u»m fo»ir or five cream-coloured buU
lr>rks, and one or two blood.colourcd. I note dicni, having Keen so few in v) many
mile*i.

French iK-ant, eighteen inches l)y twelve ; u gooil deal ofcultivation ; but vast waiitcii,

and cnimtry ofu rocky, ivivu^r UN(>eci ; many pincM, but poor onen. WiJiin four hours
fit' MontM-rrat, viiicH at mx feet anunder, the first wc luve Mccn planted in that manner,
which shewH the proprietor content with hiivin^^onc product only on the ground.

Wuhlcs continue ; not one acre in u hundad cultivated. All broken country', nnd
ncarcelv any vales of breadth.

At llic bottom wc came a^ain to olive.H. Meet two very fine cream-coloured oxen,

which the owner nuyn would itell lor about eighteen guineas ; feeds them with straw, but
gives oatH or barky when they are worked ; they arv in such good order, tluU the straw

must either 1^ nuich more nourishing than ours, or their work very light indeed. From
tlu' marks in the pine-trees, conjecture that they druv.- irsin from them.

J\iss Orevoteuu, where is a hedge of alocti about four feet high. A gradual descent

for some time on a wretched stony desert, of nothing but aromatic plants, thin, and scat^

tcrcd with the dismal ever-grccn oaks, more dull and disttgreeuble, if possible, than the

olives.

Near Esparagara, vines at five or six feet, which cover the ground ; red loam, mixed
with stones. 1 his town is the first mamifactiiring one we have met with, or which
seemed to be animated w ith any other industry than that of cultivation. The fabric is

woollen cloths and stufts. Spmners eoni Cs. a duv, and food. Carders, lis. They
have also many lace-makers, who cam 9s. a day. These are Spanish money; their sol

is something higher than the French, which is our halfpenny.

Fallow every where, yet many of the stubbles full of weeds. Corn yet in the field,

and poor. Some vines promiscuous, at four feet ; some in rows, at six feet. Country
disagreeable; many beds of torrents, without a drop of water, atid shocking to the eye.

Apricots, plums, melons, &c. ripe, sold in the streets, from the open ground. A pair

of very fine cream-coloured oxen, 241. English : the amazement is, how they can be

kept in such order, in u country so arid and desert, and that has not a pound of hay

in It.

The country now is far more populous and LiUlt built : many vines and great culti-

vation, but with fallows. The soil all u strong r<:d loam; a way cut through a vineyard

of this soil, which shewed it to be seven feet deep ; at the bottom- was a crop of fine

hemp ; indeed the soil to the eye was as good at the bottom as on the surface.

They plough with mules a-brcast, without a driver, having a line for reins, as in Eng.
land; the beam of the plough is long enough to reach to the circular iron, about nine

inches under the yoke, to which the mules arc collared. The yokes are like those in

which oxen are worked, only with collars instead of bows. This method, which is very

common in France also, has both its advantages and disadvantages ; it will be a light

draught, when the pitch of the beam is proportioned to the height of the mules. But

if the share nmst be raised or lowered according to their height, it will be bad both for

the land and the animals. To have the line of traction, from the draught to the

body of the plough, is not quite correct, but it b much better than the common plough

beams, made either too long or too short : in this case the length of the beams is ascer.

tained ; but the chief origin and intention of it is cheapness. The mould-board of the

plough here has no iron on it, and is fixed to the left side ; the share is double, as if to

work with a mould-bourd on either sidej this is a great fault; only one liandle. It
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PRICF.H OF PHOVIHIONH, fcr. AT BARCF.I.ONA.
Rrcnd, 4s. and n fruction [ht poutui, of twelve ounces.

Kf^ Mutton, 221h. {Kr pound, of thirty-six oinices.

' Pork, 459. per pound, of twelve ounces.

That of the poor |Koplc very little less ; but they buy the soldiers' bread, which comes
cheaper; they live very much on st(K'.k-fish, 8ic.

Hams Aomctimes 3 or 4 pcsettos, or shillings, per pound, of twelve oimces. Wine,
48. ur 5h. the bottle.

Common day wages are 95s. French ; sometimes rise to d3s. ; the very lowr^t, 221^.

Stocking weavers earn 33s.

Cream-coloured oxen in carts, their horns sawn off to the length of six inches, two
yoked a-breast, and one mule before. A pair of good oxen sell at 251. Knglish. Vide

from I nuurter to half a mile broad.

All tnc com in the country is left in the field till it ia threshed, and they say it never

takes hurt. A hill cut through, thirty feet deep, fur the road, and walled on each side.

The sea close to us on the right all the way ; and the vale I sneak of is between that and
the hills : some of them are simdy, and planted with vines, which yield per journal four

charges, the charge selling at 13 or 14 pchcttos, and a journal for 300 Spanish livres; this

is the journal, selling for 351. 8s. 9d. and pnxlucing about 21. 14s. very inadequate to

the value ofthe land ; there arc great quantities of fruit trees of all sorts.
"*'<

At Orcmata ; after which a vale fur a mile and a half, or two miles, the soil sandy,

and much cultivation. On the hills many vines. Some corn without fallows ; it is all

cut. but not carried, and tlie land all ploughed. Vines.

'A wheat stubble ploughed up, and the land sown with buck-wheat, which is now up.

Part of a vak highly cultivated, but a great part waste, though on the same level to

the eye, but much spoiled by a torrent, for a quarter of a mile broad ; it is entire!}

ruined, yet there is no water now, nor any channel, all being level ; in such cases as

these, and indeed in most others, industry, united with good capitals, would remedy the

evil. Eight men working a sandy field, by way of digging with an instrument very

common here, a sort of h<H*, sixteen inches long, and nine broad, with a handle so short,

that the body is bent very much in using it. Vale two or three miles broad, and unites

with an opening in the mountains. French beans often under maize, but that crop
much thinner, and nothing gotten by it. Some very fine orange-trees, near twenty feet

high, large stems, and thick round umbrageous heads. All this vale before Maturo is

under a very fine cultivation. They have much lucerne ; and an article of attention I

had not before observed, was, tubs made on purpose for carrying the riddance of privies

and urine i:o their fields.

Hemp yields ten quintals the journal. Vineyards give three, four, and'five charges
of wine \kr journal, and sell for 200 or JOG Spanish livres the journal : other lands, not
irrigated, from 100 to 150 livres: For ;lbove a league vines on sand ; very little other
cultivation; the vale is two miles broad ; sells at 150 livres Spanish the journal ; on the

hills, and near the sea, vines ; mountains cultivated imperfectly almost to the top ; but
there is much waste. Houses scattered every where.

The cultivators are metayers, that is, they pay a portion of the crop instead of rent

:

the produce is divided into three parts ; two for the farmer, and one for the landlord, in

which case the farmer is at every expence whatever. Some vineyards are let at from

i

i.>
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15 to 40 pesettos ; I have not met any where in France with vineyards let, for they are

all in the hands of the proprietors. Land in general lets from 15 livresto 35 livrcs.

Come to a great cuhivatcd vale, but no water, or but little ; maize, six inches to two
feet liigh, in squares, on land from which the com has been cleared ; the account wc
received. I suspect the highest to be previously sown in a bed, and transplanted as soon

as the land was ready to receive it ; millet also after corn ; the soil a rich black loam.

Pass Malgra. Vale two or three miles broad ; vines and cultivation. A great deal

of fine maize, calUd all over Catalonia Miliae. I found the same name for it afterwards

in Languedoc, where they speak the same langua^ as the Catalans. Lets for 15 livres,

one with another. Maize is sown, grain by grain, after com ; the soil a granite sand.

A thick woodland, all inclosed. Pomegranates make very line thick hedges. Much
wood and vines ; no watering nor fallows ; houses scattered every where ; soil sandy,

but good. Verj' bad p! vughing ; crtam-coloured oxen. Inclosures become still thicker.

Poplars planted over some fields, and vines trained to them, and from one to another:

reading accounts ofthis husbandiry in books, I had formed an idea that it must be sin.

gularly beautiful to see festoons of vines hanging from tree to tree, but there is nothing

either ])leasing or striking in it, and the wine is never good for want of sun, and owine
to its being dripped on by another plant, which robs it also of its nourishment ; com is

sown under them, wJiich is damaged still more. Broad flat vale, formed of the ruins of

granite.

Pass for several miles in a vale, where the country has different features. It u all

inclosed ; much oak, a few vines, trained up trees. Soil bad. Two poor bits of mea-
dow I noted, for they were the first I had seen bad in Spain. Many fields overrun with

spontaneous rubbish. Maize and haricots cultivated here together, as in muiy other

quarters. Some scattered houses. Much waste on gentle hills that have vinev^rds on
them, and would all yield that production, if planted. A sloping hill of granite sand,

well cuhivated. Vines, trained to oaks and poplars, with many fmit trees. The price

ofwheat here is 15 or 16 pesettos, for the 3^ quarterons, weighing five and a halfquarters,

and each quarter twenty-six pounds ; this is one hundred and forty-three pounds of

wheat, costing 15^ pesettos, which will be 50s. the English quarter. Barley half the

price.

Come to a great waste, spreading over many hills, for several miles ; to northern

eyes a most extraordinarj' scene. It is a thicket of aromatic and beautiful flowering

shrubs, with very little mixture of any that are common with us. Large spreading

myrtles, three or four feet high, and covered with their sweet-scented flowers, jessa-

mines, bays, and other shrubs, with which we crowd our shrubberies, are here worsb

nuisances than heath with us, for we saw neither sheep nor goats. View after this r.

large plain, bounded by mountains, and scattered every where with houses ; a good
deal of cultivated inclosure ; but on entering find much waste in this plain. Vines

now form hedges, and surround the fields. Come now to cattle, of which wc have hi-

therto seen very little ; saw several small flocks of sheep, most of them entirely black,

some without horns, others with, and curling round '.'tie ears. All the oxen cream-
coloured, except two, with the necks and end, of their tails black ; all well made, and
in fine .irder. Large breadth of corn^ apd^me fields left apparently to gr£\ss. 1 suspect

fallows.

The country still thickly inclosed, some pieces of grass, and a few ofmeadow, which
are not burned, hot as the climate is. More cattle here than we have yet seen. They
keep their sheep andhog^ (all black) together, and the girls. Sec. who attend them spin

hemp.
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Pass Goronota, and many wastes for some miles on gentle :>lope.s ; the soil good,

but covered with aromatic shrubs ; no cattle seen iii uny of them. Level vale with

much culture, and much pasture : many large oaks oa old double banks, also tall pop-

lars; all inclosed, and like many pans of England, as maize and vines arc not here;

a thick wi xlland. In this part tlie soil is a deep, rich, brown, adhesive loam ; the corn

not carried, but the land ploughed and sown with French licans. They have pease,

beans, maize, hemp, &c. withoi'^ watering, and, that circumstance considered, the crops

are good. The ploughs are drawn by cream-coloured oxen, guided by a line, and

without a driver. Some meadows without water, with many quails. They are metay-
ers, paying the landlord one-third of the produce, but notof phang, which is for oxen ;

phang is their name for clover ; and this is the first time we met with any information

about it. It puzzled us much to discover what phang could be ; but I lund by acci-

dent a plant of trifolium alpestre, and shewing it to a farmer, found i.y . ..a description,

that it was clover (trifolium pratense) beyond all doubt. They were now ploughing a

wheiit stubble, in order to sow it directly with phanp;. Their culture of it is singular,

and very good : it is mown for hay once in the spring, yielding a fine crop ; the land

directly ploughed and planted with monget, which is their name for fallow-hoeing

crops, such as French beans, millet, pease, Ecc. This monget is kept very clean, and
wheat sown after it, which is off soon enough for a second crop of French beans. A
course with them is,

1. Maize. ^ ,» >..

>fj/v -; .. 2. Wheat, and sown after with clover.

r.'«.v •
1. 3. Clover and French beans. . .

uo A>.-\e-i- .:^,' • . * 4. Hemp and French beans. - •»,..;?

hrt^ it; ;, / > 5. Wheat and millet. , «, «, ,ff.

Vines are here planted in espaliers ; small poles are laid on pegs driven into posts,

which stand at six or eight feet asunder, and the vines trained to tnem ; com is sown
t>etween the rows ;

good land, yet waste join it. Many hedges are planted with the

yellow-blossomed prickly acacia, which answers perfecdy well for that purpose, ritfy

Within four miles of Gerona husbandry continues good. Trees have vines trained

to them. Much cattle, mules, horses, sheep, and hogs, kept in the stubbles ; fine

cream-coloured oxen in the plouglis. The soil fine deep reddish loam. Now reaping

a crop of square pease, three feet high, stout as lupines, with pods like that plant ; all

here an inclosed woodland. Hemp sir . feet high and net watered. To the left of
Gerona, mountain beyond mountain, branches of tlie Pyrenees, and very high, but
stsmingly a good deal of cultivation on them. Fine rich deep soil in the vale before

Gerona ; the same husbandry : crops of com very fine, not carried, though all the

land quite green with young millet : this extreme confidence in the climate shews clear>

ly what it must be.
' A journal ofthe vale land sells for two hundred Spanish livres, or 231. 12s. 6d. and

lets at 8 to 10 livres, that is, 11. Is. Engli-h ; but none of it is irrigated. They do not
tythe either iatnbs or other live stock.

PRICE OF PROVISIONS AT GERONA. r •< ^j

Bread, 3s. per pound of twelve ounces ; and excellent. V-^'i

I
Beef, 10s. -

' ,. ,>,t j* -i ^f ?

:

Mutton, 6s. ^ ^? .» ^i. «: tiur; I .
*

P(»-k, 8s. per pound of sixteen ounces. '"
^^.-la

' Cheese, COS. per pound of twelve ounces. ;,
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1 J«i 4*

They have no mutton or beef except what comes from France. '

"' '" "''^
*

The poor live chiefly on vegetables and a little pork ; their labour 209. a day. '•'^•'^

Leave Gerona—Fine maize, planted thin, with good cabbages under it : this is a
system which promises well, but cabbages here are only for people, and not for cattle.

Three measures and a half make a journal, and a pair of oxen plough three measures

a day ; buy their oxen in the Fa'nch mountains at a year old. Their hills are either

wood or cultivation, but mixed with part rocky waste. Cross some hills which con«

tain a great deal of waste, but see a broad valley to the right ; all inclosed and well

cultivated ; to the eye rich ; houses scattered.

At Marenia, iron 4s. or 5s. per pound of sixteen ounces. The road up a hill

;

twenty or thirty women giving it a winding direction, by levelling earth ; on inquiry,

find it is done by the communities, and that they earn nothing ; hence it is by eorvees.

Enter a wood of cork-trees, many of them barked half way up ; the textare of this tree

is remarkable, it seems formed of layers of bark, one under another. -<

The country now generally cultivated ; the fields ploughed, but have had a cr")*).-

Some well-planted olives ploughed under. All the corn we see is wheat ; as t-j Mvi

it was cut and threshed the first week in June, and the land ploughed and sowi '^vut^

something else.

From Gerona to Calderoles, three hours and a half, generally cultivated ; but wastes

bcattcrcd, and mountains every where in sight. The course here is, **

'^''"'
1. Barley, Icfl to weeds, &c. for cattle. /

*
• 2. Wheat and millet, or French beans.

3. Oatr. or barley, and maize for cattle.
. /-m^uu

No fallow, or phang ; French beans are called phasoh.

Leaving Calderoles, the country all cultivated ; many olives, and unuer them vines

;

all well inclosed ; no waste.

Pass Basera : a torrent has here destroyed a vale half a mile broad ; pass it by a ferry.

Country now neither so rich nor so well cultivated, as on the other side of that town.

Maize planted at six feet, and two rows ; French beans in the intervals ; olives scat-

tered, but the maize very poor under them. Country more poor and stony, yet but
few wastes. Olives and many tall pines. Wastes with pines ; the sea two miles to the

right, and the ridge of mountains in the front, seems to end abruptly at it. Many
vineyards, and planted with olives ; all under culture, and well inclosed with acacia

hedges; several with ditches to them. ..v^ft

The vale of Figuera bounded finely by the mountains ; many olives and vines, and
a good deal of com, but neither soil nor cultivation equal to what have passed ; the for^

mer is more of a stone brash. Reach Figuera. -^

The 21st left Figuera, and breakfasted at Jonquieras. Enter the bottom of the

mountains very soon ; pass through many olive grounds ; the trees are large, and stand

about sixteen feet asunder ; soil good red loam, but stony ; no watering. A quart of oil,

two and an half pounds of twelve ounces, sells, retail, for a pesetto. Olives bear oniy

every other year. Our guide says, he knows a tree in Arragon, which yields from
fifty pounds to eighty pounds for a crop. In these twelve miles to Jonquieras, vines

scattered all the way on the hills ; some fc'v olives ; many cork-trees latterly : much cul-

tivation, but a good deal of waste also. French beans iu rows, and ploughed between
mrith oxen. Soil all the way a granite sand.

The first leading feature of the minutes is the immense quantity^ of mountains and
other wastes, which are found in every part of Catalonia. We travelled about three^

1.

i
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hundred and forty miles through the province, and may conclude, from what we- saw,

without any danger o( being deceived, that not one acre in an hundred is under any

sort ofcuitivuiion ; in such gross calculation one would take care to be within the truth,

and if I said not one in one hundred and fifty, I believe I should still be on the safe side

of the assertion. When the fact is connected with the reputation which the province hus

of being, next to Valentia, the best cultivated, and, without exception, the most indus-

trious in Spain, conclusions very unfavourable to the state and policy of that monarchy,

must necessarily be drawn by every reader. The advantage of possessing the second city

of the kingdom, a place ofgrcat trade, and containing one hundred and twenty thousand

souls, is very considerable, and must have done much to bring the province even to its

present situation. At the same time that these boundless wastes were offending the eye

in every quarter, we could, in no part of Catalonia, condemn the people for want of

industnr ; on the contrar)', they seem very well to merit the character they have gained

:

the activity which is seen through all the towns upon the coast, and they are very nu-

merous, and very populous, can hardly be greater in a counU-y submitted to numerous
festival days by its religion : the fishery in all those places is considerable, and attended

to wuh an unabating spirit. The women and children make lace ; and wherever the

soil is good, or water conducted, cultivation is in a high state of perfection. Even in the

interior country, we saw every where signs of much industr}' ; and, amidst a poverty

which hurt our feelings, we generally saw something to convince us, that it was not the

fault of the poor people that greater exertions were not made. Those interior parts

depend entirely on their agriculture ; and the height to which they climb the moun-
tains in order to find a spot tolerably level for cultivation, shews that their minds and
bodies are ready for laborious exertions, whenever there is a prospect of enjoying the

reward. With so much ir^lustry among the people to what are we to attribute the waste

state of their country ? The inquiries necessary for a complete investigation of such a

question were not to be made by travellers : a longer residence would have been ne-

cessary, but a few circumstances should be mentioned, which aie probably connected
intimately with it.

First, the poverty of the people in the interior country is striking ; their towns oidi

ill-built, dirty, and wretched; the people ill-dressed, and generally deficient in the

wealth best adapted to such a country, cattle : in the higher Pyrenees this is not so
much tlie case ; they have cattle, and are in every resp ct in a better condition, owing
to the plenty which great commons give in a country of 9pod pasturage, and where
wood is in profusion. The number of sheep we saw in general was not the twentieth
part of what the wastes, bad as they are for that animal, would maintain ; and that of
goats so small as to indicate the same thing strongly. This poverty not being the effect

ofa want of industry, must result from a government inattentive to their interests, and,
probably oppressive ; and from a total want ofthe hight^ classes residing amongst them.
Till we came to the rich country near Barcelona, that is to say, in about two hundred
miles, we saw nothing that had the least resemblance to a gentleman's country seat

;

those who htve estates let in it are absent ; those we heard of live at Barcelona ; and
the whole country is thus abandoned to the very lowest classes, aiKl the wealth and in^

telligence which might contribute to its improvement, diverted into distant and very
different channels; this is a great misfortune to the people, and which will long con-
tribute to keep thingii in their present state. To the same cause it is owing, that the
roads, so essential in the improvement of a country, are lefl in a state which precludes
the use of wheel-carriages; which, with the unnavigable state of all the rivers, except for

ralters of timber grossly put together, cuts off that system of reciprocal purchase and'
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sale, that interior commerce, which is the best a country can possess. These are also

evils which the residence of men of fortune is ihe most likely to correct, and much
above the power of peasants and moimtaineers. With all these disadvantages there are

still circumstances which make it surprising that more land is not cultivated. Vines and
olives succeed very Avell on the poorest and most arid soils ; their growth and luxuri-

ance in spots surrounded on every side with wastes, and in soils not better, yield o con-

viction, which leaves no doubt, that the adjoining lands would, if planted, give a similar

produce. The profit of doing it will not be suspected, if the revenue and value of cul-

tivated lajids on comparison with the wastes be considered. Two points here force

themselves on our notice ; first, the want of capital for undertaking the work ; and, se-

condly, the waste being in all probability in possession ofabsent landlords, who will not

give sufficient encouragement *o others to do what they neglect doing themselves. -

Where cultivation climbs l *' mountain sides, it is by small proprietors, who pur-

chase of the communities of the^ ' esthe property of the land; wherever the soil is

in hands that will sell just the portic which is in the power of a man to buy, great ex.
ertions are sure to be the consequence. There is no spur to industry so great as the

possession of a piece of land, which, in a country where the means of subsistence are

contracted for want of more diffusive and more various employments, is the only com-
fortable dependance of a man, who wishes to be the lather of a family. The parish

that will sell a waste at a moderate price, will be almost sure to see it cultivated ; but the

great lord, who rarely, or never, sells any of his property, unless ruin forces him to sell

the whole, is equally sure of perpetuating the deserts, which are the disgrace of his

country. He would let them, and i^erhaps upon advantageous terms ; but it demands
considerable capitals, and a very enlightened state ofagriculture, for speculations ofthat

sort to take place ; the only capitals, which can be found in Catalonia, for such a pur-

pose, are the hands of men willing to work ; aided, perhaps, by some little savings,

which have originated from the view of wastes that are to be purchase'^ All that has

been done, and it is much in some districts, is to be traced clearly to its origin.

That these observations are just, will be confirmed by the prices of all the necessaries

of life in that province ; they have nothing very cheap ; every article of consumption is

somewhat dearer than in France ; and it is more than once noted, that all the meat they

eat comes from that kingdom. Their mules are bred in France, and great imports of

catde and sheep are common. This is a direct premium upon every species of rural

industry, and its not having operated greater improvements, must be owing to the

causes on which I have touched.

To cultivate their wastes, to spread irrigation wherever it is possible to carry it, are

the two first objects in Catalonian improvement ; all others are inferior ; tliey have, how.
ever, some which ought not to be neglected. Their wine and oil are objects of the

greatest importance ; for it is by these, probably, that all the lower wastes should be
improved, which are not capable of irrigation ; to4mprove the manufacture of these two
articles, in such a manner as to increase the demand for them, would be one great means
of accelerating the cultivation wanted; they are both bad; the wine is thick, muddy,
and poisoned by the borachio ; and the oil is generally rancid ; both would otherwise

be excellent ; to remedy these defects, and force those commodities, by their merit,

into commerce, would tend powerfully to enrich the province ; and to enrich it in the

very best method, by one, which would, at every step, accelerate its improvement Wool
is another commodity, which is of considerable value, and might be produced in an in*

finitely greater quantity than at present.
.-iA)l^>.«t>ii> «- « wij -• -•« - » r-^rtt* «^.' r *,jpir^:,w* *•>»>. -»«rS»i tik'iii t%.-Hi ^f.iU IJJtl ii,--J<ft tHUi *1,/U»i' W* 'Tt *<t*U*«
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The reader will not cx|>cct from a traveller, who throws his ideas on paper amidst

the movements of a jouniey, that correct attention which leaves nothing untouched

;

I attempt no mon.' than to glance at s>ume prominent features, and to delineate them

roughly ; to draw into one point of view, the conclusions which ought to be the object

of all useful travels, it would f)e necessary to see much more, to reside longer, and to

travel with gi ater advantages than I possess. This little journey has been very far from
affording such materials, but it has not to mc been barren ; it has removed many false

ideas from my mind, which the writings of men, who have either been inattentive to, or

ignorant of agriculture, had placed there, relative to this province ; and I know better

how to appreciate the praises or condemnation which are given of this or other countries,

in similar climates.

There arc many persons who travel for enjoying the beauty of prospect ; and there

are others, who seek for a residence better adapted than their own, to their health or

their fortune ; to such I will add a few words : To the taste of a man that is fond of

a country in a northern climate, there are few objects more pleasing to the eye, or more
refreshing to the imagination, than the natural landscape scenes of a well-cultivated and
well-peopled country. These have, in England, features that charm and instruct. In-

equalities of country, not too abrupt ; woods that present rich masses of shade ; rivers

that oflfer the contrast of their silver bosoms, gliding gently through vales of constant

verdure, which are neither hurt by their rapidity, nor rendered marshy by their sluggish-

ness ; inclosures which mark the value and the culture of the soil; and scattered habita-

tions of the poor clean and comfortable, mixed with the houses of farmers, in a state of
ease and prosperity ; and with the seats of genUemen, who find society and liberal plea-

sures, without deserting the fields which give them their support, for the profusion and
waste of a capital. No philosophical eye can view such a scene without pleasure, nor
contemplate it without instruction. Such a scene is not to be met with in Catalonia

;

the latitude which spreads over their heads a clear expanse of blue, which lightens up in

their heavens a blazing sun, with rays of which we have no feelings, which bids the per-

fumes of the east breathe over their wastes, and gives to their gardens a profusion of
most delicious fruits, forbids it. Infinitely the greater part of the province is rock or
mountain, without verdure, and without other wood, than ever-green oaks, olives, or
pines ; luid no where except in the Pyrenees, with any masses of shade that give effect

to the pros)^ct. The only verdure in the country, tolerably durable, is that of the
vineyards. Great wastes are covered with shrubs, which, however beautiful, when de-
tached, have very little effect in a general prospect. To look for neat cottages, or good
farm-houses, is to look in vain ; and to find the landlords of the country you must go
to Barcelona and Madrid. The deficiency of verdure destroys half the idea of rural

beauty ; the eye, ditzzled with the unvarying splendour of the solar beams, and tired

with wandering over arid heaths, aches for cooler and more quiet scenes, and languishes
to repose on the verdant mead. When watered, where alone their could be verdure, all

is a crowded scene oi trees, and corn, and hemp ; of glorious fertility, but forming the
good feature of a landscape only when looked down upon from an eminence immedi-
ately above it. Hence, I own, that in respect of beauty of prospect, I must prefer
many parts ol' France, and more in England, infinitely to any thing I saw in Catalonia,

a country whose most striking features are its rocks.

{.>.. 1 take the climate to be equal to any thin^ that is known in the world ; I was there
in the hottest season of the year, and travelling twelve and fourteen hours a day, yet
bore it without any such oppression as could give an idea of its ever being insupportable

;

and both men and women stood thekr field business through the day, except two hours,

.

I
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which they take for repose. Supposing, however that July and August ore esteemed
much too hot, still the rest of the year must, from every circumstance we heard, be de-

licious—they spoke with rapture of the plcasiuUness of the month of May ; and no doubt
but the winter must be a charming season, where such vegetables as green pease are

gathered through every month of it, from Uie open fields. In regard to wholesome-
ness for invalids, one circumstance should be considered, which may be applied equally

to all watered amble lands : I should conceive, that they must of necessity, in so not a
climate, be very unwholesome ; and little better than rice-grounds, which arc known
every w here to be pestiferous. The land is kept constantly watered, it is therefore

little better than an earth sponge, or mass of mud ; innumerable fibres of vegetables arc

mixed with it ; the heat, the moisture, and the rich soil form a putrid fermentation,

which gives health and luxuriance to vegetables, but must fill the air with phlogistic

effluvia, I should apprehend fur from wholesome to the human body. This is a con-

sideration for physicians, and for those whom they send to southern climates.

IRRIGATION.

THE prospects down the vale of Aran beautiful ; it is without fallows, fine hemp
instead of them. Look down on the town of Esteredano, around which culture rises

pretty high up the mountains. All the corn cut is reaped and boinid in sheaves. Wal-
nuts. Descend into the vale. Figs. Watered meadows. Ray-grass predominates

;

much common clover, white clover, trefoil, vetches, &c. A causeway for irrigatioa

across the vale ; the meadows are uncut, and have two and a half tons iier acre on an
avenge ; the com all through three quarters an acre. Pass a rich fiat common ; part of

this vale fed by horses, hogs, mules, asses, and a few oxen.

Advancing, what meadows there ire arc well watered ; as are French beans, hemp,
and a small quantity of lucern. a^,

Leave Pceblar ; they have lucern, but not good, the gardens are all watered ; mul-
berries ;

price of silk this year 18 livres the pound. Cultivation all around among the

olive-trees ; but it is corn one year and fallow another. Cross the river, which is here

sixty yards wide. Wheels for raising the water of it into the gardens, ten or twelve

feet high ; they are of a very simple cc struction, something like the common water-

wheels of a mill, but made very light ; tiiv fellies of the wheel are hollow in divisions,

taking the water in through holes at equal distances, and as the stream turns the wheel,

it delivers the water out of the same holes at the top of its revolution into a trough,

which conducts it where wanted; it is cheap, simple, and effectual. Many peach-

trees scattered about the gardens, &c. Mount the hills ; pass two large tracts of above

one hundred acres, destroyed by the torrents. Great quantity of pudding-stones.

The mountains around are of interesting and bold features. The country in ^general

here has a great mixture of cultivation and waste ; it is for some space pleasing enough
to the eye, but the produce is, I believe, very low ; we saw many oats, and scarcely

any that will produce more than a quarter an acre. They have no meadows ; and I

should observe, that our mules have not found such a thing as hay ; straw and barley

ore the food ; in all those spots which would give grass, corn and legumes are sown, as

more necessary and more valuable ; and this, I am told, is the case over all Spain, lur

cern excepted.

Near Monte Schia—they have here poor crops of flat barley: of water, they know
well the value, a spring of any account being carefully conducted into a reservoir, and

let out at seven in tlic morning andat night to water. .i;>, ,i,«^^ij. ^^p,-; ^p^,.,^^^ ,14^^^^.^^^
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Advancing, there is some good hemp, watered ; nnd I see enough of the country to

find that the water is all in nil ; where that is to be conviucted, thcv get crops that |)iiy

well ; but where no water, they have not the power or the knowledge to turn the soil,

however good it may be, to a profitable account ; fallow the only cIVort, and the success

every where miserable.

Cross a fine stream with many acres under it, yet no watering the reason I cannot

tell, unless the land is common ; if so, it is easily explained.

The soil stony ; the large, of the pudding class ; but in the midst of this arid wretch-

ed desert, come to a spring, which rises out of the earth into a small reservoir, and is im*

mediately used for irrigation ; maize, hemp, cabbages, beans, and all fine ; the contrast

shews the astonishing effect of water, and that in this climate the soil is the least object

;

the sun and water do the whole.

Passing Puous ; every thing changes the features ; the vale on comparison with those

we have seen, is wide, and also flat, and water plentifully conducted in canals, which pass

every quarter, so as to let into the field of every proprietor ; having passed above one hun-

dred miles of dreary mountain, this vale, so great was the contrast, had the appearance

of enchantment : the care and attention given to irrigation cannot be exceeded. The
land is prepared for it, by levelling with a nicety as curious as for making a bowling-

green, and this (conducting the water excepted, which is common to every one) is the

only expence ; this general level is divided into oblong beds, from six to eight feet vide,

by little ridges of fine mould, drawn up nicely with a rake every time the grouad is

sown, in order that the water may not spread over too much at once, in which case, the

irrigation would be unequal ; there would be too much of a current at the part where
the water enters, a circumstance of no great importance in watering grass land, but

which would be mischievous in arable ; small trenches take the water from the carrier

cailals, and passing by the ends of those beds, the farmer opens them at pleasure to dis-

tribute the water where wanted. As soon as the land is sown it is watered, and periodi-

cally till the plants are up ; moderately while they are young ; but every day, and some-
times twice a day, when full grown : the effect is surprising, and infinitely exceeds that

of the richest manures that can be spread upon any land. The rapidity of vegeta-

tion is so great, that there are but few crops, which demand all the summer for coming
to perfection; 1 believe hemp is the only one; that plant is now five to se^^en feet in

height, and of so thick a luxuriance, that nothing can be imagined finer. The rye stub-

bles are ploughed and sown with French beans, which are up and watered. After hemp
wheat is the crop.-

Watered maize here, seven to nine feet high. Everj' time we see any irrigation, we
are struck more and more with the importance of water, even on soils which are appa-

rently mere rock, and on the most arid deserts, it gives at once the utmost luxuriance of
vegetation. Vines and olives, however, stand in no need of it, but thrive admirably on
the driest soils without it : not one acre, however, in twenty, is planted with them that

might be.

Come to more watered grounds ; gardening and husbandry mixed ; peaches ; ap-

pies ; ripe pears
; pomegranates in the hedges, as large now as walnuts in the shell

;

onions and lettuces in great plenty. Some watered lands have been sold at 13C0 livres

the journal.'

Near Martorelle is a fine irrigated valley ; French beans, seven feet high. Good lu-

cem, cut three or four times a year; onions, cabbages, and lettuces; but the

hemp, every where a principal crop, not great. The land all formed into the beds for

^vatering ; which I have already described.
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I

Kxcccdir.g fine hemp, watered. Maize thick, and in car. Many fine and tall pop-

lars by the river.

They arc now (July) ploughing their stubbles for French beans. Their course is,

1. Hemp.
, ,

•,', ^
2. Wheat ; and after wheat, French beans.

Three crops are therefore giiined in two years. The products good. Verj' fine mul-
berries. A journal, which is here also about an English acre, of rich land in the vale,

not watered, sells for 500 livres : watered, for 1000 livres.

Leaving Barcelona, enter immediately an extraordinary scene of watered cultivation,

and which must have given the general reputation to the province. Nothing can well

be finer. The crops in perpetual succession, and the attention given to their culture

great. Not the idea of that fallow ; but the moment one crop is off, some other imme-
diately sown. A great deal of lucern, which is cut four, five, six, and even seven times

in a year ; all broadcast, and exceedingly thick and fine, from two and a half to three

feet high, when cut. It is all watered every eight days. We meet many mule loads of

it going into the town, each four hundred and fifty pounds, or four quintals and a half,

which sells for 4 pesettos, or near 4s. English ; suppose it 4s. for five hundred pounds,

it will not be ditncult to calculate the produce of an acre. All 1 saw would yield ten

tons, green, per acre, at each cutting, and much of it a great deal more ; let us suppose
five cuttings, or fifty tons per acre, at 16s. a ton, this is 401. sterling per acre. It is to

be rememl)ered that the growth we saw was the third, jKrhaps the fourth, and that the

first and second are in all probability more considerable, it will not, therefore, be thought

any exaggeration to calculate on five such. I by no means assert that lucern yields al-

ways, or generally so, as I siieak only of what I sec. I have very little doubt, however,

but this is the amount of that portion, which is thus cut nnd sold to Barcelona ; possibly

one-third, certainly one-fourth is to be deducted for the expence ofcarriage ; this is the

most difficult part of the calculation, for it depends on how many times the mule goes

in a day, which must also depend on the readiness ofsal^, and other circumstances. The
profit is, however, amazingly great. All the other lucern I have anv where seen sinks,

in my idea to nothing, on comparison with the vast and luxuriant burthens nven by these

watered grounds. The finest crops I have known in England are drilled, but there is

a fallacy to the eye in the drilled crops, in proportion to the distance of the rows ; they

appear thick while they are really thin, but in broadcast ones, which satisfy the eye,

there is no deception ; and these immense burthens, through which the scythe is with
difficulty moved, produce more at one cutting than two feet drills would at three, with

the advantage of the herbage being finer and softer. But weeds in England and Cata-

lonia are two very different things ; it well deserves, however, with us, a better trial

than it has yet generally received ; I have viewed broadcast crops, particularly Rocque's
on a very rich garden soil, and Dr. Tanner's, on a common turnip loam, which, though
not to be named with the Spanish, were certainly encouraging.

Hemp, through all these watered lands, is the predominant crop, it is seven feet high,

and i)erfectly fine ; some oi it is already harvested. I am sorry to see that the watered

part of the vale is not more than a mile broad. Indian fig, called here figua de maura,
grows six or seven feet high, very branching and crooked, the arms at bottom as thick

as the thigh of a common man ; those and many aloes in the hedges. Every garden
or ftum has a small house, with a reservoir for water, which is filled in most by a water

wheel, -with jars around the circumference. The gardens between Barcelona and the

fort, and also within the wails, are watered in the same manner ; the water is let into
<U'J
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every little bed, in the same way as I have already dcscrilx'd. They nrc crowded with

crops, and kept in most beautiful order ; those in and close to the town, scattered with

mulberry-trees. But in the district of which I am sneaking at present, among the

hemp and luccm, neither vine, olive, nor mull)erry. These watered lands belong gc
ncrally to proprietors who live in Barcelona, and are let at 30 to 40 Spanish livres the

journal.

The valley, in its widest part is three miles broad. Here it lets at 34 Spanish livres

a year the journal, and sells from 600 to 1000 livres ; each of these livres being about

54s. : (1000 Spanish livres makes 2700 French ones.) Taking the medium, or 800

livres, and the French livre at lOj. this makes the price of a journal 901. 2s. 6d. ; and

the rent of it 41. The gross rent of die land, therefore, pavs nearly 4 J per cent. ; but

whether this is clear rent, the tenant paying all taxes, and doing the small repairs of

his house, 8tc. or whether there arc deductions on these accounts, are questions which

were neither forgotten nor resolved. To shew the quick succession of their crops,

they have com in stocks on the borders of some of the fields, and the land ploughed

and sown with millet, which is already nine inches high. Many bleaching grounds.

Advancing—the irrigated land lets from 24 to 40 Spanish livres : that not irrigated,

at 15 livres. Water, therefore, here more than doubles the rent of the land ; and in

other places we have found the difference yet greater. The soil all the >vay a red and
brown deep friable loam, with a sufficient adhesion for any crops. They sow French

beans after hemp, and then sow wheat.

At Ballalo, two hours from Barcelona, we meet with the first vineyards, but the hills

here come down to the sea ; and where they do not, the vale is not more than half a

mile wide. Lycium in the hedges ; some few mulberry -trees. Oranges in the gar-

dens, a few palm-trees, with vines around them.

A journal of watered hemp produces from 10 to 12 quintals ; if not watered, the pro-

duct much inferior ; the price 14 to 17 Spanishlivrcs the quintal, or 35s. English which
makes 191. 58. an acre. This is, however, to be understood of a very fine acre. The
mountains are at half a mile distant, and partly cultivated to the top. All the way in-

closed, and the men mending gaps in their hedges.

£very scrap of flat land well watered, from wells and reservoirs ; the hill covered
with vines.

Land, near Canet, well watered, sells for 500 Spanish livres the journal ; vineyards

for 300 livres. They give, in good years, to twelve charges. Uiiwatered Liid, 100
to 150 livres.

Enter a flat vale, half a mile broad, not watered. Hemp, very poor ; maize, seven
feet high. Vineyards, under regular plantations of olives ; corn cut, in stocks, and the

land ploughed. A journal sells for 200 livres, and further on/ when irrigated, for 1000
livres, which is an astonishing difference.

While the mountains and waste parts of the province present an un&vourable prospect,

the watered districts are, on the contrary, scenes of most exuberent fertility. To a per-

son, from the north of Europe, there can hardly be a more striking spectacle than the

eflfect oi watering in these southern climates ; it converts an arid stony waste, which
would yield .lOtmng but vines and olives, and on which every sort ofgrain would hardly

return the seed, at once into fields, pregnant with the richest harvests ; on such soils, it

gives almost the whole value ( ^ the land ; and on the richest it raises it, at the least,

ouble ; and in some instances, ave times, it enables the cultivator to have a succession
of crops, more important than any thing we know in the north. The reaping one crop
is but the signal for immediately putting in another ; in doing which, they exert them*

VOL. IV. 5 F
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st'lvcAwith the utmost nctiviiy ; plouKliiii)^ univcrMilly as soon uNthc corn is cut; and

aa* hy thin means cnabU'd to luivc- conHtanlly two cropn a year. 'I'hc extreme fertility ol

these hinds has, however, led nuuiy travellers into great or ignorant exaggerations ; ihcy

have asserted that die land yields many crops at the same time, one under another, which
is both true and false. It is fact, that corn, wine, oil, and silk, av produced by the same
field, in some few instances ; but it is not from hence to be concluded, that ihc good-
ness of the land, or the importance of irrigation is at all shewn by that circumstance.

The fact is, that it is impossil)le to mise one crop under another, without losing in one

nearly as much as you gain iit the other ; die olive, being a large tree, cultivation may
be carried on under it, but the crop gained is poor, and shews that exactly in proportion

to the shade is (he injury sustained by the produce which is shaded. If the trees arc thick,

the corn is hardly worth the reaping ; it is the same in other cases, and I was well con-

vinced, from viewing their grounds with this design, that the soil can carry, profitably,

but one crop at a time ; several may be crowded on it, but nothing is gained ; with grass

under trees, this is not the case so much in a hot climate ; but even grass is domagcd,
and it is not the question at present, as they have none. A country to be supported, and
in a hot climate, without meadows or pastures, sounds very stninge to i'lnglish ears, and

it is among the curious circumstances of this part, and I am told of the rest of Spain.

If they applied to grass the land that is proper for it, they could not possibly have bread

to eat ; straw here is given instead of hay, and entirely supplies its place, and the oxen
and mules \vhieh we saw, did not shew in the least, by their looks, any deficiency in

nourishment. Lucem is not at all common through the interior part of the provmce,

and where they cultivate it, it is used green. Maize is sometimes sown merely for its

herbage, as it might be, I believe, profitably in England, late in the spring, to avoid our

frosts ; it is one of the most nourishing plants in the world.

The consequence of water being so apparent in the province, I could not but attend

particularly to their exertions in conducting it, and I concluded that not one acre in

twenty, perhaps in forty, is watered, that might be. In the flat vales where canals of ir-

rigation arc made, at a small expence, a very good, though by no means a complete use

is made ofthem ; but on the declivities ofthe mountains, it is necessary to erect a mound
of solid masonry across the river, and to cut the canal partly out of rocks, and to support

it by walls of stone, as I have seen in France ; and having thus diverted a large portion

of the water of a river, to carry it on its level, along the side of the mountain as far as

it will go ; isuch exertions demand a much greater capital than is to be found upon the

lands of Catalonia : it could be done only by a great lord, who knew the importance

of such undertakings, who resided on his estate, and whose income was spent in some-
thing else than the taste and pleasures of a capital. But leaving such exertions to indi-

viduals, who either have not the money or not the will to employ it, is to perpetuate wastes.

It is die king only who can make those efforts ; a monarch who should be determined

to improve his kingdom woufd presently find the means of doing it. The importance

of water is so well known, that if a canal is made to conduct it, the proprietoi's or farmers

of the lands below would readily and speedily msike use of it, paying proportionably for

the quantity they took ; this is the system in Lombardy, and the eflect is great It would
be the same in Catalonia, but the capital for the great work of the canal, must probably

be supplied by the king, if not the whole, at least a considerable portion. Sucn money
should be lent to undertakers at a moderate interest. Exertions of such a nature, with

a proper general attention given to these objects, would make them fashionable among
the great lords of the kingdom, and fertile provinces would soon be created out ofbarren

and desolate wastes. Arbitrary power has been exerted for ages in eflQ^rts of barbarity,
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'ignorance, and tyranny ; it is time to sec it employed iti works that have tlu- }»o(m1 of

inunkiiid for their aim. A beginning, and a very good one, is nude in the eonslructiou

of some great roadH, on a scale of true magnificence, which is nevere\hil)ited with such

effect uHin works of public utility ; and whenever the importance of cultivation is well

undcrttood in S|)ain, and the ri'^ht means of ad\ aneiiig it clearly analised, irrigation

will then receive an attention that has not hitherto luen given. Sueh is the necessity i»f

water, for various productions in this climate, that rivers ought to be no nu)rc than in-

finitely multiplied channels, and collected in one stream only, as arescrvoir for fieshand

rei)cated deviations.

..«•.*• 'f SHKLP.

On the northern ridge of the Pyrenees, bearing to the west of Bagncrc de Luclion,

arc the pastures of the Spanish Hocks. The ridge is not, however, the whole ; there

are two other mountains in a difTcrent situation, and the sheen travel front one to ano-

ther as the pasturage is short or plentiful. I examined the soil of these mountain pas-

tures, and found it in general stony ; what in the west of Kngland would be called u

stone brash, with some mixture of loam, and in a few places a little peaty. The plants

are many of them untouched by the sheep : many ferns, narcissus, violets, See. ; but

burnet (poterium siuiguisorba)an(lthc narrow- leaved plantain (plantagolanceoluta) were

eaten, as may be supposed, close. I looked for tix-foils, but fouml scarcely any : it was
very apparent, that soil and peculiiu*ity of herbage had litrlu to do in rendering these

heights proper for sheep. In the northern parts of Kurope, the tops of mountains half

the height of these, for we were above snow in July, are bogs ; all arc so which I havtf

seen in our islands, or at least, the proportion of dry land is very trifling to that which is

extremely wet ; here they arc in general very dry ; now a great range of dry land, let

the plants be what they may, will in every country suit sheep. The flock is brought
every night to one spot, which is situated at the end of a valley on a river, and near the

port or iKissage of Picada : it is a level spot sheltered from all winds. The soil is eight

or nine inches deep of old dung; not at all inclosed, and, from the freedom from wood
all around it, seems to be chosen partly for safety against wolves and bears. Near it is a

very large stone, or rather rock, fallen from the mountain. This the shepherds have
taken for a shelter, and have built a hut against it; their beds arc sheep-skins, and their

doors so small that they ci^wl in. I saw no place for fire, but they have it, since they

dress here the flesh of their sheep ; and in the night sometimes keep off" the bears by
whirling fire-brands : four of them belongin<^ to the flock mentioned above, lie here.

Viewed the-sheep very carefully and by means of our guide and interpreter, made som^
inquiries of the snepherds, whica they answered readily, and very civilly.

A Spaniard, at Venasque, a city in the Pya'nees, gives 600 livres, French (the livre ia

lO^d. English) a year, for the pasturage of this Hock of two thousand sheep : in the

winter he sends them into the lower parts of CaUilonia, a journey of twelve or thirteen

days ; and when the snow is melted enough in the spring they are conducted back again.

They are the whole year kept in motion, and moving from spot to spot, which is

owing to the great range they every where have of |)asture. They are always in the
open air, never housed, or undercover, and never taste of any food but wliat they can
find on the hills.

Four shepherds, and from four to six large Spanish dogs, have the care of this flock

;

the latter are in France called of the Pyrenees breed; they are black and white, of tlie

size of a large wolf; a large head and neck ; armed with collars stuck with iron spikes

;

5 F 2
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nowolfcaii stnnd tip^ninst tlutu ; Imt l)cnM arc more potent advcrmries; if a \ycwr ran

reach a trtc he in »ai'e, he riv h on his liitul legs, witli liin back to the tree, ami sctM the

defeat defiance. In the nifi;lu the sh<pherdH rely entirely on their dopi; but on hear-

ing tlu-m bark, iirc ready with fire-arniH, a^ the dogs rarely lurk if a bear is not at hand.

I was surprised to find that they are fed only with bread and milk. The head shepherd

is paid lioiivresa year wages, and bread ; the oth .s 80 livrcs and bread. But titer

;ure allowed to ke( p goats, of which they have many, which they milk everyday ; their

fotxl is milk and bread, except the flesh ol' such sheep or lambs as accidents give them.

The head shepherd keens on the mountain top, or an elevated spot, from whence lie can

the better see aromul, wnile the flock traverses the declivities. In doing this, the sheep

are exposed to grent danger in places tli' c are tttony ; lor by walking among the rocks,

and especially tne goats, they move the stones, which, rolling down the hills, acquire un

accelerated lorce enough to knock a man down, and sheep are oflcn killed by them.
Examine the simp attentively. They arc in general polled, but some have horns;
which in the rams turn backwards bchmdthc cars, and project half a circle forward ; the

ewes horns turn also behind the ears, but do not project ; the legs white or reddish

;

spt-ckled faces, some white, some reddish ; they would weigh fat, I reckon, on an aver-

age, from fifteen to eighteen pounds a quarter. Some tails left long. A few black sheep
among them ; some witli a very little tuft of wool on their foreheads. On the whole,

they resiuiblc those on the South Downs ; their legs are as short as those of that bree^'

a point which merits observation, as they travel so much and so well. Their shupf

very good ; round ribs, and flat straight backs ; and would with us be reckoned htt.._

some sheep ; all in good order tmd flesh. In order to b<> Htill better acquainted with thein»

I desired one of the shepherds to catch a ram for me to feel, and examme the wool, which
I found very thick and good of the carding sort, as may be supirased. 1 took a speci-

men of it, and also of a hoggit, or lamb of last year. In regard to the mellow softness

under the skin, which is a strong indication of a good breed, with a disposition to fatten,

he had it in a much su|x;rior degree to many of our English breeds, to the full as much
so as the South Downs, which are, for that point, the best short-wooUed breed which I

know in England ; the fleece was on his back, and weighed, as I guessed, about eight

uounds English; but the average, they say, of the flock, is from four to five pounds, as

1 calculated by reducing the Catalcnian pound of twelve ounces, to ours of sixteen

ounces ; and is all sold to the French at 30s. per pound French. This ram had the

wool of the back part of the neck tied close, and the upper tuft tied a second knot» by
way of ornament ; nor do they ever shear this part of the fleece for tliat reason ; we saw
several in the flock with this species of decoration. They Mid that this ram would sell

in Catalonia for 20 livres. A circumstance which cannot be too much commended and
deserves universal imitation, is the extreme docility they accustom tliem to ; when I de-

sired the shepherd to catch one of his rams, I supposed he would do it with his crook,

or probably not be able to do it at all ; but he walked into the flock, and singling out a

ram and a goat, bid them follow him, which they did immediately, and he talked to them
while they were obeying him, holding out lus hand as if to give them something. By
this method he brought me the ram which I caught and held without difficulty. >i^H

The mountain pastures belonging to the Spaniards, not used by themselves, they lot

to the owners of lai|;e flocks who brin^them from the lower part of Catalonia, as with

the French mountains ; these flocks rise to four thousand sheep ; the rent in general

being firom 5s. to 7s. a head, for the summer food. Every inhabitant possesses cattle,

which he keeps in the common mountains in what quantity he pleases ; but others, who

t

I
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do not Ulorifi; lo tl»c parish, pay 5s. to 7h. u head for the sheep, ancl lOs. for a row

;

which disproportion tht y explain by H;iyinp^, that sheep innst have a nuieh ^nater ranj^e.

They liuve good sheep in vuriotib parts ot Cutulonia, but all are hent to tu iSarugusuur

Burcclona.

The mountains and wastes in some parts have no sheep ; only Roats.

Cross great wastes, which in ottier countries would he sheep-walks ; but nonr here ;

for ftve-sixUisof the spontaneous growth are aromatic plants.

See two small flocks of sheep, exactly like those in Uie I'yrcnces, described the first

day of this journey, . i

A small flock of sheep, tiat give five or six pounds of wool each.

Several small sheep-folds. Such notes as these shew how few they are, on compa-

rison of what they ought to be.

In travelling over the lower mountains, aAcr (quitting the higher Pyrenees,* the de-

ficiency of sheep struck mc very much ; the climiitc is too dry to think of a luxuriant

vegetation of grass ; but if the rosemary, lavender, and other aromatic useless pluntu

were destroyed, and the land, by cultivation, properly adapted, was to be laid down to

such plants as would feed sheep, fine [xistures might not be gained, but much valuable

sheep-walk would bo created, and the (piantity of wool increased an hundred fold.

Such a system would unite well with olives, which might Ik: thinly scattered over such
improvements. To import immei (juantitics of sheep from France, and to take no
steps to increase them at home, is a blind conduct, especially when it is considered, that

in a proper system, they cannot be increased without being at the same time, die means
of improving fresh land.

Silk, 2,000,000 lb. at 60 reals.

Hemp, 25,000 nuintals, at IGO reals.

Flax, 30,000 quintals, at 200 reals.

Wool, 23,000 quintals, at 160 reals,

Rice, 140,000 cargas, at 150 reals,

Oil, 10,000 quintals, at 180 reals,

Wine, 3,000,000 arrobas.

Dry raisins, 60,000 quintals, at 40 reals.

Figs, 60,000 quintals, at 32 reals.

Dates and palms, . . • .

'There is no line of boundary to be fixed, with any precision to the Pyrenees; I am inclined to
think that all the mountains we saw, Montserrat perhaps excepted, arc branches of that stupendous
chain, uniting in some direction. The whole mountiunous part of the province, that iS) eighteen-
twcmiethsofit, is properly the Pyrenees. . », ^ ^ , . ,

-. ;i ..' *(V . .w ,,
•. -i -.: .•-
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PRICES AT MADRID, 1788.

Beef, 14 to 15 nuartos per lb. . . -

Veal, 24 to 30 cjuarios jier lb. - - .

Mutton, 15 quartos per lb

Frcsh pork, 15, 17, to 20 quartos per lb. -

t}alted pork, 17 to 20 quartos per lb.

Ham, 18 to 22 quartos per lb.

Tallow Candles, 15 quartos per lb. -

Soap, 16 quartos per lb. . - . .

Butter (Mantica de Flandes) 8 reals per lb.

Goat's milk, 6 to 7 quartos per el quarto,

Mancha cheese, 18 quartos per lb. •

Turkey, 12, 20, to 45 reals a piece, - ..

Fowl, 8, 11, to 14 reals apiece, - ...
Hsire, 5 to 9 reals a piece, ....
Rabbit, 5 to 8 reaiii a piece, ....
P^.rtridge, 4 to 8 reals a piece,

Pigeons, 5 to 6 reals apiece, ....
Eggs, 21 to 42 quartos a dozen,

Potatoes, 4 to 6 quarto i per lb. ...
Garvanzos (large |)ease) 10 to 12 quartos per lb.

Wheat flour, 13 quartos per lb. ...
Rice, 11 to 12 quartos per lb. ...
Er«uJy, 2 reals p-r el quarto, ...
Common wine, 26 to 28 r. the arroba (about 18 bottles) 27
Valdefunas wine, 36 reals per el quarto, -

Charcoal, 4 reals and 5 quartos the arroba,

Wood, 3 reals the arroba, ....
Common bread, 6 quartos per lb. >

Pan candial, 6 quartos per lb. ...
Common oil, 15 quartos per lb. ...
Valencia oil, 4 reals per lb. ....
French oil, 7 reals per lb. ....
Coffee, 34 quartos per lb

Sugar, 30 to 38 reals per lb. .

Chocolate, 6, 8, to 10 reals per lb. -

Tea, 11 quartos per oz. . . - . .

Hair.powder, reals per lb

' f." i jii-

n-

Average.

15 quartos.

27

reals.

MAJORCA. ;

SOME circumstances relating to this island, which I procured from good authority at
Barcelona, and at Bayonne, from Spaniards who had resided many years in it, I think
too interesting to be omitted, as they may serve, iffor no other purpose, at least to point
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sort live comfortably and bring up a family. Everj'- vegetable production for the table

with all kinds of fruits, are not only in uncommon profusion but excellent of their sorts.

Poultry nowhere better; turkeys are kept in great droves, and driven to feed on berries

as rep^ularly fis sheep to pasture; they are fattened on myrtle-berries, and are not only of
a delicious flavour but a great size, even to thirty-six pounds weight. Mutton is excel-

lent ; some sheep are so small from the island of Yuvica, that three legs are sometimes
served up in one dish.

All these circumstances united, sec^a to point out this island as an excellent winter
residence for those who can no longer resort to Nice or Hyeres, and is probably a better

climate thaneith;.r of them.
it'., n •' t^-X'.hr-

PRODUCE OF THE ISLAND OF MAJORCA IN 1786.

f;[

475,336 fanegas

152,880

122,068

102,037
60,500
193,030 arrobas

1,665,660
24,446

5,038

500,300
175,000

Wheat,
Barley,

Oats,

Pulse,

Almonds,
Oil,

Wine,
Hemp,
Flax,

Carobs,

Figs, :

Cheese,

Wool, 47!:, 795 lb. -

Straw of wheat and barley,

SUk, 5,347 lb.

Sweet oranges,

Fruits of all sorts,

Pimienta, - .

Capers,

Increase ofsheep by birth,

—— of goats,

of black cattle,

—— ofhogs,

ofhorses, mules, and asses,

Many articles are not mentioned in this

account, and are reckoned to amount (the

specified produce comprised) to 4,983,326
The extent of Majorca is 123^ square leagues, whereof twenty

to one degree. • ^^. * i ,;

Majorca is reckond to be the t^ part of the continent of Spain ;*"

and the whole of Spain does not amount to 250,000,000 pesos
per anni n, according to the opinion of many well-informed
Spaniitrds. ,-.?< >> >

. - =>= - *. •- •' >' - '••'%:

PesM.
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AN ACCOUNT

OF THE

ATTEMPTS THAT HAVE BEEN MADE
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tT OF MONT BLANC.
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discourse and the first part of this work,

as absolutely unattainable. In my first ex-

Bil, I had it published in ail the parishes of the

ile recc.K pence to whoever should find a practica-

rthose who made unsuccessful trials to pay them for

j of no avail. Pierre Simon made one attempt at the

\6s, of the glacier of Buissons, but returned without any

at is to say in 1775, four of the Chamouni guides at>

ntain df la Cote, this mountain which forms a- ridge

cierof Buissons, approaches to the ices and snows which
No the top of Mont Blanc.

ijdkvercome before entering on these ices, and to cross the

istacles once surmounted, there remains no more than

culty of accomplishing in one day the ascent and de-
' ~ e people of the country think it not safe to run the

Inows. ' ,v ,
= V

well over the first obstacles ; they then endeavoured
hibh appeared fo conduct them immediately to the

d to promisethen^ the most happy success ; they

neither Mfit with openings too large, nor preci-
~ the sun on the snow, and the stagnation of the

they said a suffocating heat, and gave them at

provisions with which tliey were provided, that
'

pjr had the grief to be forced to return the same
Visible insurmountable obstacle. It however
ere vety great^ for their strength was very much

ajnemore or less ill.

vent three other of Chamouni guides from
le road in 1783. They passed the night at the

the glacier, and followed the same valley of

height, and were proceeding courageously,

of the three was suddenly seized with an in-

"the other two to leave him and go on
ninghim^ and leaving him to sleep on the

it of thesuri would kill him : they therefore

Voyage dans les Alpcs, ii. 550.
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rcnotincc'd the undertaking and returned back together to Chaniouni. For this ])ropen-

sity to sleei), prothictd by the rarity of the air, left him as soon as they had descended

low enough to find themselves in a thicker atmosphere.

It is very likely tluit even if this overpowering projKnsity to sleep had not stopped

these brave fellows, tiiey would not have been able to have gained the summit of the

mountain, for in cflect though they had attained a great height, they had still a great way
to go, the heat incommoded them excessively, a thing surprising at this height ; they

l.ci'l no appetite ; the ^vine and provisions th^t they took with them had no charms for

them. One of them^ told me seriously that it was useless to carry any provisions in

this excursion ; and that if he should make another trial by the same way, he would
only take a parasol and a smelling bottle. When I figured to myself this tall and vigor-

ous mountaineer grapling with the snow, and holding m one hand a little parasol, and in

the other a bottle of eau sans pareille, this image had something in it so ridiculous and
strange, that nothing could be more convincing to my mind than the idea he had form-

td to liimstlfof the difficulty of this undertaking, and ofconsequence of its absolute impos-

sibility for people who have neither the head or the joints of a good guide of Chamouni.
Yet M. Bourrit would again make another trial at the end of the season, he likewise

slept at the mountain de la Cote, but an unexpected storm coming on obliged him to

turn back just at the entrance of the glacier.

For my part, after the informations which I had received from those who had made
the attempt at this side, I looked on the success as absolutely impossible, and this was
the opinion of nil the intelligent people of Chumouni.
M. Bourrit, Mho interested himself more than I did in the conquest of Mont Blanc,

thought he ought to try it by some other side ; he gained from all parts all the intelli-

gence he could ; at length he learned that two hunters in following some chamois had

got on some ridges of rock to so very great a height, that firom the place to which they

were come, to the summit of Mont Blanc, there remained no more than four or five

hundred toises to get up by the declivities of snow which were not very rapid, and in

so open an air that there was nothing to fear from that sort of suffocation, that had been

found in the valley of snow which ends at the mountain de la Cote.

Charmed with this discovery, M. Bourrit ran to La Gruc, the village where these

hunters lived, and immediately engaged them to make another trial with him. He left

the village the same evening, and arrived with them at break of day at the foot of some
steep rocks which it was necessary to pass. The morning air was of an extraordinary

keenness ; M. Bourrit seized by the cold and overpowered by fatigue could not follow

his guides. Two of those, after having left him with the third at the foot of the rocks

mounted alone, not only to the top of the same rocks, but very far on the snow : they

«aid that they had reached to the foot of the highest summit of Mont Blanc, from which
they were separated only by a ravine of ice, in which, if they had had more time and
help they could have made stairs by which they might easily have got to the top.

As soon as this trial had permitted me to believe in the possibility of success, I re-

solved to make the attempt as soon as the season would permit ; I charged two men of

the neighbourhood f to watch near the mountain, and to give me notice as soon as the

melting ofthe snows would render it possible. Unhappily they accumulated during the

rigorous winters of 1784 and 1785, and those which have frequently fallen during the

cold and rainy summer which has succeeded this winter have retarded my departure till

the middle of September.

if;'"* '>;>,

' Jorassc, t Pierre Balmc and Marie Goutet.
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I always prefer making these excursions with mv guides only ; but M. Bourrit, whu
was the nrst to make known this route, having desired that we should make this attempi

together, I consented with pleasure. VVc took with us his son, a young man of twenty-

one years of age, whose talents promise a most happy success, and whom the love of

botany, and the grand objects of contemplation that our Alps present, has often con-

ducted on the traces of his father.

I had reckoned on sleeping as high as possible under coverings in form of tents : but

M. Bourrit had conceived the happy idea of sending two days before three men of Cha
mouni to construct for us under shelter of a rock, near the base of the Aiguille du Goute,

a sort of hut or hovel of dry stones ; an excellent precaution which >v'ould secure us

from the danger of a storm, ifwe should have the misfortune to meet one.

These dispositions made, we agreed to meet on Monday the twelfth of September at

the village of Bionassay, situated about a league to the north-east above that of Bionnay,

M. Bourrit and his son came there from the priory of Chamouni, which is four leagues

to the north-east of this village. I left Geneva the eleventh of September, and came in

a carriage to Sallenche ; and the next morning I went on horseback to Bionassay passing

b} St. Gervais and by Bionnay.

The village of Bionassay is situated in a very uneven valley, open to the south-east,

and shut at all other sides. It is commanded by the glacier of the same name, and se-

parated, at the north-east, from the valley of Chamouni by a small chain of slate and
calcareous mountains.

I observed between Bionnay end Bionassay some remarkable stones, but I mean to

give the lithological account of this little journey in another place ; those details would
too much damp the interest of which it is susceptible.

I arrived the first at Bionassay with Pierre Balme, who had come as far as Sallenche

to meet me ; we should have slept at this village, but as there was no inn there, I had
asked at Bionnay which ofthe peasants ofthe place was in the best situation to entertain

us, they directed me to the Conscilkr de la Commune named Batandicr. This honest
peasant received me with great cordiality ; and M. Bourrit coming in the evening from
Chamouni, our host gave each of us a good little room, with a bed filled with fresh

straw on which I passed a very good night.

The next mommg I felt some uneasiness for the weather, the I -rometer not having
mounted during the night more than the sixteenth of a line ; which is much under
what it rises to from evening to morning, when fine weather is perfectly settled. My
observation, compared with that which M. Pictet made at Geneva, gives to the situation

of Batandier's house four hundred and eighty-eight toiscs above our lake, and of conse.
quence six hundred and eighty above the sea.

We had then still to mount one thousand eight hundred toises before we could get to

the summit of Mont Blanc, but we had two days to perform it in : as the first day we
were only to go as far as our hut. As its situation had been left to the choice of its

constructors, we were ignorant of its height, but wished to find it placed as high
as possible.

At day -break one of the Chamouni guides, who had worked at the construction of the
hut, came to inform us it was almost finished, but that it would be necessary to take
another piece of fir, to make the roof more solid. We ordered a man of Bionassay to
carry one, and two others loaded themselves with straw, and two more with wood for

firing. Oil.ers carried provisions, turs, and my physical instruments, and thus we form.^

ed a caravan of sixteen or seventeen people.

5 c 2
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I luul hoped lliiit \vc might h:n c f^ouc pear two leagues on our mules, but it was with

difficulty wc could make use of them even for one. M. Bourrit the father even wished
to go the whole way a foot.

We immediately mouuted an easy slope l)y the side of a profound ravine, in which
runs the torrent which issues from the glacier of Bionassay. Then a rapid ascent con-

ducted us to a little plain Ik low the glacier : we traversed this iilain in its whole length :

we then coasted the glacier for some moments, and we tinished by leaving It and taking

a straight north-east direction by a very rough but not too fatiguing slope, and without
any danger.

All the up|KTpart of this slope is called Picrre-ronde, without the origin of this name
being known ; for there is neither rock nor stone there remarkable for its roundness.
This slope is free from wood, bushes ; and almost all vegetation is covered only witli

fragments, and presents a most savage aspect. At the left are seen bare rocks which con-
ceili the valley of Chamouni, and to the right, the rocks and ices of the base of Mont
Blanc ; for as for its head and shoulders, they are concealed by its low and projecting

bases.

Although this ascent was long enough, I was always afraid to see the end of it and
come to the hut, because I wished to get as high as possible the first day, and to make
the most of the second, which would be the most interesting, but at the same time the

most painful : thus, always coiniting for nothing the present fatigue, we ascended, almost
without perceiving it, the seven hundred and forty-one toises which our hut lay above
the village: we got to it about half an hour after one, although we had not set out till

eight, and divers little accidents hud made us lose more than half an hour of the time.

The situation of this hut was the happiest that could have been chosen in so wild a

situation. It was joined to a rock in the bottom of an angle, sheltered from the north-

east and north- west at about fifteen or twenty paces, above a little glacier covered with

snow, from which issued a clear and fresh stream which answered every purpose wanting

to our caravan.

Opposite the hut ^vas the Aiguille du Goute, by which we were to attack Mont Blanc.

Two of our guides,* who had scaled the Aiguille, shewed us the ridge which we should

climb. They even offered to take advantage of what remained of the day to reconnoitre

the mountain, choose the easiest route and mark steps in the hard snow : we accepted

the offer with thanks. To the right of these- rocks we admired a summit of snow call-

ed la Kogne, \\hich appeared to us of a prodigious height, we were however told wc
should see it under our Icet, from the Dome of I'Aiguille. All the lower part of this

high sinnmit was covered with extremely rugged glaciers, which emptied themselves

into that of Bionassay. At every moment vast masses of ice detached themselves from

this glacier, which we could see fall, and precipitate themselves with a horrid crash and

dissolve in clouds of dust, that the air raised by the fall of ice rose up like clouds to a

surprising height.

Behind our hut was a small chain of rocks about forty feet above it. I made haste to

get up it, my travelling companions quickly followed me, and there we enjoyed one of

the finest views I ever met on the Alps.

These rocks, whose height is one thousand two hundred and twenty-nine toises above

the lake, and one thousand five hundred and twenty-two above the sea, are at the north-

west side quite precipitous. There is seen under the feet tlie southern extremity of the

valley of Chamouni, above which we were about nhie hundred toises. The rest of this

Alarming vnlley is shortened in the view, and die high mountains which border on it

* QcTvais and Goutcf

.
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fend the cntr.ince of this chiirniiiifif rttrc.it, and preserve its peace and innocence. From
that side, the view extends to the Ciemmi, which is known by its double siunmit which

has given it that name. But 1 shall not undertake to give a detail of the immense hea[)

of mountains which is discovered from this summit, let it sullice to say that it presents

the most ravishing prospect to those who delight in such beauties.

1 chose this summit for mv observator}-, I suspended my hygrometer and my ther-

mometer in the air to a stick which kept them in the shade, whilst I standing on the

most projecting point of the rock measured with my electrometer the degree of lerial

electricity. It is true that the cold north wind whinh then blew did not |KTmit me to re-

main long in that situation, it was necessary to find out a milder temperature under cover

of the rocks which surroiuuled our hut ; but as soon as I had warmed myself, 1 retuni-

ed again to enjoy the prospect and continue my observations. I will give an account of

them in a chapter apart.

I had the chagrin of not being able to make an experiment from which I had nromiscd

myself much pleasure: that of the necessary heat to boil water at different heights. The
physicians know the profound researches of M. De Luc on this subject, their precision

and their exactitude leave no doubt of the results ; nevertheless M. le Chevalier Shuck-
burgh thinks he has found out another rule.

It was interesting to repeat these experiments, particularly at such heights as no na-

turalist had ever attempted. For eighteen months I had been asking of M. Paul, a ther-

mometer armed with a micrometer and adapted to a portative kettle: but the want of

proper tubes, and the multiplii d occupations of this excellent artist, had so retarded the

execution ot this instrument that it was not ready till the day before our denarture.

However it appeiyed to be in very good order, I tried it the same night and agam with

success at Bionassay ; and I hope it will succeed equally well every where else, but at

the height oi the hut the lamp destined to make the water boil would not burn ; it was a

lamp constructed on the principles of those that M. Argand had invented, but made in

a hurry, and from a bad model : the tinder which served it as a wick burned at first very
well : but presently this tinder turned into coal and afterwards went out, an accident

which did not happen in a thicker air. Unhappily our apparatus was disposed in such
a manner that it was impossible to make our water boil on a wood fire, the only one
here in our power. After then having uselessly tried this apparatus a thousand differ-

ent ways, I was obliged to give up the experiment, or put it oft' till another opportu-
nity.

But the beauty of the evening, and the magnificence of the spectacle, which the set-

ting sun presented from my observatory, consoled me for this disappointment. The
evening vapour \\ hich, like a light gas, tempered the sun's brightness, and half con-
cealed the immense extent we had under our feet, formed the finest purple belt, which
incircled all the western part of the horizon, whilst to the east the snows at the base of
Mont Blanc coloured by this light presented the finest and most magnificent spectacle.

In proportion as the vapour descended and became more dense, this belt became nar-

rower, and of a deeper colour ; and api^eared at last of a blood red, at the same instant

small clouds which rove above this chain, darted a light of such brightness, that they re.

sembled flaming stars or meteors. When the night was quite set in 1 returned there

;

the sky was then perfecUy clear, and without clouds, the vapours were only observable
at the bottom of the vallies : the stars shining but without any tinkling, spread over
the tops of the mountains an extreme feeble and pale light, but sufficient however to
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dihtin^^uUh the masses and the distunct s, TIk- repose and profound silence which
reigned in this vast extent, still hciKhtiUL-d by tlu* iniagination, inspired me with a sort

of ten-f)r; it uppettrtdtomcnsif I hud outlived the iniiver^e, and tnat I siiwits corpse

stretched at my feet. Sorrowful us ideas of this nature are, they have a sort of charm
which can hardly he resisted. I turned my looks oi'tener towards this obscure solitude

than towards Mont Blanc, whose shining and phosphorical snows still gave the idea of

movement and life ; but the keenness of the air on this isolated point presently forced

me to retire to the hut.

The coldest part of the evening was three quarters of an hour after sun-set, the ther-

mometer could keep nohif^hcr tiian two and a half degrees above the freezing point. An
hour after it got a degree higher, and another in the night, still the fire afTordeu us great

satisfaction ; indeed we scarcely should have been able to have done without it.

But this hut, this asylum of such consenuence to us, deserves to be described. It was
about seven feet by eight, and four in heignt : it was inclosed by three walls, and the

rock which it was attache'! to served for a fourth ; flat stones placed without mortar

formed these walls ; ar.d the same sort of stones, supported by three or four branches

of fir, composed the roof: an opening of three feet square, left in the wall, served for an

entrance. Two paillasses placed on the ground served us for beds ; and an open para-

sol placed against the entrance served us at the same time instead of a door nnd curtains.

M. Boiirrit, and still more so his son, were incommoded by the purity of .air; they

did not digest their dinner, and could not eat any supper. For my part, whom the pure

air does not incommode, if I use no violent exercise, 1 passed an excellent night in a light

and quiet sleep.

Wh^n the parasol was not before the door, I could see from my bed the snows, the

ices, and the rocks situated below our hut ; and the rising of the moon gave to this

view the most singular appearance. Our guides passed the night, some squatted in the

holes of rocks, others wrapped up in cloaks and blankets, and others sat up and watched
by a little fire, which they kept up with a part of the wood we brought with us.

As M. Bourrit the year before, at the same season, and in the same place, suffered

severely from insupportable cold at sun-rise, it was settled that we should not set out till

after six o'clock. But as soon as day began to appear, I mounted to my observatory

and there waited the sun's rising. I found the view still very fine, less singular how-
ever than at the sun's setting ; tne vapours, less condensed, did not form in the horizon

a cordon so distinct and highly coloured, but in return I observed a singular phenome-
non. It was formed of rays of a fine purple, which parted from the horizon to the west,

precisely opposite the sun ; they were not clouds, but a sort of thin vapour homoge-
nous substance : these rays, to the number of six, had their centre a little below the

horizon, and extended to ten or twelve degrees from this centre.

We hud the precaution to take a warm mess of soup as a preventative against the

cold ; we then made an equal division amongst our guides of provisions, precautionary

clothing, and of my instruments, and in this manner set out at a quarter past six with
the greatest hope of success.

Elevated as we were to one thousand four hundred and twenty-two toises above the

sea, we hud still one thousand toists to get up before we could attain the summit of Mont
Blanc ; in effect, the most exact measures allow this summit to be two thousand four

hundred and twenty-six toises above the Mediterranean. Of these cne thousand toises,

we had to go about six hundred on the rocks of the Aiguille du Goute, and the re-

mainder on the snow. .. . . ....... ; ,.i
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This Ai^^uillf, or hin;h mountain, seen from the environs of Ck urva, prcsent«t Itvif

under a round form, stnti^ht iH-fore, and und* r the hij^hest Min\ntit of Mora HIanc.

The ridf^e of rocks which descend from it appear iike blackish furrows. From our hut

we could distinguish this Aiguille under the sanu- aspec t as from (ieneva; but as wc
were very near it, it concealed from us the height uf Mont Ulanc ; we only saw the sky

above these rfjcks.

The rapidity of the couloirs, or hollows, is so great, that it is impossible either to get

up or down, and even if one should happen to fall, it would be found very difficult to re«

tain one's self ; one must cither roll or slide to the bottom of the motmtain.

This slope, by which wc were to get up, as seen from Geneva, and also from nur hut,

appeared sharp and inaccessible : yet our guides assured us that on a near approach all

tfiese seeming difficulties would vanish ; tnry even went so far as to say that the ascent

from Uiiiuassay to tlve hut was more difficult and more dangerous than what remained

for us to attain the summit of Mont Blanc. It may then be easily conceived with what
courage and hopes wc set out.

We begun by traversing not a very sloping glacier, which separated us from the base

of the Aiguille, and in twentv minutes came to the first rocks of the ridge by which we
were to get on this base. This ridge is rapid enough, and the broken or disunited

rocks of which it is composed do not offer a very commodious path. However, we
mounted them very gaily m an hour and some minutes : the tenuK*rature was such as

we could desire : the uir, between three and four degrees above the freezing point, was
no colder than necessary not to heat us in ascending ; wc enjoyed the lively and cncou*

raging pleasure to i)erceive our progress bv the gradual decline of summits which not

long before had apfx^ared above us. I felt a most lively joy, and which perhaps may
appear puerile, when after having ascended twenty-five mntutes I came to discover the

lake of Geneva : it was the first time I had found myself high enough on the bases of

Mont Blunc to be able to perceive it. I had also the pleasure to iiud here two handsome
plants, aretia Alpina, and aretia Helvetica. This last is extremely rare in the Alps of

Savoy. When we had attiiined the highest part of the ridge, it was necessary to climb

a steep slope of snow to get on the glacier which forms the ulatcau of the base of the

Aiguille, and there, for the first time, we were assisted by the nands of our guides, who
were always anxious to offlr us their help. It was near three quarters after seven o'clock

wlen we got on this plateau : we had flattered ourselves with the hopes of getting there

sooner; and as we knew that this was but a small part ofthe wholeof our undertaking,

I thought I ought not to sto]) to observe \hu barometer.

We then passed right to the foot of the Aiguille, and were upon the point of getting

to it, when we saw with much surprise a man, who did not belong to our caravan,

ascending before us at the glacier of Bionassay. But this surprise changed into a cry of
joy of all the cavalcade, when we discovered him to be Guidet, the brave fellow who
the year before had accompanied M. Bourrit, and had gone with Marie Goutet almost
to the simimit of Mont Blanc : he was not at home when we sent for him ; he had not
begun his journey till lute in the precediiig evening, had got up the mountain in the
night, and came by the shortest cut into the track that he knew we should take. The
guides the most loaded hastened to let him have his bharc of the baggage, and he gaily

took his place in our rank.

The glacier that we were traversing touches on one of the ridges of the Aiguille of
Goute, which is by its rapidity impracticable. This ridge is separated from that which
we were to follow by one of those rapid couloirs of which I have already spoken : it was
necessary to traverse this couloir : the snow which covered it was still frozen, and exces-
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hivcly hard; h.inpily (ioiitcl and 0«rval«», who had paHM-d thrif chc «Iay bvforc in the

iifttrnuori, had loinid this HnowsolUiit'd hy the nun, and had marked pluccN in which we
could |)iit our fttt. ThcM- trn^trsingi are what I moM (ear : if your fict fail, you have

littlt hope of t)tin(( alile to kr<-p up ; hut whc n you directly aM ind or dcHcrnd, it' ) ou

full it is eatiitr to stfip yourM-K. (iuid( t watiti<l to nasH Ih'Iow un, in cane our rrM)tin(i;

should iiiil, to which we would not count nt, as the hIo|)c hy which he had to pann in no

doinf( was still more r.ipid and dauj^trous than where we were ; and we followed the

method I had usid in dLscindin^ the f^lucit r of the Aiguille du Midi. Kach of uh placed

hiniscli hctween two Kuides, who firmly held the two extremities of one of titcir long

Htickh ; this stick iV>rnicd at the side of the precipice u Hort of barrier on which we sup-

ported ourselves ; thiii barrier moved with iitt, made our walking itecure, and prearrvcd

us from all danger.

After having traversed tliis couloir, wc attained the ridge of tlte rock we had to climb,

and here it was that our task become difficult. We found this ridge inconitmrably mon-

steef) than that which had conducted U!i on tin.* base of the Aiguille, the nKKs of which it

is formed Uing more incoherent, quite disunited by the injuries of theuir; bomctimcs

they rolled from under our feet ; sometimes pieces came uway in our hands when we
laid hold of them ; often not knowing where to lay hold, I was obliged to catch at the

leg of the guiile next Ixfore me. The ascent in some places was so steep, tl>at sometime t

this leg \\as level with my head : in addition to our troubles, the snow which had fallen

two days belbre filled up the intervals of the rocks, and concealed the hard snow or ice

which wc found here and there under our ieet. OAen the middle of the ridge became
absolutely impassable, in which case we were obliged to go by the sides ofdangerous cou«

loirs by which it uas bounded ; at other times we met mterruptions in the rocks, and it

was necessary to cross snow which covered slopes extremely rapid. All these obstacles

augmented gradually in our approach to the summit of the Aiguille. At length, after

live hours ascent, three of which passed on this fatiguing ridgt% Pierre Balmat, who pre.

ceded me, seeing that not only the slope contii\ually became more steep, but that we still

found, as we advanced, a greater quantity of fresh snow, proposed that I should rest my-
sell' while he went before u little to examine what we should do. I consented with so

much the niore willingness, as I had not sat down since our departure in the morning

:

] had sometimes stopped to take breath, but always standing, supporting myself on the

stick. As he advanced he kept calling to us to wait for him, and not to proceed farther

till his return. After an hour's absence he returned, and informed us that the quantity

of fresh snow higlK-r up was so great, that we could not attain the summit of these rocks

xviihoul extreme danger and fatigue, and that there we should be obliged to stop, because

the top of the mountain, beyond the rocks, was covered with soft snow to the depth

of a foot and a half, through which it was impossible to advance. His guctres, covcR'd

as high as his knees, attested the truth of this report, and the (juantity of snow all round

us was also a sufHcient proofof it. In consequence we agreed, though with regret, to

proceed no further.

The barometer, which I hud tried during this halt, only supported itself at eighteen

inches, one ligne, fourteen sixteenths, and the thermometer m the shade at two and a

half. At this time the barometer, observed at Geneva by M. Pictet at one hundred and
fourteen feet above the lake, supported hself at twenty-six inches, eleven lignes, thirty-

one thirty seconds; and the thermometer in the open air at fourteen degaes de Rcau--

mur. I'his observation, calculated by the logarithms without regard to the temperature

of the air, would give one thousand nine hundred and thirty-five toises al)ove the sea.

If we regard this temperature, in following the formula of M. Dc Luc, we should take

I
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, we should take

Vfl" seventy two toijics ; but If wr adopt the priiuiples of iiaturalistk, who have l.iboured

to perfect M. De Luc's, we should make a niueli Khh conhideralilecKduction. I'or, ac*

cording to the Chevalier Shuckburgh, we should ntrem h biu thirty toises ; and nrror

ding to M. Trembley but twenty-eight ; and w) the Ik ight of tlie place where we Mont

would Ik one thousand nine hinulred and seven toises above the sea. Although I could

not make these calculations on the place itself, as i did not know the height of the ba-

rometer in the plain, I well miw that we ought to be about one thousiuid nine hundred

toises, and I told my fell '..-traveller so; and in the chagrin we felt (or not having JK-eu

oble to complete our enter))rise, it was some consolation to us to know that wc had

been higher than any'othcr known observer in Kun)pe had ever been before.

I observed the hygrometer, the electrometer, the structure of the rocks which sur-

rounded us 5 I collected several samples of these rocks; wc admired the immense ex

tent of the prospect whieh presented itself to our view : to the south-west we could sec

the river Isere much beyond Chumbery, and our view to the north-east extended to

Gemmi, and in this demi-circle, whose diameter is about fifty leagues, we darted above

the highest mountains ; wc could sec our lake at the left of the mole, and on the right

the mountains of Abondance. The Jura alone terminated our horizon to the north-

west, for wc saw it even above the summit .,f the Buct, which was more than two
hundred and seventy toises below us.

Meantime our guides pressed us to return. Although the thermometer in the shade

supported itself only at two, five, ind that the immediate action of the sun's rays made
it only amount to four, seven, yet this same sun appeared to us extremely ardent, and
when we stood still we could scarcely bear it without the help of a parasol. This made
our guides fearful that the late snow, half mrlted by its rays, would augment the dilfi-

culty of the descent. It is known that dangerous ways are more difficult in descending

than mounting, and wc had passed some very bad in getting up. However, by walkmg
with care, ana the help of our guides, whose strength and courage were equally admi-
rable we returned without any accident to the plateau of the base of the Aiguille of

Goute.

As I was no longer pressed for time, I observed the barometer at the border of the

slope towards the lake, and its height compared, according to M. Uc Luc's method,
with that which he then had, gives to this plateau one thousand four hundred and ten

toises above our lake, or one thousand five hundred and ninety-seven above the sea,

which makes about nineteen toises more than the summit of Buet. It was also a satis-

faction to me to have found there u more convenient situation for divers experiments,
more elevated than the Buet, and of an easier access also. This same elevation, calcu-

lated according to Mr. Trembley's formula, would be one thousand four hundred and
forty-four toises above the lake, and one thous;md six hundred and thirty-seven above
the sea.

From thence I re-descended to the hut very slowly, and in observing at leisure the

rocks over which I passed. On my arrival there I found M. M. Bourrit, whu had gone
before us, and who felt so little fatigued from the journey, that they were getting ready
to descend to the village of Bionassay. This was the more surprising, as M. Rourrit
the younger had been ill the day before, and indisposed all the night : M. Bourrit the
father, always pre-occupied by the dread of the cold, from which he suffered so much
the preceding year, had mounted and descended the mountain with furred shoes, in

>yhich his foot had no stability, and which rendered this excursion so much the more
tiresome for him.

VOL. IV. 5 H
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For my part, from having found mj^self so well the preceding night in the hut, I re-

solved to pass this night also in it ; either to continue my meteorological observations,

or to observe in my descent the nature and structure of the mountain, which 1 could

not have done if 1 had left it the same day ; for night came on before M. M, Bourrit

had got half way down.
Immediately nfler their departure I went and placed my instruments on the rock

which I called my observatory, I there still enjoyed the magnificent spectacle ofthe sun's

s^.tting ; and after a very good night in the hut, I continued in the morning my meteo-

rological observations : I compared with great exactness, by means of a level,' the ele-

vation of this rock with that of the mountains which appeared to equal it nearly in

height. I then descended slowly in picking up stones, and stopped a good while to ob-

serve those which are carried down b^ the p:l;;cier of Bionassay. Here are found all

those of which the Aiguille of Goute is composed. I went to dinner at Bionassay, and
from thence a horseback to sleep at Sallenche. V . »>

If this attempt should be made again, I think it would be necessary to erect the hut,

where one should sleep, at least two hundred toises higher than ours, that is to say, at the

very foot of the rocks of the Aiguille du Goute ; and thus attack those sharp and un.

even rocks with all the vigour that a night's rest gives, and before the heat commences.
I likewise think that ifsome guides were sent two or three days beforehand to form a

sort of stairs in the most rapid slo^ies, or at least choose the easiest passages ; for our
guides, almost as great strangers as we in those deserts, were oflen divided in their opi-

nions in the route we should take ; yet nothing is less certain than that we had always

taken the best. But whatever means may be imagined to facilitate this enterprise, it

should not be hazarded in a year of great snow, but at a time perfectly safe, with mus-
cular joints, and a head well accustomed to the sight of precipices. ' ^
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FURTHER ATTEMPTS TO ASCEND MONT BLANC*

I HAVE given in the second volume, chap. 52, the history of the useless attempts

that were made, to the year 1785, to attain the summit of Mont Blanc.

To complete this history, I ought to say a word of an excursion made for the same

purpose in 1786. This excursion was not successful, though it certainly was that which

determined Dr. Paccard and Jaques Balmat to undertake the one made at the end of the

summer of the same year.

It may be remembered that the 13th of September, ) 785, I had attempted with M.
iBourrit, tc scale Mont Blanc by the Aiguille du Goute, but that we met with new fallen

snows which forced us to stop at the height of 1935 toises above the sea.

As the obstacle that these snows had opposed to our design, appeared to us to be the

effect of the lateness of the season, I resolved to repeat the attempt the following year,

at a time when the new snows should be less formidiible. In consequence, and to lessen

as much as possible the fatigue experienced in the last journey, I ordered Pierre Balmat

io erect a hut at the foot of one of the ridges of the Aiguille du Goute, and as soon as

the season would permit to make some excursions on that side, in order to choose the

most convenient route for me to take.

To execute this project, Pierre Balmat, Marie Goutet, and another guide, went the

8th of June, 1786, to sleep at our old hut at Pierre Ronde, and set out for it at break

of day ; they got up the same ridge that I had followed the preceding year, and attained^

although with great difficulty, the summit of the Aiguille du Goute, after having all

successively fallen ill from fatigue and the rarity ofthe air. From thence by proceeding

an hour on the snows in the same direction, they came to the height of the Dome du
Goute ; there they found Francois Paccard and three other guides, with whom they had
concerted this rendezvous, and who had passed by the mountain of La Cote to come to

the same place, always believing that it could be only by the Aiguille du Goute that the

summit of Mont Blanc was to be attained ; and they had divided themselves intc two
mrties to make a comparative trial ofthe two routes which led to the summit ofdu Goute.
This comparison was entirely to the advantage of the route by the mountain de la

Cote. Francois Paccard and his companions had arrived an hour and a half sooner,

with much less fatigue and danger than Pierre Balmat, who had passed by the Pierre

Ronde.
After having joined, they traversed a great plain of snow, and came to a ridge which

unites the summit of Mont Blanc to the Dome of Goute ; but this ridge was found to

be so narrow between two precipices, and at the same time so dangerous, that it was im-
possible for them to follow it, and attain the summit of Mont Blanc. They then exa-

mined at different parts the approaches to this summit, and the result of this search was,

that it was absolutely inaccessible at least by the Dome ofGoute. They returned from
thence to Chamouni by the mount^n de la Cote, much discontented with their expe-

iditioq, and harassed by a storm accompanied with snow and hail.

- '
' '
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*Sauss.vi. 137, quarto.
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But they did not all return ; one of those who had followed Francois Paccard by the

mountain of la Cote, was Jaques Balniat, since become famous by his ascent to the sum-
mit of Mont Blanc. He was not to Ijc of the party in this excursion ; he had joined

Paccard and his party almost in spite of them. In returning from the Dome of Goute,
ns he was not on good terms with the others he walked by himself, and kept apart from
them to search for chrystals in a rock at some distance. When he wished to rejoin them
or at least follow their traces on the snow, he could not find them ; mean time the storm
came, and being fearful to venture himself alone in the middle of these deserts in the

storm and at the approach of night, he preferred squatting himself down in the snow,
and the<e patiently wait till the storm should cease and the coming of day-light ; lie there

•suffered much from the hail anC cold ; but towards morning the weather cleared up,

and as he had the whole length of the day to return, he resolved to consecrate part of it

to the trying if he could not, among these vast and unknown solitudes, find out away
by which the summit of P^Tont Blanc might be attained. It was thus that he discover-

ed that which has been followed, and which is certainly the only one by which it can be
attained.

He did not immediately on his return to Chamouni make his discovery known, but

as he found that Dr. Paccard had thoughts of making a similar attempt, he communi-
cated the secret to him, and ofiered to serve him as a guide. The success of this enter*

prise has been made known to the public by the relations which have been given of it

by Dr. Paccard and M. Bourrit.

What is remarkable in the discovery of this route is, that it is the same which presents

itselt' the most naturally to those who view Mont Blanc from Chamouni, and is also tliat

which those who made the first attempt tried, but of which they became disgusted by a
singular prejudice. As it proceeded by a sort of valley between great heights, it was
imagined too warm, and that it excluded the air too much. This valley is nevertheless

A'ery wide, and accessible to the winds, and the ices which form the bounds are not of
that nature to heat it. But fatigue and the rarity of the air gave to those, who made the

first attempts, this oppression of which I have so often spoken; they attributed this op-

pression to the heat and stagnation of the air, and they no longer endeavoured to attain the

summit otherwise than by the known and isolated ridges, such as tiiat of Goute.

The people of Chamouni likewise had an idea t:hat sleeping on the heights would be

attended with death, but the trial made by J.iques Balmat in passing the night on them,

banished this fear ; and the impossibility of coming to it by the ridges forced them to

take the most natural and apparent route.
»

^

JOURNEY OF SAUSSURE IN AUGUST, 1787.
>».

DIVERS periodical works have informed the public, that last year in the month of

August two inhabitants ofChamouni, Mr. Paccard a physician, and Jaques Balmat the

guide, attained to the summit of Mont Blanc, which till then had been deemed im-

possible. . •:

It was made known to me the next day, and I immediately set out to endeavdur to

• follow their traces ; but there fell so much rain and snow that I was forced to give up
the project for this season. I commissioned Jaques Balmat to visit the niountain in the

beginning of June, and to let me know as soon as the sinking of the winter snow should

render it practicable. In the interval I went into Provence to make experiments by
the sea side, widi a design to compare them with those I proposed to make on Mont
Blanc.

' -'
"' '"
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Jaques Balmat in the month of June made two iiscUss attempts, mean time he wrote

me word he had no doubt but it might be done in the month of July. I then set out

for Chamouni. At Sullenche I met the courageous Bulmat, who was coming to Gene-

va to inform me of his new success ; the fifth of July he had attained the summit of the

mountain with two guides, John Michel Cachat and Alexis Tournier. It rained on my
arrival at Chamouni, and the bad weather continued three weeks ; but I was determined

to wait till the end of the season, rathi * than miss a favourable opport <i)ity.

This opportunity so much desired came at last, I took my departure accompanied

by a servant, and eighteen guides who carried my instruments and other necessary ap.

paratus.

My eldest son was extremely desirous ofaccompanying me; but I was afraid he was
neither strong enough nor sufficiently accustomed to excursions of this nature, therefore

insisted that he should give up the design. He staid at the Priory, where he made, with

much care, observations similar to those I made on the top.

Although it is hardly two leagues and a quarter in a direct line from the Priory of

Chamouni to the summit of Mont Blanc, it takes eighteen hours to walk it, on account

of the bad road, the turnings, and about one thousand nine hundred and twenty toises to

get up.

To be perfectly at liberty in the choice of the places where I should sleep, I had a tent,

carried, and the first night I slept under it on the summit of the mountain of Cote, which
is situated on the soutn of the Priory, and at seven hundred and seventy-nine toises

above this village.

This journey is free from pain and danger, the ascent is always on the grass or on the

•Tock, and the excursion is easily made in five or six hours. But from tlience to the top,

there is nothing but ice and snow to walk on.

The second journey is not the easiest. We had immediately to cross the glacier of
.the Cote to get to the foot of a chain of rock inclosed by the snows of Mont Blanc. This
^glacier is difficult and dangerous. It is intersected by large, deep, irregular crevices

;

and it is often difficult to pass them except over bridges of snow, which are sometimes
extremely' slight, and suspended over abysses. One of my guides had nearly perished

here. He had gone the day before with two others to reconnoitre the passage, liappily

they had had the precaution to fasten themselves together by cords ; the snow gave way
under him in tht? middle of a wide and deep crevice, and he continued suspended be-

tween his two companions. 0^. passed by the opening which had been formed under
him, and 1 trembled at the sight of the danger he had run. The passage of this glacier

is so difficult and winding, that it took us three hours to go from the top of the Cote to

the first rocks of this isolated chain, though it is little more than a quarter of a league in

a direct line.

After having attained these rocks, we soon quitted them again to go up a winding
valley full of snow, which stretches from north to south to the foot of the highest sum-
mit. This snow is intersected at different distances by enormous and superb crevices.

Their lively and neat form shews the snow disposed of in horizontal beds, and each of
, these beds answer to a year ; be the largeness of its crevices what it may, the bottom
can no where be discovered.

tl .^y gwjdes wished we should pass the night near some of those rocks which are to be
iniei with in this route, but as the highest are six or seven hundred toises lower than the

!^
summit, I was desirous to get higher up. To do this, it was necessary to pitch our tent

' amid the snows, this i had much trouble to make my companions consent td. They
imagined that during the night therereigned m\ these high snows an insupportable coid^

A .>,
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and seriously believed they should perish there. At last I told them, that for my part I

was determined to do it with those amongst them on whom I could depend ; that we
would dig deep in the snow and cover this hollow with the covering of the tent, and
there shut ourselves in together, and in this manner we should not su&r fram the rigour

of the cold. These arrangements having encoiiniged them, we pursued our course.

At four in the evening we got to the second of the three great platforms of snow which
we had to pass, and there we pitched our tent, one thousand four hundred and fifty«five

toises above the Priory, and one thousand nine hundred and ninety-five above the sea,

ninety toises above the pike of Teneriife. We did not attempt to get to the last plat-

form, because there we should be exposed to the full of avalanches.

The first platform by which we had lately past is not exempt from them. We had
passed over two of these avalanches, which had fallen since Balmat's last journey, the

broken remains of which covered the whole valley.

My guides immediately set about excavating a place where we might pass the night

;

but they very soon felt the effect of the rarity of the air.* These robust men, to whom
seven or eigh* hours vralking is in reality nothing, had hardly thrown up five or six

shovels of snow when they found it absolutely impossible to continue ; they found it ne-

ccssar}' constantly to relieve each other. One of them who had turned back a little to

fetch some water in a cask from a hollow, was taken ill in going, returned without water,

and passed the night in the most agonising pain. Mys- If who am so accustomed to the

air of the mountams, and who feel better in this air than in the plain, I was overcome
with weariness in observing my meteorological instruments. This illness caused in us

an ardent thirst, and we could not procure water but by melting the snow, for the water

we had seen in coming up, was found frozen when they returned to fetch some, and the

little chafiing-dish we had with us afforded a slow supply for twenty thirsty persons.

From the middle of this plateau, enclosed between the last summit of Mont Blanc, to

the south, its high steps to the east, and the Dome du Goute to the west, there is scarce

any thing to be seen but snow ; this snow is quite pure, of a dazzling whiteness, and on

the high summits forms the most singular contrast with the almost black sky of these

high regions. No living creature to be seen, no appearance of vegetation ; it is the

dwelling of silence and cold. When I represented to myself Doctor Paccard and Jaques

Balmat arriving the first at the close of day in these deserts, without shelter, without suc-

cour, without even knowing that mankind could exist in those places they were attempt-

ing to get to, but continuing nevertheless boldly their career, I could not but admire

their resolution and courage.

My guides always occupied with the fear of cold, so closelv shut all the openings of

the tent, that I suffered much from the heat and impurity of the air, occasioned by the

respiration of so many people. I was obliged to get out in the night for the sake of tak-

ing breath. The moon shone with the greatest lustre in the middle ofthe sky of a dark

ebony colour, Jupiter seemed to throw out strong rays of light from behind the highest

summit to the east of Mont Blanc, and the reverberating light all over this extent of snow
was so dazzling, that only the stars of the first and second magnitude were distinguish-

able. At length however we began to sleep, when we were awaked by the noise of a

great avalanche, which covered part of the declivity that we should have to climb the

next day.

At break of day the thermometer was three degrees below the fi^ezing point. It

was late when we set out, owing to the necessity we were under of melting show for

* The barometer stood but «t 17 inches 1Off lines.
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breakfast, and to have some to carry with us; it was no sooner melted than drank, and

those people who religiously guardtd the wine I had brought with us, continually stole

the water I had in reserve. We begtm by ascending the third and last platform, then

took to the left to get on the highest rock at the east of the summit. The decliviiy ex-

tremely slan»td, thirty-nine degrees in some places, and every where bo.dcrs on preci-

Eiccs, and ihe surface of the snow was so hard, that those who went first were obliged to

reak it with a hatchet before they could gain a footing. It took us two hours to climb

this declivity, which is about two hundred and fifty toises high. Coming to the last

rock, we took to the right inclining westerly to climb the last declivity, the perpendicular

height of which is about one hundred and fifty toises. This declivity inclines only to

twenty-eight or twenty-nine degrees and is not dangerous ; but the air is so rarified that

our strength visibly failed, as near the summit I could only go fifteen or sixteen steps

without taking breath, I even felt now and then a sort of fainting which obliged me to sit

down, but in proportion as I recovered my respiration, I felt my strength return ; when
recovered enough to proceed, I seemed as if I could get to the top at one stretch. All

my guides in proportion to their strength were in the same situation. It took us two
hours from the last rock to the summit, and it was eleven o'clock when we gained it.

My first looks were fixt on Chamouni where I knew my wife and her two sisters

tvere, their eyes fixed to a telescope following all our steps with an uneasiness, too great

without doubt, but not less distressing to them. I felt a very pleasing and consoling

sentiment when I saw the flag which they had promised to hoist the moment they observ-

ed me at the summit, when their apprehensions would be at least suspended.

I could now enioy without regret the grand spectacle I had under my eyes. A light

vapour suspended in the lower regions of the air, concealed from my sight the lowest

and most distant objects, such as the plains of France and Lombardy ; but I did not much
regret this loss. What I had just seen and what I saw in the clearest manner, is the

whole of all the high summits of which I had so long desired to know the organizatii

I could hardly believe my eyes, it appeared to me like a dream, when I saw placed under

my eyes those majestic summits, these redoubtable Aiguilles, the Midi, the Argentiere,

the Geant, whose bases even had been for me of such diflicult and dangerous access. I

seized their relation to each other, their connection, their structure, and a single glance

cleared up doubts that years of labour had not been able to dissoh'e.

During this time my guides pitched my tent, and set out the little table on which I

meant to make the experiment of the ebullition of the water. But when it was neces-

sary for me to dispose of my instruments and observe them, I found myself every mo-
ment obliged to suspend my work, and attend only to my respiration.

If it is considered that the barometer was then only at sixteen inches one line, and
that thus the air had little more than halfof its ordinary density, it may be comprehend-
ed that it was necessary to supply it by the frequency of inspirations. When I was per-

fectly quiet, I only felt a slight pain at my breast ; but when my attention was fixed for

^me moments in continuation, and pcu icularly when in stooping, I leaned on my sto-

mach, 1 was obliged to rest during two or three minutes, to recover myself again. My
guides felt the same sensations. They had yo appetite ; and to say the truth, our provi-

sions, which were all frozen, were not in that state calculated to excite one ; neither did
they care for wine, or brandy, indeed they had found that strong liquors increased this

indisposition, without doubt by increasing the quickness ofthe circulation. It was fresh

i(vater only that did them good, and afforded them pleasure ; but time and troubl^ were
wanting to make a fire, without which we could not have any.

-^
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I nevertheless remained at the top till half after three, and although I lost not a single

moment, I was not able in these four hours and a half, to make all the experiments I

have frequently made in less than three hours at the sea side. I made however with care

the most essential ones.

I got down easier than I expected. As the motion in descending does not press the

diaphragm, it does not confuic the respiration, and one is not, therefore, obliged to stop

so often to take breath. The descent from the rock to the first platform was neverthe-

less very dilBcult by its great steepness, and the sun shined with such brightness on the

precipices beneath us, that it needed heads well accustomed to such sights not to be ter-

rified. I again slept on the snow two hundred toises lower than the preceding night.

There it was I became convinced that it was the rarity of the air which incommoded us
oil the summit ; for if it had been from weariness we should have been much sicker

after this long and dangerous descent ; but, on the contrary, we supped with a very

food appetite, and I made my observations without any obstruction from indisposition,

even believe that the height where this indisposition begins is fixed, beyond which it

b impossible to proceed farther. Fur my own part I find myself very well at one thou-

sand nine hundred toises above the sea, but as soon as I get higher I feel myself indis'

posed.

The next day we found the glacier of the Cote changed by the heat of these two days,

and still more difiicult to pass than it was getting up. We were obliged to descend a

declivity of snow, inclined to fifty degrees, to avoid a crevice which had opened during

our journey. At length at half after nine we found ourselves approach the Cote moun<
tain, very happy to find ourselves again in a place where we were not afraid of it sinking

under our feet.

There I met Bourrit who wanted to engage some of my guides to go up a^n with

him ; but they found themselves too fatigued, and wished to rest themselves at Chamou-
ni. We descended very gaily to the Priory, where we got to dinner. It was a great

pleasure to me to have them all return safe, and well with their eyes and face in the best

possible state. The blacli crapes with which we had provided ourselves, and with which
we covered our faces, had perfectly preserved us from the temporary blindness, and chop-

ped and burned faces often occasioned by the reverberation of the snow, which those

who had gone there before us had felt.

'I

DETAILS OF THE JOURNEY.

IN going from the Priory to Mont Blanc, by the Cote Mountain, you must begin

by following the road to Geneva, as far as the village of Buissons, and then take tlie path

which leads to the glacier of that name. But at the i'oot of the declivity which leads to

this glacier, you turn to the right which leads to the Hamlet of the Mount.

This hamlet is situated on a hill of gypsum ; on the surface of this hill are seen hol-

lows, some in the form of funnels, others on the contrary have only a narrow orifice,

and widening farther in. I was shewn one in a field scattered over with bushes, the

opening of which was but a foot wide, but farther in its diameter was ten or twelve feet

of a spherical form. Without doubt, these hollows are made by the waters which dis-

solve, and draw with them the gypsum which forms the hill, whilst the vegetable earth,

withheld by the roots of grass and bushes, rests suspended above these cavities. As to

the spherical form of tltcse cavities, it is difficult to explain ; neither are those geon\eten

who give tlie account. . -
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A little beyond the mount we began to ascend, in pursuing the Ijordors of the tor-

rent which issues from the glacier of Taconay ; then; instead of fixed rocks, we only

find wrecks, displaced rocks, composed of quartz, of mica, of schistae hornblende, or of

ferruginous horn stone, which dis olves in the air, and changes into oxide of iron of a

rusty colour. These fragments have frequently a rhomboidul form.

Soon after are seen to our left yellowish rocks, which decompose, and whose nature

is the same as those fragments. As to their structure and situation, they are, in gene-

ral, conformable to the other works of Chamouni.
In proportion as we got higher we found the horn rock abound more in these frag-

ments, nevertheless one meets some fine knots of granite of felspar, of an almost black

gray, mixed with white quartz ; of quartz crossed with threads of amianthand others.

This ascent is extremely wild, at the bottom of a narrow valley, with the glacier ol

Tacony in front, bristled with flakes of ice, not clear and white, like those of Buissons,

but soiled by a black mud, and intersected with rocks of the same colour : but in getting

up higher we discovered above this glacier, clear and sharp-edged snows of the Dome
of Goute.

Till within half a league beyond the Hamlet of the Mount, you may go on mules for

about two small leagues from the Priory ; but all the rest on foot.

Soon after we got above the glacier of Tacony, some part of the way became diffi-

cult ; we then met with a clear fountain of fresh water, where the guides already fatigued

with their loads took some rest.

There we faced the glacier of Tacony, remarkable for the different colours of its

ices, which at our side on the right bank is muddy and black, whilst on the opposite

bank they are transparent and white.

The rocks on both sides are the same as those I have above described ; they divide

frequently into oblique angled parallepipeda ; their situation and structure are also the

same. ':^* '' ' '

In getting up high? we found hardy gray rocks, resembling veined granites, with
lengthened knots and veins of quartz, parallel to their beds and layers. Afterwards we
got nearer the glacier, and climbed a sloping declivity to the Moraine, whose'ridge we
KtUowed for some time ; we soon after left it entirely by getting higher on the mountain
to the left.

Halfan hour after having quitted the glacier, we came to the foot of a pretty high
sharp rock, which guards a narrow and deep cavity, from which there is no way of get-

ting but by scaling this rock ; this passage is called the Mapas or bad step : they had
placed a ladder there for me, on a supposition I should want it, but as I was unwilling

to give my guides a bad opinion of my intrepidity, I passed on without touching it.

' Beyond the Mapas we were obliged to pass by some narrow corners on high sharp
ridges.

We then followed an uneven ridge, with the precipice to the right, and very uneven
fields to the left ; after that we climbed a slope to a cavern, where I slept the 20th of
August 1786, when, immediately alter Dr. raccard's journey, I endeavoured, by fol-

lowing his steps, to attain tlie summit of Mont Blanc. But in the night there happen-
ed such a storm of rain and snow, that I was obliged to return sorrowfully, and put off^ attempt till the following year.

Each of these journeys took me about four hours, without including rest, from the
Priory of Chamouni to this cavern.

The summit of this rock, to the north-west of this cavern, presents a very fine prt)s-

pect : it forms one of the heights of the narrow ridge of the Cote mountain, which se-
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pnratcs the glacier of Tacony from that of the Biiisnons. The neck by which it is pass,

cd is about six iiiindrcd toiscs above the Priory of Chamouni. PVom this ridge is seen

the two glaciers just mentioned, and which lay immediately under our feet, all the valley

of Chamouni, to the diTtle de Bahne, and the two chains which border this defile : fur*

ther on is seen the tower d'Ai, and the Aiguille of Midi, which overtops St. Maurice,

as well as other heights at a greater distance. From the opposite side is seen the moun-
tain beyond Mie glacier of Tacony, uhich bears the name of this glacier, and the

trenches of the beds of this mountain. These beds shew with the greatest regularity their

position. Finally, in the same direction the profile of the Aiguille of Goute also oflfers

the same position of beds.

But the most singular point of view is that of the ridge itself, on which we stoo<1,

seen at its fuli length from the north-west side. Great blocks of rocks with shaqi an-

gles, boldly and singularly heaped on each other, crown the summit of this ridge, and
present the most wild and fanciful aspect ; the smiling and beautiful parish of Ouches

ears divided by these sterile rocks, and forms with them a striking contrast. i

these blocks, which is sharp angled, projects very much over the precipice,

led from its shape, the bird's beck. It is said, tliat a shepherd who laid a

o and seat himself on the point of this beck, actually got to it, and sat on
in moving to come away, he lost his equilibrium, fell, and was killed upon

cks of this part of the ridge are for the most part of schistus, composed of black

de, and white felspar.* There is frequently found in the crevices of these

anslucid little chrystals, of felspar a little inclining to green,

twelve when we came to this ridge ; I stopped halfan hour to give my guides

dine. During this time I amused myself with the sight of some people a great

neath me, who were crossing with great difKculty, supported by their guides,

er plateau of the glacier of Buissons, and who very probably were proposing

mselves at their return to make a pompous recital of their undertakbg, and the

they had run. i&

I looked, but looked in vain, on the second platform, for two ofmy guides, who had

flattered themselves with the expectation of gettinr before us to the ridge, where we
were, in passing by this platform ofthe glacier, which in effect presents a more direct

route to the Priory. But as some of the way is very bad, we were very uneasy at not

seeing them. They however rejoined us, but very late.

After having crossed this ridge, we continued to ascend obliquely, between the gla*

cier of Buissons and the top of this same ridge, the rocks of which are always of vein-

ed granite, here and there mixed with beds of sienite schieste, or of a foliated rock,

composed of bladed hornblende, and felspar. The beds of these rocks are always in

the same situation.

We passed under a deep cavern, where Jaques Balmat, in his preceding journey, had

concealed the ladder which was to assist us in crossing the crevices of the glacier, like-

wise a pole to make use of in very bad places. He found the ladder, but the pole was

stolen ; it is singular that thieves should find their way to such a place ; however, it can-

not be said they were highway robbers. ;>*' . r.^t mU;

We also passed by the foot of the Aiguille de la Tour, which is the highest point df

this ridge. We afterwards climbed some granite veined rocks, always situated in the same

* Sienit scbiefer of Werner.

i.t
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manner; and we arrived, at three quarters after one, at the summit of the Cote moun-

tain, at the place where we were to pass the nij>;ht.

The first journey took us but six hours and u fmlf from the Priory to our sleeping

place.

This sleeping-place consisted of a great heap of blocks of granite, among which my
guides hoped to find shelter, and where Dr. Paccard and Juqucs Bulmat had slept the

rst night of their expedition. These blocks have been forced there by the glacier

which is very near, and which is to be crossed to make a way to the summit of Mont
Blanc. And there it is we quitted the firm ground to embark on ice and snow to the

end of the journey.

The crossing of the glacier in the morning while the snow is hard is to be preferred, as

it becomes much more dilHcult when the heat of the sun has softened the snow.

This is what Marie Goutet found under whom the snow gave way, when he went to

reconnoitre the way we should go the next day. Happily, as I have said in the abridged

relation, he rested suspended by the cords which fastened him to his two comrades, who
had accompanied hmi. At their return we were all eager to have an account of the ex-

pedition ; as soldiers are to ask the spies of an army news of the enemy's situation. Ma«
rie Goutet, with great seeming indifference and even gaiety, told his story ; notwithstand-

ing which, his recital cast a shade of sorrow on the countenances of his hearers ; the

most heroic smiled at it, but the rest viewed it in a more serious light. Mean time no-

body talked of returning there, but, on the contrary, began to look out tor a place of

shelter to pass the night : some went to my old lodging, where they hoped to be warmer

;

others fixed themselves between the blocks of granite, for my part, I slept imder my
tent with my servant and two or three of my ancient guides.

The next day, 2d of August, notwithstanding the interest we all had in setting off

early, there arose such difficulties among the guides in the arrangement and division of

their loads, that it was half after six o'clock ttefore we set out, each fearing to load him-
self, less from fear of the hardship, than of sinking in the snow by the weight of himself

and load, and by this means fall into a crevice.

We got on the glacier, opposite the blocks of granite under which we slept ; the en-

trance on it was easy enough, but we soon found ourselves entangled in a labyrinth of
rocks of ice separated by large crevices, in some places opening very wide, in others co-

vered either wholly or in part by the snow, which sometimes forms a sort ofarches under-

neath, and which are sometimes the only resources in one's power to get over these cre-

vices; in other respects it is an uneven ridge of ice which serves as a bridge to cross

over. In some places, where the crevices are quite empty, we had to go down to the

bottom and get up at the other side by stairs cut with a hatchet in the very ice : but in

no part is the rock found or seen;* and sometimes after having got to the bottom of
these abysses^ surrounded with almost perpendicular walls of ice, you can hardly conceive

how you shitll get out again, however as long as they walked on the ice, though ever
so narrow the ridges, and slanting the declivities of it are, these intrepid Chamouniards,
ivhose head and feet are equally firm, appear neither afraid or uneasy ; they talk, laughi
and dety each other in jest ; but when they pass over these slight roofs suspended over deep
abysses, they walk in a most profound silence ; the three first tied together by cords, about
';five or six feet distance between them ; the others two by two holding their sticks by the

. ends, their eyes'fixed oh their feet, each endeavouring tq place exactly and lightly his foot

in the traces of the one before him. Above all it was after we had seen the place where

t*>S, * Their bottom Is always of snow or ice.

5 I 2
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Marie Coutct hnd fullcn, that this sort oi fear inccea»ed ; the snow had quite given way
suddenly under his f'cct and furmcd round him an empty space of about six or seven

feet in diameter, and discovered an abyss to which was been neither bottom nor sides

;

and that in a phice wliere no exterior danger appeared. When af'er having got clear

of some of these suspicious snows we found ourselves uii a rock of ice, the expressions

of joy and serenity snined on all our countenances, and ourjokes and good humour re-

turned. We then held a council on which way we should take, and grown bold by suc-

cess, weexposid ourselves with the greatest confidence to new dangers. It tool us
three hours to cross this redoubtable glacier, although hardly a quarter of a league in

breadth. From this time we hud only to walk on snow, often rendered extremely diffi-

cult by the very great slants of the declivities, and sometimes dangerous when these de-

clivities bordered on precipices : but in this case at least we had no dangers to encoim-
ter but what wc saw, and where we ran no risk of being swallowed up, without either

strength or address being of any avail to us.

In going from this glacier, we were obliged to climb one of those declivities of snow
extremely slofx^d, after which wc had to pass to the foot of the lowest and most norther-

ly rock of a small chain of insulated rocks, in the middle of the ices of Mont Blanc.

This chain runs pretty near from north to south, and is c . cly composed of primitive

foliated rocks, the elements of which are of blackish or greenish plates of hornblende,

of felspar, of plombngine, with a little quartz and mica.

There is found there also a greenish stone, brilliant enough, translucid, fibrous and
schistose, pretty hard, fusible by the blow-pi^ie, in a globule of 0.3, line of green glass,

translucid, of a greasy lustre. This substance agrees much with the steatite asbesti*

forme of St. Gothurd : but its parts arc finer, it is more brilliant, harder, more fusible,

and produces a clearer glass. But except another species is made, I cannot compare it

to any other. 5 < • 1

As to the rest, the felspar, which forms a part of the composition of these rocks, is of

the sort which I call fat, because it has a fat and oily lustre. All the rocks of this chain

have their beds situated like those of the Cote mountain, according to the general law

of the Chamouni rocks, but are inclined low. <'V nti

This chain at the eastern side is separated from the Aiguille du Midi, and some
mountains, which join this Aiguille with Mont Blanc by an extremely wild glacier,

almost wholly composed of seracs.

The name of serac, in our mountains, is given to a sort of white compact cheese,

taken from whey, and pressed in a sort of rectangular cases, where it takes a cubical

form, or rather rectangular parallelipidus. The snows at a great height frequently take

this form when they freeze, after having in part imbibed water. They then become
extremely compact ; in this state, if a thick bed of this hardened ice comes on a de-

clivity, and should, as it often happens, slide down in a body on this declivity ; and, in

so sliding, ifsome parts of the mass should not go equally with the rest, their weight

forces them to break in pretty near rectangular fragments, some of which may measure

fifty feet, and which, by reason of their having no mixture, are as regularly filmed as if

they had been chisseled.

On the faces of those great parallelipid? is seen one of these beds of snow ac(iumu<

lated from year to year, and passing gradually from the state of snow to that of ice, by
the infiltration and successive freezing ot rain and other waters whioh result from the

superior beds after melting.

^ We had also at our right great heaps of snow into this form of serac, and we should

have been obliged to pass between their intervals with much difficulty and danger^ had
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it been cversoHttIc later in the season, l)ut ti bridj^e of srtow which would have mrlttd

in a few (luvs, served u!t to crusN an cnurniouii opening, and saved us the* troiibU* of

passing amid the HC'racs.

We nsti-d ourselves some nionicntii in the bhadc of some rocks of the isolated chain,

of which 1 have spoken hif^her up.

We then went to the west, after which wc again approached it at the place where the

ycarliefore I had the hut erected with the inleniion«jr sleeping there, but, as I have al-

Kudy mentioned, bad weather prevented me from getting there. In other respects, this

station had been badly chosen, being too near the first ; us it is not more than one huii<

dred and twenty toises above the tot) of the Cote mountain ; so that we should have had

nine hundred toises to ascend the third day; whilst, on the contrary, it was iwcessury

for several reasons to leave the smallest portion for the last.

The nature of the rocks which compose this part of the insulated chain is still the

same; and there is besides observable some argillaceous schistus of the nature of slate,

and fcome schistose granite rocks with some knots of (piartz ; the situation of their beds

is always the same, but approaches nearer to the vertical. There, and higher up, this

chain is frequently interrupted by snows ; the points of these rocks project like little

islands or shelves from the sea of snow which covers this vast region. My guides

caused me to lose a great deal oftime here under the pretext of breakfasting and rest-

ing ; their intention was to delay our journey, that we should not be able l)efore night

to venture ourselves on that part of our way where we should meet no more rocks, and

where we should be obliged to sleep on the snow. We did not set out again till eleven

o'clock, although we arrived about nine.

I again found the Dis|)en8iu Helvetica in flower on these rocks.

We had from thence u glimpse of the lake across the valley of Abondance from the

first rocks ; but in continuing to ascend saw it still better, we could even very well dis>

tinguish the town of Nyon. The mountains of Faucigni upiiearing lower and lower be-

iote us, I'oiguilie perc6e of Rcposoir was that which kept longest in sight, owing to its

nearness to us, and its projecting summit in a distant horizon, for we could only call

the view of those completed over which we could see the Jura. Every victory of this

sort was a subject of joy to the whole party : for nothing animated and encouraged us

more than a distinct vieiv of the progress we made.

After an hour's walk we came to an immense opening, along which we had to coast.

And although a hundred feet wide, we could perceive no bottom to it.

The moment we were standing on its edge resting ourselves, admiring its depth, and
observing its beds of snow, my servant, by I do not know what heedlessness, let fall the

stand of my barometer, which he held in Ins hand ; it slided with the rapidity of an ar-

4x>w on the slanted wall of the opening, and fixed itself at an immense depth at the oppo>

»ite side, where it continued vibrating, like the lance of Achilles on the banks of the Sea-

imander. I felt a very lively movement of concern, because it not only served as a prop

to the barometer, but also to a compass, a telesc-o|)e, and many other instruments which

fastened on it ; in a moment some of my guides, sensible of my concern, offered to

go for it, but as my fear of exposing them to too much danger prevented my consent-

wgto it, they protested there was no danger, and immediately one of them passed a cord

tinder his arm, and the others let him down to where it was, he dre\.' it away and brought

k back in triumph. I had a double uneasiness during this operation : first, the dan>.

jger of the suspended guide ; next, as we were within view of Chamouni, from whence
,with a telescope all our movements were perceivable, I thought that if at this moment
«»ur fvi^nda had their ^afixt ou us, they would, without doubti think one of us had
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tumbled into tbe nhyM, nnd tluit the others were Rtt'ttiiig him up. I have been since

informed, that lui|)|>ily at thih moment they wcrtr not looking ut us.

Wc were obli^d to crotiit this same o|Kninfi^ on u dangerous brid^^c of snow ; after

which, l)y a very sloping ileclivity of snow we eumc to one ol the rocks of the insulated

chain, wlierc I slept the day of my return from the summit, and for tliat reason I catted

it tiK rocl( of lluppy Ueturni its lieight is one iliousand seven hundred and cigluy

toises.

We arrived there at half nfler one. and dined in the stm with a good appetite, but

much regretted tlie want of water, wlienone of the guides thought of u very ingenious

method to procure some: they threw some balls of snow against ilie roclcsex|M)sed to

the sun, part of which sticlcing melted by the heut of the rocl(, and wc saved it Iw little

and little as it fell ; to relieve themselves they threw the snow-balls by turns, and formed

a sort of well, which suppliell us with as much water as wc wanted.

This rock, as well as that which is more to the south, and the last of this insulated

chain, is like the others composed of primitive schistose rocks, mixt with quartz, horn-

blende, and felspar, with knots, some of pure quartz, others of granite rocks. The highest

shew some veins, some of black hornblende pretty near pure ; otliers of white felspar

;

but an oxide of iron which comes from the hornblende dissolved, gives to all tnese

rocks a yellowish cast. The beds of these schistuses are also situated according to a

former observation, but are almost vertical.

This insulated rock, in the midst of snow, appeared to my guides a delightful place,

an island of Calypso ; they could not prevail on themselves to quit it, and seemed de«
termincd to pass the night there. In the abridged relation has been seen what trouble I

had to make them leave it.

From thence in an ascent of about thirty-five minutes we attained the first great plat«

form of snow which presents itself in this route. The declivity of this platform is from
ten to twelve degrees, but it is a plain in comparison of the declivities we hud climbed.

At our left lay the Aiguille du Midi, which began visibly to lower to our right ; the

Domeof Goute, where the dissolved hornblende predommates. The summit of thb
dome cut almost a sharp point on our side, covered with a roof of snow, half circular,

like the urch of a bridge, and crowned by a continuation of those enormous blocks of
snow of a cubical form which I have named seracs, presented the most singular and
magnificent view. Before us the summit of Mont Blanc, the object of our undertaking,

still appeared to us of a prodigious height ; at its left, the rocks which we call its stairs,

and some very superb pieces of snow, which by the dazzling of the sun upix'orcd strik-

ingly singular and beautiful. .'iM'^. »i<(i

It took us twenty minutes to traverse this platform ; and this time appeared long to

us, for since the last voyage of Juques Bolmut, it had been covered by two enormous
avalanches of seracs, which fell from the Dome of Goute ; we were obliged to cross

over these avalanches under the continual fear of being overtuken by others. I had
however the pleasure of obsirvit!g those seracs which we seldom have an opportunity of

viewing near us. I measured some which were more than twelve feet every way ; the

bottom, or that part which hud united w ith the rock was formed of white, translucid ice,

and more compact than ordinary ice. The o|)|)08ite side which had been originally the

tup, was still oi snow, though a little hardened and there is seen in the same block oU
the shades between these two extremes. We were surprised to find that several ofthese

blocks had arrived there without beiitg disfigured, and even that they had ever come
there, lor the Domeof Goute, from \vhich thty were detached is at u great distance,

and the declivity is not very slanting : without doubt they hud slided in the morning on
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the »now which hnd Uvvu (rtuvw and hardened by the cold of the night, and their own
velocity hiul bit n very great.

Krotntlii% platform we uircnn hotir ascending a declivity of thirty -four degrees, which

brought UH to the Hceond nlatl'orni where \vc were to !»lee|>.

Wc had at first long anci m rioiis (klil)erati«)n>» rcHpecting the choice of the place wc
should Bx the tent under uhieh ue uere all to collect to encounter the cold of the

night, of which the guides hud formed to thetuselvcH so frightiul un idea. Uesidcst the

cold wc had two other dangers to guard against, the one from above, the other from

beneath : the bur.ineHS was to choose a situation which should sca-en us from the danger

of the avalanches whiv;h might fall from above, likewise fron» that of erevices concealed

by superficial snow. The guides trembled ut the thoughts of this snow loaded with

the \icight of twenty men collected in n small space, and softened by the heat of their

bodies melting and giving way all of a sudden, and swallowing us ali up in the middle

of the night. A frigliiful crevice whose winding we had traced in coming to this plat-

fonn, and which might have extended, for wht t we knew, to the place immediately

under us, proved at least the possibility of such a iupposition. However, we found at

about one hundred and fifty yards from the entrance of the platform a place which ap-

peared to us secure from all those dangers. There they set about shovelling the snow
away, and fixing the tent over the place they had made for it. In the abridged account

I have related the indisposition my guides felt here from the rarity of the air.

After some moments of repose Marie Goutet and two others went on the Dome of

Goute to look for the stones covered with glass bubbles, that I have described in the

second volume, and brought back some very fine ones, and one among others very re«

morkable in its having sprinkled on its surface the bubbles of a colour analogous to the

port of the corresponding stone, blackish or greenish upon the hornblende, and whitish

on the felspar ; which proves clearly that they have been formed by a superficial fusion

of the rock, and of consequence that thunder has produced them ; in fact, by what other

means could this efTect be produced on the surface of a rock surrounded by snow ? The
same guides afterwards went to examine the declivity we had to get up the next day.

They returned satisfied with having found covered with snow a crevice, which in the

E
receding journey had given them a good deal of trouble to get over ; but the declivity

y which we were to ascend appeared to them extremely abrupt, and formed of very

hard and slippery snow, and I saw clearly by this account that they were in doubt ofmy
being able to ^t up it.

On mountams free from snow, and whose heights does not exceed one thousand or

one thousand two hundred toises it is very pleasant to get in good time to a sleeping

place ; the coolness of the evening refreshes you after the fatigues of the day, and you
sit down on the grass or on a rock, are amused in observing the gradations of the light,

and the changes which almost always accompany the setting of the sun, and twilight.

But in high mountains covered with snow the close of the day is extremely painful,

one cannot tell where to place one's self ; if you sit still you ore frozen, and fatigue join-

ed to the rarity of the air deprives you ofstrength aud courage, necessary to warm your-

self by exercise. This is what we felt in the situation we were now, to which we came
about four o'clock. We were all frozen with cold ; and waiting with the greatest impa-
tience till the tent was fixed ; as soon as it was, we all got into it, and in a short time the

babbling of the guides and the nausea of those who were sick, forced me to leave it.

1 hastened supper as much as possil^le. Afterwards they had great difficulty in fixing

themselves in such a manner as they might be able to pass the night ; I was allowed to

stretch myseii' in a corner ; but as for the rest they could only sit down on the straw

,'\i

i
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between each other's legs ; and the air corrupted by the respiration of twenty persons

crowded into so snail a space occasioned our passing the bad night of which I have

spoken.

The next day we soon traversed the second platform, at the entras :e of which we
had passed the night ; from thence we ascendtd to the third, which we likewise soon
crossed, and in halfan hour came to the great declivity, by which in drawing to the east,

wc got upon the rock which forms the left shoulder of the top of Mont Blanc.

At the beginning of this ascent I was out of breatliby the rarity of the air; however
by resting a moment every thirty or forty paces, but without sitting down, so far recover-

ed my breath, as to be able in about forty minutes to get to the entrance of the avalanche

which had fallen the preceding night, and which we had heard from our tent.

There we all stopped for some minutes in hopes that after having rested our lungs and
legs, we should be able to get over the avalanche pretty quick and without restmg to

take breath, but in that we deceived ourselves, the sort of weariness which proceeds

from the rarity of the air is absolutely insurmountable ; when it is at its height, the most
eminent peril will not make you move a step faster. But I infused fresh courage into

my guides by repeatedly teiline them that this place was really the least dangerous, be-

cause all the loose snow ofthe heights above us had already come away.

Beyond this avalanche the declivity L^came continually more sloping, and on our left

bordered on a frightful precipice ; it was necessary to get over a pretty large opening,

the passage of which was incommoded by a rock of ice, which forced us to the border
of the declivity. The foremost guides had cut steps here and there on the hard snow
as they went on : but as tliey had left the spaces too long it was necessary to take such
long steps that one ran the risk ol lissing ones footing, and sliding without remedy to

the bottom. At last, towards the top the thawed surface became thinner; then it

broke under our feet, and uixlemeath it eight or nine inches of crumbled snow, which
rested on a second crust of hard snow, into which we sunk to the calves of our legs,

after which we slided down the side of the precipice, to which we were only held by the

upper crust, which thus found itself loaded with a great part of the weight of our
bodies ; and if it had broken we should infallibly have slided to the bottom ; bat
I did not think of the danger, my resolution was taken, I determined to go on as lor.g

as my strength would enable .. e, and I had no other diought than that of advancing
with a firm step.

It is said when you walk on "he f/order of a precipice you shoulc not look at it, and
b true to a certain point ; but the following advice is the result of rny long experience.

Before you engage in a dangerous passage you should begin by contemplating the pre-

cipice, until you get quite familiar to it, ".nd it has lost its force on the imagination, and
you can look at it with a sort of indiffeience ; meantime you should study the way you
should go, and mark as you may say your steps : after which the danger is no more
thought of, and you only think of following the prescribed way. But if you cannot
bear the sight of the precipice and accustom yourself to it, give up the enterprise, for if

the path be narrow, it is impossible to look where to place your feet without looking at

the precipice at the same time : and this sight if taken unawares dazzles you, and may
prove your destruction; this rule of conduct in danger appears to me applicable (Of,

moral as well as natural cases. V * * •
'. * l 'j^

^J;
*r

'

1 employed thei e, and in other dangerous situations the manner ofhelping one's-selfby
the guides, which q)pears to me the surest, for him who employs them, and the least in-

convenient for those who help him ; it is to have a light but strong, stick, eight or ten

feet long ; two guides placed the one before and the other behind, keeping the stick by
'7.i. ,wi .x^v

n-«iii«i'tii iiiifr'i'iiiv^ '-
-
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the side of a precipice, the one guide at one end, and the other at the other, and your-

self in the middle, with this walking fence you support yourself as occasion requires

;

this neither incommodes nor tires the guides, and may serve to support themselves in

case one ofthem should slip or fall into a crevice. It is in this attitude that the Cheva-

lier Mechel has represented me in the large coloured plate that he had engraved from

our caravan in the middle of the surrounding ices.

At length in two hours and a half, reckoning from the place where we slept, we at-

tained the rock that I cull the left shoulder of the second stairs of Mont Blanc. In this

place there opened to my view an immense horizon and quite new, for the summit
being at our right, nothing concealed from our view the whole of the Alps on the side

of Italy, which I had nevf ; 'lefore seen from such a great height ; but I reserve this de-

tail for the following chapis. r. There I had the satisfaction to see myself certain of at-

taining the summit, since the remaining ascent was neither very sloping nor dangerous.

We here stopped to eat a bit, seated on the borders of this magnificent terrace ; but
the bread and meat we brought with us were frozen ; yet the thermometer had never

been lower than three degrees below the freezing point, and these aliments, shut in and
covered in a dosser carried on a man's back, ought to have been a little preserved from
the cold by the heat of his body. I am persuaded that on the plain in the same degree

of cold these aliments would not have been frozen, and very likely that there even a

thermometer shut up in a dosser would not be lower than ; but in this rariiied and
constantly renewed air, the bodies or substances impregnated with water undergo a very

great evaporation, and on that account imbibe the cold more than the dry ball of a

thermometer : at nine in the morning, the thermometer was a half a degree above 0,

and my hygrometer at fifty-nine. The naked rocks that we met there, and which form
two sorts of black and projecting ridges, which are very well seen from the borders of

our lake to the left of the highest summit of Mont Blanc, are of granke, here reduced to

scattered fragments ; there, in solid rocks divided by pretty near vertical fissures, the

direction of which is conformable to that which generally reigns in these mountains^

that is to say, from 1-.. E. to S. W. and which in consequence 1 looked upon as beds.

The felspar which enters into the composition of these rocks is white bordering on
gray, or on green, or on a reddish colour ; it gives by the blow- pipe a glass, from which
may be obtained globules of 0, 6, transparent, without colour but full of bubbles.

This felspar is sometimes pure, covered or even mixed with a gray substiince verging

on sea green ; without brightness, earthy, brittle, stripped with a gray whiteness. This
substance appears to be of an earthy steatite ; it is difficult to get fragments of it free

from felspar; those which I have been able to separate, liave melted by the tube into

green-glass, translucid and of an extremely fat aspect. They discolour on the iibrei> of
sajjpare, and dissolve U with effervescence. . ,

— , ., > >t
,- ..r;:'n>-

The whitish half transparent quartz, which enters into the composition of this granite,

appears fattish on breaking : a fragment of the fifteenth of a line in length, by a thirtieth

in thickness or of 0,067, on 0,033, fixt at the extremity of a loose thread of sappare,

became quite round at the flame of a blow- pipe, in loosing a little of its transparence

which under this volume appeared (lerfect, and formed in itself some bubbles in its in-

terior. This quartz is then more fusible than rock chrystal, in the proportion of 0,035
to 0,014.

These granites are frequently mixed with hornblende, sometimes blackish, some-
times bordering on green.

There is also seen here chlorite often of a green colour, sometimes in nests, and even
in thick masses. It is tender but not crumbly ; of a very fine grain, and its small parts

VOL. IV. 5 K
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seen through a microscope, apjK-ars like small blades very translucid, of a clear green,

but they have not the regularity of those of S '.iothard which I have described. This

fossile, as well as the hornblende, appears to s jpply in these granites the place of mica,

which only shews itself in very small and scarce blades.

Some ofthese granites appear rotted, there are observed in them small cavities of an

angular, irregular form full of a rusty brownish dust. In breaking these granites there

is found in their interior parts small brown pyrites tarnished on the outside, but brilliant

and of a very pale yellow inside, and whose fragments are attractable by the loadstone.

It is from the mixture of these pyrites that these cavities are formed. My guides found
some fragments of these same granites, in which are seen cubical pyrites of three or four

lines in thickness, which on breaking appear very brilliant, and of a brassy high co-

loured yellow ; they do not alter on being exposed to the air.

On these rocks are also found some quartz with some veins and nests of delphinite or

green schorl ofDauphine ; it is but confusedly crystallized, but to be distinguished by its

swelling under the blow-pipe, and the black and refractor}' scoriae into which it changes.

In some places these grainites degenerate into irregular schistose rocks, formed of

quartz and felspar, without any mixture of mica, and whose beds are separated and co-

vered with clay of a nut-brown ferruginous colour, and melts into a black glass. ^

In these same granite rocks arc inclosed a layer of granitel, almost entirely composed
of black and shining lameller hornblende, and of gray felspar translucid, of the colour

of rusty iron at its surface.

To conclude, my guides found in these rocks a palaiopetre or primitive petrosilex of

a gray colour bordering on green, translucid at a line thick and even to 1, 2 ; scaly or

shelly on breaking, hard, interiorly mixed with spots of a deep green, which are scarce-

ly visible but by a glass, and which appear to be of steatile ; and also with some
spots of pyrites, which in dissolving stain of a rusty colour the places near it. This
stone in melting turns to a green glass like that of felspar.

After having rested and examined these rocks, I resumed my journey about nine

o'clock. As I had measured from Chamouni the heights of the parts of the mountain,

I knew th.;t I had not more than about one hundred and fifty toises to go, and that by a

declivity of not more than twenty-eight or twenty-nine degrees, on a firm and not slip-

pery snow, free from crevices, and distant from precipices, I therefore hoped to attain

the summit in less than three tjuarters of an hour ; but the rarity of the air prepared me
difficulties greater than I could have foreseen. I have observed in the abridged rela-

tion, that towards the latter end, I was obliged to take breath every fifteen or sixteen

steps ; mostly standing supported on my stick, but obliged about every third time to sit

down; this necessity of resting was absolutely insurmountable; 1 endeavoured to over-

come it, my legs failed me, I felt a swooning, and I was seized with a dazzliiig ^|uite

independent of the power of the light, as the double crape which covered my face per-r

fectly screened my eyes. As it was with extreme concern, that I thus saw the time

pass that I had hoped to dedicate to the making of my experiments on the summit, I

made several attempts to shorten my rests ; I endeavoured for example not to exert my
full strength, and to stop at every four or five steps, but I gained nothing by it ; I Was
obliged at the end of fifteen or sixteen steps to rest as long as if I had done it without
intermission, what is remarkable is that I did not feel this great uneasiness till eight or

i_ -f.^_ T 11.: <T.u 1.. .u: u:-L j;j „. _ _j _^ .^^

face

without
stopping go twenty-five or twenty-six yards. .. ... . , , k ,. , .,vv i^> v^^;./)f.i: I »/• •ij; iX)

.
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The generality of these sensations felt by the twenty^ people of which our party was
formed, and the details which I have given in my abridged account, cannot leave any

doubt respecting the cause of these phenomena. They beside perfectly agree with what

is kno^vn as to the necessity of the air, and even of an air of a certain degree of density,

for the preservation of animals of a warm nature.

Pretty near the middle of this ascent we passed near two small rocks, projecting over

the snow. The highest of them had been lately shattered, and its fragments thrown

ov^r the fresh snow to the distance of several feet. And as assuredly no body had been
there to blow up this rock with powder, or break it with an iron bar, there can be no
doubt but it was produced by thunder. Yet I could not discover any glassy bubble. In

the abridged account I have said that it proceeded from its constituent parts being

extremely refractory ; but this is an error, for I have since then seen fragments from
the rocks of the Dome of Goute, which are exactly of the same nature of the one now
in question, and which are covered with glassy bubbles. This difference proceeds ra-

ther from the greater or less violence of the stroke they have received, or of the less or

greater moisture then contained in them. Among these scattered fragments were seen

leaves of granite in masses more or less thick, whose great faces were pretty near parallel

to each other.

The lower rock presents the form of an horizontal smooth table, its length from north

to south six feet six inches, and its Lreadth four feet from east to west. This table

sinks into the snow from above or from tne west ; but from the lower side or from the

east its border rises four feet eight inches six lines above the snow. It is a solid block
without any visible separation. I carefully took its dimensions that it might be known
hereafter if it should increase or diminish.

These rocks, situated neartwo thousand four hundred toises above the sea, are interest-

ing on account of their being the highest ofour globe examined by naturalists ; Messrs.
Bouguer and Condamine had been on the Cordilleres to an equal and even some toises

greater height than our rocks (two thousand four hundred and seventy toises :) they did
not understand stones, but as they say they have sent a great many cases full of speci-

mens from the mountains on which tlieir trigonometrical operations had conducted them,
I should liavebeen very desirous to have these specimens examined by judges.

The deceased duke of Rouchefoucald, a man as much distinguished for his knowledge
as his virtues, and who has been the innocent victim to the troubles of a country for

which he had made and would still have made the greatest sacrifices, was willing at my
request to examine these rocks with the greatest care and attention, either at the Jardin

du Roi or at the Academy of Sciences, of which he was a member, but h^ cpuld neith^
End them nor gain any intelligence of what was become of them. • ....^ ^ti i =»i, i,

. The scarcity of specimens of rocks situated so high, and the consequences that might
be drawn from their nature in different systems of geology, engage me to give a particur

Jar description,

|.
They are granite in mass, where hornblende and steatite take the place of mica, which

is there rare, a bright sun and a magnifying glass are necessary to be able to distinguish

some white ;uid bright scales ; it is even doubtful if these brilliant particles, wluch.i^.is

.

' impossible to take off, are really mica. . , , ^""-V V

'

, Felspar is the prevailing part of these granites; it evidenUy forms about the tliree

fourths of their mass. Their chrystals, pretty near parallelopepid, vary in size ; some
are seen an inch in length and six lines broad. They are of a dull white, feebly traqslucid,

of little lustre, of the sort I call dry ; they yield by the blow^pipe a transparent ^lass, but
with bubbles, of which may be formed balls of 0,81, and of consequence fusiblt at 70
d -grees of Wedgwood. On the filet of sappare the bubbles dissipate, and there remains a

5 K 2
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transparent milky glass, which subsides without penetrating or dissolving. Tliese chrys-

taU of felspar appear here and there of a tarnished green, caused by a slight mixture of

steaiite which covers them.

The quartz which forms a little less than the fourth of the mass, is gray borderinp^ on
violet; uneven in breaking, brilliant in places, not scaly but conchoid. Its fusibility is

pretty near the same as that of other granitic quartz.

The hornblende, which forms too small a portion to be of much account, is black

bordering on green ; it shews some tendency to a scaly and brilliant form, but is okcenest

twinkling and almost earthy. "
It fuses into a black bright glass, cavernous in its inte-

rior, and which on the thread of sappare passes to a bottle brownish green, changes co-

lour afterwards, and dissolves with some effervescence which proves a mixture of m^-
netical earth. -

The earthy steatite likewise forms a very small part ofthose granites.

All these granites have their natural divisions covered with a green or black crust.

This is an earth resembling the chlorite, of a blackish green, shining a little at its exte-

rior surface, but of a clearer and more earthy green in the fractures, brittle, the streak

grayish green, turning brown under the blow-piiie, then giving a button «- 0, 3, or fu-

sible at the I89th degree of Wedgwood. This button has a metallic aspect, a little un-

equal, and of a little tarnished or iron melted colour ; and not only this button but all the

parts that the power of the flame has made brown, are very strongly attractable by the

loadstone. A small fragment tried on the tilet of sappare, infiltrates immediately like

ink into the pores, then turns to a tarnished brown, and at length entirely loses its colour,

but without appearance of dissolution.

The green cement which covers otlier parts of this granite in their spontaneous divi-

sions is less obscure, shhiing enough, translucid, 'it a; id a little greasy to the touch,

brittle and easily streaked into gnty, chan^ng by v I »low-pipe into a translucid ]^ass,

which becomes transparent on the iilet of sappare, .Uid dissolves it, but without ebulli-

tion. This cement appears to be of the nature oi ,1 . tUc* ; I ^vas not able to procure

any pieces large enough to measure its fusibility.

1^^ The latter part of the ascent between these little rocks una the summit was, as might
be supposed, the most difficult for the respiration ; but it U rv^th I gained the long wished
for point. As during the two hours this painful ascension cost me, I always hud under
my eyes almost every thing to be seen from the summit, my arrival on it was not at-

tended with that surprise one might imagine. The greatest pleasure I felt was that of
seeing my great uneasiness at an end; for the length of this struggle, the recollection of
the still poignant sensations the difficulties this victory had cost me, caused me a great

deal cf irritation. The moment I had got to the highest top of the snow with which this

.summit is crowned, I trod upon it with a son ofanger rather than a felt stntin^cnt of plea-

sure. Besides my object was not solely the getting to the (op ; I wanted there to make
observations and eicperiments which would make thi^ undertaking valuable ; and I was
very much afraid 1 could make but a very small {lart of what I proposed; for I had
already found even on the platform where wi; slept, that all experiments attended with

care, caused fatigue in this nirified air, and thi>t Ixcause without .iiought you hold your
breath ; and as it is necessary to supply the? rarity of thi; air by the frequency of respira-

tion, this sus|)ension caused a sensible uneasiness, and 1 have been under the necessity

ofresting and taking breath after having observed an instrument ofany sort, as one should

do after Having got up a steep hill. Still the sight of the mountains gave me a sensible

jMitisfaction, of v/hicha more particular account will be seen in the following chapter.

But before the touti n\platicn of those distant objects I should say a.word of the form

of this summit, uikd finish the description of the ix>cks nearest to it.

^Mia
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The top of Mont Blanc is not a plain but a sort of lengthened ridge, directed from

east to west, pretty near horizontal in its highest part, and lowering at the two extremi-

ties in angles offrom twenty-eight to thirty degrees. This ridge is so uneven towards

its summit, that two persons cannot walk a breast ; but it widens and rounds in descend •

ing to the eastern side, and takes towards the west the form of a projecting roof, directed

to the north. All this summit is entirely covered with snow ; not a portion of rock to

be seen till you go seventy or eighty toises lower down.

Of the two fronts of the ridge, that to the north is of the most rapid descent, and be-

comes afterwards still more so, and terminates by joining frightful precipices. To the

south on the contrary this slant is gentle, and lower down forms a cradle, rising itself in

a contrary way to the south, where it forms above the Allee Blanche a pretty high point,

under which is a projecting roof of snow, and under this roof are the rocks which I saw
from the heights of Cramont, and took for the summit because they concealed the real

summit covered with snow. This projection to the south is the cause that when the sum-
mit of Mont Blanc is viewed in profile from the eastern or western side, for example,

from St. Bernard or l^yons, there is seen beneath it a sort of hook turned upwards to-

wards the south which conceals it.

Whilst I was employed in making these observations, Jaques Balmat offered to look

jfor some bits of those rocks which I have just ntentioned, and of which the turned-up

point above the Allee Blanche is formed. 1 eagerly embraced his proposal. As he had
been well rested and felt himself hearty, he set out very eagerly in a run, but he soon
found his breath fail, and to recover it was obliged to extend himself at full length on the

snow, however ht recovered, and with a steady pace resumed his intention and brought
mc three stones of the following sort.

1. Some giunitt^ perfectly like those before described.

2. Some sicnites or granitelles, that is to say, rocks composed of layers of black horn-

blende and white fels^sar, also laminar, but both in such small quantities that I may as
well give these rocks the nan\e ol irapp, after the definition that 1 have before given.

3. A primitive petrosilex or palaiopetre of a gray pearl hue, translucid at the thickness-

of two-thirds of a line, of a scaly fracture in great and small scales, hard enough to pro-

duce sparks of fire, but yet yielding into gray strakes by a strong point of steel. With
tlie biovv-pipc may be formed globules of 0.45 ; which indicates the fusibility of the

gross matter at 126 or 130 of Wedgwood. This is a gray half transparent glass, with
bubbles, which on the filet of sappare gains in transparency and subsides, but without
penetraikig or dissolving, and even without freeing itself entirely from its bubbles.

This paiaiopttre encloses veins from one to three lines in breadth, which cross each
cxher under different angles, and small nests of leek-green hornblende, confusedly crys-

Uilized, or in lamina seldom straight, or in moderate sized fibies.

The highest accessible rocks to the north and under the summit, are those which are

strewed with glass bubbles, and of which I have for the first time made mention in the
second volume of tlvese travels, but which merit a more exact description. . y*.

1. Granitelle (sy tnit of Werner) composed for the most part of white felspar, almost
onac|ue, of a laminar fracture, but not very distinct, and of hornblende of a gretnish

Uack, laminar and brilliant is chrystals, often by themselves, although often by undeter-
mined forms, of the size of from one to two lines. The fusibility of this felspar is the
sumt as that I have described; and that of thj^ hornblende is of JW degrees of Wedg-
wood, answering to a ball of the disantttr of 0.6.

9. The same granitelle, but in wfaten Iwrublcnde predominates, having but ver)' little

ielepar. Thif^ stout ia some places tdtes a ac^stose texture.

It Im undersiood that between these two nxm/Lmn may be fouad intermediate varieties.

i
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3. Schistus of a greenish gray, tender, composed of cornienne, or according to Wer-
ner of schistose hornblende, in some phees straight, in others waving, something bril-

liant on their greatest faces ; and of white felspar in very small blades iiucrmixed wi'h the

com^nne.
This schistus is often found adhering to Nos. 1 and 2. It is fusible into globules of

u clear bottle green class colour, mixed with white spots of the diameter of 0.7, which
indicates the 81st degree. It is principally on this schistus that the glassy bubbles are

seen ; some are of a pretty clear green, and others of a dark bottle green. But in it is

also found pure black hornblende, and there the bubbles are black. They are also

found though more rarely in the white felspar, and there they are whiter and a little

more translucid than the stone from which they have been lifted up, bj- the caloric de-

tached by the thunder.
. : /,jniau

GEOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,

^'% f v. i

The first thing that struck me in the view of the whole of the high summits under

my eyes, from th'j top of the highest among them, is the sort of disorder which reigns

in their disposal.

When from our plains, or even from the tops of the summits adjacent to Mont Blanc,

for example, from Brevent or Cramont, one considers the chain of which Mont Blanc

forms a part, it appears that all these colosses arc ranged in a line ; and from this ap-

pearance is called a chain. But when you take a bird's eye view of them, the illusive

appearance vanishes endrely. In fact, the mountiuns, particularly those to the north of

Mont Blanc, in Savoy and in Swisserland, appear sufficiently joined to form a sort of
» 'win. But the primitive ones do not shew themselves under that appearance; they

seem distributed in great masses or in groups of a varied and fanciful form detached

from each other, or at least appear to be only joined by chance without any regularity.

Thus to the east the Aiguilles ofChamouni, of Courtes, of Tacul, the tops ofwhich

mixed with rocks and snow, and separated by glaciers, offer the most magnificent spec-

tacle, form a triangular group almost detached from Mont Blanc, and only united by its

base.

In like maimer to the south-west, the Mont Zuc, the Rogne, and the other primitive

mountains on the north of the top of the Alice Blanche, form also a sort of triangular

group, separated from Mont Blanc by the valley of the glacier of Miage ; and which is

likewise united only to Mont Blanc by the base of the mountains which close this gla-

cier to the north.

And lastly, Mont Blanc itself forms an almost insulated mass, the different parts of

which are not in the same line, and do not seem to have any agreement in situation with

the two other groups.

In taking a still further view, 1 was confirmed in the same observation ; the primitive

monnmins of Italy and Swisserland which I was near enough to view, only presented to

my sight groups or masses separated without order or regular form. I did not see the

appearance of chains except in those whose distance was too great for the siglit 4o

take in. '*

This observation excludes all idea of a regular formation, or at least it must be traced

back to an epoch anterior to that which has given them their i>pt sent form.

Yet notwithstai^ding this irregularity in the forms and distributions of the great

maases, I observed some resemblances, as positive i»» important in the stiucture oi their

part. All that I could distinctly see, appeared to n\e to be compitsed ol gitat vertical

WHMMakaaiaMaMnMMMMMr- II imaimn
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leaves, and the pcncnility of these in a like direction, pretty nearly frotn north-cast to

south-west.

1 had al)oveaU a prcat pleasure in observing this structure in the Aiguille du Midi.

In chapter XVUI, ofthe second volume is seen with what trouble and danger I attempted

to make the tour of the base of this Aiguille, to study its form ; and with what regret

1 found my eager curiosity opposed by inaccessible walls of granite which surround its

base. Here I saw it under my feet, and described at my ease all its parts.

The second day of the journey, on arrivinjj at the border of the platform on which I

passed the night, I saw to the north-east a httle below mc some broken pinnacles ; I

asked Pierre Balmat what they were ; and when he informed me what I presently dis-

covered myself, that it was the summit of the Aiguille du Midi. I felt a satisfaction

difficult to describe.

In continuing to ascend I did not lose sight of it, and I am certain that like the Ai-

guilles ofBlaitiersit is entirely composed of magnificent plates of granite, perpendicular

to the horizon and in a direction from north-east to south-west. Three of these plates

separated from each other form the summit, and similar ones gradually lessening as they

rise, form the south front at the side of the Col du Geant.

I believe then it was an illusion when in observing from bottom to top, it appeared

to mc to be composed of plates applied round an axis like the leaves of an artichoke ;

or at least if there are some leaves disposed in this manner, they are only the lowest

ones ; tor in diving as 1 may si\y into its interior, I saw all its leaves perfectly parallel to

each other.

I have given the details of this summit as an example ; all those which I could see

distinctly appeared to me pretty near in the same form and direction. If there were

some exceptions they were local and of little extent.

This grein phenomenon explains itw;lf, as I hope to shew in the theory, by the refou-

lement or eruption which has raised those beds originally horizontal.

But another question which I ardently desired to resolve, is to know if these great plates

preserve the same nature from their bases, which J had long known, to their summits,
which 1 had not yet seen so near. I was fully satisfied ; I found that the summit of

these peaks, as well those which we laid hold of, and of which a description has been
given in the foregoing chapter, as those which we found near enough to examine dis-

tinctly the substances of which they are formed, are without doubt like their bases, of

granite, granitelle, of veined granite, and other stones of the same class.

This circumstance is so important for the theory, that although I might have observ-

ed it on mountains less high, and that it apiieared most probable for the others, it gave mc
extreme satisfaction to make it general by a direct observation.

In effect this proves the remarkable property of mountains in vertical beds, which is

that their nature is the same from their base to their summit, be the height of their sum-
mits what it may. On the contrary, in those whose beds are horizontal, or at least

nearly so, the nature of the same vertical part of the mountain is seen to change in pro-

portion to its height. The Buet, for example, rests on a primitive base, whilst its sum-
mit is secondary. The Furela del Bosco has its bottom of hard veined granite with the

grain large ; and in proponion as one gets higher these granites are seen to degenerate

into foliated rocks, of a quite different nature. The same observation is verified as we
shall see, on Mont Rose and Mont Cervin.

This difference holds good with the difference of the cause which has given to these

different 8C»-ts of mountains the situation and form they now have. w< \ ,<>> .-.( ih
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In those which have vertical trenches, each trench is one and the same bed, in the

proper sense of this word, and not the production of any accidental fisatires, as some
naturalists have pretended.

These beds were originally horizontal, and have only been raised by a rt volution of

our globe: it is then verv" natural that each of them may have preserved to its utmost
height the s;ime nature it had from its first formation.

On the \ , the mountains divided into horizontal trenches have only been raised

by an accu n of diflerent beds or layers, composed of crystallizations, or deposits

the nature (. ,.ich varied according to the diversity of matter contained in the waters

where thev have been formed.

From tfiis theory it follows, that the central rocks of a mass all composed of vertical

Ijcds, s*ich as Mont Blanc, ought to have been originally buried in groinid of a very

great depth. In eftcct, if it is supposed either by a rising up, as I think, or by the

rupture of the crust of the old earth, as M. De Luc believes, that these beds, horizontal

in the beginning, are become vertical ; more, if it is supposed that the bottom of a val-

ley, that ofChamouni for instance, be the ancient surface of the coat, it will follow from
hence that the horizontal distance of the valley ofChamouni to a part which answers to

the imimit of Mont Blanc, should be pretty near the measure of the thickness of the

crust which has been ruffled up or broken, and that in consequence the summit of Mont
Blanc, whose actual height is about a league above the surface of our globe, had been

originally buried two leagues below the surface.

It should not be then in the subterraneous depths of the mines of Poland or Northum-
berland, but on the summits of mountains, in vertical beds, that it is necessary to study

the nature of the primitive world, at least as far as we could attain.

This idea has given, in my mind, a great interest to the specimens that I have taken

from the highest rocks of Mont BUnc, and has enguged me to describe them with great

care ; I always regard them with new pleasure ; I study them, I interrogate them ; and
inethinksthat if they could answer my questions, they would unveil to me all the mys-
teries of the formation and revolutions of our globe.

I was still more confirmed in those ideas when, ir» considering the rocks nearest to

the summit, I recollected that the greatest number of them contained no mica, and that

the others contained only scales of it, so scarce and small, that by none that I broke off

could I determine their reality. For it is a fact, that the matter torn asunder by the sub-

terraneous fires at the bottom of the earth to a great depth, ver}* rarely contains mica.

M. de Dolomieu met only one micaceous rock in the matter vomited by Mount Etna,

and I have not seen any in the volcanoes of Auvergne or Brisgaw ; yet I have seen some
in those of Vesuvius, as has M. Nose in the lavas of the Lower Rhine ; but it is because

the subterraneous fires do not always take at the same depth the substances they throw

out : it is sufficient for my observation, that the mica is much scarcer in the bowels of

the earth than ai the surface.

It would ha> e been natural to think that the highest summits of the Alps should be

found near thevr centre, or at least towards the middle of the breadth of the mass of

primitive mountains ; yet it is not so. From the summit of Mont Blanc is seen that to

the south ; on the side of Italy, there are many more high summits than to the north,

on the Savoy side ; so that this'high summit is found near the northern border of the

whole of the primitive mountains. So also is the view finer and more interesting on th6

side of Italy, for the secondary moiintains to the nwth, terminated by the blue and mo-

notonous line of the Jura, present neither variety nor grandeur ; and our plains even
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our lake, seen obll(|Ucl)' through the vapours of the horizon, present only HxMe liii«s

and few distinct objects. On the contrary, on the southern side, the hori/.on concealed

by the high summits, varied in their groups and forms, mixed with rocks and snows,

and intersected with green vallics, presents a whole equally singular and magnilieeuf.

But above all, as I have already said, the aiguilles and the glaciers of all the environs of

Mont Blanc, formed in my mind, all at once the most ravishing and instructive spec •

tacle.

In hne, from this fine observatory I seized at one glance, or at least without changing

situation, the whole of the grand plienomenon that I had before seen in detail, that of

the raised beds of the mountains at the side of Mont Blanc, and the high summits of its

neighbourhood. Such, towards the nortli, were the mountains of Reposoir, those of

Passy, of Servoz, theBuet; those to the south, tlic Col-Ferret, Great St. Bernard, twid

then the chain of Cramont, the summit of which is not seen, as I have already said, from

the summit of Mont Blanc, but of which the after-i);irt is seen to border the Alice-

Blanche, and then to join itself to the Tarentaise mountains.

Farther on, at the other side of these shari>-pointed chains against Mont Blanc, arc

seen some whose edges are turned the other way, according to the la\v I have made
known in the first volume, and all these phenomena perfectly agree with the system of

refoulement or erudition, of which in other places there are so many i)roofs.

I have thus happily finished these observations. I began with them under the appre-

hension that the sudden coming of a cloud, so frequent in those high places, might have

enveloped me, and deprived njc of the power of accomplishing wliut I had most at

heart.
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lOURNEY

to THI.

SUMMIT OF MONT PERDU,

TUB

HIGHEST MOUNTAIN OF THE PYRENEES.

• BY L. RAMOND,

Member of the Nattond Itifttltutoi nnd read in thai Society the 19 Florcalt an. 11.

THAD convinced myself, by various attempts to reach the summit of Mont Perdu,

thW it wasonh Ky its eastern side that it could be accomplished ; and I was persuaded

that even its pt '' might Ih ascended by the wa^ of the defile of Fanlo, unless any in-

surmountable ob^ acle lay concealed from me, m the space which separates Uie peak

from the defile.

It was therefore towards his doubtful intervening space that all my attention and

thoughts were directed, aiid I ha^ more than once or twice urged my guides to explore

it; two ofwhom at length, last summer, determined to gratify me, and I marked their

route for them; but having reached th< loot of the mountain, they thought proper to go

from my instructions, and to trust to tlu guidance of a Spanish shepherd, less acquainted

than themselves with Mont Perdu ; and they had nearly paid very dear for so doing.

This journey was indeed perilous, being obliged to pass a night (so ill had diey contriv-

ed for themselves) beneath the glacier of the peak, without shelter, without fire, and al-

most without food. The second day, however, they conquered the lust difficulties, and

r -. ^ the summit, but so mm\ out, that they had scarcely ability to explore it; and

Sv' CO jsedly did the njan who came to me with the tidings of their success describe the

pi, ct > that I was more than once, in the course of his narrative, . oprehensive they had

totuUv laiied in their object : one circumstance was evident enougi which was, that the

path they took was not the proper one.

Be this as it may, I instantly determined upon my departure, resoh mg to follow scru-

pulously the way 1 had by my eye traced out to myself, by which i did not doubt I

should steer clear of those dangers to which my guides had been exposed ; nor was I

disappointed : I had conceived the true route, and found myself upon the summit of

5 L 2}
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Mont I'l rdii, less cxliniistdl I)y the lal)uiir of the jounicy than I was by cxplonnp^ iu
hiisc. 1 took my (l(|)iirtiir(- from DariKC the Dth of Au^iiHt I8()'2, luttl haviii)( (gained

tlie vallry of (iidrv and lUtuiibc, I took my Mtation on the height of Port Pcnidc,

the c-xart elevation of which it wan very deHirahle tu uvertain, and by the obfKTvatiun

of the baromeK r I found it to be one thousand two hundred and ninety-nnc toiitett ; but
the I'ort (hi IVnide in by no meann the higheht ur must diihcult piutsiige of this portion

of the I'yreneeH. », . j»

Thisealcniation allorded me the opportunity of ascertaining; with precision the extent

of the lesser ( hain of permanent snouH, uhich terminated ut the ubsoUitc clcvution of
one thousand two innidred and fifty toiseH.

1 \ym\ a ^ood spirit-level, which furnibhcd mc also with n very intcrc:iting rrsidt : I

i)ro\td by it tliat the defdc of Pimeni, frf)m which I \\i\h separated by the valley of
Kstaube, was precisely of the same elevation with the Port du Penide, nnd likewise

with the dtfile of I'anlo, divided from nic by the valley of Ueouse. Thin conformity of
elevation between three corresponding and alike disposed points, is a discovery by ao .

means immaterial to a geological history of Mont Penide.

Uutin vain was our accent to the dcHle of Fanlo: it wus indispensable wc should re- .

trograde ; wc were to descend considerably ere wc could re-ascend. We directed our-

selves obliquely towards the enormous walls which bear up the lake of Mont Perdu and r-

its terrace, which brought us tuthc point from whence the torrent precipitates itself,iii

a frightful cataract, to the bottom of the valley of Beouse. i>

Here we found ourselves upon a small well turfed, but very inclining platform; and
here- too we met with a flock of sheep under the guidance of a shepherd, a S|X'cies of

savage, unable to understand us even in hib native language. Mont Perdu was suspend- *'

ed over his head, yet was he as little acquainted with it as if it had constituted a part of •

the Andes. He had, however, a knowledge of the defile of Fanlo, here designed under t

the name of Niscle, and he engaged to conduct us to it the next day. We, in conse- i

(jucnce, passed the night with him in the open air, amidst the vapour of the cataracts, nr

and the angry portents of a threatening tempest on every side. I took the height of -t

this station, and found the mean between two observations to \>c one thousand and three •

toise s. — «•

Our first labour in the morning was to cross the torrent which discharges itself from
the lake ; its depth, its rapidity, and |)articularly the coldness of the water, rendered diis

cflbrt of some difficulty. The water caused a rise of two degrees only in the thermo*
meter above the freezing point.

From this place until wc reached the summit of the defile of Niscle, we experienced

no other difficulty thiui what was occasioned by the extreme inclining of the slopes. I

ascertained the height of the defile to be exactly upon a level with that of the Pewide,

as it is also with the border of the terrace near the lake of Mont Perdu ; the lake itself

is somewhat higher. I found, on trial, its absolute elevation to be something more than >'

thirteen hundred toises. Here then we h:ive four excavations of equal form and height, m
viz. the valley of the lake, the defile of Niscle, and those of Pimene and Penide ; whicli r.

I consider as the remains of an ancient valley, hollowed by the currents,, after die de. i.

struction of the beds of Mont Perdu, and possibly before tlieir emersion ; a valley which «;

afterwards may have been transversely cut by thic great rents which now actually form
die vailics of Beouse, d'Estaube, and Gavarmi. Hitherto I had proceeded upon assure<^ < •

grounds ; I have already described what is singular upon whis secondary soil, composed ^

of irregular beds thrown up by the accidents of nature, the receptacles alternately cS '

~Ba*!''Bss5aBa«"iWB<
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iflarbles, breccia, limestone: some compact, and mingled with flint ; others gross, and

more or less mixed with clay and sand, and all sprinkled with zoophytes and testaceous

fragments. I now frund myself upon the continuations which constitute the summits

of Mont Perdu, the soil of which, it was evident to me, had never changed cither its po-

sition or nature. I had never before been in a situation so convenient, correctly to no-

tice its structure. The side of the mountain which presented itself to me, that commands
the defile to the east, arose to a perfect peak, so that the view I had of it was completely

transversal, and perfectly characteristic of the position of the beds which formed the

ridges of the mountain I was about to climb.

The whole of these beds, allowance being made for their windings, incline generally

so much to the north, that the greatest part of them hardly vary from a vertical situa-

tion, and have a direction very visibly parallel with the general direction of the chain

;

a circumstance not otherwise to be explained or accounted for than from some violent

convulsion of nature ; and it is not to be doubted that this irruption has taken place

under the very waters, which have removed these beds, for their upper trenches are co-

vered with thick layers of shelly free-stone, inclining rather to the northern horizon, and
which differs in nothing besides from the free-stone found in the beds.

What I had the opportunity of seeing upon the mounti\in of Niscle, I was about once

more to explore on the summit of Mont Perdu, but in portions, and in detail, surround-

ed by the snows and ice, and embosomed midst the disorder and ruins of nature, where
it is hardly possible to discern the order and structureof these irregular interwoven shelves.

The first stages to the ascent of Mont Perdu present themselves to us to the west of

the defile of Niscle, and they present themselves with an abruptness and grandeur

which announce the avenues to its summit. Four or five terraces piled one upon ano-

ther form as many Bights of steps, covered in part either with snow or fragments, which
tend not a little to facilitate the access to these otherwise inaccessible walls. ITie first

of these fhigments are blocks of more than ordinary size, and apparently belong to the

chain of the parasite bed of free-stone which copes the mountain of Niscle. It must be
noticed, I apply the name of free-stone to those gravelly calces, of which sand consti-

tutes the most apparent part. Testaceous fragments are found in those free-stones j

and with them fragments of a calcareous schistus, strongly polluted with clay, and spread

over -i'ith a small extended polypus, moderately compressed, sometimes ramified, its

surface pierced with simple pores, but remarkable for a small projectinj:: hclt which sur-

rounds them.

1 very shortly passed beyond these blocks, and continued my route, ascending oblique-

ly from the north-east to the south-west, that is to say, in a direction which cut nearly in

a right angle the general direction of the ridges, and soon reached the ruins which be-

long to the continuation of the beds of which even the mass or body of the mountain of
Niscle is formed. Here I recognized the compact stone of Marbore, black or gray-

within, but soon whitening when exposed to the air, and spreading itself in a spontimeous

manner in small irregularly angled fi:^gments. It is most gcn<. rally fetid, but in na
region did I experience it so much so as in this ; the very treading it ^vas sufficient to

infect the air with an insuperable smell and a nausea, bearing no possible relation to that

caused by percussion in the common hepatic and bituminous stones. ;.

It took us near an hour to cross these fragments, or rather these wrecks, and we w6re
much oveqjowered in this part of our journey by the efforts required as welt to*climb

the excessive slanting declivities, as to struggle incessantly against the loose earthy tend-

ing, invariably to the precipice. At length we found ourselves upon the upper terrace,

> 'B
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and on a range of rocks, which at the fi-st forms a narrow ridge, but widens by degrees,

and becoming safer, brings us to .i sort of valley where the ices begin which encircle

the peak.

In the bare and uncovered part of this extended ridge I noticed some large pieces of

a compact calcareous blackish stone, crowded with great lumps of silex of the same co-

lour ; they slightly inclined from the vertical to the south, and follow the same direction

with the ridge and chain. It is a repetition of beds of the same nature I have noticed in

the Port de Penide, Pimene, and elsewhere. Here, as there, they appear to be of the

number of those whose direction is most evident. They were distinguishable by me
on the mountain of Niscle, yet in my view, where this intrenchment widens itself from
the base to the summit of its westerly side. The kidneys of silex are of larger volume
there than at Ports de Penide, and are at the same time exceedingly irregular ; though
I found one figured like an hexadrical oblique prism, which singular specimen I have de-

posited in Mr. Hauy's collection ; had I met with it in the very heart of the rock, I

should have been tempted to examine the direct work of crystallization, but it was of
the number of those fragments spread over the surface of this ground; and as all the

kidneys \vith which these stones abound, are shattered in everi' sense by straight planes,

the natural effect of retiring waters I am wjuranted in the conjecture, that this prism is a
detached portion ofa more considerable kidney, in which the fissures had accidentally

met under the angles, which quartz particles have an incess^unt tendency to form.

At Port Penide there are many shells confined in this stone ; here I did not perceive

any, but it is probable some may be found ; besides, I have met with layers of a calca-

reous stone in these beds, very argillaceous, and much mixed with sand, which contain-

ed so lai'ge a quantity of nummularia, as gave it an appearance of having been almost
entirely composed of them. These beds soon slip under the ices, and become no longer

visible. We now approached the borders of these glaciers, which have here their ori-

gin, and consequently but of very gentle declivity. Nevertheless, we found the cross-

ing of them disagreeable enough ; sometimes we found the surface hard and slippery, at

others we sunk up to the knees in the recent snows, fallen upon the summits in the

month of June. Beneath this snow too, in our treadings, we were sensible of rents, in

which we ran the risk every instant, of being lost. The exposed clefts also intercepted

our passage, and we had nearly been altogether stopped, at two hundred metres* below
the summit, by one of them, which extended transversely from the origin of the glacier,

to the steep of the valley of Beousse. It was but three days before, that my guides had
commodiously passed this cleft, by a bridge ofsnow, which was now dissolved ; and which
it was now our business to effectuate by leaping, which we succeeded in, and thereby

conquered the last obstacle. I measured the depth of the cleft, and found it forty feet

;

and as the place ^vhere we crossed, corresponded with the convexity of the mountain

;

it must evidently have been the place where the ice was of the least thickness. *•'•''

From thence I beheld the summit which had hitherto been constantly concealed from
me, by the position of the declivities over which I had passed. It presented itselfin the form
ofan obtuse cone, clothed in spotless, resplendent snow ; the sun shone with uncommon
pureness and brilliancy ; but its disk was shorn of its rays, and the sky appeared ofa deep
blue, and so strongly shaded with green, that even the guides were struck with the strange-

ness o[ its aspect. The first tint has been observed on all the high mountains ; but there

Z"
• ' » A metre is rather more than a yard. '
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is no example of the second, and I am myself totally ignorant, to what this singular op-

tieal illusion may be attributed.

At a quarter past eleven, I reached the summit, and, at length, had the gratification

of contemplating, at my feet, the whole of the Pyrenees, and instantly set to work with

my instruments. The wind blew very boisterous from the W. S. W. ; which threw dif-

ficulty in the way ofmy. operation. I marked the state of both the barometer and the

thermometer at noon. M. Dangos made a correspondent observation at Tarbes, with the

instruments he took with him to Mount Etna ; which have been carefully compaKrd
with mine. My barometer placed upon the crest of the cap of snow, after due correction,

stood at 18i. 11.141. ; at Turbes it was found at the same time, to stand at 27i. 1.471.

The difference of logarithms then give one thousand five hundred and fifty toises, for

the vertical height of the measured column. On the other hand, the thermometer at

Tarbes stood at SO** 5' ; by Reamur's scale, and at the summit of the peak, at 5° 5'

by the same scale ; which leaves to be added, agreeably to Mr. Trembley's formula,

12.11 toises, and determines the height of the column to be 1562.11 toises: Now
Vidal's trigonometrical operations fix the elevation of Mont Perdu at one thousand five

hundred and ninety-nine toises beyond that of Tarbes ; which makes a difference of at

least 37 toises, or tV« of the measured column. Mr. Laplace's formula augments this

difference, more than double ; and so does Mr. Deluc's, but Schuckburgh's correction

of the latter brings the result very exact to the formula of the forijjer.

It is my intention to examine more carefully this observation, when I give an account

of the whole ofmy barometrical observations ; at present I shall content myself with ob>

serving that the wind was exceedingly tempestuous, and blew from the southern region

;

and the sky around me very portentous of storm ; and that all my observations, made
under similar circumstances, have ever been short of the heights of the places I would
measure. I shall further observe that the correction of temperature, which has already

been so often hazarded, must not here be confided in. Local circumstances, infinitely-

varied, most certainly variously influenced every part of the same column of air it was
permitted me to examine. In eftect, if the thermometer, placed by the side of the ba-

rometer, on the lap of snow, and at four feet above the surface, announced 5° 5' of heat,

the same thermometer brought down to the surface of the snow fell to 2^, by reason of

the absorbent nature of the heat, which occasioned a rapid evaporation of the surface.

At the same time another thermometer, placed likewise in the shade, at four feet from
the surface, but upon the southern face of the peak, which the snows had left, indi.

cated +10°, and this same thermometer, placed on a level with the surface, and exposed
to the sun, rose to -1-18.25. Finally, I must remark, and that too as a very singular

and fortunate circumstance, that Mont Perdu, and the Defile of the Giant (Col du Ge-
ant) where Saussure made such a series of valuable observations, we found to be precisely

of the same height, since the trigonometrical observations give to each one thousand
seven hundred and sixty-three toises, of actual elevation ; for the mercury retained its

situation at the same point in botli these elevated spots ; and besides the barometrical

calculation of heights furnished results to Mr. Saussure so far below his geometrical

proofs, that this illustrious naturalist has judged it proper to relinquish them altogether,

notwithstanding they were grounded upon eighty- five observations, made within the

course of fifteen days.

The peak is covered with snow from the great glacier to the summit, but the thick-

ness ofdie snow gradually diminishes,,and becomes very inconsiderable towards the top.

ii.l
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by reason that its trenched form does not admit of an accumulation of them ; here in-

deed they tlid not appear to mc more than three metres in depth ; their consistence is

both thin and light, and it is but slightly they incorporate themselves \/ith the extremity

of the ice ; while at the same time the thaws here are of two short a duration to impreg-
nate them with water ; and the small quantity which gathers during the fine days of sum-
mer runs quickly off by two outlets ; but on the northern declivity these snows take,

by degrees, an extraordinary consistence, and quickly transform thcnselves into a vast

glacier, which descends to the border of the lake, from a vertical height of eight hundred
metres.

Contrary to this, on the south of the peak the soil was distinguishable, a circumstance

to be attributed less to the force or action of the heat, than to the extreme precipitancy

of its steep. Tljc snows cannot here support themselves, but are continually falling

from the summit of the mountain, on a descent situated six or seven hundred metres

beneath, and these form an ice considerable enough to resist the direct and reverberated

heat to which this situation exposes it.

The uncovered part of the summit presented to my view no entire rock, no
regular bed ; it appeared only a mass of ruins, all of the same species of stone

viz. acompact, calcareous, black, and fetid stone, which insinuates, or inter-twines itself

into the beds ofsand-stunc and shell lime-stone. I examined it here with an attention,

proportioned to the irj^rtance its situation gave it. It is of a fine grain ; a species of

marble, composed almost entirely of carbonated lime, without any mixture of argil, yet

you may discover, by the aid of a microscope, in the residue left by the nitrous acid,

after the dissolution of the calcareous part, a quantity of very fine quartzose sand. This
stone, particularly the interior of it, is decidedly black ; but its blackness quickly goes
off, when exposed either to the fire or air, though it will resist acids. I had fancied I

discovered in it the fetid principle : it totally left it during its dissolving, without the car-

bonic gas contracting the smell in its evaporation. Mr. Vauquelin was eager to afford

me his assistance, more closely to examine the properties of this stone. He discovered

in it, as I did, not only a nauseous but a cadaverous smell, unfolded by trituration ; he
found no argil in it, but some siliceous particles, evidently belonging to the sand ; which,

as 1 have already mentioned, is found m its composition. The black residue is a com-
position of sand, carbon and iron ; the two latter substances have the appearance of being

intimately combined with the carbonate of lime. The carbon constituted not more than

a 35th part of the pcwtion of the stone he made his experiment upon : with respect to

the fetid principle, he concludes it to be produced by a substance of the nature of gas,

which evaporates in the pulverisation and dissolution of the stone. Perhaps it exists in

the carbonic acid, but it marks its properties. Further, the analogy of this smell with

that is distinguishable in certain black marbles, in which he has afterwards discovered a

bitumen incontestably ofluiiraal nature, inclines him to believe that it has here no other

origin.

This last conjecture is assuredly well supported by the marvellous destruction of marine

animals, which took place at the first formation of these mountains. Neither is this ca-

daverous fedity peculiar to the beds of marble there met with ; it is every where at-

tendant on the carbonate oflime, and is discoverable by breaking the free-stone itself, of
which the carbonate principle is the most inconsiderable part ; as sand is discovered even
in marbles, where we have the least reason to expect its presence. All the masses are a

mixed assemblage ofmaterials, of a correspondent nature ; sand, fetid carbonated lime,

clay, shells, associated in all possible proportions, the sport Qf particular accidents, modi-

r .--rr-r:
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fying throughout the influence ofgcncnl causes ; such arc the elements ol all tiiesc beds,

and veins, which, with so much seeming caprice, replace and succeed each other with so

much irregularity. If, in the various fragments that I have collected on the summit, I

have not observed organized fragments, their presence is not less attested by the fetidit}

resulting from the mixture of their softer parts, than in the neighbouring beds by the

conservation of their skeletons. It is not improbable, but by a very diligent examination

some vestiges may be discovered, as we observe here and there in beds of the same nature

on Mont Pinede : but stone ofthis compact quality ordinarily contains very few organic

fragments ; and we find the quantity in all the beds, of which these mountains are com-
posed, is constantly proportioned to the sand or clay contained in them ; but the beds of

shells are not distant ; they encircle every where the veins with a compact calx ; I have

met with them a little below the summit ; and they shew themselves on every face ofthe

peak. These extendings are perceptible in all the mountains, ranged on the same mi-

neralogieal parallel ; and if among all these collateral beds, vertically arranged, the pre-

eminence is given to beds of compact calx, which, nevertheless, constitute the smallest

portion of their composition, it is because the beds of this order are superior in durability

to brittle free-stone and decayed marls.

From the top of Mont Perdu the eye embraces at once the whole system of moun
tains, in aspect resembling each other, and recognises the same constitution in all that

rise above the ordinary heights. The system is an extended series ofsummits, the beds

ofwhich arrange themselves upon one and the same line, in a parallel direction with the

chain, dividing the immense horizon in two parts, as different in their levels, as the moun-
tains which command diem are distinct in form.

To the north, the primitive mountains, which constitute the axis of the chain, lift up
their heads. Their sharp and rugged summits closely encircle and form a belt of more
than four myriametres (leagues) of transversal thickness, whose elevation totally inter-

cepts the view of the French plains : so insensibly progressive is their sinking on this

side, that this vast belt composes itself of seven or eight gradations of heights, gradually

lessening, so that the south peak of Bagneres, whose station is in the last visible range, is

only five hundred metres below Mont Perdu.

. To the south, the view is quite different ; here they appear to sink on a sudden. A
precipice presents itselfof from one thousand to one thousand one hundred metres; the

bottom of which constitutes the summit of the highest mountains in Spain ; none of

which attain to two thousand five hundred metres of absolute elevation, and quickly de-

generates into low round topped hills, beyond which opens the immense perspective of
the plains of Arragon.

But what more particularly attracted my attention was this meridional belt of the Py.
renees, so nicely divided into two distinct parts. The neighbouring plains opened to

my view, the long ridges, and opening valleys which ordinarily form the calcareous sides

on the extremities of great chains. The belt, on the contrary, attached to Mont
Perdu, and which is evidently an appendant of it, preserves the grotesque appearance
which characterises every appendage of this singular mountain. It is a vast extended
platform, or terrace, the suiiace of which, viewed from this elevation, seems nearly level.

Gome small protuberances picture so many little and gently rising hills, separating some
large, but not deep valleys ; but in the midst of these superficial inequalities, four or five

enormous clefts open their ponderous jaws, the walls of which are extremely vertical.

They diverge in their openings, from the base of the peak, and extend to the bounda-
VJL. IV. S M »
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ricsof the nlatform ; the* protubennccs and vullcys of which they indiflfercntly divide,

as they divide themselves from their very foundutions. They ubsorb also the waters,

and thick forests lie concealed .it their bottoms. These clefts arc, in appearance, so re-

cently formed, that one would imagi'ie them the work of yesterday, and nave so exactly

preserved their shaq) and returning angles, their projections, and indentings, the wind-
nigs of their divisions, and the undulations of their summits, as to induce a belief they

only waited a new effort, of that power which separated them to re-unite them.

It was desirable more minutely to examine these chasms, but wc could not resolve

to descend from the summit ; this precipice is one of those not to be braved with impu-
nity : hence we decided upon a circuitous rout of twelve or fifteen leagues, to endeavour
to find an entrance to them, cither in the Val de Broto, or in that of Fanlo ; and retook

our way by the cataracts of Beousse, to be certain at least of passing the night in a place

where it might be possible to make a fire.

It was at one o'clock I began to descend from the summit, after having made a second

observation with the barometer, but this was not made at Tarbes. Beside, my instruments

had not very sensibly varied. I had continued near two hours upon this summit, and
during all this time, no being that had life came within reach of my sight, excepting an

eagle flying with such an inconceivable rapidity against the current of tne wind, that the

space of a minute veiled him from my eyes.

It is with the utmost difficulty, we ourselves could struggle with the impetuosity of

this wind, which an eagle could so triumphantly encounter; and the cold too we expe-

rienced from it was almost insupportable. No wind diminishes so quickly the sensible

heat, as a south wind, when we are exposed to its action in the higher regions of the at-

mosphere. It derives this property from its dryness and velocity, which entices and for-

wards the evaporation of bodies susceptible of its influence. The thermometer was not

low, yet wc were almost frozen, but this was all the inconvenience I felt ; we breathed

without difliculty in this rarified air, found by many so insuificieut for respiration. I

have been myself more than once or twice witness to persons of hale vigorous consti-

tutions being obliged to forego proceeding to heights much beneath this, even Saussure,

upon the defile of the Giani, where the air was by no means so rarified, experienced

an oppression in breathing, by somewhat more than common exertion, but here we felt

nothing ofthe kind. The pulse only indicated an alteration, which was independent of

the agitation occasioned by the labour of the journey, rest did not quiet it, all the time

we were upon the summit, it was low, dry and extended, and beat at a rate of five to

four ; the fever evidently proved the uneasiness we should have experienced at a greater

height ; but in the manner we were afiiscted, it produced an effect very different to what
another degree of elevation would have done. So far from occasioning any weakness,

it seemed rather to add to my strength, and invigorate my spirits. Vegetation prevailed

almost to the very summit of Mont Perdu. I shall content myself with pointing out the

most remarkable stations of it.

Upon its southern side, the vegetation or growth of trees ceased at two thousand one

hundred and fifty metres, or one thousand one hundred toisces ; these were a species of

Scotch pines ; still higher shrubs seemed to thrive with much vigour ; the juniper en<

dures at the highest, and leaves the rhododendron in the rear. Among these shrubs I no-

ticed the cistus roseus, of Jacquin, growing a little below the defile of Niscle ; and to

this point we meet with a very vigorous and herbaceous plant, known by the name of

cnicus spinosissimus of Villars, which has an appearance different from that ofLinnaeus

:

i sent some of the seeds of it to Mr. Cels.

—-ai.
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At the defile of Nisclc, that is to say, at the height of two thousand live luindrtd and
sixteen metres, or one thousand two hundred and ninety-one toiscs, the siuface is co-

vered with verdure ; and the potentillu lupinoides, of Willdcnow, and the ranunculus

montanus, of the same author, are both found in abundance here. These two plants an:

constantly Alpine in the Pyrenees ; the first particularly so perhaps, if it h really difl'er-

ent from the potentilla valdcria.

At one hundred and fifty or two hundred metres higher, appeared the ranunculus

parnassiafolius ; this rare species is very common here. I remarked that I met with it

but three times in the Upper Pyrenees, and then always in situations of precisely the

same elevation. Above this stiUion, and until you reach the upper terrace, all is per-

manent or moveable wrecks of snows ; but at the terrace vegetation re- appears : and
there are even some grasses, and common saxifrages to be met with.

A check however is once more given to vegetation by the great glacier ; yet upon
rocks under the shelter of the peak, hard and naked as they arc, you discover a species

ofturf of saxifragagrocniandicaet androsacea, and some tufts of the artemisia rui>estris

ofLa Mafck ; these plants are small but vigorous ; after all, I have gathered round the

peak a cerastium, considered by many botanists as tbe alpinum of Linnaeus, and the

aretia alpina with rose flowers, drawn by Jacquin ; they were both in their highest bloom,
and never did I behold the latter in so much vigour and beauty.

These latter plants grew so near the summit, that one cat\not doubt but they would
establish themselves there but for the moving fragments, which invincibly, as it were,

repulse them ; tlie lichens even will scarcely fasten to these fragments, and I could but
distinguish a few of those of the nature of crustaccous lithophages, which every where
iiave u disposition to fasten on stones of this species.

However the most perfect plants which take growth at the greatest height and under
the same latitude are those which I have just particularised. The platform and its im-
mense clefts were now what remained for me to explore. I reached Gavarnie on the

20th August, and on the following day passed the port, the less elevated, the easiest and
most frequented passage over this part ofthe Pyrenees, notwithstanding it is found to be,

by the measurement of some engineers, one thousand one hundred and ninety-six toises

high, and the mean of Iwo barometrical observations, varying but little from each other,

fixes it at two thousand three hundred and twenty-three metres, which is not more than

seven metres less ; hence it is evident this defile as much exceeds St. Gothard in eleva-

, tion, as the Port de Pinede does St. Bernard ; and in fact the great mass of the Upper
Pyrenees, exceed in height that of the higher Alps, although the elevations of the peaks
which command them, are much less.

I now descended to the Spanish Hospital of Boucharo, in elevation corresponding with
that of Gavarnie, viz. one tnousand four hundred and forty-four metres or seven hun-
dred and forty-one toises. Here I found the platform which rose upon my left abso-
lutely inaccessible, and consequently found it necessary to range the valley of Broto, to

discover ifpossible an entrance into some of the clefts ; in our search we arrived at Torla,

a considerable village at about a league and a half distance from Boucharo ; here I

, perceived to the east an opening into a large valley, which penetrated into the platform,

aiid which is known by the name of the Val d'Ordesa, and entirely uninhabited, I made
my way to it by fording the Ara, and was presently satisfied I had entered one of the

. clefts I had contemplated from Mont Perdu. Its aperture is at the summit of Torla,

, ij^liich by my barometrical observations I found to be one thousand and eighty-one

t
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metres, or tive hundred und iirty-itix tcisi-s. I rumbled in this cleft for four hours,

;ilwuys under the shade of a thick stately forest, and inclosed iKtwren vertical walls oi

dreadful elevation. The day was dniwmg towards its close when we reached the ex-

tremity of the cleft ; the platform was still above our heads, surrounded with those walls

so impossible to climb, which determined us to pass the night under the shelter of a

rock overspread with tufts of the gonista lusitanica a very rare shrub, which we cut to

light and feed our fire. We found the height of this station to be nine hundred and
twenty-five toises.

At the break of the following day we proceeded to reconnoitre the walls, which after

two unsuccessful attempts and not without imminent danger, wo. scaled with our hands
and feet. Having attained the platform, tiie face of every thing seemed changed around
us, and in such a manner tliat we hardly knew where we were. Mont Perdu, the cy-

linder, its walls and clefts, were before us, but wc were enabled to single them out from
amidst the chaos of rocks so piled upon each other ; it was necessary then I should tra-

verse the platform to adjust my observations with those I had made on the summit.
After more than once consulting the barometer on different situations of the platform,

its mean elevation I found to be two thousand fourhimdred and thirty metres, or some,
thing more than one thousand two hundred toises. This height, compared with those I

hud taken at the bottom of the valley, gives an advantage over its upper extremity of five

hundred and thirty -six metres, and is one thousand two hundred and fifly-seven metres

above its mouth, so that the mean depth of the cleft will be eight hundred and ninety-six

mi trcs, or four hundred and fifty-nine toises.

Having now nu)gcd in two directions the meridional side of this shell-composed chain,

I will in a few words give the result of my observations. With respect to the general

disposition ofthe surface or ground, it is certain that the steeps are much more precipi-

tous on the south than north ; the mountains too sink faster, and the valleys arc deeper,

though at the same time this side of the chain has less transversal breadth than the ottier,

and the surface of this part of Spain is higher than the corresponding surface of France.

As to the nature of these mountains, they are all secondary ; the last primitive materials

I noticed were in the Port of Gavarnie : here at its utmost elevation w ; find granite,

and we afterwards leave to the north limestone, and afterwards large very inclining

shelves of grauwakke, alternating with flakes of gnrnwacken-schicfTcr, the latter is very

much intermixed with wrecks of aquatic monocotyledones plants, whose forms are fre-

quently spread with a pyritous varnish ; it is, we know, in this species of rock that the

most ancient remains of organised beings are to be met with, beyond all is composed in

some sort, of two elements ; gravel more or less coarse, and fetid limestone, more or

less polluted with clay, both mixed in all proportions, i'rom the pudding and the free-

stone, where the union is hardly discernible, to the compact limestone in which the sand
is with difficulty recognised ; but with this difference, that tlie beds wherein flint and
sand predominate constitute the greatest portion of the mountains, and compact lime<

stone is seldom found there but m small, irregular, and shelving beds ; finally marine
bodies are chiefly discovered in beds composed of sand of a moderate fineness, and in

mean proportion, few are met with in freestone of gross ciuality, and fewer yet in mar.
bles, and among the number of fossils, the species m which they most prevail is that of

the lenticulares numismales, and here they are so abundant as to strike minds the most
accustomed to the contemplation of the destruction of nature. I have met with them of

three dimensions, and they appear to constitute as manv distinct specien ; the diameter of

the smallest rarely exceeds two millimetres, and is frequently much less ; the first is

. r_ ...^
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found nn(»n the summit of Mout Perdu, ntui ap\K!irs to have siilTcrcd from transport.!

tiou, and its exterior forms are fi^reatlv tlcfar.cd, the socf)iid is found alon^f the Val de

Hroto ever? to the deepest part of the V'al d'Ordesa, it takes its residence in the inferior

or lower beds, unddiseovcrs itself cvidetjtiy enough by the tubereles on its surface, and
internal spires : its diameter attains to about half an inch; the third isal)uut an inch and

a half in diameter, and is found in the lowest licds, IkIow Toria, towards the plain.

Further respecting the disposition of all their materials, it is too wonderful in the his-

tory of secondary mountains to be passed over, particularly the range of Marborc and
Mont Perdu, the beds of whieh are urrunged in such u manner as very frequently to take

a vertical situation, and die most elevated summits of this minerulogicai parallel are form-

ed of beds thus disposed ; but wc scarcely find ourselves in the Val de Broto, when the

beds become horizontal, without a possibility of discovering their relative positions, or

where the cluinge begins. The horizontal beds are very precipitous, like those which
are vertical, and like tnem are vertically divided by fissures crossing from one side to the

other. Wc might in more than one place be easily deceived, and take these trenches

for beds, if wc were not particular in noticing the order of the up|)er position of their

materials. It is this disposition to divide itself vertically, however constructed its beds,

which in a very eminent degree characterises the chain of Mont Perdu and all its de-

pendances ; and it arises from the spontaneous division of its beds into small solids, the

form of which tends more or less to a rectangular parallelepiped, and there is even in the

sand which incorporates itself in these beds, an apparent tendency to a similar division,

which has been remarked frequently in the freestones of other pans of £uro|)e. But
what in other places would be considered a phenomenon of no magnitude, aiid compre-
hended by u very cursory view, takes here a character for grandeur so prodigious, that

even the acknowledged proceedings of nature appear at first incomi)etent to the explana-

tion of such uncommon forms. ( urther in no part were these forms so imposing as in

those great clefts I had just explored. Their surface is a succession of steps perfectly

horizontid, and formed by beds of freestone, with which we observed intermixed the

red freestone, considered by geologists as the most ancient of the globe. Here the tor-

rents are so regular in their fall, that the whole passage they make to themselves seems to

be the work of man. The positions too of these immense fissures, disposed into stories

of prodigious elevation, and on every side of us lost to our sight, their perpendicular

materials, colour, and joinings, so much recal to our minds structures raised by the

hand of man, th<it we imagine ourselves contemplating the ruins of some immense
edifice.

The pudding stone and freestone constitu*? the largest i>ortion of these walls ; but the

compact limestone separates them here and there in hu'gc stratii ; upon the higher land-

ings these are particularly observed in small beds, not difficult to be distinguished, and
always horizontal in their position.

The first beds I noticed upon the platform were yet horizontal, and are composed of

a pudding stone, in which the flints and sand form in the calcareous sand very uregular

undulating veins.

But at the approach of the peak the position of the beds are entirely changed. At
the base ofMont Perdu I found the shell-composed beds varying themselves to the south,

and dipping to the north on an angle of 45<^ an inclination the very opposite to that of
similar beds which constitute the northern base of the same peak. It is therefore cer-

tain that the beds of this mountain are, as it were, an open fan, the vertical rays of which
n .^^^f^ n\t .
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constitute itH .summit ; u very singular dinpositioii, and an inversion of that which a rise

or burst* could have produced. It in further certain, that the beds arraiif^cd towards
ihc peaks arc precisely the shortest, the most irrc^^ular, and intertwined ; and that there

is a coherency and regularity in those beds very iHoportiunal to their approach to upcr-
feet horizontal position.

W'c cannot doubt that the latter nrc in their natural and original position, and that they
owe their regularity to the soil upon which they have been deposited.

Besides the waters by which they were collected being turbulent, have by turns thrown
ui calcareous slime, sands, and heavy (lintH, and mixed their various materials with an
« fVort, the signs of which cannot be mistaken.

I have already in another place attempted to establish the fact, that the course of these

waters was rapidly impelled in a direction from the south-west to the north-cast, and
this is strongly here evinced by the position ofthe difl'erent masses and the situation of the

steeps. The force then of these currents, upon the southeru face of the primitive chain,

would naturally lodge the matter they accumulated very irregularly upon its sides, not less

on accou'. of the inclination and ruggcdness of the surface which received it, us by reason

of the agitation, whirlpools, and swelling of the waves, by which it was impelled along.

The irregular beds which these tumultuary impulsions occasioned, being at first un-

stably lodged upon very oblique planes, have removed from them, as soon as they had
received a considerable addition to their bulk and weight ; and it is natural to imagine

that the most inclined of these beds must have fallen upon the regular deposits beneath,

.and that several of them have maintained an hold upon the lower trenches. A move-
ment of this nature is more easily imagined than an eruption, the causes of which must
be looked for in some vague hypothesis, and whose natural efl'ect would be rather to lift

up the beds in shifts, upon each other, than spread them out like a fan.

In the mean time one of the greatest difficulties yet remains unaccounted for ; it is not

easy to comprehend how such masses, evidently as it were, turned upside down, have
taken their stations several hundred metres above the summits of the mountains, from
whence we inight believe them to have been thrown down. Has it then arisen from the

sinkings that nave lowered, as there are many circumstances to induce a belief, the

northern mountains ? or have their summits been subjected to a more rapid waste, as

other facts authorise us to imagine ? Let us however confess, there is nothing clearly

to be depended upon, excepting that some extraordinary convulsion of miturc nas sub-

jected the higher beds of Mont Perdu to a change of position.

Another circumstance is also clear, and that is, that this convulsion has originated

beneath the waters, as is evident from those upper disposed shelves, on the summit of

thr tverturned beds ; which upi^er deposites may have occupied many vacuities, enlarged

many ridges, and strongly cemented the crumbling masses with the compressed ones.

The first vallies, the vestiges of which are sufficiently distinguishable, have been form-

ed upon these moi'Uains by the retiring of the waters, end these waters, having once

found theirnatural ,jvel, have left these masses to disiccation, and their natural weight

;

the general or partial sinkings too of these masses, have occasioned the great southern

clefts ; and probably the deep vallies to the north and west, which divide by diverging,

having always Mont Perdu for their centre.

Doubtless these clefts have at first been no other than narrow fissures, an'l by de-

grees, since enlarged by the fall of their walls; the varied position of the 1 1;<<^ io the

* Soulevcment.
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north of Mont IVrdu, and the divcrnity of the matter seated upon ihem, lus determined

irregularly this enlargement; and the valley* have expanded tlu'niielvcs from their but-

tomulo their edges in u multitude of different angles : to the south on the contrary, tlu-

tendency of the beds in every way vertically to divide themselves, never fails to leave be

hind their fallen surfaces uerpendiculur craggs ; and the destruction acting always in

the same inanner, upon substances always similar, has increased the fissures by sections

parallel to their first line, iniwmuch that their projecting and ••eturning angles have every

where retained their original correspondence.

I will not extend these reflexions farther ; what I have already said is sufficient for the

singularities of one n;oimtain j but this mountain is not only the highest of the Pyrenees,

it in also the most elevutcd point of our hemisphere whereon organic wrecks have been

discovered ; it is, in a word, of all the known mountains, the la.t labours of the sea, in

its volume the most considerable, and the most extraordinary from its structure. A
ground like this is classical for the study ofsecondary mountains, and the history of th(;

ist revolutions of the globe, h will ailord a reiterated exercise to the sagacity of the

interpreters of nature i and, from what I have myself advanced regarding it, it will be

evident 1 urn very kc from having exhausted its geology.
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